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1.1 libjpeg 6b 
1.1.1 Notifications : 

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

1.1.2 Available under license : 
The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

==========================================

 

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998

====================================

 

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG

Group's free JPEG software.  You are welcome to redistribute this software and

to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

 

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into

larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to

our electronic mailing list.  Mailing list members are notified of updates

and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

 

DOCUMENTATION

 ROADMAP

=====================

 

This file contains the following sections:

 

OVERVIEW            General description of JPEG and the IJG software.

LEGAL ISSUES        Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.

REFERENCES          Where to learn more about JPEG.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS   Where to find newer versions of this software.

RELATED SOFTWARE    Other stuff you should get.

FILE FORMAT WARS    Software *not* to get.

TO DO               Plans for future IJG releases.

 

Other documentation files in the distribution are:
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User documentation:

 install.doc       How to configure and install the IJG software.

 usage.doc         Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,

                   rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.

 *.1               Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).

 wizard.doc        Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.

 change.log        Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal

 documentation:

 libjpeg.doc       How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.

 example.c         Sample code for calling the JPEG library.

 structure.doc     Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.

 filelist.doc      Road map of IJG files.

 coderules.doc     Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

 

Please read at least the files install.doc and usage.doc.  Useful information

can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article.  See

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

 

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or

more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly

the order listed) before diving into the code.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and

decompression.  JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression

method for full-color and gray-scale images.

  JPEG is intended for compressing

"real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images

are not its strong suit.  JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not

exactly identical to the input image.  Hence you must not use JPEG if you

have to have identical output bits.  However, on typical photographic images,

very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and

remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a

low-quality image.  For more details, see the references, or just experiment

with various compression settings.

 

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

compression processes.  Provision is made for supporting all variants of these

processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.

For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding

variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES.  We have made no provision for supporting

the
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 hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

 

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,

plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to

perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.

The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

 

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included

considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;

for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG

decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or

colormapped displays.  These extra functions can be compiled out of the

library if not required for a particular application.  We have also included

"jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG

processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for

inserting and extracting textual comments

 in JFIF files.

 

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and

flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful.  In particular,

the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG.  (See the

REFERENCES section for introductory material.)  Rather, it is intended to

be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code.  We do not claim to have

achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

 

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.

No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product

documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

 

 

LEGAL ISSUES

============

 

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you

 must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,
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its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed,

 then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of

 L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.  (See the file

ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part

of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than

the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright
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by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by

patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic

 coding cannot

legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this reason,

support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software.

(Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented

Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.)

So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining

code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

   "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

 

 

REFERENCES

==========

 

We

 highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to

understand the innards of the JPEG software.

 

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is

	Wallace, Gregory K.  "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard",

	Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44.

(Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression,

applications of JPEG, and related topics.)  If you don't have the CACM issue

handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is

available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz.  The file (actually

a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics)

omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections

and some added material.  Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE,

and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

 

A somewhat less technical, more

 leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in

"The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by

M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1.  This book provides
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good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods

including JPEG.  It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C

code but don't know much about data compression in general.  The book's JPEG

sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look

at a full implementation, you've got one here...

 

The best full description of JPEG is the textbook "JPEG Still Image Data

Compression Standard" by William B. Pennebaker and Joan L. Mitchell, published

by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993, ISBN 0-442-01272-1.  Price US$59.95, 638 pp.

The book includes the complete text of the ISO JPEG standards (DIS 10918-1

and draft DIS 10918-2).  This is by far the most complete exposition of JPEG

in existence, and we highly recommend it.

 

The

 JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a

paper copy through ISO or ITU.  (Unless you feel a need to own a certified

official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead;

it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.)

In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212)

642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179.  (ANSI

doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.)  It's not cheap: as of

1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7%

shipping/handling.  The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the

actual specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods.  Part 1

is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images,

Part 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS

10918-1, ITU-T T.81.  Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of

Continuous-tone Still

 Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document

numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

 

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3,

a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84.  IJG

currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

 

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file

format.  For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision

1.02.  A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:

	Literature Department

	C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.

	1778 McCarthy Blvd.

	Milpitas, CA 95035

	phone (408) 944-6300,  fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at

ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz.  There is also a plain text

version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing

the figures.
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The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from

ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz.  The JPEG incorporation

 scheme

found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems.

IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6).

Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2

(Compression tag 7).  Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or

from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/.  It is expected that the next revision

of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design.

Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library

uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note.  libtiff is available

from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/.

 

 

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS

=================

 

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet

address 192.48.96.9).  The most recent released version can always be found

there in directory graphics/jpeg.  This particular version will be archived

as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz.  If you don't

 have

direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact

help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

 

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files.  However, only

ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

 

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from

the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or

on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12

"JPEG Tools".  Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net

release.

 

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of

general information about JPEG.  It is updated constantly and therefore is

not included in this distribution.  The FAQ is posted every two weeks to

Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups.

It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/

and other news.answers

 archive sites, including the official news.answers

archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/.

If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu

with body

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2
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RELATED SOFTWARE

================

 

Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG.  (Quite a

few of them use this library to do so.)  The JPEG FAQ described above lists

some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to

obtain them on Internet.

 

If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free

PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image

files.  In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of

other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful.  The latest

version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous

sites,

 notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/.

Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is;

you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.

 

A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford,

is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/.  This program

is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use;

it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it

is easier to read and modify.  Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG,

which we do not.  (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

 

 

FILE FORMAT WARS

================

 

Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library.

The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a

concrete file format.  Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own,

creating proprietary formats that no one else could read.

  (For example, none

of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to

exchange compressed files.)

 

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES).  This format

has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has

become the de facto standard.  JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation.

We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF

Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of

additional data about an image.  TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely

supported, unfortunately.

 

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF.

SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should

be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF.  SPIFF has some technical
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advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an

official standard rather than an informal one.  At this point it is unclear

whether

 SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto

standard.  IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we

have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not.

(In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

 

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist.

We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats.  Indeed,

one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help

force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files.  Don't

use a proprietary file format!

 

 

TO DO

=====

 

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality.

The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be

very good at low Q values.  We also intend to investigate block boundary

smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving

quality-vs-file-size performance without

 sacrificing compatibility.

 

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG

Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file

format.

 

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.

 

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.

 

1.2 tar 1.30 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
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stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.
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 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
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Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.
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 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
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used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
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   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
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for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
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   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
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reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
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any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
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arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
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section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
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USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.3 golang-lru 0.5.0 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.
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1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the

 License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
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     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims,

 in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by

 contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date
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    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor

 first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements

 in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions
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    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications

 that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license

 for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices
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    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers

 of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due

 to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly

 and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such
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    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License

 shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized

 under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not

 apply to You.

 

8. Litigation
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  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

 

    10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible

 With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be
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     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.4 xdg-user-dirs 0.17-2ubuntu1 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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Public License instead of this License.

 

1.5 coreutils 8.30-3ubuntu2 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)
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 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
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earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
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   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
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   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
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code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above
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 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
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for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.6 libidn 2.2.0-2 
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1.6.1 Available under license : 
                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.
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  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For
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 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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Libidn2 COPYING -- Licensing information.                       -*- outline -*-

Copyright (C) 2011-2016 Simon Josefsson

See the end for copying conditions.

 

The source code for the C library (libidn2.a or libidn.so) are

licensed under the terms of either the GNU General Public License

version 2.0 or later (see the file COPYINGv2) or the GNU Lesser

General Public License version 3.0 or later (see the file

COPYING.LESSERv3), or both in parallel as here.

 

The command line tool, self tests, examples, and other auxiliary

files, are licensed under the GNU General Public License version 3.0

or later.

 

The license of the Unicode character data files (which are parsed into

static storage in the library) are documented in COPYING.unicode.

 

Other files are licensed as indicated in each file.

 

There may be exceptions to these general rules, see each file for

precise information.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

This file is free software: you can redistribute

 it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this file.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

A. Unicode Copyright.

 

   Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

   Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

   Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files solely

for informational purposes and in the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the Terms

and Conditions herein.

   Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the particular set of data files known as the

"Unicode Character Database" can be found in the License.

   Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book
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editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the

 title page. The online code charts carry specific restrictions. All other files, including online documentation of the

core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under these general Terms of Use.

   No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

   Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

 

B. Restricted Rights Legend.

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software,

 in accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

 

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

   This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in

this publication and/or website at any time.

   If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

   EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-

INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR

OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

 

D. Waiver of Damages.

In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of

any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

 

E. Trademarks & Logos.

   The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

your acknowledgement

 of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade

names.

   The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

   All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

 

F. Miscellaneous.
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   Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access

this server from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are governed solely by the laws of the State of

California without regard to any principles

 which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be

resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal

jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

   Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it to this

site. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

   Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

   Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

   Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 1

Unicode Data Files include all data files

 under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT

 AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.7 dash 0.5.10.2-6 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1989-1994

	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 1997 Christos Zoulas.  All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 1997-2005

	Herbert Xu <herbert@gondor.apana.org.au>.  All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by Kenneth Almquist.

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

mksignames.c:

 

This file is not directly linked with dash.  However, its output is.

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of GNU Bash, the Bourne Again SHell.

 

Bash is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the

 terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

Bash is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License with

your Debian GNU/Linux system, in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL, or with the

Debian GNU/Linux hello source package as the file COPYING.  If not,

write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330,

Boston, MA 02111 USA.
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1.8 giflib 5.2.1 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.9 readline 8.0 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
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functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political
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 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means
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the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify
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you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from

 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version
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if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
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least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf
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 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract

 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
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@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.
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@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover
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 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
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refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
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   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
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library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
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measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
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   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
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specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
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provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
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work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.10 libcap-ng 0.7.9-2.1build1 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
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permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting
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 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control
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compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,

 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
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   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the
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 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything
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 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
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Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute
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 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through
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 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.11 d-conf 0.36.0-1 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software
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 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
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linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the
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 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).
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 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.12 rtmpdump 2.4+20151223.gitfa8646d.1-

2build1 
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1.12.1 Available under license : 
                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
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under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object

 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
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under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
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written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301

 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.13 libyaml 0.2.2-1 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.14 mawk 1.3.4.20200120-2 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

Upstream source http://invisible-island.net/mawk/mawk.html

 

Current maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

mawk 1.3.4 and updates, Copyright 2008-2019 by Thomas E. Dickey

	mawk 1.3.4 includes substantial work by others:

	Copyright 2009-2010 by Jonathan Nieder

	Copyright 2005 by Aleksey Cheusov

mawk 1.3.3 Nov 1996, Copyright (C) Michael D. Brennan

 

Mawk is distributed without warranty under the terms of

the GNU General Public License, version 2, 1991.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Files: aclocal.m4

Licence: other-BSD

Copyright:  2008-2018,2019 by Thomas E. Dickey

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

    distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

  

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or portions of the Software.

  

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

  

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other
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 dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: other-BSD

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright:  2012-2019 Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: other-BSD

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute

 this software and its

   documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

   provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

   both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

   supporting documentation, and that the name of the above listed
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   copyright holder(s) not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

   to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

   permission.

 

   THE ABOVE LISTED COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

   TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

   AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE LISTED COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

On Debian

 systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.15 findutils 4.7.0-1ubuntu1 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,
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 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.16 libsemanage-common 3.0-1build2 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
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warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
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   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.17 selinux 3.0-1build2 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

This library (libselinux) is public domain software, i.e. not copyrighted.

 

Warranty Exclusion

------------------

You agree that this software is a

non-commercially developed program that may contain "bugs" (as that

term is used in the industry) and that it may not function as intended.

The software is licensed "as is". NSA makes no, and hereby expressly

disclaims all, warranties, express, implied, statutory, or otherwise

with respect to the software, including noninfringement and the implied

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

 

Limitation of Liability
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-----------------------

In no event will NSA be liable for any damages, including loss of data,

lost profits, cost of cover, or other special, incidental,

consequential, direct or indirect damages arising from the software or

the use thereof, however caused and on any theory of liability. This

limitation will apply even if NSA has been advised of the possibility

of such damage. You acknowledge that this is

 a reasonable allocation of

risk.

 

1.18 grep 3.4-1 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
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packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works
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for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
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   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
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must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
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to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read
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<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.19 go-json-rest 3.3.2+incompatible 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013-2016 Antoine Imbert

 

The MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.20 glibc 2.31 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display
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@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically

 libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library

 or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation

 will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative

 of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the

 same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former

 contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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@item

You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must

 cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections

 of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this

 License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and
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 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because

 it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of

 this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable,

 and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.
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@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library,

 uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software
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 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}
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@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by
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the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end

 smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.
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4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative
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works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero
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Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word

 processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
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text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'',

 or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies

 you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the

 title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.
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If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute

 an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same

 title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.
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@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's

 license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any

 section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
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dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant

 Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old

 one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.
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@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known,

 or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License

 into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
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of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement

 (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder
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fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any

 work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and

 conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the
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site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons

 Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License

 in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:
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@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant

 Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without
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limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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 the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,
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derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that

 both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
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DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

 BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse

 or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:
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/* The Inner Net License,

 Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s)

 of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c

 is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.
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The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with

 the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright

 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests

 are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests

 is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,
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    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online

 help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.
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You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.21 libpsl 0.21.0-1ubuntu1 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2014-2015 Tim Rhsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2014-2018 Tim Rhsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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* The following License is for the source code files

 psl-make-dafsa and lookup_string_in_fixed_set.c.

 

// Copyright 2015 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.22 adduser 3.118ubuntu2 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

This package was first put together by Ian Murdock

<imurdock@debian.org> and was maintained by Steve Phillips

<sjp@cvfn.org> from sources written for the Debian Project by Ian

Murdock, Ted Hajek <tedhajek@boombox.micro.umn.edu>, and Sven Rudolph

<sr1@inf.tu-dresden.de>.

 

Since Nov 27 1996, it was maintained by Guy Maor <maor@debian.org>.  He

rewrote most of it.

 

Since May 20 2000, it is maintained by Roland Bauerschmidt

<rb@debian.org>.
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Since March 24 2004, it is maintained by Roland Bauerschmidt

<rb@debian.org>, and co-maintained by Marc Haber

<mh+debian-packages@zugschlus.de>

 

Since 23 Oct 2005, it has been maintained by Joerg Hoh <joerg@joerghoh.de>

 

Since June 2006, it has been maintained by Stephen Gran <sgran@debian.org>

 

deluser is Copyright (C) 2000 Roland Bauerschmidt <rb@debian.org>

and based on the source code of adduser.

 

adduser is Copyright (C) 1997, 1998, 1999 Guy Maor <maor@debian.org>.

adduser is Copyright (C) 1995 Ted Hajek <tedhajek@boombox.micro.umn.edu>

with portions

 Copyright (C) 1994 Debian Association, Inc.

 

The examples directory has been contributed by John Zaitseff, and is

GPL V2 as well.

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

1.23 sensible-utils 0.0.12+nmu1 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: sensible-utils

Upstream-Contact: Anibal Monsalve Salazar <anibal@debian.org>

Source: https://alioth.debian.org/projects/collab-maint/sensible-utils.git

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2002-2009, Clint Adams <schizo@debian.org>
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	   2010- Anibal Monsalve Salazar <anibal@debian.org>

	   2012, David Prvot <taffit@debian.org>

	   2013, Thorsten Glaser

	   2017, Jrmy Bobbio

	   2017, Ximin Luo

	   2017- Bastien Roucaris <rouca@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: sensible-editor*

Copyright: 1997,  Guy Maor

2002, 2004, 2006,  Clint Adams

2010- Anibal Monsalve Salazar <anibal@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: sensible-pager*

Copyright: 1997, 1998,  Guy Maor

2004,  Clint Adams

2010- Anibal Monsalve Salazar <anibal@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: sensible-browser*

Copyright: 2002,  Joey Hess

2003, 2007, 2008,  Clint Adams

2010- Anibal Monsalve Salazar <anibal@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: select-editor*

Copyright:

 2009, Dustin Kirkland <kirkland@canonical.com>.

2010- Anibal Monsalve Salazar <anibal@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/Makefile.am

man/utf8toman.sed

Copyright: 2012-2017, Guillaume Jover

License: GPL-2+

Comment: Part of this are copied from dpkg

 

Files: man/po4a/cs*

Copyright: 2012,  Michal Simunek

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/po4a/de*

Copyright: 2011, Helge Kreutzmann <debian@helgefjell.de>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/po4a/fr*

Copyright: Nicolas Franois <nicolas.francois@centraliens.net>
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License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/po4a/es*

Copyright: 2010-2012, Omar Campagne

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/po4a/it*

Copyright: 2012, Beatrice Torracca

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/po4a/ja*

Copyright: 2010, Kurasawa Nozomu

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/po4a/pl*

Copyright: 2004, 2010, Robert Luberda <robert@debian.org>.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: man/po4a/pt*

Copyright: 2014, Amrico Monteiro <a_monteiro@gmx.com>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: aclocal.m4

Copyright: 1996-2017, Free Software Foundation,

 Inc.

License: All-permissive

 

Files: *Makefile.in

Copyright: 1994-2017, Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: All-permissive

 

Files: configure

Copyright: 1992-1996, 1998-2012, Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: configure

This configure script is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify it.

 

Files: build-aux/missing

Copyright: 1996-2014, Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: build-aux/install-sh

Copyright: 1994 X Consortium

License: installsh

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
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sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice

 and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

tium.

.

FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

 published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in the file

`/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: All-permissive

This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,

with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT
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 ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without

even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.24 debianutils 4.9.1 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian GNU/Linux package debianutils.

 

It is an original Debian package.  Programs in it were maintained by

Guy Maor <maor@debian.org>, and are now maintained by Clint Adams

<schizo@debian.org>.

 

All its programs except savelog, and which may be

redistributed under the terms of the GNU GPL, Version 2 or later,

found on Debian systems in the file /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL.

 

which is in the public domain.

 

savelog may be redistributed under the following terms: (The rest of

this file consists of savelog's distribution terms.)

 

#ident	"@(#)smail:RELEASE-3_2:COPYING,v 1.2 1996/06/14 18:59:10 woods Exp"

 

		     SMAIL GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       (Clarified 11 Feb 1988)

 

Copyright (C)  1988 Landon Curt Noll & Ronald S. Karr

Copyright (C)  1992 Ronald S. Karr

Copyleft (GNU) 1988 Landon Curt Noll & Ronald S. Karr

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license, but changing it is not allowed.  You can also

use this wording to make the terms

 for other programs.

 

 The license agreements of most software companies keep you at the

mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our general public license is

intended to give everyone the right to share SMAIL.  To make sure that

you get the rights we want you to have, we need to make restrictions

that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

the rights.  Hence this license agreement.

 

 Specifically, we want to make sure that you have the right to give

away copies of SMAIL, that you receive source code or else can get it

if you want it, that you can change SMAIL or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To make sure that everyone has such rights, we have to forbid you to

deprive anyone else of these rights.  For example, if you distribute

copies of SMAIL, you must give the recipients all the rights that you

have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their

 rights.

 

 Also, for our own protection, we must make certain that everyone

finds out that there is no warranty for SMAIL.  If SMAIL is modified by

someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what

they have is not what we distributed, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on our reputation.

 

 Therefore we (Landon Curt Noll and Ronald S. Karr) make the following

terms which say what you must do to be allowed to distribute or change

SMAIL.

 

 

			COPYING POLICIES

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of SMAIL source code

as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy a valid copyright notice "Copyright

(C) 1988 Landon Curt Noll & Ronald S. Karr" (or with whatever year is

appropriate); keep intact the notices on all files that refer to this

License Agreement and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the SMAIL program a copy of this License

Agreement along

 with the program.  You may charge a distribution fee

for the physical act of transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of SMAIL or any portion of it,

and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of

Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish,

   that in whole or in part contains or is a derivative of SMAIL or

   any part thereof, to be licensed at no charge to all third

   parties on terms identical to those contained in this License

   Agreement (except that you may choose to grant more extensive

   warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

 

   c) You may charge a distribution fee for the physical act of

   transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty
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   protection in exchange for a fee.

 

Mere

 aggregation of another unrelated program with this program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other program under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute SMAIL (or a portion or derivative of it,

under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal

   shipping charge) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This

 alternative is

   allowed only for non-commercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

For an executable file, complete source code means all the source code for

all modules it contains; but, as a special exception, it need not include

source code for modules which are standard libraries that accompany the

operating system on which the executable file runs.

 

 4. You may not copy, sublicense, distribute or transfer SMAIL

except as expressly provided under this License Agreement.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, sublicense, distribute or transfer SMAIL is void and

your rights to use the program under this License agreement shall be

automatically terminated.  However, parties who have received computer

software programs from you with this License Agreement will not have

their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. If you wish to incorporate parts of SMAIL into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to Landon

Curt Noll & Ronald S. Karr via the Free Software Foundation at 51

Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.  We have not yet

worked out a simple rule that can be stated here, but we will often

permit this.  We will be guided by the two goals of preserving the

free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting
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the sharing and reuse of software.

 

Your comments and suggestions about our licensing policies and our

software are welcome!  This contract was based on the contract made by

the Free Software Foundation.  Please contact the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA, or call (617) 542-5942 for details on copylefted material in

general.

 

		       NO WARRANTY

 

 BECAUSE SMAIL IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, WE PROVIDE ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE STATE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING, LANDON CURT NOLL & RONALD S.

 KARR AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE SMAIL "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF SMAIL IS WITH

YOU.  SHOULD SMAIL PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW WILL LANDON CURT NOLL &

RONALD S. KARR AND/OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND REDISTRIBUTE

SMAIL AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

LOST PROFITS, LOST MONIES, OR OTHER SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE

PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS) SMAIL, EVEN IF YOU HAVE

BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY

ANY

 OTHER PARTY.

 

1.25 libunistring 0.9.10-2 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.
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A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats

 include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or
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@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in

 another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever

 to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.
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@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.

  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that

 this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy
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of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from

 those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in

 the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
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given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least

 four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document,

 you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
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standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf

 of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of

 each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this
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License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract

 a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may

 be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original

 version will prevail.
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If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies

 you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that

 a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
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of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'')

 contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the

 MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and
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license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover

 Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
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software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
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products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is
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 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.
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 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated
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material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.26 hostname 3.23 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

This package was written by Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

on Thu, 16 Jan 1997 01:00:34 +0100.

 

License:

 

	Copyright (C) 2009 Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>

	Copyright (C) 2004-2005 Graham Wilson <graham@debian.org>

	Copyright (C) 1997 Bernd Eckenfels

	Copyright (C) 1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

	Copyright (C) 1996 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

	This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

	it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

	the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

 

	This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

	but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

	MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

	GNU General Public License for more details.

 

	You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

	along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

	Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

 MA 02110-1301 USA

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 file.

hostname -- set the host name or show the host/domain name

 

Copyright (C) 1994-1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

             2009-     Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.
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This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

1.27 acl 2.2.53-6 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and

 to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
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in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that

 any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its

 scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications

 or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if

 the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works

 based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

 component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions

 are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision

 will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

 DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one

 line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts

 in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License

 does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed
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under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom

 to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
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code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free

 library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries

 into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a

 certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under

 these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use

 of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be

 a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or
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   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function

 must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere

 aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library
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 into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

 the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file

 is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of

 this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library

 mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate

 distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence

 of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It

 is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
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an explicit geographical distribution

 limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs

 whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST

 OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these

 terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License

 for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.28 sed 4.7-1 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.
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 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
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 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
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(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
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the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
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   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization
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 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
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removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.
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 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
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receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
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sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
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 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
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author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.29 libffi 3.3-4 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions
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 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by

 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
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of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2019  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.30 init-system-helpers 1.57 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2013 Michael Stapelberg

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2013 Michael Stapelberg <stapelberg@debian.org>

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: script/service man8/service.rst

Copyright: 2006 Red Hat, Inc

2008 Canonical Ltd

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: script/invoke-rc.d man8/invoke-rc.d.rst

Copyright: 2000,2001 Henrique de Moraes Holschuh <hmh@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: script/update-rc.d man8/update-rc.d.rst

Copyright: 1997-2005 Miquel van Smoorenburg <miquels@cistron.nl>

Members of the pkg-sysvinit project

License: GPL-2+

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.
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.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

 warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Copyright  2013 Michael Stapelberg

All rights reserved.

.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

.

    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

    * Neither the name of Michael Stapelberg nor the

      names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Michael Stapelberg ''AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Michael Stapelberg BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

 DAMAGE.
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1.31 debconf 1.5.73 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 1999-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

          2003 Tomohiro KUBOTA <kubota@debian.org>

          2004-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Passthrough.pm

Copyright: 2000 Randolph Chung <tausq@debian.org>

          2000-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

          2005-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Qt* Debconf/Element/Qt*

Copyright: 2003 Peter Rockai <mornfall@logisys.dyndns.org>

          2003-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

          2010 Sune Vuorela <sune@debian.org>

          2011 Modestas Vainius <modax@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Kde.pm

Copyright: 2011 Modestas Vainius <modax@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Gnome.pm

Copyright: Eric Gillespie <epg@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/DbDriver/LDAP.pm

Copyright:

 Matthew Palmer <mjp16@ieee.uow.edu.au>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: debconf.py

Copyright: 2002 Moshe Zadka <m@moshez.org>

          2005 Canonical Ltd.

          2005-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: debconf-show

Copyright: 2001-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

          2003 Sylvain Ferriol <sylvain.ferriol@imag.fr>

License: BSD-2-clause
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Files: debconf-get-selections debconf-set-selections

Copyright: 2003 Petter Reinholdtsen <pere@hungry.com>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Test/*

Copyright: 2005 Sylvain Ferriol <Sylvain.Ferriol@imag.fr>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: debconf-apt-progress

Copyright: 2005-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

          2005-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

 IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.32 base-passwd 3.5.47 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,
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 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version

 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical

 commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: base-passwd

Upstream-Contact: Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

 

Files: *

Copyright: Copyright 1999-2002 Wichert Akkerman <wichert@deephackmode.org>

Copyright 2002, 2003, 2004 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

License: GPL-2

 

Files:

passwd.master

group.master

License: PD

X-Notes: Originally written by Ian Murdock <imurdock@debian.org> and

Bruce Perens <bruce@pixar.com>.

 

Files: doc/*

Copyright: Copyright 2001, 2002 Joey Hess

Copyright 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2007 Colin Watson

Copyright 2007 David Mandelberg

License: GPL-2

 

License: GPL-2

On Debian and Debian-based systems, a copy of the GNU General Public

License version 2 is available in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

1.33 bzip2 1.0.8-2 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.8 of 13 July 2019

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.34 cracklib 2.9.6-3.2 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free
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library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,

 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
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under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
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under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
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countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
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SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

-----------

EFFECTIVE OCT 2008, LICENSE IS BEING CHANGED TO LGPL-2.1 (though not reflected

in released code until Nov 2009 - slow release cycle...)

-----------

 

Discussion thread from mailing list archive, with approval from everyone actively

involved or holding original licensing rights included.

 

 

[Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:16

 

Attachments: Message as HTML    

looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing libraries unde=

r=20

GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

=2Dmike

 

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:18

     I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

      clarification of the licensing that was already in place.=20

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------

     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

 

     > -----Original Message-----

     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:15 PM
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     > To: cracklib-devel@li...

     > Subject: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20

     > looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing

     > libraries under

     > GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:33

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan

 wrote:

     > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

 

     the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was not=20

     GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the license=

     =20

     change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

 

     unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib unless th=

     eir=20

     applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the place of =

     a=20

     library to dictact to application writes what license they should be using.=

     =20

     thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     =2Dmike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel]

 cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:46

     Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small bit of

     additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine by me.

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------
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     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

 

     > -----Original Message-----

     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:33 PM

     > To: Neulinger, Nathan

     > Cc: cracklib-devel@li...; Alec Muffett

      > Subject: Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20

     > On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:

     > > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec

     > directly

     > > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this

     > point,

     > > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what

     > it was

     > > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

     >=20

     > the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was

     > not

     > GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the

     > license

     > change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

     >=20

     > unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib

     > unless their

     > applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the

     > place of a

     > library

 to dictact to application writes what license they should

     > be using.

     > thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2007-10-02 08:57

     > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > bit of

     > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine
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     > by me.

 

     I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

 

     What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     linked with any code, not just GPL...

 

     -a

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Devin Reade <gdr@gn...> - 2007-10-02 15:04

     I would like to see it under LGPL as well. I

 think it is in everyone's

     best interests to have as secure systems as possible, and I think tainting

     it via GPL will just make it less likely that the library gets used, and

     will not usually cause companies/developers to GPL the dependent code

     (where it is not already GPL).

 

     I like GPL, I use it when I can, but I don't think that it's the correct

     license in this situation.

 

     Devin

     --

     If it's sinful, it's more fun.

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Nalin Dahyabhai <nalin@re...> - 2008-01-28 16:32

     On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > bit of

     > > additional

 code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > by me.

     >

     > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     >

     > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > linked with any code, not just GPL...

 

     My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     timeframe.

 

     I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,
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     GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the

     GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

 

     In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

 

     Cheers,

 

     Nalin

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-05 21:27

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML

    

     On Monday 28 January 2008, Nalin Dahyabhai wrote:

     > On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > > bit of

     > > > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > > by me.

     > >

     > > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     > >

     > > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > > linked with any code, not just GPL...

     >

     > My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     > timeframe.

     >

     > I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,

     > GPLv2 with the option of using

 the library under a later version of the

     > GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     > GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     > which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

     >

     > In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

 

     looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     the change now ?

     -mike
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     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2008-10-05 23:18

     >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     >

     > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     > the change now ?

 

     yes. go for it. thanks++

 

     -a

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-25 22:34

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Sunday 05 October

 2008, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     > >

     > > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we

     > > make the change now ?

     >

     > yes. go for it. thanks++

 

     Nathan Neulinger is the only one who can actually make said change ...

     -mike

 

 

 

-----------

BELOW IS ORIGINAL LICENSING DISCUSSION RE CHANGING TO GPL from Artistic.

-----------

 

CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic license. In the

interests of wider acceptance and more modern licensing, it was switched with

the original author's blessing to GPL v2.

 

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has been reconfirmed

as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec Muffett.

 

The below email references nneul@umr.edu address, as that is the address

that was used at the time. For any future emails regarding this, please

use nneul@neulinger.org.

 

 

-------------------------------------
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From

 alecm@crypticide.com Mon Oct  1 12:26:03 2007

Received: from umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu ([131.151.0.192]) by UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:03 -0500

Received: from scansrv2.srv.mst.edu ([131.151.1.114]) by umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:02 -0500

Received: (qmail 8022 invoked from network); 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000

Received: from smtp1.srv.mst.edu (131.151.1.43)

 by scanin-ipvs.cc.umr.edu with SMTP; 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000

Received: from spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (mx1.spunky.mail.dreamhost.com [208.97.132.47])

	by smtp1.srv.mst.edu (8.13.1/8.13.1) with ESMTP id l91Gxtpr020623

	for <nneul@umr.edu>; Mon, 1 Oct 2007 11:59:55 -0500

Received: from rutherford.zen.co.uk (rutherford.zen.co.uk [212.23.3.142])

	by spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 2C7734D311

	for <nneul@neulinger.org>; Mon,  1 Oct 2007 09:59:50 -0700 (PDT)

Received: from

 [82.68.43.14] (helo=[192.168.1.3])

	by rutherford.zen.co.uk with esmtp (Exim 4.50)

	id 1IcOcX-0004Qt-6L

	for nneul@neulinger.org; Mon, 01 Oct 2007 16:59:49 +0000

Mime-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.2)

In-Reply-To: <1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

References: <1190922867.3457.147.camel@localhost.localdomain>

<EC90713277D2BE41B7110CCD74E235CEF44F38@UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu>

<1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; delsp=yes; format=flowed

Message-Id: <117A1264-F6DC-4E25-B0DD-56FBFEBE6E9F@crypticide.com>

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

From: Alec Muffett <alecm@crypticide.com>

Subject: Re: cracklib license

Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2007 17:59:46 +0100

To: Nathan Neulinger <nneul@neulinger.org>

X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.2)

X-Originating-Rutherford-IP: [82.68.43.14]

Return-Path: alecm@crypticide.com

X-OriginalArrivalTime: 01 Oct 2007 17:26:03.0008 (UTC) FILETIME=[2420C000:01C80450]

Status: RO

Content-Length:

 585

Lines: 21

 

>

> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

> From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@umr.edu>
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> Date: Sep 27, 2007 2:58 PM

> Subject: RE: cracklib license

> To: alecm@crypto.dircon.co.uk

>

> Any chance you could write me a self-contained email stating clearly

> that the license is being changed to GPL, so I could include that 

> email

> in the repository and clean up the repository/tarballs? I have all the

> original discussion, but something succinct and self contained 

> would be

> ideal.

 

The license for my code in the Cracklib distribution is henceforth GPL.

 

Happy now? :-)

 

	-a

 

1.35 libpwquality 1.4.2-1build1 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpwquality release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpwquality, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed

 under the terms of the

GNU General Public License version 2 or later, in which case the provisions

of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

The full text of the GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2 is included

below.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		

    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not

 permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either

 version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical

 commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this

 License.

 

1.36 cdebconf 0.251ubuntu1 
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1.36.1 Available under license : 
CDebConf was initially written by Randolph Chung <tausq@debian.org>

 

Other contributors include:

	Anthony Towns <ajt@debian.org>

	David Whedon <dwhedon@gordian.com>

	Dan Jacobowitz <dan@debian.org>

	Tollef Fog Heen <tfheen@debian.org>

	Attilio Fiandrotti <fiandro@tiscali.it>

	Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

       Regis Boudin <regis@debian.org>

 

CDebConf includes ideas and code from:

	debconf - The original, de facto, perl implementation

		(c) Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

	apt - The Debian Advanced Package Tool

		(c) Jason Gunthorpe <jgg@debian.org>

		(derived portions are public domain)

 

CDebConf is copyrighted (c) 2000-2009 by Randolph Chung <tausq@debian.org>,

the d-i team (see above), and Canonical Ltd. under the following license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.37 oniguruma 6.9.4-1 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

Oniguruma LICENSE

-----------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2020  K.Kosako  <kkosako0@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.38 d3-time-format 2.3.0 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010-2017 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.39 berkeley-db 5.3.28+dfsg1-0.6ubuntu2 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES

 THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE
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NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de> and others.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software

unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF,

 EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

/*-

* $Id$

*/

 

The following is the license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB

software.  For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions

other than those described here, or to purchase support for this software,

please contact Oracle at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information

 on

*    how to obtain complete source code for the DB software and any

*    accompanying software that uses the DB software.  The source code

*    must either be included in the distribution or be available for no

*    more than the cost of distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be

*    freely redistributable under reasonable conditions.  For an

*    executable file, complete source code means the source code for all

*    modules it contains.  It does not include source code for modules or

*    files that typically accompany the major components of the operating

*    system on which the executable file runs.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

* NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

* IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with

 the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

 * Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

*	The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the
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 above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the

license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
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freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin

 of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

This package was debianized by Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> on

Tue, 25 Jul 2006 11:43:45 +0100.

 

It was downloaded from <http://www.ch-werner.de/sqliteodbc/>

 

Upstream Author: Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

 

Copyright: Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

          OS/2 Port Copyright (c) 2004 Lorne R. Sunley <lsunley@mb.sympatico.ca>

 

License:

 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and

 need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006, Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> and

is licensed under the GPL-3, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

1.40 brotli 1.0.7-6ubuntu0.1 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, 2013-2016 by the Brotli Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.41 xerces-j 2.12.2 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

Apache XML Commons Resolver

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation http://www.apache.org/

 

Portions of this code are derived from classes placed in the

public domain by Arbortext on 10 Apr 2000. See:

http://www.arbortext.com/customer_support/updates_and_technical_notes/catalogs/docs/README.htm

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:
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    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the
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 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.42 d3-interpolate 1.4.0 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.43 d3-color 1.4.1 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.44 zip 3.0-11build1 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

This is version 2007-Mar-4 of the Info-ZIP license.

The definitive version of this document should be available at

ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and

a copy at http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html.

 

 

Copyright (c) 1990-2007 Info-ZIP.  All rights reserved.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as

the following set of individuals:

 

  Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois,

  Jean-loup Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth,

  Dirk Haase, Greg Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz,

  David Kirschbaum, Johnny Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko,

  Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi, Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs,

  Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury, Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda,

  Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine Verheijen, Paul von Behren,

  Rich Wales, Mike White.

 

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of

 any kind, express

or implied.  In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable

for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages

arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain

      the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list

      of conditions.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries)

      must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer,

      and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials

      provided with the distribution.  The sole exception to this condition

      is redistribution of a standard UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as

      part of

 a self-extracting archive; that is permitted without inclusion

      of this license, as long as the normal SFX banner has not been removed

      from the binary or disabled.
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   3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating

      systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with

      modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library

      versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not

      be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries,

      compiled from the original source.  Such altered versions also must not

      be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not

      limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP"

      (or any variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different

      capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the

      explicit permission of Info-ZIP.  Such altered versions

 are further

      prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP

      e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP

      will provide support for the altered versions.

 

   4. Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip,"

      "UnZipSFX," "WiZ," "Pocket UnZip," "Pocket Zip," and "MacZip" for its

      own source and binary releases.

RECORD

       Carriage_Control carriage_return

       Format stream_lf

 

1.45 iconv 2.31 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for
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your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,

 not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed

 for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
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the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because

 of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
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(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed

 under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must

 itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this

 function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition,

 mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the

 Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of
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 the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the

 work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

  It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the

 Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for

 copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute

 the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each

 version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR

 LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.

  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)
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 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
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earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
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   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
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   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
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code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above
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 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
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for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.46 attr 2.4.48-5 
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1.46.1 Available under license : 
Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your

 freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
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rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free

 library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries

 into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
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Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a

 certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
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which has been distributed

 under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use

 of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be

 a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function

 must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere

 aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library

 into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of

 the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file

 is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of

 this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library

 mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

  For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate

 distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a

 consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

 circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution

 limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs

 whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE

 COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
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WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these

 terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License

 for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software

 and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that

 any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its

 scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications

 or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if

 the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works

 based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

 component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions

 are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision

 will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

 FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  

 <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts

 in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License

 does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.47 diffutils 3.7-3 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
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can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.
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 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
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linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
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is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.
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 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
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   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
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modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or
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   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.48 gdbm 1.18.1-5 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007, 2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2)

 offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those
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 domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

  To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays

 "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible
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feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything,

 other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users'

 Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must

 license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation

 and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work
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in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or

 customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the

 object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and

 execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a
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network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or
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   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive

 additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You

 may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
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received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days

 after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each

 time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you

 may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
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 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or

 other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
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receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically

 extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to

 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this

 License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer

 of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief

 idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
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notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes

 with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But

 first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.49 shared-mime-info 1.15-1 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.50 netbase 6.1 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

This package was created by Peter Tobias tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de on

Wed, 24 Aug 1994 21:33:28 +0200 and maintained by Anthony Towns

<ajt@debian.org> until 2001.

It is currently maintained by Marco d'Itri <md@linux.it>.

 

Copyright 1994-2010 Peter Tobias, Anthony Towns and Marco d'Itri

 

The programs in this package are distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License, version 2 as distributed by the Free Software

Foundation. On Debian systems, a copy of this license may be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

1.51 libonig 6.9.4-1 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

Oniguruma LICENSE

-----------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2019  K.Kosako  <kkosako0@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.52 lsb 11.1.0ubuntu2 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: LSB implementation package

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2002-2010, Chris Lawrence <lawrencc@debian.org>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: init-functions.d/50-ubuntu-logging

Copyright: 2005-2011, Canonical Ltd.

License: GPL-2

 

Files: init-functions

Copyright: 2002-2009, Chris Lawrence <lawrencc@debian.org>

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of other contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it

and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the
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 Free Software Foundation;

version 2 dated June 1991.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be

useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more

details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public

License along with this package; if not, write to the Free

Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor,

Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

.

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in the file

`/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

1.53 libxcrypt 4.4.10-10ubuntu4 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
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derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.54 sysv-init 2.96-2.1ubuntu1 
1.54.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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Sysvinit is Copyright (C) 1991-2004 Miquel van Smoorenburg

   Updated Copyright (C) 2018 Jesse Smith

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

 

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

Send patches to sysvinit-devel@nongnu.org

 

1.55 public-suffix 20200303.0012-1 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.
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1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

 

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

    process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General
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   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes

 such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:
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(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes

 additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under
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the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the

 Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute

 a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional

 Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,
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indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the

 maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing

 basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.
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5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*   

                                                                   *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered

 Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation,

 damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *
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*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place

 of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version

 number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that
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such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source

 Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.56 jq 1.6-1ubuntu0.20.04.1 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

jq is copyright (C) 2012 Stephen Dolan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

jq's documentation (everything found under the docs/ subdirectory in

the source tree) is licensed under the Creative Commons CC BY 3.0

license, which can be found at:

 

        https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

 

The documentation website includes a copy of Twitter's Boostrap and

relies on Bonsai, Liquid templates and various other projects, look

them up for detailed licensing conditions.

 

 

 

jq incorporates David M. Gay's dtoa.c and g_fmt.c, which bear the

following notices:

 

dtoa.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 2000, 2001 by Lucent Technologies.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING

 PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

g_fmt.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 1996 by Lucent Technologies.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
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purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.57 lua-cjson 2.1.0 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010-2012  Mark Pulford <mark@kyne.com.au>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.58 init-system-helpers 1.57 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2013 Michael Stapelberg

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2013 Michael Stapelberg <stapelberg@debian.org>
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License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: script/service man8/service.rst

Copyright: 2006 Red Hat, Inc

2008 Canonical Ltd

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: script/invoke-rc.d man8/invoke-rc.d.rst

Copyright: 2000,2001 Henrique de Moraes Holschuh <hmh@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: script/update-rc.d man8/update-rc.d.rst

Copyright: 1997-2005 Miquel van Smoorenburg <miquels@cistron.nl>

Members of the pkg-sysvinit project

License: GPL-2+

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

 warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Copyright  2013 Michael Stapelberg

All rights reserved.

.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

.

    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

    * Neither the name of Michael Stapelberg nor the

      names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Michael Stapelberg ''AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Michael Stapelberg BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

1.59 iconv 2.31 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,

 not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed

 for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without
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changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because

 of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed
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 under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must

 itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this

 function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition,

 mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
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that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the

 Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative

 work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of

 the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply

 a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the

 work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

  It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the

 Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for

 copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute

 the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system;

 it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each

 version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY

 IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR

 LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>

  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.

  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and
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authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's
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System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
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11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
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part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or
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 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
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modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
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transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.60 scowl 2018.04.16-1 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

The collective work is Copyright 2000-2016 by Kevin Atkinson as well

as any of the copyrights mentioned below:

 

 Copyright 2000-2016 by Kevin Atkinson
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 Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell these word

 lists, the associated scripts, the output created from the scripts,

 and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

 provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and

 that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

 supporting documentation. Kevin Atkinson makes no representations

 about the suitability of this array for any purpose. It is provided

 "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

Alan Beale <biljir@pobox.com> also deserves special credit as he has,

in addition to providing the 12Dicts package and being a major

contributor to the ENABLE word list, given me an incredible amount of

feedback and created a number of special lists (those found in the

Supplement) in order to help improve the overall

 quality of SCOWL.

 

The 10 level includes the 1000 most common English words (according to

the Moby (TM) Words II [MWords] package), a subset of the 1000 most

common words on the Internet (again, according to Moby Words II), and

frequently class 16 from Brian Kelk's "UK English Wordlist

with Frequency Classification".

 

The MWords package was explicitly placed in the public domain:

 

   The Moby lexicon project is complete and has

   been place into the public domain. Use, sell,

   rework, excerpt and use in any way on any platform.

 

   Placing this material on internal or public servers is

   also encouraged. The compiler is not aware of any

   export restrictions so freely distribute world-wide.

 

   You can verify the public domain status by contacting

 

   Grady Ward

   3449 Martha Ct.

   Arcata, CA  95521-4884

 

   grady@netcom.com

   grady@northcoast.com

 

The "UK English Wordlist With Frequency Classification" is also in the

Public Domain:

 

 Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 20:27:21

 +0100

 From: Brian Kelk <Brian.Kelk@cl.cam.ac.uk>
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 > I was wondering what the copyright status of your "UK English

 > Wordlist With Frequency Classification" word list as it seems to

 > be lacking any copyright notice.

 

 There were many many sources in total, but any text marked

 "copyright" was avoided. Locally-written documentation was one

 source. An earlier version of the list resided in a filespace called

 PUBLIC on the University mainframe, because it was considered public

 domain.

 

 Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 19:31:34 +0100

 

 > So are you saying your word list is also in the public domain?

 

 That is the intention.

 

The 20 level includes frequency classes 7-15 from Brian's word list.

 

The 35 level includes frequency classes 2-6 and words appearing in at

least 11 of 12 dictionaries as indicated in the 12Dicts package.  All

words from the 12Dicts package have had likely inflections added via

my inflection database.

 

The 12Dicts package and Supplement is in the Public

 Domain.

 

The WordNet database, which was used in the creation of the

Inflections database, is under the following copyright:

 

 This software and database is being provided to you, the LICENSEE,

 by Princeton University under the following license.  By obtaining,

 using and/or copying this software and database, you agree that you

 have read, understood, and will comply with these terms and

 conditions.:

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and

 database and its documentation for any purpose and without fee or

 royalty is hereby granted, provided that you agree to comply with

 the following copyright notice and statements, including the

 disclaimer, and that the same appear on ALL copies of the software,

 database and documentation, including modifications that you make

 for internal use or for distribution.

 

 WordNet 1.6 Copyright 1997 by Princeton University.  All rights

 reserved.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE AND DATABASE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND PRINCETON
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  UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PRINCETON

 UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT-

 ABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE

 LICENSED SOFTWARE, DATABASE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

 THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

 The name of Princeton University or Princeton may not be used in

 advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

 and/or database.  Title to copyright in this software, database and

 any associated documentation shall at all times remain with

 Princeton University and LICENSEE agrees to preserve same.

 

The 40 level includes words from Alan's 3esl list found in version 4.0

of his 12dicts package.  Like his other stuff the 3esl list is also in the

public domain.

 

The 50 level includes Brian's frequency class 1, words appearing

in at least 5 of 12 of the dictionaries as indicated

 in the 12Dicts

package, and uppercase words in at least 4 of the previous 12

dictionaries.  A decent number of proper names is also included: The

top 1000 male, female, and Last names from the 1990 Census report; a

list of names sent to me by Alan Beale; and a few names that I added

myself.  Finally a small list of abbreviations not commonly found in

other word lists is included.

 

The name files form the Census report is a government document which I

don't think can be copyrighted.

 

The file special-jargon.50 uses common.lst and word.lst from the

"Unofficial Jargon File Word Lists" which is derived from "The Jargon

File".  All of which is in the Public Domain.  This file also contain

a few extra UNIX terms which are found in the file "unix-terms" in the

special/ directory.

 

The 55 level includes words from Alan's 2of4brif list found in version

4.0 of his 12dicts package.  Like his other stuff the 2of4brif is also

in the public domain.

 

The 60 level includes all words appearing in

 at least 2 of the 12

dictionaries as indicated by the 12Dicts package.

 

The 70 level includes Brian's frequency class 0 and the 74,550 common

dictionary words from the MWords package.  The common dictionary words,

like those from the 12Dicts package, have had all likely inflections

added.  The 70 level also included the 5desk list from version 4.0 of
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the 12Dics package which is in the public domain.

 

The 80 level includes the ENABLE word list, all the lists in the

ENABLE supplement package (except for ABLE), the "UK Advanced Cryptics

Dictionary" (UKACD), the list of signature words from the YAWL package,

and the 10,196 places list from the MWords package.

 

The ENABLE package, mainted by M\Cooper <thegrendel@theriver.com>,

is in the Public Domain:

 

 The ENABLE master word list, WORD.LST, is herewith formally released

 into the Public Domain. Anyone is free to use it or distribute it in

 any manner they see fit. No fee or registration is required for its

 use nor are "contributions"

 solicited (if you feel you absolutely

 must contribute something for your own peace of mind, the authors of

 the ENABLE list ask that you make a donation on their behalf to your

 favorite charity). This word list is our gift to the Scrabble

 community, as an alternate to "official" word lists. Game designers

 may feel free to incorporate the WORD.LST into their games. Please

 mention the source and credit us as originators of the list. Note

 that if you, as a game designer, use the WORD.LST in your product,

 you may still copyright and protect your product, but you may *not*

 legally copyright or in any way restrict redistribution of the

 WORD.LST portion of your product. This *may* under law restrict your

 rights to restrict your users' rights, but that is only fair.

 

UKACD, by J Ross Beresford <ross@bryson.demon.co.uk>, is under the

following copyright:

 

 Copyright (c) J Ross Beresford 1993-1999. All Rights Reserved.

 

 The following restriction is placed on the use of this

 publication:

 if The UK Advanced Cryptics Dictionary is used in a software package

 or redistributed in any form, the copyright notice must be

 prominently displayed and the text of this document must be included

 verbatim.

 

 There are no other restrictions: I would like to see the list

 distributed as widely as possible.

 

The 95 level includes the 354,984 single words, 256,772 compound

words, 4,946 female names and the 3,897 male names, and 21,986 names

from the MWords package, ABLE.LST from the ENABLE Supplement, and some

additional words found in my part-of-speech database that were not

found anywhere else.
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Accent information was taken from UKACD.

 

The VarCon package was used to create the American, British, Canadian,

and Australian word list.  It is under the following copyright:

 

 Copyright 2000-2016 by Kevin Atkinson

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this array, the

 associated software, and its documentation for any purpose is hereby

 granted without

 fee, provided that the above copyright notice appears

 in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting documentation. Kevin Atkinson makes no

 representations about the suitability of this array for any

 purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

 Copyright 2016 by Benjamin Titze

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this array, the

 associated software, and its documentation for any purpose is hereby

 granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appears

 in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting documentation. Benjamin Titze makes no

 representations about the suitability of this array for any

 purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

 Since the original words lists come from the Ispell distribution:

 

 Copyright 1993, Geoff Kuenning, Granada Hills, CA

 All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. All modifications to the source code must be clearly marked as

    such.  Binary redistributions based on modified source code

    must be clearly marked as modified versions in the documentation

    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 (clause 4 removed with permission from Geoff Kuenning)

 5. The name of Geoff Kuenning may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.
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 THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY GEOFF KUENNING AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL GEOFF KUENNING OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 LICENSE

 

The YAWL list, word.list, is in the Public Domain. There are no

restrictions on its use or distribution.

 

The author decided to release the list into the Public Domain because

it is based primarily on other Public Domain lists by the author and

his colleague, Alan Beale, and applying the stricter GPL to it would

therefore be of doubtful validity.

 

The author has also released the source code to "anagram" and "multi"

(multiple word anagram) into the Public Domain. He had previously posted

these utilities on the "alt.sources" newsgroup in shar archive form.

 

 

Please feel free to use the word list and/or source code in your own

projects.  It is, in fact, the intent of the author that this package

inspire word game software for the Linux platform. If you use any

portion of YAWL, please, as a courtesy, give credit to its author.

 

1.61 debconf 1.5.73 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 1999-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

          2003 Tomohiro KUBOTA <kubota@debian.org>

          2004-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Passthrough.pm

Copyright: 2000 Randolph Chung <tausq@debian.org>

          2000-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>
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          2005-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Qt* Debconf/Element/Qt*

Copyright: 2003 Peter Rockai <mornfall@logisys.dyndns.org>

          2003-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

          2010 Sune Vuorela <sune@debian.org>

          2011 Modestas Vainius <modax@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Kde.pm

Copyright: 2011 Modestas Vainius <modax@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/FrontEnd/Gnome.pm

Copyright: Eric Gillespie <epg@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Debconf/DbDriver/LDAP.pm

Copyright:

 Matthew Palmer <mjp16@ieee.uow.edu.au>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: debconf.py

Copyright: 2002 Moshe Zadka <m@moshez.org>

          2005 Canonical Ltd.

          2005-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: debconf-show

Copyright: 2001-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

          2003 Sylvain Ferriol <sylvain.ferriol@imag.fr>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: debconf-get-selections debconf-set-selections

Copyright: 2003 Petter Reinholdtsen <pere@hungry.com>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: Test/*

Copyright: 2005 Sylvain Ferriol <Sylvain.Ferriol@imag.fr>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: debconf-apt-progress

Copyright: 2005-2010 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

          2005-2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

License: BSD-2-clause
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

 IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.62 public-suffix 20200303.0012-1 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case
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   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

 

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

    process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes

 such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a
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Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes

 additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any
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Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the

 Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute

 a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional

 Terms
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You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the

 maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing

 basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section
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2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*   

                                                                   *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered

 Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation,

 damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *
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*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place

 of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version

 number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove
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any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source

 Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.63 zstd 1.4.4+dfsg-3ubuntu0.1 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution
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 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing
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 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018-present, Yann Collet, Facebook, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* This source code is licensed under both the BSD-style license (found in the

* LICENSE file in the root directory of this source tree) and the GPLv2 (found

* in the COPYING file in the root directory of this source tree).

* You may select, at your option, one of the above-listed licenses.

*/
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/* checkTag : validation tool for libzstd

* command :

* $ ./checkTag tag

* checkTag validates tags of following format : v[0-9].[0-9].[0-9]{any}

* The tag is then compared to zstd version number.

* They are compatible if first 3 digits are identical.

* Anything beyond that is free, and doesn't impact validation.

* Example : tag v1.8.1.2 is compatible with version 1.8.1

* When tag and version are not compatible, program exits with error code 1.

* When they are compatible, it exists with a code 0.

* checkTag is intended to be used in automated testing environment.

*/

 

1.64 libtasn 4.16.0-2 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
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it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits
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 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
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Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
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   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system
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 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
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these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
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of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
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   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
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of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
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that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
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of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,
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nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
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for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
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into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document

 must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS
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This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers

 to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political

 position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for

 images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
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for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG@.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word

 processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'',

 or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item
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VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies

 you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the

 title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute
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 an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same

 title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
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terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the

 Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any

 section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
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@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant

 Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old

 one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original
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author or publisher of that section if

 known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License

 into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic

 form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item
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TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement

 (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for

 any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does
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not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and

 conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons

 Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License
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somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License

 in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant

 Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
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free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

LICENSING

=========

 

The libtasn1 library is released under the GNU Lesser General Public

License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later; see [COPYING.LESSER](doc/COPYING.LESSER)

for the license terms.

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main libtasn1 library, while the

included applications library are under the GNU GPL version 3.

The libtasn1 library is located in the lib directory, while the applications

in src/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

 

1.65 ubuntu-keyring 2020.02.11.4 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

This is Ubuntu GNU's GnuPG keyrings of archive keys.

 

This package was originally put together by Michael Vogt

<michael.vogt@canonical.com>

 

The keys in the keyrings don't fall under any copyright.  Everything

else in the package is covered by the GNU GPL.

 

Ubuntu support files Copyright (C) 2004 Michael Vogt <michael.vogt@canonical.com> based on the debian-

keyring package maintained by James Troup

 

Ubuntu support files for ubuntu-keyring are free software; you can

redistribute them and/or modify them under the terms of the GNU

General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2, or (at your option) any later version.

 

Ubuntu support files for ubuntu-keyring are distributed in the hope

that they will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details.
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License with

your

 Ubuntu system, in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL, or with the

Ubuntu GNU ubuntu-keyring source package as the file COPYING.  If not,

write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth

Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

1.66 ubuntu-keyring 2020.02.11.4 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

This is Ubuntu GNU's GnuPG keyrings of archive keys.

 

This package was originally put together by Michael Vogt

<michael.vogt@canonical.com>

 

The keys in the keyrings don't fall under any copyright.  Everything

else in the package is covered by the GNU GPL.

 

Ubuntu support files Copyright (C) 2004 Michael Vogt <michael.vogt@canonical.com> based on the debian-

keyring package maintained by James Troup

 

Ubuntu support files for ubuntu-keyring are free software; you can

redistribute them and/or modify them under the terms of the GNU

General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2, or (at your option) any later version.

 

Ubuntu support files for ubuntu-keyring are distributed in the hope

that they will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License with

your

 Ubuntu system, in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL, or with the

Ubuntu GNU ubuntu-keyring source package as the file COPYING.  If not,

write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth

Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

1.67 d3-timer 1.0.10 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.68 lz4 1.9.2-2ubuntu0.20.04.1 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: lz4

Source: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011-2017, Yann Collet.

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: lib/*

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011-2017, Yann Collet.

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: lib/liblz4.pc.in

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011-2014, Yann Collet.

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: lib/lz4frame.c

      lib/lz4frame_static.h

      lib/xxhash.c

      lib/xxhash.h
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Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011-2016, Yann Collet.

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: programs/*

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011-2016, Yann Collet.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: programs/lz4io.c

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011-2017, Yann Collet.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: programs/platform.h

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2016 -present, Przemyslaw Skibinski, Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: programs/util.h

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2016 -present, Przemyslaw Skibinski, Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: ./examples/printVersion.c

Copyright:

 Takayuki Matsuoka & Yann Collet

License: GPL-2

 

Files: ./examples/blockStreaming_lineByLine.c

      ./examples/blockStreaming_doubleBuffer.c

Copyright: Takayuki Matsuoka

License: GPL-2

 

Files: ./examples/HCStreaming_ringBuffer.c

      ./examples/blockStreaming_ringBuffer.c

Copyright: Yann Collet

License: GPL-2

 

Files: ./examples/compress_functions.c

      ./examples/simple_buffer.c

Copyright: Kyle Harper

License: BSD-2-clause

 

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2013 Nobuhiro Iwamatsu <iwamatsu@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; version 2 dated June, 1991.
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.

On Debian systems, the complete text of version 2 of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the

 GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; version 2 dated June, 1991, or (at

your option) any later version.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of version 2 of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

.

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.69 libnettle6 3.5.1+really3.5.1-2ubuntu0.2 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

/* nettle-internal.c

 

  Things that are used only by the testsuite and benchmark, and

  not included in the library.

 

  Copyright (C) 2002, 2014 Niels Möller
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  This file is part of GNU Nettle.

 

  GNU Nettle is free software: you can redistribute it and/or

  modify it under the terms of either:

 

    * the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

      Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your

      option) any later version.

 

  or

 

    * the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

      Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

      option) any later version.

 

  or both in parallel, as here.

 

  GNU Nettle is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

  General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received copies of the GNU General Public License

 and

  the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this program.  If

  not, see http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

*/

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: Nettle

Upstream-Contact: Niels Mller <nisse@lysator.liu.se>

Source: http://www.lysator.liu.se/~nisse/nettle/

Copyright:  2001-2011 Niels Mller

Some parts are Copyright  the Free Software Foundation and various

people. See below and source code comments for details.

License: LGPL-2.1+

Comment:

Nettle is distributed under the GNU Lesser General Public License

(LGPL). A few of the individual files are in the public domain. To

find the current status of particular files, you have to read the

copyright notices at the top of the files.

.

A list of the supported algorithms, their origins and licenses (from

the manual):

.

AES

    The implementation of the AES cipher (also known as rijndael) is

    written by Rafael Sevilla. Assembler for x86 by Rafael Sevilla and

    Niels Mller, Sparc assembler by Niels Mller. Released under the
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    LGPL.

.

ARCFOUR

    The implementation of the ARCFOUR (also

 known as RC4) cipher is

    written by Niels Mller. Released under the LGPL.

.

ARCTWO

    The implementation of the ARCTWO (also known as RC2) cipher is

    written by Nikos Mavroyanopoulos and modified by Werner Koch and

    Simon Josefsson. Released under the LGPL.

.

BLOWFISH

    The implementation of the BLOWFISH cipher is written by Werner

    Koch, copyright owned by the Free Software Foundation. Also hacked

    by Simon Josefsson and Niels Mller. Released under the LGPL.

.

CAMELLIA

    The C implementation is by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

    Corporation (NTT), heavily modified by Niels Mller. Assembler for

    x86 and x86_64 by Niels Mller. Released under the LGPL.

.

CAST128

    The implementation of the CAST128 cipher is written by Steve Reid.

    Released into the public domain.

.

DES

    The implementation of the DES cipher is written by Dana L. How, and

    released under the LGPL.

.

MD2

    The implementation of MD2 is written by Andrew Kuchling,

 and hacked

    some by Andreas Sigfridsson and Niels Mller. Python Cryptography

    Toolkit license (essentially public domain).

.

MD4

    This is almost the same code as for MD5 below, with modifications

    by Marcus Comstedt. Released into the public domain.

.

MD5

    The implementation of the MD5 message digest is written by Colin

    Plumb.  It has been hacked some more by Andrew Kuchling and Niels

    Mller.  Released into the public domain.

.

SERPENT

    The implementation of the SERPENT is based on the code in

    libgcrypt, copyright owned by the Free Software Foundation.
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    Adapted to Nettle by Simon Josefsson and heavily modified by

    Niels Mller. Assembly for x86_64 by Niels Mller. Released under

    the LGPL.

.

SHA1

    The C implementation of the SHA1 message digest is written by Peter

    Gutmann, and hacked some more by Andrew Kuchling and Niels Mller.

    Released into the public domain. Assembler for x86 by Niels Mller,

    released

 under the LGPL.

.

SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512

    Written by Niels Mller, using Peter Gutmann's SHA1 code as a

    model.  Released under the LGPL.

.

TWOFISH

    The implementation of the TWOFISH cipher is written by Ruud de

    Rooij.  Released under the LGPL.

.

RSA

    Written by Niels Mller, released under the LGPL. Uses the GMP

    library for bignum operations.

.

DSA

    Written by Niels Mller, released under the LGPL. Uses the GMP

    library for bignum operations.

 

Files: *

Copyright:  2001-2011 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: aes-set-*

Copyright:  2000, 2001, 2002 Rafael R. Sevilla, Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: arctwo*

Copyright:  2003 Nikos Mavroyanopoulos

           2004 Simon Josefsson

           2004 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2002, 2004 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: base64.h base64-meta.c

Copyright:  2002 Dan Egnor

           2002 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: blowfish.c
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Copyright:  1998, 2001, 2002,

 2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2010 Simon Josefsson

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: blowfish.h

Copyright:  1998, 2001 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           1998, 2001 Ray Dassen

           1998, 2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: camellia-table.c camellia-crypt-internal.c

Copyright:  2006, 2007 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

	    2010 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: der2dsa.c

Copyright:  2005, 2009 Niels Mller

           2009 Magnus Holmgren

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: desCode.h descode.README desdata.c desinfo.c

Copyright:  2002 Dana L. How

License: LGPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty

 of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Library General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU Library

General Public License, version 2, can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

 

Files: des.c des.h

Copyright:  1992 Dana L. How

           1997, 2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+
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Files: gcm.c gcm.h

Copyright:  2011 Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

           2011 Niels Mller  

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: md2.c

Copyright:  ? Andrew Kuchling

           2003 Andreas Sigfridsson

           2003 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: md4.c

Copyright:  2003 Marcus Comstedt

           2003 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: md5.c md5-compress.c

Copyright:  Colin Plumb, Andrew

 Kuchling

           2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: memxor.c

Copyright:  1991,1993, 1995 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2010 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: ripemd160.c ripemd160-compress.c

Copyright:  1998, 2001, 2002, 2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: ripemd160-meta.c ripemd160.h

Copyright:  2011 Andres Mejia

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: serpent-encrypt.c serpent-decrypt.c serpent-set-key.c

Copyright:  1998 Ross Anderson, Eli Biham, Lars Knudsen

           2003, 2004, 2005 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2010, 2011 Simon Josefsson

           2011 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: sha*

Copyright:  2001, 2004 Peter Gutmann, Andrew Kuchling, Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: twofish*

Copyright:  1999 Ruud de Rooij <ruud@debian.org>
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           1999 J.H.M. Dassen (Ray) <jdassen@wi.LeidenUniv.nl>

           2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: dsa2sexp.c

Copyright:  2002, 2009 Niels Mller

      

     2009 Magnus Holmgren

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: testsuite/des-compat-test.c

Copyright:  1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

License: other

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

   must display the following acknowledgement:

   "This product includes cryptographic software written by

    Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

   The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

   being used are not cryptographic related :-).

4. If you include

 any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

   the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

   "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files: tools/pkcs1-conv.c

Copyright:  2005, 2009

 Niels Mller

           2009 Magnus Holmgren
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License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: x86*/aes-*-internal.asm

Copyright:  2001, 2002, 2005, 2008 Rafael R. Sevilla

           2001, 2002, 2005, 2008 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: tools/getopt*

Copyright:  1987-2001 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: config.guess config.sub

Copyright:  1992-2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+ with Autoconf exception

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: none

License: public-domain

I believe that most files in debian/ hardly contains any creative

expression eligible for copyright.

 

Files: debian/sexp-conv.1

Copyright:  2002 Timshel Knoll <timshel@debian.org>

           2007 Magnus Holmgren

License: GPL-2

This program

 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; version 2 dated June. 1991.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License, version 2, can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

Comment:
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This manpage was copied from the lsh-utils package. Timshel didn't

explicitly select a license for his packaging work, but I think that

it can be considered released under the same license as LSH itself.

 

Files:

 debian/pkcs1-conv.1 debian/nettle-lfib-stream.1

Copyright:  2007 Magnus Holmgren

License: GAP

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

The nettle library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

.

The nettle library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the newest version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301 USA.

.
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On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the newest version

of the GNU General

 Public License can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute
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 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.70 asm 9.2 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Constants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1183834240_1627488405.61/0/asm-9-2-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

 

1.71 cglib 3.3 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.72 go-difflib 1.0.0 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.73 go-jmespath 0.4.0 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 James Saryerwinnie

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.74 dlclark-regexp2 1.2.0 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Doug Clark

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.75 ory-pagination 0.0.1 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the

 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.76 ory-ladon 1.2.0 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication
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 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.77 tdb 1.45.5 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the

GNU General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the

 Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".
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 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort

  to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this

  license document.
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 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this

  license document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays

 copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of

      this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would

  otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6

  of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined

  Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a

  modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the

  Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding

  Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1,

  you must provide the Installation Information in the manner
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  specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding

  Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

  based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.78 icu 66.1-2ubuntu2.1 
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1.78.1 Available under license : 
## -*-makefile-*-

## Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

## License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

## BSD-specific setup (FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, *BSD)

## Copyright (c) 1999-2013, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Commands to generate dependency files

GEN_DEPS.c=	$(CC) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

GEN_DEPS.cc=	$(CXX) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

 

## Flags for position independent code

SHAREDLIBCFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCXXFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS = -DPIC

 

## Additional flags when building libraries and with threads

THREADSCPPFLAGS = -D_REENTRANT

LIBCPPFLAGS =

 

## Compiler switch to embed a runtime search path

LD_RPATH=	

LD_RPATH_PRE=	-Wl,-rpath,

 

## Compiler switch to embed a library name

LD_SONAME = -Wl,-soname -Wl,$(notdir $(MIDDLE_SO_TARGET))

 

## Shared library options

LD_SOOPTIONS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

## Shared object suffix

SO = so

## Non-shared intermediate object suffix

STATIC_O = ao

 

## Compilation

 rules

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<
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## Dependency rules

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.c

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.c) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.cc) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

## Versioned libraries rules

 

%.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${<F} $@

%.$(SO): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${*F}.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION) $@

 

##  Bind internal references

 

# LDflags that pkgdata will use

BIR_LDFLAGS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

# Dependencies [i.e. map files] for the final library

BIR_DEPS=

 

## Remove shared library 's'

STATIC_PREFIX_WHEN_USED =

STATIC_PREFIX =

 

## End BSD-specific setup

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.
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---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU

 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER

 OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under
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# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 #  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)
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#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

 #    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute

 of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:
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#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

#

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

 #

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for
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#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

#

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries

#  originate from ICOT

 Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied,

 statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in

 connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the
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#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

#  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from

 and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2013 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: http://code.google.com/p/lao-dictionary/

# Dictionary: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary.txt

# License: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary-LICENSE.txt

#              (copied below)

#

#  This file is derived from the above dictionary, with slight

#  modifications.

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification,

#  are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 #

#

# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in

#  binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of

#  conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

#  other materials provided with the distribution.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
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# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR

 TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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 STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing

 the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

 provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.79 alpine-keys 2.4-r1 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.80 wget 1.20.3-1ubuntu2 
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1.80.1 Available under license : 
                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and
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authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's
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System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
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11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
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part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty
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 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
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modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
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licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
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then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
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the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.81 libseccomp 2.5.1-1ubuntu1~20.04.2 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
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this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

1.82 internmap 2.0.3 
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1.82.1 Available under license : 
ISC

 

1.83 cyrus-sasl 2.1.27+dfsg-2ubuntu0.1 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1998-2003 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

 *      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN
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* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

 *      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/
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Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]
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The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

1.84 xz 5.2.4-1ubuntu1.1 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: XZ Utils

Upstream-Contact:

Lasse Collin <lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

https://tukaani.org/xz/lists.html

Source:

https://tukaani.org/xz

https://git.tukaani.org/xz.git

Comment:

XZ Utils is developed and maintained upstream by Lasse Collin.  Major

portions are based on code by other authors; see AUTHORS for details.

Most of the source has been put into the public domain, but some files

have not (details below).

.

This file describes the source package.  The binary packages contain

some files derived from other works: for example, images in the API

documentation come from Doxygen.

License:

Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

.

  - liblzma is in the public domain.

.

  - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

    domain

 unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

    in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

    GNU LGPLv2.1+.

.

  - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

    adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

    under GNU GPLv2+.

.

  - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

    XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

    are in the public domain.

.

  - Translated messages are in the public domain.
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.

  - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

    are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

    in the binaries being built.

.

  - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

    utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

.

  - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

    that are under various free software licenses.

.

You can do whatever you want with the files that have

 been put into

the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

lawyers.

.

As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

.

If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

.

    This software includes code from XZ Utils <http://tukaani.org/xz/>.

.

The following license texts are included in the following files:

  - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

  - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

  - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

.

Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.)

 may add some code

pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

package.

.

If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

information.

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2006-2018, Lasse Collin

          1999-2008, Igor Pavlov

          2006, Ville Koskinen

          1998, Steve Reid
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          2000, Wei Dai

          2003, Kevin Springle

          2009, Jonathan Nieder

          2010, Anders F Bjrklund

License: PD

This file has been put in the public domain.

You can do whatever you want with this file.

Comment:

 From: Lasse Collin <lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

 To: Jonathan Nieder <jrnieder@gmail.com>

 Subject: Re: XZ utils for Debian

 Date: Sun, 19 Jul 2009 13:28:23 +0300

 Message-Id: <200907191328.23816.lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

.

[...]

.

 > AUTHORS, ChangeLog, COPYING, README, THANKS, TODO,

 > dos/README,

 windows/README

.

 COPYING says that most docs are in the public domain. Maybe that's not

 clear enough, but on the other hand it looks a bit stupid to put

 copyright information in tiny and relatively small docs like README.

.

 I don't dare to say that _all_ XZ Utils specific docs are in the public

 domain unless otherwise mentioned in the file. I'm including PDF files

 generated by groff + ps2pdf, and some day I might include Doxygen-

 generated HTML docs too. Those don't include any copyright notices, but

 it seems likely that groff + ps2pdf or at least Doxygen put some

 copyrighted content into the generated files.

 

Files: INSTALL NEWS PACKAGERS

windows/README-Windows.txt

windows/INSTALL-MinGW.txt

Copyright: 2009-2010, Lasse Collin

License: probably-PD

See the note on AUTHORS, README, and so on above.

 

Files: src/scripts/* lib/* extra/scanlzma/scanlzma.c

Copyright:  1993, Jean-loup Gailly

           1989-1994, 1996-1999, 2001-2007, Free Software Foundation, Inc.

            2006 Timo Lindfors

          2005, Charles Levert

          2005, 2009, Lasse Collin

          2009, Andrew Dudman

Other-Authors: Paul Eggert, Ulrich Drepper

License: GPL-2+
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Files: src/scripts/Makefile.am src/scripts/xzless.1

Copyright: 2009, Andrew Dudman

          2009, Lasse Collin

License: PD

This file has been put in the public domain.

You can do whatever you want with this file.

 

Files: doc/examples/xz_pipe_comp.c doc/examples/xz_pipe_decomp.c

Copyright: 2010, Daniel Mealha Cabrita

License: PD

Not copyrighted -- provided to the public domain.

 

Files: lib/getopt.c lib/getopt1.c lib/getopt.in.h

Copyright:  1987-2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Other-Authors: Ulrich Drepper

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: m4/getopt.m4 m4/posix-shell.m4

Copyright:  2002-2006, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2007-2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Other-Authors: Bruno Haible, Paul Eggert

License: permissive-fsf

 

Files: m4/acx_pthread.m4

Copyright:  2008, Steven G. Johnson

 <stevenj@alum.mit.edu>

License: Autoconf

 

files: m4/ax_check_capsicum.m4

Copyright:  2014, Google Inc.

           2015, Lasse Collin <lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

License: permissive-nowarranty

 

Files: Doxyfile.in

Copyright:  1997-2007 by Dimitri van Heesch

Origin: Doxygen 1.4.7

License: GPL-2

 

Files: src/liblzma/check/crc32_table_?e.h

src/liblzma/check/crc64_table_?e.h

src/liblzma/lzma/fastpos_table.c

src/liblzma/rangecoder/price_table.c

Copyright: none, automatically generated data

Generated-With:

src/liblzma/check/crc32_tablegen.c

src/liblzma/check/crc64_tablegen.c

src/liblzma/lzma/fastpos_tablegen.c

src/liblzma/rangecoder/price_tablegen.c
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License: none

No copyright to license.

 

Files: .gitignore m4/.gitignore po/.gitignore po/LINGUAS po/POTFILES.in

Copyright: none; these are just short lists.

License: none

No copyright to license.

 

Files: tests/compress_prepared_bcj_*

Copyright: 2008-2009, Lasse Collin

Source-Code: tests/bcj_test.c

License: PD

This file has been put

 into the public domain.

You can do whatever you want with this file.

Comment:

changelog.gz (commit 975d8fd) explains:

.

Recreated the BCJ test files for x86 and SPARC. The old files

were linked with crt*.o, which are copyrighted, and thus the

old test files were not in the public domain as a whole. They

are freely distributable though, but it is better to be careful

and avoid including any copyrighted pieces in the test files.

The new files are just compiled and assembled object files,

and thus don't contain any copyrighted code.

 

Files: po/cs.po po/de.po po/fr.po

Copyright: 2010, Marek ernock

          2010, Andre Noll

          2011, Adrien Nader

License: PD

This file is put in the public domain.

 

Files: po/it.po po/pl.po

Copyright: 2009, 2010, Gruppo traduzione italiano di Ubuntu-it

          2010, Lorenzo De Liso

          2009, 2010, 2011, Milo Casagrande

          2011, Jakub Bogusz

License: PD

This file is in the public domain

 

Files: INSTALL.generic

Copyright:

  1994, 1995, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2005,

            2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: permissive-nowarranty

 

Files: dos/config.h
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Copyright:  1992, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2005

            Free Software Foundation, Inc.

          2007-2010, Lasse Collin

Other-Authors: Roland McGrath, Akim Demaille, Paul Eggert,

              David Mackenzie, Bruno Haible, and many others.

Origin: configure.ac from XZ Utils,

       visibility.m4 serial 1 (gettext-0.15),

       Autoconf 2.52g

License: config-h

configure.ac:

.

 # Author: Lasse Collin

 #

 # This file has been put into the public domain.

 # You can do whatever you want with this file.

.

visibility.m4:

.

 dnl Copyright (C) 2005 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 dnl This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation

 dnl gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,

 dnl with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

.

dnl From

 Bruno Haible.

.

comments from Autoconf 2.52g:

.

 # Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002

 # Free Software Foundation, Inc.

.

[...]

.

 # As a special exception, the Free Software Foundation gives unlimited

 # permission to copy, distribute and modify the configure scripts that

 # are the output of Autoconf.  You need not follow the terms of the GNU

 # General Public License when using or distributing such scripts, even

 # though portions of the text of Autoconf appear in them.  The GNU

 # General Public License (GPL) does govern all other use of the material

 # that constitutes the Autoconf program.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

dos/config.h was generated with autoheader, which tells Autoconf to

output a script to generate a config.h file and then runs it.

 

Files: po/Makevars

Origin: gettext-runtime/po/Makevars (gettext-0.12)
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Copyright:  2003 Free Software

 Foundation, Inc.

Authors: Bruno Haible

License: LGPL-2.1+

The gettext-runtime package is under the LGPL, see files intl/COPYING.LIB-2.0

and intl/COPYING.LIB-2.1.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of intl/COPYING.LIB-2.0 from

gettext-runtime 0.12 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2

and the text of intl/COPYING.LIB-2.1 can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

.

po/Makevars consists mostly of helpful comments and does not contain a

copyright and license notice.

 

Files: COPYING.GPLv2 COPYING.GPLv3 COPYING.LGPLv2.1

Copyright:  1989, 1991, 1999, 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: noderivs

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2009-2012, Jonathan Nieder

License: PD-debian

The Debian packaging files are in the public domain.

You may freely use, modify, distribute, and relicense them.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

This program is free software;

 you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 2.1 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

 

License: GPL-2

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
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documentation under the terms of the GNU General Public License is

hereby granted.

 No representations are made about the suitability of

this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express

or implied warranty. See the GNU General Public License for more

details.

.

Documents produced by doxygen are derivative works derived from the

input used in their production; they are not affected by this license.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the version of the GNU General

Public License distributed with Doxygen can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 .

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

License: Autoconf

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

As a special
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 exception, the respective Autoconf Macro's copyright owner

gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify the configure

scripts that are the output of Autoconf when processing the Macro. You

need not follow the terms of the GNU General Public License when using

or distributing such scripts, even though portions of the text of the

Macro appear in them. The GNU General Public License (GPL) does govern

all other use of the material that constitutes the Autoconf Macro.

.

This special exception to the GPL applies to versions of the Autoconf

Macro released by the Autoconf Archive. When you make and distribute a

modified version of the Autoconf Macro, you may extend this special

exception to the GPL to apply to your modified version as well.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 3 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3.

 

License: permissive-fsf

This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited

 permission to copy and/or distribute it,

with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

License: permissive-nowarranty

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.  This file is offered as-is,

without warranty of any kind.

 

1.85 gzip 1.10-0ubuntu4.1 
1.85.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
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software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL

 protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If

 such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
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States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work

 licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive

 copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
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work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified

 for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including

 scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions

 are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted

 material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological

 measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
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appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving

 a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation

 of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable

 physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission,

 provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
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   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use,

 the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction

 is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation

 available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions

 on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights

 under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing

 or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and

 (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
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your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation

 of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an

 entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program

 is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement

 or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying

 the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
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you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the

 business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you

 from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning

 interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License

 can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy

 of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

    (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of

 the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This package is maintained for Debian by Bdale Garbee <bdale@gag.com>, and

was built from the sources found at:

 

       ftp://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/gzip/

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001-2002, 2006-2007, 2009-2010 Free Software Foundation,

	Inc.

Copyright (C) 1992-1993 Jean-loup Gailly

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

  it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

  the Free Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option)

  any later version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

  GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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  along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

  Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.  */

 

On Debian GNU/Linux

 systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL'.

 

1.86 bash 5.0-6ubuntu1.2 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
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or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL

 protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If

 such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work

 licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and
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"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive

 copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified

 for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
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implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including

 scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions

 are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted
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 material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological

 measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving

 a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section
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   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation

 of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable

 physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
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   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission,

 provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use,

 the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.
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 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction

 is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation

 available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
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it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions

 on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights

 under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing

 or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and

 (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation

 of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an

 entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program

 is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
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agreement

 or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying

 the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the

 business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
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otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you

 from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning

 interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License

 can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy

 of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

    (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of

 the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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This is Debian GNU/Linux's prepackaged version of the FSF's GNU Bash,

the Bourne Again SHell.

 

This package was put together by Matthias Klose <doko@debian.org>, from

the following sources:

 

 bash:			ftp.gnu.org:/pub/gnu/bash/bash-4.3.tar.gz

 

Bash homepage:		 http://tiswww.case.edu/php/chet/bash/bashtop.html

 

Copyright (C) 1987-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Bash is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

Bash is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with Bash.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

 License

can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

The Free Software Foundation has exempted Bash from the requirement of

Paragraph 2c of the General Public License.  This is to say, there is

no requirement for Bash to print a notice when it is started

interactively in the usual way.  We made this exception because users

and standards expect shells not to print such messages.  This

exception applies to any program that serves as a shell and that is

based primarily on Bash as opposed to other GNU software.

 

 

Files with other copyright statement than: Copyright FSF, License GPL

---------------------------------------------------------------------

 

doc/FAQ ("the Bash FAQ")
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This document is Copyright 1995-2005 by Chester Ramey.

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and

without license or royalty fees, to use, copy, and distribute

this document for any purpose, provided that the above copyright

notice appears in all copies of this document and that the

 contents of this document remain unaltered.

 

 

doc/bashref.texi ("Bash Reference Manual"):

 

Copyright (c) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of

this manual provided the copyright notice and this permission notice

are preserved on all copies.

 

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or

any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no

Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

A copy of the license is included in the section entitled

``GNU Free Documentation License''.

 

 

lib/readline/doc/rlman.texi (part of the GNU Readline Library manual)

 

Copyright (c) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or

any later version published by the Free

 Software Foundation; with no

Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

A copy of the license is included in the section entitled

``GNU Free Documentation License''.

 

lib/readline/doc/rltech.texi (part of the GNU Readline Library manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of

this manual provided the copyright notice and this permission notice

pare preserved on all copies.

 

Permission is granted to process this file through TeX and print the

results, provided the printed document carries copying permission
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notice identical to this one except for the removal of this paragraph

(this paragraph not being relevant to the printed manual).

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this

manual under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided that the entire

resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a permission

notice identical

 to this one.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute translations of this manual

into another language, under the above conditions for modified versions,

except that this permission notice may be stated in a translation approved

by the Foundation.

 

 

lib/readline/doc/rluser.texi (part of the GNU Readline Library manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Authored by Brian Fox and Chet Ramey.

 

Permission is granted to process this file through Tex and print the

results, provided the printed document carries copying permission notice

identical to this one except for the removal of this paragraph (this

paragraph not being relevant to the printed manual).

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this manual

provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are preserved on

all copies.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this

manual under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided also

 that the

GNU Copyright statement is available to the distributee, and provided that

the entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a

permission notice identical to this one.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute translations of this manual

into another language, under the above conditions for modified versions.

 

 

readline/doc/history.texi (GNU History Library Manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Authored by Brian Fox and Chet Ramey.

 

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or
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any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no

Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

A copy of the license is included in the section entitled

``GNU Free Documentation License''.

 

readline/doc/{hstech,hsuser}.texi (GNU History Library Manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Authored by Brian Fox and Chet Ramey.

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this manual

provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are preserved on

all copies.

 

Permission is granted to process this file through Tex and print the

results, provided the printed document carries copying permission notice

identical to this one except for the removal of this paragraph (this

paragraph not being relevant to the printed manual).

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this

manual under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided also that the

GNU Copyright statement is available to the distributee, and provided that

the entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a

permission notice identical to this one.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute translations of this manual

into another language, under the above conditions for modified versions.

 

 

lib/sh/inet_aton.c:

 

* Copyright (c) 1983,

 1990, 1993

*    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*      This product includes software developed by the University of

*      California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
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*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 *    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* -

* Portions Copyright (c) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee

 is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that

* the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without

* specific, written prior permission.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL

* WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.   IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

* CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.

 

 

support/man2html.c

 

* This program was written by Richard Verhoeven (NL:5482ZX35)

* at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Email: rcb5@win.tue.nl

 *

* Permission is granted to distribute, modify and use this program as long

* as this comment is not removed or changed.

*

* THIS IS A MODIFIED VERSION.  IT WAS MODIFIED BY chet@po.cwru.edu FOR

* USE BY BASH.
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1.87 libsepol 3.0-1ubuntu0.1 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
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code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into
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 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if
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 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which
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 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

The intent is to allow free use of this source code.  All programs'

source files are copyright protected and freely distributed under the

GNU General Public License (see COPYING.GPL).  All library source

files are copyright under the GNU Lesser General Public License (see

COPYING.LGPL).  All files distributed with this package indicate the

appropriate license to use with that file.  Absolutely no warranty is

provided or implied.

 

1.88 zstd 1.5.2 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
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   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
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this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
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free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.89 open-ldap 2.4.49+dfsg-2ubuntu1.9 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
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See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

 

---

NeoSoft Tcl client extensions to Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.

 

Copyright (c) 1998-1999 NeoSoft, Inc. 

All Rights Reserved.

 

This software may be used, modified, copied, distributed, and sold,

in both source and binary form provided that these copyrights are

retained and their terms are followed.

 

Under no circumstances are the authors or NeoSoft Inc. responsible

for the proper functioning of this software, nor do the authors

assume any liability for damages incurred with its use.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to NeoSoft, Inc.

 

NeoSoft, Inc. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written

 permission. This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

Requests for permission may be sent to NeoSoft Inc, 1770 St. James Place,

Suite 500, Houston, TX, 77056.

/* $OpenLDAP$ */

/* This work is part of OpenLDAP Software <http://www.openldap.org/>.

*

* Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

* Public License.

*

* A copy of this license is available in file LICENSE in the

* top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

* <http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

*/

Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP
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Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3

distribution.  Information concerning this software is available

at <http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1998-2012 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions

 Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Gavin Henry.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Suretec Systems Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved.

The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without their specific

prior written permission.  This software is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.
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---

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are

 permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  The name of the

University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.  This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

/******************************************************************************

*

* Copyright (C) 2000 Pierangelo Masarati, <ando@sys-net.it>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose

* on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

* to the following restrictions:

*

* 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

* software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

*

* 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

* explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

* credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

* misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

* ever read sources, credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

*

******************************************************************************/

Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.
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Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3

distribution.  Information concerning this software is available

at <http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1998-2012 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions

 Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Gavin Henry.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Suretec Systems Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved.

The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without their specific

prior written permission.  This software is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are
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 permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  The name of the

University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.  This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

Copyright 2011-2020 Howard Chu, Symas Corp.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and

 

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)

OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark

 of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

 

1.90 shadow 4.8.1-1ubuntu5.20.04.2 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.
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	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:

 

 

A "Package" refers to the collection

 of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.

 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.

 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.

 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You

 may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you
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duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.

 

2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:

 

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version

 of the Package.

 

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.

 

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly

 documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this
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Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution

provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.91 libnsl 2.31 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR
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 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
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you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
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other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary
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 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate
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 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the
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Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]
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4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System
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Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that

 both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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 BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse

 or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License,
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 Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s)

 of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c

 is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:
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Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with

 the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright

 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR
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OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests

 are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests

 is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.
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  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online

 help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see
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<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.92 lestrrat-go-httpcc 1.0.1 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 lestrrat-go

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.93 dpkg 1.19.7ubuntu3.2 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: dpkg

 

Files: *

Copyright:

Copyright  1994 Ian Murdock <imurdock@debian.org>

Copyright  1994 Matt Welsh <mdw@sunsite.unc.edu>

Copyright  1994 Carl Streeter <streeter@cae.wisc.edu>

Copyright  1994-1999, 2008 Ian Jackson <ijackson@chiark.greenend.org.uk>

Copyright  1995 Bruce Perens <bruce@pixar.com>

Copyright  1995-1996 Erick Branderhorst <branderhorst@heel.fgg.eur.nl>

Copyright  1996 Michael Shields <shields@crosslink.net>

Copyright  1996 Klee Dienes <klee@debian.org>

Copyright  1996 Kim-Minh Kaplan <kkaplan@cdfhp3.in2p3.fr>

Copyright  1996-1998 Miquel van Smoorenburg <miquels@cistron.nl>
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Copyright  1997-1998 Charles Briscoe-Smith <cpbs@debian.org>

Copyright  1997-1998 Juho Vuori <javuori@cc.helsinki.fi>

Copyright  1998 Koichi Sekido <sekido@mbox.kyoto-inet.or.jp>

Copyright  1998 Jim Van Zandt <jrv@vanzandt.mv.com>

Copyright  1998 Juan Cespedes <cespedes@debian.org>

Copyright  1998 Nils

 Rennebarth <nils@debian.org>

Copyright  1998 Heiko Schlittermann <hs@schlittermann.de>

Copyright  1998-1999, 2001, 2003, 2006 Martin Schulze <joey@infodrom.org>

Copyright  1999 Roderick Shertler <roderick@argon.org>

Copyright  1999 Ben Collins <bcollins@debian.org>

Copyright  1999 Richard Kettlewell <rjk@sfere.greenend.org.uk>

Copyright  1999-2001 Marcus Brinkmann <brinkmd@debian.org>

Copyright  1999-2002 Wichert Akkerman <wakkerma@debian.org>

Copyright  2001, 2007, 2010 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

Copyright  2004-2005, 2007-2008, 2010 Canonical Ltd.

Copyright  2004-2005 Scott James Remnant <scott@netsplit.com>

Copyright  2006-2008 Frank Lichtenheld <djpig@debian.org>

Copyright  2006-2015 Guillem Jover <guillem@debian.org>

Copyright  2007-2012 Raphal Hertzog <hertzog@debian.org>

Copyright  2007 Nicolas Franois <nicolas.francois@centraliens.net>

Copyright  2007 Don Armstrong <don@donarmstrong.com>

Copyright  2007 Colin Watson <cjwatson@debian.org>

Copyright  2007,

 2008 Tollef Fog Heen <tfheen@err.no>

Copyright  2008 Zack Weinberg <zackw@panix.com>

Copyright  2008 Pierre Habouzit <madcoder@debian.org>

Copyright  2009 Romain Francoise <rfrancoise@debian.org>

Copyright  2009-2010 Modestas Vainius <modax@debian.org>

Copyright  2009-2011 Kees Cook <kees@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files:

lib/compat/getopt*

lib/compat/gettext.h

lib/compat/obstack.*

lib/compat/strnlen.c

Copyright:

Copyright  1987-2006 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files:

dselect/methods/Dselect/Ftp.pm

dselect/methods/ftp/*

Copyright:

Copyright  1996 Andy Guy <awpguy@acs.ucalgary.ca>

Copyright  1998 Martin Schulze <joey@infodrom.org>

Copyright  1999-2001, 2005-2006, 2009 Raphal Hertzog <hertzog@debian.org>
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License: GPL-2

 

Files:

scripts/Dpkg/Gettext.pm

Copyright:

Copyright  2000 Joey Hess <joeyh@debian.org>

Copyright  2007, 2009-2010, 2012-2015 Guillem Jover <guillem@debian.org>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files:

utils/start-stop-daemon.c

Copyright:

Copyright

  1999 Marek Michalkiewicz <marekm@i17linuxb.ists.pwr.wroc.pl>

Copyright  1999 Christian Schwarz <schwarz@monet.m.isar.de>

Copyright  1999 Klee Dienes <klee@debian.org>

Copyright  1999 Ben Collins <bcollins@debian.org>

Copyright  1999-2002 Wichert Akkerman <wakkerma@debian.org>

Copyright  2000-2003 Adam Heath <doogie@debian.org>

Copyright  2001 Sontri Tomo Huynh <huynh.29@osu.edu>

Copyright  2001 Andreas Schuldei <andreas@schuldei.org>

Copyright  2001 Ian Jackson <ijackson@chiark.greenend.org.uk>

Copyright  2004-2005 Scott James Remnant <keybuk@debian.org>

Copyright  2006-2014 Guillem Jover <guillem@debian.org>

Copyright  2008 Samuel Thibault <samuel.thibault@ens-lyon.org>

Copyright  2008 Andreas Phlsson <andreas.pahlsson@xcerion.com>

Copyright  2009 Chris Coulson <chrisccoulson@googlemail.com>

Copyright  2012 Carsten Hey <carsten@debian.org>

Copyright  2014 Nir Soffer <nirs@hyperms.com>

License: public-domain-s-s-d

Written by Marek Michalkiewicz <marekm@i17linuxb.ists.pwr.wroc.pl>,

 public domain.  Based conceptually on start-stop-daemon.pl, by Ian

Jackson <ijackson@gnu.ai.mit.edu>.  May be used and distributed

freely for any purpose.  Changes by Christian Schwarz

<schwarz@monet.m.isar.de>, to make output conform to the Debian

Console Message Standard, also placed in public domain.  Minor

changes by Klee Dienes <klee@debian.org>, also placed in the Public

Domain.

.

Changes by Ben Collins <bcollins@debian.org>, added --chuid, --background

and --make-pidfile options, placed in public domain as well.

 

Files: lib/compat/md5.*

Copyright:

Copyright  1993 Colin Plumb

License: public-domain-md5

This code implements the MD5 message-digest algorithm.

The algorithm is due to Ron Rivest.  This code was
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written by Colin Plumb in 1993, no copyright is claimed.

This code is in the public domain; do with it what you wish.

.

Equivalent code is available from RSA Data Security, Inc.

This code has been tested against that, and is equivalent,

except

 that you don't need to include two pages of legalese

with every copy.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Comment:

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 or in the dpkg source

as the file COPYING.

 

License: GPL-2

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of version

 2 of the GNU General Public

License version 2 as published by the Free Software Foundation.

.

This is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.94 google-go-cmp 0.5.8 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.95 keyutils 1.6-6ubuntu1.1 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses
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 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
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either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either

 version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use

 it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you

 must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
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library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat

 to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire

 combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
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software

 only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL

 PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation

 is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately

 publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility

 in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate

 works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead

 of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,
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 which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore

 covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of

 Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

    machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library,

 if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary
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 form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must

 be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore,

 by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.

  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.

  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
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versions of the Lesser

 General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving

 the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL

 OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright"

 line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

 mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.96 e2fsprogs 1.45.5-2ubuntu1.1 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.
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#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0

# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip:: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM)

 -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o
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On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from

 this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371
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Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the

 GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
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in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you

 must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for

 copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents

 constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You

 must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program

 is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or

 with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information

 you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access

 to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program

 (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously

 your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to

 the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be

 similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting

 the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

 TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

    This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY;

 for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider

 it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please
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see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu)

 before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software

 is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source

 code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms

 and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered

 only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

    a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based

 on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with

 the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it

 with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made

 by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy

 simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous

 contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such

 new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software
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 and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE

 USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name

 of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision

 comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a

 subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for

 all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a

 fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program

 is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is

 in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in

 header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed

 as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities

 other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for

 a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever

 part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each
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 and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make

 any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
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therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library,

 or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that

 the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
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   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then

 relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as

 a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined

 library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute

 the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement

 or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
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and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has

 the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as

 if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write

 to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO

 MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them

 to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc.,

 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries

 which are made available under an MIT-style license.
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	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this

 software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific

 prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".
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This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and

 the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T.

 S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
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1.97 gnupg 2.2.19-3ubuntu2.2 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

Here is a list with collected copyright notices. For details see the

description of each individual package.  [Compiled by wk 2017-11-07]

 

 

GNUPG is

 

 Copyright (C) 1997-2017 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 1994-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2003-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2002 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB

 Copyright (C) 1995-1997, 2000-2007 Ulrich Drepper <drepper@gnu.ai.mit.edu>

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 1998 by The Internet Society.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 The OpenLDAP Foundation

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 Net Boolean Incorporated.

 Copyright (C) 2001-2004 IBM Corporation.

 Copyright (C) 1999-2003 Howard Y.H. Chu.

 Copyright (C) 1999-2003 Symas Corporation.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

 Copyright (C) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

 Copyright (C) 2000 Dimitrios Souflis

 Copyright (C) 2008,2009,2010,2012-2016 William Ahern

 

 GnuPG is free software;

 you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 GnuPG is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public

 License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBGCRYPT is

 

 Copyright (C) 1989,1991-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 1996 L. Peter Deutsch
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 Copyright (C) 1997 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 1998 The Internet Society

 Copyright (C) 1996-1999 Peter Gutmann, Paul Kendall, and Chris Wedgwood

 Copyright (C) 1996-2006 Peter Gutmann, Matt Thomlinson and Blake Coverett

 Copyright (C) 2003 Nikos Mavroyanopoulos

  Copyright (C) 2006-2007 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

 Copyright (C) 2012-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2012 Simon Josefsson, Niels Mller

 Copyright (c) 2012 Intel Corporation

 Copyright (C) 2013 Christian Grothoff

 Copyright (C) 2013-2017 Jussi Kivilinna

 Copyright (C) 2013-2014 Dmitry Eremin-Solenikov

 Copyright (C) 2014 Stephan Mueller

 Copyright (C) 2017 Bundesamt fr Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

 

 Libgcrypt is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 Libgcrypt is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the

 GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBGPG-ERROR is

 

 Copyright (C) 2003-2004, 2010, 2013-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 libgpg-error is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

 modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 libgpg-error is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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LIBASSUAN is

 

 Copyright (C) 1992-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 2000 Werner Koch (dd9jn)

 Copyright (C)

 2001-2016 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2004 Simon Josefsson

 

 Assuan is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 Assuan is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBKSBA is

 

 Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2011

               2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2000, 2001 Fabio Fiorina

 

 The library and the header files are distributed under

 the following

 terms (LGPLv3+/GPLv2+):

 

 KSBA is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of either

 

   - the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

     Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at

     your option) any later version.

 

 or

 

   - the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

     Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

     your option) any later version.

 

 or both in parallel, as here.
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 KSBA is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public

 License for more details.

 

 The other parts (e.g. manual, build system, tests) are distributed

 under the following terms (GPLv3):

 

 KSBA is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the

 Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 KSBA is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 

NPTH is

 

 Copyright (C) 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015, 2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 nPth is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 nPth is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

 the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program;

 if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

NTBTLS is

 

 Copyright (C) 2006-2014 Brainspark B.V.

 Copyright (C) 2014-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 NTBTLS is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or
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 (at your option) any later version.

 

 NTBTLS is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

PINENTRY is

 

 Copyright (C) 1999 Robert Bihlmeyer <robbe@orcus.priv.at>

 Copyright (C) 2001-2004, 2007-2008, 2010, 2015-2016 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2002, 2008 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB (KDAB)

 Copyright (C) 2004 by Albrecht

 Dre <albrecht.dress@arcor.de>

 Copyright 2007 Ingo Klcker

 Copyright (C) 2014 Serge Voilokov

 Copyright (C) 2015 Daiki Ueno

 Copyright (C) 2015 Daniel Kahn Gillmor <dkg@fifthhorseman.net>

 Copyright 2016 Intevation GmbH

 

 PINENTRY is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 PINENTRY is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

GPGME is

 

 Copyright (C) 1991-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2000-2001 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 2001-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 Copyright (C) 2002 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB

 Copyright (C) 2004-2008 Igor Belyi

 Copyright (C) 2002 John Goerzen

 Copyright (C) 2014, 2015 Martin Albrecht
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 Copyright (C) 2015 Ben McGinnes

 Copyright (C) 2015-2016 Bundesamt fr Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

 Copyright (C) 2016 Intevation GmbH

 

 GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

NSIS is

 

 Copyright 1999-2009 Nullsoft and Contributors

  Copyright 2002-2008 Amir Szekely

 Copyright 2003 Ramon

 

 This license applies to everything in the NSIS package, except where

 otherwise noted.

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any

 damages arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any

 purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and

 redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

    not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this

    software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

    documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

    not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

    distribution.

 

  The user interface used with the installer is
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 Copyright 2002-2009 Joost Verburg

 

 [It is distributed along with NSIS and the same conditions as stated

  above apply]

 

 

TinySCHEME is part of the GnuPG package and is

 

 Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

LIBDNS is part of the GnuPG package and is

 

 Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012-2016  William Ahern

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"),
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 to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

ZLIB is

 

 (C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided

 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

BZIP2 is

 

 This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

 documentation,
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 are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

 rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

    not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

    software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

    documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

 3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

    not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

 4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior written

    permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

SQLITE has

 

 been put into the public-domain by its author D. Richard Hipp:

 The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

 a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

     May you do good and not evil.

     May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

     May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

Creative Commons Legal Code
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CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing

 to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright

 and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);
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iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection

 of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising

 or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories

 worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was
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applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer

 are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is

 not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
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software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer

 you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those

 domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
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States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To

 "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate

 Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
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work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than

 the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing

 those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content,

 constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users'

 Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
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keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license

 the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and

 its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer

 support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.

  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
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   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object

 code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute

 modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information

 does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included

 in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections

 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional

 terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may

 not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your
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 receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time

 you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not

 impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control"

 includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other

 readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended
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 to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March

 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License,

 you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either

 of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer

 of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea

 of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY

 NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first,

 please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically

 libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify

 it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected

 by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original

 library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free

 libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library,

 whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim

 or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the

 work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable

 sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the

 scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library

 (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise,

 if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
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this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy

 of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than

 copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the

 materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
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the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library

 with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the

 Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement

 or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole

 purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written

 in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the

 Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY

 OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It

 is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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                         LICENSE TERMS

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.
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 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the

 Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without

 being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of
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  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material

 is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this

 license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying
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      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with

 a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not

 covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version
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of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or

 any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

# COPYING.other                                            -*- org -*-

#+TITLE: List of code with permissive licenses as used by GnuPG.

#+STARTUP: showall

 

* DNS resolver (dirmngr/dns.c)

 

 dns.c - Recursive, Reentrant DNS Resolver.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012-2016  William Ahern

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

* TinySCHEME (tests/gpgscm/LICENSE.TinySCHEME)

 

 Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

 All rights reserved.
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 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.98 d3-pprof 2.0.0 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2010-2021 Mike Bostock

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

 

1.99 datadog-zstd 1.5.2 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Simplified BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Datadog <info@datadoghq.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
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CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.100 pcre 10.34-7ubuntu0.1 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

PCRE2 LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE2 distribution for licensing details.

 

End

PCRE2 LICENCE

-------------

 

PCRE2 is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Releases 10.00 and above of PCRE2 are distributed under the terms of the "BSD"

licence, as specified below, with one exemption for certain binary

redistributions. The documentation for PCRE2, supplied in the "doc" directory,

is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data in the

testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a just-in-time compiler that can be used to

optimize pattern matching. This is an optional feature that can be omitted when

the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright

 (c) 1997-2019 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE2 JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

--------------------------------------
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Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2019 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2019 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notices,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notices, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of any

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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 OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

EXEMPTION FOR BINARY LIBRARY-LIKE PACKAGES

------------------------------------------

 

The second condition in the BSD licence (covering binary redistributions) does

not apply all the way down a chain of software. If binary package A includes

PCRE2, it must respect the condition, but if package B is software that

includes package A, the condition is not imposed on package B unless it uses

PCRE2 independently.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.101 pcre 8.39-12ubuntu0.1 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.
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Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2016 University

 of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2016 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2016 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.
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THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

 the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.102 audit 2.8.5-2ubuntu6 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,

 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
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it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
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   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should
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have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
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   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.103 file 5.38-4 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986-1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1995-present by Christos Zoulas and others.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

$File: COPYING,v 1.2 2018/09/09 20:33:28 christos Exp $

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1994- Christos Zoulas.
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This software is not subject to any export provision of the United States

Department of Commerce, and may be exported to any country or planet.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.104 zstd 1.5.2 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
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refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
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   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this
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 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.105 jline 3.20.0 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/
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/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

 either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Based on http://antony.lesuisse.org/software/ajaxterm/

*  Public Domain License

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ScreenTerminal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/JansiWinConsoleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingPumpInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/Ssh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/ShellFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractWindowsConsoleWriter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/BufferImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/InterpolationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/WriterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/StyleBundleInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyledWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/solaris/SolarisNativePty.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/MemoryStyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/PumpReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/SimpleMaskingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/ShellCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/osx/OsXNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleColor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/Telnet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/freebsd/FreeBsdNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/linux/LinuxNativePty.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/JnaWinConsoleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingPumpReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/NopStyleSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*
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* Java TelnetD library (embeddable telnet daemon)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Dieter Wimberger

* All rights reserved.

* <p/>

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* <p/>

* Neither the name of the author

 nor the names of its contributors

* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

* without specific prior written permission.

* <p/>

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

***/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/TelnetIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/PortListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/InputRC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/ParsedLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/History.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/PosixSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/CompletingParsedLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlocking.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/StyleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/KillRing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/StyleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Completer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/FileNameCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/PosixPtyTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Colors.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedStringBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/Styler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Terminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Curses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/LineDisciplineTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/ExternalTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/DumbTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/NfaMatcher.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingReaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/Kernel32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/keymap/BindingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/MaskingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingInputStreamImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

#

# This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

# BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

#

# https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

#

 

auto_left_margin, bw, bw

auto_right_margin, am, am

back_color_erase, bce, ut

can_change, ccc, cc

ceol_standout_glitch, xhp, xs

col_addr_glitch, xhpa, YA

cpi_changes_res, cpix, YF

cr_cancels_micro_mode, crxm, YB

dest_tabs_magic_smso, xt, xt

eat_newline_glitch, xenl, xn

erase_overstrike, eo, eo

generic_type, gn, gn

hard_copy, hc, hc

hard_cursor, chts, HC

has_meta_key, km, km

has_print_wheel, daisy, YC

has_status_line, hs, hs

hue_lightness_saturation, hls, hl

insert_null_glitch, in, in

lpi_changes_res, lpix, YG

memory_above, da, da

memory_below, db, db

move_insert_mode, mir, mi

move_standout_mode, msgr, ms
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needs_xon_xoff, nxon, nx

no_esc_ctlc, xsb, xb

no_pad_char, npc,

 NP

non_dest_scroll_region, ndscr, ND

non_rev_rmcup, nrrmc, NR

over_strike, os, os

prtr_silent, mc5i, 5i

row_addr_glitch, xvpa, YD

semi_auto_right_margin, sam, YE

status_line_esc_ok, eslok, es

tilde_glitch, hz, hz

transparent_underline, ul, ul

xon_xoff, xon, xo

columns, cols, co

init_tabs, it, it

label_height, lh, lh

label_width, lw, lw

lines, lines, li

lines_of_memory, lm, lm

magic_cookie_glitch, xmc, sg

max_attributes, ma, ma

max_colors, colors, Co

max_pairs, pairs, pa

maximum_windows, wnum, MW

no_color_video, ncv, NC

num_labels, nlab, Nl

padding_baud_rate, pb, pb

virtual_terminal, vt, vt

width_status_line, wsl, ws

bit_image_entwining, bitwin, Yo

bit_image_type, bitype, Yp

buffer_capacity, bufsz, Ya

buttons, btns, BT

dot_horz_spacing, spinh, Yc

dot_vert_spacing, spinv, Yb

max_micro_address, maddr, Yd

max_micro_jump, mjump, Ye

micro_col_size, mcs, Yf

micro_line_size, mls, Yg

number_of_pins, npins, Yh

output_res_char, orc, Yi

output_res_horz_inch, orhi, Yk

output_res_line, orl, Yj

output_res_vert_inch,

 orvi, Yl

print_rate, cps, Ym

wide_char_size, widcs, Yn
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acs_chars, acsc, ac

back_tab, cbt, bt

bell, bel, bl

carriage_return, cr, cr

change_char_pitch, cpi, ZA

change_line_pitch, lpi, ZB

change_res_horz, chr, ZC

change_res_vert, cvr, ZD

change_scroll_region, csr, cs

char_padding, rmp, rP

clear_all_tabs, tbc, ct

clear_margins, mgc, MC

clear_screen, clear, cl

clr_bol, el1, cb

clr_eol, el, ce

clr_eos, ed, cd

column_address, hpa, ch

command_character, cmdch, CC

create_window, cwin, CW

cursor_address, cup, cm

cursor_down, cud1, do

cursor_home, home, ho

cursor_invisible, civis, vi

cursor_left, cub1, le

cursor_mem_address, mrcup, CM

cursor_normal, cnorm, ve

cursor_right, cuf1, nd

cursor_to_ll, ll, ll

cursor_up, cuu1, up

cursor_visible, cvvis, vs

define_char, defc, ZE

delete_character, dch1, dc

delete_line, dl1, dl

dial_phone, dial, DI

dis_status_line, dsl, ds

display_clock, dclk, DK

down_half_line, hd, hd

ena_acs, enacs, eA

enter_alt_charset_mode, smacs, as

enter_am_mode, smam,

 SA

enter_blink_mode, blink, mb

enter_bold_mode, bold, md

enter_ca_mode, smcup, ti

enter_delete_mode, smdc, dm

enter_dim_mode, dim, mh

enter_doublewide_mode, swidm, ZF

enter_draft_quality, sdrfq, ZG
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enter_insert_mode, smir, im

enter_italics_mode, sitm, ZH

enter_leftward_mode, slm, ZI

enter_micro_mode, smicm, ZJ

enter_near_letter_quality, snlq, ZK

enter_normal_quality, snrmq, ZL

enter_protected_mode, prot, mp

enter_reverse_mode, rev, mr

enter_secure_mode, invis, mk

enter_shadow_mode, sshm, ZM

enter_standout_mode, smso, so

enter_subscript_mode, ssubm, ZN

enter_superscript_mode, ssupm, ZO

enter_underline_mode, smul, us

enter_upward_mode, sum, ZP

enter_xon_mode, smxon, SX

erase_chars, ech, ec

exit_alt_charset_mode, rmacs, ae

exit_am_mode, rmam, RA

exit_attribute_mode, sgr0, me

exit_ca_mode, rmcup, te

exit_delete_mode, rmdc, ed

exit_doublewide_mode, rwidm, ZQ

exit_insert_mode, rmir, ei

exit_italics_mode, ritm, ZR

exit_leftward_mode, rlm, ZS

exit_micro_mode, rmicm, ZT

exit_shadow_mode, rshm,

 ZU

exit_standout_mode, rmso, se

exit_subscript_mode, rsubm, ZV

exit_superscript_mode, rsupm, ZW

exit_underline_mode, rmul, ue

exit_upward_mode, rum, ZX

exit_xon_mode, rmxon, RX

fixed_pause, pause, PA

flash_hook, hook, fh

flash_screen, flash, vb

form_feed, ff, ff

from_status_line, fsl, fs

goto_window, wingo, WG

hangup, hup, HU

init_1string, is1, i1

init_2string, is2, is

init_3string, is3, i3

init_file, if, if

init_prog, iprog, iP

initialize_color, initc, Ic
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initialize_pair, initp, Ip

insert_character, ich1, ic

insert_line, il1, al

insert_padding, ip, ip

key_a1, ka1, K1

key_a3, ka3, K3

key_b2, kb2, K2

key_backspace, kbs, kb

key_beg, kbeg, @1

key_btab, kcbt, kB

key_c1, kc1, K4

key_c3, kc3, K5

key_cancel, kcan, @2

key_catab, ktbc, ka

key_clear, kclr, kC

key_close, kclo, @3

key_command, kcmd, @4

key_copy, kcpy, @5

key_create, kcrt, @6

key_ctab, kctab, kt

key_dc, kdch1, kD

key_dl, kdl1, kL

key_down, kcud1, kd

key_eic, krmir, kM

key_end, kend, @7

key_enter, kent, @8

key_eol, kel, kE

key_eos,

 ked, kS

key_exit, kext, @9

key_f0, kf0, k0

key_f1, kf1, k1

key_f10, kf10, k;

key_f11, kf11, F1

key_f12, kf12, F2

key_f13, kf13, F3

key_f14, kf14, F4

key_f15, kf15, F5

key_f16, kf16, F6

key_f17, kf17, F7

key_f18, kf18, F8

key_f19, kf19, F9

key_f2, kf2, k2

key_f20, kf20, FA

key_f21, kf21, FB

key_f22, kf22, FC

key_f23, kf23, FD

key_f24, kf24, FE
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key_f25, kf25, FF

key_f26, kf26, FG

key_f27, kf27, FH

key_f28, kf28, FI

key_f29, kf29, FJ

key_f3, kf3, k3

key_f30, kf30, FK

key_f31, kf31, FL

key_f32, kf32, FM

key_f33, kf33, FN

key_f34, kf34, FO

key_f35, kf35, FP

key_f36, kf36, FQ

key_f37, kf37, FR

key_f38, kf38, FS

key_f39, kf39, FT

key_f4, kf4, k4

key_f40, kf40, FU

key_f41, kf41, FV

key_f42, kf42, FW

key_f43, kf43, FX

key_f44, kf44, FY

key_f45, kf45, FZ

key_f46, kf46, Fa

key_f47, kf47, Fb

key_f48, kf48, Fc

key_f49, kf49, Fd

key_f5, kf5, k5

key_f50, kf50, Fe

key_f51, kf51, Ff

key_f52, kf52, Fg

key_f53, kf53, Fh

key_f54, kf54, Fi

key_f55, kf55, Fj

key_f56, kf56, Fk

key_f57, kf57, Fl

key_f58, kf58,

 Fm

key_f59, kf59, Fn

key_f6, kf6, k6

key_f60, kf60, Fo

key_f61, kf61, Fp

key_f62, kf62, Fq

key_f63, kf63, Fr

key_f7, kf7, k7

key_f8, kf8, k8

key_f9, kf9, k9

key_find, kfnd, @0
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key_help, khlp, %1

key_home, khome, kh

key_ic, kich1, kI

key_il, kil1, kA

key_left, kcub1, kl

key_ll, kll, kH

key_mark, kmrk, %2

key_message, kmsg, %3

key_move, kmov, %4

key_next, knxt, %5

key_npage, knp, kN

key_open, kopn, %6

key_options, kopt, %7

key_ppage, kpp, kP

key_previous, kprv, %8

key_print, kprt, %9

key_redo, krdo, %0

key_reference, kref, &1

key_refresh, krfr, &2

key_replace, krpl, &3

key_restart, krst, &4

key_resume, kres, &5

key_right, kcuf1, kr

key_save, ksav, &6

key_sbeg, kBEG, &9

key_scancel, kCAN, &0

key_scommand, kCMD, *1

key_scopy, kCPY, *2

key_screate, kCRT, *3

key_sdc, kDC, *4

key_sdl, kDL, *5

key_select, kslt, *6

key_send, kEND, *7

key_seol, kEOL, *8

key_sexit, kEXT, *9

key_sf, kind, kF

key_sfind, kFND, *0

key_shelp, kHLP, #1

key_shome, kHOM, #2

key_sic, kIC, #3

key_sleft, kLFT, #4

key_smessage,

 kMSG, %a

key_smove, kMOV, %b

key_snext, kNXT, %c

key_soptions, kOPT, %d

key_sprevious, kPRV, %e

key_sprint, kPRT, %f
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key_sr, kri, kR

key_sredo, kRDO, %g

key_sreplace, kRPL, %h

key_sright, kRIT, %i

key_srsume, kRES, %j

key_ssave, kSAV, !1

key_ssuspend, kSPD, !2

key_stab, khts, kT

key_sundo, kUND, !3

key_suspend, kspd, &7

key_undo, kund, &8

key_up, kcuu1, ku

keypad_local, rmkx, ke

keypad_xmit, smkx, ks

lab_f0, lf0, l0

lab_f1, lf1, l1

lab_f10, lf10, la

lab_f2, lf2, l2

lab_f3, lf3, l3

lab_f4, lf4, l4

lab_f5, lf5, l5

lab_f6, lf6, l6

lab_f7, lf7, l7

lab_f8, lf8, l8

lab_f9, lf9, l9

label_format, fln, Lf

label_off, rmln, LF

label_on, smln, LO

meta_off, rmm, mo

meta_on, smm, mm

micro_column_address, mhpa, ZY

micro_down, mcud1, ZZ

micro_left, mcub1, Za

micro_right, mcuf1, Zb

micro_row_address, mvpa, Zc

micro_up, mcuu1, Zd

newline, nel, nw

order_of_pins, porder, Ze

orig_colors, oc, oc

orig_pair, op, op

pad_char, pad, pc

parm_dch, dch, DC

parm_delete_line, dl, DL

parm_down_cursor, cud, DO

parm_down_micro,

 mcud, Zf

parm_ich, ich, IC

parm_index, indn, SF
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parm_insert_line, il, AL

parm_left_cursor, cub, LE

parm_left_micro, mcub, Zg

parm_right_cursor, cuf, RI

parm_right_micro, mcuf, Zh

parm_rindex, rin, SR

parm_up_cursor, cuu, UP

parm_up_micro, mcuu, Zi

pkey_key, pfkey, pk

pkey_local, pfloc, pl

pkey_xmit, pfx, px

plab_norm, pln, pn

print_screen, mc0, ps

prtr_non, mc5p, pO

prtr_off, mc4, pf

prtr_on, mc5, po

pulse, pulse, PU

quick_dial, qdial, QD

remove_clock, rmclk, RC

repeat_char, rep, rp

req_for_input, rfi, RF

reset_1string, rs1, r1

reset_2string, rs2, r2

reset_3string, rs3, r3

reset_file, rf, rf

restore_cursor, rc, rc

row_address, vpa, cv

save_cursor, sc, sc

scroll_forward, ind, sf

scroll_reverse, ri, sr

select_char_set, scs, Zj

set_attributes, sgr, sa

set_background, setb, Sb

set_bottom_margin, smgb, Zk

set_bottom_margin_parm, smgbp, Zl

set_clock, sclk, SC

set_color_pair, scp, sp

set_foreground, setf, Sf

set_left_margin, smgl, ML

set_left_margin_parm, smglp, Zm

set_right_margin,

 smgr, MR

set_right_margin_parm, smgrp, Zn

set_tab, hts, st

set_top_margin, smgt, Zo

set_top_margin_parm, smgtp, Zp

set_window, wind, wi

start_bit_image, sbim, Zq
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start_char_set_def, scsd, Zr

stop_bit_image, rbim, Zs

stop_char_set_def, rcsd, Zt

subscript_characters, subcs, Zu

superscript_characters, supcs, Zv

tab, ht, ta

these_cause_cr, docr, Zw

to_status_line, tsl, ts

tone, tone, TO

underline_char, uc, uc

up_half_line, hu, hu

user0, u0, u0

user1, u1, u1

user2, u2, u2

user3, u3, u3

user4, u4, u4

user5, u5, u5

user6, u6, u6

user7, u7, u7

user8, u8, u8

user9, u9, u9

wait_tone, wait, WA

xoff_character, xoffc, XF

xon_character, xonc, XN

zero_motion, zerom, Zx

alt_scancode_esc, scesa, S8

bit_image_carriage_return, bicr, Yv

bit_image_newline, binel, Zz

bit_image_repeat, birep, Xy

char_set_names, csnm, Zy

code_set_init, csin, ci

color_names, colornm, Yw

define_bit_image_region, defbi, Yx

device_type, devt, dv

display_pc_char, dispc, S1

end_bit_image_region, endbi, Yy

enter_pc_charset_mode,

 smpch, S2

enter_scancode_mode, smsc, S4

exit_pc_charset_mode, rmpch, S3

exit_scancode_mode, rmsc, S5

get_mouse, getm, Gm

key_mouse, kmous, Km

mouse_info, minfo, Mi

pc_term_options, pctrm, S6

pkey_plab, pfxl, xl

req_mouse_pos, reqmp, RQ

scancode_escape, scesc, S7
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set0_des_seq, s0ds, s0

set1_des_seq, s1ds, s1

set2_des_seq, s2ds, s2

set3_des_seq, s3ds, s3

set_a_background, setab, AB

set_a_foreground, setaf, AF

set_color_band, setcolor, Yz

set_lr_margin, smglr, ML

set_page_length, slines, YZ

set_tb_margin, smgtb, MT

enter_horizontal_hl_mode, ehhlm, Xh

enter_left_hl_mode, elhlm, Xl

enter_low_hl_mode, elohlm, Xo

enter_right_hl_mode, erhlm, Xr

enter_top_hl_mode, ethlm, Xt

enter_vertical_hl_mode, evhlm, Xv

set_a_attributes, sgr1, sA

set_pglen_inch, slength, sL

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/capabilities.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Java TelnetD library (embeddable telnet daemon)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Dieter Wimberger

* All rights reserved.

* <p/>

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* <p/>

* Neither the name of the author

 nor the names of its contributors

* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
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* without specific prior written permission.

* <p/>

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

***/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

#

# This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

# BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

#

# https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

#

 

black

maroon

green

olive

navy

purple

teal

silver

grey

red

lime

yellow

blue

fuchsia

aqua

white
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grey0

navyblue

darkblue

blue3

blue3a

blue1

darkgreen

deepskyblue4

deepskyblue4a

deepskyblue4b

dodgerblue3

dodgerblue2

green4

springgreen4

turquoise4

deepskyblue3

deepskyblue3a

dodgerblue1

green3

springgreen3

darkcyan

lightseagreen

deepskyblue2

deepskyblue1

green3a

springgreen3a

springgreen2

cyan3

darkturquoise

turquoise2

green1

springgreen2a

springgreen1

mediumspringgreen

cyan2

cyan1

darkred

deeppink4

purple4

purple4a

purple3

blueviolet

orange4

grey37

mediumpurple4

slateblue3

slateblue3a

royalblue1
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chartreuse4

darkseagreen4

paleturquoise4

steelblue

steelblue3

cornflowerblue

chartreuse3

darkseagreen4a

cadetblue

cadetbluea

skyblue3

steelblue1

chartreuse3a

palegreen3

seagreen3

aquamarine3

mediumturquoise

steelblue1a

chartreuse2

seagreen2

seagreen1

seagreen1a

aquamarine1

darkslategray2

darkreda

deeppink4a

darkmagenta

darkmagentaa

darkviolet

purplea

orange4a

lightpink4

plum4

mediumpurple3

mediumpurple3a

slateblue1

yellow4

wheat4

grey53

lightslategrey

mediumpurple

lightslateblue

yellow4a

darkolivegreen3

darkseagreen

lightskyblue3

lightskyblue3a

skyblue2
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chartreuse2a

darkolivegreen3a

palegreen3a

darkseagreen3

darkslategray3

skyblue1

chartreuse1

lightgreen

lightgreena

palegreen1

aquamarine1a

darkslategray1

red3

deeppink4b

mediumvioletred

magenta3

darkvioleta

purpleb

darkorange3

indianred

hotpink3

mediumorchid3

mediumorchid

mediumpurple2

darkgoldenrod

lightsalmon3

rosybrown

grey63

mediumpurple2a

mediumpurple1

gold3

darkkhaki

navajowhite3

grey69

lightsteelblue3

lightsteelblue

yellow3

darkolivegreen3b

darkseagreen3a

darkseagreen2

lightcyan3

lightskyblue1

greenyellow

darkolivegreen2

palegreen1a

darkseagreen2a

darkseagreen1

paleturquoise1
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red3a

deeppink3

deeppink3a

magenta3a

magenta3b

magenta2

darkorange3a

indianreda

hotpink3a

hotpink2

orchid

mediumorchid1

orange3

lightsalmon3a

lightpink3

pink3

plum3

violet

gold3a

lightgoldenrod3

tan

mistyrose3

thistle3

plum2

yellow3a

khaki3

lightgoldenrod2

lightyellow3

grey84

lightsteelblue1

yellow2

darkolivegreen1

darkolivegreen1a

darkseagreen1a

honeydew2

lightcyan1

red1

deeppink2

deeppink1

deeppink1a

magenta2a

magenta1

orangered1

indianred1

indianred1a

hotpink

hotpinka

mediumorchid1a
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darkorange

salmon1

lightcoral

palevioletred1

orchid2

orchid1

orange1

sandybrown

lightsalmon1

lightpink1

pink1

plum1

gold1

lightgoldenrod2a

lightgoldenrod2b

navajowhite1

mistyrose1

thistle1

yellow1

lightgoldenrod1

khaki1

wheat1

cornsilk1

grey100

grey3

grey7

grey11

grey15

grey19

grey23

grey27

grey30

grey35

grey39

grey42

grey46

grey50

grey54

grey58

grey62

grey66

grey70

grey74

grey78

grey82

grey85

grey89

grey93
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Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/colors.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Expander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/Pty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/CursorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/WindowsAnsiWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/NullCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Levenshtein.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/AggregateCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/history/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/keymap/KeyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/OSUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/MouseEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/package-

info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Attributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/MouseSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/ExecPty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedString.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/ShutdownHooks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractPosixTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/DiffHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/WCWidth.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultExpander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Source.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/ExecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Cursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Macro.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/InputStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Binding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/UserInterruptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/UndoTree.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/EnumCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Widget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/ClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/NativeSignalHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/ReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/widget/AutosuggestionWidgets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Signals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandInput.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/JansiNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/impl/AbstractCommandRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/JnaWinSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/LineReaderBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/SystemCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/linux/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/osx/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/widget/Widgets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/linux/LinuxNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/widget/AutopairWidgets.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Nano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/JnaSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/TerminalBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/JnaSupportImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/impl/Builtins.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Display.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/JansiWinSysTerminal.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/solaris/SolarisNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/JansiSupportImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/LineReaderImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ConsoleOptionGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/impl/JlineCommandRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/CompletionMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/CmdLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/EndOfFileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/TTop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/ConsoleEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/ColorPalette.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/solaris/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/CmdDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/freebsd/CLibrary.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/JansiSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/ScriptEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/freebsd/FreeBsdNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/JnaNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/osx/OsXNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Less.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND,

 either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Options.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009-2018 the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/AnsiWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/WindowsAnsiWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
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-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

console/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

terminal-jansi/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

remote-ssh/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

reader/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

terminal-jna/pom.xml

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

builtins/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

style/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

terminal/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

remote-telnet/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractWindowsTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Candidate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractPty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ConfigurationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Tmux.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/ArgumentCompleter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/StringsCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/InfoCmp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Highlighter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Editor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2021, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/impl/DefaultPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/impl/ConsoleEngineImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/PrintAboveWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Commands.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/history/DefaultHistory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/ArgDesc.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultHighlighter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/widget/TailTipWidgets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Styles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/impl/SystemRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/CompletionMatcherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Completers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/impl/SystemHighlighter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-
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jar/org/jline/console/SystemRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedStyle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/SyntaxError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1434683282_1665037674.3132415/0/jline-3-20-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/EOFError.java

 

1.106 d3-time 1.1.0 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.107 unzip 6.0-25ubuntu1.1 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

This is version 2009-Jan-02 of the Info-ZIP license.

The definitive version of this document should be available at

ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and

a copy at http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html.

 

 

Copyright (c) 1990-2009 Info-ZIP.  All rights reserved.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as

the following set of individuals:

 

  Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois,

  Jean-loup Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth,

  Dirk Haase, Greg Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz,

  David Kirschbaum, Johnny Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko,

  Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi, Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs,

  Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury, Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda,

  Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine Verheijen, Paul von Behren,

  Rich Wales, Mike White.

 

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of

 any kind, express

or implied.  In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable

for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages

arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain
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      the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list

      of conditions.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries)

      must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer,

      and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials

      provided with the distribution.  Additional documentation is not needed

      for executables where a command line license option provides these and

      a

 note regarding this option is in the executable's startup banner.  The

      sole exception to this condition is redistribution of a standard

      UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as part of a self-extracting archive;

      that is permitted without inclusion of this license, as long as the

      normal SFX banner has not been removed from the binary or disabled.

 

   3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating

      systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with

      modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library

      versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not

      be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries,

      compiled from the original source.  Such altered versions also must not

      be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not

      limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP"

      (or any

 variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different

      capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the

      explicit permission of Info-ZIP.  Such altered versions are further

      prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP

      e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP

      will provide support for the altered versions.

 

   4. Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip,"

      "UnZipSFX," "WiZ," "Pocket UnZip," "Pocket Zip," and "MacZip" for its

      own source and binary releases.

__________________________________________________________________________

 

 This is the Info-ZIP file COPYING (for UnZip), last updated 17 Jul 2000.

__________________________________________________________________________

 

  FIRST NOTE:

  This file contains some details about the copyright history of

  contributions to the UnZip project.

  Additionally, it summarises some exceptions to the general BSD-like

  copyright found in LICENSE that covers our generic code and most of

  the system specific ports.

  Please read LICENSE first to find out what is allowed to do with

  Info-ZIP's UnZip code.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 

  There are currently two explicit copyrights on portions of UnZip

  code (at least, of which Info-ZIP is aware):

  Jim Luther's Mac OS File Manager interface code; and Christopher Evans'

  MacBinaryIII coding code (for the MacOS port)..  These copyrights

  are discussed in more detail below.

 

  All remaining

 code is now (starting with UnZip version 5.41) covered

  by the new Info-ZIP license. For details, please read the acompaning

  file LICENSE. The terms and conditions in this license supersede the

  copyright conditions of the contributions by Igor Mandrichenko

  (vms/vms.c), Greg Roelofs (zipinfo.c, new version of unshrink.c),

  Mike White (Windows DLL code in "windll/*"), Steve P. Miller (Pocket

  UnZip GUI "wince/*"), and Mark Adler (inflate/explode decompresseion

  core routines, previously put into the public domain). All these

  Info-ZIP contributors (or "primary" authors) have permitted us to

  replace their copyright notes by the Info-ZIP License.

 

  Frequently Asked Questions regarding (re)distribution of Zip and UnZip

  are near the end of this file.

 

  There are no known patents on any of the code in UnZip.  Unisys

  claims a patent on LZW encoding and on LZW decoding _in an apparatus

  that performs LZW encoding_, but the patent appears to exempt a stand-

   alone decoder (as in UnZip's unshrink.c).  Unisys has publicly claimed

  otherwise, but the issue has never been tested in court.  Since this

  point is unclear, unshrinking is not enabled by default.  It is the

  responsibility of the user to make his or her peace with Unisys and

  its licensing requirements.  (unshrink.c may be removed from future

  releases altogether.)

__________________________________________________________________________

 

  The original unzip source code has been extensively modified and

  almost entirely rewritten (changes include random zipfile access

  rather than sequential; replacement of unimplode() with explode();

  replacement of old unshrink() with new (unrelated) unshrink(); re-

  placement of output routines; addition of inflate(), wildcards,

  filename-mapping, text translation, ...; etc.).  As far as we can

  tell, only the core code of the unreduce method remained substantially

  similar to Mr. Smith's original source.  As of UnZip

 5.42, the complete

  core code is now covered by the Info-ZIP Licence.  Therefore, support

  for the reduce method has been removed.

  The drop of the reduce method should only affect some test archives,

  reducing was never used in any publically distributed Zip program.

  For pathologic cases where support for reduced archive entries is
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  needed, the unreduce code copyrighted by Samuel H. Smith is available

  as a separate distribution (the restricted copyright of this code is

  cited below in the "historical" section).

 

  The following copyright applies to the Mac OS File Manager interface code

  (macos/source/macstuff.[ch]), distributed with UnZip 5.4 and later:

 

    * MoreFiles

    *

    * A collection of File Manager and related routines

    *

    * by Jim Luther (Apple Macintosh Developer Technical Support Emeritus)

    * with significant code contributions by Nitin Ganatra

    * (Apple Macintosh Developer Technical Support Emeritus)

    * Copyright  1992-1998

 Apple Computer, Inc.

    * Portions copyright  1995 Jim Luther

    * All rights reserved.

    * The Package "More Files" is distributed under the following

    * license terms:

    *

    *          "You may incorporate this sample code into your

    *           applications without restriction, though the

    *           sample code has been provided "AS IS" and the

    *           responsibility for its operation is 100% yours.

    *           However, what you are not permitted to do is to

    *           redistribute the source as "DSC Sample Code" after

    *           having made changes. If you're going to

    *           redistribute the source, we require that you make

    *           it clear in the source that the code was descended

    *           from Apple Sample Code, but that you've made

    *           changes."

 

  The usage terms of this copyright note are compatible with the

  Info-ZIP license, they do not add further restrictions.

 

 

  The following

 copyright applies to the Mac OS "macbin3" decoding code

  (extra field compatibility with ZipIt):

 

    *  MacBinaryIII.h

    *

    *  Copyright 1997 Christopher Evans (cevans@poppybank.com)

    *

    *  Basic encoding and decoding of Macintosh files to the

    *  MacBinary III spec.

    * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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    * This source is copyrighted by Christopher Evans (cevans@poppybank.com)

    * (available at ftp://ftp.lazerware.com/MacBinaryIII_src_C.sit

    * homepage of Leonard Rosenthol  leonardr@netcom.com)

 

 This copyright note does not contain any usage terms.  So, we assume

 that this code is freely reusable until we are proved wrong...

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  The remaining copyright notes have been superseeded by the new

  Info-ZIP license, with explicit permission from the respective

  original authors.  They are cited here for historical reasons,

  only:

 

   The following copyright applies to the full-featured unreduce.c

  (now distributed separately):

 

    * Copyright 1989 Samuel H. Smith;  All rights reserved

    *

    * Do not distribute modified versions without my permission.

    * Do not remove or alter this notice or any other copyright notice.

    * If you use this in your own program you must distribute source code.

    * Do not use any of this in a commercial product.

 

  Regarding the first stipulation, Mr. Smith was tracked down in southern

  California some years back [Samuel H. Smith, The Tool Shop; as of mid-

  May 1994, (213) 851-9969 (voice), (213) 887-2127(?) (subscription BBS),

  71150.2731@compuserve.com]:

 

  "He says that he thought that whoever contacted him understood that

   he has no objection to the Info-ZIP group's inclusion of his code.

   His primary concern is that it remain freely distributable, he said."

 

  Despite the fact that our "normal" code has been entirely rewritten

  and by default

 no longer contains any of Mr. Smith's code, Info-ZIP

  remains indebted and grateful to him.  We hope he finds our contribu-

  tions as useful as we have his.

 

  Note that the third and fourth stipulations still apply to any com-

  pany that wishes to incorporate the unreduce code into its products;

  if you wish to do so, you must contact Mr. Smith directly regarding

  licensing.

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to most of the VMS code in vms.c,

  distributed with UnZip version 4.2 and later:
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    * Copyright (c) 1992-93 Igor Mandrichenko.

    * Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy,

    * or redistribute this software so long as all of the original files

    * are included unmodified and that this copyright notice is retained.

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to the new version of unshrink.c,

  distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

 

    * Copyright (c) 1994 Greg Roelofs.

    * Permission is granted to any individual/institution/corporate

     * entity to use, copy, redistribute or modify this software for

    * any purpose whatsoever, subject to the conditions noted in the

    * Frequently Asked Questions section below, plus one additional

    * condition:  namely, that my name not be removed from the source

    * code.  (Other names may, of course, be added as modifications

    * are made.)  Corporate legal staff (like at IBM :-) ) who have

    * problems understanding this can contact me through Zip-Bugs...

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to the Windows DLL code (windll/*),

  distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

 

    * Copyright (c) 1996 Mike White.

    * Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use,

    * copy, or redistribute this software so long as all of the original

    * files are included, that it is not sold for profit, and that this

    * copyright notice is retained.

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to the Windows

 CE GUI port, ``Pocket

  UnZip,'' distributed with UnZip version 5.3 and later:

 

    * All the source files for Pocket UnZip, except for components

    * written by the Info-ZIP group, are copyrighted 1997 by Steve P.

    * Miller.  The product "Pocket UnZip" itself is property of the

    * author and cannot be altered in any way without written consent

    * from Steve P. Miller.

 

 -----

 

  The remaining code was written by many people associated with the

  Info-ZIP group, with large contributions from (but not limited to):
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  Greg Roelofs (overall program logic, ZipInfo, unshrink, filename

  mapping/portability, etc.), Mark Adler (inflate, explode, funzip),

  Kai Uwe Rommel (OS/2), John Bush and Paul Kienitz (Amiga), Antoine

  Verheijen (Macintosh), Hunter Goatley (more VMS), Mike White (Windows

  DLLs), Christian Spieler (overall logic, optimization, VMS, etc.) and

  others.  See the file CONTRIBS in the source distribution for a much

  more complete list of contributors.

   The decompression core code for the deflate method (inflate.[ch],

  explode.c) was originally written by Mark Adler who submitted it

  as public domain code.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.108 zlib 1.2.11.dfsg-2ubuntu1.5 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gun.c -- simple gunzip to give an example of the use of inflateBack()

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2012 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

  Version 1.7  12 August 2012  Mark Adler */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/gun.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzclose.c -- zlib gzclose() function

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2010 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/gzclose.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

MiniZip - Copyright (c) 1998-2010 - by Gilles Vollant - version 1.1 64 bits from Mathias Svensson

 

Introduction

---------------------

MiniZip 1.1 is built from MiniZip 1.0 by Gilles Vollant ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

When adding ZIP64 support into minizip it would result into risk of breaking compatibility with minizip 1.0.

All possible work was done for compatibility.
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Background

---------------------

When adding ZIP64 support Mathias Svensson found that Even Rouault have added ZIP64

support for unzip.c into minizip for a open source project called gdal ( http://www.gdal.org/ )

 

That was used as a starting point. And after that ZIP64 support was added to zip.c

some refactoring and code cleanup was also done.

 

 

Changed from MiniZip 1.0 to MiniZip 1.1

---------------------------------------

* Added ZIP64 support for unzip ( by Even Rouault )

* Added ZIP64 support for zip ( by Mathias Svensson

 )

* Reverted some changed that Even Rouault did.

* Bunch of patches received from Gulles Vollant that he received for MiniZip from various users.

* Added unzip patch for BZIP Compression method (patch create by Daniel Borca)

* Added BZIP Compress method for zip

* Did some refactoring and code cleanup

 

 

Credits

 

Gilles Vollant    - Original MiniZip author

Even Rouault      - ZIP64 unzip Support

Daniel Borca      - BZip Compression method support in unzip

Mathias Svensson  - ZIP64 zip support

Mathias Svensson  - BZip Compression method support in zip

 

Resources

 

ZipLayout   http://result42.com/projects/ZipFileLayout

            Command line tool for Windows that shows the layout and information of the headers in a zip archive.

            Used when debugging and validating the creation of zip files using MiniZip64

 

 

ZIP App Note  http://www.pkware.com/documents/casestudies/APPNOTE.TXT

              Zip File specification

 

 

Notes.

* To be able to use BZip compression method in

 zip64.c or unzip64.c the BZIP2 lib is needed and HAVE_BZIP2 need to be defined.

 

License

----------------------------------------------------------

  Condition of use and distribution are the same than zlib :
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 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may

 not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

----------------------------------------------------------

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/contrib/minizip/MiniZip64_info.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* compress.c -- compress a memory buffer

* Copyright (C) 1995-2005, 2014, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/compress.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zconf.h -- configuration of the zlib compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/zconf.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/zconf.h.in

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/zconf.h.cmakein

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* gzlog.c

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2008, 2012, 2016 Mark Adler, all rights reserved
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* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in gzlog.h

* version 2.2, 14 Aug 2012

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/gzlog.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* deflate.c -- compress data using the deflation algorithm

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/deflate.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Not copyrighted -- provided to the public domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/zlib_how.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zutil.h -- internal interface and configuration of the compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/zutil.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* uncompr.c -- decompress a memory buffer

* Copyright (C) 1995-2003, 2010, 2014, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/uncompr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/msdos/Makefile.emx
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/old/Makefile.emx

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/msdos/Makefile.dj2

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/old/os2/Makefile.os2

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* trees.c -- output deflated data using Huffman coding

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly

* detect_data_type() function provided freely by Cosmin Truta, 2006

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/trees.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzread.c -- zlib functions for reading gzip files

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/gzread.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* unzip.c -- IO for uncompress .zip files using zlib

  Version 1.1, February 14h, 2010

  part of the MiniZip project - ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Copyright (C) 1998-2010 Gilles Vollant (minizip) ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Modifications of Unzip for Zip64

        Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Even Rouault

 

        Modifications for Zip64 support on both zip and unzip

        Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Mathias Svensson ( http://result42.com )

 

        For more info read MiniZip_info.txt

 

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Decryption code comes from crypt.c by Info-ZIP but has been greatly reduced in terms of

 compatibility with older software. The following is from the original crypt.c.

 Code woven in by Terry Thorsen 1/2003.

 

 Copyright (c) 1990-2000 Info-ZIP.  All rights reserved.
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 See the accompanying

 file LICENSE, version 2000-Apr-09 or later

 (the contents of which are also included in zip.h) for terms of use.

 If, for some reason, all these files are missing, the Info-ZIP license

 also may be found at:  ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html

 

       crypt.c (full version) by Info-ZIP.      Last revised:  [see crypt.h]

 

 The encryption/decryption parts of this source code (as opposed to the

 non-echoing password parts) were originally written in Europe.  The

 whole source package can be freely distributed, including from the USA.

 (Prior to January 2000, re-export from the US was a violation of US law.)

 

       This encryption code is a direct transcription of the algorithm from

 Roger Schlafly, described by Phil Katz in the file appnote.txt.  This

 file (appnote.txt) is distributed with the PKZIP program (even in the

 version without encryption capabilities).

 

       ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

        Changes in unzip.c

 

       2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Addition of cpl_unzGetCurrentFileZStreamPos

 2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Decoration of symbol names unz* -> cpl_unz*

 2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Remove old C style function prototypes

 2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Add unzip support for ZIP64

 

       Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Even Rouault

 

 

       Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Removed cpl_* from symbol names (Even Rouault added them but since this is

now moved to a new project (minizip64) I renamed them again).

 Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Fixed problem if uncompressed size was > 4G and compressed size was <4G

                               should only read the compressed/uncompressed size from the Zip64 format if

                               the size from normal header was 0xFFFFFFFF

 Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Applied some bug fixes from paches recived from Gilles Vollant

       Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Applied support to unzip files with compression mathod

 BZIP2 (bzip2 lib is required)

                               Patch created by Daniel Borca

 

 Jan-2010 - back to unzip and minizip 1.0 name scheme, with compatibility layer

 

 Copyright (C) 1998 - 2010 Gilles Vollant, Even Rouault, Mathias Svensson

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/contrib/minizip/unzip.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* example.c -- usage example of the zlib compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2006, 2011, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/test/example.c

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

 distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/

 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzwrite.c -- zlib functions for writing gzip files

* Copyright (C) 2004-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/gzwrite.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* adler32.c -- compute the Adler-32 checksum of a data stream

* Copyright (C) 1995-2011, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/adler32.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Frequently Asked Questions about zlib

 

 

If your question is not there, please check the zlib home page

http://zlib.net/ which may have more recent information.

The lastest zlib FAQ is at http://zlib.net/zlib_faq.html

 

 

1. Is zlib Y2K-compliant?

 

   Yes. zlib doesn't handle dates.

 

2. Where can I get a Windows DLL version?

 

   The zlib sources can be compiled without change to produce a DLL.  See the

   file win32/DLL_FAQ.txt in the zlib distribution.  Pointers to the

   precompiled DLL are found in the zlib web site at http://zlib.net/ .

 

3. Where can I get a Visual Basic interface to zlib?

 

   See

       * http://marknelson.us/1997/01/01/zlib-engine/

       * win32/DLL_FAQ.txt in the zlib distribution

 

4. compress() returns Z_BUF_ERROR.

 

   Make sure that before the call of compress(), the length of the compressed

   buffer is equal to the available size of the compressed buffer and not

   zero.  For Visual

 Basic, check that this parameter is passed by reference

   ("as any"), not by value ("as long").

 

5. deflate() or inflate() returns Z_BUF_ERROR.
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   Before making the call, make sure that avail_in and avail_out are not zero.

   When setting the parameter flush equal to Z_FINISH, also make sure that

   avail_out is big enough to allow processing all pending input.  Note that a

   Z_BUF_ERROR is not fatal--another call to deflate() or inflate() can be

   made with more input or output space.  A Z_BUF_ERROR may in fact be

   unavoidable depending on how the functions are used, since it is not

   possible to tell whether or not there is more output pending when

   strm.avail_out returns with zero.  See http://zlib.net/zlib_how.html for a

   heavily annotated example.

 

6. Where's the zlib documentation (man pages, etc.)?

 

   It's in zlib.h .  Examples of zlib usage are in the files test/example.c

   and test/minigzip.c, with more in examples/ .

 

7. Why don't you use GNU

 autoconf or libtool or ...?

 

   Because we would like to keep zlib as a very small and simple package.

   zlib is rather portable and doesn't need much configuration.

 

8. I found a bug in zlib.

 

   Most of the time, such problems are due to an incorrect usage of zlib.

   Please try to reproduce the problem with a small program and send the

   corresponding source to us at zlib@gzip.org .  Do not send multi-megabyte

   data files without prior agreement.

 

9. Why do I get "undefined reference to gzputc"?

 

   If "make test" produces something like

 

      example.o(.text+0x154): undefined reference to `gzputc'

 

   check that you don't have old files libz.* in /usr/lib, /usr/local/lib or

   /usr/X11R6/lib. Remove any old versions, then do "make install".

 

10. I need a Delphi interface to zlib.

 

   See the contrib/delphi directory in the zlib distribution.

 

11. Can zlib handle .zip archives?

 

   Not by itself, no.  See the directory contrib/minizip in the zlib

   distribution.

 

12.
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 Can zlib handle .Z files?

 

   No, sorry.  You have to spawn an uncompress or gunzip subprocess, or adapt

   the code of uncompress on your own.

 

13. How can I make a Unix shared library?

 

   By default a shared (and a static) library is built for Unix.  So:

 

   make distclean

   ./configure

   make

 

14. How do I install a shared zlib library on Unix?

 

   After the above, then:

 

   make install

 

   However, many flavors of Unix come with a shared zlib already installed.

   Before going to the trouble of compiling a shared version of zlib and

   trying to install it, you may want to check if it's already there!  If you

   can #include <zlib.h>, it's there.  The -lz option will probably link to

   it.  You can check the version at the top of zlib.h or with the

   ZLIB_VERSION symbol defined in zlib.h .

 

15. I have a question about OttoPDF.

 

   We are not the authors of OttoPDF. The real author is on the OttoPDF web

   site: Joel Hainley, jhainley@myndkryme.com.

 

16.

 Can zlib decode Flate data in an Adobe PDF file?

 

   Yes. See http://www.pdflib.com/ . To modify PDF forms, see

   http://sourceforge.net/projects/acroformtool/ .

 

17. Why am I getting this "register_frame_info not found" error on Solaris?

 

   After installing zlib 1.1.4 on Solaris 2.6, running applications using zlib

   generates an error such as:

 

       ld.so.1: rpm: fatal: relocation error: file /usr/local/lib/libz.so:

       symbol __register_frame_info: referenced symbol not found

 

   The symbol __register_frame_info is not part of zlib, it is generated by

   the C compiler (cc or gcc).  You must recompile applications using zlib

   which have this problem.  This problem is specific to Solaris.  See
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   http://www.sunfreeware.com for Solaris versions of zlib and applications

   using zlib.

 

18. Why does gzip give an error on a file I make with compress/deflate?

 

   The compress and deflate functions produce data in the zlib format, which

   is different and incompatible

 with the gzip format.  The gz* functions in

   zlib on the other hand use the gzip format.  Both the zlib and gzip formats

   use the same compressed data format internally, but have different headers

   and trailers around the compressed data.

 

19. Ok, so why are there two different formats?

 

   The gzip format was designed to retain the directory information about a

   single file, such as the name and last modification date.  The zlib format

   on the other hand was designed for in-memory and communication channel

   applications, and has a much more compact header and trailer and uses a

   faster integrity check than gzip.

 

20. Well that's nice, but how do I make a gzip file in memory?

 

   You can request that deflate write the gzip format instead of the zlib

   format using deflateInit2().  You can also request that inflate decode the

   gzip format using inflateInit2().  Read zlib.h for more details.

 

21. Is zlib thread-safe?

 

   Yes.  However any library routines

 that zlib uses and any application-

   provided memory allocation routines must also be thread-safe.  zlib's gz*

   functions use stdio library routines, and most of zlib's functions use the

   library memory allocation routines by default.  zlib's *Init* functions

   allow for the application to provide custom memory allocation routines.

 

   Of course, you should only operate on any given zlib or gzip stream from a

   single thread at a time.

 

22. Can I use zlib in my commercial application?

 

   Yes.  Please read the license in zlib.h.

 

23. Is zlib under the GNU license?

 

   No.  Please read the license in zlib.h.

 

24. The license says that altered source versions must be "plainly marked". So

   what exactly do I need to do to meet that requirement?
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   You need to change the ZLIB_VERSION and ZLIB_VERNUM #defines in zlib.h.  In

   particular, the final version number needs to be changed to "f", and an

   identification string should be appended to ZLIB_VERSION.  Version numbers

    x.x.x.f are reserved for modifications to zlib by others than the zlib

   maintainers.  For example, if the version of the base zlib you are altering

   is "1.2.3.4", then in zlib.h you should change ZLIB_VERNUM to 0x123f, and

   ZLIB_VERSION to something like "1.2.3.f-zachary-mods-v3".  You can also

   update the version strings in deflate.c and inftrees.c.

 

   For altered source distributions, you should also note the origin and

   nature of the changes in zlib.h, as well as in ChangeLog and README, along

   with the dates of the alterations.  The origin should include at least your

   name (or your company's name), and an email address to contact for help or

   issues with the library.

 

   Note that distributing a compiled zlib library along with zlib.h and

   zconf.h is also a source distribution, and so you should change

   ZLIB_VERSION and ZLIB_VERNUM and note the origin and nature of the changes

   in zlib.h as you would for a full source distribution.

 

25.

 Will zlib work on a big-endian or little-endian architecture, and can I

   exchange compressed data between them?

 

   Yes and yes.

 

26. Will zlib work on a 64-bit machine?

 

   Yes.  It has been tested on 64-bit machines, and has no dependence on any

   data types being limited to 32-bits in length.  If you have any

   difficulties, please provide a complete problem report to zlib@gzip.org

 

27. Will zlib decompress data from the PKWare Data Compression Library?

 

   No.  The PKWare DCL uses a completely different compressed data format than

   does PKZIP and zlib.  However, you can look in zlib's contrib/blast

   directory for a possible solution to your problem.

 

28. Can I access data randomly in a compressed stream?

 

   No, not without some preparation.  If when compressing you periodically use

   Z_FULL_FLUSH, carefully write all the pending data at those points, and

   keep an index of those locations, then you can start decompression at those

   points.  You have to be

 careful to not use Z_FULL_FLUSH too often, since it

   can significantly degrade compression.  Alternatively, you can scan a

   deflate stream once to generate an index, and then use that index for
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   random access.  See examples/zran.c .

 

29. Does zlib work on MVS, OS/390, CICS, etc.?

 

   It has in the past, but we have not heard of any recent evidence.  There

   were working ports of zlib 1.1.4 to MVS, but those links no longer work.

   If you know of recent, successful applications of zlib on these operating

   systems, please let us know.  Thanks.

 

30. Is there some simpler, easier to read version of inflate I can look at to

   understand the deflate format?

 

   First off, you should read RFC 1951.  Second, yes.  Look in zlib's

   contrib/puff directory.

 

31. Does zlib infringe on any patents?

 

   As far as we know, no.  In fact, that was originally the whole point behind

   zlib.  Look here for some more information:

 

   http://www.gzip.org/#faq11

 

32. Can zlib work

 with greater than 4 GB of data?

 

   Yes.  inflate() and deflate() will process any amount of data correctly.

   Each call of inflate() or deflate() is limited to input and output chunks

   of the maximum value that can be stored in the compiler's "unsigned int"

   type, but there is no limit to the number of chunks.  Note however that the

   strm.total_in and strm_total_out counters may be limited to 4 GB.  These

   counters are provided as a convenience and are not used internally by

   inflate() or deflate().  The application can easily set up its own counters

   updated after each call of inflate() or deflate() to count beyond 4 GB.

   compress() and uncompress() may be limited to 4 GB, since they operate in a

   single call.  gzseek() and gztell() may be limited to 4 GB depending on how

   zlib is compiled.  See the zlibCompileFlags() function in zlib.h.

 

   The word "may" appears several times above since there is a 4 GB limit only

   if the compiler's "long" type is

 32 bits.  If the compiler's "long" type is

   64 bits, then the limit is 16 exabytes.

 

33. Does zlib have any security vulnerabilities?

 

   The only one that we are aware of is potentially in gzprintf().  If zlib is

   compiled to use sprintf() or vsprintf(), then there is no protection

   against a buffer overflow of an 8K string space (or other value as set by

   gzbuffer()), other than the caller of gzprintf() assuring that the output
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   will not exceed 8K.  On the other hand, if zlib is compiled to use

   snprintf() or vsnprintf(), which should normally be the case, then there is

   no vulnerability.  The ./configure script will display warnings if an

   insecure variation of sprintf() will be used by gzprintf().  Also the

   zlibCompileFlags() function will return information on what variant of

   sprintf() is used by gzprintf().

 

   If you don't have snprintf() or vsnprintf() and would like one, you can

   find a portable implementation here:

 

       http://www.ijs.si/software/snprintf/

 

    Note that you should be using the most recent version of zlib.  Versions

   1.1.3 and before were subject to a double-free vulnerability, and versions

   1.2.1 and 1.2.2 were subject to an access exception when decompressing

   invalid compressed data.

 

34. Is there a Java version of zlib?

 

   Probably what you want is to use zlib in Java. zlib is already included

   as part of the Java SDK in the java.util.zip package. If you really want

   a version of zlib written in the Java language, look on the zlib home

   page for links: http://zlib.net/ .

 

35. I get this or that compiler or source-code scanner warning when I crank it

   up to maximally-pedantic. Can't you guys write proper code?

 

   Many years ago, we gave up attempting to avoid warnings on every compiler

   in the universe.  It just got to be a waste of time, and some compilers

   were downright silly as well as contradicted each other.  So now, we simply

   make sure that the code always

 works.

 

36. Valgrind (or some similar memory access checker) says that deflate is

   performing a conditional jump that depends on an uninitialized value.

   Isn't that a bug?

 

   No.  That is intentional for performance reasons, and the output of deflate

   is not affected.  This only started showing up recently since zlib 1.2.x

   uses malloc() by default for allocations, whereas earlier versions used

   calloc(), which zeros out the allocated memory.  Even though the code was

   correct, versions 1.2.4 and later was changed to not stimulate these

   checkers.

 

37. Will zlib read the (insert any ancient or arcane format here) compressed

   data format?

 

   Probably not. Look in the comp.compression FAQ for pointers to various
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   formats and associated software.

 

38. How can I encrypt/decrypt zip files with zlib?

 

   zlib doesn't support encryption.  The original PKZIP encryption is very

   weak and can be broken with freely available programs.  To get strong

   encryption,

 use GnuPG, http://www.gnupg.org/ , which already includes zlib

   compression.  For PKZIP compatible "encryption", look at

   http://www.info-zip.org/

 

39. What's the difference between the "gzip" and "deflate" HTTP 1.1 encodings?

 

   "gzip" is the gzip format, and "deflate" is the zlib format.  They should

   probably have called the second one "zlib" instead to avoid confusion with

   the raw deflate compressed data format.  While the HTTP 1.1 RFC 2616

   correctly points to the zlib specification in RFC 1950 for the "deflate"

   transfer encoding, there have been reports of servers and browsers that

   incorrectly produce or expect raw deflate data per the deflate

   specification in RFC 1951, most notably Microsoft.  So even though the

   "deflate" transfer encoding using the zlib format would be the more

   efficient approach (and in fact exactly what the zlib format was designed

   for), using the "gzip" transfer encoding is probably more reliable due to

   an

 unfortunate choice of name on the part of the HTTP 1.1 authors.

 

   Bottom line: use the gzip format for HTTP 1.1 encoding.

 

40. Does zlib support the new "Deflate64" format introduced by PKWare?

 

   No.  PKWare has apparently decided to keep that format proprietary, since

   they have not documented it as they have previous compression formats.  In

   any case, the compression improvements are so modest compared to other more

   modern approaches, that it's not worth the effort to implement.

 

41. I'm having a problem with the zip functions in zlib, can you help?

 

   There are no zip functions in zlib.  You are probably using minizip by

   Giles Vollant, which is found in the contrib directory of zlib.  It is not

   part of zlib.  In fact none of the stuff in contrib is part of zlib.  The

   files in there are not supported by the zlib authors.  You need to contact

   the authors of the respective contribution for help.

 

42. The match.asm code in contrib is under the GNU General

 Public License.

   Since it's part of zlib, doesn't that mean that all of zlib falls under the

   GNU GPL?
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   No.  The files in contrib are not part of zlib.  They were contributed by

   other authors and are provided as a convenience to the user within the zlib

   distribution.  Each item in contrib has its own license.

 

43. Is zlib subject to export controls?  What is its ECCN?

 

   zlib is not subject to export controls, and so is classified as EAR99.

 

44. Can you please sign these lengthy legal documents and fax them back to us

   so that we can use your software in our product?

 

   No. Go away. Shoo.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/FAQ

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inftrees.h -- header to use inftrees.c

* Copyright (C) 1995-2005, 2010 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/inftrees.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzappend -- command to append to a gzip file

 

 Copyright (C) 2003, 2012 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

 version 1.2, 11 Oct 2012

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be

 removed or altered from any source distribution.
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 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/gzappend.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* deflate.h -- internal compression state

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/deflate.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Additional tools for Minizip

 Code: Xavier Roche '2004

 License: Same as ZLIB (www.gzip.org)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/contrib/minizip/mztools.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/contrib/minizip/mztools.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* unzip.h -- IO for uncompress .zip files using zlib

  Version 1.1, February 14h, 2010

  part of the MiniZip project - ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Copyright (C) 1998-2010 Gilles Vollant (minizip) ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Modifications of Unzip for Zip64

        Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Even Rouault

 

        Modifications for Zip64 support on both zip and unzip

        Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Mathias Svensson ( http://result42.com )

 

        For more info read MiniZip_info.txt

 

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

       Condition of use and distribution are the same than zlib :
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 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone

 to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

       Changes

 

       See header of unzip64.c

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/contrib/minizip/unzip.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzjoin -- command to join gzip files into one gzip file

 

 Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2012 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

 version 1.2, 14 Aug 2012

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
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    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This

 notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/gzjoin.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* crc32.c -- compute the CRC-32 of a data stream

* Copyright (C) 1995-2006, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*

* Thanks to Rodney Brown <rbrown64@csc.com.au> for his contribution of faster

* CRC methods: exclusive-oring 32 bits of data at a time, and pre-computing

* tables for updating the shift register in one step with three exclusive-ors

* instead of four steps with four exclusive-ors.  This results in about a

* factor of two increase in speed on a Power PC G4 (PPC7455) using gcc -O3.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/crc32.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inffast.c -- fast decoding

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/inffast.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zutil.c -- target dependent utility functions for the compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/zutil.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inflate.h -- internal inflate state definition

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/inflate.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/zlib.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzguts.h -- zlib internal header definitions for gz* operations

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/gzguts.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zip.h -- IO on .zip files using zlib

  Version 1.1, February 14h, 2010

  part of the MiniZip project - ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Copyright (C) 1998-2010 Gilles Vollant (minizip) ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Modifications for Zip64 support

        Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Mathias Svensson ( http://result42.com )

 

        For more info read MiniZip_info.txt

 

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Condition of use and distribution are the same than zlib :

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the

 following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

       ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

       Changes

 

       See header of zip.h

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/contrib/minizip/zip.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inftrees.c -- generate Huffman trees for efficient decoding
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* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/inftrees.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inflate.c -- zlib decompression

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/inflate.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zpipe.c: example of proper use of zlib's inflate() and deflate()

  Not copyrighted -- provided to the public domain

  Version 1.4  11 December 2005  Mark Adler */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/zpipe.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ZLIB DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARY

 

zlib 1.2.11 is a general purpose data compression library.  All the code is

thread safe.  The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs

(Request for Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and

rfc1952 (gzip format).

 

All functions of the compression library are documented in the file zlib.h

(volunteer to write man pages welcome, contact zlib@gzip.org).  A usage example

of the library is given in the file test/example.c which also tests that

the library is working correctly.  Another example is given in the file

test/minigzip.c.  The compression library itself is composed of all source

files in the root directory.

 

To compile all files and run the test program, follow the instructions given at

the top of Makefile.in.  In short "./configure; make test", and if that goes

well, "make install" should work

 for most flavors of Unix.  For Windows, use

one of the special makefiles in win32/ or contrib/vstudio/ .  For VMS, use

make_vms.com.
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Questions about zlib should be sent to <zlib@gzip.org>, or to Gilles Vollant

<info@winimage.com> for the Windows DLL version.  The zlib home page is

http://zlib.net/ .  Before reporting a problem, please check this site to

verify that you have the latest version of zlib; otherwise get the latest

version and check whether the problem still exists or not.

 

PLEASE read the zlib FAQ http://zlib.net/zlib_faq.html before asking for help.

 

Mark Nelson <markn@ieee.org> wrote an article about zlib for the Jan.  1997

issue of Dr.  Dobb's Journal; a copy of the article is available at

http://marknelson.us/1997/01/01/zlib-engine/ .

 

The changes made in version 1.2.11 are documented in the file ChangeLog.

 

Unsupported third party contributions are provided in directory contrib/ .

 

zlib is available in Java using the java.util.zip package, documented at

http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/Programming/compression/

 .

 

A Perl interface to zlib written by Paul Marquess <pmqs@cpan.org> is available

at CPAN (Comprehensive Perl Archive Network) sites, including

http://search.cpan.org/~pmqs/IO-Compress-Zlib/ .

 

A Python interface to zlib written by A.M. Kuchling <amk@amk.ca> is

available in Python 1.5 and later versions, see

http://docs.python.org/library/zlib.html .

 

zlib is built into tcl: http://wiki.tcl.tk/4610 .

 

An experimental package to read and write files in .zip format, written on top

of zlib by Gilles Vollant <info@winimage.com>, is available in the

contrib/minizip directory of zlib.

 

 

Notes for some targets:

 

- For Windows DLL versions, please see win32/DLL_FAQ.txt

 

- For 64-bit Irix, deflate.c must be compiled without any optimization. With

 -O, one libpng test fails. The test works in 32 bit mode (with the -n32

 compiler flag). The compiler bug has been reported to SGI.

 

- zlib doesn't work with gcc 2.6.3 on a DEC 3000/300LX under

 OSF/1 2.1 it works

 when compiled with cc.

 

- On Digital Unix 4.0D (formely OSF/1) on AlphaServer, the cc option -std1 is
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 necessary to get gzprintf working correctly. This is done by configure.

 

- zlib doesn't work on HP-UX 9.05 with some versions of /bin/cc. It works with

 other compilers. Use "make test" to check your compiler.

 

- gzdopen is not supported on RISCOS or BEOS.

 

- For PalmOs, see http://palmzlib.sourceforge.net/

 

 

Acknowledgments:

 

 The deflate format used by zlib was defined by Phil Katz.  The deflate and

 zlib specifications were written by L.  Peter Deutsch.  Thanks to all the

 people who reported problems and suggested various improvements in zlib; they

 are too numerous to cite here.

 

Copyright notice:

 

(C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted

 to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

If you use the zlib library in a product, we would appreciate *not* receiving

lengthy legal documents to sign.  The sources are provided for free but without

warranty of any kind.  The library has been entirely written by Jean-loup

Gailly and Mark Adler; it does not include

 third-party code.

 

If you redistribute modified sources, we would appreciate that you include in
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the file ChangeLog history information documenting your changes.  Please read

the FAQ for more information on the distribution of modified source versions.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* minigzip.c -- simulate gzip using the zlib compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2006, 2010, 2011, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/test/minigzip.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/zlib.3

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inffast.h -- header to use inffast.c

* Copyright (C) 1995-2003, 2010 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/inffast.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zran.c -- example of zlib/gzip stream indexing and random access

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2012 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

  Version 1.1  29 Sep 2012  Mark Adler */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/zran.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* infback.c -- inflate using a call-back interface

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/infback.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzlog.h

 Copyright (C) 2004, 2008, 2012 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

 version 2.2, 14 Aug 2012

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

 distribution.

 

 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/gzlog.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* fitblk.c: example of fitting compressed output to a specified size

  Not copyrighted -- provided to the public domain

  Version 1.1  25 November 2004  Mark Adler */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/examples/fitblk.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzlib.c -- zlib functions common to reading and writing gzip files

* Copyright (C) 2004-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-1.2.11.dfsg/gzlib.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* infcover.c -- test zlib's inflate routines with full code coverage

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445162814_1666092919.423293/0/zlib-1-2-11-dfsg-orig-2-tar-gz/zlib-

1.2.11.dfsg/test/infcover.c

 

1.109 lestrrat-go-iter 1.0.2 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 lestrrat-go

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.110 lestrrat-go-blackmagic 1.0.1 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 lestrrat-go
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.111 lestrrat-go-httprc 1.0.4 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2022 lestrrat

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.112 d3-selection 3.0.0 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010-2021 Mike Bostock

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.113 zlib 1.2.13-r1 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

Copyright notice:

 

(C) 1995-2022 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization
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obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.114 shadow 4.8.1-1ubuntu5.20.04.4 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.

 

	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.
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***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:

 

 

A "Package" refers to the collection

 of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.

 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.

 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.

 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You

 may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.

 

2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:
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a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version

 of the Package.

 

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.

 

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly

 documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution

provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work
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 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code

 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.115 micahparks-keyfunc 1.7.0 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2021 Micah Parks

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.116 golang-jwt 4.4.3 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Dave Grijalva

Copyright (c) 2021 golang-jwt maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.117 lua-sec 1.2.1 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

LuaSec 1.2.0 license

Copyright (C) 2006-2022 Bruno Silvestre, UFG

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

LuaSocket 3.0-RC1 license

Copyright (C) 2004-2013 Diego Nehab

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated documentation  files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense,  and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and this  permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT  SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS  BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR  OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN  ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT

 OR  OTHERWISE, ARISING  FROM, OUT  OF OR  IN CONNECTION  WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.118 expat 2.5.0 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU AFFERO GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 19 November 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU Affero General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works, specifically designed to ensure

cooperation with the community in the case of network server software.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

our General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have

 the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 Developers that use our General Public Licenses protect your rights

with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer

you this License which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

 A secondary benefit of defending all users' freedom is that

improvements made in alternate versions of the program, if they
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receive widespread use, become available for other developers to

incorporate.  Many developers of free software are heartened and

encouraged by the resulting cooperation.  However, in the case of

software used on network servers, this result may fail to come about.

The GNU General Public License permits making a modified version and

letting the public access it on a server

 without ever releasing its

source code to the public.

 

 The GNU Affero General Public License is designed specifically to

ensure that, in such cases, the modified source code becomes available

to the community.  It requires the operator of a network server to

provide the source code of the modified version running there to the

users of that server.  Therefore, public use of a modified version, on

a publicly accessible server, gives the public access to the source

code of the modified version.

 

 An older license, called the Affero General Public License and

published by Affero, was designed to accomplish similar goals.  This is

a different license, not a version of the Affero GPL, but Affero has

released a new version of the Affero GPL which permits relicensing under

this license.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Affero

 General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making

 available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A

 "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means

 all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted

 under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under

 your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
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11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users,

 your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent

 notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not

 make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source

 fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

 

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer

 product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
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part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source

 conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special

 password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate

 copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification

 of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files,

 a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
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modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover,

 your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other

 than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
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transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under

 the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether

 already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make

 such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
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publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with

 a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent

 license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that
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 obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Remote Network Interaction; Use with the GNU General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, if you modify the

Program, your modified version must prominently offer all users

interacting with it remotely through a computer network (if your version

supports such interaction) an opportunity to receive the Corresponding

Source of your version by providing access to the Corresponding Source

from a network server at no charge, through some standard or customary

means of facilitating copying of software.  This Corresponding Source

shall include the Corresponding Source for any work covered by version 3

of the GNU General Public License that is incorporated pursuant to the

following paragraph.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this

 License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the work with which it is combined will remain governed by version

3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU Affero General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Affero General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later

 version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU Affero General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU Affero General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation

 of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea

 of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU Affero General Public License as published

   by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU Affero General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Affero General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If your software can interact with users remotely through a computer

network, you should also make sure that it provides a way for users to

get its source.  For example, if your program is

 a web application, its

interface could display a "Source" link that leads users to an archive

of the code.  There are many ways you could offer source, and different

solutions will be better for different programs; see section 13 for the

specific requirements.

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU AGPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

1.119 objenesis 3.2 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.120 bcel 6.7.0 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons BCEL

Copyright 2004-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.121 fdisk 2.34.0 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
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permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting
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 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding
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 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
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normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR
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 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI
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A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the
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../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.122 pam 1.3.1-5ubuntu4.6 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed

 under the terms of the

GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU

GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the

restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
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  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under

 the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the

provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.123 heimdal 7.7.0+dfsg-1ubuntu1.4 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1995 - 2014 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
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  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Please see info documentation for the complete list of licenses.

Copyright (c) 1992, 1993

The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Christos Zoulas of Cornell University.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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@macro copynext{}

@vskip 20pt plus 1fil

@end macro

 

@macro copyrightstart{}

@end macro

 

@macro copyrightend{}

@end macro

 

 

@node  Copyrights and Licenses, , Acknowledgments, Top

@comment  node-name,  next,  previous,  up

@appendix Copyrights and Licenses

 

@heading Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

 

@copyrightstart

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Portions Copyright (c) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.

 Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

The

 parts of the libtelnet that handle Kerberos.

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (C) 1990 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Export of this software from the United States of America may

require a specific license from the United States Government.

It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating

export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express

or implied warranty.

 

@end

 verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading The Regents of the University of California

 

The parts of the libroken, most of libtelnet, telnet, ftp,

and popper.

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1988, 1990, 1993

    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading The Regents of the University of California.

 

libedit

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1992, 1993

The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Christos Zoulas of Cornell University.

 

Redistribution

 and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading TomsFastMath / LibTomMath

 

Tom's fast math (bignum support) and LibTomMath

 

@verbatim

 

LibTomMath is hereby released into the Public Domain. 

 

@end verbatim

 

@copynext

 

@heading Doug Rabson

 

GSS-API mechglue layer.

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Doug Rabson

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading PADL Software Pty Ltd

 

@table

 @asis

@item GSS-API CFX, SPNEGO, naming extensions, API extensions.

@item KCM credential cache.

@item HDB LDAP backend.

@end table

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd.

Copyright (c) 2004, Andrew Bartlett.

Copyright (c) 2003 - 2008, Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

Copyright (c) 2015, Timothy Pearson.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific

 prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading Marko Kreen

 

Fortuna in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Marko Kreen

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted

 provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.	IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

 

Camellia in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2006,2007

NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation) . All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as

 the first lines of this file unmodified.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

 

vis.c in libroken
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@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and

 the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end

 verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading Vincent Rijmen, Antoon Bosselaers, Paulo Barreto

 

AES in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

rijndael-alg-fst.c

 

@version 3.0 (December 2000)

 

Optimised ANSI C code for the Rijndael cipher (now AES)

 

@author Vincent Rijmen <vincent.rijmen@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>

@author Antoon Bosselaers <antoon.bosselaers@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>

@author Paulo Barreto <paulo.barreto@terra.com.br>

 

This code is hereby placed in the public domain.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading Apple, Inc

 

kdc/announce.c

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Apple Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Export of this software from the United States of America may require

a specific license from the United States Government.  It is the

responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to

obtain such a license before exporting.

 

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written

 prior

permission.  Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express

or implied warranty.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

@end verbatim
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@copynext

 

@heading Richard Outerbridge

 

DES core in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

D3DES (V5.09) -

 

A portable, public domain, version of the Data Encryption Standard.

 

Written with Symantec's THINK (Lightspeed) C by Richard Outerbridge.

Thanks to: Dan Hoey for his excellent Initial and Inverse permutation

code;  Jim Gillogly & Phil Karn for the DES key schedule code; Dennis

Ferguson, Eric Young and Dana How for comparing notes; and Ray Lau,

for humouring me on.

 

Copyright (c) 1988,1989,1990,1991,1992 by Richard Outerbridge.

(GEnie : OUTER; CIS : [71755,204]) Graven Imagery, 1992.

 

 

@end verbatim

 

@copynext

 

@heading

 Secure Endpoints Inc

 

Windows support

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2015, Secure Endpoints Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

 

@copynext

 

@heading Novell, Inc

 

lib/hcrypto/test_dh.c

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Novell, Inc.

Author: Matthias Koenig <mkoenig@suse.de>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Novell nor the names of its contributors may be used

 to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

 prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

@end verbatim

 

@copyrightend

LibTomMath is hereby released into the Public Domain. 

 

-- Tom St Denis

 

1.124 libgcrypt 1.8.5-5ubuntu1.fips.1.7 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
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of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Additional license notices for Libgcrypt.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the Libgcrypt distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).

 

These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included
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in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* BSD_3Clause

 

 For files:

 - cipher/sha256-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 * Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 

 For files:

 - random/jitterentropy-base.c

 - random/jitterentropy.h

 - random/rndjent.c (plus common Libgcrypt copyright holders)

 

#+begin_quote

* Copyright Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>, 2013

*

* License

* =======

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

*    including the disclaimer of warranties.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this software without specific prior

*    written permission.

*

* ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of

* the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL are

* required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

* necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and

* the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

* WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT

* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.
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#+end_quote

 

* X License

 

 For files:

 - install.sh

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

 TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

 be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

 ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

 tium.

#+end_quote

 

* Public domain

 

 For files:

 - cipher/arcfour-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

Author: Marc Bevand <bevand_m (at) epita.fr>

Licence: I hereby disclaim the copyright on this code and place it

in the public domain.

#+end_quote

 

* OCB license 1

 

 For
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 files:

 - cipher/cipher-ocb.c

 

#+begin_quote

 OCB is covered by several patents but may be used freely by most

 software.  See http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license.htm .

 In particular license 1 is suitable for Libgcrypt: See

 http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license1.pdf for the full

 license document; it basically says:

 

   License 1  License for Open-Source Software Implementations of OCB

               (Jan 9, 2013)

 

   Under this license, you are authorized to make, use, and

   distribute open-source software implementations of OCB. This

   license terminates for you if you sue someone over their

   open-source software implementation of OCB claiming that you have

   a patent covering their implementation.

 

 

 

License for Open Source Software Implementations of OCB

January 9, 2013

 

1 Definitions

 

1.1 Licensor means Phillip Rogaway.

 

1.2 Licensed Patents means any patent that claims priority to United

States Patent Application No. 09/918,615 entitled

 Method and Apparatus

for Facilitating Efficient Authenticated Encryption, and any utility,

divisional, provisional, continuation, continuations-in-part, reexamination,

reissue, or foreign counterpart patents that may issue with respect to the

aforesaid patent application. This includes, but is not limited to, United

States Patent No. 7,046,802; United States Patent No. 7,200,227; United

States Patent No. 7,949,129; United States Patent No. 8,321,675 ; and any

patent that issues out of United States Patent Application No. 13/669,114.

 

1.3 Use means any practice of any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents.

 

1.4 Software Implementation means any practice of any invention

claimed in the Licensed Patents that takes the form of software executing on

a user-programmable, general-purpose computer or that takes the form of a

computer-readable medium storing such software. Software Implementation does

not include, for example, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

 field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), embedded systems, or IP cores.
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1.5 Open Source Software means software whose source code is published

and made available for inspection and use by anyone because either (a) the

source code is subject to a license that permits recipients to copy, modify,

and distribute the source code without payment of fees or royalties, or

(b) the source code is in the public domain, including code released for

public use through a CC0 waiver. All licenses certified by the Open Source

Initiative at opensource.org as of January 9, 2013 and all Creative Commons

licenses identified on the creativecommons.org website as of January 9,

2013, including the Public License Fallback of the CC0 waiver, satisfy these

requirements for the purposes of this license.

 

1.6 Open Source Software Implementation means a Software

Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed Patents is

Open Source Software. Open Source Software Implementation does not

 include

any Software Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed

Patents is combined, so as to form a larger program, with software that is

not Open Source Software.

 

2 License Grant

 

2.1 License. Subject to your compliance with the term s of this license,

including the restriction set forth in Section 2.2, Licensor hereby

grants to you a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, non-transferable,

non-sublicenseable, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable license to practice

any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents in any Open Source Software

Implementation.

 

2.2 Restriction. If you or your affiliates institute patent litigation

(including, but not limited to, a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

against any entity alleging that any Use authorized by this license

infringes another patent, then any rights granted to you under this license

automatically terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

3 Disclaimer

YOUR USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS

 IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND UNLESS REQUIRED

BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY

KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED PATENTS OR ANY PRODUCT EMBODYING ANY LICENSED

PATENT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUT ORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO ANY USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE

OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES PRIOR TO SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.

#+end_quote
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
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with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it
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becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any

 medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under

 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the

 ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete

 corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work

 that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a)

 Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will

 operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that

 is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they

 do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution

 system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
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countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file

 to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston,

 MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
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 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.125 lestrrat-go-option 1.0.1 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 lestrrat-go

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.126 aws-aws-lambda-go 1.36.0 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

Lambda functions are made available under a modified MIT license.

See LICENSE-LAMBDACODE for details.

 

The remainder of the project is made available under the terms of the

Apache License, version 2.0. See LICENSE for details.

MIT No Attribution

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
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software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.127 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.13.6 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.128 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.18.6 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out

 := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.
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	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "grafana",

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:
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 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi
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// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the
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// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.
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	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name

 (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}
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	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	// This

 member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

 middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "grafana",

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}
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type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if

 err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.
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	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",
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	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version of the

 license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you

 provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.
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	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {
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	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err

 = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}
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	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure

 the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer
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	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity *types.DatetimeRange

 

	//

 Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {
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		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//  

 - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)
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	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

1.129 scowl 2018.04.16-1 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

cat <<EOF

This English word list is comes directly from SCOWL $SCOWL_VERSION (up to level 60,

using the speller/make-aspell-dict script, http://wordlist.sourceforge.net/)

and is thus under the same copyright of SCOWL.  The affix file (only

included in the aspell6 package) is based on the Ispell one which is

under the same copyright of Ispell.  Part of SCOWL is also based on

Ispell thus the Ispell copyright is included with the SCOWL copyright.

EOF

The collective work is Copyright 2000-2016 by Kevin Atkinson as well

as any of the copyrights mentioned below:

 

 Copyright 2000-2016 by Kevin Atkinson

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell these word

 lists, the associated scripts, the output created from the scripts,

 and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

 provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and

 that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
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 supporting documentation. Kevin Atkinson makes no representations

 about the suitability of this array for any purpose. It is provided

 "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

Alan Beale <biljir@pobox.com> also deserves special credit as he has,

in addition to providing the 12Dicts package and being a major

contributor to the ENABLE word list, given me an incredible amount of

feedback and created a number of special lists (those found in the

Supplement) in order to help improve the overall

 quality of SCOWL.

 

The 10 level includes the 1000 most common English words (according to

the Moby (TM) Words II [MWords] package), a subset of the 1000 most

common words on the Internet (again, according to Moby Words II), and

frequently class 16 from Brian Kelk's "UK English Wordlist

with Frequency Classification".

 

The MWords package was explicitly placed in the public domain:

 

   The Moby lexicon project is complete and has

   been place into the public domain. Use, sell,

   rework, excerpt and use in any way on any platform.

 

   Placing this material on internal or public servers is

   also encouraged. The compiler is not aware of any

   export restrictions so freely distribute world-wide.

 

   You can verify the public domain status by contacting

 

   Grady Ward

   3449 Martha Ct.

   Arcata, CA  95521-4884

 

   grady@netcom.com

   grady@northcoast.com

 

The "UK English Wordlist With Frequency Classification" is also in the

Public Domain:

 

 Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 20:27:21

 +0100

 From: Brian Kelk <Brian.Kelk@cl.cam.ac.uk>

 

 > I was wondering what the copyright status of your "UK English

 > Wordlist With Frequency Classification" word list as it seems to

 > be lacking any copyright notice.

 

 There were many many sources in total, but any text marked
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 "copyright" was avoided. Locally-written documentation was one

 source. An earlier version of the list resided in a filespace called

 PUBLIC on the University mainframe, because it was considered public

 domain.

 

 Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 19:31:34 +0100

 

 > So are you saying your word list is also in the public domain?

 

 That is the intention.

 

The 20 level includes frequency classes 7-15 from Brian's word list.

 

The 35 level includes frequency classes 2-6 and words appearing in at

least 11 of 12 dictionaries as indicated in the 12Dicts package.  All

words from the 12Dicts package have had likely inflections added via

my inflection database.

 

The 12Dicts package and Supplement is in the Public

 Domain.

 

The WordNet database, which was used in the creation of the

Inflections database, is under the following copyright:

 

 This software and database is being provided to you, the LICENSEE,

 by Princeton University under the following license.  By obtaining,

 using and/or copying this software and database, you agree that you

 have read, understood, and will comply with these terms and

 conditions.:

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and

 database and its documentation for any purpose and without fee or

 royalty is hereby granted, provided that you agree to comply with

 the following copyright notice and statements, including the

 disclaimer, and that the same appear on ALL copies of the software,

 database and documentation, including modifications that you make

 for internal use or for distribution.

 

 WordNet 1.6 Copyright 1997 by Princeton University.  All rights

 reserved.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE AND DATABASE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND PRINCETON

  UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PRINCETON

 UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT-

 ABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE

 LICENSED SOFTWARE, DATABASE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

 THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.
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 The name of Princeton University or Princeton may not be used in

 advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

 and/or database.  Title to copyright in this software, database and

 any associated documentation shall at all times remain with

 Princeton University and LICENSEE agrees to preserve same.

 

The 40 level includes words from Alan's 3esl list found in version 4.0

of his 12dicts package.  Like his other stuff the 3esl list is also in the

public domain.

 

The 50 level includes Brian's frequency class 1, words appearing

in at least 5 of 12 of the dictionaries as indicated

 in the 12Dicts

package, and uppercase words in at least 4 of the previous 12

dictionaries.  A decent number of proper names is also included: The

top 1000 male, female, and Last names from the 1990 Census report; a

list of names sent to me by Alan Beale; and a few names that I added

myself.  Finally a small list of abbreviations not commonly found in

other word lists is included.

 

The name files form the Census report is a government document which I

don't think can be copyrighted.

 

The file special-jargon.50 uses common.lst and word.lst from the

"Unofficial Jargon File Word Lists" which is derived from "The Jargon

File".  All of which is in the Public Domain.  This file also contain

a few extra UNIX terms which are found in the file "unix-terms" in the

special/ directory.

 

The 55 level includes words from Alan's 2of4brif list found in version

4.0 of his 12dicts package.  Like his other stuff the 2of4brif is also

in the public domain.

 

The 60 level includes all words appearing in

 at least 2 of the 12

dictionaries as indicated by the 12Dicts package.

 

The 70 level includes Brian's frequency class 0 and the 74,550 common

dictionary words from the MWords package.  The common dictionary words,

like those from the 12Dicts package, have had all likely inflections

added.  The 70 level also included the 5desk list from version 4.0 of

the 12Dics package which is in the public domain.

 

The 80 level includes the ENABLE word list, all the lists in the

ENABLE supplement package (except for ABLE), the "UK Advanced Cryptics

Dictionary" (UKACD), the list of signature words from the YAWL package,

and the 10,196 places list from the MWords package.
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The ENABLE package, mainted by M\Cooper <thegrendel@theriver.com>,

is in the Public Domain:

 

 The ENABLE master word list, WORD.LST, is herewith formally released

 into the Public Domain. Anyone is free to use it or distribute it in

 any manner they see fit. No fee or registration is required for its

 use nor are "contributions"

 solicited (if you feel you absolutely

 must contribute something for your own peace of mind, the authors of

 the ENABLE list ask that you make a donation on their behalf to your

 favorite charity). This word list is our gift to the Scrabble

 community, as an alternate to "official" word lists. Game designers

 may feel free to incorporate the WORD.LST into their games. Please

 mention the source and credit us as originators of the list. Note

 that if you, as a game designer, use the WORD.LST in your product,

 you may still copyright and protect your product, but you may *not*

 legally copyright or in any way restrict redistribution of the

 WORD.LST portion of your product. This *may* under law restrict your

 rights to restrict your users' rights, but that is only fair.

 

UKACD, by J Ross Beresford <ross@bryson.demon.co.uk>, is under the

following copyright:

 

 Copyright (c) J Ross Beresford 1993-1999. All Rights Reserved.

 

 The following restriction is placed on the use of this

 publication:

 if The UK Advanced Cryptics Dictionary is used in a software package

 or redistributed in any form, the copyright notice must be

 prominently displayed and the text of this document must be included

 verbatim.

 

 There are no other restrictions: I would like to see the list

 distributed as widely as possible.

 

The 95 level includes the 354,984 single words, 256,772 compound

words, 4,946 female names and the 3,897 male names, and 21,986 names

from the MWords package, ABLE.LST from the ENABLE Supplement, and some

additional words found in my part-of-speech database that were not

found anywhere else.

 

Accent information was taken from UKACD.

 

The VarCon package was used to create the American, British, Canadian,

and Australian word list.  It is under the following copyright:

 

 Copyright 2000-2016 by Kevin Atkinson
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 Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this array, the

 associated software, and its documentation for any purpose is hereby

 granted without

 fee, provided that the above copyright notice appears

 in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting documentation. Kevin Atkinson makes no

 representations about the suitability of this array for any

 purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

 Copyright 2016 by Benjamin Titze

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this array, the

 associated software, and its documentation for any purpose is hereby

 granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appears

 in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

 notice appear in supporting documentation. Benjamin Titze makes no

 representations about the suitability of this array for any

 purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

 Since the original words lists come from the Ispell distribution:

 

 Copyright 1993, Geoff Kuenning, Granada Hills, CA

 All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. All modifications to the source code must be clearly marked as

    such.  Binary redistributions based on modified source code

    must be clearly marked as modified versions in the documentation

    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 (clause 4 removed with permission from Geoff Kuenning)

 5. The name of Geoff Kuenning may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY GEOFF KUENNING AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL GEOFF KUENNING OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

This package was debianized by David Coe <davidc@debian.org>

on Sun, 15 Jun 2003.

 

SCOWL (Spell Checker Oriented Word Lists) is a collection of

English word lists maintained by Kevin Atkinson

<kevina@users.sourceforge.net>

 

It was downloaded from:

http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/wordlist/scowl-5.tar.gz

 

SF project page:

http://wordlist.sourceforge.net/

 

Copyright: (extracted from the SCOWL README file):

 

The collective work is Copyright 2000-2011 by Kevin Atkinson as well

as any of the copyrights mentioned below:

 

 Copyright 2000-2011 by Kevin Atkinson

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell these word

 lists, the associated scripts, the output created from the scripts,

 and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

 provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and

 that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

 supporting documentation. Kevin Atkinson makes no representations

 about the suitability

 of this array for any purpose. It is provided

 "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

Alan Beale <biljir@pobox.com> also deserves special credit as he has,

in addition to providing the 12Dicts package and being a major

contributor to the ENABLE word list, given me an incredible amount of

feedback and created a number of special lists (those found in the

Supplement) in order to help improve the overall quality of SCOWL.

 

The 10 level includes the 1000 most common English words (according to

the Moby (TM) Words II [MWords] package), a subset of the 1000 most

common words on the Internet (again, according to Moby Words II), and

frequently class 16 from Brian Kelk's "UK English Wordlist

with Frequency Classification".
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The MWords package was explicitly placed in the public domain:

 

   The Moby lexicon project is complete and has

   been place into the public domain. Use, sell,

   rework, excerpt and use in any way on any platform.

 

   Placing this material on internal or public

 servers is

   also encouraged. The compiler is not aware of any

   export restrictions so freely distribute world-wide.

 

   You can verify the public domain status by contacting

 

   Grady Ward

   3449 Martha Ct.

   Arcata, CA  95521-4884

 

   grady@netcom.com

   grady@northcoast.com

 

The "UK English Wordlist With Frequency Classification" is also in the

Public Domain:

 

 Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 20:27:21 +0100

 From: Brian Kelk <Brian.Kelk@cl.cam.ac.uk>

 

 > I was wondering what the copyright status of your "UK English

 > Wordlist With Frequency Classification" word list as it seems to

 > be lacking any copyright notice.

 

 There were many many sources in total, but any text marked

 "copyright" was avoided. Locally-written documentation was one

 source. An earlier version of the list resided in a filespace called

 PUBLIC on the University mainframe, because it was considered public

 domain.

 

 Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 19:31:34 +0100

 

 > So are you saying your word list

 is also in the public domain?

 

 That is the intention.

 

The 20 level includes frequency classes 7-15 from Brian's word list.

 

The 35 level includes frequency classes 2-6 and words appearing in at

least 11 of 12 dictionaries as indicated in the 12Dicts package.  All
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words from the 12Dicts package have had likely inflections added via

my inflection database.

 

The 12Dicts package and Supplement is in the Public Domain.

 

The WordNet database, which was used in the creation of the

Inflections database, is under the following copyright:

 

 This software and database is being provided to you, the LICENSEE,

 by Princeton University under the following license.  By obtaining,

 using and/or copying this software and database, you agree that you

 have read, understood, and will comply with these terms and

 conditions.:

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and

 database and its documentation for any purpose and without fee or

 royalty is hereby granted, provided that

 you agree to comply with

 the following copyright notice and statements, including the

 disclaimer, and that the same appear on ALL copies of the software,

 database and documentation, including modifications that you make

 for internal use or for distribution.

 

 WordNet 1.6 Copyright 1997 by Princeton University.  All rights

 reserved.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE AND DATABASE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND PRINCETON

 UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PRINCETON

 UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT-

 ABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE

 LICENSED SOFTWARE, DATABASE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

 THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

 The name of Princeton University or Princeton may not be used in

 advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

 and/or database.  Title to copyright in this software,

 database and

 any associated documentation shall at all times remain with

 Princeton University and LICENSEE agrees to preserve same.

 

The 40 level includes words from Alan's 3esl list found in version 4.0

of his 12dicts package.  Like his other stuff the 3esl list is also in the

public domain.

 

The 50 level includes Brian's frequency class 1, words words appearing

in at least 5 of 12 of the dictionaries as indicated in the 12Dicts

package, and uppercase words in at least 4 of the previous 12
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dictionaries.  A decent number of proper names is also included: The

top 1000 male, female, and Last names from the 1990 Census report; a

list of names sent to me by Alan Beale; and a few names that I added

myself.  Finally a small list of abbreviations not commonly found in

other word lists is included.

 

The name files form the Census report is a government document which I

don't think can be copyrighted.

 

The file special-jargon.50 uses common.lst and word.lst from the

"Unofficial Jargon File

 Word Lists" which is derived from "The Jargon

File".  All of which is in the Public Domain.  This file also contain

a few extra UNIX terms which are found in the file "unix-terms" in the

special/ directory.

 

The 55 level includes words from Alan's 2of4brif list found in version

4.0 of his 12dicts package.  Like his other stuff the 2of4brif is also

in the public domain.

 

The 60 level includes all words appearing in at least 2 of the 12

dictionaries as indicated by the 12Dicts package.

 

The 70 level includes Brian's frequency class 0 and the 74,550 common

dictionary words from the MWords package.  The common dictionary words,

like those from the 12Dicts package, have had all likely inflections

added.  The 70 level also included the 5desk list from version 4.0 of

the 12Dics package which is the public domain.

 

The 80 level includes the ENABLE word list, all the lists in the

ENABLE supplement package (except for ABLE), the "UK Advanced Cryptics

Dictionary" (UKACD), the list of signature words

 in from YAWL package,

and the 10,196 places list from the MWords package.

 

The ENABLE package, mainted by M\Cooper <thegrendel@theriver.com>,

is in the Public Domain:

 

 The ENABLE master word list, WORD.LST, is herewith formally released

 into the Public Domain. Anyone is free to use it or distribute it in

 any manner they see fit. No fee or registration is required for its

 use nor are "contributions" solicited (if you feel you absolutely

 must contribute something for your own peace of mind, the authors of

 the ENABLE list ask that you make a donation on their behalf to your

 favorite charity). This word list is our gift to the Scrabble

 community, as an alternate to "official" word lists. Game designers

 may feel free to incorporate the WORD.LST into their games. Please

 mention the source and credit us as originators of the list. Note
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 that if you, as a game designer, use the WORD.LST in your product,

 you may still copyright and protect your product, but you may *not*

  legally copyright or in any way restrict redistribution of the

 WORD.LST portion of your product. This *may* under law restrict your

 rights to restrict your users' rights, but that is only fair.

 

UKACD, by J Ross Beresford <ross@bryson.demon.co.uk>, is under the

following copyright:

 

 Copyright (c) J Ross Beresford 1993-1999. All Rights Reserved.

 

 The following restriction is placed on the use of this publication:

 if The UK Advanced Cryptics Dictionary is used in a software package

 or redistributed in any form, the copyright notice must be

 prominently displayed and the text of this document must be included

 verbatim.

 

 There are no other restrictions: I would like to see the list

 distributed as widely as possible.

 

The 95 level includes the 354,984 single words, 256,772 compound

words, 4,946 female names and the 3,897 male names, and 21,986 names

from the MWords package, ABLE.LST from the ENABLE Supplement, and some

additional words found in my part-of-speech database

 that were not

found anywhere else.

 

Accent information was taken from UKACD.

 

My VARCON package was used to create the American, British, and

Canadian word list.

 

Since the original word lists used used in the VARCON package came

from the Ispell distribution they are under the Ispell copyright:

 

 Copyright 1993, Geoff Kuenning, Granada Hills, CA

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. All modifications to the source code must be clearly marked as
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    such.  Binary redistributions based on modified

 source code

    must be clearly marked as modified versions in the documentation

    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 (clause 4 removed with permission from Geoff Kuenning)

 5. The name of Geoff Kuenning may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GEOFF KUENNING AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

 IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL GEOFF

 KUENNING OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 LICENSE

 

The YAWL list, word.list, is in the Public Domain. There are no

restrictions on its use or distribution.

 

The author decided to release the list into the Public Domain because

it is based primarily on other Public Domain lists by the author and

his colleague, Alan Beale, and applying the stricter GPL to it would

therefore be of doubtful validity.

 

The author has also released the source code to "anagram" and "multi"

(multiple word anagram) into the Public Domain. He had previously posted

these utilities on the "alt.sources" newsgroup in shar archive form.

 

 

Please feel free to use the word list and/or source code in your own

projects.  It is, in fact, the intent of the author that this package

inspire word game software for the Linux platform. If you use any

portion of YAWL, please, as a courtesy, give credit to its author.

 

1.130 libpkit 0.23.20-1ubuntu0.1 
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1.130.1 Available under license : 
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

     following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

     above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

     other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of contributors to this software may not be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.131 x-crypto 0.7.0 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.132 base-files 11ubuntu5.7 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by

 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a
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facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among
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  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the
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  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.
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 When

 we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they

 can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we

 have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.
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 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary

 General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

                 GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below,

 refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if

 its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you

 also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
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   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires

 that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution

 of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

  This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that

 uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small

 inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library

 and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

    to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable

 runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined

 library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance

 of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other

 pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through

 that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
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written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but

 may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software

 generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY

 (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer)

 or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

The programs included with the Ubuntu system are free software;

the exact distribution terms for each program are described in the

individual files in /usr/share/doc/*/copyright.

 

Ubuntu comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by

applicable law.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to

 give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that

 everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this
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General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed

 at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium

 does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge
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   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain

 in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms

 and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE

 THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed

 in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. 

 Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and
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authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.
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 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's
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System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
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11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
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part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or
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 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
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modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
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transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this
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 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
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not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some
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semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis

 of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent

 notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them
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   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable

 form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided

 that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this
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Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines

 (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.133 goprotobuf 1.5.3 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.134 lestrrat-go-jwx 2.0.9 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 lestrrat

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.135 bridgeutils 1.7.1-r2 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2000 Lennert Buytenhek

*

* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

* modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

* License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

* General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.	This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.	Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

�

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

�

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

�

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.	For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

�

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.	If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.	For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy	<name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show

 c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.136 goccy-go-json 0.10.2 
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1.136.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Masaaki Goshima

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.137 segmentio-asm 1.2.0 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Segment

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH
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 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.138 libxml2 2.9.10+dfsg-5ubuntu0.20.04.6 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.139 pax-utils 1.3.7-r1 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish,

 that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can

 be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program

 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
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   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
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this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute

 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY

 OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
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free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version

 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical

 commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.140 lib-pq 1.10.9 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

//go:build go1.10

// +build go1.10

 

package pq

 

import (

	"context"

	"database/sql/driver"

)

 

// NoticeHandler returns the notice handler on the given connection, if any. A

// runtime panic occurs if c is not a pq connection. This is rarely used

// directly, use ConnectorNoticeHandler and ConnectorWithNoticeHandler instead.

func NoticeHandler(c driver.Conn) func(*Error) {

	return c.(*conn).noticeHandler

}

 

// SetNoticeHandler sets the given notice handler on the given connection. A

// runtime panic occurs if c is not a pq connection. A nil handler may be used

// to unset it. This is rarely used directly, use ConnectorNoticeHandler and

// ConnectorWithNoticeHandler instead.

//

// Note: Notice handlers are executed synchronously by pq meaning commands

// won't continue to be processed until the handler returns.

func SetNoticeHandler(c driver.Conn, handler func(*Error)) {

	c.(*conn).noticeHandler = handler

}

 

// NoticeHandlerConnector wraps a regular connector and sets a notice handler

//

 on it.

type NoticeHandlerConnector struct {

	driver.Connector

	noticeHandler func(*Error)
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}

 

// Connect calls the underlying connector's connect method and then sets the

// notice handler.

func (n *NoticeHandlerConnector) Connect(ctx context.Context) (driver.Conn, error) {

	c, err := n.Connector.Connect(ctx)

	if err == nil {

		SetNoticeHandler(c, n.noticeHandler)

	}

	return c, err

}

 

// ConnectorNoticeHandler returns the currently set notice handler, if any. If

// the given connector is not a result of ConnectorWithNoticeHandler, nil is

// returned.

func ConnectorNoticeHandler(c driver.Connector) func(*Error) {

	if c, ok := c.(*NoticeHandlerConnector); ok {

		return c.noticeHandler

	}

	return nil

}

 

// ConnectorWithNoticeHandler creates or sets the given handler for the given

// connector. If the given connector is a result of calling this function

// previously, it is simply set on the given connector and returned. Otherwise,

// this returns a new connector wrapping the given one and

 setting the notice

// handler. A nil notice handler may be used to unset it.

//

// The returned connector is intended to be used with database/sql.OpenDB.

//

// Note: Notice handlers are executed synchronously by pq meaning commands

// won't continue to be processed until the handler returns.

func ConnectorWithNoticeHandler(c driver.Connector, handler func(*Error)) *NoticeHandlerConnector {

	if c, ok := c.(*NoticeHandlerConnector); ok {

		c.noticeHandler = handler

		return c

	}

	return &NoticeHandlerConnector{Connector: c, noticeHandler: handler}

}

Copyright (c) 2011-2013, 'pq' Contributors

Portions Copyright (C) 2011 Blake Mizerany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.141 ca-certificates 20230506-r0 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# * You may opt to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute and/or sell

# * furnished to do so, under the terms of the COPYING file.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1667253608_1683577718.267003/0/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-

20230506/mk-ca-bundle.pl

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* c_rehash.c - Create hash symlinks for certificates

* C implementation based on the original Perl and shell versions

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Timo Teräs <timo.teras@iki.fi>

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is licensed under the MIT License.

* Full license available at: http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1667253608_1683577718.267003/0/ca-certificates-20230506-tar-bz2/ca-certificates-

20230506/c_rehash.c

 

1.142 apk-tools 2.14.0-r2 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software

is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply

it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

 freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you

can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to

deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of

the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or

for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you

must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for

 each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If

the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients

to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually
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obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent

this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

 the terms

of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation

in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program

is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been

made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program

does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code

as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

 and appropriately

publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty;

keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence

of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this

License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all

of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

licensed as a whole at no charge
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 to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most

ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate

copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that

you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

(Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print

such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print

an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works.

 But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend

to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based

on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with

the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section

2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany it

 with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code,

which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give

any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing

source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on

a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute

corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial

distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable

form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means

 all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed

need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself

accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to

copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with

the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except

as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program

 is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated

so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program

(or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License

to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may

 not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of

the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance

by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement
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or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed

on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of

this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your

obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as

a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a

patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program

by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the

only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely

from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of

 this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose

that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted

 in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical

distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is

permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this

License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar

in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies

a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version

or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Program does not specify a version
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 number of this License, you may choose

any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse

of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA

OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES

OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH

HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best

 way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

<one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.>
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Copyright (C)< yyyy> <name of author>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a

 copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin

Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when

it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software,

and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show

c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks

or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright

 disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision'

(which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

<signature of Ty Coon >, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice This General

Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary

programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more

useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this

is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead

of this License.
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1.143 alpine-baselayout 3.4.3-r1 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)

  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger

 that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion

 of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty;

 keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is

 derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified

 work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation

 of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete        

 

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a        

 

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate

 your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         
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parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license

 from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license

 would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software

 distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

       

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

 

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

 YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option)

 any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This

 is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General

 Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.144 libgpg-error 1.37-1 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work

 which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

  

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work

 based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code
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 or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6.

 Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version
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 number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE

 LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS),

 EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the

 License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands

 `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide

 to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether

 gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the

 free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to

 run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms

 of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably

 considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses

 the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object
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 code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the

 work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly

 with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you

 do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will

 be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE

 LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.145 x-net 0.10.0 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.146 alpine-baselayout 3.4.3-r1 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Create mount directories in fstab

*

* Copyright(c) 2008 Natanael Copa <natanael.copa@gmail.com>

* May be distributed under the terms of GPL-2

*

* usage: mkmntdirs [fstab]

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1675356458_1684887865.7744117/0/alpine-baselayout-master-zip/alpine-baselayout-

master/src/mkmntdirs.c

 

1.147 servlet-api 6.0 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices
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and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of

 the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

 herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;
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       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are

 made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual

 property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the
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           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

 and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor

 with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.
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3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications

 that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity

 or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter
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 the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

 may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available

 under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
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  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED

 SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging

 that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

     

     user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING
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  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE

 TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This

 License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the

 language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other
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  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California

 (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

may be obtained from http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/

 

1.148 systemd 245.4-4ubuntu3.22 
1.148.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
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Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.149 ca-certificates 20230311ubuntu0.20.04.1
1.149.1 Available under license : 

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2013 System Administrator <root@localhost.localdomain>

License: ...
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Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Source: http://ftp.debian.org/debian/pool/main/c/ca-certificates/

 

Files: debian/*

      examples/*

      Makefile

      mozilla/*

      sbin/*

Copyright: 2003 Fumitoshi UKAI <ukai@debian.or.jp>

          2009 Philipp Kern <pkern@debian.org>

          2011 Michael Shuler <michael@pbandjelly.org>

          Various Debian Contributors

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this

 program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

Files: mozilla/certdata.txt

      mozilla/nssckbi.h

Copyright: Mozilla Contributors

Comment: Original Copyright: 1994-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation

                            (certdata.txt <= CVS Revision: 1.82)

        NSS no longer contains explicit copyright. Upstream indicates

        that "Mozilla Contributors" is an appropriate attibution for the

        required Copyright: field in Debian's machine-readable format.

        https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=850003

License: MPL-2.0

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

.

1. Definitions

--------------

.
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1.1. "Contributor"

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

    the creation

 of, or owns Covered Software.

.

1.2. "Contributor Version"

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

    by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

.

1.3. "Contribution"

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

.

1.4. "Covered Software"

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

    the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

    Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

    including portions thereof.

.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

.

    (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

    in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

.

    (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

    version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

    terms of a Secondary License.

.

1.6. "Executable Form"

    means any form of the work other than Source Code

 Form.

.

1.7. "Larger Work"

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

    a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

.

1.8. "License"

    means this document.

.

1.9. "Licensable"

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

    whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

    all of the rights conveyed by this License.

.

1.10. "Modifications"

    means any of the following:

.

    (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,
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    deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

    Software; or

.

    (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

    Software.

.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

    means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

    process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

    Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

    License, by the making,

 using, selling, offering for sale, having

    made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

    Contributor Version.

.

1.12. "Secondary License"

    means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

    Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

    Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

    licenses.

.

1.13. "Source Code Form"

    means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

    means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

    License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

    controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

    purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

    or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

    whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

    fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

     ownership of such entity.

.

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

.

2.1. Grants

.

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

.

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

    Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

    modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

    Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

    as part of a Larger Work; and

.
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(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

    for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

    Contributions or its Contributor Version.

.

2.2. Effective Date

.

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

.

The licenses granted in this Section

 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

.

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

    or

.

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

    modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

    Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

    Version); or

.

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

    its Contributions.

.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

.

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

.

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered

 Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

.

2.5. Representation

.

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

.
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2.6. Fair Use

.

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

.

2.7. Conditions

.

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

.

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

.

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

.

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered

 Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

.

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

.

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

    Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

    the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

    Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

    than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

.

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

    License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

    license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

    the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

.

You may create and distribute

 a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this
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License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

.

3.4. Notices

.

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

.

3.5. Application

 of Additional Terms

.

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply

 with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

.

5. Termination

--------------

.

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular
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Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants

 from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 .

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer

 of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

.

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *
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*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,      

   *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

.

8. Litigation

-------------

 .

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

.

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

.

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

.

10.1. New Versions

.

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3,
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 no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

.

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

.

10.3. Modified Versions

.

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

.

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

.

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version

 of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

.

  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

  License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

  file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

.

  This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

  defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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1.150 tzdata 2023c-0ubuntu0.20.04.2 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

Unless specified below, all files in the tz code and data (including

this LICENSE file) are in the public domain.

 

If the files date.c, newstrftime.3, and strftime.c are present, they

contain material derived from BSD and use the BSD 3-clause license.

 

1.151 d3-flame-graph 4.1.3 
1.151.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.152 testify 1.8.4 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2020 Mat Ryer, Tyler Bunnell and contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.153 util-linux 2.34-0.1ubuntu9.4 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
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these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General
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Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
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instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301
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  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI

A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*   

 without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

 

1.154 libnss-nisplus 2.31 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,
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 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
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portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the
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 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,
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 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.155 libnss-nis 2.31 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
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(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
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work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.156 glib 2.64.6-1~ubuntu20.04.6 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

This work may be reproduced and distributed in whole or in part, in

any medium, physical or electronic, so as long as this copyright

notice remains intact and unchanged on all copies.  Commercial

redistribution is permitted and encouraged, but you may not

redistribute, in whole or in part, under terms more restrictive than

those under which you received it. If you redistribute a modified or

translated version of this work, you must also make the source code to

the modified or translated version available in electronic form

without charge.  However, mere aggregation as part of a larger work

shall not count as a modification for this purpose.

 

All code examples in this work are placed into the public domain,

and may be used, modified and redistributed without restriction.

 

BECAUSE THIS WORK IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE WORK, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

 WORK "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  SHOULD THE WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE WORK AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

WORK, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,
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 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
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portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the
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 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,
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 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.157 logrus 1.9.3 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.158 libnss-nis 3.1-0ubuntu6 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: libnss_nis

Upstream-Contact: Thorsten Kukuk <kukuk@thkukuk.de>

Source: https://github.com/thkukuk/libnss_nis

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2020 Aurelien Jarno <aurel32@debian.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+
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Files: AUTHORS

      ChangeLog

      Makefile.am

      NEWS

      README

      config.h.in

      configure.ac

      src/Makefile.am

      src/libnss_nis.map

Copyright: 2015-2016, 2019 Thorsten Kukuk <kukuk@thkukuk.de>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: src/files-parse.c

      src/libc-lock.h

      src/libc-symbols.h

      src/netgroup.h

      src/nis-alias.c

      src/nis-ethers.c

      src/nis-grp.c

      src/nis-hosts.c

      src/nis-initgroups.c

      src/nis-netgrp.c

      src/nis-network.c

      src/nis-proto.c

      src/nis-publickey.c

      src/nis-pwd.c

      src/nis-rpc.c

      src/nis-service.c

      src/nis-spwd.c

      src/nss-default.c

      src/nss-nis.c

      src/nss-nis.h

Copyright:

 1995-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: src/mapv4v6addr.h

Copyright: 1985, 1988, 1993 The Regents of the University of California

          1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation

License: BSD-3-Regents-DEC

 

Files: src/nss_loader-test.c

Copyright: 2014, 2016 Thorsten Kukuk <kukuk@thkukuk.de>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: INSTALL

Copyright: 1994-1996, 1999-2002, 2004-2016 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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License: permissive-fsf

 

Files: Makefile.in

      src/Makefile.in

Copyright: 1994-2020 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: permissive-makefile-in

 

Files: aclocal.m4

Copyright: 1996-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: permissive-autoconf-m4-no-warranty

 

Files: config.sub

      config.guess

Copyright: 1992-2018 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-3+-autoconf-exception

 

Files: configure

Copyright: 1992-1996, 1998-2012 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: permissive-configure

 

Files: compile

      depcomp

      missing

      test-driver

Copyright:

 1999-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+-autoconf-exception

 

Files: install-sh

Copyright: 1994 X Consortium

License: MIT

 

Files: ltmain.sh

Copyright: 1996-2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+-libtool-exception

 

Files: m4/libtool.m4

      m4/ltoptions.m4

      m4/ltsugar.m4

      m4/ltversion.m4

      m4/lt~obsolete.m4

Copyright: 1996-2001, 2003-2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: permissive-autoconf-m4

 

 

License: BSD-3-Regents-DEC

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. Neither

 the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

 for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that

the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without

specific, written prior permission.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.   IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General

 Public License version 2 as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-2+-autoconf-exception

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-2+-libtool-exception

GNU Libtool is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

 As a special exception to the GNU General Public License,

if you distribute this file as part of a program or library that

is built using GNU Libtool, you may include this file under the

same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

.

GNU Libtool is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.
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.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-3+-autoconf-exception

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of

 the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that

program.  This Exception is an additional permission under section 7

of the GNU General Public License, version 3 ("GPLv3").

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

Version 3 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

The GNU C Library is

 free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

.

The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with the GNU C Library; if not, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.
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On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 2.1 can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1".

 

License: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in

 this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

tium.

 

License: permissive-autoconf-m4

This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

License: permissive-autoconf-m4-no-warranty

This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,

with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without

even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

License: permissive-configure

This configure script is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify it.

 

License: permissive-fsf
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Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

 are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.  This file is offered as-is,

without any warranty.

 

License: permissive-makefile-in

This Makefile.in is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,

with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without

even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.159 gmp 6.2.0+dfsg-4ubuntu0.1 
1.159.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
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software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
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products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is
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 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution
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 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
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   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.
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 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated
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material is not limited to numerical parameters, data

 structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible
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 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
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(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
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exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
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produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;
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 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
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a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
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for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
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the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
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propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a
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party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where
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 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.160 ncurses 6.2-0ubuntu2.1 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 1998-2019,2020 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2003-2019,2020 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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   of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the

 name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Copyright 2018-2019,2020 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright 1998-2017,2018 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization.

 

-- vile:txtmode fc=72

-- $Id: COPYING,v 1.9 2020/02/08 13:34:12 tom Exp $

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses.html

This package is used for testing builds of ncurses.

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 1998-2019,2020 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 1996-2019,2020 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

Files: doc/html/NCURSES-Programming-HOWTO.html

Copyright: 2001 by Pradeep Padala

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994

 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: progs/tset.c ncurses/tinfo/read_termcap.c

Copyright: 1980,1991,1992,1993 The Regents of the University of California.

License: BSD
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   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF

 THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

Upstream source https://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: *

Copyright: 1998-2019,2020 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Licence: X11

 

Files: aclocal.m4 package

Copyright: 2010-2019,2020 by Thomas E. Dickey

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: X11

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the

 name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.
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   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

-- vile: txtmode file-encoding=utf-8

 

1.161 libxslt 1.1.37 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

DocBk XML V3.1.7 DTD

Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/xml/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,

 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

 Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

Licence for libxslt except libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licence for libexslt

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Thomas Broyer, Charlie Bozeman and Daniel Veillard.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of the authors shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Simplified DocBook XML V4.1.2.4 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBook XML V4.1.2 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992-2000 HaL Computer Systems, Inc.,

 O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software

 Corporation, Norman Walsh, and the Organization for the

 Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS).

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information

 about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

Simplified DocBk XML V3.1.7.1 DTD

Copyright (C) 1999 Norman Walsh

http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

 

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

 

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to

Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

 

This DTD is based on the DocBk XML DTD, which is in turn based

on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:

 

 [DocBook is] Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,

 1999 HaL Computer Systems, Inc., O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,

 ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software Corporation, and the

 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

 Standards (OASIS).
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 Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook

 DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and

 without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that

 the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all

 copies.  The copyright holders make no representation about

 the suitability of the DTD for any purpose.  It is provided

 "as is" without

 expressed or implied warranty.

 

For more information about the DocBook DTD, see

http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/

 

1.162 pcre 8.45 
1.162.1 Available under license : 

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

PCRE LICENCE

------------
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PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: Philip.Hazel

Email domain:     gmail.com

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2021 University

 of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2021 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2021 Zoltan Herczeg
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All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

 the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End
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1.163 luasocket 3.0 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

LuaSocket 3.0 license

Copyright  2004-2013 Diego Nehab

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.164 x-oauth2 0.10.0 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.165 bouncy-castle 1.76 
1.165.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
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permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use
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 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library

 refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a

 given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components
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 (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
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subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License
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 from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and

 a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0
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THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

 (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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 patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.

 As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied

 warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and
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     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

 if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection

 with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the
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Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims

 against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS

 AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program

 itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of
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such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves

 the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted

 under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

                     UnboundID LDAP SDK Free Use License

 

THIS IS AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU ("YOU") AND PING IDENTITY CORPORATION

("PING IDENTITY") REGARDING YOUR USE OF UNBOUNDID LDAP SDK FOR JAVA AND ANY

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTATION, OBJECT CODE, COMPILED LIBRARIES, SOURCE CODE AND

SOURCE FILES OR OTHER MATERIALS MADE AVAILABLE BY PING IDENTITY (COLLECTIVELY

REFERRED TO IN THIS AGREEMENT AS THE ("SDK").

 

BY INSTALLING, ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING THE SDK, YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF

THIS AGREEMENT.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, DO NOT

INSTALL, ACCESS OR USE THE SDK.

 

USE OF THE SDK.  Subject to your compliance with this Agreement, Ping Identity

grants to You a non-exclusive, royalty-free license, under Ping Identity's

intellectual property rights in the SDK, to use, reproduce, modify and

distribute this release of the SDK; provided that no license is granted herein

under any patents that may be infringed by your modifications, derivative works

or by other works in which
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 the SDK may be incorporated (collectively, your

"Applications").  You may reproduce and redistribute the SDK with your

Applications provided that you (i) include this license file and an

unmodified copy of the unboundid-ldapsdk.jar file; and (ii) such

redistribution is subject to a license whose terms do not conflict with or

contradict the terms of this Agreement. You may also reproduce and redistribute

the SDK without your Applications provided that you redistribute the SDK

complete and unmodified (i.e., with all "read me" files, copyright notices, and

other legal notices and terms that Ping Identity has included in the SDK).

 

SCOPE OF LICENSES.  This Agreement does not grant You the right to use any Ping

Identity intellectual property which is not included as part of the SDK.  The

SDK is licensed, not sold.  This Agreement only gives You some rights to use

the SDK.  Ping Identity reserves all other rights. Unless applicable law gives

You more rights despite this limitation, You may

 use the SDK only as expressly

permitted in this Agreement.

 

SUPPORT.  Ping Identity is not obligated to provide any technical or other

support ("Support Services") for the SDK to You under this Agreement. However,

if Ping Identity chooses to provide any Support Services to You, Your use of

such Support Services will be governed by then-current Ping Identity support

policies.

 

TERMINATION.  Ping Identity reserves the right to discontinue offering the SDK

and to modify the SDK at any time in its sole discretion.  Notwithstanding

anything contained in this Agreement to the contrary, Ping Identity may also,

in its sole discretion, terminate or suspend access to the SDK to You or any

end user at any time.  In addition, if you fail to comply with the terms of

this Agreement, then any rights granted herein will be automatically terminated

if such failure is not corrected within 30 days of the initial notification of

such failure.  You acknowledge that termination and/or monetary damages may not

be

 a sufficient remedy if You breach this Agreement and that Ping Identity will

be entitled, without waiving any other rights or remedies, to injunctive or

equitable relief as may be deemed proper by a court of competent jurisdiction

in the event of a breach.  Ping Identity may also terminate this Agreement if

the SDK becomes, or in Ping Identity's reasonable opinion is likely to become,

the subject of a claim of intellectual property infringement or trade secret

misappropriation.  All rights and licenses granted herein will simultaneously

and automatically terminate upon termination of this Agreement for any reason.

 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THE SDK IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND PING IDENTITY DOES NOT

WARRANT THAT THE SDK WILL BE ERROR-FREE, VIRUS-FREE, WILL PERFORM IN AN

UNINTERRUPTED, SECURE OR TIMELY MANNER, OR WILL INTEROPERATE WITH OTHER

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, SYSTEMS OR DATA.  TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW,

ALL

CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED,
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 STATUTORY

OR OTHERWISE INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE (EVEN IF PING IDENTITY HAD

BEEN INFORMED OF SUCH PURPOSE), OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS ARE

HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  IN NO EVENT WILL PING IDENTITY OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS,

REVENUE, DATA OR DATA USE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, COST OF COVER, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND)

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SDK OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO

THIS AGREEMENT, EVEN IF PING IDENTITY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

ADDITIONAL RIGHTS.  Certain states do not allow the exclusion of implied

warranties or limitation of liability for certain kinds of damages, so the

exclusion of limited warranties and limitation of liability set forth above may

not apply to You.

 

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS.

  The SDK is subject to United States export control laws.

You acknowledge and agree that You are responsible for compliance with all

domestic and international export laws and regulations that apply to the SDK.

 

MISCELLANEOUS.  This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement with respect to

the SDK.  If any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid,

illegal or unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the

remaining provisions shall in no way be affected or impaired thereby. This

Agreement and performance hereunder shall be governed by and construed in

accordance with the laws of the State of Texas without regard to its conflict

of laws rules.  Any disputes related to this Agreement shall be exclusively

litigated in the state or federal courts located in Travis County, Texas.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.
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  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,
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use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.
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     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the
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 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER
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CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-
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law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge

to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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 themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code

 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),
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you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear

 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be
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guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY
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 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular

 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module
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which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or

 entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that
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 contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

 copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands

 that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby
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     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

         i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:
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     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material

 in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes

 the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing

 of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance
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   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN

 THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other

 software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's
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   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves

 the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel

 or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular
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     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely

 to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.)

 You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you
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 must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed

 at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted,

 and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other
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   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications

 or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how

 to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you;

 rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

     

  of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed

 need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties
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   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have

 their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible

 for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular

 circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to
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   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted

 in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free

 Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER

 EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL
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   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF

 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

     

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:
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       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show

 w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU

 Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to
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   do so.  If

 you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses

 are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to

 copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program

 or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that

 in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program
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 (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

   interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based

 on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit

 royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute
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 software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies

 a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a

version number of this License, you may choose any version ever

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED

 BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPLv2 only)

   as published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

    This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses>.

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be

 called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

# Notices for Jakarta Mail

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Mail project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.mail

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Mail is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such
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availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/mail

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

UnboundID LDAP SDK for Java

Copyright 2007-2023 Ping Identity Corporation

 

As of version 5.0.0, the UnboundID LDAP SDK for Java is available under the

terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0, which is a very permissive

OSI-approved open source license. This is the recommended license for all new

uses of the LDAP SDK.  More information about the terms of the Apache License,

Version 2.0, as well as the full text of the license, is provided below.

 

Versions of the LDAP SDK prior to 5.0.0 were available under three other

licenses:  the GNU General Public License version 2 (GPLv2), the GNU Lesser

General Public License version 2.1 (LGPLv2.1) and a free-right-to-use use

license created by Ping Identity Corporation.  These licenses may still be

used for the purpose of backward compatibility (or if they are preferred over

the Apache License for some reason).

 

See the LICENSE-GPLv2.txt file for the full text of the GNU General Public

License version 2.

 

See the LICENSE-LGPLv2.1.txt file for the
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 full text of the GNU Lesser General

Public License version 2.1.

 

See the LICENSE-UnboundID-LDAPSDK.txt file for the full text of the UnboundID

LDAP SDK Free Use License.

 

Licensees of Ping Identity, UnboundID, and Nokia/Alcatel-Lucent 8661 server

products may also use the LDAP SDK under the terms of the server product

licenses.

 

 

---------- The Basic Requirements of the Apache License, Version 2.0 ----------

 

 

The Apache License, Version 2.0 is very permissive, and it should be possible

to use the LDAP SDK under the terms of this license in just about any

application, whether open source or proprietary, and whether free or paid. You

can use it privately, and you are free to distribute the LDAP SDK in source

and/or compiled form, either on its own as part of a larger work. If any of the

software is covered by patents, then you are granted the right to use those

patents in the context of the LDAP SDK.

 

The main requirements when using the LDAP SDK under the terms of the Apache

License,

 Version 2.0 are as follows:

 

* You are required to include the text of the full license (as provided below,

or online at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0) with your

application.

 

* You are not required to provide source code for the LDAP SDK, even if you

 make changes to it. However, if you do distribute the source code for the

 LDAP SDK, then you are not permitted not remove any existing copyright

 notices. If you distribute a modified version of the LDAP SDK source code,

 then you need to indicate what changes you made to it.

 

* You cannot hold Ping Identity Corporation or any developers liable for any

 defects or other problems found with the software.

 

* You are not permitted to use any Ping Identity or UnboundID trademarks.  You

 can say that your application uses the UnboundID LDAP SDK for Java as

 developed by Ping Identity Corporation, and if you distribute a modified

 version, then you can say that it is based on the UnboundID LDAP SDK for Java

 as developed

 by Ping Identity Corporation, but you can't use UnboundID or

 Ping Identity in the name of your modified version.
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------------------------- Apache License, Version 2.0 -------------------------

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to

 cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example

 is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form

 of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly

 display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent

 infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file

 as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot

 be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  

   on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright

 owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf
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## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

1.166 busybox 1.36.1-r5 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

bzip2 applet in busybox is based on lightly-modified source

of bzip2 version 1.0.4. bzip2 source is distributed

under the following conditions (copied verbatim from LICENSE file)

===========================================================

 

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2006 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented

 as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
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GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.4 of 20 December 2006

--- A note on GPL versions

 

BusyBox is distributed under version 2 of the General Public License (included

in its entirety, below).  Version 2 is the only version of this license which

this version of BusyBox (or modified versions derived from this one) may be

distributed under.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's

 software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for

 a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent

 this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this

 License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and

 copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

    License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution

 of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the

 executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or

 its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict

 the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity

 of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

  9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make

 exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice

 like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of

 Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.167 boringssl fips-20190808 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston

 Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>
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Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see

https://github.com/mit-plv/fiat-crypto/blob/master/AUTHORS).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

BoringSSL is a fork of OpenSSL. As such, large parts of it fall under OpenSSL

licensing. Files that are completely new have a Google copyright and an ISC

license. This license is reproduced at the bottom of this file.

 

Contributors to BoringSSL are required to follow the CLA rules for Chromium:

https://cla.developers.google.com/clas

 

Files in third_party/ have their own licenses, as described therein. The MIT

license, for third_party/fiat, which, unlike other third_party directories, is

compiled into non-test libraries, is included below.

 

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the

OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below

for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source

licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact

openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

The following are Google-internal bug numbers where explicit permission from

some authors is recorded for use of their
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 work. (This is purely for our own

record keeping.)

 27287199

 27287880

 27287883

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for

 use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT
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 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation

 was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 * are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY

 ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

ISC license used

 for completely new code in BoringSSL:

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */
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The code in third_party/fiat carries the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see

https://github.com/mit-plv/fiat-crypto/blob/master/AUTHORS).

 

Permission is hereby

 granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

The

 code in third_party/sike also carries the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER
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 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE

 

 

Licenses for support code

-------------------------

 

Parts of the TLS test suite are under the Go license. This code is not included

in BoringSSL (i.e. libcrypto and libssl) when compiled, however, so

distributing code linked against BoringSSL does not trigger this license:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc.

 nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

BoringSSL uses the Chromium test infrastructure to run a continuous build,

trybots etc. The scripts

 which manage this, and the script for generating build

metadata, are under the Chromium license. Distributing code linked against

BoringSSL does not trigger this license.
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Copyright 2015 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.168 gopkg.in-yaml 3.0.1 
1.168.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This project is covered by two different licenses: MIT and Apache.
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#### MIT License ####

 

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original MIT license, with the additional

copyright staring in 2011 when the project was ported over:

 

   apic.go emitterc.go parserc.go readerc.go scannerc.go

   writerc.go yamlh.go yamlprivateh.go

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2010 Kirill Simonov

Copyright (c) 2006-2011 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

### Apache License ###

 

All the remaining project files are covered by the Apache license:

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Canonical Ltd

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
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 CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.169 protobuf 1.31.0 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.170 tre musl-1.2.4-r1 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

musl as a whole is licensed under the following standard MIT license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright  2005-2020 Rich Felker, et al.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Authors/contributors include:

 

A. Wilcox

Ada Worcester

Alex Dowad

Alex Suykov

Alexander Monakov

Andre McCurdy

Andrew Kelley

Anthony G. Basile

Aric Belsito

Arvid Picciani

Bartosz Brachaczek

Benjamin Peterson

Bobby Bingham

Boris Brezillon

Brent Cook

Chris Spiegel

Clment Vasseur

Daniel Micay

Daniel Sabogal

Daurnimator

David Carlier

David Edelsohn

Denys Vlasenko

Dmitry Ivanov

Dmitry V. Levin

Drew DeVault

Emil Renner Berthing
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He X

Hiltjo Posthuma

Isaac Dunham

Jaydeep Patil
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Jeremy Huntwork
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John Spencer
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Pascal Cuoq
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Stefan O'Rear

Szabolcs Nagy

Timo Ters

Trutz Behn

Valentin Ochs

Will Dietz

William Haddon

William Pitcock

 

Portions of this software are derived from third-party works licensed

under terms compatible with the above MIT license:

 

The TRE regular expression implementation (src/regex/reg* and

src/regex/tre*) is Copyright  2001-2008 Ville Laurikari and licensed

under a 2-clause BSD license (license text in the source files). The

included version has been heavily modified by Rich Felker in 2012, in

the interests of size, simplicity, and namespace cleanliness.

 

Much of the math library code (src/math/* and src/complex/*) is

Copyright  1993,2004

 Sun Microsystems or

Copyright  2003-2011 David Schultz or

Copyright  2003-2009 Steven G. Kargl or

Copyright  2003-2009 Bruce D. Evans or

Copyright  2008 Stephen L. Moshier or

Copyright  2017-2018 Arm Limited

and labelled as such in comments in the individual source files. All

have been licensed under extremely permissive terms.

 

The ARM memcpy code (src/string/arm/memcpy.S) is Copyright  2008

The Android Open Source Project and is licensed under a two-clause BSD

license. It was taken from Bionic libc, used on Android.

 

The AArch64 memcpy and memset code (src/string/aarch64/*) are

Copyright  1999-2019, Arm Limited.

 

The implementation of DES for crypt (src/crypt/crypt_des.c) is

Copyright  1994 David Burren. It is licensed under a BSD license.

 

The implementation of blowfish crypt (src/crypt/crypt_blowfish.c) was

originally written by Solar Designer and placed into the public

domain. The code also comes with a fallback permissive license for use

in jurisdictions that may not recognize the

 public domain.

 

The smoothsort implementation (src/stdlib/qsort.c) is Copyright  2011

Valentin Ochs and is licensed under an MIT-style license.
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The x86_64 port was written by Nicholas J. Kain and is licensed under

the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips and microblaze ports were originally written by Richard

Pennington for use in the ellcc project. The original code was adapted

by Rich Felker for build system and code conventions during upstream

integration. It is licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips64 port was contributed by Imagination Technologies and is

licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The powerpc port was also originally written by Richard Pennington,

and later supplemented and integrated by John Spencer. It is licensed

under the standard MIT terms.

 

All other files which have no copyright comments are original works

produced specifically for use as part of this library, written either

by Rich Felker, the main author of the library, or by one or more

contibutors listed

 above. Details on authorship of individual files

can be found in the git version control history of the project. The

omission of copyright and license comments in each file is in the

interest of source tree size.

 

In addition, permission is hereby granted for all public header files

(include/* and arch/*/bits/*) and crt files intended to be linked into

applications (crt/*, ldso/dlstart.c, and arch/*/crt_arch.h) to omit

the copyright notice and permission notice otherwise required by the

license, and to use these files without any requirement of

attribution. These files include substantial contributions from:

 

Bobby Bingham

John Spencer

Nicholas J. Kain

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Stefan Kristiansson

Szabolcs Nagy

 

all of whom have explicitly granted such permission.

 

This file previously contained text expressing a belief that most of

the files covered by the above exception were sufficiently trivial not

to be subject to copyright, resulting in confusion over whether it

negated

 the permissions granted in the license. In the spirit of

permissive licensing, and of not having licensing issues being an

obstacle to adoption, that text has been removed.
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1.171 golang 1.19.3 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

The Go source code and supporting files in this directory

are covered by the usual Go license (see ../../../../LICENSE).

 

When building with GOEXPERIMENT=boringcrypto, the following applies.

 

The goboringcrypto_linux_amd64.syso object file is built

from BoringSSL source code by build/build.sh and is covered

by the BoringSSL license reproduced below and also at

https://boringssl.googlesource.com/boringssl/+/fips-20190808/LICENSE.

 

BoringSSL is a fork of OpenSSL. As such, large parts of it fall under OpenSSL

licensing. Files that are completely new have a Google copyright and an ISC

license. This license is reproduced at the bottom of this file.

 

Contributors to BoringSSL are required to follow the CLA rules for Chromium:

https://cla.developers.google.com/clas

 

Some files from Intel are under yet another license, which is also included

underneath.

 

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the

OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
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 See below

for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source

licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact

openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

The following are Google-internal bug numbers where explicit permission from

some authors is recorded for use of their work. (This is purely for our own

record keeping.)

 27287199

 27287880

 27287883

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
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*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

 (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product

 includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of

 the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are

 not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

ISC license used for completely new code in BoringSSL:

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*
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* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

 

Some files from Intel carry the following license:

 

# Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

#

# All rights reserved.

#

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

# met:

#

# *  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#

# *  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#    documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#    distribution.

#

# *  Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

#    this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION

 ""AS IS"" AND ANY

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

# IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

# PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

# CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

# EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

# PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

# PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2010-2021 Mike Bostock

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose
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with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER
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 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

 

1.172 aws-smithy-go 1.14.2 
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1.172.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.173 snake-yaml 2.2 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.yaml/snakeyaml/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms

// EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal

// LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html

// GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

// AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses

// BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

/**

* A Base64 encoder/decoder.

*

* <p>

* This class is used to encode and decode data in Base64 format as described in RFC 1521.

*

* <p>

* Project home page: <a href="http://www.source-code.biz/base64coder/java/">www.

* source-code.biz/base64coder/java</a><br>

* Author: Christian d'Heureuse, Inventec Informatik AG, Zurich, Switzerland<br>

* Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/biz/base64Coder/Base64Coder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/PercentEscaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2008, SnakeYAML

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/Mark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/resolver/Resolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/CustomClassLoaderConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/MarkedYAMLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/ScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/SafeRepresenter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/Node.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/SerializerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/TagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/YAMLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/Event.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/Yaml.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/DocumentEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/UnTrustedTagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/SequenceStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/NumberAnchorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/CollectionNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/BaseConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/EmitterState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowSequenceStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentEventsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/ArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/composer/ComposerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/SequenceNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/VersionTagsTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/ValueToken.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/NodeTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/ArrayStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/StreamReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/composer/Composer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/ScalarAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/internal/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowMappingStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/NodeEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/ReaderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DocumentEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/EnumUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/ParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/Emitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CollectionEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/PropertySubstitute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/Property.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/ScalarNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/TagTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/SafeConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/StreamStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/BaseRepresenter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockEntryToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/CommentToken.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/StreamEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/SequenceEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/ScannerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/Emitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/AliasEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DirectiveToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/DocumentStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CollectionStartEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/AliasToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/EmitterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/env/EnvScalarConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/GenericProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/AnchorToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/PlatformFeatureDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/NodeId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DocumentStartToken.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockMappingStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/BeanAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/StreamStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/Production.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/ParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/AnchorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowSequenceEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/Constant.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/ScalarToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CommentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/Construct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/ImplicitTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/ScalarEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/MissingEnvironmentVariableException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/Represent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/StreamEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/PackageCompactConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/AbstractConstruct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/Constructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/PropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/DumperOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/MissingProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/MappingNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowEntryToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/TagToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/MappingEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/ConstructorException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/CompactConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/CompactData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/UnicodeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/Representer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/UriEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/KeyToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/MappingStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/TypeDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/LoaderOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/MethodProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/resolver/ResolverTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockSequenceStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/AnchorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/FieldProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowMappingEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/Token.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1781959558_1693363168.8337896/0/snakeyaml-2-2-sources-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/SimpleKey.java

 

1.174 gopkg.in-check 0.0.0-20161208181325-

20d25e280405 
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1.174.1 Available under license : 
Gocheck - A rich testing framework for Go

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.175 decred-dcrd-dcrec-secp256k1 4.2.0 
1.175.1 Available under license : 

# This is the list of people who have contributed code to the repository.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that the individual

# or the individual's organization has agreed to the LICENSE.

#

# Names should be added to this file like so:

# Name <email address>

 

Dave Collins <davec@conformal.com>

Geert-Johan Riemer <geertjohan.riemer@gmail.com>

Josh Rickmar <jrick@conformal.com>

Michalis Kargakis <michaliskargakis@gmail.com>

John C. Vernaleo <jcv@decred.org>

cjepson <cjepson@decred.org>

Alex Yocom-Piatt <ay-p@decred.org>
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The script_tests.json, tx_invalid.json, and tx_valid.json files in this

directory originally came from the bitcoin project

(https://github.com/bitcoin/bitcoin).

 

The script_tests.json file has significantly diverged from its original

form to the point it has little resemblance to the original, but several tests

are still intact and thus the license is maintained for those tests.  All

modifications made by the Decred project are released under the ISC Licsense as

detailed below.

 

The imported tests in script_test.json, tx_invalid.json, and tx_valid.json are

released under the following license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Bitcoin Developers

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

  of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

  in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

  to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

  copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

  all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

  IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

  THE SOFTWARE.

 

All other files are produced by the Decred project and are released under the

following license:

 

  ISC License

 

  Copyright (c) 2016-2018 The Decred developers

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted,

 provided that the above

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2017 The btcsuite developers

Copyright (c) 2015-2020 The Decred developers

Copyright (c) 2017 The Lightning Network Developers

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

# This is the list of people who have contributed code to the repository.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that the individual

# or the individual's organization has agreed to the LICENSE.

#

# Names should be added to this file like so:

# Name <email address>

 

John C. Vernaleo <jcv@conformal.com>

Dave Collins <davec@conformal.com>

Owain G. Ainsworth <oga@conformal.com>

David Hill <dhill@conformal.com>

Josh Rickmar <jrick@conformal.com>

Andreas Metsl <andreas.metsala@gmail.com>

Francis Lam <flam@alum.mit.edu>

Geert-Johan Riemer <geertjohan.riemer@gmail.com>

 

1.176 lestrrat-go-jwx 2.0.12 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 lestrrat

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.177 boringssl fips-20210429 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

BoringSSL is a fork of OpenSSL. As such, large parts of it fall under OpenSSL

licensing. Files that are completely new have a Google copyright and an ISC

license. This license is reproduced at the bottom of this file.

 

Contributors to BoringSSL are required to follow the CLA rules for Chromium:

https://cla.developers.google.com/clas

 

Files in third_party/ have their own licenses, as described therein. The MIT

license, for third_party/fiat, which, unlike other third_party directories, is

compiled into non-test libraries, is included below.

 

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the

OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below

for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source

licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact

openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

The following are Google-internal bug numbers where explicit permission from

some authors is recorded for use of their

 work. (This is purely for our own

record keeping.)

 27287199

 27287880

 27287883

 

 OpenSSL License
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 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for

 use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation

 was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 * are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
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*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY

 ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

ISC license used

 for completely new code in BoringSSL:

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

 

The code in third_party/fiat carries the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see

https://github.com/mit-plv/fiat-crypto/blob/master/AUTHORS).
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Permission is hereby

 granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

Licenses

 for support code

-------------------------

 

Parts of the TLS test suite are under the Go license. This code is not included

in BoringSSL (i.e. libcrypto and libssl) when compiled, however, so

distributing code linked against BoringSSL does not trigger this license:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

BoringSSL uses the Chromium test infrastructure to run a continuous build,

trybots etc. The scripts which manage this, and the script for generating build

metadata, are under the Chromium license. Distributing code linked against

BoringSSL

 does not trigger this license.

 

Copyright 2015 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names
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# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Krystian Kuzniarek <krystian.kuzniarek@gmail.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter

 Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see

https://github.com/mit-plv/fiat-crypto/blob/master/AUTHORS).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.178 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-internal-endpoints

2.4.35 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.179 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.18.38 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER
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 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.180 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-service-ssooidc

1.15.5 
1.180.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
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contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.181 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.13.11 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.182 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.9.35 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.
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Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.183 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.13.36 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.184 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-internal-ini 1.3.42 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.185 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.21.5 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.186 aws-aws-sdk-go 1.21.0 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER
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 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.187 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-internal-

configsources 1.1.41 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
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contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.188 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.21.3 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if

 err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.
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	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time

 at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err

 = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addCheckoutLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

 

type opCheckoutLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware

 struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}
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func (*opCheckoutLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opCheckoutLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil

 {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"
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			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme

 := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme,

 _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.
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				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addCheckoutLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opCheckoutLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver:

 &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}
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     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"
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	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata

 = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);
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 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisassociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "grafana",

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

 

type opDisassociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver
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}

 

func (*opDisassociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opDisassociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to

 not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4
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			signingName := "grafana"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err,

 &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "grafana"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx,

 *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("grafana")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {
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				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func

 addDisassociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opDisassociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns
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...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata

 = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type

 CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addCheckoutBorrowLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

 

type opCheckoutBorrowLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func (*opCheckoutBorrowLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opCheckoutBorrowLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)
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	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata,

 fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if

 errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}
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	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the

 value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return
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 next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addCheckoutBorrowLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opCheckoutBorrowLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out,
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 nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addGetLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

 

type opGetLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func

 (*opGetLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opGetLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)
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	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for

 k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var

 signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName
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			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName ==

 nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addGetLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opGetLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:

      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},
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	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux
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subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },
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               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",
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                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [
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                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],
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                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,
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                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }
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                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",
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                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                           

    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [
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                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],
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                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                

               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

      

                         "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

 

                              "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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   "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but

 this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                        {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

      

                         }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

           

                "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                        

       "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

        

                       "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                           

    "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

  

             "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n

      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n  

    more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

<code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n      match, or don't match

a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

       <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n
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               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

              <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                    "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

   <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the

 next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                

   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",

                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                    "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member":

 {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {
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           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                    

   "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

       

        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

       

        "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled,

 and which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled

 for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error":

 "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.
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func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.
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	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addListLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

 

type opListLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func (*opListLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {
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	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opListLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint

 smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)
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			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the

 client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx,

 signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.
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				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addListLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options)

 error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opListLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",
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                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",
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                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [
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                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

       

                                                },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {
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                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                      

     },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

              

                     "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {
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                                                   "conditions": [

                     

                                  {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                   

                            },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                        

   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

 

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

       

                                                    ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                        

                                       "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                       

    "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {
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                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                         

                          "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

   

                                                                            },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

            

                                                           {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }
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                                                        ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                 

              {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

    

                                                                   {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                          

                                 "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],
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                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                             

                                                  "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                     

                              ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                        }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",
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                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

               

                    "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true

    

                       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"
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                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false

     

                      }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false

           

                }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false

          

                 }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Endpoint":

 "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       }

 

                  ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },
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           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize":

 "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

  

             "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number

 of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those
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that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based

 subscription products available from an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

 

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets

 of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize":

 "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target":
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 "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

   

            "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                            "min": 1

                       },
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that is associated with the VPC\n

endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688 communication from resources\n    

  in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n       

   monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An

 object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri":

 "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                    }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

        <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n

               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will create a VPC endpoint for products that\n

require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for activation servers.</p>"

 

                  }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil
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}

 

type

 DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDeleteLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}

 

type

 opDeleteLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func (*opDeleteLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opDeleteLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")
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	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx,

 params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for

 _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)
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			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case

 *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addDeleteLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opDeleteLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver:

 options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{
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			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"
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	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addCheckInLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if

 err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

 

type opCheckInLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func (*opCheckInLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware)

 ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opCheckInLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,
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) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for

 k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(
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				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ :=

 authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName

 == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:
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			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addCheckInLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opCheckInLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:

      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"
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           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]
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                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                          

 "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}
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                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

 

                                  "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                     

      "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },
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                                      true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                          

                             {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                    

                           "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                    

                                                               "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]
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                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                    "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                    

               ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

         

                                                  "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [
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                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                       

            "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                       

        }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                  

                             "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

            

                                           }

                                                   ]
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                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type":

 "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                               

                                                },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                   

                                    {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},
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                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                         

                  ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                   

                                        "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

           

                        "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "af-south-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "ap-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS":

 false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 false,

                               "Region": "ap-south-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region":

 "ap-southeast-3"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "ca-central-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "eu-central-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "eu-north-1"

                           }

           

            },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "eu-south-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                            

   }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "eu-west-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "eu-west-2"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For

 region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "eu-west-3"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

          

                     "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "me-south-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "sa-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                   

        "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack":

 false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-2"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                    

               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-2"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-west-1"

                      

     }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-west-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

         

                      }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-west-2"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-west-2"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                      

     "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

  

                             "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

  

                         "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

          

                     "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "cn-north-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

 

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                             "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1"

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

                           }

                       },

 

                      {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                                "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

         

              {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

               

                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

  

                         "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                      

 "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

            

       }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                

   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

   

                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 7
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are

 allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input":
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 {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

 

                      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web

Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

        

       },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license

 is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account as the beneficiary.</p>\n

</note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

 

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

                "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {
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                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode": 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                

   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License

Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an Amazon Resource Name\n

(ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services account, which includes only the

account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An organizational unit

(OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

           

        }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },
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           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

 

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

        

       },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), license affinity  to

host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of licenses purchased and

used.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

    

               }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Instances</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> | <code>minimumCores</code> |\n

        <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n
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<code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

     <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n       

     </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180.

The possible \n         values for <code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-

DedicatedHost</code>, and \n         <code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n         <code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting from. \n\n         For the structure of the source

license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/conversion-

procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

      

                 "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

            "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The

 following report types an be generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report -

Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

             

      "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                

   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

        

           }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

        

           "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you

 provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

      

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get

 an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get role credentials that

you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n 

        License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                 

  }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

  

             "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

            

   {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

         

  "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

         

  "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

   

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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        "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

          

         "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

     

              "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

           

        }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

    

           "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

        

   "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

       

        "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

          

             "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }
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               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

         

      },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {
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            "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },
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      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license

 consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

                "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

                "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used to return more specific results

from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as

tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {

               

    "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with
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AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

                "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

 

          "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

                "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

 

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries

 of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

                "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type

 conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates

 periodic reports about your license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

    

                   "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

            "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

  

     "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

  

             },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the

 granted license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"
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                    }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

        

           "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

  

         "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC

format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

             

  },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license

 configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license
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agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n

         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated

Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a host), and

the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

    

           "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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   "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

 

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-
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fields.html#billing-info\">Sample

 data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n   

      conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

           

        }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }
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       },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

      

         "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration

 with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                    }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }

               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have

 enough licenses available to support a new resource launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

     

              "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the specified license

configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license configuration. \n

For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n         the license

rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n
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  </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

             <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

              <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

     

  "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                  

 }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

 

                      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },
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     {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible

 values are <code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n

Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

             <p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n
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<code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether the available licenses have been

exceeded. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

            "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

     

          "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

       

    "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

                "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

account.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n  

          </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists

 the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n

               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

             <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while specifying the\n         recipient as this

Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n         (OU) to which this member

account belongs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received

license.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n

      </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                 

  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

             

      "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":

 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

 </ul>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

    

           "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n

               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

             <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>application_name</code> - The name of the application. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are <code>sql-server-

enterprise</code>

 | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-web</code> |  \n

<code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

               

    }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the

 tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

    

               }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                

   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

  

                 }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

      

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

    

               }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type (<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> |

<code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code>

 - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                    }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

            

       }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

           "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {
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           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating

 a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n      

      </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n            <dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n

<p>Use this value to activate a grant without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same

product.</p>\n            </dd>\n            <dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n

    <p>Use this value to activate a grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts for the

same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a
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href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted

 licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The possible values are

<code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a
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<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code>

 which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies

the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed

here along with descriptions and valid options for <code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n

<p>The following filters and are supported when the resource type \n         is

<code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application

Name</code> - The name of the application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Version</code> - The

 version of the application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform

Type</code> - The platform type.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an Amazon Web Services

resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The

key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-

key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you are not using values for the key.\n

      </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n       

        <p>\n                  <code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to

exclude from automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n

       Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are: <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical

 operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-

se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>License Pack</code> - The license pack.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic

pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n

<code>olap</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

       

            }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

         

      "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

 

                  "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },
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               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

              

         "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

    

               "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that

this generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

       

            "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

         

      "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

              

     "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length":

 {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

               },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                

   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal
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 error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member":

 {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {
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                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096
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               },

      

         "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes

 the specified tags from the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

              

 },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a

license\n          configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the
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idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

      

     "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates

 License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min":

 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400
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           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata

 = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName
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	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addListReceivedLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

type opListReceivedLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func (*opListReceivedLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opListReceivedLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return

 out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}
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	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if

 errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName
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			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override

 the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return

 next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addListReceivedLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opListReceivedLicensesResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},
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	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result,

 metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addAssociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,
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 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:   "grafana",

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

 

type opAssociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func (*opAssociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opAssociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown

 transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint
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	resolvedEndpoint, err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}

 

	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "grafana"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx

 = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "grafana"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region
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			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this

 context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("grafana")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx,

 v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addAssociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return stack.Serialize.Insert(&opAssociateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}
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// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"errors"

	"fmt"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	internalauth "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/internal/auth"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	smithyendpoints "github.com/aws/smithy-go/endpoints"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput

 struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member

 is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err

 != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addHTTPSignerV4Middleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addCreateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addendpointDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		SigningName:

   "license-manager",

		OperationName: "CreateLicense",

	}

}

 

type opCreateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware struct {

	EndpointResolver EndpointResolverV2

	BuiltInResolver  builtInParameterResolver

}

 

func (*opCreateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) ID() string {

	return "ResolveEndpointV2"

}

 

func (m *opCreateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware) HandleSerialize(ctx context.Context, in

middleware.SerializeInput, next middleware.SerializeHandler) (

	out middleware.SerializeOutput, metadata middleware.Metadata, err error,

) {

	if awsmiddleware.GetRequiresLegacyEndpoints(ctx) {

		return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

	}

 

	req, ok := in.Request.(*smithyhttp.Request)

	if !ok {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("unknown transport type %T", in.Request)

	}

 

	if m.EndpointResolver == nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("expected endpoint resolver to not be nil")

	}

 

	params := EndpointParameters{}

 

	m.BuiltInResolver.ResolveBuiltIns(&params)

 

	var resolvedEndpoint smithyendpoints.Endpoint

	resolvedEndpoint,

 err = m.EndpointResolver.ResolveEndpoint(ctx, params)

	if err != nil {

		return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf("failed to resolve service endpoint, %w", err)

	}
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	req.URL = &resolvedEndpoint.URI

 

	for k := range resolvedEndpoint.Headers {

		req.Header.Set(

			k,

			resolvedEndpoint.Headers.Get(k),

		)

	}

 

	authSchemes, err := internalauth.GetAuthenticationSchemes(&resolvedEndpoint.Properties)

	if err != nil {

		var nfe *internalauth.NoAuthenticationSchemesFoundError

		if errors.As(err, &nfe) {

			// if no auth scheme is found, default to sigv4

			signingName := "license-manager"

			signingRegion := m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

 

		}

		var ue *internalauth.UnSupportedAuthenticationSchemeSpecifiedError

		if errors.As(err, &ue) {

			return out, metadata, fmt.Errorf(

				"This operation requests signer version(s) %v but the client only supports

 %v",

				ue.UnsupportedSchemes,

				internalauth.SupportedSchemes,

			)

		}

	}

 

	for _, authScheme := range authSchemes {

		switch authScheme.(type) {

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4:

			v4Scheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4)

			var signingName, signingRegion string

			if v4Scheme.SigningName == nil {

				signingName = "license-manager"

			} else {

				signingName = *v4Scheme.SigningName

			}

			if v4Scheme.SigningRegion == nil {

				signingRegion = m.BuiltInResolver.(*builtInResolver).Region

			} else {

				signingRegion = *v4Scheme.SigningRegion

			}

			if v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {
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				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4Scheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, signingName)

			ctx

 = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, signingRegion)

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A:

			v4aScheme, _ := authScheme.(*internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeV4A)

			if v4aScheme.SigningName == nil {

				v4aScheme.SigningName = aws.String("license-manager")

			}

			if v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding != nil {

				// The signer sets an equivalent value at client initialization time.

				// Setting this context value will cause the signer to extract it

				// and override the value set at client initialization time.

				ctx = internalauth.SetDisableDoubleEncoding(ctx, *v4aScheme.DisableDoubleEncoding)

			}

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningName(ctx, *v4aScheme.SigningName)

			ctx = awsmiddleware.SetSigningRegion(ctx, v4aScheme.SigningRegionSet[0])

			break

		case *internalauth.AuthenticationSchemeNone:

			break

		}

	}

 

	return next.HandleSerialize(ctx, in)

}

 

func addCreateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) error {

	return

 stack.Serialize.Insert(&opCreateLicenseResolveEndpointMiddleware{

		EndpointResolver: options.EndpointResolverV2,

		BuiltInResolver: &builtInResolver{

			Region:       options.Region,

			UseDualStack: options.EndpointOptions.UseDualStackEndpoint,

			UseFIPS:      options.EndpointOptions.UseFIPSEndpoint,

			Endpoint:     options.BaseEndpoint,

		},

	}, "ResolveEndpoint", middleware.After)

}

 

1.189 core-platform-authsvc-authorizer v3.1.0
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1.189.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/opt/cola/permits/1766106148_1692018008.6854908/0/authsvc-authorizer-tgz/libauthorizer.so: binary file matches

 

Found in path(s):

* /bin/grep

 

1.190 logback-core 1.4.11 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework. Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights

* reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License

* v1.0 as published by the Eclipse Foundation

*

* or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 as published by the Free Software

Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/DefaultTimeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/GenericXMLConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/SizeAndTimeBasedFNATP.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2022, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

* <p>

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

* <p>

* or (per the licensee's choosing)

* <p>

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1
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* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/sanity/AppenderWithinAppenderSanityChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/DefaultProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2023, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/SerializeModelModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/JsonEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/XTeeOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/DummyEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/SerializeModelModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/ModelClassToModelHandlerLinkerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/SerializeModelAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by
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* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/BasicStatusManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SMTPAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/CoreConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/WhiteCompositeConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TimeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicyBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DefaultInvocationGate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverServerRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/Discriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/ConfigurableSSLSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/JaninoEventEvaluatorBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/IntegerTokenConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/SaxEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/AutoFlushingObjectWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AbstractDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/LifeCycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CharSequenceToRegexMapper.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ParamAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLParametersConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/LoginAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/EndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/PropertySetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/DeferredProcessingAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/CyclicBuffer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/JoranConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/LayoutWrappingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImplicitModelDataForComplexProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ActionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/DefaultNestedComponentRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/JoranException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLContextFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/StartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/SizeAndTimeBasedArchiveRemover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AppenderTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/FilterReply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/FixedDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/FilterAttachable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ElementPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/ContentTypeUtil.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CharSequenceState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/AbstractComponentTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverStreamClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/hook/DefaultShutdownHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/EventPlayer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/CompositeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ConfigurationWatchList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RollingFileAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/ReplacingCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/AppenderAttachable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/OnErrorConsoleStatusListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/PropertyDefinerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/EndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Tokenizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ClientVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/RestrictedEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/ForegroundCompositeConverterBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/LayoutBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/SaxEventInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/ANSIConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/OnConsoleStatusListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/ExecutorServiceUtil.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/StartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/RedCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLNestedComponentRegistryRules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/CompressionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/SaxEventInterpretationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SyslogConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/NOPThrowableRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldYellowCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/LogbackLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/FileSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/StringCollectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ConversionRuleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ServerSocketListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/LifeCycleManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/RecoveryCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ContextPropertyAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/BodyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/DynamicConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/PropertyContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/FileAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/NodeToStringTransformer.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/EchoEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/IncludeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ElementSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/SpacePadder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AppenderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/PropertyAction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/AsyncAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/ConsoleAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/AbstractServerSocketAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/filter/EvaluatorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/property/FileExistsPropertyDefiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/NopStatusListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/DefaultClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SocketConnector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/ConverterUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/LocationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/FormattingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/PostCompileProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldMagentaCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/YellowCompositeConverter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ContextAwareImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/FileFilterUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/AlmostAsIsEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/NOPAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ObjectWriterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/filter/AbstractMatcherFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ShutdownHookAction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfigurableSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/SSLServerSocketAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/ThrowableToStringArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/DefaultSocketConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/TrustManagerFactoryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/CyclicBufferTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ScanException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ServerRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/AggregationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/TimestampAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/PropertyWrapperForScripts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CachingDateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/ConfigurableSSLServerSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/GreenCompositeConverter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/MonoTypedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/read/CyclicBufferAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/IThrowableRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/SiftAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/DefinePropertyAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/TokenConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/OutputStreamAppender.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ObjectWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/StatusListenerAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldGreenCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/FileStoreUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/ConfigurationWatchListUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/EncoderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BlueCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/NOPAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImportAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RollingPolicyBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusListener.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ConcurrentServerRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/FixedWindowRollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/RuleStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/AppenderFactoryUsingSiftModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/StringToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/AsIsEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/ByteArrayUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TriggeringPolicyBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImplicitModelData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ActionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/AbstractSSLSocketAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/CssBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ContextAwareBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/RolloverFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/ContextUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusListenerAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/BodyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/DefaultDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/SiftProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/filter/Filter.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImcplicitActionDataForBasicProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/SequenceNumberGeneratorAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DelayStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/PropertySetterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/FileUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/IdentityCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/AbstractSocketAppender.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/XMLUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DatePatternToRegexUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/KeyManagerFactoryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/SystemInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldWhiteCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/encoder/NonClosableInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/MagentaCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/JNDIUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/RegularEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/html/HTMLLayoutBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/FilterAttachableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/ConsoleTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/InfoStatus.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BlackCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/OptionTokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/Duration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/NoAutoStart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/read/ListAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/FileNamePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/ViewStatusMessagesServletBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Token.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/Layout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/EventEvaluatorAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/UnsynchronizedAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/CompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/FormatInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/SimpleKeywordNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/node/ComponentNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/ArchiveRemover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/PropertyEvalScriptBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/DateTokenConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/AppenderRefAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/PreconditionValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/AppenderAttachableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/PropertyDefiner.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/RemoteReceiverServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/StatusListenerConfigHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/util/IEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/HostClassAndPropertyDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/ResilientFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/TimeBasedArchiveRemover.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldCyanCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/DynamicClassLoadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/SimpleRuleStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/StatusPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/hook/ShutdownHookBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/EventEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/StaxEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/Matcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/Appender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/stax/StaxEventRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/RollingCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/PeriodicityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SyslogAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/OptionHelper.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldBlueCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/spi/NoAutoStartUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/FormattingNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/SizeAndTimeBasedRollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ComponentTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/CloseUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/boolex/EventEvaluatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/NewRuleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/IncompatibleClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/KeyStoreFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/LiteralConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SSLConfigurableServerSocket.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/property/ResourceExistsPropertyDefiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/PatternLayoutBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/helpers/Transform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/ResilientSyslogOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/PatternLayoutEncoderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ContextAware.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/LogbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/ContextBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/OnPrintStreamStatusListenerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/subst/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/ssl/SecureRandomFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/ResilientOutputStreamBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/layout/EchoLayout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/GrayCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/Compressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/server/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/PreSerializationTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/WarnStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/AppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/hook/ShutdownHook.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/SyslogOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/event/SaxEventRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/helper/RenameUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/BoldRedCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/color/CyanCompositeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/pattern/parser/TokenStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/ErrorStatus.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/TimeUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2021, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/AppenderRefModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/AppenderModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/NamedComponentModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2022, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/FileToBufferUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/NPEAppender.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/StringListAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/FileTestUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ConfigurationEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ConfigurationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/MockInitialContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/RandomUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/EnvUtilForTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/DelayingListAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/TeeOutputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/TrivialStatusListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/MockInitialContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/testUtil/CoreTestConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/SimpleInvocationGate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

* <p>

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

* <p>

* or (per the licensee's choosing)

* <p>

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/util/EnvUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/status/StatusUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2002, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/NOPSiftModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ImplicitModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/SiftingAppenderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/sift/SiftModelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2022, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ModelConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/AppenderRefDependencyAnalyser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-
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jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ComponentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/net/HardenedObjectInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ShutdownHookModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/EventEvaluatorModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/DependencyDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/SequenceNumberGeneratorModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ImplicitModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ModelInterpretationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/NOPModelHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/RefContainerDependencyAnalyser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/NamedModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/conditional/ElseModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/JoranConfiguratorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/conditional/IfModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ShutdownHookModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/ElseAction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/recovery/RecoveryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/StatusListenerModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/util/TagUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/sanity/SanityChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/conditional/ElseModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/spi/ErrorCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/InsertFromJNDIModel.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ProcessingPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/DefineModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ImportModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/TimestampModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/conditional/ThenModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/ImplicitModelAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/IfAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/DefineModelHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/ModelHandlerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/SequenceNumberGeneratorModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/TimestampModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/ModelHandlerFactoryMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/AppenderModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/Model.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/util/ParentTag_Tag_Class_Tuple.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/action/BaseModelAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/joran/conditional/ThenAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/conditional/IfModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TimeBasedRollingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/rolling/TimeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/SiftModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1788815624_1694133158.596925/0/logback-core-1-4-11-sources-

jar/ch/qos/logback/core/model/processor/PhaseIndicator.java
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1.191 slf4j 2.0.9 
1.191.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the Common Development and

* Distribution License (the License). You may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the License at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. See the License for the

* specific language governing permission and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Software, include this CDDL Header Notice in each file and include

* the License file at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. If applicable, add the following below the CDDL

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying

* information: "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]".

*

*      Copyright 2014 ForgeRock AS

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1804587550_1695307417.1409993/0/slf4j-2-0-9-sources-1-

jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/LocalizedMarker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the Common Development and

* Distribution License (the License). You may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the License at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. See the License for the

* specific language governing permission and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Software, include this CDDL Header Notice in each file and include

* the License file at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. If applicable, add the following below the CDDL

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying

* information: "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]".

*

*      Copyright 2011 ForgeRock AS

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1804587550_1695307417.1409993/0/slf4j-2-0-9-sources-1-jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1804587550_1695307417.1409993/0/slf4j-2-0-9-sources-1-
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jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/LocalizedLoggerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the Common Development and

* Distribution License (the License). You may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the License at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. See the License for the

* specific language governing permission and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Software, include this CDDL Header Notice in each file and include

* the License file at legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. If applicable, add the following below the CDDL

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying

* information: "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]".

*

*      Copyright 2011-2014 ForgeRock AS

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1804587550_1695307417.1409993/0/slf4j-2-0-9-sources-1-

jar/org/forgerock/i18n/slf4j/LocalizedLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

! CDDL HEADER START

!

! The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the

! Common Development and Distribution License, Version 1.0 only

! (the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance

! with the License.

!

! You can obtain a copy of the license at legal/CDDLv1_0.txt or

! http://forgerock.org/license/CDDLv1.0.html.

! See the License for the specific language governing permissions

! and limitations under the License.

!

! When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL HEADER in each

! file and include the License file at legal/CDDLv1_0.txt.  If applicable,

! add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the fields enclosed

! by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information:

!      Portions Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

!

! CDDL HEADER END

!

!      Copyright 2011 ForgeRock AS

!   

-->
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1804587550_1695307417.1409993/0/slf4j-2-0-9-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.openidentityplatform.commons.i18n-framework/slf4j/pom.xml

 

1.192 lestrrat-go-blackmagic 1.0.2 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 lestrrat-go

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.193 jul-to-slf4j 2.0.9 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch Sarl (Switzerland)

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.194 spew 1.1.1 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Dave Collins <dave@davec.name>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.195 musl 1.2.4-r2 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

musl as a whole is licensed under the following standard MIT license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright  2005-2020 Rich Felker, et al.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Authors/contributors include:

 

A. Wilcox

Ada Worcester

Alex Dowad

Alex Suykov

Alexander Monakov

Andre McCurdy

Andrew Kelley

Anthony G. Basile

Aric Belsito

Arvid Picciani

Bartosz Brachaczek

Benjamin Peterson

Bobby Bingham

Boris Brezillon

Brent Cook

Chris Spiegel

Clment Vasseur

Daniel Micay

Daniel Sabogal

Daurnimator

David Carlier

David Edelsohn

Denys Vlasenko

Dmitry Ivanov

Dmitry V. Levin

Drew DeVault

Emil Renner Berthing

Fangrui Song

Felix Fietkau

Felix Janda

Gianluca Anzolin

Hauke Mehrtens

He X
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Hiltjo Posthuma

Isaac Dunham

Jaydeep Patil

Jens Gustedt

Jeremy Huntwork

Jo-Philipp Wich

Joakim Sindholt

John Spencer

Julien Ramseier

Justin Cormack

Kaarle Ritvanen

Khem Raj

Kylie McClain

Leah Neukirchen

Luca Barbato

Luka

 Perkov

M Farkas-Dyck (Strake)

Mahesh Bodapati

Markus Wichmann

Masanori Ogino

Michael Clark

Michael Forney

Mikhail Kremnyov

Natanael Copa

Nicholas J. Kain

orc

Pascal Cuoq

Patrick Oppenlander

Petr Hosek

Petr Skocik

Pierre Carrier

Reini Urban

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Ryan Fairfax

Samuel Holland

Segev Finer

Shiz

sin

Solar Designer

Stefan Kristiansson

Stefan O'Rear

Szabolcs Nagy

Timo Ters

Trutz Behn

Valentin Ochs

Will Dietz
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William Haddon

William Pitcock

 

Portions of this software are derived from third-party works licensed

under terms compatible with the above MIT license:

 

The TRE regular expression implementation (src/regex/reg* and

src/regex/tre*) is Copyright  2001-2008 Ville Laurikari and licensed

under a 2-clause BSD license (license text in the source files). The

included version has been heavily modified by Rich Felker in 2012, in

the interests of size, simplicity, and namespace cleanliness.

 

Much of the math library code (src/math/* and src/complex/*) is

Copyright  1993,2004

 Sun Microsystems or

Copyright  2003-2011 David Schultz or

Copyright  2003-2009 Steven G. Kargl or

Copyright  2003-2009 Bruce D. Evans or

Copyright  2008 Stephen L. Moshier or

Copyright  2017-2018 Arm Limited

and labelled as such in comments in the individual source files. All

have been licensed under extremely permissive terms.

 

The ARM memcpy code (src/string/arm/memcpy.S) is Copyright  2008

The Android Open Source Project and is licensed under a two-clause BSD

license. It was taken from Bionic libc, used on Android.

 

The AArch64 memcpy and memset code (src/string/aarch64/*) are

Copyright  1999-2019, Arm Limited.

 

The implementation of DES for crypt (src/crypt/crypt_des.c) is

Copyright  1994 David Burren. It is licensed under a BSD license.

 

The implementation of blowfish crypt (src/crypt/crypt_blowfish.c) was

originally written by Solar Designer and placed into the public

domain. The code also comes with a fallback permissive license for use

in jurisdictions that may not recognize the

 public domain.

 

The smoothsort implementation (src/stdlib/qsort.c) is Copyright  2011

Valentin Ochs and is licensed under an MIT-style license.

 

The x86_64 port was written by Nicholas J. Kain and is licensed under

the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips and microblaze ports were originally written by Richard

Pennington for use in the ellcc project. The original code was adapted

by Rich Felker for build system and code conventions during upstream
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integration. It is licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The mips64 port was contributed by Imagination Technologies and is

licensed under the standard MIT terms.

 

The powerpc port was also originally written by Richard Pennington,

and later supplemented and integrated by John Spencer. It is licensed

under the standard MIT terms.

 

All other files which have no copyright comments are original works

produced specifically for use as part of this library, written either

by Rich Felker, the main author of the library, or by one or more

contibutors listed

 above. Details on authorship of individual files

can be found in the git version control history of the project. The

omission of copyright and license comments in each file is in the

interest of source tree size.

 

In addition, permission is hereby granted for all public header files

(include/* and arch/*/bits/*) and crt files intended to be linked into

applications (crt/*, ldso/dlstart.c, and arch/*/crt_arch.h) to omit

the copyright notice and permission notice otherwise required by the

license, and to use these files without any requirement of

attribution. These files include substantial contributions from:

 

Bobby Bingham

John Spencer

Nicholas J. Kain

Rich Felker

Richard Pennington

Stefan Kristiansson

Szabolcs Nagy

 

all of whom have explicitly granted such permission.

 

This file previously contained text expressing a belief that most of

the files covered by the above exception were sufficiently trivial not

to be subject to copyright, resulting in confusion over whether it

negated

 the permissions granted in the license. In the spirit of

permissive licensing, and of not having licensing issues being an

obstacle to adoption, that text has been removed.

 

1.196 busybox 1.36.1-r4 
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1.196.1 Available under license : 
bzip2 applet in busybox is based on lightly-modified source

of bzip2 version 1.0.4. bzip2 source is distributed

under the following conditions (copied verbatim from LICENSE file)

===========================================================

 

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2006 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented

 as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.4 of 20 December 2006

--- A note on GPL versions
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BusyBox is distributed under version 2 of the General Public License (included

in its entirety, below).  Version 2 is the only version of this license which

this version of BusyBox (or modified versions derived from this one) may be

distributed under.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's

 software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for

 a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent

 this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this

 License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and

 copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

    License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution

 of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the

 executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or

 its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict

 the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity

 of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

  9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make

 exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED

 ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice

 like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of

 Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.197 openssl 3.1.2 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:
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 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a
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   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties
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remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright
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   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable
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form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.198 golang 1.21.3 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 GitHub

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.199 curl 7.68.0-1ubuntu2.20 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

 dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

License Mixing

==============

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed

using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause
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problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all

can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

 

One common dilemma is that [GPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the

[Original BSD license](https://spdx.org/licenses/BSD-4-Clause.html) (with the

announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all,

but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless

you accompany your license with an

[exception](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs). This

particular problem

 was addressed when the [Modified BSD

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause) was created, which does

not have the announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

## libcurl

 

Uses an [MIT style license](https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html) that is

very liberal.

 

## OpenSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an

announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You are not

allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code

(unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit

that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's licensing is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## GnuTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the

[LGPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html) license. If this is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library. Also note that GnuTLS itself

depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too

 are

LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

## WolfSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL license or a proprietary

license. If this is a problem for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## NSS
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(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the

[MPL](https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/) license, the GPL license and the LGPL

license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or

LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose

different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your

needs.

 

## mbedTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the [Apache 2.0

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0) or the GPL license.

You may choose to license the code under Apache 2.0 terms or GPL terms.

These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different

obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

## BoringSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

 license as that.

 

## libressl

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## BearSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an MIT license that is very liberal

and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link with.

 

## c-ares

 

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link

with.

 

## zlib

 

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license

that shouldn't collide with any other library.

 

## MIT Kerberos

 

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any

other parts.

 

## Heimdal
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(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the

announcement clause.

 

## GNU GSS

 

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not

distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link

and use any Original

 BSD licensed libraries!

 

## libidn

 

(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL

is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license

requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the

license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes

this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please

properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license

addresses.

 

## OpenLDAP

 

(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses

OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships

OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

## libssh2

 

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

 

1.200 x-sys 0.13.0 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 unformatt

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.201 x-crypto 0.14.0 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.202 libpng 1.6.39 
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1.202.1 Available under license : 
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.
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     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

 

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyight holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability,

 whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For
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 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor

 to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the

 GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2022 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2022 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:
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   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner
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Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

1.203 x-net 0.17.0 
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1.203.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.204 jackson-databind 2.15.3 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.205 jackson-annotations 2.15.3 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.206 jackson 2.15.3 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
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It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.207 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.15.3 
1.207.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor Java 8 Date/Time module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
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1.208 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.15.3 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor Java 8 datatype module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.209 jackson-module-parameter-names

2.15.3 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor Java 8 parameter names module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
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It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.210 grpc-go 1.59.0 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2014 gRPC authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.211 errors 0.9.1 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.212 openssl 3.1.4-r0 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"
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--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when
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   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.
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Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
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TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less
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customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it
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    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.213 log4j-to-slf4j 2.21.1 
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1.213.1 Available under license : 
Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Log4j

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Dumbster SMTP test server

Copyright 2004 Jason Paul Kitchen

Apache Log4j

Copyright 1999-2023 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

Dumbster SMTP test server

Copyright 2004 Jason Paul Kitchen
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TypeUtil.java

Copyright 2002-2012 Ramnivas Laddad, Juergen Hoeller, Chris Beams

 

picocli (http://picocli.info)

Copyright 2017 Remko Popma

 

TimeoutBlockingWaitStrategy.java and parts of Util.java

Copyright 2011 LMAX Ltd.

 

1.214 log4j-api 2.21.1 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j API

Copyright 1999-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.215 kerberos 1.17-6ubuntu4.4 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

This package was debianized by Sam Hartman <hartmans@permabit.com> on

Thu, 19 Oct 2000 16:05:06 -0400.

 

It was downloaded from:

 

   <http://web.mit.edu/kerberos/>
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Upstream Maintainers:

 

   MIT Kerberos Team <krbdev@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1985-2018 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic

software from the United States of America that is subject to the

United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774.

Additional laws or regulations may apply.  It is the responsibility of

the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all

applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any

required license from the

 U.S. government.

 

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to

certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the

countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and

nationals of those countries.
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Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed

under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

 

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support,

Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems,

FundsXpress, and others.

 

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira,

and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT).  No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without

prior written permission of MIT.

 

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit

manner.  It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the

MIT trademarks

 in order to convey information (although in doing so,

recognition of their trademark status should be given).

 

======================================================================

 

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the

OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in "kadmin/create",

"kadmin/dbutil", "kadmin/passwd", "kadmin/server", "lib/kadm5", and

portions of "lib/rpc":

 

  Copyright, OpenVision Technologies, Inc., 1993-1996, All Rights

  Reserved

 

  WARNING:  Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system

  source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the

  following terms.  If you do not agree to the following terms, do

  not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

 

  You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code

  compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source

  Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY,

  INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY OR

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY

  FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF

  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,

  WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE

  CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY

  OTHER REASON.
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  OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code.

  OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source

  Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The

  OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works

  are made based on the donated Source Code.

 

  OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos

  Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos

  5 distribution. This donation underscores

 our commitment to

  continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for

  the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos

  community.

 

======================================================================

 

  Portions contributed by Matt Crawford "crawdad@fnal.gov" were work

  performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is

  operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract

  DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of "src/lib/crypto" have the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

 

  All rights reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government.

     It is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT,

 permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  FundsXpress makes no representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
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  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in

"src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes"

 has the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 2001, Dr Brian Gladman "brg@gladman.uk.net", Worcester, UK.

  All rights reserved.

 

  LICENSE TERMS

 

  The free distribution and use of this software in both source and

  binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

 

  1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;

 

  2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other associated materials;

 

  3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products

     built using this software without specific written permission.

 

  DISCLAIMER

 

  This software is provided 'as is' with no explcit or implied

  warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited

  to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions

 contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication

plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the

following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 2006 Red Hat, Inc.

  Portions copyright (C) 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

  All Rights Reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

  * Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

    from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

 

  Permission is

 hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
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  HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

  WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

  DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

 

  Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

        copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer.

 

     2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

        copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

        provided with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A

 PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in

"src/lib/gssapi", including the following files:

 

  lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
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  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c

   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c

   lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c

  lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h

  lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_mech.c

 

and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including

the following new or changed files:

 

  include/iprop_hdr.h

  kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c

  lib/kdb/iprop.x

  lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c

  lib/kdb/kdb_log.c

  lib/kdb/kdb_log.h

  lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et

  slave/kpropd_rpc.c

  slave/kproplog.c

 

are subject to the following license:
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  Copyright (C) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject

 to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the

University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1983 Regents of the University of California.

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database

backend, are subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

  * The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the

University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology

Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the

following license:

 

  COPYRIGHT (C) 2006-2007

  THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

 

  Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and

  redistribute this software and such derivative works for any

  purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not

  used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of

  distribution of this software without specific, written prior

  authorization.  If the above copyright notice or any other

  identification of the University of Michigan is included

 in any

  copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below

  must also be included.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE

  UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND

  WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

  THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR

  IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR

  IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

======================================================================

 

The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following

license:

 

  Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH

  Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus
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  This file is

 free software; as a special exception the author gives

  unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

  modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

  This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even

  the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following

license:

 

  Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government.

     It is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose

 and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  Apple Inc. makes no representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and

src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and

permission notice:

 

  The OpenLDAP Public License

 

  Version 2.8, 17 August 2003
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  Redistribution and use of this software and associated

  documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are

  permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

     and notices,

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable

     copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

     materials provided with the distribution, and

 

  3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

  The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

  Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

  this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

  terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

  The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

  advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

  in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

  to copyright in this Software shall at all times

 remain with

  copyright holders.

 

  OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

  Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

  California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

  distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.
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======================================================================

 

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola

  (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer

 in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

  ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on OS X has the following

copyright:

 

     Copyright (C) 2009 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola

     (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

     All rights reserved.
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  Portions Copyright (C) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its

     contributors may

 be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of the RPC implementation

 in src/lib/rpc and

src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of

     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2006,2007,2009 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

  Corporation).  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as

     the first lines of this file unmodified.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

 

  All Rights Reserved

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

  granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

  copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

  notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

  Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.

 

  CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

  THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

  AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

 BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

  AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and

  its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of

  the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any

  portions thereof.

 

  NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND

  DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

  RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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======================================================================

 

Portions extracted from Internet

 RFCs have the following copyright

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2006).

 

  This document is subject to the rights, licenses and restrictions

  contained in BCP 78, and except as set forth therein, the authors

  retain all their rights.

 

  This document and the information contained herein are provided on

  an "AS IS" basis and THE CONTRIBUTOR, THE ORGANIZATION HE/SHE

  REPRESENTS OR IS SPONSORED BY (IF ANY), THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND

  THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT

  THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR

  ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1994 by Cygnus Support.

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose and without

 fee is hereby

  granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

  copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

  notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no

  representations about the suitability of this software for any

  purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

  warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to

the following notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 2005 Marko Kreen

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  Copyright (C) 1994 by the University of Southern California
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     EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute

  this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is

  hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials

  related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software

  was developed by the University of Southern California.

 

  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS".  The

  University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR

  WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  By way of example, but not

  limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO

 

 REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not

  be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or

  consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or

  distributor of the ksu software.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 1995

  The President and Fellows of Harvard University

 

  This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy

  Rassen.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

     software must display the following acknowledgement:

 

        This product includes software developed by the University of
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        California, Berkeley and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

  Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch.  All Rights Reserved.

  Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that

 the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be

  used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

  software without specific, written prior permission.  Richard P.

  Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the

  suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

  is" without express or implied warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to "src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c" and

"src/include/k5-queue.h".
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  Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

  All rights reserved.

 

  This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

     software must display the following acknowledgement:

 

        This product includes software developed by the NetBSD

        Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND

  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in

"src/lib/krb5/unicode":
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  Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,

  New Mexico State University

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR

  NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

  OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

  OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

  OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The

 following notice applies to "src/util/support/strlcpy.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 Todd C. Miller "Todd.Miller@courtesan.com"

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

  any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that

  the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

  copies.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL

  WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

  OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice
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 applies to "src/util/profile/argv_parse.c" and

"src/util/profile/argv_parse.h":

 

  Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

  any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that

  the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

  copies.  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE

  AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

  INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN

  NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

  RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

  OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

  IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.  (Isn't

  it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires

  this kind of disclaimer?)

 

======================================================================

 

The

 following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in

"src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

 

  This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee

  provided this copyright message remains intact.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to portiions of "src/lib/rpc" and

"src/include/gssrpc":

 

  Copyright (C) 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All

  rights reserved.

 

  Copyright (C) 2000 Dug Song "dugsong@UMICH.EDU". All rights

  reserved, all wrongs reversed.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose.  It is provided "as is"

   without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.
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======================================================================

 

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message- Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for

 any particular purpose.  It is provided "as is"

  without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to

"src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All

  rights reserved.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of "src/lib/krb5" are subject to the following notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.

  Copyright 1990,1991,2007,2008
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 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  Furthermore if you modify this software

  you must label your software as modified software and not

  distribute it in such a fashion that it might

 be confused with the

  original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing

  Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following

license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the

 distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The

 bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

 

  All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander

  Lehmann.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the
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  terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or any

  later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are

  applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of

  your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and

  not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD

  license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above

 

 and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by

  the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not

  delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of

  this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

 

  On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

  version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

======================================================================

 

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the

following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 2010, Intel Corporation

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

       copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

       provided with the distribution.

 

     * Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

       derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to

"src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx":

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida.  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

    with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The Debian Packaging is licensed under the same terms as MIT Kerberos.

 

1.216 x-sys 0.14.0 
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1.216.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2013 unformatt

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.217 x-text 0.14.0 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.218 genproto-googleapis-rpc 0.0.0-

20231030173426-d783a09b4405 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.219 jre 21.0.1-ga 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================
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(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.7.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity.

 For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is

 included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any

 form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for

 that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution

 notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms

 and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE
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 file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages

 of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty

 or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

 IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.15

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

README.1ST file information

 

LittleCMS core is released under MIT License

 

---------------------------------

 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2023 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

liblcms/cmssm.c

 

Copyright 2001, softSurfer (www.softsurfer.com)

 

This code may be freely used and modified for any purpose

providing that this copyright notice is included with it.

SoftSurfer makes no warranty for this code, and cannot be held

liable for any real or imagined damage resulting from its use.

Users of this code must verify correctness for their application.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

 

 

Main Author

------------

Marti Maria

 

 

Contributors

------------

Bob Friesenhahn

Kai-Uwe Behrmann

Stuart Nixon

Jordi Vilar

Richard Hughes

Auke Nauta

Chris Evans (Google)

Lorenzo Ridolfi

Robin Watts (Artifex)

Shawn Pedersen

Andrew Brygin

Samuli

 Suominen

Florian Hch

Aurelien Jarno

Claudiu Cebuc

Michael Vhrel (Artifex)

Michal Cihar

Daniel Kaneider

Mateusz Jurczyk (Google)
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Paul Miller

Sbastien Lon

Christian Schmitz

XhmikosR

Stanislav Brabec (SuSe)

Leonhard Gruenschloss (Google)

Patrick Noffke

Christopher James Halse Rogers

John Hein

Thomas Weber (Debian)

Mark Allen

Noel Carboni

Sergei Trofimovic

Philipp Knechtges

Amyspark

Lovell Fuller

Eli Schwartz

 

Special Thanks

--------------

Artifex software

AlienSkin software

libVIPS

Jan Morovic

Jos Vernon (WebSupergoo)

Harald Schneider (Maxon)

Christian Albrecht

Dimitrios Anastassakis

Lemke Software

Tim Zaman

 

```

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party

 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.
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</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,

 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available

 under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative

 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to

 Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including

 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.
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</pre>

## Apache Xerces v2.12.2

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

 

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

         

                    Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual

 or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

   excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

 made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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      documentation, if provided along with the

 Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution

 intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9.

 Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>
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## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v72.1

 

### ICU4J License

```

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software

 components included within ICU

libraries.
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1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth

 below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#
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#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions

 are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*
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#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c)

 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

 #

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 #

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries
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#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program

 is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special,

 incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or
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#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

 #  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2015 International Business Machines Corporation

# and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary

# Dictionary: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/laodict.txt

# License: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/LICENSE.txt

#          (copied below)

#

#	This file is derived from the above dictionary version of Nov 22, 2020

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All

 rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary

#  form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

#  the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or ther materials

#  provided with the distribution.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code

 must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone
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Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the

 TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

====================================================

 

Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of

 Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation

 of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance
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with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject

 to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)

described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY

 FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS

WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo,

and the Unicode trade names.

The

 Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by reference

and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to time in the

sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of the State

of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees

that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved

 solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction

and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.
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=======================================================

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use

for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files

 and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising
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 or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## libpng v1.6.39

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2022 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

Copyright (c) 2018-2022 Cosmin Truta

Copyright (c) 1998-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby

 granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.
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PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the

 same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000

 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as
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libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or

 altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,
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without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

TRADEMARK

=========

 

The name "libpng" has not been registered by the Copyright owners

as a trademark in any jurisdiction.  However, because libpng has

been distributed and maintained world-wide, continually since 1995,

the Copyright owners claim "common-law trademark protection" in any

jurisdiction where common-law trademark is recognized.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

PNG REFERENCE LIBRARY AUTHORS

=============================

 

This is the list of PNG Reference Library ("libpng") Contributing

Authors, for copyright and licensing purposes.

 

* Andreas Dilger

* Cosmin Truta

* Dave Martindale

* Eric S. Raymond

* Gilles Vollant

 * Glenn Randers-Pehrson

* Greg Roelofs

* Guy Eric Schalnat

* James Yu

* John Bowler

* Kevin Bracey

* Magnus Holmgren

* Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

* Mans Rullgard

* Matt Sarett

* Mike Klein

* Pascal Massimino

* Paul Schmidt

* Qiang Zhou

* Sam Bushell

* Samuel Williams

* Simon-Pierre Cadieux

* Tim Wegner

* Tom Lane
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* Tom Tanner

* Vadim Barkov

* Willem van Schaik

* Zhijie Liang

* Arm Holdings

  - Richard Townsend

* Google Inc.

  - Dan Field

  - Leon Scroggins III

  - Matt Sarett

  - Mike Klein

  - Sami Boukortt

 

The build projects, the build scripts, the test scripts, and other

files in the "ci", "projects", "scripts" and "tests" directories, have

other copyright owners, but are released under the libpng license.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory, and some tools-generated files

that are distributed with libpng, have other copyright owners, and are

released under other open source licenses.

```

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## PipeWire 0.3.68

 

### PipeWire license:

 

All PipeWire header files are licensed under the MIT License:

 

 

<pre>

Copyright  2018-2023 Wim Taymans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

</pre>

 

The below copyright applies to the following files:

 

spa/include/spa/monitor/type-info.h

```

Copyright  2021 Collabora Ltd.

```
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spa/include/spa/utils/string.h

```

Copyright  2021 Red Hat, Inc.

```

## Apache Santuario v3.0.2

 

### Apache 2.0 License

```

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

   Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

   (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the

 following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within

 the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of
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 Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including,

 without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if

 such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying

 information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

```

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

```

 

Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

Copyright 1999-2023

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

The development of this software was partly funded by the European

Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

This product contains software that is

copyright (c) 2021, Oracle and/or its affiliates.
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```

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 15.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s
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Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the

 "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

=== http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html content ===

Unicode (R) Copyright and Terms of Use
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For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright (C) 1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published

 in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found

 on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under

these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance

with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to

the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)
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described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-

INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS

OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc.

 Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s

exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed

 solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a

different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts

located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive

any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the

 entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

```

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C Software Notice

<pre>
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Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License.

The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C

files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of

the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C standard; in the

case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer be 'w3c.org'; in the

case of the Java language binding, the package names can no longer be in the

'org.w3c' package.

</pre>

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided

 by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made.

 (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This

 version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of
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developing any

 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of
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such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v9.3

 

### ASM License

<pre>
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Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## jQuery v3.6.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.6.1

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.6.1 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/
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This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons

 to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

 

```

****************************************************************************

 

Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
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This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose,

 without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products

 derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered
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by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the GIF

 writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

****************************************************************************

```

 

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 

The OpenJDK source code made available by Oracle America, Inc. (Oracle) at

openjdk.org ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License <https://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, Oracle gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Oracle as indicated at

   https://openjdk.org/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,

   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be

   governed

 by the licenses under which they were offered by Oracle.

 

As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Oracle's GPL2 OpenJDK Code

to build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that

Oracle could not provide under GPL2 (or that Oracle has provided under GPL2

with the Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code,
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that new GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules

if the new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v43

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use <https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>

for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated

 documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ Terms of Use --------------------------------------------------------------

-

 

 

   Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

 

   For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

       Unicode Copyright

           Copyright  1991-2023 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

       Definitions

 

       Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

       https://www.unicode.org/reports/

       https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

    

   Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

       Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

       or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

       http://site.icu-project.org/download/

 

       Terms of Use

           Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

           Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files,

subject to the Terms and Conditions herein.

           Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use

 of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

           Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.
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           The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first

page of each PDF code chart.

           All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

covered under these general Terms of Use.

           No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

           Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

       Restricted Rights Legend

           Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies

 and/or instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software

developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as

applicable. For technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth

in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in

accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government

is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

       Warranties and Disclaimers

           This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes

are periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the

publication and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or

program(s) described

 in this publication and/or website at any time.

           If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy

for any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

           EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR

OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE

UNICODE WEBSITE.

       Waiver of Damages

           In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc.

 was advised of the possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss

of use, data or profits, in connection with the use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

       Trademarks & Logos

           The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

           The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

           All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective

 owners.

       Miscellaneous

           Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you

access this website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all
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use of this website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of

the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara

County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer

the dispute to any other forum.

           Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by

posting

 it to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

           Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein,

except for those based on Unicodes net income.

           Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining

provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect.

           Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

```

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b
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### CUP Parser Generator License

 

```

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether

 in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

```

---

```

This is an open source license. It is also GPL-Compatible (see entry for

"Standard ML of New Jersey"). The portions of CUP output which are hard-coded

into the CUP source code are (naturally) covered by this same license, as is

the CUP runtime code linked with the generated parser.

```

## PC/SC Lite v1.9.9

 

### PC/SC Lite Notice

```

MUSCLE SmartCard Development ( https://pcsclite.apdu.fr/ )

 

Only 3 header files are included in this distribution: winscard.h, wintypes.h, pcsclite.h

 

Copyright for winscard.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999-2003

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2009

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

 

Copyright for wintypes.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2011

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>
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Copyright for pcsclite.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999-2004

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2011

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

* Copyright (C) 2005

*  Martin Paljak <martin@paljak.pri.ee>

 

```

 

### PC/SC Lite License

```

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain

 the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

```

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license
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document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,
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   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with
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   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent
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obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for
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permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free
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   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL
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Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## jQuery UI v1.13.2

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN
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 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v7.2.0

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/7.2.0/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2023  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2004-2013  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2019  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2018-2019 Adobe Inc.

Copyright  2006-2023 Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2018  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2016  Elie Roux <elie.roux@telecom-bretagne.eu>

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

Copyright  2015  Mozilla Foundation.

Copyright  1999  David Turner

Copyright  2005  Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2013-2015  Alexei Podtelezhnikov

Copyright  2022 Matthias Clasen

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

 

For full copyright notices

 consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the
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above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section,

 is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libharfbuzz/hb-ucd.cc

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

 

Behdad Esfahbod

David Corbett

David Turner

Ebrahim Byagowi
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Garret Rieger

Jonathan Kew

Khaled Hosny

Lars Knoll

Martin Hosken

Owen Taylor

Roderick Sheeter

Roozbeh Pournader

Simon Hausmann

Werner Lemberg

 

```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/88467c960d6cdad2ca1623e892e5e17506bc269f/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.
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1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.
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1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,

 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.
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2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4.

 Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other
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equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary
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License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual

 inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have
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come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a

 particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential

 part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *
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*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of

 a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each

 version will be given a

distinguishing version number.
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10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

## JLine v3.22.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>
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Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

4th Party Dependency

=============

org.fusesource.jansi version 2.4.0

org.apache.sshd 2.9.2

org.apache.felix.gogo.runtime 1.1.6

org.apache.felix.gogo.jline 1.1.8

=============

Apache License

                         Version 2.0, January 2004

                      http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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 TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

 1. Definitions.

 

    "License" shall mean the terms and conditions

 for use, reproduction,

    and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

    "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

    the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

    "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

    other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

    control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

    "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

    direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

    otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

    outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

    "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

    exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

    "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

    including but not limited to software source code, documentation

    source, and

 configuration files.

 

    "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

    transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

    not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

    and conversions to other media types.

 

    "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

    Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

    copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

    (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

    "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

    editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

    represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

    of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

    separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

    the Work and Derivative

 Works thereof.

 

    "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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    the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

    to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

    submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

    or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

    the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

    means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

    to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

    communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

    and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

    Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

    excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

    designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

    "Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

    subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

    publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

    Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

    use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

    where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

    Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

    with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

    institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

    cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

    or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

    or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

    granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

    as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

    Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

    modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

    meet the following conditions:

 

    (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

        Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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    (b) You must cause any modified files to carry

 prominent notices

        stating that You changed the files; and

 

    (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

        that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

        attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

        excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

        the Derivative Works; and

 

    (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

        distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

        within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

        of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

        as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

        documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

        within a display generated by the Derivative Works,

 if and

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

        of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

        do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

        notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

        or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

        that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

        as modifying the License.

 

    You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

    may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

    for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

    reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

    the conditions stated in this License.

 

 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

    any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the

 Work

    by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

    this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

    Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

    the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

    with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

    names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

    except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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    origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

    agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

    Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

    implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

    of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

 MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

    PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

    appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

    risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

    whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

    unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

    negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

    liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

    incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

    result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

    Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

    work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

    other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

    has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

    the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

    and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

    or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

    License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

    on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

    of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

    defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

    incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

    of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

 END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

    To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

    boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

    replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

    comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

    file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

    same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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    identification within third-party archives.

 

 Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

=============

juniversalchardet

 

The library is subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1.

 

Alternatively,

 the library may be used under the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later, or the GNU

Lesser General Public License 2.1 or later.

 

================

 

slf4j

 

SLF4J source code and binaries are distributed under the MIT license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2023 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
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 THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,   FITNESS   FOR   A  PARTICULAR   PURPOSE   AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License

or the X11 License, which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license.

It is deemed compatible with virtually all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise.

In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it compatible with GNU GPL.

It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible with

Apache Software License.

 

</pre>

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses
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Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally

 

Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----
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include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

```

 

1.220 jdk 21.0.1 
1.220.1 Available under license : 

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php
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```

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.7.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity.

 For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.
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  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is

 included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any

 form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for

 that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution

 notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms

 and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages

 of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty

 or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

 IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.15

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

README.1ST file information

 

LittleCMS core is released under MIT License
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---------------------------------

 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2023 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

liblcms/cmssm.c

 

Copyright 2001, softSurfer (www.softsurfer.com)

 

This code may be freely used and modified for any purpose

providing that this copyright notice is included with it.

SoftSurfer makes no warranty for this code, and cannot be held

liable for any real or imagined damage resulting from its use.

Users of this code must verify correctness for their application.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

 

 

Main Author

------------

Marti Maria
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Contributors

------------

Bob Friesenhahn

Kai-Uwe Behrmann

Stuart Nixon

Jordi Vilar

Richard Hughes

Auke Nauta

Chris Evans (Google)

Lorenzo Ridolfi

Robin Watts (Artifex)

Shawn Pedersen

Andrew Brygin

Samuli

 Suominen

Florian Hch

Aurelien Jarno

Claudiu Cebuc

Michael Vhrel (Artifex)

Michal Cihar

Daniel Kaneider

Mateusz Jurczyk (Google)

Paul Miller

Sbastien Lon

Christian Schmitz

XhmikosR

Stanislav Brabec (SuSe)

Leonhard Gruenschloss (Google)

Patrick Noffke

Christopher James Halse Rogers

John Hein

Thomas Weber (Debian)

Mark Allen

Noel Carboni

Sergei Trofimovic

Philipp Knechtges

Amyspark

Lovell Fuller

Eli Schwartz

 

Special Thanks

--------------

Artifex software

AlienSkin software

libVIPS

Jan Morovic

Jos Vernon (WebSupergoo)

Harald Schneider (Maxon)
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Christian Albrecht

Dimitrios Anastassakis

Lemke Software

Tim Zaman

 

```

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====
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   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,

 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available

 under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative

 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to

 Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including
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 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party
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 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xerces v2.12.2

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

 

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>
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                    Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual

 or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

   excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

 made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the

 Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution

 intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9.

 Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v72.1

 

### ICU4J License

```

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software

 components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
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CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth

 below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions

 are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c)

 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------
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 #

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 #

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries

#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program

 is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to
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#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special,

 incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

 #  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2015 International Business Machines Corporation

# and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary

# Dictionary: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/laodict.txt

# License: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/LICENSE.txt

#          (copied below)

#

#	This file is derived from the above dictionary version of Nov 22, 2020

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All
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 rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary

#  form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

#  the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or ther materials

#  provided with the distribution.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code

 must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#
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#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the

 TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

====================================================

 

Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/
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Terms of

 Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation

 of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance

with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject

 to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)

described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY

 FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS

WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo,
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and the Unicode trade names.

The

 Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by reference

and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to time in the

sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of the State

of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees

that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved

 solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction

and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

=======================================================

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use

for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files

 and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software
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without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising

 or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## libpng v1.6.39

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2022 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

Copyright (c) 2018-2022 Cosmin Truta

Copyright (c) 1998-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and
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non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby

 granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the

 same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our
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   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000

 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner
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The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or

 altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

TRADEMARK

=========

 

The name "libpng" has not been registered by the Copyright owners

as a trademark in any jurisdiction.  However, because libpng has

been distributed and maintained world-wide, continually since 1995,

the Copyright owners claim "common-law trademark protection" in any

jurisdiction where common-law trademark is recognized.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

PNG REFERENCE LIBRARY AUTHORS

=============================

 

This is the list of PNG Reference Library ("libpng") Contributing

Authors, for copyright and licensing purposes.

 

* Andreas Dilger
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* Cosmin Truta

* Dave Martindale

* Eric S. Raymond

* Gilles Vollant

 * Glenn Randers-Pehrson

* Greg Roelofs

* Guy Eric Schalnat

* James Yu

* John Bowler

* Kevin Bracey

* Magnus Holmgren

* Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

* Mans Rullgard

* Matt Sarett

* Mike Klein

* Pascal Massimino

* Paul Schmidt

* Qiang Zhou

* Sam Bushell

* Samuel Williams

* Simon-Pierre Cadieux

* Tim Wegner

* Tom Lane

* Tom Tanner

* Vadim Barkov

* Willem van Schaik

* Zhijie Liang

* Arm Holdings

  - Richard Townsend

* Google Inc.

  - Dan Field

  - Leon Scroggins III

  - Matt Sarett

  - Mike Klein

  - Sami Boukortt

 

The build projects, the build scripts, the test scripts, and other

files in the "ci", "projects", "scripts" and "tests" directories, have

other copyright owners, but are released under the libpng license.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory, and some tools-generated files

that are distributed with libpng, have other copyright owners, and are

released under other open source licenses.

```

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>
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Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## PipeWire 0.3.68

 

### PipeWire license:

 

All PipeWire header files are licensed under the MIT License:

 

 

<pre>

Copyright  2018-2023 Wim Taymans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
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and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

</pre>

 

The below copyright applies to the following files:

 

spa/include/spa/monitor/type-info.h

```

Copyright  2021 Collabora Ltd.

```

 

spa/include/spa/utils/string.h

```

Copyright  2021 Red Hat, Inc.

```

## Apache Santuario v3.0.2

 

### Apache 2.0 License

```

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

   Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

   (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the

 following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within

 the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of

 Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including,

 without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if

 such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying

 information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

```

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

```

 

Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

Copyright 1999-2023

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

The development of this software was partly funded by the European

Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

This product contains software that is

copyright (c) 2021, Oracle and/or its affiliates.

```

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the
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files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 15.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the

 "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies
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of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

=== http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html content ===

Unicode (R) Copyright and Terms of Use

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright (C) 1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published

 in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.
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Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found

 on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under

these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance

with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to

the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)

described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-

INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS

OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc.

 Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s

exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous
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Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed

 solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a

different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts

located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive

any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the

 entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

```

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any

 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.
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   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0
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### W3C Software Notice

<pre>

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License.

The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C

files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of

the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C standard; in the

case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer be 'w3c.org'; in the

case of the Java language binding, the package names can no longer be in the

'org.w3c' package.

</pre>

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided

 by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made.

 (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)
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THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This

 version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v9.3

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## jQuery v3.6.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.6.1

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.6.1 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons

 to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

 

```

****************************************************************************

 

Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose,

 without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.
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(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products

 derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered

by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the GIF

 writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

****************************************************************************

```

 

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION
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The OpenJDK source code made available by Oracle America, Inc. (Oracle) at

openjdk.org ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License <https://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, Oracle gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Oracle as indicated at

   https://openjdk.org/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,

   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be

   governed

 by the licenses under which they were offered by Oracle.

 

As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Oracle's GPL2 OpenJDK Code

to build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that

Oracle could not provide under GPL2 (or that Oracle has provided under GPL2

with the Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code,

that new GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules

if the new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v43

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use <https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>

for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated

 documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ Terms of Use --------------------------------------------------------------

-

 

 

   Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

 

   For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

       Unicode Copyright

           Copyright  1991-2023 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

       Definitions

 

       Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/
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       https://www.unicode.org/reports/

       https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

    

   Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

       Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

       or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

       http://site.icu-project.org/download/

 

       Terms of Use

           Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

           Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files,

subject to the Terms and Conditions herein.

           Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use

 of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

           Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

           The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first

page of each PDF code chart.

           All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

covered under these general Terms of Use.

           No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

           Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

       Restricted Rights Legend

           Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies

 and/or instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software

developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as

applicable. For technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth

in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in

accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government

is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

       Warranties and Disclaimers

           This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes

are periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the

publication and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or

program(s) described

 in this publication and/or website at any time.

           If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy

for any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

           EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR

OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE

UNICODE WEBSITE.

       Waiver of Damages

           In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc.

 was advised of the possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss

of use, data or profits, in connection with the use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

       Trademarks & Logos

           The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

           The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

           All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective

 owners.

       Miscellaneous

           Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you

access this website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all

use of this website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of

the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara

County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer

the dispute to any other forum.

           Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by

posting

 it to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

           Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein,

except for those based on Unicodes net income.

           Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining

provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect.

           Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

```

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

 

```

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether

 in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

```

---

```

This is an open source license. It is also GPL-Compatible (see entry for
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"Standard ML of New Jersey"). The portions of CUP output which are hard-coded

into the CUP source code are (naturally) covered by this same license, as is

the CUP runtime code linked with the generated parser.

```

## PC/SC Lite v1.9.9

 

### PC/SC Lite Notice

```

MUSCLE SmartCard Development ( https://pcsclite.apdu.fr/ )

 

Only 3 header files are included in this distribution: winscard.h, wintypes.h, pcsclite.h

 

Copyright for winscard.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999-2003

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2009

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

 

Copyright for wintypes.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2011

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

 

Copyright for pcsclite.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999-2004

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2011

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

* Copyright (C) 2005

*  Martin Paljak <martin@paljak.pri.ee>

 

```

 

### PC/SC Lite License

```

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain

 the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
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  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

```

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.
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For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided
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 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so
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long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.
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8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA
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BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be
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called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## jQuery UI v1.13.2
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### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```
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## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v7.2.0

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/7.2.0/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2023  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2004-2013  Red Hat, Inc.
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Copyright  2019  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2018-2019 Adobe Inc.

Copyright  2006-2023 Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2018  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2016  Elie Roux <elie.roux@telecom-bretagne.eu>

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

Copyright  2015  Mozilla Foundation.

Copyright  1999  David Turner

Copyright  2005  Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2013-2015  Alexei Podtelezhnikov

Copyright  2022 Matthias Clasen

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

 

For full copyright notices

 consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section,

 is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libharfbuzz/hb-ucd.cc

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

 

Behdad Esfahbod

David Corbett

David Turner

Ebrahim Byagowi

Garret Rieger

Jonathan Kew

Khaled Hosny

Lars Knoll

Martin Hosken

Owen Taylor

Roderick Sheeter

Roozbeh Pournader

Simon Hausmann

Werner Lemberg

 

```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/88467c960d6cdad2ca1623e892e5e17506bc269f/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"
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   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,
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 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.
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This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4.

 Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:
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(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual

 inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation
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---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a

 particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *
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*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential

 part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of

 a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.
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Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each

 version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------
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  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

## JLine v3.22.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
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AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

4th Party Dependency

=============

org.fusesource.jansi version 2.4.0

org.apache.sshd 2.9.2

org.apache.felix.gogo.runtime 1.1.6

org.apache.felix.gogo.jline 1.1.8

=============

Apache License

                         Version 2.0, January 2004

                      http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

 TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

 1. Definitions.

 

    "License" shall mean the terms and conditions

 for use, reproduction,

    and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

    "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

    the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

    "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

    other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

    control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

    "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

    direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

    otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

    outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

    "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

    exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

    "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

    including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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    source, and

 configuration files.

 

    "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

    transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

    not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

    and conversions to other media types.

 

    "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

    Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

    copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

    (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

    "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

    editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

    represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

    of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

    separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

    the Work and Derivative

 Works thereof.

 

    "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

    the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

    to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

    submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

    or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

    the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

    means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

    to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

    communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

    and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

    Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

    excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

    designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

    "Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

    subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

    publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

    Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

    use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

    where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

    Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

    with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

    institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

    cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

    or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

    or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

    granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

    as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

    Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

    modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

    meet the following conditions:

 

    (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

        Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

    (b) You must cause any modified files to carry

 prominent notices

        stating that You changed the files; and

 

    (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

        that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

        attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

        excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

        the Derivative Works; and

 

    (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

        distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

        within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

        of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

        as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

        documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

        within a display generated by the Derivative Works,

 if and

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

        of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

        do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

        notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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        or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

        that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

        as modifying the License.

 

    You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

    may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

    for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

    reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

    the conditions stated in this License.

 

 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

    any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the

 Work

    by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

    this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

    Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

    the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

    with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

    names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

    except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

    origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

    agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

    Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

    implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

    of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

 MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

    PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

    appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

    risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

    whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

    unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

    negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

    liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

    incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

    result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

    Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

    work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

    other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

    has been advised of the possibility of such
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 damages.

 

 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

    the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

    and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

    or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

    License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

    on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

    of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

    defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

    incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

    of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

 END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

    To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

    boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

    replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

    comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

    file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

    same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

    identification within third-party archives.

 

 Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

=============

juniversalchardet

 

The library is subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1.

 

Alternatively,

 the library may be used under the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later, or the GNU

Lesser General Public License 2.1 or later.
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================

 

slf4j

 

SLF4J source code and binaries are distributed under the MIT license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2023 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

 THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,   FITNESS   FOR   A  PARTICULAR   PURPOSE   AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License

or the X11 License, which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license.

It is deemed compatible with virtually all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise.

In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it compatible with GNU GPL.

It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible with

Apache Software License.

 

</pre>

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
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to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses

 

 

 

Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally

 

Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library
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Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

```

 

1.221 jdk 21.0.1-ga 
1.221.1 Available under license : 

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.7.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity.

 For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is

 included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any

 form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for

 that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution

 notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms

 and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages

 of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty

 or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

 IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.15

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

README.1ST file information

 

LittleCMS core is released under MIT License

 

---------------------------------

 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2023 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

liblcms/cmssm.c

 

Copyright 2001, softSurfer (www.softsurfer.com)

 

This code may be freely used and modified for any purpose

providing that this copyright notice is included with it.

SoftSurfer makes no warranty for this code, and cannot be held

liable for any real or imagined damage resulting from its use.

Users of this code must verify correctness for their application.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

 

 

Main Author

------------

Marti Maria

 

 

Contributors

------------

Bob Friesenhahn

Kai-Uwe Behrmann

Stuart Nixon

Jordi Vilar

Richard Hughes

Auke Nauta

Chris Evans (Google)

Lorenzo Ridolfi

Robin Watts (Artifex)

Shawn Pedersen

Andrew Brygin

Samuli

 Suominen

Florian Hch

Aurelien Jarno

Claudiu Cebuc

Michael Vhrel (Artifex)

Michal Cihar

Daniel Kaneider

Mateusz Jurczyk (Google)

Paul Miller

Sbastien Lon
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Christian Schmitz

XhmikosR

Stanislav Brabec (SuSe)

Leonhard Gruenschloss (Google)

Patrick Noffke

Christopher James Halse Rogers

John Hein

Thomas Weber (Debian)

Mark Allen

Noel Carboni

Sergei Trofimovic

Philipp Knechtges

Amyspark

Lovell Fuller

Eli Schwartz

 

Special Thanks

--------------

Artifex software

AlienSkin software

libVIPS

Jan Morovic

Jos Vernon (WebSupergoo)

Harald Schneider (Maxon)

Christian Albrecht

Dimitrios Anastassakis

Lemke Software

Tim Zaman

 

```

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
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in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>
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### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,

 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available

 under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative

 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to

 Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including

 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>
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## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party

 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>
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## Apache Xerces v2.12.2

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

 

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

         

                    Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual

 or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

   excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

 made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the
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 Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution

 intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9.

 Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>
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## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v72.1

 

### ICU4J License

```

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software

 components included within ICU

libraries.
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1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth

 below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#
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#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions

 are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*
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#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c)

 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

 #

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 #

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries
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#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program

 is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special,

 incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or
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#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

 #  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

# Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

# License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

# Copyright (c) 2015 International Business Machines Corporation

# and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary

# Dictionary: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/laodict.txt

# License: https://github.com/rober42539/lao-dictionary/LICENSE.txt

#          (copied below)

#

#	This file is derived from the above dictionary version of Nov 22, 2020

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All

 rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary

#  form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

#  the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or ther materials

#  provided with the distribution.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code

 must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone
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Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the

 TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

====================================================

 

Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of

 Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation

 of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance
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with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject

 to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)

described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY

 FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS

WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo,

and the Unicode trade names.

The

 Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by reference

and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to time in the

sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of the State

of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees

that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved

 solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction

and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.
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=======================================================

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use

for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files

 and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising
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 or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## libpng v1.6.39

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2022 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

Copyright (c) 2018-2022 Cosmin Truta

Copyright (c) 1998-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby

 granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.
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PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the

 same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000

 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as
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libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or

 altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,
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without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

TRADEMARK

=========

 

The name "libpng" has not been registered by the Copyright owners

as a trademark in any jurisdiction.  However, because libpng has

been distributed and maintained world-wide, continually since 1995,

the Copyright owners claim "common-law trademark protection" in any

jurisdiction where common-law trademark is recognized.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

PNG REFERENCE LIBRARY AUTHORS

=============================

 

This is the list of PNG Reference Library ("libpng") Contributing

Authors, for copyright and licensing purposes.

 

* Andreas Dilger

* Cosmin Truta

* Dave Martindale

* Eric S. Raymond

* Gilles Vollant

 * Glenn Randers-Pehrson

* Greg Roelofs

* Guy Eric Schalnat

* James Yu

* John Bowler

* Kevin Bracey

* Magnus Holmgren

* Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

* Mans Rullgard

* Matt Sarett

* Mike Klein

* Pascal Massimino

* Paul Schmidt

* Qiang Zhou

* Sam Bushell

* Samuel Williams

* Simon-Pierre Cadieux

* Tim Wegner

* Tom Lane
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* Tom Tanner

* Vadim Barkov

* Willem van Schaik

* Zhijie Liang

* Arm Holdings

  - Richard Townsend

* Google Inc.

  - Dan Field

  - Leon Scroggins III

  - Matt Sarett

  - Mike Klein

  - Sami Boukortt

 

The build projects, the build scripts, the test scripts, and other

files in the "ci", "projects", "scripts" and "tests" directories, have

other copyright owners, but are released under the libpng license.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory, and some tools-generated files

that are distributed with libpng, have other copyright owners, and are

released under other open source licenses.

```

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## PipeWire 0.3.68

 

### PipeWire license:

 

All PipeWire header files are licensed under the MIT License:

 

 

<pre>

Copyright  2018-2023 Wim Taymans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

</pre>

 

The below copyright applies to the following files:

 

spa/include/spa/monitor/type-info.h

```

Copyright  2021 Collabora Ltd.

```
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spa/include/spa/utils/string.h

```

Copyright  2021 Red Hat, Inc.

```

## Apache Santuario v3.0.2

 

### Apache 2.0 License

```

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

   Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

   (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the

 following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within

 the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of
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 Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including,

 without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if

 such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying

 information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

```

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

```

 

Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

Copyright 1999-2023

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

The development of this software was partly funded by the European

Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

This product contains software that is

copyright (c) 2021, Oracle and/or its affiliates.
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```

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 15.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s
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Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the

 "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

=== http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html content ===

Unicode (R) Copyright and Terms of Use
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For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

Unicode Copyright

Copyright (C) 1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions

Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

https://www.unicode.org/reports/

https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published

 in the Unicode Standard

or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

http://site.icu-project.org/download/

Terms of Use

Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any person

is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming to the

Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files, subject

to the Terms and Conditions herein.

Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE

can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found

 on the back of the title page.

The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first page

of each PDF code chart.

All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are covered under

these general Terms of Use.

No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

Restricted Rights Legend

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance

with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to

the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

Warranties and Disclaimers

This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s)
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described in this publication and/or website at any time.

If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-

INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS

OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

Waiver of Damages

In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages

of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc. was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

Trademarks & Logos

The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc.

 Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s

exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

Miscellaneous

Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of America.

Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access this

website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed

 solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a

different jurisdiction. The user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts

located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive

any right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it

to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the

 entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

```

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>
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Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any

 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode
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of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C Software Notice

<pre>

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License.

The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C

files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of

the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C standard; in the

case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer be 'w3c.org'; in the

case of the Java language binding, the package names can no longer be in the

'org.w3c' package.

</pre>

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other
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related items) is being provided

 by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made.

 (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This

 version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility
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and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v9.3

 

### ASM License

<pre>
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Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## jQuery v3.6.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.6.1

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.6.1 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/
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This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons

 to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

 

```

****************************************************************************

 

Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
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This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose,

 without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products

 derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered
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by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the GIF

 writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

****************************************************************************

```

 

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 

The OpenJDK source code made available by Oracle America, Inc. (Oracle) at

openjdk.org ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License <https://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, Oracle gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Oracle as indicated at

   https://openjdk.org/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,

   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be

   governed

 by the licenses under which they were offered by Oracle.

 

As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Oracle's GPL2 OpenJDK Code

to build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that

Oracle could not provide under GPL2 (or that Oracle has provided under GPL2

with the Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code,
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that new GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules

if the new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v43

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use <https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>

for definitions of Unicode Inc.s Data Files and Software.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2022 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated

 documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ Terms of Use --------------------------------------------------------------

-

 

 

   Unicode Copyright and Terms of Use

 

   For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode Privacy Policy.

 

       Unicode Copyright

           Copyright  1991-2023 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

       Definitions

 

       Unicode Data Files ("DATA FILES") include all data files under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

       https://www.unicode.org/reports/

       https://www.unicode.org/ivd/data/

 

    

   Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the directory:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/

 

       Unicode Software ("SOFTWARE") includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

       or any source code or compiled code under the directories:

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/

       https://www.unicode.org/Public/cldr/

       http://site.icu-project.org/download/

 

       Terms of Use

           Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

           Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files,

subject to the Terms and Conditions herein.

           Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use

 of the Unicode DATA FILES and SOFTWARE can be found in the Unicode Data Files and Software License.

           Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page.
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           The Unicode PDF online code charts carry specific restrictions. Those restrictions are incorporated as the first

page of each PDF code chart.

           All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

covered under these general Terms of Use.

           No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

           Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

       Restricted Rights Legend

           Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies

 and/or instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software

developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as

applicable. For technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth

in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in

accordance with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government

is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

       Warranties and Disclaimers

           This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies. Changes

are periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the

publication and/or website. Unicode, Inc. may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or

program(s) described

 in this publication and/or website at any time.

           If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy

for any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

           EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION E.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR

OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE

UNICODE WEBSITE.

       Waiver of Damages

           In no event shall Unicode, Inc. or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential

damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode, Inc.

 was advised of the possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss

of use, data or profits, in connection with the use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

       Trademarks & Logos

           The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium

and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website

indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the

Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

           The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

           All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective

 owners.

       Miscellaneous

           Jurisdiction and Venue. This website is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode, Inc. makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you

access this website from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all
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use of this website and any claims and damages resulting from use of this website are governed solely by the laws of

the State of California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

user agrees that any disputes regarding this website shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara

County, California. The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer

the dispute to any other forum.

           Modification by Unicode, Inc. Unicode, Inc. shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by

posting

 it to this website. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicode, Inc.s prior written consent.

           Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein,

except for those based on Unicodes net income.

           Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining

provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect.

           Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

```

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b
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### CUP Parser Generator License

 

```

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether

 in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

```

---

```

This is an open source license. It is also GPL-Compatible (see entry for

"Standard ML of New Jersey"). The portions of CUP output which are hard-coded

into the CUP source code are (naturally) covered by this same license, as is

the CUP runtime code linked with the generated parser.

```

## PC/SC Lite v1.9.9

 

### PC/SC Lite Notice

```

MUSCLE SmartCard Development ( https://pcsclite.apdu.fr/ )

 

Only 3 header files are included in this distribution: winscard.h, wintypes.h, pcsclite.h

 

Copyright for winscard.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999-2003

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2009

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

 

Copyright for wintypes.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2011

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>
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Copyright for pcsclite.h:

* Copyright (C) 1999-2004

*  David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

* Copyright (C) 2002-2011

*  Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

* Copyright (C) 2005

*  Martin Paljak <martin@paljak.pri.ee>

 

```

 

### PC/SC Lite License

```

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain

 the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

```

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license
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document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,
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   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with
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   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent
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obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for
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permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free
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   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL
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Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## jQuery UI v1.13.2

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN
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 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v7.2.0

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/7.2.0/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2023  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2004-2013  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2019  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2018-2019 Adobe Inc.

Copyright  2006-2023 Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2018  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2016  Elie Roux <elie.roux@telecom-bretagne.eu>

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

Copyright  2015  Mozilla Foundation.

Copyright  1999  David Turner

Copyright  2005  Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2013-2015  Alexei Podtelezhnikov

Copyright  2022 Matthias Clasen

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

 

For full copyright notices

 consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the
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above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section,

 is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libharfbuzz/hb-ucd.cc

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

### AUTHORS File Information

```

 

Behdad Esfahbod

David Corbett

David Turner

Ebrahim Byagowi
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Garret Rieger

Jonathan Kew

Khaled Hosny

Lars Knoll

Martin Hosken

Owen Taylor

Roderick Sheeter

Roozbeh Pournader

Simon Hausmann

Werner Lemberg

 

```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/88467c960d6cdad2ca1623e892e5e17506bc269f/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.
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1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.
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1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,

 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.
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2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4.

 Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other
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equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary
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License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual

 inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have
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come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a

 particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential

 part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *
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*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of

 a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each

 version will be given a

distinguishing version number.
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10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

## JLine v3.22.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>
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Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

4th Party Dependency

=============

org.fusesource.jansi version 2.4.0

org.apache.sshd 2.9.2

org.apache.felix.gogo.runtime 1.1.6

org.apache.felix.gogo.jline 1.1.8

=============

Apache License

                         Version 2.0, January 2004

                      http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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 TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

 1. Definitions.

 

    "License" shall mean the terms and conditions

 for use, reproduction,

    and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

    "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

    the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

    "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

    other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

    control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

    "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

    direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

    otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

    outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

    "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

    exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

    "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

    including but not limited to software source code, documentation

    source, and

 configuration files.

 

    "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

    transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

    not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

    and conversions to other media types.

 

    "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

    Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

    copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

    (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

    "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

    editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

    represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

    of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

    separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

    the Work and Derivative

 Works thereof.

 

    "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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    the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

    to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

    submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

    or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

    the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

    means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

    to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

    communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

    and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

    Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

    excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

    designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

    "Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

    subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

    publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

    Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

    worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

    (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

    use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

    where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

    Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

    with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

    institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

    cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

    or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

    or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

    granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

    as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

    Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

    modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

    meet the following conditions:

 

    (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

        Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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    (b) You must cause any modified files to carry

 prominent notices

        stating that You changed the files; and

 

    (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

        that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

        attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

        excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

        the Derivative Works; and

 

    (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

        distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

        within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

        of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

        as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

        documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

        within a display generated by the Derivative Works,

 if and

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

        of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

        do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

        notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

        or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

        that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

        as modifying the License.

 

    You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

    may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

    for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

    reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

    the conditions stated in this License.

 

 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

    any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the

 Work

    by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

    this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

    Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

    the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

    with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

    names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

    except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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    origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

    agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

    Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

    implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

    of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

 MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

    PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

    appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

    risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

    whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

    unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

    negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

    liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

    incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

    result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

    Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

    work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

    other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

    has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

    the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

    and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

    or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

    License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

    on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

    of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

    defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

    incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

    of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

 END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

    To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

    boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

    replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

    comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

    file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

    same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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    identification within third-party archives.

 

 Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

=============

juniversalchardet

 

The library is subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1.

 

Alternatively,

 the library may be used under the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later, or the GNU

Lesser General Public License 2.1 or later.

 

================

 

slf4j

 

SLF4J source code and binaries are distributed under the MIT license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2023 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
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 THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,   FITNESS   FOR   A  PARTICULAR   PURPOSE   AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License

or the X11 License, which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license.

It is deemed compatible with virtually all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise.

In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it compatible with GNU GPL.

It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible with

Apache Software License.

 

</pre>

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses
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Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally

 

Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----
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include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

```

 

1.222 libcap 1.9.1-3 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

This package was debianized by Romain Francoise <rfrancoise@debian.org>

on Fri, 16 Apr 2004 18:41:39 +0200, based on work by:

+ Anand Kumria <wildfire@progsoc.org>

+ Torsten Landschoff <torsten@debian.org>

 

It was downloaded from http://tcpdump.org/release/libpcap-0.8.3.tar.gz

 

Upstream Authors: tcpdump-workers@tcpdump.org

 

Licensed under the 3-clause BSD license:

 

 Copyright (C) 1993-2008 The Regents of the University of California.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

      the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

      distribution.

   3. The names of the authors may not

 be used to endorse or promote

      products derived from this software without specific prior

      written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

Current upstream maintainers:

	Bill Fenner			<fenner@research.att.com>
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	Fulvio Risso			<risso@polito.it>

	Guy Harris	 		<guy@alum.mit.edu>

	Hannes Gredler			<hannes@juniper.net>

	Jun-ichiro itojun Hagino	<itojun@iijlab.net>

	Michael Richardson	 	<mcr@sandelman.ottawa.on.ca>

 

Additional people who have contributed patches:

 

	Alan Bawden			<Alan@LCS.MIT.EDU>

	Alexey Kuznetsov		<kuznet@ms2.inr.ac.ru>

	Albert Chin			<china@thewrittenword.com>

	Andrew Brown			<atatat@atatdot.net>

	Antti Kantee			<pooka@netbsd.org>

	Arkadiusz Miskiewicz		<misiek@pld.org.pl>

	Armando L. Caro Jr.		<acaro@mail.eecis.udel.edu>

	Assar Westerlund	 	<assar@sics.se>

	Brian Ginsbach			<ginsbach@cray.com>

	Charles

 M. Hannum		<mycroft@netbsd.org>

	Chris G. Demetriou		<cgd@netbsd.org>

	Chris Pepper			<pepper@mail.reppep.com>

	Darren Reed			<darrenr@reed.wattle.id.au>

	David Kaelbling			<drk@sgi.com>

	David Young			<dyoung@ojctech.com>

	Don Ebright			<Don.Ebright@compuware.com>

	Eric Anderson			<anderse@hpl.hp.com>

	Franz Schaefer			<schaefer@mond.at>

	Gianluca Varenni		<varenni@netgroup-serv.polito.it>

	Gisle Vanem			<giva@bgnett.no>

	Graeme Hewson			<ghewson@cix.compulink.co.uk>

	Greg Stark			<gsstark@mit.edu>

	Greg Troxel			<gdt@ir.bbn.com>

	Guillaume Pelat			<endymion_@users.sourceforge.net>

	Hyung Sik Yoon			<hsyn@kr.ibm.com>

	Igor Khristophorov		<igor@atdot.org>

	Jan-Philip Velders		<jpv@veldersjes.net>

	Jason R. Thorpe			<thorpej@netbsd.org>

	Javier Achirica			<achirica@ttd.net>

	Jean Tourrilhes			<jt@hpl.hp.com>

	Jefferson Ogata			<jogata@nodc.noaa.gov>

	Jesper Peterson			<jesper@endace.com>

	John Bankier			<jbankier@rainfinity.com>

	Jon Lindgren			<jonl@yubyub.net>

	Juergen

 Schoenwaelder		<schoenw@ibr.cs.tu-bs.de>

	Kazushi Sugyo			<sugyo@pb.jp.nec.com>

	Klaus Klein			<kleink@netbsd.org>

	Koryn Grant			<koryn@endace.com>
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	Krzysztof Halasa		<khc@pm.waw.pl>

	Lorenzo Cavallaro		<sullivan@sikurezza.org>

	Loris Degioanni			<loris@netgroup-serv.polito.it>

	Love Hrnquist-strand		<lha@stacken.kth.se>

	Maciej W. Rozycki		<macro@ds2.pg.gda.pl>

	Marcus Felipe Pereira		<marcus@task.com.br>

	Martin Husemann			<martin@netbsd.org>

	Mike Wiacek			<mike@iroot.net>

	Monroe Williams			<monroe@pobox.com>

	Octavian Cerna			<tavy@ylabs.com>

	Olaf Kirch			<okir@caldera.de>

	Onno van der Linden		<onno@simplex.nl>

	Paul Mundt			<lethal@linux-sh.org>

	Pavel Kankovsky			<kan@dcit.cz>

	Peter Fales			<peter@fales-lorenz.net>

	Peter Jeremy			<peter.jeremy@alcatel.com.au>

	Phil Wood			<cpw@lanl.gov>

	Rafal Maszkowski		<rzm@icm.edu.pl>

	Rick Jones			<raj@cup.hp.com>

	Scott Barron			<sb125499@ohiou.edu>

	Scott Gifford			<sgifford@tir.com>

	Sebastian Krahmer		<krahmer@cs.uni-potsdam.de>

	Shaun

 Clowes			<delius@progsoc.uts.edu.au>

	Solomon Peachy			<pizza@shaftnet.org>

	Stefan Hudson			<hudson@mbay.net>

	Takashi Yamamoto		<yamt@mwd.biglobe.ne.jp>

	Tony Li				<tli@procket.com>

	Torsten Landschoff	 	<torsten@debian.org>

	Uns Lider			<unslider@miranda.org>

	Uwe Girlich			<Uwe.Girlich@philosys.de>

	Xianjie Zhang			<xzhang@cup.hp.com>

	Yen Yen Lim

	Yoann Vandoorselaere		<yoann@prelude-ids.org>

 

The original LBL crew:

	Steve McCanne

	Craig Leres

	Van Jacobson

 

1.223 libnss-nisplus 1.3-0ubuntu6 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
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which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.224 kong-enterprise-edition 3.4.1.1 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Daurnimator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013, James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2009-2015, by Yichun "agentzh" Zhang, OpenResty Inc.

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2014, by Xiaozhe Wang (chaoslawful) <chaoslawful@gmail.

com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2010-2014, by FRiCKLE Piotr Sikora <info@frickle.com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2015, by Shuxin Yang.

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Jiale "calio" Zhi <vipcalio@gmail.com>.

 

Copyright (C) Guanlan Dai

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Marcus Clyne, Simpl (simpl.it)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must

 reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the organization (Simpl) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MARCUS CLYNE OR SIMPL BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2015 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 Nginx, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NGINX License

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2009 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2009-2013 Sergey A. Osokin

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in

 binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

LuaJIT

 -- a Just-In-Time Compiler for Lua. http://luajit.org/

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2015 Mike Pall. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

[ MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php ]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lua License

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lua-cjson License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2012  Mark Pulford <mark@kyne.com.au>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this

 permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

SHA-1 implementation in NDK

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.

  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
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Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

  the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version

or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply

be

copied and put under another distribution licence

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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OpenSSL

 

Copyright (c) 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

  software must display the following acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

  openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

  nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

   acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

(eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product

 includes software written by Tim

Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation

 (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

 

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
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  the apps directory (application code) you must

 include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under

 another distribution licence

[including the GNU Public Licence.]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email

 local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk
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University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2017 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must

 retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

zlib

 

(C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product,

 an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu
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If you use the zlib library in a product, we would appreciate *not* receiving

lengthy legal documents to sign.  The sources are provided for free but without

warranty of any kind.  The library has been entirely written by Jean-loup

Gailly and Mark Adler; it does not include third-party code.

 

If you redistribute modified sources, we would appreciate that you include in

the file ChangeLog history information documenting your changes.  Please read

the FAQ for more information on the distribution of modified source versions.

Copyright (c) 2009 Rob Hoelz <rob@hoelzro.net>

Copyright (c) 2011 Enrique Garca Cota <enrique.garcia.cota@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

local decode = require("cjson").new().decode

return assert(decode([===[

{

 "version": "2.0",

 "metadata": {

   "apiVersion": "2018-08-01",

   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager",

   "jsonVersion": "1.1",

   "protocol": "json",

   "serviceFullName": "AWS License Manager",

   "serviceId": "License Manager",

   "signatureVersion": "v4",

   "targetPrefix": "AWSLicenseManager",

   "uid": "license-manager-2018-08-01"

 },

 "operations": {

   "CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "CreateLicenseConfiguration",
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     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ResourceLimitExceededException"

       },

   

    {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p> <p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a

customer license agreement that can be consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include

specifications for the license type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy,

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), license affinity to host (how long a license must be associated

with a host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "DeleteLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"
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      },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p> <p>You cannot delete a license

configuration that is in use.</p>"

   },

   "GetLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "GetLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

        },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"
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       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "GetServiceSettings": {

     "name": "GetServiceSettings",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "GetServiceSettingsRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "GetServiceSettingsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

   },

    "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },
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       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the specified license configuration.</p> <p>Resource

associations need not consume licenses from a license configuration. For example,

 an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on the license rules).</p>"

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

     "name": "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }
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     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurations": {

     "name":

 "ListLicenseConfigurations",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations for your account.</p>"

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

     "name": "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape":

 "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

     },
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     "output": {

       "shape": "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

   },

   "ListResourceInventory": {

     "name": "ListResourceInventory",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListResourceInventoryRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListResourceInventoryResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

      

 },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FailedDependencyException"

       },
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       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

   },

   "ListTagsForResource": {

     "name": "ListTagsForResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListTagsForResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListTagsForResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

        },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"
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     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

        }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying license consumption

details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the current license consumption for any

license inventory and configuration.</p>"

   },

   "TagResource": {

     "name": "TagResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "TagResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "TagResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {
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         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified

 license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "UntagResource": {

     "name": "UntagResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "UntagResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UntagResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "UpdateLicenseConfiguration",
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     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

      },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

     "name": "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

        },

       {

         "shape": "InvalidResourceStateException"

       },
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       {

         "shape": "LicenseUsageException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified AWS

resource.</p> <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and hosts. You cannot update the

license specifications for launch templates and AWS CloudFormation templates, as they send license configurations

to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettings": {

     "name": "UpdateServiceSettings",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

      },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"
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       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

   }

 },

 "shapes": {

   "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LastRunTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

   },

   "Boolean": {

     "type": "boolean"

   },

   "BoxBoolean": {

     "type": "boolean"

   },

   "BoxInteger": {

      "type": "integer"

   },

   "BoxLong": {

     "type": "long"

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ConsumedLicenseSummary"

     }

   },
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   "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "Name",

       "LicenseCountingType"

     ],

     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Description": {

          "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountingType": {

         "shape": "LicenseCountingType",

         "documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used. Exceeding a hard limit

blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example, #allowedTenancy=EC2-

DedicatedHost). The available rules vary by dimension, as follows.</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Cores</code>

dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code>

 | <code>maximumCores</code> | <code>minimumCores</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Instances</code>

dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>maximumCores</code> | <code>minimumCores</code> |

<code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> | <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Sockets</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> | <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>vCPUs</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code> </p> </li> </ul> <p>The unit for <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and

the range is 1 to 180. The possible values for <code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>,

<code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and <code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are

 <code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

       },

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",
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         "documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "DateTime": {

     "type": "timestamp"

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

 

   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "Filter": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "FilterName",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

       },

       "Values": {

         "shape": "FilterValues",

         "documentation": "<p>Filter values. Filter values are case-sensitive.</p>"

       }
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     },

     "documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria, such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

   },

   "FilterName": {

     "type": "string"

   },

   "FilterValue": {

     "type": "string"

   },

   "FilterValues": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "FilterValue"

     }

   },

   "Filters": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "Filter"

      }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"
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       },

       "Description": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Description of the license

 configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountingType": {

         "shape": "LicenseCountingType",

         "documentation": "<p>Dimension on which the licenses are counted.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

       },

       "Status": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

       },

       "OwnerAccountId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Account ID of

 the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

       },

       "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ManagedResourceSummaryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

       },

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",

         "documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {
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         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

       },

       "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

         "shape": "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

         "documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsResponse":

 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "S3BucketArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data, discovery data, and

so on.</p>"

       },

       "SnsTopicArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License Manager.</p>"

       },

       "OrganizationConfiguration": {

         "shape": "OrganizationConfiguration",

         "documentation": "<p>Indicates whether AWS Organizations has been integrated with License Manager for

cross-account discovery.</p>"

       },

       "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery has been enabled.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the AWS resource share.

 The License Manager master account will provide member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "InventoryFilter": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "Name",

       "Condition"

     ],
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     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>"

       },

       "Condition": {

         "shape": "InventoryFilterCondition",

         "documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>"

       },

       "Value": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

   },

   "InventoryFilterCondition": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

       "EQUALS",

       "NOT_EQUALS",

       "BEGINS_WITH",

       "CONTAINS"

     ]

   },

   "InventoryFilterList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "InventoryFilter"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfiguration":

 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Description": {
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         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountingType": {

         "shape": "LicenseCountingType",

         "documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

          "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

       },

       "Status": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "OwnerAccountId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

       },

       "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ManagedResourceSummaryList",

         "documentation":

 "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

       },

       "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

         "shape": "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

         "documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

       }
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     },

     "documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be

consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for the license type (licensing by

instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of

these), host affinity (how long a VM must be associated with a host), and the number of licenses purchased and

used.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

     

    "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwnerId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the AWS account that owns the resource consuming licenses.</p>"

       },

       "AssociationTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

       "AVAILABLE",

       "DISABLED"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

     "type": "structure",

      "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",
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         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceStatus": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwnerId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

       },

       "AssociationTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with

 a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseConfigurationUsage"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurations": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseConfiguration"

     }

   },

   "LicenseCountingType": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

       "vCPU",

       "Instance",

       "Core",

       "Socket"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailure": {
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     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

       },

       "ErrorMessage": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

       },

       "FailureTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation":

 "<p>Failure time.</p>"

       },

       "OperationName": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwnerId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the AWS account that owns the resource.</p>"

       },

       "OperationRequestedBy": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

       },

       "MetadataList": {

         "shape": "MetadataList",

         "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseOperationFailure"

     }

   },

   "LicenseSpecification": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"
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     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":

 {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseSpecifications": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseSpecification"

     }

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

 

     }

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }
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     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

    

     "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

         "shape": "LicenseOperationFailureList",

         "documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license configurations.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken":
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 {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       },

       "Filters": {

         "shape": "Filters",

         "documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical operators are

supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension on which licenses are counted.

Possible values are <code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.

Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license enforcement is used.

Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether the available licenses have been

exceeded. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     }

   },

    "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurations": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurations",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an associated license

configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for
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 the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseSpecifications": {

         "shape": "LicenseSpecifications",

         "documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       },

       "Filters": {

         "shape": "InventoryFilterList",

         "documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters

 and logical operators are supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>account_id</code> - The ID of the AWS account

that owns the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li>

<li> <p> <code>application_name</code> - The name of the application. Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>license_included</code> -

The type of license included. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.

Possible values are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | <code>sql-server-standard</code> | <code>sql-server-

web</code> | <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>platform</code> - The

platform of the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>

</li> <li> <p> <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code>

| <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryResponse":

 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {
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       "ResourceInventoryList": {

         "shape": "ResourceInventoryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the resources.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

        "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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       },

       "Filters": {

         "shape": "Filters",

         "documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical operators are

supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>resourceType</code> - The resource type (EC2_INSTANCE | EC2_HOST | EC2_AMI |

SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE). Logical

 operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ManagedResourceSummary": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

       },

       "AssociationCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

      

   "documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

   },

   "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ManagedResourceSummary"

     }

   },
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   "Metadata": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

       },

       "Value": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

   },

   "MetadataList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "Metadata"

     }

   },

   "OrganizationConfiguration": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "EnableIntegration"

     ],

     "members": {

       "EnableIntegration": {

         "shape": "Boolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Enables AWS Organization

 integration.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Configuration information for AWS Organizations.</p>"

   },

   "ProductInformation": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceType",

       "ProductInformationFilterList"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Resource type. The possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> |

<code>RDS</code>.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationFilterList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationFilterList",
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         "documentation": "<p>Product information filters.</p> <p>The following filters and logical operators are

supported when the resource type is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Application

Name</code> - The name of the application. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application. Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>

 </li> <li> <p> <code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application. Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Platform Name</code> - The name of the platform. Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>License Included</code> - The type of

license included. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>. Possible

values are: <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | <code>sql-server-standard</code> | <code>sql-server-web</code>

| <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p> </li> </ul> <p>The following filters and logical operators are

supported when the resource type is <code>RDS</code>:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Engine Edition</code> - The

edition of the database engine. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>. Possible values are: <code>oracle-

ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code>

 | <code>oracle-se2</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>License Pack</code> - The license pack. Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>. Possible values are: <code>data guard</code> | <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> |

<code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | <code>ols</code> | <code>olap</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "ProductInformationFilter": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ProductInformationFilterName",

       "ProductInformationFilterValue",

       "ProductInformationFilterComparator"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ProductInformationFilterName": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

         "shape": "String",

          "documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

   },

   "ProductInformationFilterList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {
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       "shape": "ProductInformationFilter"

     }

   },

   "ProductInformationList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ProductInformation"

     }

   },

   "ResourceInventory": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "Platform": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

   

    },

       "PlatformVersion": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwningAccountId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

   },

   "ResourceInventoryList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ResourceInventory"

     }

   },

   "ResourceType": {

     "type": "string",
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     "enum": [

       "EC2_INSTANCE",

       "EC2_HOST",

       "EC2_AMI",

       "RDS",

       "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

     ]

   },

   "String": {

     "type": "string"

   },

   "StringList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "String"

     }

   },

   "Tag": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Key": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

        },

       "Value": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Tag value.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "TagKeyList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "String"

     }

   },

   "TagList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "Tag"

     }

   },

   "TagResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn",

       "Tags"
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     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",

         "documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "TagResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UntagResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required":

 [

       "ResourceArn",

       "TagKeys"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "TagKeys": {

         "shape": "TagKeyList",

         "documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "UntagResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },
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       "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurationStatus",

         "documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

      

   "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license

configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

       },

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>New name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Description": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the AWS resource.</p>"

       },

       "AddLicenseSpecifications": {
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         "shape": "LicenseSpecifications",

         "documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

       },

       "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

         "shape": "LicenseSpecifications",

         "documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "S3BucketArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation":

 "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where the License Manager information is

stored.</p>"

       },

       "SnsTopicArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used for License Manager

alerts.</p>"

       },

       "OrganizationConfiguration": {

         "shape": "OrganizationConfiguration",

         "documentation": "<p>Enables integration with AWS Organizations for cross-account discovery.</p>"

       },

       "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   }

 },

 "documentation": "<fullname> AWS License Manager </fullname> <p>AWS License Manager makes it easier to

manage licenses from software vendors across multiple AWS accounts and on-premises servers.</p>"

}

]===]))

-- This software is copyright Kong Inc. and its licensors.

-- Use of the software is subject to the agreement between your organization
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-- and Kong Inc. If there is no such agreement, use is governed by and

-- subject to the terms of the Kong Master Software License Agreement found

-- at https://konghq.com/enterprisesoftwarelicense/.

-- [ END OF LICENSE 0867164ffc95e54f04670b5169c09574bdbd9bba ]

 

local typedefs = require "kong.db.schema.typedefs"

 

local license_helpers = require "kong.enterprise_edition.license_helpers"

 

return {

 name = "licenses",

 primary_key = { "id" },

 workspaceable = false,

 db_export = true,   -- maybe play with this if we don't want it passed along?

 fields = {

   { id             = typedefs.uuid },

   { payload        = { description = "The license payload.",

                        type = "string",

                        required = true,

                        unique = true,

                        custom_validator = license_helpers.is_valid_license

 }

   },

   { created_at     = typedefs.auto_timestamp_s },

   { updated_at     = typedefs.auto_timestamp_s },

 },

}

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Hamish Forbes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

-- This software is copyright Kong Inc. and its licensors.

-- Use of the software is subject to the agreement between your organization

-- and Kong Inc. If there is no such agreement, use is governed by and

-- subject to the terms of the Kong Master Software License Agreement found

-- at https://konghq.com/enterprisesoftwarelicense/.

-- [ END OF LICENSE 0867164ffc95e54f04670b5169c09574bdbd9bba ]
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local kong = kong

 

return {

 ["/license/report"] = {

   GET = function()

     return kong.response.exit(200, kong.sales_counters:get_license_report())

   end

 }

}

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

    

 for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

 

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

License: Proprietary

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Hisham Muhammad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF
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 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014  2023 Aapo Talvensaari, 2022  2023 Samuele Illuminati

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2007-2011, Kepler Project.

Copyright 2011-2022, the LuaRocks project authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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Copyright (c) 2017 Nick Muerdter

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

%%%%%%%%%

 

Library

 

Repo URL

License URL

 

License text

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

LPeg

 

http://www.inf.puc-rio.br/~roberto/lpeg/lpeg.html

http://www.inf.puc-rio.br/~roberto/lpeg/lpeg.html

 

Copyright  2007-2019 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

LuaRocks

https://github.com/luarocks/luarocks

https://github.com/luarocks/luarocks/raw/master/COPYING

 

Copyright 2007-2011, Kepler Project.

Copyright 2011-2022, the LuaRocks project authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

OpenResty

https://github.com/openresty/openresty

https://github.com/openresty/openresty/raw/master/COPYRIGHT

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2015, by Yichun "agentzh" Zhang, OpenResty Inc.

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2014, by Xiaozhe Wang (chaoslawful) <chaoslawful@gmail.
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com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2010-2014, by FRiCKLE Piotr Sikora <info@frickle.com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2015, by Shuxin Yang.

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Jiale "calio" Zhi <vipcalio@gmail.com>.

 

Copyright (C) Guanlan Dai

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Marcus Clyne, Simpl (simpl.it)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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   * Neither the name of the organization (Simpl) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MARCUS CLYNE OR SIMPL BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2015 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 Nginx, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided

 that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NGINX License

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2009 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2009-2013 Sergey A. Osokin

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

  IN NO EVENT SHALL AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

LuaJIT -- a Just-In-Time Compiler for Lua. http://luajit.org/

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2015 Mike Pall. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

 and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

[ MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php ]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lua License

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

 obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lua-cjson

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2012  Mark Pulford <mark@kyne.com.au>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

SHA-1 implementation in NDK

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package
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 is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from

 the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

  the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version

or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply

be

copied and put under another distribution licence

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

OpenSSL
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Copyright (c) 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

  software must display the following acknowledgment:

  "This product

 includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

  openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

  nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

  acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL

 PROJECT OR

ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

(eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following

 conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list

 of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

 

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

  the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distribution licence

[including the GNU Public Licence.]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below.

 The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.
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Copyright (c) 1997-2017 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS

 JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor

 the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

zlib

 

 (C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

If you use the zlib

 library in a product, we would appreciate *not* receiving

lengthy legal documents to sign.  The sources are provided for free but without
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warranty of any kind.  The library has been entirely written by Jean-loup

Gailly and Mark Adler; it does not include third-party code.

 

If you redistribute modified sources, we would appreciate that you include in

the file ChangeLog history information documenting your changes.  Please read

the FAQ for more information on the distribution of modified source versions.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ajv

https://github.com/ajv-validator/ajv

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ajv-validator/ajv/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2021 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

align-text

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/align-text

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/align-text/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

amdefine

https://github.com/jrburke/amdefine

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jrburke/amdefine/master/LICENSE

 

amdefine

 is released under two licenses: new BSD, and MIT. You may pick the

license that best suits your development needs. The text of both licenses are

provided below.

 

 

The "New" BSD License:

----------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, The Dojo Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the Dojo Foundation nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

MIT License

-----------

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, The Dojo Foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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ansi-regex

https://github.com/chalk/ansi-regex

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/ansi-regex/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ansi-styles

https://github.com/chalk/ansi-styles

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/ansi-styles/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES
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OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ansicolors

https://github.com/kikito/ansicolors.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kikito/ansicolors.lua/master/COPYING

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Rob Hoelz <rob@hoelzro.net>

Copyright (c) 2011 Enrique Garca Cota <enrique.garcia.cota@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

argparse

https://github.com/nodeca/argparse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nodeca/argparse/master/LICENSE

 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as
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 a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below

 summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified

 version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to
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   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2.

 Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee

 on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or

 any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software,

 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material
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breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement

 shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2.

 Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained

 from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on
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or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE

 THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.

  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or

 publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

asap

https://github.com/kriskowal/asap

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kriskowal/asap/master/LICENSE.md

 

 

Copyright 20092014 Contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy,

 modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

asn1js

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/asn1.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/ASN1.js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014, GMO GlobalSign

Copyright (c) 2015-2022, Peculiar Ventures

All

 rights reserved.

 

Author 2014-2019, Yury Strozhevsky

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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asynckit

https://github.com/alexindigo/asynckit

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alexindigo/asynckit/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Indigo

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the

 Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

autolinker

https://github.com/gregjacobs/Autolinker.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/gregjacobs/Autolinker.js/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Gregory Jacobs (http://greg-jacobs.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

axios-mock-adapter

https://github.com/ctimmerm/axios-mock-adapter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ctimmerm/axios-mock-adapter/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Colin Timmermans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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babel/parser

https://github.com/babel/babel

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/babel/babel/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

babylon

https://github.com/babel/babylon

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/babel/babylon/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2014 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

balanced-match

https://github.com/juliangruber/balanced-match

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/juliangruber/balanced-match/master/LICENSE.md

 

(MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the

 Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

base64-js

https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/beatgammit/base64-js/master/LICENSE
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The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jameson Little

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

bcrypt

https://github.com/mikejsavage/lua-bcrypt

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mikejsavage/lua-bcrypt/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2021, Michael Savage <mike@mikejsavage.co.uk>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---
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Copyright (c) 2014 Ted

 Unangst <tedu@openbsd.org>

Copyright (c) 1997 Niels Provos <provos@umich.edu>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

All rights reserved.

 

Implementation advice by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

binaryheap

https://github.com/Tieske/binaryheap.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Tieske/binaryheap.lua/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright  2015-2019 Thijs Schreijer.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

brace-expansion

https://github.com/juliangruber/brace-expansion

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/juliangruber/brace-expansion/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies
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 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

braintree/sanitize-url

https://github.com/braintree/sanitize-url

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/braintree/sanitize-url/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Braintree

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and

 associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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btoa

https://github.com/node-browser-compat/btoa

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-browser-compat/btoa/master/LICENSE

 

Apache

 License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions

 granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include
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 works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor"

 shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that

 are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof
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in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative

 Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside

 or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant

 permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and

 grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and

 hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

call-me-maybe

https://github.com/limulus/call-me-maybe

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/limulus/call-me-maybe/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Eric McCarthy

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and

 this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

camelcase

https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/camelcase/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

center-align

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/center-align

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/center-align/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c)

 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

chalk

https://github.com/chalk/chalk

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/chalk/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

chartjs-adapter-dayjs

https://github.com/ducksoupdev/chartjs-adapter-dayjs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chartjs/Chart.js/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2014-2022 Chart.js Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

 be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

chartjs-color-string

https://github.com/chartjs/chartjs-color-string

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chartjs/chartjs-color-string/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

 merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ckpack/vue-color

https://github.com/ckpack/vue-color

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ckpack/vue-color/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 chenkai0520

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to

 any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

classnames

https://github.com/JedWatson/classnames

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/JedWatson/classnames/main/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Jed Watson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

clipboard

https://github.com/zenorocha/clipboard.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zenorocha/clipboard.js/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Zeno Rocha

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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cliui

https://github.com/yargs/cliui

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yargs/cliui/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

clone

https://github.com/pvorb/clone

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/pvorb/clone/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright  2011-2015 Paul Vorbach <paul@vorba.ch>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror

https://github.com/codemirror/basic-setup

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/basic-setup/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/autocomplete

https://github.com/codemirror/autocomplete

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/autocomplete/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated
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 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/commands

https://github.com/codemirror/commands

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/commands/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/lang-css

https://github.com/codemirror/lang-css

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lang-css/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/lang-html

https://github.com/codemirror/lang-html

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lang-html/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/lang-javascript

https://github.com/codemirror/lang-javascript

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lang-javascript/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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codemirror/language

https://github.com/codemirror/language

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/language/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/legacy-modes

https://github.com/codemirror/legacy-modes

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/legacy-modes/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the

 Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/lint

https://github.com/codemirror/lint

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lint/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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codemirror/search

https://github.com/codemirror/search

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/search/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/state

https://github.com/codemirror/state

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/state/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/view

https://github.com/codemirror/view

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/view/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS

 PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

color-convert

https://github.com/Qix-/color-convert
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Qix-/color-convert/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>.

Copyright (c) 2016-2021 Josh Junon <josh@junon.me>.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

color-name

https://github.com/colorjs/color-name

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/colorjs/color-name/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 Dmitry Ivanov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

combined-stream

https://github.com/felixge/node-combined-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/felixge/node-combined-stream/master/License

 

Copyright

 (c) 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

commander

https://github.com/tj/commander.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tj/commander.js/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

commonmark-react-renderer

https://github.com/rexxars/commonmark-react-renderer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/rexxars/commonmark-react-renderer/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Espen Hovlandsdal

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

concat-map

https://github.com/ljharb/concat-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ljharb/concat-map/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 James Halliday and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

convert-source-map

https://github.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2013 Thorsten Lorenz.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

core-js

https://github.com/zloirock/core-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zloirock/core-js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2022 Denis Pushkarev

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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crelt

https://github.com/marijnh/crelt

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marijnh/crelt/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2020 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

cross-fetch

https://github.com/lquixada/cross-fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lquixada/cross-fetch/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Leonardo Quixad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

css.escape

https://github.com/mathiasbynens/CSS.escape

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/CSS.escape/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of

 this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

csstype

https://github.com/frenic/csstype

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/frenic/csstype/master/LICENSE
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Copyright

 (c) 2017-2018 Fredrik Nicol

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ctrl/tinycolor

https://github.com/scttcper/tinycolor

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/scttcper/tinycolor/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) Scott Cooper <scttcper@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

curl-to-har

https://github.com/yosriady/curl-to-har

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yosriady/curl-to-har/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Yos Riady (yosriady@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice

 and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

d

https://github.com/medikoo/d

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/d/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR

 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

datafile

https://github.com/hishamhm/datafile

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hishamhm/datafile/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Hisham Muhammad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

date

https://github.com/Tieske/date

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Tieske/date/master/LICENSE
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The MIT License (MIT) http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021 Thijs Schreijer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

date-fns-tz

https://github.com/marnusw/date-fns-tz

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marnusw/date-fns-tz/master/LICENSE.md

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2018 Marnus Weststrate

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

debug

https://github.com/debug-js/debug

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/debug-js/debug/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

Copyright (c) 2018-2021 Josh Junon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED

 TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

decamelize

https://github.com/sindresorhus/decamelize

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/decamelize/main/license
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

deep-extend

https://github.com/unclechu/node-deep-extend

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unclechu/node-deep-extend/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2018, Viacheslav Lotsmanov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
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IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

delayed-stream

https://github.com/felixge/node-delayed-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/felixge/node-delayed-stream/master/License

 

Copyright

 (c) 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

delegate

https://github.com/zenorocha/delegate

b''

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2023 Zeno Rocha <hi@zenorocha.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

detect-indent

https://github.com/sindresorhus/detect-indent

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/detect-indent/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

 copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

dompurify

https://github.com/cure53/DOMPurify
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/cure53/DOMPurify/main/LICENSE

 

DOMPurify

Copyright 2023 Dr.-Ing. Mario Heiderich, Cure53

 

DOMPurify is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the

terms of either:

 

a) the Apache License Version 2.0, or

b) the Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular

 Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software
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    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

 whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that
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     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

    

 License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

      

 modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes
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    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered

 Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s)

 or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.
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3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

     a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

 Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.
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3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own

 behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this

 License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance

 with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License
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    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without

 limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage,

 computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning
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 the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If

 you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,
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 then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

duplexer

https://github.com/Raynos/duplexer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Raynos/duplexer/master/LICENCE

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

emitter-component

https://github.com/component/emitter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/component/emitter/master/LICENSE
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(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Component contributors <dev@component.io>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

encode-3986

https://github.com/m59peacemaker/js-encode-3986

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/m59peacemaker/js-encode-3986/master/LICENSE

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

Statement

 of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and

subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later
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claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse

and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any

purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may

contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the

further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain

reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and

efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a

Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright

and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work

and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited

to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,

 and translate a Work;

 

 ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

 

 iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness

 depicted in a

 Work;

 

 iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

 subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in

 a Work;

 

 vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

 European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

 protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof,

 including any amended or successor version of such directive); and

 

 vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world

 based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright
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and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known or unknown (including

 existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time

extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of

copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes

the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver

shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or

any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work

by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved to the maximum

 extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver

is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free,

non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in

the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration

provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii)

in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any

purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or

promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as

of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the

License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under

applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not

invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer

 hereby

affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims

and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

 a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

 surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

 

 b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties

 of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise,

 including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness

 for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or

 other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not

 discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.
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 c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

 that

 may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

 any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

 disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions

 or other rights required for any use of the Work.

 

 d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

 party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this

 CC0 or use of the Work.

 

For more information, please see

<http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

encoding

https://github.com/andris9/encoding

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/andris9/encoding/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Andris Reinman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

entities

https://github.com/fb55/entities

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/fb55/entities/master/LICENSE
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Copyright (c) Felix Bhm

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions

 and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

es5-ext

https://github.com/medikoo/es5-ext

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es5-ext/main/LICENSE

 

ISC

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

es6-iterator

https://github.com/medikoo/es6-iterator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es6-iterator/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2013-2017 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

es6-symbol

https://github.com/medikoo/es6-symbol

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es6-symbol/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

es6-weak-map

https://github.com/medikoo/es6-weak-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es6-weak-map/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

escape-string-regexp

https://github.com/sindresorhus/escape-string-regexp

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/escape-string-regexp/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
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documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

esprima

https://github.com/jquery/esprima

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jquery/esprima/main/LICENSE.BSD

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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estree-walker

https://github.com/Rich-Harris/estree-walker

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Rich-Harris/estree-walker/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015-20 [these people](https://github.com/Rich-Harris/estree-walker/graphs/contributors)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

esutils

https://github.com/estools/esutils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/estools/esutils/master/LICENSE.BSD

 

Redistribution

 and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA,
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 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

etlua

https://github.com/leafo/etlua

b''

 

MIT, Copyright (C) 2014 by Leaf Corcoran

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

event-emitter

https://github.com/medikoo/event-emitter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/event-emitter/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2015 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

event-stream
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https://github.com/dominictarr/event-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/event-stream/master/LICENCE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without

 limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fast-deep-equal

https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-deep-equal

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/epoberezkin/fast-deep-equal/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright

 (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fast-json-patch

https://github.com/Starcounter-Jack/JSON-Patch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Starcounter-Jack/JSON-Patch/master/LICENSE.txt

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013, 2014, 2020 Joachim Wester

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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fast-json-stable-stringify

https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-json-stable-stringify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/epoberezkin/fast-json-stable-stringify/master/LICENSE

 

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

Copyright (c) 2013 James Halliday

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fbjs

https://github.com/facebook/fbjs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/fbjs/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fecha

https://github.com/taylorhakes/fecha

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/taylorhakes/fecha/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015

 Taylor Hakes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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flat

https://github.com/hughsk/flat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hughsk/flat/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Hugh Kennedy

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the  nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

focus-trap-vue

https://github.com/posva/focus-trap-vue

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/posva/focus-trap-vue/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019-present Eduardo San Martin Morote

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

follow-redirects

https://github.com/follow-redirects/follow-redirects

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/follow-redirects/follow-redirects/main/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2014present Olivier Lalonde <olalonde@gmail.com>, James Talmage <james@talmage.io>, Ruben Verborgh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

form-data

https://github.com/form-data/form-data
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/form-data/form-data/master/License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

format-util

https://github.com/tmpfs/format-util

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tmpfs/format-util/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2015 Freeform Systems and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the

 following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

NO WARRANTY OR LIABILITY

 

YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT DOWNLOADING THE SOFTWARE AND ANY USE OF THE

SOFTWARE IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. NO WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION, CONDITION,

UNDERTAKING OR TERM - EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE -

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE CONDITION, QUALITY, DURABILITY,

PERFORMANCE, ACCURACY, STABILITY, RELIABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, OR

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE OF THE

SOFTWARE IS GIVEN OR ASSUMED BY FREEFORM SYSTEMS LTD. ALL SUCH

WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, CONDITIONS, UNDERTAKINGS AND TERMS ARE

HEREBY EXCLUDED. FREEFORM SYSTEMS LTD MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT THE

SOFTWARE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, OR THAT IT WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED,

TIMELY, SECURE, OR ERROR FREE; IN NO EVENT SHALL FREEFORM SYSTEMS LTD

BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS

PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF PROGRAMS OR INFORMATION, LOSS

OF PROFITS AND SAVINGS AND THE LIKE), OR ANY OTHER DAMAGES ARISING -

IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM - OUT OF THE AVAILABILITY, USE, RELIANCE ON,

INABILITY TO UTILIZE OR IMPROPER USE OF THE SOFTWARE EVEN IF FREEFORM

SYSTEMS LTD SHALL HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES,

AND REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, TORT, OR

OTHERWISE. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE EXCLUSIONS

OF INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

formatjs/ecma402-abstract

https://github.com/formatjs/formatjs

b''

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 FormatJS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit
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persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

from

https://github.com/dominictarr/from

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/from/master/LICENSE.APACHE2

 

Apache License, Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the

 License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fs-readfile-promise

https://github.com/shinnn/fs-readfile-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shinnn/fs-readfile-promise/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License (ISC)

Copyright 2017 Shinnosuke Watanabe
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fs-writefile-promise

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/node-fs-writefile-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/node-fs-writefile-promise/master/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

get-own-enumerable-property-symbols

https://github.com/mightyiam/get-own-enumerable-property-symbols

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mightyiam/get-own-enumerable-property-symbols/master/LICENSE
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Copyright (c) 2019, Shahar Or

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY

 DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

globals

https://github.com/sindresorhus/globals

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/globals/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

good-listener

https://github.com/zenorocha/good-listener
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b''

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2023 Zeno Rocha <hi@zenorocha.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so,

 subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

graceful-fs

https://github.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs/main/LICENSE

 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright

 notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

handlebars-utils

https://github.com/helpers/handlebars-utils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/helpers/handlebars-utils/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

har-schema

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/har-schema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/har-schema/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission to

 use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
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WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

har-validator

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/node-har-validator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/node-har-validator/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

has-ansi

https://github.com/chalk/has-ansi

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/has-ansi/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
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documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

helper-markdown

https://github.com/helpers/helper-markdown

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/helpers/helper-markdown/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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highlight.js

https://github.com/highlightjs/highlight.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/highlightjs/highlight.js/main/LICENSE

 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions

 and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

hoist-non-react-statics

https://github.com/mridgway/hoist-non-react-statics

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mridgway/hoist-non-react-statics/master/LICENSE.md

 

Software License Agreement (BSD License)

========================================
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Copyright (c) 2015, Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved.

----------------------------------------------------

 

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of YUI's contributors

 may be

   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

home-or-tmp

https://github.com/sindresorhus/home-or-tmp

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/home-or-tmp/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
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Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

httpsnippet

https://github.com/Kong/httpsnippet

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/httpsnippet/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Kong (https://www.konghq.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

iconv-lite

https://github.com/ashtuchkin/iconv-lite

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ashtuchkin/iconv-lite/master/LICENSE
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Copyright (c) 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ieee754

https://github.com/feross/ieee754

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/feross/ieee754/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

immutable

https://github.com/immutable-js/immutable-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/immutable-js/immutable-js/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present, Lee Byron and other contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

inspect

https://github.com/kikito/inspect.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kikito/inspect.lua/master/MIT-LICENSE.txt
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Copyright (c) 2013 Enrique Garca Cota

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the

 following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

invariant

https://github.com/zertosh/invariant

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zertosh/invariant/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ipaddr.js

https://github.com/whitequark/ipaddr.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/whitequark/ipaddr.js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2017 whitequark <whitequark@whitequark.org>

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-buffer

https://github.com/feross/is-buffer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/feross/is-buffer/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-dom

https://github.com/npm-dom/is-dom

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/npm-dom/is-dom/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-finite

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-finite

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-finite/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-obj

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-obj

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-obj/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
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INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-promise

https://github.com/then/is-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/then/is-promise/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-regexp

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-regexp

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-regexp/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
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documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-stream

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-stream/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

 to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

isomorphic-fetch
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https://github.com/matthew-andrews/isomorphic-fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/matthew-andrews/isomorphic-fetch/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Matt Andrews

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in

 the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

isomorphic-form-data

https://github.com/form-data/isomorphic-form-data

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/form-data/isomorphic-form-data/master/License

 

Copyright

 (c) 2012 Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jquery

https://github.com/jquery/jquery

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jquery/jquery/main/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

js-file-download

https://github.com/kennethjiang/js-file-download

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kennethjiang/js-file-download/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2017 Kenneth Jiang
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

js-tokens

https://github.com/lydell/js-tokens

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lydell/js-tokens/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 Simon Lydell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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js-yaml

https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nodeca/js-yaml/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 by

 Vitaly Puzrin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

 OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jsesc

https://github.com/mathiasbynens/jsesc

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/jsesc/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json-schema-instantiator

https://github.com/tomarad/JSON-Schema-Instantiator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tomarad/JSON-Schema-Instantiator/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Tom Arad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json-schema-ref-parser
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https://github.com/APIDevTools/json-schema-ref-parser

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/APIDevTools/json-schema-ref-parser/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json-schema-traverse

https://github.com/epoberezkin/json-schema-traverse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/epoberezkin/json-schema-traverse/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby

 granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json5

https://github.com/json5/json5

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/json5/json5/main/LICENSE.md

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Aseem Kishore, and [others].

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

[others]: https://github.com/json5/json5/contributors

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jsonschema
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https://github.com/tdegrunt/jsonschema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tdegrunt/jsonschema/master/LICENSE

 

jsonschema is licensed under MIT license.

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2015 Tom de Grunt <tom@degrunt.nl>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jsonschema-draft4

https://github.com/kogosoftwarellc/jsonschema-draft4

b''

 

``````

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Kogo Software LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

``````

 

[downloads-image]: http://img.shields.io/npm/dm/jsonschema-draft4.svg

[npm-url]: https://npmjs.org/package/jsonschema-draft4

[npm-image]: http://img.shields.io/npm/v/jsonschema-draft4.svg

 

[travis-url]: https://travis-ci.org/kogosoftwarellc/jsonschema-draft4

[travis-image]: http://img.shields.io/travis/kogosoftwarellc/jsonschema-draft4.svg

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

katex

https://github.com/KaTeX/KaTeX

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/KaTeX/KaTeX/main/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2020 Khan Academy and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kind-of

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong

https://github.com/Kong/kong

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-ee/master/LICENSE

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-developer-portal

https://github.com/Kong/kong-portal
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-portal/main/LICENSE

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-lapis

https://github.com/LuaDist-testing/kong-lapis

b''

 

(MIT)

 

Copyright

 (C) 2017 by Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

[1]: http://moonscript.org

[2]: http://olivinelabs.com/busted/

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-lua-resty-kafka

https://github.com/kong/lua-resty-kafka

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-kafka/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014, doujiang

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of lua-resty-kafka nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-luasec

https://github.com/brunoos/luasec

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/brunoos/luasec/master/LICENSE

 

LuaSec 1.2.0 license

Copyright (C) 2006-2022 Bruno Silvestre, UFG

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a

  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-openid-connect

https://github.com/Kong/kong-openid-connect

b''

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-pgmoon

https://github.com/Kong/pgmoon

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/pgmoon/kong-dev/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-redis-cluster

https://github.com/Kong/resty-redis-cluster

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/resty-redis-cluster/master/LICENSE

 

                               Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright

 owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to

 compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

 

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated

 within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form

 of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE

 file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely

 responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed

 in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong/kongponents

https://github.com/Kong/kongponents

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kongponents/main/LICENSE

 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control

 systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    

 this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and

 distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file,

 excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing

 the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any

 direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong/manager

 

b''

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kyleshockey/js-yaml

https://github.com/shockey/js-yaml-browser

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shockey/js-yaml-browser/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kyleshockey/xml

https://github.com/shockey/node-xml

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shockey/node-xml/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Dylan Greene <dylang@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lazy-cache

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/lazy-cache

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/lazy-cache/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/common

https://github.com/lezer-parser/common

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/common/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/css

https://github.com/lezer-parser/css

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/css/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to

 do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/highlight

https://github.com/lezer-parser/highlight

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/highlight/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/html

https://github.com/lezer-parser/html

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/html/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/javascript

https://github.com/lezer-parser/javascript

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/javascript/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/lr

https://github.com/lezer-parser/lr

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/lr/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following
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 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

linkify-it

https://github.com/markdown-it/linkify-it

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/linkify-it/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Vitaly Puzrin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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loadkit

https://github.com/leafo/loadkit

b''

 

MIT, Copyright (C) 2014 by Leaf Corcoran

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lodash.camelcase

https://github.com/lodash/lodash

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lodash/lodash/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission

 notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

longest

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/longest

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/longest/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

loose-envify

https://github.com/zertosh/loose-envify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zertosh/loose-envify/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Andres Suarez <zertosh@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lpeg_patterns

https://github.com/daurnimator/lpeg_patterns

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/daurnimator/lpeg_patterns/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Daurnimator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and

 to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lru-queue

https://github.com/medikoo/lru-queue

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/lru-queue/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby

 granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-cassandra

https://github.com/thibaultcha/lua-cassandra

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thibaultcha/lua-cassandra/master/LICENSE
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Original work Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Thibault Charbonnier

Based on the work of Juarez Bochi Copyright 2014

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files

 (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-ffi-zlib

https://github.com/hamishforbes/lua-ffi-zlib

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hamishforbes/lua-ffi-zlib/master/LICENSE.txt

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Hamish Forbes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-messagepack

https://framagit.org/fperrad/lua-MessagePack

https://framagit.org/fperrad/lua-MessagePack/-/raw/master/README.md

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-protobuf

https://github.com/starwing/lua-protobuf

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/starwing/lua-protobuf/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Xavier Wang

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this

 permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-acme

https://github.com/fffonion/lua-resty-acme

b''

 

This module is licensed under the BSD license.

 

Copyright (C) 2019, by fffonion <fffonion@gmail.com>.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

 the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

[Back to

 TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

See Also

========

* [Automatic Certificate Management Environment (ACME)](https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8555)

* [haproxytech/haproxy-lua-acme](https://github.com/haproxytech/haproxy-lua-acme) The ACME Lua

implementation used in HAProxy.

* [GUI/lua-resty-auto-ssl](https://github.com/GUI/lua-resty-auto-ssl)

* [lua-resty-openssl](https://github.com/fffonion/lua-resty-openssl)

* [Let's Encrypt API rate limits](https://letsencrypt.org/docs/rate-limits/)
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[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-aws

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-aws

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-aws/main/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined

 by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall

 mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution"

 shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any

 individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified

 files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated

 by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally

 submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties

 or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses),

 even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed

 by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020-2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-cookie

https://github.com/cloudflare/lua-resty-cookie

b''

 

This

 module is licensed under the BSD license.

 

Copyright (C) 2013, by Jiale Zhi <vipcalio@gmail.com>, CloudFlare Inc.

 

Copyright (C) 2013, by Yichun Zhang <agentzh@gmail.com>, CloudFlare Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-counter

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-counter

b''

 

This module is licensed under the Apache 2.0 license.

 

Copyright (C) 2019, Kong Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

See Also

========

* [lua-nginx-module](https://github.com/openresty/lua-nginx-module)

 

[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-gcp

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-ee/master/LICENSE
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Use of

 this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-healthcheck

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-healthcheck

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-healthcheck/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i)

 the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or

 attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

 direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the

 Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such

 additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-http

https://github.com/ledgetech/lua-resty-http

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ledgetech/lua-resty-http/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2013, James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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 notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-ipmatcher

https://github.com/api7/lua-resty-ipmatcher

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/api7/lua-resty-ipmatcher/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

 

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided

 in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic,

 verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly

 perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of

 its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

          as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

 

    names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

 

    unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own

 behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lua-resty-jit-uuid

https://github.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-jit-uuid

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-jit-uuid/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Thibault Charbonnier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-jq

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-jq

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-jq/main/LICENSE

 

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020  2021, Aapo Talvensaari,

 James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF

 USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-jwt

https://github.com/cdbattags/lua-resty-jwt

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/cdbattags/lua-resty-jwt/master/LICENSE

 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other

 entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work

 of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by

 the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor
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 hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity

 (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices

 from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

    

     notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated

 with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance

 of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description

 of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-ljsonschema

https://github.com/Tieske/lua-resty-ljsonschema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Tieske/lua-resty-ljsonschema/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Julien Desgats

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of

 charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-mail

https://github.com/GUI/lua-resty-mail

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/GUI/lua-resty-mail/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright

 (c) 2017 Nick Muerdter

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-mlcache

https://github.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-mlcache

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-mlcache/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2022 Thibault Charbonnier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS

 PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lua-resty-nettle

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-nettle

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-nettle/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 - 2021, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-openapi3-deserializer

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-openapi3-deserializer

b''

 

Use

 of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-openssl

https://github.com/fffonion/lua-resty-openssl
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/fffonion/lua-resty-openssl/master/LICENSE

 

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020, Wangchong Zhou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-passwdqc

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-passwdqc

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-passwdqc/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-redis-connector

https://github.com/ledgetech/lua-resty-redis-connector

b''

 

This module is licensed under the 2-clause BSD license.

 

Copyright (c) James Hurst <james@pintsized.co.uk>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-session

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-session

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-session/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014  2022, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-template

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-template

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-template/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014 - 2022 Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the {organization} nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-timer-ng

https://github.com/kong/lua-resty-timer-ng

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-timer-ng/main/LICENSE

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

    

 "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited

 to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing
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 by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

 otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the

 Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

   

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES

 OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work

 stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply

 the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the

 License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-websocket-proxy

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-websocket-proxy

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-websocket-proxy/main/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice

 that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the

 purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license

 to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within

 the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works;

 and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 

 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License.

 However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within

 third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-worker-events

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-worker-events

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-worker-events/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked

 or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use,

 offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You

 must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works;

 within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the

 conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an

 "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages

 for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License

 to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

 ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua_pack

https://github.com/Kong/lua-pack

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-pack/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua_system_constants

https://github.com/kong/lua-system-constants
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-system-constants/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2019 Kong, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luacs

https://github.com/clear-code/luacs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/clear-code/luacs/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Kouhei Sutou <kou@clear-code.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luaexpat

https://github.com/lunarmodules/luaexpat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/luaexpat/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2003-2007 The Kepler Project, 2013-2022 Matthew Wild

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luafilesystem

https://github.com/spacewander/luafilesystem

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/spacewander/luafilesystem/master/LICENSE
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lualogging

https://github.com/lunarmodules/lualogging

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/lualogging/master/COPYRIGHT

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 Kepler Project.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luasocket

https://github.com/lunarmodules/luasocket

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/luasocket/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 Diego Nehab

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to

 do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luasyslog

https://github.com/lunarmodules/luasyslog

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/luasyslog/main/COPYING

 

Copyright  1994-2021 Nicolas Casalini (DarkGod).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without
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 restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luatz

https://github.com/daurnimator/luatz

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/daurnimator/luatz/master/COPYING

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright

 (c) 2013-2017 Daurnimator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luautf8

https://github.com/starwing/luautf8

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/starwing/luautf8/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Xavier Wang

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luaxxhash

https://github.com/szensk/luaxxhash

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/szensk/luaxxhash/master/LICENSE

 

luaxxhash License

--------------------------

 

luaxxhash is licensed under the terms of the MIT/X11 license reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2014 szensk.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do

 so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

 

(end of COPYRIGHT)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lyaml

https://github.com/gvvaughan/lyaml

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/gvvaughan/lyaml/master/LICENSE

 

This software comprises files that are copyright their respective

authors (see the AUTHORS file for details), and distributed under

the terms of the

 MIT license (the same license as Lua itself),

unless noted otherwise in the body of that file.

 

====================================================================

Copyright (C) 2013-2023 Gary V. Vaughan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in  all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGE-

MENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

====================================================================

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

magic-string

https://github.com/rich-harris/magic-string

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Rich-Harris/magic-string/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2018 Rich Harris

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

map-stream

https://github.com/dominictarr/map-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/map-stream/master/LICENCE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-abbr

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-abbr

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-abbr/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-deflist

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-deflist

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-deflist/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

 IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-emoji

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-emoji

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-emoji/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Vitaly Puzrin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software

 is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-footnote

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-footnote

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-footnote/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files

 (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-ins

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-ins

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-ins/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright
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 (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-katex

https://github.com/waylonflinn/markdown-it-katex

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/waylonflinn/markdown-it-katex/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Waylon Flinn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING
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 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-mark

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-mark

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-mark/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-sub

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sub

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sub/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-sup

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sup

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sup/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-task-lists

https://github.com/revin/markdown-it-task-lists

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/revin/markdown-it-task-lists/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Revin Guillen

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-toc-and-anchor

https://github.com/medfreeman/markdown-it-toc-and-anchor

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medfreeman/markdown-it-toc-and-anchor/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Maxime Thirouin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
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subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

marked

https://github.com/markedjs/marked

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markedjs/marked/master/LICENSE.md

 

# License information

 

## Contribution License Agreement

 

If you contribute code to this project, you are implicitly allowing your code

to be distributed under the MIT license. You are also implicitly verifying that

all code is your original work. `</legalese>`

 

## Marked

 

Copyright (c) 2018+, MarkedJS (https://github.com/markedjs/)

Copyright (c) 2011-2018, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

## Markdown

 

Copyright  2004, John Gruber

http://daringfireball.net/

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following

 conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name Markdown nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors as is and any express or implied warranties,

including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are

disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,

exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services;

 loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in

contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software,

even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

match-at

https://github.com/sophiebits/match-at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sophiebits/match-at/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Sophie Alpert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

material-colors

https://github.com/shuhei/material-colors

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shuhei/material-colors/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright 2014 Shuhei Kagawa

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE

 INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mdurl

https://github.com/markdown-it/mdurl

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/mdurl/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
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files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

.parse() is based on Joyent's node.js `url` code:

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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memoizee

https://github.com/medikoo/memoizee

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/memoizee/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo,

 medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mime-db

https://github.com/jshttp/mime-db

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jshttp/mime-db/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015-2022 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby

 granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mime-types

https://github.com/jshttp/mime-types

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jshttp/mime-types/master/LICENSE

 

(The

 MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

minimatch

https://github.com/isaacs/minimatch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/isaacs/minimatch/main/LICENSE
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The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mkdirp-promise

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/mkdirp-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/mkdirp-promise/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

moment

https://github.com/moment/moment

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/moment/moment/develop/LICENSE
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Copyright (c) JS Foundation and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

monaco-editor

https://github.com/Microsoft/monaco-editor

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/monaco-editor/main/LICENSE.txt

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 - present Microsoft Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission

 notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ms

https://github.com/vercel/ms

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vercel/ms/master/license.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Vercel, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

 and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

multipart

https://github.com/Kong/lua-multipart

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-multipart/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape (https://www.mashape.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

 person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

nanoid

https://github.com/ai/nanoid

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ai/nanoid/main/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2017 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

net-url

https://github.com/golgote/neturl

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/golgote/neturl/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Bertrand Mansion

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

next-tick

https://github.com/medikoo/next-tick

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/next-tick/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2020, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
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copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

 DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

node-fetch

https://github.com/node-fetch/node-fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-fetch/node-fetch/main/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 - 2020 Node Fetch Team

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

number-is-nan
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https://github.com/sindresorhus/number-is-nan

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/number-is-nan/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

object-assign

https://github.com/sindresorhus/object-assign

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/object-assign/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ono

https://github.com/JS-DevTools/ono

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/JS-DevTools/ono/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

openapi-schema-validation

https://github.com/kogosoftwarellc/open-api

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kogosoftwarellc/open-api/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2018 Kogo Softare LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

os-homedir

https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-homedir

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/os-homedir/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

os-tmpdir

https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-tmpdir

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/os-tmpdir/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

 to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pascalcase

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/pascalcase

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/pascalcase/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Jon Schlinkert <jon.schlinkert@gmail.com> (https://jonschlinkert.com)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

path-is-absolute

https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-is-absolute

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/path-is-absolute/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

 be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pause-stream

https://github.com/dominictarr/pause-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/pause-stream/master/LICENSE

 

Dual Licensed MIT and Apache 2

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to

 use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                   

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted

 by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing

 and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source

 or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following

 places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided

 Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing,

 Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License

 or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional

 liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright (c) 2013 Dominic Tarr

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License

 is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

peculiar/asn1-cms

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/asn1-schema

b''

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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peculiar/asn1-schema

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/x509

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/x509/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Peculiar Ventures. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

penlight

https://github.com/lunarmodules/penlight

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/Penlight/master/LICENSE.md

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2016 Steve Donovan, David Manura.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

performance-now

https://github.com/myrne/performance-now

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/myrne/performance-now/master/license.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Braveg1rl

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

picocolors

https://github.com/alexeyraspopov/picocolors

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alexeyraspopov/picocolors/main/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Alexey Raspopov, Kostiantyn Denysov, Anton Verinov
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pinia

https://github.com/vuejs/pinia

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/pinia/v2/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019-present Eduardo San Martin Morote

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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pinkie-promise

https://github.com/floatdrop/pinkie-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/floatdrop/pinkie-promise/master/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

popperjs/core

https://github.com/floating-ui/floating-ui

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/floating-ui/floating-ui/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Floating UI contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

postcss

https://github.com/postcss/postcss

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/postcss/postcss/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

prismjs

https://github.com/PrismJS/prism

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PrismJS/prism/master/LICENSE
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MIT LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2012 Lea Verou

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

private

https://github.com/benjamn/private

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/benjamn/private/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Ben Newman <bn@cs.stanford.edu>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

promise

https://github.com/then/promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/then/promise/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

prop-types

https://github.com/facebook/prop-types

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/prop-types/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished

 to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ps-tree

https://github.com/indexzero/ps-tree

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/indexzero/ps-tree/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Domenic Tarr, Charlie Robbins & the Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

punycode

https://github.com/mathiasbynens/punycode.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/punycode.js/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright

 Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pvtsutils

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/pvtsutils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/pvtsutils/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2022 Peculiar Ventures, LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pvutils

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/pvutils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/pvutils/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019, Peculiar Ventures

All rights reserved.

 

Author 2016-2019, Yury Strozhevsky

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject

 to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

qs

https://github.com/ljharb/qs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ljharb/qs/main/LICENSE.md

 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Nathan LaFreniere and other [contributors](https://github.com/ljharb/qs/graphs/contributors)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the

 following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

querystring-browser

https://github.com/mathiasvr/querystring
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasvr/querystring/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mathias Rasmussen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and

 this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

querystringify

https://github.com/unshiftio/querystringify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unshiftio/querystringify/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react

https://github.com/facebook/react

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/react/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Meta Platforms, Inc. and affiliates.

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

 DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-apiembed

https://github.com/kong/react-apiembed
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/react-apiembed/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management

 of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

 communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution,

 then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying

 the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks,

 service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by

 applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version

 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-collapse

https://github.com/nkbt/react-collapse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nkbt/react-collapse/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Nik Butenko

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-debounce-input

https://github.com/nkbt/react-debounce-input

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nkbt/react-debounce-input/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Nik Butenko

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-immutable-proptypes

https://github.com/HurricaneJames/react-immutable-proptypes

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/HurricaneJames/react-immutable-proptypes/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015 James Burnett

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-immutable-pure-component

https://github.com/Monar/react-immutable-pure-component

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Monar/react-immutable-pure-component/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Piotr Tomasz Monarski

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-inspector

https://github.com/storybookjs/react-inspector

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/storybookjs/react-inspector/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Xiaoyi Chen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

 sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-lifecycles-compat

https://github.com/reactjs/react-lifecycles-compat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reactjs/react-lifecycles-compat/master/LICENSE.md

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.
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Permission is hereby granted,

 free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-markdown

https://github.com/remarkjs/react-markdown

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/remarkjs/react-markdown/main/license

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Espen Hovlandsdal

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-motion

https://github.com/chenglou/react-motion

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chenglou/react-motion/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 React Motion authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-redux

https://github.com/reduxjs/react-redux

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reduxjs/react-redux/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present Dan Abramov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons

 to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-split-pane

https://github.com/tomkp/react-split-pane

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tomkp/react-split-pane/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 tomkp

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-style-proptype

https://github.com/brigand/react-style-proptype

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/brigand/react-style-proptype/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2016 Frankie Bagnardi <f.bagnardi@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

redux

https://github.com/reduxjs/redux

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reduxjs/redux/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present Dan Abramov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

redux-immutable

https://github.com/gajus/redux-immutable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/gajus/redux-immutable/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ANUARY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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reflect-metadata

https://github.com/rbuckton/reflect-metadata

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/rbuckton/reflect-metadata/master/LICENSE

 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

 an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright
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owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

 that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer

 the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such

Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or

counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall

terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent

 notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

 License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise
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complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may

 have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in

 tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility,

 not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor

harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

regenerator-runtime

https://github.com/facebook/regenerator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/regenerator/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present, Facebook, Inc.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

remarkable

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/remarkable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/remarkable/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert

Copyright (c) 2014 Jon Schlinkert, Vitaly Puzrin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

repeat-string

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-string

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-string/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015,

 Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

repeating

https://github.com/sindresorhus/repeating

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/repeating/main/license

 

MIT License
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Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

requires-port

https://github.com/unshiftio/requires-port

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unshiftio/requires-port/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice

 and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

reselect

https://github.com/reduxjs/reselect

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reduxjs/reselect/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Reselect Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

right-align

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/right-align

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/right-align/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

rollup-plugin-babel

https://github.com/rollup/rollup-plugin-babel

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/rollup/rollup-plugin-babel/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 [these people](https://github.com/rollup/rollup-plugin-babel/graphs/contributors)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

rollup-pluginutils

https://github.com/rollup/rollup-pluginutils

b''

 

MIT

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

safe-buffer

https://github.com/feross/safe-buffer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/feross/safe-buffer/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject

 to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

safer-buffer

https://github.com/ChALkeR/safer-buffer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ChALkeR/safer-buffer/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License
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Copyright (c) 2018 Nikita Skovoroda <chalkerx@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

serialize-error

https://github.com/sindresorhus/serialize-error

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/serialize-error/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

setimmediate

https://github.com/YuzuJS/setImmediate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/YuzuJS/setImmediate/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Barnesandnoble.com, llc, Donavon West, and Domenic Denicola

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

slash

https://github.com/sindresorhus/slash

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/slash/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit
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persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

sortablejs

https://github.com/SortableJS/Sortable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/SortableJS/Sortable/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 All contributors to Sortable

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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source-map

https://github.com/mozilla/source-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mozilla/source-map/master/LICENSE

 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Mozilla Foundation

 and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the Mozilla Foundation nor the names of project

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

source-map-js

https://github.com/7rulnik/source-map-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/7rulnik/source-map-js/patch-0.6.1/LICENSE

 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Mozilla Foundation and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the Mozilla Foundation nor the names of project

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

source-map-support

https://github.com/evanw/node-source-map-support

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/evanw/node-source-map-support/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Evan Wallace

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

sourcemap-codec

https://github.com/Rich-Harris/sourcemap-codec

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Rich-Harris/sourcemap-codec/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rich Harris

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so,

 subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

sprintf-js

https://github.com/alexei/sprintf.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alexei/sprintf.js/master/LICENSE
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Copyright (c) 2007-present, Alexandru Mrteanu <hello@alexei.ro>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of this software nor the names of its contributors may be

 used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

stream

https://github.com/juliangruber/stream

b''

 

(MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT
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 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

stream-combiner

https://github.com/dominictarr/stream-combiner

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/stream-combiner/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2012 'Dominic Tarr'

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished

 to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

string.prototype.repeat

https://github.com/mathiasbynens/String.prototype.repeat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/String.prototype.repeat/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

stringify-object

https://github.com/yeoman/stringify-object

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yeoman/stringify-object/main/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2015, Yeoman team

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING,
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 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

strip-ansi

https://github.com/chalk/strip-ansi

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/strip-ansi/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

style-mod

https://github.com/marijnh/style-mod

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marijnh/style-mod/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including
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 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

supports-color

https://github.com/chalk/supports-color

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/supports-color/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus

 <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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swagger-client

https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/swagger-api/swagger-js/master/LICENSE

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power,

 direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to

 the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works

 of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

    

 or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes

 a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional

 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant

 permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence),

 contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations,

 You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy]

 [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-methods

https://github.com/APIDevTools/swagger-methods

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/APIDevTools/swagger-methods/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-parser

https://github.com/APIDevTools/swagger-parser

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/APIDevTools/swagger-parser/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright

 (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-schema-official

https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped/tree/master/types/swagger-schema-official

https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped/raw/master/LICENSE
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This project is licensed under the MIT license.

Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-ui

https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-ui

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/swagger-api/swagger-ui/master/LICENSE

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner

 or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source

 form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the

 Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by

 Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s)

 alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally

 appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be

 under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR

 A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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swagger-ui-kong-theme

https://github.com/Kong/kong-portal-cli

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-portal-cli/master/LICENSE

 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)

 or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based
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 on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

   

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of

 Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation

 is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution

 notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may

 provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary

 use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any

 Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may

 obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger2har

https://github.com/Kong/swagger2har

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/swagger2har/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

      the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

 

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications

 or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently

 incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

 Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in

 the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

   

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions

 of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional

 Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The

 text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swrv

https://github.com/Kong/swrv

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/swrv/master/LICENSE

 

                  

              Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations,

 elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue

 tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor

 hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that

 do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction,
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 or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or

 claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

symbol-observable

https://github.com/benlesh/symbol-observable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/benlesh/symbol-observable/master/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

Copyright (c) 2021 Ben Lesh <ben@benlesh.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished

 to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tabbable

https://github.com/focus-trap/tabbable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/focus-trap/tabbable/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 David Clark

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

terminate

https://github.com/dwyl/terminate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dwyl/terminate/main/LICENSE

 

                   GNU GENERAL

 PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies

 to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You

 may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute

 or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the

 Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute

 the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received

 the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third

 parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program

 or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license

 would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

 willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If

 the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR

 THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE

 OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

through

https://github.com/dominictarr/through

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/through/master/LICENSE.APACHE2

 

Apache License, Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

timers-ext

https://github.com/medikoo/timers-ext

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/timers-ext/master/LICENSE
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ISC

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2018, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tiny-emitter

https://github.com/scottcorgan/tiny-emitter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/scottcorgan/tiny-emitter/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Scott Corgan

 

Permission is hereby granted,

 free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

to-fast-properties

https://github.com/sindresorhus/to-fast-properties

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/to-fast-properties/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Petka Antonov

Copyright (c) Benjamin Gruenbaum

Copyright (c) John-David Dalton

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

trim-right

https://github.com/sindresorhus/trim-right

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/trim-right/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tslib

https://github.com/Microsoft/tslib

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/tslib/main/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tsyringe

https://github.com/Microsoft/tsyringe

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/tsyringe/master/LICENSE

 

   MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

typeof-article

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/typeof-article

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/typeof-article/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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typescript

https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/TypeScript/main/LICENSE.txt

 

Apache

 License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source"

 form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link

 (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor

 and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s)

 alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If

You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then

any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

 trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the
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 Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add

Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and

conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this

License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

 service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in

 writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred

 by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional

liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ua-parser-js

https://github.com/faisalman/ua-parser-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/faisalman/ua-parser-js/master/license.md
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Faisal Salman <<f@faisalman.com>>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uc.micro

https://github.com/markdown-it/uc.micro

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/uc.micro/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uglify-js

https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mishoo/UglifyJS/master/LICENSE

 

UglifyJS is released under the BSD license:

 

Copyright 2012-2019 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AS IS AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE

 USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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uglify-to-browserify

https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/uglify-to-browserify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ForbesLindesay/uglify-to-browserify/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

underscore.string

https://github.com/esamattis/underscore.string

b''

 

##

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Esa-Matti Suuronen esa-matti@suuronen.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or
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 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

[d]: http://www.diveintojavascript.com/core-javascript-reference/the-string-object

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

unorm

https://github.com/walling/unorm

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/walling/unorm/master/LICENSE.md

 

The software dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses. MIT license:

 

   Copyright (c) 2008-2013 Matsuza <matsuza@gmail.com>, Bjarke Walling <bwp@bwp.dk>

  

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files

 (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

  

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

  

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

   IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

GPL notice (please read the [full GPL license]

 online):

 

   Copyright (C) 2008-2013 Matsuza <matsuza@gmail.com>, Bjarke Walling <bwp@bwp.dk>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License

   as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

   of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

 

 

[full GPL license]: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0-standalone.html

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uri-js

https://github.com/garycourt/uri-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/garycourt/uri-js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2011 Gary Court. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1.	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2.	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GARY COURT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL GARY COURT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be

interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of Gary Court.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

url

https://github.com/defunctzombie/node-url

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/defunctzombie/node-url/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2014 Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

url-parse

https://github.com/unshiftio/url-parse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unshiftio/url-parse/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
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 obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uslug

https://github.com/jeremys/uslug

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jeremys/uslug/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2012 Jeremy Selier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

utfstring

https://github.com/camertron/utfstring

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/camertron/utfstring/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Cameron Dutro

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

 THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

util-deprecate

https://github.com/TooTallNate/util-deprecate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/TooTallNate/util-deprecate/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

v-calendar

https://github.com/nathanreyes/v-calendar

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nathanreyes/v-calendar/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Nathan Reyes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

validator
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https://github.com/validatorjs/validator.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/validatorjs/validator.js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Chris O'Hara <cohara87@gmail.com>

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

 OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

version

https://github.com/Kong/version.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/version.lua/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such

 entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication

 sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute

 the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted

 to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then

 any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks,

 or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable

 law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility,

 not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License,

 Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue

https://github.com/vuejs/vue

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/vue/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Yuxi (Evan) You

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-chartjs

https://github.com/apertureless/vue-chartjs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/apertureless/vue-chartjs/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jakub Juszczak
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-codemirror

https://github.com/surmon-china/vue-codemirror

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/surmon-china/vue-codemirror/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Surmon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-demi

https://github.com/vueuse/vue-demi

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vueuse/vue-demi/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020-present, Anthony Fu

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-draggable-next

https://github.com/anish2690/vue-draggable-next

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/anish2690/vue-draggable-next/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Anish George

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-markdown

https://github.com/miaolz123/vue-markdown

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/miaolz123/vue-markdown/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Chao Lee

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-router

https://github.com/vuejs/router

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/router/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019-present Eduardo San Martin Morote

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue/compiler-core

https://github.com/vuejs/core

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/core/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018-present, Yuxi (Evan) You

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue/devtools-api

https://github.com/vuejs/devtools

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/devtools/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present Evan You

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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w3c-keyname

https://github.com/marijnh/w3c-keyname

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marijnh/w3c-keyname/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2016 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

 the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

whatwg-fetch

https://github.com/github/fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/github/fetch/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 GitHub, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without

 restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

window-size

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/window-size

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/window-size/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xml-but-prettier

https://github.com/shockey/xml-but-prettier

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shockey/xml-but-prettier/master/LICENSE
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jonathan Persson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xmlua

https://github.com/clear-code/xmlua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/clear-code/xmlua/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2018 Horimoto Yasuhiro <horimoto@clear-code.com>

Copyright (c) 2017-2018 Kouhei Sutou <kou@clear-code.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xss-filters

https://github.com/YahooArchive/xss-filters

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/YahooArchive/xss-filters/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Yahoo! Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must

 retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Authors: Adonis Fung <adon@yahoo-inc.com>

        Nera Liu <neraliu@gmail.com>

        Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xstate

https://github.com/statelyai/xstate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/statelyai/xstate/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 David Khourshid

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

yaml-js

https://github.com/connec/yaml-js

b''

 

[WTFPL](http://sam.zoy.org/wtfpl/)
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

z-schema

https://github.com/zaggino/z-schema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zaggino/z-schema/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Martin Zagora and other contributors

https://github.com/zaggino/z-schema/graphs/contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

 person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

zenscroll

https://github.com/zengabor/zenscroll

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zengabor/zenscroll/dist/LICENSE

 

This

 is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

 

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or

distribute this software, either in source code form or as a compiled

binary, for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and by any

means.

 

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors
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of this software dedicate any and all copyright interest in the

software to the public domain. We make this dedication for the benefit

of the public at large and to the detriment of our heirs and

successors. We intend this dedication to be an overt act of

relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights to this

software under copyright law.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

For more information, please refer to <http://unlicense.org>

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

/asserts/fonts/font-awesome/: SIL OFL 1.1

/asserts/stylesheets/font-awesome/: MIT License

Copyright (c) 2014, doujiang

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of lua-resty-kafka nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
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CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020-2023 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020, Wangchong Zhou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape (https://www.mashape.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Xavier Wang

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Julien Desgats, 2019-2023 Thijs Schreijer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2021, Michael Savage <mike@mikejsavage.co.uk>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Ted Unangst <tedu@openbsd.org>

Copyright (c) 1997 Niels Provos <provos@umich.edu>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

 above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

All rights reserved.

 

Implementation advice by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in

 binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020  2021, Aapo Talvensaari, James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2023 Leaf Corcoran
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2018 by Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 - 2016 Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the {organization} nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Twitter, Inc

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Thibault Charbonnier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2019 Kong, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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N_LOCK_KEYlog_license_stateprematureexpiration_timekonnect_mode
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m-69BX-)-BKlicense

konglicense_expiration_timetimer_atlicense_notification_handlerkonnect_modeexpiration_time	

g%699B9699X-699X-XK8X88X89	X8X88X

89	X69

9)5D699

'BXXXXX8X88X

89	X69

9)5D-9BXX'6969	B69

9)5	=	DKmessageERRlog%license library cannot be loadedGET#license_validation_can_proceedmessage*Enterprise

license missing or expiredDELETE

PATCHPUT	POSTwrite_admin_apicanmessage*Enterprise

 license missing or expired	exit

response*default_routedeny_admin_apiallow_admin_apilicensing	kongroute_nameget_methodreqngx		

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

!""""""#######%EMPTYlicense_utilsselfhmethodcrouteballow\denyVmsgH

P-9Dvalidate_kong_licenselicense_utilslicense%m-BXXXX'X'&6969B+-9BI+'	-9

B&Jvalidation_error_to_string!Unable to validate license: decode	WARNlogngx.; some functionality may not be

available'The license being added is

expiredERROR_LICENSE_EXPIREDERROR_GRACE_PERIODERROR_VALIDATION_PASS

 

 

 

 

 

validate_kong_licensecjsonlicense_utilslicense&result"message	 3M6'B6'B6'B6'B6'B6'B699	6'	

B9699

6	9		9		*

')Z)

)

'6996453=B4'33=3=333!= 3#="3%=$3&3'3(=)3*3+=,3.=-

3/30=1=22Lis_valid_licensevalidate_kong_licenselicense_can_proceedreport_expired_licenselog_license_stateget_

featureset

get_typeread_license_infodecode_licensefilter_latest_license/etc/kong/license.json__newindexsetmetatabledecode_

base64urldecode_base64events:license?Please contact

 <support@konghq.com> to renew your license.	kongshared	findre

splitkong.tools.utilsat

timerngxngx.base64*kong.enterprise_edition.license_utils4kong.enterprise_edition.distributions_constantskong.cmd

.utils.logpl.pathcjson.saferequire

!"#$%&''(***++*-

.:F<TH"+,T/XjlmoocjsonJpl_pathGlogDdist_constantsAlicense_utils>base64;timer_at8split4re_find1kong_dict.DA
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Y-

PLEASE_CONTACT_STR,WARNING_NOTICE_DAYS+ERROR_NOTICE_DAYS*ERROR_NOTICE_DAYS_

KONNECT)LICENSE_NOTIFICATION_INTERVAL(LICENSE_NOTIFICATION_LOCK_KEY'decode_base64

%decode_base64url$EMPTY_MDEFAULT_KONG_LICENSE_PATHdecode_base64_strget_license_stringlicense

_expiration_timeget_locklog_license_state_konnect

log_license_statelicense_notification_handler

report_expired_license	validate_kong_licenseis_valid_license

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")

 

 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."
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 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

Copyright  1994-2021 Nicolas Casalini (DarkGod).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

ELF>$@@8@%$00   @@@M]]M]]  $$Std  PtdCCCQtdRtdM]]00GNUGNUm|T-rAP,mqA"3 	#$%'),^l-

Q7byW%#zN>H"52 2K@46j>cVJ Dv> , VF"P(]/7{!p7n`a8@+BP6 +/B ,fd`0- 4<~ +`4`*5 -

XU%,j*:P5___gmon_start___ITM_deregisterTMCloneTable_ITM_registerTMCloneTable__cxa_finalizejsmn_pars

ejsmn_initstr_comparestrncmpkey_value_pair_comparatorjsmn_str_eqstrlenjsmn_get_keyinsert_key_value_paircon

tains_keyhas_expected_payload_fieldscreate_payloadqsortstrncatgather_license_datagetenvstrncpyaccessfopenfsee

kftellfreadferrorfcloseprepare_license_valuesmemcpygenerate_secrethmac_sha512EVP_sha512HMACsprintf__stac

k_chk_failstr_const_cmpvalidate_license_expiration_datestrptimemktimevalidate_kong_license_datavalidate_kong

_licenselibcrypto.so.3libpthread.so.0libc.so.6OPENSSL_3.0.0GLIBC_2.14GLIBC_2.4GLIBC_2.2.5/usr/local/kong/

lib7  +p`Vnii

yui	]%]P%@a@a`aBhaBpaBxaBaBaBaC_$__	__

_` `(`0`8`@`H`#P`X```h`,p`)x`*`

```%``'` `!`(```````a&a+aa a"(a0a8aHH?HtH5?%?hhhhhhhhqhah	Qh

Ah1h!h
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=D%=D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%<D%}<D%u<D%m<D%e

<D%]<DH=<H<H9tH:Ht	H=<H5z<H)HH?HHHtH:HtfD==<u+UH=:HtH=;

d<]wUIHAWAVAUATSDEDgH9MDeIL+I&LDHtwdIcL>ME1<}GAAt:HIyt

yHcAuD9!u
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If.HxtxuAGGD@AHIH9wHHH9"`\uHH9vu^[C\IIcL>Mt%HcGtHIQHH9w,9

^HHH9,~AAA]uM$DgLD9eEOKM$HcOAD$A$ED$AD$AL$HAAD"D@MHcGHIAG@"/DAD[A\A]A^A_]IIM

@DAD[A\A]A^A_]D`D'DH9D,EDAvA0A
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{1 LEHE1HLH3LH
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LJ@./license_utils.lua

7"6'B9X-X+L+Lrelease4kong.enterprise_edition.distributions_constantsrequire						

 

 

 

liblicense_utils_loadeddist_constants

=F2X'LX6X'LX1X'LX,X'LX'X'	LX"

X'LXX'

LXX'LXX'LXX'LX	X'LXX'L'LUNKNOWN ERROR8license in grace period; contact
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support@konghq.comERROR_GRACE_PERIOD$invalid license expiration

date"ERROR_INVALID_EXPIRATION_DATElicense expiredERROR_LICENSE_EXPIREDvalidation

failedERROR_VALIDATION_FAILvalidation passedERROR_VALIDATION_PASSinvalid license

format!ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_FORMAT"could not decode license

jsonERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_JSONerror reading license fileERROR_READ_LICENSE_FILEerror opening

license fileERROR_OPEN_LICENSE_FILEinternal errorERROR_INTERNAL_ERROR.license path environment

variable not setERROR_LICENSE_PATH_NOT_SET

no errorERROR_NO_ERROR		

 

 

 

 

error>

+P)-X-9B-9-9'-BALX-BX'L569))B8X'-9-9	'

	BLK@Using development (e.g. not a release) license validation: 	WARNERROR_VALIDATION_PASS

getlocal

debuglicense_expiredERROR_LICENSE_EXPIREDvalidation_failERROR_VALIDATION_FAILinvalid_license_

format!ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_FORMATinvalid_license_jsonERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_JSONread_li

cense_fileERROR_READ_LICENSE_FILEopen_license_fileERROR_OPEN_LICENSE_FILEinternal_errorERRO

R_INTERNAL_ERRORlicense_path_not_setERROR_LICENSE_PATH_NOT_SET

no_errorERROR_NO_ERRORgrace_periodERROR_GRACE_PERIODinvalid_expiration_date"ERROR_INVALI

D_EXPIRATION_DATEERROR_INTERNAL_ERROR,Using

 liblicense_utils shared library:

DEBUGlogvalidate_kong_license_data		

 

"""""###$&&&&&&&')liblicense_utils_loadedliblicense_utilsngxvalidation_error_to_stringlicense_validation_can

_proceedlicense,error

validation_can_proceed

invalid_errorspassed_in_variable_nameerror6'B69'B69'B433	3

===

2Lvalidate_kong_licensevalidation_error_to_string#license_validation_can_proceedlicense_utils	load

pcall  typedef enum {

   ERROR_NO_ERROR = 0,

   ERROR_LICENSE_PATH_NOT_SET,

   ERROR_INTERNAL_ERROR,

   ERROR_OPEN_LICENSE_FILE,

   ERROR_READ_LICENSE_FILE,

   ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_JSON,

   ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_FORMAT,

    ERROR_VALIDATION_PASS,

   ERROR_VALIDATION_FAIL,

   ERROR_LICENSE_EXPIRED,

   ERROR_INVALID_EXPIRATION_DATE,

   ERROR_GRACE_PERIOD,

 } validation_error_t;

 

 validation_error_t validate_kong_license_data(const char* license);

	cdefngxffirequire	 0Ny{|}ffingxliblicense_utils_loaded	liblicense_utils
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_Mlicense_validation_can_proceedvalidation_error_to_stringvalidate_kong_license

luaxxhash License

--------------------------

 

luaxxhash is licensed under the terms of the MIT/X11 license reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2014 szensk.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

 

(end of COPYRIGHT)

Copyright (c) 2016, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Bertrand Mansion

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.225 openssl 1.1.1f-1ubuntu2.fips.20 
1.225.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

1.225.2 Available under license : 
This package was debianized by Christoph Martin martin@uni-mainz.de on

Fri, 22 Nov 1996 21:29:51 +0100.

 

Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project

Copyright (c) 1995-1998 Eric A. Young, Tim J. Hudson

 

The upstream sources were obtained from https://www.openssl.org/

 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES
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 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without

 prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

 THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the

 holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

 *    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.226 openssl 3.1.4-r1 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or
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b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that

 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free
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 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package
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may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.
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 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.227 procps 3.3.16-1ubuntu2.4 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute
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 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When
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 we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they

 can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we

 have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that
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they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary

 General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

                 GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below,
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 refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if

 its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also

 meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that

 any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of

 derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses

 the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small

 inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library

 and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

    to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable

 runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined

 library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance

 of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other

 pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that

 system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
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written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but

 may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software

 generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY

 (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  

 <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer)

 or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

 

1.228 libcap 0.7.9-2.1build1 
1.228.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors

 who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally,

 software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore

 permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library

 in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the
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Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly

 into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it,

 in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under
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 the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and

 can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms

 of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the

 complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a

 "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute

 the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

  

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything

 that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined

 with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited

 by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

 this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS

 PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source

 file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,
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 Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

(This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.)

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
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for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into

 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary
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 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate
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 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if

 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   {description}

   Copyright (C) {year} {fullname}

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

   USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic

 and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random

 Hacker.

 

 {signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and

 `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.229 apt 2.0.10 
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1.229.1 Available under license : 
                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Apt is copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Jason Gunthorpe and others.

Apt is currently developed by APT Development Team <deity@lists.debian.org>.

 

License: GPLv2+

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

See /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2, or

<http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.txt> for the terms of the latest version

of the

 GNU General Public License.

 

1.230 gnutls 3.6.13-2ubuntu1.9 
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1.230.1 Available under license : 
		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
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modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights

(defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons

of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of

infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form

whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute

to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the

person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or

neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,

the following:

 

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;

   moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

   publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;

   rights

 protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

   rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;

   database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of

11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any

amended or successor version of such directive); and

   other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly,

fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing

as well as future claims

 and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by

applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation,

rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the

Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.
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3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective

under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's

 express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each

affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional

license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or

future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the

date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally

invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the

remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will

 not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated

claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of

Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

   No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

by this document.

   Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work,

express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for

a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence

of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

   Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use

thereof, including without

 limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for

obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work.

   Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or

obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

The "inih" library is distributed under the New BSD license:

 

Copyright (c) 2009, Ben Hoyt

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Ben Hoyt nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY BEN HOYT ''AS IS'' AND ANY
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL BEN HOYT BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

LICENSING

=========

 

Since GnuTLS version 3.1.10, the core library is released under

the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later

(see doc/COPYING.LESSER for the license terms).

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main GnuTLS library, while the

included applications as well as gnutls-openssl

library are under the GNU GPL version 3.  The gnutls library is

located in the lib/ and libdane/ directories, while the applications

in src/ and, the gnutls-openssl library is at extra/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

 

Note, however, that the nettle and the gmp libraries which are

GnuTLS dependencies, they are distributed under a LGPLv3+ or GPLv2+ dual

license. As such binaries linking to them need to adhere to either LGPLv3+

or the GPLv2+ license.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed

 a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified

 Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.
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 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts

 and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices

 during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.
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      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with

 the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms

 of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
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applies to it, you have the option of following the

 terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

====================================================================

Written by Andy Polyakov <appro@fy.chalmers.se> for the OpenSSL

project. The module is, however, dual licensed under OpenSSL and

CRYPTOGAMS licenses depending on where you obtain it. For further

details see https://www.openssl.org/~appro/cryptogams/.

====================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2012, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor

 the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

######################################################################

## Constant-time SSSE3 AES core implementation.

## version 0.1

##

## By Mike Hamburg (Stanford University), 2009

## Public domain.

##

## For details see https://shiftleft.org/papers/vector_aes/ and

## https://crypto.stanford.edu/vpaes/.

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

      products derived from this software without specific prior

      written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Wrymouth Innovation Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,

 not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert

 copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready

 to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients"

 may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

  An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.
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 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System

 Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available

 free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by

 this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section

 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish

 on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

    "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium,

 is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid

 for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same

 way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System

 Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
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doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

  The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program
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 shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting

 liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors

 and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains
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a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements

 apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder,

 and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
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occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic

 Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted

 or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
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patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License,

 through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work,

 then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
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patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option

 of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT

 WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation

 of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

 notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C)  by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
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(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
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exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
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produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;
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 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
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a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
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for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
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the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
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for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where
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 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.231 nghttp2 1.40.0-1ubuntu0.2 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

LEGAL NOTICE INFORMATION

------------------------

 

All the files in this distribution are covered under the MIT license

(see the file LICENSE) except some files mentioned below:

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

set yrange [0:]

set terminal pngcairo font 'Sans, 8' lw 1 size 1400,1024

set xtics rotate by -45

set style histogram errorbars gap 2 lw 1

set style fill solid border -1

Copyright (c) 2019 mruby developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

If not otherwise noted, the extensions in this package are licensed

under the following license.

 

Copyright (c) 2010 by the contributors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.232 perl 5.30.0-9ubuntu0.5 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lgamma_r: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lgamma_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LGAMMA_R symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the lgamma_r() routine is available

?S:	for the log gamma function, without using the global signgam variable.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LGAMMA_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lgamma_r routine is

?C:	available to do the log gamma function without using the global

?C:	signgam variable.

?C:.

?H:#$d_lgamma_r HAS_LGAMMA_R		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lgamma_r

: see if lgamma_r exists

set lgamma_r d_lgamma_r

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_lgamma_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dbminitproto: Hasproto i_dbm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_dbminitproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DBMINIT_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the dbminit() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DBMINIT_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the dbminit() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  A good guess is

?C:		extern
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 int dbminit(char *);

?C:.

?H:#$d_dbminitproto	HAS_DBMINIT_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_dbminitproto

: see if prototype for dbminit is available

echo " "

set d_dbminitproto dbminit $i_dbm dbm.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_dbminitproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Extract.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 14:58:52 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Extract.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  14:58:52  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:51:46  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script which can be doted in order to extract

?X: .SH files with variable substitutions.

?X:

?X: When running

 Configure from a remote directory ($src is not '.'),

?X: then the files will be created in that directory, so beware!

?X:

?MAKE:Extract: src

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./extract

?T:PERL_CONFIG_SH dir file name create mkdir_p

: script used to extract .SH files with variable substitutions
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cat >extract <<'EOS'

PERL_CONFIG_SH=true

echo "Doing variable substitutions on .SH files..."

if test -f MANIFEST; then

	set x `awk '{print $1}' < MANIFEST | grep '\.SH$'`

else

	echo "(Looking for .SH files under the source directory.)"

	set x `(cd "$src"; find . -name "*.SH" -print)`

fi

shift

case $# in

0) set x `(cd "$src"; echo *.SH)`; shift;;

esac

if test ! -f "$src/$1"; then

	shift

fi

?X: script to emulate mkdir -p

mkdir_p='

name=$1;

create="";

while test $name; do

	if test ! -d "$name"; then

		create="$name $create";

		name=`echo $name | sed -e "s|^[^/]*$||"`;

		name=`echo $name | sed -e "s|\(.*\)/.*|\1|"`;

	else

		name="";

	fi;

done;

for file in $create; do

	mkdir $file;

done

'

for file in $*;

 do

	case "$src" in

	".")

		case "$file" in

		*/*)

			dir=`expr X$file : 'X\(.*\)/'`

			file=`expr X$file : 'X.*/\(.*\)'`

			(cd "$dir" && . ./$file)

			;;

		*)

			. ./$file

			;;

		esac

		;;
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	*)

?X:

?X: When running Configure remotely ($src is not '.'), we cannot source

?X: the files directly, since that would wrongly cause the extraction

?X: where the source lie instead of withing the current directory. Therefore,

?X: we need to 'sh <file' then, which is okay since they will source the

?X: existing config.sh file. It's not possible to use:

?X:		../src/Configure -S -O -Dsomething

?X: unfortunately since no new config.sh with the -Dsomething override

?X: will be created before running the .SH files. A minor buglet.

?X:

?X: Note that we must create the directory hierarchy ourselves if it does

?X: not exist already, and that is done through a shell emulation of the

?X: 'mkdir -p' command. We don't want to use the $installdir metaconfig

?X: symbol here since that would require too much to

 be configured for

?X: this simple extraction task that may happen quickly with 'Configure -S'.

?X:		-- RAM, 18/03/96

?X:

		case "$file" in

		*/*)

			dir=`expr X$file : 'X\(.*\)/'`

			file=`expr X$file : 'X.*/\(.*\)'`

			(set x $dir; shift; eval $mkdir_p)

			sh <"$src/$dir/$file"

			;;

		*)

			sh <"$src/$file"

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

done

if test -f "$src/config_h.SH"; then

	if test ! -f config.h; then

	: oops, they left it out of MANIFEST, probably, so do it anyway.

	. "$src/config_h.SH"

	fi

fi

EOS

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Extract.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_safemcpy.U,v 3.0.1.5 1997/02/28 15:41:12 ram Exp $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_safemcpy.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  15:41:12  ram

?RCS: patch61: improved overlapping copy check

?RCS: patch61: comfort them if they have memmove

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/07/25  13:58:46  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/03/21  08:47:26  ram

?RCS: patch52: swapped two first arguments of memcpy() calls

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:15:10  ram

?RCS: patch36: added 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:53:12  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure string is not optimized in read-only memory (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_safemcpy: Compile cat d_memcpy rm_try run \

	d_memmove i_memory i_stdlib i_string i_unistd Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_safemcpy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SAFE_MEMCPY symbol if

?S:	the memcpy() routine can do overlapping copies.

?S:	For overlapping copies, memmove() should be used, if available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SAFE_MEMCPY (SAFE_MEMCPY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memcpy routine is available

?C:	to copy potentially overlapping memory blocks.  If you need to

?C:	copy overlapping memory blocks, you should check HAS_MEMMOVE and

?C:	use memmove() instead, if available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_safemcpy HAS_SAFE_MEMCPY	/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT:
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 set d_safemcpy

: can memcpy handle overlapping blocks?

echo " "

?X: assume the worst

val="$undef"

case "$d_memmove" in

"$define") echo "I'll use memmove() instead of memcpy() for overlapping copies." ;;

*)	case "$d_memcpy" in

	"$define")

		echo "Checking to see if memcpy() can do overlapping copies..." >&4

		$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$i_memory I_MEMORY

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#$i_string I_STRING

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

EOCP

	$cat >>try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

#ifdef I_MEMORY

#  include <memory.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#  include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STRING

#  include <string.h>

#else

#  include <strings.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#  include <unistd.h>  /* Needed for NetBSD */

#endif

int main()

{

char buf[128], abc[128];

char *b;

int len;

int off;

int align;

 

/* Copy "abcde..." string to char abc[] so that gcc doesn't

  try to store the string in read-only memory. */

memcpy(abc, "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789", 36);

 

for (align = 7; align >=

 0; align--) {

	for (len = 36; len; len--) {

		b = buf+align;
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		memcpy(b, abc, len);

		for (off = 1; off <= len; off++) {

			memcpy(b+off, b, len);

			memcpy(b, b+off, len);

			if (memcmp(b, abc, len))

				exit(1);

		}

	}

}

exit(0);

}

EOCP

		set try

		if eval $compile_ok; then

			if $run ./try 2>/dev/null; then

				echo "Yes, it can."

				val="$define"

			else

				echo "It can't, sorry."

			fi

		else

			echo "(I can't compile the test program, so we'll assume not...)"

		fi

		;;

	esac

	$rm_try

	;;

esac

set d_safemcpy

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_safemcpy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endservent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endservent_r endservent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endservent_r:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDSERVENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the endservent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:endservent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of endservent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_endservent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endservent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDSERVENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endservent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to endservent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:ENDSERVENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of endservent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_endservent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endservent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endservent_r HAS_ENDSERVENT_R	/**/

?H:#define ENDSERVENT_R_PROTO $endservent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_endservent_r_proto

: see if endservent_r exists

set endservent_r d_endservent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_endservent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_endservent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_endservent_r_proto=define

		set d_endservent_r_proto endservent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_endservent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$endservent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int endservent_r(struct servent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endservent_r_proto=I_D ;;

	esac

	case "$endservent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void endservent_r(struct

 servent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endservent_r_proto=V_D ;;

	esac
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	case "$endservent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_endservent_r=undef

		endservent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling endservent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$endservent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) endservent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$endservent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "endservent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_endservent_r=undef

		endservent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	endservent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_endservent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: package.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/10/29  16:27:21  ram

?RCS: patch36: beware of non-ascii character sets when translating case

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/11/10  17:37:02  ram

?RCS: patch14: skip definition of spackage if not otherwise used

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:11:10  ram

?RCS: patch10: added spackage, suitable for starting sentences

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:28  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:package spackage:

 Nothing

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:package:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the package being constructed.

?S:	It is primarily intended for the use of later Configure units.

?S:.

?S:spackage:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the package being constructed,

?S:	with the first letter uppercased, i.e. suitable for starting

?S:	sentences.

?S:.

?C:PACKAGE:

?C:	This variable contains the name of the package being built.

?C:.

?H:#define PACKAGE "$package"

?H:.

?T:first last

: set package name

package='<PACKAGENAME>'

@if spackage

first=`echo $package | sed -e 's/^\(.\).*/\1/'`

last=`echo $package | sed -e 's/^.\(.*\)/\1/'`

?X:

?X: So early in the Configure script, we don't have ./tr set up and can't

?X: include Tr in our dependency or that would create a cycle. Therefore,

?X: we have to somehow duplicate the work done in Tr. That's life.

?X:

case "`echo AbyZ | tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]' 2>/dev/null`" in

ABYZ) spackage=`echo $first | tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]'`$last;;

*) spackage=`echo

 $first | tr '[a-z]' '[A-Z]'`$last;;

esac

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/package.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_csh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:32:18  ram

?RCS: patch61: added full_csh to preserve the full path even when portable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:53  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_csh full_csh: csh Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_csh:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the CSH symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the C-shell exists.

?S:.

?S:full_csh:

?S:	This variable contains the full pathname to 'csh', whether

 or

?S:	not the user has specified 'portability'.  This is only used

?S:	in the compiled C program, and we assume that all systems which

?S:	can share this executable will have the same full pathname to

?S:	'csh.'

?S:.

?C:HAS_CSH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C-shell exists.

?C:.

?C:CSH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the full pathname of csh.

?C:.

?X: Previously, I just did $d_csh CSH "$full_csh", but that caused

?X: problems on VMS where the config.sh extraction program changes

?X: $undef to a real cpp undef, and they then had  #undef CSH ""

?X: which the compiler didn't like.  It's easy to work around this,

?X: so I did.  --AD  3/1998.

?X: And we don't want to define CSH if !HAS_CSH, but we don't want

?X: those lines in config.h if they don't need CSH, so protect with ?CSH

?X: and not ?%<. --RAM, 15/02/2004

?H:?%<:#$d_csh HAS_CSH		/**/

?H:?CSH:#ifdef HAS_CSH

?H:?CSH:#define CSH "$full_csh"	/**/

?H:?CSH:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:set d_csh

: get csh whereabouts

case
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 "$csh" in

'csh') val="$undef" ;;

*) val="$define" ;;

esac

set d_csh

eval $setvar

: Respect a hint or command line value for full_csh.

case "$full_csh" in

'') full_csh=$csh ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_csh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: byteorder.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 15:24:55 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: byteorder.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:24:55  ram

?RCS: patch61: no longer ask the user if the test runs ok

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:02:58  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:28  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:byteorder: cat Myread Oldconfig Loc Compile rm_try run \

	multiarch uvtype uvsize i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:byteorder:

?S:	This

 variable holds the byte order in a UV. In the following,

?S:	larger digits indicate more significance.  The variable byteorder

?S:	is either 4321 on a big-endian machine, or 1234 on a little-endian,

?S:	or 87654321 on a Cray ... or 3412 with weird order !

?S:.

?C:BYTEORDER:

?C:	This symbol holds the hexadecimal constant defined in byteorder,
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?C:	in a UV, i.e. 0x1234 or 0x4321 or 0x12345678, etc...

?C:	If the compiler supports cross-compiling or multiple-architecture

?C:	binaries, use compiler-defined macros to

?C:	determine the byte order.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#if defined(MULTIARCH)

?H:?%<:#  ifdef __LITTLE_ENDIAN__

?H:?%<:#    if LONGSIZE == 4

?H:?%<:#      define BYTEORDER 0x1234

?H:?%<:#    else

?H:?%<:#      if LONGSIZE == 8

?H:?%<:#        define BYTEORDER 0x12345678

?H:?%<:#      endif

?H:?%<:#    endif

?H:?%<:#  else

?H:?%<:#    ifdef __BIG_ENDIAN__

?H:?%<:#      if LONGSIZE == 4

?H:?%<:#        define BYTEORDER 0x4321

?H:?%<:#      else

?H:?%<:#        if LONGSIZE

 == 8

?H:?%<:#          define BYTEORDER 0x87654321

?H:?%<:#        endif

?H:?%<:#      endif

?H:?%<:#    endif

?H:?%<:#  endif

?H:?%<:#else

?H:?%<:#define BYTEORDER 0x$byteorder	/* large digits for MSB */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?T:xxx_prompt

?F:!try

: check for ordering of bytes in a UV

echo " "

case "$multiarch" in

*$define*)

	$cat <<EOM

You seem to be doing a multiarchitecture build,

skipping the byteorder check.

 

EOM

	byteorder='ffff'

	;;

*)

	case "$byteorder" in

	'')

		$cat <<'EOM'

In the following, larger digits indicate more significance.  A big-endian
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machine like a Pyramid or a Motorola 680?0 chip will come out to 4321. A

little-endian machine like a Vax or an Intel 80?86 chip would be 1234. Other

machines may have weird orders like 3412.  A Cray will report 87654321,

an Alpha will report 12345678. If the test program works the default is

probably right.

I'm now running the test program...

EOM

		$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include

 <sys/types.h>

typedef $uvtype UV;

int main()

{

	int i;

	union {

		UV l;

		char c[$uvsize];

	} u;

 

	if ($uvsize > 4)

		u.l = (((UV)0x08070605) << 32) | (UV)0x04030201;

	else

		u.l = (UV)0x04030201;

	for (i = 0; i < $uvsize; i++)

		printf("%c", u.c[i]+'0');

	printf("\n");

	exit(0);

}

EOCP

		xxx_prompt=y

		set try

		if eval $compile && $run ./try > /dev/null; then

			dflt=`$run ./try`

			case "$dflt" in

			[1-4][1-4][1-4][1-4]|12345678|87654321)

				echo "(The test program ran ok.)"

				echo "byteorder=$dflt"

				xxx_prompt=n

			;;

			????|????????) echo "(The test program ran ok.)" ;;

			*) echo "(The test program didn't run right for some reason.)" ;;

			esac

		else
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			dflt='4321'

			cat <<'EOM'

(I can't seem to compile the test program.  Guessing big-endian...)

EOM

		fi

		case "$xxx_prompt" in

		y)

			rp="What is the order of bytes in $uvtype?"

			. ./myread

			byteorder="$ans"

			;;

		*)	byteorder=$dflt

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	$rm_try

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/byteorder.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_dbm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_dbm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:48:20  ram

?RCS: patch61: added I_RPCSVC_DBM check

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/05/12  12:16:05  ram

?RCS: patch54: made more robust by checking both header and lib (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:15  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_dbm i_rpcsvcdbm: Inhdr Inlibc Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:i_dbm (d_odbm):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines

 the I_DBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <dbm.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?S:i_rpcsvcdbm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_RPCSVC_DBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <rpcsvc/dbm.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.  Some System V systems might need this instead of <dbm.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_DBM (HAS_ODBM ODBM):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <dbm.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?C:I_RPCSVC_DBM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <rpcsvc/dbm.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_dbm I_DBM	/**/

?H:#$i_rpcsvcdbm I_RPCSVC_DBM	/**/

?H:.

?T:d_dbmclose

?LINT:set i_dbm i_rpcsvcdbm

: see if dbm.h is available

?X: We might just have the header, not the library.

?X: We look for dbmclose() rather than dbminit() because

?X: some versions of SCO Unix have -ldbm, but are missing dbmclose(). -- ADO

?X: Some System V systems have <rpcsvc/dbm.h> instead of <dbm.h>.

: see if dbmclose exists

set dbmclose

 d_dbmclose

eval $inlibc

 

case "$d_dbmclose" in

$define)

	set dbm.h i_dbm

	eval $inhdr

	case "$i_dbm" in

	$define)

		val="$undef"

		set i_rpcsvcdbm

		eval $setvar

		;;

	*)	set rpcsvc/dbm.h i_rpcsvcdbm

		eval $inhdr

		;;

	esac
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	;;

*)	echo "We won't be including <dbm.h>"

	val="$undef"

	set i_dbm

	eval $setvar

	val="$undef"

	set i_rpcsvcdbm

	eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_dbm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Tr.U,v 3.0.1.2 1994/10/29 18:00:54 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Tr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  18:00:54  ram

?RCS: patch43: forgot to quote $@ to protect against "evil" characters

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:58:35  ram

?RCS: patch36: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a bit of shell code that must be dotted in in order

?X: to do a character translation. It catches translations to uppercase or

?X: to lowercase, and then invokes the real tr to perform the job.

?X:

?X: This unit is necessary

 on HP machines (HP strikes again!) with non-ascii

?X: ROMAN8-charset, where normal letters are not arranged in a row, so a-z

?X: covers not the whole alphabet but lots of special chars. This was reported

?X: by Andreas Sahlbach <a.sahlbach@tu-bs.de>.

?X:

?X: Units performing a tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' or the other way round should include

?X: us in their dependency and use ./tr instead.

?X:

?MAKE:Tr: startsh tr eunicefix
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./tr

?T:up low

: see whether [:lower:] and [:upper:] are supported character classes

echo " "

case "`echo AbyZ | $tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]' 2>/dev/null`"-"`echo AbyZ | $tr '[:upper:]' '[:lower:]' 2>/dev/null`" in

ABYZ-abyz)

	echo "Good, your tr supports [:lower:] and [:upper:] to convert case." >&4

	up='[:upper:]'

	low='[:lower:]'

	;;

*)	# There is a discontinuity in EBCDIC between 'R' and 'S'

	# (0xd9 and 0xe2), therefore that is a nice testing point.

	if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

	    case "`echo RS | $tr '[R-S]' '[r-s]' 2>/dev/null`"

 in

	    rs) up='[A-Z]'

		low='[a-z]'

		;;

	    esac

	fi

	if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

	    case "`echo RS | $tr R-S r-s 2>/dev/null`" in

	    rs) up='A-Z'

		low='a-z'

		;;

	    esac

	fi

	if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

	    case "`echo RS | od -x 2>/dev/null`" in

	    *D9E2*|*d9e2*)

		echo "Hey, this might be EBCDIC." >&4

		if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

		    case "`echo RS | $tr '[A-IJ-RS-Z]' '[a-ij-rs-z]' 2>/dev/null`" in

		    rs) up='[A-IJ-RS-Z]'

			low='[a-ij-rs-z]'

			;;

		    esac

		fi

		if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

		    case "`echo RS | $tr A-IJ-RS-Z a-ij-rs-z 2>/dev/null`" in

		    rs) up='A-IJ-RS-Z'

			low='a-ij-rs-z'

			;;

		    esac

		fi

		;;

	    esac
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	fi

esac

case "`echo RS | $tr \"$up\" \"$low\" 2>/dev/null`" in

rs)

   echo "Using $up and $low to convert case." >&4

   ;;

*)

   echo "I don't know how to translate letters from upper to lower case." >&4

   echo "Your tr is not acting any way I know of." >&4

   exit 1

   ;;

esac

:

 set up the translation script tr, must be called with ./tr of course

cat >tr <<EOSC

$startsh

case "\$1\$2" in

'[A-Z][a-z]') exec $tr '$up' '$low';;

'[a-z][A-Z]') exec $tr '$low' '$up';;

esac

exec $tr "\$@"

EOSC

chmod +x tr

$eunicefix tr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Tr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sendmsg: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sendmsg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SENDMSG symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the sendmsg() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SENDMSG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sendmsg routine is

?C:	available to send structured socket messages.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sendmsg HAS_SENDMSG		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_sendmsg

: see if sendmsg exists

set sendmsg d_sendmsg

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sendmsg.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_difftime.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_difftime.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:31  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_difftime: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_difftime:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DIFFTIME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the difftime() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DIFFTIME :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that

 the difftime routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_difftime HAS_DIFFTIME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_difftime

: see if difftime exists

set difftime d_difftime

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_difftime.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setprior.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setprior.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:11  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setprior: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setprior:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETPRIORITY if setpriority()

?S:	is available to set a process's priority.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPRIORITY (SETPRIORITY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setpriority routine is

?C:	available to set a process's priority.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setprior

 HAS_SETPRIORITY		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setprior

: see if setpriority exists

set setpriority d_setprior

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setprior.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: End.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:04:51 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: End.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:51  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit serves as the goal which forces make to choose all the units that

?X: ask questions.  The $W on the ?MAKE: line is the list of all symbols wanted.

?X: To force any unit to be included, copy this unit to your private U directory

?X: and add the name of the unit desired to the ?MAKE: dependency line.

?X:

?MAKE:End perllibs: $W cppstdin gzip zip

 libs usedl osname osvers

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:perllibs:

?S:	The list of libraries needed by Perl only (any libraries needed

?S:	by extensions only will by dropped, if using dynamic loading).

?S:.

?INIT:perllibs=''

?LINT:use $W

?LINT:use gzip zip

?LINT:change cppstdin

: Remove libraries needed only for extensions

: The appropriate ext/Foo/Makefile.PL will add them back in, if necessary.

: The exception is SunOS 4.x, which needs them.

case "${osname}X${osvers}" in

sunos*X4*)

   perllibs="$libs"

   ;;

*) case "$usedl" in

   $define|true|[yY]*)

	    set X `echo " $libs " | sed -e 's@ -lndbm @ @' -e 's@ -lgdbm @ @' -e 's@ -lgdbm_compat @ @' -e 's@ -ldbm @

@' -e 's@ -ldb @ @'`

	    shift

	    perllibs="$*"

	    ;;

   *)	perllibs="$libs"

	    ;;

   esac

   ;;

esac

 

?X: If the user has the cppstdin wrapper, perl.c will try to call

?X: CPPSTDIN, but that will point to a location in the build

?X: directory, not the installed version!.  Here, we'll just strip the

?X: name down to 'cppstdin',

 and rely on the fact that perl.c will

?X: then call SCRIPTDIR/cppstdin, but local things like 'make depend'
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?X: will continue to work.

: Remove build directory name from cppstdin so it can be used from

: either the present location or the final installed location.

echo " "

: Get out of the UU directory to get correct path name.

cd ..

case "$cppstdin" in

`pwd`/cppstdin)

	echo "Stripping down cppstdin path name"

	cppstdin=cppstdin

	;;

esac

cd UU

 

: end of configuration questions

echo " "

echo "End of configuration questions."

echo " "

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/End.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

*  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/files/Jmake.tmpl

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: modetype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:25:07  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:modetype: Myread Typedef
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:modetype:

?S:	This variable defines modetype to be something like mode_t,

?S:	int, unsigned short, or whatever type is used to declare file

?S:	modes for system calls.

?S:.

?C:Mode_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare file modes

?C:	for systems calls.

  It is usually mode_t, but may be

?C:	int or unsigned short.  It may be necessary to include <sys/types.h>

?C:	to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Mode_t $modetype	 /* file mode parameter for system calls */

?H:.

: see what type is used for mode_t

set mode_t modetype int stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

dflt="$modetype"

echo " "

rp="What type is used for file modes?"

. ./myread

modetype="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/modetype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: usenm.U,v 3.0.1.1 1997/02/28 16:26:40 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: usenm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:26:40  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't use nm with the GNU C library

?RCS: patch61: added support for Linux shared libs

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:57  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usenm runnm nm_opt nm_so_opt: cat test Myread Oldconfig myuname grep \
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	nm d_gnulibc osname egrep rsrc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:usenm:

?S:	This variable contains 'true' or 'false' depending

 whether the

?S:	nm extraction is wanted or not.

?S:.

?S:runnm:

?S:	This variable contains 'true' or 'false' depending whether the

?S:	nm extraction should be performed or not, according to the value

?S:	of usenm and the flags on the Configure command line.

?S:.

?S:nm_opt:

?S:	This variable holds the options that may be necessary for nm.

?S:.

?S:nm_so_opt:

?S:	This variable holds the options that may be necessary for nm

?S:	to work on a shared library but that can not be used on an

?S:	archive library.  Currently, this is only used by Linux, where

?S:	nm --dynamic is *required* to get symbols from an ELF library which

?S:	has been stripped, but nm --dynamic is *fatal* on an archive library.

?S:	Maybe Linux should just always set usenm=false.

?S:.

: see if nm is to be used to determine whether a symbol is defined or not

?X: If there is enough inquiries, it might be worth to wait for the nm

?X: extraction. Otherwise, the C compilations might be a better deal.

?X:

?X: Don't bother if we're

 using GNU libc -- skimo

?LINT:extern PASE

case "$usenm" in

'')

	dflt=''

	case "$d_gnulibc" in

	"$define")

		echo " "

		echo "nm probably won't work on the GNU C Library." >&4

		dflt=n

		;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	'')

		if $test "$osname" = aix -a "X$PASE" != "Xdefine" -a ! -f /lib/syscalls.exp; then

			echo " "

			echo "Whoops!  This is an AIX system without /lib/syscalls.exp!" >&4

			echo "'nm' won't be sufficient on this system." >&4

			dflt=n

		fi
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		;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	'') dflt=`$egrep 'inlibc|csym' $rsrc/Configure | wc -l 2>/dev/null`

		if $test $dflt -gt 20; then

			dflt=y

		else

			dflt=n

		fi

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)

	case "$usenm" in

	true|$define) dflt=y;;

	*) dflt=n;;

	esac

	;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

I can use $nm to extract the symbols from your C libraries. This

is a time consuming task which may generate huge output on the disk (up

to 3 megabytes) but that should make the symbols extraction faster. The

alternative is to skip the 'nm' extraction part and to compile a small

test

 program instead to determine whether each symbol is present. If

you have a fast C compiler and/or if your 'nm' output cannot be parsed,

this may be the best solution.

 

You probably shouldn't let me use 'nm' if you are using the GNU C Library.

 

EOM

rp="Shall I use $nm to extract C symbols from the libraries?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[Nn]*) usenm=false;;

*) usenm=true;;

esac

 

?X: Name extraction is to be run if 'nm' usage is wanted and if no -r flag

?X: was provided to configure (in which case we simply re-use the previous

?X: values).

runnm=$usenm

case "$reuseval" in

true) runnm=false;;

esac
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: nm options which may be necessary

case "$nm_opt" in

'') if $test -f /mach_boot; then

		nm_opt=''	# Mach

	elif $test -d /usr/ccs/lib; then

		nm_opt='-p'	# Solaris (and SunOS?)

	elif $test -f /dgux; then

		nm_opt='-p'	# DG-UX

	elif $test -f /lib64/rld; then

		nm_opt='-p'	# 64-bit Irix

	else

		nm_opt=''

	fi;;

esac

 

: nm options which may be necessary for shared libraries but illegal

: for archive

 libraries.  Thank you, Linux.

case "$nm_so_opt" in

'')	case "$myuname" in

	*linux*|gnu*)

		if $nm --help | $grep 'dynamic' > /dev/null 2>&1; then

			nm_so_opt='--dynamic'

		fi

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/usenm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: orderlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1997/02/28  16:18:18  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS: patch61: likewise for .o replaced by $_o
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?RCS: patch61: now uses the ar located by Loc.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/11  15:33:04  ram

?RCS: patch45: allows hint files to specify their own value for 'ranlib'

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:26:48  ram

?RCS: patch36: now performs a real small compile for accurate checks (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1

  1994/08/29  16:31:17  ram

?RCS: patch32: use cc variable instead of hardwired 'cc' in 1st compile

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:26  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:orderlib ranlib: Loc ar cat test rm +cc +ccflags +ldflags +libs _a _o

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:orderlib:

?S:	This variable is "true" if the components of libraries must be ordered

?S:	(with `lorder $* | tsort`) before placing them in an archive.  Set to

?S:	"false" if ranlib or ar can generate random libraries.

?S:.

?S:ranlib:

?S:	This variable is set to the pathname of the ranlib program, if it is

?S:	needed to generate random libraries.  Set to ":" if ar can generate

?S:	random libraries or if random libraries are not supported

?S:.

?F:!foobar

: see if ar generates random libraries by itself

echo " "

echo "Checking how to generate random libraries on your machine..." >&4

?X: Some systems (like MIPS) complain when running ar... Others like Ultrix

?X: need an explicit 'ar ts'

 to add the table of contents.

?X: Still others like Linux run ar ts successfully, but still need ranlib.

?X: This set of tests seems the minimum necessary to check out Linux.

?X: We need to explicitly put the entries in out-of-order so that Sun's ld

?X: will fail.  (Otherwise it complains, but gives an exit status of 0.)

echo 'int bar1() { return bar2(); }' > bar1.c

echo 'int bar2() { return 2; }' > bar2.c

$cat > foo.c <<'EOP'

int main() { printf("%d\n", bar1()); exit(0); }

EOP

$cc $ccflags -c bar1.c >/dev/null 2>&1

$cc $ccflags -c bar2.c >/dev/null 2>&1

$cc $ccflags -c foo.c >/dev/null 2>&1

$ar rc bar$_a bar2$_o bar1$_o >/dev/null 2>&1

if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o foobar foo$_o bar$_a $libs > /dev/null 2>&1 &&
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	./foobar >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "ar appears to generate random libraries itself."

	orderlib=false

	ranlib=":"

elif $ar ts bar$_a >/dev/null 2>&1 &&

	$cc $ccflags $ldflags -o foobar foo$_o bar$_a $libs > /dev/null 2>&1 &&

	./foobar >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "a table of contents

 needs to be added with 'ar ts'."

		orderlib=false

		ranlib="$ar ts"

else

?X: Allow hints to specify their own ranlib "script". For instance, on

?X: some NeXT machines, the timestamp put by ranlib is not correct, and this

?X: may raise tedious recompiles for nothing. Therefore, NeXT may add the

?X: ranlib='sleep 5; /bin/ranlib' line in their hints to "fix" that.

?X: (reported by Andreas Koenig <k@franz.ww.tu-berlin.de>)

	case "$ranlib" in

	:) ranlib='';;

	'')

		ranlib=`./loc ranlib X /usr/bin /bin /usr/local/bin`

		$test -f $ranlib || ranlib=''

		;;

	esac

	if $test -n "$ranlib"; then

		echo "your system has '$ranlib'; we'll use that."

		orderlib=false

	else

		echo "your system doesn't seem to support random libraries"

		echo "so we'll use lorder and tsort to order the libraries."

		orderlib=true

		ranlib=":"

	fi

fi

$rm -f foo* bar*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/orderlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of
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?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: pager.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:41:26  ram

?RCS: patch49: ensure dflt gets initialized in case no pagers are found (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:27:45  ram

?RCS: patch36: replaced Myread by Getfile in the dependency line

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:30  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:pager: pg more less Getfile Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:pager:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the preferred pager

 on the system.

?S:	Usual values are (the full pathnames of) more, less, pg, or cat.

?S:.

: locate the preferred pager for this system

fn=f/

case "$pager" in

'')

	dflt=''

	case "$pg" in

	/*) dflt=$pg;;

	[a-zA-Z]:/*) dflt=$pg;;

	esac

	case "$more" in

	/*) dflt=$more;;

	[a-zA-Z]:/*) dflt=$more;;

	esac

	case "$less" in

	/*) dflt=$less;;

	[a-zA-Z]:/*) dflt=$less;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	'') dflt=/usr/ucb/more;;

	esac

	;;

*)	dflt="$pager"

	;;

esac

?X: Instruct ./getfile to trust the default pager value,

?X: even if it does not begin with a slash.  For example, on os2,

?X: pager might be cmd /c more.  Also, it might include some options,

?X: such as '/usr/bin/less -R'.  ./getfile would report that
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?X: "/usr/bin/less -R" doesn't exist.

?X: See comments in Getfile.U.

fn="f/($dflt)"

echo " "

rp='What pager is used on your system?'

. ./getfile

pager="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/pager.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_voidsig.U,v 3.0.1.3 1995/05/12 12:12:46 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_voidsig.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/05/12  12:12:46  ram

?RCS: patch54: made cppflags dependency optional

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:20:35  ram

?RCS: patch32: now sets signal_t only once d_voidsig is known (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:59:54  ram

?RCS: patch30: now properly sets signal_t when re-using previous value

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_voidsig

 signal_t: rm contains cppstdin cppminus +cppflags test Myread \

	Oldconfig Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_voidsig:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines VOIDSIG if this system

?S:	declares "void (*signal(...))()" in signal.h.  The old way was to

?S:	declare it as "int (*signal(...))()".

?S:.

?S:signal_t:

?S:	This variable holds the type of the signal handler (void or int).

?S:.
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?C:VOIDSIG:

?C:	This symbol is defined if this system declares "void (*signal(...))()" in

?C:	signal.h.  The old way was to declare it as "int (*signal(...))()".  It

?C:	is up to the package author to declare things correctly based on the

?C:	symbol.

?C:.

?C:Signal_t (SIGNAL_T):

?C:	This symbol's value is either "void" or "int", corresponding to the

?C:	appropriate return type of a signal handler.  Thus, you can declare

?C:	a signal handler using "Signal_t (*handler)()", and define the

?C:	handler using "Signal_t handler(sig)".

?C:.

?H:#$d_voidsig VOIDSIG	/**/

?H:#define

 Signal_t $signal_t	/* Signal handler's return type */

?H:.

?T:xxx

?LINT:set d_voidsig

: see if signal is declared as pointer to function returning int or void

echo " "

xxx=`./findhdr signal.h`

$test "$xxx" && $cppstdin $cppminus $cppflags < $xxx >$$.tmp 2>/dev/null

if $contains 'int.*\*[ 	]*signal' $$.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You have int (*signal())() instead of void." >&4

	val="$undef"

elif $contains 'void.*\*[ 	]*signal' $$.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You have void (*signal())()." >&4

	val="$define"

elif $contains 'extern[ 	]*[(\*]*signal' $$.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You have int (*signal())() instead of void." >&4

	val="$undef"

?X:	This next test is kind of sloppy, but it catches Linux

?X:	which has a

?X:		typedef void (*__sighandler_t)  (int)  ;

?X:	A better fix would be to compile a C program with the proper

?X:	prototype, but since nearly everyone uses void, we'll just go with

?X:	this.

elif $contains 'void.*\*.*sig' $$.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You

 have void (*signal())()." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	case "$d_voidsig" in

	'')

	echo "I can't determine whether signal handler returns void or int..." >&4

		dflt=void

		rp="What type does your signal handler return?"

		. ./myread
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		case "$ans" in

		v*) val="$define";;

		*) val="$undef";;

		esac;;

	"$define")

		echo "As you already told me, signal handler returns void." >&4

		val="$define"

		;;

	*)	echo "As you already told me, signal handler returns int." >&4

		val="$undef"

		;;

	esac

fi

set d_voidsig

eval $setvar

case "$d_voidsig" in

"$define") signal_t="void";;

*) signal_t="int";;

esac

$rm -f $$.tmp

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_voidsig.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Warn.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Extract.U,v $

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script which can be run in order to emit

?X: an important warning to the user, which will be remembered and shown

?X: at the end of the Configure run as well.

?X:

?X: A typical use would be:

?X:

?X:		./warn <<EOM

?X:		Problem with your C compiler: can't turn debugging on.

?X:		EOM

?X:
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?X: or:

?X:

?X:		./warn "Problem with your C compiler: can't turn debugging on."

?X:

?X:	Which will both display to the user:

?X:

?X:		***

 WARNING:

?X:		*** Problem with your C compiler: can't turn debugging on.

?X:		***

?X:

?MAKE:Warn: startsh eunicefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./warn

: script used to emit important warnings

cat >warn <<EOS

$startsh

?X: Read the whole warning message from stdin into a temporary file

?X: when no argument was supplied.

if test \$# -gt 0; then

	echo "\$@" >msg

else

	cat >msg

fi

?X: Emit the warning, prefixing all lines with '*** '

echo "*** WARNING:" >&4

sed -e 's/^/*** /' <msg >&4

echo "*** " >&4

?X: Save the warning in the logs, which will be shown again at the end

cat msg >>config.msg

echo " " >>config.msg

rm -f msg

EOS

chmod +x warn

$eunicefix warn

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Warn.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_wait4.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of
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?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_wait4.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_wait4: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_wait4:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_WAIT4 symbol, which

?S:	indicates the wait4() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_WAIT4 (WAIT4):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that wait4() exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_wait4 HAS_WAIT4	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_wait4

: see if there is a wait4

set

 wait4 d_wait4

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_wait4.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: rename.C,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 13:58:42 ram Exp ram $

*

*  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

* 

*  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

*  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

*  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

*  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

*  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

*

* $Log: rename.C,v $

* Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  13:58:42  ram

* patch16: created

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/lib/C/fake/rename.C

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fmin: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fmin:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FMIN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fmin() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FMIN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fmin routine is

?C:	available to do the minimum function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fmin HAS_FMIN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fmin

: see if fmin exists

set fmin d_fmin

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fmin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:fflushNULL fflushall: Compile cat rm rm_try test osname run to from \

	Oldconfig Myread Setvar echo targethost \

	d_sysconf i_unistd d_stdio_stream_array stdio_stream_array i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:fflushNULL:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, tells that fflush(NULL) correctly

?S:	flushes all pending stdio output without side effects. In

?S:	particular, on some platforms calling fflush(NULL) *still*

?S:	corrupts STDIN if it is a pipe.

?S:.
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?S:fflushall:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, tells that to flush

?S:	all

 pending stdio output one must loop through all

?S:	the stdio file handles stored in an array and fflush them.

?S:	Note that if fflushNULL is defined, fflushall will not

?S:	even be probed for and will be left undefined.

?S:.

?C:FFLUSH_NULL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, tells that fflush(NULL) correctly

?C:	flushes all pending stdio output without side effects. In

?C:	particular, on some platforms calling fflush(NULL) *still*

?C:	corrupts STDIN if it is a pipe.

?C:.

?C:FFLUSH_ALL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, tells that to flush

?C:	all pending stdio output one must loop through all

?C:	the stdio file handles stored in an array and fflush them.

?C:	Note that if fflushNULL is defined, fflushall will not

?C:	even be probed for and will be left undefined.

?C:.

?H:#$fflushNULL	FFLUSH_NULL		/**/

?H:#$fflushall	FFLUSH_ALL		/**/

?H:.

?T:output code

?F:!try.out !try !tryp

: Check how to flush

echo " "

$cat >&4 <<EOM

Checking how to flush all pending stdio output...

EOM

# I only know how to find

 the first 32 possibly open files on SunOS.

# See also hints/sunos_4_1.sh and util.c  --AD

case "$osname" in

sunos) $echo '#define PERL_FFLUSH_ALL_FOPEN_MAX 32' > try.c ;;

esac

$cat >>try.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

#ifdef I_UNISTD

# include <unistd.h>

#endif

#$d_sysconf HAS_SYSCONF
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#$d_stdio_stream_array HAS_STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY

#ifdef HAS_STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY

# define STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY $stdio_stream_array

#endif

int main() {

 FILE* p;

 unlink("try.out");

 p = fopen("try.out", "w");

#ifdef TRY_FPUTC

 fputc('x', p);

#else

# ifdef TRY_FPRINTF

 fprintf(p, "x");

# endif

#endif

#ifdef TRY_FFLUSH_NULL

 fflush(NULL);

#endif

#ifdef TRY_FFLUSH_ALL

 {

   long open_max = -1;

# ifdef PERL_FFLUSH_ALL_FOPEN_MAX

   open_max = PERL_FFLUSH_ALL_FOPEN_MAX;

# else

#  if defined(HAS_SYSCONF) && defined(_SC_OPEN_MAX)

   open_max = sysconf(_SC_OPEN_MAX);

#  else

#   ifdef FOPEN_MAX

   open_max = FOPEN_MAX;

#   else

#

    ifdef OPEN_MAX

   open_max = OPEN_MAX;

#    else

#     ifdef _NFILE

   open_max = _NFILE;

#     endif

#    endif

#   endif

#  endif

# endif

# ifdef HAS_STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY

   if (open_max > 0) {

     long i;

     for (i = 0; i < open_max; i++)

	    if (STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY[i]._file >= 0 &&

		STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY[i]._file < open_max &&

		STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY[i]._flag)
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		fflush(&STDIO_STREAM_ARRAY[i]);

   }

 }

# endif

#endif

 _exit(42);

}

EOCP

: first we have to find out how _not_ to flush

$to try.c

if $test "X$fflushNULL" = X -o "X$fflushall" = X; then

   output=''

   set try -DTRY_FPUTC

   if eval $compile; then

	    $run ./try 2>/dev/null

	    code="$?"

	    $from try.out

	    if $test ! -s try.out -a "X$code" = X42; then

		output=-DTRY_FPUTC

	    fi

   fi

   case "$output" in

   '')

	    set try -DTRY_FPRINTF

	    if eval $compile; then

		    $run ./try 2>/dev/null

		    code="$?"

		    $from try.out

		    if $test ! -s try.out -a "X$code" = X42; then

			output=-DTRY_FPRINTF

		

    fi

	    fi

	;;

   esac

fi

: check for fflush NULL behavior

case "$fflushNULL" in

'')	set try -DTRY_FFLUSH_NULL $output

	if eval $compile; then

		$run ./try 2>/dev/null

		code="$?"

		$from try.out

		if $test -s try.out -a "X$code" = X42; then

			fflushNULL="`$cat try.out`"

		else

			if $test "X$code" != X42; then

				$cat >&4 <<EOM
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(If this test failed, don't worry, we'll try another method shortly.)

EOM

			fi

		fi

	fi

	$rm -f core try.core core.try.*

	case "$fflushNULL" in

	x)	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Your fflush(NULL) works okay for output streams.

Let's see if it clobbers input pipes...

EOM

# As of mid-March 2000 all versions of Solaris appear to have a stdio

# bug that improperly flushes the input end of pipes.  So we avoid the

# autoflush on fork/system/exec support for now. :-(

$cat >tryp.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

int

main(int argc, char **argv)

{

   char buf[1024];

   int i;

   char *bp = buf;

   while (1) {

	while ((i = getc(stdin)) != -1

	       && (*bp++ = i) != '\n'

	  

     && bp < &buf[1024])

	/* DO NOTHING */ ;

	*bp = '\0';

	fprintf(stdout, "%s", buf);

	fflush(NULL);

	if (i == -1)

	    return 0;

	bp = buf;

   }

}

EOCP

		fflushNULL="$define"

		set tryp

		if eval $compile; then

		    $rm -f tryp.out

		    # Copy the .c file to the remote host ($to is an ssh-alike if targethost is set)

		    if $test "X$targethost" != X; then

			$to tryp.c

			$to tryp

			$run "cat tryp.c | ./tryp " 2>/dev/null > tryp.out

		    else

			$cat tryp.c | $run ./tryp   2>/dev/null > tryp.out
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		    fi

		    if cmp tryp.c tryp.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		       $cat >&4 <<EOM

fflush(NULL) seems to behave okay with input streams.

EOM

			fflushNULL="$define"

		    else

			$cat >&4 <<EOM

Ouch, fflush(NULL) clobbers input pipes!  We will not use it.

EOM

			fflushNULL="$undef"

		    fi

		fi

		$rm -f core tryp.c tryp.core core.tryp.*

		;;

	'')	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Your fflush(NULL) isn't working (contrary to ANSI C).

EOM

		fflushNULL="$undef"

		;;

	*)	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Cannot figure out whether

 your fflush(NULL) works or not.

I'm assuming it doesn't (contrary to ANSI C).

EOM

		fflushNULL="$undef"

		;;

	esac

	;;

$define|true|[yY]*)

	fflushNULL="$define"

	;;

*)

	fflushNULL="$undef"

	;;

esac

: check explicit looping only if NULL did not work, and if the pipe

: bug does not show up on an explicit flush too

case "$fflushNULL" in

"$undef")

	$cat >tryp.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

int

main(int argc, char **argv)

{

   char buf[1024];

   int i;

   char *bp = buf;
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   while (1) {

	while ((i = getc(stdin)) != -1

	       && (*bp++ = i) != '\n'

	       && bp < &buf[1024])

	/* DO NOTHING */ ;

	*bp = '\0';

	fprintf(stdout, "%s", buf);

	fflush(stdin);

	if (i == -1)

	    return 0;

	bp = buf;

   }

}

EOCP

	set tryp

	if eval $compile; then

	    $rm -f tryp.out

	    if $test "X$targethost" != X; then

		$to tryp.c

		$to tryp

		$run "cat tryp.c | ./tryp " 2>/dev/null > tryp.out

	    else

		$cat tryp.c | $run ./tryp   2>/dev/null > tryp.out

	    fi

	    if cmp tryp.c tryp.out >/dev/null 2>&1;

 then

	       $cat >&4 <<EOM

Good, at least fflush(stdin) seems to behave okay when stdin is a pipe.

EOM

		: now check for fflushall behaviour

		case "$fflushall" in

		'')	set try -DTRY_FFLUSH_ALL $output

			if eval $compile; then

				$cat >&4 <<EOM

(Now testing the other method--but note that this also may fail.)

EOM

				$run ./try 2>/dev/null

				code=$?

				$from try.out

				if $test -s try.out -a "X$code" = X42; then

					fflushall="`$cat try.out`"

				fi

			fi

			$rm_try

			case "$fflushall" in

			x)	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Whew. Flushing explicitly all the stdio streams works.

EOM
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				fflushall="$define"

				;;

			'')	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Sigh. Flushing explicitly all the stdio streams doesn't work.

EOM

				fflushall="$undef"

				;;

			*)	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Cannot figure out whether flushing stdio streams explicitly works or not.

I'm assuming it doesn't.

EOM

				fflushall="$undef"

				;;

			esac

			;;

		"$define"|true|[yY]*)

			fflushall="$define"

			;;

		*)

			fflushall="$undef"

			;;

		esac

	   

 else

		$cat >&4 <<EOM

All is futile.  Even fflush(stdin) clobbers input pipes!

EOM

		fflushall="$undef"

	    fi

	else

	    fflushall="$undef"

	fi

	$rm -f core tryp.c tryp.core core.tryp.*

	;;

*)	fflushall="$undef"

	;;

esac

 

case "$fflushNULL$fflushall" in

undefundef)

	$cat <<EOM

OK, I give up.  I cannot figure out how to flush pending stdio output.

We won't be flushing handles at all before fork/exec/popen.

EOM

	;;

esac

$rm_try tryp
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/fflushall.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: usrinc.U,v 1.1 2000/06/27 00:20:28 jhi Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: usrinc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  2000/06/27 00:20:28  jhi

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:27:12  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't ask for the include path unless they are on a MIPS

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:24:36  ram

?RCS: patch54: ensure that ./mips always exists (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:18:31  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure usrinc value is preserved across sessions (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usrinc incpath mips_type: test cat echo n c Getfile Guess \

	Oldconfig eunicefix contains rm sysroot cc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:usrinc:

?S:	This variable holds the path of the include files, which is

?S:	usually /usr/include. It is mainly used by other Configure units.

?S:.

?S:incpath:

?S:	This variable must precede the normal include path to get the

?S:	right one, as in "$incpath/usr/include" or "$incpath/usr/lib".

?S:	Value can be "" or "/bsd43" on mips.

?S:.

?S:mips_type:

?S:	This variable holds the environment type for the mips system.

?S:	Possible values are "BSD 4.3" and "System V".

?S:.
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?D:usrinc='/usr/include'

?LINT:extern cppflags

?LINT:create mips

?T:xxx_prompt

?F:./mips

: What should the include directory be ?

: Use sysroot if set, so findhdr looks in the right place.

echo " "

$echo $n "Hmm...  $c"

dflt="$sysroot/usr/include"

incpath=''

?X:	mips_type is used later, to add -DSYSTYPE_BSD43

 to cppflags if needed.

mips_type=''

?X:

?X:	Cannot put the following in Guess, or we get a circular dependency.

?X:

if $test -f /bin/mips && /bin/mips; then

	echo "Looks like a MIPS system..."

	$cat >usr.c <<'EOCP'

#ifdef SYSTYPE_BSD43

/bsd43

#endif

EOCP

	if $cc $cppflags -E usr.c > usr.out && $contains / usr.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		dflt='/bsd43/usr/include'

		incpath='/bsd43'

		mips_type='BSD 4.3'

	else

		mips_type='System V'

	fi

	$rm -f usr.c usr.out

	echo "and you're compiling with the $mips_type compiler and libraries."

	xxx_prompt=y

	echo "exit 0" >mips

else

	echo "Doesn't look like a MIPS system."

	xxx_prompt=n

	echo "exit 1" >mips

fi

chmod +x mips

$eunicefix mips

case "$usrinc" in

'') ;;

*) dflt="$usrinc";;

esac

case "$xxx_prompt" in

y)	fn=d/
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	echo " "

	rp='Where are the include files you want to use?'

	. ./getfile

	usrinc="$ans"

	;;

*)	usrinc="$dflt"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/usrinc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strerror_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strerror_r strerror_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strerror_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRERROR_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the strerror_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:strerror_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of strerror_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_strerror_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_strerror_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRERROR_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strerror_r routine

?C:	is available to strerror

 re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:STRERROR_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of strerror_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_strerror_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_strerror_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strerror_r HAS_STRERROR_R	/**/
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?H:#define STRERROR_R_PROTO $strerror_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_strerror_r_proto

: see if strerror_r exists

set strerror_r d_strerror_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_strerror_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h define string.h"

	case "$d_strerror_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_strerror_r_proto=define

		set d_strerror_r_proto strerror_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_strerror_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$strerror_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int strerror_r(int, char*, size_t);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && strerror_r_proto=I_IBW ;;

	esac

	case "$strerror_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int strerror_r(int, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && strerror_r_proto=I_IBI

 ;;

	esac

	case "$strerror_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* strerror_r(int, char*, size_t);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && strerror_r_proto=B_IBW ;;

	esac

	case "$strerror_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_strerror_r=undef

		strerror_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling strerror_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$strerror_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) strerror_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$strerror_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "strerror_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_strerror_r=undef

		strerror_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac
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	;;

*)	strerror_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_strerror_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: MailAuthor.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: MailAuthor.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  15:04:41  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/08/29  16:05:09  ram

?RCS: patch32: avoid message sending if they said no previously

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/10/16  13:47:30  ram

?RCS: patch12: now makes sure user-specified address is in Internet format

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0.1.2  1993/09/13  15:48:49  ram

?RCS: patch10: reverted to original intent by the Author himself

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/27  14:38:38  ram

?RCS: patch7: now prompts user for its e-mail address

?RCS: patch7: no longer silent when mail has been sent

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:06  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This unit asks the user to please send a message to the author.

?X:	To force inclusion of this unit, you must add it's name to the

?X:	dependancies on the MAKE line in your private copy of End.U.
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?X:	This allows a smart mailagent program to automatically let users know

?X:	when their package is out of date, and to allow users to be notified of

?X:	any future patches.

?X:

?MAKE:MailAuthor mailpatches notifypatches usermail: test cat mailer \

	package Myread patchlevel baserev rm rsrc Oldconfig Configdir

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:mailpatches:

?S:	Indicates whether the user would like future patches to be mailed

?S:	directly

 to them.

?S:.

?S:notifypatches:

?S:	Indicates whether the user would like notification of future patches

?S:	mailed to them.

?S:.

?S:usermail:

?S:	This variable is used internally by Configure to keep track of the

?S:	user e-mail address, where notifications or patches should be sent.

?S:	A '-' value means the return address will be extracted by parsing

?S:	the mail headers.

?S:.

?T:opt mailpatches notifypatches atsh status

: notify author that his package is used

if $test -f ../.config/mailauthor &&

	cmp $rsrc/patchlevel.h ../.config/mailauthor >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	status="say that you're using $package";

	case "$mailpatches" in

	true) status='have patches mailed to you as they are issued';;

	esac

	case "$notifypatches" in

	true) status='be notified when new patches are issued';;

	esac

	$cat <<EOM

 

You have already sent the author of $package (<MAINTLOC>) mail to

$status. If you wish, you may modify

your previous request by sending a new mail with different options.

 

EOM

	rp='Should

 I send a status update to <MAINTLOC>?'

	dflt=n

else

	$cat <<EOM

 

If you are able to send mail to the Internet, the author of $package would
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really appreciate you letting me send off a quick note, just to say that you've

tried it. The author is more likely to spend time maintaining $package if it's

known that many people are using it, and you can even ask to get sent new

patches automagically this way if you wish. To protect your privacy, all I'll

say in the mail is the version of $package that you're using.

 

EOM

	rp='Should I send mail to <MAINTLOC>?'

	dflt=y

?X: Ensure default is 'n' if question has been asked already, in case they

?X: run Configure -d next time and answered 'n' the first time. Therefore,

?X: an empty nomail will be created later on even if no mail is sent.

	$test -f ../.config/nomail && dflt=n

fi

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[yY]*)

	echo " "

	echo "Great! Your cooperation is really appreciated."

	$cat <<EOM

 

Some braindead sites do not set a proper return

 address in the From: header of

their outgoing mail, making it impossible to reply to mail they generate.

If your site is broken in this way, write to your system administrator and get

it fixed!!! In the mean time, you can manually specify the Internet e-mail

address by which the author can get back to you, should there be a need to do

so. If manually specified, it should be something like "user@domain.top".

If your mail system generates addresses correctly, specify "none".

 

EOM

	case "$usermail" in

	'-'|'') dflt=none;;

	*) dflt="$usermail";;

	esac

	rp='Manually specify a return address to use:'

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	none|*@*.*)

		case "$ans" in

		none) usermail='-';;

		*) usermail="$ans";;

		esac

		;;

	*)

		echo "(Address does not look like an Internet one -- ignoring it.)"

?X:

?X: If we can't trust their mailer or their return address, it's highly
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?X: suggested that they only register and don't ask to get anything from

?X: the author, since it's likely to bounce in null-land --

 RAM.

?X:

		usermail='-'

		mailpatches=false

		notifypatches=false

		;;

	esac

	echo " "

	opt=''

	rp='Would you like to have new patches automatically mailed to you?'

	case "$mailpatches" in

	true) dflt=y;;

	*) dflt=n;;

	esac

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	[yY]*) opt=' mailpatches'; mailpatches=true;;

	*)

		mailpatches=false

		echo " "

		rp='Ok, would you like to simply be notified of new patches?'

		case "$notifypatches" in

		false) dflt=n;;

		*) dflt=y;;

		esac

		. ./myread

		echo " "

		case "$ans" in

		[yY]*) opt=' notifypatches'; notifypatches=true;;

		*)

			echo "Fine, I'll simply say that you've tried it then."

			notifypatches=false

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	echo "Sending mail to <MAINTLOC>..." >&4

?X: Bizarre hack here. We can't just put @SH in the hereis lines below, because

?X: metaconfig will interpret it as a command, and there's no quoting mechanism.

?X: Do it via a variable instead.

	atsh='@SH'

	$mailer <MAINTLOC> <<EOM >/dev/null 2>&1

Subject: Command

Precedence: junk

To: <MAINTLOC>
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$atsh

 package $usermail $package $baserev $patchlevel$opt

EOM

	$rm -f ../.config/mailauthor ../.config/nomail

	cp $rsrc/patchlevel.h ../.config/mailauthor

	;;

*)

	case "$dflt" in

	"y")

		echo "Oh well, maybe next time."

		cp /dev/null ../.config/nomail

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/MailAuthor.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?X:

?X: Useless unit dropped.  Use randfunc instead.

?X:

?LINT:empty

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/randbits.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_drand48proto: Hasproto i_stdlib i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_drand48proto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DRAND48_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the drand48() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DRAND48_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the drand48() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  A good guess

 is

?C:		extern double drand48(void);

?C:.

?H:#$d_drand48proto	HAS_DRAND48_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_drand48proto

: see if prototype for drand48 is available

echo " "

set d_drand48proto drand48 $i_stdlib stdlib.h $i_unistd unistd.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/d_drand48proto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: prefix.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:44:05  ram

?RCS: patch49: new prefixexp variable holding a fully expanded prefix

?RCS: patch49: save off previous prefix value in oldprefix if changed (WED)

?RCS: patch49: added the INSTALLPREFIX define for C programs to use (WED)

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:31:34  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:prefix prefixexp +oldprefix: Getfile Loc Oldconfig

 cat package

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:prefix:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory below which the

?S:	user will install the package.  Usually, this is /usr/local, and

?S:	executables go in /usr/local/bin, library stuff in /usr/local/lib,

?S:	man pages in /usr/local/man, etc.  It is only used to set defaults

?S:	for things in bin.U, mansrc.U, privlib.U, or scriptdir.U.

?S:.

?S:prefixexp:

?S:	This variable holds the full absolute path of the directory below

?S:	which the user will install the package.  Derived from prefix.

?S:.

?S:oldprefix:

?S:	This variable is set non-null if the prefix was previously defined

?S:	and gets set to a new value. Used internally by Configure only.

?S:.

?C:INSTALLPREFIX:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the install prefix for this package.

?C:.

?H:#define INSTALLPREFIX "$prefix"		/**/

?H:.

: determine root of directory hierarchy where package will be installed.

case "$prefix" in

'')

	dflt=`./loc . /usr/local /usr/local /local /opt

 /usr`

	;;

*)

	dflt="$prefix"

	;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

By default, $package will be installed in $dflt/bin, manual

pages under $dflt/man, etc..., i.e. with $dflt as prefix for

all installation directories. Typically set to /usr/local, but you

may choose /usr if you wish to install $package among your system

binaries. If you wish to have binaries under /bin but manual pages

under /usr/local/man, that's ok: you will be prompted separately

for each of the installation directories, the prefix being only used

to set the defaults.

 

EOM
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fn=d~

rp='Installation prefix to use?'

. ./getfile

oldprefix=''

case "$prefix" in

'') ;;

*)

	case "$ans" in

	"$prefix") ;;

	*) oldprefix="$prefix";;

	esac

	;;

esac

prefix="$ans"

prefixexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/prefix.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_scorfl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_scorfl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_scorfl: cat Myread Oldconfig nametype Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_scorfl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the SCOREFULL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that any scoreboard kept by the program

?S:	should be kept on the basis of the user's full name as opposed to

?S:	the user's login name.

?S:.

?C:SCOREFULL:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that any scoreboard kept by the

?C:	program should be kept on the basis of the user's full name as opposed

?C:	to the user's login name.  If the user can change his full name he
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?C:	can enter multiple scores if this is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_scorfl SCOREFULL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_scorfl

: see how they want the scoreboard kept

case "$d_scorfl" in

"$define") dflt=y ;;

*) dflt=n ;;

esac

case "$nametype" in

other) val="$undef" ;;

*)

	$cat <<'EOM'

 

The scoreboard can be kept with one score per login name, or one score per full

name.  If users can change their full name, or if there is more than one person

on your system with the same full name, you should keep the score by login name

(the full name is still printed).

 

EOM

	rp='Do you want the scoreboard kept by full name?'

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y*) val="$define" ;;

	*) val="$undef" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

set d_scorfl

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_scorfl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Oldconfig.U,v 3.0.1.10 1997/02/28 15:06:39 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Oldconfig.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.10  1997/02/28  15:06:39  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS: patch61: new OSNAME define

?RCS: patch61: can now sense new OSes

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1995/07/25  13:40:51  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/05/12  12:04:18  ram

?RCS: patch54: config.sh reload logic now knows about new -K switch

?RCS: patch54: cleaned up and extended osvers for DEC

 OSF/1 (ADO)

?RCS: patch54: added MachTen detection (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/02/15  14:13:41  ram

?RCS: patch51: adapted osvers computation for AIX (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1995/01/30  14:27:15  ram

?RCS: patch49: unit Options.U now exports file optdef.sh, not a variable

?RCS: patch49: update code for myuname changed (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/01/11  15:15:36  ram

?RCS: patch45: added quotes around the INITPROG variable (ADO)

?RCS: patch45: allows variable overriding after config file loading

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  15:57:05  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: merged with the version used for perl5's Configure (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  14:24:17  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for osf1 hints

?RCS: patch23: new support for solaris and i386 systems (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/01/24  14:05:02  ram

?RCS: patch16: added post-processing on myuname for Xenix targets

?RCS:

 patch16: message proposing config.sh defaults made consistent

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:56:32  ram

?RCS: patch10: force use of config.sh when -d option is used (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: complain about non-existent hint files (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: added Options dependency for fastread variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:12  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit tries to remember what we did last time we ran Configure, mostly
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?X: for the sake of setting defaults.

?X:

?MAKE:Oldconfig hint myuname osname osvers: Instruct Myread uname \

	Checkcc Mksymlinks run \

	sh awk sed test cat rm lns tr n c contains Loc Options Tr src trnl ln

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:myuname:

?S:	The output of 'uname -a' if available, otherwise the hostname.

?S:	The whole thing is then lower-cased and slashes and single quotes are

?S:	removed.

?S:.

?S:hint:

?S:	Gives the type of hints used for previous answers. May be one of

?S:	"default",

 "recommended" or "previous".

?S:.

?S:osname:

?S:	This variable contains the operating system name (e.g. sunos,

?S:	solaris, hpux, etc.).  It can be useful later on for setting

?S:	defaults.  Any spaces are replaced with underscores.  It is set

?S:	to a null string if we can't figure it out.

?S:.

?S:osvers:

?S:	This variable contains the operating system version (e.g.

?S:	4.1.3, 5.2, etc.).  It is primarily used for helping select

?S:	an appropriate hints file, but might be useful elsewhere for

?S:	setting defaults.  It is set to '' if we can't figure it out.

?S:	We try to be flexible about how much of the version number

?S:	to keep, e.g. if 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3 are essentially the

?S:	same for this package, hints files might just be os_4.0 or

?S:	os_4.1, etc., not keeping separate files for each little release.

?S:.

?C:OSNAME:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the operating system, as determined

?C:	by Configure.  You shouldn't rely on it too much; the specific

?C:	feature tests

 from Configure are generally more reliable.

?C:.

?C:OSVERS:

?C:	This symbol contains the version of the operating system, as determined

?C:	by Configure.  You shouldn't rely on it too much; the specific

?C:	feature tests from Configure are generally more reliable.

?C:.

?H:#define OSNAME "$osname"		/**/

?H:#define OSVERS "$osvers"		/**/

?H:.

?F:!config.sh

?T:tmp tmp_n tmp_c tmp_sh file
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?T:xxxxfile xxxfile xxfile xfile hintfile newmyuname

?T:tans _ isesix INITPROG DJGPP

?D:osname=''

?LINT:change n c sh

?LINT:extern targetarch

?LINT:extern hostarch

?LINT:change hostarch

?LINT:extern is_os2

: Try to determine whether config.sh was made on this system

case "$config_sh" in

'')

?X: indentation wrong on purpose--RAM

?X: Leave a white space between first two '(' for ksh. The sub-shell is needed

?X: on some machines to avoid the error message when uname is not found; e.g.

?X: old SUN-OS 3.2 would not execute hostname in (uname -a || hostname). Sigh!

?X: Now not using a subshell but instead $test.

myuname=`$uname

 -a 2>/dev/null`

$test -z "$myuname" && myuname=`hostname 2>/dev/null`

# Downcase everything to avoid ambiguity.

# Remove slashes and single quotes so we can use parts of this in

# directory and file names.

# Remove newlines so myuname is sane to use elsewhere.

# tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' would not work in EBCDIC

# because the A-Z/a-z are not consecutive.

myuname=`echo $myuname | $sed -e "s,['/],,g" | \

	./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' | $tr $trnl ' '`

?X: Save the value we just computed to reset myuname after we get done here.

newmyuname="$myuname"

dflt=n

case "$knowitall" in

'')

	if test -f ../config.sh; then

		if $contains myuname= ../config.sh >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			eval "`grep myuname= ../config.sh`"

		fi

		if test "X$myuname" = "X$newmyuname"; then

			dflt=y

		fi

	fi

	;;

*) dflt=y;;

esac

 

@if {test -d ../hints}

: Get old answers from old config file if Configure was run on the

: same system, otherwise use the hints.

hint=default
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cd ..

?X: Since we are now at the root of the source

 tree, we must use $src

?X: to access the sources and not $rsrc. See src.U for details...

if test -f config.sh; then

	echo " "

	rp="I see a config.sh file.  Shall I use it to set the defaults?"

	. UU/myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*|N*) echo "OK, I'll ignore it."

		mv config.sh config.sh.old

		myuname="$newmyuname"

		;;

	*)  echo "Fetching default answers from your old config.sh file..." >&4

		tmp_n="$n"

		tmp_c="$c"

		tmp_sh="$sh"

		. ./config.sh

		cp config.sh UU

		n="$tmp_n"

		c="$tmp_c"

		: Older versions did not always set $sh.  Catch re-use of such

		: an old config.sh.

		case "$sh" in

		'') sh="$tmp_sh" ;;

		esac

		hint=previous

		;;

	esac

fi

. ./UU/checkcc

if test ! -f config.sh; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

First time through, eh?  I have some defaults handy for some systems

that need some extra help getting the Configure answers right:

 

EOM

	(cd $src/hints; ls -C *.sh) | $sed 's/\.sh/   /g' >&4

	dflt=''

	: Half the following guesses are probably wrong... If you have better

	: tests or hints,

 please send them to <MAINTLOC>

	: The metaconfig authors would also appreciate a copy...

	$test -f /irix && osname=irix

	$test -f /xenix && osname=sco_xenix

	$test -f /dynix && osname=dynix

	$test -f /dnix && osname=dnix
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	$test -f /lynx.os && osname=lynxos

	$test -f /unicos && osname=unicos && osvers=`$uname -r`

	$test -f /unicosmk && osname=unicosmk && osvers=`$uname -r`

	$test -f /unicosmk.ar && osname=unicosmk && osvers=`$uname -r`

	$test -f /bin/mips && /bin/mips && osname=mips

	$test -d /usr/apollo/bin && osname=apollo

	$test -f /etc/saf/_sactab && osname=svr4

	$test -d /usr/include/minix && osname=minix && osvers=`$uname -r`

	$test -f /system/gnu_library/bin/ar.pm && osname=vos

	$test -f /sys/utilities/MultiView && osname=amigaos

	if $test -d /MachTen -o -d /MachTen_Folder; then

?X:		MachTen uname -a output looks like

?X:		xxx 4 0.0 Macintosh

?X:		MachTen /sbin/version output looks like

?X:		MachTen 4.0 Mon Aug 28 10:18:00 1995

?X:		MachTen 3.x had the 'version' command in /usr/etc/version.

		osname=machten

		if

 $test -x /sbin/version; then

			osvers=`/sbin/version | $awk '{print $2}' |

			$sed -e 's/[A-Za-z]$//'`

		elif $test -x /usr/etc/version; then

			osvers=`/usr/etc/version | $awk '{print $2}' |

			$sed -e 's/[A-Za-z]$//'`

		else

			osvers="$2.$3"

		fi

	fi

 

	$test -f /sys/posix.dll &&

		$test -f /usr/bin/what &&

		set X `/usr/bin/what /sys/posix.dll` &&

		$test "$3" = UWIN &&

		osname=uwin &&

		osvers="$5"

 

?X: If we have uname, we already computed a suitable uname -a output,

?X: and it lies in $myuname.

	if $test -f $uname; then

		set X $myuname

		shift

 

		case "$5" in

		fps*) osname=fps ;;

		mips*)

			case "$4" in

			umips) osname=umips ;;

			*) osname=mips ;;
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			esac;;

		[23]100) osname=mips ;;

?X: Interactive Unix.

		i386*)

			tmp=`/bin/uname -X 2>/dev/null|awk '/3\.2v[45]/{ print $(NF) }'`

			if $test "$tmp" != "" -a "$3" = "3.2" -a -f '/etc/systemid'; then

				osname='sco'

				osvers=$tmp

			elif $test -f /etc/kconfig; then

				osname=isc

				if

 test "$lns" = "$ln -s"; then

					osvers=4

				elif $contains _SYSV3 /usr/include/stdio.h > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

					osvers=3

				elif $contains _POSIX_SOURCE /usr/include/stdio.h > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

					osvers=2

				fi

			fi

			tmp=''

			;;

?X: MS-DOS djgpp uname -a output looks like:

?X: ms-dos xxx 6 22 pc

?X:  $1 is the "dos flavor" (need not be "ms-dos").

?X:  $2 is the node name

?X:  $3 and $4 are version/subversion

?X:  $5 is always "pc", but that might not be unique to DJGPP.

?X: (e.g. Solaris_x86 has $5 = i86pc, which doesn't actually conflict,

?X: but it's close enough that I can easily imagine other vendors also

?X: using variants of pc* in $5.)

?X:  The "DJGPP" environment variable is always set when djgpp is active.

		pc*)

			if test -n "$DJGPP"; then

				osname=dos

				osvers=djgpp

			fi

			;;

		esac

 

		case "$1" in

		aix) osname=aix

?X: aix 4.1 uname -a output looks like

?X:		AIX  foo  1 4 000123456789

?X: where $4 is the major release number and $3 is the (minor)

 version.

?X: More detail on the version is available with the oslevel command.

?X: in 3.2.x, it output a string (see case statements below).  In 4.1,

?X: it puts out something like  4.1.1.0
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			tmp=`( (oslevel) 2>/dev/null || echo "not found") 2>&1`

			case "$tmp" in

			# oslevel can fail with:

			# oslevel: Unable to acquire lock.

			*not\ found) osvers="$4"."$3" ;;

			'<3240'|'<>3240') osvers=3.2.0 ;;

			'=3240'|'>3240'|'<3250'|'<>3250') osvers=3.2.4 ;;

			'=3250'|'>3250') osvers=3.2.5 ;;

			*) osvers=$tmp;;

			esac

			;;

		bitrig) osname=bitrig

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		bsd386) osname=bsd386

			osvers=`$uname -r`

			;;

		cygwin*) osname=cygwin

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		*dc.osx) osname=dcosx

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		dnix) osname=dnix

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		domainos) osname=apollo

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		dgux)	osname=dgux

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		dragonfly) osname=dragonfly

			osvers="$3"

			;;

?X:		uname -a returns

?X:		DYNIX/ptx xxx 4.0 V4.1.2 i386

		dynixptx*) osname=dynixptx

			osvers=`echo

 "$4"|sed 's/^v//'`

			;;

		freebsd) osname=freebsd

			osvers="$3" ;;

		genix)	osname=genix ;;

?X: GNU/Hurd uname -a gives something like:

?X: GNU foo 0.3 GNU-Mach 1.4/Hurd-0.3 i386-AT386 GNU

?X: GNU gnu 0.3 GNUmach-1.2/Hurd-0.3 i386-AT386 GNU

?X: Note the hostname on the second one, which will fool Configure
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?X: into using the SysV case!

		gnu)	osname=gnu

			osvers="$3" ;;

?X: HP-UX uname -a gives something like

?X: HP-UX foobar B.10.20 A 9000/735 2016483812 two-user license

?X: Preserve the full 10.20 string instead of the previous plain '10'.

?X:  Thanks to Graham Barr.    --AD 6/30/1998

		hp*)	osname=hpux

			osvers=`echo "$3" | $sed 's,.*\.\([0-9]*\.[0-9]*\),\1,'`

			;;

		irix*)	osname=irix

			case "$3" in

			4*) osvers=4 ;;

			5*) osvers=5 ;;

			*)	osvers="$3" ;;

			esac

			;;

		linux)	osname=linux

			case "$3" in

			*)	osvers="$3" ;;

			esac

			$test -f /system/lib/libandroid.so && osname=linux-android

			;;

		MiNT)	osname=mint

			;;

		minix)	osname=minix

			osvers=`$uname -r`

			;;

		netbsd*)

 osname=netbsd

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		news-os) osvers="$3"

			case "$3" in

			4*) osname=newsos4 ;;

			*) osname=newsos ;;

			esac

			;;

		nonstop-ux) osname=nonstopux ;;

		openbsd) osname=openbsd

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		os2)	osname=os2

			osvers="$4"

			;;

		POSIX-BC | posix-bc ) osname=posix-bc

			osvers="$3"

			;;
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		powerux | power_ux | powermax_os | powermaxos | \

		powerunix | power_unix) osname=powerux

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		qnx) osname=qnx

			osvers="$4"

			;;

		solaris) osname=solaris

			case "$3" in

			5*) osvers=`echo $3 | $sed 's/^5/2/g'` ;;

			*)	osvers="$3" ;;

			esac

			;;

		sunos) osname=sunos

			case "$3" in

			5*) osname=solaris

				osvers=`echo $3 | $sed 's/^5/2/g'` ;;

			*)	osvers="$3" ;;

			esac

			;;

		titanos) osname=titanos

			case "$3" in

			1*) osvers=1 ;;

			2*) osvers=2 ;;

			3*) osvers=3 ;;

			4*) osvers=4 ;;

			*)	osvers="$3" ;;

			esac

			;;

		ultrix) osname=ultrix

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		osf1|mls+)	case "$5" in

				alpha)

?X: DEC OSF/1 myuname

 -a output looks like:  osf1 xxxx t3.2 123.4 alpha

?X: where the version number can be something like [xvt]n.n

					osname=dec_osf

?X: sizer knows the minor minor version: the letter

					osvers=`sizer -v | awk -FUNIX '{print $2}' | awk '{print $1}' |  tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' | sed 's/^[xvt]//'`

					case "$osvers" in

					[1-9].[0-9]*) ;;

					*) osvers=`echo "$3" | sed 's/^[xvt]//'` ;;

					esac

					;;

			hp*)	osname=hp_osf1	;;

			mips)	osname=mips_osf1 ;;

?X:	hp and mips were unsupported Technology Releases -- ADO, 24/10/94
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			esac

			;;

		# UnixWare 7.1.2 is known as Open UNIX 8

		openunix|unixware) osname=svr5

			osvers="$4"

			;;

		uts)	osname=uts

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		vos) osvers="$3"

			;;

		$2) case "$osname" in

			*isc*) ;;

			*freebsd*) ;;

			svr*)

				: svr4.x or possibly later

				case "svr$3" in

				${osname}*)

					osname=svr$3

					osvers=$4

					;;

				esac

				case "$osname" in

				svr4.0)

					: Check for ESIX

					if test -f /stand/boot ; then

						eval `grep '^INITPROG=[a-z/0-9]*$'

 /stand/boot`

						if test -n "$INITPROG" -a -f "$INITPROG"; then

			isesix=`strings -a $INITPROG|grep 'ESIX SYSTEM V/386 Release 4.0'`

							if test -n "$isesix"; then

								osname=esix4

							fi

						fi

					fi

					;;

				esac

				;;

			*)	if test -f /etc/systemid; then

					osname=sco

					set `echo $3 | $sed 's/\./ /g'` $4

					if $test -f $src/hints/sco_$1_$2_$3.sh; then

						osvers=$1.$2.$3

					elif $test -f $src/hints/sco_$1_$2.sh; then

						osvers=$1.$2

					elif $test -f $src/hints/sco_$1.sh; then

						osvers=$1

					fi
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				else

					case "$osname" in

					'') : Still unknown.  Probably a generic Sys V.

						osname="sysv"

						osvers="$3"

						;;

					esac

				fi

				;;

			esac

			;;

		*)	case "$osname" in

			'') : Still unknown.  Probably a generic BSD.

				osname="$1"

				osvers="$3"

				;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

	else

?X: Try to identify sony's NEWS-OS (BSD unix)

		if test -f /vmunix -a -f $src/hints/news_os.sh; then

			(what /vmunix | UU/tr '[A-Z]'

 '[a-z]') > UU/kernel.what 2>&1

			if $contains news-os UU/kernel.what >/dev/null 2>&1; then

				osname=news_os

			fi

			$rm -f UU/kernel.what

?X: Maybe it's OS/2 or DOS or something similar

		elif test -d c:/. -o -n "$is_os2" ; then

			set X $myuname

			osname=os2

			osvers="$5"

		fi

	fi

 

       case "$targetarch" in

       '') ;;

       *)  hostarch=$osname

           case "$targetarch" in

               nto*|*-nto-*)

                   # Will load qnx.sh, which should change osname to nto

                   osname=qnx

                   osvers=''

                   ;;

               *linux-android*)

                   # Catch arm-linux-androideabi, mipsel-linux-android,

                   # and i686-linux-android
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                   osname=linux-android

                   osvers=''

                   ;;

               *linux*)

                   # Something like arm-linux-gnueabihf is really just

                   # plain linux.

                   osname=linux

 

                   osvers=''

                   ;;

               *solaris*|*sunos*)

                   osname=solaris

                   # XXX perhaps we should just assume

                   # osvers to be 2, or maybe take the value

                   # from targetarch. Using $run before the

                   # hints are run is somewhat icky.

                   set X `$run $uname -a 2>/dev/null`

                   shift

                   case "$3" in

                       5*) osvers=`echo $3 | $sed 's/^5/2/g'` ;;

                       *)  osvers="$3" ;;

                   esac

                   ;;

               *)

		    osname=`echo $targetarch|sed 's,^[^-]*-,,'`

		    osvers=''

               ;;

           esac

           ;;

       esac

 

	: Now look for a hint file osname_osvers, unless one has been

	: specified already.

	case "$hintfile" in

	''|' ')

		file=`echo "${osname}_${osvers}" | $sed -e 's%\.%_%g' -e 's%_$%%'`

		: Also try without trailing minor version

 numbers.

		xfile=`echo $file | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		xxfile=`echo $xfile | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		xxxfile=`echo $xxfile | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		xxxxfile=`echo $xxxfile | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		case "$file" in

		'') dflt=none ;;

		*)  case "$osvers" in

			'') dflt=$file

				;;

			*)  if $test -f $src/hints/$file.sh ; then
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					dflt=$file

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xfile

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xxfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xxfile

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xxxfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xxxfile

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xxxxfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xxxxfile

				elif $test -f "$src/hints/${osname}.sh" ; then

					dflt="${osname}"

				else

					dflt=none

				fi

				;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		if $test -f Policy.sh ; then

			case "$dflt" in

			*Policy*) ;;

			none) dflt="Policy" ;;

			*) dflt="Policy $dflt" ;;

			esac

		fi

		;;

	*)

		dflt=`echo $hintfile | $sed 's/\.sh$//'`

		;;

	esac

 

	if $test -f Policy.sh ; then

		$cat <<EOM

 

There's also

 a Policy hint file available, which should make the

site-specific (policy) questions easier to answer.

EOM

 

	fi

 

	$cat <<EOM

 

You may give one or more space-separated answers, or "none" if appropriate.

If you have a handcrafted Policy.sh file or a Policy.sh file generated by a

previous run of Configure, you may specify it as well as or instead of

OS-specific hints.  If hints are provided for your OS, you should use them:

although Perl can probably be built without hints on many platforms, using
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hints often improve performance and may enable features that Configure can't

set up on its own. If there are no hints that match your OS, specify "none";

DO NOT give a wrong version or a wrong OS.

 

EOM

 

	rp="Which of these apply, if any?"

	. UU/myread

	tans=$ans

	for file in $tans; do

		if $test X$file = XPolicy -a -f Policy.sh; then

			. Policy.sh

			$cat Policy.sh >> UU/config.sh

		elif $test -f $src/hints/$file.sh; then

			. $src/hints/$file.sh

			$cat $src/hints/$file.sh >> UU/config.sh

		elif

 $test X"$tans" = X -o X"$tans" = Xnone ; then

			: nothing

		else

			: Give one chance to correct a possible typo.

			echo "$file.sh does not exist"

			dflt=$file

			rp="hint to use instead?"

			. UU/myread

			for file in $ans; do

				if $test -f "$src/hints/$file.sh"; then

					. $src/hints/$file.sh

					$cat $src/hints/$file.sh >> UU/config.sh

				elif $test X$ans = X -o X$ans = Xnone ; then

					: nothing

				else

					echo "$file.sh does not exist -- ignored."

				fi

			done

		fi

	done

 

	hint=recommended

	: Remember our hint file for later.

	if $test -f "$src/hints/$file.sh" ; then

		hintfile="$file"

	else

		hintfile=''

	fi

fi

cd UU

?X: From here on, we must use $rsrc instead of $src
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@else

: Get old answers, if there is a config file out there

hint=default

hintfile=''

if test -f ../config.sh; then

	echo " "

	rp="I see a config.sh file.  Shall I use it to set the defaults?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*|N*) echo "OK, I'll ignore it.";;

	*)  echo "Fetching default answers from

 your old config.sh file..." >&4

		tmp_n="$n"

		tmp_c="$c"

		. ../config.sh

		cp ../config.sh .

		n="$tmp_n"

		c="$tmp_c"

		hint=previous

		;;

	esac

fi

@end

?X: remember, indentation is wrong--RAM

;;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "Fetching default answers from $config_sh..." >&4

	tmp_n="$n"

	tmp_c="$c"

	cd ..

?X: preserve symbolic links, if any

	cp $config_sh config.sh 2>/dev/null

	chmod +w config.sh

	. ./config.sh

	cd UU

	cp ../config.sh .

	n="$tmp_n"

	c="$tmp_c"

	hint=previous

	;;

esac

. ./optdef.sh

 

: Restore computed paths

for file in $loclist $trylist; do

	eval $file="\$_$file"

done
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@if osname || osvers

cat << EOM

 

Configure uses the operating system name and version to set some defaults.

The default value is probably right if the name rings a bell. Otherwise,

since spelling matters for me, either accept the default or answer "none"

to leave it blank.

 

EOM

@end

@if osname

case "$osname" in

	''|' ')

		case "$hintfile" in

		''|' '|none) dflt=none ;;

		*)  dflt=`echo $hintfile | $sed -e 's/\.sh$//'

 -e 's/_.*$//'` ;;

		esac

		;;

	*) dflt="$osname" ;;

esac

rp="Operating system name?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none)  osname='' ;;

*) osname=`echo "$ans" | $sed -e 's/[ 	][	]*/_/g' | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`;;

esac

@end

@if osvers

@if osname

echo " "

@end

case "$osvers" in

	''|' ')

		case "$hintfile" in

		''|' '|none) dflt=none ;;

		*)	dflt=`echo $hintfile | $sed -e 's/\.sh$//' -e 's/^[^_]*//'`

			dflt=`echo $dflt | $sed -e 's/^_//' -e 's/_/./g'`

			case "$dflt" in

			''|' ') dflt=none ;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*) dflt="$osvers" ;;

esac

rp="Operating system version?"
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. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none)  osvers='' ;;

*) osvers="$ans" ;;

esac

 

@end

 

. ./posthint.sh

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Oldconfig.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_msem_lck.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_msem_lck.U,v $

?MAKE:d_msem_lck: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_msem_lck:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_MSEM_LOCK if msem_lock() is

?S:	available, thereby indicating kernel support for memory semaphores.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MSEM_LOCK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that memory semaphores are

?C:	available to protect mmap()'ed regions.

?C:.

?H:#$d_msem_lck HAS_MSEM_LOCK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_msem_lck

: see if msem_lock exists

set

 msem_lock d_msem_lck

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_msem_lck.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ualarm: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ualarm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_UALARM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ualarm() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_UALARM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ualarm routine is

?C:	available to do alarms with microsecond granularity.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ualarm HAS_UALARM		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ualarm

: see if ualarm exists

set ualarm d_ualarm

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_ualarm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorbin.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorbin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_vendorbin vendorbin vendorbinexp installvendorbin: Getfile \

	Setprefixvar Oldconfig Prefixit vendorprefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?Y:TOP

?S:vendorbin:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the VENDORBIN symbol.

?S:	It may have a ~ on the front.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	Vendors who distribute perl

 may wish to place additional

?S:	binaries in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorbinexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorbin, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorbin=''

?S:installvendorbin:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorbinexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:d_vendorbin:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PERL_VENDORBIN.

?S:.

?C:PERL_VENDORBIN:

?C:	If defined, this symbol contains the name of a directory

?C:	for holding vendor-supplied executables.

?C:	It may have a ~ on the front.

?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?C:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place additional

?C:	binaries in this directory with

?C:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?C:	or equivalent.

  See INSTALL for details.

?C:.

?C:PERL_VENDORBIN_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of VENDORBIN, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#$d_vendorbin PERL_VENDORBIN "$vendorbin"		/**/

?H:#$d_vendorbin PERL_VENDORBIN_EXP "$vendorbinexp"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorbin

: Set the vendorbin variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	d_vendorbin="$undef"

	vendorbin=''
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	vendorbinexp=''

	;;

*)	d_vendorbin="$define"

	: determine where vendor-supplied executables go.

	case "$vendorbin" in

	'') dflt=$vendorprefix/bin ;;

	*)	dflt="$vendorbin" ;;

	esac

	fn=d~+

	rp='Pathname for the vendor-supplied executables directory?'

	. ./getfile

	vendorbin="$ans"

	vendorbinexp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

prefixvar=vendorbin

. ./installprefix

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorbin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_termio.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:20:54  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./usg and ./Cppsym explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/08/29  16:26:38  ram

?RCS: patch32: don't include all three I_* symbols in config.h

?RCS: patch32: (had forgotten to undo this part last time)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:25:03  ram

?RCS: patch27: undone ADO's fix in previous patch since it was useless

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:05:23 

 ram

?RCS: patch23: now include all three defines in config.h (ADO)

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:44  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_termio i_sgtty i_termios: test Inlibc Cppsym Guess Setvar Findhdr Warn

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_termio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_TERMIO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <termio.h> rather

?S:	than <sgtty.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_termios:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_TERMIOS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the POSIX <termios.h> file is

?S:	to be included.

?S:.

?S:i_sgtty:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SGTTY symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <sgtty.h> rather

?S:	than <termio.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_TERMIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should include

?C:	<termio.h> rather than <sgtty.h>.  There are also differences in

?C:	the ioctl() calls that depend on the value of

 this symbol.

?C:.

?C:I_TERMIOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should include

?C:	the POSIX termios.h rather than sgtty.h or termio.h.

?C:	There are also differences in the ioctl() calls that depend on the

?C:	value of this symbol.

?C:.

?C:I_SGTTY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should include

?C:	<sgtty.h> rather than <termio.h>.  There are also differences in

?C:	the ioctl() calls that depend on the value of this symbol.

?C:.

?H:#$i_termio I_TERMIO		/**/

?H:#$i_termios I_TERMIOS		/**/

?H:#$i_sgtty I_SGTTY		/**/

?H:.

?T:val2 val3

?LINT:set i_termio i_sgtty i_termios

: see if this is a termio system

val="$undef"

val2="$undef"

val3="$undef"

?X: Prefer POSIX-approved termios.h over all else
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if $test `./findhdr termios.h`; then

	set tcsetattr i_termios

	eval $inlibc

	val3="$i_termios"

fi

echo " "

case "$val3" in

"$define") echo "You have POSIX termios.h... good!" >&4;;

*) if ./Cppsym pyr; then

		case "`/bin/universe`" in

		ucb) if $test `./findhdr

 sgtty.h`; then

				val2="$define"

				echo "<sgtty.h> found." >&4

			else

				echo "System is pyramid with BSD universe."

				./warn "<sgtty.h> not found--you could have problems."

			fi;;

		*) if $test `./findhdr termio.h`; then

				val="$define"

				echo "<termio.h> found." >&4

			else

				echo "System is pyramid with USG universe."

				./warn "<termio.h> not found--you could have problems."

			fi;;

		esac

?X: Start with USG to avoid problems if both usg/bsd was guessed

	elif ./usg; then

		if $test `./findhdr termio.h`; then

			echo "<termio.h> found." >&4

			val="$define"

		elif $test `./findhdr sgtty.h`; then

			echo "<sgtty.h> found." >&4

			val2="$define"

		else

			./warn "Neither <termio.h> nor <sgtty.h> found--cross fingers!"

		fi

	else

		if $test `./findhdr sgtty.h`; then

			echo "<sgtty.h> found." >&4

			val2="$define"

		elif $test `./findhdr termio.h`; then

			echo "<termio.h> found." >&4

			val="$define"

		else

			./warn "Neither <sgtty.h> nor <termio.h> found--cross

 fingers!"

		fi
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	fi;;

esac

set i_termio; eval $setvar

val=$val2; set i_sgtty; eval $setvar

val=$val3; set i_termios; eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_termio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Whoa.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 15:21:21 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Whoa.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:21:21  ram

?RCS: patch61: whoa script now starts with leading "startsh"

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:02:01  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:19  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a bit of shell code that must be dotted in in order

?X: to warn the user in case a change into a variable

 is noticed.

?X:

?X: To use this unit, $was must hold the old value that has changed. Upon

?X: exit, the two variables $td and $tu are set to the correct value for

?X: respectively defining or undefining a variable. For instance, if $vas was

?X: $undef, but now $var is $define, after calling . whoa, you should use

?X: eval "$var=\$tu" to finally set $var to the correct value. See unit Inlibc.

?X:

?MAKE:Whoa: Myread startsh hint

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./whoa

?T:var was td tu hintfile

: set up the script used to warn in case of inconsistency

cat <<EOS >whoa
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$startsh

EOS

cat <<'EOSC' >>whoa

dflt=y

case "$hint" in

   recommended)

	case "$hintfile" in

	'')	echo "The $hint value for \$$var on this machine was \"$was\"!" >&4

		;;

	*)	echo "Hmm.  Based on the hints in hints/$hintfile.sh, " >&4

		echo "the $hint value for \$$var on this machine was \"$was\"!" >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;

   *)	echo " "

	echo "*** WHOA THERE!!! ***" >&4

	echo "    The $hint value for \$$var on this machine was

 \"$was\"!" >&4

	;;

esac

rp="    Keep the $hint value?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y) td=$was; tu=$was;;

esac

EOSC

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Whoa.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usesocks: Myread Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usesocks:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_SOCKS symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use SOCKS.

?S:.

?C:USE_SOCKS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should
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?C:	be built to use socks.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_SOCKS

?H:?%<:#$usesocks	USE_SOCKS		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:set usesocks

?INIT:: set usesocks on the Configure command line to enable socks.

: Check is we will use socks

?X: We should really have some explanatory text here, and some

?X: automatic setting of sensible defaults.

case "$usesocks" in

$define|true|[yY]*)	dflt='y';;

*) dflt='n';;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

Perl can be built to

 use the SOCKS proxy protocol library.  To do so,

Configure must be run with -Dusesocks.  If you use SOCKS you also need

to use the PerlIO abstraction layer, this will be implicitly selected.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM

rp='Build Perl for SOCKS?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)	val="$define" ;;

*)      val="$undef" ;;

esac

set usesocks

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/usesocks.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: uidtype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/08/29  16:33:25  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  07:09:36  ram

?RCS: patch30: comment for uidtype referred to the obsoleted symbol

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/13  15:28:27  ram

?RCS: patch27: made conform to its gidtype.U companion

?RCS: patch27: question now explicitly mentions getuid()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist

 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:uidtype: Myread Typedef Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:uidtype:

?S:	This variable defines Uid_t to be something like uid_t, int,

?S:	ushort, or whatever type is used to declare user ids in the kernel.

?S:.

?C:Uid_t (UIDTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare user ids in the kernel.

?C:	It can be int, ushort, uid_t, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Uid_t $uidtype		/* UID type */

?H:.

?T:xxx

: see what type uids are declared as in the kernel

set uid_t uidtype xxx stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

case "$uidtype" in

xxx)

	xxx=`./findhdr sys/user.h`

	set `grep '_ruid;' "$xxx" 2>/dev/null` unsigned short

	case $1 in

	unsigned) dflt="$1 $2" ;;

	*) dflt="$1" ;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$uidtype";;

esac

echo " "

rp="What is the type for user ids returned by getuid()?"

. ./myread

uidtype="$ans"
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/uidtype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getitimer: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getitimer:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETITIMER symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getitimer() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETITIMER:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getitimer routine is

?C:	available to return interval timers.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getitimer HAS_GETITIMER		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getitimer

: see if getitimer exists

set getitimer d_getitimer

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getitimer.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_fp_class.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_fp_class: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_fp_class:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_FP_CLASS symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <fp_class.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_FP_CLASS:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <fp_class.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_fp_class	I_FP_CLASS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_fp_class

: see if this is a fp_class.h system

set fp_class.h i_fp_class

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_fp_class.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_nanosleep: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_nanosleep:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_NANOSLEEP

?S:	if nanosleep() is available to sleep with 1E-9 sec accuracy.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NANOSLEEP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the nanosleep

?C:	system call is available to sleep with 1E-9 sec accuracy.

?C:.

?H:#$d_nanosleep HAS_NANOSLEEP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_nanosleep

: see if nanosleep exists

set nanosleep d_nanosleep

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_nanosleep.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: pkgsrc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:pkgsrc: src rsrc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:pkgsrc:

?S:	This variable holds the absolute path of the package source.

?S:.

?C:PACKAGE_SOURCE_DIR:

?C:	Holds the directory name holding the package source.

?C:.

?H:#define PACKAGE_SOURCE_DIR "$pkgsrc"

?H:.

: define absolute package source directory

case "$src" in

/*) pkgsrc=$src;;

*) pkgsrc=`cd $rsrc; pwd`;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/pkgsrc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_ustat.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_ustat: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_ustat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_USTAT symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <ustat.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_USTAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <ustat.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_ustat	I_USTAT		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set i_ustat

: see if this is a ustat.h system

set ustat.h i_ustat

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_ustat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Tye McQueen <tye@metronet.com> added safe setuid script checks.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_dosuid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:33:03  ram

?RCS: patch61: moved unit to TOP via a ?Y: layout directive

?RCS: patch61: tell them /dev/fd is not about floppy disks

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:12:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: added checks for secure setuid scripts (Tye McQueen)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dosuid

 d_suidsafe: cat contains ls rm test Myread Setvar \

	Oldconfig Guess package hint

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_suidsafe:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines SETUID_SCRIPTS_ARE_SECURE_NOW

?S:	if setuid scripts can be secure.  This test looks in /dev/fd/.

?S:.

?S:d_dosuid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOSUID, which

?S:	tells the C program that it should insert setuid emulation code

?S:	on hosts which have setuid #! scripts disabled.

?S:.

?C:SETUID_SCRIPTS_ARE_SECURE_NOW:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the bug that prevents

?C:	setuid scripts from being secure is not present in this kernel.

?C:.

?C:DOSUID:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C program should

?C:	check the script that it is executing for setuid/setgid bits, and

?C:	attempt to emulate setuid/setgid on systems that have disabled

?C:	setuid #! scripts because the kernel can't do it securely.

?C:	It is up to the package designer to make sure that this emulation

?C:	is done securely.

  Among other things, it should do an fstat on

?C:	the script it just opened to make sure it really is a setuid/setgid

?C:	script, it should make sure the arguments passed correspond exactly

?C:	to the argument on the #! line, and it should not trust any

?C:	subprocesses to which it must pass the filename rather than the

?C:	file descriptor of the script to be executed.

?C:.

?H:#$d_suidsafe SETUID_SCRIPTS_ARE_SECURE_NOW	/**/

?H:#$d_dosuid DOSUID		/**/

?H:.

?Y:TOP

?F:!reflect

?LINT: set d_suidsafe

?LINT: set d_dosuid

: see if setuid scripts can be secure

$cat <<EOM

 

Some kernels have a bug that prevents setuid #! scripts from being

secure.  Some sites have disabled setuid #! scripts because of this.

 

First let's decide if your kernel supports secure setuid #! scripts.

(If setuid #! scripts would be secure but have been disabled anyway,

don't say that they are secure if asked.)

 

EOM

 

val="$undef"

if $test -d /dev/fd; then

	echo "#!$ls" >reflect

	chmod +x,u+s reflect

	./reflect >flect

 2>&1

	if $contains "/dev/fd" flect >/dev/null; then

		echo "Congratulations, your kernel has secure setuid scripts!" >&4

		val="$define"

	else

		$cat <<EOM

If you are not sure if they are secure, I can check but I'll need a
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username and password different from the one you are using right now.

If you don't have such a username or don't want me to test, simply

enter 'none'.

 

EOM

		rp='Other username to test security of setuid scripts with?'

		dflt='none'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n|none)

			case "$d_suidsafe" in

			'')	echo "I'll assume setuid scripts are *not* secure." >&4

				dflt=n;;

			"$undef")

				echo "Well, the $hint value is *not* secure." >&4

				dflt=n;;

			*)	echo "Well, the $hint value *is* secure." >&4

				dflt=y;;

			esac

			;;

		*)

			$rm -f reflect flect

			echo "#!$ls" >reflect

			chmod +x,u+s reflect

			echo >flect

			chmod a+w flect

			echo '"su" will (probably) prompt you for '"$ans's password."

			su $ans -c './reflect >flect'

			if $contains "/dev/fd" flect

 >/dev/null; then

				echo "Okay, it looks like setuid scripts are secure." >&4

				dflt=y

			else

				echo "I don't think setuid scripts are secure." >&4

				dflt=n

			fi

			;;

		esac

		rp='Does your kernel have *secure* setuid scripts?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		[yY]*)	val="$define";;

		*)	val="$undef";;

		esac

	fi

else

	echo "I don't think setuid scripts are secure (no /dev/fd directory)." >&4

	echo "(That's for file descriptors, not floppy disks.)"
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	val="$undef"

fi

set d_suidsafe

eval $setvar

 

$rm -f reflect flect

 

: now see if they want to do setuid emulation

echo " "

val="$undef"

case "$d_suidsafe" in

"$define")

	val="$undef"

	echo "No need to emulate SUID scripts since they are secure here." >& 4

	;;

*)

	$cat <<EOM

Some systems have disabled setuid scripts, especially systems where

setuid scripts cannot be secure.  On systems where setuid scripts have

been disabled, the setuid/setgid bits on scripts are currently

useless.  It is possible for $package to detect those bits

 and emulate

setuid/setgid in a secure fashion.  This emulation will only work if

setuid scripts have been disabled in your kernel.

 

EOM

	case "$d_dosuid" in

	"$define") dflt=y ;;

	*) dflt=n ;;

	esac

	rp="Do you want to do setuid/setgid emulation?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	[yY]*)	val="$define";;

	*)	val="$undef";;

	esac

	;;

esac

set d_dosuid

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_dosuid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_poll: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_poll:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_POLL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <poll.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_POLL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program may include

?C:	<poll.h>.  If there is no <poll.h>, then you may check I_SYS_POLL

?C:	instead to see whether there is a <sys/poll.h> to include.

?C:.

?H:#$i_poll I_POLL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_poll

: see if there is a poll.h file

set poll.h i_poll

eval $inhdr

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_poll.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: fpostype.U,v 3.0.1.2 1994/08/29 16:20:52 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: fpostype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:20:52  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:59:59  ram

?RCS: patch30: created
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?RCS:

?MAKE:fpostype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:fpostype:

?S:	This variable defines Fpos_t to be something like fpos_t, long,

?S:	uint, or whatever type is used to declare file positions in libc.

?S:.

?C:Fpos_t:

?C:	This symbol holds

 the type used to declare file positions in libc.

?C:	It can be fpos_t, long, uint, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Fpos_t $fpostype		/* File position type */

?H:.

?LINT:set fpostype

: see what type file positions are declared as in the library

rp="What is the type for file position used by fsetpos()?"

set fpos_t fpostype long stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef_ask

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/fpostype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_modfl d_modflproto: Inlibc Compile Hasproto cat \

	test ccflags uselongdouble \

	d_sqrtl d_aintl d_copysignl d_ilogbl d_scalbnl d_frexpl d_ldexpl \

	d_truncl

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_modfl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MODFL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the modfl() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_modflproto:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the modfl() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?S:	to the program to supply one.  C99 says it should be

?S:		long double modfl(long double, long double *);

?S:.
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?C:HAS_MODFL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the modfl routine is

?C:	available to split a long double

 x into a fractional part f and

?C:	an integer part i such that |f| < 1.0 and (f + i) = x.

?C:.

?C:HAS_MODFL_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the modfl() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.

?C:.

?H:#$d_modfl HAS_MODFL		/**/

?H:#$d_modflproto HAS_MODFL_PROTO		/**/

?H:.

?T:message

?LINT:set d_modfl

?LINT:set d_modflproto

?LINT:change ccflags

: see if modfl exists

set modfl d_modfl

eval $inlibc

 

: see if prototype for modfl is available

echo " "

set d_modflproto modfl define math.h

eval $hasproto

 

if $test "$uselongdouble" = "$define"; then

   message=""

   if $test "$d_sqrtl" != "$define"; then

	message="$message sqrtl"

   fi

   if $test "$d_modfl" != "$define"; then

	if $test "$d_truncl:$d_copysignl" = "$define:$define"; then

	    echo "You have both truncl and copysignl, so I can emulate modfl."

	else

	    if $test "$d_aintl:$d_copysignl" = "$define:$define"; then

		echo "You have both aintl

 and copysignl, so I can emulate modfl."

	    else

		message="$message modfl"

	    fi

	fi

   fi

   if $test "$d_frexpl" != "$define"; then

	if $test "$d_ilogbl:$d_scalbnl" = "$define:$define"; then

	    echo "You have both ilogbl and scalbnl, so I can emulate frexpl."

	else
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	    message="$message frexpl"

	fi

   fi

   if $test "$d_ldexpl" != "$define"; then

	message="$message ldexpl"

   fi

 

   if $test "$message" != ""; then

	$cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** You requested the use of long doubles but you do not seem to have

*** the following mathematical functions needed for long double support:

***    $message

*** Please rerun Configure without -Duselongdouble and/or -Dusemorebits.

*** Cannot continue, aborting.

 

EOM

 

	exit 1

   fi

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_modfl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memmem: Hasproto Inlibc Setvar d_gnulibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memmem:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMMEM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memmem() routine is available

?S:	to return a pointer to the start of the first occurance of a

?S:	substring in a memory area (or NULL if not found).

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMMEM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memmem routine is

?C:	available to return a pointer to the start of the first occurance

?C:	of a substring in a memory area (or NULL if not found).

?C:	In glibc, memmem is a GNU extension.  The function is visible in

?C:	libc, but the prototype is only visible if _GNU_SOURCE is #defined.

?C:	Thus we only define this if both the prototype and symbol are found.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memmem
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 HAS_MEMMEM		/**/

?H:.

?T:d_memmem_proto xx1 xx2 xx3 xx4

?LINT:set d_memmem

: see if memmem exists

: We need both a prototype in string.h and the symbol in libc.

echo " "

d_memmem_proto=''

xx1="#$d_gnulibc HAS_GNULIBC"

xx2='#if defined(HAS_GNULIBC) && !defined(_GNU_SOURCE)'

xx3='#   define _GNU_SOURCE'

xx4='#endif'

set d_memmem_proto memmem literal "$xx1" literal "$xx2" literal "$xx3" literal "$xx4" define string.h

eval $hasproto

case "$d_memmem_proto" in

   define) # see if memmem exists

	set memmem d_memmem

	eval $inlibc

	;;

   *)  val=$undef

	set d_memmem

	eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_memmem.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_atolf: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_atolf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ATOLF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the atolf() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ATOLF:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the atolf routine is

?C:	available to convert strings into long doubles.

?C:.

?H:#$d_atolf HAS_ATOLF		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_atolf

: see if atolf exists

set atolf d_atolf

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/atolf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Hasproto.U $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?X:	This unit generates a $hasproto string that is used internally

?X:	by Configure to check if this system has a prototype for a

?X:	particular function

?X:

?X:	To use it, say something like:

?X:		set d_getnetent_proto getnetent $i_netdb netdb.h

?X:		eval $hasproto

?X:	Or, for more complicated sets of headers, do something like

?X:	hdrs="$define sys/types.h

?X:		$i_systime sys/time.h

?X:		$i_sysselct sys/select.h

?X:		$i_netdb netdb.h"

?X:	set d_getnetent_proto getnetent $hdrs

?X:	eval $hasproto

?X:

?X:	There is also an 'escape' hatch built in.  If you have a pair

?X:	of args   'literal 'stuff' then 'stuff' gets included literally

?X:	into the test program.  See Protochk.U for more details.

?X:

?MAKE:Hasproto:

 Setvar cppstdin cppflags cppminus contains rm_try test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?T:func varname

?F:!try.c

?V:hasproto

: Define hasproto macro for Configure internal use

hasproto='varname=$1; func=$2; shift; shift;

while $test $# -ge 2; do

	case "$1" in

	$define) echo "#include <$2>";;
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	literal) echo "$2" ;;

	esac ;

   shift 2;

done > try.c;

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < try.c > tryout.c 2>/dev/null;

if $contains "$func.*(" tryout.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "$func() prototype found.";

	val="$define";

else

	echo "$func() prototype NOT found.";

	val="$undef";

fi;

set $varname;

eval $setvar;

$rm_try tryout.c'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/Hasproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Guess.U,v 3.0.1.5 1995/07/25 13:37:14 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Guess.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/07/25  13:37:14  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  15:53:55  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: call ./xenix explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/12/15  08:14:35  ram

?RCS: patch15: variable d_bsd was not always set properly

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/08/30  08:57:14  ram

?RCS:

 patch8: fixed comment which wrongly attributed the usrinc symbol

?RCS: patch8: no more ugly messages when no /usr/include/ctype.h

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/27  14:37:37  ram
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?RCS: patch7: added support for OSF/1 machines

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:57  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit hazards some guesses as to what the general nature of the system

?X: is.  The information it collects here is used primarily to establish default

?X: answers to other questions.

?X:

?MAKE:Guess d_eunice d_xenix d_bsd: cat test echo n c contains \

	rm Loc eunicefix tr sysroot

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_eunice:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbols EUNICE and VAX, which

?S:	alerts the C program that it must deal with idiosyncrasies of VMS.

?S:.

?S:d_xenix:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol XENIX, which alerts

?S:	the C program that it runs under Xenix.

?S:.

?S:d_bsd:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines the

 symbol BSD when running on a

?S:	BSD system.

?S:.

?C:EUNICE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is being compiled

?C:	under the EUNICE package under VMS.  The program will need to handle

?C:	things like files that don't go away the first time you unlink them,

?C:	due to version numbering.  It will also need to compensate for lack

?C:	of a respectable link() command.

?C:.

?X: Should we define VMS here?  Is Eunice actually used anymore?

?X:?C:VMS:

?X:?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?X:?C:	VMS.  It is currently only set in conjunction with the EUNICE symbol.

?X:?C:.

?C:XENIX:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?C:	Xenix (at least 3.0 ?).

?C:.

?X:  We don't use BSD in the perl source.  It's too vague, and already

?X:  defined in some header files anyway (e.g. NetBSD).  This just gives

?X:  us a spurious redefinition error upon compilation.

?X:	--Andy Dougherty  Feb 11, 1998

?X: ?C:BSD:

?X:
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 ?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?X: ?C:	a BSD system.

?X: ?C:.

?H:#$d_eunice EUNICE		/**/

?X:?H:#$d_eunice VMS		/**/

?H:#$d_xenix XENIX		/**/

?X: ?H:#$d_bsd BSD		/**/

?H:.

?F:./bsd ./usg ./v7 ./osf1 ./eunice ./xenix ./venix ./os2

?T:xxx

: make some quick guesses about what we are up against

echo " "

$echo $n "Hmm...  $c"

echo exit 1 >bsd

echo exit 1 >usg

echo exit 1 >v7

echo exit 1 >osf1

echo exit 1 >eunice

echo exit 1 >xenix

echo exit 1 >venix

echo exit 1 >os2

d_bsd="$undef"

?X:

?X: Do not use 'usrinc', or we get a circular dependency. because

?X: usrinc is defined in usrinc.U, which relies on us...

?X:

$cat $sysroot/usr/include/signal.h $sysroot/usr/include/sys/signal.h >foo 2>/dev/null

if test -f /osf_boot || $contains 'OSF/1' $sysroot/usr/include/ctype.h >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "Looks kind of like an OSF/1 system, but we'll see..."

	echo exit 0 >osf1

elif test `echo abc | $tr a-z A-Z` = Abc ; then

	xxx=`./loc addbib blurfl $pth`

	if $test

 -f $xxx; then

	echo "Looks kind of like a USG system with BSD features, but we'll see..."

		echo exit 0 >bsd

		echo exit 0 >usg

	else

		if $contains SIGTSTP foo >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			echo "Looks kind of like an extended USG system, but we'll see..."

		else

			echo "Looks kind of like a USG system, but we'll see..."

		fi

		echo exit 0 >usg

	fi

elif $contains SIGTSTP foo >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Looks kind of like a BSD system, but we'll see..."
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	d_bsd="$define"

	echo exit 0 >bsd

else

	echo "Looks kind of like a Version 7 system, but we'll see..."

	echo exit 0 >v7

fi

case "$eunicefix" in

*unixtovms*)

	$cat <<'EOI'

There is, however, a strange, musty smell in the air that reminds me of

something...hmm...yes...I've got it...there's a VMS nearby, or I'm a Blit.

EOI

	echo exit 0 >eunice

	d_eunice="$define"

: it so happens the Eunice I know will not run shell scripts in Unix format

	;;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "Congratulations.  You aren't running Eunice."

	d_eunice="$undef"

	;;

esac

: Detect

 OS2.  The p_ variable is set above in the Head.U unit.

: Note that this also -- wrongly -- detects e.g. dos-djgpp, which also uses

: semicolon as a patch separator

case "$p_" in

:) ;;

*)

	$cat <<'EOI'

I have the feeling something is not exactly right, however...don't tell me...

lemme think...does HAL ring a bell?...no, of course, you're only running OS/2!

(Or you may be running DOS with DJGPP.)

EOI

	echo exit 0 >os2

	;;

esac

if test -f /xenix; then

	echo "Actually, this looks more like a XENIX system..."

	echo exit 0 >xenix

	d_xenix="$define"

else

	echo " "

	echo "It's not Xenix..."

	d_xenix="$undef"

fi

chmod +x xenix

$eunicefix xenix
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if test -f /venix; then

	echo "Actually, this looks more like a VENIX system..."

	echo exit 0 >venix

else

	echo " "

	if ./xenix; then

		: null

	else

		echo "Nor is it Venix..."

	fi

fi

chmod +x bsd usg v7 osf1 eunice xenix venix os2

$eunicefix bsd usg v7 osf1 eunice xenix venix os2

$rm -f foo

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Guess.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: lib.U,v 3.0.1.3 1995/09/25 09:16:47 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/09/25  09:16:47  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:38:08  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:27:40  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix to set the default

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?LINT:

 empty

?X:?MAKE:lib libexp: Getfile Loc Oldconfig Prefixit Prefixup prefixexp

?X:?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X:?Y:TOP
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?X:?S:lib:

?X:?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?X:?S:	to put public library files for the package in question.  It is most

?X:?S:	often a local directory such as /usr/local/lib. Programs using this

?X:?S:	variable must be prepared to deal with filename expansion.

?X:?S:.

?X:?S:libexp:

?X:?S:	This variable is the same as the lib variable, but is filename expanded

?X:?S:	at configuration time, for convenient use in your makefiles.

?X:?S:.

?X:: determine where public libraries go

?X:set lib lib

?X:eval $prefixit

?X:case "$lib" in

?X:'')

?X:	dflt=`./loc . "." $prefixexp/lib /usr/local/lib /usr/lib /lib`

?X:	set dflt

?X:	eval $prefixup

?X:	;;

?X:*)  dflt="$lib";;

?X:esac

?X:echo " "

?X:fn=d~

?X:rp='Where do you want to put the public libraries?'

?X:. ./getfile

?X:lib="$ans"

?X:libexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/nullified/lib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_mbtowc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mbtowc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:30  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mbtowc: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mbtowc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MBTOWC symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mbtowc() routine is available

?S:	to convert multibyte to a wide character.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MBTOWC (MBTOWC):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mbtowc routine is available

?C:	to

 convert a multibyte to a wide character.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mbtowc HAS_MBTOWC		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mbtowc

: see if mbtowc exists

set mbtowc d_mbtowc

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_mbtowc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setpent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setpent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setpent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setpent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETPROTOENT if setprotoent() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPROTOENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setprotoent() routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setpent HAS_SETPROTOENT		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_setpent

: see if setprotoent

 exists

set setprotoent d_setpent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_setpent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fd_set.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:33:16 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fd_set.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:33:16  ram

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  06:57:23  ram

?RCS: patch30: extended scope for fd_set checks (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:06:27  ram

?RCS: patch16: comments for HAS_FD_* symbols were not consistent

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fd_set d_fd_macros

 d_fds_bits: Compile cat rm_try Oldconfig \

	d_socket i_systime i_sysselct i_stdlib run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fd_set:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the HAS_FD_SET symbol,

?S:	which indicates if your C compiler knows about the fd_set typedef.

?S:.

?S:d_fd_macros:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the HAS_FD_MACROS symbol,

?S:	which indicates if your C compiler knows about the macros which

?S:	manipulate an fd_set.

?S:.
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?S:d_fds_bits:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the HAS_FDS_BITS symbol,

?S:	which indicates if your fd_set typedef contains the fds_bits member.

?S:	If you have an fd_set typedef, but the dweebs who installed it did

?S:	a half-fast job and neglected to provide the macros to manipulate

?S:	an fd_set, HAS_FDS_BITS will let us know how to fix the gaffe.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FD_SET:

?C:	This symbol, when defined, indicates presence of the fd_set typedef

?C:	in <sys/types.h>

?C:.

?C:HAS_FD_MACROS:

?C:	This symbol, when defined,

  indicates presence of the macros used to

?C:	manipulate an fd_set.

?C:.

?C:HAS_FDS_BITS:

?C:	This symbol, when defined, indicates presence of the fds_bits member in

?C:	fd_set.  This knowledge is useful if fd_set is available but the macros

?C:	aren't.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fd_set HAS_FD_SET	/**/

?H:#$d_fd_macros HAS_FD_MACROS	/**/

?H:#$d_fds_bits HAS_FDS_BITS	/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

: check for fd_set items

$cat <<EOM

 

Checking to see how well your C compiler handles fd_set and friends ...

EOM

?X: The FD_SET macros can be in strange places.  On some SysV-based

?X: systems, they are in <sys/bsdtypes.h>, which is included (perhaps)

?X: by <sys/socket.h>.  We won't force people to include

?X: <sys/bsdtypes.h> because it might introduce other

?X: incompatibilities.

$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#$i_systime I_SYS_TIME

#$i_sysselct I_SYS_SELECT

#$d_socket HAS_SOCKET

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef HAS_SOCKET

#include <sys/socket.h> /* Might include <sys/bsdtypes.h>
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 */

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_TIME

#include <sys/time.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_SELECT

#include <sys/select.h>

#endif

int main() {

	fd_set fds;

 

#ifdef TRYBITS

	if(fds.fds_bits);

#endif

 

#if defined(FD_SET) && defined(FD_CLR) && defined(FD_ISSET) && defined(FD_ZERO)

	exit(0);

#else

	exit(1);

#endif

}

EOCP

set try -DTRYBITS

if eval $compile; then

	d_fds_bits="$define"

	d_fd_set="$define"

	echo "Well, your system knows about the normal fd_set typedef..." >&4

	if $run ./try; then

		echo "and you have the normal fd_set macros (just as I'd expect)." >&4

		d_fd_macros="$define"

	else

		$cat >&4 <<'EOM'

but not the normal fd_set macros!  Gaaack!  I'll have to cover for you.

EOM

		d_fd_macros="$undef"

	fi

else

	$cat <<'EOM'

Hmm, your compiler has some difficulty with fd_set.  Checking further...

EOM

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		d_fds_bits="$undef"

		d_fd_set="$define"

		echo "Well, your system has some sort of fd_set available..." >&4

		if $run ./try; then

			echo "and you have the normal
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 fd_set macros." >&4

			d_fd_macros="$define"

		else

			$cat <<'EOM'

but not the normal fd_set macros!  Gross!  More work for me...

EOM

			d_fd_macros="$undef"

		fi

	else

	echo "Well, you got zip.  That's OK, I can roll my own fd_set stuff." >&4

		d_fd_set="$undef"

		d_fds_bits="$undef"

		d_fd_macros="$undef"

	fi

fi

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_fd_set.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2016 Dagfinn Ilmari Mannsker & H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_siginfo_si_errno d_siginfo_si_pid d_siginfo_si_uid d_siginfo_si_addr d_siginfo_si_status

d_siginfo_si_band d_siginfo_si_value d_siginfo_si_fd: d_sigaction pidtype uidtype Hasfield_t

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_siginfo_si_errno:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_ERRNO symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_errno member.

?S:.

?S:d_siginfo_si_pid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_PID symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_pid member.

?S:.

?S:d_siginfo_si_uid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_UID symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_uid member.

?S:.

?S:d_siginfo_si_addr:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_ADDR symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_addr member.

?S:.

?S:d_siginfo_si_status:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_STATUS symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_status member.

?S:.

?S:d_siginfo_si_band:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_BAND symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_band member.

?S:.

?S:d_siginfo_si_value:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_VALUE symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_value member.

?S:.

?S:d_siginfo_si_fd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINFO_SI_FD symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the siginfo_t struct has the si_fd member.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_ERRNO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_errno member

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_PID:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_pid member

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_UID:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_uid member

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_ADDR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_addr member

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_STATUS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_status member

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_BAND:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_band member

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_VALUE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_value member

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINFO_SI_FD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that siginfo_t has the

?C:	si_fd member

?C:.
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?H:#$d_siginfo_si_errno	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_ERRNO	/**/

?H:#$d_siginfo_si_pid	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_PID	/**/

?H:#$d_siginfo_si_uid	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_UID	/**/

?H:#$d_siginfo_si_addr	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_ADDR	/**/

?H:#$d_siginfo_si_status	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_STATUS	/**/

?H:#$d_siginfo_si_band	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_BAND	/**/

?H:#$d_siginfo_si_value	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_VALUE	/**/

?H:#$d_siginfo_si_fd	HAS_SIGINFO_SI_FD	/**/

?H:.

:

 see what siginfo fields we have

case "$d_sigaction" in

"$define")

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_errno field...">&4

	set d_siginfo_si_errno siginfo_t int si_errno $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_pid field...">&4

	set d_siginfo_si_pid siginfo_t $pidtype si_pid $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_uid field...">&4

	set d_siginfo_si_uid siginfo_t $uidtype si_uid $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_addr field...">&4

	set d_siginfo_si_addr siginfo_t "void *" si_addr $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_status field...">&4

	set d_siginfo_si_status siginfo_t int si_status $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_band field...">&4

	set

 d_siginfo_si_band siginfo_t long si_band $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_value field...">&4

	set d_siginfo_si_value siginfo_t "union sigval" si_value $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	echo "Checking if your siginfo_t has si_fd field...">&4

	set d_siginfo_si_fd siginfo_t int si_fd $d_sigaction signal.h

	eval $hasfield_t;

 

	;;

*)
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	d_siginfo_si_errno="$undef"

	d_siginfo_si_pid="$undef"

	d_siginfo_si_uid="$undef"

	d_siginfo_si_addr="$undef"

	d_siginfo_si_status="$undef"

	d_siginfo_si_band="$undef"

	d_siginfo_si_value="$undef"

	d_siginfo_si_fd="$undef"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_siginfo_si.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_tgamma: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_tgamma:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TGAMMA symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the tgamma() routine is available

?S:	for the gamma function.  See also d_lgamma.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TGAMMA:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the tgamma routine is

?C:	available to do the gamma function. See also HAS_LGAMMA.

?C:.

?H:#$d_tgamma HAS_TGAMMA		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_tgamma

: see if tgamma exists

set tgamma d_tgamma

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_tgamma.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strtoq: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtoq:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRTOQ symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strtoq() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOQ:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strtoq routine is

?C:	available to convert strings to long longs (quads).

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtoq HAS_STRTOQ		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtoq

: see if strtoq exists

set strtoq d_strtoq

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strtoq.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libs.U,v 3.0.1.6 1997/02/28 16:09:11 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1997/02/28  16:09:11  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/07/25  14:12:05  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:24:22  ram

?RCS: patch36: removed old broken thislib/thatlib processing (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/06/20  07:05:44  ram

?RCS: patch30: code cleanup with if/elif by ADO and RAM

?RCS: patch30:

 undone patch23 for libswanted default setting

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  15:08:45  ram

?RCS: patch23: now includes ordered default libswanted variable (ADO)

?RCS: patch23: major cleanup for library lookups (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:02:31  ram

?RCS: patch6: added default for libs

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:03  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libs ignore_versioned_solibs libsfound libsfiles libsdirs libspath: \

	test cat Myread Oldconfig Loc libpth package xlibpth so _a \

	usesocks sed uselongdouble usequadmath

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libs:

?S:	This variable holds the additional libraries we want to use.

?S:	It is up to the Makefile to deal with it.  The list can be empty.

?S:.

?S:libsfound:

?S:	This variable holds the full pathnames of the libraries

?S:	we found and accepted.

?S:.

?S:libsfiles:

?S:	This variable holds the filenames aka basenames of the libraries

?S:	we found and accepted.

?S:.

?S:libsdirs:

?S:	This

 variable holds the directory names aka dirnames of the libraries

?S:	we found and accepted, duplicates are removed.

?S:.

?S:libspath:

?S:	This variable holds the directory names probed for libraries.

?S:.

?S:ignore_versioned_solibs:

?S:	This variable should be non-empty if non-versioned shared

?S:	libraries (libfoo.so.x.y) are to be ignored (because they

?S:	cannot be linked against).

?S:.

?T:xxx yyy thislib thisdir libswanted libstyle

?D:libs=''

?X:

?X: This order is chosen so that libraries  -lndir, -ldir, -lucb, -lbsd,

?X: -lBSD, -lPW, and -lx only get used if there are unresolved

?X: routines at link time.  Usually, these are backwards compatibility

?X: libraries, and may not be as reliable as the standard c library.

?X:

?X: The -lsocket -linet -lnsl order has been reported to be necessary
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?X: for at least one SVR4 implementation.

?X: -lc must proceed -lucb or -lbsd for most Solaris applications.

?X: -lc_s proceeds -lc so we pick up the shared library version,

 if

?X: it is available.

?X:

?X: The ordering of c, posix, and cposix is a guess and almost

?X: certainly wrong on about half of all systems.

?X:

?X: Set proper libswanted in your private Myinit.U if needed.

?X:

?X:: default ordered library list

?X:libswanted='net socket inet bind nsl nm sdbm gdbm ndbm dbm malloc dl'

?X:libswanted="$libswanted dld sun m c_s c posix cposix ndir dir ucb"

?X:libswanted="$libswanted bsd BSD PW x"

?X:

?INIT:: default library list

?INIT:libswanted=''

?INIT:: some systems want to use only the non-versioned libso:s

?INIT:ignore_versioned_solibs=''

?LINT:extern usecbacktrace

?LINT:extern libscheck

?LINT:extern p

?LINT:use uselongdouble

: Looking for optional libraries

echo " "

echo "Checking for optional libraries..." >&4

case "$libs" in

' '|'') dflt='';;

*) dflt="$libs";;

esac

case "$libswanted" in

'') libswanted='c_s';;

esac

?X: libsocks has nasty naming scheme.

?X: This does not work if somebody wants SOCKS 4.

case "$usesocks" in

"$define") libswanted="$libswanted

 socks5 socks5_sh" ;;

esac

case "$usecbacktrace" in

"$define") libswanted="$libswanted bfd" ;;

esac

case "$usequadmath" in

"$define") libswanted="$libswanted quadmath" ;;

esac

libsfound=''

libsfiles=''
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libsdirs=''

libspath=''

for thisdir in $libpth $xlibpth; do

 test -d $thisdir && libspath="$libspath $thisdir"

done

for thislib in $libswanted; do

	for thisdir in $libspath; do

	    xxx=''

	    if $test ! -f "$xxx" -a "X$ignore_versioned_solibs" = "X"; then

		xxx=`ls $thisdir/lib$thislib.$so.[0-9] 2>/dev/null|sed -n '$p'`

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

		$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=shared

		xxx=`ls $thisdir/lib$thislib.[0-9].$so 2>/dev/null|sed -n '$p'`

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

		$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=shared

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

		xxx=$thisdir/lib$thislib.$so

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

		$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=shared

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

		xxx=$thisdir/lib$thislib$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx"

 && eval $libscheck

		$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

		xxx=$thisdir/$thislib$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

		$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

		xxx=$thisdir/lib${thislib}_s$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

		$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

		$test -f "$xxx" && thislib=${thislib}_s

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

		xxx=$thisdir/Slib$thislib$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

		$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

	    fi

	    if $test -f "$xxx"; then

		case "$libstyle" in

		shared) echo "Found -l$thislib (shared)." ;;

		static) echo "Found -l$thislib." ;;

		*)      echo "Found -l$thislib ($libstyle)." ;;
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		esac

		case " $dflt " in

		*"-l$thislib "*);;

		*) dflt="$dflt -l$thislib"

                  libsfound="$libsfound $xxx"

                  yyy=`basename $xxx`

                  libsfiles="$libsfiles $yyy"

                  yyy=`echo $xxx|$sed -e

 "s%/$yyy\\$%%"`

                  case " $libsdirs " in

                  *" $yyy "*) ;;

                  *) libsdirs="$libsdirs $yyy" ;;

                  esac

		   ;;

		esac

		break

	    fi

	done

	if $test ! -f "$xxx"; then

	    echo "No -l$thislib."

	fi

done

set X $dflt

shift

dflt="$*"

case "$libs" in

'') dflt="$dflt";;

*) dflt="$libs";;

esac

case "$dflt" in

' '|'') dflt='none';;

esac

 

$cat <<EOM

 

In order to compile $package on your machine, a number of libraries

are usually needed.  Include any other special libraries here as well.

Say "none" for none.  The default list is almost always right.

EOM

 

echo " "

rp="What libraries to use?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) libs=' ';;

*) libs="$ans";;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/libs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setgrps.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setgrps.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setgrps: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setgrps:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETGROUPS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setgroups() routine is available

?S:	to set the list of process groups.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETGROUPS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setgroups() routine is

?C:	available

 to set the list of process groups.  If unavailable, multiple

?C:	groups are probably not supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setgrps HAS_SETGROUPS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setgrps

: see if setgroups exists

set setgroups d_setgrps

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setgrps.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996,1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Sven Verdoolaege
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gnulibc gnulibc_version: Myread Oldconfig Setvar rm_try \

	cat Compile run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gnulibc:

?S:	Defined if we're dealing with the GNU C Library.

?S:.

?S:gnulibc_version:

?S:	This variable contains the version number of the GNU C library.

?S:	It is usually something like '2.2.5'.  It is a plain '' if this

?S:	is not the GNU C library, or if the version is unknown.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GNULIBC ~ %<:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that

?C:	the GNU C library is being used.  A better check is to use

?C:	the __GLIBC__ and __GLIBC_MINOR__ symbols supplied with glibc.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$d_gnulibc HAS_GNULIBC  	/**/

?H:?%<:#if defined(HAS_GNULIBC) && !defined(_GNU_SOURCE)

?H:?%<:#define _GNU_SOURCE

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?F:!glibc.ver !try.c !try

?LINT: set d_gnulibc

?LINT: usefile try.c

?LINT: known _GNU_SOURCE

?X:	gnulibc can be executed by calling __libc_main().

?X:	Ulrich Drepper doesn't think any other libc does that,

?X:	but we check if it says 'GNU C Library' to be sure.

?X:

?X: Alas, as of 3/1998 glibc 2.0.7 reportedly isn't going to

?X: have __libc_main() anymore. :-(.  Fortunately, all released

?X: versions of glibc 2.x.x _do_ have CPP variables.  For 2.0.6,

?X: they are:

?X: #define	__GLIBC__  2

?X: #define__GLIBC_MINOR__ 0.

?X: (The '6' isn't available :-(.

?X: glibc2.1 will also have

?X:		extern const char * __gnu_get_libc_release(void);

?X:		extern const char *
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 __gnu_get_libc_version(void);

?X: functions.   --thanks to Andreas Jaeger.   --AD  6/1998.

?X: Although the exact format isn't documented, __gnu_get_libc_version()

?X: returns a simple string '2.1.3' in glibc 2.1.3.

?X:

: determine whether we are using a GNU C library

echo " "

echo "Checking for GNU C Library..." >&4

cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

/* Find out version of GNU C library.  __GLIBC__ and __GLIBC_MINOR__

  alone are insufficient to distinguish different versions, such as

  2.0.6 and 2.0.7.  The function gnu_get_libc_version() appeared in

  libc version 2.1.0.      A. Dougherty,  June 3, 2002.

*/

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)

{

#ifdef __GLIBC__

#   ifdef __GLIBC_MINOR__

#       if __GLIBC__ >= 2 && __GLIBC_MINOR__ >= 1

#           include <gnu/libc-version.h>

	    printf("%s\n",  gnu_get_libc_version());

#       else

	    printf("%d.%d\n",  __GLIBC__, __GLIBC_MINOR__);

#       endif

#   else

	printf("%d\n",  __GLIBC__);

#   endif

   return 0;

#else

   return 1;

#endif

}

EOCP

set

 try

if eval $compile_ok && $run ./try > glibc.ver; then

	val="$define"

	gnulibc_version=`$cat glibc.ver`

	echo "You are using the GNU C Library version $gnulibc_version"

else

	val="$undef"

	gnulibc_version=''

	echo "You are not using the GNU C Library"

fi

$rm_try glibc.ver

set d_gnulibc

eval $setvar
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_gnulibc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_dirent.U,v 3.0.1.4 1994/10/29 16:20:01 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_dirent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:20:01  ram

?RCS: patch36: failed scanning for 'd_namlen' with missing <dirent.h> (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/06/20  07:01:25  ram

?RCS: patch30: added direntrytype for hints, merely for NeXT (ADO)

?RCS: patch30: now checks for both struct dirent and direct (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:22:37  ram

?RCS: patch27: new variable direntrytype for proper type setting (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:11:15  ram

?RCS: patch16: added new Direntry_t pseudo-type for directory entries

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit looks whether there is a dirent system or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_dirent d_dirnamlen direntrytype: test contains Setvar \

	Myread Findhdr cppstdin cppflags cppminus rm_try

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_dirent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_DIRENT, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <dirent.h>.

?S:.

?S:d_dirnamlen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines DIRNAMLEN, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that the length of directory entry names is

?S:	provided by a d_namelen field.
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?S:.

?S:direntrytype:

?S:	This symbol is set to 'struct direct' or 'struct dirent' depending on

?S:	whether dirent is available or not. You should use this pseudo type to

?S:	portably declare your directory entries.

?S:.

?C:I_DIRENT:

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <dirent.h>. Using this symbol also triggers the definition

?C:	of the Direntry_t define which ends up being 'struct dirent' or

?C:	'struct direct' depending on the availability of <dirent.h>.

?C:.

?C:DIRNAMLEN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that the length

?C:	of directory entry names is provided by a d_namlen field.  Otherwise

?C:	you need to do strlen() on the d_name field.

?C:.

?C:Direntry_t:

?C:	This symbol is set to 'struct direct' or 'struct dirent' depending on

?C:	whether dirent is available or not. You should use this pseudo type to

?C:	portably declare your directory entries.

?C:.

?H:#$i_dirent I_DIRENT		/**/

?H:#$d_dirnamlen DIRNAMLEN	/**/

?H:?%<:@if I_DIRENT && Direntry_t

?H:?%<:#define Direntry_t $direntrytype

?H:?%<:@end

?H:.

?T:xinc guess1 guess2

?LINT:set i_dirent d_dirnamlen

: see if this is a dirent system

echo " "

if xinc=`./findhdr dirent.h`; $test "$xinc"; then

	val="$define"

	echo

 "<dirent.h> found." >&4

else

	val="$undef"

	if xinc=`./findhdr sys/dir.h`; $test "$xinc"; then

		echo "<sys/dir.h> found." >&4

		echo " "

	else

		xinc=`./findhdr sys/ndir.h`

	fi

	echo "<dirent.h> NOT found." >&4

fi

set i_dirent
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eval $setvar

 

?X: Use struct dirent or struct direct?   If we're using dirent.h,

?X: it's probably struct dirent, but apparently not always.

?X: Assume $xinc still contains the name of the header file we're using.

@if direntrytype || Direntry_t

: Look for type of directory structure.

echo " "

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < "$xinc" > try.c

 

case "$direntrytype" in

''|' ')

	case "$i_dirent" in

	$define) guess1='struct dirent' ;;

	*) guess1='struct direct'  ;;

	esac

	;;

*)	guess1="$direntrytype"

	;;

esac

 

case "$guess1" in

'struct dirent') guess2='struct direct' ;;

*) guess2='struct dirent' ;;

esac

 

if $contains "$guess1" try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	direntrytype="$guess1"

	echo "Your directory entries are $direntrytype." >&4

elif $contains "$guess2"

 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	direntrytype="$guess2"

	echo "Your directory entries seem to be $direntrytype." >&4

else

	echo "I don't recognize your system's directory entries." >&4

	rp="What type is used for directory entries on this system?"

	dflt="$guess1"

	. ./myread

	direntrytype="$ans"

fi

$rm_try

 

@end

@if d_dirnamlen || DIRNAMLEN

: see if the directory entry stores field length

echo " "

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < "$xinc" > try.c

if $contains 'd_namlen' try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then
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	echo "Good, your directory entry keeps length information in d_namlen." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "Your directory entry does not know about the d_namlen field." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_dirnamlen

eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_dirent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: so.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: so.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:30:04  ram

?RCS: patch36: now tells user how he can suppress shared lib lookup (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: removed echo at the top, since it's now in the here-doc (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:07:02  ram

?RCS: patch30: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This unit computes the shared-object / shared-lib extension

?X:

?MAKE:so d_libname_unique: test libpth Loc Myread Oldconfig cat Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:so:

?S:	This

 variable holds the extension used to identify shared libraries

?S:	(also known as shared objects) on the system. Usually set to 'so'.

?S:.

?S:d_libname_unique:

?S:	This variable is defined if the target system insists on unique

?S:	basenames for shared library files. This is currently true on Android,
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?S:	false everywhere else we know of.

?S:	Defaults to 'undef'.

?S:.

?LINT:set d_libname_unique

?T: xxx

: compute shared library extension

case "$so" in

'')

	if xxx=`./loc libc.sl X $libpth`; $test -f "$xxx"; then

		dflt='sl'

	else

		dflt='so'

	fi

	;;

*) dflt="$so";;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

On some systems, shared libraries may be available.  Answer 'none' if

you want to suppress searching of shared libraries for the remainder

of this configuration.

 

EOM

rp='What is the file extension used for shared libraries?'

. ./myread

so="$ans"

 

: Does target system insist that shared library basenames are unique

$cat << EOM

 

Some dynamic loaders assume that the *basename* of shared library

 filenames

are globally unique.  We'll default this to undef as we assume your system

is not this weird. Set to defined if you're on one of them.

 

EOM

 

dflt='n'

rp='Make shared library basenames unique?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y) val="$define" ;;

*)   val="$undef"  ;;

esac

set d_libname_unique

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/so.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getprotby.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpbyname d_getpbynumber: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpbyname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPROTOBYNAME

?S:	symbol, which indicates to the C program that the

?S:	getprotobyname() routine is available to look up protocols

?S:	by their name.

?S:.

?S:d_getpbynumber:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPROTOBYNUMBER

?S:	symbol, which indicates to the C program that the

?S:	getprotobynumber() routine is available to look up protocols

?S:	by their number.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPROTOBYNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getprotobyname()

?C:	routine is available to look up protocols by their name.

?C:.

?C:HAS_GETPROTOBYNUMBER:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the getprotobynumber()

?C:	routine is available to look up protocols by their number.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpbyname HAS_GETPROTOBYNAME		/**/

?H:#$d_getpbynumber HAS_GETPROTOBYNUMBER		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getpbyname d_getpbynumber

: Optional checks for getprotobyname and getprotobynumber

 

@if d_getpbyname || HAS_GETPROTOBYNAME

: see if getprotobyname exists

set getprotobyname d_getpbyname

eval $inlibc

@end

 

@if d_getpbynumber || HAS_GETPROTOBYNUMBER

: see if getprotobynumber exists
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set getprotobynumber d_getpbynumber

eval $inlibc

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getprotby.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lseekproto: Hasproto i_systypes i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lseekproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LSEEK_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the lseek() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LSEEK_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the lseek() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  A good guess is

?C:		extern

 off_t lseek(int, off_t, int);

?C:.

?H:#$d_lseekproto	HAS_LSEEK_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lseekproto

: see if prototype for lseek is available

echo " "

set d_lseekproto lseek $i_systypes sys/types.h $i_unistd unistd.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/d_lseekproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: prefix.U,v 3.1 1999/07/08 18:27:51 doughera Exp doughera $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: prefix.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/08 18:27:51  doughera

?RCS: 5.005_5x version -- Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:44:05  ram

?RCS: patch49: new prefixexp variable holding a fully expanded prefix

?RCS: patch49: save off previous prefix value in oldprefix if changed (WED)

?RCS: patch49: added the INSTALLPREFIX define for C programs to use (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:31:34  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:prefix prefixexp +oldprefix: Getfile Loc Oldconfig cat package

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:prefix:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory below which the

?S:	user will install the package.  Usually, this is /usr/local, and

?S:	executables go in /usr/local/bin, library stuff in /usr/local/lib,

?S:	man pages in /usr/local/man, etc.  It is only used to set defaults

?S:	for things in bin.U, mansrc.U, privlib.U, or scriptdir.U.

?S:.

?S:prefixexp:

?S:	This variable holds the full absolute path of the directory below

?S:	which the user will install the package.  Derived from prefix.

?S:.

?S:oldprefix:

?S:	This variable is set non-null if the prefix was previously defined

?S:	and gets set to a new value. Used internally by Configure only.

?S:.

?C:INSTALLPREFIX:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the install prefix for this package.

?C:.

?H:#define INSTALLPREFIX "$prefix"		/**/

?H:.

:
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 determine root of directory hierarchy where package will be installed.

case "$prefix" in

'')

	dflt=`./loc . /usr/local /usr/local /local /opt /usr`

	;;

*?/)

	dflt=`echo "$prefix" | sed 's/.$//'`

	;;

*)

	dflt="$prefix"

	;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

By default, $package will be installed in $dflt/bin, manual pages

under $dflt/man, etc..., i.e. with $dflt as prefix for all

installation directories. Typically this is something like /usr/local.

If you wish to have binaries under /usr/bin but other parts of the

installation under /usr/local, that's ok: you will be prompted

separately for each of the installation directories, the prefix being

only used to set the defaults.

 

EOM

fn=d~

rp='Installation prefix to use?'

. ./getfile

oldprefix=''

case "$prefix" in

'') ;;

*)

	case "$ans" in

	"$prefix") ;;

	*) oldprefix="$prefix";;

	esac

	;;

esac

prefix="$ans"

prefixexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/prefix.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017, Karl Williamson

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_wcrtomb: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_wcrtomb:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_WCRTOMB symbol if the

?S:	wcrtomb() routine is available to be used to convert a wide character

?S:	into a multi-byte character.

?S:.

?C:HAS_WCRTOMB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the wcrtomb routine is

?C:	available to convert a wide character into a multi-byte character.

?C:.

?H:#$d_wcrtomb HAS_WCRTOMB	/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set d_wcrtomb

: see if wcrtomb exists

set wcrtomb d_wcrtomb

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_wcrtomb.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libpth.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libpth.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1997/02/28  16:08:49  ram

?RCS: patch61: new loclibpth variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/01/11  15:31:30  ram

?RCS: patch45: call ./mips instead of just mips (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/08/29  16:29:15  ram

?RCS: patch32: added /lib/pa1.1 for HP-UX specially tuned PA-RISC libs (ADO)

?RCS: patch32: fixed information message, making it clearer (ADO)

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/06/20  07:03:54

  ram

?RCS: patch30: added /usr/shlib to glibpth for shared-only libraries

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:26:57  ram

?RCS: patch27: fixed a typo (libpth -> glibpth)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:07:53  ram

?RCS: patch23: now asks for library directories to be searched (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This unit initializes the path for C library lookup.

?X:

?MAKE:libpth glibpth xlibpth plibpth loclibpth incpth: \

	usrinc incpath test cat Myread Oldconfig sysroot osname \

	ccname echo cppstdin awk grep sed rm usecrosscompile

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libpth:

?S:	This variable holds the general path (space-separated) used to find

?S:	libraries. It is intended to be used by other units.

?S:.

?S:glibpth:

?S:	This variable holds the general path (space-separated) used to

?S:	find libraries.  It may contain directories that do not exist on

?S:	this platform, libpth is the cleaned-up

 version.

?S:.

?S:xlibpth:

?S:	This variable holds extra path (space-separated) used to find

?S:	libraries on this platform, for example CPU-specific libraries

?S:	(on multi-CPU platforms) may be listed here.

?S:.

?S:loclibpth:

?S:	This variable holds the paths (space-separated) used to find local

?S:	libraries.  It is prepended to libpth, and is intended to be easily

?S:	set from the command line.

?S:.

?S:plibpth:

?S:	Holds the private path used by Configure to find out the libraries.

?S:	Its value is prepend to libpth. This variable takes care of special

?S:	machines, like the mips.  Usually, it should be empty.

?S:.

?S:incpth:

?S:	This variable must precede the normal include path to get the

?S:	right one, as in "$incpath/usr/include" or "$incpath/usr/lib".
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?S:	Value can be "" or "/bsd43" on mips.

?S:.

?T: xxx dlist i j croak

?LINT:extern incpth

?LINT:change usrinc

?INIT:: change the next line if compiling for Xenix/286 on Xenix/386

?INIT:xlibpth='/usr/lib/386 /lib/386'

?INIT::

 Possible local library directories to search.

?INIT:loclibpth="/usr/local/lib /opt/local/lib /usr/gnu/lib"

?INIT:loclibpth="$loclibpth /opt/gnu/lib /usr/GNU/lib /opt/GNU/lib"

?INIT:

?INIT:: general looking path for locating libraries

?INIT:glibpth="/lib /usr/lib $xlibpth"

?INIT:glibpth="$glibpth /usr/ccs/lib /usr/ucblib /usr/local/lib"

?X:	/shlib is for Digital Unix 4.0

?X:	/usr/shlib is for OSF/1 systems.

?INIT:test -f /usr/shlib/libc.so && glibpth="/usr/shlib $glibpth"

?INIT:test -f /shlib/libc.so     && glibpth="/shlib $glibpth"

?INIT:test -d /usr/lib64         && glibpth="$glibpth /lib64 /usr/lib64 /usr/local/lib64"

?INIT:

?INIT:: Private path used by Configure to find libraries.  Its value

?INIT:: is prepended to libpth. This variable takes care of special

?INIT:: machines, like the mips.  Usually, it should be empty.

?INIT:plibpth=''

?INIT:

?X:cppfilter is later used in Findhdr.U, but we not want to expose it to config.h

?T:cppfilter

: Adjust cppfilter for path component separator

case

 "$osname" in

vos) cppfilter="tr '\\\\>' '/' |" ;; # path component separator is >

os2) cppfilter="sed -e 's|\\\\\\\\|/|g' |" ;; # path component separator is \

*)   cppfilter='' ;;

esac

 

: Use gcc to determine libpth and incpth

# If using gcc or clang, we can get better values for libpth, incpth

# and usrinc directly from the compiler.

# Note that ccname for clang is also gcc.

case "$ccname" in

   gcc)

	$echo 'extern int foo;' > try.c

	set X `$cppstdin -v try.c 2>&1 | $awk '/^#include </,/^End of search /'|$cppfilter $grep '/include'`

	shift

	if $test $# -gt 0; then

	    incpth="$incpth $*"

	    incpth="`$echo $incpth|$sed 's/^ //'`"
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	    for i in $*; do

		j="`$echo $i|$sed 's,/include$,/lib,'`"

		if $test -d $j; then

		    libpth="$libpth $j"

		fi

	    done

	    libpth="`$echo $libpth|$sed 's/^ //'`"

	    for xxx in $libpth $loclibpth $plibpth $glibpth; do

		if $test -d $xxx; then

		    case " $libpth " in

		    *" $xxx "*) ;;

		    *) libpth="$libpth $xxx";;

		    esac

		fi

	

    done

	fi

	$rm -f try.c

	case "$usrinc" in

	'') for i in $incpth; do

		if $test -f $i/errno.h -a -f $i/stdio.h -a -f $i/time.h; then

		    usrinc="$i"

		    break

		fi

	    done

	    ;;

	esac

 

	case "$usecrosscompile" in

	$define|true|[yY]*)

	    case "$incpth" in

		'') echo "Incpth not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

		*)  echo "Using incpth '$incpth'." >&4 ;;

	    esac

	    case "$libpth" in

		'') echo "Libpth not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

		*)  echo "Using libpth '$libpth'." >&4 ;;

	    esac

	    case "$usrinc" in

		'') echo "Usrinc not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

		*)  echo "Using usrinc $usrinc." >&4 ;;

	    esac

	    case "$croak" in

		y)

		if test "X$sysroot" = X; then

		    echo "Cannot continue, aborting." >&4; exit 1

		else

		    echo "Cross-compiling using sysroot $sysroot, failing to guess inc/lib paths is not fatal" >&4
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		fi

		;;

	    esac

	    ;;

	esac

   ;;

esac

 

: Default value for incpth is just usrinc

case "$incpth" in

'') incpth="$usrinc";;

esac

 

: Set private lib path

case

 "$plibpth" in

'') if ./mips; then

?X: on mips, we DO NOT want /lib, and we want $incpath/usr/lib

	plibpth="$incpath/usr/lib $sysroot/usr/local/lib $sysroot/usr/ccs/lib"

   fi;;

esac

case "$libpth" in

' ') dlist='';;

'') dlist="$loclibpth $plibpth $glibpth";;

*) dlist="$libpth";;

esac

 

: Now check and see which directories actually exist, avoiding duplicates

for xxx in $dlist

do

   if $test -d $xxx; then

		case " $libpth " in

		*" $xxx "*) ;;

		*) libpth="$libpth $xxx";;

		esac

   fi

done

$cat <<'EOM'

 

Some systems have incompatible or broken versions of libraries.  Among

the directories listed in the question below, please remove any you

know not to be holding relevant libraries, and add any that are needed.

Say "none" for none.

 

EOM

 

if test "X$sysroot" != X; then

   $cat <<EOM
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You have set sysroot to $sysroot, please supply the directories excluding sysroot

 

EOM

fi

 

case "$libpth" in

'') dflt='none';;

*)

?X: strip leading space

	set X $libpth

	shift

	dflt=${1+"$@"}

	;;

esac

rp="Directories

 to use for library searches?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) libpth=' ';;

*) libpth="$ans";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/libpth.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_tminsys.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_tminsys.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_tminsys: contains Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_tminsys:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines TM_IN_SYS if this system

?S:	declares "struct tm" in <sys/time.h> rather than <time.h>.

?S:.

?C:TM_IN_SYS (TMINSYS):
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?C:	This symbol is defined if this system declares "struct tm" in

?C:	in <sys/time.h> rather than <time.h>.

  We can't just say

?C:	-I/usr/include/sys because some systems have both time files, and

?C:	the -I trick gets the wrong one.

?C:.

?H:#$d_tminsys TM_IN_SYS 	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_tminsys

: see if struct tm is defined in sys/time.h

echo " "

if $contains 'struct tm' `./findhdr time.h` >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You have struct tm defined in <time.h> rather than <sys/time.h>." >&4

	val="$undef"

else

	echo "You have struct tm defined in <sys/time.h> rather than <time.h>." >&4

	val="$define"

fi

set d_tminsys

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_tminsys.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_utime.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_utime.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_utime: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_utime:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_UTIME symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <utime.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_UTIME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should
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?C:	include <utime.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_utime I_UTIME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_utime

:

 see if this is an utime system

set utime.h i_utime

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_utime.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_asinh: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_asinh:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ASINH symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the asinh() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ASINH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the asinh routine is

?C:	available to do the inverse hyperbolic sine function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_asinh HAS_ASINH		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_asinh

: see if asinh exists

set asinh d_asinh

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_asinh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_mkstemp.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/08/29 16:11:57 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mkstemp.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mkstemp: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mkstemp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MKSTEMP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mkstemp() routine is available

?S:	to exclusively create and open a uniquely named temporary file.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MKSTEMP :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mkstemp routine is

?C:	available to exclusively create and open a uniquely named

?C:	temporary file.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mkstemp HAS_MKSTEMP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mkstemp

: see if mkstemp exists

set mkstemp d_mkstemp

eval

 $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_mkstemp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_rint: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_rint:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_RINT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the rint() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_RINT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the rint routine is

?C:	available to return the nearest integral value to x as double

?C:	using the current rounding mode.

?C:.

?H:#$d_rint HAS_RINT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_rint

: see if rint exists

set rint d_rint

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_rint.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_poll.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_poll: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_poll:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_POLL symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <poll.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_POLL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <poll.h> exists and

?C:	should be included. (see also HAS_POLL)

?C:.

?H:#$i_poll	I_POLL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_poll

: see if this is a poll.h system

set poll.h i_poll

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_poll.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_bcopy.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_bcopy.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/10/16  13:48:04  ram

?RCS: patch12: added magic support for bcopy()
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:01:11  ram

?RCS: patch10: now only defines HAS_BCOPY, no macro remap on memcpy (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:44  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_bcopy: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_bcopy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_BCOPY

 symbol if

?S:	the bcopy() routine is available to copy strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_BCOPY:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the bcopy() routine is available to

?C:	copy blocks of memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_bcopy HAS_BCOPY	/**/

?H:.

?M:bcopy: HAS_BCOPY

?M:#ifndef HAS_BCOPY

?M:#ifndef bcopy

?M:#define bcopy(s,d,l) memcpy((d),(s),(l))

?M:#endif

?M:#endif

?M:.

?LINT:set d_bcopy

: see if bcopy exists

set bcopy d_bcopy

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_bcopy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_symlink.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_symlink.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:41  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_symlink: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_symlink:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SYMLINK symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the symlink() routine is available

?S:	to create symbolic links.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SYMLINK (SYMLINK):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the symlink routine is available

?C:	to

 create symbolic links.

?C:.

?H:#$d_symlink HAS_SYMLINK	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_symlink

: see if symlink exists

set symlink d_symlink

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_symlink.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: mallocsrc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:10:26  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for Free_t, the type of free()

?RCS: patch61: replaced .o with $_o all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:10:46  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for MYMALLOC, mainly  for perl5 (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:12  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:mallocsrc mallocobj usemymalloc malloctype d_mymalloc \

	freetype: Myread \

	Oldconfig

 package Guess Setvar rm cat +cc +ccflags Findhdr \

	i_malloc i_stdlib sed libs _o ptrsize

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X: Put near top so that other tests don't erroneously include

?X: -lmalloc.  --AD  22 June 1998

?Y:TOP

?S:usemymalloc:

?S:	This variable contains y if the malloc that comes with this package

?S:	is desired over the system's version of malloc.  People often include

?S:	special versions of malloc for effiency, but such versions are often

?S:	less portable.  See also mallocsrc and mallocobj.

?S:	If this is 'y', then -lmalloc is removed from $libs.

?S:.

?S:mallocsrc:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the malloc.c that comes with

?S:	the package, if that malloc.c is preferred over the system malloc.

?S:	Otherwise the value is null.  This variable is intended for generating

?S:	Makefiles.

?S:.

?S:d_mymalloc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines MYMALLOC in case other parts

?S:	of the source want to take special action if MYMALLOC is used.

?S:	This may include different sorts

 of profiling or error detection.

?S:.

?S:mallocobj:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the malloc.o that this package

?S:	generates, if that malloc.o is preferred over the system malloc.

?S:	Otherwise the value is null.  This variable is intended for generating

?S:	Makefiles.  See mallocsrc.

?S:.

?S:freetype:

?S:	This variable contains the return type of free().  It is usually

?S: void, but occasionally int.

?S:.

?S:malloctype:

?S:	This variable contains the kind of ptr returned by malloc and realloc.

?S:.

?C:Free_t:

?C:	This variable contains the return type of free().  It is usually

?C: void, but occasionally int.

?C:.

?C:Malloc_t (MALLOCPTRTYPE):

?C:	This symbol is the type of pointer returned by malloc and realloc.

?C:.
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?H:#define Malloc_t $malloctype			/**/

?H:#define Free_t $freetype			/**/

?H:.

?C:MYMALLOC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that we're using our own malloc.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mymalloc MYMALLOC			/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change libs

?X: Cannot test for mallocsrc; it

 is the unit's name and there is a bug in

?X: the interpreter which defines all the names, even though they are not used.

@if mallocobj

: determine which malloc to compile in

echo " "

case "$usemymalloc" in

[yY]*|true|$define) dflt='y' ;;

[nN]*|false|$undef) dflt='n' ;;

*)

	case "$ptrsize" in

	4) dflt='y' ;;

	*) dflt='n' ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

rp="Do you wish to attempt to use the malloc that comes with $package?"

. ./myread

usemymalloc="$ans"

case "$ans" in

y*|true)

	usemymalloc='y'

	mallocsrc='malloc.c'

	mallocobj="malloc$_o"

	d_mymalloc="$define"

?X:	Maybe libs.U should be dependent on mallocsrc.U, but then

?X:	most packages that use dist probably don't supply their own

?X:	malloc, so this is probably an o.k. comprpomise

	case "$libs" in

	*-lmalloc*)

		: Remove malloc from list of libraries to use

		echo "Removing unneeded -lmalloc from library list" >&4

		set `echo X $libs | $sed -e 's/-lmalloc / /' -e 's/-lmalloc$//'`

		shift

		libs="$*"

		echo "libs = $libs" >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;
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*)

	usemymalloc='n'

	mallocsrc=''

	mallocobj=''

	d_mymalloc="$undef"

	;;

esac

 

@end

@if

 MALLOCPTRTYPE || Malloc_t || Free_t

: compute the return types of malloc and free

echo " "

$cat >malloc.c <<END

#$i_malloc I_MALLOC

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#include <stdio.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef I_MALLOC

#include <malloc.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#ifdef TRY_MALLOC

void *malloc();

#endif

#ifdef TRY_FREE

void free();

#endif

END

@if MALLOCPTRTYPE || Malloc_t

case "$malloctype" in

'')

	if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY_MALLOC malloc.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		malloctype='void *'

	else

		malloctype='char *'

	fi

	;;

esac

echo "Your system wants malloc to return '$malloctype', it would seem." >&4

@end

 

@if Free_t

case "$freetype" in

'')

	if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY_FREE malloc.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then
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		freetype='void'

	else

		freetype='int'

	fi

	;;

esac

echo "Your system uses $freetype free(), it would seem." >&4

@end

$rm -f malloc.[co]

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/mallocsrc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setegid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setegid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:07  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setegid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setegid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETEGID symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setegid() routine is available

?S:	to change the effective gid of the current program.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETEGID (SETEGID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setegid

 routine is available

?C:	to change the effective gid of the current program.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setegid HAS_SETEGID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setegid

: see if setegid exists

set setegid d_setegid

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setegid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gnulibc.U,v 3.0.1.1 1997/02/28 15:34:33 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996,1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Sven Verdoolaege

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gnulibc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:34:33  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gnulibc gnulibc_version: Myread Oldconfig Setvar rm_try \

	cat Compile run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gnulibc:

?S:	Defined if we're dealing with the GNU C Library.

?S:.

?S:gnulibc_version:

?S:	This variable contains the version number of the GNU C library.

?S:	It is

 usually something like '2.2.5'.  It is a plain '' if this

?S:	is not the GNU C library, or if the version is unknown.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GNULIBC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that

?C:	the GNU C library is being used.  A better check is to use

?C:	the __GLIBC__ and __GLIBC_MINOR__ symbols supplied with glibc.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gnulibc HAS_GNULIBC	/**/

?H:?%<:#if defined(HAS_GNULIBC) && !defined(_GNU_SOURCE)

?H:?%<:#   define _GNU_SOURCE

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?F:!glibc.ver !try

?LINT: set d_gnulibc

?X:	gnulibc can be executed by calling __libc_main().

?X:	Ulrich Drepper doesn't think any other libc does that,
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?X:	but we check if it says 'GNU C Library' to be sure.

?X:

?X: Alas, as of 3/1998 glibc 2.0.7 reportedly isn't going to

?X: have __libc_main() anymore. :-(.  Fortunately, all released

?X: versions of glibc 2.x.x _do_ have CPP variables.  For 2.0.6,

?X: they are:

?X: #define	__GLIBC__  2

?X: #define__GLIBC_MINOR__ 0.

?X: (The '6' isn't available :-(.

?X: glibc2.1 will also

 have

?X:		extern const char * __gnu_get_libc_release(void);

?X:		extern const char * __gnu_get_libc_version(void);

?X: functions.   --thanks to Andreas Jaeger.   --AD  6/1998.

?X: Although the exact format isn't documented, __gnu_get_libc_version()

?X: returns a simple string '2.1.3' in glibc 2.1.3.

?X:

: Check if we are using the GNU C library

echo " "

echo "Checking for GNU C Library..." >&4

cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

/* Find out version of GNU C library.  __GLIBC__ and __GLIBC_MINOR__

  alone are insufficient to distinguish different versions, such as

  2.0.6 and 2.0.7.  The function gnu_get_libc_version() appeared in

  libc version 2.1.0.      A. Dougherty,  June 3, 2002.

*/

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)

{

#ifdef __GLIBC__

#   ifdef __GLIBC_MINOR__

#       if __GLIBC__ >= 2 && __GLIBC_MINOR__ >= 1 && !defined(__cplusplus)

#           include <gnu/libc-version.h>

	    printf("%s\n",  gnu_get_libc_version());

#       else

	    printf("%d.%d\n",  __GLIBC__, __GLIBC_MINOR__);

#    

   endif

#   else

	printf("%d\n",  __GLIBC__);

#   endif

   return 0;

#else

   return 1;

#endif

}

EOCP

set try
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if eval $compile_ok && $run ./try > glibc.ver; then

	val="$define"

	gnulibc_version=`$cat glibc.ver`

	echo "You are using the GNU C Library version $gnulibc_version"

else

	val="$undef"

	gnulibc_version=''

	echo "You are not using the GNU C Library"

fi

$rm_try glibc.ver

set d_gnulibc

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_gnulibc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_uwait.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_uwait.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:10:49  ram

?RCS: patch16: added knowledge about wait3()

?RCS: patch16: revised 'union wait' look-up algorithm

?RCS: patch16: fixed make dependency line accordingly

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:54  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_uwait d_uwait3: cat contains cppstdin cppminus +cppflags rm \

	Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_uwait:

?S:	This symbol

 conditionally defines UNION_WAIT which indicates to the C

?S:	program that argument for the wait() system call should be declared as

?S:	'union wait status' instead of 'int status'.

?S:.

?S:d_uwait3:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines UNION_WAIT3 which indicates to the C
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?S:	program that the first argument for the wait3() system call should be

?S:	declared as 'union wait status' instead of 'int status'.

?S:.

?C:UNION_WAIT:

?C:	This symbol if defined indicates to the C program that the argument

?C:	for the wait() system call should be declared as 'union wait status'

?C:	instead of 'int status'. You probably need to include <sys/wait.h>

?C:	in the former case (see I_SYSWAIT).

?C:.

?C:UNION_WAIT3:

?C:	This symbol if defined indicates to the C program that the first argument

?C:	for the wait3() system call should be declared as 'union wait status'

?C:	instead of 'int status'. You probably need to include <sys/wait.h>

?C:	in the former case (see I_SYSWAIT). It seems safe to assume that

 the

?C:	same rule applies to the second parameter of wait4().

?C:.

?H:#$d_uwait UNION_WAIT		/**/

?H:#$d_uwait3 UNION_WAIT3	/**/

?H:.

?T:val2 flags f also

?LINT:set d_uwait d_uwait3

: see if union wait is available

echo " "

?X:

?X: Unfortunately, we can't just grep <sys/wait.h> for "union wait" because

?X: some weird systems (did I hear HP-UX?) define union wait only when _BSD

?X: is defined. The same thing happens on OSF/1, who is pushing weirdness to

?X: its limits by requiring wait() to use (int *) but wait3() to use

?X: (union wait *), unless _BSD is defined and -lbsd is used, in which case

?X: wait() also expects (union wait *). Aaargh!!--RAM

?X:

set X $cppflags

shift

flags=''

also=''

for f in $*; do

	case "$f" in

	*NO_PROTO*) ;;

	*) flags="$flags $f";;

	esac

done

$cat `./findhdr sys/wait.h` /dev/null | \

	$cppstdin $flags $cppminus >wait.out 2>/dev/null

if $contains 'union.*wait.*{' wait.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Looks like your <sys/wait.h> knows about 'union wait'..."

 >&4

	val="$define"
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@if UNION_WAIT

	also='also '

	if $contains 'extern.*wait[ 	]*([ 	]*int' wait.out >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		echo "But wait() seems to expect an 'int' pointer (POSIX way)." >&4

		val="$undef"

		also=''

	elif $contains 'extern.*wait[ 	]*([ 	]*union' wait.out >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		echo "And indeed wait() expects an 'union wait' pointer (BSD way)." >&4

	else

		echo "So we'll use that for wait()." >&4

	fi

@end

@if UNION_WAIT3 || d_uwait3

	val2="$define"

@end

@if UNION_WAIT3

	if $contains 'extern.*wait3[ 	]*([ 	]*int' wait.out >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		echo "However wait3() seems to expect an 'int' pointer, weird." >&4

		val2="$undef"

	elif $contains 'extern.*wait3[ 	]*([ 	]*union' wait.out >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		echo "And wait3() ${also}expects an 'union wait' pointer, fine." >&4

	else

		echo "As expected, wait3() ${also}uses an 'union wait' pointer." >&4

	fi

@end

else

	echo "No trace of 'union wait' in <sys/wait.h>..." >&4

	val="$undef"

@if UNION_WAIT && UNION_WAIT3

	echo

 "Both wait() and wait3() will use a plain 'int' pointer then." >&4

@elsif UNION_WAIT

	echo "Your wait() should be happy with a plain 'int' pointer." >&4

@elsif UNION_WAIT3

	echo "Your wait3() should be happy with a plain 'int' pointer." >&4

@end

fi

set d_uwait

eval $setvar

@if UNION_WAIT3 || d_uwait3

val="$val2"; set d_uwait3

eval $setvar

@end

$rm -f wait.out
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_uwait.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:uselongdouble: Myread Oldconfig Setvar cat test usemorebits

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:uselongdouble:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_LONG_DOUBLE symbol,

?S:	and indicates that long doubles should be used when available.

?S:.

?C:USE_LONG_DOUBLE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that long doubles should

?C:	be used when available.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_LONG_DOUBLE

?H:?%<:#$uselongdouble	USE_LONG_DOUBLE		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:extern ccflags

?LINT:use usemorebits

?F:!uselongdouble.cbu

: Check for uselongdouble support

case "$ccflags" in

*-DUSE_LONG_DOUBLE*|*-DUSE_MORE_BITS*) uselongdouble="$define" ;;

esac

 

case "$uselongdouble" in

$define|true|[yY]*)	dflt='y';;

*)

 dflt='n';;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

Perl can be built to take advantage of long doubles which

(if available) may give more accuracy and range for floating point numbers.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM
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rp='Try to use long doubles if available?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)	val="$define"	;;

*)      val="$undef"	;;

esac

set uselongdouble

eval $setvar

 

case "$uselongdouble" in

true|[yY]*) uselongdouble="$define" ;;

esac

 

: Look for a hint-file generated 'call-back-unit'.  If the

: user has specified that long doubles should be used,

: we may need to set or change some other defaults.

if $test -f uselongdouble.cbu; then

   echo "Your platform has some specific hints regarding long doubles, using them..."

   . ./uselongdouble.cbu

else

   case "$uselongdouble" in

	$define)

		$cat <<EOM

(Your platform does not have any specific hints for long doubles.)

EOM

	;;

   esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/uselongdbl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: manfmt.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: manfmt.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  16:11:57  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't ask for AFS when they choose to not install pages

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:16:52  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:39:20  ram

?RCS: patch49: new installmanfmt and AFS-lookup for formatted man pages

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:30:31  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix for default setting

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:09:22  ram

?RCS: patch10: allows for L1 man page extension (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:13  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:manfmt manfmtexp installmanfmt: Getfile Loc Oldconfig cat manext \

	spackage Prefixit prefixexp Prefixup afs test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:manfmt:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which formatted

?S:	manual pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command. Note

?S:	that you may have to do ~name substitution. Use manfmtexp otherwise.

?S:.

?S:manfmtexp:

?S:	This is the same as the manfmt variable, but is filename expanded

?S:	at configuration time, for programs not willing to deal with it at

?S:	run-time.

?S:.

?S:installmanfmt:

?S:	This variable is really

 the same as manfmtexp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	mansrcexp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change manext

?T:lookpath

: determine where manual pages go

set manfmt manfmt

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

$spackage has pre-formatted manual pages.  If you don't want these installed,

answer 'none' to the next question.
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EOM

case "$manfmt" in

'')

	lookpath="$prefixexp/catman/man1 $prefixexp/man/cat1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/catman/u_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/catman/l_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/catman/cat1 /usr/catman/local/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/catman/manl /usr/man/cat1"

	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/catman/mann /usr/catman/l_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/catman/u_man/man1 /usr/catman/man1"

	dflt=`./loc . none $lookpath`

	set dflt

	eval $prefixup

	;;

*)  dflt="$manfmt"

	;;

esac

fn=dn~

rp='Where

 do pre-formatted manual pages go?'

. ./getfile

if test "X$manfmtexp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installmanfmt=''

fi

manfmt="$ans"

manfmtexp="$ansexp"

if $afs && $test "$manfmt"; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

manual pages reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installmanfmt" in

	'') dflt=`echo $manfmtexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installmanfmt";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will pre-formatted man pages be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installmanfmt="$ans"

else

	installmanfmt="$manfmtexp"

fi

 

case "$manfmt" in
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'') manext='0';;

*l) manext=l;;

*n) manext=n;;

*o) manext=l;;

*p) manext=n;;

*C) manext=C;;

*L) manext=L;;

*L1) manext=L1;;

*) manext=1;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/manfmt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Loc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.10  1997/02/28  15:04:16  ram

?RCS: patch61: allow users to specify paths on the command line

?RCS: patch61: will now substitute cp for ln if not supported

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1995/09/25  09:11:24  ram

?RCS: patch59: commented the purpose of the #un-def directive

?RCS: patch59: abort Configure run when mandatory command is missing

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/07/25  13:40:40  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7

  1995/01/11  15:13:37  ram

?RCS: patch45: protected "sh -c" within backquotes for Linux and SGI

?RCS: patch45: added path lookup for the 'comm' program

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/10/29  15:56:14  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: be careful and guard against wildcard searching (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/06/20  06:54:55  ram
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?RCS: patch30: now locates find

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/13  15:18:15  ram

?RCS: patch27: added byacc to the trylist (ADO)

?RCS: patch27: lint lines reformatted (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/01/24  14:01:44  ram

?RCS: patch16: added metalint hint on changed PATH variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/12/15  08:16:52  ram

?RCS: patch15: now set _test variable when test is built-in

?RCS: patch15: fixed rare cases where echo is not needed

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:47:13  ram

?RCS: patch10: test program not always in /bin/test (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:05  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script "loc" which can be used to find out

?X: where in a list of directories something is.  It then uses loc to

?X: determine the location of commonly used programs.  It leaves loc sitting

?X: around for other Configure units to use, but arranges for its demise

?X: at the end of Configure.

?X:

?X: To add a new program to find, add it both to the ?MAKE: line and to either

?X: the loclist or trylist variable.

?X:

?X: I put startsh at the end of the dependency list, in order to avoid the

?X: loading of the spitshell unit before the instructions.

?X:

?MAKE:Loc awk ar bash bison byacc cat chgrp chmod chown \

	comm compress cp cpio cpp csh date echo egrep emacs expr find flex \

	gmake gzip grep inews ksh less line lint ln lp lpr ls mail mailx \

	make mkdir more mv nm nroff perl pg pmake pr rm rmail sed sendmail \

	shar sleep smail sort submit tail tar tbl tee test touch tr troff

 \

	uname uniq uuname vi zcat zip:  eunicefix n c startsh Instruct Warn

?MAKE:	-pick weed $@ %<

?LINT:describe awk ar bash bison byacc cat chgrp chmod chown \

	comm compress cp cpio cpp csh date echo egrep emacs expr find flex \

	gmake gzip grep inews ksh less line lint ln lp lpr ls mail mailx \

	make mkdir more mv nm nroff perl pg pmake pr rm rmail sed sendmail \

	shar sleep smail sort submit tail tar tbl tee test touch tr troff \

	uname uniq uuname vi zcat zip

?V::pth loclist trylist
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?F:./loc

?T:thisthing thing xxx dir file say DJGPP

?T:_test _grep _cp _gmake _egrep _ln _make dflt

?LINT: change PATH

: find out where common programs are

echo " "

echo "Locating common programs..." >&4

cat <<EOSC >loc

$startsh

case \$# in

0) exit 1;;

esac

thing=\$1

shift

dflt=\$1

shift

for dir in \$*; do

	case "\$thing" in

	.)

	if test -d \$dir/\$thing; then

		echo \$dir

		exit 0

	fi

	;;

	*)

?X:	Be careful in case thing includes wildcards that might expand to multiple

?X:	files.  Choose the last one.

  This happens when searching for shared

?X:	libraries with version numbers.  How to choose which one we want is

?X:	probably an insoluble problem, in general.

?X:	Some folks leave things like libc.so.orig around w/o read

?X:	permission.  A -r test would handle that, but since ./loc is

?X:	also used to find executables (which are installed w/o read

?X:	permission on SCO ODT 3.0, we can't include the -r test.

	for thisthing in \$dir/\$thing; do

		: just loop through to pick last item

	done

	if test -f \$thisthing; then

		echo \$thisthing

		exit 0

	elif test -f \$thisthing$_exe; then

		echo \$thisthing

		exit 0

	elif test -f \$dir/\$thing.exe; then

		if test -n "$DJGPP"; then

			echo \$dir/\$thing.exe

		else

			: on Eunice apparently
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			echo \$dir/\$thing

		fi

		exit 0

	fi

	;;

	esac

done

echo \$dflt

exit 1

EOSC

chmod +x loc

$eunicefix loc

loclist="

?awk:awk

?cat:cat

?chgrp:chgrp

?chmod:chmod

?chown:chown

?comm:comm

?cp:cp

?echo:echo

?expr:expr

?find:find

?grep:grep

?ls:ls

?mkdir:mkdir

?mv:mv

?rm:rm

?sed:sed

?sleep:sleep

?sort:sort

?tail:tail

?touch:touch

?tr:tr

?uniq:uniq

"

trylist="

?Mcc:Mcc

?ar:ar

?bash:bash

?bison:bison

?byacc:byacc

?compress:compress

?cpio:cpio

?cpp:cpp

?csh:csh

?date:date

?egrep:egrep
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?emacs:emacs

?flex:flex

?gmake:gmake

?gzip:gzip

?inews:inews

?ksh:ksh

?less:less

?line:line

?lint:lint

?ln:ln

?lp:lp

?lpr:lpr

?mail:mail

?mailx:mailx

?make:make

?more:more

?nm:nm

?nroff:nroff

?perl:perl

?pg:pg

?pmake:pmake

?pr:pr

?rmail:rmail

?sendmail:sendmail

?shar:shar

?smail:smail

?submit:submit

?tar:tar

?tbl:tbl

?tee:tee

?test:test

?troff:troff

?uname:uname

?uuname:uuname

?vi:vi

?zcat:zcat

?zip:zip

"

?LINT:set

 awk ar bash bison byacc cat chgrp chmod chown \

	comm compress cp cpio cpp csh date echo emacs expr find flex \

	gmake gzip grep inews ksh less line lint lp lpr ls mail mailx \

	mkdir more mv nm nroff perl pg pmake pr rm rmail sed sendmail \

	shar sleep smail sort submit tail tar tbl tee touch tr troff \

	uname uniq uuname vi zcat zip

pth=`echo $PATH | sed

 -e "s/$p_/ /g"`

pth="$pth /lib /usr/lib"
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for file in $loclist; do

?X:

?X: Allow them to -Dmake=pmake on the command line for instance...

?X: If the file is not fully qualified, as in -Dmake=pmake, then we

?X: look the for the specified command (pmake here). If they say

?X: -Dmake=/sbin/make for instance, then we make sure the file

?X: exists, or we die...

?X:

	eval xxx=\$$file

	case "$xxx" in

	/*|?:[\\/]*)

		if test -f "$xxx"; then

			: ok

		else

			./warn "no $xxx -- ignoring your setting for $file."

			xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`

		fi

		;;

	'') xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`;;

	*) xxx=`./loc $xxx $xxx $pth`;;

	esac

	eval $file=$xxx$_exe

	eval _$file=$xxx

	case "$xxx" in

	/*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

?X: Under OS/2, we have PC-like paths

	?:[\\/]*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

	*)

		echo "I don't know where '$file' is, and my life depends on it." >&4

		echo "Go find a public domain implementation or fix your PATH setting!" >&4

		exit 1

		;;

	esac

done

echo " "

echo "Don't worry

 if any of the following aren't found..."

say=offhand

for file in $trylist; do

?X: Allow them to -Dmake=pmake on the command line for instance (see above)

	eval xxx=\$$file

	case "$xxx" in

	/*|?:[\\/]*)

		if test -f "$xxx"; then
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			: ok

		else

			./warn "no $xxx -- ignoring your setting for $file."

			xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`

		fi

		;;

	'') xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`;;

	*) xxx=`./loc $xxx $xxx $pth`;;

	esac

	eval $file=$xxx$_exe

	eval _$file=$xxx

	case "$xxx" in

	/*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

?X: Under OS/2, we have PC-like paths

	?:[\\/]*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

	*)

		echo "I don't see $file out there, $say."

		say=either

		;;

	esac

done

case "$egrep" in

egrep)

	echo "Substituting grep for egrep."

	egrep=$grep

	_egrep=$_grep

	;;

esac

@if ln

case "$ln" in

ln)

	echo "Substituting cp for ln."

	ln=$cp

	_ln=$_cp

	;;

esac

@end

@if make || gmake

case "$make" in

make)

	case "$gmake" in

	gmake)

	echo "I can't find make or gmake, and my life depends on it." >&4

	echo "Go find a
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 public domain implementation or fix your PATH setting!" >&4

	exit 1

	;;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$gmake" in

gmake)	;;

*)	# We can't have osname yet.

	if test -f "/system/gnu_library/bin/ar.pm"; then # Stratus VOS

		# Assume that gmake, if found, is definitely GNU make

		# and prefer it over the system make.

		echo "Substituting gmake for make."

		make=$gmake

		_make=$_gmake

	fi

	;;

esac

@end

case "$test" in

test)

	echo "Hopefully test is built into your sh."

	;;

*)

	if `sh -c "PATH= test true" >/dev/null 2>&1`; then

		echo "Using the test built into your sh."

?X:

?X: We need to set both test and _test, since Oldconfig.U will use the _test

?X: value to systematically restore computed paths, which may be wrong if

?X: we choose to load an old config.sh generated on another platform.

?X:

		test=test

		_test=test

	fi

	;;

esac

?LINT:change n c

case "$echo" in

echo)

	echo "Hopefully echo is built into your sh."

	;;

?X: For those rare cases where we don't need $echo...

'') ;;

*)

	echo " "

echo "Checking

 compatibility between $echo and builtin echo (if any)..." >&4

	$echo $n "hi there$c" >foo1
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	echo $n "hi there$c" >foo2

	if cmp foo1 foo2 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "They are compatible.  In fact, they may be identical."

	else

		case "$n" in

		'-n') n='' c='\c';;

		*) n='-n' c='';;

		esac

		cat <<FOO

They are not compatible!  You are probably running ksh on a non-USG system.

I'll have to use $echo instead of the builtin, since Bourne shell doesn't

have echo built in and we may have to run some Bourne shell scripts.  That

means I'll have to use '$n$c' to suppress newlines now.  Life is ridiculous.

 

FOO

		$echo $n "The star should be here-->$c"

		$echo "*"

	fi

	$rm -f foo1 foo2

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Loc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: myhostname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:15:55  ram

?RCS: patch61: improved hostname lookup by using ypmatch when NIS is used

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:25:43  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./xenix explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS: patch36: now uses new Tr unit to convert to/from lowercase

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:06:20  ram

?RCS: patch30: now a little more clever for domain name guessing

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:18  ram

?RCS:

 Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:myhostname phostname mydomain: contains sed test Myread Oldconfig \

	Guess Loc awk echo sort uniq +usrinc rm hostcat Tr osname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:myhostname (hostname):

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the MYHOSTNAME symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the host the program is going to run on.

?S:	The domain is not kept with hostname, but must be gotten from mydomain.

?S:	The dot comes with mydomain, and need not be supplied by the program.

?S:.

?S:mydomain:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the MYDOMAIN symbol,

?S:	which is the domain of the host the program is going to run on.

?S:	The domain must be appended to myhostname to form a complete host name.

?S:	The dot comes with mydomain, and need not be supplied by the program.

?S:.

?S:phostname:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the PHOSTNAME symbol,

?S:	which is a command that can be fed to popen() to get the host name.

?S:	The program

 should probably not presume that the domain is or isn't

?S:	there already.

?S:.

?C:MYHOSTNAME (HOSTNAME):

?C:	This symbol contains name of the host the program is going to run on.

?C:	The domain is not kept with hostname, but must be gotten from MYDOMAIN.

?C:	The dot comes with MYDOMAIN, and need not be supplied by the program.

?C:	If gethostname() or uname() exist, MYHOSTNAME may be ignored. If MYDOMAIN

?C:	is not used, MYHOSTNAME will hold the name derived from PHOSTNAME.

?C:.

?C:MYDOMAIN:

?C:	This symbol contains the domain of the host the program is going to

?C:	run on.  The domain must be appended to HOSTNAME to form a complete

?C:	host name.  The dot comes with MYDOMAIN, and need not be supplied by

?C:	the program.  If the host name is derived from PHOSTNAME, the domain

?C:	may or may not already be there, and the program should check.

?C:.

?H:#define MYHOSTNAME "$myhostname"		/**/

?H:#define MYDOMAIN "$mydomain"		/**/

?H:.

?T:cont i tans tmp_re file

: now get the host name

echo

 " "

echo "Figuring out host name..." >&4
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case "$myhostname" in

'') cont=true

	echo 'Maybe "hostname" will work...'

	if tans=`sh -c hostname 2>&1` ; then

		myhostname=$tans

		phostname=hostname

		cont=''

	fi

	;;

*) cont='';;

esac

if $test "$cont"; then

	if ./xenix; then

		echo 'Oh, dear.  Maybe "/etc/systemid" is the key...'

		if tans=`cat /etc/systemid 2>&1` ; then

			myhostname=$tans

			phostname='cat /etc/systemid'

			echo "Whadyaknow.  Xenix always was a bit strange..."

			cont=''

		fi

	elif $test -r /etc/systemid; then

		echo "(What is a non-Xenix system doing with /etc/systemid?)"

	fi

fi

if $test "$cont"; then

	echo 'No, maybe "uuname -l" will work...'

	if tans=`sh -c 'uuname -l' 2>&1` ; then

		myhostname=$tans

		phostname='uuname -l'

	else

		echo 'Strange.  Maybe "uname -n" will work...'

		if tans=`sh -c 'uname -n' 2>&1` ; then

			myhostname=$tans

			phostname='uname -n'

		else

			echo 'Oh well, maybe I can mine it out of whoami.h...'

			if tans=`sh -c $contains' sysname $usrinc/whoami.h'

 2>&1` ; then

				myhostname=`echo "$tans" | $sed 's/^.*"\(.*\)"/\1/'`

				phostname="sed -n -e '"'/sysname/s/^.*\"\\(.*\\)\"/\1/{'"' -e p -e q -e '}' <$usrinc/whoami.h"

			else

				case "$myhostname" in

				'') echo "Does this machine have an identity crisis or something?"

					phostname='';;

				*)

					echo "Well, you said $myhostname before..."

					phostname='echo $myhostname';;

				esac
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			fi

		fi

	fi

fi

case "$myhostname" in

'') myhostname=noname ;;

esac

: you do not want to know about this

set $myhostname

myhostname=$1

 

: verify guess

if $test "$myhostname" ; then

	dflt=y

	rp='Your host name appears to be "'$myhostname'".'" Right?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y*) ;;

	*) myhostname='';;

	esac

fi

 

: bad guess or no guess

while $test "X$myhostname" = X ; do

	dflt=''

	rp="Please type the (one word) name of your host:"

	. ./myread

	myhostname="$ans"

done

 

: translate upper to lower if necessary

case "$myhostname" in

*[A-Z]*)

	echo "(Normalizing case in your host name)"

	myhostname=`echo

 $myhostname | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`

	;;

esac

 

?X: Do not ask for domain name if this is not used later on. In that

?X: case, the hostname may keep its domain name, but it doesn't matter.

@if MYDOMAIN || mydomain

case "$myhostname" in

*.*)

	dflt=`expr "X$myhostname" : "X[^.]*\(\..*\)"`

	myhostname=`expr "X$myhostname" : "X\([^.]*\)\."`

	echo "(Trimming domain name from host name--host name is now $myhostname)"

	;;
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*) case "$mydomain" in

	'')

?X:

?X: There is currently no way to say we do not want hostcat if mydomain is not

?X: used. One way to achieve that would be to put that code in a mydomain.U

?X: unit. However, we want to stick the sanity checks right after the domain

?X: name computation, or if none is done, right after the hostname computation.

?X:

		{

?X: If we use NIS, try ypmatch.

			test "X$hostcat" = "Xypcat hosts" &&

			ypmatch "$myhostname" hosts 2>/dev/null |\

				$sed -e 's/[	 ]*#.*//; s/$/ /' > hosts && \

			$test -s hosts

		} || {

?X: Extract only

 the relevant hosts, reducing file size,

?X: remove comments, insert trailing space for later use.

		     	$hostcat | $sed -n -e "s/[	 ]*#.*//; s/\$/ /

					/[	 ]$myhostname[	. ]/p" > hosts

		}

		tmp_re="[	. ]"

		$test x`$awk "/[0-9].*[	 ]$myhostname$tmp_re/ { sum++ }

			     END { print sum }" hosts` = x1 || tmp_re="[	 ]"

		dflt=.`$awk \

		"/[0-9].*[	 ]$myhostname$tmp_re/ {for(i=2; i<=NF;i++) print \\\$i}" \

			hosts | $sort | $uniq | \

			$sed -n -e "s/$myhostname\.\([-a-zA-Z0-9_.]\)/\1/p"`

		case `$echo X$dflt` in

		X*\ *)	echo "(Several hosts in /etc/hosts matched hostname)"

			dflt=.

			;;

?X: There is no /etc/hosts on os390

		X.)

			if $test -f /etc/hosts; then

				echo "(You do not have fully-qualified names in /etc/hosts)"

			else

				echo "(I cannot locate a hosts database anywhere)"

			fi

			;;

		esac

		case "$dflt" in

		.)

			tans=`./loc resolv.conf X /etc /usr/etc`

			if $test -f "$tans"; then

				echo "(Attempting domain name extraction from $tans)"

?X: Look for either a search
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 or a domain directive.

				dflt=.`$sed -n -e 's/	/ /g' \

				  -e 's/^search  *\([^ ]*\).*/\1/p' $tans \

				  | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' 2>/dev/null`

				case "$dflt" in

				.) dflt=.`$sed -n -e 's/	/ /g' \

				     -e 's/^domain  *\([^ ]*\).*/\1/p' $tans \

				     | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' 2>/dev/null`

 					;;

				esac

			fi

			;;

		esac

		case "$dflt" in

		.) echo "(No help from resolv.conf either -- attempting clever guess)"

			dflt=.`sh -c domainname 2>/dev/null`

			case "$dflt" in

			'') dflt='.';;

			.nis.*|.yp.*|.main.*) dflt=`echo $dflt | $sed -e 's/^\.[^.]*//'`;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		case "$dflt$osname" in

		.os390)

			file="//'SYS1.TCPPARMS(TCPDATA)'"

			echo "(Attempting domain name extraction from $file)"

			dflt=.`awk '/^DOMAINORIGIN/ {print $2}' "$file" 2>/dev/null`

			;;

			esac

		case "$dflt" in

		.) echo "(Lost all hope -- silly guess then)"

			dflt='.nonet'

			;;

		esac

		$rm -f hosts

		;;

	*) dflt="$mydomain";;

	esac;;

esac

echo " "

rp="What is your domain name?"

.

 ./myread

tans="$ans"

case "$ans" in

'') ;;

.*) ;;

*) tans=".$tans";;
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esac

mydomain="$tans"

 

: translate upper to lower if necessary

case "$mydomain" in

*[A-Z]*)

	echo "(Normalizing case in your domain name)"

	mydomain=`echo $mydomain | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`

	;;

esac

 

@end

: a little sanity check here

case "$phostname" in

'') ;;

*)

	case `$phostname | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'` in

	$myhostname$mydomain|$myhostname) ;;

	*)

		case "$phostname" in

		sed*)

			echo "(That doesn't agree with your whoami.h file, by the way.)"

			;;

		*)

			echo "(That doesn't agree with your $phostname command, by the way.)"

			;;

		esac

	;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/myhostname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_vprintf.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:07:59 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_vprintf.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:59  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_vprintf d_charvspr: Compile Guess cat Csym Setvar run rm_try \

	i_stdlib i_unistd i_stdarg i_varargs

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_vprintf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_VPRINTF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the vprintf() routine is available

?S:	to printf with a pointer to an argument list.

?S:.

?S:d_charvspr:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines CHARVSPRINTF if this system

?S:	has vsprintf returning type (char*).  The trend seems to be to

?S:	declare it as "int vsprintf()".

?S:.

?C:HAS_VPRINTF (VPRINTF):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the vprintf routine is available

?C:	to printf with a pointer to an argument list.  If unavailable, you

?C:	may need to write your own, probably in terms of _doprnt().

?C:.

?C:USE_CHAR_VSPRINTF (CHARVSPRINTF):

?C:	This symbol is defined if this system has vsprintf() returning type

?C:	(char*).  The trend seems to be to declare it as "int vsprintf()".  It

?C:	is up to the package author to declare vsprintf correctly based on the

?C:	symbol.

?C:.

?H:#$d_vprintf HAS_VPRINTF	/**/

?H:#$d_charvspr USE_CHAR_VSPRINTF	/**/

?H:.

?T:val2

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_vprintf d_charvspr

: see if vprintf exists

echo " "

if set vprintf val -f d_vprintf; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'vprintf() found.' >&4

	val="$define"

	$cat >try.c <<EOF

#$i_stdarg I_STDARG  /*

 Only one of these can be defined by i_varhrd */

#$i_varargs I_VARARGS

 

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

 

#ifdef I_STDARG
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#  include <stdarg.h>

#else /* I_VARARGS */

#  include <varargs.h>

#endif

 

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#  include <unistd.h>

#endif

 

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#  include <stdlib.h>

#endif

 

#include <stdio.h> /* vsprintf prototype */

 

#ifdef I_STDARG

void xxx(int n, ...)

{

   va_list args;

   char buf[10];

   va_start(args, n);

   exit((unsigned long)vsprintf(buf,"%s",args) > 10L);

}

int main() { xxx(1, "foo"); }

 

#else /* I_VARARGS */

 

xxx(va_alist)

va_dcl

{

   va_list args;

   char buf[10];

   va_start(args);

   exit((unsigned long)vsprintf(buf,"%s",args) > 10L);

}

int main() { xxx("foo"); }

 

#endif

 

EOF

	set try

	if eval $compile_ok; then

		if $run ./try; then

			echo "Your vsprintf() returns (int)." >&4

			val2="$undef"

		else

			echo "Your vsprintf() returns (char*)." >&4

			val2="$define"
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		fi

	else

		echo 'I am unable to compile the vsprintf() test program.' >&4

		#

 We shouldn't get here.  If we do, assume the standard signature,

		# not the old BSD one.

		echo 'Guessing that vsprintf() returns (int).' >&4

		val2="$undef"

	fi

else

	echo 'vprintf() NOT found.' >&4

	val="$undef"

	val2="$undef"

fi

$rm_try

set d_vprintf

eval $setvar

val=$val2

set d_charvspr

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_vprintf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strftime.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:36  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strftime: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strftime:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRFTIME if strftime() is

?S:	available to format locale-specific times.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRFTIME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strftime routine is
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?C:	available to format locale-specific times.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strftime HAS_STRFTIME	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strftime

: see

 if strftime exists

set strftime d_strftime

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strftime.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_euc2jis.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_euc2jis.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_euc2jis: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_euc2jis:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_EUC2JIS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the euc2jis() routine is available

?S:	to convert EUC to JIS.

?S:.

?C:HAS_EUC2JIS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the euc2jis routine is

?C:	available to convert

 EUC to JIS.

?C:.

?H:#$d_euc2jis	HAS_EUC2JIS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_euc2jis

: see if euc2jis exists

set euc2jis d_euc2jis

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_euc2jis.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sigsetjmp.U,v 3.0.1.1 1997/02/28 15:44:33 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996,1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sigsetjmp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:44:33  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sigsetjmp: Compile Setvar cat rm_try run i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sigsetjmp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGSETJMP symbol,

?S:	which

 indicates that the sigsetjmp() routine is available to

?S:	call setjmp() and optionally save the process's signal mask.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGSETJMP:

?C:	This variable indicates to the C program that the sigsetjmp()

?C:	routine is available to save the calling process's registers

?C:	and stack environment for later use by siglongjmp(), and

?C:	to optionally save the process's signal mask.  See

?C:	Sigjmp_buf, Sigsetjmp, and Siglongjmp.

?C:.

?C:Sigjmp_buf:

?C:	This is the buffer type to be used with Sigsetjmp and Siglongjmp.

?C:.

?C:Sigsetjmp:

?C:	This macro is used in the same way as sigsetjmp(), but will invoke

?C:	traditional setjmp() if sigsetjmp isn't available.

?C:	See HAS_SIGSETJMP.

?C:.

?C:Siglongjmp:

?C:	This macro is used in the same way as siglongjmp(), but will invoke
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?C:	traditional longjmp() if siglongjmp isn't available.

?C:	See HAS_SIGSETJMP.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$d_sigsetjmp HAS_SIGSETJMP	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef HAS_SIGSETJMP

?H:?%<:#define Sigjmp_buf sigjmp_buf

?H:?%<:#define Sigsetjmp(buf,save_mask)

 sigsetjmp((buf),(save_mask))

?H:?%<:#define Siglongjmp(buf,retval) siglongjmp((buf),(retval))

?H:?%<:#else

?H:?%<:#define Sigjmp_buf jmp_buf

?H:?%<:#define Sigsetjmp(buf,save_mask) setjmp((buf))

?H:?%<:#define Siglongjmp(buf,retval) longjmp((buf),(retval))

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:Sigjmp_buf Sigsetjmp Siglongjmp

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_sigsetjmp

: see if sigsetjmp exists

?X: We can't check for these symbols with Inlibc because sigsetjmp

?X: is (sometimes? always?) a macro under GCC

echo " "

case "$d_sigsetjmp" in

'')

	$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <setjmp.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

sigjmp_buf env;

int set = 1;

int main()

{

	if (sigsetjmp(env,1))

		exit(set);

	set = 0;

	siglongjmp(env, 1);

	exit(1);

}

EOP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		if $run ./try >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			echo "POSIX sigsetjmp found." >&4

			val="$define"

		else

			$cat >&4 <<EOM
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Uh-Oh! You have POSIX sigsetjmp and siglongjmp, but they do not work properly!!

I'll

 ignore them.

EOM

			val="$undef"

		fi

	else

		echo "sigsetjmp not found." >&4

		val="$undef"

	fi

	;;

*) val="$d_sigsetjmp"

	case "$d_sigsetjmp" in

	$define) echo "POSIX sigsetjmp found." >&4;;

	$undef) echo "sigsetjmp not found." >&4;;

	esac

	;;

esac

set d_sigsetjmp

eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_sigsetjmp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strerror.U,v 3.0.1.3 1994/05/13 15:20:27 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strerror.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/13  15:20:27  ram

?RCS: patch27: now uses new macro support for cleaner Strerror def

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  14:58:26  ram

?RCS: patch23: renamed strerror into Strerror to protect name space (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:08:56  ram

?RCS: patch16: protected code looking for sys_errnolist[] with @if

?RCS: patch16: added default value for d_sysernlst

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision

 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:35  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_syserrlst d_sysernlst: Csym Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_syserrlst:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SYS_ERRLIST if sys_errlist[] is

?S:	available to translate error numbers to strings.

?S:.

?S:d_sysernlst:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST if sys_errnolist[]

?S:	is available to translate error numbers to the symbolic name.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SYS_ERRLIST (SYSERRLIST):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sys_errlist array is

?C:	available to translate error numbers to strings. The extern int

?C:	sys_nerr gives the size of that table.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST (SYSERRNOLIST):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sys_errnolist array is

?C:	available to translate an errno code into its symbolic name (e.g.

?C:	ENOENT). The extern int sys_nerrno gives the size of that table.

?C:.

?H:#$d_syserrlst HAS_SYS_ERRLIST	/**/

?H:#$d_sysernlst HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST	/**/

?H:.

?D:d_sysernlst=''

?T:val

:

 see if sys_errlist[] exists

echo " "

if test "X$d_syserrlst" = X; then

	if set sys_errlist val -a d_syserrlst; eval $csym; $val; then

		echo "You have sys_errlist[], so we could roll our own strerror."

		d_syserrlst="$define"

	else

		echo "You don't have sys_errlist[], so strerror() is welcome."

		d_syserrlst="$undef"

	fi

fi

@if d_sysernlst || HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST

if set sys_errnolist val -a d_sysernlst; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo "(Symbolic error codes can be fetched via the sys_errnolist[] array.)"

	d_sysernlst="$define"

else

	echo "(However, I can't extract the symbolic error code out of errno.)"

	d_sysernlst="$undef"
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fi

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_strerror.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: AAAAA.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: AAAAA.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/06/20  06:50:26  ram

?RCS: patch30: changes from Jarkko Hietaniemi are tagged with JHI

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  14:01:39  ram

?RCS: patch23: initials for Wayne Davison are now WED

?RCS: patch23: added initials for new unit contributor Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/01/24  14:01:09  ram

?RCS: patch16: make metalint shut up on special unit definition for All target

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:43:57  ram

?RCS: patch10: documents initials used for Wayne Davison's contributions

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:44  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: The purpose of this file is to supply the head of the Makefile created

?X: by metaconfig.  For this reason it must be first in alphabetical order.

?X: The leading '+' in front of the unit name is a hint for metalint, since

?X: the use of that special unit name as a "made" unit is legitimate here.

?X:

?MAKE:+All: Finish

?X:

?X: Throughout the units, the following initials are used to identify comments:

?X:

?X:		HMS: Harlan Stenn

?X:		RAM: Raphael Manfredi
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?X:		WED: Wayne Davison (was WAD by mistake--RAM)

?X:		ADO: Andy Dougherty

?X:		JHI: Jarkko Hietaniemi

?X:

?X: Agreed, this is a weird place to document it, but I couldn't find a better

?X: place to do so. I've bet on the curiosity of users, who would probably

?X: want to know what's in this strangely-named file--RAM.

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/AAAAA.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setruid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setruid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:15  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setruid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setruid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETRUID symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setruid() routine is available

?S:	to change the real uid of the current program.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETRUID (SETRUID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setruid

 routine is available

?C:	to change the real uid of the current program.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setruid HAS_SETRUID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setruid

: see if setruid exists

set setruid d_setruid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setruid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_shadow.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_shadow: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_shadow:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SHADOW symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <shadow.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SHADOW:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <shadow.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_shadow	I_SHADOW		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_shadow

: see if this is a shadow.h system

set shadow.h i_shadow

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_shadow.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_msgrcv.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_msgrcv.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:40  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_msgrcv: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_msgrcv:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSGRCV symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the msgrcv() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MSGRCV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the msgrcv() routine is

?C:	available to extract a message from the message queue.

?C:.

?H:#$d_msgrcv

 HAS_MSGRCV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_msgrcv

: see if msgrcv exists

set msgrcv d_msgrcv

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_msgrcv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_newlocale d_freelocale d_uselocale d_duplocale d_querylocale i_xlocale: Inlibc Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_newlocale:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_NEWLOCALE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the newlocale() routine is available

?S:	to return a new locale object or modify an existing locale object.

?S:.

?S:d_freelocale:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FREELOCALE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the freelocale() routine is available

?S:	to deallocates the resources associated with a locale object.

?S:.

?S:d_uselocale:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_USELOCALE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the uselocale() routine is available

?S:	to set the current locale

 for the calling thread.

?S:.

?S:d_duplocale:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DUPLOCALE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the duplocale() routine is available

?S:	to duplicate a locale object.

?S:.
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?S:d_querylocale:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_QUERYLOCALE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the querylocale() routine is available

?S:	to return the name of the locale for a category mask.

?S:.

?S:i_xlocale:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?S:	include <xlocale.h> to get uselocale() and its friends

?S:.

?C:HAS_NEWLOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the newlocale routine is

?C:	available to return a new locale object or modify an existing

?C:	locale object.

?C:.

?C:HAS_FREELOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the freelocale routine is

?C:	available to deallocates the resources associated with a locale object.

?C:.

?C:HAS_USELOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined,

 indicates that the uselocale routine is

?C:	available to set the current locale for the calling thread.

?C:.

?C:HAS_DUPLOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the duplocale routine is

?C:	available to duplicate a locale object.

?C:.

?C:HAS_QUERYLOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the querylocale routine is

?C:	available to return the name of the locale for a category mask.

?C:.

?C:I_XLOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <xlocale.h> to get uselocale() and its friends.

?C:.

?H:#$d_newlocale	HAS_NEWLOCALE	/**/

?H:#$d_freelocale	HAS_FREELOCALE	/**/

?H:#$d_uselocale	HAS_USELOCALE	/**/

?H:#$d_duplocale	HAS_DUPLOCALE	/**/

?H:#$d_querylocale	HAS_QUERYLOCALE	/**/

?H:#$i_xlocale	I_XLOCALE               /**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_xlocale

?LINT:set d_newlocale

?LINT:set d_freelocale

?LINT:set d_uselocale

?LINT:set d_duplocale

?LINT:set d_querylocale
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: see if this is an xlocale.h system

set xlocale.h i_xlocale

eval $inhdr

 

:

 see if newlocale exists

set newlocale d_newlocale

eval $inlibc

 

: see if freelocale exists

set freelocale d_freelocale

eval $inlibc

 

: see if uselocale exists

set uselocale d_uselocale

eval $inlibc

 

: see if duplocale exists

set duplocale d_duplocale

eval $inlibc

 

: see if querylocale exists

set querylocale d_querylocale

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_newlocale.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_shmctl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_shmctl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:18  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_shmctl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_shmctl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHMCTL symbol, which
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?S:	indicates to the C program that the shmctl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SHMCTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the shmctl() routine is

?C:	available to perform shared memory control operations.

?C:.

?H:#$d_shmctl

 HAS_SHMCTL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_shmctl

: see if shmctl exists

set shmctl d_shmctl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_shmctl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sigvec.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sigvec.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:45:37  ram

?RCS: patch61: there is now a separate routine for sigaction()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X: d_sigvec.U, from d_ftime.U 1.0

?X:

?MAKE:d_sigvec d_sigvectr d_sigintrp: Csym Inlibc Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sigvec:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGVEC symbol, which indicates

?S:	that BSD

 reliable signals are supported.

?S:.

?S:d_sigvectr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGVECTOR symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the sigvec() routine is called sigvector() instead, for
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?S:	reasons known only to Hewlett-Packard.

?S:.

?S:d_sigintrp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGINTRP symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the siginterrupt() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGVEC (SIGVEC):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that BSD reliable signals are

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGVECTOR (SIGVECTOR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sigvec() routine is called

?C:	sigvector() instead, and that sigspace() is provided instead of

?C:	sigstack().  This is probably only true for HP-UX.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIGINTRP (SIGINTRP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the siginterrupt() routine

?C:	is available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sigvec HAS_SIGVEC	/**/

?H:#$d_sigvectr HAS_SIGVECTOR	/**/

?H:#$d_sigintrp HAS_SIGINTRP	/**/

?H:.

?T:val

?LINT:set d_sigvec d_sigintrp

@if

 d_sigvectr || d_sigvec || HAS_SIGVEC || HAS_SIGVECTOR

: see if sigvector exists -- since sigvec will match the substring

echo " "

if set sigvector val -f d_sigvectr; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'sigvector() found--you must be running HP-UX.' >&4

	val="$define"; set d_sigvectr; eval $setvar

	val="$define"; set d_sigvec; eval $setvar

else

: try the original name

	d_sigvectr="$undef"

	if set sigvec val -f d_sigvec; eval $csym; $val; then

		echo 'sigvec() found.' >&4

		val="$define"; set d_sigvec; eval $setvar

	else

		echo 'sigvec() not found--race conditions with signals may occur.' >&4

		val="$undef"; set d_sigvec; eval $setvar

	fi

fi

 

@end

@if d_sigintrp || HAS_SIGINTRP

: see if we have siginterrupt
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set siginterrupt d_sigintrp

eval $inlibc

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sigvec.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_rdchk.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_rdchk.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:51  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_rdchk: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_rdchk:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_RDCHK symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the rdchk() routine is available

?S:	to find out if there is input pending on an IO channel.

?S:.

?C:HAS_RDCHK (RDCHK):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the rdchk routine

 is available

?C:	to find out if there is input pending on an IO channel.  Generally

?C:	the routine is used only if FIONREAD and O_NDELAY aren't available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_rdchk HAS_RDCHK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_rdchk

: see if rdchk exists

set rdchk d_rdchk

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_rdchk.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fchdir: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fchdir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FCHDIR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fchdir() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FCHDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fchdir routine is

?C:	available to change directory using a file descriptor.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fchdir HAS_FCHDIR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fchdir

: see if fchdir exists

set fchdir d_fchdir

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fchdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_nl_langinfo: Inlibc i_langinfo

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_nl_langinfo:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_NL_LANGINFO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the nl_langinfo() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NL_LANGINFO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the nl_langinfo routine is

?C:	available to return local data.  You will also need <langinfo.h>

?C:	and therefore I_LANGINFO.
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?C:.

?H:#$d_nl_langinfo HAS_NL_LANGINFO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_nl_langinfo

?LINT:use i_langinfo

: see if nl_langinfo exists

set nl_langinfo d_nl_langinfo

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_nl_langinfo.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_usleepproto: Hasproto i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_usleepproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_USLEEP_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the usleep() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_USLEEP_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the usleep() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  A good guess is

?C:		extern int

 usleep(useconds_t);

?C:.

?H:#$d_usleepproto	HAS_USLEEP_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_usleepproto

: see if prototype for usleep is available

echo " "

set d_usleepproto usleep $i_unistd unistd.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_usleepproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setrgid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setrgid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:14  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setrgid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setrgid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETRGID symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setrgid() routine is available

?S:	to change the real gid of the current program.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETRGID (SETRGID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setrgid

 routine is available

?C:	to change the real gid of the current program.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setrgid HAS_SETRGID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setrgid

: see if setrgid exists

set setrgid d_setrgid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setrgid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2004 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strlcpy: Inlibc Hasproto d_gnulibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strlcpy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRLCPY symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strlcpy () routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRLCPY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strlcpy () routine is

?C:	available to do string copying.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strlcpy HAS_STRLCPY		/**/

?H:.

?T:d_strlcpy_proto xx1 xx2 xx3 xx4

?LINT:set d_strlcpy

: see if strlcpy exists

: We need both a prototype in string.h and the symbol in libc.

echo " "

d_strlcpy_proto=''

xx1="#$d_gnulibc HAS_GNULIBC"

xx2='#if defined(HAS_GNULIBC) && !defined(_GNU_SOURCE)'

xx3='#   define _GNU_SOURCE'

xx4='#endif'

set d_strlcpy_proto strlcpy

 literal "$xx1" literal "$xx2" literal "$xx3" literal "$xx4" define string.h

eval $hasproto

case "$d_strlcpy_proto" in

   define) # see if strlcpy exists

	set strlcpy d_strlcpy

	eval $inlibc

	;;

   *)  val=$undef

	set d_strlcpy

	eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strlcpy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: errnolist.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 15:48:01 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: errnolist.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:48:01  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS: patch61: likewise for .o replaced by $_o

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:10:54  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:errnolist errnolist_SH errnolist_a errnolist_c errnolist_o: cat \

	Compile +d_sysernlst _a _o

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:errnolist:

?S:	This variable holds the base name of a file containing the

?S:	definition

 of the sys_errnolist array, if the C library

?S:	doesn't provide it already.  Otherwise, its value is empty.

?S:	The following lines should be included in your Makefile.SH:

?S:

?S:		case "$errnolist" in

?S:		'') ;;

?S:		*)

?S:			$spitshell >>Makefile <<!GROK!THIS!

?S:		$errnolist_c: $errnolist_SH $errnolist_a

?S:			sh ./$errnolist_SH

?S:

?S:		!GROK!THIS!

?S:			;;

?S:		esac

?S:

?S:	You may define the 'errnolist' variable in your Myinit.U if you

?S:	wish to override its default value "errnolist".

?S:.

?S:errnolist_SH:

?S:	This is the name of a file which will generate errnolistc.

?S:.

?S:errnolist_a:

?S:	This is the name of the awk script called by errnolist_SH.

?S:.

?S:errnolist_c:

?S:	This is the name of a generated C file which provides the

?S:	definition of the sys_errnolist array.

?S:.

?S:errnolist_o:

?S:	This is the name of the object file which provides the
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?S:	definition of the sys_errnolist array, if the C library

?S:	doesn't provide it already.  Otherwise, its value is

 empty.

?S:.

?INIT:errnolist=errnolist

: check for sys_errnolist

@if d_sysernlst || HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST

case "$d_sysernlst" in

"$define")

   errnolist=''

   errnolist_SH=''

   errnolist_a=''

   errnolist_c=''

   errnolist_o=''

	;;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "I'll make sure your Makefile provides sys_errnolist in $errnolist.c"

   errnolist_SH=$errnolist.SH

   errnolist_a=$errnolist$_a

   errnolist_c=$errnolist.c

   errnolist_o=$errnolist$_o

	;;

esac

@else

echo " "

$cat <<EOM

Checking to see if your C library provides us with sys_errnolist[]...

EOM

$cat >errnolist.c <<'EOCP'

extern char *sys_errnolist[];

int main() {

   char *p0 = sys_errnolist[0];

   char *p1 = sys_errnolist[1];

 

   return (p0 == p1);	/* Make sure they're not optimized away */

}

EOCP

set errnolist

if eval $compile; then

   echo "It does."

   errnolist=''

   errnolist_SH=''

   errnolist_a=''

   errnolist_c=''

   errnolist_o=''

else

	echo "I'll make sure your Makefile provides sys_errnolist in $errnolist.c"
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   errnolist_SH=$errnolist.SH

    errnolist_a=$errnolist$_a

   errnolist_c=$errnolist.c

   errnolist_o=$errnolist$_o

fi

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/errnolist.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysmount.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysmount: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysmount:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSMOUNT symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/mount.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_MOUNT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/mount.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysmount	I_SYS_MOUNT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysmount

: see if this is a sys/mount.h system

set sys/mount.h i_sysmount

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_sysmount.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: packadmin.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:packadmin: cf_email Oldconfig Myread cat spackage package

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:packadmin:

?S:	Electronic mail address of the package administrator.

?S:.

: check wehther they will act as local admin for the package

$cat <<EOM

 

If you or somebody else will be maintaining $package at your site, please

fill in the correct e-mail address here so that they may be contacted

if necessary.  You may enter "none"

 for no administrator.

 

EOM

case "$packadmin" in

'') dflt="$cf_email";;

*) dflt="$packadmin";;

esac

rp="$spackage administrator e-mail address"

. ./myread

packadmin="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/packadmin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getmntent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getmntent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETMNTENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getmntent() routine is available

?S:	to iterate through mounted files to get their mount info.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETMNTENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getmntent routine is
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?C:	available to iterate through mounted file systems to get their info.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getmntent HAS_GETMNTENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getmntent

: see if getmntent exists

set getmntent d_getmntent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getmntent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sig_name.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sig_name.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  16:21:25  ram

?RCS: patch61: brand new algorithm for sig_name and (new!) sig_num

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/07/25  14:14:54  ram

?RCS: patch56: added <asm/signal.h> lookup for Linux

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/05/12  12:24:11  ram

?RCS: patch54: now looks for <linux/signal.h> too (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  07:06:57  ram

?RCS: patch30: final echo was missing to close

 awk-printed string

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:17:55  ram

?RCS: patch23: signal list now formatted to avoid scroll-ups (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:sig_name sig_name_init sig_num sig_num_init sig_count sig_size: \

	awk Signal Oldconfig rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sig_name:
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?S:	This variable holds the signal names, space separated. The leading

?S:	SIG in signal name is removed.  A ZERO is prepended to the list.

?S:	This is currently not used, sig_name_init is used instead.

?S:.

?S:sig_name_init:

?S:	This variable holds the signal names, enclosed in double quotes and

?S:	separated by commas, suitable for use in the SIG_NAME definition

?S:	below.  A "ZERO" is prepended to the list, and the list is

?S:	terminated with a plain 0.  The leading SIG in signal names

?S:	is removed. See sig_num.

?S:.

?S:sig_num:

?S:	This variable holds the signal numbers, space separated. A ZERO is

?S:	prepended

 to the list (corresponding to the fake SIGZERO).

?S:	Those numbers correspond to  the value of the signal listed

?S:	in the same place within the sig_name list.

?S:	This is currently not used, sig_num_init is used instead.

?S:.

?S:sig_num_init:

?S:	This variable holds the signal numbers, enclosed in double quotes and

?S:	separated by commas, suitable for use in the SIG_NUM definition

?S:	below.  A "ZERO" is prepended to the list, and the list is

?S:	terminated with a plain 0.

?S:.

?S:sig_count (sig_name.U):

?S:	This variable holds a number larger than the largest valid

?S:	signal number.  This is usually the same as the NSIG macro.

?S:.

?S:sig_size:

?S:	This variable contains the number of elements of the sig_name

?S:	and sig_num arrays.

?S:.

?C:SIG_NAME:

?C:	This symbol contains a list of signal names in order of

?C:	signal number. This is intended

?C:	to be used as a static array initialization, like this:

?C:		char *sig_name[] = { SIG_NAME };

?C:	The signals in the list are separated

 with commas, and each signal

?C:	is surrounded by double quotes. There is no leading SIG in the signal

?C:	name, i.e. SIGQUIT is known as "QUIT".

?C:	Gaps in the signal numbers (up to NSIG) are filled in with NUMnn,

?C:	etc., where nn is the actual signal number (e.g. NUM37).

?C:	The signal number for sig_name[i] is stored in sig_num[i].

?C:	The last element is 0 to terminate the list with a NULL.  This

?C:	corresponds to the 0 at the end of the sig_name_init list.

?C:	Note that this variable is initialized from the sig_name_init,
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?C:	not from sig_name (which is unused).

?C:.

?C:SIG_NUM:

?C:	This symbol contains a list of signal numbers, in the same order as the

?C:	SIG_NAME list. It is suitable for static array initialization, as in:

?C:		int sig_num[] = { SIG_NUM };

?C:	The signals in the list are separated with commas, and the indices

?C:	within that list and the SIG_NAME list match, so it's easy to compute

?C:	the signal name from a number or vice versa at the price of a small

?C:	dynamic

 linear lookup.

?C:	Duplicates are allowed, but are moved to the end of the list.

?C:	The signal number corresponding to sig_name[i] is sig_number[i].

?C:	if (i < NSIG) then sig_number[i] == i.

?C:	The last element is 0, corresponding to the 0 at the end of

?C:	the sig_name_init list.

?C:	Note that this variable is initialized from the sig_num_init,

?C:	not from sig_num (which is unused).

?C:.

?C:SIG_COUNT:

?C:	This variable contains a number larger than the largest

?C:	signal number.  This is usually the same as the NSIG macro.

?C:.

?C:SIG_SIZE:

?C:	This variable contains the number of elements of the SIG_NAME

?C:	and SIG_NUM arrays, excluding the final NULL entry.

?C:.

?H:#define SIG_NAME $sig_name_init		/**/

?H:#define SIG_NUM  $sig_num_init		/**/

?H:#define SIG_COUNT $sig_count			/**/

?H:#define SIG_SIZE $sig_size			/**/

?H:.

?T:i doinit

?F:!= !signal_cmd

?X:	signal.cmd creates a file  signal.lst which has two columns:

?X:	NAME  number, e.g.

?X:	 HUP 1

?X:	The list is

 sorted on signal number, with duplicates moved to

?X:	the end..

: generate list of signal names

case "$sig_num_init" in

'')

echo " "

case "$sig_name_init" in

'') doinit=yes ;;

*)  case "$sig_num_init" in

   ''|*,*) doinit=yes ;;
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   esac ;;

esac

case "$doinit" in

yes)

	echo "Generating a list of signal names and numbers..." >&4

	. ./signal_cmd

	sig_count=`$awk '/^NSIG/ { printf "%d", $2 }' signal.lst`

	sig_name=`$awk 'BEGIN { printf "ZERO " }

			!/^NSIG/ { printf "%s ", $1 }' signal.lst`

	sig_num=`$awk  'BEGIN { printf "0 " }

			!/^NSIG/ { printf "%d ", $2 }' signal.lst`

	sig_name_init=`$awk 'BEGIN	{ printf "\"ZERO\", " }

			     !/^NSIG/	{ printf "\"%s\", ", $1 }

			     END	{ printf "0\n" }' signal.lst`

	sig_num_init=`$awk  'BEGIN	{ printf "0, " }

			     !/^NSIG/	{ printf "%d, ", $2}

			     END	{ printf "0\n"}' signal.lst`

	;;

esac

echo "The following $sig_count signals are available:"

echo " "

echo $sig_name | $awk \

'BEGIN { linelen = 0 }

{

	for (i = 1; i <= NF; i++) {

		name

 = "SIG" $i " "

		linelen = linelen + length(name)

		if (linelen > 70) {

			printf "\n"

			linelen = length(name)

		}

		printf "%s", name

	}

	printf "\n"

}'

sig_size=`echo $sig_name | awk '{print NF}'`

$rm -f signal signal.c signal.awk signal.lst signal_cmd

;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/sig_name.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2012 Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:Assert: cat

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./static_assert.h

: static assertion checking include file

?X:

?X: C programs can include this file to perform STATIC_ASSERT() checks

?X: which are done at compile-time and cause the compilation to fail when

?X: the expression is false.

?X:

?X: It is sufficient to compile with: $cc -c $ccflags try.c

?X: There is no need to link the file to spot the assertion failure.

?X:

$cat >static_assert.h <<'EOC'

#define STATIC_ASSERT(expr)	\

	do { switch (0) { case ((expr) ? 1 : 0): case 0: break; } }

 while(0)

EOC

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Assert.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_asctime_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_asctime_r asctime_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_time i_systime extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_asctime_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ASCTIME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the asctime_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:asctime_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of asctime_r.
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?S:	It is zero if d_asctime_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_asctime_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ASCTIME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the asctime_r routine

?C:	is available to asctime

 re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:ASCTIME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of asctime_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_asctime_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_asctime_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_asctime_r HAS_ASCTIME_R	/**/

?H:#define ASCTIME_R_PROTO $asctime_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_asctime_r_proto

: see if asctime_r exists

set asctime_r d_asctime_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_asctime_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_time time.h $i_systime sys/time.h"

	case "$d_asctime_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_asctime_r_proto=define

		set d_asctime_r_proto asctime_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_asctime_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$asctime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* asctime_r(const struct tm*, char*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && asctime_r_proto=B_SB ;;

	esac

	case "$asctime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* asctime_r(const struct tm*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs

 && asctime_r_proto=B_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$asctime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int asctime_r(const struct tm*, char*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && asctime_r_proto=I_SB ;;

	esac

	case "$asctime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int asctime_r(const struct tm*, char*, int);'
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	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && asctime_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$asctime_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_asctime_r=undef

		asctime_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling asctime_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$asctime_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) asctime_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$asctime_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "asctime_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_asctime_r=undef

		asctime_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	asctime_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_asctime_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fpclass: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fpclass:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FPCLASS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fpclass() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FPCLASS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fpclass routine is

?C:	available to classify doubles.  Available for example in Solaris/SVR4.

?C:	The returned values are defined in <ieeefp.h> and are:

?C:
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?C:	FP_SNAN		signaling NaN

?C:	FP_QNAN		quiet NaN

?C:	FP_NINF		negative infinity

?C:	FP_PINF		positive infinity

?C:	FP_NDENORM	negative denormalized non-zero

?C:	FP_PDENORM	positive denormalized non-zero

?C:	FP_NZERO	negative zero

?C:	FP_PZERO	positive zero

?C:	FP_NNORM	negative normalized

 non-zero

?C:	FP_PNORM	positive normalized non-zero

?C:.

?H:#$d_fpclass HAS_FPCLASS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fpclass

: see if fpclass exists

set fpclass d_fpclass

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fpclass.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sigsetmk.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sigsetmk.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:23  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sigsetmk: Csym Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sigsetmk:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGSETMASK symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the sigsetmask() routine is available

?S:	to set current signal mask.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGSETMASK (SIGSETMASK):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sigsetmask()
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 routine is

?C:	available to set current signal mask. Otherwise, you should probably

?C:	emulate this by using signal(), but fear race conditions...

?C:.

?H:#$d_sigsetmk HAS_SIGSETMASK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sigsetmk

: see if sigsetmask exists

echo " "

if set sigsetmask val -f d_sigsetmk; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'sigsetmask() found.' >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "sigsetmask() not found -- We'll use signal()." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_sigsetmk

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sigsetmk.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: nametype.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: nametype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/10/29  16:26:09  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./usg and ./bsd explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:36:48  ram

?RCS: patch32: fixed typo: /etc/password -> /etc/passwd (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:10:09  ram

?RCS: patch10: made questions more explicit for 'Configure -s' prompting (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:20  ram

?RCS: Baseline

 for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:nametype d_passnames d_berknames d_usgnames: Myread Guess Oldconfig cat

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:nametype:

?S:	This variable indicates how full names are stored on this system.

?S:	Values are bsd, usg, and other.

?S:.

?S:d_passnames:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PASSNAMES symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that full names are stored in

?S:	the /etc/passwd file.

?S:.

?S:d_berknames:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PASSNAMES symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that full names are stored in

?S:	the /etc/passwd file in Berkeley format.

?S:.

?S:d_usgnames:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PASSNAMES symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that full names are stored in

?S:	the /etc/passwd file in USG format.

?S:.

?C:PASSNAMES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that full names are stored in

?C:	the /etc/passwd file.

?C:.

?C:BERKNAMES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that full

 names are stored in

?C:	the /etc/passwd file in Berkeley format (name first thing, everything

?C:	up to first comma, with & replaced by capitalized login id, yuck).

?C:.

?C:USGNAMES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that full names are stored in

?C:	the /etc/passwd file in USG format (everything after - and before ( is

?C:	the name).

?C:.

?H:#$d_passnames PASSNAMES /*  (undef to take name from ~/.fullname) */

?H:#$d_berknames BERKNAMES /* (that is, ":name,stuff:") */

?H:#$d_usgnames USGNAMES  /* (that is, ":stuff-name(stuff):") */

?H:.

: find out how to find out full name

case "$d_berknames" in

"$define")

	dflt=y;;

"$undef")

	dflt=n;;

*)

	if ./bsd; then
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		dflt=y

	elif ./xenix; then

		dflt=y

	else

		dflt=n

	fi

	;;

esac

$cat <<'EOM'

 

Does your /etc/passwd file keep full names in Berkeley/V7 format (name first

thing after ':' in GCOS field)?  In that case, a typical entry in the password

file looks like this:

 

   guest:**paswword**:10:100:Mister Guest User:/usr/users:/bin/sh

 

                             ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

EOM

rp="Berkeley/V7 format for full name in /etc/passwd?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y*) d_passnames="$define"

	d_berknames="$define"

	d_usgnames="$undef"

	nametype=bsd

	;;

*)

	case "$d_usgnames" in

	"$define") dflt=y;;

	"$undef") dflt=n;;

	*)

		if ./usg; then

			dflt=y

		else

			dflt=n

		fi

		;;

	esac

$cat <<'EOM'

 

Does your passwd file keep full names in USG format (name sandwiched between a

'-' and a '(')?  In that case, a typical entry in the password file looks like

this:

 

   guest:**paswword**:10:100:000-Mister Guest User(000):/usr/users:/bin/sh

                                 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

EOM

	rp="USG format for full name in /etc/passwd?"
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	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*) echo "Full name will be taken from ~/.fullname"

		d_passnames="$undef"

		d_berknames="$undef"

		d_usgnames="$undef"

		nametype=other

		;;

	*)

		d_passnames="$define"

		d_berknames="$undef"

		d_usgnames="$define"

		nametype=usg

		;;

	esac;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/nametype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_remainder: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_remainder:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_REMAINDER symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the remainder() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_REMAINDER:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the remainder routine is

?C:	available to return the floating-point remainder.

?C:.

?H:#$d_remainder HAS_REMAINDER		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_remainder

: see if remainder exists

set remainder d_remainder

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_remainder.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id: d_setreuid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setreuid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:13  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setreuid d_setresuid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setreuid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETREUID if setreuid() is

?S:	available to change the real and effective uid of the current

?S:	process.

?S:.

?S:d_setresuid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETREUID if setresuid() is

?S:	available to change

 the real, effective and saved uid of the current

?S:	process.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETREUID (SETREUID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setreuid routine is

?C:	available to change the real and effective uid of the current

?C:	process.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SETRESUID (SETRESUID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setresuid routine is

?C:	available to change the real, effective and saved uid of the current

?C:	process.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setreuid HAS_SETREUID		/**/

?H:#$d_setresuid HAS_SETRESUID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setreuid d_setresuid

: see if setreuid exists

set setreuid d_setreuid

eval $inlibc

set setresuid d_setresuid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setreuid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_dirent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:20:01  ram

?RCS: patch36: failed scanning for 'd_namlen' with missing <dirent.h> (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/06/20  07:01:25  ram

?RCS: patch30: added direntrytype for hints, merely for NeXT (ADO)

?RCS: patch30: now checks for both struct dirent and direct (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:22:37  ram

?RCS: patch27: new variable direntrytype for proper type setting (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24 

 14:11:15  ram

?RCS: patch16: added new Direntry_t pseudo-type for directory entries

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit looks whether there is a dirent system or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_dirent d_dirnamlen direntrytype: test contains Setvar \

	Myread Findhdr cppstdin cppflags cppminus rm_try

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_dirent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_DIRENT, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <dirent.h>.

?S:.

?S:d_dirnamlen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines DIRNAMLEN, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that the length of directory entry names is

?S:	provided by a d_namelen field.

?S:.

?S:direntrytype:
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?S:	This symbol is set to 'struct direct' or 'struct dirent' depending on

?S:	whether dirent is available or not. You should use this pseudo type to

?S:	portably declare your directory entries.

?S:.

?C:I_DIRENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program

 that it should

?C:	include <dirent.h>. Using this symbol also triggers the definition

?C:	of the Direntry_t define which ends up being 'struct dirent' or

?C:	'struct direct' depending on the availability of <dirent.h>.

?C:.

?C:DIRNAMLEN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that the length

?C:	of directory entry names is provided by a d_namlen field.  Otherwise

?C:	you need to do strlen() on the d_name field.

?C:.

?C:Direntry_t:

?C:	This symbol is set to 'struct direct' or 'struct dirent' depending on

?C:	whether dirent is available or not. You should use this pseudo type to

?C:	portably declare your directory entries.

?C:.

?H:#$i_dirent I_DIRENT		/**/

?H:#$d_dirnamlen DIRNAMLEN	/**/

?H:?%<:@if I_DIRENT && Direntry_t

?H:?%<:#define Direntry_t $direntrytype

?H:?%<:@end

?H:.

?T:xinc guess1 guess2

?LINT:set i_dirent d_dirnamlen

: see if this is a dirent system

echo " "

if xinc=`./findhdr dirent.h`; $test "$xinc"; then

	val="$define"

	echo "<dirent.h> found." >&4

else

	val="$undef"

	if

 xinc=`./findhdr sys/dir.h`; $test "$xinc"; then

		echo "<sys/dir.h> found." >&4

		echo " "

	else

		xinc=`./findhdr sys/ndir.h`

	fi

	echo "<dirent.h> NOT found." >&4

fi

set i_dirent

eval $setvar
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?X: Use struct dirent or struct direct?   If we're using dirent.h,

?X: it's probably struct dirent, but apparently not always.

?X: Assume $xinc still contains the name of the header file we're using.

@if direntrytype || Direntry_t

: Look for type of directory structure.

echo " "

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < "$xinc" > try.c

 

case "$direntrytype" in

''|' ')

	case "$i_dirent" in

	$define) guess1='struct dirent' ;;

	*) guess1='struct direct'  ;;

	esac

	;;

*)	guess1="$direntrytype"

	;;

esac

 

case "$guess1" in

'struct dirent') guess2='struct direct' ;;

*) guess2='struct dirent' ;;

esac

		

if $contains "$guess1" try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	direntrytype="$guess1"

	echo "Your directory entries are $direntrytype." >&4

elif $contains "$guess2" try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	direntrytype="$guess2"

	echo

 "Your directory entries seem to be $direntrytype." >&4

else

	echo "I don't recognize your system's directory entries." >&4

	rp="What type is used for directory entries on this system?"

	dflt="$guess1"

	. ./myread

	direntrytype="$ans"

fi

$rm_try

 

@end

 

@if d_dirnamlen || DIRNAMLEN

: see if the directory entry stores field length

echo " "

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < "$xinc" > try.c

if $contains 'd_namlen' try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Good, your directory entry keeps length information in d_namlen." >&4
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	val="$define"

else

	echo "Your directory entry does not know about the d_namlen field." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_dirnamlen

eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_dirent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_usleep.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_usleep.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:53  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_usleep: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_usleep:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_USLEEP if usleep() is

?S:	available to do high granularity sleeps.

?S:.

?C:HAS_USLEEP (USLEEP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the usleep routine is

?C:	available to let the process sleep on a sub-second accuracy.

?C:.

?H:#$d_usleep

 HAS_USLEEP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_usleep

: see if usleep exists

set usleep d_usleep

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_usleep.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: pidtype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:31:27  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:33  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:pidtype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:pidtype:

?S:	This variable defines PIDTYPE to be something like pid_t, int,

?S:	ushort, or whatever type is used to declare process ids in the kernel.

?S:.

?C:Pid_t (PIDTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type

 used to declare process ids in the kernel.

?C:	It can be int, uint, pid_t, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Pid_t $pidtype		/* PID type */

?H:.

: see what type pids are declared as in the kernel

set pid_t pidtype int stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

dflt="$pidtype"

echo " "

rp="What type are process ids on this system declared as?"

. ./myread

pidtype="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/pidtype.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ulimit.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_ulimit.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:51  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ulimit: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ulimit:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_ULIMIT if ulimit() is

?S:	available to get the user limits.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ULIMIT (ULIMIT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ulimit system call is

?C:	available to get the user limits.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ulimit HAS_ULIMIT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_ulimit

: see if ulimit exists

set ulimit d_ulimit

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_ulimit.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_msghdr_s: Hasstruct i_systypes d_socket i_sysuio Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_msghdr_s:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRUCT_MSGHDR symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the struct msghdr is supported.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRUCT_MSGHDR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the struct msghdr

?C:	is supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_msghdr_s HAS_STRUCT_MSGHDR	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_msghdr_s

: Check for msghdr_s

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if your system supports struct msghdr..." >&4

set d_msghdr_s msghdr $i_systypes sys/types.h $d_socket sys/socket.h $i_sysuio sys/uio.h

eval $hasstruct

case "$d_msghdr_s" in

"$define")      echo "Yes, it does."   ;;

*)              echo "No, it doesn't."

 ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_msghdr_s.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# $Id: errnolist.sh,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 14:00:00 ram Exp ram $

#

#  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

# 

#  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

#  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

#  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

#  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

#  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

#

# Original Author: Harlan Stenn <harlan@mumps.pfcs.com>

#

# $Log: errnolist.sh,v $

# Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:00:00  ram

# patch16: changed top ln-style config.sh lookup into test-style one

#

# Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:36  ram

# Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

#

 

case $CONFIG in
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'')

	if test -f config.sh; then TOP=.;

	elif test -f ../config.sh; then TOP=..;

	elif test -f ../../config.sh; then TOP=../..;

	elif test -f ../../../config.sh; then TOP=../../..;

	elif

 test -f ../../../../config.sh; then TOP=../../../..;

	else

		echo "Can't find config.sh."; exit 1

	fi

	. $TOP/config.sh

	;;

esac

case "$0" in

*/*) cd `expr X$0 : 'X\(.*\)/'` ;;

esac

case "$errnolistc" in

'') ;;

*)

	echo "Making $errnolistc ..."

	awk -f errnolist.a < /usr/include/sys/errno.h > $errnolistc

	echo "It would be a good idea to make sure that $errnolistc is correct."

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/errnolist.SH

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_nextafter: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_nextafter:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_NEXTAFTER if nextafter()

?S:	is available to return the next machine representable double from

?S:	x in direction y.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NEXTAFTER:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the nextafter routine is

?C:	available to return the next machine representable double from

?C:	x in direction y.

?C:.

?H:#$d_nextafter HAS_NEXTAFTER		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_nextafter

: see if nextafter exists
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set nextafter d_nextafter

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_nextafter.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_memchr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:32  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memchr: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memchr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMCHR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memchr() routine is available

?S:	to scan a block of memory for a character.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMCHR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memchr routine is available

?C:	to scan a block of memory for a character.

  If undefined, roll your own.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memchr HAS_MEMCHR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_memchr

: see if memchr exists

set memchr d_memchr

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_memchr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_pthread: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_pthread:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_PTHREAD symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <pthread.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_PTHREAD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <pthread.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_pthread   I_PTHREAD	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_pthread

: see if POSIX threads are available

set pthread.h i_pthread

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/i_pthread.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sbrkproto: Hasproto i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sbrkproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SBRK_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the sbrk() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.
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?C:HAS_SBRK_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the sbrk() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  Good guesses are

?C:		extern void* sbrk(int);

?C:		extern

 void* sbrk(size_t);

?C:.

?H:#$d_sbrkproto	HAS_SBRK_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sbrkproto

: see if prototype for sbrk is available

echo " "

set d_sbrkproto sbrk $i_unistd unistd.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sbrkproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getlogin.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getlogin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:41  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getlogin: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getlogin:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETLOGIN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getlogin() routine is available

?S:	to get the login name.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETLOGIN :

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates that the getlogin routine is

?C:	available to get the login name.
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?C:.

?H:#$d_getlogin HAS_GETLOGIN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getlogin

: see if getlogin exists

set getlogin d_getlogin

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getlogin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: pidtype.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/08/29 16:31:27 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: pidtype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:31:27  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:33  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:pidtype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:pidtype:

?S:	This variable defines PIDTYPE to be something like pid_t, int,

?S:	ushort, or whatever type is used to declare process ids in the kernel.

?S:.

?C:Pid_t (PIDTYPE):

?C:	This

 symbol holds the type used to declare process ids in the kernel.

?C:	It can be int, uint, pid_t, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Pid_t $pidtype		/* PID type */

?H:.

?LINT: set pidtype

: see what type pids are declared as in the kernel

rp="What is the type of process ids on this system?"

set pid_t pidtype int stdio.h sys/types.h
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eval $typedef_ask

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/pidtype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_perror.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_perror.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:11:38  ram

?RCS: patch32: always define HAS_PERROR even when not used in C code

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_perror: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_perror:

?S:	This variable conditionally remaps perror to a null action and

?S:	defines the symbol HAS_PERROR, which indicates to the C program

?S:	that the perror()

 routine is not available to print system

?S:	error messages.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PERROR ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the perror() routine is

?C:	available to print system error messages. If not defined, you should

?C:	use your own diagnostic routine...

?C:.

?C:perror ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol is maped to null if the  perror() routine is not

?C:	available to print system error messages.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$d_perror HAS_PERROR	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifndef HAS_PERROR

?H:?%<:#define perror(s)	;		/* mapped to a null statement */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:set d_perror
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: see if perror exists

set perror d_perror

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_perror.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_finite: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_finite:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FINITE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the finite() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FINITE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the finite routine is

?C:	available to check whether a double is finite (non-infinity non-NaN).

?C:.

?H:#$d_finite HAS_FINITE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_finite

: see if finite exists

set finite d_finite

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_finite.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_stat.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_stat.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:28  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_stat: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_stat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STAT if stat() is

?S:	available to get file status.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STAT (STAT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the stat routine is

?C:	available to get file status.

?C:.

?H:#$d_stat HAS_STAT	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_stat

: see if stat exists

set

 stat d_stat

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_stat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_systimeb.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_systimeb.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:37  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit looks wether <sys/timeb.h> should be included

?X: or not when using ftime() (for struct timeb definition).

?X:

?X:	Force looking for <sys/time.h> for struct timeb.

?X:INC: i_systime

?MAKE:i_systimeb: test contains Loc Setvar Findhdr
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_systimeb:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_TIMEB,

 which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <sys/timeb.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_TIMEB (I_SYSTIMEB):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/timeb.h>, in order to define struct timeb (some systems

?C:	define this in <sys/time.h>). This is useful when using ftime().

?C:	You should include <sys/time.h> if I_SYS_TIMEB is not defined,

?C:	nor is I_SYS_TIME.

?C:.

?H:#$i_systimeb I_SYS_TIMEB		/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx

?LINT:set i_systimeb

: see where struct timeb is defined

echo " "

xxx=`./findhdr sys/timeb.h`

if $test "$xxx"; then

	if $contains 'struct timeb' $xxx >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

		echo "You have struct timeb defined in <sys/timeb.h>." >&4

	else

		val="$undef"

		echo "Assuming struct timeb is defined in <sys/time.h>." >&4

	fi

else

	val="$undef"

echo "No <sys/timeb.h> -- Assuming struct timeb is defined in <sys/time.h>." >&4

fi

set i_systimeb

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_systimeb.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: cf_name.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cf_name.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  14:29:36  ram

?RCS: patch23: fixed user name computation from /etc/passwd in bsd systems

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:05:11  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:+cf_name: cf_by passcat Filexp nametype cat test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cf_name:

?S:	Full name of the person who ran the Configure script and

 answered the

?S:	questions. This can be used by units that require the user's full name.

?S:	This variable is for internal use only.

?S:.

?T:xxx fn NAME

: figure out their full name

case "$NAME" in

'') case "$nametype" in

	other)

		fn=`./filexp ~/.fullname`

		xxx=usg

		$test -f $fn && xxx=other

		;;

	*)

		xxx="$nametype"

		;;

	esac

 

	case "$xxx" in

	bsd)

		cf_name=`$passcat | grep "^$cf_by:" | \

			sed -e 's/^[^:]*:[^:]*:[^:]*:[^:]*:\([^:]*\):.*/\1/' \

			-e 's/,.*//'`

		;;

   usg)

		cf_name=`$passcat | grep "^$cf_by:" | \

			sed -e 's/^[^:]*:[^:]*:[^:]*:[^:]*:\([^:]*\):.*/\1/' \

			-e 's/[^-]*-\(.*\)(.*)/\1/'`

		;;

	*)

		cf_name=`$cat $fn`

		;;
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	esac

	;;

*)

	cf_name="$NAME"

	;;

esac

?X:

?X: In the original unit, Graham asked for the user name, in case the above

?X: code was unable to figure it out correctly. Since now cf_name has been

?X: made an internal variable only (i.e. it is not saved in config.sh), letting

?X: the user override the computed default each time would be a pain.

?X:

 Therefore, I have decided to trust the above code to get it right, and for

?X: those rare cases where it will fail, too bad :-) --RAM.

?X:

echo " "

echo "Pleased to meet you, $cf_name."

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cf_name.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setpgrp2.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setpgrp2.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:10  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setpgrp2: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setpgrp2:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETPGRP2 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setpgrp2() (as in DG/UX) routine

?S:	is available to set the current process group.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPGRP2 (SETPGRP2):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the

 setpgrp2() (as in DG/UX)

?C:	routine is available to set the current process group.
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?C:.

?H:#$d_setpgrp2 HAS_SETPGRP2		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setpgrp2

: see if setpgrp2 exists

set setpgrp2 d_setpgrp2

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setpgrp2.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_mblen.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mblen.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:09:40  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mblen: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mblen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MBLEN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mblen() routine is available

?S:	to find the number of bytes in a multibye character.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MBLEN:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the mblen routine is available

?C:	to find the number of bytes in a multibye character.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mblen HAS_MBLEN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mblen

: see if mblen exists

set mblen d_mblen

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_mblen.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setpwent.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setpwent.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setpwent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setpwent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETPWENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setpwent() routine is available

?S:	for initializing sequential access to the passwd database.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPWENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setpwent routine is

?C:	available for initializing sequential access of the passwd database.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setpwent HAS_SETPWENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setpwent

: see if setpwent exists

set setpwent d_setpwent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_setpwent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fchown.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fchown.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fchown: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fchown:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FCHOWN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fchown() routine is available

?S:	to change ownership of opened files.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FCHOWN (FCHOWN):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fchown routine is available

?C:	to

 change ownership of opened files.  If unavailable, use chown().

?C:.

?H:#$d_fchown HAS_FCHOWN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fchown

: see if fchown exists

set fchown d_fchown

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fchown.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_regex.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Sidney C. Smith <scsmith@cbda9.apgea.army.mil>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_regex.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/30  14:35:45  ram

?RCS: patch49: created

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_regex: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_regex:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_REGEX symbol, which
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?S:	indicates to the C program that <regex.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_REGEX:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <regex.h> exists

 and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_regex I_REGEX	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_regex

: see if regex is available

set regex.h i_regex

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_regex.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: n.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: n.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:19  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:n c: contains

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:n:

?S:	This variable contains the -n flag if that is what causes the echo

?S:	command to suppress newline.  Otherwise it is null.  Correct usage is

?S:	    $echo $n "prompt for a question: $c".

?S:.

?S:c:

?S:	This variable contains the \c string if that is what causes the echo

?S:	command to suppress newline.

  Otherwise it is null.  Correct usage is

?S:	    $echo $n "prompt for a question: $c".

?S:.

: first determine how to suppress newline on echo command
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echo " "

echo "Checking echo to see how to suppress newlines..."

(echo "hi there\c" ; echo " ") >.echotmp

if $contains c .echotmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "...using -n."

	n='-n'

	c=''

else

	cat <<'EOM'

...using \c

EOM

	n=''

	c='\c'

fi

echo $n "The star should be here-->$c"

echo '*'

rm -f .echotmp

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/n.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getservbyname_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getservbyname_r getservbyname_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getservbyname_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETSERVBYNAME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getservbyname_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getservbyname_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getservbyname_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getservbyname_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getservbyname_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSERVBYNAME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates
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 that the getservbyname_r routine

?C:	is available to getservbyname re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETSERVBYNAME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getservbyname_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getservbyname_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getservbyname_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getservbyname_r HAS_GETSERVBYNAME_R	/**/

?H:#define GETSERVBYNAME_R_PROTO $getservbyname_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getservbyname_r_proto

: see if getservbyname_r exists

set getservbyname_r d_getservbyname_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getservbyname_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getservbyname_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getservbyname_r_proto=define

		set d_getservbyname_r_proto getservbyname_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getservbyname_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getservbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getservbyname_r(const char*, const char*, struct servent*, char*,

 size_t, struct servent**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservbyname_r_proto=I_CCSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getservbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct servent* getservbyname_r(const char*, const char*, struct servent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservbyname_r_proto=S_CCSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getservbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getservbyname_r(const char*, const char*, struct servent*, struct servent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservbyname_r_proto=I_CCSD ;;

	esac

	case "$getservbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getservbyname_r=undef

		getservbyname_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getservbyname_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getservbyname_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getservbyname_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getservbyname_r_proto" ;;

		esac
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		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getservbyname_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getservbyname_r=undef

		getservbyname_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getservbyname_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getservbyname_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999-2016 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_PRIfldbl sPRIfldbl d_PRIgldbl d_PRIFUldbl sPRIGUldbl d_PRIEUldbl \

	sPRIgldbl d_PRIeldbl sPRIeldbl sPRIFUldbl d_PRIGUldbl sPRIEUldbl \

	d_SCNfldbl  d_double_style_vax d_double_style_ieee \

	d_double_style_ibm d_double_style_cray d_double_has_subnormals \

	d_double_has_inf d_double_has_nan d_double_has_negative_zero \

	sSCNfldbl doublekind: \

	d_longdbl longdblsize doublesize uselongdouble test echo cat rm_try \

	Setvar Compile run i_stdlib osname gccversion ccflags

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:doublekind:

?S:	This variable, if defined, encodes the type of a double:

?S:	 1 = IEEE 754 32-bit little endian,

?S:	 2 = IEEE 754 32-bit big endian,

?S:	 3 = IEEE 754 64-bit little endian,

?S:	 4 = IEEE

 754 64-bit big endian,

?S:	 5 = IEEE 754 128-bit little endian,

?S:	 6 = IEEE 754 128-bit big endian,

?S:	 7 = IEEE 754 64-bit mixed endian le-be,

?S:	 8 = IEEE 754 64-bit mixed endian be-le,
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?S:	 9 = VAX 32bit little endian F float format

?S:	10 = VAX 64bit little endian D float format

?S:	11 = VAX 64bit little endian G float format

?S:	12 = IBM 32bit format

?S:	13 = IBM 64bit format

?S:	14 = Cray 64bit format

?S:	-1 = unknown format.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIfldbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIfldbl symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print long doubles.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIgldbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIfldbl symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print long doubles.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIeldbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIfldbl symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print long doubles.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIFUldbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIfldbl symbol, which

?S:	indicates

 that stdio has a symbol to print long doubles.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from d_PRIfldbl so that even

?S:	case-blind systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIGUldbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIfldbl symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print long doubles.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from d_PRIgldbl so that even

?S:	case-blind systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIEUldbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIfldbl symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print long doubles.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from d_PRIeldbl so that even

?S:	case-blind systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?S:d_SCNfldbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIfldbl symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to scan long doubles.

?S:.

?S:sPRIfldbl:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format long doubles (format 'f') for

 output.

?S:.
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?S:sPRIgldbl:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format long doubles (format 'g') for output.

?S:.

?S:sPRIeldbl:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format long doubles (format 'e') for output.

?S:.

?S:sPRIFUldbl:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format long doubles (format 'F') for output.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from sPRIfldbl so that even

?S:	case-blind systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?S:sPRIGUldbl:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format long doubles (format 'G') for output.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from sPRIgldbl so that even

?S:	case-blind systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?S:sPRIEUldbl:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format long doubles (format 'E') for output.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from sPRIeldbl so that even

?S:	case-blind

 systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?S:sSCNfldbl:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format long doubles (format 'f') for input.

?S:.

?S:d_double_has_inf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_HAS_INF

?S:	which indicates that the double type has an infinity.

?S:.

?S:d_double_has_nan:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_HAS_NAN

?S:	which indicates that the double type has a not-a-number.

?S:.

?S:d_double_has_negative_zero:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_HAS_NEGATIVE_ZERO

?S:	which indicates that the double type has a negative zero.

?S:.

?S:d_double_has_subnormals:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_HAS_SUBNORMALS

?S:	which indicates that the double type has subnormals (denormals).

?S:.

?S:d_double_style_cray:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_STYLE_CRAY

?S:	which indicates that the double is the 64-bit CRAY mainframe

 format.

?S:.

?S:d_double_style_ibm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_STYLE_IBM,

?S:	which indicates that the double is the 64-bit IBM mainframe format.

?S:.

?S:d_double_style_ieee:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE,

?S:	which indicates that the double is the 64-bit IEEE 754.

?S:.

?S:d_double_style_vax:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOUBLE_STYLE_VAX,

?S:	which indicates that the double is the 64-bit VAX format D or G.

?S:.

?C:PERL_PRIfldbl:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format long doubles (format 'f') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIgldbl:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format long doubles (format 'g') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIeldbl:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format long doubles (format 'e') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIFldbl:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio

 to

?C:	format long doubles (format 'f') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIGldbl:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format long doubles (format 'g') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIEldbl:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format long doubles (format 'e') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_SCNfldbl:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format long doubles (format 'f') for input.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLEKIND:

?C:	DOUBLEKIND will be one of

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_32_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN
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?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_32_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_MIXED_ENDIAN_LE_BE

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_MIXED_ENDIAN_BE_LE

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_VAX_F_FLOAT

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_VAX_D_FLOAT

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_VAX_G_FLOAT

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IBM_SINGLE_32_BIT

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_IBM_DOUBLE_64_BIT

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_CRAY_SINGLE_64_BIT

?C:	DOUBLE_IS_UNKNOWN_FORMAT

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_HAS_INF:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the double has

?C:	the infinity.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_HAS_NAN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the double has

?C:	the not-a-number.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_HAS_NEGATIVE_ZERO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the double has

?C:	the negative_zero.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_HAS_SUBNORMALS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the double has

?C:	the subnormals (denormals).

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_STYLE_CRAY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the double is

?C:	the 64-bit CRAY mainframe format.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_STYLE_IBM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the double is

?C:	the 64-bit IBM mainframe format.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the double is

?C:	the 64-bit IEEE 754.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLE_STYLE_VAX:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the double is

?C:	the 64-bit VAX format D or G.

?C:.
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?LINT:known

 DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_32_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_32_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_MIXED_ENDIAN_LE_BE

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_MIXED_ENDIAN_BE_LE

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_VAX_F_FLOAT

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_VAX_D_FLOAT

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_VAX_G_FLOAT

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IBM_SINGLE_32_BIT

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_IBM_DOUBLE_64_BIT

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_CRAY_SINGLE_64_BIT

?LINT:known DOUBLE_IS_UNKNOWN_FORMAT

?H:#define DOUBLEKIND $doublekind		/**/

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_32_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN	1

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_32_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN	2

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN	3

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN	4

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN	5

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define

 DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN	6

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_MIXED_ENDIAN_LE_BE	7

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_64_BIT_MIXED_ENDIAN_BE_LE	8

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_VAX_F_FLOAT	9

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_VAX_D_FLOAT	10

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_VAX_G_FLOAT	11

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IBM_SINGLE_32_BIT	12

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_IBM_DOUBLE_64_BIT	13

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_CRAY_SINGLE_64_BIT	14

?H:?DOUBLEKIND:#define DOUBLE_IS_UNKNOWN_FORMAT		-1

?H:#$d_PRIfldbl PERL_PRIfldbl	$sPRIfldbl	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIgldbl PERL_PRIgldbl	$sPRIgldbl	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIeldbl PERL_PRIeldbl	$sPRIeldbl	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIFUldbl PERL_PRIFldbl	$sPRIFUldbl	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIGUldbl PERL_PRIGldbl	$sPRIGUldbl	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIEUldbl PERL_PRIEldbl	$sPRIEUldbl	/**/

?H:#$d_SCNfldbl PERL_SCNfldbl	$sSCNfldbl	/**/

?H:#$d_double_has_inf DOUBLE_HAS_INF

?H:#$d_double_has_nan DOUBLE_HAS_NAN

?H:#$d_double_has_negative_zero

 DOUBLE_HAS_NEGATIVE_ZERO

?H:#$d_double_has_subnormals DOUBLE_HAS_SUBNORMALS

?H:#$d_double_style_cray DOUBLE_STYLE_CRAY

?H:#$d_double_style_ibm DOUBLE_STYLE_IBM

?H:#$d_double_style_ieee DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE
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?H:#$d_double_style_vax DOUBLE_STYLE_VAX

?H:.

?T:yyy message saveccflags

?F:!try

?LINT:change ccflags

?LINT:change uselongdouble

: Check what kind of doubles your system has

$echo "Checking the kind of doubles you have..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOP

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#define DOUBLESIZE $doublesize

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <stdio.h>

static const double d = -0.1;

int main() {

 unsigned const char* b = (unsigned const char*)(&d);

#if DOUBLESIZE == 4

 if (b[0] == 0xCD && b[3] == 0xBD) {

   /* IEEE 754 32-bit little-endian */

   printf("1\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xBD && b[3] == 0xCD) {

   /* IEEE 754 32-bit big-endian */

   printf("2\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xCC && b[3] == 0xCC) {

   /* VAX format F, 32-bit

 PDP-style mixed endian. */

   printf("9\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xC0 && b[3] == 0x9A) {

   /* IBM single 32-bit */

   printf("12\n");

   exit(0);

 }

#endif

#if DOUBLESIZE == 8

 if (b[0] == 0x9A && b[7] == 0xBF) {

   /* IEEE 754 64-bit little-endian */

   printf("3\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xBF && b[7] == 0x9A) {
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   /* IEEE 754 64-bit big-endian */

   printf("4\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0x99 && b[3] == 0xBF && b[4] == 0x9A && b[7] == 0x99) {

  /* ARM mixed endian: two little-endian 32-bit floats, in big endian order:

   * 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 (MSB = 7, LSB = 0)

   * 99 99 b9 bf 9a 99 99 99 */

   printf("7\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0x99 && b[3] == 0x9A && b[4] == 0xBF && b[7] == 0x99) {

  /* The opposite of case 7, mixed endian: two big-endian 32-bit floats,

   * in little endian order: 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 (MSB = 7, LSB = 0)

   * 99 99 99 9a bf b9 99 99 */

   printf("8\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xCC && b[7] == 0xCC) {

  /* VAX

 format D, 64-bit PDP-style mixed endian. */

   printf("10\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xD9 && b[7] == 0x99) {

  /* VAX format G, 64-bit PDP-style mixed endian. */

   printf("11\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xC0 && b[7] == 0x9A) {

   /* IBM double 64-bit */

   printf("13\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xBF && b[7] == 0xCD) {

   /* CRAY single 64-bit */

   printf("14\n");

   exit(0);

 }

#endif

#if DOUBLESIZE == 16

 if (b[0] == 0x9A && b[15] == 0xBF) {

   /* IEEE 754 128-bit little-endian */

   printf("5\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xBF && b[15] == 0x9A) {

   /* IEEE 754 128-bit big-endian */
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   printf("6\n");

   exit(0);

 }

#endif

 /* Then there are old mainframe/miniframe formats like IBM and CRAY.

  * Whether those environments can still build Perl is debatable. */

 printf("-1\n"); /* unknown */

 exit(0);

}

EOP

set try

if eval $compile; then

   doublekind=`$run ./try`

else

   doublekind=-1

fi

case "$doublekind" in

1) echo "You have IEEE

 754 32-bit little endian doubles." >&4 ;;

2) echo "You have IEEE 754 32-bit big endian doubles." >&4 ;;

3) echo "You have IEEE 754 64-bit little endian doubles." >&4 ;;

4) echo "You have IEEE 754 64-bit big endian doubles." >&4 ;;

5) echo "You have IEEE 754 128-bit little endian doubles." >&4 ;;

6) echo "You have IEEE 754 128-bit big endian doubles." >&4 ;;

7) echo "You have IEEE 754 64-bit mixed endian doubles (32-bit LEs in BE)." >&4 ;;

8) echo "You have IEEE 754 64-bit mixed endian doubles (32-bit BEs in LE)." >&4 ;;

9) echo "You have VAX format F 32-bit PDP-style mixed endian doubles." >&4 ;;

10) echo "You have VAX format D 64-bit PDP-style mixed endian doubles." >&4 ;;

11) echo "You have VAX format G 64-bit PDP-style mixed endian doubles." >&4 ;;

12) echo "You have IBM short 32-bit doubles." >&4 ;;

13) echo "You have IBM long 64-bit doubles." >&4 ;;

14) echo "You have Cray single 64-bit doubles." >&4 ;;

*) echo "Cannot figure out your double.  You Cyber, or something?" >&4 ;;

esac

d_double_style_ieee=$undef

d_double_style_vax=$undef

d_double_style_ibm=$undef

d_double_style_cray=$undef

case

 "$doublekind" in

1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8) d_double_style_ieee=$define ;;

9|10|11) d_double_style_vax=$define ;;

12|13) d_double_style_ibm=$define ;;

14) d_double_style_cray=$define ;;

esac

case "$d_double_style_ieee" in

$define)

   d_double_has_inf=$define
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   d_double_has_nan=$define

   d_double_has_negative_zero=$define

   d_double_has_subnormals=$define

   ;;

*)

   d_double_has_inf=$undef

   d_double_has_nan=$undef

   d_double_has_negative_zero=$undef

   d_double_has_subnormals=$undef

   ;;

esac

$rm_try

 

: Check print/scan long double stuff

echo " "

 

if $test X"$d_longdbl" = X"$define"; then

 

echo "Checking how to print long doubles..." >&4

 

if $test X"$sPRIfldbl" = X -a X"$doublesize" = X"$longdblsize"; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 double d = 123.456;

 printf("%.3f\n", d);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run

 ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		123.456)

			sPRIfldbl='"f"'; sPRIgldbl='"g"'; sPRIeldbl='"e"';

			sPRIFUldbl='"F"'; sPRIGUldbl='"G"'; sPRIEUldbl='"E"';

			echo "We will use %f."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRIfldbl" = X; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
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 long double d = 123.456;

 printf("%.3Lf\n", d);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		123.456)

			sPRIfldbl='"Lf"'; sPRIgldbl='"Lg"'; sPRIeldbl='"Le"';

			sPRIFUldbl='"LF"'; sPRIGUldbl='"LG"'; sPRIEUldbl='"LE"';

			echo "We will use %Lf."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRIfldbl" = X; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 long double d = 123.456;

 printf("%.3llf\n", d);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		123.456)

			sPRIfldbl='"llf"'; sPRIgldbl='"llg"'; sPRIeldbl='"lle"';

			sPRIFUldbl='"llF"'; sPRIGUldbl='"llG"'; sPRIEUldbl='"llE"';

			echo "We

 will use %llf."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRIfldbl" = X; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 long double d = 123.456;

 printf("%.3lf\n", d);

}
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EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		123.456)

			sPRIfldbl='"lf"'; sPRIgldbl='"lg"'; sPRIeldbl='"le"';

			sPRIFUldbl='"lF"'; sPRIGUldbl='"lG"'; sPRIEUldbl='"lE"';

			echo "We will use %lf."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRIfldbl" = X; then

	echo "Cannot figure out how to print long doubles." >&4

else

	sSCNfldbl=$sPRIfldbl	# expect consistency

fi

 

$rm_try

 

fi # d_longdbl

 

case "$sPRIfldbl" in

'')	d_PRIfldbl="$undef"; d_PRIgldbl="$undef"; d_PRIeldbl="$undef";

	d_PRIFUldbl="$undef"; d_PRIGUldbl="$undef"; d_PRIEUldbl="$undef";

	d_SCNfldbl="$undef";

	;;

*)	d_PRIfldbl="$define"; d_PRIgldbl="$define"; d_PRIeldbl="$define";

	d_PRIFUldbl="$define"; d_PRIGUldbl="$define"; d_PRIEUldbl="$define";

	d_SCNfldbl="$define";

	;;

esac

 

: Before committing on uselongdouble,

 see whether that looks sane.

if $test "$uselongdouble" = "$define"; then

   message=""

   echo " "

   echo "Checking if your long double math functions work right..." >&4

   $cat > try.c <<EOF

#include <math.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 printf("%"$sPRIgldbl"\n", sqrtl(logl(expl(cosl(sinl(0.0L))))+powl(2.0L, 3.0L)));

}

EOF
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   case "$osname:$gccversion" in

   aix:)	saveccflags="$ccflags"

		ccflags="$ccflags -qlongdouble" ;; # to avoid core dump

   esac

   set try

   if eval $compile_ok; then

     yyy=`$run ./try`

   fi

   case "$yyy" in

   3) echo "Your long double math functions are working correctly." >&4 ;;

   *) echo "Your long double math functions are broken, not using long doubles." >&4

      uselongdouble=$undef

      ;;

   esac

   $rm_try

   case "$osname:$gccversion" in

   aix:)	ccflags="$saveccflags" ;; # restore

   esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/longdblfio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vaproto.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Orginal Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vaproto.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:17:16  ram

?RCS: patch16: definition of _V now appears only when needed

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:59  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:vaproto: prototype i_stdarg Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:vaproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines CAN_VAPROTO on systems supporting
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?S:	prototype

 declaration of functions with a variable number of

?S:	arguments. See also prototype.

?S:.

?C:CAN_VAPROTO ~ %<:

?C:	This variable is defined on systems supporting prototype declaration

?C:	of functions with a variable number of arguments.

?C:.

?C:_V:

?C:	This macro is used to declare function parameters in prototypes for

?C:	functions with a variable number of parameters. Use double parentheses.

?C:	For example:

?C:

?C:		int printf _V((char *fmt, ...));

?C:

?C:	Remember to use the plain simple _() macro when declaring a function

?C:	with no variable number of arguments, since it might be possible to

?C:	have a non-effect _V() macro and still get prototypes via _().

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$vaproto CAN_VAPROTO	/**/

?H:?_V:#ifdef CAN_VAPROTO

?H:?_V:#define	_V(args) args

?H:?_V:#else

?H:?_V:#define	_V(args) ()

?H:?_V:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:_V

?LINT:set vaproto

: see if prototypes support variable argument declarations

echo " "

case "$prototype$i_stdarg" in

$define$define)

	echo "It appears we'll

 be able to prototype varargs functions." >&4

	val="$define"

	;;

*)

	echo "Too bad... We won't be using prototyped varargs functions..." >&4

	val="$undef"

	;;

esac

set vaproto

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/vaproto.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_quad quadtype uquadtype quadkind: \

	longsize intsize d_longlong longlongsize d_int64_t \

	Inhdr Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_quad:

?S:	This variable, if defined, tells that there's a 64-bit integer type,

?S:	quadtype.

?S:.

?S:quadtype:

?S:	This variable defines Quad_t to be something like long, int,

?S:	long long, int64_t, or whatever type is used for 64-bit integers.

?S:.

?S:quadkind:

?S:	This variable, if defined, encodes the type of a quad:

?S:	1 = int, 2 = long, 3 = long long, 4 = int64_t.

?S:.

?S:uquadtype:

?S:	This variable defines Uquad_t to be something like unsigned long,

?S:	unsigned int, unsigned long long, uint64_t, or whatever type is

?S:	used for 64-bit integers.

?S:.

?C:HAS_QUAD:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, tells that there's a 64-bit integer type,

?C:	Quad_t, and its unsigned counterpart, Uquad_t. QUADKIND will be one

?C:	of QUAD_IS_INT, QUAD_IS_LONG, QUAD_IS_LONG_LONG, QUAD_IS_INT64_T,

?C:	or QUAD_IS___INT64.

?C:.

?H:#$d_quad HAS_QUAD	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef HAS_QUAD

?H:?%<:#   define Quad_t $quadtype	/**/

?H:?%<:#   define Uquad_t $uquadtype	/**/

?H:?%<:#   define QUADKIND $quadkind	/**/

?H:?%<:#   define QUAD_IS_INT	1

?H:?%<:#   define QUAD_IS_LONG	2

?H:?%<:#   define QUAD_IS_LONG_LONG	3

?H:?%<:#   define QUAD_IS_INT64_T	4

?H:?%<:#   define QUAD_IS___INT64	5

?H:?%<:#endif
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?H:.

?LINT:set quadtype

?LINT:set uquadtype

: Check if 64bit ints have a quad type

echo " "

echo "Checking which 64-bit integer type we could use..." >&4

?X: We prefer quad types in order of int, long, long long, int64_t.

 

case "$intsize" in

8) val=int

  set quadtype

  eval $setvar

  val='"unsigned int"'

  set uquadtype

  eval $setvar

  quadkind=1

  ;;

*) case "$longsize" in

  8)

 val=long

     set quadtype

     eval $setvar

     val='"unsigned long"'

     set uquadtype

     eval $setvar

     quadkind=2

     ;;

  *) case "$d_longlong:$longlongsize" in

     define:8)

       val='"long long"'

       set quadtype

       eval $setvar

       val='"unsigned long long"'

       set uquadtype

       eval $setvar

       quadkind=3

       ;;

     *) case "$d_int64_t" in

        define)

          val=int64_t

          set quadtype

          eval $setvar

          val=uint64_t

          set uquadtype

          eval $setvar

          quadkind=4

          ;;

        esac
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        ;;

     esac

     ;;

  esac

  ;;

esac

 

case "$quadtype" in

'')	echo "Alas, no 64-bit integer types in sight." >&4

	d_quad="$undef"

	;;

*)	echo "We could use '$quadtype' for 64-bit integers." >&4

	d_quad="$define"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/a_dvisory/quadtype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getgrnam_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getgrnam_r getgrnam_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_grp extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getgrnam_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETGRNAM_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getgrnam_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getgrnam_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getgrnam_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getgrnam_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getgrnam_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETGRNAM_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getgrnam_r routine

?C:	is available to

 getgrnam re-entrantly.

?C:.
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?C:GETGRNAM_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getgrnam_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getgrnam_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getgrnam_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getgrnam_r HAS_GETGRNAM_R	/**/

?H:#define GETGRNAM_R_PROTO $getgrnam_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getgrnam_r_proto

: see if getgrnam_r exists

set getgrnam_r d_getgrnam_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getgrnam_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_grp grp.h"

	case "$d_getgrnam_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getgrnam_r_proto=define

		set d_getgrnam_r_proto getgrnam_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getgrnam_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getgrnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrnam_r(const char*, struct group*, char*, size_t, struct group**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrnam_r_proto=I_CSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrnam_r(const char*, struct group*, char*,

 int, struct group**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrnam_r_proto=I_CSBIR ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct group* getgrnam_r(const char*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrnam_r_proto=S_CBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrnam_r(const char*, struct group*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrnam_r_proto=I_CSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct group* getgrnam_r(const char*, struct group*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrnam_r_proto=S_CSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrnam_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getgrnam_r=undef

		getgrnam_r_proto=0
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		echo "Disabling getgrnam_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getgrnam_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getgrnam_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getgrnam_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getgrnam_r has no prototype, not using it."

 >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getgrnam_r=undef

		getgrnam_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getgrnam_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getgrnam_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mkstemps: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mkstemps:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MKSTEMPS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mkstemps() routine is available

?S:	to exclusively create and open a uniquely named (with a suffix)

?S:	temporary file.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MKSTEMPS :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mkstemps routine is

?C:	available to exclusively create and open a uniquely named

?C:	(with a suffix) temporary file.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mkstemps HAS_MKSTEMPS		/**/

?H:.
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?LINT:set d_mkstemps

: see if mkstemps exists

set mkstemps d_mkstemps

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_mkstemps.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: setsid.C,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 13:58:47 ram Exp ram $

*

*  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

* 

*  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

*  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

*  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

*  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

*  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

*

* $Log: setsid.C,v $

* Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  13:58:47  ram

* patch16: created

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/C/fake/setsid.C

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_nice.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_nice.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:09:48  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:
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?MAKE:d_nice: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_nice:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_NICE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the nice() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NICE :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the nice routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_nice

 HAS_NICE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_nice

: see if nice exists

set nice d_nice

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_nice.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sighold.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sighold.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:21  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sighold: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sighold:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SIGHOLD if sighold() is

?S:	available to hold signals.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGHOLD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sighold routine is

?C:	available to hold signals.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sighold HAS_SIGHOLD	/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_sighold

:

 see if sighold exists

set sighold d_sighold

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sighold.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fsync: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fsync:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FSYNC symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fsync() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FSYNC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fsync routine is

?C:	available to write a file's modified data and attributes to

?C:	permanent storage.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fsync HAS_FSYNC		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fsync

: see if fsync exists

set fsync d_fsync

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fsync.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strtol.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strtol.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strtol: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtol:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRTOL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strtol() routine is available

?S:	to provide better numeric string conversion than atoi() and friends.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOL (STRTOL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that

 the strtol routine is available

?C:	to provide better numeric string conversion than atoi() and friends.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtol HAS_STRTOL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtol

: see if strtol exists

set strtol d_strtol

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strtol.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_htonl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:09:25  ram

?RCS: patch32: now properly handles htonl() and friends when macros (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:45:00  ram

?RCS: patch23: now also check for htonl() macro (ADO)
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:22  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_htonl: Inlibc Setvar i_niin i_sysin cat rm contains \

	cppstdin cppflags cppminus

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_htonl:

?S:	This variable conditionally

 defines HAS_HTONL if htonl() and its

?S:	friends are available to do network order byte swapping.

?S:.

?C:HAS_HTONL (HTONL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the htonl() routine (and

?C:	friends htons() ntohl() ntohs()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.

?C:HAS_HTONS (HTONS):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the htons() routine (and

?C:	friends htonl() ntohl() ntohs()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.

?C:HAS_NTOHL (NTOHL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ntohl() routine (and

?C:	friends htonl() htons() ntohs()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.

?C:HAS_NTOHS (NTOHS):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ntohs() routine (and

?C:	friends htonl() htons() ntohl()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.

?H:#$d_htonl HAS_HTONL		/**/

?H:#$d_htonl HAS_HTONS		/**/

?H:#$d_htonl HAS_NTOHL		/**/

?H:#$d_htonl HAS_NTOHS		/**/

?H:.

?F:!htonl.c

?LINT:set d_htonl

:

 see if htonl --and friends-- exists

val=''

set htonl val

eval $inlibc

 

: Maybe they are macros.

case "$val" in

$undef)
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	$cat >htonl.c <<EOM

#include <stdio.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#$i_niin I_NETINET_IN

#$i_sysin I_SYS_IN

#ifdef I_NETINET_IN

#include <netinet/in.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_IN

#include <sys/in.h>

#endif

#ifdef htonl

printf("Defined as a macro.");

#endif

EOM

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < htonl.c >htonl.E 2>/dev/null

	if $contains 'Defined as a macro' htonl.E >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

		echo "But it seems to be defined as a macro." >&4

	fi

	$rm -f htonl.?

	;;

esac

set d_htonl

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_htonl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2016 H.Merijn Brand & Todd Rinaldo

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:default_inc_excludes_dot: Myread cat

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:default_inc_excludes_dot:

?S:	When defined, remove the legacy '.' from @INC

?S:.

?C:DEFAULT_INC_EXCLUDES_DOT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, removes the legacy default behavior of

?C:	including '.' at the end of @INC.

?C:.

?H:#$default_inc_excludes_dot DEFAULT_INC_EXCLUDES_DOT	/**/
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?H:.

: Include . in @INC

$cat <<EOM

 

Historically Perl has provided a final fallback of the current working

directory '.' when searching for a library. This, however, can lead to

problems when a Perl program which loads optional modules is called from

a shared directory. This can lead to executing unexpected code.

 

EOM

 

# When changing to exclude by

 default:

case "$default_inc_excludes_dot" in

   $undef|false|[nN]*) dflt="n" ;;

   *)                  dflt="y" ;;

esac

# To turn exclude off by default:

#case "$default_inc_excludes_dot" in

#    $define|true|[yY]*) dflt="y" ;;

#    *)                  dflt="n" ;;

#esac

 

rp='Exclude '.' from @INC by default? '

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

   [nN]|undef) default_inc_excludes_dot="$undef"  ;;

   *)          default_inc_excludes_dot="$define" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/defaultincdot.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: errnolist.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:48:01  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place
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?RCS: patch61: likewise for .o replaced by $_o

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:10:54  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:errnolist errnolist_SH errnolist_a errnolist_c errnolist_o: cat +cc \

	+ccflags +libs +d_sysernlst _a _o

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:errnolist:

?S:	This variable holds the base name of a file containing the

?S:	definition of the sys_errnolist

 array, if the C library

?S:	doesn't provide it already.  Otherwise, its value is empty.

?S:	The following lines should be included in your Makefile.SH:

?S:

?S:		case "$errnolist" in

?S:		'') ;;

?S:		*)

?S:			$spitshell >>Makefile <<!GROK!THIS!

?S:		$errnolist_c: $errnolist_SH $errnolist_a

?S:			sh ./$errnolist_SH

?S:

?S:		!GROK!THIS!

?S:			;;

?S:		esac

?S:

?S:	You may define the 'errnolist' variable in your Myinit.U if you

?S:	wish to override its default value "errnolist".

?S:.

?S:errnolist_SH:

?S:	This is the name of a file which will generate errnolistc.

?S:.

?S:errnolist_a:

?S:	This is the name of the awk script called by errnolist_SH.

?S:.

?S:errnolist_c:

?S:	This is the name of a generated C file which provides the

?S:	definition of the sys_errnolist array.

?S:.

?S:errnolist_o:

?S:	This is the name of the object file which provides the

?S:	definition of the sys_errnolist array, if the C library

?S:	doesn't provide it already.  Otherwise, its value is empty.

?S:.

?INIT:errnolist=errnolist

:

 check for sys_errnolist

@if d_sysernlst || HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST
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case "$d_sysernlst" in

"$define")

   errnolist=''

   errnolist_SH=''

   errnolist_a=''

   errnolist_c=''

   errnolist_o=''

	;;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "I'll make sure your Makefile provides sys_errnolist in $errnolist.c"

   errnolist_SH=$errnolist.SH

   errnolist_a=$errnolist$_a

   errnolist_c=$errnolist.c

   errnolist_o=$errnolist$_o

	;;

esac

@else

echo " "

$cat <<EOM

Checking to see if your C library provides us with sys_errnolist[]...

EOM

$cat >errnolist.c <<'EOCP'

extern char *sys_errnolist[];

int main() {

   char *p0 = sys_errnolist[0];

   char *p1 = sys_errnolist[1];

 

   return (p0 == p1);	/* Make sure they're not optimized away */

}

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -o errnolist errnolist.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

   echo "It does."

   errnolist=''

   errnolist_SH=''

   errnolist_a=''

   errnolist_c=''

   errnolist_o=''

else

	echo "I'll make sure your Makefile provides sys_errnolist in $errnolist.c"

 

   errnolist_SH=$errnolist.SH

   errnolist_a=$errnolist$_a

   errnolist_c=$errnolist.c

   errnolist_o=$errnolist$_o

fi

@end
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/errnolist.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_erf: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_erf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ERF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the erf() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ERF:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the erf routine is

?C:	available to do the error function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_erf HAS_ERF		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_erf

: see if erf exists

set erf d_erf

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_erf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorarch.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorarch.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_vendorarch vendorarch vendorarchexp installvendorarch: sed Getfile \

	Setprefixvar Oldconfig Prefixit archname vendorlib vendorprefix test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP
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?S:vendorarch:

?S:	This variable contains the value of the PERL_VENDORARCH symbol.

?S:	It may have a ~ on the front.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	Vendors

 who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?S:	architecture-dependent modules and extensions in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorarchexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorarch, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorarch=''

?S:installvendorarch:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorarchexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:d_vendorarch:

?S:	This variable conditionally defined PERL_VENDORARCH.

?S:.

?C:PERL_VENDORARCH:

?C:	If defined, this symbol contains the name of a private library.

?C:	The library is private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.

?C:	It may have a ~ on the front.

?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this

 directory.

?C:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?C:	architecture-dependent modules and extensions in this directory with

?C:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?C:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?C:.

?C:PERL_VENDORARCH_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of PERL_VENDORARCH, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#$d_vendorarch PERL_VENDORARCH "$vendorarch"		/**/

?H:#$d_vendorarch PERL_VENDORARCH_EXP "$vendorarchexp"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorarch

: Set the vendorarch variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	d_vendorarch="$undef"

	vendorarch=''
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	vendorarchexp=''

	;;

*)	d_vendorarch="$define"

	: determine where vendor-supplied architecture-dependent libraries go.

	: vendorlib  default is /usr/local/lib/perl5/vendor_perl/$version

	: vendorarch default is /usr/local/lib/perl5/vendor_perl/$version/$archname

	: vendorlib may have an optional trailing

 /share.

	case "$vendorarch" in

	'')	dflt=`echo $vendorlib | $sed 's,/share$,,'`

		dflt="$dflt/$archname"

		;;

	*)	dflt="$vendorarch" ;;

	esac

	fn=d~+

	rp='Pathname for vendor-supplied architecture-dependent files?'

	. ./getfile

	vendorarch="$ans"

	vendorarchexp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

prefixvar=vendorarch

. ./installprefix

if $test X"$vendorarch" = X"$vendorlib"; then

	d_vendorarch="$undef"

else

	d_vendorarch="$define"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorarch.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_readdir64_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_readdir64_r readdir64_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_dirent extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_readdir64_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_READDIR64_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the readdir64_r()
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?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:readdir64_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of readdir64_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_readdir64_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_readdir64_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_READDIR64_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the readdir64_r routine

?C:	is

 available to readdir64 re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:READDIR64_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of readdir64_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_readdir64_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_readdir64_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_readdir64_r HAS_READDIR64_R	/**/

?H:#define READDIR64_R_PROTO $readdir64_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_readdir64_r_proto

: see if readdir64_r exists

set readdir64_r d_readdir64_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_readdir64_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_dirent dirent.h"

	case "$d_readdir64_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_readdir64_r_proto=define

		set d_readdir64_r_proto readdir64_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_readdir64_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$readdir64_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int readdir64_r(DIR*, struct dirent64*, struct dirent64**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && readdir64_r_proto=I_TSR ;;

	esac

	case "$readdir64_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int readdir64_r(DIR*,

 struct dirent64*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && readdir64_r_proto=I_TS ;;

	esac

	case "$readdir64_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_readdir64_r=undef
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		readdir64_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling readdir64_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$readdir64_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) readdir64_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$readdir64_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "readdir64_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_readdir64_r=undef

		readdir64_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	readdir64_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_readdir64_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strcspn.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strcspn.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:33  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strcspn: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strcspn:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRCSPN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strcspn() routine is available

?S:	to scan strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRCSPN (STRCSPN):
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strcspn routine is

?C:	available to scan

 strings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strcspn HAS_STRCSPN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strcspn

: see if strcspn exists

set strcspn d_strcspn

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strcspn.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_copysignl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_copysignl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_COPYSIGNL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the copysignl() routine is available.

?S:	If aintl is also present we can emulate modfl.

?S:.

?C:HAS_COPYSIGNL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the copysignl routine is

?C:	available.  If aintl is also present we can emulate modfl.

?C:.

?H:#$d_copysignl HAS_COPYSIGNL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_copysignl

: see if copysignl exists

set copysignl d_copysignl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_copysignl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_socks.U,v $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_socks: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_socks:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SOCKS symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <socks.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SOCKS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <socks.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_socks	I_SOCKS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_socks

: see if this is a socks.h system

set socks.h i_socks

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_socks.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_raster.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_raster.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_raster rasterlib: cat test Setvar Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_raster:

?S:	Conditionally defines RASTER_TEK if this is a raster tech machine.

?S:.

?S:rasterlib (d_rasterlib):

?S:	Set to the needed compile flag if this is a raster tech machine.
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?S:	It is up to the Makefile to use this variable.

?S:.

?C:RASTER_TEK:

?C:	Defined

 if this is a rastertech machine.

?C:.

?H:#$d_raster RASTER_TEK /**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_raster

: See if this is a raster tech machine.

val="$undef"

rasterlib=''

if $test -r /dev/mirage; then

	$cat <<'EOM'

 

You seem to have a mirage device... this is normally associated with a raster

technologies graphics workstation. If this is right, you may want to use raster

tech in this program.

 

EOM

	dflt=y

	case "$d_raster" in

	"$undef") dflt=n;;

	esac

	rp='Use raster tech?'

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y*) val="$define";;

	esac

fi

set d_raster

eval $setvar

 

case "$d_raster" in

"$define") rasterlib='-lphigs';;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_raster.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysmman.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:11:20  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	Look wether <sys/mman.h> needs to be included.

?X:

?MAKE:i_sysmman: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysmman:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_MMAN symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/mman.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_MMAN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/mman.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysmman	I_SYS_MMAN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_sysmman

: see if sys/mman.h has to be included

set sys/mman.h i_sysmman

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysmman.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Init.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/31  09:45:59  ram

?RCS: patch44: removed Options from MAKE to prevent Init overrides

?RCS: patch44: option processing now done after Myinit thanks to new Begin.U
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?RCS: patch44: moved "Beginning of configuration questions" to Begin.U

?RCS: patch44: moved signal trapping instruction to Begin.U as well

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This file initializes certain default variables

 used by Configure.  They

?X: may be overridden or added to by definitions in Myinit.U.

?X:

?MAKE:Init eunicefix _exe: Null

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?MAKE:	-pick weed $@ ./Init

?S:eunicefix:

?S:	When running under Eunice this variable contains a command which will

?S:	convert a shell script to the proper form of text file for it to be

?S:	executable by the shell.  On other systems it is a no-op.

?S:.

?S:_exe (exe_ext):

?S:	This variable defines the extension used for executable files.

?S:	For unix it is empty.  Other possible values include '.exe'.

?S:	DJGPP, Cygwin and OS/2 use '.exe'.  Stratus VOS uses '.pm'.

?S:	On operating systems which do not require a specific extension

?S:	for executable files, this variable is empty.

?S:.

?V:define undef smallmach:rmlist

?X:

?X: Throughout the units, one may make use of $define and $undef to reference

?X: a defined symbol or an undefined one. There is no need to add them in

?X: the dependency line since this unit makes them visible via ?V:, and

?X:

 everyone inherits from those symbols since by convention Init.U is the

?X: root dependency.

?X:

?T: DJGPP

: Initialize wide constants

define='define'

undef='undef'

smallmach='pdp11 i8086 z8000 i80286 iAPX286'

rmlist=''

 

: We must find out about Eunice early

eunicefix=':'

if test -f /etc/unixtovms; then

	eunicefix=/etc/unixtovms

fi

if test -f /etc/unixtovms.exe; then
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	eunicefix=/etc/unixtovms.exe

fi

 

: Set executable suffix now -- needed before hints available

if test -f "/libs/version.library"; then

	: Amiga OS

	 _exe=""

elif test -f "/system/gnu_library/bin/ar.pm"; then

	: Stratus VOS

	_exe=".pm"

elif test -n "$DJGPP"; then

	: DOS DJGPP

	 _exe=".exe"

elif test -d c:/. ; then

	: OS/2 or cygwin

	_exe=".exe"

else

	: All other UNIX systems

	_exe=""

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Init.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strtold: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtold:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRTOLD symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strtold() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOLD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strtold routine is

?C:	available to convert strings to long doubles.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtold HAS_STRTOLD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtold

: see if strtold exists

set strtold d_strtold
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eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strtold.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_malloc.U,v 3.5 2008/03/29 14:06:51 merijn Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2008, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.5.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_mallocmalloc: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_mallocmalloc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_MALLOCMALLOC symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <malloc/malloc.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_MALLOCMALLOC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <malloc/malloc.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_mallocmalloc I_MALLOCMALLOC		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_mallocmalloc

: see if malloc/malloc.h has to be included

set malloc/malloc.h i_mallocmalloc

eval

 $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_mallocmalloc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_syswait.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_syswait.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:42  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit looks wether <sys/wait.h> is available or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_syswait: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_syswait:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_WAIT, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <sys/wait.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_WAIT (I_SYSWAIT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program

 that it should

?C:	include <sys/wait.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_syswait I_SYS_WAIT	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_syswait

: see if this is a syswait system

set sys/wait.h i_syswait

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_syswait.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_execinfo.U 34 2010-11-27 11:55:39Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2011, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_execinfo: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_execinfo:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_EXECINFO symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program may include <execinfo.h>, for backtrace() support.

?S:.
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?C:I_EXECINFO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <execinfo.h> for backtrace() support.

?C:.

?H:#$i_execinfo I_EXECINFO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_execinfo

: see if this is an execinfo.h system

set execinfo.h i_execinfo

eval

 $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_execinfo.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_nearbyint: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_nearbyint:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_NEARBYINT if nearbyint()

?S:	is available to return the integral value closest to (according to

?S:	the current rounding mode) to x.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NEARBYINT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the nearbyint routine is

?C:	available to return the integral value closest to (according to

?C:	the current rounding mode) to x.

?C:.

?H:#$d_nearbyint HAS_NEARBYINT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_nearbyint

: see if nearbyint exists

set nearbyint d_nearbyint

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_nearbyint.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getprotoprotos.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getprotoprotos : Hasproto i_netdb

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getprotoprotos:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPROTO_PROTOS symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that <netdb.h> supplies

?S:	prototypes for the various getproto*() functions.

?S:	See also netdbtype.U for probing for various netdb types.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPROTO_PROTOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <netdb.h> includes

?C:	prototypes for getprotoent(), getprotobyname(), and

?C:	getprotobyaddr().

  Otherwise, it is up to the program to guess

?C:	them.  See netdbtype.U for probing for various Netdb_xxx_t types.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getprotoprotos	HAS_GETPROTO_PROTOS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getprotoprotos

: see if prototypes for various getprotoxxx netdb.h functions are available

echo " "

set d_getprotoprotos getprotoent $i_netdb netdb.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/d_getprotoprotos.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: usrinc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:27:12  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't ask for the include path unless they are on a MIPS

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:24:36  ram

?RCS: patch54: ensure that ./mips always exists (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:18:31  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure usrinc value is preserved across sessions (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usrinc incpath mips_type:

 test cat echo n c Getfile Guess \

	Oldconfig eunicefix contains rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:usrinc:

?S:	This variable holds the path of the include files, which is

?S:	usually /usr/include. It is mainly used by other Configure units.

?S:.

?S:incpath:

?S:	This variable must preceed the normal include path to get hte

?S:	right one, as in "$incpath/usr/include" or "$incpath/usr/lib".

?S:	Value can be "" or "/bsd43" on mips.

?S:.

?S:mips_type:

?S:	This variable holds the environment type for the mips system.

?S:	Possible values are "BSD 4.3" and "System V".

?S:.

?D:usrinc='/usr/include'

?LINT:create mips

?T:xxx_prompt

?F:./mips

: What should the include directory be ?

echo " "

$echo $n "Hmm...  $c"

dflt='/usr/include'

incpath=''

?X:	mips_type is used later, to add -DSYSTYPE_BSD43 to cppflags if needed.

mips_type=''

?X:

?X:	Cannot put the following in Guess, or we get a circular dependency.

?X:

if $test -f /bin/mips && /bin/mips; then

	echo "Looks like a MIPS system..."

	$cat >usr.c

 <<'EOCP'

#ifdef SYSTYPE_BSD43

/bsd43

#endif

EOCP
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	if cc -E usr.c > usr.out && $contains / usr.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		dflt='/bsd43/usr/include'

		incpath='/bsd43'

		mips_type='BSD 4.3'

	else

		mips_type='System V'

	fi

	$rm -f usr.c usr.out

	echo "and you're compiling with the $mips_type compiler and libraries."

	xxx_prompt=y

	echo "exit 0" >mips

else

	echo "Doesn't look like a MIPS system."

	xxx_prompt=n

	echo "exit 1" >mips

fi

chmod +x mips

$eunicefix mips

case "$usrinc" in

'') ;;

*) dflt="$usrinc";;

esac

case "$xxx_prompt" in

y)	fn=d/

	echo " "

	rp='Where are the include files you want to use?'

	. ./getfile

	usrinc="$ans"

	;;

*)	usrinc="$dflt"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/usrinc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libyacc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: libyacc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1997/02/28  16:09:19  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/13  15:27:12  ram

?RCS: patch27: added byacc case (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  15:09:01  ram

?RCS: patch23: now uses full library path instead of -l notation

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:13:49  ram

?RCS: patch16: un-obsoleted this unit for smooth yacc compilations

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:04  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libyacc: Loc yacc libpth _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libyacc:

?S:	This variable contains the argument to pass to the loader in order

?S:	to get the yacc library routines.  If there is no yacc or yacc

?S:	library, it is null.

?S:.

?T:xxx

: see if we should include -ly

echo " "

case "$yacc" in

*byacc*)

	echo "You are using byacc, so I won't look for a yacc library." >&4

	libyacc=''

	;;

*yacc)

	xxx=`./loc liby$_a x $libpth`

	case "$xxx" in

	x)

		echo "No yacc library found." >&4

		libyacc=''

		;;

	*)

		echo "yacc library found in $xxx." >&4

		libyacc="$xxx"

		;;

	esac

	;;

*bison*)

	echo "You are using bison, so I won't look for a yacc library." >&4

	libyacc=''
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	;;

*)

echo "You don't seem to have yacc, so I won't look for the yacc library." >&4

	libyacc=''

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libyacc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Options.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Options.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1997/02/28  15:08:15  ram

?RCS: patch61: optdef.sh now starts with a "startsh"

?RCS: patch61: moved some code from Head.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1995/09/25  09:14:46  ram

?RCS: patch59: protected option parsing code against 'echo -*' option failure

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/05/12  12:04:52  ram

?RCS: patch54: added -K option for experts

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/01/30  14:27:52  ram

?RCS:

 patch49: this unit now exports file optdef.sh, not a variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/11  15:19:00  ram

?RCS: patch45: new -O option allowing -D and -U to override config.sh settings

?RCS: patch45: file optdef.sh is no longer removed after sourcing

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  15:58:06  ram

?RCS: patch36: ensure option definition file is removed before appending

?RCS: patch36: protect variable definitions with spaces in them

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:55:44  ram

?RCS: patch30: now uses new me symbol to tag error messages

?RCS: patch30: new -D and -U options to define/undef symbols (JHI)
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:14  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Command line parsing. It is really important that the variables used here

?X:	be not listed in the MAKE line, or they will be saved in config.sh and

?X: loading this file to fetch default answers would clobber the values set

?X:	herein.

?X:

?MAKE:Options:

 startsh

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?V:reuseval alldone error realsilent silent extractsh fastread \

	knowitall: config_sh

?T:arg argn symbol config_arg0 config_args config_argc xxx yyy zzz uuu

?T:args_exp args_sep arg_exp ccflags

?F:!Configure

?F:./optdef.sh ./cmdline.opt ./posthint.sh ./cmdl.opt

: Save command line options in file UU/cmdline.opt for later use in

: generating config.sh.

?X: This temporary file will be read by Oldsym.U.  I used a temporary

?X: file to preserve all sorts of potential command line quotes and

?X: also because we don't know in advance how many variables we'll

?X: need, so I can't actually declare them on the MAKE line.

?X: The config_args variable won't be quite correct if Configure is

?X: fed something like    ./Configure -Dcc="gcc -B/usr/ccs/bin/"

?X: since the quotes are gone by the time we see them.  You'd have to

?X: reconstruct the command line from the config_arg? lines, but since

?X: I don't imagine anyone actually having to do that, I'm not going

?X:

 to worry too much.

cat > cmdline.opt <<EOSH

: Configure command line arguments.

config_arg0='$0'

config_args='$*'

config_argc=$#

EOSH

argn=1

args_exp=''

args_sep=''

for arg in "$@"; do

	cat >>cmdline.opt <<EOSH

config_arg$argn='$arg'

EOSH

?X: Extreme backslashitis: replace each ' by '"'"'

	cat <<EOC | sed -e "s/'/'"'"'"'"'"'"'/g" > cmdl.opt

$arg
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EOC

	arg_exp=`cat cmdl.opt`

	args_exp="$args_exp$args_sep'$arg_exp'"

	argn=`expr $argn + 1`

	args_sep=' '

done

?X: args_exp is good for restarting self: eval "set X $args_exp"; shift; $0 "$@"

?X: used by hints/os2.sh in Perl, for instance

rm -f cmdl.opt

 

: produce awk script to parse command line options

cat >options.awk <<'EOF'

BEGIN {

	optstr = "A:dD:eEf:hKOrsSU:V";	# getopt-style specification

 

	len = length(optstr);

	for (i = 1; i <= len; i++) {

		c = substr(optstr, i, 1);

?X: some older awk's do not have the C ?: construct

		if (i < len) a = substr(optstr, i + 1, 1); else a = "";

		if (a == ":") {

			arg[c] = 1;

			i++;

		}

		opt[c]

 = 1;

	}

}

{

	expect = 0;

	str = $0;

	if (substr(str, 1, 1) != "-") {

		printf("'%s'\n", str);

		next;

	}

	len = length($0);

	for (i = 2; i <= len; i++) {

		c = substr(str, i, 1);

		if (!opt[c]) {

			printf("-%s\n", substr(str, i));

			next;

		}

		printf("-%s\n", c);

		if (arg[c]) {

			if (i < len)

				printf("'%s'\n", substr(str, i + 1));

			else

				expect = 1;
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			next;

		}

	}

}

END {

	if (expect)

		print "?";

}

EOF

 

: process the command line options

?X: Use "$@" to keep arguments with spaces in them from being split apart.

?X: For the same reason, awk will output quoted arguments and the final eval

?X: removes them and sets a proper $* array. An 'X' is prepended to each

?X: argument before being fed to echo to guard against 'echo -x', where -x

?X: would be understood as an echo option! It is removed before feeding awk.

set X `for arg in "$@"; do echo "X$arg"; done |

	sed -e s/X// | awk -f options.awk`

eval "set $*"

shift

rm -f options.awk

 

: set up default values

fastread=''

reuseval=false

config_sh=''

alldone=''

error=''

silent=''

extractsh=''

knowitall=''

rm

 -f optdef.sh posthint.sh

cat >optdef.sh <<EOS

$startsh

EOS

 

?X:

?X: Given that we now have the possibility to execute Configure remotely

?X: thanks to the new src.U support, we have to face the possibility

?X: of having to ask where the source lie, which means we need the Myread.U

?X: stuff and possibly other things that might echo something on the

?X: screen...

?X:

?X: That's not pretty, and might be confusing in 99% of the time. So...

?X: We introduce a new realsilent variable which is set when -s is given,

?X: and we force silent=true if -S is supplied. The Extractall.U unit

?X: will then undo the >&4 redirection based on the value of the
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?X: realsilent variable... -- RAM, 18/93/96

?X:

 

: option parsing

while test $# -gt 0; do

	case "$1" in

	-d) shift; fastread=yes;;

	-e) shift; alldone=cont;;

	-f)

		shift

		cd ..

		if test -r "$1"; then

			config_sh="$1"

		else

			echo "$me: cannot read config file $1."

 >&2

			error=true

		fi

		cd UU

		shift;;

	--help|\

	-h) shift; error=true;;

	-r) shift; reuseval=true;;

	-s) shift; silent=true; realsilent=true;;

	-E) shift; alldone=exit;;

	-K) shift; knowitall=true;;

	-O) shift;;

	-S) shift; silent=true; extractsh=true;;

	-D)

		shift

		case "$1" in

		*=)

			echo "$me: use '-U symbol=', not '-D symbol='." >&2

			echo "$me: ignoring -D $1" >&2

			;;

		*=*) echo "$1" | \

				sed -e "s/'/'\"'\"'/g" -e "s/=\(.*\)/='\1'/" >> optdef.sh;;

		*) echo "$1='define'" >> optdef.sh;;

		esac

		shift

		;;

	-U)

		shift

		case "$1" in

		*=) echo "$1" >> optdef.sh;;

		*=*)

			echo "$me: use '-D symbol=val', not '-U symbol=val'." >&2

			echo "$me: ignoring -U $1" >&2
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			;;

		*) echo "$1='undef'" >> optdef.sh;;

		esac

		shift

		;;

	-A)

	    shift

	    xxx=''

	    yyy="$1"

	    zzz=''

	    uuu=undef

	    case "$yyy" in

           *=*) zzz=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!=.*!!'`

                case "$zzz" in

                *:*) zzz='' ;;

                *)   xxx=append

     

                zzz=" "`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^=]*=!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!=.*!!'` ;;

                esac

                ;;

           esac

           case "$xxx" in

           '')  case "$yyy" in

                *:*) xxx=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!:.*!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^:]*:!!'`

                     zzz=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^=]*=!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!=.*!!'` ;;

                *)   xxx=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!:.*!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^:]*:!!'` ;;

                esac

                ;;

           esac

	    case "$xxx" in

	    append)

		echo "$yyy=\"\${$yyy}$zzz\""	>> posthint.sh ;;

	    clear)

		echo "$yyy=''"			>> posthint.sh ;;

	    define)

	        case "$zzz" in

		'') zzz=define ;;

		esac

		echo "$yyy='$zzz'"		>> posthint.sh ;;

	    eval)

		echo "eval \"$yyy=$zzz\""	>> posthint.sh ;;

	    prepend)

		echo "$yyy=\"$zzz\${$yyy}\""	>> posthint.sh ;;

	    undef)
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       case "$zzz" in

		'') zzz="$uuu" ;;

		esac

		echo "$yyy=$zzz"		>> posthint.sh ;;

           *)  echo "$me: unknown -A command '$xxx', ignoring -A $1" >&2 ;;

	    esac

	    shift

	    ;;

	-V) echo "$me generated by metaconfig <VERSION> PL<PATCHLEVEL>." >&2

	    exit 0;;

	--) break;;

	-*) echo "$me: unknown option $1" >&2; shift; error=true;;

	*) break;;

	esac

done

 

case "$error" in

true)

	cat >&2 <<EOM

Usage: $me [-dehrsEKOSV] [-f config.sh] [-D symbol] [-D symbol=value]

                [-U symbol] [-U symbol=] [-A command:symbol...]

 -d : use defaults for all answers.

 -e : go on without questioning past the production of config.sh.

 -f : specify an alternate default configuration file.

 -h : print this help message and exit (with an error status).

 -r : reuse C symbols value if possible (skips costly nm extraction).

 -s : silent mode, only echoes questions and essential information.

 -D : define symbol to have some value:

        -D symbol         symbol gets the value

 'define'

        -D symbol=value   symbol gets the value 'value'

      common used examples (see INSTALL for more info):

        -Duse64bitint            use 64bit integers

        -Duse64bitall            use 64bit integers and pointers

        -Dusethreads             use thread support

        -Dinc_version_list=none  do not include older perl trees in @INC

        -DEBUGGING=none          DEBUGGING options

        -Dcc=gcc                 choose your compiler

        -Dprefix=/opt/perl5      choose your destination

 -E : stop at the end of questions, after having produced config.sh.

 -K : do not use unless you know what you are doing.

 -O : ignored for backward compatibility

 -S : perform variable substitutions on all .SH files (can mix with -f)

 -U : undefine symbol:

        -U symbol    symbol gets the value 'undef'

        -U symbol=   symbol gets completely empty

      e.g.:  -Uversiononly
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 -A : manipulate symbol after the platform specific hints have been applied:

         -A append:symbol=value   append value to symbol

        -A symbol=value          like append:, but with a separating space

        -A define:symbol=value   define symbol to have value

        -A clear:symbol          define symbol to be ''

        -A define:symbol         define symbol to be 'define'

        -A eval:symbol=value     define symbol to be eval of value

        -A prepend:symbol=value  prepend value to symbol

        -A undef:symbol          define symbol to be 'undef'

        -A undef:symbol=         define symbol to be ''

      e.g.:  -A prepend:libswanted='cl pthread '

             -A ccflags=-DSOME_MACRO

 -V : print version number and exit (with a zero status).

EOM

	exit 1

	;;

esac

 

?X:

?X: Unless they specified either -S or both -d and -e/E, make sure we're

?X: running interactively, i.e. attached to a terminal. Moved from Head.U to

?X: be able to handle batch configurations...

?X:

?X: We have to hardwire the Configure name and cannot use $me,

 since if they

?X: said 'sh <Configure', then $me is 'sh'...

?X:

: Sanity checks

case "$fastread$alldone" in

yescont|yesexit) ;;

*)

	case "$extractsh" in

	true) ;;

	*)

		if test ! -t 0; then

			echo "Say 'sh Configure', not 'sh <Configure'"

			exit 1

		fi

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

?X: In silent mode, the standard output is closed. Questions are asked by

?X: outputing on file descriptor #4, which is the original stdout descriptor.

?X: This filters out all the "junk", since all the needed information is written

?X: on #4. Note that ksh will not let us redirect output if the file descriptor

?X: has not be defined yet, unlike sh, hence the following line...--RAM.
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exec 4>&1

case "$silent" in

true) exec 1>/dev/null;;

esac

 

: run the defines and the undefines, if any, but leave the file out there...

touch optdef.sh

?X: -q is POSIX

?X: It does not work in SysV (solaris) or old BSD greps.

grep '\\' optdef.sh >/dev/null 2>&1

if test $? = 0; then

   echo "Configure does not support \\ in -D arguments"

    exit 1

fi

. ./optdef.sh

: create the posthint manipulation script and leave the file out there...

?X: this file will be perused by Oldconfig.U

touch posthint.sh

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Options.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_siglist.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_siglist.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:22  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_siglist: Csym Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_siglist:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SYS_SIGLIST if sys_siglist[] is

?S:	available to translate signal numbers to strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SYS_SIGLIST (SYS_SIGLIST):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sys_siglist array is

?C:	available to translate signal numbers
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 to strings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_siglist HAS_SYS_SIGLIST		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_siglist

: see if sys_siglist[] exist

echo " "

if set sys_siglist val -a d_siglist; eval $csym; $val; then	

	echo "You have sys_siglist[] for signal description." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "You don't have sys_siglist[]." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_siglist

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_siglist.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_tzname.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_tzname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:14:43  ram

?RCS: patch32: forgot to set proper value in the val variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:57:55  ram

?RCS: patch30: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_tzname: Csym Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_tzname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_TZNAME if tzname[] is

?S:	available to access timezone names.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TZNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the tzname[]
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 array is

?C:	available to access timezone names.

?C:.

?H:#$d_tzname HAS_TZNAME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_tzname

: see if tzname[] exists

echo " "

if set tzname val -a d_tzname; eval $csym; $val; then

	val="$define"

	echo 'tzname[] found.' >&4

else

	val="$undef"

	echo 'tzname[] NOT found.' >&4

fi

set d_tzname

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_tzname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit allows the duplication of the source tree to the current

?X:	directory via symbolic links.  This must be requested explicitly

?X:	by them issuing a -Dmksymlinks on the command line.

?X:

?MAKE:Mksymlinks: Mkdirp lns issymlink src rsrc pkgsrc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:!UU

?T: dir filename tmppwd filelist

?LINT:extern mksymlinks

@if {test -f ../MANIFEST}

: Duplicate the tree with symbolic links if -Dmksymlinks was supplied

case "$mksymlinks"
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 in

$define|true|[yY]*)

	echo " "

	case "$src" in

	''|'.')	echo "Cannot create symlinks in the original directory." >&4

		exit 1

		;;

	*)	case "$lns:$issymlink" in

		*"ln"*" -s:"*"test -"?)

			echo "Creating the symbolic links..." >&4

			echo "(First creating the subdirectories...)" >&4

			cd ..

			awk '{print $1}' $src/MANIFEST | grep / | sed 's:/[^/]*$::' | \

				sort -u | while true

			do

				read dir

				test -z "$dir" && break

				./UU/mkdirp $dir 2>/dev/null

				if test -d $dir; then

					: ok

				else

					echo "Failed to create '$dir'.  Aborting." >&4

					exit 1

				fi

			done

			echo "(Now creating the symlinks...)" >&4

			awk '{print $1}' $src/MANIFEST | while true; do

				read filename

				test -z "$filename" && break

				if test -f $filename; then

					if $issymlink $filename; then

						rm -f $filename

					fi

				fi

				if test -f $filename; then

					echo "$filename already exists, not symlinking."

				else

?X: Note that the following works because "$pkgsrc" is absolute

					ln

 -s $pkgsrc/$filename $filename

				fi

			done

?X: Check that everything was correctly copied

			echo "(Checking current directory...)" >&4

			cd UU

			awk '$1 !~ /PACK[A-Z]+/ {print $1}' "$rsrc/MANIFEST" | \

				(split -l 50 2>/dev/null || split -50)

			rm -f missing
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			tmppwd=`pwd`

			for filelist in x??; do

				(cd ..; ls `cat "$tmppwd/$filelist"` \

					>/dev/null 2>>"$tmppwd/missing")

			done

			if test -s missing; then

				echo "Failed duplication of source tree.  Aborting." >&4

				exit 1

			fi

			;;

		*)	echo "(I cannot figure out how to do symbolic links, ignoring!)" >&4

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Mksymlinks.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Head.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1997/02/28  15:02:09  ram

?RCS: patch61: make sure we unset CDPATH for shells that support this

?RCS: patch61: improved Korn shell detection and handling

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/07/25  13:40:02  ram

?RCS: patch56: added SVR4-ish /opt directories to path list (ADO)

?RCS: patch56: OS/2 platforms are using another path separator

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/03/21  08:46:15  ram

?RCS: patch52: definition of paths wrongly added spurious ':' chars

?RCS:

?RCS:
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 Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/10/29  15:54:19  ram

?RCS: patch36: make sure ENV is unset before calling /bin/ksh

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/08/29  16:03:44  ram

?RCS: patch32: now sets PATH only using existing directories

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/06/20  06:54:28  ram

?RCS: patch30: now computes its invocation name into 'me'

?RCS: patch30: symbol me is made visible to all units read-only

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/12/15  08:15:07  ram

?RCS: patch15: added /sbin:/usr/sbin:/usr/libexec in PATH for BSD/386

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/11/10  17:32:35  ram

?RCS: patch14: ensure PATH is reset to '.' before testing for alias

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/27  14:38:07  ram

?RCS: patch7: not all 'test' programs support the -x option

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This is the very first unit in the Configure script.  It is mostly just

?X: things to keep people from getting

 into a tizzy right off the bat.

?X:

?MAKE:Head:

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?V:PATH p_ _exe me newsh

?T:argv Id p paths OS2_SHELL DJGPP

?T:inksh needksh avoidksh newsh changesh reason

?F:!*

?LINT:extern ENV CDPATH SHELL MACHTYPE

?LINT:change ENV CDPATH

?LINT:nocomment

#! /bin/sh

#

# If these # comments don't work, trim them. Don't worry about any other

# shell scripts, Configure will trim # comments from them for you.

#

# (If you are trying to port this package to a machine without sh,

# I would suggest you have a look at the prototypical config_h.SH file

# and edit it to reflect your system. Some packages may include samples

# of config.h for certain machines, so you might look for one of those.)

#

?X:

?X: NOTE THAT A CONFIGURE SCRIPT IS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN (whether or not
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?X: the software which uses it is in the public domain).

?X:

# Yes, you may rip this off to use in other distribution packages. This

# script belongs to the public domain and cannot be copyrighted.

#

?X:

?X: WE ASK YOU

 NOT TO REMOVE OR ALTER THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH, PLEASE:

?X:

# Note: this Configure script was generated automatically. Rather than

# working with this copy of Configure, you may wish to get metaconfig.

# The dist package (which contains metaconfig) is available via SVN:

#     svn co https://svn.code.sf.net/p/dist/code/trunk/dist

?X:

?X: NOTA BENE:

?X: If you develop you own version of metaconfig based on this work,

?X: you have to add some comments telling that the script was generated

?X: by your version, not mine: It credits your work.

?X:

 

# $Id: Head.U 6 2006-08-25 22:21:46Z rmanfredi $

#

# Generated on <DATE> [metaconfig <VERSION> PL<PATCHLEVEL>]

 

cat >c1$$ <<EOF

ARGGGHHHH!!!!!

 

SCO csh still thinks true is false.  Write to SCO today and tell them that next

year Configure ought to "rm /bin/csh" unless they fix their blasted shell. :-)

 

(Actually, Configure ought to just patch csh in place.  Hmm.  Hmmmmm.  All

we'd have to do is go in and swap the && and || tokens, wherever they are.)

 

[End

 of diatribe. We now return you to your regularly scheduled programming...]

EOF

cat >c2$$ <<EOF

 

OOPS!  You naughty creature!  You didn't run Configure with sh!

I will attempt to remedy the situation by running sh for you...

EOF

 

true || cat c1$$ c2$$

true || exec sh $0 $argv:q

 

(exit $?0) || cat c2$$

(exit $?0) || exec sh $0 $argv:q

rm -f c1$$ c2$$
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: compute my invocation name

me=$0

case "$0" in

*/*)

	me=`echo $0 | sed -e 's!.*/\(.*\)!\1!' 2>/dev/null`

	test "$me" || me=$0

	;;

esac

 

?X:

?X: To be able to run under OS/2, we must detect that early enough to use

?X: the proper path separator, stored in $p_. It is : on UNIX and ; on

?X: DOSish systems such as OS/2.

?X:

: Proper separator for the PATH environment variable

p_=:

: On OS/2 this directory should exist if this is not floppy only system ":-]"

if test -d c:/. ; then

	if test -n "$OS2_SHELL"; then

		p_=\;

		PATH=`cmd /c "echo %PATH%" | tr '\\\\' / `

?X: That's a bug in ksh5.22

		OS2_SHELL=`cmd /c "echo %OS2_SHELL%" | tr

 '\\\\' / | tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`

	elif test -n "$DJGPP"; then

		case "X${MACHTYPE:-nonesuchmach}" in

		*cygwin) ;;

		*) p_=\; ;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

?X:

?X: There are two schools of thoughts here. Some people correctly argue that

?X: the user has a better chance than we do of setting a reasonable PATH and

?X: others argue that Configure is the best place there is to set up a suitable

?X: PATH. Well, here we try to compromize by keeping the user's PATH and

?X: appending some directories which are known to work on some machine or the

?X: other. The rationale behind this being that a novice user might not have a

?X: proper environment variable set, and some directories like /etc (where

?X: chown is located on some BSD systems) may be missing--RAM.

?X:

?X: SVR4 adds an /opt directory for optional packages.  Some sites use

?X: various permutations on /opt as opposed to /usr or /usr/local.-- ADO

?X:

?X: We only add directories that are not already in the PATH of the

?X: user and the directories must
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 exist also.

?X:

: Proper PATH setting

paths='/bin /usr/bin /usr/local/bin /usr/ucb /usr/local /usr/lbin'

paths="$paths /opt/bin /opt/local/bin /opt/local /opt/lbin"

paths="$paths /usr/5bin /etc /usr/gnu/bin /usr/new /usr/new/bin /usr/nbin"

paths="$paths /opt/gnu/bin /opt/new /opt/new/bin /opt/nbin"

paths="$paths /sys5.3/bin /sys5.3/usr/bin /bsd4.3/bin /bsd4.3/usr/ucb"

paths="$paths /bsd4.3/usr/bin /usr/bsd /bsd43/bin /usr/ccs/bin"

paths="$paths /etc /usr/lib /usr/ucblib /lib /usr/ccs/lib"

paths="$paths /sbin /usr/sbin /usr/libexec"

paths="$paths /system/gnu_library/bin"

 

for p in $paths

do

	case "$p_$PATH$p_" in

	*$p_$p$p_*) ;;

	*) test -d $p && PATH=$PATH$p_$p ;;

	esac

done

 

PATH=.$p_$PATH

export PATH

 

: shall we be using ksh?

inksh=''

needksh=''

avoidksh=''

newsh=/bin/ksh

changesh=''

?X: Use (alias -x) and not (alias) since zsh and bash recognize the alias

?X: builtin but not the -x option which is typically ksh...

?X: We need to set up PATH before calling the "alias" built-in since

 some

?X: systems like HP-UX have a binary called /bin/alias.

if (PATH=.; alias -x) >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		inksh=true

fi

?X: On HP-UX, large Configure scripts may exercise a bug in /bin/sh, use ksh

if test -f /hp-ux -a -f /bin/ksh; then

	needksh='to avoid sh bug in "here document" expansion'

fi

?X: On AIX4, /bin/sh is really ksh and it causes problems, use sh

if test -d /usr/lpp -a -f /usr/bin/bsh -a -f /usr/bin/uname; then

	if test X`/usr/bin/uname -v` = X4; then

		avoidksh="to avoid AIX 4's /bin/sh"

		newsh=/usr/bin/bsh

	fi
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fi

?X: On Digital UNIX, /bin/sh may start up buggy /bin/ksh, use sh

if test -f /osf_boot -a -f /usr/sbin/setld; then

	if test X`/usr/bin/uname -s` = XOSF1; then

		avoidksh="to avoid Digital UNIX' ksh"

		newsh=/bin/sh

?X: if BIN_SH is set to 'xpg4', sh will start up ksh

		unset BIN_SH

	fi

fi

?X: If we are not in ksh and need it, then feed us back to it

case "$inksh/$needksh" in

/[a-z]*)

?X: Clear ENV to avoid any ~/.kshrc that could alias cd or whatever...

?X: Don't

 use "unset ENV", that is not portable enough

		ENV=''

		changesh=true

		reason="$needksh"

	;;

esac

?X: If we are in ksh and must avoid it, then feed us back to a new shell

case "$inksh/$avoidksh" in

true/[a-z]*)

	changesh=true

	reason="$avoidksh"

	;;

esac

?X: Warn them if they use ksh on other systems, which are those where

?X: we don't need ksh nor want to avoid it explicitly, yet are using it.

case "$inksh/$needksh-$avoidksh-" in

true/--)

		cat <<EOM

(I see you are using the Korn shell.  Some ksh's blow up on $me,

mainly on older exotic systems.  If yours does, try the Bourne shell instead.)

EOM

	;;

esac

case "$changesh" in

true)

	export newsh

	echo "(Feeding myself to $newsh $reason.)"

?X: Make sure they didn't say sh <Configure by checking whether $0 ends

?X: with Configure or not. If they did say sh <../../Configure, then too

?X: bad for them anyway, since we lost that path indication...

?X: Otherwise, execing $0 ensures we keep the full remote source dir

?X: indication for src.U.

	case
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 "$0" in

	Configure|*/Configure) exec $newsh $0 "$@";;

	*) exec $newsh Configure "$@";;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

?X: Unset CDPATH to avoid surprises when using cd under some shells

?X: Can't unset it because that's not portable to very old shells.

?X: Can't set it to '' because then bash 2.02 won't do "cd UU"  --AD  6/98.

?X: Don't want to set it to '.' because then ksh prints out the

?X: name of the directory every time you cd to it. --AD 6/98

?X: In order to inflict the least harm, change it only if it's set.

: if needed, set CDPATH to a harmless value that is not chatty

case "$CDPATH" in

'')	;;

*)	case "$SHELL" in

	*bash*) CDPATH='.' ;;

	*) CDPATH='' ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

: Configure runs within the UU subdirectory

test -d UU || mkdir UU

?X: Use ./* to avoid any confirmation prompts from enhanced shells -- WED

cd UU && rm -f ./*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Head.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sitelib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:21:35  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:
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?MAKE:sitelib sitelibexp installsitelib: afs cat Getfile \

	Oldconfig Prefixit test privlib package sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:sitelib:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the SITELIB symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the private library for this package.  It may

?S:	have a ~ on the front. It is up to the makefile to eventually create

?S:	this

 directory while performing installation (with ~ substitution).

?S:.

?S:sitelibexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of sitelib, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?S:installsitelib:

?S:	This variable is really the same as sitelibexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?C:SITELIB:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the private library for this package.

?C:	The library is private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.  The program

?C:	should be prepared to do ~ expansion.

?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?C:	Individual sites may place their own extensions and modules in

?C:	this directory.

?C:.

?C:SITELIB_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of SITELIB, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion

 at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define SITELIB "$sitelib"		/**/

?H:#define SITELIB_EXP "$sitelibexp"		/**/

?H:.

?T:prog

: determine where site specific libraries go.

set sitelib sitelib

eval $prefixit

case "$sitelib" in

'')

?X: remove any trailing -3.0 or other version indentification

	prog=`echo $package | $sed 's/-*[0-9.]*$//'`

	dflt="$privlib/site_$prog" ;;

*)	dflt="$sitelib" ;;

esac
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$cat <<EOM

 

The installation process will also create a directory for

site-specific extensions and modules.  Some users find it convenient

to place all local files in this directory rather than in the main

distribution directory.

 

EOM

fn=d~+

rp='Pathname for the site-specific library files?'

. ./getfile

if $test "X$sitelibexp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installsitelib=''

fi

sitelib="$ans"

sitelibexp="$ansexp"

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

private files reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to

 the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installsitelib" in

	'') dflt=`echo $sitelibexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installsitelib";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will private files be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installsitelib="$ans"

else

	installsitelib="$sitelibexp"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sitelib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strxfrm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strxfrm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:12:04  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strxfrm: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strxfrm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRXFRM if strxfrm() is

?S:	available to transform strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRXFRM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strxfrm() routine is

?C:	available to transform

 strings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strxfrm HAS_STRXFRM	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strxfrm

: see if strxfrm exists

set strxfrm d_strxfrm

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strxfrm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_crypt.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_crypt: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_crypt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_CRYPT symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <crypt.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_CRYPT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <crypt.h> exists and
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?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_crypt	I_CRYPT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_crypt

: see if this is a crypt.h system

set crypt.h i_crypt

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_crypt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Chk_MANI.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Chk_MANI.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  14:57:25  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/31  09:33:14  ram

?RCS: patch44: now lists Begin instead of Myinit in its dependencies

?RCS: patch44: leading comment now explains how this unit is included

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks the package by making sure

 every file listed in MANIFEST

?X: is present. It is systematically "included" via the Finish unit (which

?X: is always present in every Configure script), although it may result in

?X: an empty inclusion when no MANIFEST is present.

?X:

?MAKE:Chk_MANI: Begin c n rsrc

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?T:filelist ans tmppwd

?X: This check happens at metaconfig-time, so it's ok to hard-code the path.

@if {test -f ../MANIFEST}

: Now test for existence of everything in MANIFEST
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echo " "

if test -f "$rsrc/MANIFEST"; then

	echo "First let's make sure your kit is complete.  Checking..." >&4

?X:

?X: Files spelled uppercased and beginning with PACK are produced by the

?X: shell archive builder and may be removed by the user. Usually, they are

?X: not listed in the MANIFEST file, but you never know...

?X:

?X: "split -l" is the new way of running a split, but we also try the older way

?X:

	awk '$1 !~ /PACK[A-Z]+/ {print $1}' "$rsrc/MANIFEST" | \

		(split -l 50 2>/dev/null || split -50)

	rm -f missing

	tmppwd=`pwd`

	for

 filelist in x??; do

		(cd "$rsrc"; ls `cat "$tmppwd/$filelist"` \

			>/dev/null 2>>"$tmppwd/missing")

	done

	if test -s missing; then

		cat missing >&4

		cat >&4 <<'EOM'

 

THIS PACKAGE SEEMS TO BE INCOMPLETE.

 

You have the option of continuing the configuration process, despite the

distinct possibility that your kit is damaged, by typing 'y'es.  If you

do, don't blame me if something goes wrong.  I advise you to type 'n'o

and contact the author (<MAINTLOC>).

 

EOM

?X: Can't use $echo at this early stage

		echo $n "Continue? [n] $c" >&4

		read ans

		case "$ans" in

		y*)

			echo "Continuing..." >&4

			rm -f missing

			;;

		*)

?X:

?X: Use kill and not exit, so that the trap gets executed to clean up

?X:

			echo "ABORTING..." >&4

			kill $$

			;;

		esac

	else
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		echo "Looks good..."

	fi

else

	echo "There is no MANIFEST file.  I hope your kit is complete !"

fi

rm -f missing x??

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Chk_MANI.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sigsetjmp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:44:33  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sigsetjmp: Setvar cat +cc +ccflags +ldflags libs rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sigsetjmp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIGSETJMP symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the sigsetjmp() routine

 is available to

?S:	call setjmp() and optionally save the process's signal mask.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGSETJMP:

?C:	This variable indicates to the C program that the sigsetjmp()

?C:	routine is available to save the calling process's registers

?C:	and stack environment for later use by siglongjmp(), and

?C:	to optionally save the process's signal mask.  See

?C:	Sigjmp_buf, Sigsetjmp, and Siglongjmp.

?C:.

?C:Sigjmp_buf:
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?C:	This is the buffer type to be used with Sigsetjmp and Siglongjmp.

?C:.

?C:Sigsetjmp:

?C:	This macro is used in the same way as sigsetjmp(), but will invoke

?C:	traditional setjmp() if sigsetjmp isn't available.

?C:	See HAS_SIGSETJMP.

?C:.

?C:Siglongjmp:

?C:	This macro is used in the same way as siglongjmp(), but will invoke

?C:	traditional longjmp() if siglongjmp isn't available.

?C:	See HAS_SIGSETJMP.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$d_sigsetjmp HAS_SIGSETJMP	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef HAS_SIGSETJMP

?H:?%<:#define Sigjmp_buf sigjmp_buf

?H:?%<:#define Sigsetjmp(buf,save_mask) sigsetjmp((buf),(save_mask))

?H:?%<:#define

 Siglongjmp(buf,retval) siglongjmp((buf),(retval))

?H:?%<:#else

?H:?%<:#define Sigjmp_buf jmp_buf

?H:?%<:#define Sigsetjmp(buf,save_mask) setjmp((buf))

?H:?%<:#define Siglongjmp(buf,retval) longjmp((buf),(retval))

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:Sigjmp_buf Sigsetjmp Siglongjmp

?F:!set

?LINT:set d_sigsetjmp

: see if sigsetjmp exists

?X: We can't check for these symbols with Inlibc because sigsetjmp

?X: is (sometimes? always?) a macro under GCC

echo " "

case "$d_sigsetjmp" in

'')

	$cat >set.c <<'EOP'

#include <setjmp.h>

sigjmp_buf env;

int set = 1;

int main()

{

	if (sigsetjmp(env,1))

		exit(set);

	set = 0;

	siglongjmp(env, 1);

	exit(1);

}

EOP

	if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o set set.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		if ./set >/dev/null 2>&1; then
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			echo "POSIX sigsetjmp found." >&4

			val="$define"

		else

			$cat >&4 <<EOM

Uh-Oh! You have POSIX sigsetjmp and siglongjmp, but they do not work properly!!

I'll ignore them.

EOM

			val="$undef"

		fi

	else

		echo "sigsetjmp not found."

 >&4

		val="$undef"

	fi

	;;

*) val="$d_sigsetjmp"

	case "$d_sigsetjmp" in

	$define) echo "POSIX sigsetjmp found." >&4;;

	$undef) echo "sigsetjmp not found." >&4;;

	esac

	;;

esac

set d_sigsetjmp

eval $setvar

$rm -f set.c set

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sigsetjmp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_safebcpy.U,v 3.0.1.4 1997/02/28 15:40:58 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_safebcpy.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1997/02/28  15:40:58  ram

?RCS: patch61: improved overlapping copy check

?RCS: patch61: comfort them if they have memmove

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  13:58:40  ram
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?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  15:29:23  ram

?RCS: patch45: added 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:49:03  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure string is not optimized in read-only memory (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_safebcpy: cat d_bcopy Compile rm_try run \

	d_memmove i_memory i_stdlib i_string i_unistd Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_safebcpy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SAFE_BCOPY symbol if

?S:	the bcopy() routine can do overlapping copies.  Normally, you

?S:	should probably use memmove().

?S:.

?C:HAS_SAFE_BCOPY (SAFE_BCOPY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the bcopy routine is available

?C:	to copy potentially overlapping memory blocks. Normally, you should

?C:	probably use memmove() or memcpy(). If neither is defined, roll your

?C:	own version.

?C:.

?H:#$d_safebcpy HAS_SAFE_BCOPY	/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT: set d_safebcpy

: can bcopy handle overlapping blocks?

echo " "

?X: assume the worst.

val="$undef"

case "$d_memmove" in

"$define")

 echo "I'll use memmove() instead of bcopy() for overlapping copies." ;;

*)	case "$d_bcopy" in

	"$define")

		echo "Checking to see if bcopy() can do overlapping copies..." >&4

		$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$i_memory I_MEMORY

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#$i_string I_STRING

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

EOCP

	$cat >>try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>
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#ifdef I_MEMORY

#  include <memory.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#  include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STRING

#  include <string.h>

#else

#  include <strings.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#  include <unistd.h>  /* Needed for NetBSD */

#endif

int main()

{

char buf[128], abc[128];

char *b;

int len;

int off;

int align;

 

/* Copy "abcde..." string to char abc[] so that gcc doesn't

  try to store the string in read-only memory. */

bcopy("abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789", abc, 36);

 

for (align = 7; align >= 0; align--) {

	for (len = 36; len; len--) {

		b = buf+align;

		bcopy(abc, b, len);

		for (off = 1; off <= len; off++) {

			bcopy(b, b+off, len);

			bcopy(b+off,

 b, len);

			if (bcmp(b, abc, len))

				exit(1);

		}

	}

}

exit(0);

}

EOCP

		set try

		if eval $compile_ok; then

			if $run ./try 2>/dev/null; then

				echo "Yes, it can."

				val="$define"

			else
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				echo "It can't, sorry."

			fi

		else

			echo "(I can't compile the test program, so we'll assume not...)"

		fi

		;;

	esac

	$rm_try

	;;

esac

set d_safebcpy

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_safebcpy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_trunc: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_trunc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TRUNC symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the trunc() routine is available

?S:	to round doubles towards zero.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TRUNC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the trunc routine is

?C:	available to round doubles towards zero.

?C:.

?H:#$d_trunc HAS_TRUNC		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_trunc

: see if trunc exists

set trunc d_trunc

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_trunc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_msgsnd.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_msgsnd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:41  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_msgsnd: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_msgsnd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSGSND symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the msgsnd() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MSGSND:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the msgsnd() routine is

?C:	available to send a message into the message queue.

?C:.

?H:#$d_msgsnd

 HAS_MSGSND		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_msgsnd

: see if msgsnd exists

set msgsnd d_msgsnd

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_msgsnd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Inhdr.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Inhdr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:01:31  ram

?RCS: patch54: deleted tabs that caused some /bin/sh to core dump (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:55:01  ram
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?RCS: patch36: call ./whoa explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks wether a set of header files exists or not.

?X:	If the first header is not

 found, the function tries to locate

?X: the next header, and so on, until one is found or there is no

?X: more header in the list.

?X:

?X: To use it, say:

?X: set header i_header [ header2 i_header2 ... ]

?X: eval $inhdr

?X:

?MAKE:Inhdr: test Findhdr Whoa

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define inhdr

?V:inhdr

?S:inhdr:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to check

?S:	wether a set of headers exist or not. A typical use is:

?S:		set header i_header [ header2 i_header2 ... ]

?S:		eval $inhdr

?S:	That will print a message, saying wether header was found or not

?S:	and set i_header* accordingly. If the first header is not found,

?S:	we try the next one, until the list is empty or one is found.

?S:.

?T:xxx xxf var td xxnf tu yyy instead was cont

: define an alternate in-header-list? function

inhdr='echo " "; td=$define; tu=$undef; yyy=$@;

cont=true; xxf="echo \"<\$1> found.\" >&4";

case $# in 2) xxnf="echo \"<\$1> NOT found.\" >&4";;

*) xxnf="echo \"<\$1> NOT found, ...\" >&4";;

esac;

case

 $# in 4) instead=instead;; *) instead="at last";; esac;

while $test "$cont"; do

	xxx=`./findhdr $1`

	var=$2; eval "was=\$$2";

	if $test "$xxx" && $test -r "$xxx";

	then eval $xxf;

?X: Next line shifted left 1 tabstop to avoid sh core dump on MachTen 2.1.1.

	eval "case \"\$$var\" in $undef) . ./whoa; esac"; eval "$var=\$td";

		cont="";

	else eval $xxnf;

?X: Likewise, the next line has been shifted left 1 tabstop -- ADO, 08/03/95
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	eval "case \"\$$var\" in $define) . ./whoa; esac"; eval "$var=\$tu"; fi;

	set $yyy; shift; shift; yyy=$@;

	case $# in 0) cont="";;

	2) xxf="echo \"but I found <\$1> $instead.\" >&4";

		xxnf="echo \"and I did not find <\$1> either.\" >&4";;

	*) xxf="echo \"but I found <\$1\> instead.\" >&4";

		xxnf="echo \"there is no <\$1>, ...\" >&4";;

	esac;

done;

?X: Remaining values are set to 'undef'

while $test "$yyy";

do set $yyy; var=$2; eval "was=\$$2";

	eval "case \"\$$var\" in $define) . ./whoa; esac"; eval "$var=\$tu";

	set $yyy; shift; shift; yyy=$@;

done'

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Inhdr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: cppfilecom.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Orginal Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cppfilecom.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:37  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:cppfilecom cppstdinflags d_cppignhdrs d_cppcanstdin: \

	contains package test Myread Oldconfig Loc Setvar cpp cc cat rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cppfilecom:

?S:	This variable contains the first part of the string which will invoke

?S:	the C preprocessor a file

 and produce to standard output, preserving

?S:	comments. Typical value of "cc -E -C" or "/lib/cpp -C".

?S:.

?S:cppstdinflags:
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?S:	This variable contains any flags necessary to get cppfilecom to read

?S:	from the standard input.

?S:.

?S:d_cppignhdrs:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines CPP_IGN_HDRS if CPP_FILE_COM ignores

?S:	*.h files.

?S:.

?S:d_cppcanstdin:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines CPP_CAN_STDIN if CPP_FILE_COM can

?S:	read standard input directly.

?S:.

?C:CPP_FILE_COM (CPPFILECOM):

?C:	This symbol contains the first part of the string which will invoke

?C:	the C preprocessor a file and produce to standard output, preserving

?C:	comments. Typical value of "cc -E -C" or "/lib/cpp -C".

?C:.

?C:CPP_STDIN_FLAGS (CPPSTDINFLAGS):

?C:	This variable contains any flags necessary to get CPP_FILE_COM to

?C:	read from the standard input.

?C:.

?C:CPP_IGN_HDRS (CPPIGNHDRS):

?C:	This symbol is defined if CPP_FILE_COM ignores *.h files.

?C:.

?C:CPP_CAN_STDIN (CPPCANSTDIN):

?C:	This

 symbol is defined if CPP_FILE_COM can read standard input

?C:	directly.

?C:.

?H:#define CPP_FILE_COM "$cppfilecom"

?H:#define CPP_STDIN_FLAGS "$cppstdinflags"

?H:#$d_cppignhdrs CPP_IGN_HDRS		/* does CPP ignore .h files? */

?H:#$d_cppcanstdin CPP_CAN_STDIN 	/* can CPP read stdin directly? */

?H:.

?T:cont

?F:!testcpp.c !testcpp.h !testcpp.out

?LINT:set d_cppcanstdin d_cppignhdrs

?LINT:usefile testcpp.c testcpp.out

: see how we invoke the C preprocessor

$cat <<EOM

 

$package needs to be able to preprocess its input files in a mode which

preserves comments, which is often not the default behaviour.  It should run

the C preprocessor you will use when compiling your own source code, which

should be ISO/ANSI C compliant if you want $package to handle the latest

standard C.  I will try to guess, but I might guess wrongly because it is not

necessarily the same preprocessor used to build $package.

 

EOM
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$cat <<'EOT' >testcpp.c

#define ABC abc

#define XYZ xyz

ABC.XYZ

/* comment */

EOT

:

if $test "X$cppfilecom"

 != "X" && \

	$cppfilecom testcpp.c </dev/null >testcpp.out 2>/dev/null && \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

	$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "You used to use $cppfilecom so we'll use that again."

elif echo 'Maybe "'$cc' -E -C" will work...' && \

	$cc -E -C testcpp.c </dev/null >testcpp.out 2>/dev/null && \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

	$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "It works!"

	cppfilecom="$cc -E -C"

elif echo 'Nope...maybe "'"$cc"' -P -C" will work...' && \

	$cc -P -C testcpp.c </dev/null >testcpp.out 2>/dev/null && \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

	$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "Yup, that does."

	cppfilecom="$cc -P -C"

elif echo 'No such luck, maybe "'"$cpp"' -C" will work...' && \

	$cpp -C testcpp.c </dev/null >testcpp.out 2>/dev/null && \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

	$contains comment testcpp.out

 >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "Yup, it does."

	cppfilecom="$cpp -C"

else

	cppfilecom=''

	$cat <<'EOM'

I can't find a C preprocessor that will preserve comments. Please name one.

EOM

fi

:

dflt="$cppfilecom"

cont=true

while $test "$cont" ; do

	echo " "

	rp="How should $package run your preprocessor preserving comments?"
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	. ./myread

	cppfilecom="$ans"

	$cppfilecom testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1

	if $contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

		$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		echo "OK, that will do."

		cont=''

	else

		echo "Sorry, I can't get that to work."

	fi

done

 

@if CPP_IGN_HDRS || d_cppignhdrs

: Now see if it ignores header files.

cp testcpp.c testcpp.h

$cppfilecom testcpp.h >testcpp.out 2>&1

if $contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

	$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "Terrific; it processes .h files passed on the command line too."

	val="$undef"

else

	echo "It ignores .h files on the command line; pity."

	val="$define"

fi

set

 d_cppignhdrs

eval $setvar

 

@end

@if CPP_STDIN_FLAGS || CPP_CAN_STDIN || cppstdinflags || d_cppcanstdin

: Now see how to send stdin to it.

echo " "

cp testcpp.c testcpp.h

$cppfilecom <testcpp.h >testcpp.out 2>&1

if $contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

	$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "Great; and it will read stdin if passed no arguments."

	val="$define"

	cppstdinflags=''

else

	$cppfilecom - <testcpp.h >testcpp.out 2>&1

	if $contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

		$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		echo "Great; and it can read stdin by passing it '-'."
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		val="$define"

		cppstdinflags='-'

	else

		$cat <<FOO

Unfortunately, I can't find an easy way to get that preprocessor to read from

standard input. Do you know any flags I can pass it to get it to do so?

If that preprocessor can't read directly form standard input, answer 'none'.

 

FOO

	val='dunno'

	while $test "$val" = "dunno"; do

		rp='Flags to get preprocessor

 to read stdin?'

		dflt='none'

		. ./myread

		if $test $ans = 'none'; then

			echo "Oh well, if $package wants it done, it will do it for itself."

			val="$undef"

		else

			$cppfilecom $ans <testcpp.h >testcpp.out 2>&1

			if $contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

				$contains comment testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

			then

				echo "Good; that works fine."

				val="$define"

				cppstdinflags="$ans"

			else

				echo "Sorry, I couldn't get that to work."

			fi

		fi

	done

	fi

fi

set d_cppcanstdin

eval $setvar

 

@end

: cleanup cpp test files anyway

$rm -f testcpp.*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cppfilecom.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cpp_stuff.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:30:48  ram

?RCS: patch61: added cute quoting trick for wild stringify support

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:08:24  ram

?RCS: patch36: now uses cppstdin instead of plain cpp for consistency (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: remove temporary files when done

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:36  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:cpp_stuff cpp_quote: cat contains cppstdin cppflags cppminus rm Warn \

	package

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?S:cpp_stuff:

?S:	This variable contains an identification of the catenation mechanism

?S:	used by the C preprocessor.

?S:.

?S:cpp_quote:

?S:	This variable is set to either '"' or '' depending on whether the

?S:	pre-processor pre-dates ANSI or not.  It is used in the production of

?S:	the SQuoTe() and EQuoTe() macros, and was introduced to overcome a bug

?S:	in gcc 3.x whereby the pre-processor complained loudly about the

?S:	unterminated strings.

?S:.

?C:CAT2:

?C:	This macro catenates 2 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:CAT3:

?C:	This macro catenates 3 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:CAT4:

?C:	This macro catenates 4 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:CAT5:

?C:	This macro catenates 5 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:STRINGIFY:

?C:	This macro surrounds its token with double quotes.

?C:.
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?C:SCAT2:

?C:	This macro catenates 2 tokens together and stringifies the result.

?C:.

?C:SCAT3:

?C:	This macro catenates 3 tokens together and stringifies the result.

?C:.

?C:SCAT4:

?C:	This macro catenates 4 tokens

 together and stringifies the result.

?C:.

?C:SCAT5:

?C:	This macro catenates 5 tokens together and stringifies the result.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#if $cpp_stuff == 1

?H:?CAT2:#define CAT2(a,b)a/**/b

?H:?CAT3:#define CAT3(a,b,c)a/**/b/**/c

?H:?CAT4:#define CAT4(a,b,c,d)a/**/b/**/c/**/d

?H:?CAT5:#define CAT5(a,b,c,d,e)a/**/b/**/c/**/d/**/e

?H:?STRINGIFY:#define STRINGIFY(a)"a"

?H:?%<:#define SQuoTe(a)${cpp_quote}a

?H:?%<:#define EQuoTe(a)a${cpp_quote}

?H:?SCAT2:#define SCAT2(a,b)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b)

?H:?SCAT3:#define SCAT3(a,b,c)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b/**/c)

?H:?SCAT4:#define SCAT4(a,b,c,d)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b/**/c/**/d)

?H:?SCAT5:#define SCAT5(a,b,c,d,e)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b/**/c/**/d/**/e)

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#if $cpp_stuff == 42

?X: The additional level of indirection enables these macros to be

?X: used as arguments to other macros.  See K&R 2nd ed., page 231.

?H:?%<:#define CaTiFy(a,b) a ## b

?H:?%<:#define CAT2(a,b) CaTiFy(a,b)

?H:?CAT3:#define CAT3(a,b,c) CAT2(CaTiFy(a,b),c)

?H:?CAT4:#define CAT4(a,b,c,d)

 CAT2(CaTiFy(a,b), CaTiFy(c,d))

?H:?CAT5:#define CAT5(a,b,c,d,e) CAT2(CAT2(CaTiFy(a,b), CaTiFy(c,d)), e)

?H:?%<:#define StGiFy(a)# a

?H:?STRINGIFY:#define STRINGIFY(a)StGiFy(a)

?H:?SCAT2:#define SCAT2(a,b)StGiFy(a) StGiFy(b)

?H:?SCAT3:#define SCAT3(a,b,c)StGiFy(a) StGiFy(b) StGiFy(c)

?H:?SCAT4:#define SCAT4(a,b,c,d)StGiFy(a) StGiFy(b) StGiFy(c) StGiFy(d)

?H:?SCAT5:#define SCAT5(a,b,c,d,e)StGiFy(a) StGiFy(b) StGiFy(c) StGiFy(d) StGiFy(e)

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#if $cpp_stuff != 1 && $cpp_stuff != 42

?H:?%<:#include "Bletch: How does this C preprocessor catenate tokens?"

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:CAT2 CAT3 CAT4 CAT5 STRINGIFY SCAT2 SCAT3 SCAT4 SCAT5

?F:!cpp_stuff.c
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?LINT:known StGiFy EQuoTe SQuoTe CaTiFy

: how do we catenate cpp tokens here?

echo " "

echo "Checking to see how your cpp does stuff like catenate tokens..." >&4

cpp_quote=''

$cat >cpp_stuff.c <<'EOCP'

#define RCAT(a,b)a/**/b

#define ACAT(a,b)a ## b

RCAT(Rei,ser)

ACAT(Cir,cus)

EOCP

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus <cpp_stuff.c >cpp_stuff.out

 2>&1

if $contains 'Circus' cpp_stuff.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Oh!  Smells like ANSI's been here."

	echo "We can catify or stringify, separately or together!"

	cpp_stuff=42

elif $contains 'Reiser' cpp_stuff.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Ah, yes!  The good old days!"

	cpp_stuff=1

	$cat >cpp_stuff.c <<'EOCP'

#define SQuoTe(a)"a

#define EQuoTe(a)a"

#define CAT2(a,b)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b)

CAT2(Vic,tory)

EOCP

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus <cpp_stuff.c >cpp_stuff.out 2>&1

	if $contains '"Victory"' cpp_stuff.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "I'll resort to a cute trick to also be able to stringify."

		cpp_quote='"'

	else

		$cat <<EOM

However, in the good old days we don't know how to stringify and

catify at the same time...

@if SCAT2 || SCAT3 || SCAT4 || SCAT5

You might have to edit the values of the SCAT[2-5] macros in config.h...

@else

Hopefully, $package does not need this feature.

@end

EOM

	fi

else

	./warn <<EOM

I can't seem to be able to catenate tokens with your cpp.

@if

 CAT2 || CAT3 || CAT4 || CAT5 || SCAT2 || SCAT3 || SCAT4 || SCAT5

You're going to have to edit the values of the following

macros in config.h:
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@if CAT2 || CAT3 || CAT4 || CAT5

	CAT[2-5]

@end

@if SCAT2 || SCAT3 || SCAT4 || SCAT5

	SCAT[2-5]

@end

 

in order to let me compile.

@end

EOM

	cpp_stuff="/* Help! How do we handle cpp_stuff? */*/"

fi

$rm -f cpp_stuff.*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cpp_stuff.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_crypt.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_crypt.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:31:47  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_crypt cryptlib: Loc test xlibpth libpth Csym Setvar _a Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_crypt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the CRYPT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the crypt() routine is available

?S:	to

 encrypt passwords and the like.

?S:.

?S:cryptlib:

?S:	This variable holds -lcrypt or the path to a libcrypt.a archive if

?S:	the crypt() function is not defined in the standard C library. It is
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?S:	up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CRYPT (CRYPT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the crypt routine is available

?C:	to encrypt passwords and the like.

?C:.

?H:#$d_crypt HAS_CRYPT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_crypt

?T:val

: see if crypt exists

echo " "

set crypt d_crypt

eval $inlibc

case "$d_crypt" in

$define) cryptlib='' ;;

*)	if set crypt val -f d_crypt; eval $csym; $val; then

		echo 'crypt() found.' >&4

		val="$define"

		cryptlib=''

	else

		cryptlib=`./loc Slibcrypt$_a "" $xlibpth`

		if $test -z "$cryptlib"; then

			cryptlib=`./loc Mlibcrypt$_a "" $xlibpth`

		else

			cryptlib=-lcrypt

		fi

		if $test -z "$cryptlib"; then

			cryptlib=`./loc Llibcrypt$_a "" $xlibpth`

		else

			cryptlib=-lcrypt

		fi

		if $test -z "$cryptlib"; then

			cryptlib=`./loc libcrypt$_a ""

 $libpth`

		else

			cryptlib=-lcrypt

		fi

		if $test -z "$cryptlib"; then

			echo 'crypt() NOT found.' >&4

			val="$undef"

		else

			val="$define"

		fi

	fi

	set d_crypt

	eval $setvar

	;;
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esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_crypt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_crypt_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_crypt_r crypt_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_crypt extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_crypt_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CRYPT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the crypt_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:crypt_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of crypt_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_crypt_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_crypt_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CRYPT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the crypt_r routine

?C:	is available to crypt re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:CRYPT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of crypt_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_crypt_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_crypt_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_crypt_r HAS_CRYPT_R	/**/

?H:#define CRYPT_R_PROTO $crypt_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_crypt_r_proto

: see if crypt_r exists

set crypt_r d_crypt_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_crypt_r" in
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"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_crypt crypt.h"

	case "$d_crypt_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_crypt_r_proto=define

		set d_crypt_r_proto crypt_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_crypt_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$crypt_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* crypt_r(const char*, const char*, struct crypt_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && crypt_r_proto=B_CCS ;;

	esac

	case "$crypt_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* crypt_r(const char*, const char*, CRYPTD*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && crypt_r_proto=B_CCD ;;

	esac

	case "$crypt_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_crypt_r=undef

		crypt_r_proto=0

		echo

 "Disabling crypt_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$crypt_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) crypt_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$crypt_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "crypt_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_crypt_r=undef

		crypt_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	crypt_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_crypt_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getprotobynumber_r.U,v 0RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getprotobynumber_r getprotobynumber_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk \

	Hasproto i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getprotobynumber_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPROTOBYNUMBER_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getprotobynumber_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getprotobynumber_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getprotobynumber_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getprotobynumber_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getprotobynumber_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPROTOBYNUMBER_R:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the getprotobynumber_r routine

?C:	is available to getprotobynumber re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETPROTOBYNUMBER_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getprotobynumber_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getprotobynumber_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getprotobynumber_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getprotobynumber_r HAS_GETPROTOBYNUMBER_R	/**/

?H:#define GETPROTOBYNUMBER_R_PROTO $getprotobynumber_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getprotobynumber_r_proto

: see if getprotobynumber_r exists

set getprotobynumber_r d_getprotobynumber_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getprotobynumber_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getprotobynumber_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getprotobynumber_r_proto=define

		set d_getprotobynumber_r_proto getprotobynumber_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac
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	case "$d_getprotobynumber_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getprotobynumber_r_proto"

 in

	''|0) try='int getprotobynumber_r(int, struct protoent*, char*, size_t, struct protoent**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotobynumber_r_proto=I_ISBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotobynumber_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct protoent* getprotobynumber_r(int, struct protoent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotobynumber_r_proto=S_ISBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotobynumber_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getprotobynumber_r(int, struct protoent*, struct protoent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotobynumber_r_proto=I_ISD ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotobynumber_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getprotobynumber_r=undef

		getprotobynumber_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getprotobynumber_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getprotobynumber_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getprotobynumber_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getprotobynumber_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getprotobynumber_r

 has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getprotobynumber_r=undef

		getprotobynumber_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getprotobynumber_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getprotobynumber_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_statfs_s: \

	Hasstruct i_sysparam i_sysmount i_systypes \

	i_sysvfs i_sysstatfs Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_statfs_s:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRUCT_STATFS symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the struct statfs is supported.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRUCT_STATFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the struct statfs

?C:	to do statfs() is supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_statfs_s HAS_STRUCT_STATFS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_statfs_s

: Check for statfs_s

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if your system supports struct statfs..." >&4

set d_statfs_s statfs $i_systypes sys/types.h $i_sysparam sys/param.h $i_sysmount sys/mount.h $i_sysvfs sys/vfs.h

$i_sysstatfs sys/statfs.h

eval $hasstruct

case "$d_statfs_s"

 in

"$define")      echo "Yes, it does."   ;;

*)              echo "No, it doesn't." ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_statfs_s.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sbrktype.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sbrktype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:43  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:sbrktype: Myread Oldconfig Loc contains Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sbrktype:

?S:	This variable defines sbrktype to be something like caddr_t, char *,

?S:	or whatever type is used to declare sbrk() in the kernel.

?S:.

?C:Caddr_t (SBRKTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type of a core address. It is inteded to be used

?C:	to safely

 declare the return type of system calls like sbrk(). It might

?C:	be necessary to include <sys/types.h> as well.

?C:.

?H:#define Caddr_t $sbrktype	/* <core address> type */

?H:.

: see what type sbrk is declared as in the kernel

case "$sbrktype" in

'')

	if $contains 'caddr_t;' `./findhdr sys/types.h` >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		dflt='caddr_t';

	else

		dflt='char *';

	fi

	;;

*)  dflt="$sbrktype"

	;;

esac

echo " "

rp="What is the return type of sbrk() on this system?"

. ./myread

sbrktype="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sbrktype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysutsname.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysutsname: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysutsname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSUTSNAME symbol,
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?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/utsname.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYSUTSNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/utsname.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysutsname	I_SYSUTSNAME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysutsname

: see if this is a sys/utsname.h system

set sys/utsname.h i_sysutsname

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_sysutsname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethostprotos.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethostprotos : Hasproto i_netdb

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethostprotos:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOST_PROTOS symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that <netdb.h> supplies

?S:	prototypes for the various gethost*() functions.

?S:	See also netdbtype.U for probing for various netdb types.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOST_PROTOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <netdb.h> includes

?C:	prototypes for gethostent(), gethostbyname(), and

?C:	gethostbyaddr().  Otherwise,

 it is up to the program to guess

?C:	them.  See netdbtype.U for probing for various Netdb_xxx_t types.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethostprotos	HAS_GETHOST_PROTOS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_gethostprotos

?X: This test actually only checks for gethostent() and assumes the

?X: others follow suit.  This test fails for ChorusOS, which has
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?X: gethostbyname and gethostbyaddr, but not gethostent.

: see if prototypes for various gethostxxx netdb.h functions are available

echo " "

set d_gethostprotos gethostent $i_netdb netdb.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/d_gethostprotos.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_pwd.U,v 3.0.1.2 1995/07/25 14:10:57 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_pwd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:10:57  ram

?RCS: patch56: use setvar so hint file values can override our guesses (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:03:27  ram

?RCS: patch23: had forgotten cppminus in cppstdin test (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:25  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks whether there is a pwd system or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_pwd d_pwquota d_pwage d_pwchange

 d_pwclass d_pwexpire \

	d_pwgecos d_pwpasswd d_pwcomment: \

	contains rm cppstdin cppflags cppminus Inhdr Findhdr Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_pwd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_PWD, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <pwd.h>.

?S:.

?S:d_pwquota:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWQUOTA, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_quota.

?S:.

?S:d_pwage:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWAGE, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_age.

?S:.

?S:d_pwchange:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWCHANGE, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_change.

?S:.

?S:d_pwclass:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWCLASS, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_class.

?S:.

?S:d_pwexpire:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWEXPIRE, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_expire.

?S:.

?S:d_pwcomment:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWCOMMENT, which indicates

?S:	that

 struct passwd contains pw_comment.

?S:.

?S:d_pwgecos:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWGECOS, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_gecos.

?S:.

?S:d_pwpasswd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PWPASSWD, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_passwd.

?S:.

?C:I_PWD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <pwd.h>.

?C:.

?C:PWQUOTA:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_quota.

?C:.

?C:PWAGE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_age.

?C:.

?C:PWCHANGE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_change.

?C:.

?C:PWCLASS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_class.

?C:.
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?C:PWEXPIRE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_expire.

?C:.

?C:PWCOMMENT:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_comment.

?C:.

?C:PWGECOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_gecos.

?C:.

?C:PWPASSWD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_passwd.

?C:.

?H:#$i_pwd I_PWD		/**/

?H:#$d_pwquota PWQUOTA	/**/

?H:#$d_pwage PWAGE	/**/

?H:#$d_pwchange PWCHANGE	/**/

?H:#$d_pwclass PWCLASS	/**/

?H:#$d_pwexpire PWEXPIRE	/**/

?H:#$d_pwcomment PWCOMMENT	/**/

?H:#$d_pwgecos PWGECOS	/**/

?H:#$d_pwpasswd PWPASSWD	/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set i_pwd d_pwquota d_pwage d_pwchange d_pwclass d_pwexpire d_pwcomment

?LINT: set d_pwgecos d_pwpasswd

?T:xxx

: see if this is a pwd.h system

set pwd.h i_pwd

eval $inhdr

 

case "$i_pwd" in

$define)

	xxx=`./findhdr pwd.h`

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < $xxx >$$.h

 

	if $contains 'pw_quota' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwquota

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_age'
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 $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwage

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_change' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwchange

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_class' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwclass

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_expire' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwexpire

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_comment' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwcomment

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_gecos' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwgecos

	eval $setvar
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	if $contains 'pw_passwd' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwpasswd

	eval $setvar

 

	$rm -f $$.h

	;;

*)

	val="$undef";

	set d_pwquota; eval $setvar

	set d_pwage; eval $setvar

	set d_pwchange; eval $setvar

	set d_pwclass; eval $setvar

	set

 d_pwexpire; eval $setvar

	set d_pwcomment; eval $setvar

	set d_pwgecos; eval $setvar

	set d_pwpasswd; eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_pwd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_bzero.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_bzero.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/10/16  13:48:15  ram

?RCS: patch12: added magic support for bzero()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:01:33  ram

?RCS: patch10: now only defines HAS_BZERO, no macro remap on memset (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:46  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_bzero: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_bzero:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_BZERO

 symbol if

?S:	the bzero() routine is available to set memory to 0.

?S:.

?C:HAS_BZERO:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the bzero() routine is available to

?C:	set a memory block to 0.

?C:.

?H:#$d_bzero HAS_BZERO	/**/

?H:.

?M:bzero: HAS_BZERO

?M:#ifndef HAS_BZERO

?M:#ifndef bzero

?M:#define bzero(s,l) memset((s),0,(l))

?M:#endif

?M:#endif

?M:.

?LINT:set d_bzero

: see if bzero exists

set bzero d_bzero

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_bzero.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_readlink.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_readlink.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:11:52  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_readlink: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_readlink:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_READLINK symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the readlink() routine is available

?S:	to read the value of a symbolic link.

?S:.

?C:HAS_READLINK :

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the readlink routine is

?C:	available to read the value of a symbolic link.

?C:.

?H:#$d_readlink HAS_READLINK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_readlink

: see if readlink exists

set readlink d_readlink

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_readlink.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2015 Jarkko Hietaniemi, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:longdblmantbits doublemantbits nvmantbits: Inlibc cat Compile run \

	rm_try Setvar echo i_sunmath usequadmath \

	d_longdbl longdblkind nvsize doublesize longdblsize

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:doublemantbits:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, tells how many mantissa bits

?S:	there are in double precision floating point format.

?S:	Note that this is usually DBL_MANT_DIG minus one, since

?S:	with the standard IEEE 754 formats DBL_MANT_DIG includes

?S:	the implicit bit which doesn't really exist.

?S:.

?S:longdblmantbits:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, tells how many mantissa bits

?S:	there are in long double precision floating point format.

?S:	Note that this can be LDBL_MANT_DIG minus one,

?S:	since

 LDBL_MANT_DIG can include the IEEE 754 implicit bit.

?S:	The common x86-style 80-bit long double does not have
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?S:	an implicit bit.

?S:.

?S:nvmantbits:

?S:	This variable tells how many bits the mantissa of a Perl NV has,

?S:	not including the possible implicit bit.

?S:.

?C:DOUBLEMANTBITS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, tells how many mantissa bits

?C:	there are in double precision floating point format.

?C:	Note that this is usually DBL_MANT_DIG minus one, since

?C:	with the standard IEEE 754 formats DBL_MANT_DIG includes

?C:	the implicit bit, which doesn't really exist.

?C:.

?C:LONGDBLMANTBITS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, tells how many mantissa bits

?C:	there are in long double precision floating point format.

?C:	Note that this can be LDBL_MANT_DIG minus one,

?C:	since LDBL_MANT_DIG can include the IEEE 754 implicit bit.

?C:	The common x86-style 80-bit long double does not have

?C:	an implicit bit.

?C:.

?C:NVMANTBITS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, tells how many mantissa bits

?C:	(not

 including implicit bit) there are in a Perl NV.

?C:	This depends on which floating point type was chosen.

?C:.

?H:#define DOUBLEMANTBITS  $doublemantbits

?H:#define LONGDBLMANTBITS $longdblmantbits

?H:#define NVMANTBITS      $nvmantbits

?H:.

?F:!try

: Check the length of the double mantissa

$echo "Checking how many mantissa bits your doubles have..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOP

#$i_sunmath I_SUNMATH

#include <float.h>

#ifdef I_SUNMATH

# include <sunmath.h>

#endif

#ifdef DBL_MANT_DIG

# define BITS (DBL_MANT_DIG - 1) /* the implicit bit does not count */

#endif

#include <stdio.h>

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

#ifdef BITS

 printf("%d\n", BITS);

#endif
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 return 0;

}

EOP

set try

if eval $compile; then

   doublemantbits=`$run ./try`

else

   doublemantbits="$undef"

fi

$rm_try

 

: Check the length of the longdouble mantissa

$echo "Checking how many mantissa bits your long doubles have..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOP

#$i_sunmath I_SUNMATH

#include <float.h>

#ifdef I_SUNMATH

# include <sunmath.h>

#endif

#$d_longdbl

 HAS_LONG_DOUBLE

#if defined(HAS_LONG_DOUBLE) && defined(LDBL_MANT_DIG)

# if ($longdblkind == 3) || ($longdblkind == 4) /* 80-bit extended precision */

/* This format has no implicit bit.  Beware, however, that for

* this format the bare LDBL_MANT_DIG is misleading for inf/nan:

* the top three bits are used for inf (100) / qnan (11x) / snan (101),

* and the top bit must have been one since 387, zero is plain invalid.

* For normal fp values, the LDBL_MANT_DIG is fine, though. */

#  define BITS LDBL_MANT_DIG

# elif ($longdblkind == 5 || $longdblkind == 6 || $longdblkind == 7 || $longdblkind == 8) /* double double */

/* LDBL_MANT_DIG of 106 (twice 53) would be logical, but for some

* reason e.g. Irix thinks 107.  But in any case, we want only

* the number of real bits, the implicit bits are of no interest.  */

#  define BITS 2 * (DBL_MANT_DIG - 1)

# else

#  define BITS (LDBL_MANT_DIG - 1) /* the implicit bit does not count */

# endif

#endif

#include <stdio.h>

int

 main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

#ifdef BITS

 printf("%d\n", BITS);

#endif

 return 0;

}

EOP

set try
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if eval $compile; then

   longdblmantbits=`$run ./try`

else

   longdblmantbits="$undef"

fi

$rm_try

 

: Check the length of the NV mantissa

$echo "Checking how many mantissa bits your NVs have..." >&4

if test "X$usequadmath" = "X$define"; then

 nvmantbits=112 # 128-1-15

else

 if test "X$nvsize" = "X$doublesize"; then

   nvmantbits="$doublemantbits"

 else

    if test "X$nvsize" = "X$longdblsize"; then

      nvmantbits="$longdblmantbits"

    else

      nvmantbits="$undef"

    fi

 fi

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/mantbits.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_memory.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_memory.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/06/20  07:01:55  ram

?RCS: patch30: cosmetic changes

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:23:56  ram

?RCS: patch27: modified to avoid spurious Whoa warnings (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:02:25  ram

?RCS: patch23: avoid conflicts with <string.h>

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:22  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_memory: Inhdr strings cppstdin

 cppflags cppminus contains rm Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_memory:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_MEMORY symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <memory.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_MEMORY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <memory.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_memory I_MEMORY		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_memory

?X:

?X:	Unfortunately, the definitions of memory functions sometimes

?X:	conflict with those in <string.h>.  We'll assume that if

?X:	<string.h> contains memcpy, then we don't need memory.h

?X:

: see if memory.h is available.

val=''

set memory.h val

eval $inhdr

 

: See if it conflicts with string.h

case "$val" in

$define)

	case "$strings" in

	'') ;;

	*)

		$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < $strings > mem.h

		if $contains 'memcpy' mem.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			echo " "

			echo "We won't be including <memory.h>."

			val="$undef"

		fi

		$rm -f mem.h

		;;

	esac

esac

set i_memory

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/U/i_memory.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getsrvby.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getsbyname d_getsbyport: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getsbyname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETSERVBYNAME

?S:	symbol, which indicates to the C program that the

?S:	getservbyname() routine is available to look up services

?S:	by their name.

?S:.

?S:d_getsbyport:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETSERVBYPORT

?S:	symbol, which indicates to the C program that the

?S:	getservbyport() routine is available to look up services

?S:	by their port.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSERVBYNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getservbyname()

?C:	routine is available to look up services by their name.

?C:.

?C:HAS_GETSERVBYPORT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined,

 indicates that the getservbyport()

?C:	routine is available to look up services by their port.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getsbyname HAS_GETSERVBYNAME		/**/

?H:#$d_getsbyport HAS_GETSERVBYPORT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getsbyname d_getsbyport

: Optional checks for getsbyname and getsbyport

 

@if d_getsbyname || HAS_GETSERVBYNAME

: see if getservbyname exists

set getservbyname d_getsbyname

eval $inlibc

@end

 

@if d_getsbyport || HAS_GETSERVBYPORT

: see if getservbyport exists

set getservbyport d_getsbyport
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eval $inlibc

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getsrvby.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fstatfs : Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fstatfs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FSTATFS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fstatfs() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FSTATFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fstatfs routine is

?C:	available to stat filesystems by file descriptors.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fstatfs HAS_FSTATFS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fstatfs

: see if fstatfs exists

set fstatfs d_fstatfs

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fstatfs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Mkdirp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Extract.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  14:58:52  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:51:46  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script which can launched to create a

?X: directory path like "mkdir -p" would do.

?X:

?MAKE:Mkdirp:

 eunicefix startsh

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./mkdirp

?T:name create file

: script used to emulate mkdir -p

cat >mkdirp <<EOS

$startsh

EOS

cat >>mkdirp <<'EOS'

name=$1;

create="";

while test $name; do

	if test ! -d "$name"; then

		create="$name $create"

		name=`echo $name | sed -e "s|^[^/]*$||"`

		name=`echo $name | sed -e "s|\(.*\)/.*|\1|"`

	else

		name=""

	fi

done

for file in $create; do

	mkdir $file

done

EOS

chmod +x mkdirp

$eunicefix mkdirp

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Mkdirp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: baserev.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: baserev.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:baserev: Null

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:baserev:

?S:	The base revision level of this package, from the .package file.

?S:.

: set the base revision

baserev=<BASEREV>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/baserev.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_safemcpy.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  15:41:12  ram

?RCS: patch61: improved overlapping copy check

?RCS: patch61: comfort them if they have memmove

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/07/25  13:58:46  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/03/21  08:47:26  ram

?RCS: patch52: swapped two first arguments of memcpy() calls

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:15:10
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  ram

?RCS: patch36: added 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:53:12  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure string is not optimized in read-only memory (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_safemcpy: cat d_memcpy +cc +optimize +ccflags +libs +ldflags rm \

	d_memmove i_memory i_stdlib i_string i_unistd Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_safemcpy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SAFE_MEMCPY symbol if

?S:	the memcpy() routine can do overlapping copies.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SAFE_MEMCPY (SAFE_MEMCPY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memcpy routine is available

?C:	to copy potentially overlapping memory blocks. Otherwise you should

?C:	probably use memmove() or memcpy(). If neither is defined, roll your

?C:	own version.

?C:.

?H:#$d_safemcpy HAS_SAFE_MEMCPY	/**/

?H:.

?F:!safemcpy

?LINT: set d_safemcpy

: can memcpy handle overlapping blocks?

?X:

 assume the worst

val="$undef"

case "$d_memcpy" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Checking to see if your memcpy() can do overlapping copies..." >&4

	$cat >foo.c <<EOCP

#$i_memory I_MEMORY

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#$i_string I_STRING

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

EOCP

	$cat >>foo.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

#ifdef I_MEMORY

#  include <memory.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#  include <stdlib.h>

#endif
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#ifdef I_STRING

#  include <string.h>

#else

#  include <strings.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#  include <unistd.h>  /* Needed for NetBSD */

#endif

int main()

{

char buf[128], abc[128];

char *b;

int len;

int off;

int align;

 

/* Copy "abcde..." string to char abc[] so that gcc doesn't

  try to store the string in read-only memory. */

memcpy(abc, "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789", 36);

 

for (align = 7; align >= 0; align--) {

	for (len = 36; len; len--) {

		b = buf+align;

		memcpy(b, abc, len);

		for (off = 1; off <= len; off++) {

			memcpy(b+off, b, len);

			memcpy(b, b+off, len);

			if (memcmp(b, abc, len))

				exit(1);

		}

	}

}

exit(0);

}

EOCP

	if

 $cc $optimize $ccflags $ldflags \

		    -o safemcpy foo.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		if ./safemcpy 2>/dev/null; then

			echo "Yes, it can."

			val="$define"

		else

			echo "It can't, sorry."

			case "$d_memmove" in

			"$define") echo "But that's Ok since you have memmove()." ;;

			esac

		fi

	else
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		echo "(I can't compile the test program, so we'll assume not...)"

		case "$d_memmove" in

		"$define") echo "But that's Ok since you have memmove()." ;;

		esac

	fi

	;;

esac

$rm -f foo.* safemcpy core

set d_safemcpy

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_safemcpy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endpwent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endpwent_r endpwent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_pwd extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endpwent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDPWENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the endpwent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:endpwent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of endpwent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_endpwent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endpwent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDPWENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endpwent_r routine

?C:	is available to

 endpwent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:ENDPWENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of endpwent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_endpwent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endpwent_r

?C:	is defined.
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?C:.

?H:#$d_endpwent_r HAS_ENDPWENT_R	/**/

?H:#define ENDPWENT_R_PROTO $endpwent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_endpwent_r_proto

: see if endpwent_r exists

set endpwent_r d_endpwent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_endpwent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_pwd pwd.h"

	case "$d_endpwent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_endpwent_r_proto=define

		set d_endpwent_r_proto endpwent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_endpwent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$endpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int endpwent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endpwent_r_proto=I_H ;;

	esac

	case "$endpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void endpwent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endpwent_r_proto=V_H ;;

	esac

	case "$endpwent_r_proto"

 in

	''|0)	d_endpwent_r=undef

		endpwent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling endpwent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$endpwent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) endpwent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$endpwent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "endpwent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_endpwent_r=undef

		endpwent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	endpwent_r_proto=0
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	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_endpwent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_poll.U 15 2006-08-30 18:21:51Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_poll.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:38:17  ram

?RCS: patch61: mention that <poll.h> can be included if HAS_POLL defined

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:26:31  ram

?RCS: patch45: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_poll: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_poll:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_POLL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the poll() routine is available

?S:	to poll active file descriptors.

?S:.

?C:HAS_POLL

 :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the poll routine is

?C:	available to poll active file descriptors.  Please check I_POLL and

?C:	I_SYS_POLL to know which header should be included as well.

?C:.

?H:#$d_poll HAS_POLL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_poll

: see if poll exists

set poll d_poll

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_poll.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysstat.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysstat.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:48:30  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysstat: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysstat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_STAT symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/stat.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_STAT (I_SYSSTAT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/stat.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysstat	I_SYS_STAT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_sysstat

: see if sys/stat.h is available

set sys/stat.h i_sysstat

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysstat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endprotoent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:d_endprotoent_r endprotoent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endprotoent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDPROTOENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the endprotoent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:endprotoent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of endprotoent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_endprotoent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endprotoent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDPROTOENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endprotoent_r

 routine

?C:	is available to endprotoent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:ENDPROTOENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of endprotoent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_endprotoent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endprotoent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endprotoent_r HAS_ENDPROTOENT_R	/**/

?H:#define ENDPROTOENT_R_PROTO $endprotoent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_endprotoent_r_proto

: see if endprotoent_r exists

set endprotoent_r d_endprotoent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_endprotoent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_endprotoent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_endprotoent_r_proto=define

		set d_endprotoent_r_proto endprotoent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_endprotoent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$endprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int endprotoent_r(struct protoent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endprotoent_r_proto=I_D ;;

	esac

	case "$endprotoent_r_proto"
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 in

	''|0) try='void endprotoent_r(struct protoent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endprotoent_r_proto=V_D ;;

	esac

	case "$endprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_endprotoent_r=undef

		endprotoent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling endprotoent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$endprotoent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) endprotoent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$endprotoent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "endprotoent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_endprotoent_r=undef

		endprotoent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	endprotoent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_endprotoent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Myinit.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/31  09:47:29  ram

?RCS: patch44: leading comment states this unit comes before option processing

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:07  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?X:

?X: If you want to initialize any default values, copy this unit to your

?X: personal U directory and add the assignments to the end.  This file

?X: is included after variables are initialized but before any old

?X: config.sh file is read in and before

 any Configure switch processing.

?X:

?MAKE:Myinit: Init

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT: nocomment

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Myinit.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: mboxchar.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: mboxchar.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:13:12  ram

?RCS: patch56: ensure ctrl-A characters are visible in prompt (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:11:22  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for MMDF mailboxes (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:15  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:mboxchar: cat package shsharp Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:mboxchar:

?S:	This variable

 contains the eventual value of the MBOXCHAR symbol,

?S:	which is how a C program can identify a file as a mailbox.

?S:.

?C:MBOXCHAR:

?C:	This symbol contains a character which will match the beginning

?C:	of a mailbox file.

?C:.
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?H:#define MBOXCHAR '$mboxchar'		/**/

?H:.

?T:CTRLA

?INIT:CTRLA=`echo a | tr a '\001'`

: determine how to determine when a file is a mailbox

case "$mboxchar" in

'') dflt=F;;

?X: The following ^A is two-chars to ensure it will print out -- WED

"$CTRLA") dflt='^A';;

*)  dflt="$mboxchar";;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

In saving articles, $package wants to differentiate between saving to

mailbox format files and normal files.  It does this by examining the

first character of the file in question.  On most systems the first line

starts with "From ...", so the first character is an F.  Other systems

use magic cookies like control codes between articles, so one of those

would be first.  For example, MMDF messages are separated with lines of

four control-A's (you may specify one

 as ^A, i.e. caret A).

 

EOM

rp="What's the first character of a mailbox file?"

. ./myread

mboxchar="$ans"

case "$mboxchar" in

'F') ;;

"$CTRLA") ;;

'^A'|'^a') mboxchar="$CTRLA";;

*)  cat <<'EOM'

 

You will need to edit the shell script mbox.saver to properly append an

article to a mailbox.  The arguments to the script are documented in

EOM

	case "$shsharp" in

	false) echo "comments in mbox.saver.std.";;

	true) echo "comments in the shell script itself.";;

	esac

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/mboxchar.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lrint: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lrint:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LRINT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the lrint() routine is available

?S:	to return the integral value closest to a double (according

?S:	to the current rounding mode).

?S:.

?C:HAS_LRINT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lrint routine is

?C:	available to return the integral value closest to a double

?C:	(according to the current rounding mode).

?C:.

?H:#$d_lrint HAS_LRINT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lrint

: see if lrint exists

set lrint d_lrint

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_lrint.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_drem.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_drem.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:12:14  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_drem: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_drem:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DREM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the drem() routine is available.

?S:.
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?C:HAS_DREM :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the drem routine is

?C:	available.

  This routine is roughly the same as fmod, i.e. it

?C:	computes the remainder r=x-n*y, where n=rint(x/y), whereas fmod

?C:	uses n=trunc(x/y).

?C:.

?H:#$d_drem HAS_DREM		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_drem

: see if drem exists

set drem d_drem

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_drem.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: myhostname.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 16:15:55 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: myhostname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:15:55  ram

?RCS: patch61: improved hostname lookup by using ypmatch when NIS is used

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:25:43  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./xenix explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS: patch36: now uses new Tr unit to convert to/from lowercase

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:06:20  ram

?RCS: patch30: now a little more clever for domain name guessing

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:18  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:myhostname phostname mydomain: contains sed test Myread Oldconfig \

	Guess Loc awk echo sort uniq +usrinc rm hostcat Tr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:myhostname (hostname):
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?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the MYHOSTNAME symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the host the program is going to run on.

?S:	The domain is not kept with hostname, but must be gotten from mydomain.

?S:	The dot comes with mydomain, and need not be supplied by the program.

?S:.

?S:mydomain:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the MYDOMAIN symbol,

?S:	which is the domain of the host the program is going to run on.

?S:	The domain must be appended to myhostname to form a complete host name.

?S:	The dot comes with mydomain, and need not be supplied by the program.

?S:.

?S:phostname:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the PHOSTNAME symbol,

?S:	which is a command that can be fed to popen()

 to get the host name.

?S:	The program should probably not presume that the domain is or isn't

?S:	there already.

?S:.

?C:MYHOSTNAME (HOSTNAME):

?C:	This symbol contains name of the host the program is going to run on.

?C:	The domain is not kept with hostname, but must be gotten from MYDOMAIN.

?C:	The dot comes with MYDOMAIN, and need not be supplied by the program.

?C:	If gethostname() or uname() exist, MYHOSTNAME may be ignored. If MYDOMAIN

?C:	is not used, MYHOSTNAME will hold the name derived from PHOSTNAME.

?C:.

?C:MYDOMAIN:

?C:	This symbol contains the domain of the host the program is going to

?C:	run on.  The domain must be appended to HOSTNAME to form a complete

?C:	host name.  The dot comes with MYDOMAIN, and need not be supplied by

?C:	the program.  If the host name is derived from PHOSTNAME, the domain

?C:	may or may not already be there, and the program should check.

?C:.

?H:#define MYHOSTNAME "$myhostname"		/**/

?H:#define MYDOMAIN "$mydomain"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:extern osname

?T:cont

 i tans tmp_re

: now get the host name

echo " "

echo "Figuring out host name..." >&4

case "$myhostname" in

'') cont=true

	echo 'Maybe "hostname" will work...'

	if tans=`sh -c hostname 2>&1` ; then

		myhostname=$tans

		phostname=hostname

		cont=''
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	fi

	;;

*) cont='';;

esac

if $test "$cont"; then

	if ./xenix; then

		echo 'Oh, dear.  Maybe "/etc/systemid" is the key...'

		if tans=`cat /etc/systemid 2>&1` ; then

			myhostname=$tans

			phostname='cat /etc/systemid'

			echo "Whadyaknow.  Xenix always was a bit strange..."

			cont=''

		fi

	elif $test -r /etc/systemid; then

		echo "(What is a non-Xenix system doing with /etc/systemid?)"

	fi

fi

if $test "$cont"; then

	echo 'No, maybe "uuname -l" will work...'

	if tans=`sh -c 'uuname -l' 2>&1` ; then

		myhostname=$tans

		phostname='uuname -l'

	else

		echo 'Strange.  Maybe "uname -n" will work...'

		if tans=`sh -c 'uname -n' 2>&1` ; then

			myhostname=$tans

			phostname='uname -n'

		else

			echo 'Oh well, maybe I can mine it out of whoami.h...'

			if

 tans=`sh -c $contains' sysname $usrinc/whoami.h' 2>&1` ; then

				myhostname=`echo "$tans" | $sed 's/^.*"\(.*\)"/\1/'`

				phostname="sed -n -e '"'/sysname/s/^.*\"\\(.*\\)\"/\1/{'"' -e p -e q -e '}' <$usrinc/whoami.h"

			else

				case "$myhostname" in

				'') echo "Does this machine have an identity crisis or something?"

					phostname='';;

				*)

					echo "Well, you said $myhostname before..."

					phostname='echo $myhostname';;

				esac

			fi

		fi

	fi

fi

case "$myhostname" in

'') myhostname=noname ;;

esac
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: you do not want to know about this

set $myhostname

myhostname=$1

 

: verify guess

if $test "$myhostname" ; then

	dflt=y

	rp='Your host name appears to be "'$myhostname'".'" Right?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y*) ;;

	*) myhostname='';;

	esac

fi

 

: bad guess or no guess

while $test "X$myhostname" = X ; do

	dflt=''

	rp="Please type the (one word) name of your host:"

	. ./myread

	myhostname="$ans"

done

 

: translate upper to lower if necessary

case "$myhostname" in

*[A-Z]*)

	echo

 "(Normalizing case in your host name)"

	myhostname=`echo $myhostname | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`

	;;

esac

 

?X: Do not ask for domain name if this is not used later on. In that

?X: case, the hostname may keep its domain name, but it doesn't matter.

@if MYDOMAIN || mydomain

case "$myhostname" in

*.*)

	dflt=`expr "X$myhostname" : "X[^.]*\(\..*\)"`

	myhostname=`expr "X$myhostname" : "X\([^.]*\)\."`

	echo "(Trimming domain name from host name--host name is now $myhostname)"

	;;

*) case "$mydomain" in

	'')

?X:

?X: There is currently no way to say we do not want hostcat if mydomain is not

?X: used. One way to achieve that would be to put that code in a mydomain.U

?X: unit. However, we want to stick the sanity checks right after the domain

?X: name computation, or if none is done, right after the hostname computation.
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?X:

		{

?X: If we use NIS, try ypmatch.

			test "X$hostcat" = "Xypcat hosts" &&

			ypmatch "$myhostname" hosts 2>/dev/null |\

				$sed -e 's/[	 ]*#.*//; s/$/ /' > hosts

 && \

			$test -s hosts

		} || {

?X: Extract only the relevant hosts, reducing file size,

?X: remove comments, insert trailing space for later use.

?X: Test to be sure we *have* a hostcat command.  os390 doesn't.

			test "X$hostcat" != "X" &&

			$hostcat | $sed -n -e "s/[	 ]*#.*//; s/\$/ /

					/[	 ]$myhostname[	. ]/p" > hosts

		}

		tmp_re="[	. ]"

		if $test -f hosts; then

			$test x`$awk "/[0-9].*[	 ]$myhostname$tmp_re/ { sum++ }

			     END { print sum }" hosts` = x1 || tmp_re="[	 ]"

			dflt=.`$awk "/[0-9].*[	 ]$myhostname$tmp_re/ {for(i=2; i<=NF;i++) print \\\$i}" \

				hosts | $sort | $uniq | \

				$sed -n -e "s/$myhostname\.\([-a-zA-Z0-9_.]\)/\1/p"`

			case `$echo X$dflt` in

			X*\ *)	echo "(Several hosts in the database matched hostname)"

				dflt=.

				;;

			X.) echo "(You do not have fully-qualified names in the hosts database)"

				;;

			esac

		else

			echo "(I cannot locate a hosts database anywhere)"

			dflt=.

		fi

		case "$dflt" in

		.)

			tans=`./loc resolv.conf X /etc /usr/etc`

			if

 $test -f "$tans"; then

				echo "(Attempting domain name extraction from $tans)"

?X: Look for either a search or a domain directive.

				dflt=.`$sed -n -e 's/	/ /g' \

				  -e 's/^search  *\([^ ]*\).*/\1/p' $tans \

				  -e 1q 2>/dev/null`

				case "$dflt" in

				.) dflt=.`$sed -n -e 's/	/ /g' \

				     -e 's/^domain  *\([^ ]*\).*/\1/p' $tans \

				     -e 1q 2>/dev/null`
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					;;

				esac

			fi

			;;

		esac

		case "$dflt" in

		.) echo "(No help from resolv.conf either -- attempting clever guess)"

			dflt=.`sh -c domainname 2>/dev/null`

			case "$dflt" in

			'') dflt='.';;

			.nis.*|.yp.*|.main.*) dflt=`echo $dflt | $sed -e 's/^\.[^.]*//'`;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		case "$dflt$osname" in

		.os390) echo "(Attempting domain name extraction from //'SYS1.TCPPARMS(TCPDATA)')"

			dflt=.`awk '/^DOMAINORIGIN/ {print $2}' "//'SYS1.TCPPARMS(TCPDATA)'" 2>/dev/null`

			;;

		esac

		case "$dflt" in

		.) echo "(Lost all hope -- silly guess then)"

			dflt='.nonet'

			;;

		esac

		$rm -f hosts

		;;

	*)

 dflt="$mydomain";;

	esac;;

esac

echo " "

rp="What is your domain name?"

. ./myread

tans="$ans"

case "$ans" in

'') ;;

.*) ;;

*) tans=".$tans";;

esac

mydomain="$tans"

 

: translate upper to lower if necessary

case "$mydomain" in

*[A-Z]*)

	echo "(Normalizing case in your domain name)"

	mydomain=`echo $mydomain | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`

	;;

esac
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@end

: a little sanity check here

case "$phostname" in

'') ;;

*)

	case `$phostname | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'` in

	$myhostname$mydomain|$myhostname) ;;

	*)

		case "$phostname" in

		sed*)

			echo "(That doesn't agree with your whoami.h file, by the way.)"

			;;

		*)

			echo "(That doesn't agree with your $phostname command, by the way.)"

			;;

		esac

	;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/myhostname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: models.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: models.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:13:17  ram

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:02:39  ram

?RCS: patch6: added default for large

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:models split small medium large huge: test cat Myread sysman Oldconfig \
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	Loc contains rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:models:

?S:	This variable contains

 the list of memory models supported by this

?S:	system.  Possible component values are none, split, unsplit, small,

?S:	medium, large, and huge.  The component values are space separated.

?S:.

?S:split:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program that will run in separate I and D space, for those

?S:	machines that support separation of instruction and data space.  It is

?S:	up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:small:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program running with a small memory model.  It is up to

?S:	the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:medium:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program running with a medium memory model.  If the

?S:	medium model is not supported, contains the flag to produce large

?S:	model programs.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:large:

?S:	This variable contains a flag

 which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program running with a large memory model.  It is up to

?S:	the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:huge:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program running with a huge memory model.  If the

?S:	huge model is not supported, contains the flag to produce large

?S:	model programs.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?T:unsplit tans modelcc

?F:!pdp11

?D:large=''

?LINT:extern cc

: see what memory models we can support

case "$models" in

'')

?X: We may not use Cppsym or we get a circular dependency through cc.

?X: But this should work regardless of which cc we eventually use.

	$cat >pdp11.c <<'EOP'

int main() {
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#ifdef pdp11

	exit(0);

#else

	exit(1);

#endif

}

EOP

?X: Run cc in a subshell in case they don't have a 'cc' command.

?X: Presumably they do have gcc or something.

	case "$cc" in

	'') modelcc="$cc" ;;

	*) modelcc="cc" ;;

	esac

	( $modelcc -o pdp11 pdp11.c ) >/dev/null 2>&1

	if

 $test -f pdp11 && ./pdp11 2>/dev/null; then

		dflt='unsplit split'

	else

		tans=`./loc . X /lib/small /lib/large /usr/lib/small /usr/lib/large /lib/medium /usr/lib/medium /lib/huge`

		case "$tans" in

		X) dflt='none';;

		*) if $test -d /lib/small || $test -d /usr/lib/small; then

				dflt='small'

			else

				dflt=''

			fi

			if $test -d /lib/medium || $test -d /usr/lib/medium; then

				dflt="$dflt medium"

			fi

			if $test -d /lib/large || $test -d /usr/lib/large; then

				dflt="$dflt large"

			fi

			if $test -d /lib/huge || $test -d /usr/lib/huge; then

				dflt="$dflt huge"

			fi

		esac

	fi;;

*) dflt="$models";;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

Some systems have different model sizes.  On most systems they are called

small, medium, large, and huge.  On the PDP11 they are called unsplit and

split.  If your system doesn't support different memory models, say "none".

If you wish to force everything to one memory model, say "none" here and

put the appropriate flags later when it asks you for other

 cc and ld flags.

Venix systems may wish to put "none" and let the compiler figure things out.
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(In the following question multiple model names should be space separated.)

 

The default for most systems is "none".

 

EOM

rp="Which memory models are supported?"

. ./myread

models="$ans"

 

case "$models" in

none)

	small=''

	medium=''

	large=''

	huge=''

	unsplit=''

	split=''

	;;

*split)

	case "$split" in

	'') if $contains '\-i' $sysman/ld.1 >/dev/null 2>&1 || \

			 $contains '\-i' $sysman/cc.1 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			dflt='-i'

		else

			dflt='none'

		fi;;

	*) dflt="$split";;

	esac

	rp="What flag indicates separate I and D space?"

	. ./myread

	tans="$ans"

	case "$tans" in

	none) tans='';;

	esac

	split="$tans"

	unsplit='';;

*large*|*small*|*medium*|*huge*)

	case "$models" in

	*large*)

		case "$large" in

		'') dflt='-Ml';;

		*) dflt="$large";;

		esac

	rp="What flag indicates large model?"

	. ./myread

	tans="$ans"

	case "$tans" in

	none) tans='';
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	esac

	large="$tans";;

	*) large='';;

	esac

	case "$models"

 in

	*huge*) case "$huge" in

		'') dflt='-Mh';;

		*) dflt="$huge";;

		esac

		rp="What flag indicates huge model?"

		. ./myread

		tans="$ans"

		case "$tans" in

		none) tans='';

		esac

		huge="$tans";;

	*) huge="$large";;

	esac

	case "$models" in

	*medium*) case "$medium" in

		'') dflt='-Mm';;

		*) dflt="$medium";;

		esac

		rp="What flag indicates medium model?"

		. ./myread

		tans="$ans"

		case "$tans" in

		none) tans='';

		esac

		medium="$tans";;

	*) medium="$large";;

	esac

	case "$models" in

	*small*) case "$small" in

		'') dflt='none';;

		*) dflt="$small";;

		esac

		rp="What flag indicates small model?"

		. ./myread

		tans="$ans"

		case "$tans" in

		none) tans='';

		esac

		small="$tans";;

	*) small='';;

	esac

	;;
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*)

	echo "Unrecognized memory models--you may have to edit Makefile.SH" >&4

	;;

esac

$rm -f pdp11.* pdp11

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/models.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_stdlib.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_stdlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:27  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_stdlib: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_stdlib:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_STDLIB symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <stdlib.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_STDLIB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <stdlib.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_stdlib

: see if stdlib is available

set stdlib.h i_stdlib

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_stdlib.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the WRITEME file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_writev: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_writev:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_WRITEV symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the writev() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_WRITEV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the writev routine is

?C:	available to do scatter writes.

?C:.

?H:#$d_writev HAS_WRITEV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_writev

: see if writev exists

set writev d_writev

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_writev.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: selecttype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:20:09  ram

?RCS: patch61: always include <sys/select.h> when available for test

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:14:06  ram
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?RCS: patch56: removed harmful spaces in assignment

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:06:31  ram

?RCS: patch30: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:selecttype: cat +cc +ccflags rm Oldconfig Myread \

	d_fd_set d_select d_socket i_systime

 i_sysselct

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:selecttype:

?S:	This variable holds the type used for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

?S:	arguments to select.  Usually, this is 'fd_set *', if HAS_FD_SET

?S:	is defined, and 'int *' otherwise.  This is only useful if you

?S:	have select(), naturally.

?S:.

?C:Select_fd_set_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

?C:	arguments to select.  Usually, this is 'fd_set *', if HAS_FD_SET

?C:	is defined, and 'int *' otherwise.  This is only useful if you

?C:	have select(), of course.

?C:.

?H:#define Select_fd_set_t 	$selecttype	/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx yyy

: check for type of arguments to select.  This will only really

: work if the system supports prototypes and provides one for

: select.

case "$d_select" in

$define)

	: Make initial guess

	case "$selecttype" in

	''|' ')

		case "$d_fd_set" in

		$define) xxx='fd_set *' ;;

		*) xxx='int *' ;;

		esac

		;;

	*) 	xxx="$selecttype"

		;;

	esac

	: backup guess

	case "$xxx" in

	'fd_set *') yyy='int *'

 ;;

	'int *') yyy='fd_set *' ;;

	esac

 

	$cat <<EOM
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Checking to see what type of arguments are expected by select().

EOM

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$i_systime I_SYS_TIME

#$i_sysselct I_SYS_SELECT

#$d_socket HAS_SOCKET

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef HAS_SOCKET

#include <sys/socket.h> /* Might include <sys/bsdtypes.h> */

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_TIME

#include <sys/time.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_SELECT

#include <sys/select.h>

#endif

int main()

{

	int width;

	Select_fd_set_t readfds;

	Select_fd_set_t writefds;

	Select_fd_set_t exceptfds;

	struct timeval timeout;

	select(width, readfds, writefds, exceptfds, &timeout);

	exit(0);

}

EOCP

	if $cc $ccflags -c -DSelect_fd_set_t="$xxx" try.c >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		selecttype="$xxx"

		echo "Your system uses $xxx for the arguments to select." >&4

	elif $cc $ccflags -c -DSelect_fd_set_t="$yyy" try.c >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		selecttype="$yyy"

		echo "Your system uses $yyy for the arguments to select." >&4

	else

		rp='What is the type for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th arguments

 to select?'

		dflt="$xxx"

		. ./myread

		selecttype="$ans"

	fi

	$rm -f try.[co]

	;;

*)	selecttype='int *'

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/selecttype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: yacc.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/05/13 15:28:48 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: yacc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/13  15:28:48  ram

?RCS: patch27: added byacc as another alternative (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:10:03  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:yacc yaccflags: Guess Myread Oldconfig byacc bison cat test _exe

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:yacc:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the compiler compiler we

?S:	want to use in the Makefile. It can be yacc, byacc, or bison -y.

?S:.

?S:yaccflags:

?S:	This

 variable contains any additional yacc flags desired by the

?S:	user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?T:comp

: determine compiler compiler

case "$yacc" in

'')

	dflt=yacc;;

*)

	dflt="$yacc";;

esac

echo " "

comp='yacc'

if $test -f "$byacc$_exe"; then

	dflt="$byacc"

	comp="byacc or $comp"

fi

if $test -f "$bison$_exe"; then

	comp="$comp or bison -y"
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fi

rp="Which compiler compiler ($comp) shall I use?"

. ./myread

yacc="$ans"

case "$yacc" in

*bis*)

	case "$yacc" in

	*-y*) ;;

	*)

		yacc="$yacc -y"

		echo "(Adding -y option to bison to get yacc-compatible behavior.)"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

@if yaccflags

: see if we need extra yacc flags

dflt="$yaccflags"

case "$dflt" in

'') dflt=none;;

esac

$cat <<EOH

 

Your yacc program may need extra flags to normally process the parser sources.

Do NOT specify any -d or -v flags here, since those are explicitly known

by the various Makefiles. However, if your machine has strange/undocumented

options (like -Sr# on SCO to specify the

 maximum number of grammar rules), then

please add them here.  To use no flags, specify the word "none".

 

EOH

rp="Any additional yacc flags?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) yaccflags='';;

*) yaccflags="$ans";;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/yacc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_poll.U,v $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_langinfo: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_langinfo:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_LANGINFO symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <langinfo.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_LANGINFO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <langinfo.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_langinfo	I_LANGINFO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_langinfo

: see if this is a langinfo.h system

set langinfo.h i_langinfo

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_langinfo.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: uidtype.U,v 3.0.1.3 1994/08/29 16:33:25 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: uidtype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/08/29  16:33:25  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  07:09:36  ram

?RCS: patch30: comment for uidtype referred to the obsoleted symbol

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/13  15:28:27  ram

?RCS: patch27: made conformant to its gidtype.U companion

?RCS: patch27: question now explicitly mentions getuid()

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18

  12:09:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:uidtype: Myread Typedef Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:uidtype:

?S:	This variable defines Uid_t to be something like uid_t, int,

?S:	ushort, or whatever type is used to declare user ids in the kernel.

?S:.

?C:Uid_t (UIDTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare user ids in the kernel.

?C:	It can be int, ushort, uid_t, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Uid_t $uidtype		/* UID type */

?H:.

?T:xxx

: see what type uids are declared as in the kernel

echo " "

echo "Looking for the type for user ids returned by getuid()."

set uid_t uidtype xxx stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

case "$uidtype" in

xxx)

	xxx=`./findhdr sys/user.h`

	set `grep '_ruid;' "$xxx" 2>/dev/null` unsigned short

	case $1 in

	unsigned) dflt="$1 $2" ;;

	*) dflt="$1" ;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$uidtype";;

esac

case "$uidtype" in

uid_t)	echo "uid_t found." ;;

*)	rp="What

 is the type for user ids returned by getuid()?"

	. ./myread

	uidtype="$ans"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/uidtype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sresuproto: Hasproto i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sresuproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETRESUID_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the setresuid() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETRESUID_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the setresuid() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  Good guesses are

?C:		extern

 int setresuid(uid_t ruid, uid_t euid, uid_t suid);

?C:.

?H:#$d_sresuproto	HAS_SETRESUID_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sresuproto

: see if prototype for setresuid is available

echo " "

set d_sresuproto setresuid $i_unistd unistd.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sresuproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:siteman3dir siteman3direxp installsiteman3dir: Getfile \

	Setprefixvar prefix siteprefix man3dir sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:siteman3dir=''

?S:siteman3dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which site-specific

?S:	library man source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	After

 perl has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	man3 pages in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?D:siteman3direxp=''

?S:siteman3direxp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the siteman3dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installsiteman3dir=''

?S:installsiteman3dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as siteman3direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	man3direxp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsiteman3dir

?LINT:set siteman3dir

?LINT:set siteman3direxp

: determine where add-on library man pages go

case "$siteman3dir" in

'')	dflt=`echo $man3dir | $sed "s#^$prefix#$siteprefix#"` ;;

*)	dflt=$siteman3dir ;;

esac

case "$dflt" in

''|' ') dflt=none ;;

esac

fn=dn+~

rp='Pathname

 where the site-specific library manual pages should be installed?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=siteman3dir

. ./setprefixvar
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/siteman3dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: mansrc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: mansrc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1997/02/28  16:12:03  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't ask for AFS when they choose to not install pages

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/09/25  09:16:58  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/02/15  14:15:31  ram

?RCS: patch51: was mistakenly duplicating /usr/local/man/man1 (ADO)

?RCS: patch51: added /opt/man/man1 to the lookpath (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0.1.6  1995/01/30  14:39:34  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/01/11  15:32:25  ram

?RCS: patch45: can now use Loc variables since path stripping is deferred

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/08/29  16:30:38  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix for default setting

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  15:11:10  ram

?RCS: patch23: added lint hint, assuring that nroff is used

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/01/24  14:14:39  ram

?RCS: patch16: now uses _nroff in case user asked for portability

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:09:31  ram

?RCS: patch10: allows for L1 man page extension (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:14  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:mansrc mansrcexp manext installmansrc: afs cat nroff Loc Oldconfig \

	sysman spackage test Getfile Prefixit prefixexp Prefixup

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:mansrc:

?S:	This variable

 contains the name of the directory in which manual

?S:	source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:.

?S:mansrcexp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the mansrc variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:installmansrc:

?S:	This variable is really the same as mansrcexp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	mansrcexp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?S:manext:

?S:	This variable contains the extension that the manual page should

?S:	have: one of 'n', 'l', or '1'.  The Makefile must supply the '.'.

?S:	See mansrc.

?S:.

?T:lookpath

: determine where manual pages go

set mansrc mansrc none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

$spackage has manual

 pages available in source form.

EOM

case "$nroff" in

nroff)

	echo "However, you don't have nroff, so they're probably useless to you."

	case "$mansrc" in

	'') mansrc="none";;

	esac;;

esac

echo "If you don't want the manual sources installed, answer 'none'."

case "$mansrc" in

'')

	lookpath="$prefixexp/share/man/man1 $prefixexp/man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/u_man/man1 $prefixexp/man/l_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/local/man/man1 /opt/man/man1 /usr/man/manl"
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	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/share/man/man1 /usr/local/share/man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/man/local/man1 /usr/man/l_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/local/man/u_man/man1 /usr/local/man/l_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath /usr/man/man.L"

	mansrc=`./loc . $prefixexp/man/man1 $lookpath`

	if $test -d "$mansrc"; then

		dflt="$mansrc"

	else

		dflt="$sysman"

	fi

	set dflt

	eval $prefixup

	;;

' ') dflt=none;;

*)  dflt="$mansrc"

	;;

esac

echo " "

fn=dn~

rp='Where do the manual pages (source) go?'

. ./getfile

if test

 "X$mansrcexp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installmansrc=''

fi

mansrc="$ans"

mansrcexp="$ansexp"

case "$mansrc" in

'') mansrc=' '

	installmansrc='';;

esac

if $afs && $test "$mansrc"; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

manual pages reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installmansrc" in

	'') dflt=`echo $mansrcexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installmansrc";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will man pages be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installmansrc="$ans"

else
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	installmansrc="$mansrcexp"

fi

 

case "$mansrc" in

' ') manext='0';;

*l) manext=l;;

*n) manext=n;;

*o) manext=l;;

*p) manext=n;;

*C) manext=C;;

*L) manext=L;;

*L1) manext=L1;;

*) manext=1;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/mansrc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_nan: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_nan:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_NAN if nan() is

?S:	available to generate NaN.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NAN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the nan routine is

?C:	available to generate NaN.

?C:.

?H:#$d_nan HAS_NAN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_nan

: see if nan exists

set nan d_nan

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_nan.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_closedir.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:31:26 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_closedir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:31:26  ram

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:11:18  ram

?RCS: patch36: added 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:21  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_closedir d_void_closedir: Inlibc i_dirent i_sysdir i_sysndir

 \

	i_systypes Compile Setvar rm_try run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_closedir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_CLOSEDIR if closedir() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CLOSEDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the closedir() routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_closedir HAS_CLOSEDIR		/**/

?H:.

?S:d_void_closedir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines VOID_CLOSEDIR if closedir()

?S:	does not return a value.

?S:.

?C:VOID_CLOSEDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the closedir() routine

?C:	does not return a value.

?C:.

?H:#$d_void_closedir VOID_CLOSEDIR		/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_closedir d_void_closedir

: see if closedir exists

set closedir d_closedir

eval $inlibc
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@if VOID_CLOSEDIR || d_void_closedir

?X: The following contortions are designed so we can call closedir()

?X: and check whether it returns a value.  The contortions are designed

?X:	to portably pick up the correct directory header, for those

?X:	systems that support various mutually incompatible

 directory functions.

?X:	This is from perl5's perl.h

case "$d_closedir" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Checking whether closedir() returns a status..." >&4

	cat > try.c <<EOM

#$i_dirent I_DIRENT		/**/

#$i_sysdir I_SYS_DIR		/**/

#$i_sysndir I_SYS_NDIR		/**/

#$i_systypes I_SYS_TYPES	/**/

 

#if defined(I_SYS_TYPES)

#include <sys/types.h>

#endif

#if defined(I_DIRENT)

#include <dirent.h>

#else

#ifdef I_SYS_NDIR

#include <sys/ndir.h>

#else

#ifdef I_SYS_DIR

#include <sys/dir.h>

#endif

#endif

#endif

int main() { return closedir(opendir(".")); }

EOM

	set try

	if eval $compile_ok; then

		if $run ./try > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			echo "Yes, it does."

			val="$undef"

		else

			echo "No, it doesn't."

			val="$define"

		fi

	else

		echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program--assuming it doesn't)"

		val="$define"

	fi

	;;
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*)

	val="$undef";

	;;

esac

set d_void_closedir

eval $setvar

$rm_try

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_closedir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Oldsym.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:06:58  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:13  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit follows the creation of the config.sh file. It adds some

?X: special symbols: defines from patchlevel.h file if any and CONFIG,

?X: which is set to true. Then, we try to keep all the new symbols that

?X: may come from a hint file or a previous config.sh file.

?X:

?MAKE:Oldsym:

 Config_sh Options test hint src sed sort uniq

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?T:CONFIG sym tmp

?F:!UU

: add special variables

$test -f $src/patchlevel.h && \

awk '/^#define/ {printf "%s=%s\n",$2,$3}' $src/patchlevel.h >>config.sh

echo "CONFIG=true" >>config.sh

 

: propagate old symbols
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if $test -f UU/config.sh; then

?X: Make sure each symbol is unique in oldconfig.sh

	<UU/config.sh $sort | $uniq >UU/oldconfig.sh

?X:

?X: All the symbols that appear twice come only from config.sh (hence the

?X: two config.sh in the command line). These symbols will be removed by

?X: the uniq -u command. The oldsyms file thus contains all the symbols

?X: that did not appear in the produced config.sh (Larry Wall).

?X:

?X: Do not touch the -u flag of uniq.  This means you too, Jarkko.

?X:

	$sed -n 's/^\([a-zA-Z_0-9]*\)=.*/\1/p' \

		config.sh config.sh UU/oldconfig.sh |\

		$sort | $uniq -u >UU/oldsyms

	set X `cat UU/oldsyms`

	shift

	case $# in

	0) ;;

	*)

		cat <<EOM

Hmm...You had some extra variables I don't know about...I'll

 try to keep 'em...

EOM

		echo ": Variables propagated from previous config.sh file." >>config.sh

		for sym in `cat UU/oldsyms`; do

			echo "    Propagating $hint variable "'$'"$sym..."

			eval 'tmp="$'"${sym}"'"'

			echo "$tmp" | \

				sed -e "s/'/'\"'\"'/g" -e "s/^/$sym='/" -e "s/$/'/" >>config.sh

		done

		;;

	esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Oldsym.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_table.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_table.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/11/10  17:34:14  ram

?RCS: patch14: wrongly mentionned an obsolete symbol

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/10/16  13:49:29  ram

?RCS: patch12: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_table: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_table:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_TABLE if table() is

?S:	available to examine/update elements from a system table.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TABLE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the OSF/1

 table() system

?C:	call is available to examine/update items from a system table.

?C:.

?H:#$d_table HAS_TABLE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_table

: see if table exists

set table d_table

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_table.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_tcgtpgrp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_tcgtpgrp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:12:08  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_tcgetpgrp: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_tcgetpgrp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TCGETPGRP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the tcgetpgrp() routine is available.

?S:	to get foreground process group ID.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TCGETPGRP

 :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the tcgetpgrp routine is

?C:	available to get foreground process group ID.

?C:.

?H:#$d_tcgetpgrp HAS_TCGETPGRP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_tcgetpgrp

: see if tcgetpgrp exists

set tcgetpgrp d_tcgetpgrp

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_tcgtpgrp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_charsprf.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_ckeypad.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_nolnbuf.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_brokstat.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_PORTAR.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/mkdep.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_bsdjmp.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Magic_h.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_setlocale.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_dbl_dig.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/U/d_pidcheck.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/nlist_pfx.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_dbl_dig.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2006-2007, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_snprintf_l d_vsnprintf_l : Inlibc d_snprintf d_vsnprintf

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_snprintf_l:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SNPRINTF_L symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the snprintf_l () library function

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?S:d_vsnprintf_l:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_VSNPRINTF_L symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the vsnprintf_l () library function

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SNPRINTF_L:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the snprintf_l () library

?C:	function

 is available for use.

?C:.

?C:HAS_VSNPRINTF_L:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the vsnprintf_l () library

?C:	function is available for use.

?C:.

?H:#$d_snprintf_l HAS_SNPRINTF_L	/**/

?H:#$d_vsnprintf_l HAS_VSNPRINTF_L	/**/

?H:.

: see if snprintf_l exists

set snprintf_l d_snprintf_l

eval $inlibc

 

: see if vsnprintf_l exists

set vsnprintf_l d_vsnprintf_l

eval $inlibc

 

case "$d_snprintf-$d_vsnprintf-$d_snprintf_l-$d_vsnprintf_l" in
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"$define-$define-$define-$define")

   ;;

*) echo "(These require the basic snprintf and vsnprintf to also be available, which they aren't"

	d_snprintf_l="$undef"

	d_vsnprintf_l="$undef"

   ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_snprintf_l.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libperl.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libperl useshrplib shrpenv ldlibpthname: \

	Myread Oldconfig archlibexp awk cat libc \

	_a osname osvers so patchlevel subversion usedl ld \

	ccdlflags installarchlib userelocatableinc

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:libperl:

?S:	The perl executable is obtained by linking perlmain.c with

?S:	libperl, any static extensions (usually just DynaLoader),

?S:	and any other libraries needed on this system.  libperl

?S:	is usually libperl.a, but can also be libperl.so.xxx if

?S:	the user wishes to build a perl executable with a shared

?S:	library.

?S:.

?S:useshrplib:

?S:	This variable is set to 'true' if the user wishes

?S:	to build a shared libperl, and 'false' otherwise.

?S:.

?S:shrpenv:

?S:	If

 the user builds a shared libperl.so, then we need to tell the

?S:	'perl' executable where it will be able to find the installed libperl.so.

?S:	One way to do this on some systems is to set the environment variable

?S:	LD_RUN_PATH to the directory that will be the final location of the

?S:	shared libperl.so.  The makefile can use this with something like

?S:		$shrpenv $(CC) -o perl perlmain.o $libperl $libs

?S:	Typical values are

?S:		shrpenv="env LD_RUN_PATH=$archlibexp/CORE"

?S:	or
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?S:		shrpenv=''

?S:	See the main perl Makefile.SH for actual working usage.

?S:

?S:	Alternatively, we might be able to use a command line option such

?S:	as -R $archlibexp/CORE (Solaris) or -Wl,-rpath

?S:	$archlibexp/CORE (Linux).

?S:.

?S:ldlibpthname:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the shared library

?S:	search path, often LD_LIBRARY_PATH.  To get an empty

?S:	string, the hints file must set this to 'none'.

?S:.

?T:shrpdir majonly majmin also xxx tmp_shrpenv

?X: metalint gets confused and thinks we're

 actually setting LDOPTS

?X: and LD_RUN_PATH.

?LINT:extern LDOPTS

?LINT:change LDOPTS

?LINT:extern LD_RUN_PATH

?LINT:change LD_RUN_PATH

?LINT:change ccdlflags

?LINT:extern maintloc maintname

?Y:top

: Do we want a shared libperl?

also=''

case "$usedl" in

$undef)

	# No dynamic loading being used, so don't bother even to prompt.

	useshrplib='false'

	;;

*)	case "$useshrplib" in

	'')	case "$osname" in

		svr4*|nonstopux|dgux|dynixptx|esix|powerux|haiku|cygwin*)

			dflt=y

			also='Building a shared libperl is required for dynamic loading to work on your system.'

			;;

		*)	dflt=n

			;;

		esac

		;;

	$define|true|[Yy]*)

		dflt=y

		;;

	*)	dflt=n

		;;

	esac

	$cat << EOM
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The perl executable is normally obtained by linking perlmain.c with

libperl${_a}, any static extensions (usually just DynaLoader), and

any other libraries needed on this system (such as -lm, etc.).  Since

your system supports dynamic loading, it is probably possible to build

a shared libperl.$so.  If you will have more than one

 executable linked

to libperl.$so, this will significantly reduce the size of each

executable, but it may have a noticeable effect on performance.  The

default is probably sensible for your system.

$also

 

EOM

	rp="Build a shared libperl.$so (y/n)"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	true|$define|[Yy]*)

		useshrplib='true'  ;;

	*)	useshrplib='false' ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

case "$useshrplib" in

true)

	case "$userelocatableinc" in

	true|define)

		echo "Cannot build with both -Duserelocatableinc and -Duseshrplib" >&4

		echo "See INSTALL for an explanation why that won't work." >&4

		exit 4

		;;

	esac

	case "$libperl" in

	'')

		# Figure out a good name for libperl.so.  Since it gets stored in

		# a version-specific architecture-dependent library, the version

		# number isn't really that important, except for making cc/ld happy.

		#

		# A name such as libperl.so.10.1

		majmin="libperl.$so.$patchlevel.$subversion"

		# A name such as libperl.so.100

		majonly=`echo $patchlevel $subversion |

			$awk '{printf

 "%d%02d", $1, $2}'`

		majonly=libperl.$so.$majonly

		# I'd prefer to keep the os-specific stuff here to a minimum, and

		# rely on figuring it out from the naming of libc.

		case "${osname}${osvers}" in

		*linux*|gnu*)  # ld won't link with a bare -lperl otherwise.
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			dflt=libperl.$so

			;;

		cygwin*) # ld links now against the dll directly

			majmin="cygperl5_${patchlevel}_${subversion}.${so}"

			majonly=`echo $patchlevel $subversion |

				$awk '{printf "%03d%03d", $1, $2}'`

			majonly=cygperl5.$majonly.$so

			dflt=$majmin

			;;

		*)	# Try to guess based on whether libc has major.minor.

			case "$libc" in

			*libc.$so.[0-9]*.[0-9]*) dflt=$majmin ;;

			*libc.$so.[0-9]*) dflt=$majonly ;;

			*)	dflt=libperl.$so ;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	dflt=$libperl

		;;

	esac

	cat << EOM

 

I need to select a good name for the shared libperl.  If your system uses

library names with major and minor numbers, then you might want something

like $majmin.  Alternatively, if your system uses a single

 version

number for shared libraries, then you might want to use $majonly.

Or, your system might be quite happy with a simple libperl.$so.

 

Since the shared libperl will get installed into a version-specific

architecture-dependent directory, the version number of the shared perl

library probably isn't important, so the default should be o.k.

 

EOM

	rp='What name do you want to give to the shared libperl?'

	. ./myread

	libperl=$ans

	echo "Ok, I'll use $libperl"

	;;

*)

	libperl="libperl${_a}"

	;;

esac

 

# Detect old use of shrpdir via undocumented Configure -Dshrpdir

case "$shrpdir" in

'') ;;
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*)	$cat >&4 <<EOM

WARNING:  Use of the shrpdir variable for the installation location of

the shared $libperl is not supported.  It was never documented and

will not work in this version.  Let me (<$maintloc>)

know of any problems this may cause.

 

EOM

	case "$shrpdir" in

	"$archlibexp/CORE")

		$cat >&4 <<EOM

But your current setting of $shrpdir is

the default anyway, so it's harmless.

EOM

		;;

	*)

		$cat

 >&4 <<EOM

Further, your current attempted setting of $shrpdir

conflicts with the value of $archlibexp/CORE

that installperl will use.

EOM

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

# How will the perl executable find the installed shared $libperl?

# Add $xxx to ccdlflags.

# If we can't figure out a command-line option, use $shrpenv to

# set env LD_RUN_PATH.  The main perl makefile uses this.

shrpdir=$archlibexp/CORE

xxx=''

tmp_shrpenv=''

if "$useshrplib"; then

   case "$osname" in

	aix)

		# We'll set it in Makefile.SH...

		;;

	solaris)

		xxx="-R $shrpdir"

		;;

	freebsd|minix|mirbsd|netbsd|openbsd|interix|dragonfly|bitrig)

		xxx="-Wl,-R$shrpdir"

		;;

	bsdos|linux|irix*|dec_osf|gnu*|haiku)

		xxx="-Wl,-rpath,$shrpdir"

		;;

	hpux*)
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		# hpux doesn't like the default, either.

		tmp_shrpenv="env LDOPTS=\"+s +b${shrpdir}\""

		;;

	cygwin)

		# cygwin needs only ldlibpth

		;;

	*)

		tmp_shrpenv="env LD_RUN_PATH=$shrpdir"

		;;

	esac

	case "$xxx" in

	'') ;;

	*)

		# Only add $xxx if it isn't already in ccdlflags.

		case

 " $ccdlflags " in

		*" $xxx "*)	;;

		*)	ccdlflags="$ccdlflags $xxx"

			cat <<EOM >&4

 

Adding $xxx to the flags

passed to $ld so that the perl executable will find the

installed shared $libperl.

 

EOM

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

fi

# Fix ccdlflags in AIX for building external extensions.

# (For building Perl itself bare -bE:perl.exp is needed,

#  Makefile.SH takes care of this.)

case "$osname" in

aix) ccdlflags="$ccdlflags -bE:$installarchlib/CORE/perl.exp" ;;

esac

# Respect a hint or command-line value.

case "$shrpenv" in

'') shrpenv="$tmp_shrpenv" ;;

esac

case "$ldlibpthname" in

'')	ldlibpthname=LD_LIBRARY_PATH ;;

none)	ldlibpthname='' ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/libperl.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strchr.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strchr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/10/16  13:49:20  ram

?RCS: patch12: added support for HAS_INDEX

?RCS: patch12: added magic for index() and rindex()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:05:26  ram

?RCS: patch10: now only defines HAS_STRCHR, no macro remap of index (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:32  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strchr d_index: contains strings Setvar Myread Oldconfig

 Csym

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strchr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRCHR if strchr() and

?S:	strrchr() are available for string searching.

?S:.

?S:d_index:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_INDEX if index() and

?S:	rindex() are available for string searching.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRCHR:

?C:	This symbol is defined to indicate that the strchr()/strrchr()

?C:	functions are available for string searching. If not, try the

?C:	index()/rindex() pair.

?C:.

?C:HAS_INDEX:

?C:	This symbol is defined to indicate that the index()/rindex()

?C:	functions are available for string searching.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strchr HAS_STRCHR	/**/

?H:#$d_index HAS_INDEX	/**/

?H:.

?M:index: HAS_INDEX

?M:#ifndef HAS_INDEX
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?M:#ifndef index

?M:#define index strchr

?M:#endif

?M:#endif

?M:.

?M:rindex: HAS_INDEX

?M:#ifndef HAS_INDEX

?M:#ifndef rindex

?M:#define rindex strrchr

?M:#endif

?M:#endif

?M:.

?T:vali

?LINT:set d_strchr d_index

: index or strchr

echo " "

if set index val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

	if

 set strchr val -f d_strchr; eval $csym; $val; then

		if $contains strchr "$strings" >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

?X: has index, strchr, and strchr in string header

			val="$define"

			vali="$undef"

			echo "strchr() found." >&4

		else

?X: has index, strchr, and no strchr in string header

			val="$undef"

			vali="$define"

			echo "index() found." >&4

		fi

	else

?X: has only index, no strchr, string header is a moot point

		val="$undef"

		vali="$define"

		echo "index() found." >&4

	fi

else

	if set strchr val -f d_strchr; eval $csym; $val; then

		val="$define"

		vali="$undef"

		echo "strchr() found." >&4

	else

		echo "No index() or strchr() found!" >&4

		val="$undef"

		vali="$undef"

	fi

fi

set d_strchr; eval $setvar
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val="$vali"

set d_index; eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strchr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017, Karl Williamson

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_wchar: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_wchar:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_WCHAR symbol,

?S:	that indicates whether a C program may include <wchar.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_WCHAR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that <wchar.h>

?C:	is available for inclusion

?C:.

?H:#$i_wchar   I_WCHAR	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_wchar

: see if wchar.h is present

set wchar.h i_wchar

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_wchar.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysmode.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysmode: Inhdr Hasfield
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysmode:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSMODE symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/mode.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYSMODE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/mode.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysmode	I_SYSMODE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysmode

: see if this is a sys/mode.h system

set sys/mode.h i_sysmode

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_sysmode.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_localtime_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2006,2007 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_localtime_r d_localtime_r_needs_tzset localtime_r_proto: Inlibc \

	cat run Protochk Hasproto i_systypes usethreads i_time i_systime \

	rm_try Compile extern_C i_stdlib i_unistd i_malloc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_localtime_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LOCALTIME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the localtime_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_localtime_r_needs_tzset:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the LOCALTIME_R_NEEDS_TZSET

?S:	symbol, which makes us call tzset before localtime_r()

?S:.

?S:localtime_r_proto:

?S:	This

 variable encodes the prototype of localtime_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_localtime_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_localtime_r
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?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LOCALTIME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the localtime_r routine

?C:	is available to localtime re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:LOCALTIME_R_NEEDS_TZSET:

?C:	Many libc's localtime_r implementations do not call tzset,

?C:	making them differ from localtime(), and making timezone

?C:	changes using \$ENV{TZ} without explicitly calling tzset

?C:	impossible. This symbol makes us call tzset before localtime_r

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$d_localtime_r_needs_tzset LOCALTIME_R_NEEDS_TZSET /**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef LOCALTIME_R_NEEDS_TZSET

?H:?%<:#define L_R_TZSET tzset(),

?H:?%<:#else

?H:?%<:#define L_R_TZSET

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?C:L_R_TZSET:

?C:	If localtime_r() needs tzset, it is defined in this define

?C:.

?C:LOCALTIME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of localtime_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_localtime_r

 is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_localtime_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_localtime_r HAS_LOCALTIME_R	/**/

?H:#define LOCALTIME_R_PROTO $localtime_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_localtime_r_proto

?F:!try

: see if localtime_r exists

set localtime_r d_localtime_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_localtime_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_time time.h $i_systime sys/time.h"

	case "$d_localtime_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_localtime_r_proto=define

		set d_localtime_r_proto localtime_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_localtime_r_proto" in

	define)
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	case "$localtime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct tm* localtime_r(const time_t*, struct tm*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && localtime_r_proto=S_TS ;;

	esac

	case "$localtime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int localtime_r(const time_t*, struct tm*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && localtime_r_proto=I_TS ;;

	esac

	case "$localtime_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_localtime_r=undef

		localtime_r_proto=0

		echo

 "Disabling localtime_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$localtime_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) localtime_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$localtime_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "localtime_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_localtime_r=undef

		localtime_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	localtime_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

: see if localtime_r calls tzset

case "$localtime_r_proto" in

REENTRANT_PROTO*)

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

/*  Does our libc's localtime_r call tzset ?

*  return 0 if so, 1 otherwise.

*/

#$i_systypes	I_SYS_TYPES

#$i_unistd	I_UNISTD

#$i_time	I_TIME

#$i_stdlib	I_STDLIB

#$i_malloc	I_MALLOC

#ifdef I_SYS_TYPES

#  include <sys/types.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_UNISTD
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#  include <unistd.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_TIME

#  include <time.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <string.h>

#ifdef I_MALLOC

#  include <malloc.h>

#endif

int

 main()

{

   time_t t = time(0L);

   char w_tz[]="TZ" "=GMT+5",

	 e_tz[]="TZ" "=GMT-5",

	*tz_e = (char*)malloc(16),

	*tz_w = (char*)malloc(16);

   struct tm tm_e, tm_w;

   memset(&tm_e,'\0',sizeof(struct tm));

   memset(&tm_w,'\0',sizeof(struct tm));

   strcpy(tz_e,e_tz);

   strcpy(tz_w,w_tz);

 

   putenv(tz_e);

   localtime_r(&t, &tm_e);

 

   putenv(tz_w);

   localtime_r(&t, &tm_w);

 

   if( memcmp(&tm_e, &tm_w, sizeof(struct tm)) == 0 )

	return 1;

   return 0;

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

	    if $run ./try; then

		d_localtime_r_needs_tzset=undef;

	    else

		d_localtime_r_needs_tzset=define;

	    fi;

	else

	    d_localtime_r_needs_tzset=undef;

	fi;

    ;;
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 *)

    d_localtime_r_needs_tzset=undef;

    ;;

esac

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_localtime_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_NeWS.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_NeWS.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_news d_news0 d_newshome d_textcan: test rm Myread Getfile

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_news:

?S:	Set if running NeWS 1.1

?S:.

?S:d_news0:

?S:	Set if running NeWS 1.0

?S:.

?S:d_newshome:

?S:	Path to the top directory of the NeWS structure.

?S:.

?S:d_textcan:

?S:	Path to where the textcan.ps stuff is...

?S:.

?C:HAS_NEWS1_1 (NEWS1_1):

?C:	This

 symbol defined if running NeWS 1.1.

?C:.

?C:HAS_NEWS1_0 (NEWS1_0):

?C:	This symbol defined if running NeWS 1.0.

?C:.

?C:TEXTCAN:

?C:	Tells path to where the textcan.ps stuff is...
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?C:.

?H:#$d_news HAS_NEWS1_1     /**/

?H:#$d_news0 HAS_NEWS1_0     /**/

?H:#define TEXTCAN $d_textcan /**/

?H:.

?INIT:: default path for NeWS

?INIT:d_newshome="/usr/NeWS"

?INIT:

: Check to see what version of NeWS is being run?

cd ..

echo " "

echo "Now for the interesting stuff... Lets see what kind of NeWS"

echo "they grow round here...."

echo " "

dflt='y'

if $test -d $d_newshome; then

	d_newshome=`(cd $d_newshome ; /bin/pwd)`

	echo "Ah...found myself a NeWS in $d_newshome..."

	dflt='y'

	rp="Is this the NeWS you want your children to grow up with?"

	. UU/myread

fi

while $test $ans = "n"; do

dflt=$d_newshome

fn=d

rp="Path to NeWS you want:"

. UU/getfile

d_newshome=$ans

 

echo " "

if $test ! -d $d_newshome/lib; then

	echo "ARG!  No lib directory in $d_newshome!!!"

	: heavy medicine.  I wonder what the disease

 is...

	$rm -f kit*isdone

	$rm -rf UU

	: bye bye

	set -t; echo "Sorry... no NeWS is bad news..."

fi

 

if $test -r $d_newshome/lib/NeWS/colors.ps ; then

	echo 'Ahh... your running NeWS 1.1!  Boy... that makes stuff easy....'

	echo " "

	d_news="$define"

	d_news0="$undef"

	if $test -r $d_newshome/lib/NeWS/textcan.ps; then

		d_textcan=$d_newshome/lib/NeWS

		echo "The textcan.ps stuff seems to be in : $d_textcan"
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	else

		d_textcan=$d_newshome/clientsrc/client/nterm

		if $test ! -r $d_textcan/textcan.ps; then

			d_news="$undef"

			d_news0="$define"

			echo 'Hmm... must have been fooled... gotta be NeWS 1.1 beta!'

		else

			echo "The textcan.ps stuff seems to be in : $d_textcan"

		fi

	fi

else

	echo 'snif... snif... I smell the dilapidated smell of NeWS 1.0..'

	echo 'Some things will not work under NeWS 1.0...'

	d_news="$undef"

	d_news0="$define"

fi

cd UU

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_NeWS.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fcntl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fcntl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fcntl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fcntl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FCNTL symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether the fcntl() function exists

?S:.

?C:HAS_FCNTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that

?C:	the fcntl() function exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fcntl HAS_FCNTL		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_fcntl

:

 see if this is an fcntl system

set fcntl d_fcntl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fcntl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Rcs.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Rcs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:15  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This is a unit that helps people who write SH scripts and keep them under

?X: RCS, but don't think to protect the $Log and other $Id keywords from

?X: variable substitution (or people like me who do not like to).

?X:

?MAKE:Author Date Header Id Locker Log RCSfile Revision Source State: Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick weed $@ %<

?LINT:describe Author

 Date Header Id Locker Log RCSfile Revision Source State

: preserve RCS keywords in files with variable substitution, grrr

?Author:Author='$Author'

?Date:Date='$Date'

?Header:Header='$Header'

?Id:Id='$Id'

?$Locker'

?Log:Log='$Log'

?RCSfile:RCSfile='$RCSfile'

?Revision:Revision='$Revision'

?Source:Source='$Source'

?State:State='$State'

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Rcs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_log1p: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_log1p:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LOG1P symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the logp1() routine is available

?S:	to compute log(1 + x) for values of x close to zero.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LOG1P:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the log1p routine is

?C:	available to do the logarithm of 1 plus argument function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_log1p HAS_LOG1P		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_log1p

: see if log1p exists

set log1p d_log1p

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_log1p.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: intsize.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 15:55:26 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: intsize.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:55:26  ram

?RCS: patch61: avoid prompting the user if the test runs ok

?RCS: patch61: moved code from longsize.U into there

?RCS: patch61: new tests for shortsize as well

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:21:06  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:intsize longsize

 shortsize: Compile Myread cat run i_stdlib rm_try

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:intsize:

?S:	This variable contains the value of the INTSIZE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program how many bytes there are in an int.

?S:.

?S:longsize:

?S:	This variable contains the value of the LONGSIZE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program how many bytes there are in a long.

?S:.

?S:shortsize:

?S:	This variable contains the value of the SHORTSIZE symbol which

?S:	indicates to the C program how many bytes there are in a short.

?S:.

?C:INTSIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the value of sizeof(int) so that the C

?C:	preprocessor can make decisions based on it.

?C:.

?C:LONGSIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the value of sizeof(long) so that the C

?C:	preprocessor can make decisions based on it.

?C:.

?C:SHORTSIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the value of sizeof(short) so that the C

?C:	preprocessor can make decisions based on it.

?C:.

?H:#define INTSIZE $intsize		/**/

?H:#define LONGSIZE $longsize		/**/

?H:#define

 SHORTSIZE $shortsize		/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

: check for lengths of integral types

echo " "

case "$intsize" in

'')

	echo "Checking to see how big your integers are..." >&4

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif
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int main()

{

@if INTSIZE || intsize

	printf("intsize=%d;\n", (int)sizeof(int));

@end

@if LONGSIZE || longsize

	printf("longsize=%d;\n", (int)sizeof(long));

@end

@if SHORTSIZE || shortsize

	printf("shortsize=%d;\n", (int)sizeof(short));

@end

	exit(0);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile_ok && $run ./try > /dev/null; then

		eval `$run ./try`

@if INTSIZE || intsize

		echo "Your integers are $intsize bytes long."

@end

@if LONGSIZE || longsize

		echo "Your long integers are $longsize bytes long."

@end

@if SHORTSIZE || shortsize

		echo "Your short integers are $shortsize bytes long."

@end

	else

		$cat >&4 <<EOM

!

Help! I can't compile and run the intsize test program: please enlighten me!

(This is probably a misconfiguration

 in your system or libraries, and

you really ought to fix it.  Still, I'll try anyway.)

!

EOM

@if INTSIZE || intsize

		dflt=4

		rp="What is the size of an integer (in bytes)?"

		. ./myread

		intsize="$ans"

@end

@if LONGSIZE || longsize

		dflt=$intsize

		rp="What is the size of a long integer (in bytes)?"

		. ./myread

		longsize="$ans"

@end

@if SHORTSIZE || shortsize
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		dflt=2

		rp="What is the size of a short integer (in bytes)?"

		. ./myread

		shortsize="$ans"

@end

	fi

	;;

esac

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/a_dvisory/intsize.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endhent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_endhent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endhent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endhent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_ENDHOSTENT if endhostent() is

?S:	available to close whatever was being used for host queries.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDHOSTENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endhostent() routine is

?C:	available to close whatever was being used for host

 queries.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endhent HAS_ENDHOSTENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_endhent

: see if endhostent exists

set endhostent d_endhent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_endhent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: gidtype.U,v 3.0.1.3 1994/08/29 16:21:44 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: gidtype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/08/29  16:21:44  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS: patch32: removed useless usage of Setvar (for now)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:21:07  ram

?RCS: patch27: added lint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:01:51  ram

?RCS: patch23: protected gidtype setting via setvar (ADO)

?RCS: patch23: made Gid_t comment more explicit (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:11  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:gidtype: Myread Typedef Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:gidtype:

?S:	This variable defines Gid_t to be something like gid_t, int,

?S:	ushort, or whatever type is used to declare the return type

?S:	of getgid().  Typically, it is the type of group ids in the kernel.

?S:.

?C:Gid_t (GIDTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the return type of getgid() and the type of

?C:	argument to setrgid() and related functions.  Typically,

?C:	it is the type of group ids in the kernel. It can be int, ushort,

?C:	gid_t, etc... It may be necessary to include <sys/types.h> to get

?C:	any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Gid_t $gidtype		/* Type for getgid(), etc... */

?H:.

?T:xxx

: see what type gids are declared as in the kernel
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echo " "

echo "Looking for the type for group ids returned by getgid()."

set gid_t gidtype xxx stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

case "$gidtype" in

xxx)

	xxx=`./findhdr sys/user.h`

	set `grep

 'groups\[NGROUPS\];' "$xxx" 2>/dev/null` unsigned short

	case $1 in

	unsigned) dflt="$1 $2" ;;

	*) dflt="$1" ;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$gidtype";;

esac

case "$gidtype" in

gid_t) echo "gid_t found." ;;

*)	rp="What is the type for group ids returned by getgid()?"

	. ./myread

	gidtype="$ans"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/gidtype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_llroundl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_llroundl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LLROUNDL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the llroundl() routine is available

?S:	to return the long long value nearest to x away from zero.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LLROUNDL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the llroundl routine is

?C:	available to return the nearest long long value away from zero of

?C:	the long double argument value.

?C:.

?H:#$d_llroundl HAS_LLROUNDL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_llroundl

: see if llroundl exists
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set llroundl d_llroundl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_llroundl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: perl5.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Andrew Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: perl5.U,v $

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	The purpose of this unit is to locate a previously installed

?X:	version of perl5 suitable for running inc_version_list.U.

?X:	We check for 5.005 and later because inc_version_list is

?X:	irrelevant for earlier versions.

?X:

?MAKE:perl5: path_sep binexp test sed exe_ext

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:perl5:

?S:	This variable contains the full path (if any) to a previously

?S:	installed perl5.005 or later suitable for running the script

?S:	to determine inc_version_list.

?S:.

?T: tdir

: Find perl5.005 or later.

echo "Looking for a previously installed perl5.005 or later... "

case "$perl5" in

'')	for tdir in `echo "$binexp$path_sep$PATH" | $sed "s/$path_sep/

 /g"`; do

		: Check if this perl is recent and can load a simple module

		if $test -x $tdir/perl$exe_ext && $tdir/perl -Mless -e 'use 5.005;' >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			perl5=$tdir/perl

			break;

		elif $test -x $tdir/perl5$exe_ext && $tdir/perl5 -Mless -e 'use 5.005;' >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			perl5=$tdir/perl5

			break;

		fi

	done

	;;

*)	perl5="$perl5"
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	;;

esac

case "$perl5" in

'')	echo "None found.  That's ok.";;

*)	echo "Using $perl5." ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/perl5.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_pipe.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_pipe.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:11:44  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pipe: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pipe:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PIPE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pipe() routine is available

?S:	to create an inter-process channel.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PIPE :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the pipe routine is

?C:	available to create an inter-process channel.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pipe HAS_PIPE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_pipe

: see if pipe exists

set pipe d_pipe

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_pipe.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_fcntl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_fcntl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:18  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_fcntl: h_fcntl h_sysfile +i_sysfile Inhdr Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_fcntl:

?S:	This variable controls the value of I_FCNTL (which tells

?S:	the C program to include <fcntl.h>).

?S:.

?C:I_FCNTL (HDR_O_STUFF FCNTL):

?C:	This manifest constant tells the C program to include <fcntl.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_fcntl I_FCNTL	/**/

?H:.

?T:val

?X:

 Make line lists +i_sysfile to ensure tests for <sys/file.h> will be

?X: conducted prior tests for <fcntl.h>, hece making sure the h_sysfile

?X: variable is correctly set when we reach that unit.

?LINT:set i_fcntl

?LINT:use i_sysfile

?LINT:change h_fcntl

: see if fcntl.h is there

val=''

set fcntl.h val

eval $inhdr

 

: see if we can include fcntl.h

case "$val" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	if $h_fcntl; then

		val="$define"
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		echo "We'll be including <fcntl.h>." >&4

	else

		val="$undef"

		if $h_sysfile; then

	echo "We don't need to include <fcntl.h> if we include <sys/file.h>." >&4

		else

			echo "We won't be including <fcntl.h>." >&4

		fi

	fi

	;;

*)

	h_fcntl=false

	val="$undef"

	;;

esac

set i_fcntl

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_fcntl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Begin.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Begin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  14:56:35  ram

?RCS: patch61: added Extractall dependency

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:25:08  ram

?RCS: patch49: avoid an empty rmlist: systems might choke on it (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/31  09:32:20  ram

?RCS: patch44: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This file comes after option processing had been done and after all

?X: the default values have been set up. It marks the beginning

 of questions.

?X: It is important that Options be listed *after* Myinit to ensure that the
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?X: default initializations performed by Init and Myinit will not clobber

?X: any setting done on the command line via -D or -U.

?X:

?MAKE:Begin: Myinit Options package Extractall

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

: Eunice requires " " instead of "", can you believe it

echo " "

: Here we go...

echo "Beginning of configuration questions for $package."

 

?X: Make sure the rm below is given a non-empty list for some systems.

?X: This is run only when within the UU directory, hence we can safely

?X: attempt to rm a non-existent 'X' file...

trap 'echo " "; test -d ../UU && rm -rf X $rmlist; exit 1' 1 2 3 15

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Begin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_remquo: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_remquo:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_REMQUO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the remquo() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_REMQUO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the remquo routine is

?C:	available to return the remainder and part of quotient.

?C:.

?H:#$d_remquo HAS_REMQUO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_remquo

: see if remquo exists

set remquo d_remquo

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_remquo.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_memset.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_memset.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:03:11  ram

?RCS: patch10: removed text recommending bzero over memset (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:36  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memset: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memset:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMSET symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memset() routine is available

?S:	to set blocks of memory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMSET

 (MEMSET):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memset routine is available

?C:	to set blocks of memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memset HAS_MEMSET	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_memset

: see if memset exists

set memset d_memset

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_memset.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# $Id: errnolist.a,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:04:35 ram Exp ram $

#

#  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

# 

#  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

#  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

#  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

#  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

#  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

#
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# Original Author: Harlan Stenn <harlan@mumps.pfcs.com>

#

# $Log: errnolist.a,v $

# Revision 3.0  1993/08/18 12:04:35  ram

# Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

#

#

# This is a simple-minded awk script to generate an initialization for

# sys_errnolist on systems that don't have it.

# This file now depends only on sys/errno.h error numbers under maxerr being

# in order.  It will complain and die if not.  NOTE: It will still produce

# a compilable output file, even with errors, so you

 must check the output.

 

 

BEGIN		{

			format = "\t\"%s\",\n"

			printf("/*\n** This is a generated file.  Do NOT edit it unless you really have to...\n*/\n\n")

			printf("char *sys_errnolist[] = {\n")

			maxerr = 89

		}

 

$1=="#define"	{	

			if(count > maxerr || substr($2,1,1) != "E")

				next   # we're not interested

			if($3 < count) {	# this is bad

				printf("Fatal error: %s out of order at %s\n",\

				FILENAME, $2)>"/dev/tty"

				exit 1

			}

			# fill in the blanks

			while($3 > count) {

				dummy=sprintf("EDUMMY%d",count)

				printf(format,dummy)

				count++

			}

			printf(format,$2)

			count++

		}

 

END		{

			printf("\t0\n};\n")

		}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/errnolist.a
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_llround: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_llround:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LLROUND symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the llround() routine is available

?S:	to return the long long value nearest to x.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LLROUND:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the llround routine is

?C:	available to return the nearest long long value.

?C:.

?H:#$d_llround HAS_LLROUND		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_llround

: see if llround exists

set llround d_llround

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_llround.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpagsz.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/10/29 16:13:10 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getpagsz.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:13:10  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:14  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpagsz: Compile Oldconfig Myread Inlibc Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpagsz:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETPAGESIZE if getpagesize()

?S:	is available to get the system page size.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPAGESIZE

 (GETPAGESIZE):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getpagesize system call

?C:	is available to get system page size, which is the granularity of

?C:	many memory management calls.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpagsz HAS_GETPAGESIZE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getpagsz

: see if getpagesize exists

set getpagesize d_getpagsz

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_getpagsz.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getsent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getsent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getsent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getsent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETSERVENT if getservent() is

?S:	available to look up network services in some data base or another.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSERVENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getservent() routine is

?C:	available to look up network services in some

 data base or another.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getsent HAS_GETSERVENT		/**/

?H:.
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?LINT:set d_getsent

: see if getservent exists

set getservent d_getsent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getsent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_scalbn: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_scalbn:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SCALBN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the scalbn() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SCALBN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the scalbn routine is

?C:	available to multiply floating-point number by integral power

?C:	of radix.

?C:.

?H:#$d_scalbn HAS_SCALBN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_scalbn

: see if scalbn exists

set scalbn d_scalbn

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_scalbn.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memrchr: Inlibc Hasproto d_gnulibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memrchr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMRCHR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memrchr() routine is available

?S:	to return a pointer to the last occurrence of a byte in a memory

?S:	area (or NULL if not found).

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMRCHR:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memrchr routine is

?C:	available to return a pointer to the last occurrence of a byte in

?C:	a memory area (or NULL if not found).

?C:.

?H:#$d_memrchr HAS_MEMRCHR		/**/

?H:.

?T:d_memrchr_proto xx1 xx2 xx3 xx4

?LINT:set d_memrchr

: see if memrchr exists

: We need both a prototype in string.h and the symbol in libc.

echo " "

d_memrchr_proto=''

xx1="#$d_gnulibc HAS_GNULIBC"

xx2='#if defined(HAS_GNULIBC)

 && !defined(_GNU_SOURCE)'

xx3='#   define _GNU_SOURCE'

xx4='#endif'

set d_memrchr_proto memrchr literal "$xx1" literal "$xx2" literal "$xx3" literal "$xx4" define string.h

eval $hasproto

case "$d_memrchr_proto" in

   define) # see if memrchr exists

	set memrchr d_memrchr

	eval $inlibc

	;;

   *)  val=$undef

	set d_memrchr

	eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_memrchr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_stdstdio.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:46:32 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Tye McQueen <tye@metronet.com>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_stdstdio.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:46:32  ram

?RCS: patch61: merged with perl5's unit

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:06:54  ram

?RCS: patch56: typo fix on ?C: line for FILE_bufsiz

?RCS: patch56: fixed unbalanced parenthesis (ADO)

?RCS: patch56: check whether FILE_cnt and FILE_ptr can be assigned to (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/05/12  12:12:11  ram

?RCS:

 patch54: complete rewrite by Tye McQueen to fit modern systems

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:31  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_stdstdio d_stdiobase stdio_ptr stdio_cnt \

	d_stdio_ptr_lval_sets_cnt d_stdio_ptr_lval_nochange_cnt stdio_base \

	stdio_bufsiz d_stdio_cnt_lval d_stdio_ptr_lval stdio_filbuf: cat \

	Compile contains rm_try d_gnulibc gnulibc_version i_stdlib \

	Setvar Findhdr Oldconfig run to

?MAKE:	-pick weed $@ %<

?S:d_stdstdio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_STDIO_PTR if this system

?S:	has a FILE structure declaring usable _ptr and _cnt fields (or

?S:	equivalent) in stdio.h.

?S:.

?S:stdio_ptr:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to access the

?S:	_ptr field (or equivalent) of stdio.h's FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_ptr(fp).

?S:.

?S:d_stdio_ptr_lval:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines STDIO_PTR_LVALUE if the

?S:	FILE_ptr macro can be used as an lvalue.

?S:.

?S:stdio_cnt:

?S:	This

 variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to access the

?S:	_cnt field (or equivalent) of stdio.h's FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_cnt(fp).

?S:.

?S:d_stdio_cnt_lval:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines STDIO_CNT_LVALUE if the

?S:	FILE_cnt macro can be used as an lvalue.

?S:.

?S:d_stdio_ptr_lval_sets_cnt:

?S:	This symbol is defined if using the FILE_ptr macro as an lvalue

?S:	to increase the pointer by n has the side effect of decreasing the
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?S:	value of File_cnt(fp) by n.

?S:.

?S:d_stdio_ptr_lval_nochange_cnt:

?S:	This symbol is defined if using the FILE_ptr macro as an lvalue

?S:	to increase the pointer by n leaves File_cnt(fp) unchanged.

?S:.

?S:stdio_filbuf:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to tell

?S:	stdio to refill its internal buffers (?).  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_filbuf(fp).

?S:.

?S:d_stdiobase:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_STDIO_BASE if this system

?S:	has

 a FILE structure declaring a usable _base field (or equivalent)

?S:	in stdio.h.

?S:.

?S:stdio_base:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to access the

?S:	_base field (or equivalent) of stdio.h's FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_base(fp).

?S:.

?S:stdio_bufsiz:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to determine

?S:	the number of bytes store in the I/O buffer pointer to by the

?S:	_base field (or equivalent) of stdio.h's FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_bufsiz(fp).

?S:.

?C:USE_STDIO_PTR ~ d_stdstdio (USE_STD_STDIO STDSTDIO):

?C:	This symbol is defined if the _ptr and _cnt fields (or similar)

?C:	of the stdio FILE structure can be used to access the stdio buffer

?C:	for a file handle.  If this is defined, then the FILE_ptr(fp)

?C:	and FILE_cnt(fp) macros will also be defined and should be used

?C:	to access these fields.

?C:.

?C:FILE_ptr:

?C:	This macro is used to access the _ptr

 field (or equivalent) of the

?C:	FILE structure pointed to by its argument. This macro will always be

?C:	defined if USE_STDIO_PTR is defined.

?C:.

?C:STDIO_PTR_LVALUE:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the FILE_ptr macro can be used as an

?C:	lvalue.

?C:.

?C:FILE_cnt:

?C:	This macro is used to access the _cnt field (or equivalent) of the

?C:	FILE structure pointed to by its argument. This macro will always be
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?C:	defined if USE_STDIO_PTR is defined.

?C:.

?C:STDIO_CNT_LVALUE:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the FILE_cnt macro can be used as an

?C:	lvalue.

?C:.

?C:STDIO_PTR_LVAL_SETS_CNT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if using the FILE_ptr macro as an lvalue

?C:	to increase the pointer by n has the side effect of decreasing the

?C:	value of File_cnt(fp) by n.

?C:.

?C:STDIO_PTR_LVAL_NOCHANGE_CNT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if using the FILE_ptr macro as an lvalue

?C:	to increase the pointer by n leaves File_cnt(fp) unchanged.

?C:.

?C:FILE_filbuf:

?C:	This macro is used to access the internal stdio

 _filbuf function

?C:	(or equivalent), if STDIO_CNT_LVALUE and STDIO_PTR_LVALUE

?C:	are defined.  It is typically either _filbuf or __filbuf.

?C:	This macro will only be defined if both STDIO_CNT_LVALUE and

?C:	STDIO_PTR_LVALUE are defined.

?C:.

?H:?d_stdstdio:#$d_stdstdio USE_STDIO_PTR	/**/

?H:?d_stdstdio:#ifdef USE_STDIO_PTR

?H:#define FILE_ptr(fp)	$stdio_ptr

?H:#$d_stdio_ptr_lval STDIO_PTR_LVALUE		/**/

?H:#define FILE_cnt(fp)	$stdio_cnt

?H:#$d_stdio_cnt_lval STDIO_CNT_LVALUE		/**/

?H:#$d_stdio_ptr_lval_sets_cnt STDIO_PTR_LVAL_SETS_CNT	/**/

?H:#$d_stdio_ptr_lval_nochange_cnt STDIO_PTR_LVAL_NOCHANGE_CNT	/**/

?H:?FILE_filbuf:#if defined(STDIO_PTR_LVALUE) && defined(STDIO_CNT_LVALUE)

?H:?FILE_filbuf:#define FILE_filbuf(fp)	$stdio_filbuf		/**/

?H:?FILE_filbuf:#endif

?H:?d_stdstdio:#endif

?H:.

?W:d_stdstdio:FILE_ptr FILE_cnt FILE_filbuf

?C:USE_STDIO_BASE ~ d_stdiobase:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the _base field (or similar) of the

?C:	stdio FILE structure can be used to access the

 stdio buffer for

?C:	a file handle.  If this is defined, then the FILE_base(fp) macro

?C:	will also be defined and should be used to access this field.

?C:	Also, the FILE_bufsiz(fp) macro will be defined and should be used

?C:	to determine the number of bytes in the buffer.  USE_STDIO_BASE

?C:	will never be defined unless USE_STDIO_PTR is.

?C:.

?C:FILE_base:
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?C:	This macro is used to access the _base field (or equivalent) of the

?C:	FILE structure pointed to by its argument. This macro will always be

?C:	defined if USE_STDIO_BASE is defined.

?C:.

?C:FILE_bufsiz:

?C:	This macro is used to determine the number of bytes in the I/O

?C:	buffer pointed to by _base field (or equivalent) of the FILE

?C:	structure pointed to its argument. This macro will always be defined

?C:	if USE_STDIO_BASE is defined.

?C:.

?H:?d_stdiobase:#$d_stdiobase USE_STDIO_BASE	/**/

?H:?d_stdiobase:#ifdef USE_STDIO_BASE

?H:#define FILE_base(fp)	$stdio_base

?H:#define FILE_bufsiz(fp)	$stdio_bufsiz

?H:?d_stdiobase:#endif

?H:.

?W:d_stdiobase:FILE_base

 FILE_bufsiz

?T:ptr_lval cnt_lval filbuf xxx

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_stdstdio d_stdiobase

: see if _ptr and _cnt from stdio act std

echo " "

 

if $contains '_lbfsize' `./findhdr stdio.h` >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "(Looks like you have stdio.h from BSD.)"

	case "$stdio_ptr" in

	'') stdio_ptr='((fp)->_p)'

		ptr_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	ptr_lval=$d_stdio_ptr_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_cnt" in

	'') stdio_cnt='((fp)->_r)'

		cnt_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	cnt_lval=$d_stdio_cnt_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_base" in

	'') stdio_base='((fp)->_ub._base ? (fp)->_ub._base : (fp)->_bf._base)';;

	esac

	case "$stdio_bufsiz" in

	'') stdio_bufsiz='((fp)->_ub._base ? (fp)->_ub._size : (fp)->_bf._size)';;

	esac

elif $contains '_IO_fpos_t' `./findhdr stdio.h` `./findhdr libio.h` >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "(Looks like you have stdio.h from Linux.)"

	case "$stdio_ptr" in

	'') stdio_ptr='((fp)->_IO_read_ptr)'
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		ptr_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	ptr_lval=$d_stdio_ptr_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_cnt"

 in

	'') stdio_cnt='((fp)->_IO_read_end - (fp)->_IO_read_ptr)'

		cnt_lval=$undef

		;;

	*)	cnt_lval=$d_stdio_cnt_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_base" in

	'') stdio_base='((fp)->_IO_read_base)';;

	esac

	case "$stdio_bufsiz" in

	'') stdio_bufsiz='((fp)->_IO_read_end - (fp)->_IO_read_base)';;

	esac

else

	case "$stdio_ptr" in

	'') stdio_ptr='((fp)->_ptr)'

		ptr_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	ptr_lval=$d_stdio_ptr_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_cnt" in

	'') stdio_cnt='((fp)->_cnt)'

		cnt_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	cnt_lval=$d_stdio_cnt_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_base" in

	'') stdio_base='((fp)->_base)';;

	esac

	case "$stdio_bufsiz" in

	'') stdio_bufsiz='((fp)->_cnt + (fp)->_ptr - (fp)->_base)';;

	esac

fi

 

: test whether _ptr and _cnt really work

echo "Checking how std your stdio is..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#define FILE_ptr(fp)	$stdio_ptr

#define FILE_cnt(fp)	$stdio_cnt
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int main() {

	FILE *fp = fopen("try.c", "r");

	char c = getc(fp);

	if

 (

		18 <= FILE_cnt(fp) &&

		strncmp(FILE_ptr(fp), "include <stdio.h>\n", 18) == 0

	)

		exit(0);

	exit(1);

}

EOP

val="$undef"

set try

if eval $compile && $to try.c; then

	if $run ./try; then

		echo "Your stdio acts pretty std."

		val="$define"

	else

		echo "Your stdio isn't very std."

	fi

else

	echo "Your stdio doesn't appear very std."

fi

$rm_try

 

# glibc 2.2.90 and above apparently change stdio streams so Perl's

# direct buffer manipulation no longer works.  The Configure tests

# should be changed to correctly detect this, but until then,

# the following check should at least let perl compile and run.

# (This quick fix should be updated before 5.8.1.)

# To be defensive, reject all unknown versions, and all versions  > 2.2.9.

# A. Dougherty, June 3, 2002.

case "$d_gnulibc" in

$define)

	case "$gnulibc_version" in

	2.[01]*)  ;;

	2.2) ;;

	2.2.[0-9]) ;;

	*)  echo "But I will not snoop inside glibc $gnulibc_version stdio buffers."

		val="$undef"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

set d_stdstdio

eval
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 $setvar

 

@if STDIO_PTR_LVALUE || d_stdio_ptr_lval

: Can _ptr be used as an lvalue?

?X: Only makes sense if we have a known stdio implementation.

case "$d_stdstdio$ptr_lval" in

$define$define) val=$define ;;

*) val=$undef ;;

esac

set d_stdio_ptr_lval

eval $setvar

@end

 

@if STDIO_CNT_LVALUE || d_stdio_cnt_lval

: Can _cnt be used as an lvalue?

?X: Only makes sense if we have a known stdio implementation.

case "$d_stdstdio$cnt_lval" in

$define$define) val=$define ;;

*) val=$undef ;;

esac

set d_stdio_cnt_lval

eval $setvar

@end

 

@if FILE_filbuf

: How to access the stdio _filbuf or __filbuf function.

: If this fails, check how the getc macro in stdio.h works.

case "${d_stdio_ptr_lval}${d_stdio_cnt_lval}" in

${define}${define})

	: Try $hint value, if any, then _filbuf, __filbuf, _fill, then punt.

	: _fill is for os/2.

	xxx='notok'

	for filbuf in $stdio_filbuf '_filbuf(fp)' '__filbuf(fp) ' '_fill(fp)' ; do

		$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#define

 FILE_ptr(fp)	$stdio_ptr

#define FILE_cnt(fp)	$stdio_cnt

#define FILE_filbuf(fp)	$filbuf

int main() {

	FILE *fp = fopen("try.c", "r");

	int c;

	c = getc(fp);

	c = FILE_filbuf(fp);  /* Just looking for linker errors.*/
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	exit(0);

}

EOP

		set try

		if eval $compile && $to try.c && $run ./try; then

			echo "Your stdio appears to use $filbuf"

			stdio_filbuf="$filbuf"

			xxx='ok'

			break

		else

			echo "Hmm.  $filbuf doesn't seem to work."

		fi

		$rm_try

	done

	case "$xxx" in

	notok)	echo "I can't figure out how to access _filbuf"

			echo "I'll just have to work around it."

			d_stdio_ptr_lval="$undef"

			d_stdio_cnt_lval="$undef"

			;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

 

@if STDIO_PTR_LVALUE

: test whether setting _ptr sets _cnt as a side effect

d_stdio_ptr_lval_sets_cnt="$undef"

d_stdio_ptr_lval_nochange_cnt="$undef"

case "$d_stdio_ptr_lval$d_stdstdio" in

$define$define)

	echo "Checking to see what happens if we set the stdio ptr..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <stdio.h>

/* Can

 we scream? */

/* Eat dust sed :-) */

/* In the buffer space, no one can hear you scream. */

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#define FILE_ptr(fp)	$stdio_ptr

#define FILE_cnt(fp)	$stdio_cnt

#include <sys/types.h>

int main() {

	FILE *fp = fopen("try.c", "r");

	int c;
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	char *ptr;

	size_t cnt;

	if (!fp) {

	    puts("Fail even to read");

	    exit(1);

	}

	c = getc(fp); /* Read away the first # */

	if (c == EOF) {

	    puts("Fail even to read");

	    exit(1);

	}

	if (!(

		18 <= FILE_cnt(fp) &&

		strncmp(FILE_ptr(fp), "include <stdio.h>\n", 18) == 0

	)) {

		puts("Fail even to read");

		exit (1);

	}

	ptr = (char*) FILE_ptr(fp);

	cnt = (size_t)FILE_cnt(fp);

 

	FILE_ptr(fp) += 42;

 

	if ((char*)FILE_ptr(fp) != (ptr + 42)) {

		printf("Fail ptr check %p != %p", FILE_ptr(fp), (ptr + 42));

		exit (1);

	}

	if (FILE_cnt(fp) <= 20) {

		printf ("Fail (<20 chars to test)");

		exit (1);

	}

	if (strncmp(FILE_ptr(fp), "Eat dust sed :-) */\n", 20) != 0) {

		puts("Fail compare");

		exit

 (1);

	}

	if (cnt == FILE_cnt(fp)) {

		puts("Pass_unchanged");

		exit (0);

	}

	if (FILE_cnt(fp) == (cnt - 42)) {

		puts("Pass_changed");

		exit (0);

	}

	printf("Fail count was %d now %d\n", cnt, FILE_cnt(fp));

	return 1;

 

}
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EOP

	set try

	if eval $compile && $to try.c; then

		case `$run ./try` in

		Pass_changed)

			echo "Increasing ptr in your stdio decreases cnt by the same amount.  Good." >&4

			d_stdio_ptr_lval_sets_cnt="$define" ;;

		Pass_unchanged)

			echo "Increasing ptr in your stdio leaves cnt unchanged.  Good." >&4

			d_stdio_ptr_lval_nochange_cnt="$define" ;;

		Fail*)

			echo "Increasing ptr in your stdio didn't do exactly what I expected.  We'll not be doing that then." >&4 ;;

		*)

			echo "It appears attempting to set ptr in your stdio is a bad plan." >&4 ;;

	esac

	else

		echo "It seems we can't set ptr in your stdio.  Nevermind." >&4

	fi

	$rm_try

	;;

esac

@end

 

@if d_stdiobase || USE_STDIO_BASE || FILE_base || FILE_bufsiz

: see if _base is also standard

val="$undef"

case

 "$d_stdstdio" in

$define)

	$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#define FILE_base(fp)	$stdio_base

#define FILE_bufsiz(fp)	$stdio_bufsiz

int main() {

	FILE *fp = fopen("try.c", "r");

	char c = getc(fp);

	if (

		19 <= FILE_bufsiz(fp) &&

		strncmp(FILE_base(fp), "#include <stdio.h>\n", 19) == 0

	)

		exit(0);

	exit(1);

}

EOP
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	set try

	if eval $compile && $to try.c; then

		if $run ./try; then

			echo "And its _base field acts std."

			val="$define"

		else

			echo "But its _base field isn't std."

		fi

	else

		echo "However, it seems to be lacking the _base field."

	fi

	$rm_try

	;;

esac

set d_stdiobase

eval $setvar

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_stdstdio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_inetd.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_inetd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:23  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_inetd: cat test package Myread Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_inetd:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines USE_INETD which indicates to the C

?S:	program that the initial socket connection will be done via inetd.

?S:.

?C:USE_INETD (INETD):

?C:	This symbol if defined indicates to the C program that inetd will be

?C:	in charge of the
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 initial socket connection. The file descriptors 0 and

?C:	1 have been dup()ed from the original connected socket descriptor and

?C:	are ready for send() and recv().

?C:.

?H:#$d_inetd USE_INETD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_inetd

: ask whether initial socket connection is to be done via inetd

echo " "

dflt=n

case "$d_inetd" in

'') if $test -f /etc/inetd.conf; then

		$cat <<EOM

Your system provides a so called "Internet super-server", the inetd daemon.

Network services like ftp or rlogin are usually handled via ftpd and rlogind

daemons. Without inetd, these daemons must always be running for the service

to be on. On the contrary, inetd listens to specific ports defined in file

/etc/inetd.conf and will run the appropriate daemon upon request. This scheme

avoids eating up the process table and memory with useless daemons.

 

I can set up things so that internet connections for $package will be done

using inetd, in which case you will have to edit /etc/inetd.conf to add some

specific informations.

 

EOM

		dflt=y

	else

		$cat

 <<EOM

I do not see any trace of a configuration file for inetd, hence I assume your

system does not support the so called "Internet super-server". This means

$package will need to have a daemon process running on this machine to allow

network connections.

 

EOM

	fi;;

*) case "$d_inetd" in

	"$define") dflt=y;;

	esac;;

esac

rp='Do you wish to use inetd for network connections?'

. ./myread

val="$undef"

case "$ans" in

y*|Y*) val="$define";;

esac

set d_inetd

eval $setvar
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_inetd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_lockf.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_lockf.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:09:36  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lockf: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lockf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_LOCKF if lockf() is

?S:	available to do file locking.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LOCKF (LOCKF):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lockf routine is

?C:	available to do file locking.

?C:.

?H:#$d_lockf

 HAS_LOCKF		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lockf

: see if lockf exists

set lockf d_lockf

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_lockf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: cpp_stuff.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cpp_stuff.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:08:24  ram

?RCS: patch36: now uses cppstdin instead of plain cpp for consistency (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: remove temporary files when done

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:36  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:cpp_stuff: cat contains cppstdin cppflags cppminus rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cpp_stuff:

?S:	This variable contains an identification of the concatenation

 mechanism

?S:	used by the C preprocessor.

?S:.

?C:CAT2:

?C:	This macro concatenates 2 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:CAT3:

?C:	This macro concatenates 3 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:CAT4:

?C:	This macro concatenates 4 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:CAT5:

?C:	This macro concatenates 5 tokens together.

?C:.

?C:STRINGIFY:

?C:	This macro surrounds its token with double quotes.

?C:.

?C:SCAT2:

?C:	This macro concatenates 2 tokens together and stringifies the result.

?C:	It might not exist, so #ifdef it in your code!

?C:.

?C:SCAT3:

?C:	This macro concatenates 3 tokens together and stringifies the result.

?C:	It might not exist, so #ifdef it in your code!

?C:.

?C:SCAT4:

?C:	This macro concatenates 4 tokens together and stringifies the result.

?C:	It might not exist, so #ifdef it in your code!
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?C:.

?C:SCAT5:

?C:	This macro concatenates 5 tokens together and stringifies the result.

?C:	It might not exist, so #ifdef it in your code!

?C:.

?X:	Dist pl70 included the following, but AIX's xlc compiler

?X:	(which

 is ANSI-ish and has cpp_stuff == 42)) rejects

?X:	The SQuoTe/EQuoTe stuff because the string literals are on

?X:	separate lines.  Sigh.

?X:		Andy Dougherty   24 Feb 1998

?X:	?H:?%<:#if $cpp_stuff == 1

?X:	?H:?CAT2:#define CAT2(a,b)a/**/b

?X:	?H:?CAT3:#define CAT3(a,b,c)a/**/b/**/c

?X:	?H:?CAT4:#define CAT4(a,b,c,d)a/**/b/**/c/**/d

?X:	?H:?CAT5:#define CAT5(a,b,c,d,e)a/**/b/**/c/**/d/**/e

?X:	?H:?STRINGIFY:#define STRINGIFY(a)"a"

?X:	?H:?%<:#define SQuoTe(a)"a

?X:	?H:?%<:#define EQuoTe(a)a"

?X:	?H:?SCAT2:#define SCAT2(a,b)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b)

?X:	?H:?SCAT3:#define SCAT3(a,b,c)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b/**/c)

?X:	?H:?SCAT4:#define SCAT4(a,b,c,d)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b/**/c/**/d)

?X:	?H:?SCAT5:#define SCAT5(a,b,c,d,e)EQuoTe(SQuoTe(a)b/**/c/**/d/**/e)

?X:	?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#if $cpp_stuff == 1

?H:?CAT2:#define CAT2(a,b)	a/**/b

?H:?CAT3:#define CAT3(a,b,c)	a/**/b/**/c

?H:?CAT4:#define CAT4(a,b,c,d)	a/**/b/**/c/**/d

?H:?CAT5:#define CAT5(a,b,c,d,e)	a/**/b/**/c/**/d/**/e

?H:?STRINGIFY:#define STRINGIFY(a)	"a"

?X:	If

 you can get stringification with catify, tell me how!

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#if $cpp_stuff == 42

?H:?%<:#define PeRl_CaTiFy(a, b)	a ## b

?H:?%<:#define PeRl_StGiFy(a)	#a

?X: The additional level of indirection enables these macros to be

?X: used as arguments to other macros.  See K&R 2nd ed., page 231.

?H:?CAT2:#define CAT2(a,b)	PeRl_CaTiFy(a,b)

?H:?CAT3:#define CAT3(a,b,c)	CAT2(PeRl_CaTiFy(a,b),c)

?H:?CAT4:#define CAT4(a,b,c,d)	CAT2(CAT3(a,b,c),d)

?H:?CAT5:#define CAT5(a,b,c,d,e)	CAT2(CAT4(a,b,c,d),e)

?H:?%<:#define StGiFy(a)	PeRl_StGiFy(a)

?H:?STRINGIFY:#define STRINGIFY(a)	PeRl_StGiFy(a)

?H:?SCAT2:#define SCAT2(a,b)	PeRl_StGiFy(a) PeRl_StGiFy(b)

?H:?SCAT3:#define SCAT3(a,b,c)	PeRl_StGiFy(a) PeRl_StGiFy(b) PeRl_StGiFy(c)

?H:?SCAT4:#define SCAT4(a,b,c,d)	PeRl_StGiFy(a) PeRl_StGiFy(b) PeRl_StGiFy(c) PeRl_StGiFy(d)

?H:?SCAT5:#define SCAT5(a,b,c,d,e)	PeRl_StGiFy(a) PeRl_StGiFy(b) PeRl_StGiFy(c) PeRl_StGiFy(d)
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PeRl_StGiFy(e)

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#if $cpp_stuff != 1 && $cpp_stuff

 != 42

?H:?%<:#include "Bletch: How does this C preprocessor concatenate tokens?"

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:CAT2 CAT3 CAT4 CAT5 STRINGIFY SCAT2 SCAT3 SCAT4 SCAT5

?F:!cpp_stuff.c

?LINT:known StGiFy

?LINT:known PeRl_CaTiFy

?LINT:known PeRl_StGiFy

: how do we concatenate cpp tokens here?

echo " "

echo "Checking to see how your cpp does stuff like concatenate tokens..." >&4

$cat >cpp_stuff.c <<'EOCP'

#define RCAT(a,b)a/**/b

#define ACAT(a,b)a ## b

RCAT(Rei,ser)

ACAT(Cir,cus)

EOCP

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus <cpp_stuff.c >cpp_stuff.out 2>&1

if $contains 'Circus' cpp_stuff.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Oh!  Smells like ANSI's been here." >&4

	echo "We can catify or stringify, separately or together!"

	cpp_stuff=42

elif $contains 'Reiser' cpp_stuff.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Ah, yes!  The good old days!" >&4

	echo "However, in the good old days we don't know how to stringify and"

	echo "catify at the same time."

	cpp_stuff=1

else

	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Hmm, I don't seem to be able to concatenate

 tokens with your cpp.

You're going to have to edit the values of CAT[2-5] in config.h...

EOM

?X: It would be nice to have configure remind us at the end that some manual

?X: intervention is needed -- FIXME

	cpp_stuff="/* Help! How do we handle cpp_stuff? */*/"

fi

$rm -f cpp_stuff.*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/cpp_stuff.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mkdtemp: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mkdtemp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MKDTEMP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mkdtemp() routine is available

?S:	to exclusively create a uniquely named temporary directory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MKDTEMP :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mkdtemp routine is

?C:	available to exclusively create a uniquely named temporary directory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mkdtemp HAS_MKDTEMP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mkdtemp

: see if mkdtemp exists

set mkdtemp d_mkdtemp

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_mkdtemp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usemorebits: Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usemorebits:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_MORE_BITS symbol,

?S:	and indicates that explicit 64-bit interfaces and long doubles

?S:	should be used when available.

?S:.

?C:USE_MORE_BITS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that 64-bit interfaces and

?C:	long doubles should be used when available.
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?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_MORE_BITS

?H:?%<:#$usemorebits	USE_MORE_BITS		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:extern use64bitint

?LINT:change use64bitint

?LINT:extern uselongdouble

?LINT:change uselongdouble

: Check if morebits is requested

case "$usemorebits" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	use64bitint="$define"

	uselongdouble="$define"

	usemorebits="$define"

	;;

*)	usemorebits="$undef"

	;;

esac

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/usemorebits.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_rename.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_rename.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:54  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_rename: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_rename:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_RENAME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the rename() routine is available

?S:	to rename files.

?S:.

?C:HAS_RENAME (RENAME):
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the rename routine is available

?C:	to rename files.

  Otherwise you should do the unlink(), link(), unlink()

?C:	trick.

?C:.

?H:#$d_rename HAS_RENAME	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_rename

: see if rename exists

set rename d_rename

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_rename.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_itimer.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_itimer.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:25  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_itimer: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_itimer:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ITIMER symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the setitimer() routine exists.  The setitimer()

?S:	routine supports sub-second accuracy for one real-time and two

?S:	cpu clocks.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ITIMER (ITIMER):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the setitimer() routine exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_itimer HAS_ITIMER	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_itimer

: see if setitimer exists

set setitimer d_itimer
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eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_itimer.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_mkdir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mkdir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:37  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mkdir: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mkdir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MKDIR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mkdir() routine is available

?S:	to create directories..

?S:.

?C:HAS_MKDIR (MKDIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mkdir routine is available

?C:	to create directories.

  Otherwise you should fork off a new process to

?C:	exec /bin/mkdir.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mkdir HAS_MKDIR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mkdir

: see if mkdir exists

set mkdir d_mkdir

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_mkdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_wctomb.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_wctomb.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:20:43  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_wctomb: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_wctomb:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_WCTOMB symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the wctomb() routine is available

?S:	to convert a wide character to a multibyte.

?S:.

?C:HAS_WCTOMB (WCTOMB):

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the wctomb routine is available

?C:	to convert a wide character to a multibyte.

?C:.

?H:#$d_wctomb HAS_WCTOMB		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_wctomb

: see if wctomb exists

set wctomb d_wctomb

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_wctomb.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:use64bitint use64bitall archname64: Myread Oldconfig Setvar test \

	usemorebits longsize ccflags d_quad uquadtype Compile rm_try run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?Y:TOP

?S:use64bitint:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_64_BIT_INT symbol,

?S:	and indicates that 64-bit integer types should be used

?S:	when available.  The minimal possible 64-bitness

?S:	is employed, just enough to get 64-bit integers into Perl.

?S:	This may mean using for example "long longs", while your memory

?S:	may still be limited to 2 gigabytes.

?S:.

?S:use64bitall:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_64_BIT_ALL symbol,

?S:	and indicates that 64-bit integer types should be used

?S:	when available.  The maximal

 possible

?S:	64-bitness is employed: LP64 or ILP64, meaning that you will

?S:	be able to use more than 2 gigabytes of memory.  This mode is

?S:	even more binary incompatible than USE_64_BIT_INT. You may not

?S:	be able to run the resulting executable in a 32-bit CPU at all or

?S:	you may need at least to reboot your OS to 64-bit mode.

?S:.

?S:archname64:

?S:	This variable is used for the 64-bitness part of $archname.

?S:.

?C:USE_64_BIT_INT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that 64-bit integers should

?C:	be used when available.  If not defined, the native integers

?C:	will be employed (be they 32 or 64 bits).  The minimal possible

?C:	64-bitness is used, just enough to get 64-bit integers into Perl.

?C:	This may mean using for example "long longs", while your memory

?C:	may still be limited to 2 gigabytes.

?C:.

?C:USE_64_BIT_ALL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that 64-bit integers should

?C:	be used when available.  If not defined, the native integers

?C:	will be used (be

 they 32 or 64 bits).  The maximal possible

?C:	64-bitness is employed: LP64 or ILP64, meaning that you will

?C:	be able to use more than 2 gigabytes of memory.  This mode is

?C:	even more binary incompatible than USE_64_BIT_INT. You may not

?C:	be able to run the resulting executable in a 32-bit CPU at all or

?C:	you may need at least to reboot your OS to 64-bit mode.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_64_BIT_INT

?H:?%<:#$use64bitint	USE_64_BIT_INT		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_64_BIT_ALL

?H:?%<:#$use64bitall	USE_64_BIT_ALL		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif
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?H:.

?INIT:archname64=''

?LINT:extern ccflags

?LINT:use usemorebits

?LINT:extern use64bits

?LINT:extern uselonglong

?LINT:extern uselonglongs

?LINT:extern use64bitints

?LINT:extern use64bitsint

?LINT:extern use64bitsall

?T:libcquad

?F:!try

?F:!use64bitint.cbu

?F:!use64bitall.cbu

: Do we want 64bit support

case "$uselonglong" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** Configure -Duselonglong is deprecated, using -Duse64bitint instead.

EOM

	use64bitint="$define"

	;;

esac

case

 "$use64bits" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** Configure -Duse64bits is deprecated, using -Duse64bitint instead.

EOM

	use64bitint="$define"

	;;

esac

case "$use64bitints" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** There is no Configure -Duse64bitints, using -Duse64bitint instead.

EOM

	use64bitint="$define"

	;;

esac

case "$use64bitsint" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** There is no Configure -Duse64bitsint, using -Duse64bitint instead.
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EOM

	use64bitint="$define"

	;;

esac

case "$uselonglongs" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** There is no Configure -Duselonglongs, using -Duse64bitint instead.

EOM

	use64bitint="$define"

	;;

esac

case "$use64bitsall" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** There is no Configure -Duse64bitsall, using -Duse64bitall instead.

EOM

	use64bitall="$define"

	;;

esac

 

case "$ccflags" in

*-DUSE_LONG_LONG*|*-DUSE_64_BIT_INT*|*-DUSE_64_BIT_ALL*) use64bitint="$define";;

esac

case "$use64bitall" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

 use64bitint="$define" ;;

esac

 

case "$longsize" in

8) cat <<EOM

 

You have natively 64-bit long integers.

EOM

  val="$define"

  ;;

*) case "$use64bitint" in

  "$define"|true|[yY]*) dflt='y';;

  *) dflt='n';;

  esac

  case "$d_quad" in

  "$define") ;;

  *) dflt='n' ;;

  esac

  cat <<EOM
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Perl can be built to take advantage of 64-bit integer types

on some systems.  To do so, Configure can be run with -Duse64bitint.

Choosing this option will most probably introduce binary incompatibilities.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

(The default has been chosen based on your configuration.)

EOM

  rp='Try to use 64-bit integers, if available?'

  . ./myread

  case "$ans" in

  [yY]*) val="$define" ;;

  *)     val="$undef"  ;;

  esac

  ;;

esac

set use64bitint

eval $setvar

 

case "$use64bitall" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*) dflt='y' ;;

*) case "$longsize" in

  8) dflt='y' ;;

  *) dflt='n' ;;

  esac

  ;;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

You may also

 choose to try maximal 64-bitness.  It means using as much

64-bitness as possible on the platform.  This in turn means even more

binary incompatibilities.  On the other hand, your platform may not

have any more 64-bitness available than what you already have chosen.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

(The default has been chosen based on your configuration.)

EOM

rp='Try to use maximal 64-bit support, if available?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[yY]*) val="$define" ;;

*)     val="$undef"  ;;

esac

set use64bitall

eval $setvar

case "$use64bitall" in

"$define")

	case "$use64bitint" in
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	"$undef")

		cat <<EOM

 

Since you have chosen a maximally 64-bit build, I'm also turning on

the use of 64-bit integers.

EOM

		use64bitint="$define" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

: Look for a hint-file generated 'call-back-unit'.  If the

: user has specified that a 64-bit perl is to be built,

: we may need to set or change some other defaults.

if $test -f use64bitint.cbu; then

	echo "Your

 platform has some specific hints regarding 64-bit integers, using them..."

	. ./use64bitint.cbu

fi

case "$use64bitint" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	: This test was common to all the OpenBSD forks, and seems harmless for

	: other platforms:

	echo " "

	echo "Checking if your C library has broken 64-bit functions..." >&4

	cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

typedef $uquadtype myULL;

int main (void)

{

   struct {

	double d;

	myULL  u;

   } *p, test[] = {

	{4294967303.15, 4294967303ULL},

	{4294967294.2,  4294967294ULL},

	{4294967295.7,  4294967295ULL},

	{0.0, 0ULL}

   };

   for (p = test; p->u; p++) {

	myULL x = (myULL)p->d;

	if (x != p->u) {

	    printf("buggy\n");

	    return 0;

	}

   }

   printf("ok\n");

   return 0;
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}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile_ok; then

	    libcquad=`$run ./try`

	    echo "Your C library's 64-bit functions are $libcquad."

	else

	    echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program.)"

	    echo "Assuming that your C library's 64-bit functions are ok."

	    libcquad="ok"

	fi

	$rm_try

 

	case

 "$libcquad" in

	    buggy*)

		cat >&4 <<EOM

 

*** You have a C library with broken 64-bit functions.

*** 64-bit support does not work reliably in this configuration.

*** Please rerun Configure without -Duse64bitint and/or -Dusemorebits.

*** Cannot continue, aborting.

 

EOM

		exit 1

		;;

	esac

	case "$longsize" in

	4) case "$archname64" in

	   '') archname64=64int ;;

	   esac

	   ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

: Look for a hint-file generated 'call-back-unit'.  If the

: user has specified that a maximally 64-bit perl is to be built,

: we may need to set or change some other defaults.

if $test -f use64bitall.cbu; then

	echo "Your platform has some specific hints regarding 64-bit builds, using them..."

	. ./use64bitall.cbu

fi

case "$use64bitall" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	case "$longsize" in

	4) case "$archname64" in

	   ''|64int) archname64=64all ;;
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	   esac

	   ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

case "$d_quad:$use64bitint" in

$undef:$define)

	cat >&4 <<EOF

 

*** You have chosen to use 64-bit

 integers,

*** but none can be found.

*** Please rerun Configure without -Duse64bitint and/or -Dusemorebits.

*** Cannot continue, aborting.

 

EOF

	exit 1

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/use64bits.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ftrncate.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_ftrncate.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:07  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ftrncate: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ftrncate (d_ftruncate):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FTRUNCATE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ftruncate() subroutine exists.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FTRUNCATE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ftruncate() subroutine
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?C:	exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ftrncate

 HAS_FTRUNCATE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ftrncate

: see if ftruncate exists

set ftruncate d_ftrncate

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_ftrncate.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: randfunc.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:09:39 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: randfunc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This is the new unit that should be used when random

?X:	functions are to be used. It thus makes randbits.U obsolete.

?X:

?X:	This unit gives a simple #define for Drand01, which produces

?X:	doubles in the range [0,1) using the "best" random number

?X:	generator available.  The source should just call Drand01

?X:	and not worry about the underlying

 implementation.

?X:	    Andy Dougherty  July 1998

?X:

?MAKE:randfunc drand01 seedfunc randbits randseedtype: \

	Compile Myread Csym ccflags

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:randfunc:

?S:	Indicates the name of the random number function to use.

?S:	Values include drand48, random, and rand. In C programs,

?S:	the 'Drand01' macro is defined to generate uniformly distributed

?S:	random numbers over the range [0., 1.[ (see drand01 and nrand).
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?S:.

?S:drand01:

?S:	Indicates the macro to be used to generate normalized

?S:	random numbers.  Uses randfunc, often divided by

?S:	(double) (((unsigned long) 1 << randbits)) in order to

?S:	normalize the result.

?S:	In C programs, the macro 'Drand01' is mapped to drand01.

?S:.

?S:randseedtype:

?S:	Indicates the type of the argument of the seedfunc.

?S:.

?S:seedfunc:

?S:	Indicates the random number generating seed function.

?S:	Values include srand48, srandom, and srand.

?S:.

?S:randbits:

?S:	Indicates how many bits are produced by the function used to

?S:	generate

 normalized random numbers.

?S:.

?C:RANDFUNC:

?C:	This symbol defines the random function used to define Drand01().

?C:.

?C:Drand01:

?C:	This macro is to be used to generate uniformly distributed

?C:	random numbers over the range [0., 1.[.  You may have to supply

?C:	an 'extern double drand48();' in your program since SunOS 4.1.3

?C:	doesn't provide you with anything relevant in its headers.

?C:	See HAS_DRAND48_PROTO.

?C:.

?C:Rand_seed_t:

?C:	This symbol defines the type of the argument of the

?C:	random seed function.

?C:.

?C:seedDrand01:

?C:	This symbol defines the macro to be used in seeding the

?C:	random number generator (see Drand01).

?C:.

?C:RANDBITS:

?C:	This symbol indicates how many bits are produced by the

?C:	function used to generate normalized random numbers.

?C:	Values include 15, 16, 31, and 48.

?C:.

?H:#define RANDFUNC		$randfunc		/**/

?H:#define Drand01()		$drand01		/**/

?H:#define Rand_seed_t		$randseedtype		/**/

?H:#define seedDrand01(x)	$seedfunc((Rand_seed_t)x)	/**/

?H:#define
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 RANDBITS		$randbits		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change ccflags

?LINT:unclosed $randbits))"

: How can we generate normalized random numbers ?

echo " "

echo "Using our internal random number implementation..." >&4

 

case "$ccflags" in

*-Dmy_rand=*|*-Dmy_srand=*)

	echo "Removing obsolete -Dmy_rand, -Dmy_srand, and -Drandbits from ccflags." >&4

	ccflags="`echo $ccflags | sed -e 's/-Dmy_rand=random/ /'`"

	ccflags="`echo $ccflags | sed -e 's/-Dmy_srand=srandom/ /'`"

	ccflags="`echo $ccflags | sed -e 's/-Drandbits=[0-9][0-9]*/ /'`"

	;;

esac

 

randfunc=Perl_drand48

drand01="Perl_drand48()"

seedfunc="Perl_drand48_init"

randbits=48

randseedtype=U32

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/randfunc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: etc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: etc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:07  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:etc etcexp: Getfile Loc Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:etc:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put "administrative" executable images for the package in question.

?S:	It is most often a local directory such as /usr/local/etc. Programs
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?S:	relying on this variable must be prepared to deal with

 ~name

?S:	substitutions.

?S:.

?S:etcexp:

?S:	This is the same as the etc variable, but is filename expanded at

?S:	configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

: determine where administrative executables go

case "$etc" in

'')

	dflt=`./loc . /local/etc /usr/local/etc /local/etc /usr/etc /etc`

	;;

*)

	dflt="$etc"

	;;

esac

fn=d~

rp='Where should the administrative executables go?'

. ./getfile

etc="$ans"

etcexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/etc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_preadv.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_preadv.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_preadv: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_preadv:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PREADV symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the preadv() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PREADV :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the preadv routine is
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?C:	available to perform vectored reads on a file descriptor at a

?C:	given offset.

?C:.

?H:#$d_preadv HAS_PREADV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_preadv

:

 see if preadv exists

set preadv d_preadv

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_preadv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fpclassl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fpclassl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FPCLASSL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fpclassl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FPCLASSL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fpclassl routine is

?C:	available to classify long doubles.  Available for example in IRIX.

?C:	The returned values are defined in <ieeefp.h> and are:

?C:

?C:	FP_SNAN		signaling NaN

?C:	FP_QNAN		quiet NaN

?C:	FP_NINF		negative infinity

?C:	FP_PINF		positive infinity

?C:	FP_NDENORM	negative denormalized non-zero

?C:	FP_PDENORM	positive denormalized non-zero

?C:	FP_NZERO	negative zero

?C:	FP_PZERO	positive zero

?C:	FP_NNORM	negative

 normalized non-zero

?C:	FP_PNORM	positive normalized non-zero

?C:.

?H:#$d_fpclassl HAS_FPCLASSL		/**/

?H:.
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?LINT:set d_fpclassl

: see if fpclassl exists

set fpclassl d_fpclassl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fpclassl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_umask.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_umask.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:14:50  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_umask: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_umask:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_UMASK symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the umask() routine is available.

?S:	to set and get the value of the file creation mask.

?S:.

?C:HAS_UMASK :

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the umask routine is

?C:	available to set and get the value of the file creation mask.

?C:.

?H:#$d_umask HAS_UMASK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_umask

: see if umask exists

set umask d_umask

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_umask.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endpent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_endpent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endpent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endpent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_ENDPROTOENT if endprotoent() is

?S:	available to close whatever was being used for protocol queries.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDPROTOENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endprotoent() routine is

?C:	available to close whatever was being used

 for protocol queries.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endpent HAS_ENDPROTOENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_endpent

: see if endprotoent exists

set endprotoent d_endpent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_endpent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorman1dir.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorman1dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:vendorman1dir vendorman1direxp installvendorman1dir: man1dir Getfile \

	Oldconfig Setprefixvar Prefixit test vendorprefix prefix sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:vendorman1dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory for man1

?S:	pages.  It may have a ~ on the front.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	Vendors

 who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?S:	man1 pages in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorman1direxp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorman1dir, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorman1dir=''

?S:installvendorman1dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorman1direxp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorman1dir

: Set the vendorman1dir variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	vendorman1dir=''

	vendorman1direxp=''

	;;

*)	: determine where vendor-supplied manual pages go.

	case "$vendorman1dir" in

	'') dflt=`echo "$man1dir" | $sed "s#^$prefix#$vendorprefix#"` ;;

	*)	dflt=$vendorman1dir ;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	''|' ') dflt=none ;;

	esac

	fn=nd~+

	rp='Pathname for

 the vendor-supplied manual section 1 pages?'

	. ./getfile
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	vendorman1dir="$ans"

	vendorman1direxp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

: Use ' ' for none so value is preserved next time through Configure

$test X"$vendorman1dir" = "X" && vendorman1dir=' '

prefixvar=vendorman1dir

. ./installprefix

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorman1dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_isnanl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_isnanl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ISNANL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the isnanl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ISNANL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the isnanl routine is

?C:	available to check whether a long double is a NaN.

?C:.

?H:#$d_isnanl HAS_ISNANL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_isnanl

: see if isnanl exists

set isnanl d_isnanl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isnanl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_malloc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:21  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_malloc: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_malloc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_MALLOC symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <malloc.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_MALLOC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <malloc.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_malloc I_MALLOC		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_malloc

: see if this is a malloc.h system

set

 malloc.h i_malloc

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_malloc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Typedef.U,v 3.0.1.3 1995/07/25 13:42:07 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Typedef.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  13:42:07  ram

?RCS: patch56: added backslash escapes within evals to prevent space problems

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:01:16  ram

?RCS: patch36: don't clobber visible 'val' variable, use 'varval' instead
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:05:14  ram

?RCS: patch32: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks for the definition of a given typedef.

?X:

?X: To use it, say:

?X: set typedef

 val_t default [includes]

?X: eval $typedef

?X:

?MAKE:Typedef: cppstdin cppminus cppflags rm sed contains Oldconfig Myread

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define typedef

?LINT:define typedef_ask

?V:typedef typedef_ask

?S:typedef:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to check

?S:	whether a given typedef is defined or not. A typical use is:

?S:		set typedef val_t default [includes]

?S:		eval $typedef

?S:	That will return val_t set to default if the typedef was not found,

?S:	to typedef otherwise. If no includes are specified, look in sys/types.h.

?S:.

?S:typedef_ask:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to check

?S:	whether a given typedef is defined or not.  If it is not defined,

?S:	this will call the ./myread script to prompt for an answer.

?S:	It is intended to be used to avoid unnecessary prompts.

?S:	A typical use is

?S:		rp="What is the type for file position used by fsetpos()?"

?S:		set fpos_t fpostype long stdio.h sys/types.h

?S:		eval $typedef_ask

?S:	This

 will set fpostype=fpos_t, if fpos_t is available.  Otherwise

?S:	it will call myread with a default of 'long', and a prompt of $rp.

?S:.

?T:type var def inclist varval inc

?F:!temp.c

: define an is-a-typedef? function

typedef='type=$1; var=$2; def=$3; shift; shift; shift; inclist=$@;

case "$inclist" in

"") inclist="sys/types.h";;

esac;

eval "varval=\$$var";

case "$varval" in

"")
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	$rm -f temp.c;

	for inc in $inclist; do

		echo "#include <$inc>" >>temp.c;

	done;

?X:	Maybe it's a #define instead of a typedef.

	echo "#ifdef $type" >> temp.c;

	echo "printf(\"We have $type\");" >> temp.c;

	echo "#endif" >> temp.c;

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < temp.c >temp.E 2>/dev/null;

	if $contains $type temp.E >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval "$var=\$type";

	else

		eval "$var=\$def";

	fi;

	$rm -f temp.?;;

*) eval "$var=\$varval";;

esac'

 

?X:	Originally, I eval'd $typedef and then checked the results against

?X:	$type.  Unfortunately, it then became complicated to check

?X:	whether you are re-using

 an old config.sh value, and the logic got

?X:	so convoluted it became easier to just copy the function above

?X:	and alter it slightly.  A.D.  3/1998

: define an is-a-typedef? function that prompts if the type is not available.

typedef_ask='type=$1; var=$2; def=$3; shift; shift; shift; inclist=$@;

case "$inclist" in

"") inclist="sys/types.h";;

esac;

eval "varval=\$$var";

case "$varval" in

"")

	$rm -f temp.c;

	for inc in $inclist; do

		echo "#include <$inc>" >>temp.c;

	done;

?X:	Maybe it's a #define instead of a typedef.

	echo "#ifdef $type" >> temp.c;

	echo "printf(\"We have $type\");" >> temp.c;

	echo "#endif" >> temp.c;

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < temp.c >temp.E 2>/dev/null;

	echo " " ;

	echo "$rp" | $sed -e "s/What is/Looking for/" -e "s/?/./";

	if $contains $type temp.E >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "$type found." >&4;

		eval "$var=\$type";

	else

		echo "$type NOT found." >&4;
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		dflt="$def";

		. ./myread ;

		eval "$var=\$ans";

	fi;

	$rm -f temp.?;;

*) eval "$var=\$varval";;

esac'

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/Typedef.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Nothing.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Nothing.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: The purpose of this file is to supply an empty target for the private

?X: Makefile built by metaconfig to order the units.

?X:

?MAKE:Nothing: Head

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Nothing.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_hasmntopt: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_hasmntopt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_HASMNTOPT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the hasmntopt() routine is available

?S:	to query the mount options of file systems.

?S:.

?C:HAS_HASMNTOPT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the hasmntopt routine is

?C:	available to query the mount options of file systems.

?C:.

?H:#$d_hasmntopt HAS_HASMNTOPT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_hasmntopt

: see if hasmntopt exists

set hasmntopt d_hasmntopt

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_hasmntopt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_msync.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_msync.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:19:17  ram

?RCS: patch15: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_msync: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_msync:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_MSYNC if msync() is

?S:	available to synchronize a mapped file.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MSYNC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the msync system call is

?C:	available to synchronize a mapped file.

?C:.

?H:#$d_msync HAS_MSYNC		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_msync
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: see if

 msync exists

set msync d_msync

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_msync.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Typedef.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  13:42:07  ram

?RCS: patch56: added backslash escapes within evals to prevent space problems

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:01:16  ram

?RCS: patch36: don't clobber visible 'val' variable, use 'varval' instead

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:05:14  ram

?RCS: patch32: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks for the definition of a given typedef.

?X:

?X: To use it, say:

?X: set typedef val_t default [includes]

?X: eval $typedef

?X:

?MAKE:Typedef:

 cppstdin cppminus cppflags rm contains Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:!temp.c

?LINT:define typedef

?V:typedef

?S:typedef:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to check

?S:	wether a given typedef is defined or not. A typical use is:

?S:		set typedef val_t default [includes]

?S:		eval $typedef
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?S:	That will return val_t set to default if the typedef was not found,

?S:	to typedef otherwise. If no includes are specified, look in sys/types.h.

?S:.

?T:type var def inclist varval inc

: define an is-a-typedef? function

typedef='type=$1; var=$2; def=$3; shift; shift; shift; inclist=$@;

case "$inclist" in

"") inclist="sys/types.h";;

esac;

eval "varval=\$$var";

case "$varval" in

"")

	$rm -f temp.c;

	for inc in $inclist; do

		echo "#include <$inc>" >>temp.c;

	done;

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < temp.c >temp.E 2>/dev/null;

	if $contains $type temp.E >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval "$var=\$type";

	else

		eval "$var=\$def";

	fi;

	$rm -f temp.?;;

*) eval

 "$var=\$varval";;

esac'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Typedef.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cf_who.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:28:50  ram

?RCS: patch61: new computation method avoiding use of temporary file

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:42:34  ram

?RCS: patch23: login name now computed the hard way
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:32  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Oldconfig dependency is there to ensure computation occurs after old values

?X: from config.sh have been loaded, so that we can supersede them.

?X:

?MAKE:cf_time

 cf_by: date Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cf_time:

?S:	Holds the output of the "date" command when the configuration file was

?S:	produced. This is used to tag both config.sh and config_h.SH.

?S:.

?S:cf_by:

?S:	Login name of the person who ran the Configure script and answered the

?S:	questions. This is used to tag both config.sh and config_h.SH.

?S:.

?LINT:change LC_ALL LANGUAGE

: who configured the system

?X: Ensure English date -- Jarkko Hietaniemi

cf_time=`LC_ALL=C; LANGUAGE=C; export LC_ALL; export LANGUAGE; $date 2>&1`

?X:

?X: Leave a white space between first two '(' for ksh. The sub-shell is needed

?X: on some machines to avoid the error message when logname is not found; e.g.

?X: on SUN-OS 3.2, (logname || whoami) would not execute whoami if logname was

?X: not found. Sigh!

?X:

?X: Convex had a broken logname executable which returned a non-zero status,

?X: and that broke the previous:

?X:   cf_by=`( (logname) 2>/dev/null || whoami) 2>&1`

?X: Switch to emergency

 mode... -- RAM, 19/04/94

?X:

?X: Parentheses needed to avoid error message if the program does not exist.

?X: Uses case instead of $test so it can be put before $test is defined.

?X: Don't redirect to a file because on Ultrix (under script?) logname

?X: outputs a blank line first.  This method will apparently work.

case "$cf_by" in

"")

	cf_by=`(logname) 2>/dev/null`

	case "$cf_by" in

	"")

		cf_by=`(whoami) 2>/dev/null`

		case "$cf_by" in

		"") cf_by=unknown ;;

		esac ;;
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	esac ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cf_who.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_acosh: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_acosh:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ACOSH symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the acosh() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ACOSH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the acosh routine is

?C:	available to do the inverse hyperbolic cosine function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_acosh HAS_ACOSH		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_acosh

: see if acosh exists

set acosh d_acosh

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_acosh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: ccflags.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1997/02/28  15:27:07  ram

?RCS: patch61: removed support for NO_PROTOTYPE detection on SCO

?RCS: patch61: new locincpth variable

?RCS: patch61: added info on the "additional ld flags" question
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/07/25  13:48:54  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/05/12  12:08:33  ram

?RCS: patch54: now checks for cc/ccflags/ldflags coherency

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6

  1994/10/29  16:07:02  ram

?RCS: patch36: gcc versioning no longer relies on the C compiler's name

?RCS: patch36: simplified check for gcc version checking (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/08/29  16:06:35  ram

?RCS: patch32: propagate -posix flag from ccflags to ldflags

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/06  14:28:45  ram

?RCS: patch23: -fpcc-struct-return only needed in gcc 1.x (ADO)

?RCS: patch23: cppflags now computed on an option-by-option basis

?RCS: patch23: magically added cc flags now only done the first time

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/09/13  15:58:29  ram

?RCS: patch10: explicitly mention -DDEBUG just in case they need it (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: removed all the "tans" variable usage (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/08/27  14:39:38  ram

?RCS: patch7: added support for OSF/1 machines

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:00:24  ram

?RCS: patch6: added defaults for cppflags, ccflags and ldflags

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:31  ram

?RCS:

 Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:ccflags ldflags lkflags cppflags optimize locincpth: test cat \

	Myread Guess Options Oldconfig gccversion mips_type +usrinc \

	package contains rm rm_try +cc cppstdin cppminus cpprun cpplast libpth \

	loclibpth hint

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:ccflags:

?S:	This variable contains any additional C compiler flags desired by

?S:	the user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:cppflags:

?S:	This variable holds the flags that will be passed to the C pre-

?S:	processor. It is up to the Makefile to use it.

?S:.

?S:optimize:
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?S:	This variable contains any optimizer/debugger flag that should be used.

?S:	It is up to the Makefile to use it.

?S:.

?S:ldflags:

?S:	This variable contains any additional C loader flags desired by

?S:	the user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:lkflags:

?S:	This variable contains any additional C partial linker flags desired by

?S:	the user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:locincpth:

?S:	This

 variable contains a list of additional directories to be

?S:	searched by the compiler.  The appropriate -I directives will

?S:	be added to ccflags.  This is intended to simplify setting

?S:	local directories from the Configure command line.

?S:	It's not much, but it parallels the loclibpth stuff in libpth.U.

?S:.

?T:inctest thisincl xxx flag inclwanted ftry previous thislibdir

?F:!cpp.c

?D:cppflags=''

?D:ccflags=''

?D:ldflags=''

?D:optimize=''

?INIT:: Possible local include directories to search.

?INIT:: Set locincpth to "" in a hint file to defeat local include searches.

?INIT:locincpth="/usr/local/include /opt/local/include /usr/gnu/include"

?INIT:locincpth="$locincpth /opt/gnu/include /usr/GNU/include /opt/GNU/include"

?INIT::

?INIT:: no include file wanted by default

?INIT:inclwanted=''

?INIT:

: determine optimize, if desired, or use for debug flag also

case "$optimize" in

' '|$undef) dflt='none';;

'')

	case "$gccversion" in

	'') dflt='-O';;

	*) dflt='-O2 -g';;

	esac

	;;

*)

 dflt="$optimize";;

esac

case "$gccversion" in

'') $cat <<EOH
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Some C compilers have problems with their optimizers.  By default, $package

compiles with the -O flag to use the optimizer.  Alternately, you might want

to use the symbolic debugger, which uses the -g flag (on traditional Unix

systems).  Either flag can be specified here.  To use neither flag, specify

the word "none".

 

EOH

	;;

*) $cat <<EOH

 

With the GNU C compiler, it is possible to supply both -O2 and -g flags, to

be able to reasonably optimize, whilst retaining the ability to use a

symbolic debugger.  Either flag can be specified here.  To use neither flag,

specify the word "none".

 

EOH

	;;

esac

rp="What optimizer/debugger flag should be used?"

. ./myread

optimize="$ans"

case "$optimize" in

'none') optimize=" ";;

esac

 

dflt=''

: We will not override a previous value, but we might want to

: augment a hint file

case "$hint" in

default|recommended)

	case "$gccversion" in

	1*) dflt='-fpcc-struct-return' ;;

	esac

?X:

 check for POSIXized ISC

	case "$gccversion" in

	2*) if test -d /etc/conf/kconfig.d &&

			$contains _POSIX_VERSION $usrinc/sys/unistd.h >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			dflt="$dflt -posix"

		fi

		;;

	esac

?X: turn warnings on if they're using gcc

	case "$gccversion" in

	1*|2*) dflt="$dflt -Wall";;

?X: starting with version 3, add "-W -Wall -Wformat=2 -Wshadow" by default

	*) dflt="$dflt -W -Wall -Wformat=2 -Wshadow";;
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	esac

	;;

esac

 

?X: In USG mode, a MIPS system may need some BSD includes

case "$mips_type" in

*BSD*|'') inclwanted="$locincpth $usrinc";;

*) inclwanted="$locincpth $inclwanted $usrinc/bsd";;

esac

for thisincl in $inclwanted; do

	if $test -d $thisincl; then

		if $test x$thisincl != x$usrinc; then

			case "$dflt" in

			*$thisincl*);;

			*) dflt="$dflt -I$thisincl";;

			esac

		fi

	fi

done

 

?X: Include test function (header, symbol)

inctest='if $contains $2 $usrinc/$1 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	xxx=true;

elif $contains $2 $usrinc/sys/$1 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	xxx=true;

else

	xxx=false;

fi;

if

 $xxx; then

	case "$dflt" in

	*$2*);;

	*) dflt="$dflt -D$2";;

	esac;

fi'

 

?X:

?X: OSF/1 uses __LANGUAGE_C__ instead of LANGUAGE_C

?X:

if ./osf1; then

	set signal.h __LANGUAGE_C__; eval $inctest

else

	set signal.h LANGUAGE_C; eval $inctest

fi

 

case "$hint" in

default|recommended) dflt="$ccflags $dflt" ;;

*) dflt="$ccflags";;
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esac

 

case "$dflt" in

''|' ') dflt=none;;

esac

$cat <<EOH

 

Your C compiler may want other flags.  For this question you should include

-I/whatever and -DWHATEVER flags and any other flags used by the C compiler,

but you should NOT include libraries or ld flags like -lwhatever.

 

To use no flags, specify the word "none".

 

EOH

?X: strip leading space

set X $dflt

shift

dflt=${1+"$@"}

rp="Any additional cc flags?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) ccflags='';;

*) ccflags="$ans";;

esac

 

: the following weeds options from ccflags that are of no interest to cpp

cppflags="$ccflags"

case "$gccversion" in

1*) cppflags="$cppflags -D__GNUC__"

esac

case "$mips_type" in

'');;

*BSD*)

 cppflags="$cppflags -DSYSTYPE_BSD43";;

esac

case "$cppflags" in

'');;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "Let me guess what the preprocessor flags are..." >&4

	set X $cppflags

	shift

	cppflags=''

	$cat >cpp.c <<'EOM'

#define BLURFL foo

 

BLURFL xx LFRULB

EOM
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?X:

?X: For each cc flag, try it out with both cppstdin and cpprun, since the

?X: first is almost surely a cc wrapper. We have to try both in case

?X: of cc flags like '-Olimit 2900' that are actually two words...

?X:

	previous=''

	for flag in $*

	do

		case "$flag" in

		-*) ftry="$flag";;

		*) ftry="$previous $flag";;

		esac

		if $cppstdin -DLFRULB=bar $ftry $cppminus <cpp.c \

			>cpp1.out 2>/dev/null && \

			$cpprun -DLFRULB=bar $ftry $cpplast <cpp.c \

			>cpp2.out 2>/dev/null && \

			$contains 'foo.*xx.*bar' cpp1.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

			$contains 'foo.*xx.*bar' cpp2.out >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			cppflags="$cppflags $ftry"

			previous=''

		else

			previous="$flag"

		fi

	done

	set X $cppflags

	shift

	cppflags=${1+"$@"}

	case "$cppflags"

 in

	*-*)  echo "They appear to be: $cppflags";;

	esac

	$rm -f cpp.c cpp?.out

	;;

esac

 

: flags used in final linking phase

case "$ldflags" in

'') if ./venix; then

		dflt='-i -z'

	else

		dflt=''

	fi

	case "$ccflags" in

	*-posix*) dflt="$dflt -posix" ;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$ldflags";;
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esac

 

: Try to guess additional flags to pick up local libraries.

for thislibdir in $libpth; do

	case " $loclibpth " in

	*" $thislibdir "*)

		case "$dflt " in

		*"-L$thislibdir "*) ;;

		*)  dflt="$dflt -L$thislibdir" ;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

done

 

case "$dflt" in

'') dflt='none' ;;

*) set X $dflt; shift; dflt="$@";;

esac

 

$cat <<EOH

 

Your C linker may need flags.  For this question you should

include -L/whatever and any other flags used by the C linker, but you

should NOT include libraries like -lwhatever.

 

Make sure you include the appropriate -L/path flags if your C linker

does not normally search all of the directories you specified above,

namely

	$libpth

To use no flags, specify the word "none".

 

EOH

 

rp="Any

 additional ld flags (NOT including libraries)?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) ldflags='';;

*) ldflags="$ans";;

esac

rmlist="$rmlist pdp11"

 

@if lkflags

: partial linking may need other flags

case "$lkflags" in

'') case "$ldflags" in

	'') dflt='none';;

	*) dflt="$ldflags";;
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	esac;;

*) dflt="$lkflags";;

esac

echo " "

rp="Partial linking flags to be used (NOT including -r)?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) lkflags='';;

*) lkflags="$ans";;

esac

 

@end

?X:

?X: If the user changes compilers after selecting a hint file, it's

?X: possible that the suggested ccflags/ldflags will be wrong.  Try to

?X: compile and run a simple test program.  Let the user see all the

?X: error messages. -- ADO and RAM

?X:

: coherency check

echo " "

echo "Checking your choice of C compiler and flags for coherency..." >&4

?X: Strip extra blanks in case some of the following variables are empty

set X $cc $optimize $ccflags $ldflags -o try try.c

shift

$cat >try.msg <<EOM

I've tried to compile and run a simple program

 with:

 

	$*

	./try

 

and I got the following output:

 

EOM

$cat > try.c <<'EOF'

#include <stdio.h>

int main() { exit(0); }

EOF

dflt=y

?X: Use "sh -c" to avoid error messages tagged with leading "Configure:".

?X: We need to try the resulting executable, because cc might yield a 0 status

?X: even when ld failed, in which case the executable will not run properly,

?X: if its x bit is set at all...

if sh -c "$cc $optimize $ccflags $ldflags -o try try.c" >>try.msg 2>&1; then

	if sh -c './try' >>try.msg 2>&1; then

		dflt=n

	else

		echo "The program compiled OK, but exited with status $?." >>try.msg
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		rp="You have a problem.  Shall I abort Configure"

		dflt=y

	fi

else

	echo "I can't compile the test program." >>try.msg

	rp="You have a BIG problem.  Shall I abort Configure"

	dflt=y

fi

case "$dflt" in

y)

	$cat try.msg >&4

?X: using -K will prevent default aborting--maybe they're cross compiling?

	case "$knowitall" in

	'')

		echo "(The supplied flags might be incorrect with this C compiler.)"

		;;

	*)

 dflt=n;;

	esac

	echo " "

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*|N*) ;;

	*)	echo "Ok.  Stopping Configure." >&4

		exit 1

		;;

	esac

	;;

n) echo "OK, that should do.";;

esac

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/ccflags.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_byacc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_byacc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:31:14  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_byacc: byacc Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_byacc:

?S:	This variable indicates whether byacc is available.

?S:	If the user has specified 'portability', then Makefile.SH

?S:	sees $byacc='byacc' whether or not the user actually has

?S:	byacc.  This variable allows us to determine in a makefile

?S:	if we really

 have byacc.

?S:.

?LINT:set d_byacc

: Check if we really have byacc

case "$byacc" in

''|'byacc') val="$undef" ;;

*) val="$define" ;;

esac

set d_byacc

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_byacc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_stddef.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_stddef.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:27  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_stddef: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_stddef:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_STDDEF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <stddef.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.
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?S:.

?C:I_STDDEF:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <stddef.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_stddef I_STDDEF	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_stddef

: see if stddef is available

set stddef.h i_stddef

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_stddef.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setlocale.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setlocale.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:57:51  ram

?RCS: patch30: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setlocale: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setlocale:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETLOCALE if setlocale() is

?S:	available to handle locale-specific ctype implementations.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETLOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setlocale

 routine is

?C:	available to handle locale-specific ctype implementations.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setlocale HAS_SETLOCALE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setlocale
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: see if setlocale exists

set setlocale d_setlocale

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setlocale.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

case $CONFIG in

'')

	if test -f config.sh; then TOP=.;

	elif test -f ../config.sh; then TOP=..;

	elif test -f ../../config.sh; then TOP=../..;

	elif test -f ../../../config.sh; then TOP=../../..;

	elif test -f ../../../../config.sh; then TOP=../../../..;

	else

		echo "Can't find config.sh."; exit 1

	fi

	. $TOP/config.sh

	;;

esac

case "$0" in

*/*) cd `expr X$0 : 'X\(.*\)/'` ;;

esac

echo "Extracting makedir (with variable substitutions)"

$spitshell >makedir <<!GROK!THIS!

$startsh

# $Id: makedir.sh,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 14:00:08 ram Exp ram $

#

#  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

# 

#  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

#  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

#  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

#  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

#  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

#

# Original

 Author: Larry Wall <lwall@netlabs.com>

#

# $Log: makedir.sh,v $

# Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:00:08  ram

# patch16: changed top ln-style config.sh lookup into test-style one

#

# Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:38  ram

# Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

#
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export PATH || (echo "OOPS, this isn't sh.  Desperation time.  I will feed myself to sh."; sh \$0; kill \$\$)

 

case \$# in

 0)

   $echo "makedir pathname filenameflag"

   exit 1

   ;;

esac

 

: guarantee one slash before 1st component

case \$1 in

 /*) ;;

 *)  set ./\$1 \$2 ;;

esac

 

: strip last component if it is to be a filename

case X\$2 in

 X1) set \`$echo \$1 | $sed 's:\(.*\)/[^/]*\$:\1:'\` ;;

 *)  set \$1 ;;

esac

 

: return reasonable status if nothing to be created

if $test -d "\$1" ; then

   exit 0

fi

 

list=''

while true ; do

   case \$1 in

   */*)

	list="\$1 \$list"

	set \`echo \$1 | $sed 's:\(.*\)/:\1 :'\`

	;;

   *)

	break

	;;

   esac

done

 

set \$list

 

for dir do

   $mkdir \$dir >/dev/null 2>&1

done

!GROK!THIS!

$eunicefix
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 makedir

chmod +x makedir

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/makedir.SH

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: patchlevel.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:18:41  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:31  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:patchlevel: package baserev test rsrc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?T:Revision

?S:patchlevel:

?S:	The patchlevel level of this package.

?S:	The value of patchlevel comes from the patchlevel.h file.

?S:.

: get the patchlevel

echo " "

echo "Getting the current patchlevel..." >&4

if $test -r

 $rsrc/patchlevel.h;then

	patchlevel=`awk \

		'/^#[ 	]*define[ 	][ 	]*PATCHLEVEL/ {print $3}' \

		< $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

else

	patchlevel=0

fi

echo "(You have $package $baserev PL$patchlevel.)"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/patchlevel.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: usethreads.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: usethreads.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:usethreads useithreads use5005threads d_oldpthreads usereentrant: \

	Myread Oldconfig Setvar test cat patchlevel

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usethreads:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_THREADS symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use threads.

?S:.

?S:useithreads:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_ITHREADS symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use the interpreter-based

?S:	threading implementation.

?S:.

?S:use5005threads:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_5005THREADS symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use the 5.005-based

?S:	threading implementation.

 Only valid up to 5.8.x.

?S:.

?X: I'm putting old_pthreads in this unit because it might eventually

?X: be part of an automatic determination to see if we can use threads

?X: at all.

?S:d_oldpthreads:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the OLD_PTHREADS_API symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use the old

?S:	draft POSIX threads API.  This is only potentially meaningful if

?S:	usethreads is set.

?S:.

?S:usereentrant:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_REENTRANT_API symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the thread code may try to use the various

?S:	_r versions of library functions.  This is only potentially

?S:	meaningful if usethreads is set and is very experimental, it is

?S:	not even prompted for.

?S:.

?C:USE_ITHREADS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should be built to
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?C:	use the interpreter-based threading implementation.

?C:.

?C:USE_5005THREADS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should be built to

?C:	use the 5.005-based

 threading implementation.

?C:	Only valid up to 5.8.x.

?C:.

?C:USE_THREADS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should

?C:	be built to use threads.  At present, it is a synonym for

?C:	USE_5005THREADS for perl older than 5.8 and USE_ITHREADS

?C:	for 5.8.x and newer, but eventually the source ought to be

?C:	changed to use this to mean _any_ threading implementation.

?C:.

?C:OLD_PTHREADS_API:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should

?C:	be built to use the old draft POSIX threads API.

?C:.

?C:USE_REENTRANT_API:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should

?C:	try to use the various _r versions of library functions.

?C:	This is extremely experimental.

?C:.

?H:#$use5005threads	USE_5005THREADS		/**/

?H:#$useithreads	USE_ITHREADS		/**/

?H:?%<:#if defined(USE_5005THREADS) && !defined(USE_ITHREADS)

?H:?%<:#define		USE_THREADS		/* until src is revised*/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:#$d_oldpthreads	OLD_PTHREADS_API		/**/

?H:#$usereentrant	USE_REENTRANT_API	/**/

?H:.

?X:

       [hmb] Removed LINT for use5005threads, useithreads, and

?X:             usereentrant, as LINT is only run on blead

?LINT:set usethreads d_oldpthreads

?INIT:: set usethreads on the Configure command line to enable threads.

?INIT:usereentrant='undef'

?F:!usethreads.cbu

: Do we want threads support and if so, what type

?X: We should really have some explanatory text here, and some

?X: automatic setting of sensible defaults.

case "$usethreads" in

$define|true|[yY]*)     dflt='y';;

*)     # Catch case where user specified ithreads or 5005threads but

      # forgot -Dusethreads (A.D. 4/2002)

      case "$useithreads$use5005threads" in

      *$define*)	dflt='y';;
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      *)		dflt='n';;

      esac

      ;;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

Perl can be built to offer a form of threading support on some systems

To do so, Configure can be run with -Dusethreads.

 

Note that Perl built with threading support runs slightly slower

and uses slightly more memory than plain Perl.

 

If this doesn't make

 any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM

rp='Build a threading Perl?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)    val="$define" ;;

*)      val="$undef" ;;

esac

set usethreads

eval $setvar

 

if $test $patchlevel -lt 9; then

   case "$usethreads" in

   $define)

	: Default to ithreads unless overridden on command line or with

	: old config.sh

	dflt='y'

	case "$use5005threads" in

		$define|true|[yY]*)

			echo "5.005 threads are no longer supported"

			exit 1

		;;

	esac

	case "$useithreads" in

		$undef|false|[nN]*) dflt='n';;

	esac

	rp='Use the newer interpreter-based ithreads?'

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y|Y)    val="$define" ;;

	*)      val="$undef" ;;

	esac

	set useithreads

	eval $setvar

	: Now set use5005threads to the opposite value.
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	case "$useithreads" in

	$define) val="$undef" ;;

	*) val="$define" ;;

	esac

	set use5005threads

	eval $setvar

	;;

   *)

	useithreads="$undef"

	use5005threads="$undef"

	;;

   esac

 

?X: This is not supposed to be possible but with some trickery,

 maybe.

   case "$useithreads$use5005threads" in

   "$define$define")

	$cat >&4 <<EOM

 

You cannot have both the ithreads and the 5.005 threads enabled

at the same time.  Disabling the 5.005 threads since they are

much less stable than the ithreads.

 

EOM

	use5005threads="$undef"

	;;

   esac

 

else

: perl-5.9.x and later

 

   if test X"$usethreads" = "X$define"; then

	case "$use5005threads" in

	    $define|true|[yY]*)

		$cat >&4 <<EOM

 

5.005 threads has been removed for 5.10.  Perl will be built using ithreads.

 

EOM

	    ;;

	esac

   fi

 

   use5005threads="$undef"

   useithreads="$usethreads"

fi

 

?X: Check out what kind of threads API we have
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case "$d_oldpthreads" in

'')	: Configure tests would be welcome here.  For now, assume undef.

	val="$undef" ;;

*)	val="$d_oldpthreads" ;;

esac

set d_oldpthreads

eval $setvar

 

?X: In general, -lpthread needs to come before -lc but after other

?X: libraries such as -lgdbm and such like. We assume here that -lc

?X: is present in libswanted. If that

 fails to be true, then this

?X: can be changed to add pthread to the very end of libswanted.

 

: Look for a hint-file generated 'call-back-unit'.  If the

: user has specified that a threading perl is to be built,

: we may need to set or change some other defaults.

if $test -f usethreads.cbu; then

   echo "Your platform has some specific hints regarding threaded builds, using them..."

   . ./usethreads.cbu

else

   case "$usethreads" in

	"$define"|true|[yY]*)

		$cat <<EOM

(Your platform does not have any specific hints for threaded builds.

Assuming POSIX threads, then.)

EOM

	;;

   esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/usethreads.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_log2: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_log2:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LOG2 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the log2() routine is available

?S:	to compute log base two.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LOG2:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the log2 routine is
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?C:	available to do the log2 function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_log2 HAS_LOG2		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_log2

: see if log2 exists

set log2 d_log2

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_log2.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpwnam_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpwnam_r getpwnam_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_pwd extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpwnam_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPWNAM_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getpwnam_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getpwnam_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getpwnam_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getpwnam_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getpwnam_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPWNAM_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getpwnam_r routine

?C:	is available to

 getpwnam re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETPWNAM_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getpwnam_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getpwnam_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getpwnam_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpwnam_r HAS_GETPWNAM_R	/**/
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?H:#define GETPWNAM_R_PROTO $getpwnam_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getpwnam_r_proto

: see if getpwnam_r exists

set getpwnam_r d_getpwnam_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getpwnam_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_pwd pwd.h"

	case "$d_getpwnam_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getpwnam_r_proto=define

		set d_getpwnam_r_proto getpwnam_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getpwnam_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getpwnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwnam_r(const char*, struct passwd*, char*, size_t, struct passwd**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwnam_r_proto=I_CSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwnam_r(const char*, struct passwd*,

 char*, int, struct passwd**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwnam_r_proto=I_CSBIR ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct passwd* getpwnam_r(const char*, struct passwd*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwnam_r_proto=S_CSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwnam_r(const char*, struct passwd*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwnam_r_proto=I_CSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwnam_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getpwnam_r=undef

		getpwnam_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getpwnam_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getpwnam_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getpwnam_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getpwnam_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getpwnam_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac
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		d_getpwnam_r=undef

		getpwnam_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getpwnam_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getpwnam_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: so.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:30:04  ram

?RCS: patch36: now tells user how he can suppress shared lib lookup (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: removed echo at the top, since it's now in the here-doc (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:07:02  ram

?RCS: patch30: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This unit computes the shared-object / shared-lib extension

?X:

?MAKE:so: test libpth Loc Myread Oldconfig cat

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:so:

?S:	This variable holds the extension used to identify

 shared libraries

?S:	(also known as shared objects) on the system. Usually set to 'so'.

?S:.

?T: xxx

: compute shared library extension

case "$so" in

'')

	if xxx=`./loc libc.sl X $libpth`; $test -f "$xxx"; then

		dflt='sl'
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	else

		dflt='so'

	fi

	;;

*) dflt="$so";;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

On some systems, shared libraries may be available.  Answer 'none' if

you want to suppress searching of shared libraries for the remainder

of this configuration.

 

EOM

rp='What is the file extension used for shared libraries?'

. ./myread

so="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/so.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_vfork.U,v 3.0.1.6 1994/08/29 16:18:21 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_vfork.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/08/29  16:18:21  ram

?RCS: patch32: set default to 'y' the first time

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/06/20  06:59:14  ram

?RCS: patch30: usevfork was not always properly set

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/13  15:20:56  ram

?RCS: patch27: modified to avoid spurious Whoa warnings (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  14:59:09  ram

?RCS: patch23: now explicitly ask whether vfork() should be used

 (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/10/16  13:49:39  ram

?RCS: patch12: added magic for vfork()
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:06:57  ram

?RCS: patch10: removed automatic remapping of vfork on fork (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: added compatibility code for older config.sh (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_vfork usevfork d_pseudofork: Inlibc Myread Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_vfork:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_VFORK symbol, which

?S:	indicates the vfork() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:usevfork:

?S:	This variable is set to true when the user accepts to use vfork.

?S:	It is set to false when no vfork is available or when the user

?S:	explicitly requests not to use vfork.

?S:.

?S:d_pseudofork:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PSEUDOFORK symbol,

?S:	which indicates that an emulation of the fork routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_VFORK (VFORK):

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that vfork() exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_vfork HAS_VFORK	/**/

?H:.

?C:HAS_PSEUDOFORK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that an emulation of the

?C:	fork routine is available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pseudofork HAS_PSEUDOFORK	/**/

?H:.

?M:vfork: HAS_VFORK

?M:#ifndef HAS_VFORK

?M:#define vfork fork

?M:#endif

?M:.

?T:d_hvfork

: backward compatibility for d_hvfork

if test X$d_hvfork != X; then

	d_vfork="$d_hvfork"

	d_hvfork=''

fi

?X:==========================

: see if there is a vfork
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val=''

set vfork val

eval $inlibc

 

d_pseudofork=$undef

 

: Ok, but do we want to use it. vfork is reportedly unreliable in

: perl on Solaris 2.x, and probably elsewhere.

case "$val" in

$define)

	echo " "

	case "$usevfork" in

	false) dflt='n';;

	*) dflt='y';;

	esac

	cat <<'EOM'

 

Perl can only use a vfork() that doesn't suffer from strict

restrictions on calling functions or modifying global data in

the child.  For example, glibc-2.1 contains such a vfork()

that is unsuitable.  If your system

 provides a proper fork()

call, chances are that you do NOT want perl to use vfork().

 

EOM

	rp="Do you still want to use vfork()?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y|Y) ;;

	*)

		echo "Ok, we won't use vfork()."

		val="$undef"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

?X:

?X: Only set it when final value is known to avoid spurious Whoa's

?X: Then set usevfork accordingly to the current value, for next run

?X:

set d_vfork

eval $setvar

case "$d_vfork" in

$define) usevfork='true';;

*) usevfork='false';;

esac

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_vfork.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gmtime_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gmtime_r gmtime_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_time i_systime extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gmtime_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GMTIME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the gmtime_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:gmtime_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of gmtime_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_gmtime_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gmtime_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GMTIME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gmtime_r routine

?C:	is available to gmtime re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GMTIME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of gmtime_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_gmtime_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gmtime_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gmtime_r HAS_GMTIME_R	/**/

?H:#define GMTIME_R_PROTO $gmtime_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_gmtime_r_proto

: see if gmtime_r exists

set gmtime_r d_gmtime_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_gmtime_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_time time.h $i_systime sys/time.h"

	case "$d_gmtime_r_proto:$usethreads" in
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	":define")	d_gmtime_r_proto=define

		set d_gmtime_r_proto gmtime_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_gmtime_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$gmtime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct tm* gmtime_r(const time_t*, struct tm*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gmtime_r_proto=S_TS ;;

	esac

	case "$gmtime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gmtime_r(const time_t*, struct tm*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gmtime_r_proto=I_TS ;;

	esac

	case

 "$gmtime_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_gmtime_r=undef

		gmtime_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling gmtime_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$gmtime_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) gmtime_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$gmtime_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "gmtime_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_gmtime_r=undef

		gmtime_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	gmtime_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_gmtime_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Getfile.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Getfile.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1997/02/28  15:01:06  ram

?RCS: patch61: getfile script now begins with "startsh"

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1995/02/15  14:11:00  ram

?RCS: patch51: was not working if ~'s allowed with d_portable on (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/01/11  15:11:25  ram

?RCS: patch45: added support for escaping answers to skip various checks

?RCS: patch45: modified message issued after file expansion

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  15:53:19  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  14:23:36  ram

?RCS: patch23: getfile could be confused by file name in "locate" requests

?RCS: patch23: new 'p' directive to assume file is in people's path (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/01/24  14:01:31  ram

?RCS: patch16: added metalint hint on changed 'ans' variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:46:27  ram

?RCS: patch10: minor format problems and misspellings fixed

?RCS: patch10: now performs from package dir and not from UU subdir

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a bit of shell code that must be dotted in in order

?X: to get a file name and make some sanity checks. Optionally, a ~name

?X: expansion is performed.

?X:

?X: To use this unit, $rp and $dflt must hold the question and the

?X: default answer, which will be passed as-is

 to the myread script.

?X: The $fn variable must hold the file type (f or d, for file/directory).

?X: If $gfpth is set to a list of space-separated list of directories,

?X: those are prefixes for the filename.  Unless $gfpthkeep is set to 'y',

?X: gfpth is cleared on return from Getfile.

?X:
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?X: If is is followed by a ~, then ~name substitution will occur. Upon return,

?X: $ans is set with the filename value. If a / is specified, then only a full

?X: path name is accepted (but ~ substitution occurs before, if needed). The

?X: expanded path name is returned in that case.

?X:

?X: If a + is specified, the existence checks are skipped. This usually means

?X: the file/directory is under the full control of the program.

?X:

?X: If the 'n' (none) type is used, then the user may answer none.

?X: The 'e' (expand) switch may be used to bypass d_portable, expanding ~name.

?X:

?X: If the 'l' (locate) type is used, then it must end with a ':' and then a

?X:	file name. If the answer is a directory,

 the file name will be appended

?X: before testing for file existence. This is useful in locate-style

?X: questions like "where is the active file?". In that case, one should

?X: use:

?X:

?X:   dflt='~news/lib'

?X:   fn='l~:active'

?X:   rp='Where is the active file?'

?X:   . ./getfile

?X:   active="$ans"

?X:

?X: If the 'p' (path) letter is specified along with 'l', then an answer

?X: without a leading / will be expected to be found in everyone's path.

?X:

?X: It is also possible to include a comma-separated list of items within

?X: parentheses to specify which items should be accepted as-is with no

?X: further checks. This is useful when for instance a full path is expected

?X: but the user may escape out via "magical" answers.

?X:

?X: If the answer to the question is 'none', then the existence checks are

?X:	skipped and the empty string is returned.

?X:

?MAKE:Getfile: d_portable contains startsh Myread Filexp tr trnl

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?V:ansexp:fn gfpth gfpthkeep

?F:./getfile

?T:tilde

 type what orig_rp orig_dflt fullpath already redo skip none_ok \

	value exp_file nopath_ok loc_file fp pf dir direxp

?LINT:change ans

?LINT:change gfpth

: now set up to get a file name

cat <<EOS >getfile

$startsh

EOS
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cat <<'EOSC' >>getfile

tilde=''

fullpath=''

already=''

skip=''

none_ok=''

exp_file=''

nopath_ok=''

orig_rp="$rp"

orig_dflt="$dflt"

case "$gfpth" in

'') gfpth='.' ;;

esac

 

?X: Begin by stripping out any (...) grouping.

case "$fn" in

*\(*)

	: getfile will accept an answer from the comma-separated list

	: enclosed in parentheses even if it does not meet other criteria.

	expr "$fn" : '.*(\(.*\)).*' | $tr ',' $trnl >getfile.ok

	fn=`echo $fn | sed 's/(.*)//'`

	;;

esac

 

?X: Catch up 'locate' requests early, so that we may strip the file name

?X: before looking at the one-letter commands, in case the file name contains

?X: one of them. Reported by Wayne Davison <davison@borland.com>.

case "$fn" in

*:*)

	loc_file=`expr $fn : '.*:\(.*\)'`

	fn=`expr $fn : '\(.*\):.*'`

	;;

esac

 

case

 "$fn" in

*~*) tilde=true;;

esac

case "$fn" in

*/*) fullpath=true;;

esac

case "$fn" in

*+*) skip=true;;

esac

case "$fn" in

*n*) none_ok=true;;

esac

case "$fn" in
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*e*) exp_file=true;;

esac

case "$fn" in

*p*) nopath_ok=true;;

esac

 

case "$fn" in

*f*) type='File';;

*d*) type='Directory';;

*l*) type='Locate';;

esac

 

what="$type"

case "$what" in

Locate) what='File';;

esac

 

case "$exp_file" in

'')

	case "$d_portable" in

	"$define") ;;

	*) exp_file=true;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

cd ..

while test "$type"; do

	redo=''

	rp="$orig_rp"

	dflt="$orig_dflt"

	case "$tilde" in

	true) rp="$rp (~name ok)";;

	esac

	. UU/myread

?X: check for allowed escape sequence which may be accepted verbatim.

	if test -f UU/getfile.ok && \

		$contains "^$ans\$" UU/getfile.ok >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		value="$ans"

		ansexp="$ans"

		break

	fi

	case "$ans" in

	none)

		value=''

		ansexp=''

		case "$none_ok" in
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		true) type='';;

		esac

		;;

	*)

		case "$tilde" in

		'') value="$ans"

			ansexp="$ans";;

		*)

			value=`UU/filexp $ans`

			case

 $? in

			0)

				if test "$ans" != "$value"; then

					echo "(That expands to $value on this system.)"

				fi

				;;

			*) value="$ans";;

			esac

			ansexp="$value"

			case "$exp_file" in

			'') value="$ans";;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		case "$fullpath" in

		true)

?X: Perform all the checks on ansexp and not value since when d_portable

?X: is defined, the original un-expanded answer which is stored in value

?X: would lead to "non-existent" error messages whilst ansexp has been

?X: properly expanded. -- Fixed by Jan.Djarv@sa.erisoft.se (Jan Djarv)

?X: Always expand ~user if '/' was requested

			case "$ansexp" in

			/*) value="$ansexp" ;;

?X: Allow for c:/some/path

			[a-zA-Z]:/*) value="$ansexp" ;;

			*)

				redo=true

				case "$already" in

				true)

				echo "I shall only accept a full path name, as in /bin/ls." >&4

				echo "Use a ! shell escape if you wish to check pathnames." >&4

					;;

				*)

				echo "Please give a full path name, starting with slash." >&4

					case "$tilde"

 in

					true)

				echo "Note that using ~name is ok provided it expands well." >&4
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						already=true

						;;

					esac

				esac

				;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		case "$redo" in

		'')

			case "$type" in

			File)

				for fp in $gfpth; do

					if test "X$fp" = X.; then

					    pf="$ansexp"

					else   

					    pf="$fp/$ansexp"

					fi

					if test -f "$pf"; then

						type=''

					elif test -r "$pf" || (test -h "$pf") >/dev/null 2>&1

					then

						echo "($value is not a plain file, but that's ok.)"

						type=''

					fi

					if test X"$type" = X; then

					    value="$pf"

					    break

					fi

				done

				;;

			Directory)

				for fp in $gfpth; do

					if test "X$fp" = X.; then

					    dir="$ans"

					    direxp="$ansexp"

					else   

					    dir="$fp/$ansexp"

					    direxp="$fp/$ansexp"

					fi

					if test -d "$direxp"; then

						type=''

						value="$dir"

						break

					fi

				done

				;;

			Locate)
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				if test -d "$ansexp"; then

					echo "(Looking for $loc_file in directory

 $value.)"

					value="$value/$loc_file"

					ansexp="$ansexp/$loc_file"

				fi

				if test -f "$ansexp"; then

					type=''

				fi

				case "$nopath_ok" in

				true)	case "$value" in

					*/*) ;;

					*)	echo "Assuming $value will be in people's path."

						type=''

						;;

					esac

					;;

				esac

				;;

			esac

 

			case "$skip" in

			true) type='';

			esac

 

			case "$type" in

			'') ;;

			*)

				if test "$fastread" = yes; then

					dflt=y

				else

					dflt=n

				fi

				rp="$what $value doesn't exist.  Use that name anyway?"

				. UU/myread

				dflt=''

				case "$ans" in

				y*) type='';;

				*) echo " ";;

				esac

				;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

done

cd UU
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ans="$value"

rp="$orig_rp"

dflt="$orig_dflt"

rm -f getfile.ok

test "X$gfpthkeep" != Xy && gfpth=""

EOSC

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Getfile.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysvfs.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysvfs: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysvfs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSVFS symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/vfs.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_VFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/vfs.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysvfs	I_SYS_VFS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysvfs

: see if this is a sys/vfs.h system

set sys/vfs.h i_sysvfs

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_sysvfs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: lintlib.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of
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?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lintlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:05  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:lintlib lintlibexp: Getfile Loc Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:lintlib:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put public lint-library files for the package in question.  It is

?S:	most often a local directory such as /usr/local/lib/lint. Programs using

?S:	this variable must be prepared to

 deal with ~name expansion.

?S:.

?S:lintlibexp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the lintlib variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in your makefiles.

?S:.

: determine where public lint libraries go

case "$lintlib" in

'') dflt=`./loc . "." /usr/local/lib/lint /usr/lib/lint /usr/lib`;;

*) dflt="$lintlib" ;;

esac

echo " "

fn=d~

rp='Where do you want to put the public lint libraries?'

. ./getfile

lintlib="$ans"

lintlibexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/lintlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_scandir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_scandir.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:06:35  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_scandir: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_scandir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SCANDIR if scandir() is

?S:	available to scan a directory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SCANDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the scandir routine is

?C:	available to scan a directory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_scandir HAS_SCANDIR	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_scandir

: see if

 scandir exists

set scandir d_scandir

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_scandir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: kernel.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: kernel.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:54  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:kernel: Getfile test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:kernel:

?S:	This variable becomes the (fully rooted) path name of the kernel.

?S:.

: find the name of the kernel.

echo " "

case "$kernel" in
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'')

	if $test -r /unix; then

		dflt=/unix

	elif $test -r /vmunix; then

		dflt=/vmunix

	elif $test -r /xenix; then

		dflt=/xenix

	elif $test -r /mach; then

		dflt=/mach

	elif

 $test -r /dgux; then

		dflt=/dgux

	elif $test -r /hp-ux; then

		dflt=/hp-ux

	elif $test -r /syst; then

		dflt=/syst

	elif $test -r /arix; then

		dflt=/arix

	elif $test -r /irix; then

		dflt=/arix

	else

		dflt='unknown'

		set X /*x

		shift

		case $# in

		1)

			if $test -r "$1"; then

				dflt="$1"

			fi

			;;

		esac

	fi

	;;

*)

	dflt="$kernel"

	;;

esac

fn=f

rp='What is the name of your kernel?'

. ./getfile

kernel="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/kernel.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ctermid_r.U,v 0RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ctermid_r ctermid_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ctermid_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CTERMID_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the ctermid_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:ctermid_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of ctermid_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_ctermid_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_ctermid_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CTERMID_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ctermid_r routine

?C:	is available to ctermid re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:CTERMID_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of ctermid_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_ctermid_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_ctermid_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ctermid_r HAS_CTERMID_R	/**/

?H:#define CTERMID_R_PROTO $ctermid_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_ctermid_r_proto

: see if ctermid_r exists

set ctermid_r d_ctermid_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_ctermid_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h "

	case "$d_ctermid_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_ctermid_r_proto=define

		set d_ctermid_r_proto ctermid_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac
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	case "$d_ctermid_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$ctermid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* ctermid_r(char*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ctermid_r_proto=B_B ;;

	esac

	case "$ctermid_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_ctermid_r=undef

		ctermid_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling ctermid_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$ctermid_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*)

 ctermid_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$ctermid_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "ctermid_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_ctermid_r=undef

		ctermid_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	ctermid_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_ctermid_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getcwd: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getcwd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETCWD symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getcwd() routine is available

?S:	to get the current working directory.
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?S:.

?C:HAS_GETCWD :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getcwd routine is

?C:	available to get the current working directory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getcwd HAS_GETCWD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getcwd

: see if getcwd exists

set getcwd d_getcwd

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getcwd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: dup2.C,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 13:58:37 ram Exp ram $

*

*  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

* 

*  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

*  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

*  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

*  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

*  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

*

* Original Author: Larry Wall <lwall@netlabs.com>

*

* $Log: dup2.C,v $

* Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  13:58:37  ram

* patch16: created

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/C/fake/dup2.C

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:d_ftello: Inlibc longsize

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ftello:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FTELLO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ftello() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FTELLO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ftello routine is

?C:	available to ftell beyond 32 bits (useful for ILP32 hosts).

?C:.

?H:#$d_ftello HAS_FTELLO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ftello

: see if ftello exists

set ftello d_ftello

eval $inlibc

case "$longsize" in

8) echo "(Your long is 64 bits, so you could use ftell.)" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_ftello.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:Devel usedevel: Myread rsrc package

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?T:xversion

?X: waiver of rights

?S:usedevel:

?S:	This variable indicates that Perl was configured with development

?S:	features enabled.  This should not be done for production builds.

?S:.

?C:PERL_USE_DEVEL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl was configured with

?C:	-Dusedevel, to enable development features.  This should not be

?C:	done for production builds.

?C:.
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?H:#$usedevel	PERL_USE_DEVEL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:extern versiononly

?LINT:extern

 installusrbinperl

?LINT:change versiononly

?LINT:change installusrbinperl

: See if we are using a devel version and want that

xversion=`awk '/define[ 	]+PERL_VERSION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

case "$usedevel" in

$define|true|[yY]*)

   usedevel="$define" ;;

*) case "$xversion" in

  *[13579])

	cat >&4 <<EOH

*** WHOA THERE!!! ***

 

   This is an UNSTABLE DEVELOPMENT release.

   The version of this $package distribution is $xversion, that is, odd,

   (as opposed to even) and that signifies a development release.

   If you want a maintenance release, you want an even-numbered version.

 

   Do ***NOT*** install this into production use.

   Data corruption and crashes are possible.

 

   It is most seriously suggested that you do not continue any further

   unless you want to help in developing and debugging Perl.

 

   If you *still* want to build perl, you can answer 'y' now,

   or pass -Dusedevel to Configure.

 

EOH

	rp='Do you really want to continue?'

	dflt='n'

	. ./myread

	case

 "$ans" in

	[yY]) echo >&4 "Okay, continuing."

	      usedevel="$define" ;;

	*) echo >&4 "Okay, bye."

	   exit 1

	   ;;

	esac

	;;

   esac

   usedevel="$undef"

   ;;

esac
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case "$usedevel" in

$define|true|[yY]*)

	case "$versiononly" in

	'') versiononly="$define" ;;

	esac

	case "$installusrbinperl" in

	'') installusrbinperl="$undef" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/Devel.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ctermid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_ctermid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:54  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ctermid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ctermid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines CTERMID if ctermid() is

?S:	available to generate filename for terminal.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CTERMID (CTERMID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ctermid routine is

?C:	available to generate filename for terminal.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ctermid

 HAS_CTERMID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ctermid

: see if ctermid exists

set ctermid d_ctermid

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_ctermid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strccmp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strccmp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  14:54:34  ram

?RCS: patch23: fixed a typo (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:04:39  ram

?RCS: patch10: created (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strccmp: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strccmp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRCASECMP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program

 that the strcasecmp() routine is available

?S:	for case-insensitive string compares.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRCASECMP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strcasecmp() routine is

?C:	available for case-insensitive string compares.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strccmp HAS_STRCASECMP	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strccmp

: see if strcasecmp exists

set strcasecmp d_strccmp

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strccmp.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_srand48_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_srand48_r srand48_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_stdlib extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_srand48_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SRAND48_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the srand48_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:srand48_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of srand48_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_srand48_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_srand48_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SRAND48_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the srand48_r routine

?C:	is available to srand48 re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SRAND48_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of srand48_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_srand48_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_srand48_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_srand48_r HAS_SRAND48_R	/**/

?H:#define SRAND48_R_PROTO $srand48_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_srand48_r_proto

: see if srand48_r exists

set srand48_r d_srand48_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_srand48_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_stdlib stdlib.h"

	case "$d_srand48_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_srand48_r_proto=define

		set d_srand48_r_proto srand48_r $hdrs
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		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_srand48_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$srand48_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int srand48_r(long, struct drand48_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && srand48_r_proto=I_LS ;;

	esac

	case "$srand48_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_srand48_r=undef

		srand48_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling srand48_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case

 "$srand48_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) srand48_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$srand48_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "srand48_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_srand48_r=undef

		srand48_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	srand48_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_srand48_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: scriptdir.U,v 3.1 1999/07/09 18:20:13 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: scriptdir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/09 18:20:13  doughera

?RCS: Updated for installprefix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/09/25  09:17:15  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:46:13  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:32:04  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:scriptdir scriptdirexp installscript: cat test Getfile Loc \

	Oldconfig +bin Prefixit Setprefixvar prefixexp Prefixup

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:scriptdir=''

?S:scriptdir:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put publicly scripts for the package in question.  It is either

?S:	the same directory as for binaries, or a special one that can be

?S:	mounted across different architectures, like /usr/share. Programs

?S:	must be prepared to deal with ~name expansion.

?S:.

?D:scriptdirexp=''

?S:scriptdirexp:

?S:	This variable is the same as scriptdir, but is filename expanded

?S:	at configuration time, for programs not wanting to bother with it.

?S:.

?S:installscript:

?S:	This variable is usually the same as scriptdirexp, unless you are on

?S:	a system running AFS, in which case they may differ slightly. You

?S:	should always use this variable

 within your makefiles for portability.

?S:.

?C:SCRIPTDIR:

?C:	This symbol holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?C:	to put publicly executable scripts for the package in question.  It

?C:	is often a directory that is mounted across diverse architectures.

?C:	Programs must be prepared to deal with ~name expansion.

?C:.

?C:SCRIPTDIR_EXP:

?C:	This is the same as SCRIPTDIR, but is filename expanded at
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?C:	configuration time, for use in programs not prepared to do

?C:	~name substitutions at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define SCRIPTDIR "$scriptdir"	/**/

?H:#define SCRIPTDIR_EXP "$scriptdirexp"	/**/

?H:.

?T:installscriptdir

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set scriptdir

?LINT:set scriptdirexp

: determine where public executable scripts go

set scriptdir scriptdir

eval $prefixit

case "$scriptdir" in

'')

	dflt="$bin"

	: guess some guesses

	$test -d /usr/share/scripts && dflt=/usr/share/scripts

	$test -d /usr/share/bin     && dflt=/usr/share/bin

	$test -d /usr/local/script  && dflt=/usr/local/script

	$test

 -d /usr/local/scripts && dflt=/usr/local/scripts

	$test -d $prefixexp/script  && dflt=$prefixexp/script

	set dflt

	eval $prefixup

	;;

*)  dflt="$scriptdir"

	;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

Some installations have a separate directory just for executable scripts so

that they can mount it across multiple architectures but keep the scripts in

one spot.  You might, for example, have a subdirectory of /usr/share for this.

Or you might just lump your scripts in with all your other executables.

 

EOM

fn=d~

rp='Where do you keep publicly executable scripts?'

. ./getfile

if $test "X$ansexp" != "X$scriptdirexp"; then

	installscript=''

fi

installscriptdir=''

prefixvar=scriptdir

. ./setprefixvar

: A little fix up for an irregularly named variable.

installscript="$installscriptdir"
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/scriptdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: prefshell.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: prefshell.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:28:13  ram

?RCS: patch36: added SHELL temporary since metalint now sees ${SHELL}

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:11:47  ram

?RCS: patch10: non-portable var substitution was used (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:34  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:prefshell: cat package Getfile Oldconfig ksh csh bash

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:prefshell:

?S:	This

 variable contains the eventual value of the PREFSHELL symbol,

?S:	which contains the full name of the preferred user shell on this

?S:	system.  Usual values are /bin/csh, /bin/ksh, /bin/sh.

?S:.

?C:PREFSHELL:

?C:	This symbol contains the full name of the preferred user shell on this

?C:	system.  Usual values are /bin/csh, /bin/ksh, /bin/sh.

?C:.

?H:#define PREFSHELL "$prefshell"		/**/

?H:.

?T:SHELL

: find out which shell people like to use most

case "$prefshell" in

'')

	case "$ksh $bash $csh" in

	*/ksh*) dflt="$ksh" ;;

	*/bash*) dflt="$bash" ;;

	*/csh*) dflt="$csh" ;;
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	*) dflt='/bin/sh' ;;

	esac

	;;

*)  dflt="$prefshell";;

esac

?X: Some shells (Ultrix) do not understand ${SHELL:-/bin/sh}, sigh!

$cat <<EOM

 

Give the full path name of the shell most people like to use on your system.

This will be used by $package whenever the user wants to get a shell

escape (for instance) and is not necessarily the same as the shell you are

currently using (${SHELL-/bin/sh}).

 

EOM

fn=f/~

rp='Preferred

 shell to be used?'

. ./getfile

prefshell=$ans

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/prefshell.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Instruct.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:02:55  ram

?RCS: patch61: logname / whoami sequence rewritten to use case

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/02/15  14:11:34  ram

?RCS: patch51: author name now appears at the end of the paragraph (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:12:05  ram

?RCS: patch45: now documents the & escape to turn -d on at the read prompt

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:04  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?X:

?X:

 This unit spew out the directions that we want everyone to read.  I try to

?X: keep the first "pagefull" much less than a page since they don't know it

?X: isn't going to go shooting off the top of the screen, and we don't want

?X: to panic them yet.

?X:

?MAKE:Instruct: Begin Myread Configdir contains

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?T:user needman firsttime

: general instructions

needman=true

firsttime=true

user=`(logname) 2>/dev/null`

case "$user" in

'') user=`whoami 2>&1`;;

esac

if $contains "^$user\$" ../.config/instruct >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	firsttime=false

	echo " "

	rp='Would you like to see the instructions?'

	dflt=n

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	[yY]*) ;;

	*) needman=false;;

	esac

fi

if $needman; then

	cat <<EOH

 

This installation shell script will examine your system and ask you questions

to determine how the <PACKAGENAME> package should be installed. If you get

stuck on a question, you may use a ! shell escape to start a subshell or

execute a command.  Many of the questions will have

 default answers in square

brackets; typing carriage return will give you the default.

 

On some of the questions which ask for file or directory names you are allowed

to use the ~name construct to specify the login directory belonging to "name",

even if you don't have a shell which knows about that.  Questions where this is

allowed will be marked "(~name ok)".

 

EOH

	rp=''

	dflt='Type carriage return to continue'

	. ./myread

	cat <<'EOH'
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The prompter used in this script allows you to use shell variables and

backticks in your answers.  You may use $1, $2, etc...  to refer to the words

in the default answer, as if the default line was a set of arguments given to a

script shell.  This means you may also use $* to repeat the whole default line,

so you do not have to re-type everything to add something to the default.

 

Everytime there is a substitution, you will have to confirm.  If there is an

error (e.g. an unmatched backtick), the default answer will remain unchanged

and you will be prompted

 again.

 

If you are in a hurry, you may run 'Configure -d'.  This will bypass nearly all

the questions and use the computed defaults (or the previous answers if there

was already a config.sh file). Type 'Configure -h' for a list of options.

You may also start interactively and then answer '& -d' at any prompt to turn

on the non-interactive behaviour for the remainder of the execution.

 

EOH

	. ./myread

	cat <<EOH

 

Much effort has been expended to ensure that this shell script will run on any

Unix system.  If despite that it blows up on yours, your best bet is to edit

Configure and run it again.  If you can't run Configure for some reason,

you'll have to generate a config.sh file by hand.  Whatever problems you

have, let me (<MAINTLOC>) know how I blew it.

 

This installation script affects things in two ways:

 

1) it may do direct variable substitutions on some of the files included

  in this kit.

2) it builds a config.h file for inclusion in C programs.  You may edit

  any of these

 files as the need arises after running this script.

 

If you make a mistake on a question, there is no easy way to back up to it

currently.  The easiest thing to do is to edit config.sh and rerun all the SH

files.  Configure will offer to let you do this before it runs the SH files.

 

EOH

?X: In case they played with the prompter...

	dflt='Type carriage return to continue'

	. ./myread

	case "$firsttime" in

	true) echo $user >>../.config/instruct;;

	esac

fi
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Instruct.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_mbstowcs.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mbstowcs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:29  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mbstowcs: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mbstowcs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MBSTOWCS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mbstowcs() routine is available

?S:	to convert a multibyte string into a wide character string.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MBSTOWCS (MBSTOWCS):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the mbstowcs routine is

?C:	available to convert a multibyte string into a wide character string.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mbstowcs	HAS_MBSTOWCS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mbstowcs

: see if mbstowcs exists

set mbstowcs d_mbstowcs

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_mbstowcs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpwent.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getpwent.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpwent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpwent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPWENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getpwent() routine is available

?S:	for sequential access of the passwd database.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPWENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getpwent routine is

?C:	available for sequential access of the passwd database.

?C:	If this is not available, the older getpw() function may be available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpwent HAS_GETPWENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getpwent

: see if getpwent exists

set getpwent d_getpwent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getpwent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017 H.Merijn Brand (original change by Tony Cook)

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_openat d_unlinkat d_renameat d_linkat d_fchmodat: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fchmodat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FCHMODAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates the POSIX fchmodat() function is available.

?S:.

?S:d_linkat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LINKAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates the POSIX linkat() function is available.

?S:.

?S:d_openat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_OPENAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates the POSIX openat() function is available.

?S:.
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?S:d_renameat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_RENAMEAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates the POSIX renameat() function is available.

?S:.

?S:d_unlinkat:

?S:	This variable

 conditionally defines the HAS_UNLINKAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates the POSIX unlinkat() function isavailable.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FCHMODAT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the fchmodat() routine is available.

?C:.

?C:HAS_LINKAT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the linkat() routine is available.

?C:.

?C:HAS_OPENAT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the openat() routine is available.

?C:.

?C:HAS_RENAMEAT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the renameat() routine is available.

?C:.

?C:HAS_UNLINKAT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the unlinkat() routine is available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fchmodat	HAS_FCHMODAT	/**/

?H:#$d_linkat	HAS_LINKAT	/**/

?H:#$d_openat	HAS_OPENAT	/**/

?H:#$d_renameat	HAS_RENAMEAT	/**/

?H:#$d_unlinkat	HAS_UNLINKAT	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_openat d_unlinkat d_renameat d_linkat d_fchmodat

: check for openat, unlinkat, renameat, linkat, fchmodat

set openat d_openat

eval $inlibc

 

set unlinkat d_unlinkat

eval $inlibc

 

set renameat d_renameat

eval $inlibc

 

set linkat d_linkat

eval $inlibc

 

set fchmodat d_fchmodat

eval

 $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fsat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_internet.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_internet.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:02:04  ram

?RCS: patch10: most mailers support Internet addresses nowadays (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_internet: Myread Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_internet:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the INTERNET symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that there is a mailer available

 which

?S:	supports internet-style addresses (user@site.domain).

?S:.

?C:INTERNET:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that there is a mailer available

?C:	which supports internet-style addresses (user@site.domain).

?C:.

?H:#$d_internet	INTERNET	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_internet

: check for internet mailer

dflt=y

case "$d_internet" in

"$undef") dflt=n;;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

Most mailers can deliver mail to addresses of the INTERNET persuasion,

such as user@host.edu.  Some older mailers, however, require the complete

path to the destination to be specified in the address.
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EOM

rp="Does your mailer understand INTERNET addresses?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y*) val="$define";;

*)  val="$undef";;

esac

set d_internet

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_internet.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ustat: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ustat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_USTAT if ustat() is

?S:	available to query file system statistics by dev_t.

?S:.

?C:HAS_USTAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ustat system call is

?C:	available to query file system statistics by dev_t.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ustat HAS_USTAT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ustat

: see if ustat exists

set ustat d_ustat

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_ustat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: warnflags.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Orginal Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: warnflags.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:10:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:warnflags: cat cc contains Myread Guess Oldconfig Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:warnflags:

?S:	This variable contains any additional C compiler flags to generate

?S:	warnings from the compiler. It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

: offer additional

 warning flags for compilation

$cat <<EOH

 

You may wish to compile with extra compiler warnings enabled.

Note that doing so enhances your chance of receiving your free set of steak

knives, particularly if you find any bugs and report them.

If you don't want extra warnings, answer "none".

 

EOH

case "$warnflags" in

'') case "$cc" in

	*gcc*)

		dflt="-Wall -Wno-comment"

		if $contains 'fprintf' `./findhdr stdio.h` >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			:

		else

			dflt="$dflt -Wno-implicit"

		fi

		;;

	*) dflt="none";;

	esac

	;;

' ') dflt="none";;

*) dflt="$warnflags";;

esac
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rp="Any $cc flags to enable warnings?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) warnflags=' ';;

*) warnflags="$ans";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/warnflags.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Signal.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:20:01  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces three files:

?X:

?X: 1- A signal.c file, which, when compiled and run, produces an output like:

?X:

?X:   HUP 1

?X:   INT 2

?X:   QUIT 3

?X:   etc...

?X:

?X: 2- A signal.awk script to parse the output of signal.c, fill

?X: in gaps (up to NSIG) and move duplicates to the end.

?X:

?X: 3- A signal_cmd script to compile signal.c and run it

?X: through sort -n -k 2 | uniq | awk -f signal.awk.

?X:

 (we try also sort -n +1 since some old hosts don't grok sort -k)

?X: (This is called signal_cmd to avoid OS/2 confusion with

?X: signal.cmd vs. signal.

?X: The signal_cmd script also falls back on checking signals one at a

?X: time in case the signal.c program fails.  On at least one version of

?X: Linux 2.1.x, the header file #define'd SIGRTMAX to a symbol that
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?X: is not defined by the compiler/linker. :-(.  Further, on that same

?X: version of Linux, the user had a defective C-shell that gave an

?X: incorrect list for kill -l, so the fall-back didn't work.

?X:

?X: This unit is then used by sig_name.U.

?X:

?MAKE:Signal: test tr rm awk cat grep startsh eunicefix sed sort uniq \

	Findhdr cppstdin +cppflags cppminus Compile trnl run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X:all files declared as "public" since they're used from other units

?F:signal.c signal_cmd signal.lst signal signal.awk

?T: xx xxx xxxfiles

?LINT:use rm run

: Trace out the files included by signal.h, then look for SIGxxx

 names.

?X: Remove SIGARRAYSIZE used by HPUX.

?X: Remove SIGSTKSIZE used by Linux.

?X: Remove SIGSTKSZ used by Posix.

?X: Remove SIGTYP void lines used by OS2.

?X: Some cpps, like os390, dont give the file name anywhere

if [ "X$fieldn" = X ]; then

	: Just make some guesses.  We check them later.

	xxx='/usr/include/signal.h /usr/include/sys/signal.h'

else

	xxx=`echo '#include <signal.h>' |

	$cppstdin $cppminus $cppflags 2>/dev/null |

	$grep '^[ 	]*#.*include' |

	$awk "{print \\$$fieldn}" | $sed 's!"!!g' |\

		$sed 's!\\\\\\\\!/!g' | $sort | $uniq`

fi

?X: Check this list of files to be sure we have parsed the cpp output ok.

?X: This will also avoid potentially non-existent files, such

?X: as ../foo/bar.h

xxxfiles=''

?X: Add /dev/null in case the $xxx list is empty.

for xx in $xxx /dev/null ; do

	$test -f "$xx" && xxxfiles="$xxxfiles $xx"

done

?X: If we have found no files, at least try signal.h

case "$xxxfiles" in

'')	xxxfiles=`./findhdr signal.h` ;;

esac

xxx=`awk '

$1 ~ /^#define$/ &&

 $2 ~ /^SIG[A-Z0-9]*$/ && $2 !~ /SIGARRAYSIZE/ && $2 !~ /SIGSTKSIZE/ && $2 !~ /SIGSTKSZ/ && $3 !~

/void/ {

	print substr($2, 4, 20)

}
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$1 == "#" && $2 ~ /^define$/ && $3 ~ /^SIG[A-Z0-9]*$/ && $3 !~ /SIGARRAYSIZE/ && $4 !~ /void/ {

	print substr($3, 4, 20)

}' $xxxfiles`

: Append some common names just in case the awk scan failed.

xxx="$xxx ABRT ALRM BUS CANCEL CHLD CLD CONT DIL EMT FPE"

xxx="$xxx FREEZE HUP ILL INT IO IOT KILL LOST LWP PHONE"

xxx="$xxx PIPE POLL PROF PWR QUIT RTMAX RTMIN SEGV STKFLT STOP"

xxx="$xxx SYS TERM THAW TRAP TSTP TTIN TTOU URG USR1 USR2"

xxx="$xxx USR3 USR4 VTALRM WAITING WINCH WIND WINDOW XCPU XFSZ"

 

: generate a few handy files for later

$cat > signal.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 

/* Strange style to avoid deeply-nested #if/#else/#endif */

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef _NSIG

#    define NSIG (_NSIG)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef SIGMAX

#    define NSIG (SIGMAX+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef SIG_MAX

#

    define NSIG (SIG_MAX+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef MAXSIG

#    define NSIG (MAXSIG+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef MAX_SIG

#    define NSIG (MAX_SIG+1)

#  endif

#endif
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#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef SIGARRAYSIZE

#    define NSIG (SIGARRAYSIZE+1) /* Not sure of the +1 */

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef _sys_nsig

#    define NSIG (_sys_nsig) /* Solaris 2.5 */

#  endif

#endif

 

/* Default to some arbitrary number that's big enough to get most

  of the common signals.

*/

#ifndef NSIG

#    define NSIG 50

#endif

 

printf("NSIG %d\n", NSIG);

 

#ifndef JUST_NSIG

 

EOCP

 

echo $xxx | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq | $awk '

{

	printf "#ifdef SIG"; printf $1; printf "\n"

	printf "printf(\""; printf $1; printf " %%d\\n\",SIG";

	printf $1; printf ");\n"

	printf "#endif\n"

}

END {

	printf "#endif /* JUST_NSIG */\n";

	printf "exit(0);\n}\n";

}

' >>signal.c

$cat >signal.awk <<'EOP'

BEGIN { ndups = 0 }

$1 ~ /^NSIG$/ { nsig = $2 }

($1 !~ /^NSIG$/) && (NF == 2) {

   if ($2 >

 maxsig) { maxsig = $2 }

   if (sig_name[$2]) {

	dup_name[ndups] = $1

	dup_num[ndups] = $2

	ndups++
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   }

   else {

	sig_name[$2] = $1

	sig_num[$2] = $2

   }

}

END {

   if (nsig == 0) {

   	nsig = maxsig + 1

   }

   printf("NSIG %d\n", nsig);

   for (n = 1; n < nsig; n++) {

	if (sig_name[n]) {

	    printf("%s %d\n", sig_name[n], sig_num[n])

	}

	else {

	    printf("NUM%d %d\n", n, n)

	}

   }

   for (n = 0; n < ndups; n++) {

	printf("%s %d\n", dup_name[n], dup_num[n])

   }

}

EOP

$cat >signal_cmd <<EOS

$startsh

if $test -s signal.lst; then

   echo "Using your existing signal.lst file"

	exit 0

fi

xxx="$xxx"

EOS

?X: Avoid variable interpolation problems, especially with

?X: xxx, which contains newlines.

$cat >>signal_cmd <<'EOS'

 

set signal

if eval $compile_ok; then

	$run ./signal$_exe | ($sort -n -k 2 2>/dev/null || $sort -n +1) |\

		$uniq | $awk -f signal.awk >signal.lst

else

	echo "(I can't seem be able to compile the whole test program)" >&4

	echo "(I'll try it in little

 pieces.)" >&4

	set signal -DJUST_NSIG

	if eval $compile_ok; then

		$run ./signal$_exe > signal.nsg

		$cat signal.nsg
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	else

		echo "I can't seem to figure out how many signals you have." >&4

		echo "Guessing 50." >&4

		echo 'NSIG 50' > signal.nsg

	fi

	: Now look at all the signal names, one at a time.

	for xx in `echo $xxx | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq`; do

		$cat > signal.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

printf("$xx %d\n", SIG${xx});

return 0;

}

EOCP

		set signal

		if eval $compile; then

			echo "SIG${xx} found."

			$run ./signal$_exe  >> signal.ls1

		else

			echo "SIG${xx} NOT found."

		fi

	done

	if $test -s signal.ls1; then

		$cat signal.nsg signal.ls1 |

			$sort -n | $uniq | $awk -f signal.awk >signal.lst

	fi

 

fi

if $test -s signal.lst; then

	:

else

	echo "(AAK! I can't compile the test programs -- Guessing)" >&4

	echo 'kill -l' >signal

	set X `csh -f <signal`

	$rm -f signal

	shift

	case $# in

	0) set HUP INT QUIT ILL TRAP ABRT

 EMT FPE KILL BUS SEGV SYS PIPE ALRM TERM;;

	esac

	echo $@ | $tr ' ' $trnl | \

	    $awk '{ printf "%s %d\n", $1, ++s; }

		  END { printf "NSIG %d\n", ++s }' >signal.lst

fi

$rm -f signal.c signal$_exe signal$_o signal.nsg signal.ls1

EOS
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chmod a+x signal_cmd

$eunicefix signal_cmd

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Signal.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getmnt: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getmnt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETMNT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getmnt() routine is available

?S:	to retrieve one or more mount info blocks by filename.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETMNT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getmnt routine is

?C:	available to get filesystem mount info by filename.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getmnt HAS_GETMNT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getmnt

: see if getmnt exists

set getmnt d_getmnt

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getmnt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethbynm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_gethbynm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethbyname: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethbyname (d_gethbynm d_gethhstby):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the gethostbyname() routine is available

?S:	to look up host names in some data base or other.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME (GETHOSTBYNAME):

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the gethostbyname() routine is

?C:	available to look up host names in some data base or other.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethbyname HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_gethbyname

: see if gethostbyname exists

set gethostbyname d_gethbyname

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_gethbynm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpgrp2.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getpgrp2.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:15  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpgrp2: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpgrp2:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPGRP2 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getpgrp2() (as in DG/UX) routine

?S:	is available to get the current process group.
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?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPGRP2 (GETPGRP2):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the

 getpgrp2() (as in DG/UX)

?C:	routine is available to get the current process group.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpgrp2 HAS_GETPGRP2		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getpgrp2

: see if getpgrp2 exists

set getpgrp2 d_getpgrp2

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getpgrp2.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getlogin_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getlogin_r getlogin_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_unistd extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getlogin_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETLOGIN_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getlogin_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getlogin_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getlogin_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getlogin_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getlogin_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETLOGIN_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getlogin_r routine

?C:	is available

 to getlogin re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETLOGIN_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getlogin_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getlogin_r is undef, and one of the
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?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getlogin_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getlogin_r HAS_GETLOGIN_R	/**/

?H:#define GETLOGIN_R_PROTO $getlogin_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getlogin_r_proto

: see if getlogin_r exists

set getlogin_r d_getlogin_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getlogin_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_unistd unistd.h"

	case "$d_getlogin_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getlogin_r_proto=define

		set d_getlogin_r_proto getlogin_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getlogin_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getlogin_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getlogin_r(char*, size_t);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getlogin_r_proto=I_BW ;;

	esac

	case "$getlogin_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getlogin_r(char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getlogin_r_proto=I_BI

 ;;

	esac

	case "$getlogin_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* getlogin_r(char*, size_t);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getlogin_r_proto=B_BW ;;

	esac

	case "$getlogin_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* getlogin_r(char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getlogin_r_proto=B_BI ;;

	esac

	case "$getlogin_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getlogin_r=undef

		getlogin_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getlogin_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getlogin_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getlogin_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getlogin_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac
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	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getlogin_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getlogin_r=undef

		getlogin_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getlogin_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getlogin_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gethid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:10  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETHOSTID if gethostid() is

?S:	available to get the host id.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTID (GETHOSTID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gethostid system call is

?C:	available to get the host id.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethid HAS_GETHOSTID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_gethid

: see if gethid exists

set gethostid d_gethid
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eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_gethid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Csym.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/07/25  13:36:29  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS: patch56: added quotes for OS/2 support

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/05/12  12:00:33  ram

?RCS: patch54: fixed C test program to bypass gcc builtin type checks (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/31  09:34:13  ram

?RCS: patch44: added Options to the MAKE line since it's no longer in Init.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:00:05  ram

?RCS:

 patch6: added ldflags as a conditional dependency and to compile line

?RCS: patch6: a final double quote was missing in csym variable after eval

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:Csym: Options contains libc libs runnm +cc +ccflags +ldflags rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define csym

?LINT:use libc

?S:csym:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to check

?S:	wether a given C symbol is defined or not. A typical use is:

?S:		set symbol result [-fva] [previous]

?S:		eval $csym

?S:	That will set result to 'true' if the function [-f], variable [-v]

?S:	or array [-a] is defined, 'false' otherwise. If a previous value is

?S:	given and the -r flag was provided on the command line, that value
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?S:	is reused without questioning.

?S:.

?V:csym

?T:tval tx tlook tf tdc tc

: is a C symbol defined?

csym='tlook=$1;

case "$3" in

-v) tf=libc.tmp; tc=""; tdc="";;

-a) tf=libc.tmp; tc="[0]"; tdc="[]";;

*) tlook="^$1\$";

 tf=libc.list; tc=""; tdc="()";;

esac;

tx=yes;

case "$reuseval-$4" in

true-) ;;

true-*) tx=no; eval "tval=\$$4"; case "$tval" in "") tx=yes;; esac;;

esac;

case "$tx" in

yes)

	case "$runnm" in

	true)

		if $contains $tlook $tf >/dev/null 2>&1;

		then tval=true;

		else tval=false;

		fi;;

	*)

?X:

?X: We use 'char' instead of 'int' to try to circumvent overzealous

?X: optimizing compilers using built-in prototypes for commonly used

?X: routines to complain when seeing a different external declaration. For

?X: instance, gcc 2.6.3 fails if we use 'int' and we attempt a test against

?X: memcpy() on machines where sizeof(int) == sizeof(char *) (the usual return

?X: type), the compiler assuming it's a built-in declaration given that the

?X: returned size matches. At least with 'char' we are safe! -- RAM, for ADO

?X:

?X: Let's thank GNU cc for making our lifes so easy! :-)

?X: (An alternative for the future would be to use our knowledge about gcc

?X: to force a -fno-builtin option in the

 compile test, in case the 'char'

?X: trick is obsoleted by future gcc releases). -- RAM

?X:

?X: Lastly, gcc 3.4 otimizes &missing == 0 away, so we use + 2 instead now.

?X: The GNU folks like to do weird things, don't they? -- RAM, 2004-06-05

?X:

		echo "extern char $1$tdc; int main() { return &$1$tc + 2; }" > t.c;

		if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o t t.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1;

		then tval=true;

		else tval=false;
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		fi;

		$rm -f t t.c;;

	esac;;

*)

	case "$tval" in

	$define) tval=true;;

	*) tval=false;;

	esac;;

esac;

eval "$2=$tval"'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Csym.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Null.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Null.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:10  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit ends up producing shell code to set all variables to ''.  This

?X: probably isn't necessary, but I'm paranoid.  About certain things.

?X:

?MAKE:Null: Head

?MAKE:	-pick add.Null $@ %<

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Null.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getnbyad.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnbyaddr: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnbyaddr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETNETBYADDR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getnetbyaddr() routine is available

?S:	to look up networks by their IP addresses.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNETBYADDR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getnetbyaddr() routine is

?C:	available to look up networks by their IP addresses.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getnbyaddr HAS_GETNETBYADDR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getnbyaddr

: see if getnetbyaddr exists

set getnetbyaddr d_getnbyaddr

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getnbyad.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lns.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:05:52  ram

?RCS: patch30: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:issymlink: lns test rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:issymlink:

?S:	This variable holds the test command to test for a symbolic link

?S:	(if they are supported).  Typical values include 'test -h' and

?S:	'test -L'.

?S:.

?T:pth p
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?LINT:change PATH test

?LINT:extern newsh

: determine whether symbolic links are supported

echo

 " "

case "$lns" in

*"ln"*" -s")

	echo "Checking how to test for symbolic links..." >&4

	$lns blurfl sym

	if $test "X$issymlink" = X; then

?X:

?X: In some AIX 4 versions the (ksh) builtin test (-h) is broken.

?X:

		case "$newsh" in

		'') sh     -c "PATH= test -h sym" >/dev/null 2>&1 ;;

		*)  $newsh -c "PATH= test -h sym" >/dev/null 2>&1 ;;

		esac

		if test $? = 0; then

			issymlink="test -h"

		else

			echo "Your builtin 'test -h' may be broken." >&4

			case "$test" in

			/*)	;;

			*)	pth=`echo $PATH | sed -e "s/$p_/ /g"`

				for p in $pth

				do

					if test -f "$p/$test"; then

						test="$p/$test"

						break

					fi

				done

				;;

			esac

			case "$test" in

			/*)

				echo "Trying external '$test -h'." >&4

				issymlink="$test -h"

				if $test ! -h sym >/dev/null 2>&1; then

					echo "External '$test -h' is broken, too." >&4

					issymlink=''

				fi

				;;

			*)	issymlink='' ;;

			esac

		fi

	fi

	if $test "X$issymlink" = X; then

		if $test -L sym 2>/dev/null; then
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			issymlink="$test

 -L"

			echo "The builtin '$test -L' worked." >&4

		fi

	fi

	if $test "X$issymlink" != X; then

		echo "You can test for symbolic links with '$issymlink'." >&4

	else

		echo "I do not know how you can test for symbolic links." >&4

	fi

	$rm -f blurfl sym

	;;

*)	echo "No symbolic links, so not testing for their testing..." >&4

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/issymlink.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Cppsym.U,v 3.0.1.5 1995/05/12 11:59:11 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Cppsym.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/05/12  11:59:11  ram

?RCS: patch54: split awk command onto two lines for older awk's (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/01/11  14:55:57  ram

?RCS: patch45: new cc vs. cpp symbol checking suggested by JHI

?RCS: patch45: added more cpp symbols (JHI)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/10/29  15:51:32  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: new symbols ardent and titan (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  06:53:32  ram

?RCS: patch30: extended cpp symbol lookup list (JHI)

?RCS: patch30: renamed attrlist symbol into al for brevity

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:14:14  ram

?RCS: patch15: added new cpp symbols __bsdi__ and BSD_NET2

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X: This unit produces a shell script called Cppsym, which can be used to

?X: determine whether any in a list of symbols is defined by the C compilation

?X: chain (C preprocessor symbols plus C compiler native ones).

?X: It can determine the status of any symbol, though the symbols in $al

?X: are more easily determined.  If you want to add to $al you can do

?X: it in Myinit.U.

?MAKE:Cppsym ccsymbols cppsymbols cppccsymbols: run \

	eunicefix Guess awk cat tr sed sort rm rm_try startsh osname \

	+cc +gccversion test comm uniq echo Options trnl \

	optimize ccflags ldflags libs cpp_stuff cpp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?T:also

 symbols i postprocess_cc_v tHdrH

?X:

?X: The symbol list is in alpha order for ease of maintenance...

?X:

?X: Lots of new symbols (mostly rummaged from gcc), courtesy of

?X: Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@snakemail.hut.fi> -- RAM, 06/06/94

?X:

?S:ccsymbols:

?S:	The variable contains the symbols defined by the C compiler alone.

?S:	The symbols defined by cpp or by cc when it calls cpp are not in

?S:	this list, see cppsymbols and cppccsymbols.

?S:	The list is a space-separated list of symbol=value tokens.

?S:.

?S:cppsymbols:

?S:	The variable contains the symbols defined by the C preprocessor

?S:	alone.  The symbols defined by cc or by cc when it calls cpp are

?S:	not in this list, see ccsymbols and cppccsymbols.

?S:	The list is a space-separated list of symbol=value tokens.

?S:.

?S:cppccsymbols:

?S:	The variable contains the symbols defined by the C compiler

?S:	when it calls cpp.  The symbols defined by the cc alone or cpp

?S:	alone are not in this list, see ccsymbols and cppsymbols.

?S:	The

 list is a space-separated list of symbol=value tokens.

?S:.

?F:./Cppsym

?F:./Cppsym.know

?F:!Cppsym.true

?F:!ccsym.com
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?F:!ccsym.cpp

?F:!ccsym.own

?X: fake LINT hints

?LINT:change ccflags

?LINT:extern s

?LINT:extern s__

: Preprocessor symbols

echo " "

$echo "Guessing which symbols your C compiler and preprocessor define..." >&4

?X: If your symbol is mixed case, just add it as-is.

?X: All symbols will be transformed to both all-lower and all-upper.

?X: Also drop any leading/trailing underscores, the scan will try all those.

$cat <<'EOSH' > Cppsym.know

a29k aarch64 ABI64 aegis AES_SOURCE AIX AIX32 AIX370 AIX41 AIX42

AIX43 aixpc AIX_SOURCE alliant ALL_SOURCE alpha AM29000 am29000

AMD64 amd64 amiga AMIGAOS AMIX ansi ANSI_C_SOURCE apollo arch_ppc

arch_pwr ardent ARM ARM32 atarist att386 att3b

BeOS BIG_ENDIAN BIT_MSF BSD bsd bsd43 bsd4_2 BSD4_3 bsd4_3 bsd4_4

BSDCOMPAT bsdi BSD_4_3 BSD_4_4 BSD_NET2 BSD_TIME BSD_TYPES bull

byteorder byte_order

c cadmus clang clipper CMU COFF COMPILER_VERSION

 concurrent

convex cpu CRAY cray CRAYMPP ctix CX_UX CYGWIN

DECC DGUX DGUX_SOURCE DJGPP dmert DOLPHIN DPX2 DSO Dynix DynixPTX

ELF encore EPI EXTENSIONS

FAVOR_BSD FILE_OFFSET_BITS FORTIFY_SOURCE FreeBSD

GCC_NEW_VARARGS gcos gcx gimpel GLIBC GLIBC_MINOR GNUC GNUC_MINOR

GNU_LIBRARY GNU_SOURCE GO32 gould GOULD_PN

H3050R H3050RX hbullx20 hcx host_mips hp200 hp300 HP700 hp700

hp800 hp9000 hp9000s200 hp9000s300 hp9000s400

hp9000s700 hp9000s800 hp9k8 hppa hpux HPUX_SOURCE hp_osf

i186 i286 i386 i486 i586 i686 i8086 i80960 i860 I960 IA32 IA64

iAPX286 ibm ibm032 ibmesa IBMR2 ibmrt ILP32 ILP64

INLINE_INTRINSICS INT64 INTEL interdata INTRINSICS is68k itanium

ksr1

LANGUAGE_C LARGEFILE64_SOURCE LARGEFILE_SOURCE LARGE_FILE_API

LFS64_LARGEFILE LFS_LARGEFILE LIBCATAMOUNT Linux LITTLE_ENDIAN

LONG64 LONGDOUBLE LONGLONG LONG_DOUBLE LONG_LONG LP64 luna

luna88k Lynx

M68000 m68k m88100 m88k M88KBCS_TARGET MACH machine MachTen

MATH_HAS_NO_SIDE_EFFECTS mc300 mc500 mc68000 mc68010 mc68020

mc68030 mc68040 mc68060

 mc68k mc68k32 mc700 mc88000 mc88100

merlin mert MiNT mips MIPSEB MIPSEL MIPS_FPSET MIPS_ISA MIPS_SIM

MIPS_SZINT MIPS_SZLONG MIPS_SZPTR MODERN_C motorola mpeix MSDOS

MTXINU MULTIMAX MVS mvs M_AMD64 M_ARM M_ARMT M_COFF M_I186 M_I286

M_I386 M_I8086 M_I86 M_I86SM M_IA64 M_IX86 M_PPC M_SYS3 M_SYS5

M_SYSIII M_SYSV M_UNIX M_X86 M_XENIX
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n16 ncl_el ncl_mr NetBSD news1500 news1700 news1800 news1900

news3700 news700 news800 news900 NeXT NLS nonstopux ns16000

ns32000 ns32016 ns32332 ns32k nsc32000

OCS88 OEMVS OpenBSD os OS2 OS390 osf OSF1 OSF_SOURCE

PARAGON parisc pa_risc PA_RISC1_1 PA_RISC2_0 pc532 pdp11 PGC PIC

plexus PORTAR posix POSIX1B_SOURCE POSIX2_SOURCE POSIX4_SOURCE

POSIX_C_SOURCE POSIX_SOURCE POWER powerpc ppc PROTOTYPES PWB pyr

QK_USER QNX

R3000 REENTRANT RES Rhapsody RISC6000 riscix riscos RT

S390 S390x SA110 SCO scs sequent sgi SGI_SOURCE SH SH3 sinix

SIZE_INT SIZE_LONG SIZE_PTR SOCKETS_SOURCE SOCKET_SOURCE sony

sonyrisc sony_news sparc sparclite sparcv8 sparcv9 spectrum

stardent

 stdc STDC_EXT stratos sun sun3 sun386 Sun386i svr3 svr4

SVR4_2 SVR4_SOURCE svr5 SX system SYSTYPE_BSD SYSTYPE_BSD43

SYSTYPE_BSD44 SYSTYPE_SVR4 SYSTYPE_SVR5 SYSTYPE_SYSV SYSV SYSV3

SYSV4 SYSV5 sysV68 sysV88

Tek4132 Tek4300 thumb thw_370 thw_intel thw_rs6000 titan TM3200

TM5400 TM5600 tower tower32 tower32_200 tower32_600 tower32_700

tower32_800 tower32_850 tss

u370 u3b u3b2 u3b20 u3b200 u3b20d u3b5 ultrix UMAXV UnicomPBB

UnicomPBD UNICOS UNICOSMK unix UNIX95 UNIX99 unixpc unos USE_BSD

USE_FILE_OFFSET64 USE_GNU USE_ISOC9X USE_LARGEFILE

USE_LARGEFILE64 USE_MISC USE_POSIX USE_POSIX199309

USE_POSIX199506 USE_POSIX2 USE_REENTRANT USE_SVID USE_UNIX98

USE_XOPEN USE_XOPEN_EXTENDED USGr4 USGr4_2 UTek Utek UTS UWIN

uxpm uxps

vax venix VMESA vms

x86_64 xenix Xenix286 XOPEN_SOURCE XOPEN_SOURCE_EXTENDED XPG2

XPG2_EXTENDED XPG3 XPG3_EXTENDED XPG4 XPG4_EXTENDED

z8000 zarch

EOSH

# Maybe put other stuff here too.

?X:Some OS's will have a dash in their $osname

?X:e.g. Android is known as linux-android

?X:The

 preprocessor will interpret the dash as a minus

./tr '-' '_' <<EOSH >>Cppsym.know

$osname

EOSH

./tr '[a-z]' '[A-Z]' < Cppsym.know > Cppsym.a

./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' < Cppsym.know > Cppsym.b

$cat Cppsym.know > Cppsym.c

$cat Cppsym.a Cppsym.b Cppsym.c | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq > Cppsym.know

$rm -f Cppsym.a Cppsym.b Cppsym.c

cat <<EOSH > Cppsym

$startsh

if $test \$# -gt 0; then
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   echo \$* | $tr " " "$trnl" | ./Cppsym.try > Cppsym.got

   if $test -s Cppsym.got; then

	$rm -f Cppsym.got

	exit 0

   fi

   $rm -f Cppsym.got

   exit 1

else

   $tr " " "$trnl" | ./Cppsym.try

   exit 0

fi

EOSH

chmod +x Cppsym

$eunicefix Cppsym

?X: The below awk script will die a horrible death if

?X: some of the tested symbols are not long ints.

?X: Also, we do not make difference between just defined and defined zero.

cat <<EOSH > Cppsym.try

$startsh

cat <<'EOCP' > try.c

#include <stdio.h>

#if cpp_stuff == 1

#define STRINGIFY(a)    "a"

#endif

#if cpp_stuff == 42

#define StGiFy(a)  #a

#define STRINGIFY(a)

    StGiFy(a)

#endif

#if $cpp_stuff != 1 && $cpp_stuff != 42

#   include "Bletch: How does this C preprocessor stringify macros?"

#endif

int main() {

EOCP

?X: The length($1) command guards against possible empty entries.

?X: The awk snippet is know to give heartburn to UNICOS/mk awk.

$awk \\

EOSH

cat <<'EOSH' >> Cppsym.try

'length($1) > 0 {

   printf "#ifdef %s\nprintf(\"%s=%%s\\n\", STRINGIFY(%s));\n#endif\n", $1, $1, $1

   printf "#ifdef _%s\nprintf(\"_%s=%%s\\n\", STRINGIFY(_%s));\n#endif\n", $1, $1, $1

   printf "#ifdef __%s\nprintf(\"__%s=%%s\\n\", STRINGIFY(__%s));\n#endif\n", $1, $1, $1

   printf "#ifdef __%s__\nprintf(\"__%s__=%%s\\n\", STRINGIFY(__%s__));\n#endif\n", $1, $1, $1

}' >> try.c

echo 'return 0;}' >> try.c

EOSH

cat <<EOSH >> Cppsym.try
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ccflags="$ccflags"

case "$osname-$gccversion" in

irix-) ccflags="\$ccflags -woff 1178" ;;

os2-*) ccflags="\$ccflags -Zlinker /PM:VIO" ;;

esac

$cc -o try -Dcpp_stuff=$cpp_stuff $optimize \$ccflags $ldflags try.c $libs 2>/dev/null

 && $run ./try | $sed 's/ /\\\\ /g'

EOSH

chmod +x Cppsym.try

$eunicefix Cppsym.try

./Cppsym < Cppsym.know | $sort | $uniq > Cppsym.true

: Add in any Linux cpp "predefined macros":

case "$osname::$gccversion" in

 *linux*::*.*|*gnukfreebsd*::*.*|gnu::*.*)

   tHdrH=_tmpHdr

   rm -f $tHdrH'.h' $tHdrH

   touch $tHdrH'.h'

   # Filter out macro arguments, such as Linux's __INT8_C(c)

   if $cpp -dM $tHdrH'.h' > $tHdrH'_cppsym.h' && [ -s $tHdrH'_cppsym.h' ]; then

      sed -e 's/#define[\ \  ]*//;s/[\ \     ].*$//' -e 's/(.*//' <$tHdrH'_cppsym.h' >$tHdrH'_cppsym.real'

      if [ -s $tHdrH'_cppsym.real' ]; then

	  cat $tHdrH'_cppsym.real' Cppsym.know | sort | uniq | ./Cppsym | sort | uniq > Cppsym.true

      fi

   fi

   rm -f $tHdrH'.h' $tHdrH'_cppsym.h' $tHdrH'_cppsym.real'

 ;;

esac

: now check the C compiler for additional symbols

?X: suggested by Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@snakemail.hut.fi>, thanks!

postprocess_cc_v=''

case "$osname" in

aix) postprocess_cc_v="|$tr , ' '" ;;

esac

$cat

 >ccsym <<EOS

$startsh

$cat >tmp.c <<EOF

extern int foo;

EOF

for i in \`$cc -v -c tmp.c 2>&1 $postprocess_cc_v\`

do

	case "\$i" in

	-D*) echo "\$i" | $sed 's/^-D//';;

	-A*) $test "$gccversion" && echo "\$i" | $sed 's/^-A//' | $sed 's/\(.*\)(\(.*\))/\1=\2/';;

	esac

done

$rm_try

EOS
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postprocess_cc_v=''

chmod +x ccsym

$eunicefix ccsym

./ccsym > ccsym1.raw

?X: AIX complains if $uniq is passed an empty file.  ($sort apparently

?X: doesn't care.)  --AD  14 July 1998

if $test -s ccsym1.raw; then

   $sort ccsym1.raw | $uniq >ccsym.raw

else

   mv ccsym1.raw ccsym.raw

fi

 

?X: canonicalize symbols for easier sort/uniq/comm usage: append =1 if no = sign

?X: the awk script must be on two lines for older awk programs, sigh! -- ADO

$awk '/\=/ { print $0; next }

	{ print $0"=1" }' ccsym.raw >ccsym.list

$comm -13 Cppsym.true ccsym.list >ccsym.own

$comm -12 Cppsym.true ccsym.list >ccsym.com

$comm -23 Cppsym.true ccsym.list >ccsym.cpp

also=''

if $test -z ccsym.raw; then

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't

 seem to define any symbols!" >&4

	echo " "

	echo "However, your C preprocessor defines the following symbols:"

	$cat Cppsym.true

	ccsymbols=''

	cppsymbols=`$cat Cppsym.true`

	cppsymbols=`echo $cppsymbols`

	cppccsymbols="$cppsymbols"

else

	if $test -s ccsym.com; then

		echo "Your C compiler and pre-processor define these symbols:"

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=.*/\1/' ccsym.com

		also='also '

		symbols='ones'

		cppccsymbols=`$cat ccsym.com`

		cppccsymbols=`echo $cppccsymbols`

		$test "$silent" || sleep 1

	fi

	if $test -s ccsym.cpp; then

		$test "$also" && echo " "

		echo "Your C pre-processor ${also}defines the following symbols:"

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=.*/\1/' ccsym.cpp

		also='further '

		cppsymbols=`$cat ccsym.cpp`

		cppsymbols=`echo $cppsymbols`

		$test "$silent" || sleep 1
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	fi

	if $test -s ccsym.own; then

		$test "$also" && echo " "

		echo "Your C compiler ${also}defines the following cpp symbols:"

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=1/\1/' ccsym.own

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=.*/\1/' ccsym.own | $uniq >>Cppsym.true

		ccsymbols=`$cat

 ccsym.own`

		ccsymbols=`echo $ccsymbols`

		$test "$silent" || sleep 1

	fi

fi

 

: add -D_FORTIFY_SOURCE if feasible and not already there

case "$gccversion" in

[456789].*)	case "$optimize$ccflags" in

	*-O*)	case "$ccflags$cppsymbols" in

		*_FORTIFY_SOURCE=*) # Don't add it again.

			echo "You seem to have -D_FORTIFY_SOURCE already, not adding it." >&4

			;;

		*)	echo "Adding -D_FORTIFY_SOURCE=2 to ccflags..." >&4

			ccflags="$ccflags -D_FORTIFY_SOURCE=2"

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	echo "You have gcc 4.* or later but not optimizing, not adding -D_FORTIFY_SOURCE." >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	echo "You seem not to have gcc 4.* or later, not adding -D_FORTIFY_SOURCE." >&4

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Cppsym.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_socket.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 15:46:00 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_socket.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:46:00  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:08:04  ram

?RCS: patch16: can now safely declare private nm_extract in dependencies

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:26  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_socket d_oldsock d_sockpair socketlib sockethdr \

	d_msg_ctrunc d_msg_dontroute d_msg_oob d_msg_peek

 d_msg_proxy \

	d_scm_rights d_sockaddr_sa_len d_sockaddr_in6 d_sin6_scope_id \

	d_ip_mreq d_ip_mreq_source d_ipv6_mreq d_ipv6_mreq_source: \

	contains echo n c ar nm nm_opt nm_extract Inlibc Csym _a \

	Compile cat rm_try Setvar Hasfield sysroot

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_socket:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SOCKET, which indicates

?S:	that the BSD socket interface is supported.

?S:.

?S:d_sockpair:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SOCKETPAIR symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the BSD socketpair() is supported.

?S:.

?S:d_oldsock:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the OLDSOCKET symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the BSD socket interface is based on 4.1c and not 4.2.

?S:.

?S:d_msg_ctrunc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSG_CTRUNC symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the MSG_CTRUNC is available.  #ifdef is

?S:	not enough because it may be an enum, glibc has been known to do this.

?S:.

?S:d_msg_dontroute:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines

 the HAS_MSG_DONTROUTE symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the MSG_DONTROUTE is available.  #ifdef is

?S:	not enough because it may be an enum, glibc has been known to do this.

?S:.

?S:d_msg_oob:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSG_OOB symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the MSG_OOB is available.  #ifdef is

?S:	not enough because it may be an enum, glibc has been known to do this.

?S:.

?S:d_msg_peek:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSG_PEEK symbol,
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?S:	which indicates that the MSG_PEEK is available.  #ifdef is

?S:	not enough because it may be an enum, glibc has been known to do this.

?S:.

?S:d_msg_proxy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSG_PROXY symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the MSG_PROXY is available.  #ifdef is

?S:	not enough because it may be an enum, glibc has been known to do this.

?S:.

?S:d_scm_rights:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SCM_RIGHTS symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the SCM_RIGHTS is available.  #ifdef is

?S:	not

 enough because it may be an enum, glibc has been known to do this.

?S:.

?S:d_sockaddr_sa_len:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SOCKADDR_SA_LEN symbol,

?S:	which indicates that a struct sockaddr structure has the sa_len

?S:	member.

?S:.

?S:d_sockaddr_in6:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SOCKADDR_IN6 symbol, which

?S:	indicates the availability of a struct sockaddr_in6.

?S:.

?S:d_sin6_scope_id:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SIN6_SCOPE_ID symbol, which

?S:	indicates that a struct sockaddr_in6 structure has the sin6_scope_id

?S:	member.

?S:.

?S:d_ip_mreq:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_IP_MREQ symbol, which

?S:	indicates the availability of a struct ip_mreq.

?S:.

?S:d_ip_mreq_source:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_IP_MREQ_SOURCE symbol,

?S:	which indicates the availability of a struct ip_mreq_source.

?S:.

?S:d_ipv6_mreq:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_IPV6_MREQ symbol, which

?S:	indicates

 the availability of a struct ipv6_mreq.

?S:.

?S:d_ipv6_mreq_source:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_IPV6_MREQ_SOURCE symbol,

?S:	which indicates the availability of a struct ipv6_mreq_source.

?S:.

?S:socketlib:

?S:	This variable has the names of any libraries needed for socket support.

?S:.
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?S:sockethdr:

?S:	This variable has any cpp '-I' flags needed for socket support.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SOCKET (SOCKET):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the BSD socket interface is

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SOCKETPAIR (SOCKETPAIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the BSD socketpair() call is

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?C:USE_OLDSOCKET (OLDSOCKET):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the 4.1c BSD socket interface

?C:	is supported instead of the 4.2/4.3 BSD socket interface. For instance,

?C:	there is no setsockopt() call.

?C:.

?C:HAS_MSG_CTRUNC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the MSG_CTRUNC is supported.

?C:	Checking just with #ifdef might not be enough

 because this symbol

?C:	has been known to be an enum.

?C:.

?C:HAS_MSG_DONTROUTE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the MSG_DONTROUTE is supported.

?C:	Checking just with #ifdef might not be enough because this symbol

?C:	has been known to be an enum.

?C:.

?C:HAS_MSG_OOB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the MSG_OOB is supported.

?C:	Checking just with #ifdef might not be enough because this symbol

?C:	has been known to be an enum.

?C:.

?C:HAS_MSG_PEEK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the MSG_PEEK is supported.

?C:	Checking just with #ifdef might not be enough because this symbol

?C:	has been known to be an enum.

?C:.

?C:HAS_MSG_PROXY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the MSG_PROXY is supported.

?C:	Checking just with #ifdef might not be enough because this symbol

?C:	has been known to be an enum.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SCM_RIGHTS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the SCM_RIGHTS is supported.

?C:	Checking just with #ifdef might not be enough

 because this symbol

?C:	has been known to be an enum.

?C:.
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?C:HAS_SOCKADDR_SA_LEN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the struct sockaddr

?C:	structure has a member called sa_len, indicating the length of

?C:	the structure.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SOCKADDR_IN6:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the availability of

?C:	struct sockaddr_in6;

?C:.

?C:HAS_SIN6_SCOPE_ID:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the struct sockaddr_in6

?C:	structure has a member called sin6_scope_id.

?C:.

?C:HAS_IP_MREQ:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the availability of

?C:	struct ip_mreq;

?C:.

?C:HAS_IP_MREQ_SOURCE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the availability of

?C:	struct ip_mreq_source;

?C:.

?C:HAS_IPV6_MREQ:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the availability of

?C:	struct ipv6_mreq;

?C:.

?C:HAS_IPV6_MREQ_SOURCE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the availability of

?C:	struct ipv6_mreq_source;

?C:.

?H:#$d_socket	HAS_SOCKET		/**/

?H:#$d_sockpair	HAS_SOCKETPAIR	/**/

?H:#$d_sockaddr_sa_len	HAS_SOCKADDR_SA_LEN	/**/

?H:#$d_oldsock	USE_OLDSOCKET	/**/

?H:#$d_msg_ctrunc	HAS_MSG_CTRUNC	/**/

?H:#$d_msg_dontroute	HAS_MSG_DONTROUTE	/**/

?H:#$d_msg_oob	HAS_MSG_OOB	/**/

?H:#$d_msg_peek	HAS_MSG_PEEK	/**/

?H:#$d_msg_proxy	HAS_MSG_PROXY	/**/

?H:#$d_scm_rights	HAS_SCM_RIGHTS	/**/

?H:#$d_sockaddr_in6	HAS_SOCKADDR_IN6	/**/

?H:#$d_sin6_scope_id	HAS_SIN6_SCOPE_ID	/**/

?H:#$d_ip_mreq	HAS_IP_MREQ	/**/

?H:#$d_ip_mreq_source	HAS_IP_MREQ_SOURCE	/**/

?H:#$d_ipv6_mreq	HAS_IPV6_MREQ	/**/

?H:#$d_ipv6_mreq_source	HAS_IPV6_MREQ_SOURCE	/**/

?H:.

?T:val
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 net ENUM enum

?LINT:set d_sockpair d_sockaddr_sa_len

?LINT:set d_msg_ctrunc d_msg_dontroute d_msg_oob d_msg_peek d_msg_proxy

?LINT:set d_scm_rights d_sockaddr_in6 d_sin6_scope_id d_ip_mreq

?LINT:set d_ip_mreq_source d_ipv6_mreq d_ipv6_mreq_source

: see whether socket exists

socketlib=''

sockethdr=''

echo " "

$echo $n "Hmm... $c" >&4

if set socket val -f d_socket; eval $csym; $val; then

   echo "Looks like you have Berkeley networking

 support." >&4

   d_socket="$define"

?X: now check for advanced features

   if set setsockopt val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

	d_oldsock="$undef"

   else

	echo "...but it uses the old BSD 4.1c interface, rather than 4.2." >&4

	d_oldsock="$define"

   fi

else

?X: HP-UX, for one, puts all the socket stuff in socklib.o. Note that if we

?X: come here on HP-UX, then we must have used nm to get symbols, or we really

?X: don't have sockets anyway...

   if $contains socklib libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Looks like you have Berkeley networking support." >&4

	d_socket="$define"

	: we will have to assume that it supports the 4.2 BSD interface

	d_oldsock="$undef"

   else

	echo "You don't have Berkeley networking in libc$_a..." >&4

?X: look for optional networking libraries

	if test "X$d_socket" = "X$define"; then

	    echo "...but you seem to believe that you have sockets." >&4

	else

	    for net in net socket

	    do

		if test -f $sysroot/usr/lib/lib$net$_a; then

?X: space between two

  '(' needed for ksh

		    ( ($nm $nm_opt $sysroot/usr/lib/lib$net$_a | eval $nm_extract) ||  \

		    $ar t $sysroot/usr/lib/lib$net$_a) 2>/dev/null >> libc.list

		    if $contains socket libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			d_socket="$define"

			socketlib="-l$net"

			case "$net" in

			net)
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			    echo "...but the Wollongong group seems to have hacked it in." >&4

			    sockethdr="-I$sysroot/usr/netinclude"

			    ;;

			esac

			echo "Found Berkeley sockets interface in lib$net." >&4

?X: now check for advanced features

			if $contains setsockopt libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			    d_oldsock="$undef"

			else

			    echo "...using the old BSD 4.1c interface, rather than 4.2." >&4

			    d_oldsock="$define"

			fi

			break

		    fi

		fi

	    done

	    if test "X$d_socket" != "X$define"; then

	       echo "or anywhere else I see." >&4

	       d_socket="$undef"

	       d_oldsock="$undef"

	    fi

	fi

   fi

fi

 

@if HAS_SOCKETPAIR || d_sockpair

: see if socketpair exists

set socketpair d_sockpair

eval

 $inlibc

 

@end

 

echo " "

?X: ...

echo "Checking the availability sa_len in the sock struct ..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

int main() {

struct sockaddr sa;

return (sa.sa_len);

}

EOF

val="$undef"

set try; if eval $compile; then

   val="$define"

fi
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set d_sockaddr_sa_len; eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

echo " "

?X: ...

echo "Checking the availability struct sockaddr_in6 ..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

#include <netinet/in.h>

int main() {

struct sockaddr_in6 sin6;

return (sin6.sin6_family);

}

EOF

val="$undef"

set try; if eval $compile; then

   val="$define"

fi

set d_sockaddr_in6; eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

echo " "

?X: ...

echo "Checking the availability sin6_scope_id in struct sockaddr_in6 ..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

#include <netinet/in.h>

int main() {

struct sockaddr_in6 sin6;

return (sin6.sin6_scope_id);

}

EOF

val="$undef"

set try; if eval $compile; then

   val="$define"

fi

set

 d_sin6_scope_id; eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

echo " "

?X: ...

echo "Checking the availability struct ip_mreq ..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>
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#include <netinet/in.h>

int main() {

struct ip_mreq mreq;

return (mreq.imr_multiaddr.s_addr);

}

EOF

val="$undef"

set try; if eval $compile; then

      val="$define"

fi

set d_ip_mreq; eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

echo " "

?X: ...

echo "Checking the availability struct ip_mreq_source ..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

#include <netinet/in.h>

int main() {

struct ip_mreq_source mreq;

return (mreq.imr_multiaddr.s_addr);

}

EOF

val="$undef"

set try; if eval $compile; then

      val="$define"

fi

set d_ip_mreq_source; eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

echo " "

?X: ...

echo "Checking the availability struct ipv6_mreq ..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

#include <netinet/in.h>

int main() {

struct ipv6_mreq mreq;

return (mreq.ipv6mr_interface);

}

EOF

val="$undef"

set

 try; if eval $compile; then

   val="$define"
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fi

set d_ipv6_mreq; eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

echo " "

?X: ...

echo "Checking the availability struct ipv6_mreq_source ..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

#include <netinet/in.h>

int main() {

struct ipv6_mreq_source mreq;

return (mreq.imr_multiaddr.s_addr);

}

EOF

val="$undef"

set try; if eval $compile; then

      val="$define"

fi

set d_ipv6_mreq_source; eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

echo " "

?X: these constants are known to be troublesomely defined as enums

?X: so that ifdef will not work for detecting their presence.

echo "Checking the availability of certain socket constants..." >&4

for ENUM in MSG_CTRUNC MSG_DONTROUTE MSG_OOB MSG_PEEK MSG_PROXY SCM_RIGHTS; do

   enum=`$echo $ENUM|./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`

   $cat >try.c <<EOF

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/socket.h>

int main() {

   int i = $ENUM;

}

EOF

   val="$undef"

   set try; if eval $compile; then

	val="$define"

   fi

   set d_${enum};

 eval $setvar

   $rm_try

done

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_socket.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_shadow.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_prot: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_prot:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_PROT symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <prot.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_PROT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <prot.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_prot	I_PROT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_prot

: see if this is a prot.h system

set prot.h i_prot

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_prot.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_systimes.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_systimes.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_systimes: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_systimes:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_TIMES symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sys/times.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_TIMES (I_SYSTIMES):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/times.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_systimes	I_SYS_TIMES		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_systimes

: see if this is a sys/times.h system

set sys/times.h i_systimes

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_systimes.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_atoll: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_atoll:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ATOLL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the atoll() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ATOLL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the atoll routine is

?C:	available to convert strings into long longs.

?C:.

?H:#$d_atoll HAS_ATOLL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_atoll

: see if atoll exists

set atoll d_atoll

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/atoll.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strtod.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strtod.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:46:36  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strtod: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtod:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRTOD symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strtod() routine is available

?S:	to provide better numeric string conversion than atof().

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOD (STRTOD):

?C:	This symbol, if defined,

 indicates that the strtod routine is

?C:	available to provide better numeric string conversion than atof().

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtod HAS_STRTOD	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtod

: see if strtod exists

set strtod d_strtod

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strtod.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: inc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: inc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:51  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:inc incexp: Loc Oldconfig Getfile usrinc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:inc:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put public header files for the package in question.  It is most

?S:	often a local directory such as /usr/local/include.

?S:.

?S:incexp:

?S:	This is the same as the inc variable, but is filename

 expaned

?S:	at configuration time for convenient use in your makefiles.

?S:.

: determine where public header files go

case "$inc" in

'')

	dflt=`./loc . "." /usr/local/include /usr/include/local $usrinc`

	;;

*)  dflt="$inc"

	;;

esac

fn=d~

rp='Where do you want to put the public header files?'

. ./getfile

inc="$ans"

incexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/inc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2009 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_inetpton: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_inetpton:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_INETPTON symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the inet_pton() function

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_INETPTON:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the inet_pton() function

?C:	is available to parse IPv4 and IPv6 strings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_inetpton HAS_INETPTON		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_inetpton

: see if inet_pton exists

set inet_pton d_inetpton

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_inetpton.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_dup2.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_dup2.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dup2: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_dup2:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_DUP2 if dup2() is

?S:	available to duplicate file descriptors.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DUP2 (DUP2):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the dup2 routine is

?C:	available to duplicate file descriptors.

?C:.

?H:#$d_dup2 HAS_DUP2	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_dup2
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:

 see if dup2 exists

set dup2 d_dup2

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_dup2.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Signal.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Signal.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:20:01  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces three files:

?X: 1- A signal.c file, which, when compiled and run, produces an output like:

?X:

?X:   HUP 1

?X:   INT 2

?X:   QUIT 3

?X:   etc...

?X:

?X: 2- A signal.awk script to parse the output of signal.c, fill

?X: in gaps (up to NSIG) and move duplicates to the end.

?X: 3- A signal_cmd script to compile signal.c and run it

?X: through

 sort -n -k 2 | uniq | awk -f signal.awk.

?X: (we try also sort -n +1 since some old hosts don't grok sort -k)

?X: (This is called signal_cmd to avoid OS/2 confusion with

?X: signal.cmd vs. signal.

?X: The signal_cmd script also falls back on checking signals one at a

?X: time in case the signal.c program fails.  On at least one version of

?X: Linux 2.1.x, the header file #define'd SIGRTMAX to a symbol that

?X: is not defined by the compiler/linker. :-(.  Further, on that same

?X: version of Linux, the user had a defective C-shell that gave an

?X: incorrect list for kill -l, so the fall-back didn't work.

?X:
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?X: This unit is then used by sig_name.U.

?X:

?MAKE:Signal: test tr rm awk cat grep startsh eunicefix sed sort uniq \

	Findhdr cppstdin +cppflags cppminus Compile _o _exe trnl run i_stdlib \

	sysroot

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X:all files declared as "public" since they're used from other units

?F:signal.c signal_cmd signal.lst signal signal.awk

?T: xx xxx xxxfiles

?LINT:use rm run

 _o _exe

?LINT:extern sig_num_init

: Trace out the files included by signal.h, then look for SIGxxx names.

?X: Remove SIGARRAYSIZE used by HPUX.

?X: Remove SIGSTKSIZE used by Linux.

?X: Remove SIGSTKSZ used by POSIX.

?X: Remove SIGTYP void lines used by OS2.

?X: Some cpps, like os390, do not give the file name anywhere

case "$sig_num_init" in

'')

if [ "X$fieldn" = X ]; then

	: Just make some guesses.  We check them later.

	xxx="$sysroot/usr/include/signal.h $sysroot/usr/include/sys/signal.h"

else

	xxx=`echo '#include <signal.h>' |

	$cppstdin $cppminus $cppflags 2>/dev/null |

	$grep '^[ 	]*#.*include' |

	$awk "{print \\$$fieldn}" | $sed 's!"!!g' |\

		$sed 's!\\\\\\\\!/!g' | $sort | $uniq`

fi

?X: Check this list of files to be sure we have parsed the cpp output ok.

?X: This will also avoid potentially non-existent files, such

?X: as ../foo/bar.h

xxxfiles=''

?X: Add /dev/null in case the $xxx list is empty.

for xx in $xxx /dev/null ; do

	$test -f "$xx" && xxxfiles="$xxxfiles $xx"

done

?X:

 If we have found no files, at least try signal.h

case "$xxxfiles" in

'')	xxxfiles=`./findhdr signal.h` ;;

esac

xxx=`awk '

$1 ~ /^#define$/ && $2 ~ /^SIG[A-Z0-9]*$/ && $2 !~ /SIGARRAYSIZE/ && $2 !~ /SIGSTKSIZE/ && $2 !~

/SIGSTKSZ/ && $3 !~ /void/ {

	print substr($2, 4, 20)

}
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$1 == "#" && $2 ~ /^define$/ && $3 ~ /^SIG[A-Z0-9]*$/ && $3 !~ /SIGARRAYSIZE/ && $4 !~ /void/ {

	print substr($3, 4, 20)

}' $xxxfiles`

: Append some common names just in case the awk scan failed.

xxx="$xxx ABRT ALRM BUS CANCEL CHLD CLD CONT DIL EMT FPE"

xxx="$xxx FREEZE HUP ILL INT IO IOT KILL LOST LWP PHONE"

xxx="$xxx PIPE POLL PROF PWR QUIT RTMAX RTMIN SEGV STKFLT STOP"

xxx="$xxx SYS TERM THAW TRAP TSTP TTIN TTOU URG USR1 USR2"

xxx="$xxx USR3 USR4 VTALRM WAITING WINCH WIND WINDOW XCPU XFSZ"

 

: generate a few handy files for later

$cat > signal.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 

/* Strange style to avoid

 deeply-nested #if/#else/#endif */

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef _NSIG

#    define NSIG (_NSIG)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef SIGMAX

#    define NSIG (SIGMAX+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef SIG_MAX

#    define NSIG (SIG_MAX+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef _SIG_MAX

#    define NSIG (_SIG_MAX+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG
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#  ifdef MAXSIG

#    define NSIG (MAXSIG+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef MAX_SIG

#    define NSIG (MAX_SIG+1)

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef SIGARRAYSIZE

#    define NSIG SIGARRAYSIZE /* Assume ary[SIGARRAYSIZE] */

#  endif

#endif

 

#ifndef NSIG

#  ifdef _sys_nsig

#    define NSIG (_sys_nsig) /* Solaris 2.5 */

#  endif

#endif

 

/* Default to some arbitrary number that's big enough to get most

  of the common signals.

*/

#ifndef NSIG

#    define NSIG 50

#endif

 

printf("NSIG %d\n", NSIG);

 

#ifndef JUST_NSIG

 

EOCP

 

echo $xxx | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq | $awk '

{

	printf "#ifdef SIG"; printf $1; printf "\n"

	printf "printf(\"";

 printf $1; printf " %%d\\n\",SIG";

	printf $1; printf ");\n"

	printf "#endif\n"

}

END {

	printf "#endif /* JUST_NSIG */\n";

	printf "exit(0);\n}\n";

}
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' >>signal.c

$cat >signal.awk <<'EOP'

BEGIN { ndups = 0 }

$1 ~ /^NSIG$/ { nsig = $2 }

($1 !~ /^NSIG$/) && (NF == 2) && ($2 ~ /^[0-9][0-9]*$/) {

   if ($2 > maxsig) { maxsig = $2 }

   if (sig_name[$2]) {

	dup_name[ndups] = $1

	dup_num[ndups] = $2

	ndups++

   }

   else {

	sig_name[$2] = $1

	sig_num[$2] = $2

   }

}

END {

   if (nsig == 0) {

   	nsig = maxsig + 1

   }

   printf("NSIG %d\n", nsig);

   for (n = 1; n < nsig; n++) {

	if (sig_name[n]) {

	    printf("%s %d\n", sig_name[n], sig_num[n])

	}

	else {

	    printf("NUM%d %d\n", n, n)

	}

   }

   for (n = 0; n < ndups; n++) {

	printf("%s %d\n", dup_name[n], dup_num[n])

   }

}

EOP

$cat >signal_cmd <<EOS

$startsh

if $test -s signal.lst; then

   echo "Using your existing signal.lst file"

	exit 0

fi

xxx="$xxx"

EOS

?X: Avoid variable interpolation problems, especially with

?X:

 xxx, which contains newlines.

$cat >>signal_cmd <<'EOS'

 

set signal
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if eval $compile_ok; then

	$run ./signal$_exe | ($sort -n -k 2 2>/dev/null || $sort -n +1) |\

		$uniq | $awk -f signal.awk >signal.lst

else

	echo "(I can't seem be able to compile the whole test program)" >&4

	echo "(I'll try it in little pieces.)" >&4

	set signal -DJUST_NSIG

	if eval $compile_ok; then

		$run ./signal$_exe > signal.nsg

		$cat signal.nsg

	else

		echo "I can't seem to figure out how many signals you have." >&4

		echo "Guessing 50." >&4

		echo 'NSIG 50' > signal.nsg

	fi

	: Now look at all the signal names, one at a time.

	for xx in `echo $xxx | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq`; do

		$cat > signal.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

printf("$xx %d\n", SIG${xx});

return 0;

}

EOCP

		set signal

		if eval $compile; then

			echo "SIG${xx} found."

			$run ./signal$_exe  >> signal.ls1

		else

			echo "SIG${xx} NOT found."

		fi

	done

	if $test -s signal.ls1; then

		$cat

 signal.nsg signal.ls1 |

			$sort -n | $uniq | $awk -f signal.awk >signal.lst

	fi

 

fi

if $test -s signal.lst; then

	:

else

	echo "(AAK! I can't compile the test programs -- Guessing)" >&4

	echo 'kill -l' >signal

	set X `csh -f <signal`

	$rm -f signal
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	shift

	case $# in

	0) set HUP INT QUIT ILL TRAP ABRT EMT FPE KILL BUS SEGV SYS PIPE ALRM TERM;;

	esac

	echo $@ | $tr ' ' $trnl | \

	    $awk '{ printf "%s %d\n", $1, ++s; }

		  END { printf "NSIG %d\n", ++s }' >signal.lst

fi

$rm -f signal.c signal$_exe signal$_o signal.nsg signal.ls1

EOS

chmod a+x signal_cmd

$eunicefix signal_cmd

;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Signal.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2003, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pthread_attr_setscope: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pthread_attr_setscope:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCOPE if

?S:	pthread_attr_setscope() is available to set the contention scope

?S:	attribute of a thread attribute object.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCOPE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the pthread_attr_setscope

?C:	system call is available to set the contention scope attribute of

?C:	a thread attribute object.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pthread_attr_setscope HAS_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCOPE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_pthread_attr_setscope

: see if pthread_attr_setscope exists

set pthread_attr_setscope d_pthread_attr_setscope
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eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_pthread_attr_ss.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethent.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gethent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETHOSTENT if gethostent() is

?S:	available to look up host names in some data base or another.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gethostent() routine is

?C:	available to look up host names in some

 data base or another.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethent HAS_GETHOSTENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_gethent

: see if gethostent exists

set gethostent d_gethent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_gethent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2005, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_malloc_size d_malloc_good_size: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_malloc_size:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the malloc_size

?S:	routine is available for use.

?S:.

?S:d_malloc_good_size:

?S:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the malloc_good_size

?S:	routine is available for use.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MALLOC_SIZE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the malloc_size

?C:	routine is available for use.

?C:.

?H:#$d_malloc_size HAS_MALLOC_SIZE		/**/

?H:.

?C:HAS_MALLOC_GOOD_SIZE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined,

 indicates that the malloc_good_size

?C:	routine is available for use.

?C:.

?H:#$d_malloc_good_size HAS_MALLOC_GOOD_SIZE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_malloc_size

?LINT:set d_malloc_good_size

: see if malloc_size exists

set malloc_size d_malloc_size

eval $inlibc

 

: see if malloc_size_good exists

set malloc_good_size d_malloc_good_size

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_malloc_size.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fdclose: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fdclose:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FDCLOSE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fdclose() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FDCLOSE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fdclose routine is

?C:	available to free a FILE structure without closing the underlying

?C:	file descriptor.  This function appeared in FreeBSD 10.2.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fdclose HAS_FDCLOSE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fdclose

: see if fdclose exists

set fdclose d_fdclose

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fdclose.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.10  1997/02/28  15:56:48  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS: patch61: added support for HPUX-10 nm output

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1995/07/25  14:11:56  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/05/12  12:20:47  ram

?RCS: patch54: made sure only most recent version of shared lib is picked

?RCS: patch54: final "nm -p" check now uses xscan and xrun like everybody

?RCS: patch54: can now grok

 linux nm output with lead __IO (ADO)

?RCS: patch54: added support for linux ELF output, using 'W' for alias (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1994/10/29  16:23:40  ram
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?RCS: patch36: now looks for shared libraries before anything else (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: added new nm output format (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/08/29  16:28:10  ram

?RCS: patch32: added I-type symbols for nm output parsing on Linux

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/06/20  07:03:24  ram

?RCS: patch30: checks are now presented by succession of if/elif

?RCS: patch30: uniformized checks for shared objects with new so symbol

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/06  15:06:33  ram

?RCS: patch23: added shared library knowledge (ADO and WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/01/24  14:12:17  ram

?RCS: patch16: can now export nm_extract as an internal-use only variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/09/13  16:09:03  ram

?RCS: patch10: added special handling for Apollo systems (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1

  1993/08/27  14:40:03  ram

?RCS: patch7: added entry for /usr/shlib/libc.so (OSF/1 machines)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:57  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libc libnames +nm_extract: echo n c rm test grep Getfile Myread \

	Oldconfig Loc sed libs incpath libpth ar runnm nm nm_opt nm_so_opt \

	contains xlibpth so osname trnl tr sort uniq _o _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libc:

?S:	This variable contains the location of the C library.

?S:.

?S:libnames:

?S:	The constructed list of library names.  Normally empty, but hint files

?S:	may set this for later perusal by Configure.

?S:.

?S:nm_extract:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the extraction command used to process

?S:	the output of nm and yield the list of defined symbols. It is used

?S:	internally by Configure.

?S:.

?T:thislib try libnames xxx xscan xrun thisname com tans file

?F:!libnames !libc.tmp !tmp.imp

?LINT:change nm_opt runnm

?INIT:libnames=''

: Figure out where the libc is located

case
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 "$runnm" in

true)

?X: indentation is wrong on purpose--RAM

: get list of predefined functions in a handy place

echo " "

case "$libc" in

'') libc=unknown

	case "$libs" in

	*-lc_s*) libc=`./loc libc_s$_a $libc $libpth`

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$libs" in

'') ;;

*)  for thislib in $libs; do

	case "$thislib" in

	-lc|-lc_s)

		: Handle C library specially below.

		;;

	-l*)

		thislib=`echo $thislib | $sed -e 's/^-l//'`

		if try=`./loc lib$thislib.$so.'*' X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc lib$thislib.$so X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc lib$thislib$_a X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc $thislib$_a X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc lib$thislib X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc $thislib X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc Slib$thislib$_a X $xlibpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		else

			try=''

		fi

		libnames="$libnames $try"

		;;

	*) libnames="$libnames $thislib"

 ;;

	esac

	done

	;;

esac

?X:

?X: Some systems (e.g. DG/UX) use "environmental" links, which make the test
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?X: -f fail. Ditto for symbolic links. So in order to reliably check the

?X: existence of a file, we use test -r. It will still fail with DG/UX links

?X: though, but at least it will detect symbolic links. At some strategic

?X: points, we make use of (test -h), using a sub-shell in case builtin test

?X: does not implement the -h check for symbolic links. This makes it

?X: possible to preset libc in a hint file for instance and have it show up

?X: as-is in the question.

?X:

xxx=normal

case "$libc" in

unknown)

?X:

?X: The sed below transforms .so.9 .so.12 into something like .so.0009 .so.0012,

?X: then sorts on it to allow keeping .so.12 instead of .so.9 as the latest

?X: up-to-date library. The initial filename (before sed munging, saved in hold

?X: space via 'h') is appended via 'G' before sorting, then the leading munged

?X: part is removed after sorting. Nice efficient work

 from Tye McQueen.

?X: The initial blurfl is here to prevent the trailing pipe from producing an

?X: empty string, causing Configure to output all its set variables!

?X:

	set /lib/libc.$so

	for xxx in $libpth; do

		$test -r $1 || set $xxx/libc.$so

		: The messy sed command sorts on library version numbers.

		$test -r $1 || \

			set `echo blurfl; echo $xxx/libc.$so.[0-9]* | \

			tr ' ' $trnl | egrep -v '\.[A-Za-z]*$' | $sed -e '

				h

				s/[0-9][0-9]*/0000&/g

				s/0*\([0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]\)/\1/g

				G

				s/\n/ /' | \

			 $sort | $sed -e 's/^.* //'`

		eval set \$$#

	done

	$test -r $1 || set /usr/ccs/lib/libc.$so

	$test -r $1 || set /lib/libsys_s$_a

	;;

*)

?X: ensure the test below for the (shared) C library will fail

	set blurfl

	;;

esac

if $test -r "$1"; then

	echo "Your (shared) C library seems to be in $1."

	libc="$1"

elif $test -r /lib/libc && $test -r /lib/clib; then
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?X:

?X: Apollo has its C library in /lib/clib AND /lib/libc

?X: not to mention its math library in /lib/syslib...

?X:

	echo

 "Your C library seems to be in both /lib/clib and /lib/libc."

	xxx=apollo

	libc='/lib/clib /lib/libc'

	if $test -r /lib/syslib; then

		echo "(Your math library is in /lib/syslib.)"

?X: Put syslib in libc -- not quite right, but won't hurt

		libc="$libc /lib/syslib"

	fi

elif $test -r "$libc" || (test -h "$libc") >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Your C library seems to be in $libc, as you said before."

?X: For mips, and...

elif $test -r $incpath/usr/lib/libc$_a; then

	libc=$incpath/usr/lib/libc$_a;

	echo "Your C library seems to be in $libc.  That's fine."

elif $test -r /lib/libc$_a; then

	libc=/lib/libc$_a;

	echo "Your C library seems to be in $libc.  You're normal."

else

	if tans=`./loc libc$_a blurfl/dyick $libpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	elif tans=`./loc libc blurfl/dyick $libpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		libnames="$libnames "`./loc clib blurfl/dyick $libpth`

	elif tans=`./loc clib blurfl/dyick $libpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	elif tans=`./loc Slibc$_a blurfl/dyick

 $xlibpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	elif tans=`./loc Mlibc$_a blurfl/dyick $xlibpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	else

		tans=`./loc Llibc$_a blurfl/dyick $xlibpth`

	fi

	if $test -r "$tans"; then

		echo "Your C library seems to be in $tans, of all places."

		libc=$tans

	else

		libc='blurfl'

	fi

fi

if $test $xxx = apollo -o -r "$libc" || (test -h "$libc") >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	dflt="$libc"

	cat <<EOM
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If the guess above is wrong (which it might be if you're using a strange

compiler, or your machine supports multiple models), you can override it here.

 

EOM

else

	dflt=''

	echo $libpth | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq > libpath

	cat >&4 <<EOM

I can't seem to find your C library.  I've looked in the following places:

 

EOM

	$sed 's/^/	/' libpath

	cat <<EOM

 

None of these seems to contain your C library. I need to get its name...

 

EOM

fi

fn=f

rp='Where is your C library?'

. ./getfile

libc="$ans"

 

echo " "

echo $libc $libnames | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq > libnames

set X `cat libnames`

shift

xxx=files

case

 $# in 1) xxx=file; esac

echo "Extracting names from the following $xxx for later perusal:" >&4

echo " "

$sed 's/^/	/' libnames >&4

echo " "

$echo $n "This may take a while...$c" >&4

 

?X:

?X: Linux may need the special Dynamic option to nm for shared libraries.

?X: In general, this is stored in the nm_so_opt variable.

?X: Unfortunately, that option may be fatal on non-shared libraries.

?X:

for file in $*; do

	case $file in

	*$so*) $nm $nm_so_opt $nm_opt $file 2>/dev/null;;

	*) $nm $nm_opt $file 2>/dev/null;;

	esac

done >libc.tmp
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$echo $n ".$c"

?X:

?X: To accelerate processing, we look at the correct 'sed' command

?X:	by using a small subset of libc.tmp, i.e. fprintf function.

?X: When we know which sed command to use, do the name extraction

?X:

$grep fprintf libc.tmp > libc.ptf

?X:

?X: In order to enhance readability and save some space, we define

?X:	some variables that will be "eval"ed.

?X:

xscan='eval "<libc.ptf $com >libc.list"; $echo $n ".$c" >&4'

xrun='eval

 "<libc.tmp $com >libc.list"; echo "done." >&4'

?X: BSD-like output, I and W types added for Linux

?X: Some versions of Linux include a leading __IO in the symbol name.

?X: HPUX10 reportedly has trailing spaces, though I'm surprised it has

?X: BSD-like output.  (AD).

xxx='[ADTSIW]'

if com="$sed -n -e 's/__IO//' -e 's/^.* $xxx  *_[_.]*//p' -e 's/^.* $xxx  *//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: SYSV-like output

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^__*//' -e 's/^\([a-zA-Z_0-9$]*\).*xtern.*/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e '/|UNDEF/d' -e '/FUNC..GL/s/^.*|__*//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.* D __*//p' -e 's/^.* D //p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^_//' -e 's/^\([a-zA-Z_0-9]*\).*xtern.*text.*/\1/p'";\

	eval

 $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.*|FUNC |GLOB .*|//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$grep '|' | $sed -n -e '/|COMMON/d' -e '/|DATA/d' \

				-e '/ file/d' -e 's/^\([^ 	]*\).*/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\
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	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.*|FUNC |GLOB .*|//p' -e 's/^.*|FUNC |WEAK .*|//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: mips nm output (sysV)

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^__//' -e '/|Undef/d' -e '/|Proc/s/ .*//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.*|Proc .*|Text *| *//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e '/Def. Text/s/.* \([^ ]*\)\$/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null

 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: OS/2 nm output

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^[-0-9a-f ]*_\(.*\)=.*/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/.*\.text n\ \ \ \.//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: AIX nm output

elif com="sed -n -e 's/^__.*//' -e 's/[       ]*D[    ]*[0-9]*.*//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

else

	$nm -p $* 2>/dev/null >libc.tmp

	$grep fprintf libc.tmp > libc.ptf

	if com="$sed -n -e 's/^.* [ADTSIW]  *_[_.]*//p' -e 's/^.* [ADTSIW] //p'";\

		eval $xscan; $contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		nm_opt='-p'

		eval $xrun

	else

		echo " "

		echo "$nm didn't seem to work right. Trying $ar instead..." >&4

		com=''

		if $ar t $libc > libc.tmp && \

			$contains '^fprintf$' libc.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1
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		then

			for thisname in $libnames $libc; do

				$ar t $thisname >>libc.tmp

			done

			$sed

 -e "s/\\$_o\$//" < libc.tmp > libc.list

			echo "Ok." >&4

		elif test "X$osname" = "Xos2" && $ar tv $libc > libc.tmp; then

?X: Repeat libc to extract forwarders to DLL entries too

			for thisname in $libnames $libc; do

				$ar tv $thisname >>libc.tmp

?X: Revision 50 of EMX has bug in ar: it will not extract forwarders

?X: to DLL entries.  Use emximp which will extract exactly them.

				emximp -o tmp.imp $thisname \

				    2>/dev/null && \

				    $sed -e 's/^\([_a-zA-Z0-9]*\) .*$/\1/p' \

				    < tmp.imp >>libc.tmp

				$rm -f tmp.imp

			done

			$sed -e "s/\\$_o\$//" -e 's/^ \+//' < libc.tmp > libc.list

			echo "Ok." >&4

		else

			echo "$ar didn't seem to work right." >&4

			echo "Maybe this is a Cray...trying bld instead..." >&4

			if

				bld t $libc | \

					$sed -e 's/.*\///' -e "s/\\$_o:.*\$//" > libc.list &&

				$test -s libc.list

			then

				for thisname in $libnames; do

					bld t $libnames | \

					$sed -e 's/.*\///' -e "s/\\$_o:.*\$//" >>libc.list

					$ar t $thisname >>libc.tmp

				done

				echo

 "Ok." >&4

			else

				echo "That didn't work either." >&4

				echo "No problem, I'll be compiling test programs then..." >&4

				runnm=false

			fi

		fi

	fi

fi

nm_extract="$com"

if $test -f /lib/syscalls.exp; then

	echo " "

	echo "Also extracting names from /lib/syscalls.exp for good ole AIX..." >&4
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	$sed -n 's/^\([^ 	]*\)[ 	]*syscall[0-9]*[ 	]*$/\1/p' \

		/lib/syscalls.exp >>libc.list

fi

?X: remember, indentation is wrong on purpose--RAM

;;

esac

$rm -f libnames libpath

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fseeko: Inlibc longsize

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fseeko:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FSEEKO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fseeko() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FSEEKO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fseeko routine is

?C:	available to fseek beyond 32 bits (useful for ILP32 hosts).

?C:.

?H:#$d_fseeko HAS_FSEEKO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fseeko

: see if fseeko exists

set fseeko d_fseeko

eval $inlibc

case "$longsize" in

8) echo "(Your long is 64 bits, so you could use fseek.)" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fseeko.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: nblock_io.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:17:14  ram

?RCS: patch61: simplify here document for shells that can't handle them well

?RCS: patch61: force use of "startsh" at the head of the generated script

?RCS: patch61: added new files to the ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/07/25  14:13:22  ram

?RCS: patch56: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Simplify here document for shells that can't handle them well.

?X: (Problem reported on FreeBSD; it's unclear if this helps.)  --AD

?X:

?MAKE:o_nonblock

 eagain rd_nodata d_eofnblk: cat rm_try +cc +ccflags +ldflags \

	d_open3 h_sysfile h_fcntl signal_t hint Oldconfig Setvar startsh Warn

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:o_nonblock:

?S:	This variable bears the symbol value to be used during open() or fcntl()

?S:	to turn on non-blocking I/O for a file descriptor. If you wish to switch

?S:	between blocking and non-blocking, you may try ioctl(FIOSNBIO) instead,

?S:	but that is only supported by some devices.

?S:.

?S:eagain:

?S:	This variable bears the symbolic errno code set by read() when no

?S:	data is present on the file and non-blocking I/O was enabled (otherwise,

?S:	read() blocks naturally).

?S:.

?S:rd_nodata:

?S:	This variable holds the return code from read() when no data is

?S:	present. It should be -1, but some systems return 0 when O_NDELAY is

?S:	used, which is a shame because you cannot make the difference between

?S:	no data and an EOF.. Sigh!

?S:.

?S:d_eofnblk:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines EOF_NONBLOCK

 if EOF can be seen

?S:	when reading from a non-blocking I/O source.

?S:.

?C:VAL_O_NONBLOCK:

?C:	This symbol is to be used during open() or fcntl(F_SETFL) to turn on
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?C:	non-blocking I/O for the file descriptor. Note that there is no way

?C:	back, i.e. you cannot turn it blocking again this way. If you wish to

?C:	alternatively switch between blocking and non-blocking, use the

?C:	ioctl(FIOSNBIO) call instead, but that is not supported by all devices.

?C:.

?C:VAL_EAGAIN:

?C:	This symbol holds the errno error code set by read() when no data was

?C:	present on the non-blocking file descriptor.

?C:.

?C:RD_NODATA:

?C:	This symbol holds the return code from read() when no data is present

?C:	on the non-blocking file descriptor. Be careful! If EOF_NONBLOCK is

?C:	not defined, then you can't distinguish between no data and EOF by

?C:	issuing a read(). You'll have to find another way to tell for sure!

?C:.

?C:EOF_NONBLOCK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that a read() on

?C:	a

 non-blocking file descriptor will return 0 on EOF, and not the value

?C:	held in RD_NODATA (-1 usually, in that case!).

?C:.

?H:#define VAL_O_NONBLOCK $o_nonblock

?H:#define VAL_EAGAIN $eagain

?H:#define RD_NODATA $rd_nodata

?H:#$d_eofnblk EOF_NONBLOCK

?H:.

?F:!try !try.out !try.ret !try.err !mtry

?T:status

?LINT:use d_open3

: check for non-blocking I/O stuff

case "$h_sysfile" in

true) echo "#include <sys/file.h>" > head.c;;

*)

	case "$h_fcntl" in

	true) echo "#include <fcntl.h>" > head.c;;

	*) echo "#include <sys/fcntl.h>" > head.c;;

	esac

	;;

esac

echo " "

echo "Figuring out the flag used by open() for non-blocking I/O..." >&4

case "$o_nonblock" in

'')

	$cat head.c > try.c

	$cat >>try.c <<'EOCP'

int main() {

#ifdef O_NONBLOCK

	printf("O_NONBLOCK\n");
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	exit(0);

#endif

#ifdef O_NDELAY

	printf("O_NDELAY\n");

	exit(0);

#endif

?X: Stevens "Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment" page 364 mentions

?X: the FNDELAY symbol, used in 4.33BSD (source: Paul Marquess).

#ifdef FNDELAY

	printf("FNDELAY\n");

	exit(0);

#endif

	exit(0);

}

EOCP

	if

 $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o try try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		o_nonblock=`./try`

		case "$o_nonblock" in

		'') echo "I can't figure it out, assuming O_NONBLOCK will do.";;

		*) echo "Seems like we can use $o_nonblock.";;

		esac

	else

		echo "(I can't compile the test program; pray O_NONBLOCK is right!)"

	fi

	;;

*) echo "Using $hint value $o_nonblock.";;

esac

$rm_try

 

echo " "

echo "Let's see what value errno gets from read() on a $o_nonblock file..." >&4

case "$eagain" in

'')

	$cat head.c > try.c

	$cat >>try.c <<EOCP

#include <errno.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#define MY_O_NONBLOCK $o_nonblock

extern int errno;

$signal_t blech(x) int x; { exit(3); }

EOCP

	$cat >> try.c <<'EOCP'

int main()

{

	int pd[2];

	int pu[2];
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	char buf[1];

	char string[100];

 

	pipe(pd);	/* Down: child -> parent */

	pipe(pu);	/* Up: parent -> child */

	if (0 != fork()) {

		int ret;

		close(pd[1]);	/* Parent reads from pd[0] */

		close(pu[0]);	/*

 Parent writes (blocking) to pu[1] */

		if (-1 == fcntl(pd[0], F_SETFL, MY_O_NONBLOCK))

			exit(1);

		signal(SIGALRM, blech);

		alarm(5);

		if ((ret = read(pd[0], buf, 1)) > 0)	/* Nothing to read! */

			exit(2);

		sprintf(string, "%d\n", ret);

		write(2, string, strlen(string));

		alarm(0);

#ifdef EAGAIN

		if (errno == EAGAIN) {

			printf("EAGAIN\n");

			goto ok;

		}

#endif

#ifdef EWOULDBLOCK

		if (errno == EWOULDBLOCK)

			printf("EWOULDBLOCK\n");

#endif

	ok:

		write(pu[1], buf, 1);	/* Unblocks child, tell it to close our pipe */

		sleep(2);				/* Give it time to close our pipe */

		alarm(5);

		ret = read(pd[0], buf, 1);	/* Should read EOF */

		alarm(0);

		sprintf(string, "%d\n", ret);

		write(3, string, strlen(string));

		exit(0);

	}

 

	close(pd[0]);			/* We write to pd[1] */

	close(pu[1]);			/* We read from pu[0] */

	read(pu[0], buf, 1);	/* Wait for parent to signal us we may continue */

	close(pd[1]);			/* Pipe pd is now fully closed! */

	exit(0);				/* Bye bye, thank you for playing!

 */

}

EOCP
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	if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o try try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

?X: Use script to avoid the possible 'alarm call' message

		echo "$startsh" >mtry

		echo "./try >try.out 2>try.ret 3>try.err || exit 4" >>mtry

		chmod +x mtry

		./mtry >/dev/null 2>&1

		case $? in

		0) eagain=`$cat try.out`;;

		1) echo "Could not perform non-blocking setting!";;

		2) echo "I did a successful read() for something that was not there!";;

		3) echo "Hmm... non-blocking I/O does not seem to be working!";;

		*) echo "Something terribly wrong happened during testing.";;

		esac

		rd_nodata=`$cat try.ret`

		echo "A read() system call with no data present returns $rd_nodata."

		case "$rd_nodata" in

		0|-1) ;;

		*)

			echo "(That's peculiar, fixing that to be -1.)"

			rd_nodata=-1

			;;

		esac

		case "$eagain" in

		'')

			echo "Forcing errno EAGAIN on read() with no data available."

			eagain=EAGAIN

			;;

		*)

			echo "Your read() sets errno to $eagain when no data is available."

			;;

		esac

		status=`$cat

 try.err`

		case "$status" in

		0) echo "And it correctly returns 0 to signal EOF.";;

		-1) echo "But it also returns -1 to signal EOF, so be careful!";;

		*) echo "However, your read() returns '$status' on EOF??";;

		esac

		val="$define"

		if test "$status" = "$rd_nodata"; then

			./warn "your read() can't distinguish between EOF and no data!"

			val="$undef"

		fi

	else

		echo "I can't compile the test program--assuming errno EAGAIN will do."

		eagain=EAGAIN

	fi

	set d_eofnblk
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	eval $setvar

	;;

*)

	echo "Using $hint value $eagain."

	echo "Your read() returns $rd_nodata when no data is present."

	case "$d_eofnblk" in

	"$define") echo "And you can see EOF because read() returns 0.";;

	"$undef") echo "But you can't see EOF status from read() returned value.";;

	*)

?X: Should not happen, but if it does, assume the worst!

		echo "(Assuming you can't see EOF status from read anyway.)"

		d_eofnblk=$undef

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

$rm_try head.c mtry

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/nblock_io.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Loc.U 14 2006-08-28 16:51:14Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Loc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.10  1997/02/28  15:04:16  ram

?RCS: patch61: allow users to specify paths on the command line

?RCS: patch61: will now substitute cp for ln if not supported

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1995/09/25  09:11:24  ram

?RCS: patch59: commented the purpose of the #un-def directive

?RCS: patch59: abort Configure run when mandatory command is missing

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/07/25  13:40:40  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about

 OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/01/11  15:13:37  ram

?RCS: patch45: protected "sh -c" within backquotes for Linux and SGI
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?RCS: patch45: added path lookup for the 'comm' program

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/10/29  15:56:14  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: be careful and guard against wildcard searching (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/06/20  06:54:55  ram

?RCS: patch30: now locates find

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/13  15:18:15  ram

?RCS: patch27: added byacc to the trylist (ADO)

?RCS: patch27: lint lines reformatted (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/01/24  14:01:44  ram

?RCS: patch16: added metalint hint on changed PATH variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/12/15  08:16:52  ram

?RCS: patch15: now set _test variable when test is built-in

?RCS: patch15: fixed rare cases where echo is not needed

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:47:13  ram

?RCS: patch10: test program not always

 in /bin/test (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:05  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script "loc" which can be used to find out

?X: where in a list of directories something is.  It then uses loc to

?X: determine the location of commonly used programs.  It leaves loc sitting

?X: around for other Configure units to use, but arranges for its demise

?X: at the end of Configure.

?X:

?X: To add a new program to find, add it both to the ?MAKE: line and to either

?X: the loclist or trylist variable.

?X:

?X: I put startsh at the end of the dependency list, in order to avoid the

?X: loading of the spitshell unit before the instructions.

?X:

?MAKE:Loc awk ar bash bison byacc cat chgrp chmod chown \

	comm compress cp cpio cpp csh date echo egrep emacs expr find flex \

	gmake gzip grep inews ksh less line lint ln lp lpr ls mail mailx \

	make mkdir more mv nm nroff perl pg pmake pr rm rmail sed sendmail \

	shar sleep smail sort

 submit tail tar tbl tee test touch tr troff \

	uname uniq uuname vi zcat zip: eunicefix n c startsh Instruct sysroot

?MAKE:	-pick weed $@ %<
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?LINT:describe awk ar bash bison byacc cat chgrp chmod chown \

	comm compress cp cpio cpp csh date echo egrep emacs expr find flex \

	gmake gzip grep inews ksh less line lint ln lp lpr ls mail mailx \

	make mkdir more mv nm nroff perl pg pmake pr rm rmail sed sendmail \

	shar sleep smail sort submit tail tar tbl tee test touch tr troff \

	uname uniq uuname vi zcat zip

?V::pth loclist trylist

?F:./loc test_h

?T:thisthing thing xxx dir file say _test DJGPP

?LINT:change PATH _egrep _ln _make _less

?LINT:extern _exe

: find out where common programs are

echo " "

echo "Locating common programs..." >&4

cat <<EOSC >loc

$startsh

case \$# in

0) exit 1;;

esac

thing=\$1

shift

dflt=\$1

shift

for dir in \$*; do

	case "\$thing" in

	.)

	if test -d \$dir/\$thing; then

		echo \$dir

		exit 0

	fi

	;;

	*)

?X:	Be careful in case thing includes wildcards that might expand

 to multiple

?X:	files.  Choose the last one.  This happens when searching for shared

?X:	libraries with version numbers.  How to choose which one we want is

?X:	probably an insoluble problem, in general.

?X:	Some folks leave things like libc.so.orig around w/o read

?X:	permission.  A -r test would handle that, but since ./loc is

?X:	also used to find executables (which are installed w/o read

?X:	permission on SCO ODT 3.0, we can't include the -r test.

?X: If you need to use an _exe that is different from .exe

?X: you need to set it in Head.U.

	for thisthing in \$dir/\$thing; do

		: just loop through to pick last item

	done

	if test -f \$thisthing; then

		echo \$thisthing
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		exit 0

	elif test "X$_exe" != X -a -f \$thisthing$_exe; then

		echo \$thisthing

		exit 0

	elif test -f \$dir/\$thing.exe; then

		if test -n "$DJGPP"; then

			echo \$dir/\$thing.exe

		elif test "$eunicefix" != ":"; then

			: on Eunice apparently

			echo \$dir/\$thing

		fi

		exit 0

	fi

	;;

	esac

done

echo \$dflt

exit

 1

EOSC

chmod +x loc

$eunicefix loc

loclist="

?awk:awk

?cat:cat

?chgrp:chgrp

?chmod:chmod

?chown:chown

?comm:comm

?cp:cp

?echo:echo

?expr:expr

?find:find

?grep:grep

?ls:ls

?mkdir:mkdir

?mv:mv

?rm:rm

?sed:sed

?sleep:sleep

?sort:sort

?tail:tail

?touch:touch

?tr:tr

?uniq:uniq

"

trylist="

?Mcc:Mcc
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?ar:ar

?bash:bash

?bison:bison

?byacc:byacc

?compress:compress

?cpio:cpio

?cpp:cpp

?csh:csh

?date:date

?egrep:egrep

?emacs:emacs

?flex:flex

?gmake:gmake

?gzip:gzip

?inews:inews

?ksh:ksh

?less:less

?line:line

?lint:lint

?ln:ln

?lp:lp

?lpr:lpr

?mail:mail

?mailx:mailx

?make:make

?more:more

?nm:nm

?nroff:nroff

?perl:perl

?pg:pg

?pmake:pmake

?pr:pr

?rmail:rmail

?sendmail:sendmail

?shar:shar

?smail:smail

?submit:submit

?tar:tar

?tbl:tbl

?tee:tee

?test:test

?troff:troff

?uname:uname

?uuname:uuname

?vi:vi

?zcat:zcat

?zip:zip

"
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?LINT:set awk ar bash bison byacc cat chgrp chmod chown \

	comm compress cp cpio cpp csh date echo emacs expr find flex \

	gmake gzip grep inews ksh line lint lp lpr ls mail mailx

 \

	mkdir more mv nm nroff perl pg pmake pr rm rmail sed sendmail \

	shar sleep smail sort submit tail tar tbl tee touch tr troff \

	uname uniq uuname vi zcat zip

pth=`echo $PATH | sed -e "s/$p_/ /g"`

pth="$pth $sysroot/lib $sysroot/usr/lib"

for file in $loclist; do

?X:

?X: Allow them to -Dmake=pmake on the command line for instance...

?X: If the file is not fully qualified, as in -Dmake=pmake, then we

?X: look the for the specified command (pmake here). If they say

?X: -Dmake=/sbin/make for instance, then we make sure the file

?X: exists, or we die...

?X:

	eval xxx=\$$file

	case "$xxx" in

	/*|?:[\\/]*)

		if test -f "$xxx"; then

			: ok

		else

			echo "WARNING: no $xxx -- ignoring your setting for $file." >&4

			xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`

		fi

		;;

	'') xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`;;

	*) xxx=`./loc $xxx $xxx $pth`;;

	esac

	eval $file=$xxx$_exe

	eval _$file=$xxx

	case "$xxx" in

	/*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

?X: Under OS/2, we have PC-like paths

	?:[\\/]*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

	*)

		echo

 "I don't know where '$file' is, and my life depends on it." >&4

		echo "Go find a public domain implementation or fix your PATH setting!" >&4

		exit 1

		;;

	esac

done
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echo " "

echo "Don't worry if any of the following aren't found..."

say=offhand

for file in $trylist; do

?X: Allow them to -Dmake=pmake on the command line for instance (see above)

	eval xxx=\$$file

	case "$xxx" in

	/*|?:[\\/]*)

		if test -f "$xxx"; then

			: ok

		else

			echo "WARNING: no $xxx -- ignoring your setting for $file." >&4

			xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`

		fi

		;;

	'') xxx=`./loc $file $file $pth`;;

	*) xxx=`./loc $xxx $xxx $pth`;;

	esac

	eval $file=$xxx$_exe

	eval _$file=$xxx

	case "$xxx" in

	/*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

?X: Under OS/2, we have PC-like paths

	?:[\\/]*)

		echo $file is in $xxx.

		;;

	*)

		echo "I don't see $file out there, $say."

		say=either

		;;

	esac

done

case "$egrep" in

egrep)

	echo "Substituting grep for egrep."

	egrep=$grep

	_egrep=$grep

	;;

esac

@if less

case "$less"

 in

'')	;;

*)	if $less -R </dev/null >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	       echo "Substituting less -R for less."

	       less="$less -R"
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	       _less=$less

	fi

	;;

esac

@end

@if ln

case "$ln" in

ln)

	echo "Substituting cp for ln."

	ln=$cp

	_ln=$cp

	;;

esac

@end

@if make || gmake

case "$make" in

make)

	case "$gmake" in

	gmake)

	echo "I can't find make or gmake, and my life depends on it." >&4

	echo "Go find a public domain implementation or fix your PATH setting!" >&4

	exit 1

	;;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$gmake" in

gmake)	;;

*)	# We can't have osname yet.

	if test -f "/system/gnu_library/bin/ar.pm"; then # Stratus VOS

		# Assume that gmake, if found, is definitely GNU make

		# and prefer it over the system make.

		echo "Substituting gmake for make."

		make=$gmake

		_make=$gmake

	fi

	;;

esac

@end

case "$test" in

test)

	echo "Hopefully test is built into your sh."

	;;

*)

	if `sh -c "PATH= test true" >/dev/null 2>&1`; then

		echo "Using the test built into your sh."

?X:

?X: We need to set both test
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 and _test, since Oldconfig.U will use the _test

?X: value to systematically restore computed paths, which may be wrong if

?X: we choose to load an old config.sh generated on another platform.

?X:

		test=test

		_test=test

	fi

	;;

esac

?LINT:change n c

case "$echo" in

echo)

	echo "Hopefully echo is built into your sh."

	;;

?X: For those rare cases where we don't need $echo...

'') ;;

*)

	echo " "

echo "Checking compatibility between $echo and builtin echo (if any)..." >&4

	$echo $n "hi there$c" >foo1

	echo $n "hi there$c" >foo2

	if cmp foo1 foo2 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "They are compatible.  In fact, they may be identical."

	else

		case "$n" in

		'-n') n='' c='\c';;

		*) n='-n' c='';;

		esac

		cat <<FOO

They are not compatible!  You are probably running ksh on a non-USG system.

I'll have to use $echo instead of the builtin, since Bourne shell doesn't

have echo built in and we may have to run some Bourne shell scripts.  That

means I'll have to use '$n$c' to suppress newlines now.

  Life is ridiculous.

 

FOO

		$echo $n "The star should be here-->$c"

		$echo "*"

	fi

	$rm -f foo1 foo2

	;;

esac

 

?X: The next part is irrelevant to the real process

# This question was auctioned at YAPC::Europe-2007 in Vienna

# I never promised you could answer it. I only auctioned the question.

cat <<FOO

The following message is sponsored by
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 Dresden.pm<--The stars should be here.

 

Dear Perl user, system administrator or package

maintainer, the Perl community sends greetings to

you. Do you (emblematical) greet back [Y/n]? n

 

FOO

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Loc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:run to from targetarch targetdir targetmkdir targethost targetport \

	usecrosscompile hostperl hostgenerate hostosname targetenv: \

	    src test rm echo sed mkdir cp chmod make touch

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usecrosscompile:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_CROSS_COMPILE symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl has been cross-compiled.

?S:.

?S:run:

?S:	This variable contains the command used by Configure

?S:	to copy and execute a cross-compiled executable in the

?S:	target host.  Useful and available only during Perl build.

?S:	Empty string '' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:from:

?S:	This variable contains the command used by Configure

?S:	to copy files from the target host.  Useful

 and available

?S:	only during Perl build.

?S:	The string ':' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:to:

?S:	This variable contains the command used by Configure

?S:	to copy to from the target host.  Useful and available

?S:	only during Perl build.

?S:	The string ':' if not cross-compiling.
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?S:.

?S:targetarch:

?S:	If cross-compiling, this variable contains the target architecture.

?S:	If not, this will be empty.

?S:.

?S:targetdir:

?S:	This variable contains a path that will be created on the target

?S:	host using targetmkdir, and then used to copy the cross-compiled

?S:	executables to. Defaults to '/tmp' if not set.

?S:.

?S:targetmkdir:

?S:	This variable contains the command used by Configure to create a

?S:	new directory on the target host.

?S:.

?S:targethost:

?S:	This variable contains the name of a separate host machine that

?S:	can be used to run compiled test programs and perl tests on.

?S:	Set to empty string if not in use.

?S:.

?S:targetport:

?S:	This variable contains the number

 of a network port to be used to

?S:	connect to the host in targethost, if unset defaults to 22 for ssh.

?S:.

?S:hostperl:

?S:	This variable contains the path to a miniperl binary that can be

?S:	run on the host OS when cross-compiling.  Useful and available only

?S:	during Perl build.

?S:	Empty string '' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:hostgenerate:

?S:	This variable contains the path to a generate_uudmap binary that

?S:	can be run on the host OS when cross-compiling.  Useful and

?S:	available only during Perl build.

?S:	Empty string '' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:hostosname:

?S:	This variable contains the original value of '$^O' for hostperl

?S:	when cross-compiling.  This is useful to pick the proper tools

?S:	when running build code in the host.

?S:	Empty string '' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:targetenv:

?S:	If cross-compiling, this variable can be used to modify the

?S:	environment on the target system.

?S:	However, how and where it's used, and even if it's used at all, is

?S:	entirely
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 dependent on both the transport mechanism (targetrun) and

?S:	what the target system is.  Unless the relevant documentation says

?S:	otherwise, it is genereally not useful.

?S:.

?C:USE_CROSS_COMPILE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl is being cross-compiled.

?C:.

?C:PERL_TARGETARCH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the target architecture

?C:	Perl has been cross-compiled to.  Undefined if not a cross-compile.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_CROSS_COMPILE

?H:?%<:#$usecrosscompile	USE_CROSS_COMPILE	/**/

?H:?%<:#define	PERL_TARGETARCH	"$targetarch"	/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?D:targetenv=''

?D:targethost=''

?D:targetmkdir=''

?T:croak pwd exe f q cwd file xxx env

?LINT:extern usecrosscompile

?LINT:extern cc

?LINT:extern usrinc

?LINT:change ar

?LINT:change nm

?LINT:change ranlib

?LINT:change src

?LINT:extern targetenv

?LINT:extern targetport

?LINT:extern targetdir

?LINT:extern targetuser

?LINT:change targetuser

?LINT:extern targetrun

?LINT:extern targetfrom

?LINT:extern

 targetto

?LINT:change targetrun

?LINT:change targetfrom

?LINT:change targetto

?LINT:extern incpth

?LINT:extern libpth

?LINT:extern locincpth

?LINT:extern loclibpth

?LINT:change locincpth

?LINT:change loclibpth

?LINT:extern hostperl

?LINT:extern hostgenerate

?LINT:extern before_host
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?LINT:change before_host

?LINT:extern hostosname

?LINT:extern multiarch

: Check for Cross-Compilation

?X: targethost and targetenv mainly set to allow ?S: documentation

?X:otherwise it could have been declared extern

if $test "X$targethost" = "X"; then

   targethost=""

fi

if $test "X$targetenv" = "X"; then

   targetenv=""

fi

case "$usecrosscompile" in

$define|true|[yY]*)

	$echo "Cross-compiling..."

	croak=''

	case "$cc" in

	*-gcc*|*-g++*) # A cross-compiling gcc, probably.

	    # arm-linux-androideabi-gcc  -> arm-linux-androideabi

	    # x86_64-w64-mingw32-gcc.exe -> x86_64-w64-mingw32

	    targetarch=`$echo $cc|$sed 's/-g[c\+][c\+].*$//'`

	    ar=`$echo $cc|$sed 's/-g[c\+][c\+]/-ar/'`

	    # leave out ld,

 choosing it is more complex

	    nm=`$echo $cc|$sed 's/-g[c\+][c\+]/-nm/'`

	    ranlib=`$echo $cc|$sed 's/-g[c\+][c\+]/-ranlib/'`

	    # We are in a weird spot. Just before us, some values

	    # were 'saved', to be restored after the hints are

	    # run.  This means that the changes we made to ar,

	    # nm and ranlib will get reverted.

	    # To avoid that, we hijack the saving mechanism and

	    # have it save our new values.

	    for file in ar nm ranlib; do

		eval xxx=\$$file

		eval $file=$xxx$_exe

		eval _$file=$xxx

	    done

	;;

	esac

	case "$targetarch" in

	'') echo "Targetarch not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

	*)  echo "Using targetarch $targetarch." >&4 ;;

	esac

	case "$targethost" in

	'') echo "Targethost not defined." >&4; croak=n ;;

	*)  echo "Using targethost $targethost." >&4

	esac

	locincpth=' '
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	loclibpth=' '

	case "$croak" in

	y) echo "Cannot continue, aborting." >&4; exit 1 ;;

	esac

   : compile a host miniperl and generate_uudmap, unless we got passed them

   if

 $test "X$hostperl" = X; then

     echo "Building host miniperl and generate_uudmap binaries" >&4

     before_host=`pwd`

     cd ..

     cd $src

     src=`pwd`

     rm -rf $src/host

     mkdir $src/host

     cd $src/host

     $src/Configure -des -Dusedevel -Dmksymlinks

     $make miniperl

     case "$hostgenerate" in

     '') $make generate_uudmap

         hostgenerate=$src/host/generate_uudmap

         ;;

      "$undef") hostgenerate=''

         ;;

     esac

     hostperl=$src/host/miniperl

     cd $before_host

   fi

   hostosname=`$hostperl -le 'print $^O'`

   ;;

*)

   usecrosscompile="$undef"

   ;;

esac

 

: Define -Dtargethost=somecomputer to run compiled tests on another machine

case "$targethost" in

   '') echo "Checking for cross-compile" >&4

   case "$usecrosscompile$multiarch" in

      *$define*) echo "Skipping the try tests in the rest of Configure as no targethost was defined when cross-

compiling" >&4

        if [ -f Makefile ]; then

          echo

 " "

          echo "Now you must ensure config.sh, config.h and the generated headers exist and run a $make."

        else

          echo "Configure done."

        fi

      exit 0
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      ;;

    *) echo "No targethost for running compiler tests against defined, running locally" >&4

       run=''

       to=:

       from=:

       ;;

   esac

   ;;

   *) echo "Using targethost $targethost." >&4

	case "$src" in

	/*) run=$src/Cross/run

	    targetmkdir=$src/Cross/mkdir

	    to=$src/Cross/to

	    from=$src/Cross/from

	    ;;

	*)  pwd=`$test -f ../Configure & cd ..; pwd`

	    run=$pwd/Cross/run

	    targetmkdir=$pwd/Cross/mkdir

	    to=$pwd/Cross/to

	    from=$pwd/Cross/from

	    ;;

	esac

	case "$targetrun" in

	'') targetrun=ssh ;;

	esac

	case "$targetto" in

	'') targetto=scp ;;

	esac

	case "$targetfrom" in

	'') targetfrom=scp ;;

	esac

	run=$run-$targetrun

	to=$to-$targetto

	from=$from-$targetfrom

	case "$targetdir" in

	'')  targetdir=/tmp

	     echo "Guessing targetdir $targetdir."

 >&4

	     ;;

	esac

	case "$targetuser" in

	'')  targetuser=root

	     echo "Guessing targetuser $targetuser." >&4

	     ;;

	esac

	case "$targetport" in

	'')  targetport=22

	     echo "Guessing targetport $targetport." >&4
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	     ;;

	esac

	case "$targetfrom" in

	scp)	q=-q ;;

	*)	q='' ;;

	esac

	case "$targetrun" in

	ssh|rsh)

	    cat >$run <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

env=''

case "\$1" in

-cwd)

 shift

 cwd=\$1

 shift

 ;;

esac

case "\$1" in

-env)

 shift

 env=\$1

 shift

 ;;

esac

case "\$cwd" in

'') cwd=$targetdir ;;

esac

exe=\$1

shift

$to \$exe

$targetrun -p $targetport -l $targetuser $targethost "cd \$cwd && \$env \$exe \$@"

EOF

	    ;;

	adb)

	    $touch $run

	    ;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetrun '$targetrun'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;

	esac

	case "$targetmkdir" in

	*/Cross/mkdir)

	    cat >$targetmkdir <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

$targetrun -p $targetport -l $targetuser $targethost "mkdir -p \$@"

EOF

	    $chmod a+rx $targetmkdir
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	    ;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetmkdir '$targetmkdir'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;

	esac

	case

 "$targetto" in

	scp|rcp)

	    cat >$to <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for f in \$@

do

 case "\$f" in

 /*)

   $targetmkdir \`dirname \$f\`

   $targetto -P $targetport -r $q \$f $targetuser@$targethost:\$f           2>/dev/null  || exit 1

   ;;

 *)

   $targetmkdir $targetdir/\`dirname \$f\`

   $targetto -P $targetport -r $q \$f $targetuser@$targethost:$targetdir/\$f 2>/dev/null || exit 1

   ;;

 esac

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;

	cp) cat >$to <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for f in \$@

do

 case "\$f" in

 /*)

   $mkdir -p $targetdir/\`dirname \$f\`

   $cp \$f $targetdir/\$f || exit 1

   ;;

 *)

   $targetmkdir $targetdir/\`dirname \$f\`

   $cp \$f $targetdir/\$f || exit 1

   ;;

 esac

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetto '$targetto'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;

	esac
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	case "$targetfrom" in

	scp|rcp)

	  cat >$from <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for f in \$@

do

 $rm -f \$f

 $targetfrom -P $targetport $q $targetuser@$targethost:$targetdir/\$f . || exit 1

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;

	cp) cat >$from <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for

 f in \$@

do

 $rm -f \$f

 cp $targetdir/\$f . || exit 1

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetfrom '$targetfrom'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;

	esac

	if $test ! -f $run; then

	    echo "Target 'run' script '$run' not found." >&4

	else

	    $chmod a+rx $run

	fi

	if $test ! -f $to; then

	    echo "Target 'to' script '$to' not found." >&4

	else

	    $chmod a+rx $to

	fi

	if $test ! -f $from; then

	    echo "Target 'from' script '$from' not found." >&4

	else

	    $chmod a+rx $from

	fi

	if $test ! -f $run -o ! -f $to -o ! -f $from; then

	    exit 1

	fi

	cat >&4 <<EOF

Using '$run' for remote execution,

and '$from' and '$to'
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for remote file transfer.

EOF

	;;

*)	run=''

	to=:

	from=:

	usecrosscompile="$undef"

	targetarch=''

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/Cross.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_fenv: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_fenv:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_FENV symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <fenv.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_FENV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <fenv.h> to get the floating point environment definitions.

?C:.

?H:#$i_fenv I_FENV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_fenv

: see if this is a fenv.h system

set fenv.h i_fenv

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_fenv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sethostent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:
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?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sethostent_r sethostent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sethostent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETHOSTENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the sethostent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:sethostent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of sethostent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_sethostent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_sethostent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETHOSTENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sethostent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to sethostent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SETHOSTENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of sethostent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_sethostent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_sethostent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sethostent_r HAS_SETHOSTENT_R	/**/

?H:#define SETHOSTENT_R_PROTO $sethostent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_sethostent_r_proto

: see if sethostent_r exists

set sethostent_r d_sethostent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_sethostent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_sethostent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_sethostent_r_proto=define

		set d_sethostent_r_proto sethostent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_sethostent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$sethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int sethostent_r(int, struct hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && sethostent_r_proto=I_ID ;;
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	esac

	case "$sethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void

 sethostent_r(int, struct hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && sethostent_r_proto=V_ID ;;

	esac

	case "$sethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_sethostent_r=undef

		sethostent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling sethostent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$sethostent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) sethostent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$sethostent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "sethostent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_sethostent_r=undef

		sethostent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	sethostent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_sethostent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setlnbuf.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setlnbuf.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:11:57  ram
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?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setlinebuf: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setlinebuf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETLINEBUF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setlinebuf() routine is available

?S:	to change stderr or stdout from block-buffered or unbuffered

 to a

?S:	line-buffered mode.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETLINEBUF :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setlinebuf routine is

?C:	available to change stderr or stdout from block-buffered or unbuffered

?C:	to a line-buffered mode.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setlinebuf HAS_SETLINEBUF		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setlinebuf

: see if setlinebuf exists

set setlinebuf d_setlinebuf

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setlnbuf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libnlist.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libnlist.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:08:02  ram

?RCS: patch61: added usrinc and mips on the dependency line

?RCS: patch61: make sure we call ./mips

?RCS: patch61: added a ?LINT: hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:00  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libnlist: Loc libpth Guess usrinc _a
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libnlist (libmld):

?S:	This variable contains the name of the library required to

 get the

?S:	definition of the nlist() function.  On a MIPS RISC/OS box, it is -lmld.

?S:	Under Sys Vr4, it is -lelf.  Otherwise, its value is empty.

?S:.

?T:xxx

?LINT:use usrinc

: see if we need a special library for 'nlist()'

echo " "

: How about doing this if nlist is not in libc...

if ./mips ; then

	libnlist='-lmld'

else

	xxx=`./loc libelf$_a x $libpth`

	case "$xxx" in

	x)  ;;

	*)

		libnlist="$xxx"

		;;

	esac

fi

case "$libnlist" in

'') echo "No special library for nlist() seems necessary." >&4

	;;

*)  echo "nlist() can be found in $libnlist." >&4

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libnlist.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_vfork.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/08/29  16:18:21  ram

?RCS: patch32: set default to 'y' the first time
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/06/20  06:59:14  ram

?RCS: patch30: usevfork was not always properly set

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/13  15:20:56  ram

?RCS: patch27: modified to avoid spurious Whoa warnings (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  14:59:09  ram

?RCS: patch23: now explicitly ask whether vfork() should be used (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/10/16

  13:49:39  ram

?RCS: patch12: added magic for vfork()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:06:57  ram

?RCS: patch10: removed automatic remapping of vfork on fork (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: added compatibility code for older config.sh (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_vfork usevfork: Inlibc Myread Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_vfork:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_VFORK symbol, which

?S:	indicates the vfork() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:usevfork:

?S:	This variable is set to true when the user accepts to use vfork.

?S:	It is set to false when no vfork is available or when the user

?S:	explicitly requests not to use vfork.

?S:.

?C:HAS_VFORK (VFORK):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that vfork() exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_vfork HAS_VFORK	/**/

?H:.

?M:vfork: HAS_VFORK

?M:#ifndef HAS_VFORK

?M:#define vfork fork

?M:#endif

?M:.

?LINT:set d_vfork

: see if there is a vfork

val=''

set

 vfork val

eval $inlibc
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: Ok, but do we want to use it. vfork is reportedly unreliable in

: perl on Solaris 2.x, and probably elsewhere.

case "$val" in

$define)

	echo " "

	case "$usevfork" in

	false) dflt='n';;

	*) dflt='y';;

	esac

	rp="Some systems have problems with vfork().  Do you want to use it?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y|Y) ;;

	*)

		echo "Ok, we won't use vfork()."

		val="$undef"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

?X:

?X: Only set it when final value is known to avoid spurious Whoas

?X: Then set usevfork accordingly to the current value, for next run

?X:

set d_vfork

eval $setvar

case "$d_vfork" in

$define) usevfork='true';;

*) usevfork='false';;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_vfork.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sitelib.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: sitelib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:21:35  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:sitelib sitelibexp installsitelib sitelib_stem: cat Getfile Oldconfig \

	Setprefixvar Prefixit package version sed installstyle siteprefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:sitelib=''

?S:sitelib:

?S:	This variable contains the

 eventual value of the SITELIB symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the private library for this package.  It may

?S:	have a ~ on the front. It is up to the makefile to eventually create

?S:	this directory while performing installation (with ~ substitution).

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	After perl has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	architecture-independent modules in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?D:sitelibexp=''

?S:sitelibexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of sitelib, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installsitelib=''

?S:installsitelib:

?S:	This variable is really the same as sitelibexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:sitelib_stem:

?S:	This variable is $sitelibexp with any trailing version-specific component

?S:	removed.

  The elements in inc_version_list (inc_version_list.U) can

?S:	be tacked onto this variable to generate a list of directories to search.

?S:.

?C:SITELIB:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the private library for this package.

?C:	The library is private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.  The program

?C:	should be prepared to do ~ expansion.

?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?C:	After perl has been installed, users may install their own local
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?C:	architecture-independent modules in this directory with

?C:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?C:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?C:.

?C:SITELIB_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of SITELIB, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?C:SITELIB_STEM:

?C:	This define is SITELIB_EXP with any trailing version-specific component

?C:	removed.  The elements in

 inc_version_list (inc_version_list.U) can

?C:	be tacked onto this variable to generate a list of directories to search.

?C:.

?H:#define SITELIB "$sitelib"		/**/

?H:#define SITELIB_EXP "$sitelibexp"		/**/

?H:#define SITELIB_STEM "$sitelib_stem"		/**/

?H:.

?T:prog

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsitelib

?LINT:set sitelib

?LINT:set sitelibexp

: determine where site specific libraries go.

: Usual default is /usr/local/lib/perl5/site_perl/$version

: The default "style" setting is made in installstyle.U

: XXX No longer works with Prefixit stuff.

?X: remove any trailing -3.0 or other version identification

prog=`echo $package | $sed 's/-*[0-9.]*$//'`

case "$sitelib" in

'') case "$installstyle" in

	*lib/perl5*) dflt=$siteprefix/lib/$package/site_$prog/$version ;;

	*)	 dflt=$siteprefix/lib/site_$prog/$version ;;

	esac

	;;

*)	dflt="$sitelib"

	;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

The installation process will create a directory for

site-specific extensions and modules.  Most users find it convenient

to place

 all site-specific files in this directory rather than in the

main distribution directory.

 

EOM

fn=d~+
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rp='Pathname for the site-specific library files?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=sitelib

. ./setprefixvar

sitelib_stem=`echo "$sitelibexp" | sed "s,/$version$,,"`

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/sitelib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_locale.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_locale.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:48:23  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_locale: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_locale:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_LOCALE symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <locale.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_LOCALE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <locale.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_locale	I_LOCALE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_locale

: see if locale.h is available

set locale.h i_locale

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_locale.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endpwent.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_endpwent.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endpwent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endpwent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDPWENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the endpwent() routine is available

?S:	for sequential access of the passwd database.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDPWENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getgrent routine is

?C:	available for finalizing sequential access of the passwd database.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endpwent HAS_ENDPWENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_endpwent

: see if endpwent exists

set endpwent d_endpwent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_endpwent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setproctitle: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setproctitle:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETPROCTITLE symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the setproctitle() routine

?S:	is available.

?S:.
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?C:HAS_SETPROCTITLE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setproctitle routine is

?C:	available to set process title.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setproctitle HAS_SETPROCTITLE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setproctitle

: see if setproctitle exists

set setproctitle d_setproctitle

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_setproctitle.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getprior.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getprior.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:16  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getprior: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getprior:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETPRIORITY if getpriority()

?S:	is available to get a process's priority.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPRIORITY (GETPRIORITY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getpriority routine is

?C:	available to get a process's priority.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getprior

 HAS_GETPRIORITY		/**/

?H:.

: see if getpriority exists

?LINT:set d_getprior

set getpriority d_getprior

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getprior.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: mailfile.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: mailfile.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:24:57  ram

?RCS: patch36: the Loc unit was missing from the dependency line

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:22:08  ram

?RCS: patch15: now also looks under /var/mail for BSD/386

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:11  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:mailfile: Myread Oldconfig Filexp Loc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:mailfile:

?S:	This variable contains

 the eventual value of the MAILFILE symbol,

?S:	which contains an interpretable name of the mail spool file for the

?S:	current user.

?S:.

?C:MAILFILE:

?C:	This symbol contains the interpretable name of the mail spool file

?C:	for the current user.  The program must be prepared to substitute

?C:	the HOME directory for %~, and the login id for %L.

?C:.

?H:#define MAILFILE "$mailfile"		/**/

?H:.

: determine where mail is spooled

case "$mailfile" in

'')

	dflt=`./loc . XXX /usr/spool/mail /usr/mail /var/mail`

	case "$dflt" in

	XXX) dflt='%~/mailbox';;

	*) dflt="$dflt/%L";;

	esac
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	;;

*)  dflt="$mailfile"

	;;

esac

cat <<'EOM'

 

In the following question, you may use %~ to represent the user's home

directory, and %L to represent a users name.

 

EOM

rp='In which file is yet-to-be-read mail spooled? (~name ok)'

. ./myread

mailfile=`./filexp "$ans"`

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/mailfile.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: charorder.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:07:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:33  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:chorder_int chorder_short chorder_long: Myread cat +cc +ccflags rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:chorder_short (d_cos d_bos):

?S:	Holds the value describing the byte ordering of characters in a short.

?S: On a Big-Endian machine, that would be "c0c1".

?S:.

?S:chorder_int

 (charoder):

?S:	Holds the value describing the byte ordering of characters in an int.

?S: For instance, on a Big-Endian machine, this would be: "c0c1c2c3".

?S:.

?S:chorder_long (d_col d_bol):
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?S:	Holds the value describing the byte ordering of characters in a long.

?S: On a 64 bits Big-Endian machine, that would yield: "c0c1c2c3c4c5c6c7".

?S:.

?C:CHAR_ORDER_SHORT:

?C:	Holds the byte ordering of characters in a short. It's a string

?C:	value like "c0c1" on a Big-Endian machine.

?C:.

?C:CHAR_ORDER_INT:

?C:	Holds the byte ordering of characters in an int. It's a string

?C:	value like "c0c1c2c3" on a Big-Endian machine.

?C:.

?C:CHAR_ORDER_LONG:

?C:	Holds the byte ordering of characters in a long. It's a string

?C:	value like "c0c1c2c3c4c5c6c7" on a 64 bits Big-Endian machine.

?C:.

?H:#define CHAR_ORDER_SHORT	"$chorder_short" /* byte order in a short */

?H:#define CHAR_ORDER_INT "$chorder_int" /* byte order in an int */

?H:#define CHAR_ORDER_LONG "$chorder_long" /* byte order in a long */

?H:.

?F:!byteorder

:

 check for character ordering

echo " "

echo "Checking out byte order..." >&4

$cat >byteorder.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

 

main(argc, argv)

	int argc;

	char *argv[]; {

	int i;

	int max;

	union {

		short u_s;

		int u_i;

		long u_l;

		char u_c[sizeof(long)];

	} u;

	switch (argv[1][0]) {

	case 'l':

		u.u_l = 0L;

		/* HMS: ASSERT: sizeof(long) < 10. */

		for(i = 0; i < sizeof(long); ++i) {

			u.u_l *= 0x100L;

			u.u_l += (0xc0 + i);

		}

		max = sizeof(long);

		break;
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	case 's':

		u.u_s = 0;

		/* HMS: ASSERT: sizeof(short) < 10. */

		for(i = 0; i < sizeof(short); ++i) {

			u.u_s *= 0x100L;

			u.u_s += (0xc0 + i);

		}

		max = sizeof(short);

		break;

	case 'i':

		u.u_i = 0;

		/* RAM: ASSERT: sizeof(int) < 10. */

		for(i = 0; i < sizeof(int); ++i) {

			u.u_l *= 0x100L;

			u.u_l += (0xc0 + i);

		}

		max = sizeof(int);

		break;

	default:

		max = 0;

		break;

	}

	for(i = 0; i < max; i++) {

		printf("%x", u.u_c[i] & 0x00FF);

	}

	printf("\n");

	exit(0);

}

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -o

 byteorder byteorder.c >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	: null statement

@if chorder_short

   chorder_short=`./byteorder s`

@end

@if chorder_int

   chorder_int=`./byteorder i`

@end

@if chorder_long

   chorder_long=`./byteorder l`

@end

else

	$cat <<EOM

(I can't seem to get my test program to work.  Guessing 32 bits big-endian.)

EOM

   chorder_short="c0c1"

   chorder_int="c0c1c2c3"

   chorder_long="c0c1c2c3"
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fi

@if chorder_short

dflt=$chorder_short

rp='What is the order of characters in a short?'

. ./myread

chorder_short="$ans"

@end

@if chorder_int

dflt=$chorder_int

rp='What is the order of characters in an int?'

. ./myread

chorder_int="$ans"

@end

@if chorder_long

dflt=$chorder_long

rp='What is the order of characters in a long?'

. ./myread

chorder_long="$ans"

@end

$rm -f byteorder* core

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/charorder.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_stdlib.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_stdlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:27  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_stdlib: Nothing

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_stdlib:

?S:	This variable unconditionally defines the I_STDLIB symbol.

?S:.

?C:I_STDLIB:

?C:	This symbol is always defined, indicating that <stdlib.h> exists

?C:	and should be included.
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?C:.

?H:#define I_STDLIB		/**/

?H:.

: stub, used only to satisfy other units

i_stdlib='define'

 

Found in

 path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_stdlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_logb: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_logb:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LOGB symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the logb() routine is available

?S:	to extract the exponent of x.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LOGB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the logb routine is

?C:	available to do the logb function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_logb HAS_LOGB		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_logb

: see if logb exists

set logb d_logb

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_logb.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strftime: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strftime:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRFTIME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strftime() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRFTIME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strftime routine is

?C:	available to do time formatting.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strftime HAS_STRFTIME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strftime

: see if strftime exists

set strftime d_strftime

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strftime.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2016 Dagfinn Ilmari Mannsker & H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a variable that is intended to be eval'ed in

?X: order to define/undefine a symbol. A consistency check is made

?X: regarding any previous value and a warning is issued if there

?X: is any discrepancy.

?X:

?X: To use it, say:

?X:	set d_siginfo_si_errno siginfo_t int si_errno $d_sigaction signal.h

?X:	eval $hasfield_t;

?X:

?MAKE:Hasfield_t: test Compile rm_try Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define hasfield_t

?S:hasfield_t:

?S:	Internal macro for Configure

?S:.

?V:hasfield_t:

?T:varname struct type field

: Define hasfield_t macro for Configure internal use

hasfield_t='varname=$1; struct=$2; type=$3; field=$4; shift; shift; shift; shift;

while $test $# -ge 2; do

   case

 "$1" in

	$define) echo "#include <$2>";;
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   esac ;

   shift 2;

done > try.c;

echo "int main () { $struct foo; $type bar = foo.$field; }" >> try.c;

set try;

if eval $compile; then

	val="$define";

else

	val="$undef";

fi;

set $varname;

eval $setvar;

$rm_try'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/Hasfield_t.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_nexttoward: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_nexttoward:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_NEXTTOWARD if nexttoward()

?S:	is available to return the next machine representable long double from

?S:	x in direction y.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NEXTTOWARD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the nexttoward routine is

?C:	available to return the next machine representable long double from

?C:	x in direction y.

?C:.

?H:#$d_nexttoward HAS_NEXTTOWARD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_nexttoward

: see if nexttoward exists

set nexttoward d_nexttoward

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_nexttoward.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Guess.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/07/25  13:37:14  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  15:53:55  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: call ./xenix explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/12/15  08:14:35  ram

?RCS: patch15: variable d_bsd was not always set properly

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/08/30  08:57:14  ram

?RCS: patch8: fixed comment which wrongly

 attributed the usrinc symbol

?RCS: patch8: no more ugly messages when no /usr/include/ctype.h

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/27  14:37:37  ram

?RCS: patch7: added support for OSF/1 machines

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:57  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit hazards some guesses as to what the general nature of the system

?X: is.  The information it collects here is used primarily to establish default

?X: answers to other questions.

?X:

?MAKE:Guess d_eunice d_xenix d_bsd d_linux d_dos d_os2: cat test echo n c \

	contains rm tr Loc eunicefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_eunice:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbols EUNICE_SYSTEM, which

?S:	alerts the C program that it must deal with ideosyncracies of VMS.

?S:.

?S:d_xenix:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol XENIX_SYSTEM, which alerts

?S:	the C program that it runs under Xenix.

?S:.

?S:d_dos:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines the symbol DOS_SYSTEM
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 when running on

?S:	DOS with DJGPP or Cygwin.

?S:.

?S:d_os2:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines the symbol OS2_SYSTEM when running on

?S:	an OS/2 system.

?S:.

?S:d_bsd:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines the symbol BSD_SYSTEM when running on a

?S:	BSD system.

?S:.

?S:d_linux:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines the symbol LINUX_SYSTEM when running

?S:	on a Linux system.

?S:.

?C:EUNICE_SYSTEM (EUNICE):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is being compiled

?C:	under the EUNICE package under VMS.  The program will need to handle

?C:	things like files that don't go away the first time you unlink them,

?C:	due to version numbering.  It will also need to compensate for lack

?C:	of a respectable link() command.

?C:.

?C:VMS_SYSTEM (VMS):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?C:	VMS.  It is currently only set in conjunction with the EUNICE symbol.

?C:.

?C:XENIX_SYSTEM (XENIX):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program

 is running under

?C:	Xenix (at least 3.0 ?).

?C:.

?C:DOS_SYSTEM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?C:	DOS with DJGPP.

?C:.

?C:OS2_SYSTEM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?C:	an OS/2 system.

?C:.

?C:BSD_SYSTEM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?C:	a BSD system.

?C:.

?C:LINUX_SYSTEM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program is running under

?C:	a Linux system.

?C:.

?H:#$d_eunice EUNICE_SYSTEM		/**/
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?H:#$d_eunice VMS_SYSTEM		/**/

?H:#$d_xenix XENIX_SYSTEM		/**/

?H:#$d_dos DOS_SYSTEM		/**/

?H:#$d_os2 OS2_SYSTEM		/**/

?H:#$d_bsd BSD_SYSTEM		/**/

?H:#$d_linux LINUX_SYSTEM		/**/

?H:.

?F:./bsd ./usg ./v7 ./osf1 ./eunice ./xenix ./venix ./dos ./os2 ./gnu ./linux

?T:xxx DJGPP MACHTYPE

: make some quick guesses about what we are up against

echo " "

$echo $n "Hmm...  $c"

echo exit 1 >bsd

echo exit 1 >usg

echo exit 1 >v7

echo exit 1 >osf1

echo exit 1 >eunice

echo

 exit 1 >xenix

echo exit 1 >venix

echo exit 1 >os2

echo exit 1 >gnu

echo exit 1 >linux

echo exit 1 >dos

d_bsd="$undef"

d_linux="$undef"

d_dos="$undef"

d_os2="$undef"

?X:

?X: Do not use 'usrinc', or we get a circular dependency. because

?X: usrinc is defined in usrinc.U, which relies on us...

?X:

$cat /usr/include/signal.h /usr/include/sys/signal.h >foo 2>/dev/null

if test -f /osf_boot || $contains 'OSF/1' /usr/include/ctype.h >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "Looks kind of like an OSF/1 system, but we'll see..."

	echo exit 0 >osf1

elif test `echo abc | $tr a-z A-Z` = Abc ; then

	xxx=`./loc addbib blurfl $pth`

	if $test -f $xxx; then

	echo "Looks kind of like a USG system with BSD features, but we'll see..."

		echo exit 0 >bsd

		echo exit 0 >usg

	else

		if $contains SIGTSTP foo >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			echo "Looks kind of like an extended USG system, but we'll see..."

		else

			echo "Looks kind of like a USG system, but we'll see..."
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		fi

		echo exit 0 >usg

	fi

elif $contains SIGTSTP foo >/dev/null

 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Looks kind of like a BSD system, but we'll see..."

	d_bsd="$define"

	echo exit 0 >bsd

elif

	$rm --version 2>/dev/null >foo;

	$contains "Free Software Foundation" foo >/dev/null

then

	xxx=`uname`

	echo exit 0 >gnu

	echo "Looks kind of like a GNU/$xxx system, but we'll see..."

	if $test X$xxx = XLinux; then

		d_linux="$define"

		echo exit 0 >linux

	fi

else

	echo "Looks kind of like a Version 7 system, but we'll see..."

	echo exit 0 >v7

fi

case "$eunicefix" in

*unixtovms*)

	$cat <<'EOI'

There is, however, a strange, musty smell in the air that reminds me of

something...hmm...yes...I've got it...there's a VMS nearby, or I'm a Blit.

EOI

	echo exit 0 >eunice

	d_eunice="$define"

: it so happens the Eunice I know will not run shell scripts in Unix format

	;;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "Congratulations.  You aren't running Eunice."

	d_eunice="$undef"

	;;

esac

case "$p_" in

:) ;;

*)

	$cat <<'EOI'

I have the feeling something is not exactly right, however...don't tell me...

EOI

	if

 test -n "$DJGPP"; then

		case "X${MACHTYPE:-nonesuchmach}" in
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		cygwin) echo "hah!... you're running under Cygwin!";;

		*) echo "got it... you're running DOS with DJGPP!";;

		esac

		echo exit 0 >dos

		d_dos="$define"

	else

		$cat <<'EOI'

lemme think...does HAL ring a bell?...no, of course, you're only running OS/2!

EOI

		echo exit 0 >os2

		d_os2="$define"

	fi

	;;

esac

if test -f /xenix; then

	echo "Actually, this looks more like a XENIX system..."

	echo exit 0 >xenix

	d_xenix="$define"

else

	echo " "

	echo "It's not Xenix..."

	d_xenix="$undef"

fi

chmod +x xenix

$eunicefix xenix

if test -f /venix; then

	echo "Actually, this looks more like a VENIX system..."

	echo exit 0 >venix

else

	echo " "

	if ./xenix; then

		: null

	else

		echo "Nor is it Venix..."

	fi

fi

chmod +x bsd usg v7 osf1 eunice xenix venix dos os2 gnu linux

$eunicefix bsd usg v7 osf1 eunice xenix venix dos os2 gnu linux

$rm -f foo

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Guess.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2005 H.Merijn Brand
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_clearenv: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_clearenv:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CLEARENV symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the clearenv () routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CLEARENV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the clearenv () routine is

?C:	available for use.

?C:.

?H:#$d_clearenv HAS_CLEARENV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_clearenv

: see if clearenv exists

set clearenv d_clearenv

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_clearenv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_popen.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_popen.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_popen: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_popen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_POPEN if popen() is

?S:	available to open a pipe from a process.

?S:.

?C:HAS_POPEN (POPEN):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the popen routine is
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?C:	available to open a pipe from a process.

?C:.

?H:#$d_popen HAS_POPEN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_popen

: see if popen exists

set popen d_popen

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_popen.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: nblock_io.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 16:17:14 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: nblock_io.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:17:14  ram

?RCS: patch61: simplify here document for shells that can't handle them well

?RCS: patch61: force use of "startsh" at the head of the generated script

?RCS: patch61: added new files to the ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/07/25  14:13:22  ram

?RCS: patch56: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Simplify here document for shells that can't handle them well.

?X: (Problem reported on FreeBSD;

 it's unclear if this helps.)  --AD

?X:

?MAKE:o_nonblock eagain rd_nodata d_eofnblk: cat rm_try Compile run \

	d_open3 h_sysfile h_fcntl signal_t hint Oldconfig Setvar \

	startsh i_unistd i_fcntl i_stdlib d_fork d_pipe d_alarm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:o_nonblock:

?S:	This variable bears the symbol value to be used during open() or fcntl()

?S:	to turn on non-blocking I/O for a file descriptor. If you wish to switch

?S:	between blocking and non-blocking, you may try ioctl(FIOSNBIO) instead,

?S:	but that is only supported by some devices.
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?S:.

?S:eagain:

?S:	This variable bears the symbolic errno code set by read() when no

?S:	data is present on the file and non-blocking I/O was enabled (otherwise,

?S:	read() blocks naturally).

?S:.

?S:rd_nodata:

?S:	This variable holds the return code from read() when no data is

?S:	present. It should be -1, but some systems return 0 when O_NDELAY is

?S:	used, which is a shame because you cannot make the difference between

?S:	no data and an EOF.. Sigh!

?S:.

?S:d_eofnblk:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines EOF_NONBLOCK if EOF can be seen

?S:	when reading from a non-blocking I/O source.

?S:.

?C:VAL_O_NONBLOCK:

?C:	This symbol is to be used during open() or fcntl(F_SETFL) to turn on

?C:	non-blocking I/O for the file descriptor. Note that there is no way

?C:	back, i.e. you cannot turn it blocking again this way. If you wish to

?C:	alternatively switch between blocking and non-blocking, use the

?C:	ioctl(FIOSNBIO) call instead, but that is not supported by all devices.

?C:.

?C:VAL_EAGAIN:

?C:	This symbol holds the errno error code set by read() when no data was

?C:	present on the non-blocking file descriptor.

?C:.

?C:RD_NODATA:

?C:	This symbol holds the return code from read() when no data is present

?C:	on the non-blocking file descriptor. Be careful! If EOF_NONBLOCK is

?C:	not defined, then you can't distinguish between no data and EOF by

?C:	issuing a read(). You'll have to find another way to tell for sure!

?C:.

?C:EOF_NONBLOCK:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that a read() on

?C:	a non-blocking file descriptor will return 0 on EOF, and not the value

?C:	held in RD_NODATA (-1 usually, in that case!).

?C:.

?H:#define VAL_O_NONBLOCK $o_nonblock

?H:#define VAL_EAGAIN $eagain

?H:#define RD_NODATA $rd_nodata

?H:#$d_eofnblk EOF_NONBLOCK

?H:.

?T:status

?F:!try.out !try.ret !try.err !try !mtry

?LINT:use d_open3
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: check for non-blocking I/O stuff

case "$h_sysfile" in

true) echo "#include <sys/file.h>" > head.c;;

*)

      case "$h_fcntl" in

      true) echo "#include <fcntl.h>" > head.c;;

      *) echo "#include <sys/fcntl.h>" > head.c;;

      esac

      ;;

esac

echo " "

echo "Figuring out the flag used by open() for non-blocking I/O..." >&4

case "$o_nonblock" in

'')

	$cat head.c > try.c

	$cat >>try.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#$i_fcntl I_FCNTL

#ifdef I_FCNTL

#include <fcntl.h>

#endif

int main() {

#ifdef O_NONBLOCK

	printf("O_NONBLOCK\n");

	exit(0);

#endif

#ifdef

 O_NDELAY

	printf("O_NDELAY\n");

	exit(0);

#endif

?X: Stevens "Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment" page 364 mentions

?X: the FNDELAY symbol, used in 4.3BSD (source: Paul Marquess).

#ifdef FNDELAY

	printf("FNDELAY\n");

	exit(0);

#endif

	exit(0);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile_ok; then

		o_nonblock=`$run ./try`

		case "$o_nonblock" in
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		'') echo "I can't figure it out, assuming O_NONBLOCK will do.";;

		*) echo "Seems like we can use $o_nonblock.";;

		esac

	else

		echo "(I can't compile the test program; pray O_NONBLOCK is right!)"

	fi

	;;

*) echo "Using $hint value $o_nonblock.";;

esac

$rm_try

 

echo " "

echo "Let's see what value errno gets from read() on a $o_nonblock file..." >&4

case "$eagain" in

'')

	case "$d_fork:$d_pipe:$d_alarm" in

	define:define:define)

	$cat head.c > try.c

	$cat >>try.c <<EOCP

#include <errno.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#$i_fcntl

 I_FCNTL

#ifdef I_FCNTL

#include <fcntl.h>

#endif

#define MY_O_NONBLOCK $o_nonblock

#ifndef errno  /* XXX need better Configure test */

extern int errno;

#endif

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#include <unistd.h>

#endif

#include <string.h>

$signal_t blech(int x) { exit(3); }

EOCP

	$cat >> try.c <<'EOCP'

int main()

{

	int pd[2];

	int pu[2];
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	char buf[1];

	char string[100];

	int ret;

 

	ret = pipe(pd);	/* Down: child -> parent */

	if (ret != 0)

		exit(3);

	ret = pipe(pu);	/* Up: parent -> child */

	if (ret != 0)

		exit(3);

	if (0 != fork()) {

		close(pd[1]);	/* Parent reads from pd[0] */

		close(pu[0]);	/* Parent writes (blocking) to pu[1] */

#ifdef F_SETFL

		if (-1 == fcntl(pd[0], F_SETFL, MY_O_NONBLOCK))

			exit(1);

#else

		exit(4);

#endif

		signal(SIGALRM, blech);

		alarm(5);

		if ((ret = read(pd[0], buf, 1)) > 0)	/* Nothing to read! */

			exit(2);

		sprintf(string, "%d\n", ret);

		ret = write(2, string, strlen(string));

		if (ret != strlen(string))

			exit(3);

		alarm(0);

#ifdef

 EAGAIN

		if (errno == EAGAIN) {

			printf("EAGAIN\n");

			goto ok;

		}

#endif

#ifdef EWOULDBLOCK

		if (errno == EWOULDBLOCK)

			printf("EWOULDBLOCK\n");

#endif

	ok:

		ret = write(pu[1], buf, 1);	/* Unblocks child, tell it to close our pipe */

		if (ret != 1)

			exit(3);

		sleep(2);				/* Give it time to close our pipe */

		alarm(5);

		ret = read(pd[0], buf, 1);	/* Should read EOF */

		alarm(0);

		sprintf(string, "%d\n", ret);
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		ret = write(4, string, strlen(string));

		if (ret != strlen(string))

			exit(3);

		exit(0);

	}

 

	close(pd[0]);			/* We write to pd[1] */

	close(pu[1]);			/* We read from pu[0] */

	ret = read(pu[0], buf, 1);	/* Wait for parent to signal us we may continue */

	if (ret != 1)

		exit(3);

	close(pd[1]);			/* Pipe pd is now fully closed! */

	exit(0);				/* Bye bye, thank you for playing! */

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile_ok; then

?X: Use script to avoid the possible 'alarm call' message

		echo "$startsh" >mtry

		echo "$run ./try >try.out 2>try.ret 4>try.err

 || exit 4" >>mtry

		chmod +x mtry

		$run ./mtry >/dev/null 2>&1

		case $? in

		0) eagain=`$cat try.out`;;

		1) echo "Could not perform non-blocking setting!";;

		2) echo "I did a successful read() for something that was not there!";;

		3) echo "Hmm... non-blocking I/O does not seem to be working!";;

		4) echo "Could not find F_SETFL!";;

		*) echo "Something terribly wrong happened during testing.";;

		esac

		rd_nodata=`$cat try.ret`

		echo "A read() system call with no data present returns $rd_nodata."

		case "$rd_nodata" in

		0|-1) ;;

		*)

			echo "(That's peculiar, fixing that to be -1.)"

			rd_nodata=-1

			;;

		esac

		case "$eagain" in

		'')

			echo "Forcing errno EAGAIN on read() with no data available."

			eagain=EAGAIN

			;;

		*)

			echo "Your read() sets errno to $eagain when no data is available."

			;;
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		esac

		status=`$cat try.err`

		case "$status" in

		0) echo "And it correctly returns 0 to signal EOF.";;

		-1) echo "But it also returns -1 to signal EOF, so be careful!";;

		*)

 echo "However, your read() returns '$status' on EOF??";;

		esac

		val="$define"

		if test "$status" = "$rd_nodata"; then

			echo "WARNING: you can't distinguish between EOF and no data!"

			val="$undef"

		fi

	else

		echo "I can't compile the test program--assuming errno EAGAIN will do."

		eagain=EAGAIN

	fi

	;;

	*)	echo "Can't figure out how to test this--assuming errno EAGAIN will do."

		eagain=EAGAIN

		val="$define"

		;;

	esac

	set d_eofnblk

	eval $setvar

	;;

*)

	echo "Using $hint value $eagain."

	echo "Your read() returns $rd_nodata when no data is present."

	case "$d_eofnblk" in

	"$define") echo "And you can see EOF because read() returns 0.";;

	"$undef") echo "But you can't see EOF status from read() returned value.";;

	*)

?X: Should not happen, but if it does, assume the worst!

		echo "(Assuming you can't see EOF status from read anyway.)"

		d_eofnblk=$undef

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

$rm_try head.c mtry

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/nblock_io.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endsent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_endsent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endsent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endsent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_ENDSERVENT if endservent() is

?S:	available to close whatever was being used for service queries.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDSERVENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endservent() routine is

?C:	available to close whatever was being used for

 service queries.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endsent HAS_ENDSERVENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_endsent

: see if endservent exists

set endservent d_endsent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_endsent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Config_sh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  14:57:53  ram
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?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  14:53:31  ram

?RCS: patch45: moved path stripping from d_portable.U to end of Configure

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:50:37  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:48  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit ends up producing the config.sh

 script, which contains all the

?X: definitions figured out by Configure.  The add.Config_sh command knows

?X: which variables need to be remembered.  It also adds the EOT (ends the

?X: here document redirection with variable substitution).

?X:

?MAKE:Config_sh: cf_time cf_by test spitshell startsh myuname Myread \

	End Obsol_sh Loc +d_portable package src cat sed

?MAKE:	-pick add.Config_sh $@ %<

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ ./Obsol_sh

?MAKE:	-pick close.Config_sh $@ %<

?F:!config.over !config.arch

?T:file sfile xsed

?LINT:unclosed EOT

: back to where it started

if test -d ../UU; then

	cd ..

fi

 

: configuration may be unconditionally patched via a 'config.arch' file

if $test -f config.arch; then

	echo "I see a config.arch file, loading it." >&4

	. ./config.arch

fi

 

: configuration may be patched via a 'config.over' file

if $test -f config.over; then

	echo " "

	dflt=y

	rp='I see a config.over file.  Do you wish to load it?'

	. UU/myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*) echo "OK, I'll ignore it.";;

	*)	. ./config.over

		echo
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 "Configuration override changes have been loaded."

		;;

	esac

fi

 

@if d_portable

: in case they want portability, strip down executable paths

?X:

?X: Strip down paths in located executables. For each file, e.g. vi, there

?X: is a $vi variable whose value is for instance '/usr/bin/vi'. By resetting

?X: $vi to 'vi', we rely on the PATH variable to locate the executable...

?X: In order to allow vi='/usr/bin/nvi' which will strip down to vi='nvi',

?X: we can't just say 'eval $file="\$file"', we have to recourse to sed.

?X: We don't use basename since it is less portable than sed.

?X:

case "$d_portable" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Stripping down executable paths..." >&4

	xsed=$sed

	for file in $loclist $trylist; do

		eval sfile="\$$file"

		sfile=`echo $sfile | $xsed -e 's,.*/\(.*\),\1,'`

		eval $file="$sfile"

	done

	;;

esac

 

@end

: create config.sh file

echo " "

echo "Creating config.sh..." >&4

$spitshell <<EOT >config.sh

$startsh

#

# This file was produced by running the

 Configure script. It holds all the

# definitions figured out by Configure. Should you modify one of these values,

# do not forget to propagate your changes by running "Configure -der". You may

# instead choose to run each of the .SH files by yourself, or "Configure -S".

#

 

# Package name      : $package

# Source directory  : $src

# Configuration time: $cf_time

# Configured by     : $cf_by

# Target system     : $myuname
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EOT

?X: Command line options are saved by the Options.U unit in the

?X: temporary file UU/cmdline.opt

$test -f UU/cmdline.opt && $cat UU/cmdline.opt >> config.sh

$spitshell <<EOT >>config.sh

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Config_sh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setgrent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setgrent_r setgrent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_grp extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setgrent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETGRENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the setgrent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:setgrent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of setgrent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_setgrent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setgrent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETGRENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setgrent_r routine

?C:	is available to

 setgrent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SETGRENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of setgrent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_setgrent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setgrent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setgrent_r HAS_SETGRENT_R	/**/

?H:#define SETGRENT_R_PROTO $setgrent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_setgrent_r_proto
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: see if setgrent_r exists

set setgrent_r d_setgrent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_setgrent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_grp grp.h"

	case "$d_setgrent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_setgrent_r_proto=define

		set d_setgrent_r_proto setgrent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_setgrent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$setgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int setgrent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setgrent_r_proto=I_H ;;

	esac

	case "$setgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void setgrent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setgrent_r_proto=V_H ;;

	esac

	case "$setgrent_r_proto"

 in

	''|0)	d_setgrent_r=undef

		setgrent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling setgrent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$setgrent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) setgrent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$setgrent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "setgrent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_setgrent_r=undef

		setgrent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	setgrent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/U/threads/d_setgrent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Extras.U,v$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:extras: Myread Oldconfig Setvar rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:extras:

?S:	This variable holds a list of extra modules to install.

?S:.

: See if we want extra modules installed

echo " "

case "$extras" in

'') dflt='n';;

*) dflt='y';;

esac

cat <<EOM

Perl can be built with extra modules or bundles of modules which

will be fetched from the CPAN and installed alongside Perl.

 

Notice that you will need access to the CPAN; either via the Internet,

or a local copy, for example a CD-ROM or a local CPAN mirror.  (You will

be asked later to configure the CPAN.pm module which will in turn do

the installation of the rest of the extra modules or bundles.)

 

Notice also that if the modules require

 any external software such as

libraries and headers (the libz library and the zlib.h header for the

Compress::Zlib module, for example) you MUST have any such software

already installed, this configuration process will NOT install such

things for you.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM

rp='Install any extra modules (y or n)?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)

	cat <<EOM

 

Please list any extra modules or bundles to be installed from CPAN,

with spaces between the names.  The names can be in any format the
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'install' command of CPAN.pm will understand.  (Answer 'none',

without the quotes, to install no extra modules or bundles.)

EOM

	rp='Extras?'

	dflt="$extras"

	. ./myread

	extras="$ans"

esac

case "$extras" in

''|'none')

	val=''

	$rm -f ../extras.lst

	;;

*)	echo "(Saving the list of extras for later...)"

	echo "$extras" > ../extras.lst

	val="'$extras'"

	;;

esac

set extras

eval $setvar

echo " "

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/Extras.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017, 2019, Karl Williamson

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_wctype: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_wctype:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_WCTYPE symbol,

?S:	that indicates whether a C program may include <wctype.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_WCTYPE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <wctype.h> exists.

?C:.

?H:#$i_wctype	I_WCTYPE		/**/

?H:.
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?LINT:set i_wctype

: see if this system has wctype.h

set wctype.h i_wctype

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_wctype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getprotobyname_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getprotobyname_r getprotobyname_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getprotobyname_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPROTOBYNAME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getprotobyname_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getprotobyname_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getprotobyname_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getprotobyname_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getprotobyname_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPROTOBYNAME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if

 defined, indicates that the getprotobyname_r routine

?C:	is available to getprotobyname re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETPROTOBYNAME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getprotobyname_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getprotobyname_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getprotobyname_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getprotobyname_r HAS_GETPROTOBYNAME_R	/**/

?H:#define GETPROTOBYNAME_R_PROTO $getprotobyname_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getprotobyname_r_proto

: see if getprotobyname_r exists
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set getprotobyname_r d_getprotobyname_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getprotobyname_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getprotobyname_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getprotobyname_r_proto=define

		set d_getprotobyname_r_proto getprotobyname_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getprotobyname_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getprotobyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getprotobyname_r(const char*, struct

 protoent*, char*, size_t, struct protoent**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotobyname_r_proto=I_CSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotobyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct protoent* getprotobyname_r(const char*, struct protoent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotobyname_r_proto=S_CSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotobyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getprotobyname_r(const char*, struct protoent*, struct protoent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotobyname_r_proto=I_CSD ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotobyname_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getprotobyname_r=undef

		getprotobyname_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getprotobyname_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getprotobyname_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getprotobyname_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getprotobyname_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getprotobyname_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getprotobyname_r=undef

		getprotobyname_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getprotobyname_r_proto=0

	;;

esac
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Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getprotobyname_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_memalign.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_memalign.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memalign: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memalign:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMALIGN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memalign() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMALIGN :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memalign routine is

?C:	available to allocate aligned memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memalign HAS_MEMALIGN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_memalign

: see if memalign exists

set

 memalign d_memalign

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_memalign.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_telldirproto: Hasproto i_systypes i_dirent

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_telldirproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TELLDIR_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the telldir() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TELLDIR_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the telldir() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  A good guess

 is

?C:		extern long telldir(DIR*);

?C:.

?H:#$d_telldirproto	HAS_TELLDIR_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_telldirproto

: see if prototype for telldir is available

echo " "

set d_telldirproto telldir $i_systypes sys/types.h $i_dirent dirent.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_telldirproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: newslib.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: newslib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:23  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:newslib newslibexp: test inews Oldconfig Getfile

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:newslib:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the NEWSLIB symbol,

?S:	which holds the name of the directory serving as the news library.

?S:	It may have a ~ on the front.  See newslibexp for expanded version.

?S:.

?S:newslibexp:

?S:	This variable contains

 the ~ expanded name of the news library

?S:	directory.  See newslib.

?S:.

?C:NEWSLIB:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the directory serving as the news

?C:	library.  The program must be prepared to do ~ expansion on it.

?C:.

?C:NEWSLIB_EXP:

?C:	This symbol is the ~ expanded version of NEWSLIB, for programs that

?C:	do not wish to deal with it at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define NEWSLIB "$newslib"		/**/

?H:#define NEWSLIB_EXP "$newslibexp"	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change inews

: figure out news library

case "$newslib" in

'')

	dflt=/usr/lib/news

	;;

*)  dflt=$newslib ;;

esac

echo " "

fn=d~

rp='Where is your news library?'

. ./getfile

newslib="$ans"

newslibexp="$ansexp"

if $test -f $newslibexp/inews; then

	echo "Aha!  Inews is really in $newslibexp!  Maybe this is 2.10.2..." >&4

	case "$inews" in

	inews)

		: null

		;;

	*) echo "(Make sure $inews isn't an old version.)";;

	esac

	inews=$newslibexp/inews

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/U/newslib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: defeditor.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: defeditor.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:30:16  ram

?RCS: patch45: can now use the 'vi' variable since path stripping is deferred

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:05  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:defeditor: Getfile Oldconfig Loc vi

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:defeditor:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the DEFEDITOR symbol,

?S:	which contains the name of the default editor.

?S:.

?C:DEFEDITOR:

?C:	This

 symbol contains the full pathname of the default editor.

?C:.

?H:#define DEFEDITOR "$defeditor"		/**/

?H:.

: determine default editor

echo " "

case "$defeditor" in

'')

	case "$vi" in

	*/*) dflt="$vi";;

	*) dflt=/usr/ucb/vi;;

	esac

	;;

*)  dflt="$defeditor"

	;;

esac

fn=f/

rp="What is the default editor on your system?"

. ./getfile

defeditor="$ans"
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/defeditor.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Myinit.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:05:07 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Myinit.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:07  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: If you want to initialize any default values, copy this unit to your

?X: personal U directory and add the assignments to the end.  This file

?X: is included after variables are initialized but before any old

?X: config.sh file is read in and before any Configure switch processing.

?X:

?MAKE:Myinit

 libswanted: Init

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libswanted:

?S:	This variable holds a list of all the libraries we want to

?S:	search.  The order is chosen to pick up the c library

?S:	ahead of ucb or bsd libraries for SVR4.

?S:.

?LINT:extern usevfork glibpth

?LINT:change usevfork glibpth

: List of libraries we want.

?X: Put crypt here, even though I should really fix d_crypt.U to look

?X: for it correctly, including possible shared library versions.

: If anyone needs extra -lxxx, put those in a hint file.

libswanted="cl pthread socket bind inet nsl ndbm gdbm dbm db malloc dl ld"

libswanted="$libswanted sun m crypt sec util c cposix posix ucb bsd BSD"

: We probably want to search /usr/shlib before most other libraries.

: This is only used by the lib/ExtUtils/MakeMaker.pm routine extliblist.

glibpth=`echo " $glibpth " | sed -e 's! /usr/shlib ! !'`

glibpth="/usr/shlib $glibpth"

: Do not use vfork unless overridden by a hint file.
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usevfork=false

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Myinit.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Config_sh.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Config_sh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  14:57:53  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  14:53:31  ram

?RCS: patch45: moved path stripping from d_portable.U to end of Configure

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:50:37  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:48  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:

 This unit ends up producing the config.sh script, which contains all the

?X: definitions figured out by Configure.  The add.Config_sh command knows

?X: which variables need to be remembered.  It also adds the EOT (ends the

?X: here document redirection with variable substitution).

?X:

?MAKE:Config_sh: cf_time cf_by test spitshell startsh myuname Myread \

	End Obsol_sh Loc +d_portable package src cat

?MAKE:	-pick add.Config_sh $@ %<

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ ./Obsol_sh

?MAKE:	-pick close.Config_sh $@ %<

?F:!config.over !config.arch

?T:file temp

?LINT:unclosed EOT

: back to where it started

if test -d ../UU; then

	cd ..
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fi

 

: configuration may be unconditionally patched via a 'config.arch' file

if $test -f config.arch; then

	echo "I see a config.arch file, loading it." >&4

	. ./config.arch

fi

 

: configuration may be patched via a 'config.over' file

if $test -f config.over; then

	echo " "

	dflt=y

	rp='I see a config.over file.  Do you wish to load it?'

	. UU/myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*) echo

 "OK, I'll ignore it.";;

	*)	. ./config.over

		echo "Configuration override changes have been loaded."

		;;

	esac

fi

 

@if d_portable

: in case they want portability, strip down executable paths

?X:

?X: Strip down paths in located executables. For each file, e.g. vi, there

?X: is a $vi variable whose value is for instance '/usr/bin/vi'. By resetting

?X: $vi to 'vi', we rely on the PATH variable to locate the executable...

?X:

case "$d_portable" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Stripping down executable paths..." >&4

?X:

?X:	Previously, we used to do    eval $file="\$file"  but in order

?X:	to handle things like  sh Configure -Dmake=gmake, we can't do

?X:	that.  What we *really* want is to strip away the absolute path

?X:	and rely on the end user's $PATH to correctly find the executable.

?X:	This method assumes there is a "basename" command available.  If

?X:	not, replace it with the following expr-based command:

?X:			expr  $temp : '.*/\(.*\)' \| $temp

?X:	Since this preserves the actual

 command name, we can now drop the

?X:	OS/2 specific code.

?X:		--Andy Dougherty  August 1999

?X:

?X:	On OS/2, a special $ar command not even named 'ar' is required,
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?X:	so we don't strip that name.

?X:	Also, on DOS-ish systems, there might not be a ln command, but we

?X:	might have ln='cp'.

?X:	However, we can't set d_portable=undef on such systems since

?X:	Unix-ish tools don't have standard locations there.  Thus we

?X:	MUST rely on the user's $PATH.

?X:	--Andy Dougherty  4/1998

?X:

	for file in $loclist $trylist; do

		eval temp=\$$file

		eval $file=`basename $temp`

	done

	;;

esac

 

@end

: create config.sh file

echo " "

echo "Creating config.sh..." >&4

$spitshell <<EOT >config.sh

$startsh

#

# This file was produced by running the Configure script. It holds all the

# definitions figured out by Configure. Should you modify one of these values,

# do not forget to propagate your changes by running "Configure -der". You may

# instead choose to run each of the .SH files by yourself, or "Configure

 -S".

#

 

# Package name      : $package

# Source directory  : $src

# Configuration time: $cf_time

# Configured by     : $cf_by

# Target system     : $myuname

 

EOT

?X: Command line options are saved by the Options.U unit in the

?X: temporary file UU/cmdline.opt

: Add in command line options if available

$test -f UU/cmdline.opt && $cat UU/cmdline.opt >> config.sh

 

$spitshell <<EOT >>config.sh

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Config_sh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id: Config_h.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Config_h.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  14:57:43  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:10:49  ram

?RCS: patch59: commented the purpose of the #un-def directive

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:25:39  ram

?RCS: patch49: typo fixes in leading config.h comment (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/08/24  12:13:20  ram

?RCS: patch3: added TOP as a local shell temporary variable

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/19  06:42:20  ram

?RCS: patch1: leading config.sh searching was not aborting properly

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This file ends up producing the config_h.SH script, which is run to produce

?X: the config.h file.  The file ./.Config_h below contains all the ?H: lines

?X: extracted out of all the units.  Metaconfig itself adds the !GROK!THIS!.

?X: Note that this code isn't included into Configure, but must be shipped with.

?X:

?X: For those who wish to know why the file is config_h.SH instead of the more

?X: natural config.h.SH, well... it is to support systems like MS-DOG. Only one

?X: 'dot' is allowed within the file name, as it is part of the "extension" of

?X: the file. MS-DOG will not let you have two 'dots' because that would mean

?X: two "extensions".

?X:

?MAKE:Config_h: Id End Config_sh Obsol_h myuname cf_time cf_by package src

?MAKE:	-pick c_h_weed $@ %<

?MAKE:	-pick

 c_h_weed $@ ./Config_h

?MAKE:	-pick c_h_weed $@ ./Obsol_h

?T:PERL_CONFIG_SH TOP
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?LINT:unclosed !GROK!THIS!

?LINT:extern CONFIG_H CONFIG_SH

?LINT:change CONFIG_H CONFIG_SH

?X:?LINT:nocomment

: Set up for generating config_h.SH

case "$CONFIG_SH" in

'') CONFIG_SH=config.sh;;

esac

case "$CONFIG_H" in

'') CONFIG_H=config.h;;

esac

case $PERL_CONFIG_SH in

'')

	if test -f $CONFIG_SH; then TOP=.;

	elif test -f ../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=..;

	elif test -f ../../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=../..;

	elif test -f ../../../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=../../..;

	elif test -f ../../../../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=../../../..;

	else

		echo "Can't find $CONFIG_SH."; exit 1

	fi

	. $TOP/$CONFIG_SH

	;;

esac

?X: Make sure we are in the directory where the .SH file is located.

case "$0" in

*/*) cd `expr X$0 : 'X\(.*\)/'` ;;

esac

echo "Extracting $CONFIG_H (with variable substitutions)"

?X:

?X: Since we unconditionally translate leading #undef into /*#define, we're

?X: stuck when we really want to have a #undef in $CONFIG_H.

 That's why there

?X: is provision here for #un-def, which is translated back into #undef after

?X: all original #undef have been processed.

?X:

?X:	Previously, we changed all

?X:		#undef FOO /**/

?X:	into

?X:		/*#define FOO /**/

?X:	The xlc compiler (available on IBM's AIX) complains that this is

?X:	an illegal attempt to write a nested comment, and warns against it.

?X:	There's apparently no way to shut the compiler up, either.

?X:	This sed command from Hallvard B Furuseth <h.b.furuseth@usit.uio.no>

?X:	changes it to

?X:		/*#define FOO / **/

sed <<!GROK!THIS! >$CONFIG_H -e 's!^#undef\(.*/\)\*!/\*#define\1 \*!' -e 's!^#un-def!#undef!'

/* This file was produced by running the config_h.SH script, which
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* gets its values from $CONFIG_SH, which is generally produced by

* running Configure.

*

* Feel free to modify any of this as the need arises.  Note, however,

* that running config_h.SH again will wipe out any changes you've made.

* For a more permanent change edit $CONFIG_SH and

 rerun config_h.SH.

*/

 

/* Package name      : $package

* Source directory  : $src

* Configuration time: $cf_time

* Configured by     : $cf_by

* Target system     : $myuname

*/

 

#ifndef _config_h_

#define _config_h_

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Config_h.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: socksizetype.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:socksizetype: \

	Protochk Oldconfig Myread cat d_socket d_socklen_t sizetype \

	usesocks i_socks i_systypes extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:socksizetype:

?S:	This variable holds the type used for the size argument

?S:	for various socket calls like accept.  Usual values include

?S:	socklen_t, size_t, and int.

?S:.

?C:Sock_size_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the size argument of

?C:	various socket calls (just the base type, not the pointer-to).

?C:.

?H:#define Sock_size_t		$socksizetype /**/

?H:.

?T:xxx yyy try

@if Sock_size_t
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: check for type of the size argument to socket calls

case "$d_socket" in

"$define")

	$cat <<EOM

 

Checking to see what type is the last argument

 of accept().

EOM

	yyy=''

	case "$d_socklen_t" in

	"$define") yyy="$yyy socklen_t"

	esac

	yyy="$yyy $sizetype int long unsigned"

	for xxx in $yyy; do

		case "$socksizetype" in

		'')	try="$extern_C int accept(int, struct sockaddr *, $xxx *);"

			case "$usesocks" in

			"$define")

				if ./protochk "$try" $i_systypes sys/types.h $d_socket sys/socket.h literal '#define INCLUDE_PROTOTYPES'

$i_socks socks.h.; then

					echo "Your system accepts '$xxx *' for the last argument of accept()."

					socksizetype="$xxx"

				fi

				;;

			*)	if ./protochk "$try"  $i_systypes sys/types.h $d_socket sys/socket.h; then

					echo "Your system accepts '$xxx *' for the last argument of accept()."

					socksizetype="$xxx"

				fi

				;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

	done

: In case none of those worked, prompt the user.

	case "$socksizetype" in

	'')	rp='What is the type for socket address structure sizes?'

		dflt='int'

		. ./myread

		socksizetype=$ans

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	: no sockets, so pick relatively harmless default

	socksizetype='int'

	;;

esac

@end
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Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/socksizetype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_systable.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_systable.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/10/16  13:50:20  ram

?RCS: patch12: created

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_systable: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_systable:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_TABLE symbol, and

?S:	indicates whether a C program should include <sys/table.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_TABLE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/table.h> for the OSF/1 table() system call.

?C:.

?H:#$i_systable

 I_SYS_TABLE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_systable

: see if this is an OSF sys/table system

set sys/table.h i_systable

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_systable.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_gdbm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_gdbm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/05/12  12:16:39  ram

?RCS: patch54: made more robust by checking both header and lib (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:19  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_gdbm: Inhdr Inlibc Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_gdbm (d_gdbm):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_GDBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <gdbm.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_GDBM

 (HAS_GDBM):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <gdbm.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_gdbm I_GDBM	/**/

?H:.

?T:t_gdbm d_gdbm_open

?LINT:set i_gdbm

: see if gdbm.h is available

?X: t_gdbm is a tentative check. We might just have the .h, not the lib -- ADO

set gdbm.h t_gdbm

eval $inhdr

case "$t_gdbm" in

$define)

	: see if gdbm_open exists

	set gdbm_open d_gdbm_open

	eval $inlibc

	case "$d_gdbm_open" in

	$undef)

		t_gdbm="$undef"

		echo "We won't be including <gdbm.h>"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

val="$t_gdbm"

set i_gdbm
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eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_gdbm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Obsol_h.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Obsol_h.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:11  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This file is prepended to .MT/Obsol_h if that file is not empty. That file

?X: contains the necessary mappings of new symbols to obsolete ones.

?X:

?MAKE:Obsol_h:

?MAKE:	-pick prepend $@ ./Obsol_h

?LINT:nocomment

/*

* The following symbols are obsolete. They are mapped to the the new

* symbols only to ease the transition process. The

 sources should be

* updated so as to use the new symbols only, as the support for these

* obsolete symbols may end without notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Obsol_h.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getprotoent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getprotoent_r getprotoent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getprotoent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPROTOENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getprotoent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getprotoent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getprotoent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getprotoent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getprotoent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPROTOENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getprotoent_r

 routine

?C:	is available to getprotoent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETPROTOENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getprotoent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getprotoent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getprotoent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getprotoent_r HAS_GETPROTOENT_R	/**/

?H:#define GETPROTOENT_R_PROTO $getprotoent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getprotoent_r_proto

: see if getprotoent_r exists

set getprotoent_r d_getprotoent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getprotoent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getprotoent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getprotoent_r_proto=define

		set d_getprotoent_r_proto getprotoent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getprotoent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getprotoent_r(struct protoent*, char*, size_t, struct protoent**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotoent_r_proto=I_SBWR
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 ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getprotoent_r(struct protoent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotoent_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct protoent* getprotoent_r(struct protoent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotoent_r_proto=S_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getprotoent_r(struct protoent*, struct protoent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getprotoent_r_proto=I_SD ;;

	esac

	case "$getprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getprotoent_r=undef

		getprotoent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getprotoent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getprotoent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getprotoent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getprotoent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getprotoent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getprotoent_r=undef

		getprotoent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getprotoent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getprotoent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017, Karl Williamson

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of
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?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mbrtowc: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mbrtowc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MBRTOWC symbol if the

?S:	mbrtowc() routine is available to be used to convert a multi-byte

?S:	character into a wide character.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MBRTOWC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mbrtowc routine is

?C:	available to convert a multi-byte character into a wide character.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mbrtowc HAS_MBRTOWC	/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set d_mbrtowc

: see if mbrtowc exists

set mbrtowc d_mbrtowc

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_mbrtowc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: archname.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:24:32 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: archname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:24:32  ram

?RCS: patch61: changed the way the archname is mangled from uname

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:05:24  ram

?RCS: patch54: protect against spaces in "uname -m" output (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/02/15  14:14:21  ram

?RCS: patch51: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:archname myarchname useversionedarchname: sed Loc Myread Oldconfig \

	osname test rm usethreads usemultiplicity use64bitint
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 use64bitall \

	archname64 uselongdouble longdblsize doublesize targetarch Setvar \

	api_versionstring usequadmath

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:archname:

?S:	This variable is a short name to characterize the current

?S:	architecture.  It is used mainly to construct the default archlib.

?S:.

?S:myarchname:

?S:	This variable holds the architecture name computed by Configure in

?S:	a previous run. It is not intended to be perused by any user and

?S:	should never be set in a hint file.

?S:.

?S:useversionedarchname:

?S:	This variable indicates whether to include the $api_versionstring

?S:	as a component of the $archname.

?S:.

?C:ARCHNAME:

?C:	This symbol holds a string representing the architecture name.

?C:	It may be used to construct an architecture-dependant pathname

?C:	where library files may be held under a private library, for

?C:	instance.

?C:.

?H:#define ARCHNAME "$archname"		/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx tarch

?F:!archname.cbu

?INIT:archname=''

: determine the architecture name

echo " "

?X:

 We always recompute archname in case osname changes. However, we need

?X: to be careful since, as ADO rightfully pointed out, some systems pick

?X: silly architecture names (0001307135000-aix on AIX or 9000/715-ux under

?X: HP-UX). Therefore, we allow hint files to superseed our guess and ask

?X: the user for confirmation.

if xxx=`./loc arch blurfl $pth`; $test -f "$xxx"; then

	tarch=`arch`"-$osname"

elif xxx=`./loc uname blurfl $pth`; $test -f "$xxx" ; then

	if uname -m > tmparch 2>&1 ; then

		tarch=`$sed -e 's/ *$//' -e 's/ /_/g' \

			-e 's/$/'"-$osname/" tmparch`

	else

		tarch="$osname"

	fi

	$rm -f tmparch

else

	tarch="$osname"
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fi

case "$myarchname" in

''|"$tarch") ;;

*)

	echo "(Your architecture name used to be $myarchname.)"

	archname=''

	;;

esac

case "$targetarch" in

'') ;;

?X: Very GCCian.

*)  archname=`echo $targetarch|sed 's,^[^-]*-,,'` ;;

esac

myarchname="$tarch"

case "$archname" in

'') dflt="$tarch";;

*) dflt="$archname";;

esac

rp='What is your architecture name'

. ./myread

archname="$ans"

 

:

 optionally add API version to the architecture for versioned archlibs

case "$useversionedarchname" in

$define|true|[yY]*) dflt='y';;

*)                  dflt='n';;

esac

rp='Add the Perl API version to your archname?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)	useversionedarchname="$define" ;;

*)      useversionedarchname="$undef" ;;

esac

case "$useversionedarchname" in

$define)

	case "$archname" in

	*-$api_versionstring)

		echo "...and architecture name already has -$api_versionstring" >&4

		;;

	*)

		archname="$archname-$api_versionstring"

		echo "...setting architecture name to $archname." >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac
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@if usethreads

case "$usethreads" in

$define)

	echo "Threads selected." >&4

	case "$archname" in

	*-thread*) echo "...and architecture name already has -thread." >&4

		;;

	*)      archname="$archname-thread"

		echo "...setting architecture name to $archname." >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

@if usemultiplicity

case "$usemultiplicity" in

$define)

	echo "Multiplicity selected."

 >&4

	case "$archname" in

	*-multi*) echo "...and architecture name already has -multi." >&4

		;;

	*)      archname="$archname-multi"

		echo "...setting architecture name to $archname." >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

@if use64bitint

case "$use64bitint$use64bitall" in

*"$define"*)

	case "$archname64" in

	'')

		echo "This architecture is naturally 64-bit, not changing architecture name." >&4

		;;

	*)

		case "$use64bitint" in

		"$define") echo "64 bit integers selected." >&4 ;;

		esac

		case "$use64bitall" in

		"$define") echo "Maximal 64 bitness selected." >&4 ;;

		esac

		case "$archname" in

		*-$archname64*) echo "...and architecture name already has $archname64." >&4

			;;

		*)      archname="$archname-$archname64"

			echo "...setting architecture name to $archname." >&4
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			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

esac

@end

@if uselongdouble

case "$uselongdouble" in

$define)

	echo "Long doubles selected." >&4

	case "$longdblsize" in

	$doublesize)

		echo "...but long doubles are equal to doubles, not

 changing architecture name." >&4

		;;

	*)

		case "$archname" in

		*-ld*) echo "...and architecture name already has -ld." >&4

			;;

		*)      archname="$archname-ld"

			echo "...setting architecture name to $archname." >&4

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

@if usequadmath

case "$usequadmath" in

$define)

	echo "quadmath selected." >&4

	case "$archname" in

	*-quadmath*) echo "...and architecture name already has -quadmath." >&4

		;;

	*)      archname="$archname-quadmath"

		echo "...setting architecture name to $archname." >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

if $test -f archname.cbu; then

	echo "Your platform has some specific hints for architecture name, using them..."

	. ./archname.cbu

fi

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/archname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysun.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysun.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:42  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit looks wether <sys/un.h> is available or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_sysun: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysun:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_UN, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <sys/un.h> to get UNIX

?S:	domain socket definitions.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_UN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/un.h> to get UNIX domain socket definitions.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysun I_SYS_UN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysun

: see if this is a sys/un.h system

set sys/un.h i_sysun

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysun.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: modetype.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/10/29 16:25:07 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: modetype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:25:07  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:modetype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:modetype:

?S:	This variable defines modetype to be something like mode_t,

?S:	int, unsigned short, or whatever type is used to declare file

?S:	modes for system calls.

?S:.

?C:Mode_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare

 file modes

?C:	for systems calls.  It is usually mode_t, but may be

?C:	int or unsigned short.  It may be necessary to include <sys/types.h>

?C:	to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Mode_t $modetype	 /* file mode parameter for system calls */

?H:.

?LINT:set modetype

: see what type is used for mode_t

rp="What is the type used for file modes for system calls (e.g. fchmod())?"

set mode_t modetype int stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef_ask

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/modetype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorman3dir.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999-2000, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorman3dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:vendorman3dir vendorman3direxp installvendorman3dir: man3dir Getfile \

	Oldconfig Setprefixvar Prefixit test vendorprefix prefix sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:vendorman3dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory for man3

?S:	pages.  It may have a ~ on the front.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	Vendors

 who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?S:	man3 pages in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorman3direxp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorman3dir, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorman3dir=''

?S:installvendorman3dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorman3direxp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorman3dir

: Set the vendorman3dir variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	vendorman3dir=''

	vendorman3direxp=''

	;;

*)	: determine where vendor-supplied module manual pages go.

	case "$vendorman3dir" in

	'') dflt=`echo "$man3dir" | $sed "s#^$prefix#$vendorprefix#"` ;;

	*)	dflt=$vendorman3dir ;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	''|' ') dflt=none ;;

	esac

	fn=nd~+

	rp='Pathname
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 for the vendor-supplied manual section 3 pages?'

	. ./getfile

	vendorman3dir="$ans"

	vendorman3direxp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

: Use ' ' for none so value is preserved next time through Configure

$test X"$vendorman3dir" = "X" && vendorman3dir=' '

prefixvar=vendorman3dir

. ./installprefix

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorman3dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setprotoent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setprotoent_r setprotoent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setprotoent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETPROTOENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the setprotoent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:setprotoent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of setprotoent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_setprotoent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setprotoent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPROTOENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setprotoent_r

 routine

?C:	is available to setprotoent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SETPROTOENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of setprotoent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_setprotoent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setprotoent_r

?C:	is defined.
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?C:.

?H:#$d_setprotoent_r HAS_SETPROTOENT_R	/**/

?H:#define SETPROTOENT_R_PROTO $setprotoent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_setprotoent_r_proto

: see if setprotoent_r exists

set setprotoent_r d_setprotoent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_setprotoent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_setprotoent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_setprotoent_r_proto=define

		set d_setprotoent_r_proto setprotoent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_setprotoent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$setprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int setprotoent_r(int, struct protoent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setprotoent_r_proto=I_ID ;;

	esac

	case "$setprotoent_r_proto"

 in

	''|0) try='void setprotoent_r(int, struct protoent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setprotoent_r_proto=V_ID ;;

	esac

	case "$setprotoent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_setprotoent_r=undef

		setprotoent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling setprotoent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$setprotoent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) setprotoent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$setprotoent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "setprotoent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_setprotoent_r=undef

		setprotoent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	setprotoent_r_proto=0
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	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_setprotoent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_j0 d_j0l: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_j0:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_J0 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the j0() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_j0l:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_J0L symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the j0l() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_J0:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that the

?C:	j0() function is available for Bessel functions of the first

?C:	kind of the order zero, for doubles.

?C:.

?C:HAS_J0L:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that the

?C:	j0l() function is available for Bessel functions of the first

?C:	kind of the order zero, for long doubles.

?C:.

?H:#$d_j0	HAS_J0		/**/

?H:#$d_j0l	HAS_J0L		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_j0

?LINT:set d_j0l

: see if j0 exists

set j0 d_j0

eval $inlibc

 

: see if j0l exists

set j0l d_j0l

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_j0.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_readdir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_readdir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:46:37  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for seekdir, telldir and rewinddir (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:	Force checking for <dirent.h> inclusion

?X:INC: i_dirent

?MAKE:d_readdir d_seekdir d_telldir d_rewinddir: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_readdir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_READDIR if readdir()

 is

?S:	available to read directory entries.

?S:.

?C:HAS_READDIR (READDIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the readdir routine is

?C:	available to read directory entries. You may have to include

?C:	<dirent.h>. See I_DIRENT.

?C:.

?H:#$d_readdir HAS_READDIR		/**/

?H:.

?S:d_seekdir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SEEKDIR if seekdir() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SEEKDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the seekdir routine is

?C:	available. You may have to include <dirent.h>. See I_DIRENT.

?C:.

?H:#$d_seekdir HAS_SEEKDIR		/**/

?H:.

?S:d_telldir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_TELLDIR if telldir() is

?S:	available.
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?S:.

?C:HAS_TELLDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the telldir routine is

?C:	available. You may have to include <dirent.h>. See I_DIRENT.

?C:.

?H:#$d_telldir HAS_TELLDIR		/**/

?H:.

?S:d_rewinddir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_REWINDDIR if rewinddir() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_REWINDDIR:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the rewinddir routine is

?C:	available. You may have to include <dirent.h>. See I_DIRENT.

?C:.

?H:#$d_rewinddir HAS_REWINDDIR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_readdir d_seekdir d_telldir d_rewinddir

: see if readdir and friends exist

set readdir d_readdir

eval $inlibc

@if d_seekdir || HAS_SEEKDIR

set seekdir d_seekdir

eval $inlibc

@end

@if d_telldir || HAS_TELLDIR

set telldir d_telldir

eval $inlibc

@end

@if d_rewinddir || HAS_REWINDDIR

set rewinddir d_rewinddir

eval $inlibc

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_readdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_stdint: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_stdint:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_STDINT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <stdint.h> exists and should
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?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_STDINT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <stdint.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_stdint I_STDINT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_stdint

: see if stdint is available

set stdint.h i_stdint

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_stdint.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_pause.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_pause.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:09:54  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pause: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pause:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PAUSE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pause() routine is available

?S:	to suspend a process until a signal is received.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PAUSE :

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates that the pause routine is

?C:	available to suspend a process until a signal is received.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pause HAS_PAUSE		/**/

?H:.
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?LINT:set d_pause

: see if pause exists

set pause d_pause

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_pause.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_erfc: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_erfc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ERFC symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the erfc() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ERFC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the erfc routine is

?C:	available to do the complementary error function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_erfc HAS_ERFC		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_erfc

: see if erfc exists

set erfc d_erfc

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_erfc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_times.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:07:50  ram

?RCS: patch56: typo fix, sytem -> system
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:14:00  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:46  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	What is the type returned by times() ?

?X:

?X: Force inclusion of <sys/types.h>

?X:INC: i_systypes

?MAKE:d_times clocktype: Csym Myread Typedef i_systimes

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?S:d_times:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TIMES symbol, which indicates

?S:	that the times() routine exists.  The times() routine is normally

?S:	provided on UNIX systems. You may have to include <sys/times.h>.

?S:.

?S:clocktype:

?S:	This variable holds the type returned by times(). It can be long,

?S:	or clock_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?S:	included).

?S:.

?C:HAS_TIMES (TIMES):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the times() routine exists.

?C:	Note that this became obsolete on some systems (SUNOS), which now

?C: use getrusage(). It may be necessary to include <sys/times.h>.

?C:.

?C:Clock_t (CLOCKTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type returned by times(). It can be long,

?C:	or clock_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?C:	included).

?C:.

?H:#$d_times HAS_TIMES		/**/

?H:#define Clock_t $clocktype	/* Clock time */

?H:.

?T:val inc

: see if times exists

echo " "

if set times val -f d_times; eval $csym;

 $val; then

	echo 'times() found.' >&4

	d_times="$define"

	inc=''

	case "$i_systimes" in

	"$define") inc='sys/times.h';;
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	esac

	set clock_t clocktype long stdio.h sys/types.h $inc

	eval $typedef

	dflt="$clocktype"

	echo " "

	rp="What type is returned by times() on this system?"

	. ./myread

	clocktype="$ans"

else

	echo 'times() NOT found, hope that will do.' >&4

	d_times="$undef"

?X: The following is needed for typedef (won't like an empty variable)

	clocktype='int'

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_times.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_regcmp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_regcmp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/30  14:34:45  ram

?RCS: patch49: now looks for POSIX regcomp() routine

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:53  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_regcmp d_re_comp d_regcomp: Csym cat

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_regcomp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_REGCOMP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the regcomp() routine is available

?S:	for regular

 patern matching (usally on POSIX.2 conforming systems).

?S:.

?S:d_regcmp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_REGCMP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the regcmp() routine is available
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?S:	for regular patern matching (usally on System V).

?S:.

?S:d_re_comp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_RECOMP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the re_comp() routine is available

?S:	for regular patern matching (usally on BSD). If so, it is likely that

?S:	re_exec() exists.

?S:.

?C:HAS_REGCOMP (REGCOMP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the regcomp() routine is

?C:	available to do some regular patern matching (usually on POSIX.2

?C:	conforming systems).

?C:.

?C:HAS_REGCMP (REGCMP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the regcmp() routine is

?C:	available to do some regular patern matching (usually on System V).

?C:.

?C:HAS_RECOMP (RECOMP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the re_comp() routine is

?C:	available

 to do some regular patern matching (usually on BSD). If so,

?C:	it is likely that re_exec() be available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_regcomp HAS_REGCOMP		/* POSIX.2 */

?H:#$d_regcmp HAS_REGCMP		/* sysV */

?H:#$d_re_comp HAS_RECOMP		/* BSD */

?H:.

?T:val

: see if regcomp, regcmp, or re_comp exist, for regular pattern matching

echo " "

if set regcomp val -f d_regcomp; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'regcomp() found.' >&4

	d_regcomp="$define"

	d_regcmp="$undef"

	d_re_comp="$undef"

elif set regcmp val -f d_regcmp; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'regcmp() found.' >&4

	d_regcmp="$define"

	d_regcomp="$undef"

	d_re_comp="$undef"

elif set re_comp val -f d_re_comp; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 're_comp() found, assuming re_exec() also exists.' >&4

	d_re_comp="$define"

	d_regcomp="$undef"

	d_regcmp="$undef"

else

	$cat >&4 <<EOM

No regcomp(), regcmp() nor re_comp() found !! No regular pattern matching.
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EOM

	d_regcmp="$undef"

	d_re_comp="$undef"

	d_regcomp="$undef"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_regcmp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: maildir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: maildir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:21:56  ram

?RCS: patch15: now also looks under /var/mail for BSD/386

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:maildir maildirexp: Getfile Loc Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:maildir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which mail is

?S:	spooled. Programs using this variable must be prepared to deal with

?S:	~name

 substitutions.

?S:.

?S:maildirexp:

?S:	This is the same as the maildir variable, but is filename expanded

?S:	at configuration time, for programs not willing to deal with it at

?S:	run-time.

?S:.

: determine where mail is spooled

case "$maildir" in

'') dflt=`./loc . /usr/spool/mail /usr/spool/mail /usr/mail /var/mail`;;

*) dflt="$maildir";;

esac

echo " "

fn=d~
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rp='Where is yet-to-be-read mail spooled?'

. ./getfile

maildir="$ans"

maildirexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/maildir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysun.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:42  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit looks wether <inttypes.h> is available or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_inttypes: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_inttypes:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_INTTYPES, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <inttypes.h> to get

?S:	format conversions of integer types.

?S:.

?C:I_INTTYPES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include

 <inttypes.h> to get format conversions of integer types.

?C:.

?H:#$i_inttypes I_INTTYPES		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_inttypes

: see if this is a inttypes.h system

set inttypes.h i_inttypes

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/U/i_inttypes.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_libutil.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_libutil: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_libutil:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_LIBUTIL symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <libutil.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_LIBUTIL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <libutil.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_libutil	I_LIBUTIL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_libutil

: see if this is a libutil.h system

set libutil.h i_libutil

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_libutil.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_statblks.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:29  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_statblks: contains Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_statblks:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_STAT_BLOCKS if this system

?S:	has a stat structure declaring st_blksize and st_blocks.

?S:.

?C:USE_STAT_BLOCKS (STATBLOCKS):

?C:	This symbol is defined if this system has a stat structure declaring

?C:	st_blksize and st_blocks.

?C:.

?H:#$d_statblks USE_STAT_BLOCKS

 	/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx

?LINT:set d_statblks

: see if stat knows about block sizes

echo " "

xxx=`./findhdr sys/stat.h`

if $contains 'st_blocks;' "$xxx" >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'st_blksize;' "$xxx" >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		echo "Your stat() knows about block sizes." >&4

		val="$define"

	else

		echo "Your stat() doesn't know about block sizes." >&4

		val="$undef"

	fi

else

	echo "Your stat() doesn't know about block sizes." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_statblks

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_statblks.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_truncl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_truncl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TRUNCL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the truncl() routine is available

?S:	to round long doubles towards zero. If copysignl is also present,

?S:	we can emulate modfl.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TRUNCL :
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the truncl routine is

?C:	available. If copysignl is also present we can emulate modfl.

?C:.

?H:#$d_truncl HAS_TRUNCL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_truncl

: see if truncl exists

set truncl d_truncl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_truncl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: h_sysfile.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: h_sysfile.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:13  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:h_sysfile: Nothing

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:h_sysfile:

?S:	This is variable gets set in various places to tell i_sys_file that

?S:	<sys/file.h> should be included.

?S:.

: Initialize h_sysfile

h_sysfile=false

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/h_sysfile.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: orgname.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: orgname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:10:25  ram

?RCS: patch10: added support for /local/src to the search (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:27  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:orgname: sed cat Myread Loc Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:orgname:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the ORGNAME symbol,

?S:	which contains either the organizaton name or the full pathname

?S:	of

 a file containing the organization name.

?S:.

?C:ORGNAME:

?C:	This symbol contains either the organizaton name or the full pathname

?C:	of a file containing the organization name, which the program must

?C:	be prepared to open and substitute the contents of.

?C:.

?H:#define ORGNAME "$orgname"		/**/

?H:.

?T:longshots xxx

: get organization name

longshots='/local/src /usr/src/new /usr/src/local /usr/local/src'

case "$orgname" in

'') if xxx=`./loc news/src/defs.h x $longshots`; then

		dflt=`$sed -n 's/^.*MYORG[ 	]*"\(.*\)".*$/\1/p' $xxx`

	else

		dflt=''

	fi

	;;

*)  dflt="$orgname";;

esac

$cat << 'EOH'

 

Please type the name of your organization as you want it to appear on the

Organization line of outgoing articles.  (It's nice if this also specifies

your location.  Your city name is probably sufficient if well known.)

For example:

 

   University of Southern North Dakota, Hoople
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You may also put the name of a file, as long as it begins with a slash.

For example:

 

   /etc/organization

 

EOH

orgname=""

while

 test "X$orgname" = "X"; do

	rp='Organization:'

	. ./myread

	orgname="$ans"

done

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/orgname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_waitpid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_waitpid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_waitpid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_waitpid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_WAITPID if waitpid() is

?S:	available to wait for child process.

?S:.

?C:HAS_WAITPID (WAITPID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the waitpid routine is

?C:	available to wait for child process.

?C:.

?H:#$d_waitpid HAS_WAITPID	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_waitpid

: see if waitpid exists
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set waitpid d_waitpid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_waitpid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_wcstombs.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_wcstombs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:03  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_wcstombs: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_wcstombs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_WCSTOMBS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the wcstombs() routine is available

?S:	to convert wide character strings to multibyte strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_WCSTOMBS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the wcstombs

 routine is

?C:	available to convert wide character strings to multibyte strings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_wcstombs HAS_WCSTOMBS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_wcstombs

: see if wcstombs exists

set wcstombs d_wcstombs

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_wcstombs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_group.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_group.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:34:52  ram

?RCS: patch61: useless unit dropped.

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:48  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Useless unit dropped.

?X:

?LINT:empty

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_group.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gconvert.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:33:38 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gconvert.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3	1997/02/28  15:33:38  ram

?RCS: patch61: integrated new unit from perl5

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2	1995/07/25  13:55:59  ram

?RCS: patch56: improved comments about the Gconvert macro (ADO)

?RCS: patch56: force compile-link test since it may exist but be unusable (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1	1994/10/29  16:12:51  ram
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?RCS: patch36:

 created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_Gconvert: \

	Compile cat Inlibc rm _o rm_try i_stdlib d_qgcvt run \

	uselongdouble d_longdbl d_PRIgldbl sPRIgldbl

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_Gconvert:

?S:	This variable holds what Gconvert is defined as to convert

?S:	floating point numbers into strings.  By default, Configure

?S:	sets this macro to use the first of gconvert, gcvt, or sprintf

?S:	that pass sprintf-%g-like behavior tests.  If perl is using

?S:	long doubles, the macro uses the first of the following

?S:	functions that pass Configure's tests: qgcvt, sprintf (if

?S:	Configure knows how to make sprintf format long doubles--see

?S:	sPRIgldbl), gconvert, gcvt, and sprintf (casting to double).

?S:	The gconvert_preference and gconvert_ld_preference variables

?S:	can be used to alter Configure's preferences, for doubles and

?S:	long doubles, respectively.  If present, they contain a

?S:	space-separated list of one or more of the above function

?S:	names in the order they should be tried.

?S:

?S:	d_Gconvert

 may be set to override Configure with a platform-

?S:	specific function.  If this function expects a double, a

?S:	different value may need to be set by the uselongdouble.cbu

?S:	call-back unit so that long doubles can be formatted without

?S:	loss of precision.

?S:.

?C:Gconvert:

?C:	This preprocessor macro is defined to convert a floating point

?C:	number to a string without a trailing decimal point.  This

?C:	emulates the behavior of sprintf("%g"), but is sometimes much more

?C:	efficient.  If gconvert() is not available, but gcvt() drops the

?C:	trailing decimal point, then gcvt() is used.  If all else fails,

?C:	a macro using sprintf("%g") is used. Arguments for the Gconvert

?C:	macro are: value, number of digits, whether trailing zeros should

?C:	be retained, and the output buffer.

?C:	The usual values are:

?C:		d_Gconvert='gconvert((x),(n),(t),(b))'

?C:		d_Gconvert='gcvt((x),(n),(b))'

?C:		d_Gconvert='sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(x))'

?C:	The last two assume trailing zeros should

 not be kept.

?C:.

?H:#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) $d_Gconvert

?H:.

?T: xxx_list xxx_convert xxx_ld_list
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?F:!try

?LINT:extern gconvert_preference

?LINT:extern gconvert_ld_preference

: Check how to convert floats to strings.

 

if test "X$d_Gconvert" = X; then

 

echo " "

echo "Checking for an efficient way to convert floats to strings."

echo " " > try.c

case "$uselongdouble" in

"$define") echo "#define USE_LONG_DOUBLE" >>try.c ;;

esac

case "$d_longdbl" in

"$define") echo "#define HAS_LONG_DOUBLE" >>try.c ;;

esac

case "$d_PRIgldbl" in

"$define") echo "#define HAS_PRIgldbl"    >>try.c ;;

esac

$cat >>try.c <<EOP

#ifdef TRY_gconvert

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) gconvert((x),(n),(t),(b))

char *myname = "gconvert";

#endif

#ifdef TRY_gcvt

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) gcvt((x),(n),(b))

char *myname = "gcvt";

#endif

#ifdef TRY_qgcvt

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) qgcvt((x),(n),(b))

char *myname = "qgcvt";

#define DOUBLETYPE long double

#endif

#ifdef TRY_sprintf

#if defined(USE_LONG_DOUBLE) && defined(HAS_LONG_DOUBLE)

#ifdef

 HAS_PRIgldbl

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) sprintf((b),"%.*"$sPRIgldbl,(n),(x))

#else

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(double)(x))

#endif

#else

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(x))

#endif

char *myname = "sprintf";

#endif

 

#ifndef DOUBLETYPE
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#if defined(USE_LONG_DOUBLE) && defined(HAS_LONG_DOUBLE)

#define DOUBLETYPE long double

#else

#define DOUBLETYPE double

#endif

#endif

 

#include <stdio.h>

 

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <string.h>

 

int checkit(char *expect, char *got)

{

   if (strcmp(expect, got)) {

		printf("%s oddity:  Expected %s, got %s\n",

			myname, expect, got);

		exit(1);

	}

}

 

int main()

{

	char buf[64];

	buf[63] = '\0';

 

	/* This must be 1st test on (which?) platform */

	/* Alan Burlison <AlanBurlsin@unn.unisys.com> */

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)0.1, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("0.1", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)0.01, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("0.01", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)0.001, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("0.001",

 buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)0.0001, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("0.0001", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)0.00009, 8, 0, buf);

	if (strlen(buf) > 5)

	    checkit("9e-005", buf); /* for Microsoft ?? */

	else
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	    checkit("9e-05", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1.1, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1.1", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1.01, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1.01", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1.001, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1.001", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1.0001, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1.0001", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1.00001, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1.00001", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1.000001, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1.000001", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)0.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("0", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)-1.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("-1", buf);

 

	/* Some Linux gcvt's give 1.e+5 here. */

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)100000.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("100000", buf);

 

	/* Some Linux gcvt's give -1.e+5 here. */

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)-100000.0,

 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("-100000", buf);

 

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)123.456, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("123.456", buf);

 

	/* Testing of 1e+129 in bigintpm.t must not get extra '.' here. */

	Gconvert((DOUBLETYPE)1e34, 8, 0, buf);

	/* 34 should be enough to scare even long double

	 * places into using the e notation. */

	if (strlen(buf) > 5)

	    checkit("1e+034", buf); /* for Microsoft */

	else
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	    checkit("1e+34", buf);

 

	/* For Perl, if you add additional tests here, also add them to

	 * t/base/num.t for benefit of platforms not using Configure or

	 * overriding d_Gconvert */

 

	exit(0);

}

EOP

?X: List of order in which to search for functions.

?X: Usual order of efficiency is gconvert gcvt sprintf

?X: If a hint file sets a d_Gconvert="gconvert" or "gcvt" or "sprintf",

?X: then that is taken as a hint for which function to try first.

?X: (e.g. that function may be in a problematic /usr/ucblib library, and

?X: the user may or may not choose to use -lucb stuff.)

?X: Any other hint file

 (or previous config.sh) setting is left intact.

: first add preferred functions to our list

xxx_list=""

for xxx_convert in $gconvert_preference; do

   case $xxx_convert in

   gcvt|gconvert|sprintf) xxx_list="$xxx_list $xxx_convert" ;;

   *) echo "Discarding unrecognized gconvert_preference $xxx_convert" >&4 ;;

   esac

done

: then add any others

for xxx_convert in gconvert gcvt sprintf; do

   case "$xxx_list" in

   *$xxx_convert*) ;;

   *) xxx_list="$xxx_list $xxx_convert" ;;

   esac

done

 

case "$d_longdbl$uselongdouble" in

"$define$define")

   : again, add preferred functions to our list first

   xxx_ld_list=""

   for xxx_convert in $gconvert_ld_preference; do

       case $xxx_convert in

       qgcvt|gcvt|gconvert|sprintf) xxx_ld_list="$xxx_ld_list $xxx_convert" ;;

       *) echo "Discarding unrecognized gconvert_ld_preference $xxx_convert" ;;

       esac

   done

   : then add qgcvt, sprintf--then, in xxx_list order, gconvert and gcvt

   for xxx_convert in qgcvt sprintf

 $xxx_list; do

       case "$xxx_ld_list" in

       $xxx_convert*|*" $xxx_convert"*) ;;
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       *) xxx_ld_list="$xxx_ld_list $xxx_convert" ;;

       esac

   done

   : if sprintf cannot do long doubles, move it to the end

   if test "$d_PRIgldbl" != "$define"; then

       xxx_ld_list="`echo $xxx_ld_list|sed s/sprintf//` sprintf"

   fi

   : if no qgcvt, remove it

   if test "$d_qgcvt" != "$define"; then

       xxx_ld_list="`echo $xxx_ld_list|sed s/qgcvt//`"

   fi

   : use the ld_list

   xxx_list="$xxx_ld_list"

   ;;

esac

 

for xxx_convert in $xxx_list; do

	echo "Trying $xxx_convert..."

?X: Do NOT use $rm_try here, as we need to keep try.c

	$rm -f try try$_o core

	set try -DTRY_$xxx_convert

	if eval $compile; then

		echo "$xxx_convert() found." >&4

		if $run ./try; then

			echo "I'll use $xxx_convert to convert floats into a string." >&4

			break;

		else

			echo "...But $xxx_convert didn't work as I expected."

			xxx_convert=''

		fi

	else

		echo "$xxx_convert NOT found."

 >&4

	fi

done

 

if test X$xxx_convert = X; then

   echo "*** WHOA THERE!!! ***" >&4

   echo "None of ($xxx_list)  seemed to work properly.  I'll use sprintf." >&4

   xxx_convert=sprintf

fi

 

case "$xxx_convert" in

gconvert) d_Gconvert='gconvert((x),(n),(t),(b))' ;;

gcvt) d_Gconvert='gcvt((x),(n),(b))' ;;

qgcvt) d_Gconvert='qgcvt((x),(n),(b))' ;;

*) case "$uselongdouble$d_longdbl$d_PRIgldbl" in

  "$define$define$define")
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     d_Gconvert="sprintf((b),\"%.*\"$sPRIgldbl,(n),(x))" ;;

  "$define$define$undef")

     d_Gconvert='sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(double)(x))' ;;

  *) d_Gconvert='sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(x))' ;;

  esac

  ;;

esac

 

fi

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_gconvert.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patcil

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/manifake

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patpost

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/kitsend

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patftp

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patclean

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/makedist

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/mlint

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patsnap

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/files/fixcpp

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patnotify

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/makegloss

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patmake

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/metaconfig
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/kitpost

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/manicheck

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patbase

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/jmake

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patindex

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/metalint

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/mconfig

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patcol

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/bindex

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patlog

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/packinit

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/errnolist.mk

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/jmkmf

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/manilist

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patdiff

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patname

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/pat

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/patsend

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/makeSH

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorlib.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_vendorlib vendorlib vendorlibexp installvendorlib vendorlib_stem: \

	Getfile Setprefixvar Oldconfig Prefixit package vendorprefix sed \

	installstyle version

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:vendorlib:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the VENDORLIB symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the private library for this package.

?S:	The standard

 distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?S:	modules in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorlibexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorlib, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorlib=''

?S:installvendorlib:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorlibexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:d_vendorlib:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PERL_VENDORLIB.

?S:.

?S:vendorlib_stem:

?S:	This variable is $vendorlibexp with any trailing version-specific component

?S:	removed.  The elements in inc_version_list (inc_version_list.U) can

?S:	be tacked onto this variable to generate a list of directories to search.

?S:.

?C:PERL_VENDORLIB:

?C:	If defined, this symbol contains

 the name of a private library.

?C:	The library is private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.  The program

?C:	should be prepared to do ~ expansion.
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?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?C:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?C:	modules in this directory with

?C:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?C:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?C:.

?C:PERL_VENDORLIB_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of VENDORLIB, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?C:PERL_VENDORLIB_STEM:

?C:	This define is PERL_VENDORLIB_EXP with any trailing version-specific component

?C:	removed.  The elements in inc_version_list (inc_version_list.U) can

?C:	be tacked onto this variable to generate a list of directories to search.

?C:.

?H:#$d_vendorlib PERL_VENDORLIB "$vendorlib"		/**/

?H:#$d_vendorlib PERL_VENDORLIB_EXP

 "$vendorlibexp"		/**/

?H:#$d_vendorlib PERL_VENDORLIB_STEM "$vendorlib_stem"		/**/

?H:.

?T:prog

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorlib

: Set the vendorlib variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	d_vendorlib="$undef"

	vendorlib=''

	vendorlibexp=''

	;;

*)	d_vendorlib="$define"

	: determine where vendor-supplied modules go.

	: Usual default is /usr/local/lib/perl5/vendor_perl/$version

	case "$vendorlib" in

	'')

?X:		remove any trailing -3.0 or other version identification

		prog=`echo $package | $sed 's/-*[0-9.]*$//'`

		case "$installstyle" in

		*lib/perl5*) dflt=$vendorprefix/lib/$package/vendor_$prog/$version ;;

		*)	     dflt=$vendorprefix/lib/vendor_$prog/$version ;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	dflt="$vendorlib"

		;;

	esac

	fn=d~+

	rp='Pathname for the vendor-supplied library files?'

	. ./getfile

	vendorlib="$ans"
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	vendorlibexp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

vendorlib_stem=`echo "$vendorlibexp" | sed "s,/$version$,,"`

prefixvar=vendorlib

. ./installprefix

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ttyname_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ttyname_r ttyname_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_unistd extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ttyname_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TTYNAME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the ttyname_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:ttyname_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of ttyname_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_ttyname_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_ttyname_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TTYNAME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ttyname_r routine

?C:	is available to ttyname re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:TTYNAME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of ttyname_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_ttyname_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_ttyname_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ttyname_r HAS_TTYNAME_R	/**/

?H:#define TTYNAME_R_PROTO $ttyname_r_proto	/**/

?H:.
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?T:try hdrs d_ttyname_r_proto

: see if ttyname_r exists

set ttyname_r d_ttyname_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_ttyname_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_unistd unistd.h"

	case "$d_ttyname_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_ttyname_r_proto=define

		set d_ttyname_r_proto ttyname_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_ttyname_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$ttyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int ttyname_r(int, char*, size_t);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ttyname_r_proto=I_IBW ;;

	esac

	case "$ttyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int ttyname_r(int, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ttyname_r_proto=I_IBI ;;

	esac

	case "$ttyname_r_proto"

 in

	''|0) try='char* ttyname_r(int, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ttyname_r_proto=B_IBI ;;

	esac

	case "$ttyname_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_ttyname_r=undef

		ttyname_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling ttyname_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$ttyname_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) ttyname_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$ttyname_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "ttyname_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_ttyname_r=undef

		ttyname_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	ttyname_r_proto=0
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	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_ttyname_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2009 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getaddrinfo: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getaddrinfo:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETADDRINFO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getaddrinfo() function

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETADDRINFO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getaddrinfo() function

?C:	is available for use.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getaddrinfo HAS_GETADDRINFO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getaddrinfo

: see if getaddrinfo exists

set getaddrinfo d_getaddrinfo

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getaddrinfo.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysdir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: i_sysdir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:22:30  ram

?RCS: patch32: fixed typo in I_SYS_DIR symbol name

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:30  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysdir: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysdir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_DIR symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sys/dir.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_DIR (I_SYSDIR):

?C:	This symbol, if

 defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/dir.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysdir I_SYS_DIR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysdir

: see if this is an sysdir system

set sys/dir.h i_sysdir

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Whoa.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:21:21  ram

?RCS: patch61: whoa script now starts with leading "startsh"

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:02:01  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:19  ram
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?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a bit of shell code that must be dotted in in order

?X: to warn the user in case a change into a variable is noticed.

?X:

?X: To use this

 unit, $was must hold the old value that has changed. Upon

?X: exit, the two variables $td and $tu are set to the correct value for

?X: respectively defining or undefining a variable. For instance, if $vas was

?X: $undef, but now $var is $define, after calling . whoa, you should use

?X: eval "$var=\$tu" to finally set $var to the correct value. See unit Inlibc.

?X:

?MAKE:Whoa: Myread startsh hint

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./whoa

?T:var was

?LINT:change td tu

: set up the script used to warn in case of inconsistency

cat <<EOS >whoa

$startsh

EOS

cat <<'EOSC' >>whoa

dflt=y

echo " "

echo "*** WHOA THERE!!! ***" >&4

echo "    The $hint value for \$$var on this machine was \"$was\"!" >&4

rp="    Keep the $hint value?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y) td=$was; tu=$was;;

esac

EOSC

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Whoa.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_statblks.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:07:29 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_statblks.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:29  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_statblks: Hasfield i_sysstat

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_statblks:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_STAT_BLOCKS

?S:	if this system has a stat structure declaring

?S:	st_blksize and st_blocks.

?S:.

?C:USE_STAT_BLOCKS (STATBLOCKS):

?C:	This symbol is defined if this system has a stat structure declaring

?C:	st_blksize and st_blocks.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef

 USE_STAT_BLOCKS

?H:?%<:#$d_statblks USE_STAT_BLOCKS	/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:set d_statblks

: see if stat knows about block sizes

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if your struct stat has st_blocks field..." >&4

set d_statblks stat st_blocks $i_sysstat sys/stat.h

eval $hasfield

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_statblks.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: spitshell.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: spitshell.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1997/02/28  16:22:12  ram

?RCS: patch61: removed useless chatter as this is now done very early

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/11  15:37:01  ram
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?RCS: patch45: use 'test -f' instead of 'test -r' for exec-only cat progs (WED)

?RCS: patch45: protected "sh -c" within backquotes for Linux and SGI

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:33:00  ram

?RCS: patch32: don't create spitshell under the UU directory

?RCS:

 patch32: allow for cat in /bin or /usr/bin

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:12:58  ram

?RCS: patch10: made #!-failure message more friendly (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:49  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:spitshell shsharp sharpbang: eunicefix sh Head

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:spitshell:

?S:	This variable contains the command necessary to spit out a runnable

?S:	shell on this system.  It is either cat or a grep -v for # comments.

?S:.

?S:shsharp:

?S:	This variable tells further Configure units whether your sh can

?S:	handle # comments.

?S:.

?S:sharpbang:

?S:	This variable contains the string #! if this system supports that

?S:	construct.

?S:.

?F:!sharp

?T:xcat p

?X: "paths" comes from Head

?LINT:extern paths _exe

: see if sh knows # comments

?X: This is loaded up early, so avoid being chatty.

?X: echo " "

?X: echo "Checking your $sh to see if it knows about # comments..." >&2

if `$sh -c '#' >/dev/null 2>&1`; then

?X:	echo

 "Your $sh handles # comments correctly."

	shsharp=true

	spitshell=cat

?X:	echo " "

?X:	echo "Okay, let's see if #! works on this system..."

	xcat=/bin/cat

	test -f $xcat$_exe || xcat=/usr/bin/cat

	if test ! -f $xcat$_exe; then

		for p in `echo $PATH | sed -e "s/$p_/ /g"` $paths; do

			if test -f $p/cat$_exe; then
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				xcat=$p/cat

				break

			fi

		done

		if test ! -f $xcat$_exe; then

			echo "Can't find cat anywhere!"

			exit 1

		fi

	fi

	echo "#!$xcat" >sharp

	$eunicefix sharp

	chmod +x sharp

	./sharp > today 2>/dev/null

	if test -s today; then

?X:		echo "It does."

		sharpbang='#!'

	else

		echo "#! $xcat" > sharp

		$eunicefix sharp

		chmod +x sharp

		./sharp > today 2>/dev/null

		if test -s today; then

?X:			echo "It does."

			sharpbang='#! '

		else

?X:			echo "Okay, let's see if #! works on this system..."

?X:			echo "It's just a comment."

			sharpbang=': use '

		fi

	fi

else

	echo " "

	echo "Your $sh doesn't grok # comments--I will strip them later on."

	shsharp=false

?X: The

 spitshell script will be perused, so leave it out the UU directory

	cd ..

	echo "exec grep -v '^[ 	]*#'" >spitshell

	chmod +x spitshell

	$eunicefix spitshell

	spitshell=`pwd`/spitshell

	cd UU

	echo "I presume that if # doesn't work, #! won't work either!"

	sharpbang=': use '

fi

rm -f sharp today

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/spitshell.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_atanh: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_atanh:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ATANH symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the atanh() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ATANH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the atanh routine is

?C:	available to do the inverse hyperbolic tangent function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_atanh HAS_ATANH		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_atanh

: see if atanh exists

set atanh d_atanh

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_atanh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_NOFILE.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:08:38  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:nofile d_gettblsz tablesize: Myread Guess cat +cc +ccflags +libs \

	test rm Csym
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:nofile:

?S:	This variable contains the number of file descriptors available to the

?S:	process.

?S:.

?S:d_gettblsz:

?S:	This variable conditionally handles remapping

 of the getdtablesize()

?S:	subroutine to ulimit(4,0), or the NOFILE manifest constant.

?S:.

?S:tablesize:

?S:	This variable contains either the 'NOFILE' constant or 'ulimit(4, 0L)'

?S:	and is used as the remapped value for the getdtablesize() macro.

?S:.

?C:getdtablesize:

?C:	This catches use of the getdtablesize() subroutine, and remaps it

?C:	to either ulimit(4,0) or NOFILE, if getdtablesize() isn't available.

?C:.

?C:VAL_NOFILE:

?C:	This symbol contains the number of file descriptors available to the

?C:	process, as determined at configuration time. Unless a static constant

?C:	is needed, you should rely on getdtablesize() to obtain that number.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gettblsz getdtablesize() $tablesize	/**/

?H:#define VAL_NOFILE $nofile	/* Number of file descriptors */

?H:.

?F:!nofile

?T:d_ulimit4 val

: see if getdtablesize exists

echo " "

?X: Revert logical value (d_gettblsz is undef iff getdtablesize is present)

case "$d_gettblsz" in

$define) d_gettblsz="$undef";;

$undef) d_gettblsz="$define";;

esac

if

 set getdtablesize val -f d_gettblsz; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'getdtablesize() found.' >&4

	d_gettblsz="$undef"

	tablesize=''

@if VAL_NOFILE || nofile

	$cat >nofile.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

int main()

{

	printf("%d\n", getdtablesize());

}

EOCP
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	nofile=''

	if $cc $ccflags -o nofile nofile.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		nofile=`./nofile 2>/dev/null`

	fi

	if $test "$nofile"; then

		echo "(You have $nofile file descriptors available per process.)"

	else

		nofile='20'

		if ./bsd; then

			nofile='64'

		fi

	echo "(Hmm... Let's say you have $nofile file descriptors available.)"

	fi

@end

else

	echo 'getdtablesize() NOT found...' >&4

	if set ulimit val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

		echo 'Maybe ulimit(4,0) will work...'

		$cat >nofile.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

#ifdef GETPARAM_H

#include <sys/param.h>

#endif

int main()

{

	printf("%d %d\n",

#ifdef NOFILE

		NOFILE,

#else

		0,

#endif

		ulimit(4,0));

		exit(0);

}

EOCP

		if $cc $ccflags -DGETPARAM_H -o nofile nofile.c $libs

 >/dev/null 2>&1 \

			|| $cc $ccflags -o nofile nofile.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			set `./nofile`

			d_gettblsz=$1

			d_ulimit4=$2

			if $test "$d_ulimit4" -lt 0; then

				echo "Your ulimit() call doesn't tell me what I want to know."

				echo "We'll just use NOFILE in this case."

				nofile=$d_gettblsz

				d_gettblsz="$define"

				tablesize='NOFILE'

			else
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				if $test "$d_gettblsz" -gt 0; then

				echo "Your system defines NOFILE to be $d_gettblsz, and" >&4

				else

				echo "I had trouble getting NOFILE from your system, but" >&4

				fi

echo "ulimit returns $d_ulimit4 as the number of available file descriptors." >&4

				dflt='y';

				echo " "

	rp='Should I use ulimit to get the number of available file descriptors?'

				. ./myread

				case "$ans" in

				y*)

					nofile=$d_ulimit4

					d_gettblsz="$define"

					tablesize='ulimit(4, 0L)'

					echo "Using ulimit(4,0)."

					;;

				*)

					nofile=$d_gettblsz

					d_gettblsz="$define"

					tablesize='NOFILE'

					echo "Using NOFILE."

					;;

				esac

			fi

		else

			echo

 "Strange, I couldn't get my test program to compile."

			echo "We'll just use NOFILE in this case."

			d_gettblsz="$define"

			tablesize='NOFILE'

			nofile=''

		fi

	else

		echo 'Using NOFILE instead.'

		d_gettblsz="$define"

		tablesize='NOFILE'

		nofile=''

	fi

fi

@if VAL_NOFILE || nofile

case "$nofile" in

'')

	$cat >nofile.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

#ifdef GETPARAM_H

#include <sys/param.h>

#endif
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int main()

{

	printf("%d\n",

#ifdef NOFILE

		NOFILE,

#else

		0,

#endif

		);

		exit(0);

}

EOCP

	if $cc $ccflags -DGETPARAM_H -o nofile nofile.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 \

		|| $cc $ccflags -o nofile nofile.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		nofile=`./nofile 2>/dev/null`

	fi

	if $test "$nofile"; then

		echo "(You have $nofile file descriptors available per process.)"

	else

		nofile='20'

		if ./bsd; then

			nofile='64'

		fi

	echo "(Hmm... Let's say you have $nofile file descriptors available.)"

	fi

	;;

esac

@end

$rm -f nofile*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_NOFILE.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getgrgid_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getgrgid_r getgrgid_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_grp extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getgrgid_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETGRGID_R symbol,
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?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getgrgid_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getgrgid_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getgrgid_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getgrgid_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getgrgid_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETGRGID_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getgrgid_r routine

?C:	is available to

 getgrgid re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETGRGID_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getgrgid_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getgrgid_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getgrgid_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getgrgid_r HAS_GETGRGID_R	/**/

?H:#define GETGRGID_R_PROTO $getgrgid_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getgrgid_r_proto

: see if getgrgid_r exists

set getgrgid_r d_getgrgid_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getgrgid_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_grp grp.h"

	case "$d_getgrgid_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getgrgid_r_proto=define

		set d_getgrgid_r_proto getgrgid_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getgrgid_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getgrgid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrgid_r(gid_t, struct group*, char*, size_t, struct group**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrgid_r_proto=I_TSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrgid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrgid_r(gid_t, struct group*, char*, int, struct

 group**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrgid_r_proto=I_TSBIR ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrgid_r_proto" in
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	''|0) try='int getgrgid_r(gid_t, struct group*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrgid_r_proto=I_TSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrgid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct group* getgrgid_r(gid_t, struct group*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrgid_r_proto=S_TSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrgid_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getgrgid_r=undef

		getgrgid_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getgrgid_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getgrgid_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getgrgid_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getgrgid_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getgrgid_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getgrgid_r=undef

		getgrgid_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getgrgid_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getgrgid_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_usendir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_usendir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:47:34  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place
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?RCS: patch61: likewise for .o replaced by $_o

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_usendir i_ndir ndirlib: test Setvar Findhdr d_readdir _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_usendir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the EMULATE_NDIR symbol, which

?S:	indicates

 to the C program that it should compile the ndir.c code

?S:	provided with the package.

?S:.

?S:i_ndir (d_libndir):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_NDIR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include the system's

?S:	version of ndir.h, rather than the one with this package.

?S:.

?S:ndirlib:

?S:	The name of the library to include at linking stage to resolve ndir

?S:	symbols. It is up to the makefile to use this value.

?S:.

?C:EMULATE_NDIR (USENDIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should compile

?C:	the ndir.c code provided with the package.

?C:.

?C:I_NDIR (LIBNDIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should include the

?C:	system's version of ndir.h, rather than the one with this package.

?C:.

?H:#$d_usendir EMULATE_NDIR		/**/

?H:#$i_ndir I_NDIR		/**/

?H:.

?T:val2

?LINT: set d_usendir i_ndir

: see if there are directory access routines out there

echo " "

if $test `./findhdr ndir.h` && \

 ( $test -r /usr/lib/libndir$_a

 || $test -r /usr/local/lib/libndir$_a ); then

	echo "Ndir library found." >&4

	if $test -r /usr/lib/libndir$_a; then

		ndirlib='-lndir'

	else

		ndirlib="/usr/local/lib/libndir$_a"

	fi

	val2="$define"

	val="$undef"
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else

	ndirlib=''

	val2="$undef"

	case "$d_readdir" in

	"$define")

	echo "No ndir library found, but you have readdir() so we'll use that." >&4

		val="$undef";

		;;

	*)

		echo "No ndir library found." >&4

		val="$define"

		;;

	esac

fi

set d_usendir

eval $setvar

val="$val2"

set i_ndir

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_usendir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: lns.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/06/20 07:05:52 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lns.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:05:52  ram

?RCS: patch30: created by ADO

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks whether symbolic links are really supported.

?X: We can't rely on d_symlink because that may be listed in the

?X: C library but unimplemented.

?X:

?MAKE:lns: ln rm touch

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:lns:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the command to make

?S:	symbolic

 links (if they are supported).  It can be used

?S:	in the Makefile. It is either 'ln -s' or 'ln'

?S:.

: determine whether symbolic links are supported

echo " "

$touch blurfl

if $ln -s blurfl sym > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Symbolic links are supported." >&4

	lns="$ln -s"

else

	echo "Symbolic links are NOT supported." >&4

	lns="$ln"

fi

$rm -f blurfl sym

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/lns.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_system.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_system.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:44  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_system: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_system:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SYSTEM if system() is

?S:	available to issue a shell command.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SYSTEM (SYSTEM):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system routine is

?C:	available to issue a shell command.

?C:.

?H:#$d_system HAS_SYSTEM	/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_system

: see if system exists

set system d_system

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_system.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: groupstype.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: groupstype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:18:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: no longer uses Setvar to set 'groupstype' (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: typo fix in the word 'argument' (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:00:18  ram

?RCS: patch30: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:groupstype: gidtype d_getgrps Myread Oldconfig Findhdr cat d_setgrps

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?INIT:groupstype=''

?S:groupstype:

?S:	This

 variable defines Groups_t to be something like gid_t, int,

?S:	ushort, or whatever type is used for the second argument to

?S:	getgroups() and setgroups().  Usually, this is the same as

?S:	gidtype (gid_t), but sometimes it isn't.

?S:.

?C:Groups_t (GROUPSTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the second argument to

?C:	getgroups() and setgroups().  Usually, this is the same as

?C:	gidtype (gid_t) , but sometimes it isn't.

?C:	It can be int, ushort, gid_t, etc...

?C:	It may be necessary to include <sys/types.h> to get any
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?C:	typedef'ed information.  This is only required if you have

?C:	getgroups() or setgroups()..

?C:.

?H:?%<:#if defined(HAS_GETGROUPS) || defined(HAS_SETGROUPS)

?H:?%<:#define Groups_t $groupstype	/* Type for 2nd arg to [sg]etgroups() */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:getgroups HAS_GETGROUPS setgroups HAS_SETGROUPS

: Find type of 2nd arg to 'getgroups()' and 'setgroups()'

echo " "

case "$d_getgrps$d_setgrps" in

*define*)

	case

 "$groupstype" in

	'') dflt="$gidtype" ;;

	*)  dflt="$groupstype" ;;

	esac

	$cat <<EOM

What type of pointer is the second argument to getgroups() and setgroups()?

Usually this is the same as group ids, $gidtype, but not always.

 

EOM

	rp='What type pointer is the second argument to getgroups() and setgroups()?'

	. ./myread

	groupstype="$ans"

	;;

*)  groupstype="$gidtype";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/groupstype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethostbyaddr_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethostbyaddr_r gethostbyaddr_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethostbyaddr_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOSTBYADDR_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the gethostbyaddr_r()
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?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:gethostbyaddr_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of gethostbyaddr_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_gethostbyaddr_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gethostbyaddr_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTBYADDR_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the gethostbyaddr_r routine

?C:	is available to gethostbyaddr re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETHOSTBYADDR_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of gethostbyaddr_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_gethostbyaddr_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gethostbyaddr_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethostbyaddr_r HAS_GETHOSTBYADDR_R	/**/

?H:#define GETHOSTBYADDR_R_PROTO $gethostbyaddr_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_gethostbyaddr_r_proto

: see if gethostbyaddr_r exists

set gethostbyaddr_r d_gethostbyaddr_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_gethostbyaddr_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_gethostbyaddr_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_gethostbyaddr_r_proto=define

		set d_gethostbyaddr_r_proto gethostbyaddr_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, size_t, int, struct hostent*, char*,

 size_t, struct hostent**, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=I_CWISBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, size_t, int, struct hostent*, char*, size_t, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=S_CWISBWIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, size_t, int, struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'
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	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=S_CWISBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostbyaddr_r(const void*, size_t, int, struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=S_TWISBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, int, int, struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=S_CIISBIE ;;

	esac

	case

 "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=S_CSBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostbyaddr_r(const void*, struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=S_TSBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, size_t, int, struct hostent*, struct hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=I_CWISD ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, int, int, struct hostent*, struct hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=I_CIISD ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostbyaddr_r(const char*, int, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=I_CII ;;

	esac

	case

 "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostbyaddr_r(const void*, socklen_t, int, struct hostent*, char*, size_t, struct hostent**, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyaddr_r_proto=I_TsISBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_gethostbyaddr_r=undef

		gethostbyaddr_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling gethostbyaddr_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) gethostbyaddr_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$gethostbyaddr_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in
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		define) echo "gethostbyaddr_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_gethostbyaddr_r=undef

		gethostbyaddr_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	gethostbyaddr_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_gethostbyaddr_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1997, Chip Salzenberg

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:20:13  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:sh: Head

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:sh:

?S:	This variable contains the full pathname of the shell used

?S:	on this system to execute Bourne shell scripts.  Usually, this will be

?S:	/bin/sh, though it's possible that some systems will have /bin/ksh,

?S:	/bin/pdksh, /bin/ash, /bin/bash, or even something such as

?S:	D:/bin/sh.exe.

?S:	This unit comes before Options.U,

 so you can't set sh with a -D

?S:	option, though you can override this (and startsh)

?S:	with -O -Dsh=/bin/whatever -Dstartsh=whatever

?S:.

?C:SH_PATH:

?C:	This symbol contains the full pathname to the shell used on this

?C:	on this system to execute Bourne shell scripts.  Usually, this will be

?C:	/bin/sh, though it's possible that some systems will have /bin/ksh,
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?C:	/bin/pdksh, /bin/ash, /bin/bash, or even something such as

?C:	D:/bin/sh.exe.

?C:.

?H:#define SH_PATH "$sh"  /**/

?H:.

?T:xxx try pth p SYSTYPE

?LINT:extern maintloc maintname

?X:

?X: Be quiet unless something unusual happens because this gets

?X: loaded up even before options are processed.

?X:	Can't use ./loc because that depends on startsh, which, in turn

?X:	depends on this unit.

?X:

: Find the basic shell for Bourne shell scripts

case "$sh" in

'')

?X: SYSTYPE is for some older MIPS systems.

?X: I do not know if it is still needed.

	case "$SYSTYPE" in

	*bsd*|sys5*) xxx="/$SYSTYPE/bin/sh";;

	*) xxx='/bin/sh';;

	esac

	if

 test -f "$xxx"; then

		sh="$xxx"

	else

		: Build up a list and do a single loop so we can 'break' out.

		pth=`echo $PATH | sed -e "s/$p_/ /g"`

		for xxx in sh bash ksh pdksh ash; do

			for p in $pth; do

				try="$try ${p}/${xxx}"

			done

		done

		for xxx in $try; do

			if test -f "$xxx"; then

				sh="$xxx"

				break

			elif test -f "$xxx$_exe"; then

				sh="$xxx"

				break

			elif test -f "$xxx.exe"; then

				sh="$xxx"

				break

			fi

		done

	fi

	;;

esac
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?X: fd 4 isn't open yet...

case "$sh" in

'')	cat >&2 <<EOM

$me:  Fatal Error:  I can't find a Bourne Shell anywhere. 

 

Usually it's in /bin/sh.  How did you even get this far?

Please contact me (<$maintname>) at <$maintloc> and

we'll try to straighten this all out.

EOM

	exit 1

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_grp.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:08:20 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: GRPASSWD detection added by Andy Dougherty  July 14, 1998.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_grp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:20  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_grp d_grpasswd: \

	contains rm cppstdin cppflags cppminus Inhdr Findhdr Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_grp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_GRP symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <grp.h>.

?S:.

?S:d_grpasswd:

?S:	This variable conditionally

 defines GRPASSWD, which indicates

?S:	that struct group in <grp.h> contains gr_passwd.

?S:.

?C:I_GRP:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <grp.h>.

?C:.

?C:GRPASSWD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct group

?C:	in <grp.h> contains gr_passwd.

?C:.

?H:#$i_grp I_GRP		/**/

?H:#$d_grpasswd GRPASSWD	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_grp d_grpasswd

?T: xxx

: see if this is an grp system

set grp.h i_grp

eval $inhdr

 

case "$i_grp" in

$define)

	xxx=`./findhdr grp.h`

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < $xxx >$$.h

 

	if $contains 'gr_passwd' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_grpasswd

	eval $setvar

 

	$rm -f $$.h

	;;

*)

	val="$undef";

	set d_grpasswd; eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_grp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Loc_sed.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?X: This is used in perl.c.

?MAKE:full_sed: sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:full_sed:

?S:	This variable contains the full pathname to 'sed', whether or

?S:	not the user has specified 'portability'.  This is only used

?S:	in the compiled C program, and we assume that all systems which

?S:	can share this executable will have the same full pathname to

?S:	'sed.'

?S:.

?X:	Yes, I know about the C symbol PORTABLE, but I think sed

?X:	is

 unlikely to move, and I'm too lazy to add all the

?X:	#ifdef PORTABLE sections to the perl source.

?X:

?C:LOC_SED:

?C:	This symbol holds the complete pathname to the sed program.

?C:.

?H:#define LOC_SED 	"$full_sed"	/**/

?H:.

: Store the full pathname to the sed program for use in the C program

full_sed=$sed

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Loc_sed.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sig_name.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  16:21:25  ram

?RCS: patch61: brand new algorithm for sig_name and (new!) sig_num

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/07/25  14:14:54  ram
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?RCS: patch56: added <asm/signal.h> lookup for linux

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/05/12  12:24:11  ram

?RCS: patch54: now looks for <linux/signal.h> too (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  07:06:57  ram

?RCS: patch30: final echo was missing to close awk-printed string

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1

  1994/05/06  15:17:55  ram

?RCS: patch23: signal list now formatted to avoid scroll-ups (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:sig_name sig_name_init sig_num sig_num_init sig_count sig_size: \

	awk Signal Oldconfig rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sig_name:

?S:	This variable holds the signal names, space separated. The leading

?S:	SIG in signal name is removed.  A ZERO is prepended to the

?S:	list.  This is currently not used.

?S:.

?S:sig_name_init:

?S:	This variable holds the signal names, enclosed in double quotes and

?S:	separated by commas, suitable for use in the SIG_NAME definition

?S:	below.  A "ZERO" is prepended to the list, and the list is

?S:	terminated with a plain 0.  The leading SIG in signal names

?S:	is removed. See sig_num.

?S:.

?S:sig_num:

?S:	This variable holds the signal numbers, space separated. A ZERO is

?S:	prepended to the list (corresponding to the fake SIGZERO), and

?S:	the list is terminated

 with a 0.  Those numbers correspond to

?S:	the value of the signal listed in the same place within the

?S:	sig_name list.

?S:.

?S:sig_num_init:

?S:	This variable holds the signal numbers, enclosed in double quotes and

?S:	separated by commas, suitable for use in the SIG_NUM definition

?S:	below.  A "ZERO" is prepended to the list, and the list is

?S:	terminated with a plain 0.

?S:.

?S:sig_count (sig_name.U):

?S: 	This variable holds a number larger than the largest valid

?S: 	signal number.  This is usually the same as the NSIG macro.

?S:.
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?S:sig_size:

?S: 	This variable contains the number of elements of the sig_name

?S: 	and sig_num arrays, excluding the final NULL entry.

?S:.

?C:SIG_NAME:

?C:	This symbol contains a list of signal names in order of

?C:	signal number. This is intended

?C:	to be used as a static array initialization, like this:

?C:		char *sig_name[] = { SIG_NAME };

?C:	The signals in the list are separated with commas, and each signal

?C:	is surrounded by double

 quotes. There is no leading SIG in the signal

?C:	name, i.e. SIGQUIT is known as "QUIT".

?C:	Gaps in the signal numbers (up to NSIG) are filled in with NUMnn,

?C:	etc., where nn is the actual signal number (e.g. NUM37).

?C:	The signal number for sig_name[i] is stored in sig_num[i].

?C:	The last element is 0 to terminate the list with a NULL.  This

?C:	corresponds to the 0 at the end of the sig_num list.

?C:.

?C:SIG_NUM:

?C:	This symbol contains a list of signal numbers, in the same order as the

?C:	SIG_NAME list. It is suitable for static array initialization, as in:

?C:		int sig_num[] = { SIG_NUM };

?C:	The signals in the list are separated with commas, and the indices

?C:	within that list and the SIG_NAME list match, so it's easy to compute

?C:	the signal name from a number or vice versa at the price of a small

?C:	dynamic linear lookup.

?C:	Duplicates are allowed, but are moved to the end of the list.

?C:	The signal number corresponding to sig_name[i] is sig_number[i].

?C:	if (i

 < NSIG) then sig_number[i] == i.

?C:	The last element is 0, corresponding to the 0 at the end of

?C:	the sig_name list.

?C:.

?C:SIG_COUNT:

?C:	This variable contains a number larger than the largest

?C:	signal number.  This is usually the same as the NSIG macro.

?C:.

?C:SIG_SIZE:

?C:	This variable contains the number of elements of the sig_name

?C:	and sig_num arrays, excluding the final NULL entry.

?C:.

?H:#define SIG_NAME $sig_name_init		/**/

?H:#define SIG_NUM  $sig_num_init		/**/

?H:#define SIG_COUNT $sig_count			/**/

?H:#define SIG_SIZE $sig_size			/**/

?H:.

?T:i doinit
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?F:!= !signal_cmd

?X:	signal.cmd creates a file  signal.lst which has two columns:

?X:	NAME  number, e.g.

?X:	 HUP 1

?X:	The list is sorted on signal number, with duplicates moved to

?X:	the end..

: generate list of signal names

echo " "

case "$sig_name_init" in

'') doinit=yes ;;

*)  case "$sig_num_init" in

   ''|*,*) doinit=yes ;;

   esac ;;

esac

case "$doinit" in

yes)

	echo "Generating a list of signal names and

 numbers..." >&4

	. ./signal_cmd

	sig_count=`$awk '/^NSIG/ { printf "%d", $2 }' signal.lst`

	sig_name=`$awk 'BEGIN { printf "ZERO " }

			!/^NSIG/ { printf "%s ", $1 }' signal.lst`

	sig_num=`$awk  'BEGIN { printf "0 " }

			!/^NSIG/ { printf "%d ", $2 }' signal.lst`

	sig_name_init=`$awk 'BEGIN	{ printf "\"ZERO\", " }

			     !/^NSIG/	{ printf "\"%s\", ", $1 }

			     END	{ printf "0\n" }' signal.lst`

	sig_num_init=`$awk  'BEGIN	{ printf "0, " }

			     !/^NSIG/	{ printf "%d, ", $2}

			     END	{ printf "0\n"}' signal.lst`

	;;

esac

echo "The following $sig_count signals are available:"

echo " "

echo $sig_name | $awk \

'BEGIN { linelen = 0 }

{

	for (i = 1; i <= NF; i++) {

		name = "SIG" $i " "

		linelen = linelen + length(name)

		if (linelen > 70) {

			printf "\n"

			linelen = length(name)

		}

		printf "%s", name

	}

	printf "\n"

}'
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sig_size=`echo $sig_name | awk '{print NF}'`

$rm -f signal signal.c signal.awk signal.lst signal_cmd

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sig_name.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_wifstat.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:47:43  ram

?RCS: patch61: added a ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:09:10  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/03/21  08:47:46  ram

?RCS: patch52: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_wifstat: d_uwait +cc +ccflags +ldflags +libs Oldconfig cat rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_wifstat:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines USE_WIFSTAT if the C program can

?S:	safely

 use the WIFxxx macros with the kind of wait() parameter

?S:	declared in the program (see UNION_WAIT), or if it can't. Should

?S:	only matter on HP-UX, where the macros are incorrectly written and

?S:	therefore cause programs using them with an 'union wait' variable

?S:	to not compile properly.

?S:.

?C:USE_WIFSTAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that the argument

?C:	for the WIFxxx set of macros such as WIFSIGNALED or WIFEXITED can

?C:	be of the same kind as the one used to hold the wait() status. Should

?C:	only matter on HP-UX, where the macros are incorrectly written and

?C:	therefore cause programs using them with an 'union wait' variable

?C:	to not compile properly. See also UNION_WAIT.

?C:.

?H:#$d_wifstat USE_WIFSTAT		/**/
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?H:.

?T:type

?F:!foo

: see if we can use WIFxxx macros

echo " "

case "$d_wifstat" in

"$define") echo "As before, you can safely use WIFEXITED and friends!" >&4;;

"$undef") echo "You still can't use WIFEXITED and friends!" >&4;;

*)

	echo

 "Let's see whether you can use the WIFEXITED(status) macro and its"

	case "$d_uwait" in

	"$define") type='union wait';;

	*) type='int';;

	esac

	echo "friends with status declared as '$type status'..."

	$cat >foo.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/wait.h>

 

int main()

{

	$type status;

	int e = 0;

 

#ifdef WIFEXITED

	if (WIFEXITED(status))

		printf("\n");

	exit(0);

#else

	exit(2);

#endif

}

EOCP

	d_wifstat="$undef"

	if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o foo foo.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		if ./foo >/dev/null; then

			echo "Great! Looks like we can use the WIFxxx macros." >&4

			d_wifstat="$define"

		else

			echo "You don't seem to have WIFxxx macros, but that's ok." >&4

		fi

	else

		echo "Apparently you can't use WIFxxx macros properly." >&4

	fi

	$rm -f foo.* foo core

	;;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_wifstat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_voidsig.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/05/12  12:12:46  ram

?RCS: patch54: made cppflags dependency optional

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:20:35  ram

?RCS: patch32: now sets signal_t only once d_voidsig is known (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:59:54  ram

?RCS: patch30: now properly sets signal_t when re-using previous value

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_voidsig signal_t: rm contains

 cppstdin cppminus +cppflags test Myread \

	Oldconfig Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_voidsig:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines VOIDSIG if this system

?S:	declares "void (*signal(...))()" in signal.h.  The old way was to

?S:	declare it as "int (*signal(...))()".

?S:.

?S:signal_t:

?S:	This variable holds the type of the signal handler (void or int).

?S:.

?C:VOIDSIG:

?C:	This symbol is defined if this system declares "void (*signal(...))()" in

?C:	signal.h.  The old way was to declare it as "int (*signal(...))()".  It

?C:	is up to the package author to declare things correctly based on the

?C:	symbol.

?C:.

?C:Signal_t (SIGNAL_T):
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?C:	This symbol's value is either "void" or "int", corresponding to the

?C:	appropriate return type of a signal handler.  Thus, you can declare

?C:	a signal handler using "Signal_t (*handler)()", and define the

?C:	handler using "Signal_t handler(sig)".

?C:.

?H:#$d_voidsig VOIDSIG 	/**/

?H:#define Signal_t $signal_t	/* Signal handler's return

 type */

?H:.

?T:xxx

?LINT:set d_voidsig

: see if signal is declared as pointer to function returning int or void

echo " "

xxx=`./findhdr signal.h`

$test "$xxx" && $cppstdin $cppminus $cppflags < $xxx >$$.tmp 2>/dev/null

if $contains 'int.*\*[ 	]*signal' $$.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You have int (*signal())() instead of void." >&4

	val="$undef"

elif $contains 'void.*\*[ 	]*signal' $$.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You have void (*signal())() instead of int." >&4

	val="$define"

elif $contains 'extern[ 	]*[(\*]*signal' $$.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "You have int (*signal())() instead of void." >&4

	val="$undef"

else

	case "$d_voidsig" in

	'')

	echo "I can't determine whether signal handler returns void or int..." >&4

		dflt=void

		rp="What type does your signal handler return?"

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		v*) val="$define";;

		*) val="$undef";;

		esac;;

	"$define")

		echo "As you already told me, signal handler returns void." >&4;;

	*)

		echo "As you already told

 me, signal handler returns int." >&4;;

	esac

fi

set d_voidsig

eval $setvar

case "$d_voidsig" in

"$define") signal_t="void";;

*) signal_t="int";;

esac
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$rm -f $$.tmp

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_voidsig.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_eaccess: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_eaccess:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_EACCESS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the eaccess() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_EACCESS :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the eaccess routine is

?C:	available to do extended access checks.

?C:.

?H:#$d_eaccess HAS_EACCESS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_eaccess

: see if eaccess exists

set eaccess d_eaccess

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/acl/d_eaccess.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getnetbyname_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnetbyname_r getnetbyname_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnetbyname_r:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETNETBYNAME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getnetbyname_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getnetbyname_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getnetbyname_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getnetbyname_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getnetbyname_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNETBYNAME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that

 the getnetbyname_r routine

?C:	is available to getnetbyname re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETNETBYNAME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getnetbyname_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getnetbyname_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getnetbyname_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getnetbyname_r HAS_GETNETBYNAME_R	/**/

?H:#define GETNETBYNAME_R_PROTO $getnetbyname_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getnetbyname_r_proto

: see if getnetbyname_r exists

set getnetbyname_r d_getnetbyname_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getnetbyname_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getnetbyname_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getnetbyname_r_proto=define

		set d_getnetbyname_r_proto getnetbyname_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getnetbyname_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getnetbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyname_r(const char*, struct netent*, char*, size_t, struct netent**, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C

 $try" $hdrs && getnetbyname_r_proto=I_CSBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyname_r(const char*, struct netent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyname_r_proto=I_CSBI ;;

	esac
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	case "$getnetbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct netent* getnetbyname_r(const char*, struct netent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyname_r_proto=S_CSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyname_r(const char*, struct netent*, struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyname_r_proto=I_CSD ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getnetbyname_r=undef

		getnetbyname_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getnetbyname_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getnetbyname_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getnetbyname_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getnetbyname_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo

 "getnetbyname_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getnetbyname_r=undef

		getnetbyname_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getnetbyname_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getnetbyname_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_db.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  14:10:22  ram

?RCS: patch56: conditionally use const in test programs (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:14:42  ram

?RCS: patch54: extended for more intimate DB probing (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:21:50  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_db db_hashtype db_prefixtype: Inhdr +cc +ccflags rm_try contains cat \

		d_const

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?S:i_db:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_DB symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program may include Berkeley's DB include file <db.h>.

?S:.

?S:db_hashtype:

?S:	This variable contains the type of the hash structure element

?S:	in the <db.h> header file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?S:	int, while in newer ones it is u_int32_t.

?S:.

?S:db_prefixtype:

?S:	This variable contains the type of the prefix structure element

?S:	in the <db.h> header file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?S:	int, while in newer ones it is size_t.

?S:.

?C:I_DB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include Berkeley's DB include file <db.h>.

?C:.

?C:DB_Prefix_t:

?C:	This symbol contains the type of the prefix structure element

?C:	in the <db.h> header file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?C:	int, while in newer ones it is u_int32_t.

?C:.

?C:DB_Hash_t:

?C:	This symbol contains the type of the prefix structure element

?C:	in the <db.h> header

 file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?C:	int, while in newer ones it is size_t.

?C:.

?H:#$i_db I_DB		/**/

?H:#define DB_Hash_t	$db_hashtype		/**/

?H:#define DB_Prefix_t	$db_prefixtype  	/**/

?H:.
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?LINT:set i_db

: see if this is a db.h system

set db.h i_db

eval $inhdr

 

@if DB_Hash_t

case "$i_db" in

define)

	: Check the return type needed for hash

	echo " "

	echo "Checking return type needed for hash for Berkeley DB ..." >&4

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$d_const HASCONST

#ifndef HASCONST

#define const

#endif

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <db.h>

u_int32_t hash_cb (ptr, size)

const void *ptr;

size_t size;

{

}

HASHINFO info;

int main()

{

	info.hash = hash_cb;

}

EOCP

	if $cc $ccflags -c try.c >try.out 2>&1 ; then

		if $contains warning try.out >>/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			db_hashtype='int'

		else

			db_hashtype='u_int32_t'

		fi

	else

		echo "I can't seem to compile the test program." >&4

		db_hashtype=int

	fi

	$rm_try

	echo "Your version of Berkeley DB uses $db_hashtype for hash."

	;;

*)	db_hashtype=int

	;;

esac

 

@end

@if
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 DB_Prefix_t

case "$i_db" in

define)

	: Check the return type needed for prefix

	echo " "

	echo "Checking return type needed for prefix for Berkeley DB ..." >&4

	cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$d_const HASCONST

#ifndef HASCONST

#define const

#endif

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <db.h>

size_t prefix_cb (key1, key2)

const DBT *key1;

const DBT *key2;

{

}

BTREEINFO info;

int main()

{

	info.prefix = prefix_cb;

}

EOCP

	if $cc $ccflags -c try.c  >try.out 2>&1 ; then

		if $contains warning try.out >>/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			db_prefixtype='int'

		else

			db_prefixtype='size_t'

		fi

	else

		echo "I can't seem to compile the test program." >&4

		db_prefixtype='int'

	fi

	$rm_try

	echo "Your version of Berkeley DB uses $db_prefixtype for prefix."

	;;

*)	db_prefixtype='int'

	;;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_db.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fpgetround: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fpgetround:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_FPGETROUND if fpgetround()

?S:	is available to get the floating point rounding mode.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FPGETROUND:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fpgetround routine is

?C:	available to get the floating point rounding mode.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fpgetround HAS_FPGETROUND		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fpgetround

: see if fpgetround exists

set fpgetround d_fpgetround

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fpgetround.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorhtml3dir.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorhtml3dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:vendorhtml3dir vendorhtml3direxp installvendorhtml3dir: html3dir Getfile \

	Oldconfig Setprefixvar Prefixit test vendorprefix prefix sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:vendorhtml3dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory for html

?S:	library pages.  It may have a ~ on the front.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing
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 in this directory.

?S:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?S:	html pages for modules and extensions in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorhtml3direxp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorhtml3dir, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorhtml3dir=''

?S:installvendorhtml3dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorhtml3direxp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorhtml3dir

: Set the vendorhtml3dir variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	vendorhtml3dir=''

	vendorhtml3direxp=''

	;;

*)	: determine where vendor-supplied module html pages go.

	: There is no standard location, so try to copy the previously-selected

	: directory structure for the core html pages.

	: XXX Better default

 suggestions would be welcome.

	case "$vendorhtml3dir" in

	'')	dflt=`echo "$html3dir" | $sed "s#^$prefix#$vendorprefix#"` ;;

	*)	dflt=$vendorhtml3dir ;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	''|' ') dflt=none ;;

	esac

	fn=dn+~

	rp='Pathname for the vendor-supplied html pages?'

	. ./getfile

	vendorhtml3dir="$ans"

	vendorhtml3direxp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

: Use ' ' for none so value is preserved next time through Configure

$test X"$vendorhtml3dir" = "X" && vendorhtml3dir=' '

prefixvar=vendorhtml3dir

. ./installprefix

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorhtml3dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: MailList.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: MailList.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:01:49  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit offers the user the option of subscribing to the mailing

?X: list. To force inclusion of this unit, you must add it's name to the

?X: dependancies on the MAKE line in your private copy of End.U.

?X: The address of the mailing list server must be set via a "list_request=..."

?X:

 entry in the .package file. This is usually done by running packinit and

?X: answering the proper questions.

?X:

?MAKE:MailList: cat mailer package Myread cf_name cf_email

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?T:list_request list_sub list_unsub list_name

?X:

?X: The cf_name dependency is used through list_sub when the mailing list

?X: manager happens to be listserv, whereas cf_email is used whith majordomo

?X: or when the mailing list request address is scanned by a human. Since

?X: they do not appear within the unit itself, we need a lint hint.

?X:

?LINT:use cf_name cf_email

: offer to join the mailing list

list_request='<$list_request>'

list_sub="<$list_sub>"

list_unsub="<$list_unsub>"

list_name="<$list_name>"

$cat <<EOM

 

There is a mailing list for discussion about $package and related issues.
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This is the preferred place to ask questions about the program and discuss

modifications and additions with the author and other users.  If you are able

to send mail to the Internet, you

 are encouraged to subscribe.  You need only

ever subscribe once, and you can unsubscribe automatically at any time in the

future.  If you have already subscribed and you wish to unsubscribe now, you

may do so by answering "unsubscribe".  Answer "subscribe" to subscribe to the

list.

 

EOM

rp="Subscribe to or unsubscribe from the $list_name mailing list?"

dflt=neither

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[sS]*)	$cat <<EOM

 

You will be sent a message from the list server to let you know when your

subscription has been successful and telling you how to submit articles and

how to unsubscribe again when necessary. You may also unsubscribe by running

this script again and asking it to do so for you.

 

EOM

	echo "Sending mail to subscribe you to the $list_name list..." >&4

	$mailer $list_request <<EOM >/dev/null 2>&1

Precedence: junk

To: $list_request

 

$list_sub

EOM

	;;

[uU]*)	echo "Sending mail to unsubscribe you from the $list_name list..." >&4

	$mailer $list_request <<EOM >/dev/null 2>&1

Precedence: junk

To:

 $list_request

 

$list_unsub

EOM

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/MailList.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: siteprefix.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: siteprefix.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:siteprefix siteprefixexp +oldsiteprefix: Getfile Loc Oldconfig cat package prefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:siteprefix:

?S:	This variable holds the full absolute path of the directory below

?S:	which the user will install add-on packages.

?S:	See INSTALL for usage and examples.

?S:.

?S:siteprefixexp:

?S:	This variable holds the full absolute path of the

 directory below

?S:	which the user will install add-on packages.  Derived from siteprefix.

?S:.

?S:oldsiteprefix:

?S:	This variable is set non-null if the siteprefix was previously defined

?S:	and gets set to a new value. Used internally by Configure only.

?S:.

: Set the siteprefix variables

$cat <<EOM

 

After $package is installed, you may wish to install various

add-on modules and utilities.  Typically, these add-ons will

be installed under $prefix with the rest

of this package.  However, you may wish to install such add-ons

elsewhere under a different prefix.

 

If you do not wish to put everything under a single prefix, that's

ok.  You will be prompted for the individual locations; this siteprefix

is only used to suggest the defaults.

 

The default should be fine for most people.

 

EOM

fn=d~+

rp='Installation prefix to use for add-on modules and utilities?'

: XXX Here might be another good place for an installstyle setting.

case "$siteprefix" in
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'') dflt=$prefix ;;

*)  dflt=$siteprefix

 ;;

esac

. ./getfile

: XXX Prefixit unit does not yet support siteprefix and vendorprefix

oldsiteprefix=''

case "$siteprefix" in

'') ;;

*)	case "$ans" in

	"$prefix") ;;

	*) oldsiteprefix="$prefix";;

	esac

	;;

esac

siteprefix="$ans"

siteprefixexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/siteprefix.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorprefix.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorprefix.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:usevendorprefix vendorprefix vendorprefixexp +oldvendorprefix: \

	Getfile Loc Oldconfig cat prefix Myread

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:usevendorprefix:

?S:	This variable tells whether the vendorprefix

?S:	and consequently other vendor* paths are in use.

?S:.

?S:vendorprefix:

?S:	This variable holds the full absolute path of the directory below

?S:	which
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 the vendor will install add-on packages.

?S:	See INSTALL for usage and examples.

?S:.

?S:vendorprefixexp:

?S:	This variable holds the full absolute path of the directory below

?S:	which the vendor will install add-on packages.  Derived from vendorprefix.

?S:.

?S:oldvendorprefix:

?S:	This variable is set non-null if the vendorprefix was previously defined

?S:	and gets set to a new value. Used internally by Configure only.

?S:.

: Set the vendorprefix variables

$cat <<EOM

 

The installation process will also create a directory for

vendor-supplied add-ons.  Vendors who supply perl with their system

may find it convenient to place all vendor-supplied files in this

directory rather than in the main distribution directory.  This will

ease upgrades between binary-compatible maintenance versions of perl.

 

Of course you may also use these directories in whatever way you see

fit.  For example, you might use them to access modules shared over a

company-wide network.

 

The default answer should be

 fine for most people.

This causes further questions about vendor add-ons to be skipped

and no vendor-specific directories will be configured for perl.

 

EOM

rp='Do you want to configure vendor-specific add-on directories?'

case "$usevendorprefix" in

define|true|[yY]*) dflt=y ;;

*)	: User may have set vendorprefix directly on Configure command line.

	case "$vendorprefix" in

	''|' ') dflt=n ;;

	*)	dflt=y ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[yY]*)	fn=d~+

	rp='Installation prefix to use for vendor-supplied add-ons?'

	case "$vendorprefix" in

	'') dflt="$prefix" ;;

	*)  dflt=$vendorprefix ;;

	esac
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	. ./getfile

	: XXX Prefixit unit does not yet support siteprefix and vendorprefix

	oldvendorprefix=''

	case "$vendorprefix" in

	'') ;;

	*)	case "$ans" in

		"$prefix") ;;

		*) oldvendorprefix="$prefix";;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	usevendorprefix="$define"

	vendorprefix="$ans"

	vendorprefixexp="$ansexp"

	;;

*)	usevendorprefix="$undef"

	vendorprefix=''

	vendorprefixexp=''

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorprefix.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_expm1: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_expm1:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_EXPM1 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the expm1() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_EXPM1:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the expm1 routine is

?C:	available to do the exp(x) - 1 when x is near 1 function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_expm1 HAS_EXPM1		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_expm1

: see if expm1 exists

set expm1 d_expm1

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_expm1.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2008 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ctime64 d_localtime64 d_gmtime64 d_mktime64 d_difftime64 d_asctime64: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ctime64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CTIME64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ctime64 () routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_localtime64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LOCALTIME64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the localtime64 () routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_gmtime64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GMTIME64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the gmtime64 () routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_mktime64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MKTIME64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the

 C program that the mktime64 () routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_difftime64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DIFFTIME64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the difftime64 () routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_asctime64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ASCTIME64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the asctime64 () routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CTIME64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ctime64 () routine is

?C:	available to do the 64bit variant of ctime ()

?C:.

?C:HAS_LOCALTIME64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the localtime64 () routine is

?C:	available to do the 64bit variant of localtime ()

?C:.

?C:HAS_GMTIME64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gmtime64 () routine is
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?C:	available to do the 64bit variant of gmtime ()

?C:.

?C:HAS_MKTIME64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mktime64 () routine is

?C:	available to do the 64bit variant of mktime ()

?C:.

?C:HAS_DIFFTIME64:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that the difftime64 () routine is

?C:	available to do the 64bit variant of difftime ()

?C:.

?C:HAS_ASCTIME64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the asctime64 () routine is

?C:	available to do the 64bit variant of asctime ()

?C:.

?H:#$d_ctime64	HAS_CTIME64		/**/

?H:#$d_localtime64	HAS_LOCALTIME64		/**/

?H:#$d_gmtime64	HAS_GMTIME64		/**/

?H:#$d_mktime64	HAS_MKTIME64		/**/

?H:#$d_difftime64	HAS_DIFFTIME64		/**/

?H:#$d_asctime64	HAS_ASCTIME64		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ctime64 d_localtime64 d_gmtime64 d_mktime64 d_difftime64 d_asctime64

: see if 64bit time functions exists

 

set ctime64 d_ctime64

eval $inlibc

 

set localtime64 d_localtime64

eval $inlibc

 

set gmtime64 d_gmtime64

eval $inlibc

 

set mktime64 d_mktime64

eval $inlibc

 

set difftime64 d_difftime64

eval $inlibc

 

set asctime64 d_asctime64

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_timefuncs64.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id: i_sysparam.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysparam.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:22:43  ram

?RCS: patch32: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysparam: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysparam:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_PARAM symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sys/param.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_PARAM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/param.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysparam I_SYS_PARAM		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_sysparam

: see if this is a sys/param system

set sys/param.h i_sysparam

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysparam.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_scalbnl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_scalbnl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SCALBNL symbol, which
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?S:	indicates to the C program that the scalbnl() routine is available.

?S:	If ilogbl is also present we can emulate frexpl.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SCALBNL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the scalbnl routine is

?C:	available.  If ilogbl is also present we can emulate frexpl.

?C:.

?H:#$d_scalbnl HAS_SCALBNL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_scalbnl

: see if scalbnl exists

set scalbnl d_scalbnl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_scalbnl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysndir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysndir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:33  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysndir: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysndir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_NDIR symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sys/ndir.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_NDIR (I_SYSNDIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/ndir.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysndir

 I_SYS_NDIR	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysndir

: see if this is an sysndir system
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set sys/ndir.h i_sysndir

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysndir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: inc_version_list.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: inc_version_list.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:inc_version_list inc_version_list_init d_inc_version_list: cat sed \

	Getfile perl5 version api_versionstring rm Myread archname \

	prefix sitelib_stem exe_ext

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:inc_version_list:

?S:	This variable specifies the list of subdirectories in over

?S:	which perl.c:incpush() and lib/lib.pm will automatically

?S:	search when adding directories to @INC.  The elements in

?S:	the list are separated by spaces.  This is only useful

?S:	if

 you have a perl library directory tree structured like the

?S:	default one.  See INSTALL for how this works.  The versioned

?S:	site_perl directory was introduced in 5.005, so that is the

?S:	lowest possible value.

?S:

?S:	This list includes architecture-dependent directories back to

?S:	version $api_versionstring (e.g. 5.5.640) and

?S:	architecture-independent directories all the way back to

?S:	5.005.

?S:.

?S:inc_version_list_init:

?S:	This variable holds the same list as inc_version_list, but

?S:	each item is enclosed in double quotes and separated by commas,

?S:	suitable for use in the PERL_INC_VERSION_LIST initialization.

?S:.

?S:d_inc_version_list:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PERL_INC_VERSION_LIST.
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?S:	It is set to undef when PERL_INC_VERSION_LIST is empty.

?S:.

?C:PERL_INC_VERSION_LIST:

?C:	This variable specifies the list of subdirectories in over

?C:	which perl.c:incpush() and lib/lib.pm will automatically

?C:	search when adding directories to @INC, in a format suitable

?C:	for

 a C initialization string.  See the inc_version_list entry

?C:	in Porting/Glossary for more details.

?C:.

?H:#$d_inc_version_list PERL_INC_VERSION_LIST $inc_version_list_init		/**/

?H:.

?T:stem

: Determine list of previous versions to include in @INC

$cat > getverlist <<EOPL

#!$perl5 -w

use File::Basename;

\$api_versionstring = "$api_versionstring";

\$version = "$version";

\$stem = "$sitelib_stem";

\$archname = "$archname";

EOPL

	$cat >> getverlist <<'EOPL'

# The list found is store twice for each entry: the original name, and

# the binary broken down version as pack "sss", so sorting is easy and

# unambiguous. This will work for all versions that have a maximum of

# three digit groups, separate by '.'s or '_'s. Names are extended with

# ".0.0" to ensure at least three elements for the pack.

#					-- H.Merijn Brand (m)'06 23-10-2006

 

# Can't have leading @ because metaconfig interprets it as a command!

;@inc_version_list=();

# XXX Redo to do opendir/readdir?

if (-d $stem)

 {

   chdir($stem);

   ;@candidates = map {

	[ $_, pack "sss", split m/[._]/, "$_.0.0" ] } glob("5.*");

   ;@candidates = sort { $a->[1] cmp $b->[1]} @candidates;

}

else {

   ;@candidates = ();

}

 

($pversion, $aversion, $vsn5005) = map {

   pack "sss", split m/[._]/, "$_.0.0" } $version, $api_versionstring, "5.005";

foreach $d (@candidates) {

   if ($d->[1] lt $pversion) {
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	if ($d->[1] ge $aversion) {

	    unshift(@inc_version_list, grep { -d } $d->[0]."/$archname", $d->[0]);

	}

	elsif ($d->[1] ge $vsn5005) {

	    unshift(@inc_version_list, grep { -d } $d->[0]);

	}

   }

   else {

	# Skip newer version.  I.e. don't look in

	# 5.7.0 if we're installing 5.6.1.

   }

}

 

if (@inc_version_list) {

   print join(' ', @inc_version_list);

}

else {

   # Blank space to preserve value for next Configure run.

   print " ";

}

EOPL

chmod +x getverlist

case "$inc_version_list" in

'')	if test -x "$perl5$exe_ext"; then

		dflt=`$perl5 getverlist`

	else

		dflt='none'

	fi

	;;

$undef) dflt='none'

 ;;

?X:     Configure -Dinc_version_list='5.6.0/$archname 5.6.0' ...

*)  eval dflt=\"$inc_version_list\" ;;

esac

case "$dflt" in

''|' ') dflt=none ;;

esac

case "$dflt" in

5.005) dflt=none ;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

In order to ease the process of upgrading, this version of perl

can be configured to use modules built and installed with earlier

versions of perl that were installed under $prefix.  Specify here

the list of earlier versions that this version of perl should check.

If Configure detected no earlier versions of perl installed under

$prefix, then the list will be empty.  Answer 'none' to tell perl
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to not search earlier versions.

 

The default should almost always be sensible, so if you're not sure,

just accept the default.

EOM

 

rp='List of earlier versions to include in @INC?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[Nn]one|''|' '|$undef) inc_version_list=' ' ;;

*) inc_version_list="$ans" ;;

esac

case "$inc_version_list" in

''|' ')

	inc_version_list_init='0'

	d_inc_version_list="$undef"

	;;

*)	inc_version_list_init=`echo

 $inc_version_list |

		$sed -e 's/^/"/' -e 's/ /","/g' -e 's/$/",0/'`

	d_inc_version_list="$define"

	;;

esac

$rm -f getverlist

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/inc_version_list.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: prototype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  15:11:49  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure cc flags used when looking for prototype support

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/01/24  14:15:36  ram

?RCS: patch16: prototype handling macros now appear only when needed

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:03:12  ram
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?RCS: patch6: defines were referring to non-existent VOID symbol

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:36  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:prototype:

 Myread Oldconfig cat +cc +ccflags rm Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:prototype:

?S:	This variable holds the eventual value of CAN_PROTOTYPE, which

?S:	indicates the C compiler can handle funciton prototypes.

?S:.

?C:CAN_PROTOTYPE ~ %<:

?C:	If defined, this macro indicates that the C compiler can handle

?C:	function prototypes.

?C:.

?C:DOTS:

?C:	This macro is used to specify the ... in function prototypes which

?C:	have arbitrary additional arguments.

?C:.

?C:NXT_ARG:

?C:	This macro is used to separate arguments in the declared argument list.

?C:.

?C:P_FUNC:

?C:	This macro is used to declare "private" (static) functions.

?C:	It takes three arguments: the function type and name, a parenthesized

?C:	traditional (comma separated) argument list, and the declared argument

?C:	list (in which arguments are separated with NXT_ARG, and additional

?C:	arbitrary arguments are specified with DOTS).  For example:

?C:

?C:		P_FUNC(int foo, (bar, baz), int bar NXT_ARG char *baz[])

?C:.

?C:P_FUNC_VOID:

?C:	This

 macro is used to declare "private" (static) functions that have

?C:	no arguments.  The macro takes one argument: the function type and name.

?C:	For example:

?C:

?C:		P_FUNC_VOID(int subr)

?C:.

?C:V_FUNC:

?C:	This macro is used to declare "public" (non-static) functions.

?C:	It takes three arguments: the function type and name, a parenthesized

?C:	traditional (comma separated) argument list, and the declared argument

?C:	list (in which arguments are separated with NXT_ARG, and additional

?C:	arbitrary arguments are specified with DOTS).  For example:

?C:

?C:		V_FUNC(int main, (argc, argv), int argc NXT_ARG char *argv[])
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?C:.

?C:V_FUNC_VOID:

?C:	This macro is used to declare "public" (non-static) functions that have

?C:	no arguments.  The macro takes one argument: the function type and name.

?C:	For example:

?C:

?C:		V_FUNC_VOID(int fork)

?C:.

?C:_ (P):

?C:	This macro is used to declare function parameters for folks who want

?C:	to make declarations with prototypes using a

 different style than

?C:	the above macros.  Use double parentheses.  For example:

?C:

?C:		int main _((int argc, char *argv[]));

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$prototype	CAN_PROTOTYPE	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef CAN_PROTOTYPE

?H:?NXT_ARG:#define	NXT_ARG ,

?H:?DOTS:#define	DOTS , ...

?H:?V_FUNC:#define	V_FUNC(name, arglist, args)name(args)

?H:?P_FUNC:#define	P_FUNC(name, arglist, args)static name(args)

?H:?V_FUNC_VOID:#define	V_FUNC_VOID(name)name(void)

?H:?P_FUNC_VOID:#define	P_FUNC_VOID(name)static name(void)

?H:?_:#define	_(args) args

?H:?%<:#else

?H:?NXT_ARG:#define	NXT_ARG ;

?H:?DOTS:#define	DOTS

?H:?V_FUNC:#define	V_FUNC(name, arglist, args)name arglist args;

?H:?P_FUNC:#define	P_FUNC(name, arglist, args)static name arglist args;

?H:?V_FUNC_VOID:#define	V_FUNC_VOID(name)name()

?H:?P_FUNC_VOID:#define	P_FUNC_VOID(name)static name()

?H:?_:#define	_(args) ()

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:NXT_ARG DOTS V_FUNC P_FUNC V_FUNC_VOID P_FUNC_VOID _

?LINT:set prototype

: Cruising for prototypes

echo " "

echo "Checking out

 function prototypes..." >&4

$cat >prototype.c <<'EOCP'

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

	exit(0);}

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c prototype.c >prototype.out 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Your C compiler appears to support function prototypes."

	val="$define"
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else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand function prototypes."

	val="$undef"

fi

set prototype

eval $setvar

$rm -f prototype*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/prototype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getspnam_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getspnam_r getspnam_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_shadow extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getspnam_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETSPNAM_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getspnam_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getspnam_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getspnam_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getspnam_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getspnam_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSPNAM_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getspnam_r routine

?C:	is available

 to getspnam re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETSPNAM_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getspnam_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getspnam_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getspnam_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getspnam_r HAS_GETSPNAM_R	/**/

?H:#define GETSPNAM_R_PROTO $getspnam_r_proto	/**/
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?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getspnam_r_proto

: see if getspnam_r exists

set getspnam_r d_getspnam_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getspnam_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_shadow shadow.h"

	case "$d_getspnam_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getspnam_r_proto=define

		set d_getspnam_r_proto getspnam_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getspnam_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getspnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getspnam_r(const char*, struct spwd*, char*, size_t, struct spwd**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getspnam_r_proto=I_CSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getspnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct spwd* getspnam_r(const char*, struct

 spwd*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getspnam_r_proto=S_CSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getspnam_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getspnam_r=undef

		getspnam_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getspnam_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getspnam_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getspnam_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getspnam_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getspnam_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getspnam_r=undef

		getspnam_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getspnam_r_proto=0

	;;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getspnam_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethbyad.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethbyaddr: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethbyaddr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOSTBYADDR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the gethostbyaddr() routine is available

?S:	to look up hosts by their IP addresses.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTBYADDR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gethostbyaddr() routine is

?C:	available to look up hosts by their IP addresses.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethbyaddr HAS_GETHOSTBYADDR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_gethbyaddr

: see if gethostbyaddr exists

set gethostbyaddr d_gethbyaddr

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_gethbyad.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_dlerror.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_dlerror.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  13:52:49  ram

?RCS: patch56: force compile-link test since symbol might lie in crt0.o (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:11:23  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dlerror: Inlibc runnm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_dlerror:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DLERROR symbol, which

?S:	indicates

 to the C program that the dlerror() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DLERROR :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the dlerror routine is

?C:	available to return a string describing the last error that

?C:	occurred from a call to dlopen(), dlclose() or dlsym().

?C:.

?H:#$d_dlerror HAS_DLERROR	/**/

?H:.

?T: xxx_runnm

?LINT:set d_dlerror

?X: We don't permanently change runnm, but we do temporarily.

?LINT: change runnm

: see if dlerror exists

?X: On NetBSD and FreeBSD, dlerror might be available, but it is in

?X: /usr/lib/crt0.o, not in any of the libraries.  Therefore, do not

?X: use the nm extraction, but use a real compile and link test instead.

xxx_runnm="$runnm"

runnm=false

set dlerror d_dlerror

eval $inlibc

runnm="$xxx_runnm"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_dlerror.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: voidflags.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:27:58  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't prompt them if the void support is high enough for us

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:37:44  ram

?RCS: patch45: cosmetic change to avoid spurious blank lines when using -s

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:10:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:voidflags defvoidused: cat sed rm rm_try contains +cc +ccflags package \

	Oldconfig Myread

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:voidflags:

?S:	This

 variable contains the eventual value of the VOIDFLAGS symbol,

?S:	which indicates how much support of the void type is given by this

?S:	compiler.  See VOIDFLAGS for more info.

?S:.

?S:defvoidused:

?S:	This variable contains the default value of the VOIDUSED symbol (15).

?S:.

?X:	Exceptionally, we have to explicitly alias the symbol name for

?X: config_h.SH, otherwise the comment would not appear.

?C:VOIDFLAGS ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol indicates how much support of the void type is given by this

?C:	compiler.  What various bits mean:

?C:

?C:	    1 = supports declaration of void

?C:	    2 = supports arrays of pointers to functions returning void

?C:	    4 = supports comparisons between pointers to void functions and

?C:		    addresses of void functions

?C:	    8 = suports declaration of generic void pointers

?C:

?C:	The package designer should define VOIDUSED to indicate the requirements

?C:	of the package.  This can be done either by #defining VOIDUSED before

?C:	including

 config.h, or by defining defvoidused in Myinit.U.  If the

?C:	latter approach is taken, only those flags will be tested.  If the

?C:	level of void support necessary is not present, defines void to int.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef VOIDUSED

?H:?%<:#define VOIDUSED $defvoidused

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#define VOIDFLAGS $voidflags

?H:?%<:#if (VOIDFLAGS & VOIDUSED) != VOIDUSED

?H:?%<:#define void int		/* is void to be avoided? */
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?H:?%<:#define M_VOID			/* Xenix strikes again */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:void

?F:!.out !try.c !flags

?LINT:usefile .out flags try.c

?INIT:: full support for void wanted by default

?INIT:defvoidused=15

?INIT:

?LINT:known void M_VOID VOIDUSED

: check for void type

echo " "

echo "Checking to see how well your C compiler groks the void type..." >&4

$cat >flags <<EOM

 

 Support flag bits are:

   1: basic void declarations.

   2: arrays of pointers to functions returning void.

   4: operations between pointers to and addresses of void functions.

   8: generic void pointers.

 

EOM

case

 "$voidflags" in

'')

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#if TRY & 1

void sub() {

#else

sub() {

#endif

	extern void moo();	/* function returning void */

	void (*goo)();		/* ptr to func returning void */

#if TRY & 8

	void *hue;		/* generic ptr */

#endif

#if TRY & 2

	void (*foo[10])();

#endif

 

#if TRY & 4

	if(goo == moo) {

		exit(0);

	}

#endif

	exit(0);

}

int main() { sub(); }
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EOCP

?X: This unit used to use cc -S in those tests to try to speed up things, but

?X: unfortunately, AIX 3.2 does not support this option.

	if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=$defvoidused try.c >.out 2>&1 ; then

		voidflags=$defvoidused

		echo "Good.  It appears to support void to the level $package wants."

		if $contains warning .out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			echo "However, you might get some warnings that look like this:"

			$sed -e 's/^/	/' .out

		fi

	else

echo "Hmm, your compiler has some difficulty with void. Checking further..." >&4

		$cat >&4 flags

		$rm -f flags

		if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=1 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			echo

 "It supports 1..."

			if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=3 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

				echo "It also supports 2..."

				if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=7 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

					voidflags=7

					echo "And it supports 4 but not 8 definitely."

				else

					echo "It doesn't support 4..."

					if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=11 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

						voidflags=11

						echo "But it supports 8."

					else

						voidflags=3

						echo "Neither does it support 8."

					fi

				fi

			else

				echo "It does not support 2..."

				if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=13 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

					voidflags=13

					echo "But it supports 4 and 8."

				else

					if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=5 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

						voidflags=5

						echo "And it supports 4 but has not heard about 8."

					else

						echo "However it supports 8 but not 4."

					fi

				fi

			fi

		else

			echo "There is no support at all for void."
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			voidflags=0

		fi

	fi

esac

?X: Only prompt user if support does not match the

 level we want

case "$voidflags" in

"$defvoidused")

	echo "Good.  I already know it supports void to the level $package wants."

	;;

*)

	dflt="$voidflags";

	test -f flags && $cat flags

	rp="Your void support flags add up to what?"

	. ./myread

	voidflags="$ans"

	;;

esac

$rm_try flags

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/voidflags.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This unit is just a quick shorthand for the compile command

?X:	to be used in all the other metaconfig units.

?X:

?MAKE:Compile: +cc +optimize +ccflags +ldflags +libs

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define compile compile_ok
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?V:compile compile_ok mc_file

?S:compile:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally

 by Configure to provide

?S:	a convenient shorthand for the typical compile command, namely

?S:	$cc $optimize $ccflags $ldflags -o $1 $1.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1

?S:	Note that the output filename does _not_ include the _exe

?S:	extension.  Instead we assume that the linker will be

?S:	"helpful" and automatically appending the correct suffix.

?S:	OS/2 users will apparently need to supply the -Zexe flag to

?S:	get this behavior.

?S:

?S:	To use this variable, say something like:

?S:		echo 'int main() { exit(0); }' > try.c

?S:		set try

?S:		if eval $compile; then

?S:			echo "success"   # and do whatever . . .

?S:		else

?S:			echo "failure"   # and do whatever . . .

?S:		fi

?S:	To add extra flags cc flags (e.g. -DWHATEVER) just put them

?S:	in $*, e.g.

?S:		set try -DTRY_THIS_FLAG

?S:.

?S:compile_ok:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to provide

?S:	a convenient shorthand for the typical compile command that you

?S:	expect to work ok.  It is the same as $compile,

 except we

?S:	deliberately let the user see any error messages.

?S:.

: define a shorthand compile call

compile='

mc_file=$1;

shift;

$cc -o ${mc_file} $optimize $ccflags $ldflags $* ${mc_file}.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1;'

: define a shorthand compile call for compilations that should be ok.

compile_ok='

mc_file=$1;

shift;

$cc -o ${mc_file} $optimize $ccflags $ldflags $* ${mc_file}.c $libs;'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Compile.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_math.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_math.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:21:59  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_math: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X: Are there really systems that *DON'T* have math.h?

?S:i_math:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_MATH symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program may include <math.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_MATH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 to the C program that it should

?C:	include <math.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_math I_MATH		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_math

: see if this is a math.h system

set math.h i_math

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_math.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_readv: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_readv:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_READV symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the readv() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_READV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the readv routine is

?C:	available to do gather reads.  You will also need <sys/uio.h>

?C:	and there I_SYSUIO.

?C:.

?H:#$d_readv HAS_READV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_readv

: see if readv exists

set readv d_readv

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_readv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_safebcpy.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1997/02/28  15:40:58  ram

?RCS: patch61: improved overlapping copy check

?RCS: patch61: comfort them if they have memmove

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  13:58:40  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  15:29:23  ram

?RCS: patch45: added 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:49:03

  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure string is not optimized in read-only memory (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:58  ram
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?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_safebcpy: cat d_bcopy +cc +optimize +ccflags +ldflags +libs rm \

	d_memmove i_memory i_stdlib i_string i_unistd Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_safebcpy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SAFE_BCOPY symbol if

?S:	the bcopy() routine can do overlapping copies.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SAFE_BCOPY (SAFE_BCOPY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the bcopy routine is available

?C:	to copy potentially overlapping memory blocks. Otherwise you should

?C:	probably use memmove() or memcpy(). If neither is defined, roll your

?C:	own version.

?C:.

?H:#$d_safebcpy HAS_SAFE_BCOPY	/**/

?H:.

?F:!safebcpy

?LINT: set d_safebcpy

: can bcopy handle overlapping blocks?

?X: assume the worst

val="$undef"

case "$d_bcopy" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Checking to see if your bcopy() can do overlapping

 copies..." >&4

	$cat >foo.c <<EOCP

#$i_memory I_MEMORY

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#$i_string I_STRING

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

EOCP

	$cat >>foo.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

#ifdef I_MEMORY

#  include <memory.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#  include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STRING

#  include <string.h>

#else

#  include <strings.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#  include <unistd.h>  /* Needed for NetBSD */
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#endif

int main()

{

char buf[128], abc[128];

char *b;

int len;

int off;

int align;

 

?X: Copy "abcde..." string to char abc[] so that gcc doesn't

?X: try to store the string in read-only memory.

bcopy("abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789", abc, 36);

 

for (align = 7; align >= 0; align--) {

	for (len = 36; len; len--) {

		b = buf+align;

		bcopy(abc, b, len);

		for (off = 1; off <= len; off++) {

			bcopy(b, b+off, len);

			bcopy(b+off, b, len);

			if (bcmp(b, abc, len))

				exit(1);

		}

	}

}

exit(0);

}

EOCP

	if $cc $optimize $ccflags $ldflags \

		    -o safebcpy foo.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		if ./safebcpy

 2>/dev/null; then

			echo "Yes, it can."

			val="$define"

		else

			echo "It can't, sorry."

			case "$d_memmove" in

			"$define") echo "But that's Ok since you have memmove()." ;;

			esac

		fi

	else

		echo "(I can't compile the test program, so we'll assume not...)"

		case "$d_memmove" in

		"$define") echo "But that's Ok since you have memmove()." ;;

		esac

	fi

	;;

esac
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$rm -f foo.* safebcpy core

set d_safebcpy

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_safebcpy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: netdbtype.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: netdbtype.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:netdb_host_type netdb_hlen_type netdb_name_type netdb_net_type: \

	Protochk Oldconfig Myread cat \

	d_gethbyaddr d_gethbyname d_getnbyaddr \

	i_niin i_netdb i_unistd d_socket sizetype extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:netdb_host_type:

?S:	This variable holds the type used for the 1st argument to

?S:	gethostbyaddr().  Usually, this is char * or void *,  possibly

?S:	with or without a const prefix.

?S:	This is only useful if you have gethostbyaddr(), naturally.

?S:.

?S:netdb_hlen_type:

?S:	This variable holds the type used for the 2nd argument to

?S:	gethostbyaddr().  Usually,

 this is int or size_t or unsigned.

?S:	This is only useful if you have gethostbyaddr(), naturally.

?S:.

?S:netdb_name_type:

?S:	This variable holds the type used for the argument to

?S:	gethostbyname().  Usually, this is char * or const char *.

?S:	This is only useful if you have gethostbyname(), naturally.

?S:.

?S:netdb_net_type:

?S:	This variable holds the type used for the 1st argument to

?S:	getnetbyaddr().  Usually, this is int or long.

?S:	This is only useful if you have getnetbyaddr(), naturally.

?S:.

?C:Netdb_host_t:
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?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the 1st argument

?C:	to gethostbyaddr().

?C:.

?C:Netdb_hlen_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the 2nd argument

?C:	to gethostbyaddr().

?C:.

?C:Netdb_name_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the argument to

?C:	gethostbyname().

?C:.

?C:Netdb_net_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the 1st argument to

?C:	getnetbyaddr().

?C:.

?H:#define Netdb_host_t		$netdb_host_type /**/

?H:#define Netdb_hlen_t		$netdb_hlen_type

 /**/

?H:#define Netdb_name_t		$netdb_name_type /**/

?H:#define Netdb_net_t		$netdb_net_type /**/

?H:.

?T:xxx yyy try hdrs

@if netdb_host_type || Netdb_host_t || netdb_hlen_type || Netdb_hlen_t

: check for type of arguments to gethostbyaddr.

if test "X$netdb_host_type" = X -o "X$netdb_hlen_type" = X; then

	case "$d_gethbyaddr" in

	$define)

		$cat <<EOM

 

Checking to see what type of arguments are accepted by gethostbyaddr().

EOM

		hdrs="$define sys/types.h

			$d_socket sys/socket.h

			$i_niin netinet/in.h

			$i_netdb netdb.h

			$i_unistd unistd.h"

		: The first arg can 'char *' or 'void *'

		: The second arg is some of integral type

		for xxx in in_addr_t 'const void *' 'const char *' 'void *' 'char *'; do

			for yyy in size_t long int; do

				case "$netdb_host_type" in

				'')	try="$extern_C struct hostent *gethostbyaddr($xxx, $yyy, int);"

					if ./protochk "$try" $hdrs; then

						echo "Your system accepts $xxx for the first arg."

						echo "...and $yyy for the second arg."

						netdb_host_type="$xxx"

						netdb_hlen_type="$yyy"

					fi
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					;;

				esac

			done

		done

		:

 In case none of those worked, prompt the user.

		case "$netdb_host_type" in

		'')	rp='What is the type for the 1st argument to gethostbyaddr?'

			dflt='char *'

			. ./myread

			netdb_host_type=$ans

			rp='What is the type for the 2nd argument to gethostbyaddr?'

			dflt="$sizetype"

			. ./myread

			netdb_hlen_type=$ans

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	: no gethostbyaddr, so pick harmless defaults

		netdb_host_type='char *'

		netdb_hlen_type="$sizetype"

		;;

	esac

	# Remove the "const" if needed. -- but then we'll have a

	# prototype clash!

	# netdb_host_type=`echo "$netdb_host_type" | sed 's/^const //'`

fi

@end

 

@if netdb_name_type || Netdb_name_t

: check for type of argument to gethostbyname.

if test "X$netdb_name_type" = X ; then

	case "$d_gethbyname" in

	$define)

		$cat <<EOM

 

Checking to see what type of argument is accepted by gethostbyname().

EOM

		hdrs="$define sys/types.h

			$d_socket sys/socket.h

			$i_niin

 netinet/in.h

			$i_netdb netdb.h

			$i_unistd unistd.h"

		for xxx in "const char *" "char *"; do

			case "$netdb_name_type" in

			'')	try="$extern_C struct hostent *gethostbyname($xxx);"

				if ./protochk "$try" $hdrs; then
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					echo "Your system accepts $xxx."

					netdb_name_type="$xxx"

				fi

				;;

			esac

		done

		: In case none of those worked, prompt the user.

		case "$netdb_name_type" in

		'')	rp='What is the type for the 1st argument to gethostbyname?'

			dflt='char *'

			. ./myread

			netdb_name_type=$ans

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	: no gethostbyname, so pick harmless default

		netdb_name_type='char *'

		;;

	esac

fi

@end

 

@if netdb_net_type || Netdb_net_t

: check for type of 1st argument to getnetbyaddr.

if test "X$netdb_net_type" = X ; then

	case "$d_getnbyaddr" in

	$define)

		$cat <<EOM

 

Checking to see what type of 1st argument is accepted by getnetbyaddr().

EOM

		hdrs="$define sys/types.h

			$d_socket sys/socket.h

			$i_niin netinet/in.h

			$i_netdb netdb.h

			$i_unistd

 unistd.h"

		for xxx in in_addr_t "unsigned long" long "unsigned int" int; do

			case "$netdb_net_type" in

			'')	try="$extern_C struct netent *getnetbyaddr($xxx, int);"

				if ./protochk "$try" $hdrs; then

					echo "Your system accepts $xxx."

					netdb_net_type="$xxx"

				fi

				;;

			esac

		done

		: In case none of those worked, prompt the user.
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		case "$netdb_net_type" in

		'')	rp='What is the type for the 1st argument to getnetbyaddr?'

			dflt='long'

			. ./myread

			netdb_net_type=$ans

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	: no getnetbyaddr, so pick harmless default

		netdb_net_type='long'

		;;

	esac

fi

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/netdbtype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getservprotos.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getservprotos : Hasproto i_netdb

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getservprotos:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETSERV_PROTOS symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that <netdb.h> supplies

?S:	prototypes for the various getserv*() functions.

?S:	See also netdbtype.U for probing for various netdb types.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSERV_PROTOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <netdb.h> includes

?C:	prototypes for getservent(), getservbyname(), and

?C:	getservbyaddr().  Otherwise,

 it is up to the program to guess

?C:	them.  See netdbtype.U for probing for various Netdb_xxx_t types.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getservprotos	HAS_GETSERV_PROTOS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getservprotos
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: see if prototypes for various getservxxx netdb.h functions are available

echo " "

set d_getservprotos getservent $i_netdb netdb.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/d_getservprotos.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getnetprotos.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnetprotos : Hasproto i_netdb

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnetprotos:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETNET_PROTOS symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that <netdb.h> supplies

?S:	prototypes for the various getnet*() functions.

?S:	See also netdbtype.U for probing for various netdb types.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNET_PROTOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <netdb.h> includes

?C:	prototypes for getnetent(), getnetbyname(), and

?C:	getnetbyaddr().  Otherwise,

 it is up to the program to guess

?C:	them.  See netdbtype.U for probing for various Netdb_xxx_t types.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getnetprotos	HAS_GETNET_PROTOS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getnetprotos

: see if prototypes for various getnetxxx netdb.h functions are available

echo " "

set d_getnetprotos getnetent $i_netdb netdb.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/d_getnetprotos.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_syssecrt: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_syssecrt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_SECURITY symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/security.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_SECURITY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/security.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_syssecrt   I_SYS_SECURITY	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_syssecrt

: see if sys/security.h is available

set sys/security.h i_syssecrt

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/acl/i_syssecrt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Warn_v7EXT.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Warn_v7EXT.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:01:42  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./v7 explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit issues warnings to V7 sites that they are living dangerously.

?X: This unit needs to get mentioned in End.U to get included.

?X:

?MAKE:Warn_v7EXT: package Guess

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

: Warnings

if ./v7;

 then

	cat <<EOM

 

NOTE: the V7 compiler may ignore some #undefs that $package uses.  If so,

you may get messages about redefining EXT.  Some V7 compilers also have

difficulties with #defines near buffer boundaries, so beware.  You may have

to play with the spacing in some .h files, believe it or not.

EOM

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Warn_v7EXT.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_syslog.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_syslog: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_syslog:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSLOG symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <syslog.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYSLOG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <syslog.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_syslog	I_SYSLOG		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_syslog

: see if this is a syslog.h system

set syslog.h i_syslog

eval $inhdr
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_syslog.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?MAKE:usesocks: Myread Oldconfig Setvar spackage package

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usesocks:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_SOCKS symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use SOCKS.

?S:.

?C:USE_SOCKS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should

?C:	be built to use socks.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$usesocks	USE_SOCKS		/**/

?H:.

?D:usesocks=''

?LINT:set usesocks

: check for requested SOCKS support

case "$usesocks" in

$define|true|[yY]*)	dflt='y';;

*)

 dflt='n';;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

$spackage can be built to use the SOCKS proxy protocol library.

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM

rp="Build $package for SOCKS?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)	val="$define" ;;    

*)      val="$undef" ;;
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esac

set usesocks

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/usesocks.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_time.U,v 3.0.1.2 1995/07/25 14:07:43 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_time.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:07:43  ram

?RCS: patch56: typo fix, sytem -> system

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:16:38  ram

?RCS: patch36: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X: Maybe <sys/types.h> should be included?

?X:INC: i_systypes

?MAKE:d_time timetype: Csym Setvar Findhdr Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?S:d_time:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TIME symbol, which indicates

?S:	that the time() routine exists.  The time() routine is normally

?S:	provided on UNIX systems.

?S:.

?S:timetype:

?S:	This variable holds the type returned by time(). It can be long,

?S:	or time_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?S:	included). Anyway, the type Time_t should be used.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TIME (TIMER):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the time() routine exists.

?C:.

?C:Time_t (TIMETYPE):
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?C:	This symbol holds the type returned by time(). It can be long,

?C:	or time_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?C:	included).

?C:.

?H:#$d_time HAS_TIME		/**/

?H:#define Time_t $timetype		/* Time type */

?H:.

?LINT:set d_time

: see if time exists

echo " "

?X: MPE/iX needs this protection of hint values.

?X: See d_sterror.U for more explanation.

if test "X$d_time" = X -o X"$timetype" = X; then

   if set time val -f d_time; eval $csym; $val;

 then

		echo 'time() found.' >&4

		val="$define"

		rp="What is the type returned by time() on this system?"

		set time_t timetype long stdio.h sys/types.h

		eval $typedef_ask

   else

		echo 'time() not found, hope that will do.' >&4

		val="$undef"

		timetype='int';

   fi

   set d_time

   eval $setvar

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/d_time.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fsetpos.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fsetpos.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:57:38  ram

?RCS: patch30: created

?RCS:
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?MAKE:d_fsetpos: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fsetpos:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_FSETPOS if fsetpos() is

?S:	available to set the file position indicator.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FSETPOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fsetpos routine is

?C:	available to set the file position indicator, similar to fseek().

?C:.

?H:#$d_fsetpos

 HAS_FSETPOS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fsetpos

: see if fsetpos exists

set fsetpos d_fsetpos

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fsetpos.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setnetent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setnetent_r setnetent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setnetent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETNETENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the setnetent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:setnetent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of setnetent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_setnetent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setnetent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETNETENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setnetent_r routine

?C:	is
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 available to setnetent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SETNETENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of setnetent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_setnetent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setnetent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setnetent_r HAS_SETNETENT_R	/**/

?H:#define SETNETENT_R_PROTO $setnetent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_setnetent_r_proto

: see if setnetent_r exists

set setnetent_r d_setnetent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_setnetent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_setnetent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_setnetent_r_proto=define

		set d_setnetent_r_proto setnetent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_setnetent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$setnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int setnetent_r(int, struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setnetent_r_proto=I_ID ;;

	esac

	case "$setnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void setnetent_r(int, struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk

 "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setnetent_r_proto=V_ID ;;

	esac

	case "$setnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_setnetent_r=undef

		setnetent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling setnetent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$setnetent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) setnetent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$setnetent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "setnetent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;
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		esac

		d_setnetent_r=undef

		setnetent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	setnetent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_setnetent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sjis2jis.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sjis2jis.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:25  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sjis2jis: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sjis2jis:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SJIS2JIS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the sjis2jis() routine is available

?S:	to convert SJIS to JIS.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SJIS2JIS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sjis2jis routine is

?C:	available

 to convert SJIS to JIS.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sjis2jis	HAS_SJIS2JIS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sjis2jis

: see if sjis2jis exists

set sjis2jis d_sjis2jis

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sjis2jis.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_cuserid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_cuserid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:25  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_cuserid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_cuserid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CUSERID symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the cuserid() routine is available

?S:	to get character login names.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CUSERID :

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates that the cuserid routine is

?C:	available to get character login names.

?C:.

?H:#$d_cuserid HAS_CUSERID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_cuserid

: see if cuserid exists

set cuserid d_cuserid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_cuserid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_attribut.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_attribut.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:33:45  ram

?RCS: patch49: test C program now includes <stdio.h> (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  15:25:47  ram

?RCS: patch45: fixed typo in the d_attribut variable (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:08:55  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_attribute_deprecated d_attribute_format

 d_attribute_malloc \

	d_attribute_nonnull d_attribute_noreturn d_attribute_pure \

	d_attribute_unused d_attribute_warn_unused_result \

	d_printf_format_null: \

	    Myread Oldconfig cat cc ccflags rm Setvar contains i_stdlib run \

	    i_inttypes

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_attribute_format:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HASATTRIBUTE_FORMAT, which

?S:	indicates the C compiler can check for printf-like formats.

?S:.

?S:d_attribute_deprecated:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HASATTRIBUTE_DEPRECATED, which

?S:	indicates that GCC can handle the attribute for marking deprecated

?S:	APIs

?S:.

?S:d_printf_format_null:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PRINTF_FORMAT_NULL_OK, which

?S:	indicates the C compiler allows printf-like formats to be null.

?S:.

?S:d_attribute_malloc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HASATTRIBUTE_MALLOC, which

?S:	indicates the C compiler can understand functions as having

?S:	malloc-like semantics.

?S:.

?S:d_attribute_nonnull:

?S:	This
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 variable conditionally defines HASATTRIBUTE_NONNULL, which

?S:	indicates that the C compiler can know that certain arguments

?S:	must not be NULL, and will check accordingly at compile time.

?S:.

?S:d_attribute_noreturn:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HASATTRIBUTE_NORETURN, which

?S:	indicates that the C compiler can know that certain functions

?S:	are guaranteed never to return.

?S:.

?S:d_attribute_pure:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HASATTRIBUTE_PURE, which

?S:	indicates that the C compiler can know that certain functions

?S:	are "pure" functions, meaning that they have no side effects, and

?S:	only rely on function input and/or global data for their results.

?S:.

?S:d_attribute_unused:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HASATTRIBUTE_UNUSED, which

?S:	indicates that the C compiler can know that certain variables

?S:	and arguments may not always be used, and to not throw warnings

?S:	if they don't get used.

?S:.

?S:d_attribute_warn_unused_result:

?S:	This variable

 conditionally defines

?S:	HASATTRIBUTE_WARN_UNUSED_RESULT, which indicates that the C

?S:	compiler can know that certain functions have a return values

?S:	that must not be ignored, such as malloc() or open().

?S:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_FORMAT ~ %< (GNUC_ATTRIBUTE_CHECK):

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for checking printf-style formats

?C:.

?C:PRINTF_FORMAT_NULL_OK:

?C:	Allows __printf__ format to be null when checking printf-style

?C:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_MALLOC:

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for malloc-style functions.

?C:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_NONNULL:

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for nonnull function parms.

?C:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_NORETURN:

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for functions that do not return

?C:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_PURE:

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for pure functions

?C:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_UNUSED:

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for unused variables and arguments
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?C:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_DEPRECATED:

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for marking deprecated APIs

?C:.

?C:HASATTRIBUTE_WARN_UNUSED_RESULT

 ~ %< (HASATTRIBUTE):

?C:	Can we handle GCC attribute for warning on unused results

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_deprecated HASATTRIBUTE_DEPRECATED	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_format HASATTRIBUTE_FORMAT	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_printf_format_null PRINTF_FORMAT_NULL_OK	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_noreturn HASATTRIBUTE_NORETURN	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_malloc HASATTRIBUTE_MALLOC	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_nonnull HASATTRIBUTE_NONNULL	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_pure HASATTRIBUTE_PURE	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_unused HASATTRIBUTE_UNUSED	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_attribute_warn_unused_result HASATTRIBUTE_WARN_UNUSED_RESULT	/**/

?H:.

?F:!attrib !attrib.out !attrib.c

?LINT:set d_attribute_deprecated

?LINT:set d_attribute_format

?LINT:set d_printf_format_null

?LINT:set d_attribute_malloc

?LINT:set d_attribute_nonnull

?LINT:set d_attribute_noreturn

?LINT:set d_attribute_pure

?LINT:set d_attribute_unused

?LINT:set d_attribute_warn_unused_result

: Look for GCC-style attribute format

case "$d_attribute_format"

 in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((format)) ..." >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

void my_special_printf(char* pat,...) __attribute__((__format__(__printf__,1,2)));

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't support __attribute__((format))."

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((format))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."
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	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_format" ;;

esac

set d_attribute_format

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute format with null format allowed

case "$d_printf_format_null" in

'') case "$d_attribute_format" in

   $define)

	echo " "

	echo "Checking whether your compiler allows __printf__ format to be null ..." >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef

 I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#$i_inttypes I_INTTYPES

#ifdef I_INTTYPES

#include <inttypes.h>

#endif

#ifndef INTPTR_MAX

#define intptr_t int

#endif

int null_printf (char* pat,...) __attribute__((__format__(__printf__,1,2)));

int null_printf (char* pat,...) { return (int)(intptr_t)pat; }

int main () { exit(null_printf(NULL)); }

EOCP

	if $cc $ccflags -o attrib attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	    : run the executable in case it produces a run-time warning

	    if $run ./attrib >>attrib.out 2>&1; then

		if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		    echo "Your C compiler doesn't allow __printf__ format to be null."

		    val="$undef"

		else

		    echo "Your C compiler allows __printf__ format to be null."

		    val="$define"

		fi

	    else

	    echo "Your C compiler executable failed with __printf__ format null."

	    val="$undef"

	fi

   else
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	echo "Your C compiler fails with __printf__ format null."

	val="$undef"

   fi

   ;;

   *)  val="$undef" ;;

   esac

;;

*)

  val="$d_printf_format_null" ;;

esac

set d_printf_format_null

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute malloc

case "$d_attribute_malloc" in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((malloc)) ..." >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

char *go_get_some_memory( int how_many_bytes ) __attribute__((malloc));

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't support __attribute__((malloc))."

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((malloc))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."

	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_malloc" ;;

esac

set d_attribute_malloc

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute nonnull

case "$d_attribute_nonnull" in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((nonnull(1))) ..."
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 >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

void do_something (char *some_pointer,...) __attribute__((nonnull(1)));

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't support __attribute__((nonnull))."

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((nonnull))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."

	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_nonnull" ;;

esac

set d_attribute_nonnull

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute noreturn

case "$d_attribute_noreturn" in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((noreturn)) ..." >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

void fall_over_dead( void ) __attribute__((noreturn));

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't

 support __attribute__((noreturn))."

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((noreturn))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."

	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_noreturn" ;;
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esac

set d_attribute_noreturn

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute pure

case "$d_attribute_pure" in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((pure)) ..." >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

int square( int n ) __attribute__((pure));

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't support __attribute__((pure))."

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((pure))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."

	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_pure" ;;

esac

set d_attribute_pure

eval

 $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute unused

case "$d_attribute_unused" in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((unused)) ..." >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

int do_something( int dummy __attribute__((unused)), int n );

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't support __attribute__((unused))."

		val="$undef"

	else
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		echo "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((unused))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."

	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_unused" ;;

esac

set d_attribute_unused

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute deprecated

case "$d_attribute_deprecated" in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((deprecated)) ..." >&4

$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

int I_am_deprecated(void)

 __attribute__((deprecated));

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't support __attribute__((deprecated))."

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((deprecated))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."

	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_deprecated" ;;

esac

set d_attribute_deprecated

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

: Look for GCC-style attribute warn_unused_result

case "$d_attribute_warn_unused_result" in

'')

echo " "

echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __attribute__((warn_unused_result)) ..." >&4
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$cat >attrib.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

int I_will_not_be_ignored(void) __attribute__((warn_unused_result));

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -c attrib.c >attrib.out 2>&1 ; then

	if $contains 'warning' attrib.out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "Your C compiler doesn't support __attribute__((warn_unused_result))."

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo

 "Your C compiler supports __attribute__((warn_unused_result))."

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __attribute__ at all."

	val="$undef"

fi

;;

*) val="$d_attribute_warn_unused_result" ;;

esac

set d_attribute_warn_unused_result

eval $setvar

$rm -f attrib*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_attribut.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_castneg.U,v 3.0.1.2 1995/05/12 12:11:21 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_castneg.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:11:21  ram

?RCS: patch54: made sure cc and ccflags are conditional dependencies

?RCS: patch54: added improved test case for Interactive Unix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:10:50  ram

?RCS: patch36: don't forget to tell user about compilation failures (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: declare signal handler correctly using 'signal_t' (ADO)

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline

 for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	Can the compiler cast negative / odd floats to unsigned values.

?X:

?MAKE:d_castneg castflags: cat Compile rm_try Setvar signal_t run i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_castneg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines CASTNEG, which indicates

?S:	whether the C compiler can cast negative float to unsigned.

?S:.

?S:castflags:

?S:	This variable contains a flag that precise difficulties the

?S:	compiler has casting odd floating values to unsigned long:

?S:		0 = ok

?S:		1 = couldn't cast < 0

?S:		2 = couldn't cast >= 0x80000000

?S:		4 = couldn't cast in argument expression list

?S:.

?C:CASTNEGFLOAT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the C compiler can cast negative

?C:	numbers to unsigned longs, ints and shorts.

?C:.

?C:CASTFLAGS:

?C:	This symbol contains flags that say what difficulties the compiler

?C:	has casting odd floating values to unsigned long:

?C:		0 = ok

?C:		1 = couldn't cast < 0

?C:		2 = couldn't cast >= 0x80000000

?C:		4 = couldn't

 cast in argument expression list

?C:.

?H:#$d_castneg	CASTNEGFLOAT		/**/

?H:#define CASTFLAGS $castflags		/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_castneg

: check for ability to cast negative floats to unsigned

echo " "

echo 'Checking whether your C compiler can cast negative float to unsigned.' >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif
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#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

$signal_t blech(int s) { exit(7); }

$signal_t blech_in_list(int s) { exit(4); }

unsigned long dummy_long(unsigned long p) { return p; }

unsigned int dummy_int(unsigned int p) { return p; }

unsigned short dummy_short(unsigned short p) { return p; }

int main()

{

	double f;

	unsigned long along;

	unsigned int aint;

	unsigned short ashort;

	int result = 0;

	char str[16];

 

	/* Frustrate gcc-2.7.2's optimizer which failed this test with

	   a direct f = -123. assignment.  gcc-2.8.0 reportedly

	   optimized the whole file away

	*/

	/* Store the number in a writable

 string for gcc to pass to

	   sscanf under HP-UX.

	*/

	sprintf(str, "-123");

	sscanf(str, "%lf", &f);  /* f = -123.; */

 

	signal(SIGFPE, blech);

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	aint = (unsigned int)f;

	ashort = (unsigned short)f;

	if (along != (unsigned long)-123)

		result |= 1;

	if (aint != (unsigned int)-123)

		result |= 1;

	if (ashort != (unsigned short)-123)

		result |= 1;

	sprintf(str, "1073741824.");

	sscanf(str, "%lf", &f); /* f = (double)0x40000000; */

	f = f + f;

	along = 0;

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	if (along != 0x80000000)

		result |= 2;

	f -= 1.;

	along = 0;

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	if (along != 0x7fffffff)
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		result |= 1;

	f += 2.;

	along = 0;

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	if (along != 0x80000001)

		result |= 2;

	if (result)

		exit(result);

?X:

?X: The following is a test for Interactive Unix Version 4.1, which

?X: has an 'improved' compiler which can correctly cast negative

?X: floats in expression lists, but apparently not in argument lists.

?X:	Contributed by Winfried Koenig

 <win@incom.rhein-main.de>

?X:

	signal(SIGFPE, blech_in_list);

	sprintf(str, "123.");

	sscanf(str, "%lf", &f);  /* f = 123.; */

	along = dummy_long((unsigned long)f);

	aint = dummy_int((unsigned int)f);

	ashort = dummy_short((unsigned short)f);

	if (along != (unsigned long)123)

		result |= 4;

	if (aint != (unsigned int)123)

		result |= 4;

	if (ashort != (unsigned short)123)

		result |= 4;

	exit(result);

 

}

EOCP

set try

if eval $compile_ok; then

	$run ./try 2>/dev/null

	castflags=$?

else

	echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program--assuming it can't)"

	castflags=7

fi

case "$castflags" in

0)	val="$define"

	echo "Yup, it can."

	;;

*)	val="$undef"

	echo "Nope, it can't."

	;;

esac

set d_castneg
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eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_castneg.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strtod_l: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtod_l:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRTOD_L symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strtod_l() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOD_L:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strtod_l routine is

?C:	available to convert strings to long doubles.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtod_l HAS_STRTOD_L		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtod_l

: see if strtod_l exists

set strtod_l d_strtod_l

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_strtod_l.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setpgrp.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:44:16 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setpgrp.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:44:16  ram

?RCS: patch61: obsoleted USE_BSDGRP in favor of USE_BSD_SETPGRP

?RCS: patch61: another unit now also defines a USE_BSD_GETPGRP

?RCS: patch61: fallback for test program failure improved

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  13:59:30  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:15:37  ram

?RCS: patch36: added

 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: call ./usg explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setpgrp d_bsdsetpgrp: cat rm_try +cc +libs +ccflags \

	+ldflags Inlibc Guess Setvar i_unistd i_stdlib run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setpgrp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETPGRP if setpgrp() is

?S:	available to set the current process group.

?S:.

?S:d_bsdsetpgrp (d_bsdpgrp):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_BSD_SETPGRP if

?S:	setpgrp needs two arguments whereas USG one needs none.

?S:	See also d_setpgid for a POSIX interface.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPGRP (SETPGRP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setpgrp routine is

?C:	available to set the current process group.

?C:.

?C:USE_BSD_SETPGRP (USE_BSDPGRP BSDPGRP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that setpgrp needs two

?C:	arguments whereas USG one needs none.  See also HAS_SETPGID

?C:	for

 a POSIX interface.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setpgrp HAS_SETPGRP		/**/

?H:#$d_bsdsetpgrp USE_BSD_SETPGRP	/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_setpgrp d_bsdsetpgrp

: see if setpgrp exists

set setpgrp d_setpgrp

eval $inlibc
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@if USE_BSD_SETPGRP || d_bsdsetpgrp

case "$d_setpgrp" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Checking to see which flavor of setpgrp is in use..."

	$cat >try.c <<EOP

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#  include <unistd.h>

#endif

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

int main()

{

	if (getuid() == 0) {

		printf("(I see you are running Configure as super-user...)\n");

		setuid(1);

	}

#ifdef TRY_BSD_PGRP

	if (-1 == setpgrp(1, 1))

		exit(0);

#else

	if (setpgrp() != -1)

		exit(0);

#endif

	exit(1);

}

EOP

	if $cc -o try -DTRY_BSD_PGRP $ccflags $ldflags try.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 && $run ./try; then

		echo 'You have to use setpgrp(pid,pgrp) instead of setpgrp().' >&4

		val="$define"

	elif $cc -o try $ccflags $ldflags try.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 &&

 $run ./try; then

		echo 'You have to use setpgrp() instead of setpgrp(pid,pgrp).' >&4

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "(I can't seem to compile and run the test program.)"

		if ./usg; then

			xxx="a USG one, i.e. you use setpgrp()."

		else

			# SVR4 systems can appear rather BSD-ish.

			case "$i_unistd" in

			$undef)

				xxx="a BSD one, i.e. you use setpgrp(pid,pgrp)."

				val="$define"
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				;;

			$define)

				xxx="probably a USG one, i.e. you use setpgrp()."

				val="$undef"

				;;

			esac

		fi

		echo "Assuming your setpgrp is $xxx" >&4

	fi

	;;

*) val="$undef";;

esac

set d_bsdsetpgrp

eval $setvar

$rm_try

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_setpgrp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setitimer: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setitimer:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETITIMER symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setitimer() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETITIMER:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setitimer routine is

?C:	available to set interval timers.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setitimer HAS_SETITIMER		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setitimer

: see if setitimer exists

set setitimer d_setitimer

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/U/perl/d_setitimer.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_systypes.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_systypes.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:41  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	Look wether <sys/types.h> needs to be included.

?X:

?MAKE:i_systypes: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_systypes:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_TYPES symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/types.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_TYPES (I_SYSTYPES):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program

 that it should

?C:	include <sys/types.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_systypes	I_SYS_TYPES		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_systypes

: see if sys/types.h has to be included

set sys/types.h i_systypes

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_systypes.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: nis.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:17:38  ram

?RCS: patch61: ensure suitable defaults for hostcat and friends

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/03/21  08:48:34  ram

?RCS: patch52: continued fix for NeXT NIS/NetInfo handling

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/02/15  14:16:23  ram

?RCS: patch51: now correctly handles NeXT using NIS rather than NetInfo

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:passcat groupcat hostcat:

 Myread Oldconfig test contains

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:passcat:

?S:	This variable contains a command that produces the text of the

?S:	/etc/passwd file.  This is normally "cat /etc/passwd", but can be

?S:	"ypcat passwd" when NIS is used.

?S:.

?S:groupcat:

?S:	This variable contains a command that produces the text of the

?S:	/etc/group file.  This is normally "cat /etc/group", but can be

?S:	"ypcat group" when NIS is used.

?S:.

?S:hostcat:

?S:	This variable contains a command that produces the text of the

?S:	/etc/hosts file.  This is normally "cat /etc/hosts", but can be

?S:	"ypcat hosts" when NIS is used.

?S:.

: see if we have to deal with yellow pages, now NIS.

?X: NeXT gives us some fun here, as always, by having both NIS (former YP)

?X: and NetInfo. But since it has both, it's ok to put the test inside the if.

?X: Contributed by Thomas Neumann <tom@smart.bo.open.de>.

if $test -d /usr/etc/yp || $test -d /etc/yp || $test -d /usr/lib/yp; then

	if $test -f /usr/etc/nibindd; then

		echo

 " "

		echo "I'm fairly confident you're on a NeXT."

@if passcat || groupcat

		echo " "

		rp='Do you get the passwd file via NetInfo?'
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		dflt=y

		case "$passcat" in

		nidump*) ;;

		'') ;;

		*) dflt=n;;

		esac

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		y*) passcat='nidump passwd .'

@if groupcat

			echo "(Assuming /etc/group is also distributed.)"

			groupcat='nidump group .'

@end

			;;

		*)	echo "You told me, so don't blame me."

			case "$passcat" in

			nidump*) passcat=''

@if groupcat

				 groupcat='';;

@end

			esac

@if groupcat

			echo "(Assuming /etc/group is handled the same way.)"

@end

			;;

		esac

@end

@if hostcat

		echo " "

		rp='Do you get the hosts file via NetInfo?'

		dflt=y

		case "$hostcat" in

		nidump*) ;;

		'') ;;

		*) dflt=n;;

		esac

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		y*) hostcat='nidump hosts .';;

		*)	case "$hostcat" in

			nidump*) hostcat='';;

			esac

			;;

		esac

@end

	fi

@if passcat || groupcat

	case "$passcat" in
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	nidump*) ;;

	*)

		case "$passcat" in

		*ypcat*) dflt=y;;

		'')

 if $contains '^\+' /etc/passwd >/dev/null 2>&1; then

				dflt=y

			else

				dflt=n

			fi;;

		*) dflt=n;;

		esac

		echo " "

		rp='Are you getting the passwd file via yellow pages?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		y*) passcat='ypcat passwd'

@if groupcat

			echo "(Assuming /etc/group is also distributed.)"

			groupcat='ypcat group'

@end

			;;

		*)	passcat='cat /etc/passwd'

@if groupcat

			echo "(Assuming /etc/group is also local.)"

			groupcat='cat /etc/group'

@end

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

@end

@if hostcat

	case "$hostcat" in

	nidump*) ;;

	*)

		case "$hostcat" in

		*ypcat*) dflt=y;;

		'') if $contains '^\+' /etc/passwd >/dev/null 2>&1; then

				dflt=y

			else

				dflt=n

			fi;;

		*) dflt=n;;

		esac

		echo " "

		rp='Are you getting the hosts file via yellow pages?'

		. ./myread
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		case "$ans" in

		y*) hostcat='ypcat hosts';;

		*) hostcat='cat /etc/hosts';;

		esac

		;;

	esac

@end

fi

?X: Ensure suitable default -- Manoj Srivastava

case "$hostcat" in

'') hostcat=':'

	$test -f /etc/hosts && hostcat='cat

 /etc/hosts';;

esac

case "$groupcat" in

'')	groupcat=':'

	$test -f /etc/group && groupcat='cat /etc/group';;

esac

case "$passcat" in

'') passcat=':'

	$test -f /etc/passwd && passcat='cat /etc/passwd';;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/nis.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_drand48_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_drand48_r drand48_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_stdlib extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_drand48_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DRAND48_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the drand48_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:drand48_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of drand48_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_drand48_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_drand48_r
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?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DRAND48_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the drand48_r routine

?C:	is available to drand48 re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:DRAND48_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of drand48_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_drand48_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_drand48_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_drand48_r HAS_DRAND48_R	/**/

?H:#define DRAND48_R_PROTO $drand48_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_drand48_r_proto

: see if drand48_r exists

set drand48_r d_drand48_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_drand48_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_stdlib stdlib.h"

	case "$d_drand48_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_drand48_r_proto=define

		set d_drand48_r_proto drand48_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_drand48_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$drand48_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int drand48_r(struct drand48_data*, double*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && drand48_r_proto=I_ST ;;

	esac

	case "$drand48_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_drand48_r=undef

		drand48_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling drand48_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case

 "$drand48_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) drand48_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$drand48_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in
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		define) echo "drand48_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_drand48_r=undef

		drand48_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	drand48_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_drand48_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: voidflags.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 16:27:58 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: voidflags.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:27:58  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't prompt them if the void support is high enough for us

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:37:44  ram

?RCS: patch45: cosmetic change to avoid spurious blank lines when using -s

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:10:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:voidflags defvoidused: cat rm_try contains +cc +ccflags package \

	Oldconfig

 Myread i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:voidflags:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the VOIDFLAGS symbol,

?S:	which indicates how much support of the void type is given by this

?S:	compiler.  See VOIDFLAGS for more info.

?S:.

?S:defvoidused:

?S:	This variable contains the default value of the VOIDUSED symbol (15).

?S:.
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?X:	Exceptionally, we have to explicitly alias the symbol name for

?X: config_h.SH, otherwise the comment would not appear.

?C:VOIDFLAGS ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol indicates how much support of the void type is given by this

?C:	compiler.  What various bits mean:

?C:

?C:	    1 = supports declaration of void

?C:	    2 = supports arrays of pointers to functions returning void

?C:	    4 = supports comparisons between pointers to void functions and

?C:		    addresses of void functions

?C:	    8 = supports declaration of generic void pointers

?C:

?C:	The package designer should define VOIDUSED to indicate the requirements

?C:	of the package.  This can be done either

 by #defining VOIDUSED before

?C:	including config.h, or by defining defvoidused in Myinit.U.  If the

?C:	latter approach is taken, only those flags will be tested.  If the

?C:	level of void support necessary is not present, defines void to int.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef VOIDUSED

?H:?%<:#define VOIDUSED $defvoidused

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:#define VOIDFLAGS $voidflags

?H:?%<:#if (VOIDFLAGS & VOIDUSED) != VOIDUSED

?H:?%<:#define void int		/* is void to be avoided? */

?H:?%<:#define M_VOID			/* Xenix strikes again */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?INIT:: full support for void wanted by default

?INIT:defvoidused=15

?INIT:

?LINT:known void M_VOID VOIDUSED

: check for void type

echo " "

echo "Checking to see how well your C compiler groks the void type..." >&4

case "$voidflags" in

'')

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#if TRY & 1

void sub() {

#else

sub() {

#endif

	extern void moo();	/* function returning void */
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	void (*goo)();		/* ptr to func returning void

 */

#if TRY & 8

	void *hue;		/* generic ptr */

#endif

#if TRY & 2

	void (*foo[10])();

#endif

 

#if TRY & 4

	if(goo == moo) {

		exit(0);

	}

#endif

	exit(0);

}

int main() { sub(); }

EOCP

?X: This unit used to use cc -S in those tests to try to speed up things, but

?X: unfortunately, AIX 3.2 does not support this option.

	if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=$defvoidused try.c >.out 2>&1 ; then

		voidflags=$defvoidused

	echo "Good.  It appears to support void to the level $package wants.">&4

		if $contains warning .out >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			echo "However, you might get some warnings that look like this:"

			$cat .out

		fi

	else

echo "Hmm, your compiler has some difficulty with void. Checking further..." >&4

		if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=1 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			echo "It supports 1..."

			if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=3 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

				echo "It also supports 2..."

				if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=7 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

					voidflags=7

					echo "And it supports 4 but not 8 definitely."

				else

					echo

 "It doesn't support 4..."

					if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=11 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

						voidflags=11

						echo "But it supports 8."

					else

						voidflags=3

						echo "Neither does it support 8."

					fi

				fi

			else
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				echo "It does not support 2..."

				if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=13 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

					voidflags=13

					echo "But it supports 4 and 8."

				else

					if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY=5 try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

						voidflags=5

						echo "And it supports 4 but has not heard about 8."

					else

						echo "However it supports 8 but not 4."

					fi

				fi

			fi

		else

			echo "There is no support at all for void."

			voidflags=0

		fi

	fi

esac

?X: Only prompt user if support does not match the level we want

case "$voidflags" in

"$defvoidused") ;;

*)	$cat >&4 <<'EOM'

 Support flag bits are:

   1: basic void declarations.

   2: arrays of pointers to functions returning void.

   4: operations between pointers to and addresses of

 void functions.

   8: generic void pointers.

EOM

	dflt="$voidflags";

	rp="Your void support flags add up to what?"

	. ./myread

	voidflags="$ans"

	;;

esac

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/voidflags.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gethent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETHOSTENT if gethostent() is

?S:	available to dup file descriptors.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTENT (GETHOSTENT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gethostent routine is

?C:	available to lookup host names in some data base or other.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethent HAS_GETHOSTENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_gethent

: see if gethostent exists

set gethostent d_gethent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_gethent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:uidformat: uidsize uidsign ivsize uvsize longsize intsize shortsize \

	ivdformat uvuformat test echo

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:uidformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing a Uid_t.

?S:.

?C:Uid_t_f:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Uid_t.

?C:.
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?H:#define	Uid_t_f		$uidformat		/**/

?H:.

: Check format string for UID

echo " "

$echo "Checking the format string to be used for uids..." >&4

 

case "$uidsign" in

-1)	if $test X"$uidsize" = X"$ivsize"; then

		uidformat="$ivdformat"

	else

		if $test X"$uidsize" = X"$longsize"; then

			uidformat='"ld"'

		else

			if $test X"$uidsize" = X"$intsize"; then

				uidformat='"d"'

			else

				if $test X"$uidsize"

 = X"$shortsize"; then

					uidformat='"hd"'

				fi

			fi

		fi

	fi

	;;

*)	if $test X"$uidsize" = X"$uvsize"; then

		uidformat="$uvuformat"

	else

		if $test X"$uidsize" = X"$longsize"; then

			uidformat='"lu"'

		else

			if $test X"$uidsize" = X"$intsize"; then

				uidformat='"u"'

			else

				if $test X"$uidsize" = X"$shortsize"; then

					uidformat='"hu"'

				fi

			fi

		fi

	fi

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/uidf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sizetype.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/08/29 16:32:10 ram Exp $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sizetype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:32:10  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:sizetype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sizetype:

?S:	This variable defines sizetype to be something like size_t,

?S:	unsigned long, or whatever type is used to declare length

?S:	parameters for string functions.

?S:.

?C:Size_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used

 to declare length parameters

?C:	for string functions.  It is usually size_t, but may be

?C:	unsigned long, int, etc.  It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Size_t $sizetype	 /* length parameter for string functions */

?H:.

?LINT: set sizetype

: see what type is used for size_t

rp="What is the type used for the length parameter for string functions?"

set size_t sizetype 'unsigned int' stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef_ask

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/sizetype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: lex.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Orginal Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lex.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/10/29  16:22:50  ram

?RCS: patch36: spurious single quote could cause Configure to crash

?RCS: patch36: (reported by Xavier Le Vourch <xavierl@eiffel.com>.)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:27:09  ram

?RCS: patch32: added lexflags variable for lex flags setting

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:06:01  ram

?RCS: patch23: added

 trailing blank line for metalint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:lex lexflags: Guess Myread Oldconfig flex test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:lex:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the lexical analyser generator we

?S:	want to use in the Makefile. It can be lex or flex.

?S:.

?S:lexflags:

?S:	This variable holds any flags that should be passed to the lexical

?S:	analyzer.  It is up to the Makefile to use it.

?S:.

: determine lexical analyser generator

case "$lex" in

'')

	dflt=lex;;

*)

	dflt="$lex";;

esac

echo " "

if $test -f "$flex"; then

	rp='Which lexical analyser generator (lex or flex) shall I use?'

else

	rp='Which lexical analyser generator shall I use?'

fi

. ./myread

lex="$ans"

 

@if lexflags
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: if using lex this will normally be useless, but flex frequently takes args

echo " "

case "$lexflags" in

'') dflt='none';;

*) dflt="$lexflags";;

esac

rp="What flags should be given to $lex?"

. ./myread

case "$ans"

 in

none) lexflags='';;

*) lexflags="$ans";;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/lex.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cf_email.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:05:06  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:cf_email: cat cf_by test myhostname mydomain Oldconfig Myread

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cf_email:

?S:	Electronic mail address of the person who ran Configure. This can be

?S:	used by units that require the user's e-mail, like MailList.U.

?S:.

?T:cont maildomain

?LINT:extern MAILDOMAIN

: determine the e-mail address of the user who is running us

$cat <<EOM

 

I need to get your e-mail address
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 in Internet format if possible, i.e.

something like user@host.domain. Please answer accurately since I have

no easy means to double check it. The default value provided below

is most probably close to reality but may not be valid from outside

your organization...

 

EOM

cont=x

while test "$cont"; do

	case "$MAILDOMAIN" in

	'')

		if $test -s /etc/mailname; then

			maildomain=`$cat /etc/mailname`

		else

			maildomain="$myhostname$mydomain"

		fi

		;;

	*)  maildomain="$MAILDOMAIN";;

	esac

	case "$cf_email" in

	'') dflt="$cf_by@$maildomain";;

	*)  dflt="$cf_email";;

	esac

	rp='What is your e-mail address?'

	. ./myread

	cf_email="$ans"

	case "$cf_email" in

	*@*.*) cont='' ;;

	*)

		rp='Address does not look like an Internet one.  Use it anyway?'

		case "$fastread" in

		yes) dflt=y ;;

		*) dflt=n ;;

		esac

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		y*) cont='' ;;

		*) echo " " ;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

done

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cf_email.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:perladmin: cf_email Oldconfig Myread cat

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:perladmin:

?S:	Electronic mail address of the perl5 administrator.

?S:.

: Ask e-mail of administrator

$cat <<EOM

 

If you or somebody else will be maintaining perl at your site, please

fill in the correct e-mail address here so that they may be contacted

if necessary. Currently, the "perlbug" program included with perl

will send mail to this address in addition to perlbug@perl.org. You may

enter "none" for no administrator.

 

EOM

case "$perladmin" in

'') dflt="$cf_email";;

*) dflt="$perladmin";;

esac

rp='Perl administrator e-mail address'

. ./myread

perladmin="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/perladmin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: selecttype.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 16:20:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: selecttype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:20:09  ram
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?RCS: patch61: always include <sys/select.h> when available for test

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:14:06  ram

?RCS: patch56: removed harmful spaces in assignment

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:06:31  ram

?RCS: patch30: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:selecttype: Protochk Oldconfig Myread cat

 \

	d_fd_set d_select d_socket i_systime i_sysselct extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:selecttype:

?S:	This variable holds the type used for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

?S:	arguments to select.  Usually, this is 'fd_set *', if HAS_FD_SET

?S:	is defined, and 'int *' otherwise.  This is only useful if you

?S:	have select(), naturally.

?S:.

?C:Select_fd_set_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

?C:	arguments to select.  Usually, this is 'fd_set *', if HAS_FD_SET

?C:	is defined, and 'int *' otherwise.  This is only useful if you

?C:	have select(), of course.

?C:.

?H:#define Select_fd_set_t	$selecttype	/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx nfd tmo try hdrs val

: check for type of arguments to select.

case "$selecttype" in

'') case "$d_select" in

	$define)

		echo " "

		$cat <<EOM

Checking to see what type of arguments are accepted by select().

EOM

		hdrs="$define sys/types.h

			$i_systime sys/time.h

			$i_sysselct sys/select.h

			$d_socket sys/socket.h"

		: The first arg can be int, unsigned,

 or size_t

		: The last arg may or may not be 'const'

		val=''

		: void pointer has been seen but using that

		: breaks the selectminbits test

		for xxx in 'fd_set *' 'int *'; do

			for nfd in 'int' 'size_t' 'unsigned long' 'unsigned' ; do

				for tmo in 'struct timeval *' 'const struct timeval *'; do
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					case "$val" in

					'')	try="$extern_C select _(($nfd, $xxx, $xxx, $xxx, $tmo));"

						if ./protochk "$try" $hdrs; then

							echo "Your system accepts $xxx."

							val="$xxx"

						fi

						;;

					esac

				done

			done

		done

?X:	In the unlikely event that none of those worked, prompt the user.

		case "$val" in

		'')	rp='What is the type for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th arguments to select?'

			case "$d_fd_set" in

				$define) dflt="fd_set *" ;;

				*)		dflt="int *" ;;

			esac

			. ./myread

			val=$ans

			;;

		esac

		selecttype="$val"

		;;

	*)	: no select, so pick a harmless default

		selecttype='int *'

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/selecttype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sigaction.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_gai_strerror.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/stdio_streams.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_sanemcmp.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/U/d_casti32.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sbrksmart.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/ssizetype.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_neterrno.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/charsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/sbrksmart.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_builtin.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_keepsig.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/bitpbyte.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/sockopt.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_access.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/ptrsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/doublesize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_eofpipe.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_int64_t.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_access.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/gccvers.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/nullified/fpu.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_isascii.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_wcsxfrm.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/abortsig.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_sgndchr.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_c99_variadic.U
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/charsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_socklen_t.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/intsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_volatile.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/fpu.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/gidsign.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/uidsign.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/ebcdic.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sunscanf.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_snprintf.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/randbits.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/sizesize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/alignbytes.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strctcpy.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/st_ino_def.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/doublesize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_sigaction.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/bitpbyte.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Checkcc.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/fpossize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/ssizetype.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_neterrno.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/U/typedefs/gidsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/sunscanf.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_isascii.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/floatsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_vprintf.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_const.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_mmap.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/need_va_copy.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sockopt.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_attribut.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_volatile.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/ptrsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_malloc.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_inttypes.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/floatsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/abortsig.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_scannl.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_dir_dd_fd.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_scannl.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/uidsize.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/selectminbits.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_open3.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_lc_monetary_2008.U
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getpagsz.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_eofpipe.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getpgrp.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isblank.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_open3.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/byteorder.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_ldbl_dig.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_strtoul.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/alignbytes.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_wcscmp.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_dirfd.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/gccvers.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_keepsig.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getpgrp.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sgndchr.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sanemcmp.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_casti32.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/startperl.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_u32align.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public
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?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_accessx: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_accessx:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ACCESSX symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the accessx() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ACCESSX :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the accessx routine is

?C:	available to do extended access checks.

?C:.

?H:#$d_accessx HAS_ACCESSX		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_accessx

: see if accessx exists

set accessx d_accessx

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/acl/d_accessx.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_SHM_MAC.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_SHM_MAC.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:41  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_SHM_MAC d_SHM_PRM d_SHM_SEG d_SHM_IMMU: cat d_shm test rm +cc +ccflags

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_SHM_MAC:

?S:	Sometimes, the SHMLBA manifest needs sys/sysmacros.h, usually for

?S:	the ctob() macro.

?S:.

?S:d_SHM_PRM:

?S:	Sometimes, the SHMLBA manifest needs sys/param.h, usually for the

?S:	NBPC constant.

?S:.
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?S:d_SHM_SEG:

?S:	Sometimes,

 the SHMLBA manifest needs sys/seg.h, usually for the

?S:	SNUMSHFT constant.

?S:.

?S:d_SHM_IMMU:

?S:	Sometimes, the SHMLBA manifest needs sys/immu.h, usually for the

?S:	stob() macro.

?S:.

?C:SHMLBA_WANTS_SYSMACROS:

?C:	This value tells us to include <sys/sysmacros.h> because SHMLBA

?C:	needs something from there, probably the ctob() macro.

?C:.

?C:SHMLBA_WANTS_PARAM:

?C:	This value tells us to include <sys/param.h> because SHMLBA needs

?C:	something from there, probably the NBPC constant.

?C:.

?C:SHMLBA_WANTS_SEG:

?C:	This value tells us to include <sys/seg.h> because SHMLBA needs

?C:	something from there, probably the SNUMSHFT constant.

?C:.

?C:SHMLBA_WANTS_IMMU:

?C:	This value tells us to include <sys/immu.h> because SHMLBA needs

?C:	something from there, probably the stob() macro.  (tower_600 only?)

?C:.

?H:#$d_SHM_MAC	SHMLBA_WANTS_SYSMACROS	/* SHMLBA wants ctob()? */

?H:#$d_SHM_PRM	SHMLBA_WANTS_PARAM	/* SHMLBA wants NBPC? */

?H:#$d_SHM_SEG	SHMLBA_WANTS_SEG	/* SHMLBA wants

 SNUMSHFT? */

?H:#$d_SHM_IMMU	SHMLBA_WANTS_IMMU	/* SHMLBA wants stob()? */

?H:.

?T:flags D_sys_immu D_sys_seg D_sys_sysmacros D_sys_param

: check for SHMLBA braindamage

d_SHM_MAC="$undef"

d_SHM_PRM="$undef"

d_SHM_SEG="$undef"

d_SHM_IMMU="$undef"

if $test "$d_shm" = "$define" ; then

	echo " "

	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Checking to see if SHMLBA needs additional headers.

The headers I'll be checking are:

 

   sys/macros.h (for the ctob() macro)

   sys/param.h  (for NBPC)

   sys/seg.h    (for SNUMSHFT)

   sys/immu.h	 (for the stob() macro)
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EOM

	$cat >shm_mac.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/ipc.h>

#include <sys/shm.h>

#ifdef I_SYS_IMMU

#include <sys/immu.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_SYSMACROS

#include <sys/sysmacros.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_PARAM

#include <sys/param.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_SEG

#include <sys/seg.h>

#endif

 

int main() {

	int foo = SHMLBA ;

	}

EOCP

	flags='xxx'

	for D_sys_immu in '' '-DI_SYS_IMMU'; do

	for D_sys_seg in '' '-DI_SYS_SEG'; do

	for D_sys_sysmacros in '' '-DI_SYS_SYSMACROS';

 do

	for D_sys_param in '' '-DI_SYS_PARAM'; do

		case "$flags" in

		'xxx')

			case "$D_sys_immu$D_sys_param$D_sys_sysmacros$D_sys_seg" in

			'')

				echo "Trying it normally..."

				;;

			*)

			echo "Trying $D_sys_immu $D_sys_param $D_sys_sysmacros $D_sys_seg"

			;;

			esac

			if $cc $ccflags \

			$D_sys_immu $D_sys_param $D_sys_sysmacros $D_sys_seg \

			-o shm_mac shm_mac.c >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

				set X $D_sys_immu $D_sys_param $D_sys_sysmacros $D_sys_seg

				shift

				flags="$*"

				echo "Succeeded with $flags"

			fi

			;;

		esac
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	done

	done

	done

	done

	case "$flags" in

	xxx)

		echo "I don't know how to keep SHMLBA happy.  Good luck!"

		;;

	esac

	case "$flags" in

	*I_SYS_PARAM*) d_SHM_PRM="$define";;

	esac

	case "$flags" in

	*I_SYS_SYSMACROS*) d_SHM_MAC="$define";;

	esac

	case "$flags" in

	*I_SYS_SEG*) d_SHM_SEG="$define";;

	esac

	case "$flags" in

	*I_SYS_IMMU*) d_SHM_IMMU="$define";;

	esac

fi

$rm -f shm_mac*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_SHM_MAC.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017, Karl Williamson

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mbrlen: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mbrlen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MBRLEN symbol if the

?S:	mbrlen() routine is available to be used to get the length of

?S:	multi-byte character strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MBRLEN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mbrlen routine is

?C:	available to get the length of multi-byte character strings.

?C:.
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?H:#$d_mbrlen HAS_MBRLEN	/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set d_mbrlen

: see if mbrlen exists

set mbrlen d_mbrlen

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_mbrlen.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_tmpnam_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_tmpnam_r tmpnam_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_tmpnam_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TMPNAM_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the tmpnam_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:tmpnam_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of tmpnam_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_tmpnam_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_tmpnam_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TMPNAM_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the tmpnam_r routine

?C:	is available to tmpnam re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:TMPNAM_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of tmpnam_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_tmpnam_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_tmpnam_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_tmpnam_r HAS_TMPNAM_R	/**/

?H:#define TMPNAM_R_PROTO $tmpnam_r_proto	/**/

?H:.
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?T:try hdrs d_tmpnam_r_proto

: see if tmpnam_r exists

set tmpnam_r d_tmpnam_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_tmpnam_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h "

	case "$d_tmpnam_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_tmpnam_r_proto=define

		set d_tmpnam_r_proto tmpnam_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_tmpnam_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$tmpnam_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* tmpnam_r(char*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && tmpnam_r_proto=B_B ;;

	esac

	case "$tmpnam_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_tmpnam_r=undef

		tmpnam_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling tmpnam_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$tmpnam_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) tmpnam_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$tmpnam_r_proto"

 ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "tmpnam_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_tmpnam_r=undef

		tmpnam_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	tmpnam_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_tmpnam_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id: d_endnent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_endnent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endnent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endnent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_ENDNETENT if endnetent() is

?S:	available to close whatever was being used for network queries.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDNETENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endnetent() routine is

?C:	available to close whatever was being used for network

 queries.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endnent HAS_ENDNETENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_endnent

: see if endnetent exists

set endnetent d_endnent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_endnent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_mktime.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mktime.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:09:44  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mktime: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mktime:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MKTIME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mktime() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MKTIME :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mktime routine

 is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mktime HAS_MKTIME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mktime

: see if mktime exists

set mktime d_mktime

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_mktime.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_random_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_random_r random_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_stdlib extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_random_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_RANDOM_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the random_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:random_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of random_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_random_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_random_r
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?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_RANDOM_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the random_r routine

?C:	is available to random re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:RANDOM_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of random_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_random_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_random_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_random_r HAS_RANDOM_R	/**/

?H:#define RANDOM_R_PROTO $random_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_random_r_proto

: see if random_r exists

set random_r d_random_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_random_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_stdlib stdlib.h"

	case "$d_random_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_random_r_proto=define

		set d_random_r_proto random_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_random_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$random_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int random_r(int*, struct random_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && random_r_proto=I_iS ;;

	esac

	case "$random_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int random_r(long*, struct random_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && random_r_proto=I_lS ;;

	esac

	case "$random_r_proto" in

	''|0)

 try='int random_r(struct random_data*, int32_t*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && random_r_proto=I_St ;;

	esac

	case "$random_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_random_r=undef

		random_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling random_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;
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	* )	case "$random_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) random_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$random_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "random_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_random_r=undef

		random_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	random_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_random_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_flexfnam.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:04  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_flexfnam: cat rm test Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_flexfnam:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the FLEXFILENAMES symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the system supports filenames longer than 14 characters.

?S:.

?C:FLEXFILENAMES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system supports filenames

?C:	longer than 14 characters.

?C:.
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?H:#$d_flexfnam	FLEXFILENAMES		/**/

?H:.

?T:first

 second

?LINT:set d_flexfnam

: see if we can have long filenames

echo " "

?X:

?X: We have to test in both /tmp and . because of NFS (remote server may allow

?X: long filenames while the local filesystem cannot support them). If at least

?X: one of those file systems cannot support long filenames, then we assume the

?X: whole system can't.

?X:

rmlist="$rmlist /tmp/cf$$"

$test -d /tmp/cf$$ || mkdir /tmp/cf$$

first=123456789abcdef

second=/tmp/cf$$/$first

$rm -f $first $second

if (echo hi >$first) 2>/dev/null; then

	if $test -f 123456789abcde; then

		echo 'You cannot have filenames longer than 14 characters.  Sigh.' >&4

		val="$undef"

	else

		if (echo hi >$second) 2>/dev/null; then

			if $test -f /tmp/cf$$/123456789abcde; then

				$cat <<'EOM'

That's peculiar... You can have filenames longer than 14 characters, but only

on some of the filesystems.  Maybe you are using NFS.  Anyway, to avoid problems

I shall consider your system cannot support long filenames at all.

EOM

				val="$undef"

			else

				echo

 'You can have filenames longer than 14 characters.' >&4

				val="$define"

			fi

		else

			$cat <<'EOM'

How confusing! Some of your filesystems are sane enough to allow filenames

longer than 14 characters but some others like /tmp can't even think about them.

So, for now on, I shall assume your kernel does not allow them at all.

EOM

			val="$undef"

		fi

	fi

else

	$cat <<'EOM'

You can't have filenames longer than 14 chars.  You can't even think about them!
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EOM

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_flexfnam

eval $setvar

$rm -rf /tmp/cf$$ 123456789abcde*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_flexfnam.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:siteman1dir siteman1direxp installsiteman1dir: Getfile \

	Setprefixvar prefix siteprefix man1dir sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:siteman1dir=''

?S:siteman1dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which site-specific

?S:	manual source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	After perl

 has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	man1 pages in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?D:siteman1direxp=''

?S:siteman1direxp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the siteman1dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installsiteman1dir=''

?S:installsiteman1dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as siteman1direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas
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?S:	man1direxp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsiteman1dir

?LINT:set siteman1dir

?LINT:set siteman1direxp

: determine where add-on manual pages go

case "$siteman1dir" in

'')	dflt=`echo $man1dir | $sed "s#^$prefix#$siteprefix#"` ;;

*)	dflt=$siteman1dir ;;

esac

case "$dflt" in

''|' ') dflt=none ;;

esac

fn=dn+~

rp='Pathname

 where the site-specific manual pages should be installed?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=siteman1dir

. ./setprefixvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/siteman1dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mmap.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:19:12  ram

?RCS: patch15: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mmap: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mmap:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_MMAP if mmap() is

?S:	available to map a file into memory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MMAP:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mmap system call is

?C:	available to map a file into memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mmap HAS_MMAP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mmap

: see if mmap exists

set mmap d_mmap

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_mmap.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: dlsrc.U,v$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: dlsrc.U,v $

?RCS:

?X:  hpux support thanks to Jeff Okamoto <okamoto@hpcc101.corp.hp.com>

?X:

?X:  To create a shared library, you must compile ALL source files in the

?X:  library with +z (or possibly +Z if the library is whopping huge),

?X:  then link the library with -b.  Example:

?X:	  cc -c +z module_a.c

?X:	  cc -c +z module_b.c

?X:	  ld -b module_a.o module_b.o -o module.sl

?X:

?MAKE:usedl ld dlsrc cccdlflags lddlflags ccdlflags bin_ELF ld_can_script: \

	rm_try Getfile Myread test osname sed d_dlopen Findhdr Setvar \

	src run cc ccflags ldflags optimize ls gccversion cat rsrc i_stdlib \

	i_unistd osvers sysroot

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:BOTTOM

?S:usedl:

?S:	This variable

 indicates if the system supports dynamic

?S:	loading of some sort.  See also dlsrc and dlobj.

?S:.

?S:ld:

?S:	This variable indicates the program to be used to link

?S:	libraries for dynamic loading.  On some systems, it is 'ld'.
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?S:	On ELF systems, it should be $cc.  Mostly, we'll try to respect

?S:	the hint file setting.

?S:.

?S:dlsrc:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the dynamic loading file that

?S:	will be used with the package.

?S:.

?S:cccdlflags:

?S:	This variable contains any special flags that might need to be

?S:	passed with 'cc -c' to compile modules to be used to create a shared

?S:	library that will be used for dynamic loading.  For hpux, this

?S:	should be +z.  It is up to the makefile to use it.

?S:.

?S:lddlflags:

?S:	This variable contains any special flags that might need to be

?S:	passed to $ld to create a shared library suitable for dynamic

?S:	loading.  It is up to the makefile to use it.  For hpux, it

?S:	should be '-b'.  For sunos 4.1, it is empty.

?S:.

?S:ccdlflags:

?S:	This

 variable contains any special flags that might need to be

?S:	passed to cc to link with a shared library for dynamic loading.

?S:	It is up to the makefile to use it.  For sunos 4.1, it should

?S:	be empty.

?S:.

?S:bin_ELF:

?S:	This variable saves the result from configure if generated binaries

?S:	are in ELF format. Only set to defined when the test has actually

?S:	been performed, and the result was positive.

?S:.

?S:ld_can_script:

?S:	This variable shows if the loader accepts scripts in the form of

?S:	-Wl,--version-script=ld.script. This is currently only supported

?S:	for GNU ld on ELF in dynamic loading builds.

?S:.

?C:USE_DYNAMIC_LOADING ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that dynamic loading of

?C:	some sort is available.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$usedl USE_DYNAMIC_LOADING		/**/

?H:.

?W:%<:dlopen

?T:dldir thisflag tdir

?F:!a.out

: determine which dynamic loading, if any, to compile in

echo " "

dldir="ext/DynaLoader"
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case "$usedl" in

   $define|y|true)

	dflt='y'

	usedl="$define"

	;;

    $undef|n|false)

	dflt='n'

	usedl="$undef"

	;;

   *)

	dflt='n'

	case "$d_dlopen" in

	    $define) dflt='y' ;;

	esac

	: Does a dl_xxx.xs file exist for this operating system

	$test -f $rsrc/$dldir/dl_${osname}.xs && dflt='y'

	;;

esac

rp="Do you wish to use dynamic loading?"

. ./myread

usedl="$ans"

bin_ELF="$undef"

case "$ans" in

   y*) usedl="$define"

	case "$dlsrc" in

	    '') if $test -f $rsrc/$dldir/dl_${osname}.xs ; then

		    dflt="$dldir/dl_${osname}.xs"

		elif $test "$d_dlopen" = "$define" ; then

		    dflt="$dldir/dl_dlopen.xs"

		else

		    dflt=''

		fi

		;;

	    *)  dflt="$dldir/$dlsrc"

		;;

	esac

	echo "The following dynamic loading files are available:"

	: Can not go over to $dldir because getfile has path hard-coded in.

	tdir=`pwd`; cd "$rsrc"; $ls -C $dldir/dl*.xs; cd "$tdir"

	rp="Source file to use for dynamic loading"

	fn="fne"

	gfpth="$src"

	. ./getfile

	usedl="$define"

	: emulate basename

	dlsrc=`echo $ans | $sed -e 's%.*/\([^/]*\)$%\1%'`

 

	$cat
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 << EOM

 

Some systems may require passing special flags to $cc -c to

compile modules that will be used to create a shared library.

To use no flags, say "none".

 

EOM

	case "$cccdlflags" in

	    '') case "$gccversion" in

		'') case "$osname" in

			hpux)	dflt='+z' ;;

			irix*)	dflt='-KPIC' ;;

			svr4*|esix*|solaris|nonstopux) dflt='-KPIC' ;;

			sunos)	dflt='-pic' ;;

			*)	dflt='none' ;;

		    esac

		    ;;

		*)  case "$osname" in

			darwin) dflt='none' ;;

			*linux*|svr4*|esix*|solaris|nonstopux) dflt='-fPIC' ;;

			*)	dflt='-fpic' ;;

		    esac ;;

		esac ;;

	    ' ') dflt='none' ;;

	    *)   dflt="$cccdlflags" ;;

	esac

 

	case "$dflt" in

	    none) dflt='' ;;

	esac

 

	# If -Dsysroot was specified, now's the time to add it

	# to cccdlflags

	if test "X$sysroot" != X; then

	    case "$gccversion" in

		'') ;;

		*)  case "$dflt" in

			*sysroot*) ;;

			'undef'|*)

			    dflt="$dflt --sysroot=$sysroot" ;;

		    esac

		    ;;

	    esac

	fi

 

	case "$dflt" in

	    '') dflt='none';;

	esac
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	rp="Any

 special flags to pass to $cc -c to compile shared library modules?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

?X: Use ' ' so that a subsequent Configure run preserves the old state.

	    none) cccdlflags=' ' ;;

	    *)    cccdlflags="$ans" ;;

	esac

 

	cat << EOM

 

Some systems use ld to create libraries that can be dynamically loaded,

while other systems (such as those using ELF) use $cc.

 

EOM

 

: Determine if this is ELF

	$cat >try.c <<EOM

/* Test for whether ELF binaries are produced */

#include <fcntl.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#include <unistd.h>

#endif

int main() {

   char b[4];

   int i = open("a.out",O_RDONLY);

   if(i == -1)

	exit(1); /* fail */

   if(read(i,b,4)==4 && b[0]==127 && b[1]=='E' && b[2]=='L' && b[3]=='F')

	exit(0); /* succeed (yes, it is ELF) */

   exit(1); /* fail */

}

EOM

	if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o a.out try.c >/dev/null 2>&1 && $run ./a.out; then

	    bin_ELF="$define"

	fi

	$rm_try

 

	case "$ld" in

	

    '') if $test $bin_ELF = "$define"; then

		    cat <<EOM
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You appear to have ELF support.  I'll use $cc to build dynamic libraries.

EOM

		    dflt="$cc"

		else

		    echo "I'll use ld to build dynamic libraries."

		    dflt='ld'

		fi

		;;

	    *)  dflt="$ld"

		;;

	esac

 

	rp="What command should be used to create dynamic libraries?"

	. ./myread

	ld="$ans"

 

	cat << EOM

 

Some systems may require passing special flags to $ld to create a

library that can be dynamically loaded.  If your ld flags include

-L/other/path options to locate libraries outside your loader's normal

search path, you may need to specify those -L options here as well.  To

use no flags, say "none".

 

EOM

	case "$lddlflags" in

	    '') case "$osname" in

		    haiku) dflt='-shared' ;;

		    hpux) dflt='-b';

			  case "$gccversion" in

			      '') dflt="$dflt +vnocompatwarnings" ;;

			  esac

			  ;;

		    *linux*|irix*|gnu*)  dflt="-shared $optimize" ;;

		    solaris) # See [perl #66604].

			    # On Solaris 11, gcc -m64

 on amd64

			    # appears not to understand -G.  gcc versions at

			    # least as old as 3.4.3 support -shared, so just

			    # use that with Solaris 11 and later, but keep

			    # the old behavior for older Solaris versions.

			    case "$gccversion" in

				'') dflt='-G' ;;

				*)  case "$osvers" in

					2.?|2.10) dflt='-G' ;;

					*) dflt='-shared' ;;

				    esac

				    ;;
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			    esac

			    ;;

		    sunos) dflt='-assert nodefinitions' ;;

		    svr4*|esix*|nonstopux) dflt="-G $ldflags" ;;

		    *)     dflt='none' ;;

		esac

		;;

	    *) dflt="$lddlflags" ;;

	esac

 

	: Only do this for gcc, since, for example, qcc has no concept

	: of --sysroot.

	if $test "X$sysroot" != X; then

	    case "$gccversion" in

		'') ;;

		*)  dflt="$dflt --sysroot $sysroot" ;;

	    esac

	fi

 

	: Try to guess additional flags to pick up local libraries.

	: Be careful not to append to a plain 'none'

	case "$dflt" in

	    none) dflt='' ;;

	esac

	for thisflag in $ldflags; do

	    case "$thisflag" in

		-L*|-R*|-Wl,-R*)

		

    case " $dflt " in

			*" $thisflag "*) ;;

			*) dflt="$dflt $thisflag" ;;

		    esac

		    ;;

	    esac

	done

 

	case "$dflt" in

	    ''|' ') dflt='none' ;;

	esac

 

	case "$ldflags" in

	    *-fstack-protector-strong*)

		case "$dflt" in

		    *-fstack-protector-strong*) ;; # Don't add it again

		    *) dflt="$dflt -fstack-protector-strong" ;;

		esac

		;;

	    *-fstack-protector*)
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		case "$dflt" in

		    *-fstack-protector*) ;; # Don't add it again

		    *) dflt="$dflt -fstack-protector" ;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

 

	rp="Any special flags to pass to $ld to create a dynamically loaded library?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

?X: Use ' ' so that a subsequent Configure run preserves the old state.

	    none) lddlflags=' ' ;;

	    *) lddlflags="$ans" ;;

	esac

 

	cat <<EOM

 

Some systems may require passing special flags to $cc to indicate that

the resulting executable will use dynamic linking.  To use no flags,

say "none".

 

EOM

	case "$ccdlflags" in

	    '') case "$osname" in

		    *linux*|hpux|gnu*)

 dflt='-Wl,-E' ;;

		    sunos)             dflt='none'   ;;

		    *)                 dflt='none'   ;;

		esac ;;

	    ' ') dflt='none' ;;

	    *)   dflt="$ccdlflags" ;;

	esac

	rp="Any special flags to pass to $cc to use dynamic linking?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

?X: Use ' ' so that a subsequent Configure run preserves the old state.

	    none) ccdlflags=' ' ;;

	    *)    ccdlflags="$ans" ;;

	esac

	;;

?X: End of usedl=y section

 

   *)  usedl="$undef"

	ld='ld'

	dlsrc='dl_none.xs'

	lddlflags=''

	ccdlflags=''

	;;
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esac

 

ld_can_script="$undef"

case "$bin_ELF$usedl" in

   $define$define)

	# Abuse try.h and a.out names for neat cleanup

	$cat >try.c <<EOM

void foo() {}

void bar() {}

EOM

	$cat >try.h <<EOM

LIBTEST_42 {

global:

 foo;

local: *;

};

EOM

	if $cc $cccdlflags $ccdlflags $ccflags \

	       $ldflags $lddlflags -o a.out try.c \

	       -Wl,--version-script=try.h >/dev/null 2>&1 \

	   &&  $test -s a.out ; then

	    echo "ld supports scripting" >&4

	    ld_can_script="$define"

	else

	

    echo "ld does not support scripting" >&4

	fi

	$rm_try

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/dlsrc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_statvfs d_fstatvfs: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_statvfs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STATVFS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the statvfs() routine is available.
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?S:.

?S:d_fstatvfs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FSTATVFS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fstatvfs() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STATVFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the statvfs routine is

?C:	available to stat filesystems by filenames.

?C:.

?C:HAS_FSTATVFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fstatvfs routine is

?C:	available to stat filesystems by file descriptors.

?C:.

?H:#$d_statvfs HAS_STATVFS		/**/

?H:#$d_fstatvfs

 HAS_FSTATVFS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_statvfs

?LINT:set d_fstatvfs

: see if statvfs exists

set statvfs d_statvfs

eval $inlibc

 

: see if fstatvfs exists

set fstatvfs d_fstatvfs

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_statvfs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_float.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_float.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:21:57  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:
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?MAKE:i_float: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_float:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_FLOAT symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program may include <float.h> to get symbols like DBL_MAX

?S:	or DBL_MIN, i.e. machine dependent floating point values.

?S:.

?C:I_FLOAT:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <float.h> to get definition of symbols like DBL_MAX or

?C:	DBL_MIN, i.e. machine dependent floating point values.

?C:.

?H:#$i_float I_FLOAT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_float

: see if this is a float.h system

set float.h i_float

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_float.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sbrk.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sbrk.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:06:31  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sbrk: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sbrk:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SBRK if sbrk() is

?S:	available to add more core to the process.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SBRK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sbrk system call is

?C:	available to add/relase core. Always true on Unix.
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?C:.

?H:#$d_sbrk HAS_SBRK	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sbrk

: see

 if sbrk exists

set sbrk d_sbrk

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sbrk.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_class: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_class:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CLASS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the class() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CLASS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the class routine is

?C:	available to classify doubles.  Available for example in AIX.

?C:	The returned values are defined in <float.h> and are:

?C:

?C:	FP_PLUS_NORM	Positive normalized, nonzero

?C:	FP_MINUS_NORM	Negative normalized, nonzero

?C:	FP_PLUS_DENORM	Positive denormalized, nonzero

?C:	FP_MINUS_DENORM	Negative denormalized, nonzero

?C:	FP_PLUS_ZERO	+0.0

?C:	FP_MINUS_ZERO	-0.0

?C:	FP_PLUS_INF	+INF

?C:	FP_MINUS_INF	-INF

?C:	FP_NANS		Signaling

 Not a Number (NaNS)

?C:	FP_NANQ		Quiet Not a Number (NaNQ)

?C:.

?H:#$d_class HAS_CLASS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_class

: see if class exists
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set class d_class

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_class.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2014, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_backtrace.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_backtrace: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_backtrace:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_BACKTRACE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the backtrace() routine is available

?S:	to get a stack trace.

?S:.

?C:HAS_BACKTRACE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the backtrace() routine is

?C:	available to get a stack trace.  The <execinfo.h> header must be

?C:	included to use this routine.

?C:.

?H:#$d_backtrace HAS_BACKTRACE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_backtrace

:

 see if backtrace exists

set backtrace d_backtrace

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_backtrace.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017, Lukas Mai

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute this file under the terms of either
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?RCS:     a) the "Artistic License" which comes with Perl, or

?RCS:     b) the "Artistic License" which comes with dist, or

?RCS:     c) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

?RCS:     Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

?RCS:     later version (see the file "Copying" that comes with the

?RCS:     Perl distribution).

?RCS: Which one to use is your choice.

?RCS: See the U/README file.

?MAKE:d_builtin_add_overflow d_builtin_sub_overflow d_builtin_mul_overflow : Compile Setvar cat run rm_try

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_builtin_add_overflow:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_BUILTIN_ADD_OVERFLOW, which

?S:	indicates that the compiler supports __builtin_add_overflow(x,y,&z)

?S:	for safely adding x and y into z while checking for overflow.

?S:.

?S:d_builtin_sub_overflow:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines HAS_BUILTIN_SUB_OVERFLOW, which

?S:	indicates that the compiler supports __builtin_sub_overflow(x,y,&z)

?S:	for safely subtracting y from x into z while checking for overflow.

?S:.

?S:d_builtin_mul_overflow:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_BUILTIN_MUL_OVERFLOW, which

?S:	indicates that the compiler supports __builtin_mul_overflow(x,y,&z)

?S:	for safely multiplying x and y into z while checking for overflow.

?S:.

?C:HAS_BUILTIN_ADD_OVERFLOW:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the compiler supports

?C:	__builtin_add_overflow for adding integers with overflow checks.

?C:.

?C:HAS_BUILTIN_SUB_OVERFLOW:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the compiler supports

?C:	__builtin_sub_overflow for subtracting integers with overflow checks.

?C:.

?C:HAS_BUILTIN_MUL_OVERFLOW:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the compiler supports

?C:	__builtin_mul_overflow for multiplying integers with overflow checks.

?C:.

?H:#$d_builtin_add_overflow

 HAS_BUILTIN_ADD_OVERFLOW	/**/

?H:#$d_builtin_sub_overflow HAS_BUILTIN_SUB_OVERFLOW	/**/

?H:#$d_builtin_mul_overflow HAS_BUILTIN_MUL_OVERFLOW	/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_builtin_add_overflow d_builtin_sub_overflow d_builtin_mul_overflow

: Look for GCC-style __builtin_add_overflow

case "$d_builtin_add_overflow" in

'')
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   echo " "

   echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __builtin_add_overflow ..." >&4

   $cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

int main(void) {

   const unsigned int uint_max = ~0u;

   int target_int = 0;

   if (__builtin_add_overflow(1, 2, &target_int) || target_int != 3) {

       return 1;

   }

   if (!__builtin_add_overflow((int)(uint_max >> 1), 1, &target_int)) {

       return 1;

   }

   if (!__builtin_add_overflow(uint_max, -1, &target_int)) {

       return 1;

   }

   return 0;

}

EOCP

   set try

   if eval $compile && $run ./try; then

       echo "Your C compiler supports __builtin_add_overflow."

       val="$define"

   else

       echo

 "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __builtin_add_overflow."

       val="$undef"

   fi

   ;;

*) val="$d_builtin_add_overflow" ;;

esac

 

set d_builtin_add_overflow

eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

: Look for GCC-style __builtin_sub_overflow

case "$d_builtin_sub_overflow" in

'')

   echo " "

   echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __builtin_sub_overflow ..." >&4

   $cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

int main(void) {

   const unsigned int uint_max = ~0u;

   int target_int = 0;

   if (__builtin_sub_overflow(1, -2, &target_int) || target_int != 3) {

       return 1;

   }

   if (!__builtin_sub_overflow(-(int)(uint_max >> 1), 2, &target_int)) {
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       return 1;

   }

   if (!__builtin_sub_overflow(uint_max, 1, &target_int)) {

       return 1;

   }

   return 0;

}

EOCP

   set try

   if eval $compile && $run ./try; then

       echo "Your C compiler supports __builtin_sub_overflow."

       val="$define"

   else

       echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __builtin_sub_overflow."

        val="$undef"

   fi

   ;;

*) val="$d_builtin_sub_overflow" ;;

esac

 

set d_builtin_sub_overflow

eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

: Look for GCC-style __builtin_mul_overflow

case "$d_builtin_mul_overflow" in

'')

   echo " "

   echo "Checking whether your compiler can handle __builtin_mul_overflow ..." >&4

   $cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

int main(void) {

   const unsigned int uint_max = ~0u;

   int target_int = 0;

   if (__builtin_mul_overflow(2, 3, &target_int) || target_int != 6) {

       return 1;

   }

   if (!__builtin_mul_overflow((int)(uint_max >> 1), 2, &target_int)) {

       return 1;

   }

   if (!__builtin_mul_overflow(uint_max, 1, &target_int)) {

       return 1;

   }

   return 0;

}

EOCP

   set try

   if eval $compile && $run ./try; then

       echo "Your C compiler supports __builtin_mul_overflow."
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       val="$define"

   else

       echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to understand __builtin_mul_overflow."

       val="$undef"

   fi

   ;;

*) val="$d_builtin_mul_overflow"

 ;;

esac

 

set d_builtin_mul_overflow

eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_builtin_overflow.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_localeconv_l: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_localeconv_l:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LOCALECONV_L symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the localeconv_l() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LOCALECONV_L:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the localeconv_l routine is

?C:	available to query certain information about a locale.

?C:.

?H:#$d_localeconv_l HAS_LOCALECONV_L		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_localeconv_l

: see if localeconv_l exists

set localeconv_l d_localeconv_l

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_localeconv_l.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id: ipc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: ipc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:53  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:ipc serve_shm serve_msg serve_inet_udp serve_inet_tcp serve_unix_udp \

	serve_unix_tcp: test Myread Oldconfig d_socket d_msg d_shm d_sem

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:use d_msg d_sem

?S:ipc:

?S:	This variable holds the type of IPC service we'll be using.  Values

?S:	include "ip", "shm", "msg", "cms" and "os9".  We don't worry about

?S:	cms or os9

 here, because Configure doesn't run in those places--HMS.

?S:.

?S:serve_shm:

?S:	This variable controls the definition of SERVE_SHM, which tells the

?S:	C program to use USG shared memory for IPC.

?S:.

?S:serve_msg:

?S:	This variable controls the definition of SERVE_MSG, which tells the

?S:	C program to use USG message queues for IPC.

?S:.

?S:serve_inet_udp:

?S:	This variable controls the definition of SERVE_INET_UDP, which tells

?S:	the C program to enable InterNet-domain UDP support for IPC.

?S:.

?S:serve_inet_tcp:

?S:	This variable controls the definition of SERVE_INET_TCP, which tells

?S:	the C program to enable InterNet-domain TCP support for IPC.

?S:.

?S:serve_unix_udp:

?S:	This variable controls the definition of SERVE_UNIX_UDP, which tells

?S:	the C program to enable Unix-domain UDP support for IPC.

?S:.

?S:serve_unix_tcp:

?S:	This variable controls the definition of SERVE_UNIX_TCP, which tells

?S:	the C program to enable Unix-domain TCP support for IPC.

?S:.
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?C:SERVE_SHM:

?C:	If

 defined, tells the C program to use USG shared memory for IPC.

?C:.

?C:SERVE_MSG:

?C:	If defined, tells the C program to use USG message queues for IPC.

?C:.

?C:SERVE_INET_UDP:

?C:	If defined, tells the C program to enable InterNet-domain UDP

?C:	support for IPC.

?C:.

?C:SERVE_INET_TCP:

?C:	If defined, tells the C program to enable InterNet-domain TCP

?C:	support for IPC.

?C:.

?C:SERVE_UNIX_UDP:

?C:	If defined, tells the C program to enable Unix-domain UDP

?C:	support for IPC.

?C:.

?C:SERVE_UNIX_TCP:

?C:	If defined, tells the C program to enable Unix-domain TCP

?C:	support for IPC.

?C:.

?H:#$serve_shm	SERVE_SHM	/**/

?H:#$serve_msg	SERVE_MSG	/**/

?H:#$serve_inet_udp	SERVE_INET_UDP	/**/

?H:#$serve_inet_tcp	SERVE_INET_TCP	/**/

?H:#$serve_unix_udp	SERVE_UNIX_UDP	/**/

?H:#$serve_unix_tcp	SERVE_UNIX_TCP	/**/

?H:.

?X: FIXME -- RAM

?INIT:serve_shm=''

?INIT:serve_msg="$undef"

?INIT:serve_inet_udp=''

?INIT:serve_inet_tcp=''

?INIT:serve_unix_udp=''

?INIT:serve_unix_tcp=''

: get IPC mechanism

echo

 " "

ipc=''

while $test -z "$ipc"

do

	if $test "$ipc" != "shm" -a "$d_socket" = "$define"; then

		ipc=''

		if $test "$serve_inet_udp" = "$undef"; then

			dflt=n

		else
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			dflt=y

		fi

		rp='Provide InterNet-domain UDP service?'

		. ./myread

		dflt=''

		case "$ans" in

		n*) serve_inet_udp="$undef";;

		*)

			serve_inet_udp="$define"

			ipc='ip'

			;;

		esac

 

		if $test "$serve_inet_tcp" = "$define"; then

			dflt=y

		else

			dflt=n

		fi

		rp='Provide InterNet-domain TCP service?'

		. ./myread

		dflt=''

		case "$ans" in

		n*) serve_inet_tcp="$undef";;

		*)

			serve_inet_tcp="$define"

			ipc='ip'

			;;

		esac

 

		if $test "$serve_unix_udp" = "$define"; then

			dflt=y

		else

			dflt=n

		fi

		rp='Provide Unix-domain UDP service?'

		. ./myread

		dflt=''

		case "$ans" in

		n*) serve_unix_udp="$undef";;

		*)

			serve_unix_udp="$define"

			ipc='ip'

			;;

		esac

 

		if $test "$serve_unix_tcp" = "$define"; then

			dflt=y

		else
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			dflt=n

		fi

		rp='Provide Unix-domain TCP service?'

		. ./myread

		dflt=''

		case

 "$ans" in

		n*) serve_unix_tcp="$undef";;

		*)

			serve_unix_tcp="$define"

			ipc='ip'

			;;

		esac

	else

		serve_inet_udp="$undef"

		serve_inet_tcp="$undef"

		serve_unix_udp="$undef"

		serve_unix_tcp="$undef"

	fi

	if $test "$ipc" != "ip" -a "$d_shm" = "$define"; then

		echo "Providing USG shared memory IPC support." >&4

		serve_shm="$define"

		ipc='shm'

	else

		serve_shm="$undef"

	fi

	if $test -z "$ipc"; then

		echo "You must select an IPC mechanism." >&4

	fi

done

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/ipc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ilogbl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ilogbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ILOGBL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ilogbl() routine is available
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?S:	for extracting the exponent of long double x as a signed integer.

?S:	If scalbnl is also present we can emulate frexpl.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ILOGBL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ilogbl routine is

?C:	available.  If scalbnl is also present we can emulate frexpl.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ilogbl HAS_ILOGBL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ilogbl

: see if ilogbl exists

set ilogbl d_ilogbl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_ilogbl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:sitehtml3dir sitehtml3direxp installsitehtml3dir: Getfile \

	Setprefixvar prefix siteprefix html3dir sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:sitehtml3dir=''

?S:sitehtml3dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which site-specific

?S:	library html source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	After

 perl has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	library html pages in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?D:sitehtml3direxp=''

?S:sitehtml3direxp:
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?S:	This variable is the same as the sitehtml3dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installsitehtml3dir=''

?S:installsitehtml3dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as sitehtml3direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	html3direxp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsitehtml3dir

?LINT:set sitehtml3dir

?LINT:set sitehtml3direxp

: determine where add-on library html pages go

: There is no standard location, so try to copy the previously-selected

: directory structure for the core html pages.

case

 "$sitehtml3dir" in

'')    dflt=`echo "$html3dir" | $sed "s#^$prefix#$siteprefix#"` ;;

*)     dflt=$sitehtml3dir ;;

esac

case "$dflt" in

''|' ') dflt=none ;;

esac

fn=dn+~

rp='Pathname where the site-specific library html pages should be installed?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=sitehtml3dir

. ./setprefixvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/sitehtml3dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getnetent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnetent_r getnetent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnetent_r:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETNETENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getnetent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getnetent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getnetent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getnetent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getnetent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNETENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getnetent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to getnetent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETNETENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getnetent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getnetent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getnetent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getnetent_r HAS_GETNETENT_R	/**/

?H:#define GETNETENT_R_PROTO $getnetent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getnetent_r_proto

: see if getnetent_r exists

set getnetent_r d_getnetent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getnetent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getnetent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getnetent_r_proto=define

		set d_getnetent_r_proto getnetent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getnetent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetent_r(struct netent*, char*, size_t, struct netent**, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetent_r_proto=I_SBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetent_r(struct

 netent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetent_r_proto=I_SBIE ;;

	esac
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	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct netent* getnetent_r(struct netent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetent_r_proto=S_SBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct netent* getnetent_r(struct netent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetent_r_proto=S_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetent_r(struct netent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetent_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetent_r(struct netent*, struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetent_r_proto=I_SD ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getnetent_r=undef

		getnetent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getnetent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getnetent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getnetent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getnetent_r_proto"

 ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getnetent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getnetent_r=undef

		getnetent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getnetent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getnetent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_srandom_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_srandom_r srandom_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_stdlib extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_srandom_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SRANDOM_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the srandom_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:srandom_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of srandom_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_srandom_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_srandom_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SRANDOM_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the srandom_r routine

?C:	is available to srandom re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SRANDOM_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of srandom_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_srandom_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_srandom_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_srandom_r HAS_SRANDOM_R	/**/

?H:#define SRANDOM_R_PROTO $srandom_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_srandom_r_proto

: see if srandom_r exists

set srandom_r d_srandom_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_srandom_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_stdlib stdlib.h"

	case "$d_srandom_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_srandom_r_proto=define

		set d_srandom_r_proto srandom_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_srandom_r_proto" in

	define)
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	case "$srandom_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int srandom_r(unsigned int, struct random_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && srandom_r_proto=I_TS ;;

	esac

	case "$srandom_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_srandom_r=undef

		srandom_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling srandom_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	*

 )	case "$srandom_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) srandom_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$srandom_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "srandom_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_srandom_r=undef

		srandom_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	srandom_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_srandom_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: models.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:13:17  ram

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:02:39  ram
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?RCS: patch6: added default for large

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:models split small medium large huge: test cat Myread sysman Oldconfig \

	Loc Warn contains rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:models:

?S:	This variable contains the list of memory models supported by

 this

?S:	system.  Possible component values are none, split, unsplit, small,

?S:	medium, large, and huge.  The component values are space separated.

?S:.

?S:split:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program that will run in separate I and D space, for those

?S:	machines that support separation of instruction and data space.  It is

?S:	up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:small:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program running with a small memory model.  It is up to

?S:	the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:medium:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program running with a medium memory model.  If the

?S:	medium model is not supported, contains the flag to produce large

?S:	model programs.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:large:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to

 produce a program running with a large memory model.  It is up to

?S:	the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:huge:

?S:	This variable contains a flag which will tell the C compiler and loader

?S:	to produce a program running with a huge memory model.  If the

?S:	huge model is not supported, contains the flag to produce large

?S:	model programs.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?T:unsplit tans modelcc

?F:!pdp11

?D:large=''

?LINT:extern cc

: see what memory models we can support
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case "$models" in

'')

?X: We may not use Cppsym or we get a circular dependency through cc.

?X: But this should work regardless of which cc we eventually use.

	$cat >pdp11.c <<'EOP'

int main() {

#ifdef pdp11

	exit(0);

#else

	exit(1);

#endif

}

EOP

?X: Run cc in a subshell in case they don't have a 'cc' command.

?X: Presumably they do have gcc or something.

	case "$cc" in

	'') modelcc="$cc" ;;

	*) modelcc="cc" ;;

	esac

	( $modelcc -o pdp11 pdp11.c ) >/dev/null 2>&1

	if $test -f pdp11 && ./pdp11 2>/dev/null;

 then

		dflt='unsplit split'

	else

		tans=`./loc . X /lib/small /lib/large /usr/lib/small /usr/lib/large /lib/medium /usr/lib/medium /lib/huge`

		case "$tans" in

		X) dflt='none';;

		*) if $test -d /lib/small || $test -d /usr/lib/small; then

				dflt='small'

			else

				dflt=''

			fi

			if $test -d /lib/medium || $test -d /usr/lib/medium; then

				dflt="$dflt medium"

			fi

			if $test -d /lib/large || $test -d /usr/lib/large; then

				dflt="$dflt large"

			fi

			if $test -d /lib/huge || $test -d /usr/lib/huge; then

				dflt="$dflt huge"

			fi

		esac

	fi;;

*) dflt="$models";;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

Some systems have different model sizes.  On most systems they are called
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small, medium, large, and huge.  On the PDP11 they are called unsplit and

split.  If your system doesn't support different memory models, say "none".

If you wish to force everything to one memory model, say "none" here and

put the appropriate flags later when it asks you for other cc and ld flags.

Venix systems may wish

 to put "none" and let the compiler figure things out.

(In the following question multiple model names should be space separated.)

 

The default for most systems is "none".

 

EOM

rp="Which memory models are supported?"

. ./myread

models="$ans"

 

case "$models" in

none)

	small=''

	medium=''

	large=''

	huge=''

	unsplit=''

	split=''

	;;

*split)

	case "$split" in

	'') if $contains '\-i' $sysman/ld.1 >/dev/null 2>&1 || \

			 $contains '\-i' $sysman/cc.1 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			dflt='-i'

		else

			dflt='none'

		fi;;

	*) dflt="$split";;

	esac

	rp="What flag indicates separate I and D space?"

	. ./myread

	tans="$ans"

	case "$tans" in

	none) tans='';;

	esac

	split="$tans"

	unsplit='';;

*large*|*small*|*medium*|*huge*)

	case "$models" in

	*large*)

		case "$large" in

		'') dflt='-Ml';;

		*) dflt="$large";;
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		esac

	rp="What flag indicates large model?"

	. ./myread

	tans="$ans"

	case "$tans" in

	none) tans='';

	esac

	large="$tans";;

	*) large='';;

	esac

	case "$models" in

	*huge*) case "$huge" in

		'')

 dflt='-Mh';;

		*) dflt="$huge";;

		esac

		rp="What flag indicates huge model?"

		. ./myread

		tans="$ans"

		case "$tans" in

		none) tans='';

		esac

		huge="$tans";;

	*) huge="$large";;

	esac

	case "$models" in

	*medium*) case "$medium" in

		'') dflt='-Mm';;

		*) dflt="$medium";;

		esac

		rp="What flag indicates medium model?"

		. ./myread

		tans="$ans"

		case "$tans" in

		none) tans='';

		esac

		medium="$tans";;

	*) medium="$large";;

	esac

	case "$models" in

	*small*) case "$small" in

		'') dflt='none';;

		*) dflt="$small";;

		esac

		rp="What flag indicates small model?"

		. ./myread

		tans="$ans"

		case "$tans" in
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		none) tans='';

		esac

		small="$tans";;

	*) small='';;

	esac

	;;

*)

	./warn "Unrecognized memory models--you may have to edit Makefile.SH"

	;;

esac

$rm -f pdp11.* pdp11

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/models.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1997/02/28  16:09:11  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/07/25  14:12:05  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:24:22  ram

?RCS: patch36: removed old broken thislib/thatlib processing (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/06/20  07:05:44  ram

?RCS: patch30: code cleanup with if/elif by ADO and RAM

?RCS: patch30: undone patch23 for libswanted default

 setting

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  15:08:45  ram

?RCS: patch23: now includes ordered default libswanted variable (ADO)

?RCS: patch23: major cleanup for library lookups (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:02:31  ram

?RCS: patch6: added default for libs
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:03  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libs libsfound libsfiles libsdirs libspath libscheck: \

	test cat Myread Oldconfig Loc libpth package xlibpth so _a \

	+usesocks sed +cc +ccflags +ldflags rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libs:

?S:	This variable holds the additional libraries we want to use.

?S:	It is up to the Makefile to deal with it.  The list can be empty.

?S:.

?S:libsfound:

?S:	This variable holds the full pathnames of the libraries

?S:	we found and accepted.

?S:.

?S:libsfiles:

?S:	This variable holds the filenames aka basenames of the libraries

?S:	we found and accepted.

?S:.

?S:libsdirs:

?S:	This variable holds the directory

 names aka dirnames of the libraries

?S:	we found and accepted, duplicates are removed.

?S:.

?S:libspath:

?S:	This variable holds the directory names probed for libraries.

?S:.

?S:libscheck:

?S:	This variable is intended to be set by hint files, if needed.

?S:	It should contain shell code that will be eval'ed with $xxx holding

?S:	some library file.  It may change $xxx if needed.

?S:	For instance, on an Irix platform, you may make sure the right

?S:	library file is used depending on the cc command line, so that the

?S:	correct library is used depending on the selected ABI (for 32 and

?S:	64-bit compilations).

?S:

?S:	Here is an example of code that could be found in a hint file on Irix

?S:	when the selected compiler was for 32-bit -- that code is put in the

?S:	cc.cbu call-back unit to be invoked AFTER the C compiler and its

?S:	flags have been chosen:

?S:

?S:		libscheck='case "$xxx" in

?S:		*.a) /bin/ar p $xxx `/bin/ar t $xxx | sed q` >$$.o;

?S:			case "`/usr/bin/file $$.o`" in

?S:			*N32*)

 rm -f $$.o ;;

?S:			*) rm -f $$.o; xxx=/no/n32$xxx ;;
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?S:			esac ;;

?S:		*)	case "`/usr/bin/file $xxx`" in

?S:			*N32*) ;;

?S:			*) xxx=/no/n32$xxx ;;

?S:			esac ;;

?S:		esac'

?S:.

?D:libs=''

?LINT:extern libswanted

?LINT:change libswanted

?INIT:: default library list

?INIT:libswanted=''

?X: This order is chosen so that libraries  -lndir, -ldir, -lucb, -lbsd,

?X: -lBSD, -lPW, and -lx only get used if there are unresolved

?X: routines at link time.  Usually, these are backwards compatability

?X: libraries, and may not be as reliable as the standard c library.

?X:

?X: The -lsocket -linet -lnsl order has been reported to be necessary

?X: for at least one SVR4 implementation.

?X: -lc must proceed -lucb or -lbsd for most Solaris applications.

?X: -lc_s proceeds -lc so we pick up the shared library version, if

?X: it is available.

?X:

?X: The ordering of c, posix, and cposix is a guess and almost

?X: certainly wrong on about half of all systems.

?X:

?X: Set proper libswanted in your private

 Myinit.U if needed.

?X:

?X:: default ordered library list

?X:libswanted='net socket inet bind nsl nm sdbm gdbm ndbm dbm malloc dl'

?X:libswanted="$libswanted dld sun m c_s c posix cposix ndir dir ucb"

?X:libswanted="$libswanted bsd BSD PW x"

?X:

?INIT:: should be set by hint files if needed

?INIT:libscheck=''

?T:xxx yyy thislib thisdir libstyle linkmsg

?F:lt.c lt

: Looking for optional libraries

echo " "

echo "Checking for optional libraries..." >&4

case "$libs" in

' '|'') dflt='';;

*) dflt="$libs";;

esac

case "$libswanted" in

'') libswanted='c_s';;

esac
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?X: libsocks has nasty naming scheme.

?X: This does not work if somebody wants SOCKS 4.

case "$usesocks" in

"$define") libswanted="$libswanted socks5 socks5_sh" ;;

esac

?X: Used later for link checks

echo "extern char printf(); int main() { printf(); return 0; }" > lt.c

libsfound=''

libsfiles=''

libsdirs=''

libspath=''

for thisdir in $libpth $xlibpth; do

 test -d $thisdir && libspath="$libspath $thisdir"

done

for thislib in $libswanted;

 do

	for thisdir in $libspath; do

	    xxx=''

	    if $test ! -f "$xxx" ; then

			xxx=`ls $thisdir/lib$thislib.$so.[0-9]* 2>/dev/null | $sed -n '1p'`

			$test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

			$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=shared

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

			xxx=$thisdir/lib$thislib.$so

			$test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

			$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=shared

	    fi	

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

			xxx=$thisdir/lib$thislib$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

			$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

			xxx=$thisdir/$thislib$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

			$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

			xxx=$thisdir/lib${thislib}_s$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

			$test -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

			$test -f "$xxx" && thislib=${thislib}_s

	    fi

	    if test ! -f "$xxx"; then

			xxx=$thisdir/Slib$thislib$_a

	        $test -f "$xxx" && eval $libscheck

			$test
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 -f "$xxx" && libstyle=static

	    fi

	    if $test -f "$xxx"; then

?X:

?X: It is not sufficient to find a .so on the disk.  We must make sure

?X: that we can indeed supply the -lfoo line on the cc line to link against

?X: that library.  On Linux for instance, a versionned .so will not be

?X: implicitly linked against, whereas it will work fine on Solaris 2.6.

?X:		--RAM, 10/10/2003

?X:

			if $cc -o lt $ccflags $ldflags lt.c -l$thislib >/dev/null 2>&1;

			then

				linkmsg=""

			else

				linkmsg=" but I can't link against it"

			fi

			case "$libstyle" in

			shared) echo "Found -l$thislib (shared)$linkmsg." ;;

			static) echo "Found -l$thislib$linkmsg." ;;

			*)      echo "Found -l$thislib ($libstyle)$linkmsg." ;;

			esac

			case " $dflt " in

			*"-l$thislib "*) ;;

			*)

				case "$linkmsg" in

				'')

					dflt="$dflt -l$thislib"

					libsfound="$libsfound $xxx"

					yyy=`basename $xxx`

					libsfiles="$libsfiles $yyy"

					yyy=`echo $xxx|$sed -e "s%/$yyy\\$%%"`

					case " $libsdirs

 " in

					*" $yyy "*) ;;

					*) libsdirs="$libsdirs $yyy" ;;

					esac

				   ;;

				esac

				;;

			esac

			break

	    fi	

	done

	if $test ! -f "$xxx"; then

	    echo "No -l$thislib."

	fi

done

set X $dflt
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shift

dflt="$*"

case "$libs" in

'') dflt="$dflt";;

*) dflt="$libs";;

esac

case "$dflt" in

' '|'') dflt='none';;

esac

$rm -f lt.c lt

 

$cat <<EOM

 

In order to compile $package on your machine, a number of libraries

are usually needed.  Include any other special libraries here as well.

Say "none" for none.  The default list is almost always right.

EOM

 

echo " "

rp="Which libraries to use?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) libs=' ';;

*) libs="$ans";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getppid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getppid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:45  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getppid: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getppid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPPID symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getppid() routine is available

?S:	to get the parent process ID.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPPID :

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates that the getppid routine is

?C:	available to get the parent process ID.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getppid HAS_GETPPID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getppid

: see if getppid exists

set getppid d_getppid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getppid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mprotect: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mprotect:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_MPROTECT if mprotect() is

?S:	available to modify the access protection of a memory mapped file.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MPROTECT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mprotect system call is

?C:	available to modify the access protection of a memory mapped file.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mprotect HAS_MPROTECT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mprotect

: see if mprotect exists

set mprotect d_mprotect
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eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_mprotect.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: installstyle.U,v 1.2 1999/07/13 14:56:06 doughera Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: installstyle.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.2  1999/07/13 14:56:06  doughera

?RCS: Fix dependencies.  Add more comments.

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/12 17:30:41  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:installstyle: prefix Myread

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X:	Myread dependence is for dflt.

?S:installstyle:

?S:	This variable describes the "style" of the perl installation.

?S:	This is intended to be useful for tools that need to

?S:	manipulate entire perl

 distributions.  Perl itself doesn't use

?S:	this to find its libraries -- the library directories are

?S:	stored directly in Config.pm.  Currently, there are only two

?S:	styles:  "lib" and "lib/perl5".  The default library locations

?S:	(e.g. privlib, sitelib) are either $prefix/lib or

?S:	$prefix/lib/perl5.  The former is useful if $prefix is a

?S:	directory dedicated to perl (e.g. /opt/perl), while the latter

?S:	is useful if $prefix is shared by many packages, e.g. if

?S:	$prefix=/usr/local.

?S:

?S:	Unfortunately, while this "style" variable is used to set

?S:	defaults for all three directory hierarchies (core, vendor, and

?S:	site), there is no guarantee that the same style is actually

?S:	appropriate for all those directories.  For example, $prefix

?S:	might be /opt/perl, but $siteprefix might be /usr/local.

?S:	(Perhaps, in retrospect, the "lib" style should never have been
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?S:	supported, but it did seem like a nice idea at the time.)

?S:

?S:	The situation is even less clear for

 tools such as MakeMaker

?S:	that can be used to install additional modules into

?S:	non-standard places.  For example, if a user intends to install

?S:	a module into a private directory (perhaps by setting PREFIX on

?S:	the Makefile.PL command line), then there is no reason to

?S:	assume that the Configure-time $installstyle setting will be

?S:	relevant for that PREFIX.

?S:

?S:	This may later be extended to include other information, so

?S:	be careful with pattern-matching on the results.

?S:

?S:	For compatibility with perl5.005 and earlier, the default

?S:	setting is based on whether or not $prefix contains the string

?S:	"perl".

?S:.

: determine installation style

: For now, try to deduce it from prefix unless it is already set.

: Reproduce behavior of 5.005 and earlier, maybe drop that in 5.7.

case "$installstyle" in

'')	case "$prefix" in

		*perl*) dflt='lib';;

		*) dflt='lib/perl5' ;;

	esac

	;;

*)	dflt="$installstyle" ;;

esac

: Probably not worth prompting for this since we prompt

 for all

: the directories individually, and the prompt would be too long and

: confusing anyway.

installstyle=$dflt

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/installstyle.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_finitel: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_finitel:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FINITEL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the finitel() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FINITEL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the finitel routine is

?C:	available to check whether a long double is finite

?C:	(non-infinity non-NaN).

?C:.

?H:#$d_finitel HAS_FINITEL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_finitel

: see if finitel exists

set finitel d_finitel

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_finitel.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libdbm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libdbm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:56:57  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libdbm: test Loc libpth _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libdbm:

?S:	This variable contains the argument to pass to the loader in order

?S:	to get the dbm library routines.  If there is no dbm or ndbm

?S:	library, it is null.

?S:.

?T:xxx

:
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 see if we should include -ldbm

echo " "

if $test -r /usr/lib/libndbm$_a || $test -r /usr/local/lib/libndbm$_a ; then

	echo "-lndbm found." >&4

	libdbm='-lndbm'

elif $test -r /usr/lib/libdbm$_a || $test -r /usr/local/lib/libdbm$_a ; then

	echo "-ldbm found." >&4

	libdbm='-ldbm'

else

	xxx=`./loc libdbm$_a x $libpth`

	case "$xxx" in

	x)

		echo "No dbm library found." >&4

		libdbm=''

		;;

	*)

		echo "DBM library found in $xxx." >&4

		libdbm="$xxx"

		;;

	esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libdbm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setpgid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setpgid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:41:49  ram

?RCS: patch61: reworded symbol comments

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:06:40  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setpgid: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setpgid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETPGID symbol if the

?S:	setpgid(pid, gpid) function is

 available to set process group ID.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPGID:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setpgid(pid, gpid)

?C:	routine is available to set process group ID.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setpgid HAS_SETPGID	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setpgid

: see if setpgid exists

set setpgid d_setpgid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setpgid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lgamma: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lgamma:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LGAMMA symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the lgamma() routine is available

?S:	for the log gamma function.  See also d_tgamma and d_lgamma_r.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LGAMMA:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lgamma routine is

?C:	available to do the log gamma function.  See also HAS_TGAMMA and

?C:	HAS_LGAMMA_R.

?C:.

?H:#$d_lgamma HAS_LGAMMA		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lgamma

: see if lgamma exists

set lgamma d_lgamma

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_lgamma.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_vfork.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_vfork.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:05:44  ram

?RCS: patch23: avoid inclusion of <vfork.h> if no vfork() used (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_vfork: Inhdr d_vfork

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_vfork:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_VFORK symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include vfork.h.

?S:.

?C:I_VFORK:

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include vfork.h.

?C:.

?H:#$i_vfork I_VFORK	/**/

?H:.

: see if this is a vfork system

case "$d_vfork" in

"$define")

	set vfork.h i_vfork

	eval $inhdr

	;;

*)

	i_vfork="$undef"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_vfork.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id: d_linuxstd.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_linuxstd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:14:05  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_linuxstd: d_stdstdio cppstdin cppflags cppminus \

	contains rm Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_linuxstd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_LINUX_STDIO if this system

?S:	has a FILE structure declaring _IO_read_base, _IO_read_ptr,

?S:	and _IO_read_end

 in stdio.h.

?S:.

?C:USE_LINUX_STDIO:

?C:	This symbol is defined if this system has a FILE structure declaring

?C:	_IO_read_base, _IO_read_ptr, and _IO_read_end in stdio.h.

?C:.

?H:#$d_linuxstd USE_LINUX_STDIO 	/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx

?LINT:set d_linuxstd

: see if stdio is like that in linux

case "$d_stdstdio" in

"$undef")

	echo " "

	xxx=`./findhdr stdio.h`

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < "$xxx" > stdio.E

	if $contains 'char.*_IO_read_base' stdio.E >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

		$contains '_IO_read_ptr' stdio.E >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

		$contains '_IO_read_end' stdio.E >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			echo "Your stdio looks like linux." >&4

			val="$define"

	else

		echo "You don't have linux stdio, either." >&4

		val="$undef"

	fi
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	$rm -f stdio.E

	;;

*)	val="$undef" ;;

esac

 

set d_linuxstd

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_linuxstd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysstatvfs.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysstatvfs: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysstatvfs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSSTATVFS symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/statvfs.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_STATVFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/statvfs.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysstatvfs	I_SYS_STATVFS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysstatvfs

: see if this is a sys/statvfs.h system

set sys/statvfs.h i_sysstatvfs

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_sysstatvfs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/09/25  09:16:47  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:38:08  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:27:40  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix to set the default

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:lib libexp: Getfile

 Loc Oldconfig Prefixit Prefixup prefixexp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:lib:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put public library files for the package in question.  It is most

?S:	often a local directory such as /usr/local/lib. Programs using this

?S:	variable must be prepared to deal with filename expansion.

?S:.

?S:libexp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the lib variable, but is filename expanded

?S:	at configuration time, for convenient use in your makefiles.

?S:.

: determine where public libraries go

set lib lib

eval $prefixit

case "$lib" in

'')

	dflt=`./loc . "." $prefixexp/lib /usr/local/lib /usr/lib /lib`

	set dflt

	eval $prefixup

	;;

*)  dflt="$lib";;

esac

echo " "

fn=d~

rp='Where do you want to put the public libraries?'

. ./getfile

lib="$ans"

libexp="$ansexp"
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/lib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fma: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fma:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FMA symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fma() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FMA:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fma routine is

?C:	available to do the multiply-add function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fma HAS_FMA		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fma

: see if fma exists

set fma d_fma

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fma.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gethname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:13:00  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./xenix explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:11  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:d_gethname d_uname d_phostname aphostname: phostname cat \

	myhostname package d_portable Loc echo n c +i_whoami +usrinc \

	Myread Guess Oldconfig Csym

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOSTNAME symbol,

 which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the gethostname() routine may be

?S:	used to derive the host name.

?S:.

?S:d_uname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_UNAME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the uname() routine may be

?S:	used to derive the host name.

?S:.

?S:d_phostname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PHOSTNAME symbol, which

?S:	contains the shell command which, when fed to popen(), may be

?S:	used to derive the host name.

?S:.

?S:aphostname:

?S:	Thie variable contains the command which can be used to compute the

?S:	host name. The command is fully qualified by its absolute path, to make

?S:	it safe when used by a process with super-user privileges.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTNAME (GETHOSTNAME):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C program may use the

?C:	gethostname() routine to derive the host name.  See also HAS_UNAME

?C:	and PHOSTNAME.

?C:.

?C:HAS_UNAME (UNAME):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C program may

 use the

?C:	uname() routine to derive the host name.  See also HAS_GETHOSTNAME

?C:	and PHOSTNAME.

?C:.

?C:PHOSTNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C program may use the

?C:	contents of PHOSTNAME as a command to feed to the popen() routine

?C:	to derive the host name.  See also HAS_GETHOSTNAME and HAS_UNAME.

?C:	Note that the command uses a fully qualified path, so that it is safe

?C:	even if used by a process with super-user privileges.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethname HAS_GETHOSTNAME	/**/

?H:#$d_uname HAS_UNAME		/**/

?H:#$d_phostname PHOSTNAME "$aphostname"	/* How to get the host name */

?H:.

?T:file val call
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?LINT:change i_whoami

: see how we will look up host name

echo " "

if false; then

	: dummy stub to allow use of elif

@if HAS_GETHOSTNAME

elif set gethostname val -f d_gethname; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'gethostname() found.' >&4

	d_gethname="$define"

	call=gethostname

@end

@if HAS_UNAME

elif set uname val -f d_uname; eval $csym; $val; then

	if ./xenix; then

		$cat <<'EOM'

uname()

 was found, but you're running xenix, and older versions of xenix

have a broken uname(). If you don't really know whether your xenix is old

enough to have a broken system call, use the default answer.

 

EOM

		dflt=y

		case "$d_uname" in

		"$define") dflt=n;;

		esac

		rp='Is your uname() broken?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n*) d_uname="$define"; call=uname;;

		esac

	else

		echo 'uname() found.' >&4

		d_uname="$define"

		call=uname

	fi

@end

fi

case "$d_gethname" in

'') d_gethname="$undef";;

esac

case "$d_uname" in

'') d_uname="$undef";;

esac

@if PHOSTNAME || MYHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in

*define*)

	dflt=n

	cat <<EOM
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Every now and then someone has a $call() that lies about the hostname

but can't be fixed for political or economic reasons.  If you wish, I can

@if MYHOSTNAME && PHOSTNAME

pretend $call() isn't there and maybe compile in the hostname or

compute it from the '$phostname' command at run-time.

@elsif MYHOSTNAME

pretend $call() isn't there and maybe compile

 in the hostname.

@elsif PHOSTNAME

pretend $call() isn't there and maybe compute hostname at run-time

thanks to the '$phostname' command.

@elsif WHOAMI

get the hostname from whomai.h (provided you have one).

@else

simply ignore your host name and use someting like "noname" instead.

@end

 

EOM

	rp="Shall I ignore $call() from now on?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y*) d_uname="$undef" d_gethname="$undef"; $echo $n "Okay...$c";;

	esac;;

esac

@end

@if PHOSTNAME || aphostname

?X: Compute the full path name for the command

case "$phostname" in

'') aphostname='';;

*) case "$aphostname" in

	/*) ;;

	*) set X $phostname

		shift

		file=$1

		shift

		file=`./loc $file $file $pth`

		aphostname=`echo $file $*`

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

@if PHOSTNAME && MYHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in

*define*) ;;

*)

	case "$phostname" in
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	'') ;;

	*)

		$cat <<EOT

 

There is no gethostname() or uname() on this system.  You have two

possibilities at this point:

 

1)  You can have your host name ($myhostname) compiled

 into $package, which

   lets $package start up faster, but makes your binaries non-portable, or

2)  you can have $package use a

	

	popen("$aphostname","r")

 

   which will start slower but be more portable.

 

@	if WHOAMI

Option 1 will give you the option of using whoami.h if you have one.

@	end

If you want option 2 but with a different command, you can edit config.sh at

the end of this shell script.

 

EOT

		case "$d_phostname" in

		"$define") dflt=n;;

		"$undef")  dflt=y;;

		'')

			case "$d_portable" in

			"$define") dflt=n ;;

			*) dflt=y ;;

			esac;;

		esac

		rp="Do you want your host name compiled in?"

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n*) d_phostname="$define" ;;

		*) aphostname=''; d_phostname="$undef";;

		esac;;

	esac

	case "$aphostname" in

	'')

@	if WHOAMI

		case "$i_whoami" in

		"$define")

			dflt=y

			$cat <<EOM

 

No hostname function--you can either use the whoami.h file, which has this line:
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	`grep sysname $usrinc/whoami.h`

 

or you can have the name we came up with earlier

 ($myhostname) hardwired in.

EOM

			rp="Use whoami.h to get hostname?"

			. ./myread

			case "$ans" in

			n*) i_whoami="$undef";;

			esac

			;;

		"$undef")

			$cat <<EOM

No hostname function and no whoami.h -- hardwiring "$myhostname".

EOM

			;;

		esac;;

@	else

		echo 'No hostname function -- hardwiring "'$myhostname'".' >&4;;

@	end

	esac;;

esac

@elsif PHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in

*define*) ;;

*)

	case "$phostname" in

	'')

@	if WHOAMI

		case "$i_whoami" in

		"$define")

			$cat <<EOM

 

No hostname function--we'll use the whoami.h file, which has this line:

 

	`grep sysname $usrinc/whoami.h`

 

EOM

			;;

		*) echo "There will be no way for $package to get your hostname." >&4;;

		esac;;

@	else

		echo "There will be no way for $package to get your hostname." >&4;;

@	end

	*)

	echo "I'll use 'popen("'"'$aphostname'", "r")'"' to get your hostname." >&4

		;;
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	esac;;

esac

@elsif MYHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in

*define*) ;;

*)

@	if WHOAMI

	case "$i_whoami" in

	"$define")

		dflt=y

		$cat

 <<EOM

 

No hostname function--you can either use the whoami.h file, which has this line:

 

	`grep sysname $usrinc/whoami.h`

 

or you can have the name we came up with earlier ($myhostname) hardwired in.

EOM

		rp="Use whoami.h to get hostname?"

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n*) i_whoami="$undef";;

		esac

		;;

	"$undef")

		echo 'No whoami.h--hardwiring "'$myhostname'".' >&4;;

	esac;;

@	else

	echo 'Hardwiring "'$myhostname'".' >&4;;

@	end

esac

@end

case "$d_phostname" in

'') d_phostname="$undef";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_gethname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fgetpos.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fgetpos.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:57:33  ram

?RCS: patch30: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fgetpos: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fgetpos:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_FGETPOS if fgetpos() is

?S:	available to get the file position indicator.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FGETPOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fgetpos routine is

?C:	available to get the file position indicator, similar to ftell().

?C:.

?H:#$d_fgetpos

 HAS_FGETPOS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fgetpos

: see if fgetpos exists

set fgetpos d_fgetpos

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fgetpos.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libflex.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libflex.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:57:48  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  15:07:02  ram

?RCS: patch23: now uses full library path instead of -l notation

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:13:25  ram

?RCS: patch16: un-obsoleted this unit to allow smooth lex/flex compilations

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:59  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide

 release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libflex: Loc lex libpth _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libflex:

?S:	This variable contains the argument to pass to the loader in order

?S:	to get the flex/lex library routines.  If there is no flex or flex

?S:	library, it is null.

?S:.

?T:xxx

: see if we should include -lfl

echo " "

case "$lex" in

*flex)

	xxx=`./loc libfl$_a x $libpth`

	case "$xxx" in

	x)

		echo "No flex library found." >&4

		libflex=''

		;;

	*)

		echo "flex library found in $xxx." >&4

		libflex="$xxx"

		;;

	esac

	;;

*lex)

	xxx=`./loc libl$_a x $libpth`

	case "$xxx" in

	x)

		echo "No lex library found." >&4

		libflex=''

		;;

	*)

		echo "lex library found in $xxx." >&4

		libflex="$xxx"

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)

echo "You don't seem to have lex or flex, so I won't look for libraries." >&4

	;;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libflex.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sysconf.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sysconf.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:15:57  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sysconf: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sysconf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SYSCONF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the sysconf() routine is available

?S:	to determine system related limits and options.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SYSCONF:

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that sysconf() is available

?C:	to determine system related limits and options.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sysconf HAS_SYSCONF	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sysconf

: see if sysconf exists

set sysconf d_sysconf

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sysconf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: lseektype.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/08/29 16:30:10 ram Exp $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lseektype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:30:10  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:lseektype lseeksize: Myread Typedef cat Compile rm_try longsize run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:lseektype:

?S:	This variable defines lseektype to be something like off_t, long,

?S:	or whatever type is used to declare

 lseek offset's type in the

?S:	kernel (which also appears to be lseek's return type).

?S:.

?S:lseeksize:

?S:	This variable defines lseektype to be something like off_t, long,

?S:	or whatever type is used to declare lseek offset's type in the

?S:	kernel (which also appears to be lseek's return type).

?S:.

?C:Off_t (LSEEKTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare offsets in the kernel.

?C:	It can be int, long, off_t, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?C:LSEEKSIZE:

?C:	This symbol holds the number of bytes used by the Off_t.

?C:.

?C:Off_t_size:

?C:	This symbol holds the number of bytes used by the Off_t.

?C:.

?H:#define Off_t $lseektype		/* <offset> type */

?H:#define LSEEKSIZE $lseeksize		/* <offset> size */

?H:#define Off_t_size $lseeksize	/* <offset> size */

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT:set lseektype

: see what type lseek is declared as in the kernel

rp="What is the type used for lseek's offset on this system?"

set off_t lseektype
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 long stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef_ask

 

echo " "

echo "Checking to see how big your file offsets are..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main()

{

   printf("%d\n", (int)sizeof($lseektype));

   return(0);

}

EOCP

set try

if eval $compile_ok; then

	lseeksize=`$run ./try`

	echo "Your file offsets are $lseeksize bytes long."

else

	dflt=$longsize

	echo " "

	echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program.  Guessing...)"

	rp="What is the size of your file offsets (in bytes)?"

	. ./myread

	lseeksize="$ans"

fi

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/lseektype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_grp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:20  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_grp: Inhdr
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_grp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_GRP symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <grp.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_GRP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <grp.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_grp I_GRP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_grp

: see if this is an grp system

set grp.h i_grp

eval $inhdr

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_grp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fmax: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fmax:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FMAX symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fmax() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FMAX:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fmax routine is

?C:	available to do the maximum function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fmax HAS_FMAX		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fmax

: see if fmax exists

set fmax d_fmax

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fmax.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysresrc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysresrc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:34  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	Look wether <sys/resource.h> needs to be included

?X:

?MAKE:i_sysresrc: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysresrc:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_RESOURCE symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/resource.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_RESOURCE (I_SYSRESOURCE):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/resource.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysresrc I_SYS_RESOURCE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysresrc

: see if sys/resource.h has to be included

set sys/resource.h i_sysresrc

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysresrc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_stdbool.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isinf.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isless.U
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_prctl.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_pthrattrj.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/ebcdic/ebcdic.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strtoll.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strtouq.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_nl_langinfo_l.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strtoull.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_dlsymun.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_pthread_atfork.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isfinite.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_off64_t.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_libm_lib_version.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_ptrdiff_t.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fcntl_can_lock.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fpos64_t.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_signbit.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_pthread_y.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/time_size.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isnan.U

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_longlong.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_futimes.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isnormal.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/U/modified/d_union_semun.U

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_cplusplus.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gconvert.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:33:38  ram

?RCS: patch61: integrated new unit from perl5

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  13:55:59  ram

?RCS: patch56: improved comments about the Gconvert macro (ADO)

?RCS: patch56: force compile-link test since it may exist but be unusable (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:12:51  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_Gconvert:

 cat cc ccflags ldflags libs rm_try _o

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_Gconvert:

?S:	This variable holds what Gconvert is defined as to convert

?S:	floating point numbers into strings. It could be 'gconvert'

?S:	or a more complex macro emulating gconvert with gcvt() or sprintf.

?S:.

?C:Gconvert:

?C:	This preprocessor macro is defined to convert a floating point

?C:	number to a string without a trailing decimal point.  This

?C:	emulates the behavior of sprintf("%g"), but is sometimes much more

?C:	efficient.  If gconvert() is not available, but gcvt() drops the

?C:	trailing decimal point, then gcvt() is used.  If all else fails,

?C:	a macro using sprintf("%g") is used. Arguments for the Gconvert

?C:	macro are: value, number of digits, whether trailing zeros should

?C:	be retained, and the output buffer.

?C:	Possible values are:

?C:		d_Gconvert='gconvert((x),(n),(t),(b))'

?C:		d_Gconvert='gcvt((x),(n),(b))'
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?C:		d_Gconvert='sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(x))'

?C:	The last two assume trailing zeros should

 not be kept.

?C:.

?H:#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) $d_Gconvert

?H:.

?T: xxx_list xxx_convert

?F:!try

?X:

: Check how to convert floats to strings.

echo " "

echo "Checking for an efficient way to convert floats to strings."

?X: We want to be sure to drop trailing decimal points (perl5

?X: needs this).

$cat >try.c <<'EOP'

#ifdef TRY_gconvert

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) gconvert((x),(n),(t),(b))

char *myname = "gconvert";

#endif

#ifdef TRY_gcvt

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) gcvt((x),(n),(b))

char *myname = "gcvt";

#endif

#ifdef TRY_sprintf

#define Gconvert(x,n,t,b) sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(x))

char *myname = "sprintf";

#endif

 

#include <stdio.h>

 

int

checkit(expect, got)

char *expect;

char *got;

{

   if (strcmp(expect, got)) {

		printf("%s oddity:  Expected %s, got %s\n",

			myname, expect, got);

		exit(1);

	}

}

 

int

int main()

{

	char buf[64];

	buf[63] = '\0';
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	/* This must be 1st test on (which?) platform */

	/* Alan Burlison <AlanBurlsin@unn.unisys.com> */

	Gconvert(0.1, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("0.1",

 buf);

 

	Gconvert(1.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("1", buf);

 

	Gconvert(0.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("0", buf);

 

	Gconvert(-1.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("-1", buf);

 

	/* Some Linux gcvt's give 1.e+5 here. */

	Gconvert(100000.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("100000", buf);

	

	/* Some Linux gcvt's give -1.e+5 here. */

	Gconvert(-100000.0, 8, 0, buf);

	checkit("-100000", buf);

 

	exit(0);

}

EOP

?X: List of order in which to search for functions.

?X: Usual order of efficiency is gconvert gcvt sprintf

?X: Respect a previous or hinted value.

case "$d_Gconvert" in

gconvert*) xxx_list='gconvert gcvt sprintf' ;;

gcvt*) xxx_list='gcvt gconvert sprintf' ;;

sprintf*) xxx_list='sprintf gconvert gcvt' ;;

*) xxx_list='gconvert gcvt sprintf' ;;

esac

 

for xxx_convert in $xxx_list; do

	echo "Trying $xxx_convert"

	$rm_try

	if $cc $ccflags -DTRY_$xxx_convert $ldflags -o try \

		try.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		echo "$xxx_convert" found. >&4

		if ./try; then

			echo "I'll use $xxx_convert to convert floats

 into a string." >&4

			break;

		else

			echo "...But $xxx_convert didn't work as I expected."
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		fi

	else

		echo "$xxx_convert NOT found." >&4

	fi

done

		

case "$xxx_convert" in

gconvert) d_Gconvert='gconvert((x),(n),(t),(b))' ;;

gcvt) d_Gconvert='gcvt((x),(n),(b))' ;;

*) d_Gconvert='sprintf((b),"%.*g",(n),(x))' ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_gconvert.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_semop.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_semop.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:05  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_semop: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_semop:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SEMOP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the semop() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SEMOP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the semop() routine is

?C:	available to execute semaphore operations.

?C:.

?H:#$d_semop

 HAS_SEMOP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_semop

: see if semop exists

set semop d_semop

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_semop.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getpent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETPROTOENT if getprotoent() is

?S:	available to look up protocols in some data base or another.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPROTOENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getprotoent() routine is

?C:	available to look up protocols in some data base

 or another.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpent HAS_GETPROTOENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getpent

: see if getprotoent exists

set getprotoent d_getpent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getpent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public
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?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?X:	This unit generates a $hasstruct string that is used internally

?X:	by Configure to check if this system has a field for a

?X:	particular struct (of if this system has a particular struct!)

?X:

?X:	To use it, say something like:

?X:		set d_statblocks stat i_sysstat sys/stat.h

?X:		eval $hasstruct

?X:	Or, for more complicated sets of headers, do something like

?X:	hdrs="$define sys/foo.h

?X:		$i_sysbar sys/bar.h

?X:		$i_syszot sys/zot.h

?X:		$i_zappa zappa.h"

?X:	set d_statblocks stat $hdrs

?X:	eval $hasstruct

?X:

?MAKE:Hasstruct: Setvar rm_try test Compile

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?T:varname struct

?V:hasstruct

: Define hasstruct macro for Configure internal use

hasstruct='varname=$1; struct=$2; shift;

 shift;

while $test $# -ge 2; do

	case "$1" in

	$define) echo "#include <$2>";;

	esac ;

   shift 2;

done > try.c;

echo "int main () { struct $struct foo; }" >> try.c;

set try;

if eval $compile; then

	val="$define";

else

	val="$undef";

fi;

set $varname;

eval $setvar;

$rm_try'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/Hasstruct.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_varhdr.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_varhdr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:54:42  ram

?RCS: patch61: varargs script now starts with leading "startsh"

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:21:02  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/13  15:26:05  ram

?RCS: patch27: this unit now supersedes old i_stdarg.U and i_varargs.U

?RCS: patch27: modified to avoid spurious Whoa warnings (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0

  1993/08/18  12:08:49  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_stdarg i_varargs i_varhdr: cat +cc +ccflags rm test Setvar \

	Findhdr startsh _o

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_stdarg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_STDARG symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <stdarg.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?S:i_varargs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_VARARGS, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <varargs.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_varhdr:

?S:	Contains the name of the header to be included to get va_dcl definition.

?S:	Typically one of varargs.h or stdarg.h.

?S:.

?C:I_STDARG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <stdarg.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?C:I_VARARGS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <varargs.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_stdarg I_STDARG		/**/
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?H:#$i_varargs I_VARARGS	/**/

?H:.

?W:%<:va_dcl

?F:!varargs

?T:valstd

?LINT:set i_stdarg i_varargs

?X:

?X:

 Don't use setvar because the varargs test below might override these.

?X: Actually, the messages here are just informative. We don't wish to set

?X: i_varargs or i_stdarg to their final value before knowing which of the

?X: two we'll include.

?X:

: see if stdarg is available

echo " "

if $test `./findhdr stdarg.h`; then

	echo "<stdarg.h> found." >&4

	valstd="$define"

else

	echo "<stdarg.h> NOT found." >&4

	valstd="$undef"

fi

 

: see if varargs is available

echo " "

if $test `./findhdr varargs.h`; then

	echo "<varargs.h> found." >&4

else

	echo "<varargs.h> NOT found, but that's ok (I hope)." >&4

fi

 

?X:

?X: if you have stdarg.h, you need to support prototypes to actually use it;

?X: but if stdarg.h exists and the compiler doesn't support prototypes (for some

?X: bizarre reason), we'll fall back to varargs.h anyway so it's not so bad.

?X:

: set up the varargs testing programs

$cat > varargs.c <<EOP

#ifdef I_STDARG

#include <stdarg.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_VARARGS

#include <varargs.h>

#endif

 

#ifdef

 I_STDARG

int f(char *p, ...)
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#else

int f(va_alist)

va_dcl

#endif

{

	va_list ap;

#ifndef I_STDARG

	char *p;

#endif

#ifdef I_STDARG

	va_start(ap,p);

#else

	va_start(ap);

	p = va_arg(ap, char *);

#endif

	va_end(ap);

	return 0;

}

EOP

$cat > varargs <<EOP

$startsh

if $cc -c $ccflags -D\$1 varargs.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "true"

else

	echo "false"

fi

$rm -f varargs$_o

EOP

chmod +x varargs

 

: now check which varargs header should be included

echo " "

i_varhdr=''

val=''

case "$valstd" in

"$define")

	if `./varargs I_STDARG`; then

		val='stdarg.h'

	elif `./varargs I_VARARGS`; then

		val='varargs.h'

	fi

	;;

*)

	if `./varargs I_VARARGS`; then

		val='varargs.h'

	fi

	;;

esac
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case "$val" in

'')

	echo " "

	echo "*** WHOA THERE!!! ***" >&4

	echo "    Your C compiler \"$cc\" doesn't seem to support stdarg or varargs!" >&4

	case "$knowitall" in

	'')

	echo "    I'm giving up; maybe you can try again with a different compiler?" >&4

		exit 1

		;;

	esac

echo "I could not find the definition for va_dcl...

 You have problems..." >&4

	val="$undef"; set i_stdarg; eval $setvar

	val="$undef"; set i_varargs; eval $setvar

	;;

*)

	set i_varhdr

	eval $setvar

	case "$i_varhdr" in

	stdarg.h)

		val="$define"; set i_stdarg; eval $setvar

		val="$undef"; set i_varargs; eval $setvar

		;;

	varargs.h)

		val="$undef"; set i_stdarg; eval $setvar

		val="$define"; set i_varargs; eval $setvar

		;;

	esac

	echo "We'll include <$i_varhdr> to get va_dcl definition." >&4;;

esac

$rm -f varargs*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_varhdr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_time.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:07:43  ram

?RCS: patch56: typo fix, sytem -> system

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:16:38  ram

?RCS: patch36: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X: Maybe <sys/types.h> should be included?

?X:INC: i_systypes

?MAKE:d_time timetype: Csym Setvar Findhdr Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_time:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines the HAS_TIME symbol, which indicates

?S:	that the time() routine exists.  The time() routine is normally

?S:	provided on UNIX systems.

?S:.

?S:timetype:

?S:	This variable holds the type returned by time(). It can be long,

?S:	or time_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?S:	included). Anyway, the type Time_t should be used.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TIME (TIMER):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the time() routine exists.

?C:.

?C:Time_t (TIMETYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type returned by time(). It can be long,

?C:	or time_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?C:	included).

?C:.

?H:#$d_time HAS_TIME		/**/

?H:#define Time_t $timetype		/* Time type */

?H:.

?LINT:set d_time

: see if time exists

echo " "

if set time val -f d_time; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'time() found.' >&4

	val="$define"

	set time_t timetype long stdio.h sys/types.h

	eval $typedef

	dflt="$timetype"

	echo " "

	rp="What type is returned by time() on this
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 system?"

	. ./myread

	timetype="$ans"

else

	echo 'time() not found, hope that will do.' >&4

	val="$undef"

	timetype='int';

fi

set d_time

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_time.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strstr.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strstr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:37  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strstr: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strstr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRSTR if strstr() is

?S:	available to find substrings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRSTR (STRSTR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strstr routine is

?C:	available to find substrings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strstr HAS_STRSTR	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strstr

:

 see if strstr exists

set strstr d_strstr

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strstr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: nis.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 16:17:38 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: nis.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  16:17:38  ram

?RCS: patch61: ensure suitable defaults for hostcat and friends

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/03/21  08:48:34  ram

?RCS: patch52: continued fix for NeXT NIS/NetInfo handling

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/02/15  14:16:23  ram

?RCS: patch51: now correctly handles NeXT using NIS rather than NetInfo

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:passcat

 groupcat hostcat: Myread Oldconfig test contains

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:passcat:

?S:	This variable contains a command that produces the text of the

?S:	/etc/passwd file.  This is normally "cat /etc/passwd", but can be

?S:	"ypcat passwd" when NIS is used.

?S:	On some systems, such as os390, there may be no equivalent

?S:	command, in which case this variable is unset.

?S:.

?S:groupcat:

?S:	This variable contains a command that produces the text of the

?S:	/etc/group file.  This is normally "cat /etc/group", but can be

?S:	"ypcat group" when NIS is used.

?S:	On some systems, such as os390, there may be no equivalent

?S:	command, in which case this variable is unset.

?S:.

?S:hostcat:

?S:	This variable contains a command that produces the text of the

?S:	/etc/hosts file.  This is normally "cat /etc/hosts", but can be
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?S:	"ypcat hosts" when NIS is used.

?S:	On some systems, such as os390, there may be no equivalent

?S:	command, in which case this variable is unset.

?S:.

:

 see if we have to deal with yellow pages, now NIS.

?X: NeXT gives us some fun here, as always, by having both NIS (former YP)

?X: and NetInfo. But since it has both, it's ok to put the test inside the if.

?X: Contributed by Thomas Neumann <tom@smart.bo.open.de>.

if $test -d /usr/etc/yp || $test -d /etc/yp || $test -d /usr/lib/yp; then

@if passcat || groupcat

	case "$passcat" in

	nidump*) ;;

	*)

		case "$passcat" in

		*ypcat*) dflt=y;;

		'') if $contains '^\+' /etc/passwd >/dev/null 2>&1; then

				dflt=y

			else

				dflt=n

			fi;;

		*) dflt=n;;

		esac

		echo " "

		rp='Are you getting the passwd file via yellow pages?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		y*) passcat='ypcat passwd'

@if groupcat

			echo "(Assuming /etc/group is also distributed.)"

			groupcat='ypcat group'

@end

			;;

		*)	passcat='cat /etc/passwd'

@if groupcat

			echo "(Assuming /etc/group is also local.)"

			groupcat='cat /etc/group'

@end

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

@end

@if hostcat

	case "$hostcat" in

	nidump*) ;;

	*)

		case
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 "$hostcat" in

		*ypcat*) dflt=y;;

		'') if $contains '^\+' /etc/passwd >/dev/null 2>&1; then

				dflt=y

			else

				dflt=n

			fi;;

		*) dflt=n;;

		esac

		echo " "

		rp='Are you getting the hosts file via yellow pages?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		y*) hostcat='ypcat hosts';;

		*) hostcat='cat /etc/hosts';;

		esac

		;;

	esac

@end

fi

?X: Ensure suitable default -- Manoj Srivastava

case "$hostcat" in

'') test -f /etc/hosts && hostcat='cat /etc/hosts';;

esac

case "$groupcat" in

'') test -f /etc/group && groupcat='cat /etc/group';;

esac

case "$passcat" in

'') test -f /etc/passwd && passcat='cat /etc/passwd';;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/nis.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017-2018, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mkostemp: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mkostemp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_MKOSTEMP if mkostemp() is
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?S:	available to exclusively create and open a uniquely named (with a

?S:	suffix) temporary file.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MKOSTEMP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mkostemp routine is

?C:	available to exclusively create and open a uniquely named (with a

?C:	suffix) temporary file.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mkostemp HAS_MKOSTEMP	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mkostemp

: see if mkostemp exists

set mkostemp d_mkostemp

eval $inlibc

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_mkostemp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_wifstat.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:47:43 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_wifstat.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:47:43  ram

?RCS: patch61: added a ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:09:10  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/03/21  08:47:46  ram

?RCS: patch52: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_wifstat: Compile d_uwait Oldconfig cat rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_wifstat:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines USE_WIFSTAT

 if the C program can

?S:	safely use the WIFxxx macros with the kind of wait() parameter

?S:	declared in the program (see UNION_WAIT), or if it can't. Should
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?S:	only matter on HP-UX, where the macros are incorrectly written and

?S:	therefore cause programs using them with an 'union wait' variable

?S:	to not compile properly.

?S:.

?C:USE_WIFSTAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that the argument

?C:	for the WIFxxx set of macros such as WIFSIGNALED or WIFEXITED can

?C:	be of the same kind as the one used to hold the wait() status. Should

?C:	only matter on HP-UX, where the macros are incorrectly written and

?C:	therefore cause programs using them with an 'union wait' variable

?C:	to not compile properly. See also UNION_WAIT.

?C:.

?H:#$d_wifstat USE_WIFSTAT		/**/

?H:.

?T:type

?F:!foo

: see if we can use WIFxxx macros

echo " "

case "$d_wifstat" in

"$define") echo "As before, you can safely use WIFEXITED and friends!" >&4;;

"$undef") echo "You still can't use WIFEXITED

 and friends!" >&4;;

*)

	echo "Let's see whether you can use the WIFEXITED(status) macro and its"

	case "$d_uwait" in

	"$define") type='union wait';;

	*) type='int';;

	esac

	echo "friends with status declared as '$type status'..."

	$cat >foo.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <sys/wait.h>

 

int main()

{

	$type status;

	int e = 0;

 

#ifdef WIFEXITED

	if (WIFEXITED(status))

		printf("\n");

	exit(0);

#else

	exit(2);

#endif

}

EOCP

	d_wifstat="$undef"
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	set foo

	if eval $compile; then

		if ./foo >/dev/null; then

			echo "Great! Looks like we can use the WIFxxx macros." >&4

			d_wifstat="$define"

		else

			echo "You don't seem to have WIFxxx macros, but that's ok." >&4

		fi

	else

		echo "Apparently you can't use WIFxxx macros properly." >&4

	fi

	$rm -f foo.* foo core

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_wifstat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sitebin.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999	Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sitebin.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:sitebin sitebinexp installsitebin : Getfile Oldconfig \

	Setprefixvar siteprefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:sitebin=''

?S:sitebin:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put add-on publicly executable files for the package in question.  It

?S:	is most often a local directory such as /usr/local/bin. Programs using

?S:	this variable must be prepared to deal with ~name substitution.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing

 in this directory.

?S:	After perl has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	executables in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.
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?S:.

?D:sitebinexp=''

?S:sitebinexp:

?S:	This is the same as the sitebin variable, but is filename expanded at

?S:	configuration time, for use in your makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installsitebin=''

?S:installsitebin:

?S:	This variable is usually the same as sitebinexp, unless you are on

?S:	a system running AFS, in which case they may differ slightly. You

?S:	should always use this variable within your makefiles for portability.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsitebin

?LINT:set sitebin

?LINT:set sitebinexp

: determine where add-on public executables go

case "$sitebin" in

'')	dflt=$siteprefix/bin ;;

*)	dflt=$sitebin ;;

esac

fn=d~

rp='Pathname where the add-on public executables should be installed?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=sitebin

. ./setprefixvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/sitebin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_flockproto: Hasproto i_sysfile

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_flockproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FLOCK_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the flock() function.  Otherwise, it is
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?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FLOCK_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the flock() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  A good guess is

?C:		extern int flock(int,

 int);

?C:.

?H:#$d_flockproto	HAS_FLOCK_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_flockproto

: see if prototype for flock is available

echo " "

set d_flockproto flock $i_sysfile sys/file.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_flockproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_mntent.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_mntent: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_mntent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_MNTENT symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <mntent.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_MNTENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <mntent.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_mntent	I_MNTENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_mntent

: see if this is a mntent.h system

set mntent.h i_mntent

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/U/perl/i_mntent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorhtml1dir.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorhtml1dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:vendorhtml1dir vendorhtml1direxp installvendorhtml1dir: html1dir Getfile \

	Setprefixvar Oldconfig Prefixit test vendorprefix prefix sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:vendorhtml1dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory for html

?S:	pages.  It may have a ~ on the front.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this

 directory.

?S:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place their own

?S:	html pages in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorhtml1direxp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorhtml1dir, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorhtml1dir=''

?S:installvendorhtml1dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorhtml1direxp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorhtml1dir

: Set the vendorhtml1dir variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	vendorhtml1dir=''

	vendorhtml1direxp=''

	;;
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*)	: determine where vendor-supplied html pages go.

	: There is no standard location, so try to copy the previously-selected

	: directory structure for the core html pages.

	: XXX Better default suggestions would be welcome.

	case "$vendorhtml1dir"

 in

	'')	dflt=`echo "$html1dir" | $sed "s#^$prefix#$vendorprefix#"` ;;

	*)	dflt=$vendorhtml1dir ;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	''|' ') dflt=none ;;

	esac

	fn=dn+~

	rp='Pathname for the vendor-supplied html pages?'

	. ./getfile

	vendorhtml1dir="$ans"

	vendorhtml1direxp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

: Use ' ' for none so value is preserved next time through Configure

$test X"$vendorhtml1dir" = "X" && vendorhtml1dir=' '

prefixvar=vendorhtml1dir

. ./installprefix

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorhtml1dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Warn_v7ND.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Warn_v7ND.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:01:46  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./v7 explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:18  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit warns V7 sites that they may not have a non-blocking read.
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?X: This unit needs to be mentioned in End.U to get included.

?X:

?MAKE:Warn_v7ND: package Guess

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

: Warnings

if ./v7; then

	cat

 <<EOM

 

NOTE: many V7 systems do not have a way to do a non-blocking read.  If you

don't have any of FIONREAD, O_NDELAY, or rdchk(), the $package package

may not work as well as it might.  It might not work at all.

EOM

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Warn_v7ND.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_tzmin.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_tzmin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:16:58  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./bsd explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:49  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_tzmin: contains cppstdin cppminus timeincl rm Setvar Guess

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_tzmin:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines TZ_MINUTESWEST if the system uses

?S:	tz_minuteswest in time header instead of timezone.

?S:.

?C:TZ_MINUTESWEST:

?C:	This

 symbol is defined if this system uses tz_minuteswest

?C:	in time header instead of timezone.

?C:	If not defined, you may have to use struct timeb and ftime() rather
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?C:	than the new gettimeofday() system call.

?C:.

?H:#$d_tzmin TZ_MINUTESWEST		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_tzmin

: see if tz_minuteswest is defined in time header

echo " "

val="$undef"

$cppstdin $cppminus < $timeincl > try 2>&1

if $contains 'tz_minuteswest' try >/dev/null 2>&1; then

echo "You have tz_minuteswest defined in $timeincl rather than timezone." >&4

	val="$define"

elif $contains 'timezone' try >/dev/null 2>&1; then

echo "You have timezone defined in $timeincl rather than tz_minuteswest." >&4

else

	echo "Your $timeincl file looks strange." >&4

fi

if ./bsd; then

	case "$d_tzmin" in

	"$undef") echo "(Maybe your system is an USG one after all?)";;

	esac

fi

set d_tzmin

eval $setvar

$rm -f try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_tzmin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getnbyad.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnbyname: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnbyname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETNETBYNAME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getnetbyname() routine is available

?S:	to look up networks by their names.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNETBYNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getnetbyname() routine is

?C:	available to look up networks by their names.
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?C:.

?H:#$d_getnbyname HAS_GETNETBYNAME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getnbyname

: see if getnetbyname exists

set getnetbyname d_getnbyname

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getnbynm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setnent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setnent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setnent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setnent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETNETENT if setnetent() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETNETENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setnetent() routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setnent HAS_SETNETENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setnent

: see if setnetent exists

set

 setnetent d_setnent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_setnent.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Extractall.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Extractall.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:00:43  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: If extraction has been requested, load the configuration file, perform

?X: the extraction and exit.

?X:

?X: This unit was originally a part of Options.U. It had to be removed from

?X: it to prevent a dependency cycle: Extract -> src -> Options -> Extract

?X: The Begin.U unit now requires us before beginning to do anything

?X: interesting, to ensure

 proper semantics. -- RAM, 15/03/96

?X:

?MAKE:Extractall: Extract Options

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

: extract files and exit if asked to do so

case "$extractsh" in

true)

?X: Undo the forced silent=true when -S was supplied, by probing realsilent

?X: which was set iff -s was also given. See Options.U for details.

	case "$realsilent" in

	true) ;;

	*) exec 1>&4;;

	esac

	case "$config_sh" in

	'') config_sh='config.sh';;

	esac

	echo " "

	echo "Fetching answers from $config_sh..."

	cd ..

	. $config_sh

?X: extract has to be run from the top directory, not within UU.

	. UU/optdef.sh

	echo " "

?X: extract has to be run from the top directory, not within UU.
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	. UU/extract

	rm -rf UU

	echo "Extraction done."

	exit 0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Extractall.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setservent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setservent_r setservent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setservent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETSERVENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the setservent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:setservent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of setservent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_setservent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setservent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETSERVENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setservent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to setservent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SETSERVENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of setservent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_setservent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setservent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setservent_r HAS_SETSERVENT_R	/**/

?H:#define SETSERVENT_R_PROTO $setservent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.
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?T:try hdrs d_setservent_r_proto

: see if setservent_r exists

set setservent_r d_setservent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_setservent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_setservent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_setservent_r_proto=define

		set d_setservent_r_proto setservent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_setservent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$setservent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int setservent_r(int, struct servent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setservent_r_proto=I_ID ;;

	esac

	case "$setservent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void

 setservent_r(int, struct servent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setservent_r_proto=V_ID ;;

	esac

	case "$setservent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_setservent_r=undef

		setservent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling setservent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$setservent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) setservent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$setservent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "setservent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_setservent_r=undef

		setservent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	setservent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_setservent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:multiarch: osname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:multiarch:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the MULTIARCH symbol

?S:	which signifies the presence of multiplatform files.

?S:	This is normally set by hints files.

?S:.

?C:MULTIARCH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, signifies that the build

?C:	process will produce some binary files that are going to be

?C:	used in a cross-platform environment.  This is the case for

?C:	example with the NeXT "fat" binaries that contain executables

?C:	for

 several CPUs.

?C:.

?H:#$multiarch MULTIARCH		/**/

?H:.

: Check if is a multiplatform env

case "$osname" in

darwin) multiarch="$define" ;;

esac

case "$multiarch" in

''|[nN]*) multiarch="$undef" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/a_dvisory/multiarch.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: archlib.U,v 3.1 1999/07/08 18:32:29 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: archlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/08 18:32:29  doughera

?RCS: Updated for perl5.005_5x

?RCS:

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:15:18  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/02/15  14:14:14  ram

?RCS: patch51: architecture name is now

 computed by a separate unit

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:32:22  ram

?RCS: patch49: archname is now systematically recomputed

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:02:36  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_archlib archlib archlibexp installarchlib: \

	cat Getfile Setprefixvar Loc Oldconfig archname spackage  \

	privlib sed test Prefixit Prefixup binexp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:d_archlib:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines ARCHLIB to hold the pathname

?S:	of architecture-dependent library files for $package.  If

?S:	$archlib is the same as $privlib, then this is set to undef.

?S:.

?D:archlib=''

?S:archlib:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put architecture-dependent public library files for $package.

?S:	It is most often a local directory such as /usr/local/lib.

?S:	Programs using this variable must be prepared to deal

?S:	with

 filename expansion.

?S:.
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?D:archlibexp=''

?S:archlibexp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the archlib variable, but is

?S:	filename expanded at configuration time, for convenient use.

?S:.

?D:installarchlib=''

?S:installarchlib:

?S:	This variable is really the same as archlibexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?C:ARCHLIB:

?C:	This variable, if defined, holds the name of the directory in

?C:	which the user wants to put architecture-dependent public

?C:	library files for $package.  It is most often a local directory

?C:	such as /usr/local/lib.  Programs using this variable must be

?C:	prepared to deal with filename expansion.  If ARCHLIB is the

?C:	same as PRIVLIB, it is not defined, since presumably the

?C:	program already searches PRIVLIB.

?C:.

?C:ARCHLIB_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of ARCHLIB, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion

 at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#$d_archlib ARCHLIB "$archlib"		/**/

?H:#$d_archlib ARCHLIB_EXP "$archlibexp"		/**/

?H:.

?T: tdflt

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set archlib

?LINT:set archlibexp

?LINT:set installarchlib

: determine where public architecture dependent libraries go

set archlib archlib

eval $prefixit

: privlib default is /usr/local/lib/$package/$version

: archlib default is /usr/local/lib/$package/$version/$archname

: privlib may have an optional trailing /share.

tdflt=`echo $privlib | $sed 's,/share$,,'`

tdflt=$tdflt/$archname

case "$archlib" in

'')	dflt=$tdflt

	;;

*)	dflt="$archlib"

   ;;

esac

$cat <<EOM
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$spackage contains architecture-dependent library files.  If you are

sharing libraries in a heterogeneous environment, you might store

these files in a separate location.  Otherwise, you can just include

them with the rest of the public library files.

 

EOM

?X: Force dependency on bin.U

fn=$binexp

fn=d+~

rp='Where do you want to put the public architecture-dependent libraries?'

.

 ./getfile

prefixvar=archlib

. ./setprefixvar

if $test X"$archlib" = X"$privlib"; then

	d_archlib="$undef"

else

	d_archlib="$define"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/archlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_times.U,v 3.0.1.2 1995/07/25 14:07:50 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_times.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:07:50  ram

?RCS: patch56: typo fix, sytem -> system

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:14:00  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:46  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	What is the type returned by times() ?
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?X:

?X: Force inclusion of <sys/types.h>

?X:INC: i_systypes

?MAKE:d_times clocktype:

 Csym Myread Typedef i_systimes

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_times:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TIMES symbol, which indicates

?S:	that the times() routine exists.  The times() routine is normally

?S:	provided on UNIX systems. You may have to include <sys/times.h>.

?S:.

?S:clocktype:

?S:	This variable holds the type returned by times(). It can be long,

?S:	or clock_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?S:	included).

?S:.

?C:HAS_TIMES (TIMES):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the times() routine exists.

?C:	Note that this became obsolete on some systems (SUNOS), which now

?C:	use getrusage(). It may be necessary to include <sys/times.h>.

?C:.

?C:Clock_t (CLOCKTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type returned by times(). It can be long,

?C:	or clock_t on BSD sites (in which case <sys/types.h> should be

?C:	included).

?C:.

?H:#$d_times HAS_TIMES		/**/

?H:#define Clock_t $clocktype	/* Clock time */

?H:.

?T:val inc

: see if times exists

echo "

 "

if set times val -f d_times; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'times() found.' >&4

	d_times="$define"

	inc=''

	case "$i_systimes" in

	"$define") inc='sys/times.h';;

	esac

	rp="What is the type returned by times() on this system?"

	set clock_t clocktype long stdio.h sys/types.h $inc

	eval $typedef_ask

else

	echo 'times() NOT found, hope that will do.' >&4

	d_times="$undef"

?X: The following is needed for typedef (won't like an empty variable)

	clocktype='int'
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fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/d_times.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_frexpl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_frexpl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FREXPL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the frexpl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FREXPL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the frexpl routine is

?C:	available to break a long double floating-point number into

?C:	a normalized fraction and an integral power of 2.

?C:.

?H:#$d_frexpl HAS_FREXPL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_frexpl

: see if frexpl exists

set frexpl d_frexpl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_frexpl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_syscall.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_syscall.U,v $
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:42  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_syscall: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_syscall:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SYSCALL if syscall() is

?S:	available call arbitrary system calls.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SYSCALL (SYSCALL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the syscall routine is

?C:	available to call arbitrary system calls. If undefined, that's tough.

?C:.

?H:#$d_syscall

 HAS_SYSCALL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_syscall

: see if syscall exists

set syscall d_syscall

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_syscall.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysioctl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysioctl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  15:04:57  ram

?RCS: patch23: added knowledge for <sys/filio.h> (WED)

?RCS: patch23: optimized amount of findhdr calls

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/11/10  17:36:09  ram

?RCS: patch14: now use a compiler check for TIOCNOTTY because of HP-UX 9.x

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:32  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysioctl i_bsdioctl i_sysfilio i_syssockio
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 d_voidtty: test contains \

	cat i_termio i_termios i_sgtty Setvar Findhdr +cc rm Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysioctl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_IOCTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <sys/ioctl.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?S:i_sysfilio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_FILIO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <sys/filio.h> exists and should

?S:	be included in preference to <sys/ioctl.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_bsdioctl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_BSDIOCTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <sys/bsdioctl.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?S:i_syssockio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_SOCKIO to indicate to the

?S:	C program that socket ioctl codes may be found in <sys/sockio.h>

?S:	instead of <sys/ioctl.h>.

?S:.

?S:d_voidtty:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_IOCNOTTY to indicate that the

?S:	ioctl() call with TIOCNOTTY should be used

 to void tty association.

?S:	Otherwise (on USG probably), it is enough to close the standard file

?S:	descriptors and do a setpgrp().

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_IOCTL (I_SYSIOCTL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/ioctl.h> exists and should

?C:	be included. Otherwise, include <sgtty.h> or <termio.h>.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_FILIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/filio.h> exists and

?C:	should be included instead of <sys/ioctl.h>.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_BSDIOCTL (I_BSDIOCTL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/bsdioctl.h> exists and should

?C:	be included. Otherwise, try <sys/ioctl.h>. This is primarly intended for

?C:	definitions of sockets options, like SIOCATMARK.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_SOCKIO (I_SYSSOCKIO):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the <sys/sockio.h> should be included

?C:	to get socket ioctl options, like SIOCATMARK.

?C:.

?C:USE_TIOCNOTTY (VOIDTTY):
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?C:	This symbol, if defined indicate to the C program that the ioctl()

?C:	call with TIOCNOTTY should be used

 to void tty association.

?C:	Otherwise (on USG probably), it is enough to close the standard file

?C:	descriptors and do a setpgrp().

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysioctl	I_SYS_IOCTL		/**/

?H:#$i_sysfilio	I_SYS_FILIO		/**/

?H:#$i_bsdioctl	I_SYS_BSDIOCTL		/**/

?H:#$i_syssockio I_SYS_SOCKIO	/**/

?H:#$d_voidtty USE_TIOCNOTTY	/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx

: see if ioctl defs are in sgtty, termio, sys/filio or sys/ioctl

?LINT:set i_sysfilio

set sys/filio.h i_sysfilio

eval $inhdr

echo " "

if $test `./findhdr sys/ioctl.h`; then

	val="$define"

	echo '<sys/ioctl.h> found.' >&4

else

	val="$undef"

	if $test $i_sysfilio = "$define"; then

	    echo '<sys/ioctl.h> NOT found.' >&4

	else

		$test $i_sgtty = "$define" && xxx="sgtty.h"

		$test $i_termio = "$define" && xxx="termio.h"

		$test $i_termios = "$define" && xxx="termios.h"

echo "No <sys/ioctl.h> found, assuming ioctl args are defined in <$xxx>." >&4

	fi

fi

?LINT:set i_sysioctl

set i_sysioctl

eval $setvar

 

@if I_BSDIOCTL || i_bsdioctl

?X:

?X:	The only machine I know where this

 inclusion was necessary is a

?X:	BULL DPX 5000 (a French machine).

?X:

: see if socket ioctl defs are in sys/bsdioctl or sys/ioctl

echo " "

xxx=`./findhdr sys/bsdioctl.h`

if $test "$xxx"; then

	if $contains SIOCATMARK $xxx >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"
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		echo "You have socket ioctls defined in <sys/bsdioctl.h>." >&4

	else

		val="$undef"

		echo "No socket ioctls found in <sys/bsdioctl.h>." >&4

	fi

else

	val="$undef"

	echo "<sys/bsdioctl.h> not found, but that's ok." >&4

fi

?LINT:set i_bsdioctl

set i_bsdioctl

eval $setvar

 

@end

@if I_SYSSOCKIO || i_syssockio

: see if socket ioctl defs are in sys/sockio.h

echo " "

xxx=`./findhdr sys/sockio.h`

if $test "$xxx"; then

	if $contains SIOCATMARK $xxx >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

		echo "You have socket ioctls defined in <sys/sockio.h>." >&4

	else

		val="$undef"

		echo "No socket ioctls found in <sys/sockio.h>." >&4

	fi

else

	val="$undef"

@if I_BSDIOCTL

	case "$i_bsdioctl" in

	"$define") $cat <<EOM

<sys/sockio.h> not found, using

 ioctls from <sys/bsdioctl.h>.

EOM

	;;

	*) $cat <<EOM

<sys/sockio.h> not found, assuming socket ioctls are in <sys/ioctl.h>.

EOM

	;;

	esac

@else

	$cat <<EOM

<sys/sockio.h> not found, assuming socket ioctls are in <sys/ioctl.h>.

EOM

@end

fi

?LINT:set i_syssockio

set i_syssockio
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eval $setvar

 

@end

@if VOIDTTY || d_voidtty

: check how to void tty association

echo " "

case "$i_sysioctl" in

"$define") xxx='sys/ioctl.h';;

?X: otherwise $xxx was set during the determination of i_sysioctl, above.

esac

?X:

?X: Can't use $contains here since HP-UX 9.x has TIOCNOTTY between a pair

?X: of #ifdef/#endif and is never actually defined. Oh well...

?X:

$cat > tcio.c <<EOM

#include <sys/types.h>	/* Just in case */

#include <$xxx>

 

int main()

{

#ifdef TIOCNOTTY

	exit(0);

#else

	exit(1);

#endif

}

EOM

if ($cc -o tcio tcio.c && ./tcio) >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	val="$define"

	echo "TIOCNOTTY found in <$xxx>." >&4

	echo "Using ioctl() call on /dev/tty to void tty association." >&4

else

	val="$undef"

	echo "Closing

 standard file descriptors should void tty association." >&4

fi

?LINT:set d_voidtty

set d_voidtty

eval $setvar

$rm -f tcio tcio.? core

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysioctl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id: filexp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: filexp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:filexp: privlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:filexp:

?S:	This symbol contains the full pathname of the filexp script, in case we

?S:	are saving the script for posterity.

?S:.

: must not allow self reference

case "$privlib" in

 /*)

	filexp=$privlib/filexp

	;;

 *)

	filexp=`pwd`/filexp

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/filexp_path.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sigprocmask: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sigprocmask:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SIGPROCMASK

?S:	if sigprocmask() is available to examine or change the signal mask

?S:	of the calling process.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGPROCMASK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sigprocmask

?C:	system call is available to examine or change the signal mask

?C:	of the calling process.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sigprocmask HAS_SIGPROCMASK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sigprocmask

: see if sigprocmask exists

set sigprocmask d_sigprocmask

eval

 $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sigprocmask.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getpwent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpwent: Csym Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpwent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPWENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should use the getpwent()

?S:	routine instead of the getpw() routine.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPWENT (GETPWENT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getpwent() routine

?C:	should be used instead of the getpw()

 routine.

?C:.
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?H:#$d_getpwent HAS_GETPWENT	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getpwent

: see if there is a getpwent

echo " "

if set getpwent val -f d_getpwent; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo "getpwent() found." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "No getpwent() found -- will use getpw() instead." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_getpwent

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getpwent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_passwd.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_passwd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:37:21  ram

?RCS: patch61: useless unit dropped.

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:09:51  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Useless unit dropped.

?X:

?LINT:empty

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_passwd.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Obsol_sh.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Obsol_sh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:11  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This file is prepended to .MT/Obsol_sh if that file is not empty. That file

?X: contains the necessary mappings of new symbols to obsolete ones.

?X:

?MAKE:Obsol_sh:

?MAKE:	-pick prepend $@ ./Obsol_sh

?LINT:nocomment

#

# The following symbols are obsolete. They are mapped to the the new

# symbols only to ease the transition process.

 The sources should be

# updated so as to use the new symbols only, since supporting of those

# obsolete symbols may end without notice.

#

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Obsol_sh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_speedopt.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_speedopt.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:15:51  ram
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?RCS: patch36: call ./Cppsym explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:27  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_speedopt: Myread Cppsym Oldconfig cat models Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_speedopt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the SPEED_OVER_MEM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it can

 burn memory in order to save

?S:	CPU time.

?S:.

?C:SPEED_OVER_MEM (SPEEDOVERMEM):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program can use more

?C:	memory in order to reduce CPU time.  The symbol doesn't say whether

?C:	we are more interested in saving text space or data space.

?C:.

?H:#$d_speedopt SPEED_OVER_MEM	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_speedopt

: do we want speed at the expense of memory

$cat <<'EOM'

 

I can try to optimize this package for either speed or memory.  If you have

limited address space you may wish to optimize for memory.  Otherwise you

should probably optimize for speed.

 

EOM

case "$d_speedopt" in

'') if ./Cppsym $smallmach; then

	case "$models" in

		*large*|*huge*) dflt=speed;;

		*) dflt=memory;;

		esac

	else

		dflt=speed

	fi

	;;

*define*) dflt=speed;;

*) dflt=memory;;

esac

rp="What to optimize for?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

mem*) val="$undef";;

*) val="$define";;

esac
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set d_speedopt

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_speedopt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getspnam: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getspnam:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETSPNAM if getspnam() is

?S:	available to retrieve SysV shadow password entries by name.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSPNAM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getspnam system call is

?C:	available to retrieve SysV shadow password entries by name.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getspnam HAS_GETSPNAM		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getspnam

: see if getspnam exists

set getspnam d_getspnam

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getspnam.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_qgcvt: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_qgcvt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_QGCVT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the qgcvt() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_QGCVT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the qgcvt routine is

?C:	available to convert long doubles ("quad doubles") to strings.

?C:	This is a low-level routine hopefully faster than sprintf.

?C:.

?H:#$d_qgcvt HAS_QGCVT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_qgcvt

: see if qgcvt exists

set qgcvt d_qgcvt

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_qgcvt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sresgproto: Hasproto i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sresgproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETRESGID_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the setresgid() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETRESGID_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the setresgid() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  Good guesses are

?C:		extern

 int setresgid(uid_t ruid, uid_t euid, uid_t suid);

?C:.

?H:#$d_sresgproto	HAS_SETRESGID_PROTO	/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_sresgproto

: see if prototype for setresgid is available

echo " "

set d_sresgproto setresgid $i_unistd unistd.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sresgproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2019 Karl Williamson

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_towupper: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_towupper:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TOWUPPER symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the towupper() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TOWUPPER:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the towupper () routine is

?C:	available to do case conversion.

?C:.

?H:#$d_towupper HAS_TOWUPPER		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_towupper

: see if towupper exists

set towupper d_towupper

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_towupper.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of
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?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: privlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:17:09  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:44:23  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:31:52  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:12:34  ram

?RCS: patch10: added support for /local/lib (WED)

?RCS: patch10: prompt phrasing made

 more explicit (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:35  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:privlib privlibexp installprivlib: afs package cat Getfile \

	Oldconfig Prefixit test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:privlib:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the PRIVLIB symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the private library for this package.  It may

?S:	have a ~ on the front. It is up to the makefile to eventually create

?S:	this directory while performing installation (with ~ substitution).

?S:.

?S:privlibexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of privlib, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?S:installprivlib:

?S:	This variable is really the same as privlibexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?C:PRIVLIB:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the private library for this package.

?C:	The library is

 private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.  The program

?C:	should be prepared to do ~ expansion.

?C:.

?C:PRIVLIB_EXP:
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?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of PRIVLIB, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define PRIVLIB "$privlib"		/**/

?H:#define PRIVLIB_EXP "$privlibexp"		/**/

?H:.

: determine where private executables go

set dflt privlib lib/$package

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

There are some auxiliary files for $package that need to be put into a

private library directory that is accessible by everyone.

 

EOM

fn=d~+

rp='Pathname where the private library files will reside?'

. ./getfile

if $test "X$privlibexp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installprivlib=''

fi

privlib="$ans"

privlibexp="$ansexp"

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

private files reside from the directory in which they are installed

 (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installprivlib" in

	'') dflt=`echo $privlibexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installprivlib";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will private files be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installprivlib="$ans"

else

	installprivlib="$privlibexp"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/privlib.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: longsize.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: longsize.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:09:35  ram

?RCS: patch61: code moved to intsize.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:24:31  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:07  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: 'longsize' is now defined within intsize.U

?X:

?LINT: empty

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/longsize.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gethbynm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethbynm: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_gethbynm (d_gethhstby):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the gethostbyname() routine is available

?S:	to lookup host names in some data base or other.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME (GETHOSTBYNAME):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gethostbyname()

 routine is

?C:	available to lookup host names in some data base or other.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethbynm HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_gethbynm

: see if gethostbyname exists

set gethostbyname d_gethbynm

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_gethbynm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: patchlevel.U,v 3.0.1.1 1997/02/28 16:18:41 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: patchlevel.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:18:41  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:31  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:patchlevel revision version subversion \

	perl_patchlevel version_patchlevel_string \

	api_revision api_version api_subversion api_versionstring: \

	package test rsrc echo awk osname

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?S:revision:

?S:	The value of revision comes from the patchlevel.h file.
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?S:	In a version number such as 5.6.1, this is the "5".

?S:	In patchlevel.h, this is referred to as "PERL_REVISION".

?S:.

?S:patchlevel:

?S:	The patchlevel level of this package.

?S:	The value of patchlevel comes from the patchlevel.h file.

?S:	In a version number such as 5.6.1, this is the "6".

?S:	In patchlevel.h, this is referred to as "PERL_VERSION".

?S:.

?S:subversion:

?S:	The subversion level of this package.

?S:	The value of subversion comes from the patchlevel.h file.

?S:	In a version number such as 5.6.1, this is the "1".

?S:	In patchlevel.h, this is referred to as "PERL_SUBVERSION".

?S:	This is unique to perl.

?S:.

?S:version:

?S:	The full version number of this package, such as 5.6.1 (or 5_6_1).

?S:	This combines revision, patchlevel, and subversion to get the

?S:	full version number, including any possible subversions.

?S:	This is suitable for use as a directory name, and hence is

?S:	filesystem

 dependent.

?S:.

?S:api_revision:

?S:	The three variables, api_revision, api_version, and

?S:	api_subversion, specify the version of the oldest perl binary

?S:	compatible with the present perl.  In a full version string

?S:	such as '5.6.1', api_revision is the '5'.

?S:	Prior to 5.5.640, the format was a floating point number,

?S:	like 5.00563.

?S:

?S:	perl.c:incpush() and lib/lib.pm will automatically search in

?S:	$sitelib/.. for older directories back to the limit specified

?S:	by these api_ variables.  This is only useful if you have a

?S:	perl library directory tree structured like the default one.

?S:	See INSTALL for how this works.  The versioned site_perl

?S:	directory was introduced in 5.005, so that is the lowest

?S:	possible value.  The version list appropriate for the current

?S:	system is determined in inc_version_list.U.

?S:

?S:	XXX To do:  Since compatibility can depend on compile time

?S:	options (such as bincompat, longlong, etc.) it should

?S:	(perhaps) be set by

 Configure, but currently it isn't.

?S:	Currently, we read a hard-wired value from patchlevel.h.

?S:	Perhaps what we ought to do is take the hard-wired value from

?S:	patchlevel.h but then modify it if the current Configure
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?S:	options warrant.  patchlevel.h then would use an #ifdef guard.

?S:.

?S:api_version:

?S:	The three variables, api_revision, api_version, and

?S:	api_subversion, specify the version of the oldest perl binary

?S:	compatible with the present perl.  In a full version string

?S:	such as '5.6.1', api_version is the '6'.  See api_revision for

?S:	full details.  As a special case, 5.5.0 is rendered in the

?S:	old-style as 5.005.  (In the 5.005_0x maintenance series,

?S:	this was the only versioned directory in $sitelib.)

?S:.

?S:api_subversion:

?S:	The three variables, api_revision, api_version, and

?S:	api_subversion, specify the version of the oldest perl binary

?S:	compatible with the present perl.  In a full version string

?S:	such as '5.6.1', api_subversion is the

 '1'.  See api_revision for

?S:	full details.

?S:.

?S:api_versionstring:

?S:	This variable combines api_revision, api_version, and

?S:	api_subversion in a format such as 5.6.1 (or 5_6_1) suitable

?S:	for use as a directory name.  This is filesystem dependent.

?S:.

?S:perl_patchlevel:

?S:	This is the Perl patch level, a numeric change identifier,

?S:	as defined by whichever source code maintenance system

?S:	is used to maintain the patches; currently Perforce.

?S:	It does not correlate with the Perl version numbers or

?S:	the maintenance versus development dichotomy except

?S:	by also being increasing.

?S:.

?S:version_patchlevel_string:

?S:	This is a string combining version, subversion and

?S:	perl_patchlevel (if perl_patchlevel is non-zero).

?S:	It is typically something like

?S:	'version 7 subversion 1'  or

?S:	'version 7 subversion 1 patchlevel 11224'

?S:	It is computed here to avoid duplication of code in myconfig.SH

?S:	and lib/Config.pm.

?S:.

?LINT:extern LC_ALL

?LINT:extern LANGUAGE

:

 get the patchlevel

echo " "

echo "Getting the current patchlevel..." >&4

if $test -r $rsrc/patchlevel.h;then
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	revision=`awk '/define[ 	]+PERL_REVISION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

	patchlevel=`awk '/define[ 	]+PERL_VERSION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

	subversion=`awk '/define[ 	]+PERL_SUBVERSION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

	api_revision=`awk '/define[ 	]+PERL_API_REVISION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

	api_version=`awk '/define[ 	]+PERL_API_VERSION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

	api_subversion=`awk '/define[ 	]+PERL_API_SUBVERSION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

	perl_patchlevel=`egrep ',"(MAINT|SMOKE)[0-9][0-9]*"' $rsrc/patchlevel.h|tail -1|sed 's/[^0-9]//g'`

else

	revision=0

	patchlevel=0

	subversion=0

	api_revision=0

	api_version=0

	api_subversion=0

	perl_patchlevel=0

	$echo "(You do not have patchlevel.h.  Eek.)"

fi

: Define a handy string here to avoid duplication in myconfig.SH and configpm.

version_patchlevel_string="version $patchlevel subversion $subversion"

case

 "$perl_patchlevel" in

0|'') ;;

*)  perl_patchlevel=`echo $perl_patchlevel | sed 's/.* //'`

   version_patchlevel_string="$version_patchlevel_string patch $perl_patchlevel"

   ;;

esac

 

$echo "(You have $package $version_patchlevel_string.)"

 

case "$osname" in

dos|vms)

	: XXX Should be a Configure test for double-dots in filenames.

	version=`echo $revision $patchlevel $subversion | \

		 $awk '{ printf "%d_%d_%d", $1, $2, $3 }'`

	api_versionstring=`echo $api_revision $api_version $api_subversion | \

		 $awk '{ printf "%d_%d_%d", $1, $2, $3 }'`

	;;

*)

	version=`echo $revision $patchlevel $subversion | \

		 $awk '{ printf "%d.%d.%d", $1, $2, $3 }'`

	api_versionstring=`echo $api_revision $api_version $api_subversion | \

		 $awk '{ printf "%d.%d.%d", $1, $2, $3 }'`

	;;

esac

: Special case the 5.005_xx maintenance series, which used 5.005

: without any subversion label as a subdirectory in $sitelib

if test "${api_revision}${api_version}${api_subversion}" = "550"; then

	api_versionstring='5.005'
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fi

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/patchlevel.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Init.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/10/31 09:45:59 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Init.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/31  09:45:59  ram

?RCS: patch44: removed Options from MAKE to prevent Init overrides

?RCS: patch44: option processing now done after Myinit thanks to new Begin.U

?RCS: patch44: moved "Beginning of configuration questions" to Begin.U

?RCS: patch44: moved signal trapping instruction to Begin.U as well

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This file

 initializes certain default variables used by Configure.  They

?X: may be overridden or added to by definitions in Myinit.U.

?X:

?MAKE:Init eunicefix: Null

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?MAKE:	-pick weed $@ ./Init

?S:eunicefix:

?S:	When running under Eunice this variable contains a command which will

?S:	convert a shell script to the proper form of text file for it to be

?S:	executable by the shell.  On other systems it is a no-op.

?S:.

?V:define undef smallmach:rmlist

?X:

?X: Throughout the units, one may make use of $define and $undef to reference

?X: a defined symbol or an undefined one. There is no need to add them in

?X: the dependency line since this unit makes them visible via ?V:, and

?X: everyone inherits from those symbols since by convention Init.U is the

?X: root dependency.
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?X:

?LINT:extern DJGPP

?LINT:extern _exe

?LINT:change _exe

?LINT:extern is_os2

: Detect odd OSs

define='define'

undef='undef'

smallmach='pdp11 i8086 z8000 i80286 iAPX286'

rmlist=''

 

: We must find out about

 Eunice early

eunicefix=':'

if test -f /etc/unixtovms; then

	eunicefix=/etc/unixtovms

fi

if test -f /etc/unixtovms.exe; then

	eunicefix=/etc/unixtovms.exe

fi

 

: Set executable suffix now -- needed before hints available

if test -f "/libs/version.library"; then

: Amiga OS

   _exe=""

elif test -f "/system/gnu_library/bin/ar.pm"; then

: Stratus VOS

   _exe=".pm"

elif test -n "$DJGPP"; then

: DOS DJGPP

   _exe=".exe"

elif test -f /kern/cookiejar; then

: MiNT

   _exe=""

elif test -d c:/. -o -n "$is_os2" ; then

: OS/2 or cygwin

   _exe=".exe"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Init.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: prototype.U,v 3.0.1.3 1994/05/06 15:11:49 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: prototype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  15:11:49  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure cc flags used when looking for prototype support

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/01/24  14:15:36  ram

?RCS: patch16: prototype handling macros now appear only when needed

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:03:12  ram

?RCS: patch6: defines were referring to non-existent VOID symbol

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:36  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist

 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:prototype: Nothing

?S:prototype:

?S:	This variable holds the eventual value of CAN_PROTOTYPE, which

?S:	indicates the C compiler can handle function prototypes.

?S:.

: stub, never used

prototype=nothing

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/prototype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_recvmsg: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_recvmsg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_RECVMSG symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the recvmsg() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_RECVMSG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the recvmsg routine is
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?C:	available to send structured socket messages.

?C:.

?H:#$d_recvmsg HAS_RECVMSG		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_recvmsg

: see if recvmsg exists

set recvmsg d_recvmsg

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_recvmsg.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpgid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getpgid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:33:44  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpgid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpgid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPGID symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getpgid(pid) function

?S:	is available to get the process group id.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPGID:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program

 that

?C:	the getpgid(pid) function is available to get the

?C:	process group id.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpgid HAS_GETPGID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getpgid

: see if getpgid exists

set getpgid d_getpgid

eval $inlibc
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getpgid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sunmath.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sunmath: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sunmath:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SUNMATH symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sunmath.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SUNMATH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sunmath.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sunmath	I_SUNMATH		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sunmath

: see if this is a sunmath.h system

set sunmath.h i_sunmath

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_sunmath.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getnent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getnent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETNETENT if getnetent() is

?S:	available to look up network names in some data base or another.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNETENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getnetent() routine is

?C:	available to look up network names in some data base

 or another.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getnent HAS_GETNETENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getnent

: see if getnetent exists

set getnetent d_getnent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getnent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: privlib.U,v 3.1 1999/07/08 18:32:29 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: privlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/08 18:32:29  doughera

?RCS: Updated for perl5.005_5x

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:17:09  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:44:23  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:31:52  ram

?RCS:
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 patch32: now uses installation prefix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:12:34  ram

?RCS: patch10: added support for /local/lib (WED)

?RCS: patch10: prompt phrasing made more explicit (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:35  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:privlib privlibexp installprivlib: package cat Getfile Oldconfig \

	Setprefixvar Prefixit version installstyle binexp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:privlib=''

?S:privlib:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the PRIVLIB symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the private library for this package.  It may

?S:	have a ~ on the front. It is up to the makefile to eventually create

?S:	this directory while performing installation (with ~ substitution).

?S:.

?D:privlibexp=''

?S:privlibexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of privlib, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installprivlib=''

?S:installprivlib:

?S:	This variable

 is really the same as privlibexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?C:PRIVLIB:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the private library for this package.

?C:	The library is private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.  The program

?C:	should be prepared to do ~ expansion.

?C:.

?C:PRIVLIB_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of PRIVLIB, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define PRIVLIB "$privlib"		/**/

?H:#define PRIVLIB_EXP "$privlibexp"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installprivlib

?LINT:set privlib
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?LINT:set privlibexp

: determine where private library files go

: Usual default is /usr/local/lib/perl5/$version.

: Also allow things like /opt/perl/lib/$version, since

: /opt/perl/lib/perl5... would be redundant.

: The default "style"

 setting is made in installstyle.U

case "$installstyle" in

*lib/perl5*) set dflt privlib lib/$package/$version ;;

*)	 set dflt privlib lib/$version ;;

esac

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

There are some auxiliary files for $package that need to be put into a

private library directory that is accessible by everyone.

 

EOM

?X: Force dependency on bin.U

fn=$binexp

fn=d~+

rp='Pathname where the private library files will reside?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=privlib

. ./setprefixvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/privlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Perl5 Metaconfig Units

 

	     Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

	     Copyright (c) 1999-2011, H.Merijn Brand

			All rights reserved.

 

These units are the ones used to build Configure and config_h.SH

in the Perl5 distribution.

 

metaconfig will first look in its standard locations (specified when you

installed dist).  It will then recurse through the 'U' subdirectory

and find any additional "private" units.  Private units override

standard ones supplied with metaconfig.

 

Files in this directory:

 

README
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   This file.

 

Glossary.patch

   The standard dist units contain some strings that make pod2man

   complain.  This patch silences those warnings.  As new units are

   added and Configure is regenerated, this patch may need more and more

   'fuzz' to be applied.  It should be freshly regenerated every once

   in a while. See also mkgloss.pl

 

ln-all.pl

   Re-generate the all/ folder

 

mkglossary

   A script

 to regenerate Porting/Glossary.  You have to manually

   edit the top of the script to point the location of your metaconfig

   units.  It is called automatically by 'mksample'. See also mkgloss.pl

 

mkgloss.pl

   A perl script that calls U/mkglossary from the perl source tree, sorts

   the list of symbols, and applies the patch mentioned in Glossary.patch.

   When called on its own, redirect the output to a temporary file,  and

   compare that file to Porting/Glossary before applying.

 

mksample

   A script to regenerate Porting/config.sh and Porting/config.H.

   It also calls mkglossary, if necessary.

 

Subdirectories:

 

The units and other related files have been broken up into the following

directories.

 

a_dvisory/

   These are units that have to go first in the generated config_h.SH.

   A word of explanation:  Configure and config_h.SH are generated from 'Units'

   (the *.U files).  Files indicate dependencies (using make(1)), and

   Configure is built to follow those dependencies.

  However, config_h.SH

   is simply built by putting all the units in alphabetical order and

   extracting the relevant lines.  (This could be fixed, I suppose, but

   it wasn't trivial the one time I looked.)

   The a_dvisory/ directory, then, is a place to put units that need

   to be early in config_h.SH.  (Most units are self-contained

   and ought to be able to go anywhere.  However, some things, like

   byteorder, need to have the #defines from multiarch available.)

 

acl/
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   This is an old patch to begin to detect and use ACL (access

   control list) file protection schemes.

 

all/

   A folder that conveniently holds symbolic links to all the modules

   that are used to build the current Configure and config_h.SH.

 

compline/

   These are similar to the standard units, but I have modified them

   to have a more uniform compile command line, usually using the

   new Compile.U unit.  (The ccflags.U unit is perl-specific since it

   mentions -DDEBUGGING and

 -DPOSIX_SOURCE, but that's the only place

   it is perl-specific.)

 

dist_patches/

   These are patches to dist that must be applied before it is built

   and installed.  I have submitted these for inclusion in the

   regular dist distribution.  They have already been applied

   to the ../dist-3.0at70b directory.

 

ebcdic/

   These are units that had to be specially modified to work under

   either EBCDIC or ASCII.

 

installdirs/

   These are units to handle perl's installation directories and

   related issues.

 

modified/

   These are modified versions of the standard units.  Also included in

   this directory are new units that are clearly derived from existing

   units.  I have submitted these for inclusion in the regular dist

   distribution.

 

nullified/

   These are null units that replace units in the standard

   distribution.  Typically they are there because some part of the

   perl source accidentally uses a symbol that metaconfig thinks means we

   want the corresponding

 unit.

 

perl/

   These are specific to perl.  Some are heavily derived from

   original dist units, and are marked as such.  Others are original.

 

perl_patches/

   These are patches to the perl source.  This directory
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   should ordinarily be empty, but there may have been drift between

   the standard version of perl and the one associated with these

   units.

 

protos/

   These are units modified to use the new Hasproto.U or Protochk.U

   units to check for prototypes.

 

threads/

   These are specific to threading perl.

 

typedefs/

   These are standard units modified to use the modified Typedef.U

   unit to check for typedefs.  (The modified Typdef.U includes a

   function to avoid unnecessary prompts if the typdef being searched

   for exists.)

 

 

Where appropriate, I submitted these units for inclusion into the

regular dist distribution.  However, since dist is no longer actively

maintained, and the alternative is for *me* to actively maintain it,

the units just

 sit here.

 

Copyright Information:

 

Unless otherwise indicated, the files contained in this

distribution are:

 

   Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

 

The following licensing terms apply to all files contained in

this distribution:

 

You may distribute the files contained in this distribution

under the terms of either

 

   a) the "Artistic License" which comes with Perl, or

 

   b) the "Artistic License" which comes with dist, or

 

   c) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

   later version (see the file "Copying" that comes with the

   Perl distribution).

 

Which one to use is your choice.
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The units in the "modified" directory have been derived from units

associated with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist"

distribution.  These units list Raphael Manfredi as the Copyright holder.

dist is distributed under a modified version of the Perl Artistic License.

Clause 7 of this modified

 license as contained in dist-3.0-pl60 provides:

 

   7. You may reuse parts of this Package in your own programs, provided

   that you explicitly state where you got them from, in the source code

   (and, left to your courtesy, in the documentation), duplicating

   all the associated copyright notices and disclaimers. Besides

   your changes, if any, must be clearly marked as such. Parts reused

   that way will no longer fall under this license if, and only if,

   the name of your program(s) have no immediate connection with the

   name of the Package itself or its associated programs.  You may then

   apply whatever restrictions you wish on the reused parts or choose

   to place them in the Public Domain--this will apply only within the

   context of your package.

 

In accordance with this clause, the versions of these units

contained here are made available under the same terms as the

rest of the units.

 

If you have any questions about the use of these units or about

the differences

 between these units and the standard versions, please

feel free to ask.

 

   Andy Dougherty			doughera@lafayette.edu

   Dept. of Physics

   Lafayette College

   Easton, PA  18042-1782

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setsent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_setsent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setsent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setsent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETSERVENT if setservent() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETSERVENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setservent() routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setsent HAS_SETSERVENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setsent

: see if setservent exists

set

 setservent d_setsent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_setsent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Chk_whoami.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Chk_whoami.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:46  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit makes sure we don't try to include whoami.h if uname() exists.

?X:

?MAKE:Chk_whoami: d_uname i_whoami

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:change i_whoami

: weed out incompatibilities
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case "$d_uname" in

 "$define") i_whoami="$undef" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Chk_whoami.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_lstat.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_lstat.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:28  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lstat: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lstat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_LSTAT if lstat() is

?S:	available to do file stats on symbolic links.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LSTAT (LSTAT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lstat routine is

?C:	available to do file stats on symbolic links.

?C:.

?H:#$d_lstat HAS_LSTAT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_lstat

: see if lstat exists

set lstat d_lstat

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_lstat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: perlpath.U,v 3.0.1.2 1995/09/25 09:17:04 ram Exp $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: perlpath.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Special perl5 unit -- we haven't installed perl yet.

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/09/25  09:17:04  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:33:53  ram

?RCS: patch45: can now use Loc variables since path stripping is deferred

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:32  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist

 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: The purpose of this unit is to locate perl good enough to construct a #!

?X:

?MAKE:perlpath: cat Getfile Loc Myread Oldconfig initialinstalllocation \

	startperl version versiononly

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:perlpath:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the PERLPATH symbol,

?S:	which contains the name of the perl interpreter to be used in

?S:	shell scripts and in the "eval 'exec'" idiom.  This variable is

?S:	not necessarily the pathname of the file containing the perl

?S:	interpreter; you must append the executable extension (_exe) if

?S:	it is not already present.  Note that Perl code that runs during

?S:	the Perl build process cannot reference this variable, as Perl

?S:	may not have been installed, or even if installed, may be a

?S:	different version of Perl.

?S:.

?C:PERLPATH:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the perl interpreter to be

?C:	used in shell scripts and in the "eval 'exec'" idiom.

?C:.

?H:#define PERLPATH "$perlpath"		/**/

?H:.

:
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 figure best path for perl in scripts

case "$perlpath" in

'')

	case "$versiononly" in

	"$define")	perlpath="$initialinstalllocation/perl$version";;

	*)		perlpath="$initialinstalllocation/perl";;

	esac

	case "$startperl" in

	*!*) ;;

	*)

		$cat <<EOH

 

I will use the "eval 'exec'" idiom to start Perl on your system.

I can use the full path of your Perl binary for this purpose, but

doing so may cause problems if you want to share those scripts and

Perl is not always in a standard place ($initialinstalllocation/perl).

 

EOH

		dflt="$initialinstalllocation/perl"

		rp="What path shall I use in \"eval 'exec'\"?"

		. ./myread

		perlpath="$ans"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$startperl" in

*!*)	;;

*)	echo "I'll use $perlpath in \"eval 'exec'\"" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/perlpath.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: bin.U,v 3.1 1999/07/09 18:20:13 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: bin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/09 18:20:13  doughera
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?RCS: Updated for installprefix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:15:32  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:32:40  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:05:28  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:56:51  ram

?RCS: patch10: made prompting more explicit (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:26  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:bin binexp installbin userelocatableinc initialinstalllocation: \

	Myread Prefixit Getfile Setvar Setprefixvar Oldconfig \

	test prefix prefixexp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:bin=''

?S:bin:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put publicly executable images for the package in question.  It

?S:	is most often a local directory such as /usr/local/bin. Programs using

?S:	this variable must be prepared to deal with ~name substitution.

?S:.

?D:binexp=''

?S:binexp:

?S:	This is the same as the bin variable, but is filename expanded at

?S:	configuration time, for use in your makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installbin=''

?S:installbin:

?S:	This variable is the same as binexp unless AFS is running in which case

?S:	the user is explicitly prompted for it. This variable

 should always

?S:	be used in your makefiles for maximum portability.

?S:.

?D:userelocatableinc=''

?S:userelocatableinc:

?S:	This variable is set to true to indicate that perl should relocate

?S:	@INC entries at runtime based on the path to the perl binary.

?S:	Any @INC paths starting ".../" are relocated relative to the directory

?S:	containing the perl binary, and a logical cleanup of the path is then
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?S:	made around the join point (removing "dir/../" pairs)

?S:.

?S:initialinstalllocation:

?S:	When userelocatableinc is true, this variable holds the location

?S:	that make install should copy the perl binary to, with all the

?S:	run-time relocatable paths calculated from this at install time.

?S:	When used, it is initialized to the original value of binexp, and

?S:	then binexp is set to '.../', as the other binaries are found

?S:	relative to the perl binary.

?S:.

?C:BIN:

?C:	This symbol holds the path of the bin directory where the package will

?C:	be installed. Program must be

 prepared to deal with ~name substitution.

?C:.

?C:BIN_EXP:

?C:	This symbol is the filename expanded version of the BIN symbol, for

?C:	programs that do not want to deal with that at run-time.

?C:.

?C:PERL_RELOCATABLE_INC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that we'd like to relocate entries

?C:	in @INC at run time based on the location of the perl binary.

?C:.

?H:#define BIN "$bin"	/**/

?H:#define BIN_EXP "$binexp"	/**/

?H:#define PERL_RELOCATABLE_INC "$userelocatableinc"		/**/

?H:.

?D:bin='/usr/local/bin'

?LINT:change prefix

?LINT:change prefixexp

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:change installprefixexp

?LINT:set userelocatableinc

: determine where public executables go

echo " "

set dflt bin bin

eval $prefixit

fn=d~

rp='Pathname where the public executables will reside?'

. ./getfile

if $test "X$ansexp" != "X$binexp"; then

	installbin=''

fi

prefixvar=bin

: XXX Bug? -- ignores Configure -Dinstallprefix setting.

: XXX If this is fixed, also fix the "start perl" hunk below, which relies on

:
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     this via initialinstalllocation

. ./setprefixvar

 

case "$userelocatableinc" in

$define|true|[yY]*)	dflt='y' ;;

*)			dflt='n' ;;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

Would you like to build Perl so that the installation is relocatable, so that

library paths in @INC are determined relative to the path of the perl binary?

This is not advised for system Perl installs, or if you need to run setid

scripts or scripts under taint mode.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM

rp='Use relocatable @INC?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)	val="$define" ;;

*)	val="$undef"  ;;

esac

set userelocatableinc

eval $setvar

 

initialinstalllocation="$binexp"

: Default prefix is now "up one level from where the binaries are"

case "$userelocatableinc" in

$define|true|[yY]*)

   bin=".../"

   binexp=".../"

   prefix=".../.."

   prefixexp=".../.."

   installprefixexp=".../.."

   ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/bin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vaproto.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Orginal Author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vaproto.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:17:16  ram

?RCS: patch16: definition of _V now appears only when needed

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:59  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:vaproto: prototype i_stdarg Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:vaproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines CAN_VAPROTO on systems supporting

?S:	prototype

 declaration of functions with a variable number of

?S:	arguments. See also prototype.

?S:.

?C:CAN_VAPROTO ~ %<:

?C:	This variable is defined on systems supporting prototype declaration

?C:	of functions with a variable number of arguments.

?C:.

?C:_V:

?C:	This macro is used to declare function parameters in prototypes for

?C:	functions with a variable number of parameters. Use double parentheses.

?C:	For example:

?C:

?C:		int printf _V((char *fmt, ...));

?C:

?C:	Remember to use the plain simple _() macro when declaring a function

?C:	with no variable number of arguments, since it might be possible to

?C:	have a non-effect _V() macro and still get prototypes via _().

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$vaproto CAN_VAPROTO	/**/

?H:?_V:#ifdef CAN_VAPROTO

?H:?_V:#define	_V(args) args

?H:?_V:#else

?H:?_V:#define	_V(args) ()

?H:?_V:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:set vaproto

: see if prototypes support variable argument declarations

echo " "

case "$prototype$i_stdarg" in

$define$define)
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	echo "It appears we'll be able

 to prototype varargs functions." >&4

	val="$define"

	;;

*)

	echo "Too bad... We won't be using prototyped varargs functions..." >&4

	val="$undef"

	;;

esac

set vaproto

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/vaproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_pwrite.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_pwrite.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pwrite: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pwrite:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PWRITE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pwrite() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PWRITE :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the pwrite routine is

?C:	available to perform writes on a file descriptor at a given offset.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pwrite HAS_PWRITE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_pwrite

: see if pwrite

 exists

set pwrite d_pwrite

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_pwrite.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:ivdformat uvuformat uvoformat uvxformat uvXUformat \

	nvEUformat nvFUformat nvGUformat \

	nveformat nvfformat nvgformat: \

	ivsize longsize intsize shortsize \

	sPRId64 sPRIu64 sPRIo64 sPRIx64 sPRIXU64 \

	uselongdouble d_longdbl usequadmath d_PRIgldbl \

	sPRIEUldbl sPRIFUldbl sPRIGUldbl sPRIeldbl sPRIfldbl sPRIgldbl \

	test echo

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:ivdformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl IV as a signed decimal integer.

?S:.

?S:uvuformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl UV as an unsigned decimal integer.

?S:.

?S:uvoformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl UV as an unsigned

 octal integer.

?S:.

?S:uvxformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl UV as an unsigned hexadecimal integer in lowercase abcdef.

?S:.

?S:uvXUformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl UV as an unsigned hexadecimal integer in uppercase ABCDEF.

?S:.

?S:nveformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl NV using %e-ish floating point format.

?S:.

?S:nvfformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl NV using %f-ish floating point format.
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?S:.

?S:nvgformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl NV using %g-ish floating point format.

?S:.

?S:nvEUformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl NV using %E-ish floating point format.

?S:.

?S:nvFUformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl NV using %F-ish floating point format.

?S:.

?S:nvGUformat:

?S:	This

 variable contains the format string used for printing

?S:	a Perl NV using %G-ish floating point format.

?S:.

?C:IVdf:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl IV

?C:	as a signed decimal integer.

?C:.

?C:UVuf:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl UV

?C:	as an unsigned decimal integer.

?C:.

?C:UVof:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl UV

?C:	as an unsigned octal integer.

?C:.

?C:UVxf:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl UV

?C:	as an unsigned hexadecimal integer in lowercase abcdef.

?C:.

?C:UVXf:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl UV

?C:	as an unsigned hexadecimal integer in uppercase ABCDEF.

?C:.

?C:NVef:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl NV

?C:	using %e-ish floating point format.

?C:.

?C:NVff:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl NV

?C:	using %f-ish floating point

 format.

?C:.

?C:NVgf:
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?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl NV

?C:	using %g-ish floating point format.

?C:.

?C:NVEf:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl NV

?C:	using %E-ish floating point format.

?C:.

?C:NVFf:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl NV

?C:	using %F-ish floating point format.

?C:.

?C:NVGf:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Perl NV

?C:	using %G-ish floating point format.

?C:.

?H:#define	IVdf		$ivdformat		/**/

?H:#define	UVuf		$uvuformat		/**/

?H:#define	UVof		$uvoformat		/**/

?H:#define	UVxf		$uvxformat		/**/

?H:#define	UVXf		$uvXUformat		/**/

?H:#define	NVef		$nveformat		/**/

?H:#define	NVff		$nvfformat		/**/

?H:#define	NVgf		$nvgformat		/**/

?H:#define	NVEf		$nvEUformat		/**/

?H:#define	NVFf		$nvFUformat		/**/

?H:#define	NVGf		$nvGUformat		/**/

?H:.

: Check format strings for internal types

echo " "

$echo "Checking the format strings to be used for Perl's

 internal types..." >&4

 

if $test X"$ivsize" = X8; then

	ivdformat="$sPRId64"

	uvuformat="$sPRIu64"

	uvoformat="$sPRIo64"

	uvxformat="$sPRIx64"

	uvXUformat="$sPRIXU64"

else

	if $test X"$ivsize" = X"$longsize"; then

		ivdformat='"ld"'

		uvuformat='"lu"'

		uvoformat='"lo"'

		uvxformat='"lx"'

		uvXUformat='"lX"'

	else

		if $test X"$ivsize" = X"$intsize"; then

			ivdformat='"d"'
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			uvuformat='"u"'

			uvoformat='"o"'

			uvxformat='"x"'

			uvXUformat='"X"'

		else

			: far out

			if $test X"$ivsize" = X"$shortsize"; then

				ivdformat='"hd"'

				uvuformat='"hu"'

				uvoformat='"ho"'

				uvxformat='"hx"'

				uvXUformat='"hX"'

			fi

		fi

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$usequadmath" = X"$define"; then

   nveformat='"Qe"'

   nvfformat='"Qf"'

   nvgformat='"Qg"'

   nvEUformat='"QE"'

   nvFUformat='"QF"'

   nvGUformat='"QG"'

else

   if $test X"$uselongdouble" = X"$define" -a X"$d_longdbl" = X"$define" -a X"$d_PRIgldbl" = X"$define"; then

	nveformat="$sPRIeldbl"

	nvfformat="$sPRIfldbl"

	nvgformat="$sPRIgldbl"

	nvEUformat="$sPRIEUldbl"

	nvFUformat="$sPRIFUldbl"

	nvGUformat="$sPRIGUldbl"

    else

	nveformat='"e"'

	nvfformat='"f"'

	nvgformat='"g"'

	nvEUformat='"E"'

	nvFUformat='"F"'

	nvGUformat='"G"'

   fi

fi

 

case "$ivdformat" in

'') echo "$0: Fatal: failed to find format strings, cannot continue." >&4

   exit 1

   ;;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/perlxvf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: End.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:51  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit serves as the goal which forces make to choose all the units that

?X: ask questions.  The $W on the ?MAKE: line is the list of all symbols wanted.

?X: To force any unit to be included, copy this unit to your private U directory

?X: and add the name of the unit desired to the ?MAKE: dependency line.

?X:

?MAKE:End: $W

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:use $W

: end of configuration

 questions

echo " "

echo "End of configuration questions."

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/End.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fegetround: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fegetround:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_FEGETROUND if fegetround() is

?S:	available to get the floating point rounding mode.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FEGETROUND:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fegetround routine is

?C:	available to return the macro corresponding to the current rounding

?C:	mode.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fegetround HAS_FEGETROUND	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fegetround

: see if fegetround exists

set fegetround d_fegetround

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fegetround.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

;########################################################################

;# Jmake rules for building libraries, programs, scripts, and data files

;# $Id: Jmake.rules 18 2006-12-27 10:35:09Z rmanfredi $

 

/*

*		   MACHINE-INDEPENDENT RULES -- DO NOT MODIFY

*/

 

/* $Id: Jmake.rules 18 2006-12-27 10:35:09Z rmanfredi $

*

*  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

* 

*  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

*  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

*  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

*  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

*  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

*

* $Log: Jmake.rules,v $

* Revision 3.0.1.7  2004/08/22 08:28:58  ram

* patch71: random cleanup

*

* Revision 3.0.1.6  1997/02/28  14:56:01  ram

* patch61: now handles USRINC for dependencies

* patch61: smarter about dependencies

 computation

*

* Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/09/25  09:07:19  ram

* patch59: smarter sed command to strip /usr/include dependencies

*

* Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/07/25  13:33:59  ram

* patch56: install of script man pages can now cope with missing files
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* patch56: the clobber target now removes the .config directory as well

*

* Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/03/21  08:35:28  ram

* patch52: suppressed extra argument to NormalProgramTarget call

*

* Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  14:49:55  ram

* patch45: new macros ShellScriptTargetExt and SimpleShellScriptTargetExt

* patch45: directory installation is now made via INSTALLDIR (Configure)

*

* Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:46:30  ram

* patch36: added RemoteDependency rule

*

* Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:14  ram

* Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

*

*/

 

/* Please, edit only with tabstops = 4 (":set ts=4" under vi) */

 

/*

* AddedByConfigure:

*	Gives name of the files generated by Configure that can safely

*	be removed

 when a "make clobber" is issued. Not that it is useless

*	to name config.h or config.sh because these are already taken care

*	of by jmake.

*/

#define AddedByConfigure(files) @!\

local_clobber::			@@\

	$(RM) files

 

/*

* AddSuffix:

*	Adds a sufix to the .SUFFIXES: list.

*/

#define AddSuffix(ext) @!\

|suffix ext

 

 

/*

* AllTarget:

*	Generate rules to build necessary things during make all.

*/

#define AllTarget(depends)	@!\

all:: depends				@!\

							@!\

local_realclean::			@@\

	$(RM) depends
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/*

* RemoveTargetProgram:

*	This is used in some other macros in order to remove the target

*	before starting its building (saves disk space).  There should be

*	no '@!' at the end of the '#define' line, because this macro is

*	used *inside* building rules.

*/

#define RemoveTargetProgram(program) \

	$(RM) program @@\

	if test -f program^^^$(_EXE); then \ @@\

		$(MV) program^^^$(_EXE) program^^~^^^$(_EXE); fi

 

/*

* NormalProgramTarget:

*	Generate rules to compile and link the

 indicated program; since

*	it does not use any default object files, it may be used for

*	multiple programs in the same Jmakefile.

*/

#define	NormalProgramTarget(program,sources,objects)	@!\

++OBJECTS objects @!\

++SOURCES sources @!\

NormalObjectRule()				@!\

AllTarget(program)				@!\

								@!\

program: objects				@@\

	RemoveTargetProgram($@)		@@\

	$(CC) -o $@ objects $(JLDFLAGS) $(LIBS) @!\

 

 

/*

* SingleProgramTarget:

*	Obsolete version of NormalProgramTarget that doesn't have

*	deplibs.

*/

#define	SingleProgramTarget(program,objects,libs)		\

NormalProgramTarget(program,objects,libs)

 

/*

* SimpleProgramTarget:

*	Generate rules for compiling and linking programs that only have

*	one C source file.  It should only be used in Jmakefiles that

*	describe a single program.

*/

#define	SimpleProgramTarget(program)	@!\

NormalProgramTarget(program,program.c,program.o)
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/*

* ComplexProgramTarget:

*	Generate rules for compiling and linking the program specified by

*	$(OBJS) and

 $(SRCS), installing the program and its man page, and

*	generating dependencies.  It should only be used in Jmakefiles

*	that describe a single program.

*/

#define	ComplexProgramTarget(program)	@!\

++OBJECTS $(OBJS) @!\

++SOURCES $(SRCS) @!\

NormalObjectRule()					@!\

AllTarget(program)					@!\

									@!\

program: $(OBJS)					@@\

	RemoveTargetProgram($@)			@@\

	$(CC) -o $@ $(OBJS) $(JLDFLAGS) $(LIBS) @!\

									@!\

InstallProgram(program,$(BINDIR))	@!\

InstallManPage(program,$(MANSRC))	@!\

DependTarget()						@!\

LintTarget()

 

 

/*

* ComplexProgramTarget_1:

*	Generate rules for compiling and linking the program specified by

*	$(OBJS1) and $(SRCS1), installing the program and its man page,

*	and generating dependencies for it and any programs described by

*	$(SRCS2) and $(SRCS3).  It should be used to build the primary

*	program in Jmakefiles that describe multiple programs.

*/

#define	ComplexProgramTarget_1(program)	@!\

++OBJECTS $(OBJS1) @!\

++SOURCES $(SRCS1) @!\

NormalObjectRule()					@!\

AllTarget(program)					@!\

									@!\

program:

 $(OBJS1)					@@\

	RemoveTargetProgram($@)			@@\

	$(CC) -o $@ $(OBJS1) $(JLDFLAGS) $(LIBS) @!\

									@!\

InstallProgram(program,$(BINDIR))	@!\

InstallManPage(program,$(MANSRC))	@!\

									@!\
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DependTarget()						@!\

LintTarget()

 

 

/*

* ComplexProgramTarget_2:

*	Generate rules for compiling and linking the program specified by

*	$(OBJS2) and $(SRCS2) and installing the program and man page.

*	It should be used to build the second program in Jmakefiles

*	describing more than one program.

*/

#define	ComplexProgramTarget_2(program)	@!\

++OBJECTS $(OBJS2) @!\

++SOURCES $(SRCS2) @!\

NormalObjectRule()					@!\

AllTarget(program)					@!\

									@!\

program: $(OBJS2)					@@\

	RemoveTargetProgram($@)			@@\

	$(CC) -o $@ $(OBJS2) $(JLDFLAGS) $(LIBS) @!\

									@!\

InstallProgram(program,$(BINDIR))	@!\

InstallManPage(program,$(MANSRC))

 

 

/*

* ComplexProgramTarget_3:

*	Generate rules for compiling and linking the

 program specified by

*	$(OBJS3) and $(SRCS3) and installing the program and man page.  It

*	should be used to build the third program in Jmakefiles describing

*	more than one program.

*/

#define	ComplexProgramTarget_3(program) @!\

++OBJECTS $(OBJS3) @!\

++SOURCES $(SRCS3) @!\

NormalObjectRule()					@!\

AllTarget(program)					@!\

									@!\

program: $(OBJS3)					@@\

	RemoveTargetProgram($@)			@@\

	$(CC) -o $@ $(OBJS3) $(JLDFLAGS) $(LIBS) @!\

									@!\

InstallProgram(program,$(BINDIR))	@!\

InstallManPage(program,$(MANSRC))

 

 

/*
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* ComplexShellManualTarget:

*	Builds manual pages that are to be extracted from .SH files into

*	.$manext files.

*/

#define ComplexShellManualTarget(manpages) @!\

++MANPAGE manpages @!\

|once _ShellManualRule_		@!\

|rule:.SH.$manext:			@!\

|rule: /bin/sh $<			@!\

|rule:						@!\

-once						@!\

AddSuffix(.SH)				@!\

AddSuffix(.$manext)			@!\

AllTarget(manpages)			@!\

							@!\

local_install.man::			@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore($(MANSRC)) \					@@\

	for

 file in manpages; do \		@@\

		(set -x; $(INSTALL) -c -m 444 $$file \ @@\

			$(INSTALL_PREFIX)$(MANSRC)) || exit 1; \	@@\

	done					@!\

							@!\

local_deinstall.man::		@@\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	for file in manpages; do \		@@\

		(set -x; $(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)$(MANSRC)/$$file); \	@@\

	done

 

 

/*

* Initialize:

*	Puts the line symbol = value in the initialization section of

*	Makefile.SH (the one that is subject to parameter substitutions).

*/

#define Initialize(symbol,value) @!\

+symbol = value

 

 

/*

* InstallLibrary:

*	Generate rules to install the indicated library.

*/

#define	InstallLibrary(libname,dest)	@!\

local_install:: lib^^libname.a		@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \	@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 644 lib^^libname.a $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest		@@\

	$(RANLIB) dest/lib^^libname.a	@@\
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	chmod 444 dest/lib^^libnane.a	@!\

									@!\

local_deinstall::					@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/lib^^libname.a

 

 

/*

* InstallSharedLibrary:

*	Generate rules to install

 the shared library.

*/

#define	InstallSharedLibrary(libname,rev,dest)	@!\

local_install:: lib^^libname.so.rev 	@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \		@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 444 lib^^libname.so.rev $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest @!\

										@!\

local_deinstall::						@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/lib^^libname.so.rev

 

 

/*

* InstallSharedLibraryData:

*	Generate rules to install the shared library data

*/

#define	InstallSharedLibraryData(libname,rev,dest)	@!\

local_install:: lib^^libname.sa.rev		@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \		@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 444 lib^^libname.sa.rev $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest @!\

									@!\

local_deinstall::					@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/lib^^libname.sa.rev

 

 

/*

* InstallLibraryAlias:

*	Generate rules to create a link from one library name to another

*	for the purposes of aliasing.

*/

#define	InstallLibraryAlias(libname,alias,dest)	@!\

local_install:: lib^^libname.a	@@\

	$(RM) lib^^alias.a		@@\

	-(cd dest; $(LN) lib^^libname.a lib^^alias.a)

 @!\

							@!\

local_deinstall::			@@\

	$(RM) dest/lib^^alias.a
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/*

* InstallLintLibrary:

*	Generate rules to install the indicated lint library.

*/

#define	InstallLintLibrary(libname,dest)	@!\

install.ln:: llib-l^^libname.ln			@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \		@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 444 llib-l^^libname.ln $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest @!\

							@!\

deinstall.ln::				@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/llib-l^^libname.ln

 

 

/*

* InstallManPageLong:

*	Generate rules to install the indicated manual page, giving it an

*	alternate name.  This is used for installing man pages whose base

*	name without the .man suffix would normally be longer than 8

*	characters (the limit for using source code control systems on

*	files systems with short file names).

*/

#define	InstallManPageLong(file,destdir,dest)	@!\

local_install.man:: file.man			@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(destdir) \	@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 444 file.man $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^destdir/dest.$(L) @!\

										@!\

local_deinstall.man::					@@\

	$(RM)

 $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^destdir/dest.$(L)		@!\

 

 

/*

* InstallManPage:

*	Generate rules to install the indicated manual page.

*/

#define	InstallManPage(file,dest)	@!\

InstallManPageLong(file,dest,file)

 

 

/*

* InstallNonExec:

*	Generate rules to install a data file using any special

*  install flags.

*/

#define	InstallNonExec(file,dest)	@!\

local_install:: file				@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \	@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 444 file $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest	@!\
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									@!\

local_deinstall::					@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/file

 

 

/*

* InstallProgramWithFlags:

*	Generate rules to install an executable program using given

*	install flags.

*/

#define InstallProgramWithFlags(program,dest,flags)	@!\

local_install:: program				@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \	@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -s -m 555 flags program^^^$(_EXE) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest @!\

									@!\

local_deinstall::					@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/program^^^$(_EXE)

 

 

/*

* InstallProgramNoStripWithFlags:

 *	Generate rules to install an executable program using given

*	install flags.

*/

#define InstallProgramNoStripWithFlags(program,dest,flags)	@!\

local_install:: program				@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \	@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 555 flags program^^^$(_EXE) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest @!\

									@!\

local_deinstall::					@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/program^^^$(_EXE)

 

 

/*

* InstallProgram:

*	Generate rules to install an executable program using any special

*	install flags set in $(INSTALLFLAGS).

*/

#define	InstallProgram(program,dest)	@!\

InstallProgramWithFlags(program,dest,^^)

 

 

/*

* InstallProgramNoStrip:

*	Generate rules to install an executable program using any special

*	install flags set in $(INSTALLFLAGS), but without stripping the

*	executable from debugging symbols.

*/
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#define	InstallProgramNoStrip(program,dest)	@!\

InstallProgramNoStripWithFlags(program,dest,^^)

 

 

/*

* InstallScriptWithFlags:

*	Generate rules to install an executable script using given

*	install

 flags.

*/

#define InstallScriptWithFlags(script,dest,flags)	@!\

local_install:: script				@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \	@@\

	$(INSTALL) -c -m 555 flags script $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest @!\

									@!\

local_deinstall::					@@\

	$(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/script

 

 

/*

* InstallScript:

*	Generate rules to install an executable script using any special

*	install flags set in $(INSTALLFLAGS).

*/

#define	InstallScript(script,dest)	@!\

InstallScriptWithFlags(script,dest,^^)

 

 

/*

* InstallScripts:

*	Generate rules to install all the scripts listed in the generated

*  $(SCRIPTS) and $(LSCRIPTS) macros.

*/

#define	InstallScripts()	@!\

|once _InstallScripts_		@!\

local_install:: $(SCRIPTS) $(LSCRIPTS) 			@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore($(SCRIPTDIR)) \		@@\

	for file in $(SCRIPTS) $(LSCRIPTS); do \	@@\

		(set -x; \	@@\

		$(INSTALL) -c -m 555 $$file $(INSTALL_PREFIX)$(SCRIPTDIR)) || \	@@\

		exit 1; \	@@\

	done					@!\

							@!\

local_deinstall::			@@\

	@for file in $(SCRIPTS)

 $(LSCRIPTS); do \	@@\

		case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

		(set -x; $(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)$(SCRIPTDIR)/$$file); \	@@\
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	done					@!\

-once

 

/*

* InstallManScripts:

*	Generate rule to install/deinstall manual pages for scripts listed

*	in the automatically generated $(SCRIPTS) macro.

*/

#define InstallManScripts()	@!\

|once _InstallManScripts_	@!\

?NOMAN:|skip				@!\

local_install.man::			@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore($(MANSRC)) \		@@\

	for file in $(SCRIPTS); do \			@@\

		if test -f $$file.man; then \		@@\

			(set -x; \						@@\

			$(INSTALL) -c -m 444 $$file.man \ @@\

				$(INSTALL_PREFIX)$(MANSRC)/$$file.$(L)) || \ @@\

				exit 1; \	@@\

		fi; \				@@\

	done					@!\

							@!\

local_deinstall.man::		@@\

	case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	for file in $(SCRIPTS); do \	@@\

		(set -x; $(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)$(MANSRC)/$$file.$(L)); \	@@\

	done					@!\

							@!\

-skip						@!\

-once

 

 

 

/*

* LinkFileList:

*	Link a list of list of files from one place to another

 */

#define LinkFileList(step,list,dir,sub)	@!\

step:: list							@@\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	echo "	cd" dir; cd dir; for i in list; do (set -x; $(LN) sub/$$i .); done

 

 

/*

* InstallMultipleDestFlags:

*	Generate rules to install multiple files at once during a particular

*	step in the build using a specific set of install flags.

*/
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#define InstallMultipleDestFlags(step,list,dest,flags)	@!\

step:: list							@@\

	_MakeInstallDirIgnore(dest) \	@@\

	for i in list; do \				@@\

		(set -x; $(INSTALL) -c flags \ @@\

			$$i $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest) || exit 1;\	@@\

	done

 

/*

* DeinstallMultipleDest:

*	Generate rules to deinstall multiple files at once during a particular

*	step in the build.

*/

#define DeinstallMultipleDest(step,list,dest)	@!\

step::								@@\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	for i in list; do \				@@\

		(set -x; $(RM) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dest/$$i); \	@@\

	done

 

/*

* InstallMultiple:

*	Generate rules to install multiple

 files at once during the install

*	step of the build using any install flags set in $(INSTALLFLAGS)

*	and deinstall them.

*/

#define	InstallMultiple(list,dest)	@!\

InstallMultipleDestFlags(local_install,list,dest,$(INSTALLFLAGS)) @!\

DeinstallMultipleDest(local_deinstall,list,dest)

 

 

/*

* InstallMultipleFlags:

*	Generate rules to install multiple files at once during the

*	install step of the build using the given install flags.

*/

#define InstallMultipleFlags(list,dest,flags)	@!\

InstallMultipleDestFlags(local_install,list,dest,flags) @!\

DeinstallMultipleDest(local_deinstall,list,dest)

 

 

/*

* InstallMultipleMan:

*	Generate rules to install a variety of manual pages

*	during the install.man step of the build.

*/

#define InstallMultipleMan(list,dest)	@!\
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InstallMultipleDestFlags(local_install.man,list,dest,$(INSTALLFLAGS)) @!\

DeinstallMultipleDest(local_deinstall.man,list,dest)

 

 

/*

* DependDependency:

*	Generate rules to build the makedepend program.

*/

#define DependDependency()

 			@!\

depend:: TOPDIR/mkdep				@!\

									@!\

TOPDIR/mkdep:						@!\

?TOP: @echo "You have to run Configure first."; exit 1	@!\

%TOP: @echo "You have to run Configure in $(TOP) first."; exit 1

 

 

/*

* DependTarget:

*	Generate rules to compute dependencies for all files listed

*	in $(SOURCES) (automatically generated macro).

*/

#define	DependTarget()				@!\

+USRINC = $usrinc @!\

|once _DependTarget_				@!\

DependDependency()					@!\

									@!\

depend::							@@\

	($(SED) '/^# DO NOT DELETE/q' Makefile && \ @@\

	$(MKDEP) $(SOURCES) | \			@@\

	$(SED) -e 's:/usr/lib[^ ]*::g; s:$(USRINC)[^ ]*::g; ' \ @@\

		-e '/: / b print' -e '$$ b print' -e 'H; d; n; : print' \ @@\

		-e 'x; s/\\$$//; s/\\\n//g; s/ ^^ */ /g; s/ :/:/;' -e '/: *$$/d' \ @@\

	) > Makefile.new				@@\

	cp Makefile Makefile.bak		@@\

	cp Makefile.new Makefile		@@\

	$(RM) Makefile.new				@!\

									@!\

-once

 

 

/*

* CleanTarget:

*	Generate rules to remove any garbage files.

*/

#define	CleanTarget()				@!\

?SUBDIRS:clean:
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 sub_clean local_clean				@!\

%SUBDIRS:clean: local_clean							@!\

?SUBDIRS:realclean: sub_realclean local_realclean	@!\

%SUBDIRS:realclean: local_realclean					@!\

?SUBDIRS:clobber: sub_clobber local_clobber			@!\

%SUBDIRS:clobber: local_clobber						@!\

									@!\

local_clean:: 						@@\

	if test -f core; then $(RM) core; fi @@\

	$(RM) *~ *.o					@!\

									@!\

local_realclean:: local_clean		@!\

?TOP: $(RM) -r UU					@!\

									@!\

local_clobber:: local_realclean		@!\

%TOP: $(RM) Makefile config.sh		@!\

?TOP: $(RM) config.sh config.h		@!\

?TOP: $(RM) -r .config				@!\

?TOP: $(RM) Makefile				@!\

 

 

/*

* InstallTarget:

*	Generate rules to recursively install files

*/

#define	InstallTarget()											@!\

?SUBDIRS:install:: local_install sub_install					@!\

%SUBDIRS:install:: local_install								@!\

?SUBDIRS:install.man:: maybe_install.man sub_install.man		@!\

%SUBDIRS:install.man:: maybe_install.man						@!\

?SUBDIRS:deinstall:: sub_deinstall local_deinstall				@!\

%SUBDIRS:deinstall::

 local_deinstall							@!\

?SUBDIRS:deinstall.man:: sub_deinstall.man maybe_deinstall.man	@!\

%SUBDIRS:deinstall.man:: maybe_deinstall.man					@!\

																@!\

?MANSRC:install.man-yes: local_install.man						@!\

install.man-no:													@!\

?MANSRC:deinstall.man-yes: local_deinstall.man					@!\

deinstall.man-no:												@!\

 

 

/*

* TagsTarget:

*	Generate rules to compute tags files for C source code.

*/

#define	TagsTarget()				@!\

tags::								@@\
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	$(CTAGS) -w *.[ch]				@@\

	$(CTAGS) -xw *.[ch] > tags		@!\

									@!\

local_clobber::						@@\

	$(RM) tags

 

 

 

/*

* BuildMakefileSH:

*	Generate rules to build a Makefile.SH from an Jmakefile and any

*	special jmake flags.  This is generally done automatically by the

*	template or by any special Jmakefiles.

*	This function will simply touch Makefile.SH if no $(TOP)/.package

*	exists, assuming the Jmakefile is not in a production environment.

*/

#define	BuildMakefileSH(jmakeflags)	@!\

Makefile.SH:

 Jmakefile 				@@\

	-@if test -f $(TOP)/.package; then \ @@\

		if test -f Makefile.SH; then \	@@\

			echo "	$(RM) Makefile.SH~; $(MV) Makefile.SH Makefile.SH~"; \ @@\

			$(RM) Makefile.SH~; $(MV) Makefile.SH Makefile.SH~; \	@@\

		fi; \						@@\

		echo "	$(JMAKE) -DTOPDIR=$(TOP) -DCURDIR=$(CURRENT)" jmakeflags; \ @@\

		$(JMAKE) -DTOPDIR=$(TOP) -DCURDIR=$(CURRENT) jmakeflags; \ @@\

	else touch $@; fi

 

 

/*

* BuildMakefile:

*	Generate rules to build a Makefile from a Makefile.SH.

*/

#define	BuildMakefile()	@!\

Makefile: Makefile.SH				@@\

	/bin/sh Makefile.SH

 

 

/*

* MakefileTarget:

*	Generate rules to build a normal Makefile.

*/

#define MakefileTarget()		@!\

BuildMakefileSH(^^)				@!\

BuildMakefile()

 

 

/*
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* NormalObjectRule:

*	Generate make rule to build usual object files.

*/

#define	NormalObjectRule()			@!\

|once _ObjectRule_					@!\

|rule:.c.o:							@!\

|rule: $(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) $<		@!\

|rule:								@!\

-once

 

/*

* NormalLibraryObjectRule:

*	Generate make rules to build

 "normal" objects.

*/

#define	NormalLibraryObjectRule()	@!\

|once _ObjectRule_					@!\

|rule:.c.o:							@!\

|rule: $(RM) $@						@!\

|rule: $(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) $<		@!\

|rule:								@!\

-once

 

/*

* ProfiledLibraryObjectRule:

*	Generate make rules to build both profiled and "normal" objects.

*/

#define	ProfiledLibraryObjectRule()	@!\

all::								@@\

	@if [ ! -d profiled ]; then mkdir profiled; fi	@!\

									@!\

|rule:.c.o:							@!\

|rule: $(RM) $@ profiled/$@			@!\

|rule: $(CC) -pg -c $(JCFLAGS) $*.c	@!\

|rule: $(MV) $*.o profiled/$*.o		@!\

|rule: $(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) $*.c		@!\

|rule:								@!\

local_clean:: 						@@\

	-@if [ -d profiled ]; then echo "	$(RM) profiled/?*.o"; \	@@\

		$(RM) profiled/?*.o; fi

 

 

/*

* DebuggedLibraryObjectRule:

*	Generate make rules to build both debuggable and "normal"

*	objects.

*/

#define	DebuggedLibraryObjectRule()					@!\
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all::									@@\

	@if [ ! -d debugger ]; then mkdir debugger; fi	@!\

									@!\

|rule:.c.o:							@!\

|rule: $(RM) $@

 debugger/$@			@!\

|rule: $(CC) -g -c $(JCFLAGS) $*.c	@!\

|rule: $(MV) $*.o debugger/$*.o		@!\

|rule: $(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) $*.c		@!\

|rule:								@!\

local_clean::						@@\

	-@if [ -d debugger ]; then echo "	$(RM) debugger/?*.o"; \ @@\

		$(RM) debugger/?*.o; fi

 

 

/*

* DebuggedAndProfiledLibraryOjbectRule:

*	Generate make rules to build debuggable, profiled, and "normal"

*	objects.

*/

#define	DebuggedAndProfiledLibraryObjectRule()	@!\

all::									@@\

	@if [ ! -d profiled ]; then mkdir profiled; fi	@@\

	@if [ ! -d debugger ]; then mkdir debugger; fi	@!\

										@!\

|rule:.c.o:								@!\

|rule: $(RM) $@ profiled/$@ debugger/$@	@!\

|rule: $(CC) -pg -c $(JCFLAGS) $*.c		@!\

|rule: $(MV) $*.o profiled/$*.o			@!\

|rule: $(CC) -g -c $(JCFLAGS) $*.c		@!\

|rule: $(MV) $*.o debugger/$*.o			@!\

|rule: $(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) $*.c			@!\

|rule:									@!\

local_clean::							@@\

	-@if [ -d profiled ]; then echo "	$(RM) profiled/?*.o"; \ @@\

		$(RM) profiled/?*.o; fi			@@\

	-@if [ -d debugger ];

 then echo "	$(RM) debugger/?*.o"; \ @@\

		$(RM) debugger/?*.o; fi

 

 

/*

* SharedLibraryObjectRule:

*	Generate make rules to build shared and "normal" object files.

*/

#define SharedLibraryObjectRule()					@!\

all::								@@\

	@if [ ! -d shared ]; then mkdir shared; fi		@!\
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									@!\

|rule:.c.o:							@!\

|rule: $(RM) $@ shared/$@			@!\

|rule: $(CC) -pic -c $(SHAREDCODEDEF) $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) $*.c	@!\

|rule: $(MV) $*.o shared/$*.o		@!\

|rule: $(CC) -c $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) $*.c				@!\

|rule:								@!\

local_clean::						@@\

	-@if [ -d shared ]; then echo "	$(RM) shared/?*.o"; \		@@\

		$(RM) shared/?*.o; fi

 

/*

* SharedAndDebuggedLibraryObjectRule:

*	Generate make rules to build shared, debuggable, and "normal"

*	object files.

*/

#define SharedAndDebuggedLibraryObjectRule()	@!\

all::										@@\

	@if [ ! -d shared ]; then mkdir shared; fi		@@\

	@if [ ! -d debugger ]; then mkdir debugger; fi	@!\

											@!\

|rule:.c.o:									@!\

|rule: $(RM) $@ shared/$@ debugger/$@		@!\

|rule:

 $(CC) -pic -c $(SHAREDCODEDEF) $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) $*.c	@!\

|rule: $(MV) $*.o shared/$*.o				@!\

|rule: $(CC) -g -c $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) $*.c	@!\

|rule: $(MV) $*.o debugger/$*.o				@!\

|rule: $(CC) -c $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) $*.c	@!\

|rule:										@!\

local_clean:: 								@@\

	-@if [ -d shared ]; then echo "	$(RM) shared/?*.o"; \		@@\

		$(RM) shared/?*.o; fi				@@\

	-@if [ -d debugger ]; then echo "	$(RM) debugger/?*.o"; \ @@\

		$(RM) debugger/?*.o; fi

 

/*

* SpecialSharedAndDebuggedObjectRule:

*	Generate rules to compile a file with special flags and to make

*	shared and debuggable versions.

*/

#define	SpecialSharedAndDebuggedObjectRule(objs,depends,options)	@!\

all::									@@\

	@if [ ! -d shared ]; then mkdir shared; fi		@@\

	@if [ ! -d debugger ]; then mkdir debugger; fi	@!\

										@!\

objs:	depends							@@\

	$(RM) $@ shared/$@ debugger/$@		@@\
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	$(CC) -pic -c $(SHAREDCODEDEF) $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c @@\

	$(MV) $*.o shared/$*.o				@@\

	$(CC)

 -g -c $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c			@@\

	$(MV) $*.o debugger/$*.o			@@\

	$(CC) -c $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c

 

/*

* SpecialSharedObjectRule:

*	Generate rules to compile a file with special flags and to make

*	shared and debuggable versions.

*/

#define	SpecialSharedObjectRule(objs,depends,options)		@!\

all::									@@\

	@if [ ! -d shared ]; then mkdir shared; fi		@!\

										@!\

objs:	depends							@@\

	$(RM) $@ shared/$@ 					@@\

	$(CC) -pic -c $(SHAREDCODEDEF) $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c @@\

	$(MV) $*.o shared/$*.o				@@\

	$(CC) -c $(SHLIBDEF) $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c

 

 

/*

* SpecialObjectRule:

*	Generate rules to compile a file with special flags.

*/

#define SpecialObjectRule(objs,depends,options)		@!\

objs:	depends							@@\

	$(RM) $@							@@\

	$(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c

 

 

/*

* SpecialProfiledObjectRule:

*	Generate rules to compile a file with special flags and to make a

*	profiled version.

*/

#define	SpecialProfiledObjectRule(objs,depends,options)			@!\

all::									@@\

	@if

 [ ! -d profiled ]; then mkdir profiled; fi	@!\

										@!\

objs:	depends							@@\

	$(RM) $@ profiled/$@				@@\

	$(CC) -pg -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c	@@\

	$(MV) $*.o profiled/$*.o			@@\

	$(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c
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/*

* SpecialDebuggedObjectRule:

*	Generate rules to compile a file with special flags and to make a

*	debuggable version.

*/

#define	SpecialDebuggedObjectRule(objs,depends,options)	@!\

all::									@@\

	@if [ ! -d debugger ]; then mkdir debugger; fi	@!\

										@!\

objs:	depends							@@\

	$(RM) $@ debugger/$@				@@\

	$(CC) -g -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c	@@\

	$(MV) $*.o debugger/$*.o			@@\

	$(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c

 

 

/*

* SpecialDebuggedAndProfiledObjectRule:

*	Generate rules to compile a file with special flags and to make

*	debuggable and profiled versions.

*/

#define	SpecialDebuggedAndProfiledObjectRule(objs,depends,options)	@!\

all::									@@\

	@if [ ! -d profiled ]; then mkdir profiled; fi	@@\

	@if [ ! -d

 debugger ]; then mkdir debugger; fi	@!\

										@!\

objs:	depends							@@\

	$(RM) $@ profiled/$@ debugger/$@	@@\

	$(CC) -pg -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c	@@\

	$(MV) $*.o profiled/$*.o			@@\

	$(CC) -g -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c	@@\

	$(MV) $*.o debugger/$*.o			@@\

	$(CC) -c $(JCFLAGS) options $*.c

 

 

/*

* NormalLibraryTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a library. The 'srclist' and 'objlist'

*	parameters are added to SOURCES and OBJECTS macros. The 'srclist'

*	is not otherwise used by this rule, but is necessary for make depend.

*/

#define	NormalLibraryTarget(libname,srclist,objlist)	@!\

++OBJECTS objlist @!\

++SOURCES srclist @!\

NormalLibraryObjectRule()		@!\
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AllTarget(lib^^libname.a)		@!\

								@!\

lib^^libname.a: objlist			@@\

	$(RM) $@					@@\

	$(AR) $@ objlist			@@\

	$(RANLIB) $@

 

 

/*

* NormalSharedLibraryTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a shared library; build it into a

*	different name so that the we don't hose people by having the

*	library gone for long periods.

*/

#define

 NormalSharedLibraryTarget(libname,rev,solist)	@!\

AllTarget(lib^^libname.so.rev)	@!\

									@!\

lib^^libname.so.rev:  solist		@@\

	$(RM) $@~						@@\

	(cd shared; $(LD) -o ../$@~ -assert pure-text solist)		@@\

	$(RM) $@ 						@@\

	$(MV) $@~ $@

 

/*

* NormalSharedLibraryDataTarget:

*	Generate rules to create shlib data file; build it into a

*	different name so that the we don't hose people by having the

*	library gone for long periods.

*/

#define NormalSharedLibraryDataTarget(libname,rev,salist)	@!\

AllTarget(lib^^libname.sa.rev)	@!\

									@!\

lib^^libname.sa.rev:  salist		@@\

	$(RM) $@						@@\

	$(AR) $@ salist					@@\

	$(RANLIB) $@

 

 

/*

* NormalLibraryTarget2:

*	Generate rules to create a library in two steps.  This is used to

*	create libraries with large numbers of files.

*/

#define	NormalLibraryTarget2(libname,srclist,objlist1,objlist2)	@!\

++SOURCES srclist @!\

++OBJECTS objlist1 @!\

++OBJECTS objlist2 @!\
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NormalLibraryObjectRule()			@!\

AllTarget(lib^^libname.a)			@!\

									@!\

lib^^libname.a:

 objlist1 objlist2	@@\

	$(RM) $@						@@\

	$(AR) $@ objlist1				@@\

	$(AR) $@ objlist2				@@\

	$(RANLIB) $@

 

 

/*

* ProfiledLibraryTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a profiled library.

*/

#define	ProfiledLibraryTarget(libname,srclist,objlist)	@!\

++SOURCES srclist @!\

++OBJECTS objlist @!\

AllTarget(lib^^libname^^_p.a)		@!\

									@!\

lib^^libname^^_p.a: objlist			@@\

	$(RM) $@						@@\

	cd profiled; $(AR) ../$@ objlist	@@\

	$(RANLIB) $@

 

 

/*

* DebuggedLibraryTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a debuggable library.

*/

#define	DebuggedLibraryTarget(libname,srclist,objlist)	@!\

++SOURCES srclist @!\

++OBJECTS objlist @!\

AllTarget(lib^^libname^^_d.a)		@!\

									@!\

lib^^libname^^_d.a: objlist			@@\

	$(RM) $@							@@\

	cd debugger; $(AR) ../$@ objlist	@@\

	$(RANLIB) $@

 

 

/*

* AliasedLibraryTarget:

*	Generate rules to link one library to another.

*/

#define	AliasedLibraryTarget(libname,alias)	@!\

AllTarget(lib^^alias.a)			@!\

								@!\
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lib^^alias.a:

 lib^^libname.a	@@\

	$(RM) $@					@@\

	$(LN) lib^^libname.a $@

 

 

/*

* PrelinkedRelocatableTarget:

*	Generate rules to produce a relocatable object file instead of a

*	library.

*/

#define	PrelinkedRelocatableTarget(objname,objlist,libs)	@!\

AllTarget(objname.o)				@!\

									@!\

objname.o: objlist					@@\

	$(RM) $@						@@\

	$(LD) $(JLDFLAGS) -r objlist -o $@ libs

 

 

/*

* NormalObjectTarget:

*	Generate rules to produce a single object file.o from a file.c.

*/

#define	NormalObjectTarget(file)	@!\

++SOURCES file^^.c					@!\

AllTarget(file^^.o)					@!\

NormalObjectRule()

 

/*

* NormalRelocatableTarget:

*	Generate rules to produce a relocatable object file instead of a

*	library.

*/

#define	NormalRelocatableTarget(objname,objlist)	@!\

AllTarget(objname.o)				@!\

									@!\

objname.o: objlist					@@\

	$(RM) $@						@@\

	$(LD) $(JLDFLAGS) -r objlist -o $@

 

 

/*

* ProfiledRelocatableTarget:

*	Generate rules to produce a profiled relocatable object file

*	instead

 of a library.

*/

#define	ProfiledRelocatableTarget(objname,objlist)	@!\
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AllTarget(objname^^_p.o)		@!\

								@!\

objname^^_p.o: objlist			@@\

	$(RM) $@					@@\

	$(LD) -X -r objlist -o $@

 

 

/*

* DebuggedRelocatableTarget:

*	Generate rules to produce a debuggable relocatable object file

*	instead of a library.

*/

#define	DebuggedRelocatableTarget(objname,objlist)	@!\

AllTarget(objname^^_d.o)		@!\

								@!\

objname^^_d.o: objlist			@@\

	$(RM) $@					@@\

	$(LD) -X -r objlist -o $@

 

/*

* LintLibraryTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a lint library.  Note that the lint

*	library is always forced to be newer than the library itself.

*/

#define	LintLibraryTarget(libname,srclist)	@!\

lintlib:: llib-l^^libname.ln	@!\

								@!\

llib-l^^libname.ln: srclist		@@\

	$(RM) $@					@@\

	$(LINT) $(LINTLIBFLAG)^^libname $(LINTFLAGS) srclist

 

 

/*

* NormalLintTarget:

*	Generate rules to lint a set of sources.

*/

#define NormalLintTarget(srclist)	@!\

lint:								@@\

	$(LINT) $(LINTFLAGS) srclist

 $(LINTLIBS)

 

 

/*

* LintTarget:

*	Generate rules to lint $(SOURCES) (automatically generated)

*/

#define LintTarget()			@!\

|once _LintTarget_				@!\
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NormalLintTarget($(SOURCES))	@!\

-once

 

 

/*

* LinkSourceFile:

*	Snag source file from some other directory

*/

#define LinkSourceFile(src,dir)		@!\

src:  dir/src			@@\

	$(RM) $@			@@\

	$(LN) $? $@			@!\

 

 

/*

* MakeSubincludesForBuild:

*	Make includes in sub directories.

*/

#define MakeSubincludesForBuild(step,dir,srclist)	@!\

step::  dir srclist								@@\

	@-(list=`echo srclist | sed -e 's/[^ ]*\///g'`; \		@@\

		set -x; cd dir; $(RM) $$list)			@@\

	@for i in srclist; do \						@@\

		(set -x; cd dir; $(LN) ../$$i .) || exit 1; \		@@\

	done										@!\

												@!\

MakeDirectories(dir,dir)						@!\

												@!\

local_realclean:: 								@@\

	@-(if [ -d dir ]; then \					@@\

		list=`echo srclist | sed -e 's/[^ ]*\///g'`; \		@@\

		set -x; cd dir; $(RM) $$list; fi)

 

 

/*

* CommonSubdirsRule:

*	Rule for making $(TARGET) in

 every subdirectory, with $(VERB) as

*	verbose message and $(FLAGS) as additional flags.

*/

#define CommonSubdirsRule(dirs) @!\

subdirs: 						@@\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[ik]*) set +e;; esac; \			@@\

	for i in dirs ;\					@@\

	do \								@@\

		(cd $$i ; echo $(VERB) "in $(DIR)$$i..."; \		@@\

			$(MAKE) $(MFLAGS) $(FLAGS) $(TARGET)) || exit 1; \	@@\

	done
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/*

* NamedTargetSubdirsRule:

*	Recursively make a series of steps in the specified directories.

*/

#define NamedTargetSubdirsRule(dirs,name,verb,flags)	@!\

name::									@@\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[ik]*) set +e;; esac; \		@@\

	for i in dirs ;\					@@\

	do \								@@\

		(cd $$i ; echo verb "in $(DIR)$$i..."; \	@@\

			$(MAKE) $(MFLAGS) flags name) || exit 1; \	@@\

	done

	

	

/*

* NamedTargetSubdirs:

*	Recursively make a series of steps.

*/

#define NamedTargetSubdirs(name,verb,flags)		@!\

name:: 									@@\

	@$(MAKE) subdirs TARGET=name VERB=verb FLAGS=flags

 

 

/*

* NamedSubTargetSubdirs:

*	Recursively make a series of steps,

 like NamedTargetSubdirs.

*	However, the supplied "name" has "sub_" prefixed to it.

*/

#define NamedSubTargetSubdirs(name,verb,flags)	@!\

sub_^^^name:: 									@@\

	@$(MAKE) subdirs TARGET=name VERB=verb FLAGS=flags

 

/*

* NamedDepthTargetSubdirs:

*	Recursively make a series of steps. We first enter the

*	subdirectories, then perform the local entries.

*	The supplied "name" has "sub_" prefixed to it.

*/

#define NamedDepthTargetSubdirs(name,verb,flags)		@!\

sub_^^^name:: 					@@\

	@$(MAKE) subdirs TARGET=name VERB=verb FLAGS=flags	@@\

	@echo "Back to $(CURRENT) for "name^^...

 

 

/*
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* MakeSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to do makes in the given subdirectories.

*/

#define MakeSubdirs() \

NamedTargetSubdirs(all,"Making all",^^)

 

 

/*

* DependDirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively compute dependencies as part of the

*	make depend step.

*/

#define DependDirs(dirs) \

NamedTargetSubdirsRule(dirs,depend,"Depending",^^)

 

 

/*

* DependSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively compute dependencies

 as part of the

*	make depend step.

*/

#define DependSubdirs() \

DependDirs($(SUBDIRS))

 

 

/*

* InstallSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively install and deinstall programs and

*	files.

*/

#define InstallSubdirs() \

NamedSubTargetSubdirs(install,"Installing",^^) @!\

NamedDepthTargetSubdirs(deinstall,"Deinstalling",^^)

 

 

/*

* InstallManSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively install and deinstall manual pages.

*/

#define InstallManSubdirs() \

NamedSubTargetSubdirs(install.man,"Installing man pages",^^) @!\

NamedDepthTargetSubdirs(deinstall.man,"Deinstalling man pages",^^)

 

 

/*

* IncludesSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively put include files in build
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*/

#define IncludesSubdirs() \

NamedTargetSubdirs(includes,including,^^)

 

 

/*

* CleanSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively clean out garbage files.

*/

#define CleanSubdirs() \

NamedDepthTargetSubdirs(clean,"Cleaning",^^)	@!\

NamedDepthTargetSubdirs(realclean,"Real cleaning",^^)	@!\

NamedDepthTargetSubdirs(clobber,"Clobbering",^^)

 

 

/*

 * TagSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively create tags files.

*/

#define TagSubdirs(dirs) \

NamedTargetSubdirsRule(dirs,tag,"Tagging",^^)

 

/*

* MakeLintSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively lint directories as part of the

*	named step.

*/

#define MakeLintSubdirs(dirs,target) \

NamedTargetSubdirsRule(dirs,target,"Linting",^^)

 

 

/*

* LintDirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively lint directories as part of the

*	make lint step.

*/

#define LintDirs(dirs) \

MakeLintSubdirs(dirs,lint)

 

 

/*

* LintSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively lint directories as part of the

*	make lint step.

*/

#define LintSubdirs() \

LintDirs($(SUBDIRS))
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/*

* MakeDirs:

*	Creates a set of directories, even if some directories in the path

*	do not already exist. There should be no '@!' at the end of the

*	'#define' line, because this macro is used *inside* building rules.

*/

#define MakeDirs(dirs)	\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \			@@\

	for dir in dirs;

 do \									@@\

		(set -x; test -d $$dir || $(INSTALLDIR) $$dir) || \ @@\

		exit 1; \		@@\

	done

 

/*

* _MakeInstallDirs:

*	Creates a set of intall directories, even if some directories in the path

*	do not already exist. There should be no '@!' at the end of the

*	'#define' line, because this macro is used *inside* building rules.

*/

#define _MakeInstallDirs(dirs) \

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	for dir in dirs; do	\							@@\

		_MakeInstallDir($$dir)	\					@@\

	done

 

/*

* _MakeInstallDir:

*	Internal macro to create a missing install directory.

*/

#define _MakeInstallDir(dir) \

	(set -x; test -d $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dir || \	@@\

		$(INSTALLDIR) $(INSTALL_PREFIX)^^^dir);

 

/*

* _MakeInstallDirIgnore:

*	Same as _MakeInstallDir but handles "make -i" as well.

*/

#define _MakeInstallDirIgnore(dir) \

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac;		\ @@\

	_MakeInstallDir(dir)

 

/*

* _RmInstallDirs:

*	Removes a set of intall directories.

*	There should be no '@!'
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 at the end of the '#define' line, because this

*	macro is used *inside* building rules.

*/

#define _RmInstallDirs(dirs) \

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[i]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	for dir in dirs; do \							@@\

		(set -x; test -d $$dir && $(RM) -r $(INSTALL_PREFIX)$$dir); \	@@\

	done

 

/*

* MakeDirectories:

*	Generate rules to create a hierarchy of directories.

*/

#define MakeDirectories(step,dirs)		@!\

step::									@@\

	MakeDirs(dirs)

 

 

/*

* MakeInstallDirectories:

*	Generate a rule to create a set of directories at installation

*	time (removed by deinstall).

*/

#define MakeInstallDirectories(dirs) @!\

local_install::				@@\

	_MakeInstallDirs(dirs)	@!\

							@!\

local_deinstall::			@@\

	_RmInstallDirs(dirs)

 

 

/*

* MakeLintLibSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively create lint libraries.

*/

#define MakeLintLibSubdirs(dirs)	@!\

MakeLintSubdirs(dirs,lintlib)

 

 

/*

* MakeMakeSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to recursively recreate target as part of the

*	specified step in the build.

  This assumes Makefile.SH has

*	already been built (which is the case for a delivery), but does

*	not rely on the existence of a Makefile.

*/

#define MakeMakeSubdirs(target)	@!\
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target::								@@\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[ik]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	for i in $(SUBDIRS);\				@@\

	do \								@@\

		echo "Making "target" in $(DIR)$$i..."; \	@@\

		(cd $$i || exit 1; \			@@\

		if test ! -f Makefile; then /bin/sh Makefile.SH; fi; \ @@\

		$(MAKE) $(MFLAGS) target) || exit 1;\	@@\

	done

 

 

/*

* MakeMakefilesSH:

*	Generate rules to recursively recreate target as part of the

*	specified step in the build.  If $(TOP) is set to an absolute

*	path, don't prepend the ../ prefix.  This makes running things

*	outside of the source tree to be much easier.

*/

#define MakeMakefilesSH()		@!\

Makefiles.SH:: Makefile.SH				@@\

	@case '${MFLAGS}' in *[ik]*) set +e;; esac; \	@@\

	for i in $(SUBDIRS);\					@@\

	do \								@@\

		case "$(DIR)$$i/" in \								@@\

		^^*^^/^^*^^/^^*^^/^^*^^/) newtop=../../../..;;

 \	@@\

		^^*^^/^^*^^/^^*^^/) newtop=../../..;; \				@@\

		^^*^^/^^*^^/) newtop=../..;; \						@@\

		*^^/) newtop=..;; \									@@\

		esac; \												@@\

		case "$(TOP)" in \				@@\

		/^^*) newtop="$(TOP)" ;; \		@@\

		esac; \							@@\

		echo "Making Makefiles.SH in $(DIR)$$i..."; \	@@\

		(cd $$i || exit 1; \			@@\

			if test -f Jmakefile; then \	@@\

				$(MAKE) $(MFLAGS) -f ../Makefile \	@@\

					Makefile TOP=$$newtop CURRENT=$(DIR)$$i && \ 	@@\

				$(MAKE) $(MFLAGS) Makefiles.SH; \	@@\

			fi; \						@@\

		) || exit 1; \	@@\

	done

 

 

/*

* MakefileSubdirs:

*	Generate rules to create Makefiles.

*/
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#define MakefileSubdirs()		@!\

MakeMakeSubdirs(Makefiles)		@!\

MakeMakefilesSH()

 

 

/*

* CppScriptTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a shell script by running the input

*	through cpp.

*/

#define CppScriptTarget(dst,src,defs,deplist)	@!\

dst::  src deplist						@@\

	$(RM) $@							@@\

	$(CPP) defs <src | \				@@\

		sed -e '/^#  *[0-9][0-9]*  *.*$$/d' >$@		@@\

	chmod a+x $@

 

 

/*

 * MakeScriptFromCpp:

*	Generate rules to create a script from a file with a

*	.cpp suffix.

*/

#define MakeScriptFromCpp(name,defs)	@!\

CppScriptTarget(name,name.cpp,defs,^^)

 

 

/*

* ShellScriptTargetExt:

*	Generate rules to create and install a set of scripts from

*	ext files (.sh and .SH are the most common examples). Man pages

*	derived from the name of the scripts are also installed unless

*	NoManPages() is specified.

*/

#define ShellScriptTargetExt(scripts,ext)	@!\

++SCRIPTS scripts @!\

SimpleShellScriptTargetExt(scripts,ext)		@!\

InstallScripts()							@!\

InstallManScripts()

 

 

/*

* ShellScriptTarget:

*	Generate rules to create and install a set of scripts from

*	.SH files. Man pages derived from the name of the scripts are

*	also installed unless NoManPages() is specified.

*/

#define ShellScriptTarget(scripts)	@!\
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ShellScriptTargetExt(scripts,.SH)

 

 

/*

* SimpleShellScriptTargetExt:

*	Generate rules to create a set of scripts from ext files where

*	ext is usually

 something like .sh or .SH, or whatever file

*	extension you like..

*/

#define SimpleShellScriptTargetExt(scripts,ext)	@!\

AllTarget(scripts)			@!\

							@!\

|expand s!scripts!			@!\

!s: !s^^ext					@@\

	/bin/sh !s^^ext			@!\

							@!\

-expand

 

 

/*

* SimpleShellScriptTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a set of scripts from .SH files.

*/

#define SimpleShellScriptTarget(scripts)	@!\

SimpleShellScriptTargetExt(scripts,.SH)

 

 

/*

* ShellScriptLongTarget:

*	Generate rules to create a set of scripts from .SH files where

*	the name of the generated file is different from the basename of

*	the .SH file (when, for instance, the total length with the .SH

*	extension would not leave enough space for RCS ,v extension).

*/

#define ShellScriptLongTarget(basename,scriptname) @!\

++LSCRIPTS scriptname @!\

AllTarget(scriptname)		@!\

							@!\

scriptname: basename^^.SH	@@\

	/bin/sh basename^^.SH	@!\

							@!\

InstallScripts()			@!\

?NOMAN:|skip				@!\

InstallManPageLong(basename,$(MANSRC),scriptname)	@!\

-skip
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/*

 * ForceTarget:

*	The force target will force reconstruction of all the other

*	targets which include .FORCE in their own dependencies.

*/

#define ForceTarget()	@!\

|once _force_			@!\

.FORCE:					@!\

						@!\

-once

 

 

/*

* RemoteTargetDependency:

*	A local target may rely on a remote dependency (e.g. a library)

*	made in a separate directory. This rule explicits the dependency

*	and forces a make of that dependency in the remote directory.

*/

#define RemoteTargetDependency(target,directory,dependency) @!\

RemoteDependency(directory,dependency)	@!\

target: directory/^^^dependency	@!\

 

 

/*

* RemoteDependency:

*	Specify rules for making a remote dependency.

*/

#define RemoteDependency(directory,dependency) @!\

ForceTarget()							@!\

|once =directory/^^^dependency=			@!\

directory/^^^dependency: .FORCE			@@\

	@echo "Checking "^^^dependency" in "^^^directory"..."	@@\

	cd ^^^directory; $(MAKE) ^^^dependency	@@\

	@echo "Continuing in $(CURRENT)..."	@!\

					@!\

-once

 

/*

 * SetSubdirs:

*	Actually forces the definition of SUBDIRS, and lets the user

*	specify what the sub-directories are.  This will be added to the

*	customization part.

*/

#define SetSubdirs(subdirs) @!\

>SUBDIRS @!\

+SUBDIRS = subdirs
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/*

* NoManPages:

*	Actually forces the definition of NOMAN, which tells the jmake

*	program to not generate rules for installing manual pages.

*/

#define NoManPages() @!\

>NOMAN

 

 

/*

* Expand:

*	This powerful macro expands the `rule' given a `pattern'. It

*	relies on a built-in command in jmake. The expansion is

*	documented in the short notes file that comes with jmake and

*	gives some insights on the internal syntax.

*/

#define Expand(rule, pattern) @!\

|expand pattern @!\

rule @!\

-expand

 

 

/*

* Lex and yacc stuff.

*/

 

/*

* YaccRule:

*	This is the rule which is used to build a .c file from a .y file.

*/

#define YaccRule() @!\

AddSuffix(.y)					@!\

|once _YaccRule_				@!\

|rule:.y.c:						@!\

|rule: $(YACC) $(JYFLAGS)

 $<	@!\

|rule: $(MV) y.tab.c $@			@!\

|rule:							@!\

-once

 

/*

* SimpleYaccTarget:

*	Declare a yacc base.y file to be used in the building of the

*	specified target program. The source file must be given without

*	its final .y extension. The name of the .c and .o will be

*	derived from the source file basename provided.

*/

#define SimpleYaccTarget(program,base) @!\
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++SOURCES base.y @!\

++OBJECTS base.o @!\

YaccRule()				@!\

program: base.c			@!\

						@!\

local_realclean::		@@\

	$(RM) base.c		@!\

 

 

/*

* ComplexYaccTarget:

*	Declare a yacc base.y file to be used in the building of the

*	specified target program. The source file must be given without

*	its final .y extension. The name of the .c and .o will be

*	derived from the source file basename provided.

*	The difference with SimpleYaccTarget is the identifying process

*	where all the 'yy' are replaced by the specified prefix.

*/

#define ComplexYaccTarget(program,base,prefix) @!\

++SOURCES base.y @!\

++OBJECTS base.o

 @!\

program: base.c			@!\

						@!\

base.c: base.y					@@\

	$(YACC) $(JYFLAGS) base.y	@@\

	$(SED) -e 's/yy\(.\)/prefix\1/g' < y.tab.c > base.c	@@\

	$(SED) -e 's/yy\(.\)/prefix\1/g' < y.tab.h > base.h	@@\

	$(RM) y.tab.c y.tab.h	@!\

							@!\

local_realclean::		@@\

	$(RM) base.c		@!\

 

 

/*

* SimpleYaccInclude:

*	Declare that program will need an include file produced by

*	the output of yacc on base.y, which typically produces a file

*	named y.tab.h, which will be renamed as base.h.

*	The only problem is that the dependencies towards base.h have

*	to be manually given in the Jmakefile.

*/

#define SimpleYaccInclude(base) @!\

base.h: base.c		@@\

	@if test -f y.tab.h; then \	@@\

		echo "	$(MV) y.tab.h $@"; \	@@\

		$(MV) y.tab.h $@; \		@@\

	fi							@!\
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								@!\

local_realclean::				@@\

	$(RM) base.h

 

/*

* ComplexYaccInclude:

*	Declare that program will need an include file produced by

*	the output of yacc on base.y, which typically produces a file

*	named y.tab.h, which will

 be renamed as base.h.

*	The difference with SimpleYaccInclude is the identifying process

*	of the y.tab.h file where all 'yy' are renamed to prefix.

*	The only problem is that the dependencies towards base.h have

*	to be manually given in the Jmakefile.

*/

#define ComplexYaccInclude(base,prefix) @!\

base.h: base.c		@@\

	@if test -f y.tab.h; then \	@@\

		echo "	$(SED) -e 's/yy\(.\)/prefix\1/g' < y.tab.h > base.h"; \	@@\

		$(SED) -e 's/yy\(.\)/prefix\1/g' < y.tab.h > base.h; \	@@\

		echo "	$(RM) y.tab.h"; \	@@\

		$(RM) y.tab.h; \		@@\

	elif test -f base.h; then \ @@\

		echo "	$(CP) base.h base.ht"; \	@@\

		$(CP) base.h base.ht; \	@@\

		echo "	$(SED) -e 's/yy\(.\)/prefix\1/g' < base.ht > base.h"; \	@@\

		$(SED) -e 's/yy\(.\)/prefix\1/g' < base.ht > base.h; \	@@\

		echo "	$(RM) base.ht"; \ @@\

		$(RM) base.ht; \		@@\

	fi							@!\

								@!\

local_realclean::				@@\

	$(RM) base.h

 

 

/*

* NormalYaccTarget:

*	Declare a yacc base.y file which should produce a base.c and

*	base.h file

 as derived from the output of yacc, to be used by

*	the specified program.

*/

#define NormalYaccTarget(program,base) @!\

SimpleYaccTarget(program,base) @!\

SimpleYaccInclude(base)

 

 

/*
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* IdentifiedYaccTarget:

*	Declare a yacc base.y file which should produce a base.c and

*	base.h file as derived from the output of yacc, to be used by

*	the specified program. The specified prefix is used to remplace

*	all the 'yy' in the generated file, for use when more than a

*	single parser is needed in one executable.

*/

#define IdentifiedYaccTarget(program,base,prefix) @!\

ComplexYaccTarget(program,base,prefix) @!\

ComplexYaccInclude(base,prefix)

 

 

/*

* SimpleLexTarget:

*	This declares a lex base.l file which is to be ran through

*	lex to produce a base.c file.

*/

#define SimpleLexTarget(program,base) @!\

++SOURCES base.l @!\

++OBJECTS base.o @!\

|once _LexRule_					@!\

|rule:.l.c:						@!\

|rule: $(LEX) $(JLFLAGS) $<		@!\

|rule: $(MV) lex.yy.c $@		@!\

|rule:							@!\

-once							@!\

AddSuffix(.l)			@!\

program:

 base.c			@!\

						@!\

local_realclean::		@@\

	$(RM) base.c		@!\

 

 

/*

* IdentifiedLexTarget:

*	This declares a lex base.l file which is to be ran through

*	lex to produce a base.c file. The prefix is used to replace

*	the 'yy', so that the lexical analyzer may be identified.

*/

#define IdentifiedLexTarget(program,base,prefix) @!\

++SOURCES base.l @!\

++OBJECTS base.o @!\

program: base.c			@!\

						@!\

base.c: base.l					@@\

	$(LEX) $(JLFLAGS) base.l	@@\

	$(SED) -e 's/yy\(.\)/prefix\1/g' < lex.yy.c > base.c	@@\
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	$(RM) lex.yy.c				@!\

						@!\

local_realclean::		@@\

	$(RM) base.c		@!\

 

 

/*

* NormalLexDependTarget:

*	Declare that program will need an include file produced by

*	the output of lex on base.l, which typically produces a file

*	named lex.yy.c which will be renamed as base.c. Besides, the

*	lexical analyzer needs the file parser.h produced by running

*	parser.y through yacc and renaming y.tab.h as parser.h.

*/

#define NormalLexDependTarget(program,base,parser)

 @!\

base.o: parser.h	@!\

					@!\

SimpleLexTarget(program,base)

 

 

/*

* IdentifiedLexDependTarget:

*	Declare that program will need an include file produced by

*	the output of lex on base.l, which typically produces a file

*	named lex.yy.c which will be renamed as base.c. Besides, the

*	lexical analyzer needs the file parser.h produced by running

*	parser.y through yacc and renaming y.tab.h as parser.h.

*	The lexical analyzer is identified with the supplied prefix,

*	which replaces the regular 'yy' prefix in the symbol names.

*/

#define IdentifiedLexDependTarget(program,base,parser,prefix) @!\

base.o: parser.h	@!\

					@!\

IdentifiedLexTarget(program,base,prefix)

 

 

/*

* NormalParserTarget:

*	Specify that program is using the lex/yacc combination to

*	produce a parser. The lexic and parser parameters are the

*	base name of the .l and .y file, respectively.

*/

#define NormalParserTarget(program,lexic,parser) @!\

NormalLexDependTarget(program,lexic,parser)

 @!\

NormalYaccTarget(program,parser)
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/*

* IdentifiedParserTarget:

*	Specify that program is using the lex/yacc combination to

*	produce a parser. The lexic and parser parameters are the

*	base name of the .l and .y file, respectively. The parser

*	produced is identified via its prefix, which replaces all

*	the normally supplied 'yy' prefix, hence making it possible

*	to have multiple parsers in a single executable.

*/

#define IdentifiedParserTarget(program,lexic,parser,prefix) @!\

IdentifiedLexDependTarget(program,lexic,parser,prefix) @!\

IdentifiedYaccTarget(program,parser,prefix)

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/files/Jmake.rules

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Prefixup.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Prefixup.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/30  14:30:40  ram

?RCS: patch49: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Used as: "set dflt; eval $prefixup" to set $dflt to be $prefix/dir

?X: instead of $prefixexp/dir, in case portability was involved somehow

?X: and $prefix uses ~name expansion.

?X:

?MAKE:Prefixup: prefix prefixexp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define prefixup

?S:prefixup:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to reset

?S:	the leading

 installation prefix correctly when $prefix uses

?S:	~name expansion.

?S:		set dflt

?S:		eval $prefixup
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?S:	That will set $dflt to $prefix/dir if it was $prefixexp/dir and

?S:	$prefix differs from $prefixexp.

?S:.

?V:prefixup

: set the prefixup variable, to restore leading tilda escape

prefixup='case "$prefixexp" in

"$prefix") ;;

*) eval "$1=\`echo \$$1 | sed \"s,^$prefixexp,$prefix,\"\`";;

esac'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Prefixup.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_string.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_string.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/10/16  13:50:12  ram

?RCS: patch12: special units Loc and Guess were missing from dependencies

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:07:26  ram

?RCS: patch10: removed "(Actually, this looks more like...)" messages (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:28  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: See if we should include <string.h> or <strings.h>

?X:

?MAKE:i_string strings:

 test Setvar Findhdr Warn

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_string:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_STRING symbol, which

?S:	indicates that <string.h> should be included rather than <strings.h>.

?S:.

?S:strings:

?S:	This variable holds the full path of the string header that will be

?S:	used. Typically /usr/include/string.h or /usr/include/strings.h.
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?S:.

?C:I_STRING:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <string.h> (USG systems) instead of <strings.h> (BSD systems).

?C:.

?H:#$i_string I_STRING		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_string

: see which of string.h or strings.h is needed

echo " "

strings=`./findhdr string.h`

if $test "$strings" && $test -r "$strings"; then

	echo "Using <string.h> instead of <strings.h>." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	val="$undef"

	strings=`./findhdr strings.h`

	if $test "$strings" && $test -r "$strings"; then

		echo "Using <strings.h> instead of <string.h>." >&4

	else

		./warn "No string header found -- You'll surely

 have problems."

	fi

fi

set i_string

eval $setvar

case "$i_string" in

"$undef") strings=`./findhdr strings.h`;;

*)	  strings=`./findhdr string.h`;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_string.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Finish.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1995/02/15  14:09:30  ram
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?RCS: patch51: now clearer about how to edit config.sh at the prompt (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/10/29  15:53:14  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/06  14:19:37  ram

?RCS: patch23: added blank lines around 'End of Configure'

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/10/16  13:46:09  ram

?RCS: patch12: replaced Config_h by Magic_h in the dependency line

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/09/13  15:45:26  ram

?RCS: patch10: fixed shell evaluation w/o shell escape while in silent mode

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/30  08:55:59  ram

?RCS: patch8: prevents myread from blocking on empty answers, exceptionally

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit is the very last one in the Configure script.  It runs all the

?X: SH files, which among other things produce config.h and (usually) Makefile.

?X: It offers to do a make depend if the Makefile contains that target.

?X:

?MAKE:Finish: Chk_MANI Extract Myread Oldsym Magic_h cat rm contains \

	test package make

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:!config.sh

?T:pwd

: Finish up by extracting the .SH files

case "$alldone" in

exit)

?X: They supplied the -E switch

	echo "Stopping at your request, leaving temporary files around."

	exit 0

	;;

cont)

	;;

'')

	dflt=''

	nostick=true

	$cat <<EOM

 

If you'd like to make any changes to the config.sh

 file before I begin

to configure things, do it as a shell escape now (e.g. !vi config.sh).
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EOM

	rp="Press return or use a shell escape to edit config.sh:"

	. UU/myread

	nostick=''

	case "$ans" in

	'') ;;

	*) : in case they cannot read

		sh 1>&4 -c "$ans";;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

: if this fails, just run all the .SH files by hand

. ./config.sh

 

?X:

?X: Turn silent mode off from now on (we want a verbose file extraction).

?X: This means we have to explicitly test for '$silent' from now on to

?X: strip off any verbose messages.

?X:

echo " "

exec 1>&4

pwd=`pwd`

. ./UU/extract

cd "$pwd"

 

if $contains '^depend:' [Mm]akefile >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	dflt=y

	case "$silent" in

	true) ;;

	*)

		$cat <<EOM

 

Now you need to generate make dependencies by running "$make depend".

You might prefer to run it in background: "$make depend > makedepend.out &"

It can take a while, so you might not want to run it right now.

 

EOM

		;;

	esac

	rp="Run $make depend now?"

	. UU/myread

	case "$ans" in

	y*)

		$make depend

 && echo "Now you must run '$make'."

		;;
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	*)

		echo "You must run '$make depend' then '$make'."

		;;

	esac

elif test -f [Mm]akefile; then

	echo " "

	echo "Now you must run a $make."

else

	echo "Configure done."

fi

 

if $test -f Policy.sh; then

   $cat <<EOM

 

If you compile $package on a different machine or from a different object

directory, copy the Policy.sh file from this object directory to the

new one before you run Configure -- this will help you with most of

the policy defaults.

 

EOM

fi

if $test -f UU/config.msg; then

   echo "Hmm.  I also noted the following information while running:"

   echo " "

   $cat UU/config.msg >&4

fi

?X:

?X: kit*isdone files are left over by shell archives built using the makedist

?X: script which comes from dist, while ark*isdone files are left over by

?X: the cshar archive maker.

?X:

$rm -f kit*isdone ark*isdone

$rm -rf UU

 

: End of Configure

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Finish.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fchmod.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of
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?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fchmod.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:59  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fchmod: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fchmod:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FCHMOD symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fchmod() routine is available

?S:	to change mode of opened files.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FCHMOD (FCHMOD):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fchmod routine is available

?C:	to

 change mode of opened files.  If unavailable, use chmod().

?C:.

?H:#$d_fchmod HAS_FCHMOD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fchmod

: see if fchmod exists

set fchmod d_fchmod

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fchmod.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_shm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_shm: test d_shmctl d_shmget d_shmat d_shmdt Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_shm:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHM symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the entire shm*(2) library is present.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SHM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the entire shm*(2) library is

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_shm HAS_SHM		/**/

?H:.

?T:h_shm

?LINT:set d_shm

:

 see how much of the 'shm*(2)' library is present.

h_shm=true

echo " "

case "$d_shmctl$d_shmget$d_shmat$d_shmdt" in

*"$undef"*) h_shm=false;;

esac

: we could also check for sys/ipc.h ...

if $h_shm && $test `./findhdr sys/shm.h`; then

	echo "You have the full shm*(2) library." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "You don't have the full shm*(2) library." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_shm

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_shm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_llrintl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_llrintl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LLRINTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the llrintl() routine is available

?S:	to return the long long value closest to a long double (according

?S:	to the current rounding mode).

?S:.

?C:HAS_LLRINTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the llrintl routine is

?C:	available to return the long long value closest to a long double
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?C:	(according to the current rounding mode).

?C:.

?H:#$d_llrintl HAS_LLRINTL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_llrintl

: see if llrintl exists

set llrintl d_llrintl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_llrintl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fp_classl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fp_classl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FP_CLASSL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fp_classl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FP_CLASSL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fp_classl routine is

?C:	available to classify long doubles.  Available for example in

?C:	Digital UNIX.  See for possible values HAS_FP_CLASS.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fp_classl HAS_FP_CLASSL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fp_classl

: see if fp_classl exists

set fp_classl d_fp_classl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fp_classl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Filexp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  15:52:53  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: added HOME to the ?T: line since metalint now checks ${HOME}

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:03:00  ram

?RCS: patch23: made sure error status from csh is propagated (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:53  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script which will expand filenames beginning

?X:

 with tildes.  The script is deleted at the end of Configure.

?X:

?MAKE:Filexp: startsh sed test expr eunicefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./filexp

?T:HOME LOGDIR dir me name failed

: set up shell script to do ~ expansion

cat >filexp <<EOSS

$startsh

: expand filename

?X:

?X: The case entries below escape the ~ as some shells have shown expansion

?X: of the ~ during here-doc processing.

?X:

case "\$1" in

\~/*|\~)

	echo \$1 | $sed "s|~|\${HOME-\$LOGDIR}|"

	;;

\~*)

	if $test -f /bin/csh; then

		/bin/csh -f -c "glob \$1"

		failed=\$?

		echo ""

		exit \$failed

	else

		name=\`$expr x\$1 : '..\([^/]*\)'\`

		dir=\`$sed -n -e "/^\${name}:/{s/^[^:]*:[^:]*:[^:]*:[^:]*:[^:]*:\([^:]*\).*"'\$'"/\1/" -e p -e q -e '}' </etc/passwd\`

		if $test ! -d "\$dir"; then
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			me=\`basename \$0\`

			echo "\$me: can't locate home directory for: \$name" >&2

			exit 1

		fi

		case "\$1" in

		*/*)

			echo \$dir/\`$expr x\$1 : '..[^/]*/\(.*\)'\`

			;;

		*)

			echo \$dir

			;;

		esac

	fi

	;;

*)

	echo \$1

	;;

esac

EOSS

chmod

 +x filexp

$eunicefix filexp

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Filexp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:versiononly: cat Myread Setvar Devel

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:set versiononly

?Y:TOP

?S:versiononly:

?S:	If set, this symbol indicates that only the version-specific

?S:	components of a perl installation should be installed.

?S:	This may be useful for making a test installation of a new

?S:	version without disturbing the existing installation.

?S:	Setting versiononly is equivalent to setting installperl's -v option.
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?S:	In particular, the non-versioned scripts and programs such as

?S:	a2p, c2ph, h2xs, pod2*, and perldoc

 are not installed

?S:	(see INSTALL for a more complete list).  Nor are the man

?S:	pages installed.

?S:	Usually, this is undef.

?S:.

?LINT:extern inc_version_list

?LINT:change inc_version_list

?LINT:extern inc_version_list_init

?LINT:change inc_version_list_init

?LINT:extern version

: determine whether to use a version number suffix for installed binaries

echo " "

$cat <<EOM

Do you want to use a version number suffix for installed binaries? This

will install 'perl$version' instead of 'perl', and likewise for other

binaries like 'perldoc' and 'cpan'. This allows many versions of perl

to be installed side-by-side. Unless you are a developer, you probably

do *not* want to do this.

EOM

case "$versiononly" in

"$define"|[Yy]*|true) dflt='y' ;;

*) dflt='n';

esac

rp="Do you want to use a version number suffix for installed binaries?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[yY]*)	val="$define";;

*)	val="$undef" ;;

esac

set versiononly

eval $setvar

 

case "$versiononly" in

"$define") inc_version_list=''

           inc_version_list_init=0

          ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/versiononly.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: registers.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: registers.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:19:41  ram

?RCS: patch61: removed empty ?LINT lines

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:28:33  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./Cppsym explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:41  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:registers reg1 reg2 reg3 reg4 reg5 reg6 reg7 reg8 reg9 reg10 reg11 \

	reg12 reg13 reg14 reg15 reg16: awk rm Cppsym

 Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:registers:

?S:	This variable contains the number of register declarations paid

?S:	attention to by the C compiler.

?S:.

?S:reg1:

?S:	This variable, along with reg2, reg3, etc. contains the eventual

?S:	value for the symbols register1, register2, register3, etc.  It has

?S:	either the value "register" or is null.

?S:.

?C:register1:

?C:	This symbol, along with register2, register3, etc. is either the word

?C:	"register" or null, depending on whether the C compiler pays attention

?C:	to this many register declarations.  The intent is that you don't have

?C:	to order your register declarations in the order of importance, so you

?C:	can freely declare register variables in sub-blocks of code and as

?C:	function parameters.  Do not use register<n> more than once per routine.

?C:.

?LINT:describe reg2 reg3 reg4 reg5 reg6 reg7 reg8 reg9 reg10 reg11

?LINT:describe reg12 reg13 reg14 reg15 reg16

?LINT:known register2 register3 register4 register5 register6

 register7

?LINT:known register8 register9 register10 register11 register12 register13

?LINT:known register14 register15 register16

?H:#define register1 $reg1		/**/

?H:#define register2 $reg2		/**/

?H:#define register3 $reg3		/**/

?H:#define register4 $reg4		/**/
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?H:#define register5 $reg5		/**/

?H:#define register6 $reg6		/**/

?H:#define register7 $reg7		/**/

?H:#define register8 $reg8		/**/

?H:#define register9 $reg9		/**/

?H:#define register10 $reg10	/**/

?H:#define register11 $reg11	/**/

?H:#define register12 $reg12	/**/

?H:#define register13 $reg13	/**/

?H:#define register14 $reg14	/**/

?H:#define register15 $reg15	/**/

?H:#define register16 $reg16	/**/

?H:.

?F:!.foo

: see how many register declarations we want to use

case "$registers" in

'')

	if ./Cppsym vax; then

		dflt=6

	elif ./Cppsym sun mc68000 mips; then

		dflt=10

	elif ./Cppsym pyr; then

		dflt=14

	elif ./Cppsym ns32000 ns16000; then

		dflt=5

	elif ./Cppsym $smallmach; then

		dflt=3

	else

		: if you have any other numbers

 for me, please send them in

		dflt=6

	fi;;

*) dflt=$registers ;;

esac

?LINT:set reg2 reg3 reg4 reg5 reg6 reg7 reg8 reg9 reg10 reg11

?LINT:set reg12 reg13 reg14 reg15 reg16

cat <<EOM

 

Different C compilers on different machines pay attention to different numbers

of register declarations.  About how many register declarations in each routine

does your C compiler pay attention to?  (OK to guess)

 

EOM

rp="Maximum register declarations?"

. ./myread

registers=$ans

reg1=''

$awk "BEGIN { for (i=1; i<=16; i++) printf \"reg%d=''\n\", i}" \
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	</dev/null >.foo

. ./.foo

$awk "BEGIN { for (i=1; i<=$registers; i++) printf \"reg%d=register\n\", i}" \

	</dev/null >.foo

. ./.foo

$rm -f .foo

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/registers.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_portable.U,v 3.0.1.2 1995/01/11 15:28:52 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_portable.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  15:28:52  ram

?RCS: patch45: executable path stripping moved to the end in Config_sh.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:21:17  ram

?RCS: patch15: did not strip variables properly when needed

?RCS: patch15: now also strips down variables from trylist

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:48  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

   This is the same as the dist version, except I don't bother

?X:   prompting people since it makes no difference for perl5,

?X:   and only confuses people.

?X:

?X: The Loc unit is wanted to get the definition of all the locating variables.

?X:

?MAKE:d_portable: Loc Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_portable:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PORTABLE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should not assume that it is

?S:	running on the machine it was compiled on.

?S:.
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?C:PORTABLE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	not assume that it is running on the machine it was compiled on.

?C:	The program should be prepared to look up the host name, translate

?C:	generic filenames, use PATH, etc.

?C:.

?H:#$d_portable PORTABLE	/**/

?H:.

?D:d_portable=''

: decide how portable to be.  Allow command line overrides.

case "$d_portable" in

"$undef") ;;

*)	d_portable="$define" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_portable.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_cmsghdr_s: Hasstruct i_systypes d_socket i_sysuio Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_cmsghdr_s:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRUCT_CMSGHDR symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the struct cmsghdr is supported.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRUCT_CMSGHDR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the struct cmsghdr

?C:	is supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_cmsghdr_s HAS_STRUCT_CMSGHDR	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_cmsghdr_s

: Check for cmsghdr support

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if your system supports struct cmsghdr..." >&4

set d_cmsghdr_s cmsghdr $i_systypes sys/types.h $d_socket sys/socket.h $i_sysuio sys/uio.h

eval $hasstruct

case "$d_cmsghdr_s" in

"$define")      echo "Yes, it does."   ;;

*)              echo
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 "No, it doesn't." ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_cmsghdr_s.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fork.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fork.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:38  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fork: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fork:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FORK symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fork() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FORK :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fork routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fork

 HAS_FORK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fork

: see if fork exists

set fork d_fork

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fork.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_inetaton.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Spider Boardman

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_inetaton.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:36:35  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_inetaton: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_inetaton:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_INET_ATON symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the inet_aton() function is available

?S:	to parse IP address "dotted-quad" strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_INET_ATON:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 to the C program that the

?C:	inet_aton() function is available to parse IP address "dotted-quad"

?C:	strings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_inetaton HAS_INET_ATON		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_inetaton

: check whether inet_aton exists

set inet_aton d_inetaton

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_inetaton.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: rcs_branch.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: rcs_branch.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:40  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:rcs_branch: Myread contains Loc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:rcs_branch:

?S:	This variable will hold "true" if rcs can take the -b<revision>

?S:	option, which can make Life Easier on those folks who like to run

?S:	rcsdiff manually.

?S:.

?T:xxx

: Tra la la la la

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if RCS understands the -b switch..." >&4

xxx=`./loc

 rcs '' $pth`

case "$xxx" in

'')

	rcs_branch=false

	echo "Oh.  You don't seem to have RCS here."

	;;

*)

	rcs > rcsbranch.out 2>&1

	if $contains 'b\[rev\]' rcsbranch.out  >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		rcs_branch=true

		echo "Nice!  Your RCS is spiffy!"

	else

		rcs_branch=false

	echo "Well, at least you have RCS.  You know, a newer version is available."

	fi

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/rcs_branch.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_chsize.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_chsize.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_chsize: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_chsize:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the CHSIZE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the chsize() routine is available

?S:	to truncate files.  You might need a -lx to get this routine.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CHSIZE (CHSIZE):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the chsize

 routine is available

?C:	to truncate files.  You might need a -lx to get this routine.

?C:.

?H:#$d_chsize	HAS_CHSIZE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_chsize

: see if chsize exists

set chsize d_chsize

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_chsize.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Csym.U,v 3.0.1.4 1995/07/25 13:36:29 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Csym.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/07/25  13:36:29  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS: patch56: added quotes for OS/2 support

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/05/12  12:00:33  ram

?RCS: patch54: fixed C test program to bypass gcc builtin type checks (ADO)

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/31  09:34:13  ram

?RCS: patch44: added Options to the MAKE line since it's no longer in Init.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision

 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:00:05  ram

?RCS: patch6: added ldflags as a conditional dependency and to compile line

?RCS: patch6: a final double quote was missing in csym variable after eval

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:Csym mistrustnm extern_C: Options contains libc libs runnm test \

	+cc +optimize +ccflags +ldflags run rm_try _exe d_cplusplus

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define csym

?LINT:use libc

?LINT:extern mistrustnm

?LINT:set mistrustnm

?S:csym:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to check

?S:	whether a given C symbol is defined or not. A typical use is:

?S:		set symbol result [-fva] [previous]

?S:		eval $csym

?S:	That will set result to 'true' if the function [-f], variable [-v]

?S:	or array [-a] is defined, 'false' otherwise. If a previous value is

?S:	given and the -r flag was provided on the command line, that value

?S:	is reused without questioning.

?S:.

?S:extern_C:

?S:	ANSI C

 requires 'extern' where C++ requires 'extern "C"'. This

?S:	variable can be used in Configure to do the right thing.

?S:.

?S:mistrustnm:

?S:	This variable can be used to establish a fallthrough for the cases

?S:	where nm fails to find a symbol.  If usenm is false or usenm is true

?S:	and mistrustnm is false, this variable has no effect.  If usenm is true

?S:	and mistrustnm is "compile", a test program will be compiled to try to

?S:	find any symbol that can't be located via nm lookup.  If mistrustnm is

?S:	"run", the test program will be run as well as being compiled.

?S:.

?V:csym

?T:tval tx tlook tf tdc

?F:!try

: is a C symbol defined?

csym='tlook=$1;

case "$3" in

-v) tf=libc.tmp; tdc="";;
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-a) tf=libc.tmp; tdc="[]";;

*) tlook="^$1\$"; tf=libc.list; tdc="()";;

esac;

case "$d_cplusplus" in

   $define)	extern_C="extern \"C\""	;;

   *)		extern_C="extern"	;;

esac;

tx=yes;

case "$reuseval-$4" in

true-) ;;

true-*) tx=no; eval "tval=\$$4"; case "$tval" in "") tx=yes;; esac;;

esac;

case "$tx"

 in

yes)

?X:

?X: Put symbol inside a printf to fool optimizing compilers...

?X:

?X: We use 'short' instead of 'int' to try to circumvent overzealous

?X: optimizing compilers using built-in prototypes for commonly used

?X: routines to complain when seeing a different external declaration. For

?X: instance, gcc 2.6.3 fails if we use 'int' and we attempt a test against

?X: memcpy() on machines where sizeof(int) == sizeof(char *) (the usual return

?X: type), the compiler assuming it's a built-in declaration given that the

?X: returned size matches. At least with 'short' we are safe! -- RAM, for ADO

?X:

?X: Let's thank GNU cc for making our lives so easy! :-)

?X: (An alternative for the future would be to use our knowledge about gcc

?X: to force a -fno-builtin option in the compile test, in case the 'short'

?X: trick is obsoleted by future gcc releases). -- RAM

?X:

	tval=false;

	if $test "$runnm" = true; then

		if $contains $tlook $tf >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			tval=true;

		elif $test "$mistrustnm"

 = compile -o "$mistrustnm" = run; then

			echo "$extern_C void *$1$tdc; void *(*(p()))$tdc { return &$1; } int main(int argc, char **argv) { if(p() && p() !=

(void *)argv[0]) return(0); else return(1); }"> try.c;

			$cc -o try $optimize $ccflags $ldflags try.c >/dev/null 2>&1 $libs && tval=true;

			$test "$mistrustnm" = run -a -x try && { $run ./try$_exe >/dev/null 2>&1 || tval=false; };

			$rm_try;

		fi;

	else

		echo "$extern_C void *$1$tdc; void *(*(p()))$tdc { return &$1; } int main(int argc, char **argv) { if(p() && p() !=

(void *)argv[0]) return(0); else return(1); }"> try.c;

		$cc -o try $optimize $ccflags $ldflags try.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 && tval=true;

		$rm_try;
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	fi;

	;;

*)

	case "$tval" in

	$define) tval=true;;

	*) tval=false;;

	esac;

	;;

esac;

eval "$2=$tval"'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/Csym.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ftime.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_ftime.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:06  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ftime d_gettimeod: Inlibc Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ftime:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FTIME symbol, which indicates

?S:	that the ftime() routine exists.  The ftime() routine is basically

?S:	a sub-second accuracy clock.

?S:.

?S:d_gettimeod:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETTIMEOFDAY symbol,

 which

?S:	indicates that the gettimeofday() system call exists (to obtain a

?S:	sub-second accuracy clock). You should probably include <sys/resource.h>.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FTIME (FTIMER):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ftime() routine exists.

?C:	It is basically a sub-second accuracy clock, but is less accurate

?C:	than gettimeofday(2) anyway. The type "Timeval" should be used to

?C:	refer to "struct timeb".
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?C:.

?C:HAS_GETTIMEOFDAY (GETTIMEOFDAY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gettimeofday() system

?C:	call is available for a sub-second accuracy clock. Usually, the file

?C:	<sys/resource.h> needs to be included (see I_SYS_RESOURCE).

?C:	The type "Timeval" should be used to refer to "struct timeval".

?C:.

?H:#$d_ftime HAS_FTIME		/**/

?H:#$d_gettimeod HAS_GETTIMEOFDAY	/**/

?H:?%<:@if HAS_FTIME

?H:?%<:#ifdef HAS_FTIME

?H:?%<:#define Timeval struct timeb		/* Structure used by ftime() */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:@end

?H:?%<:@if HAS_GETTIMEOFDAY

?H:?%<:#ifdef HAS_GETTIMEOFDAY

?H:?%<:#define

 Timeval struct timeval	/* Structure used by gettimeofday() */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:@end

?H:.

?X:FIXME

?X:?I:?d_ftime:i_systimeb

?X:?I:?d_gettimeod:i_sysresrc

?LINT:set d_gettimeod d_ftime

?LINT:known Timeval

: see if gettimeofday or ftime exists

?X:

?X:	Give priority to gettimeofday(2) because timing is more accurate

?X:

set gettimeofday d_gettimeod

eval $inlibc

case "$d_gettimeod" in

"$undef")

	set ftime d_ftime

	eval $inlibc

	;;

*)

	val="$undef"; set d_ftime; eval $setvar

	;;

esac

case "$d_gettimeod$d_ftime" in

"$undef$undef")

	echo " "

	echo 'No ftime() nor gettimeofday() -- timing may be less accurate.' >&4

	;;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_ftime.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Protochk.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?X:	This unit generates a ./protochk script that is used internally

?X:	by Configure to check if this system will accept a particular

?X:	prototype.

?X:

?X:	To use it, say something like:

?X:	hdrs="$define sys/types.h

?X:		$i_systime sys/time.h

?X:		$i_sysselct sys/select.h

?X:		$d_socket sys/socket.h"

?X:	$xxx='fd_set *'

?X:	try='extern int select _((int, $xxx, $xxx, $xxx, struct timeval *'));'

?X:	if ./protochk "$try" $hdrs; then

?X:		echo "Your system accepts $xxx for the arguments to select."

?X:	fi

?X:  (Of course select is harder, since the first arg can be int,

?X:	size_t, or unsigned long, and the last arg may or may not have a

?X:	'const' before the 'struct timeval' :-(.  Also SunOS

 4.1.3 doesn't

?X:	provide a select prototype so the compiler accepts anything :-).

?X:

?X:	The C compiler on QNX warns about invalid pointer types, but

?X:	still exits with a 0 exit status, so it's not much help here.

?X:	(It does correctly detect incorrect non-pointer arguments).

?X:	Still, since QNX is a POSIX-ish system, just make your first

?X:	a POSIX-ish one, and QNX will probably accept it.

?X:

?X:	For determining argument types, your compiler must support

?X:	prototypes, and the header files must use them.  Determining

?X:	return types, however, is easier.  Just give an ridiculous

?X:	return type, something like

?X:	./protochk 'extern int atof _((void));' $i_stdlib stdlib.h

?X:	that should surely fail if atof() is defined in <stdlib.h>

?X:

?X:	There is also an 'escape' hatch built in.  If you have a pair

?X:	of args   'literal 'stuff' then 'stuff' gets included literally

?X:	into the test program.  This could be useful for doing something
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?X:	like

?X:	hdrs="$define stdio.h

?X:		$define

 sys/types.h"

?X:	./protochk 'extern int fsetpos(FILE *, Fpos_t);' $args \

?X:			'literal' '#define Fpos_t long long'

?X:	but you have to be really careful about the spaces in "literal".

?X:

?X:		Andy Dougherty   Feb. 1998

?MAKE:Protochk: cat rm_try startsh eunicefix +cc +optimize +ccflags \

	i_pthread usethreads

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./protochk

?X: Comfort metalint.  All these are actually used in the protochk script.

?T:foo status pthread_h_done

?LINT: change cc optimize ccflags define rm_try

?LINT: extern pthread_h_first

?LINT: change pthread_h_first

?LINT: change usethreads

?LINT: change i_pthread

: define a function to check prototypes

$cat > protochk <<EOSH

$startsh

cc="$cc"

optimize="$optimize"

ccflags="$ccflags"

define="$define"

rm_try="$rm_try"

usethreads=$usethreads

i_pthread=$i_pthread

pthread_h_first=$pthread_h_first

EOSH

 

$cat >> protochk <<'EOSH'

 

$rm_try

foo="$1"

shift

while test $# -ge 2; do

	case "$1" in

		$define) echo "#include <$2>" >> try.c ;;

		literal)

 echo "$2" >> try.c ;;

	esac

   # Extra magic for the benefit of systems that need pthread.h

   # to be included early to correctly detect threadsafe functions.

   # Such functions must guarantee themselves, though, that the usethreads

   # and i_pthread have been defined, before calling protochk.
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   if test "$usethreads" = "$define" -a "$i_pthread" = "$define" -a "$pthread_h_first" = "$define" -a

"$pthread_h_done" = ""; then

	echo "#include <pthread.h>" >> try.c

	pthread_h_done=yes

   fi

   shift 2

done

cat >> try.c <<'EOCP'

#define	_(args) args

EOCP

echo "$foo" >> try.c

?X: Just so we have something to compile.

echo 'int no_real_function_has_this_name _((void)) { return 0; }' >> try.c

$cc $optimize $ccflags -c try.c > /dev/null 2>&1

status=$?

$rm_try

exit $status

EOSH

chmod +x protochk

$eunicefix protochk

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/Protochk.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sqrtl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sqrtl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SQRTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the sqrtl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SQRTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sqrtl routine is

?C:	available to do long double square roots.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sqrtl HAS_SQRTL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sqrtl

: see if sqrtl exists

set sqrtl d_sqrtl
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eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sqrtl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_havetlib.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_havetlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:36:31  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS: patch61: likewise for .o replaced by $_o

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:44:06  ram

?RCS: patch23: added AIX support to accept shared lib stub as termlib (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:19  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_havetlib termlib: cat contains Myread Loc

 Filexp Oldconfig libpth \

	test uname _a _o

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_havetlib:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TERMLIB symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that termlib-style routines are available.

?S:.

?S:termlib:

?S:	This variable contains the argument to pass to the loader to get

?S:	termlib-style routines.  It is up to the Makefile.SH to make sure

?S:	the value gets to the right command.  Note that on many systems the

?S:	termlib routines are emulated by the curses or terminfo library.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TERMLIB (HAVETERMLIB):

?C:	This symbol, when defined, indicates that termlib-style routines

?C:	are available.  There is nothing to include.

?C:.

?H:#$d_havetlib	HAS_TERMLIB	/**/

?H:.
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?T:xxx

: where do we get termlib routines from

echo " "

xxx=`./loc libcurses$_a x $libpth`

case "$xxx" in

/*)

	ar t $xxx >grimble

	if $contains tputs$_o grimble >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		termlib='-lcurses'

		d_havetlib="$define"

		echo "Terminfo library found." >&4

	elif $test "x`$uname

 2>/dev/null`" = xAIX; then

		# Ok, do the AIX shr.o fun thing

		/usr/ccs/bin/nm -en $xxx 2>/dev/null >grimble

		if $contains '^tputs .*|extern|' grimble >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			termlib='-lcurses'

			d_havetlib="$define"

			echo "AIX Terminfo library found." >&4

		else

			xxx=x

		fi

	else

		xxx=x

	fi

	rm -f grimble

	;;

esac

case "$xxx" in

x)

	xxx=`./loc libtermlib$_a x $libpth`

	case "$xxx" in

	/usr/lib*|/lib*)

		termlib='-ltermlib'

		d_havetlib="$define"

		echo "Termlib library found." >&4

		;;

	/*)

		termlib="$xxx"

		d_havetlib="$define"

		echo "Termlib library found." >&4

		;;

	*)

		xxx=`./loc libtermcap$_a x $libpth`

		case "$xxx" in

		/usr/lib*|/lib*)

			termlib='-ltermcap'

			d_havetlib="$define"
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			echo "Termcap library found." >&4

			;;

		/*)

			termlib="$xxx"

			d_havetlib="$define"

			echo "Termcap library found." >&4

			;;

		*)

			case "$termlib" in

			'')

				dflt=y

rp="Your system appears to NOT have termlib-style routines. Is this true?"

				. ./myread

				case "$ans"

 in

				n*|f*) d_havetlib="$define"

					$cat <<'EOM'

Then where are the termlib-style routines kept? Specify either -llibname

or a full pathname (~name ok).

 

EOM

					dflt=''

					rp='Specify termlib path:'

					. ./myread

					termlib=`./filexp $ans`

					;;

				*)

					d_havetlib="$undef"

					termlib=''

					echo "You will have to play around with term.c then." >&4

					;;

				esac

			echo " ";;

			*)  echo "You said termlib was $termlib before." >&4;;

			esac;;

		esac;;

	esac;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_havetlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_netdb.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_netdb: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_netdb:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_NETDB symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <netdb.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_NETDB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <netdb.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_netdb I_NETDB		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_netdb

: see if this is a netdb.h system

set netdb.h i_netdb

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_netdb.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setvbuf.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/08/29 16:11:57 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setvbuf.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setvbuf: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setvbuf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETVBUF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setvbuf() routine is available

?S:	to change buffering on an open stdio stream.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETVBUF :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setvbuf routine is

?C:	available to change buffering on an open stdio stream.

?C:	to a line-buffered mode.

?C:.
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?H:#$d_setvbuf HAS_SETVBUF		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setvbuf

: see if setvbuf exists

set setvbuf d_setvbuf

eval $inlibc

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_setvbuf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getgrent.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getgrent.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getgrent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getgrent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETGRENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getgrent() routine is available

?S:	for sequential access of the group database.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETGRENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getgrent routine is

?C:	available for sequential access of the group database.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getgrent HAS_GETGRENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getgrent

: see if getgrent exists

set getgrent d_getgrent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_getgrent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_syslog.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_syslog.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:46:56  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .o with $_o all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:43  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_syslog: test Csym Setvar Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_syslog:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SYSLOG symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that syslog() exists on this system.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SYSLOG

 (LIBSYSLOG):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program can rely on the

?C:	system providing syslog().  Otherwise, the syslog code provided by

?C:	the package should be used.

?C:.

?H:#$d_syslog HAS_SYSLOG	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_syslog

: see if syslog is available

echo " "

if $test `./findhdr syslog.h` && \

	(set syslog val -f d_syslog; eval $csym; $val); then

	echo "syslog() found." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "syslog() not found in your C library." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_syslog

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_syslog.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: startsh.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: startsh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:25:31  ram

?RCS: patch61: avoid needless chatter since this is now done very early

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:51  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:startsh: sh sharpbang eunicefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:startsh:

?S:	This variable contains the string to put on the front of a shell

?S:	script to make sure (hopefully) that it runs with sh and not some

?S:	other

 shell.

?S:.

?F:!sharp

: figure out how to guarantee sh startup

?X: Avoid needless chatter since this is now done very early.

?X: echo " "

?X: echo "Checking out how to guarantee sh startup..." >&2

case "$startsh" in

'') startsh=${sharpbang}${sh} ;;

*)

?X: echo "Let's see if '$startsh' works..." ;;

esac

cat >sharp <<EOSS

$startsh

set abc

test "$?abc" != 1

EOSS

 

chmod +x sharp

$eunicefix sharp

if ./sharp; then

	: echo "Yup, it does."

else

	echo "Hmm... '$startsh' does not guarantee sh startup..."

	echo "You may have to fix up the shell scripts to make sure $sh runs them."

fi
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rm -f sharp

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/startsh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_longdbl.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_longdbl.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_longdbl longdblsize d_ldexpl longdblkind \

	d_long_double_style_ieee d_long_double_style_ieee_doubledouble \

	d_long_double_style_ieee_extended d_long_double_style_ieee_std \

	d_long_double_style_vax: Compile Setvar Myread \

	Inlibc run echo cat rm_try test doublesize i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_longdbl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_LONG_DOUBLE if

?S:	the long double type is supported.

?S:.

?S:d_ldexpl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LDEXPL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ldexpl() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:longdblsize:

?S:	This variable contains the value of the LONG_DOUBLESIZE symbol,

 which

?S:	indicates to the C program how many bytes there are in a long double,

?S:	if this system supports long doubles.  Note that this is

?S:	sizeof(long double), which may include unused bytes.

?S:.

?S:longdblkind:

?S:	This variable, if defined, encodes the type of a long double:

?S:	 0 = double,

?S:	 1 = IEEE 754 128-bit little endian,

?S:	 2 = IEEE 754 128-bit big endian,

?S:	 3 = x86 80-bit little endian,

?S:	 4 = x86 80-bit big endian,

?S:	 5 = double-double 128-bit little endian,

?S:	 6 = double-double 128-bit big endian,

?S:	 7 = 128-bit mixed-endian double-double (64-bit LEs in BE),

?S:	 8 = 128-bit mixed-endian double-double (64-bit BEs in LE),
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?S:	 9 = 128-bit PDP-style mixed-endian long doubles,

?S:	-1 = unknown format.

?S:.

?S:d_long_double_style_ieee:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE

?S:	if the long double is any of the IEEE 754 style long doubles:

?S:	LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_STD, LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_EXTENDED,

?S:	LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_DOUBLEDOUBLE.

?S:.

?S:d_long_double_style_ieee_doubledouble:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_DOUBLEDOUBLE

?S:	if the long double is the 128-bit IEEE 754 double-double.

?S:.

?S:d_long_double_style_ieee_extended:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_EXTENDED

?S:	if the long double is the 80-bit IEEE 754 extended precision.

?S:	Note that despite the 'extended' this is less than the 'std',

?S:	since thisis an extension of the double precision.

?S:.

?S:d_long_double_style_ieee_std:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_STD

?S:	if the long double is the 128-bit IEEE 754.

?S:.

?S:d_long_double_style_vax:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_VAX

?S:	if the long double is the 128-bit VAX format H.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LONG_DOUBLE:

?C:	This symbol will be defined if the C compiler supports long

?C:	doubles.

?C:.

?C:LONG_DOUBLESIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the size of a long double, so that the

?C:	C

 preprocessor can make decisions based on it.  It is only

?C:	defined if the system supports long doubles.  Note that this

?C:	is sizeof(long double), which may include unused bytes.

?C:.

?C:HAS_LDEXPL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ldexpl routine is

?C:	available to shift a long double floating-point number

?C:	by an integral power of 2.

?C:.

?C:LONG_DOUBLEKIND:

?C:	LONG_DOUBLEKIND will be one of

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLE

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN
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?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_X86_80_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_X86_80_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LE_LE

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BE_BE

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LE_BE

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BE_LE

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_VAX_H_FLOAT

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_IS_UNKNOWN_FORMAT

?C:	It is only defined if the system supports long doubles.

?C:.

?C:LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the long double

?C:	is any of the IEEE 754 style long doubles:

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_STD, LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_EXTENDED,

?C:	LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_DOUBLEDOUBLE.

?C:.

?C:LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_DOUBLEDOUBLE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the long double is

?C:	the 128-bit double-double.

?C:.

?C:LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_EXTENDED:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the long double is

?C:	the 80-bit IEEE 754. Note that despite the 'extended' this

?C:	is less than the 'std', since this is an extension of

?C:	the double precision.

?C:.

?C:LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_STD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the long double is

?C:	the 128-bit IEEE 754.

?C:.

?C:LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_VAX:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the long double is

?C:	the 128-bit VAX format H.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ldexpl  HAS_LDEXPL		/**/

?H:#$d_longdbl HAS_LONG_DOUBLE		/**/

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#ifdef HAS_LONG_DOUBLE

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLESIZE $longdblsize		/**/

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define

 LONG_DOUBLEKIND $longdblkind		/**/

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLE				0

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN	1

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN	2

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_X86_80_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN		3

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_X86_80_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN		4

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LE_LE	5
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?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BE_BE	6

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LE_BE	7

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BE_LE	8

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_VAX_H_FLOAT			9

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_UNKNOWN_FORMAT			-1

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LE_LE /* back-compat */

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#define LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BE_BE

 /* back-compat */

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#$d_long_double_style_ieee LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#$d_long_double_style_ieee_doubledouble

LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_DOUBLEDOUBLE

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#$d_long_double_style_ieee_extended

LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_EXTENDED

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#$d_long_double_style_ieee_std LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_IEEE_STD

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#$d_long_double_style_vax LONG_DOUBLE_STYLE_VAX

?H:?LONG_DOUBLESIZE:#endif

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLE LONG_DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_IEEE_754_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

LONG_DOUBLE_IS_X86_80_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_X86_80_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LITTLE_ENDIAN

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BIG_ENDIAN

LONG_DOUBLE_IS_UNKNOWN_FORMAT

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LE_LE

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BE_BE

?LINT:known

 LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_LE_BE

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_DOUBLEDOUBLE_128_BIT_BE_LE

?LINT:known LONG_DOUBLE_IS_VAX_H_FLOAT

?LINT:set d_longdbl

?LINT:set d_ldexpl

: check for long doubles

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if you have long double..." >&4

echo 'int main() { long double x = 7.0; }' > try.c

set try

if eval $compile; then

	val="$define"

	echo "You have long double."

else

	val="$undef"

	echo "You do not have long double."

fi

$rm_try
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set d_longdbl

eval $setvar

 

: see if ldexpl exists

set ldexpl d_ldexpl

eval $inlibc

 

@if LONG_DOUBLESIZE || longdblsize

: check for length of long double

?X:  Check only if d_longdbl and if longdblsize is not already set.

case "${d_longdbl}${longdblsize}" in

$define)

	echo " "

	echo "Checking to see how big your long doubles are..." >&4

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

int main()

{

	printf("%d\n", sizeof(long double));

}

EOCP

	set try

?X:	Don't use compile_ok because some compilers warn you that they have

?X:	'long double'

 as just 'double'.

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		longdblsize=`$run ./try`

		echo "Your long doubles are $longdblsize bytes long."

	else

		dflt='8'

		echo " "

		echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program.  Guessing...)" >&4

		rp="What is the size of a long double (in bytes)?"

		. ./myread

		longdblsize="$ans"

	fi

	if $test "X$doublesize" = "X$longdblsize"; then

		echo "That isn't any different from an ordinary double."

		echo "I'll keep your setting anyway, but you may see some"

		echo "harmless compilation warnings."

	fi

	;;

esac

$rm_try

@end

 

$echo "Checking the kind of long doubles you have..." >&4
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case "$d_longdbl" in

define)

$cat <<EOP >try.c

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#define LONGDBLSIZE $longdblsize

#define DOUBLESIZE $doublesize

#include <float.h>

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <stdio.h>

static const long double d = -0.1L;

int main() {

 unsigned const char* b = (unsigned const char*)(&d);

#if DOUBLESIZE == LONGDBLSIZE

 printf("0\n"); /* if it floats

 like double */

 exit(0);

#endif

#if (LDBL_MANT_DIG == 113 || FLT128_MANT_DIG == 113) && LONGDBLSIZE == 16

 if (b[0] == 0x9A && b[1] == 0x99 && b[15] == 0xBF) {

   /* IEEE 754 128-bit little-endian */

   printf("1\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xBF && b[14] == 0x99 && b[15] == 0x9A) {

   /* IEEE 128-bit big-endian, e.g. solaris sparc */

   printf("2\n");

   exit(0);

 }

#endif

/* For alignment 32-bit platforms have the 80 bits in 12 bytes,

* while 64-bits platforms have it in 16 bytes.  The trailing bytes

* cannot be trusted. */

#if LDBL_MANT_DIG == 64 && (LONGDBLSIZE == 16 || LONGDBLSIZE == 12)

 if (b[0] == 0xCD && b[9] == 0xBF) {

   /* x86 80-bit little-endian, sizeof 12 (ILP32, Solaris x86)

    * or 16 (LP64, Linux and OS X), 4 or 6 bytes of padding.

    * Also known as "extended precision". */

   printf("3\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xBF && b[9] == 0xCD) {

   /* Is there ever big-endian 80-bit, really?

    *

    * The Motorola 68881 had another "extended

 precision" format:

    * sign:1 exp:15 zero:16 integer:1 mantissa:63
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    * for total of 96 bits of bytes.  The zero bits were unused.

    * See "M68000 FAMILY PROGRAMMER’S REFERENCE MANUAL" for more details.

    * If it ever becomes relevant, this format should be allocated

    * a new doublekind code since it's quite different from the Intel x87.

    */

   printf("4\n");

   exit(0);

 }

#endif

#if (LDBL_MANT_DIG == 106 || LDBL_MANT_DIG == 107) && LONGDBLSIZE == 16

 /* software "double double", the 106 is 53+53.

  * but irix thinks it is 107. */

 if (b[0] == 0x9A && b[7] == 0x3C && b[8] == 0x9A && b[15] == 0xBF) {

   /* double double 128-bit fully little-endian,

    * little-endian doubles in little-endian order,

    * 9a 99 99 99 99 99 59 3c 9a 99 99 99 99 99 b9 bf */

   printf("5\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0xBF && b[7] == 0x9A && b[8] == 0x3C && b[15] == 0x9A) {

   /* double double 128-bit fully big-endian,

    * big-endian doubles in big-endian order,

     * e.g. PPC/Power and MIPS:

    * bf b9 99 99 99 99 99 9a 3c 59 99 99 99 99 99 9a */

   printf("6\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0x9A && b[7] == 0xBF && b[8] == 0x9A && b[15] == 0x3C) {

   /* double double 128-bit mixed endian.

    * little-endian doubles in big-endian order,

    * e.g. ppc64el,

    * 9a 99 99 99 99 99 b9 bf 9a 99 99 99 99 99 59 3c */

   printf("7\n");

   exit(0);

 }

 if (b[0] == 0x3C && b[7] == 0x9A && b[8] == 0xBF && b[15] == 0x9A) {

   /* double double 128-bit mixed endian,

    * big-endian doubles in little-endian order,

    * 3c 59 99 99 99 99 99 9a bf b9 99 99 99 99 99 9a */

   printf("8\n");

   exit(0);

 }

#endif

/* We are largely making this up because it may well be

* that the VAX format H was never made available to C,

* only to Fortran. */

#if LONGDBLSIZE == 16 && defined(__vax__)

 if (b[0] == 0xFD && b[15] == 0x99) {
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   /* VAX format H, PDP-11 mixed endian. */

   printf("9\n");

   exit(0);

 }

#endif

 printf("-1\n"); /* unknown

 */

 exit(0);

}

EOP

set try

if eval $compile; then

   longdblkind=`$run ./try`

else

   longdblkind=-1

fi

;;

*) longdblkind=0 ;;

esac

case "$longdblkind" in

0) echo "Your long doubles are doubles." >&4 ;;

1) echo "You have IEEE 754 128-bit little endian long doubles." >&4 ;;

2) echo "You have IEEE 754 128-bit big endian long doubles." >&4 ;;

3) echo "You have x86 80-bit little endian long doubles." >& 4 ;;

4) echo "You have x86 80-bit big endian long doubles." >& 4 ;;

5) echo "You have 128-bit fully little-endian double-double long doubles (64-bit LEs in LE)." >& 4 ;;

6) echo "You have 128-bit fully big-endian double-double long doubles (64-bit BEs in BE)." >& 4 ;;

7) echo "You have 128-bit mixed-endian double-double long doubles (64-bit LEs in BE)." >& 4 ;;

8) echo "You have 128-bit mixed-endian double-double long doubles (64-bit BEs in LE)." >& 4 ;;

9) echo "You have 128-bit PDP-style mixed-endian long doubles (VAX format H)." >& 4 ;;

*) echo "Cannot figure out your long double."

 >&4 ;;

esac

d_long_double_style_ieee=$undef

d_long_double_style_ieee_std=$undef

d_long_double_style_ieee_extended=$undef

d_long_double_style_ieee_doubledouble=$undef

d_long_double_style_vax=$undef

case "$longdblkind" in

1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8) d_long_double_style_ieee=$define ;;

esac

case "$longdblkind" in

1|2) d_long_double_style_ieee_std=$define ;;

esac

case "$longdblkind" in

3|4) d_long_double_style_ieee_extended=$define ;;

esac

case "$longdblkind" in
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5|6|7|8) d_long_double_style_ieee_doubledouble=$define ;;

esac

case "$longdblkind" in

9) d_long_double_style_vax=$define ;;

esac

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_longdbl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_hidnet.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_hidnet.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:20  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_hidnet hiddennet: cat sed myhostname mydomain Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_hidnet:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol HIDDEN_NET, which

?S:	tells the C program that it should pretend it is on a different

?S:	host for purposes of advertising a mailing address.

?S:.

?S:hiddennet:

?S:	This variable contains

 the value eventually given to the symbol

?S:	HIDDEN_NET, if d_hidnet defines it.  If defined, it's the name

?S:	of the host which serves as the mail server for a network that

?S:	is invisible to the outside world.

?S:.

?C:HIDDEN_NET (HIDDENNET):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the host name that you want to

?C:	advertise to the outside world.  This name can be different from

?C:	your actual host name, as long as the machine you specify knows

?C:	how to forward mail to you.

?C:.

?H:#$d_hidnet HIDDEN_NET "$hiddennet"	/**/

?H:.
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: now get the host name to advertise as our mailing address

case "$hiddennet" in

'') dflt=n;;

*) dflt=y;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

Some sites are on "hidden" networks, in the sense that the network appears

to the outside world as a single machine.  The advertised name of any host

on this hidden network is the name of one machine on the local network which

knows how to forward mail to any other host on the hidden network.

 

Do you wish to advertise a different hostname

 to the world than the one your

own host ($myhostname$mydomain) has?

 

EOM

rp='Use "hidden" network?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

n*) d_hidnet="$undef" hiddennet='';;

*)

	d_hidnet="$define"

	echo " "

	case "$hiddennet" in

	'') dflt=`echo $mydomain | $sed -e 's/^\.//'`;;

	*) dflt="$hiddennet";;

	esac

	rp='What hostname do you wish to advertise?'

	. ./myread

	hiddennet="$ans"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_hidnet.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethostent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethostent_r gethostent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \
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	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethostent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOSTENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the gethostent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:gethostent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of gethostent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_gethostent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gethostent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the gethostent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to gethostent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETHOSTENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of gethostent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_gethostent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gethostent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethostent_r HAS_GETHOSTENT_R	/**/

?H:#define GETHOSTENT_R_PROTO $gethostent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_gethostent_r_proto

: see if gethostent_r exists

set gethostent_r d_gethostent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_gethostent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_gethostent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_gethostent_r_proto=define

		set d_gethostent_r_proto gethostent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_gethostent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$gethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostent_r(struct hostent*, char*, size_t, struct hostent**, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostent_r_proto=I_SBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostent_r_proto"
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 in

	''|0) try='int gethostent_r(struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostent_r_proto=I_SBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostent_r(struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostent_r_proto=S_SBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostent_r(struct hostent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostent_r_proto=S_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostent_r(struct hostent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostent_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostent_r(struct hostent*, struct hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostent_r_proto=I_SD ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_gethostent_r=undef

		gethostent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling gethostent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case

 "$gethostent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) gethostent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$gethostent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "gethostent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_gethostent_r=undef

		gethostent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	gethostent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_gethostent_r.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_bcmp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_bcmp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/10/16  13:47:52  ram

?RCS: patch12: added magic support for bcmp()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:00:44  ram

?RCS: patch10: now only defines HAS_BCMP, no macro remap on memcmp (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:42  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_bcmp: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_bcmp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_BCMP symbol

 if

?S:	the bcmp() routine is available to compare strings.

?S:.

?C:HAS_BCMP:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the bcmp() routine is available to

?C:	compare blocks of memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_bcmp HAS_BCMP	/**/

?H:.

?M:bcmp: HAS_BCMP

?M:#ifndef HAS_BCMP

?M:#ifndef bcmp

?M:#define bcmp(s,d,l) memcmp((s),(d),(l))

?M:#endif

?M:#endif

?M:.

?LINT:set d_bcmp

: see if bcmp exists

set bcmp d_bcmp

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_bcmp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: afs.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: afs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:23:06  ram

?RCS: patch61: can now explicitly tell Configure whether AFS is running

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/24  12:24:43  ram

?RCS: patch3: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:afs afsroot: test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:afs:

?S:	This variable is set to 'true' if AFS (Andrew File System) is used

?S:	on the system, 'false' otherwise.  It is possible to override this

?S:	with a hint value or command line option,

 but you'd better know

?S:	what you are doing.

?S:.

?S:afsroot:

?S:	This variable is by default set to '/afs'. In the unlikely case

?S:	this is not the correct root, it is possible to override this with

?S:	a hint value or command line option.  This will be used in subsequent

?S:	tests for AFSness in the configure and test process.

?S:.

: allow them to override the AFS root

case "$afsroot" in

'')	afsroot=/afs ;;

*)	afsroot=$afsroot ;;

esac

 

: is AFS running?

echo " "

case "$afs" in

$define|true)	afs=true ;;

$undef|false)	afs=false ;;

*)	if $test -d $afsroot; then
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		afs=true

	else

		afs=false

	fi

	;;

esac

if $afs; then

	echo "AFS may be running... I'll be extra cautious then..." >&4

else

	echo "AFS does not seem to be running..." >&4

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/afs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:sysroot: Head

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sysroot:

?S:	This variable is empty unless supplied by the Configure user.

?S:	It can contain a path to an alternative root directory, under which

?S:	headers and libraries for the compilation target can be found. This

?S:	is generally used when cross-compiling using a gcc-like compiler.

?S:.

?LINT:extern cc

?LINT:extern cppflags

?LINT:change cppflags

?LINT:extern ccflags

?LINT:change ccflags

?LINT:extern ldflags

?LINT:change ldflags

?LINT:extern cccdlflags

?X: _sysroot is later used in ccflags, but we do not want it in config.sh

?T:var xxx path _sysroot

: Set 'sysroot' to change the logical root directory to your headers and libraries see man gcc

: This is primarily meant for cross-compile environments, and

 may fail to be useful in other cases

if test "X$sysroot" = X; then

   sysroot=""

else

   case "$cc" in

	*gcc*|*g++*)
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	    echo "Using $sysroot to find your headers and libraries, adding to ccflags"

	    # _sysroot is used in places where we need --sysroot=foo

	    # but using the rest of the flags could cause issues.

	    _sysroot="--sysroot=$sysroot";

	    case "$ccflags" in

		*sysroot*) ;;

		'undef'|*)

		ccflags="$ccflags $_sysroot"

	    esac

	    case "$ldflags" in

		*sysroot*) ;;

		'undef'|*)

		ldflags="$ldflags $_sysroot"

	    esac

	    case "$cppflags" in

		*sysroot*) ;;

		'undef'|*)

		cppflags="$cppflags $_sysroot"

	    esac

	    # lddlflags updated below in lddlflags section;

	    # same with cccdlflags

	    ;;

   esac

 

   # Adjust some defaults to also use $sysroot

   for var in xlibpth loclibpth locincpth glibpth; do

	eval xxx=\$$var

	eval $var=''

	for path in $xxx; do

	    eval $var=\"\$$var $sysroot$path\"

	done

   done

 

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/Sysroot.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_shmat.U,v 3.0.1.3 1995/07/25 14:04:23 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_shmat.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  14:04:23  ram

?RCS: patch56: use findhdr to find <sys/shm.h>, to get the right one (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:18:56  ram

?RCS: patch27: added new symbol HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:54:18  ram

?RCS: patch23: new Shmat_t symbol to declare return type of shmat()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:18  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide

 release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_shmat shmattype d_shmatprototype: Inlibc cat +cc +ccflags \

	rm cppstdin cppflags cppminus Findhdr Setvar contains

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_shmat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHMAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the shmat() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:shmattype:

?S:	This symbol contains the type of pointer returned by shmat().

?S:	It can be 'void *' or 'char *'.

?S:.

?S:d_shmatprototype:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE

?S:	symbol, which indicates that sys/shm.h has a prototype for

?S:	shmat.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SHMAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the shmat() routine is

?C:	available to attach a shared memory segment to the process space.

?C:.

?C:Shmat_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the return type of the shmat() system call.

?C:	Usually set to 'void *' or 'char *'.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sys/shm.h includes

?C:	a prototype for shmat().

  Otherwise, it is up to the program to

?C:	guess one.  Shmat_t shmat(int, Shmat_t, int) is a good guess,

?C:	but not always right so it should be emitted by the program only

?C:	when HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE is not defined to avoid conflicting defs.

?C:.
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?H:#$d_shmat HAS_SHMAT		/**/

?H:#define Shmat_t $shmattype	/**/

?H:#$d_shmatprototype HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_shmat d_shmatprototype

?T:xxx

: see if shmat exists

set shmat d_shmat

eval $inlibc

: see what shmat returns

case "$d_shmat" in

"$define")

	$cat >shmat.c <<'END'

#include <sys/shm.h>

void *shmat();

END

	if $cc $ccflags -c shmat.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		shmattype='void *'

	else

		shmattype='char *'

	fi

	echo "and it returns ($shmattype)." >&4

	: see if a prototype for shmat is available

	xxx=`./findhdr sys/shm.h`

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < $xxx > shmat.c 2>/dev/null

	if $contains 'shmat.*(' shmat.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	$rm -f shmat.[co]

	;;

*)

	val="$undef"

	;;

esac

set

 d_shmatprototype

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_shmat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_xdrs.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_xdrs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:04  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_xdrs: cat Csym Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_xdrs:

?S:	This symbol conditionally defines HAS_XDRS which indicates to the C

?S:	program that XDR serialization routines are available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_XDRS (XDRS):

?C:	This symbol if defined indicates to the C program that the XDR

?C:	serialization routines are available to transfer data

 accross

?C:	various architectures.

?C:.

?H:#$d_xdrs HAS_XDRS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_xdrs

: see if XDR is available

echo " "

if set xdr_int val -f d_xdrs; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo "Ahh! You have XDR routines for network communications." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	$cat >&4 <<EOM

Sigh! You do not have XDR routines -- Network communications may be hazardous.

EOM

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_xdrs

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_xdrs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Setvar.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Setvar.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:58:28  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./whoa explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:16  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a variable that is intended to be eval'ed in

?X: order to define/undefine a symbol. A consistency check is made

?X: regarding any previous value and a warning is issued if there

?X: is any discrepancy.

?X:

?X:

 To use it, say:

?X: val=<value>

?X: set d_variable

?X: eval $setvar

?X:

?MAKE:Setvar: Whoa

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define setvar

?S:setvar:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to set a value

?S:	to a given symbol that is defined or not. A typical use is:

?S:	val=<value computed>

?S:		set d_variable

?S:		eval $setvar

?S:	That will print a message in case the $val value is not the same

?S:	as the previous value of $d_variable.

?S:.

?V:setvar:val

?T:var was td tu

: function used to set '$1' to '$val'

setvar='var=$1; eval "was=\$$1"; td=$define; tu=$undef;

case "$val$was" in

$define$undef) . ./whoa; eval "$var=\$td";;

$undef$define) . ./whoa; eval "$var=\$tu";;

*) eval "$var=$val";;

esac'
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Setvar.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_termio.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_termio.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:20:54  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./usg and ./Cppsym explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/08/29  16:26:38  ram

?RCS: patch32: don't include all threee I_* symbols in config.h

?RCS: patch32: (had forgotten to undo this part last time)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:25:03  ram

?RCS: patch27: undone ADO's fix in previous patch since it was useless

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:05:23  ram

?RCS: patch23: now include all three defines in config.h (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:44  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_termio i_sgtty i_termios: test Inlibc Cppsym Guess Setvar Findhdr Warn run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_termio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_TERMIO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <termio.h> rather

?S:	than <sgtty.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_termios:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_TERMIOS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the POSIX <termios.h> file is

?S:	to be included.

?S:.

?S:i_sgtty:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SGTTY symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <sgtty.h> rather
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?S:	than <termio.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_TERMIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should include

?C:	<termio.h> rather than <sgtty.h>.  There are also differences in

?C:	the

 ioctl() calls that depend on the value of this symbol.

?C:.

?C:I_TERMIOS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should include

?C:	the POSIX termios.h rather than sgtty.h or termio.h.

?C:	There are also differences in the ioctl() calls that depend on the

?C:	value of this symbol.

?C:.

?C:I_SGTTY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program should include

?C:	<sgtty.h> rather than <termio.h>.  There are also differences in

?C:	the ioctl() calls that depend on the value of this symbol.

?C:.

?H:#$i_termio I_TERMIO		/**/

?H:#$i_termios I_TERMIOS		/**/

?H:#$i_sgtty I_SGTTY		/**/

?H:.

?T:val2 val3

?LINT:set i_termio i_sgtty i_termios

: see if this is a termio system

val="$undef"

val2="$undef"

val3="$undef"

?X: Prefer POSIX-approved termios.h over all else

if $test `./findhdr termios.h`; then

   set tcsetattr i_termios

   eval $inlibc

   val3="$i_termios"

fi

echo " "

case "$val3" in

   "$define") echo "You have POSIX termios.h... good!" >&4;;

   *)

  if ./Cppsym pyr; then

	    case "`$run /bin/universe`" in

		ucb) if $test `./findhdr sgtty.h`; then

			val2="$define"

			echo "<sgtty.h> found." >&4

		    else

			echo "System is pyramid with BSD universe."

			./warn "<sgtty.h> not found--you could have problems."

		    fi;;
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		*)  if $test `./findhdr termio.h`; then

			val="$define"

			echo "<termio.h> found." >&4

		    else

			echo "System is pyramid with USG universe."

			./warn "<termio.h> not found--you could have problems."

		    fi;;

	    esac

?X: Start with USG to avoid problems if both usg/bsd was guessed

	elif ./usg; then

	    if $test `./findhdr termio.h`; then

		echo "<termio.h> found." >&4

		val="$define"

	    elif $test `./findhdr sgtty.h`; then

		echo "<sgtty.h> found." >&4

		val2="$define"

	    else

		./warn "Neither <termio.h> nor <sgtty.h> found--cross fingers!"

	    fi

	else

	    if $test `./findhdr sgtty.h`; then

		echo "<sgtty.h> found." >&4

		val2="$define"

	    elif $test `./findhdr termio.h`; then

		echo "<termio.h>

 found." >&4

		val="$define"

	    else

		./warn "Neither <sgtty.h> nor <termio.h> found--cross fingers!"

	    fi

	fi;;

esac

set i_termio; eval $setvar

val=$val2; set i_sgtty; eval $setvar

val=$val3; set i_termios; eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_termio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endhostent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endhostent_r endhostent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endhostent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDHOSTENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the endhostent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:endhostent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of endhostent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_endhostent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endhostent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDHOSTENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endhostent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to endhostent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:ENDHOSTENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of endhostent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_endhostent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endhostent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endhostent_r HAS_ENDHOSTENT_R	/**/

?H:#define ENDHOSTENT_R_PROTO $endhostent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_endhostent_r_proto

: see if endhostent_r exists

set endhostent_r d_endhostent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_endhostent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_endhostent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_endhostent_r_proto=define

		set d_endhostent_r_proto endhostent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_endhostent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$endhostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int endhostent_r(struct hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endhostent_r_proto=I_D ;;

	esac
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	case "$endhostent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void endhostent_r(struct

 hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endhostent_r_proto=V_D ;;

	esac

	case "$endhostent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_endhostent_r=undef

		endhostent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling endhostent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$endhostent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) endhostent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$endhostent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "endhostent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_endhostent_r=undef

		endhostent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	endhostent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_endhostent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: fpostype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:20:52  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:59:59  ram
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?RCS: patch30: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:fpostype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:fpostype:

?S:	This variable defines Fpos_t to be something like fpost_t, long,

?S:	uint, or whatever type is used to declare file positions in libc.

?S:.

?C:Fpos_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare file positions

 in libc.

?C:	It can be fpos_t, long, uint, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Fpos_t $fpostype		/* File position type */

?H:.

: see what type file positions are declared as in the library

set fpos_t fpostype long stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

echo " "

dflt="$fpostype"

rp="What is the type for file position used by fsetpos()?"

. ./myread

fpostype="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/fpostype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017-2018, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_accept4: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_accept4:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_ACCEPT4 if accept4() is

?S:	available to accept socket connections.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ACCEPT4:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the accept4 routine is

?C:	available to accept socket connections.

?C:.
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?H:#$d_accept4 HAS_ACCEPT4	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_accept4

: see if accept4 exists

set accept4 d_accept4

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_accept4.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2012 Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:ilp d_ilp32 d_ilp64 d_lp64 d_can64: Assert Myread Setvar \

	cat rm +cc +ccflags echo n c intsize longsize ptrsize

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:ilp:

?S:	This variable contains the largest amount of bits that the CPU supports,

?S:	from the compiler's point of view.  Typically 32 or 64.

?S:.

?S:d_ilp32:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the CPU_IS_ILP32.

?S:.

?S:d_ilp64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the CPU_IS_ILP64.

?S:.

?S:d_lp64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the CPU_IS_LP64.

?S:.

?S:d_can64:

?S:	This variable

 conditionally defines CAN_HANDLE_64BITS.

?S:.

?C:CPU_ILP_MAXBITS:

?C:	This symbol contains the largest amount of bits that the CPU natively

?C:	supports from the compiler's point of view.  Typically 32 or 64.

?C:.

?C:CPU_IS_ILP32:

?C:	When defined, this indicates that the integer, long and pointer variables

?C:	hold 32-bit values.
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?C:.

?C:CPU_IS_ILP64:

?C:	When defined, this indicates that the integer, long and pointer variables

?C:	hold 64-bit values.

?C:.

?C:CPU_IS_LP64:

?C:	When defined, this indicates that the long and pointer variables hold

?C:	64-bit values but integers are smaller (probably only 32-bit wide).

?C:.

?C:CAN_HANDLE_64BITS:

?C:	When defined, this indicates that the compiler can handle 64-bit values

?C:	despite the CPU having only 32-bit registers.  These are available using

?C:	the "long long" C type.  It is only defined for ILP32 machines, since

?C:	64-bit support is naturally available on ILP64 and LP64 machines.

?C:.

?H:#define CPU_ILP_MAXBITS $ilp

?H:#$d_ilp32

 CPU_IS_ILP32	/**/

?H:#$d_ilp64 CPU_IS_ILP64	/**/

?H:#$d_lp64 CPU_IS_LP64		/**/

?H:#$d_can64 CAN_HANDLE_64BITS	/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set d_ilp32 d_ilp64 d_lp64 d_can64

: check for architecture type

echo " "

$echo $n "Computing CPU architecture type...$c" >&4

ilp=`expr $longsize \* 8`

case "$ptrsize" in

8)

	val=$undef; set d_ilp32; eval $setvar

	case "$intsize" in

	8)	

		echo " ILP64." >&4

		val=$define; set d_ilp64; eval $setvar

		val=$undef; set d_lp64; eval $setvar

		;;

	*)

		echo " LP64." >&4

		val=$define; set d_lp64; eval $setvar

		val=$undef; set d_ilp64; eval $setvar

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)

	echo " ILP${ilp}." >&4

	case "$ilp" in

	32) val=$define;;

	*) val=$undef;;
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	esac

	set d_ilp32; eval $setvar

	val=$undef; set d_ilp64; eval $setvar

	val=$undef; set d_lp64; eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

@if CAN_HANDLE_64BITS || d_can64

: see whether compiler supports 64-bit emulation

val=$undef

case "$ilp" in

64) val=$define;;

*)

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include "static_assert.h"

long long foo;

int main()

{

	STATIC_ASSERT(8

 == sizeof(foo));

	return 0;

}

EOCP

	if $cc -c $ccflags try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo " "

		echo "Your compiler also supports 64-bit emulation." >&4

		val=$define

	fi

	$rm -f try.*

	;;

esac

set d_can64

eval $setvar

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/ilp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:d_fs_data_s: Hasstruct i_sysparam i_sysmount i_systypes Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fs_data_s:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRUCT_FS_DATA symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the struct fs_data is supported.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRUCT_FS_DATA:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the struct fs_data

?C:	to do statfs() is supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fs_data_s HAS_STRUCT_FS_DATA	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fs_data_s

: Check for fs_data_s

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if your system supports struct fs_data..." >&4

set d_fs_data_s fs_data $i_systypes sys/types.h $i_sysparam sys/param.h $i_sysmount sys/mount.h

eval $hasstruct

case "$d_fs_data_s" in

"$define")      echo "Yes, it does."   ;;

*)

              echo "No, it doesn't." ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fs_data_s.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_newsadm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_newsadm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:36:53  ram

?RCS: patch61: added Guess dependency

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:14:33  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./eunice explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:42  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_newsadm newsadmin: cat contains Guess Setvar Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_newsadm:

?S:	This variable

 conditionally defines the NEWS_ADMIN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that there is a user who is in charge

?S:	of news administration.

?S:.

?S:newsadmin:

?S:	This variable holds the login name of the news administrator, if any.

?S:.

?C:NEWS_ADMIN (NEWSADMIN):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the login name of the news

?C:	administrator.

?C:.

?H:#$d_newsadm NEWS_ADMIN "$newsadmin"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_newsadm

: get news administrator name

case "$newsadmin" in

'')

	if $contains "^news:" /etc/passwd >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		dflt=news

	elif $contains "^usenet:" /etc/passwd >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		dflt=usenet

	elif ./eunice; then

		dflt=system

	else

		dflt=root

	fi

	;;

*)

	dflt="$newsadmin"

	;;

esac

$cat <<'EOM'

 

Many systems keep their news in a private directory, or have a non-superuser

in charge of administering news.  (If you don't have such a user, take the

default answer.)  I need the login name (not directory) which is used for

news administration.

 

EOM

rp="News

 admin login?"

. ./myread

newsadmin="$ans"
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case "$newsadmin" in

root) val="$undef" ;;

*) val="$define" ;;

esac

set d_newsadm

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_newsadm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_unordered: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_unordered:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_UNORDERED symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the unordered() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_UNORDERED:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the unordered routine is

?C:	available to check whether two doubles are unordered

?C:	(effectively: whether either of them is NaN)

?C:.

?H:#$d_unordered HAS_UNORDERED		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_unordered

: see if unordered exists

set unordered d_unordered

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_unordered.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libpth.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1997/02/28  16:08:49  ram

?RCS: patch61: new loclibpth variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/01/11  15:31:30  ram

?RCS: patch45: call ./mips instead of just mips (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/08/29  16:29:15  ram

?RCS: patch32: added /lib/pa1.1 for HP-UX specially tuned PA-RISC libs (ADO)

?RCS: patch32: fixed information message, making it clearer (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/06/20  07:03:54  ram

?RCS: patch30: added /usr/shlib to

 glibpth for shared-only libraries

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:26:57  ram

?RCS: patch27: fixed a typo (libpth -> glibpth)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:07:53  ram

?RCS: patch23: now asks for library directories to be searched (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This unit initializes the path for C library lookup.

?X:

?MAKE:libpth glibpth xlibpth plibpth loclibpth: \

	usrinc incpath test cat Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libpth:

?S:	This variable holds the general path (space-separated) used to find

?S:	libraries. It is intended to be used by other units.

?S:.

?S:glibpth:

?S:	This variable holds the general path (space-separated) used to

?S:	find libraries.  It may contain directories that do not exist on

?S:	this platform, libpth is the cleaned-up version.

?S:.

?S:xlibpth:

?S:	This variable holds extra path (space-separated) used to find

?S:	libraries on this platform,

 for example CPU-specific libraries

?S:	(on multi-CPU platforms) may be listed here.
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?S:.

?S:loclibpth:

?S:	This variable holds the paths (space-separated) used to find local

?S:	libraries.  It is prepended to libpth, and is intended to be easily

?S:	set from the command line.

?S:.

?S:plibpth:

?S:	Holds the private path used by Configure to find out the libraries.

?S:	Its value is prepend to libpth. This variable takes care of special

?S:	machines, like the mips.  Usually, it should be empty.

?S:.

?T: xxx dlist

?LINT:use usrinc

?INIT:: change the next line if compiling for Xenix/286 on Xenix/386

?INIT:xlibpth='/usr/lib/386 /lib/386'

?INIT:: Possible local library directories to search.

?INIT:loclibpth="/usr/local/lib /opt/local/lib /usr/gnu/lib"

?INIT:loclibpth="$loclibpth /opt/gnu/lib /usr/GNU/lib /opt/GNU/lib"

?INIT:

?INIT:: general looking path for locating libraries

?INIT:glibpth="/lib /usr/lib $xlibpth"

?INIT:glibpth="$glibpth /usr/ccs/lib /usr/ucblib /usr/local/lib"

?X:	/shlib

 is for Digital Unix 4.0

?X:	/usr/shlib is for OSF/1 systems.

?INIT:test -f /usr/shlib/libc.so && glibpth="/usr/shlib $glibpth"

?INIT:test -f /shlib/libc.so     && glibpth="/shlib $glibpth"

?INIT:

?INIT:: Private path used by Configure to find libraries.  Its value

?INIT:: is prepended to libpth. This variable takes care of special

?INIT:: machines, like the mips.  Usually, it should be empty.

?INIT:plibpth=''

?INIT:

: Set private lib path

case "$plibpth" in

'') if ./mips; then

?X: on mips, we DO NOT want /lib, and we want $incpath/usr/lib

		plibpth="$incpath/usr/lib /usr/local/lib /usr/ccs/lib"

	fi;;

esac

case "$libpth" in

' ') dlist='';;

'') dlist="$loclibpth $plibpth $glibpth";;

*) dlist="$libpth";;

esac

 

: Now check and see which directories actually exist, avoiding duplicates

libpth=''
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for xxx in $dlist

do

   if $test -d $xxx; then

		case " $libpth " in

		*" $xxx "*) ;;

		*) libpth="$libpth $xxx";;

		esac

   fi

done

$cat <<'EOM'

 

Some systems have incompatible or broken versions

 of libraries.  Among

the directories listed in the question below, please remove any you

know not to be holding relevant libraries, and add any that are needed.

Say "none" for none.

 

EOM

case "$libpth" in

'') dflt='none';;

*)

?X: strip leading space

	set X $libpth

	shift

	dflt=${1+"$@"}

	;;

esac

rp="Directories to use for library searches?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) libpth=' ';;

*) libpth="$ans";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libpth.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_dlopen.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  13:52:56  ram

?RCS: patch56: force compile-link test since symbol might lie in crt0.o (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:34  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dlopen: Inlibc runnm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_dlopen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DLOPEN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the dlopen() routine

 is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DLOPEN :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the dlopen routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_dlopen HAS_DLOPEN		/**/

?H:.

?T: xxx_runnm

?LINT:set d_dlopen

?X: We don't permanently change runnm, but we do temporarily.

?LINT: change runnm

: see if dlopen exists

?X: On NetBSD and FreeBSD, dlopen is available, but it is in

?X: /usr/lib/crt0.o, not in any of the libraries.  Therefore, do not

?X: use the nm extraction, but use a real compile and link test instead.

xxx_runnm="$runnm"

runnm=false

set dlopen d_dlopen

eval $inlibc

runnm="$xxx_runnm"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_dlopen.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: man3dir.U,v 3.1 1999/07/08 20:52:19 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996-1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: man3dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/08 20:52:19  doughera

?RCS: Updated for perl5.005_5x

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:10:34  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:	This was originally specific to perl5.  Since perl5 has man pages that

?X:	go in both man1/ and man3/ directories, we need both man1dir

?X:	and man3dir.  This unit is basically dist's mansrc.U with

?X:	man3 used instead

 of man everywhere.

?X:	I then added various tests because perl5 has *lots* of man3

?X:	pages with long file names. -- ADO

?X:

?MAKE:man3dir man3direxp man3ext installman3dir: cat nroff Loc Oldconfig \

	sed man1dir spackage package Getfile Setprefixvar Prefixit Prefixup \

	d_flexfnam privlib Myread test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:man3dir=''

?S:man3dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which manual

?S:	source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:.

?D:man3direxp=''

?S:man3direxp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the man3dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installman3dir=''

?S:installman3dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as man3direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	man3direxp only

 points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?S:man3ext:

?S:	This variable contains the extension that the manual page should

?S:	have: one of 'n', 'l', or '3'.  The Makefile must supply the '.'.
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?S:	See man3dir.

?S:.

?T:prog tdflt

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set man3direxp

: determine where library module manual pages go

set man3dir man3dir none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

$spackage has manual pages for many of the library modules.

EOM

 

case "$nroff" in

nroff)

	$cat <<'EOM'

However, you don't have nroff, so they're probably useless to you.

EOM

	case "$man3dir" in

	'') man3dir="none";;

	esac;;

esac

 

case "$d_flexfnam" in

undef)

	$cat <<'EOM'

However, your system can't handle the long file names like File::Basename.3.

EOM

	case "$man3dir" in

	'') man3dir="none";;

	esac;;

esac

 

echo "If you don't want the manual sources installed, answer 'none'."

?X: In 5.005_57 and earlier, I had the following notes:

?X:

 We do not use /usr/local/man/man3 because some man programs will

?X: only show the /usr/local/man/man3 contents, and not the system ones,

?X: thus man less will show the perl module less.pm, but not the system

?X: less command.  We might also conflict with Tcl man pages.

?X: However, something like /opt/perl/man/man3 is fine.

?X:

?X: However, opinion seems to be shifting such that 'man POSIX' ought

?X: to just work.  -- Andy Dougherty  July 8, 1999

?X:

?X: remove any trailing -3.0 or other version indication from $package

prog=`echo $package | $sed 's/-*[0-9.]*$//'`

case "$man3dir" in
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'')	dflt=`echo "$man1dir" | $sed -e 's/man1/man3/g' -e 's/man\.1/man\.3/g'`

	if $test -d "$privlib/man/man3"; then

		cat <<EOM >&4

 

WARNING:  Previous versions of perl installed man3 pages into

$privlib/man/man3.  This version will suggest a

new default of $dflt.

EOM

		tdflt=$dflt

		dflt='n'

		rp='Do you wish to preserve the old behavior?(y/n)'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		y*) dflt="$privlib/man/man3"

 ;;

		*)  dflt=$tdflt ;;

		esac

   fi

	;;

*)	dflt="$man3dir" ;;

esac

case "$dflt" in

' ') dflt=none ;;

esac

echo " "

fn=dn+~

rp="Where do the $package library man pages (source) go?"

. ./getfile

prefixvar=man3dir

. ./setprefixvar

 

case "$man3dir" in

'')	man3dir=' '

	installman3dir='';;

esac

 

: What suffix to use on installed man pages

case "$man3dir" in

' ')

	man3ext='0'

	;;

*)

	rp="What suffix should be used for the $package library man pages?"

	case "$man3ext" in

	'')	case "$man3dir" in

		*3)  dflt=3 ;;

		*3p) dflt=3p ;;

		*3pm) dflt=3pm ;;
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		*l) dflt=l;;

		*n) dflt=n;;

		*o) dflt=o;;

		*p) dflt=p;;

		*C) dflt=C;;

		*L) dflt=L;;

		*L3) dflt=L3;;

		*) dflt=3;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	dflt="$man3ext";;

	esac

	. ./myread

	man3ext="$ans"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/man3dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: man1dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:10:29  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This was originally specific to perl5.  Since perl5 has man pages that

?X:	go in both man1/ and man3/ directories, we need both man1dir

?X:	and man3dir.  This unit is basically dist's mansrc.U with

?X:	man1 used instead of man everywhere.

?X:

?MAKE:man1dir man1direxp man1ext installman1dir: afs cat nroff Loc Oldconfig \

	spackage test Getfile Prefixit prefixexp

 Prefixup sysman Myread

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP
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?S:man1dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which manual

?S:	source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:.

?S:man1direxp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the man1dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:installman1dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as man1direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	man1direxp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?S:man1ext:

?S:	This variable contains the extension that the manual page should

?S:	have: one of 'n', 'l', or '1'.  The Makefile must supply the '.'.

?S:	See man1dir.

?S:.

?T:lookpath

: determine

 where manual pages go

set man1dir man1dir none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

$spackage has manual pages available in source form.

EOM

case "$nroff" in

nroff)

	echo "However, you don't have nroff, so they're probably useless to you."

	case "$man1dir" in

	'') man1dir="none";;

	esac;;

esac

echo "If you don't want the manual sources installed, answer 'none'."

case "$man1dir" in

' ') dflt=none

	;;

'')

	lookpath="$prefixexp/man/man1 $prefixexp/man/l_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/p_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/u_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/man.1"

?X: Experience has shown people expect man1dir to be under prefix,

?X: so we now always put it there.  Users who want other behavior
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?X: can answer interactively or use a command line option.

?X: Does user have System V-style man paths.

	case "$sysman" in

	*/?_man*)	dflt=`./loc . $prefixexp/l_man/man1 $lookpath` ;;

	*)	dflt=`./loc . $prefixexp/man/man1 $lookpath` ;;

	esac

	set dflt

	eval $prefixup

	;;

*)

  dflt="$man1dir"

	;;

esac

echo " "

fn=dn+~

rp="Where do the main $spackage manual pages (source) go?"

. ./getfile

if $test "X$man1direxp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installman1dir=''

fi

man1dir="$ans"

man1direxp="$ansexp"

case "$man1dir" in

'') man1dir=' '

	installman1dir='';;

esac

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

manual pages reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installman1dir" in

	'') dflt=`echo $man1direxp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installman1dir";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will man pages be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installman1dir="$ans"

else

	installman1dir="$man1direxp"

fi

 

: What suffix to use on installed man pages
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case "$man1dir" in

' ')

	man1ext='0'

	;;

*)

	rp="What suffix should be used for the main $spackage man pages?"

	case "$man1ext" in

	'')	case "$man1dir" in

		*1)  dflt=1 ;;

		*1p)

 dflt=1p ;;

		*1pm) dflt=1pm ;;

		*l) dflt=l;;

		*n) dflt=n;;

		*o) dflt=o;;

		*p) dflt=p;;

		*C) dflt=C;;

		*L) dflt=L;;

		*L1) dflt=L1;;

		*) dflt=1;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	dflt="$man1ext";;

	esac

	. ./myread

	man1ext="$ans"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/man1dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_normsig.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_normsig.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:37:03  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:14:48  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./bsd explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:44  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_normsig jobslib: test Setvar Guess _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_normsig:

?S:	This variable conditionally

 defines the NORMSIG symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the normal signal handling routines

?S:	should be used, as opposed to the ones in 4.1bsd (sigset, etc.).

?S:.

?S:jobslib:

?S:	This variable holds the argument to be passed to the loader to include

?S:	the strange signal handling routines from 4.1bsd.  On systems that

?S:	have NORMSIG defined this variable is null.

?S:.

?C:NORMSIG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that normal signal handling routines

?C:	should be used, as opposed to the ones in 4.1bsd (sigset, etc.).

?C:.

?H:#$d_normsig NORMSIG		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_normsig

: see if we need -ljobs and if we have sigset, etc.

echo " "

if $test -r /usr/lib/libjobs$_a || $test -r /usr/local/lib/libjobs$_a ; then

	echo "Jobs library found." >&4

	val="$undef"

	jobslib='-ljobs'

else

	if ./bsd; then

		echo "No jobs library found. (I suppose this is at least 4.2...)" >&4

	else

		echo "No jobs library found. (That's okay, we all have our faults.)" >&4

	fi

	val="$define"

	jobslib=''

fi

set

 d_normsig

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_normsig.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_hypot: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_hypot:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_HYPOT if hypot is available

?S:	for numerically stable hypotenuse function.

?S:.

?C:HAS_HYPOT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the hypot routine is

?C:	available to do the hypotenuse function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_hypot HAS_HYPOT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_hypot

: see if hypot exists

set hypot d_hypot

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_hypot.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_systwgcf.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_systwgcf.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_systwgcf: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_systwgcf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_TWG_CF symbol, and

?S:	indicates whether a C program should include sys/twg_config.h.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_TWG_CF:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include sys/twg_config.h.

?C:.

?H:#$i_systwgcf

 I_SYS_TWG_CF	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_systwgcf

: see if this is a sys/twg_config.h system

set sys/twg_config.h i_systwgcf

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_systwgcf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sitecustomize.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2005-2006 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sitecustomize.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:usesitecustomize: Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:usesitecustomize:

?S:	This variable is set to true when the user requires a mechanism that

?S:	allows the sysadmin to add entries to @INC at runtime.  This variable

?S:	being set, makes perl run '$sitelib/sitecustomize.pl' at startup.

?S:.

?C:USE_SITECUSTOMIZE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that sitecustomize should

?C:	be used.

?C:.

?H:?%<:@if USE_SITECUSTOMIZE

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_SITECUSTOMIZE

?H:?%<:#$usesitecustomize	USE_SITECUSTOMIZE		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:?%<:@end

?H:.

: Check if site customization support was requested

case "$usesitecustomize" in

   $define|true|[Yy]*)

	usesitecustomize="$define"

	;;
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    *)

	usesitecustomize="$undef"

	;;

   esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sitecustomize.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sigblock.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sigblock.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:21  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sigblock: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sigblock:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SIGBLOCK if sigblock() is

?S:	available to block signal reception.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SIGBLOCK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sigblock routine is

?C:	available to block signal reception.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sigblock HAS_SIGBLOCK	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_sigblock

: see if sigblock exists

set sigblock d_sigblock

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sigblock.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_semget.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_semget.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:05  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_semget: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_semget:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SEMGET symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the semget() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SEMGET:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the semget() routine is

?C:	available to get a set of semaphores.

?C:.

?H:#$d_semget

 HAS_SEMGET	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_semget

: see if semget exists

set semget d_semget

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_semget.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: cppstdin.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cppstdin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:08:34  ram
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?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/01/24  14:05:38  ram

?RCS: patch16: comment for CPPLAST was missing

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/12/15  08:18:58  ram

?RCS: patch15: new variables cpprun and cpplast, guaranteed wrapper-free

?RCS: patch15: cppstdin now tries to use cc, even at the cost of a wrapper

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1

  1993/08/25  14:00:53  ram

?RCS: patch6: remove wrapper when not actually used

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:38  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:cppstdin cppminus cpprun cpplast: contains test \

	Myread Oldconfig Loc cpp +cc rm hint osname gccversion

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cppstdin:

?S:	This variable contains the command which will invoke the C

?S:	preprocessor on standard input and put the output to stdout.

?S:	It is primarily used by other Configure units that ask about

?S:	preprocessor symbols.

?S:.

?S:cppminus:

?S:	This variable contains the second part of the string which will invoke

?S:	the C preprocessor on the standard input and produce to standard

?S:	output.  This variable will have the value "-" if cppstdin needs

?S:	a minus to specify standard input, otherwise the value is "".

?S:.

?S:cpprun:

?S:	This variable contains the command which will invoke a C preprocessor

?S:	on standard input and put the output to stdout. It is guaranteed

 not

?S:	to be a wrapper and may be a null string if no preprocessor can be

?S:	made directly available. This preprocessor might be different from the

?S:	one used by the C compiler. Don't forget to append cpplast after the

?S:	preprocessor options.

?S:.

?S:cpplast:

?S:	This variable has the same functionality as cppminus, only it applies

?S:	to cpprun and not cppstdin.

?S:.

?C:CPPSTDIN:

?C:	This symbol contains the first part of the string which will invoke

?C:	the C preprocessor on the standard input and produce to standard

?C:	output.  Typical value of "cc -E" or "/lib/cpp", but it can also
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?C:	call a wrapper. See CPPRUN.

?C:.

?C:CPPMINUS:

?C:	This symbol contains the second part of the string which will invoke

?C:	the C preprocessor on the standard input and produce to standard

?C:	output.  This symbol will have the value "-" if CPPSTDIN needs a minus

?C:	to specify standard input, otherwise the value is "".

?C:.

?C:CPPRUN:

?C:	This symbol contains the string which will invoke

 a C preprocessor on

?C:	the standard input and produce to standard output. It needs to end

?C:	with CPPLAST, after all other preprocessor flags have been specified.

?C:	The main difference with CPPSTDIN is that this program will never be a

?C:	pointer to a shell wrapper, i.e. it will be empty if no preprocessor is

?C:	available directly to the user. Note that it may well be different from

?C:	the preprocessor used to compile the C program.

?C:.

?C:CPPLAST:

?C:	This symbol is intended to be used along with CPPRUN in the same manner

?C:	symbol CPPMINUS is used with CPPSTDIN. It contains either "-" or "".

?C:.

?H:#define CPPSTDIN "$cppstdin"

?H:#define CPPMINUS "$cppminus"

?H:#define CPPRUN "$cpprun"

?H:#define CPPLAST "$cpplast"

?H:.

?F:cppstdin !testcpp.out !testcpp.c

?T:wrapper x_cpp x_minus ok

?LINT:extern cppflags

: see how we invoke the C preprocessor

echo " "

echo "Now, how can we feed standard input to your C preprocessor..." >&4

cat <<'EOT' >testcpp.c

#define ABC abc

#define

 XYZ xyz

ABC.XYZ

EOT

cd ..

if test ! -f cppstdin; then

	if test "X$osname" = "Xaix" -a "X$gccversion" = X; then

		# AIX cc -E doesn't show the absolute headerfile

		# locations but we'll cheat by using the -M flag.

		echo 'cat >.$$.c; rm -f .$$.u; '"$cc"' ${1+"$@"} -M -c .$$.c 2>/dev/null; test -s .$$.u && awk '"'"'$2 ~ /\.h$/ { print

"# 0 \""$2"\"" }'"'"' .$$.u; rm -f .$$.o .$$.u; '"$cc"' -E ${1+"$@"} .$$.c; rm .$$.c' > cppstdin

	else

		echo 'cat >.$$.c; '"$cc $cppflags"' -E ${1+"$@"} .$$.c; rm .$$.c' >cppstdin
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	fi

else

	echo "Keeping your $hint cppstdin wrapper."

fi

chmod 755 cppstdin

wrapper=`pwd`/cppstdin

ok='false'

cd UU

 

?X:

?X: We'll run the cpp tests again if we don't have any valid C preprocessor

?X: yet or don't know how to proceed without a wrapper (in which case cpprun

?X: is empty and that's really annoying...)

?X:

if $test "X$cppstdin" != "X" && \

	$cppstdin $cppminus <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1 && \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "You used

 to use $cppstdin $cppminus so we'll use that again."

	case "$cpprun" in

	'') echo "But let's see if we can live without a wrapper..." ;;

	*)

		if $cpprun $cpplast <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1 && \

			$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			echo "(And we'll use $cpprun $cpplast to preprocess directly.)"

			ok='true'

		else

			echo "(However, $cpprun $cpplast does not work, let's see...)"

		fi

		;;

	esac

else

	case "$cppstdin" in

	'') ;;

	*)

		echo "Good old $cppstdin $cppminus does not seem to be of any help..."

		;;

	esac

fi

 

if $ok; then

	: nothing

elif echo 'Maybe "'"$cc"' -E" will work...'; \

	$cc -E <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Yup, it does."
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	x_cpp="$cc $cppflags -E"

	x_minus='';

elif echo 'Nope...maybe "'"$cc"' -E -" will work...'; \

	$cc -E - <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Yup, it does."

	x_cpp="$cc $cppflags -E"

	x_minus='-';

elif

 echo 'Nope...maybe "'"$cc"' -P" will work...'; \

	$cc -P <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Yipee, that works!"

	x_cpp="$cc $cppflags -P"

	x_minus='';

elif echo 'Nope...maybe "'"$cc"' -P -" will work...'; \

	$cc -P - <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "At long last!"

	x_cpp="$cc $cppflags -P"

	x_minus='-';

elif echo 'No such luck, maybe "'$cpp'" will work...'; \

	$cpp <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "It works!"

	x_cpp="$cpp $cppflags"

	x_minus='';

elif echo 'Nixed again...maybe "'$cpp' -" will work...'; \

	$cpp - <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Hooray, it works!  I was beginning to wonder."

	x_cpp="$cpp $cppflags"

	x_minus='-';

elif echo 'Uh-uh.  Time to get fancy.  Trying a wrapper...'; \

	$wrapper <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains

 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	x_cpp="$wrapper"

	x_minus=''

	echo "Eureka!"

else

	dflt=''

	rp="No dice.  I can't find a C preprocessor.  Name one:"

	. ./myread

	x_cpp="$ans"

	x_minus=''

	$x_cpp <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1

	if $contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then
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		echo "OK, that will do." >&4

	else

echo "Sorry, I can't get that to work.  Go find one and rerun Configure." >&4

		exit 1

	fi

fi

 

case "$ok" in

false)

	cppstdin="$x_cpp"

	cppminus="$x_minus"

	cpprun="$x_cpp"

	cpplast="$x_minus"

?X:

?X: If /lib/cpp is used, try using a wrapper to increase our chances to have

?X: the C compiler and our $cppstdin agree on the same symbols... However,

?X: since cpprun is guaranteed not to be a wrapper, we must clear it if the

?X: only preprocessor we found was a wrapper, with all our luck...

?X:

	set X $x_cpp

	shift

	case "$1" in

	"$cpp")

		echo "Perhaps can we force $cc -E using a wrapper..."

		if $wrapper <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

			$contains 'abc.*xyz'

 testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			echo "Yup, we can."

			cppstdin="$wrapper"

			cppminus='';

		else

			echo "Nope, we'll have to live without it..."

		fi

		;;

	esac

	case "$cpprun" in

	"$wrapper")

		cpprun=''

		cpplast=''

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

case "$cppstdin" in

"$wrapper"|'cppstdin') ;;

*) $rm -f $wrapper;;
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esac

$rm -f testcpp.c testcpp.out

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/cppstdin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_flock.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_flock.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:05  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_flock: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_flock:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_FLOCK if flock() is

?S:	available to do file locking.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FLOCK (FLOCK):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the flock routine is

?C:	available to do file locking.

?C:.

?H:#$d_flock HAS_FLOCK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_flock

: see

 if flock exists

set flock d_flock

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_flock.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_pathconf.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_pathconf.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:14:54  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pathconf d_fpathconf: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pathconf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PATHCONF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pathconf() routine is available

?S:	to determine file-system related limits and options

 associated

?S:	with a given filename.

?S:.

?S:d_fpathconf:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FPATHCONF symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pathconf() routine is available

?S:	to determine file-system related limits and options associated

?S:	with a given open file descriptor.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PATHCONF:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that pathconf() is available

?C:	to determine file-system related limits and options associated

?C:	with a given filename.

?C:.

?C:HAS_FPATHCONF:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that pathconf() is available

?C:	to determine file-system related limits and options associated

?C:	with a given open file descriptor.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pathconf HAS_PATHCONF		/**/

?H:#$d_fpathconf HAS_FPATHCONF		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_pathconf

?LINT:set d_fpathconf

: see if pathconf exists

set pathconf d_pathconf

eval $inlibc

 

@if d_fpathconf || HAS_FPATHCONF
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: see if fpathconf exists

set fpathconf d_fpathconf

eval $inlibc

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_pathconf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_time.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:08:45 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_time.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit finds which "time" include to use. If 'timezone' is used by the

?X: program, we also try to find which header should be included. Eventually,

?X: we look for <sys/select.h> if I_SYSSELECT is used, to get struct timeval.

?X:

?MAKE:i_time i_systime i_systimek timeincl d_tm_tm_zone d_tm_tm_gmtoff: \

	Compile cat \

	contains rm_try echo n

 c +i_sysselct Findhdr Hasfield i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_time:

?S:	This variable unconditionally defines I_TIME, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <time.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_systime:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_TIME, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <sys/time.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_systimek:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_TIME_KERNEL, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <sys/time.h>

?S:	with KERNEL defined.
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?S:.

?S:timeincl:

?S:	This variable holds the full path of the included time header(s).

?S:.

?S:d_tm_tm_zone:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_TM_TM_ZONE, which indicates

?S:	indicates to the C program that the struct tm has the tm_zone field.

?S:.

?S:d_tm_tm_gmtoff:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_TM_TM_GMTOFF, which indicates

?S:	indicates to the C program that the struct tm has the tm_gmtoff field.

?S:.

?C:I_TIME (USE_TIME_H):

?C:	This symbol is always defined,

 and indicates to the C program that

?C:	it should include <time.h>.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_TIME (I_SYSTIME USE_SYS_TIME_H NO_TIME_WITH_SYS_TIME):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/time.h>.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_TIME_KERNEL (I_SYSTIMEKERNEL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/time.h> with KERNEL defined.

?C:.

?C:HAS_TM_TM_ZONE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that

?C:	the struct tm has a tm_zone field.

?C:.

?C:HAS_TM_TM_GMTOFF:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that

?C:	the struct tm has a tm_gmtoff field.

?C:.

?H:#$i_time I_TIME		/**/

?H:#$i_systime I_SYS_TIME		/**/

?H:#$i_systimek I_SYS_TIME_KERNEL		/**/

?H:#$d_tm_tm_zone HAS_TM_TM_ZONE		/**/

?H:#$d_tm_tm_gmtoff HAS_TM_TM_GMTOFF		/**/

?H:.

?W::timezone

?T:xselect flags sysselect s_timeval s_timezone

?LINT:change i_sysselct

?LINT:set d_tm_tm_zone

?LINT:set d_tm_tm_gmtoff

: see if we should include

 sys/time.h

echo " "

i_time='define'
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if test "X$timeincl" = X; then

	echo "Testing to see if we should include <sys/time.h>." >&4

	$echo $n "I'm now running the test program...$c"

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <time.h>

#ifdef I_SYSTIME

#ifdef SYSTIMEKERNEL

#define KERNEL

#endif

#include <sys/time.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYSSELECT

#include <sys/select.h>

#endif

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

int main()

{

	struct tm foo;

#ifdef S_TIMEVAL

	struct timeval bar;

#endif

#ifdef S_TIMEZONE

	struct timezone tzp;

#endif

	if (foo.tm_sec == foo.tm_sec)

		exit(0);

#ifdef S_TIMEVAL

	if (bar.tv_sec == bar.tv_sec)

		exit(0);

#endif

	exit(1);

}

EOCP

	flags=''

@if I_SYSSELECT

	if $contains 'timeval.*{' `./findhdr sys/select.h` >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		xselect='-DI_SYSSELECT'

	else

		xselect=''

	fi

@end

@if timezone

	for s_timezone in '-DS_TIMEZONE' ''; do

@else
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	s_timezone=''

@end

?X: Every package is given a try with 'struct timeval'

@if I_SYSSELECT

	for

 sysselect in $xselect ''; do

@else

	sysselect=''

@end

	for s_timeval in '-DS_TIMEVAL' ''; do

	for i_systimek in '' '-DSYSTIMEKERNEL'; do

	for i_systime in '-DI_SYSTIME' ''; do

		case "$flags" in

		'') $echo $n ".$c"

			set try $i_systime $i_systimek $sysselect $s_timeval $s_timezone

			if eval $compile; then

				set X $i_systime $i_systimek $sysselect $s_timeval

				shift

				flags="$*"

				echo " "

				$echo $n "Succeeded with $flags$c"

			fi

			;;

		esac

	done

	done

	done

@if I_SYSSELECT

	done

@end

@if timezone

	done

@end

	timeincl=''

	echo " "

	case "$flags" in

	*SYSTIMEKERNEL*) i_systimek="$define"

		timeincl=`./findhdr sys/time.h`

		echo "We'll include <sys/time.h> with KERNEL defined." >&4;;

	*) i_systimek="$undef";;

	esac

	case "$flags" in

	*I_SYSTIME*) i_systime="$define"

		timeincl=`./findhdr sys/time.h`" $timeincl"

		echo "We'll include <sys/time.h>." >&4;;

	*) i_systime="$undef";;

	esac

@if I_SYSSELECT
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	case "$flags" in

	*I_SYSSELECT*) i_sysselct="$define"

		timeincl=`./findhdr

 sys/select.h`" $timeincl"

		echo "We'll also include <sys/select.h> to get struct timeval." >&4;;

	*)	case "$i_sysselct" in

		'') i_sysselct="$undef";;

		esac

	esac

@end

	$rm_try

fi

: see if struct tm knows about tm_zone

case "$i_systime$i_time" in

*$define*)

       echo " "

       echo "Checking to see if your struct tm has tm_zone field..." >&4

       set d_tm_tm_zone tm tm_zone $i_systime sys/time.h $i_time time.h

       eval $hasfield

       ;;

*)      val="$undef"

       set d_tm_tm_zone

       eval $setvar

       ;;

esac

case "$d_tm_tm_zone" in

"$define")      echo "Yes, it does."   ;;

*)              echo "No, it doesn't." ;;

esac

: see if struct tm knows about tm_gmtoff

case "$i_systime$i_time" in

*$define*)

       echo " "

       echo "Checking to see if your struct tm has tm_gmtoff field..." >&4

       set d_tm_tm_gmtoff tm tm_gmtoff $i_systime sys/time.h $i_time time.h

       eval $hasfield

       ;;

*)      val="$undef"

       set d_tm_tm_gmtoff

     

  eval $setvar

       ;;

esac

case "$d_tm_tm_gmtoff" in

"$define")      echo "Yes, it does."   ;;

*)              echo "No, it doesn't." ;;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/i_time.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Tr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  18:00:54  ram

?RCS: patch43: forgot to quote $@ to protect against "evil" characters

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:58:35  ram

?RCS: patch36: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a bit of shell code that must be dotted in in order

?X: to do a character translation. It catches translations to uppercase or

?X: to lowercase, and then invokes the real tr to perform the job.

?X:

?X: This unit is necessary on HP machines (HP strikes again!)

 with non-ascii

?X: ROMAN8-charset, where normal letters are not arranged in a row, so a-z

?X: covers not the whole alphabet but lots of special chars. This was reported

?X: by Andreas Sahlbach <a.sahlbach@tu-bs.de>.

?X:

?X: Units performing a tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' or the other way round should include

?X: us in their dependency and use ./tr instead.

?X:

?MAKE:Tr: startsh tr eunicefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./tr

?T:up low LC_ALL

: see whether [:lower:] and [:upper:] are supported character classes

echo " "

case "`echo AbyZ | LC_ALL=C $tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]' 2>/dev/null`" in

ABYZ)

	echo "Good, your tr supports [:lower:] and [:upper:] to convert case." >&4

	up='[:upper:]'

	low='[:lower:]'

	;;
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*)	# There is a discontinuity in EBCDIC between 'I' and 'J'

       # (0xc9 and 0xd1), therefore that is a nice testing point.

       if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

	    case "`echo IJ | LC_ALL=C $tr '[I-J]' '[i-j]' 2>/dev/null`" in

	    ij) up='[A-Z]'

	        low='[a-z]'

		;;

	   

 esac

       fi

	if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

	    case "`echo IJ | LC_ALL=C $tr I-J i-j 2>/dev/null`" in

	    ij) up='A-Z'

		low='a-z'

		;;

	    esac

       fi

	if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

	    case "`echo IJ | od -x 2>/dev/null`" in

	    *C9D1*|*c9d1*)

		echo "Hey, this might be EBCDIC." >&4

		if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

		    case "`echo IJ | \

				LC_ALL=C $tr '[A-IJ-RS-Z]' '[a-ij-rs-z]' 2>/dev/null`" in

		    ij) up='[A-IJ-RS-Z]'

		        low='[a-ij-rs-z]'

			;;

		    esac

		fi

		if test "X$up" = X -o "X$low" = X; then

		    case "`echo IJ | LC_ALL=C $tr A-IJ-RS-Z a-ij-rs-z 2>/dev/null`" in

		    ij) up='A-IJ-RS-Z'

		        low='a-ij-rs-z'

			;;

		    esac

		fi

		;;

	    esac

	fi

esac

case "`echo IJ | LC_ALL=C $tr \"$up\" \"$low\" 2>/dev/null`" in

ij)

   echo "Using $up and $low to convert case." >&4

   ;;

*)

   echo "I don't know how to translate letters from upper to lower case." >&4

   echo "Your tr is not acting any way I know of." >&4
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    exit 1

   ;;

esac

: set up the translation script tr, must be called with ./tr of course

cat >tr <<EOSC

$startsh

case "\$1\$2" in

'[A-Z][a-z]') LC_ALL=C exec $tr '$up' '$low';;

'[a-z][A-Z]') LC_ALL=C exec $tr '$low' '$up';;

esac

LC_ALL=C exec $tr "\$@"

EOSC

chmod +x tr

$eunicefix tr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Tr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: scriptdir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/09/25  09:17:15  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:46:13  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:32:04  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:scriptdir scriptdirexp installscript:

 afs cat test Getfile Loc \

	Oldconfig +bin Prefixit prefixexp Prefixup

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP
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?S:scriptdir:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put publicly scripts for the package in question.  It is either

?S:	the same directory as for binaries, or a special one that can be

?S:	mounted across different architectures, like /usr/share. Programs

?S:	must be prepared to deal with ~name expansion.

?S:.

?S:scriptdirexp:

?S:	This variable is the same as scriptdir, but is filename expanded

?S:	at configuration time, for programs not wanting to bother with it.

?S:.

?S:installscript:

?S:	This variable is usually the same as scriptdirexp, unless you are on

?S:	a system running AFS, in which case they may differ slightly. You

?S:	should always use this variable within your makefiles for portability.

?S:.

?C:SCRIPTDIR:

?C:	This symbol holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?C:	to put publicly executable scripts for the

 package in question.  It

?C:	is often a directory that is mounted across diverse architectures.

?C:	Programs must be prepared to deal with ~name expansion.

?C:.

?C:SCRIPTDIR_EXP:

?C:	This is the same as SCRIPTDIR, but is filename expanded at

?C:	configuration time, for use in programs not prepared to do

?C:	~name substitutions at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define SCRIPTDIR "$scriptdir"	/**/

?H:#define SCRIPTDIR_EXP "$scriptdirexp"	/**/

?H:.

: determine where public executable scripts go

set scriptdir scriptdir

eval $prefixit

case "$scriptdir" in

'')

	dflt="$bin"

	: guess some guesses

	$test -d /usr/share/scripts && dflt=/usr/share/scripts

	$test -d /usr/share/bin && dflt=/usr/share/bin

	$test -d /usr/local/script && dflt=/usr/local/script

	$test -d $prefixexp/script && dflt=$prefixexp/script

	set dflt

	eval $prefixup

	;;

*)  dflt="$scriptdir"

	;;

esac
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$cat <<EOM

 

Some installations have a separate directory just for executable scripts so

that they can mount it across multiple architectures but

 keep the scripts in

one spot.  You might, for example, have a subdirectory of /usr/share for this.

Or you might just lump your scripts in with all your other executables.

 

EOM

fn=d~

rp='Where do you keep publicly executable scripts?'

. ./getfile

if $test "X$ansexp" != "X$scriptdirexp"; then

	installscript=''

fi

scriptdir="$ans"

scriptdirexp="$ansexp"

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

scripts reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installscript" in

	'') dflt=`echo $scriptdirexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installscript";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will public scripts be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installscript="$ans"

else

	installscript="$scriptdirexp"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/scriptdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_ieeefp.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:i_ieeefp: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_ieeefp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_IEEEFP symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <ieeefp.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_IEEEFP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <ieeefp.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_ieeefp	I_IEEEFP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_ieeefp

: see if this is a ieeefp.h system

case "$i_ieeefp" in

'' ) set ieeefp.h i_ieeefp

    eval $inhdr

    ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_ieeefp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getwd.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getwd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:18  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getwd: Csym Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getwd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETWD if getwd() is

?S:	available to get working directory. If not, you should

?S:	probably use getcwd().

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETWD (GETWD):
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getwd routine is

?C:	available to get working directory.

 If not, you should

?C:	probably use getcwd().

?C:.

?H:#$d_getwd HAS_GETWD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getwd

: see if getwd exists

echo " "

if set getwd val -f d_getwd; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'getwd() found.' >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo 'getwd() not found. Assuming getcwd() exists.' >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_getwd

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getwd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_flexfnam.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_flexfnam.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:04  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_flexfnam: cat rm test Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_flexfnam:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the FLEXFILENAMES symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the system supports filenames longer than 14 characters.

?S:.

?C:FLEXFILENAMES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system supports filenames

?C:	longer than 14
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 characters.

?C:.

?H:#$d_flexfnam	FLEXFILENAMES		/**/

?H:.

?T:first

?LINT:set d_flexfnam

: see if we can have long filenames

echo " "

?X:

?X: We have to test in both /tmp and . because of NFS (remote server may allow

?X: long filenames while the local filesystem cannot support them). If at least

?X: one of those file systems cannot support long filenames, then we assume the

?X: whole system can't.

?X:

first=123456789abcdef

$rm -f $first

if (echo hi >$first) 2>/dev/null; then

	if $test -f 123456789abcde; then

		echo 'You cannot have filenames longer than 14 characters.  Sigh.' >&4

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo 'You can have filenames longer than 14 characters.'>&4

		val="$define"

	fi

else

	$cat <<'EOM'

You can't have filenames longer than 14 chars.

You can't even think about them!

EOM

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_flexfnam

eval $setvar

$rm -rf 123456789abcde*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_flexfnam.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_msgget.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_msgget.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_msgget: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_msgget:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSGGET symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the msgget() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MSGGET:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the msgget() routine is

?C:	available to get a new message queue.

?C:.

?H:#$d_msgget

 HAS_MSGGET		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_msgget

: see if msgget exists

set msgget d_msgget

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_msgget.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: otherlibdirs.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999-2000, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: otherlibdirs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:20:26  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:otherlibdirs d_perl_otherlibdirs: Myread cat sitelib sitearch \
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	vendorarch vendorlib Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:otherlibdirs:

?S:	This variable contains a colon-separated set of paths for the perl

?S:	binary to search for additional library files

 or modules.

?S:	These directories will be tacked to the end of @INC.

?S:	Perl will automatically search below each path for version-

?S:	and architecture-specific directories.  See inc_version_list

?S:	for more details.

?S:	A value of ' ' means 'none' and is used to preserve this value

?S:	for the next run through Configure.

?S:.

?S:d_perl_otherlibdirs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PERL_OTHERLIBDIRS, which

?S:	contains a colon-separated set of paths for the perl binary to

?S:	include in @INC.  See also otherlibdirs.

?S:.

?C:PERL_OTHERLIBDIRS:

?C:	This variable contains a colon-separated set of paths for the perl

?C:	binary to search for additional library files or modules.

?C:	These directories will be tacked to the end of @INC.

?C:	Perl will automatically search below each path for version-

?C:	and architecture-specific directories.  See PERL_INC_VERSION_LIST

?C:	for more details.

?C:.

?H:#$d_perl_otherlibdirs PERL_OTHERLIBDIRS "$otherlibdirs"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set d_perl_otherlibdirs

:

 Final catch-all directories to search

$cat <<EOM

 

Lastly, you can have perl look in other directories for extensions and

modules in addition to those already specified.

These directories will be searched after

	$sitearch

	$sitelib

EOM

test X"$vendorlib" != "X" && echo '	' $vendorlib

test X"$vendorarch" != "X" && echo '	' $vendorarch

echo ' '

case "$otherlibdirs" in

''|' ') dflt='none' ;;

*)	dflt="$otherlibdirs" ;;

esac

$cat <<EOM
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Enter a colon-separated set of extra paths to include in perl's @INC

search path, or enter 'none' for no extra paths.

 

EOM

 

rp='Colon-separated list of additional directories for perl to search?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

' '|''|none)	otherlibdirs=' ' ;;

*)	otherlibdirs="$ans" ;;

esac

case "$otherlibdirs" in

' ') val=$undef ;;

*)	val=$define ;;

esac

set d_perl_otherlibdirs

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/otherlibdirs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_memcmp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_memcmp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:02:35  ram

?RCS: patch10: removed text recommending bcmp over memcmp (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:33  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memcmp: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memcmp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMCMP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memcmp() routine is available

?S:	to compare blocks of

 memory.

?S:.
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?C:HAS_MEMCMP (MEMCMP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memcmp routine is available

?C:	to compare blocks of memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memcmp HAS_MEMCMP	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_memcmp

: see if memcmp exists

set memcmp d_memcmp

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_memcmp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Options.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1997/02/28  15:08:15  ram

?RCS: patch61: optdef.sh now starts with a "startsh"

?RCS: patch61: moved some code from Head.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1995/09/25  09:14:46  ram

?RCS: patch59: protected option parsing code against 'echo -*' option failure

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/05/12  12:04:52  ram

?RCS: patch54: added -K option for experts

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/01/30  14:27:52  ram

?RCS: patch49: this unit now exports file optdef.sh,

 not a variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/11  15:19:00  ram

?RCS: patch45: new -O option allowing -D and -U to override config.sh settings

?RCS: patch45: file optdef.sh is no longer removed after sourcing

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  15:58:06  ram

?RCS: patch36: ensure option definition file is removed before appending

?RCS: patch36: protect variable definitions with spaces in them
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  06:55:44  ram

?RCS: patch30: now uses new me symbol to tag error messages

?RCS: patch30: new -D and -U options to define/undef symbols (JHI)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:14  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Command line parsing. It is really important that the variables used here

?X:	be not listed in the MAKE line, or they will be saved in config.sh and

?X: loading this file to fetch default answers would clobber the values set

?X:	herein.

?X:

?MAKE:Options: startsh

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?V:reuseval

 alldone error realsilent silent extractsh fastread \

	override knowitall: config_sh

?T:arg argn symbol config_arg0 config_args config_argc xxx yyy zzz uuu

?T:args_exp args_sep arg_exp

?F:!Configure

?F:./optdef.sh ./cmdline.opt ./posthint.sh ./cmdl.opt

: Save command line options in file UU/cmdline.opt for later use in

: generating config.sh.

?X: This temporary file will be read by Oldsym.U.  I used a temporary

?X: file to preserve all sorts of potential command line quotes and

?X: also because we don't know in advance how many variables we'll

?X: need, so I can't actually declare them on the MAKE line.

?X: The config_args variable won't be quite correct if Configure is

?X: fed something like    ./Configure -Dcc="gcc -B/usr/ccs/bin/"

?X: since the quotes are gone by the time we see them.  You'd have to

?X: reconstruct the command line from the config_arg? lines, but since

?X: I don't imagine anyone actually having to do that, I'm not going

?X: to worry too much.

cat > cmdline.opt

 <<EOSH

: Configure command line arguments.

config_arg0='$0'

config_args='$*'

config_argc=$#

EOSH

argn=1

args_exp=''

args_sep=''

for arg in "$@"; do

	cat >>cmdline.opt <<EOSH

config_arg$argn='$arg'
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EOSH

?X: Extreme backslashitis: replace each ' by '"'"'

	cat <<EOC | sed -e "s/'/'"'"'"'"'"'"'/g" > cmdl.opt

$arg

EOC

	arg_exp=`cat cmdl.opt`

	args_exp="$args_exp$args_sep'$arg_exp'"

	argn=`expr $argn + 1`

	args_sep=' '

done

?X: args_exp is good for restarting self: eval "set X $args_exp"; shift; $0 "$@"

?X: used by hints/os2.sh in Perl, for instance

rm -f cmdl.opt

 

: produce awk script to parse command line options

cat >options.awk <<'EOF'

BEGIN {

	optstr = "A:dD:eEf:hKOrsSU:V";	# getopt-style specification

 

	len = length(optstr);

	for (i = 1; i <= len; i++) {

		c = substr(optstr, i, 1);

?X: some older awk's do not have the C ?: construct

		if (i < len) a = substr(optstr, i + 1, 1); else a = "";

		if (a == ":") {

			arg[c] = 1;

			i++;

		}

		opt[c] = 1;

	}

}

{

	expect = 0;

	str = $0;

	if (substr(str,

 1, 1) != "-") {

		printf("'%s'\n", str);

		next;

	}

	len = length($0);

	for (i = 2; i <= len; i++) {

		c = substr(str, i, 1);

		if (!opt[c]) {

			printf("-%s\n", substr(str, i));

			next;

		}

		printf("-%s\n", c);

		if (arg[c]) {
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			if (i < len)

				printf("'%s'\n", substr(str, i + 1));

			else

				expect = 1;

			next;

		}

	}

}

END {

	if (expect)

		print "?";

}

EOF

 

: process the command line options

?X: Use "$@" to keep arguments with spaces in them from being split apart.

?X: For the same reason, awk will output quoted arguments and the final eval

?X: removes them and sets a proper $* array. An 'X' is prependend to each

?X: argument before being fed to echo to guard against 'echo -x', where -x

?X: would be understood as an echo option! It is removed before feeding awk.

set X `for arg in "$@"; do echo "X$arg"; done |

	sed -e s/X// | awk -f options.awk`

eval "set $*"

shift

rm -f options.awk

 

: set up default values

fastread=''

reuseval=false

config_sh=''

alldone=''

error=''

silent=''

extractsh=''

override=''

knowitall=''

rm

 -f optdef.sh posthint.sh

cat >optdef.sh <<EOS

$startsh

EOS

 

?X:

?X: Given that we now have the possibility to execute Configure remotely

?X: thanks to the new src.U support, we have to face the possibility

?X: of having to ask where the source lie, which means we need the Myread.U

?X: stuff and possibly other things that might echo something on the

?X: screen...
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?X:

?X: That's not pretty, and might be confusing in 99% of the time. So...

?X: We introduce a new realsilent variable which is set when -s is given,

?X: and we force silent=true if -S is supplied. The Extractall.U unit

?X: will then undo the >&4 redirection based on the value of the

?X: realsilent variable... -- RAM, 18/93/96

?X:

 

: option parsing

while test $# -gt 0; do

	case "$1" in

	-d) shift; fastread=yes;;

	-e) shift; alldone=cont;;

	-f)

		shift

		cd ..

		if test -r "$1"; then

			config_sh="$1"

		else

			echo "$me: cannot read config file $1." >&2

			error=true

		fi

		cd UU

		shift;;

	-h)

 shift; error=true;;

	-r) shift; reuseval=true;;

	-s) shift; silent=true; realsilent=true;;

	-E) shift; alldone=exit;;

	-K) shift; knowitall=true;;

	-O) shift; override=true;;

	-S) shift; silent=true; extractsh=true;;

	-D)

		shift

		case "$1" in

		*=)

			echo "$me: use '-U symbol=', not '-D symbol='." >&2

			echo "$me: ignoring -D $1" >&2

			;;

		*=*) echo "$1" | \

				sed -e "s/'/'\"'\"'/g" -e "s/=\(.*\)/='\1'/" >> optdef.sh;;

		*) echo "$1='define'" >> optdef.sh;;

		esac

		shift

		;;

	-U)

		shift

		case "$1" in
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		*=) echo "$1" >> optdef.sh;;

		*=*)

			echo "$me: use '-D symbol=val', not '-U symbol=val'." >&2

			echo "$me: ignoring -U $1" >&2

			;;

		*) echo "$1='undef'" >> optdef.sh;;

		esac

		shift

		;;

	-A)

	    shift

	    xxx=''

	    yyy="$1"

	    zzz=''

	    uuu=undef

	    case "$yyy" in

           *=*) zzz=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!=.*!!'`

                case "$zzz" in

                *:*) zzz='' ;;

                *)   xxx=append

                     zzz=" "`echo

 "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^=]*=!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!=.*!!'` ;;

                esac

                ;;

           esac

           case "$xxx" in

           '')  case "$yyy" in

                *:*) xxx=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!:.*!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^:]*:!!'`

                     zzz=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^=]*=!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!=.*!!'` ;;

                *)   xxx=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!:.*!!'`

                     yyy=`echo "$yyy"|sed 's!^[^:]*:!!'` ;;

                esac

                ;;

           esac

	    case "$xxx" in

	    append)

		echo "$yyy=\"\${$yyy}$zzz\""	>> posthint.sh ;;

	    clear)

		echo "$yyy=''"			>> posthint.sh ;;

	    define)

	        case "$zzz" in

		'') zzz=define ;;

		esac

		echo "$yyy='$zzz'"		>> posthint.sh ;;

	    eval)
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		echo "eval \"$yyy=$zzz\""	>> posthint.sh ;;

	    prepend)

		echo "$yyy=\"$zzz\${$yyy}\""	>> posthint.sh ;;

	    undef)

	        case "$zzz" in

		'')

 zzz="$uuu" ;;

		esac

		echo "$yyy=$zzz"		>> posthint.sh ;;

           *)  echo "$me: unknown -A command '$xxx', ignoring -A $1" >&2 ;;

	    esac

	    shift

	    ;;

	-V) echo "$me generated by metaconfig <VERSION> PL<PATCHLEVEL>." >&2

	    exit 0;;

	--) break;;

	-*) echo "$me: unknown option $1" >&2; shift; error=true;;

	*) break;;

	esac

done

 

case "$error" in

true)

	cat >&2 <<EOM

Usage: $me [-dehrsEKOSV] [-f config.sh] [-D symbol] [-D symbol=value]

                [-U symbol] [-U symbol=] [-A command:symbol...]

 -d : use defaults for all answers.

 -e : go on without questioning past the production of config.sh.

 -f : specify an alternate default configuration file.

 -h : print this help message and exit (with an error status).

 -r : reuse C symbols value if possible (skips costly nm extraction).

 -s : silent mode, only echoes questions and essential information.

 -D : define symbol to have some value:

        -D symbol         symbol gets the value 'define'

        -D symbol=value

   symbol gets the value 'value'

 -E : stop at the end of questions, after having produced config.sh.

 -K : do not use unless you know what you are doing.

 -O : let -D and -U override definitions from loaded configuration file.

 -S : perform variable substitutions on all .SH files (can mix with -f)

 -U : undefine symbol:

        -U symbol    symbol gets the value 'undef'

        -U symbol=   symbol gets completely empty

 -A : manipulate symbol after the platform specific hints have been applied:

	 -A symbol=value		append " "value to symbol

	 -A append:symbol=value		append value to symbol

	 -A define:symbol=value		define symbol to have value

        -A clear:symbol		define symbol to be ''
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	 -A define:symbol		define symbol to be 'define'

	 -A eval:symbol=value		define symbol to be eval of value

	 -A prepend:symbol=value	prepend value to symbol

	 -A undef:symbol		define symbol to be 'undef'

	 -A undef:symbol=		define symbol to be ''

 -V : print version number and exit (with

 a zero status).

EOM

	exit 1

	;;

esac

 

?X:

?X: Unless they specified either -S or both -d and -e/E, make sure we're

?X: running interactively, i.e. attached to a terminal. Moved from Head.U to

?X: be able to handle batch configurations...

?X:

?X: We have to hardwire the Configure name and cannot use $me, since if they

?X: said 'sh <Configure', then $me is 'sh'...

?X:

: Sanity checks

case "$fastread$alldone" in

yescont|yesexit) ;;

*)

	case "$extractsh" in

	true) ;;

	*)

		if test ! -t 0; then

			echo "Say 'sh Configure', not 'sh <Configure'"

			exit 1

		fi

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

?X: In silent mode, the standard output is closed. Questions are asked by

?X: outputing on file descriptor #4, which is the original stdout descriptor.

?X: This filters out all the "junk", since all the needed information is written

?X: on #4. Note that ksh will not let us redirect output if the file descriptor

?X: has not be defined yet, unlike sh, hence the following line...--RAM.

exec 4>&1

case "$silent" in

true)

 exec 1>/dev/null;;

esac

 

: run the defines and the undefines, if any, but leave the file out there...
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touch optdef.sh

. ./optdef.sh

: create the posthint manipulation script and leave the file out there...

?X: this file will be perused by Oldconfig.U

touch posthint.sh

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Options.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setsid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setsid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:06:49  ram

?RCS: patch16: created

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setsid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setsid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETSID if setsid() is

?S:	available to set the process group ID.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETSID:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setsid routine is

?C:	available

 to set the process group ID.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setsid HAS_SETSID	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setsid

: see if setsid exists

set setsid d_setsid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/U/d_setsid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endnetent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endnetent_r endnetent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endnetent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDNETENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the endnetent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:endnetent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of endnetent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_endnetent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endnetent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDNETENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endnetent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to endnetent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:ENDNETENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of endnetent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_endnetent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endnetent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endnetent_r HAS_ENDNETENT_R	/**/

?H:#define ENDNETENT_R_PROTO $endnetent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_endnetent_r_proto

: see if endnetent_r exists

set endnetent_r d_endnetent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_endnetent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_endnetent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_endnetent_r_proto=define
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		set d_endnetent_r_proto endnetent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_endnetent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$endnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int endnetent_r(struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endnetent_r_proto=I_D ;;

	esac

	case "$endnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void endnetent_r(struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk

 "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endnetent_r_proto=V_D ;;

	esac

	case "$endnetent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_endnetent_r=undef

		endnetent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling endnetent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$endnetent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) endnetent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$endnetent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "endnetent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_endnetent_r=undef

		endnetent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	endnetent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_endnetent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_memmove.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_memmove.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:35  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memmove: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memmove:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMMOVE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memmove() routine is available

?S:	to copy potentially overlapping blocks of memory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMMOVE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memmove routine

 is available

?C:	to copy potentially overlapping blocks of memory. This should be used

?C:	only when HAS_SAFE_BCOPY is not defined. If neither is there, roll your

?C:	own version.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memmove HAS_MEMMOVE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_memmove

: see if memmove exists

set memmove d_memmove

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_memmove.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getgrent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getgrent_r getgrent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_grp extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getgrent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETGRENT_R symbol,
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?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getgrent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getgrent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getgrent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getgrent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getgrent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETGRENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getgrent_r routine

?C:	is available to

 getgrent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETGRENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getgrent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getgrent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getgrent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getgrent_r HAS_GETGRENT_R	/**/

?H:#define GETGRENT_R_PROTO $getgrent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getgrent_r_proto

: see if getgrent_r exists

set getgrent_r d_getgrent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getgrent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_grp grp.h"

	case "$d_getgrent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getgrent_r_proto=define

		set d_getgrent_r_proto getgrent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getgrent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrent_r(struct group*, char*, size_t, struct group**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrent_r_proto=I_SBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrent_r(struct group*, char*, int, struct group**);'

	./protochk

 "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrent_r_proto=I_SBIR ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in
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	''|0) try='struct group* getgrent_r(struct group*, char*, size_t);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrent_r_proto=S_SBW ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct group* getgrent_r(struct group*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrent_r_proto=S_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrent_r(struct group*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrent_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getgrent_r(struct group*, char*, int, FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getgrent_r_proto=I_SBIH ;;

	esac

	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getgrent_r=undef

		getgrent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getgrent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getgrent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getgrent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getgrent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype:

 $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getgrent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getgrent_r=undef

		getgrent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getgrent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getgrent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_limits.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_limits.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:20  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_limits: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_limits:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_LIMITS symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program may include <limits.h> to get symbols like WORD_BIT

?S:	and friends.

?S:.

?C:I_LIMITS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <limits.h> to

 get definition of symbols like WORD_BIT or

?C:	LONG_MAX, i.e. machine dependant limitations.

?C:.

?H:#$i_limits I_LIMITS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_limits

: see if this is a limits.h system

set limits.h i_limits

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_limits.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sh.U,v 3.0.1.1 1997/02/28 16:20:13 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1997, Chip Salzenberg

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:20:13  ram
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?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:sh targetsh: Head

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:sh:

?S:	This variable contains the full pathname of the shell used

?S:	on this system to execute Bourne shell scripts.  Usually, this will be

?S:	/bin/sh, though it's possible that some systems will have /bin/ksh,

?S:	/bin/pdksh, /bin/ash, /bin/bash, or even something such as

?S:	D:/bin/sh.exe.

?S:	This

 unit comes before Options.U, so you can't set sh with a -D

?S:	option, though you can override this (and startsh)

?S:	with -O -Dsh=/bin/whatever -Dstartsh=whatever

?S:.

?S:targetsh:

?S:	If cross-compiling, this variable contains the location of sh on the

?S:	target system.

?S:	If not, this will be the same as $sh.

?S:.

?C:SH_PATH:

?C:	This symbol contains the full pathname to the shell used on this

?C:	on this system to execute Bourne shell scripts.  Usually, this will be

?C:	/bin/sh, though it's possible that some systems will have /bin/ksh,

?C:	/bin/pdksh, /bin/ash, /bin/bash, or even something such as

?C:	D:/bin/sh.exe.

?C:.

?H:#define SH_PATH "$targetsh"  /**/

?H:.

?T:xxx try pth p SYSTYPE

?LINT:extern maintloc maintname _exe

?X:

?X: Be quiet unless something unusual happens because this gets

?X: loaded up even before options are processed.

?X:	Can't use ./loc because that depends on startsh, which, in turn

?X:	depends on this unit.

?X:

: Find the basic shell for

 Bourne shell scripts

case "$sh" in

'')

?X: SYSTYPE is for some older MIPS systems.

?X: I do not know if it is still needed.

	case "$SYSTYPE" in

	*bsd*|sys5*) xxx="/$SYSTYPE/bin/sh";;

	*) xxx='/bin/sh';;

	esac

	if test -f "$xxx"; then
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		sh="$xxx"

	else

		: Build up a list and do a single loop so we can 'break' out.

		pth=`echo $PATH | sed -e "s/$p_/ /g"`

		for xxx in sh bash ksh pdksh ash; do

			for p in $pth; do

				try="$try ${p}/${xxx}"

			done

		done

		for xxx in $try; do

			if test -f "$xxx"; then

				sh="$xxx";

				break

			elif test "X$_exe" != X -a -f "$xxx$_exe"; then

				sh="$xxx";

				break

			elif test -f "$xxx.exe"; then

				sh="$xxx";

				break

			fi

		done

	fi

	;;

esac

 

?X: fd 4 isn't open yet...

case "$sh" in

'')	cat >&2 <<EOM

$me:  Fatal Error:  I can't find a Bourne Shell anywhere.

 

Usually it's in /bin/sh.  How did you even get this far?

Please contact me (<$maintname>) at <$maintloc> and

we'll try to straighten this all out.

EOM

	exit 1

	;;

esac

 

: When cross-compiling

 we need to separate the sh-to-run-Configure-with from the sh-to-use-in-Perl

: default both to the same thing, cross-compilers can then set targetsh differently if they like

targetsh=$sh

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/sh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Extractall.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:00:43  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: If extraction has been requested, load the configuration file, perform

?X: the extraction and exit.

?X:

?X: This unit was originally a part of Options.U. It had to be removed from

?X: it to prevent a dependency cycle: Extract -> src -> Options -> Extract

?X: The Begin.U unit now requires us before beginning to do anything

?X: interesting, to ensure proper semantics. -- RAM, 15/03/96

?X:

?MAKE:Extractall:

 Extract Options

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

: extract files and exit if asked to do so

case "$extractsh" in

true)

?X: Undo the forced silent=true when -S was supplied, by probing realsilent

?X: which was set iff -s was also given. See Options.U for details.

	case "$realsilent" in

	true) ;;

	*) exec 1>&4;;

	esac

	case "$config_sh" in

	'') config_sh='config.sh';;

	esac

	echo " "

	echo "Fetching answers from $config_sh..."

	cd ..

	. $config_sh

	test "$override" && . ./optdef.sh

	echo " "

?X: extract has to be run from the top directory, not within UU.

	. UU/extract

	rm -rf UU

	echo "Extraction done."
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	exit 0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Extractall.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_pread.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_pread.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pread: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pread:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PREAD symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pread() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PREAD :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the pread routine is

?C:	available to perform reads on a file descriptor at a given offset.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pread HAS_PREAD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_pread

: see if pread exists

set

 pread d_pread

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_pread.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ilogb: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ilogb:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ILOGB symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ilogb() routine is available

?S:	for extracting the exponent of double x as a signed integer.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ILOGB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ilogb routine is

?C:	available to get integer exponent of a floating-point value.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ilogb HAS_ILOGB		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ilogb

: see if ilogb exists

set ilogb d_ilogb

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_ilogb.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_cbrt.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_cbrt.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:48  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_cbrt: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_cbrt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CBRT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the cbrt() (cube root) function

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CBRT (CBRT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the cbrt() (cube root)

?C:	function is available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_cbrt HAS_CBRT	/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_cbrt

: see if cbrt exists

set cbrt d_cbrt

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_cbrt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: getopt.C,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 13:58:40 ram Exp ram $

*

*  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

* 

*  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

*  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

*  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

*  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

*  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

*

* Original Author: unknown, got this off net.sources

*

* $Log: getopt.C,v $

* Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  13:58:40  ram

* patch16: created

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/C/fake/getopt.C

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_dlopen.U,v 3.0.1.2 1995/07/25 13:52:56 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_dlopen.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  13:52:56  ram

?RCS: patch56: force compile-link test since symbol might lie in crt0.o (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:34  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dlopen: Inlibc runnm d_cplusplus ccflags gccversion

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_dlopen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DLOPEN

 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the dlopen() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DLOPEN :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the dlopen routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_dlopen HAS_DLOPEN		/**/

?H:.

?T: xxx_runnm

?T: xxx_ccflags

?LINT:set d_dlopen

?X: We don't permanently change runnm and ccflags, but we do temporarily.

?LINT: change runnm

?LINT: change ccflags

: see if dlopen exists

?X: On NetBSD and FreeBSD, dlopen is available, but it is in

?X: /usr/lib/crt0.o, not in any of the libraries.  Therefore, do not

?X: use the nm extraction, but use a real compile and link test instead.

xxx_runnm="$runnm"

xxx_ccflags="$ccflags"

runnm=false

: with g++ one needs -shared to get is-in-libc to work for dlopen

case "$gccversion" in

'')	;;

*Clang*)	;;

*)	case "$d_cplusplus" in

	"$define") ccflags="$ccflags -shared" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

set dlopen d_dlopen

eval $inlibc

runnm="$xxx_runnm"

ccflags="$xxx_ccflags"

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_dlopen.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_round: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_round:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ROUND symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the round() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ROUND:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the round routine is

?C:	available to round to nearest integer, away from zero.

?C:.

?H:#$d_round HAS_ROUND		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_round

: see if round exists

set round d_round

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_round.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sizetype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:32:10  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:sizetype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sizetype:
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?S:	This variable defines sizetype to be something like size_t,

?S:	unsigned long, or whatever type is used to declare length

?S:	parameters for string functions.

?S:.

?C:Size_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare length parameters

?C:	for string

 functions.  It is usually size_t, but may be

?C:	unsigned long, int, etc.  It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Size_t $sizetype	 /* length paramater for string functions */

?H:.

: see what type is used for size_t

set size_t sizetype 'unsigned int' stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

dflt="$sizetype"

echo " "

rp="What type is used for the length parameter for string functions?"

. ./myread

sizetype="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sizetype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getprpwnam: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getprpwnam:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETPRPWNAM if getprpwnam() is

?S:	available to retrieve protected (shadow) password entries by name.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPRPWNAM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getprpwnam system call is

?C:	available to retrieve protected (shadow) password entries by name.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getprpwnam HAS_GETPRPWNAM		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_getprpwnam

: see if getprpwnam exists

set getprpwnam d_getprpwnam

eval $inlibc

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getprpwnam.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usequadmath: Setvar cat uselongdouble

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:usequadmath:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_QUADMATH symbol,

?S:	and indicates that the quadmath library __float128 long doubles

?S:	should be used when available.

?S:.

?C:USE_QUADMATH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the quadmath library should

?C:	be used when available.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_QUADMATH

?H:?%<:#$usequadmath	USE_QUADMATH		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

: Check if quadmath is requested

case "$usequadmath" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*) usequadmath="$define" ;;

*)                    usequadmath="$undef"  ;;

esac

 

: Fail if both uselongdouble and usequadmath are requested

case "$usequadmath:$uselongdouble" in

define:define)

	$cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** You requested the use of

 the quadmath library and use

*** of long doubles.

***

*** Please select one or the other.

EOM

	exit 1
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	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/usequadmath.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sfio.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sfio.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:48:27  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sfio: Inhdr Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sfio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SFIO symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sfio.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SFIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sfio.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sfio	I_SFIO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_sfio

: see if sfio.h is available

set sfio.h i_sfio

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sfio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setpwent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setpwent_r setpwent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_pwd extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setpwent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETPWENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the setpwent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:setpwent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of setpwent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_setpwent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setpwent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPWENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setpwent_r routine

?C:	is available to

 setpwent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SETPWENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of setpwent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_setpwent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setpwent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setpwent_r HAS_SETPWENT_R	/**/

?H:#define SETPWENT_R_PROTO $setpwent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_setpwent_r_proto

: see if setpwent_r exists

set setpwent_r d_setpwent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_setpwent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_pwd pwd.h"

	case "$d_setpwent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_setpwent_r_proto=define

		set d_setpwent_r_proto setpwent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_setpwent_r_proto" in
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	define)

	case "$setpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int setpwent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setpwent_r_proto=I_H ;;

	esac

	case "$setpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void setpwent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setpwent_r_proto=V_H ;;

	esac

	case "$setpwent_r_proto"

 in

	''|0)	d_setpwent_r=undef

		setpwent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling setpwent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$setpwent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) setpwent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$setpwent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "setpwent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_setpwent_r=undef

		setpwent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	setpwent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_setpwent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lrintl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lrintl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LRINTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the lrintl() routine is available

?S:	to return the integral value closest to a long double (according

?S:	to the current rounding mode).
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?S:.

?C:HAS_LRINTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lrintl routine is

?C:	available to return the integral value closest to a long double

?C:	(according to the current rounding mode).

?C:.

?H:#$d_lrintl HAS_LRINTL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lrintl

: see if lrintl exists

set lrintl d_lrintl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_lrintl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Myread.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Myread.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1997/02/28  15:05:39  ram

?RCS: patch61: myread script now starts with a "startsh"

?RCS: patch61: miscellaneous fixes

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/01/11  15:14:22  ram

?RCS: patch45: added & escape allowing user to turn on -d from the prompt

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/31  09:48:04  ram

?RCS: patch44: added Options to the MAKE line since it's no longer in Init.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/10/29

  15:56:20  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/08/30  08:57:59  ram

?RCS: patch8: added new visible 'nostick' symbol, mainly for Finish.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/27  14:39:20  ram

?RCS: patch7: now sticks to the question when no default and empty answer
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a bit of shell code that must be dotted in in order

?X: to do a read.  It allows for shell escapes, default assignment and

?X: parameter evaluation.

?X:

?X: To use this unit, $rp and $dflt must hold the question and the

?X: default answer. The question will be printed by the script itself.

?X:	Neither $rp nor $dflt is altered by the script.

?X:

?X: The myread script will stick to the question if no default is proposed

?X: and the user answer is empty, which prevents mistakes. However, at the

?X: end of Configure, there is an exception

 to this rule (Finish.U) where we

?X: set nostick to a non-empty value to allow the Return key to play its role!

?X:

?MAKE:Myread: Options startsh n c trnl

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?V:ans:dflt rp nostick

?F:./myread

?T:COLUMNS xxxm rp dflt answ aok myecho

?LINT:change fastread

?X: Some shells (Ultrix) do not understand ${COLUMNS:-80}, sigh!

: compute the number of columns on the terminal for proper question formatting

case "$COLUMNS" in

'') COLUMNS='80';;

esac

 

: set up the echo used in my read

?X:

?X:	This variable is intended to be eval'ed. It will echo the two

?X:	variables $rp and $dflt (provided this latter has a non null value).

?X:	It is mainly used by the myread script to echo the questions.

?X:

?X: The $n and $c below are substituted before Loc does its silly echo check

?X: so don't put a $ on the echo below so we get builtin, even if $echo is

?X: pointing to /bin/echo.

?X:

myecho="case \"\$xxxm\" in

'') echo $n \"\$rp $c\" >&4;;

*) case \"\$rp\" in

	'') echo $n \"[\$xxxm] $c\";;

	*)

		if
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 test \`echo \"\$rp [\$xxxm]  \" | wc -c\` -ge $COLUMNS; then

			echo \"\$rp\" >&4

			echo $n \"[\$xxxm] $c\" >&4

		else

			echo $n \"\$rp [\$xxxm] $c\" >&4

		fi

		;;

	esac;;

esac"

 

: now set up to do reads with possible shell escape and default assignment

cat <<EOSC >myread

$startsh

?X:

?X: Save value of default -- do not alter original in case of eval

?X:

xxxm=\$dflt

$myecho

?X:

?X: If there is no default, then stop, regardless of the value in fastread.

?X: In silent mode, no new-line is to be echoed if the question is empty,

?X: since this is used to wait for the "return" key.

?X:

ans='!'

case "\$fastread" in

yes) case "\$dflt" in

	'') ;;

	*) ans='';

		case "\$silent-\$rp" in

		true-) ;;

		*) echo " " >&4;;

		esac;;

	esac;;

*) case "\$silent" in

	true) case "\$rp" in

		'') ans='';;

		esac;;

	esac;;

esac

while expr "X\$ans" : "X!" >/dev/null; do

	read answ

?X:

?X: Run 'eval' on the answer, in order to do variable substitution, in case

?X: the user types $HOME or $WHATEVER.

 Variables must be evaluated now.

?X: Typing '\$HOME' won't currently prevent from substitution -- use '\\$HOME'

?X: The $1 .. $9 and $*, as well as $@, are available to refer to the

?X: default value.
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?X:

	set x \$xxxm

	shift

	aok=''; eval "ans=\\"\$answ\\"" && aok=y

	case  "\$answ" in

?X:

?X: Use "!" and not a plain ! because of a bug in BSD 4.4 shell

?X: (reported by Wayne Davison)

?X: We must handle the shell escapes before dealing with possible variable

?X: substitution, since the shell we're launching in that case will be able

?X: to do it as well as we can -- RAM, 15/03/96

?X

	"!")

		sh 1>&4

		echo " "

		$myecho

		;;

	!*)

		set x \`expr "X\$ans" : "X!\(.*\)\$"\`

		shift

		sh 1>&4 -c "\$*"

		echo " "

		$myecho

		;;

	"\$ans")

		case "\$ans" in

?X:

?X: Answers starting with & are hooks allowing to dynamically turn on/off

?X: some Configure options. That's for the future. -- RAM, 09/01/95

?X: Today, we only recognize '& -d' to mean 'go on as if Configure -d, which

?X: is a hardwired

 behaviour compatible with our general scheme.

?X:

		\\&*)

			set x \`expr "X\$ans" : "X&\(.*\)\$"\`

			shift

			case "\$1" in

			-d)

				fastread=yes

				echo "(OK, I'll run with -d after this question.)" >&4

				;;

			-*)

				echo "*** Sorry, \$1 not supported yet." >&4

				;;

			esac

			$myecho

			ans=!

			;;
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		esac;;

	*)

		case "\$aok" in

		y)

			echo "*** Substitution done -- please confirm."

			xxxm="\$ans"

			ans=\`echo $n "\$ans$c" | tr '$trnl' ' '\`

			xxxm="\$ans"

			ans=!

			;;

		*)

			echo "*** Error -- try again."

			ans=!

			;;

		esac

		$myecho

		;;

	esac

?X: Stick in myread if no default answer and nothing was answered

	case "\$ans\$xxxm\$nostick" in

	'')

		ans=!

		$myecho

		;;

	esac

done

case "\$ans" in

'') ans="\$xxxm";;

esac

EOSC

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Myread.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sem.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:03  ram
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?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sem: test d_semctl d_semget d_semop Setvar Findhdr osname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sem:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SEM symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the entire sem*(2) library is present.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SEM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the entire sem*(2) library is

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sem HAS_SEM		/**/

?H:.

?T:h_sem

?LINT:set d_sem

:

 see how much of the 'sem*(2)' library is present.

h_sem=true

echo " "

case "$d_semctl$d_semget$d_semop" in

*"$undef"*) h_sem=false;;

esac

case "$osname" in

freebsd)

   case "`ipcs 2>&1`" in

   "SVID messages"*"not configured"*)

	echo "Your $osname does not have the sem*(2) configured." >&4

       h_sem=false

	val="$undef"

	set semctl d_semctl

	eval $setvar

	set semget d_semget

	eval $setvar

	set semop d_semop

	eval $setvar

	;;

   esac

   ;;

esac

: we could also check for sys/ipc.h ...

if $h_sem && $test `./findhdr sys/sem.h`; then

	echo "You have the full sem*(2) library." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "You don't have the full sem*(2) library." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi
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set d_sem

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_sem.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysuio.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysuio: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysuio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSUIO symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sys/uio.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYSUIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/uio.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysuio	I_SYSUIO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysuio

: see if this is a sys/uio.h system

set sys/uio.h i_sysuio

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_sysuio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endgrent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endgrent_r endgrent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_grp extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_endgrent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDGRENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the endgrent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:endgrent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of endgrent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_endgrent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endgrent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDGRENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the endgrent_r routine

?C:	is available to

 endgrent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:ENDGRENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of endgrent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_endgrent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_endgrent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endgrent_r HAS_ENDGRENT_R	/**/

?H:#define ENDGRENT_R_PROTO $endgrent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_endgrent_r_proto

: see if endgrent_r exists

set endgrent_r d_endgrent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_endgrent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_grp grp.h"

	case "$d_endgrent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_endgrent_r_proto=define

		set d_endgrent_r_proto endgrent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_endgrent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$endgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int endgrent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endgrent_r_proto=I_H ;;

	esac

	case "$endgrent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='void endgrent_r(FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && endgrent_r_proto=V_H ;;

	esac
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	case "$endgrent_r_proto"

 in

	''|0)	d_endgrent_r=undef

		endgrent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling endgrent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$endgrent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) endgrent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$endgrent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "endgrent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_endgrent_r=undef

		endgrent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	endgrent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_endgrent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: instubperl.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:installusrbinperl: installbin cat bin Myread Setvar test Devel

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:set installusrbinperl

?Y:TOP

?S:installusrbinperl:

?S:	This variable tells whether Perl should be installed also as

?S:	/usr/bin/perl in addition to

?S:	$installbin/perl

?S:.
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?C:INSTALL_USR_BIN_PERL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl is to be installed

?C:	also as /usr/bin/perl.

?C:.

?H:#$installusrbinperl INSTALL_USR_BIN_PERL	/**/

?H:.

: determine

 whether to install perl also as /usr/bin/perl

 

echo " "

if $test -d /usr/bin -a "X$installbin" != X/usr/bin; then

	$cat <<EOM

Many scripts expect perl to be installed as /usr/bin/perl.

 

If you want to, I can install the perl you are about to compile

as /usr/bin/perl (in addition to $bin/perl).

EOM

	if test -f /usr/bin/perl; then

	    $cat <<EOM

 

However, please note that because you already have a /usr/bin/perl,

overwriting that with a new Perl would very probably cause problems.

Therefore I'm assuming you don't want to do that (unless you insist).

 

EOM

	    case "$installusrbinperl" in

	    "$define"|[yY]*)	dflt='y';;

	    *)			dflt='n';;

	    esac

	else

	    $cat <<EOM

 

Since you don't have a /usr/bin/perl I'm assuming creating one is okay.

 

EOM

	    case "$installusrbinperl" in

	    "$undef"|[nN]*)	dflt='n';;

	    *)			dflt='y';;

	    esac

	fi

	rp="Do you want to install perl as /usr/bin/perl?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	[yY]*)	val="$define";;

	*)	val="$undef" ;;

	esac

else

	val="$undef"
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fi

set

 installusrbinperl

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/instubperl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_htonl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_htonl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:09:25  ram

?RCS: patch32: now properly handles htonl() and friends when macros (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:45:00  ram

?RCS: patch23: now also check for htonl() macro (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:22  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_htonl: Inlibc Setvar i_niin i_sysin i_arpainet cat rm contains \

	cppstdin cppflags cppminus

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?S:d_htonl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_HTONL if htonl() and its

?S:	friends are available to do network order byte swapping.

?S:.

?C:HAS_HTONL (HTONL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the htonl() routine (and

?C:	friends htons() ntohl() ntohs()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.

?C:HAS_HTONS (HTONS):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the htons() routine (and

?C:	friends htonl() ntohl() ntohs()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.
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?C:HAS_NTOHL (NTOHL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ntohl() routine (and

?C:	friends htonl() htons() ntohs()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.

?C:HAS_NTOHS (NTOHS):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ntohs() routine (and

?C:	friends htonl() htons() ntohl()) are available to do network

?C:	order byte swapping.

?C:.

?H:#$d_htonl HAS_HTONL		/**/

?H:#$d_htonl HAS_HTONS		/**/

?H:#$d_htonl HAS_NTOHL		/**/

?H:#$d_htonl

 HAS_NTOHS		/**/

?H:.

?F:!htonl.c

?LINT:set d_htonl

: see if htonl --and friends-- exists

val=''

set htonl val

eval $inlibc

 

: Maybe they are macros.

case "$val" in

$undef)

	$cat >htonl.c <<EOM

#include <stdio.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#$i_niin I_NETINET_IN

#$i_sysin I_SYS_IN

#$i_arpainet I_ARPA_INET

#ifdef I_NETINET_IN

#include <netinet/in.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_IN

#include <sys/in.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_ARPA_INET

#include <arpa/inet.h>

#endif

#ifdef htonl

printf("Defined as a macro.");

#endif

EOM

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < htonl.c >htonl.E 2>/dev/null

	if $contains 'Defined as a macro' htonl.E >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"
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		echo "But it seems to be defined as a macro." >&4

	fi

	$rm -f htonl.?

	;;

esac

set d_htonl

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_htonl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Config_h.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  14:57:43  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:10:49  ram

?RCS: patch59: commented the purpose of the #un-def directive

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:25:39  ram

?RCS: patch49: typo fixes in leading config.h comment (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/08/24  12:13:20  ram

?RCS: patch3: added TOP as a local shell temporary variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/19  06:42:20

  ram

?RCS: patch1: leading config.sh searching was not aborting properly

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This file ends up producing the config_h.SH script, which is run to produce

?X: the config.h file.  The file ./.Config_h below contains all the ?H: lines

?X: extracted out of all the units.  Metaconfig itself adds the !GROK!THIS!.

?X: Note that this code isn't included into Configure, but must be shipped with.
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?X:

?X: For those who wish to know why the file is config_h.SH instead of the more

?X: natural config.h.SH, well... it is to support systems like MS-DOG. Only one

?X: 'dot' is allowed within the file name, as it is part of the "extension" of

?X: the file. MS-DOG will not let you have two 'dots' because that would mean

?X: two "extensions".

?X:

?MAKE:Config_h: Id End Config_sh Obsol_h myuname cf_time cf_by package src

?MAKE:	-pick c_h_weed $@ %<

?MAKE:	-pick c_h_weed $@ ./Config_h

?MAKE:	-pick

 c_h_weed $@ ./Obsol_h

?T:CONFIG TOP

?LINT:unclosed !GROK!THIS!

?LINT:extern CONFIG_H CONFIG_SH

?LINT:change CONFIG_H CONFIG_SH

?LINT:nocomment

case "$CONFIG_SH" in

'') CONFIG_SH=config.sh;;

esac

case "$CONFIG_H" in

'') CONFIG_H=config.h;;

esac

case $CONFIG in

'')

	if test -f $CONFIG_SH; then TOP=.;

	elif test -f ../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=..;

	elif test -f ../../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=../..;

	elif test -f ../../../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=../../..;

	elif test -f ../../../../$CONFIG_SH; then TOP=../../../..;

	else

		echo "Can't find $CONFIG_SH."; exit 1

	fi

	. $TOP/$CONFIG_SH

	;;

esac

?X: Make sure we are in the directory where the .SH file is located.

case "$0" in

*/*) cd `expr X$0 : 'X\(.*\)/'` ;;

esac

echo "Extracting $CONFIG_H (with variable substitutions)"

?X:

?X: Since we unconditionally translate leading #undef into /*#define, we're

?X: stuck when we really want to have a #undef in config.h. That's why there

?X: is provision here for #un-def, which is translated back into #undef after

?X:

 all original #undef have been processed.

?X:
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?X:	Previously, we changed all

?X:		#undef FOO /**/

?X:	into

?X:		/*#define FOO /**/

?X:	The xlc compiler (available on IBM's AIX) complains that this is

?X:	an illegal attempt to write a nested comment, and warns against it.

?X:	There's apparently no way to shut the compiler up, either.

?X:	This sed command from Hallvard B Furuseth <h.b.furuseth@usit.uio.no>

?X:	changes it to

?X:		/*#define FOO / **/

sed <<!GROK!THIS! >$CONFIG_H -e 's!^#undef\(.*/\)\*!/\*#define\1 \*!' -e 's!^#un-def!#undef!'

/*

* This file was produced by running the config_h.SH script, which

* gets its values from $CONFIG_SH, which is generally produced by

* running Configure.

*

* Feel free to modify any of this as the need arises.  Note, however,

* that running config_h.SH again will wipe out any changes you've made.

* For a more permanent change edit $CONFIG_SH and rerun config_h.SH.

*

* \$Id: Config_h.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

*/

 

/*

* Package name

      : $package

* Source directory  : $src

* Configuration time: $cf_time

* Configured by     : $cf_by

* Target system     : $myuname

*/

 

#ifndef _config_h_

#define _config_h_

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Config_h.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Configdir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Configdir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  14:58:36  ram

?RCS: patch61: have README explicitly mention the package name

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:49  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:Configdir: package

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

: create .config dir to save info across Configure sessions

test -d ../.config || mkdir ../.config

cat >../.config/README <<EOF

This directory created by Configure to save

 information that should

persist across sessions for $package.

 

You may safely delete it if you wish.

EOF

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Configdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: stdchar.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:stdchar: contains Findhdr cppstdin cppminus rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:stdchar:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines STDCHAR to be the type of char

?S:	used in stdio.h.  It has the values "unsigned char" or "char".

?S:.

?C:STDCHAR:

?C:	This symbol is defined to be the type of char used in stdio.h.
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?C:	It has the values "unsigned char" or "char".

?C:.

?H:#define STDCHAR $stdchar	/**/

?H:.

?F:!stdioh

:

 see what type of char stdio uses.

echo " "

?X: untangle the #include nest

echo '#include <stdio.h>' | $cppstdin $cppminus > stdioh

if $contains 'unsigned.*char.*_ptr;' stdioh >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Your stdio uses unsigned chars." >&4

	stdchar="unsigned char"

else

	echo "Your stdio uses signed chars." >&4

	stdchar="char"

fi

$rm -f stdioh

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/stdchar.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_bfd.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2014 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_bfd: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_bfd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_BFD symbol, and

?S:	indicates whether a C program can include <bfd.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_BFD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <bfd.h> exists and

?C:	can be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_bfd	I_BFD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_bfd

: see if this is a bfd.h system

set bfd.h i_bfd

eval $inhdr
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_bfd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: basicshell.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: basicshell.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:25  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:basicshell: Getfile Oldconfig bash csh ksh sh

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:basicshell:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the BASICSHELL symbol,

?S:	which contains the full name of the basic script shell on this

?S:	system.  Usual values are /bin/sh, /bin/ksh, /bin/csh.

?S:.

?C:BASICSHELL:

?C:	This symbol contains the

 full name of the basic script shell on this

?C:	system.  Usual values are /bin/sh, /bin/ksh, /bin/csh.

?C:.

?H:#define BASICSHELL "$basicshell"		/**/

?H:.

: find the most basic shell for scripts

echo " "

case "$basicshell" in

'')

	case "$sh $bash $csh $ksh" in

	*/sh*) dflt="$sh" ;;

	*/ksh*) dflt="$ksh" ;;

	*/csh*) dflt="$csh" ;;

	*/bash*) dflt="$bash" ;;

	*) dflt='/bin/sh' ;;

	esac

	;;

*)

	dflt="$basicshell";;

esac
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fn=f

rp="Give the full path name of the most basic shell used on your system"

. ./getfile

basicshell=$ans

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/basicshell.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Feel free to modify any of this as the need arises.&nbsp;&nbsp;Note, however,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/metaconfig.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setlocale_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setlocale_r setlocale_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_locale extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setlocale_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETLOCALE_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the setlocale_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:setlocale_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of setlocale_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_setlocale_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setlocale_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETLOCALE_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setlocale_r routine

?C:	is

 available to setlocale re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:SETLOCALE_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of setlocale_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_setlocale_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_setlocale_r
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?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setlocale_r HAS_SETLOCALE_R	/**/

?H:#define SETLOCALE_R_PROTO $setlocale_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_setlocale_r_proto

: see if setlocale_r exists

set setlocale_r d_setlocale_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_setlocale_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_locale locale.h"

	case "$d_setlocale_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_setlocale_r_proto=define

		set d_setlocale_r_proto setlocale_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_setlocale_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$setlocale_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int setlocale_r(int, const char*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && setlocale_r_proto=I_ICBI ;;

	esac

	case "$setlocale_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_setlocale_r=undef

		setlocale_r_proto=0

		echo

 "Disabling setlocale_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$setlocale_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) setlocale_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$setlocale_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "setlocale_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_setlocale_r=undef

		setlocale_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	setlocale_r_proto=0

	;;

esac
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_setlocale_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Oldconfig.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.10  1997/02/28  15:06:39  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS: patch61: new OSNAME define

?RCS: patch61: can now sense new OSes

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1995/07/25  13:40:51  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/05/12  12:04:18  ram

?RCS: patch54: config.sh reload logic now knows about new -K switch

?RCS: patch54: cleaned up and extended osvers for DEC OSF/1 (ADO)

?RCS: patch54: added MachTen detection

 (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/02/15  14:13:41  ram

?RCS: patch51: adapted osvers computation for AIX (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1995/01/30  14:27:15  ram

?RCS: patch49: unit Options.U now exports file optdef.sh, not a variable

?RCS: patch49: update code for myuname changed (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/01/11  15:15:36  ram

?RCS: patch45: added quotes around the INITPROG variable (ADO)

?RCS: patch45: allows variable overriding after config file loading

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  15:57:05  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: merged with the version used for perl5's Configure (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/06  14:24:17  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for osf1 hints

?RCS: patch23: new support for solaris and i386 systems (ADO)
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/01/24  14:05:02  ram

?RCS: patch16: added post-processing on myuname for Xenix targets

?RCS: patch16: message proposing config.sh

 defaults made consistent

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:56:32  ram

?RCS: patch10: force use of config.sh when -d option is used (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: complain about non-existent hint files (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: added Options dependency for fastread variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:12  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit tries to remember what we did last time we ran Configure, mostly

?X: for the sake of setting defaults.

?X:

?MAKE:Oldconfig hint myuname osname osvers: Instruct Myread Checkcc \

	Mksymlinks Loc Options Tr src trnl ln uname sh awk sed test cat grep \

	rm lns tr n c contains targetarch

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:myuname:

?S:	The output of 'uname -a' if available, otherwise the hostname. On Xenix,

?S:	pseudo variables assignments in the output are stripped, thank you. The

?S:	whole thing is then lower-cased.

?S:.

?S:hint:

?S:	Gives the type of hints used for previous answers. May be one of

?S:	"default",

 "recommended" or "previous".

?S:.

?S:osname:

?S:	This variable contains the operating system name (e.g. sunos,

?S:	solaris, hpux, etc.).  It can be useful later on for setting

?S:	defaults.  Any spaces are replaced with underscores.  It is set

?S:	to a null string if we can't figure it out.

?S:.

?S:osvers:

?S:	This variable contains the operating system version (e.g.

?S:	4.1.3, 5.2, etc.).  It is primarily used for helping select

?S:	an appropriate hints file, but might be useful elsewhere for

?S:	setting defaults.  It is set to '' if we can't figure it out.

?S:	We try to be flexible about how much of the version number

?S:	to keep, e.g. if 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3 are essentially the

?S:	same for this package, hints files might just be os_4.0 or

?S:	os_4.1, etc., not keeping separate files for each little release.

?S:.
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?C:OSNAME:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the operating system, as determined

?C:	by Configure.  You shouldn't rely on it too much; the specific

?C:	feature

 tests from Configure are generally more reliable.

?C:.

?C:OSVERS:

?C:	This symbol contains the version of the operating system, as determined

?C:	by Configure.  You shouldn't rely on it too much; the specific

?C:	feature tests from Configure are generally more reliable.

?C:.

?H:#define OSNAME "$osname"		/**/

?H:#define OSVERS "$osvers"		/**/

?H:.

?F:!config.sh

?T:tmp tmp_n tmp_c tmp_sh file

?T:xxxxfile xxxfile xxfile xfile hintfile newmyuname

?T:tans _ isesix INITPROG DJGPP has_uname

?D:osname=''

?LINT:change n c sh

?LINT:extern hostarch

?LINT:change hostarch

: Determine the name of the machine

myuname=`$uname -a 2>/dev/null`

$test -z "$myuname" && myuname=`hostname 2>/dev/null`

?X: Special mention for Xenix, whose 'uname -a' gives us output like this:

?X:  sysname=XENIX

?X:  nodename=whatever

?X:  release=2.3.2 .. etc...

?X: Therefore, we strip all this variable assignment junk and remove all the

?X: new lines to keep the myuname variable sane... --RAM

myuname=`echo $myuname | $sed -e

 's/^[^=]*=//' -e 's/\///g' | \

	./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' | $tr $trnl ' '`

?X: Save the value we just computed to reset myuname after we get done here.

newmyuname="$myuname"

$test -f "$uname$_exe" && has_uname=y

 

: Guessing of the OS name -- half the following guesses are probably wrong...

: If you have better tests or hints, please send them to the metaconfig

: authors and to <MAINTLOC>

$test -f /irix && osname=irix

$test -f /xenix && osname=sco_xenix

$test -f /dynix && osname=dynix

$test -f /dnix && osname=dnix

$test -f /lynx.os && osname=lynxos

$test -f /unicos && osname=unicos && osvers=`$uname -r`

$test -f /unicosmk && osname=unicosmk && osvers=`$uname -r`
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$test -f /unicosmk.ar && osname=unicosmk && osvers=`$uname -r`

$test -f /bin/mips && /bin/mips && osname=mips

$test -d /NextApps && set X `hostinfo | $grep 'NeXT Mach.*:' | \

	$sed -e 's/://' -e 's/\./_/'` && osname=next && osvers=$4

$test -d /usr/apollo/bin && osname=apollo

$test -f /etc/saf/_sactab && osname=svr4

$test -d /usr/include/minix

 && osname=minix

$test -f /system/gnu_library/bin/ar.pm && osname=vos

if $test -d /MachTen -o -d /MachTen_Folder; then

?X:		MachTen uname -a output looks like

?X:		xxx 4 0.0 Macintosh

?X:		MachTen /sbin/version output looks like

?X:		MachTen 4.0 Mon Aug 28 10:18:00 1995

?X:		MachTen 3.x had the 'version' command in /usr/etc/version.

	osname=machten

	if $test -x /sbin/version; then

		osvers=`/sbin/version | $awk '{print $2}' |

		$sed -e 's/[A-Za-z]$//'`

	elif $test -x /usr/etc/version; then

		osvers=`/usr/etc/version | $awk '{print $2}' |

		$sed -e 's/[A-Za-z]$//'`

	else

		osvers="$2.$3"

	fi

fi

$test -f /sys/posix.dll &&

	$test -f /usr/bin/what &&

	set X `/usr/bin/what /sys/posix.dll` &&

	$test "$3" = UWIN &&

	osname=uwin &&

	osvers="$5"

?X: If we have uname, we already computed a suitable uname -a output, correctly

?X: formatted for Xenix, and it lies in $myuname.

if $test "X$has_uname" != X; then

	set X $myuname

	shift

	case "$5" in

	fps*) osname=fps ;;

	mips*)

		case "$4"

 in

		umips) osname=umips ;;

		*) osname=mips ;;

		esac;;

	[23]100) osname=mips ;;

	next*) osname=next ;;

?X: Interactive Unix.
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	i386*)

		tmp=`/bin/uname -X 2>/dev/null|awk '/3\.2v[45]/{ print $(NF) }'`

		if $test "$tmp" != "" -a "$3" = "3.2" -a -f '/etc/systemid'; then

			osname='sco'

			osvers=$tmp

		elif $test -f /etc/kconfig; then

			osname=isc

			if $test "$lns" = "$ln -s"; then

				osvers=4

			elif $contains _SYSV3 /usr/include/stdio.h > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

				osvers=3

			elif $contains _POSIX_SOURCE /usr/include/stdio.h > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

				osvers=2

			fi

		fi

		tmp=''

		;;

?X: MS-DOS djgpp uname -a output looks like:

?X: ms-dos xxx 6 22 pc

?X:  $1 is the "dos flavor" (need not be "ms-dos").

?X:  $2 is the node name

?X:  $3 and $4 are version/subversion

?X:  $5 is always "pc", but that might not be unique to DJGPP.

?X: (e.g. Solaris_x86 has $5 = i86pc, which doesn't actually conflict,

?X: but it's close enought that I can easily imagine other vendors also

?X: using variants

 of pc* in $5.)

?X:  The "DJGPP" environment variable is always set when djgpp is active.

	pc*)

		if $test -n "$DJGPP"; then

			osname=dos

			osvers=djgpp

		fi

		;;

	esac

	case "$1" in

	aix) osname=aix

?X: aix 4.1 uname -a output looks like

?X:		AIX  foo  1 4 000123456789

?X: where $4 is the major release number and $3 is the (minor) version.

?X: More detail on the version is available with the oslevel command.

?X: in 3.2.x, it output a string (see case statements below).  In 4.1,

?X: it puts out something like  4.1.1.0

		tmp=`( (oslevel) 2>/dev/null || echo "not found") 2>&1`

		case "$tmp" in

		'not found') osvers="$4"."$3" ;;

		'<3240'|'<>3240') osvers=3.2.0 ;;

		'=3240'|'>3240'|'<3250'|'<>3250') osvers=3.2.4 ;;
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		'=3250'|'>3250') osvers=3.2.5 ;;

		*) osvers=$tmp;;

		esac

		;;

	bsd386) osname=bsd386

		osvers=`$uname -r`

		;;

	cygwin*) osname=cygwin

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	*dc.osx) osname=dcosx

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	dnix) osname=dnix

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	domainos) osname=apollo

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	dgux)

 osname=dgux

		osvers="$3"

		;;

?X:		uname -a returns

?X:		DYNIX/ptx xxx 4.0 V4.1.2 i386

	dynixptx*) osname=dynixptx

		osvers=`echo "$4"|sed 's/^v//'`

		;;

	freebsd) osname=freebsd

		osvers="$3" ;;

	genix) osname=genix ;;

?X: HP-UX uname -a gives something like

?X: HP-UX foobar B.10.20 A 9000/735 2016483812 two-user license

?X: Preserve the full 10.20 string instead of the previous plain '10'.

?X:  Thanks to Graham Barr.    --AD 6/30/1998

	hp*) osname=hpux

		osvers=`echo "$3" | $sed 's,.*\.\([0-9]*\.[0-9]*\),\1,'`

		;;

	irix*) osname=irix

		case "$3" in

		4*) osvers=4 ;;

		5*) osvers=5 ;;

		*)	osvers="$3" ;;

		esac

		;;

	linux) osname=linux

		case "$3" in

		*)	osvers="$3" ;;
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		esac

		;;

	MiNT) osname=mint

		;;

	netbsd*) osname=netbsd

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	news-os) osvers="$3"

		case "$3" in

		4*) osname=newsos4 ;;

		*) osname=newsos ;;

		esac

		;;

	next*) osname=next ;;

	nonstop-ux) osname=nonstopux ;;

	openbsd) osname=openbsd

				osvers="$3"

				;;

	POSIX-BC | posix-bc

 ) osname=posix-bc

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	powerux | power_ux | powermax_os | powermaxos | \

	powerunix | power_unix) osname=powerux

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	qnx) osname=qnx

		osvers="$4"

		;;

	solaris) osname=solaris

		case "$3" in

		5*) osvers=`echo $3 | $sed 's/^5/2/g'` ;;

		*)	osvers="$3" ;;

		esac

		;;

	sunos) osname=sunos

		case "$3" in

		5*) osname=solaris

			osvers=`echo $3 | $sed 's/^5/2/g'` ;;

		*)	osvers="$3" ;;

		esac

		;;

	titanos) osname=titanos

		case "$3" in

		1*) osvers=1 ;;

		2*) osvers=2 ;;

		3*) osvers=3 ;;

		4*) osvers=4 ;;
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		*)	osvers="$3" ;;

		esac

		;;

	ultrix) osname=ultrix

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	osf1|mls+)	case "$5" in

		alpha)

?X: DEC OSF/1 myuname -a output looks like:  osf1 xxxx t3.2 123.4 alpha

?X: where the version number can be something like [xvt]n.n

			osname=dec_osf

?X: sizer knows the minor minor version: the letter

			osvers=`sizer -v | awk '{print $3}' | \

				./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' | sed 's/^[xvt]//'`

			case "$osvers" in

			[1-9].[0-9]*) ;;

			*) osvers=`echo

 "$3" | sed 's/^[xvt]//'` ;;

			esac

			;;

		hp*)	osname=hp_osf1	;;

		mips)	osname=mips_osf1 ;;

?X:	hp and mips were unsupported Technology Releases -- ADO, 24/10/94

		esac

		;;

	unixware) osname=svr5

		osvers="$4"

		;;

	uts)	osname=uts

		osvers="$3"

		;;

	vos) osvers="$3"

		;;

	$2) case "$osname" in

		*isc*) ;;

		*freebsd*) ;;

		svr*)

			: svr4.x or possibly later

			case "svr$3" in	

			${osname}*)

				osname=svr$3

				osvers=$4

				;;

			esac

			case "$osname" in

			svr4.0)

				: Check for ESIX

				if $test -f /stand/boot ; then
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					eval `$grep '^INITPROG=[a-z/0-9]*$' /stand/boot`

					if $test -n "$INITPROG" -a -f "$INITPROG"; then

						isesix=`strings -a $INITPROG | \

							$grep 'ESIX SYSTEM V/386 Release 4.0'`

						if $test -n "$isesix"; then

							osname=esix4

						fi

					fi

				fi

				;;

			esac

			;;

		*)	if $test -f /etc/systemid; then

				osname=sco

				set `echo $3 | $sed 's/\./ /g'` $4

				if $test -f $src/hints/sco_$1_$2_$3.sh; then

					osvers=$1.$2.$3

				elif $test

 -f $src/hints/sco_$1_$2.sh; then

					osvers=$1.$2

				elif $test -f $src/hints/sco_$1.sh; then

					osvers=$1

				fi

			else

				case "$osname" in

				'') : Still unknown.  Probably a generic Sys V.

					osname="sysv"

					osvers="$3"

					;;

				esac

			fi

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	case "$osname" in

		'') : Still unknown.  Probably a generic BSD.

			osname="$1"

			osvers="$3"

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

else

?X: Try to identify sony's NEWS-OS (BSD unix)

	if $test -f /vmunix -a -f $src/hints/news_os.sh; then

		(what /vmunix | UU/tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]') > UU/kernel.what 2>&1

		if $contains news-os UU/kernel.what >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			osname=news_os
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		fi

		$rm -f UU/kernel.what

?X: Maybe it's OS/2 or DOS or something similar

	elif $test -d c:/.; then

		set X $myuname

		osname=os2

		osvers="$5"

	fi

fi

 

: Try to determine whether config.sh was made on this system

case "$config_sh" in

'')

?X: indentation wrong on purpose--RAM

dflt=n

case "$knowitall" in

'')

	if test -f ../config.sh; then

		if $contains

 myuname= ../config.sh >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			eval "`$grep myuname= ../config.sh`"

		fi

		if test "X$myuname" = "X$newmyuname"; then

			dflt=y

		fi

	fi

	;;

*) dflt=y;;

esac

 

: Get old answers from config file if it was generated on the same system

hint=default

if $test -f ../config.sh; then

	echo " "

	rp="I see a config.sh file.  Shall I use it to set the defaults?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*|N*) echo "OK, I'll ignore it."

		mv ../config.sh ../config.sh.old

		myuname="$newmyuname"

		;;

	*)  echo "Fetching default answers from your old config.sh file..." >&4

		tmp_n="$n"

		tmp_c="$c"

		tmp_sh="$sh"

		. ../config.sh

		cp ../config.sh .

		n="$tmp_n"
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		c="$tmp_c"

		hint=previous

		;;

	esac

fi

?X: remember, case indentation is wrong--RAM

;;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "Fetching default answers from $config_sh..." >&4

	tmp_n="$n"

	tmp_c="$c"

	tmp_sh="$sh"

	cd ..

?X: preserve symbolic links, if any

	cp $config_sh config.sh 2>/dev/null

	chmod +w config.sh

	. ./config.sh

	cd UU

	cp ../config.sh

 .

	n="$tmp_n"

	c="$tmp_c"

	hint=previous

	;;

esac

?X: Older versions did not always set $sh.

case "$sh" in

'') sh="$tmp_sh" ;;

esac

$test "$override" && . ./optdef.sh

 

: Restore computed paths

for file in $loclist $trylist; do

	eval $file="\$_$file"

done

 

. ./checkcc

?X: Cross-compiling support

case "$targetarch" in

'') ;;

*)  hostarch=$osname

	osname=`echo $targetarch|sed 's,^[^-]*-,,'`

	osvers=''

	;;

esac

 

@if {test -d ../hints}
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: Offer them some hints based on their OS

cd ..

?X: Since we are now at the root of the source tree, we must use $src

?X: to access the sources and not $rsrc. See src.U for details...

if $test ! -f config.sh; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

First time through, eh?  I have some defaults handy for some systems

that need some extra help getting the Configure answers right:

 

EOM

	(cd $src/hints; ls -C *.sh) | $sed 's/\.sh/   /g' >&4

	dflt=''

 

	: Now look for a hint file osname_osvers, unless one has been

	: specified already.

	case "$hintfile" in

	''|' ')

		file=`echo "${osname}_${osvers}"

 | $sed -e 's%\.%_%g' -e 's%_$%%'`

		: Also try without trailing minor version numbers.

		xfile=`echo $file | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		xxfile=`echo $xfile | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		xxxfile=`echo $xxfile | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		xxxxfile=`echo $xxxfile | $sed -e 's%_[^_]*$%%'`

		case "$file" in

		'') dflt=none ;;

		*)  case "$osvers" in

			'') dflt=$file

				;;

			*)  if $test -f $src/hints/$file.sh ; then

					dflt=$file

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xfile

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xxfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xxfile

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xxxfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xxxfile

				elif $test -f $src/hints/$xxxxfile.sh ; then

					dflt=$xxxxfile

				elif $test -f "$src/hints/${osname}.sh" ; then

					dflt="${osname}"

				else

					dflt=none

				fi

				;;

			esac

			;;
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		esac

		if $test -f Policy.sh ; then

			case "$dflt" in

			*Policy*) ;;

			none) dflt="Policy" ;;

			*) dflt="Policy $dflt" ;;

			esac

		fi

		;;

	*)

		dflt=`echo

 $hintfile | $sed 's/\.sh$//'`

		;;

	esac

 

	if $test -f Policy.sh ; then

		$cat <<EOM

 

There's also a Policy hint file available, which should make the

site-specific (policy) questions easier to answer.

EOM

 

	fi

 

	$cat <<EOM

 

You may give one or more space-separated answers, or "none" if appropriate.

A well-behaved OS will have no hints, so answering "none" or just "Policy"

is a good thing.  DO NOT give a wrong version or a wrong OS.

 

EOM

 

	rp="Which of these apply, if any?"

	. UU/myread

	tans=$ans

	for file in $tans; do

		if $test X$file = XPolicy -a -f Policy.sh; then

			. Policy.sh

			$cat Policy.sh >> UU/config.sh

		elif $test -f $src/hints/$file.sh; then

			. $src/hints/$file.sh

			$cat $src/hints/$file.sh >> UU/config.sh

		elif $test X"$tans" = X -o X"$tans" = Xnone ; then

			: nothing

		else

			: Give one chance to correct a possible typo.

			echo "$file.sh does not exist"

			dflt=$file
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			rp="hint to use instead?"

			. UU/myread

			for file in $ans; do

				if $test -f "$src/hints/$file.sh";

 then

					. $src/hints/$file.sh

					$cat $src/hints/$file.sh >> UU/config.sh

				elif $test X$ans = X -o X$ans = Xnone ; then

					: nothing

				else

					echo "$file.sh does not exist -- ignored."

				fi

			done

		fi

	done

 

	hint=recommended

	: Remember our hint file for later.

	if $test -f "$src/hints/$file.sh" ; then

		hintfile="$file"

	else

		hintfile=''

	fi

fi

cd UU

?X: From here on, we must use $rsrc instead of $src

 

@end

: Process their -A options

. ./posthint.sh

 

@if osname || osvers

: Ask them to confirm the OS name

cat << EOM

 

Configure uses the operating system name and version to set some defaults.

The default value is probably right if the name rings a bell. Otherwise,

since spelling matters for me, either accept the default or answer "none"

to leave it blank.

 

EOM

@end

@if osname

case "$osname" in

	''|' ')

		case "$hintfile" in

		''|' '|none) dflt=none ;;

		*)  dflt=`echo $hintfile | $sed -e 's/\.sh$//' -e 's/_.*$//'` ;;
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		esac

		;;

	*) dflt="$osname" ;;

esac

rp="Operating

 system name?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none)  osname='' ;;

*) osname=`echo "$ans" | $sed -e 's/[ 	][	]*/_/g' | ./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`;;

esac

@end

@if osvers

@if osname

echo " "

@end

case "$osvers" in

	''|' ')

		case "$hintfile" in

		''|' '|none) dflt=none ;;

		*)	dflt=`echo $hintfile | $sed -e 's/\.sh$//' -e 's/^[^_]*//'`

			dflt=`echo $dflt | $sed -e 's/^_//' -e 's/_/./g'`

			case "$dflt" in

			''|' ') dflt=none ;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*) dflt="$osvers" ;;

esac

rp="Operating system version?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none)  osvers='' ;;

*) osvers="$ans" ;;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Oldconfig.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_isfinitel: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_isfinitel:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ISFINITEL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the isfinitel() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ISFINITEL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the isfinitel routine is

?C:	available to check whether a long double is finite.

?C:	(non-infinity non-NaN).

?C:.

?H:#$d_isfinitel HAS_ISFINITEL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_isfinitel

: see if isfinitel exists

set isfinitel d_isfinitel

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isfinitel.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Extensions.U,v$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Extensions.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:known_extensions extensions dynamic_ext static_ext nonxs_ext \

	useposix useopcode uselanginfo : \

	Myread hint usedl d_sem d_socket i_db i_dbm i_rpcsvcdbm i_gdbm \

	d_ndbm usethreads use5005threads package test cat rsrc \

	d_msg d_shm osname use64bitint \

	libs d_cplusplus sed ls rm contains trnl sort

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:BOTTOM

?S:known_extensions:

?S:	This variable holds a list of all extensions (both XS and non-xs)

?S:	included in the package source distribution.  This information is

?S:	only really of use during the Perl build, as the list makes no

?S:	distinction between extensions which were build and installed, and
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?S:	those which

 where not.  See "extensions" for the list of extensions

?S:	actually built and available.

?S:.

?S:dynamic_ext:

?S:	This variable holds a list of XS extension files we want to

?S:	link dynamically into the package.  It is used by Makefile.

?S:.

?S:static_ext:

?S:	This variable holds a list of XS extension files we want to

?S:	link statically into the package.  It is used by Makefile.

?S:.

?S:nonxs_ext:

?S:	This variable holds a list of all non-xs extensions built and

?S:	installed by the package.  By default, all non-xs extensions

?S:	distributed will be built, with the exception of platform-specific

?S:	extensions (currently only one VMS specific extension).

?S:.

?S:extensions:

?S:	This variable holds a list of all extension files (both XS and

?S:	non-xs) installed with the package.  It is propagated to Config.pm

?S:	and is typically used to test whether a particular extension

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?S:useposix:

?S:	This variable holds either 'true' or 'false' to indicate

?S:	whether the

 POSIX extension should be used.  The sole

?S:	use for this currently is to allow an easy mechanism

?S:	for hints files to indicate that POSIX will not compile

?S:	on a particular system.

?S:.

?S:useopcode:

?S:	This variable holds either 'true' or 'false' to indicate

?S:	whether the Opcode extension should be used.  The sole

?S:	use for this currently is to allow an easy mechanism

?S:	for users to skip the Opcode extension from the Configure

?S:	command line.

?S:.

?S:uselanginfo:

?S:	This variable holds either 'true' or 'false' to indicate

?S:	whether the I18N::Langinfo extension should be used.  The sole

?S:	use for this currently is to allow an easy mechanism for users to skip

?S:	this extension from the Configure command line.

?S:.

?T:xxx avail_ext this_ext tdir xs_extensions nonxs_extensions find_extensions

?INIT:: set useposix=false in your hint file to disable the POSIX extension.

?INIT:useposix=true
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?INIT:: set useopcode=false in your hint file to disable the Opcode extension.

?INIT:useopcode=true

?INIT::

 set uselanginfo=false in your hint file to disable the I18N::Langinfo extension.

?INIT:uselanginfo=true

?LINT:extern noextensions

?LINT:extern onlyextensions

?T:keepextensions i

: Check extensions

echo " "

echo "Looking for extensions..." >&4

: If we are using the old config.sh, nonxs_extensions and xs_extensions may

: contain old or inaccurate or duplicate values.

nonxs_extensions=''

xs_extensions=''

: We do not use find because it might not be available.

: We do not just use MANIFEST because the user may have dropped

: some additional extensions into the source tree and expect them

: to be built.

 

: Function to recursively find available extensions, ignoring DynaLoader

: NOTE: recursion limit of 10 to prevent runaway in case of symlink madness

: In 5.10.1 and later, extensions are stored in directories

: like File-Glob instead of the older File/Glob/.

find_extensions='

   for xxx in *; do

	case "$xxx" in

	    DynaLoader|dynaload) ;;

	    *)

	    this_ext=`echo

 "$xxx" | $sed -e s/-/\\\//g`;

	    case "$this_ext" in

		Scalar/List/Utils) this_ext="List/Util"	;;

		PathTools)         this_ext="Cwd"	;;

	    esac;

	    echo " $xs_extensions $nonxs_extensions" > "$tdir/$$.tmp";

	    if $contains " $this_ext " "$tdir/$$.tmp"; then

		echo >&4;

		echo "Duplicate directories detected for extension $xxx" >&4;

		echo "Configure cannot correctly recover from this - shall I abort?" >&4;

		case "$knowitall" in

		"") dflt=y;;

		*) dflt=n;;

		esac;

		. ../UU/myread;

		case "$ans" in

		n*|N*) ;;

		*) echo >&4;
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		    echo "Ok.  Stopping Configure." >&4;

		    echo "Please remove the duplicate directory (e.g. using git clean) and then re-run Configure" >&4;

		    exit 1;;

		esac;

		echo "Ok.  You will need to correct config.sh before running make." >&4;

	    fi;

	    $ls -1 "$xxx" > "$tdir/$$.tmp";

	    if   $contains "\.xs$" "$tdir/$$.tmp" > /dev/null 2>&1; then

		xs_extensions="$xs_extensions $this_ext";

	    elif $contains "\.c$"  "$tdir/$$.tmp" > /dev/null

 2>&1; then

		xs_extensions="$xs_extensions $this_ext";

	    elif $test -d "$xxx"; then

		nonxs_extensions="$nonxs_extensions $this_ext";

	    fi;

	    $rm -f "$tdir/$$.tmp";

	    ;;

	esac;

   done'

tdir=`pwd`

cd "$rsrc/cpan"

set X

shift

eval $find_extensions

cd "$rsrc/dist"

set X

shift

eval $find_extensions

cd "$rsrc/ext"

set X

shift

eval $find_extensions

set X $xs_extensions

shift

xs_extensions=`echo "$*" | tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | tr $trnl ' '`

set X $nonxs_extensions

shift

nonxs_extensions=`echo "$*" | tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | tr $trnl ' '`

cd "$tdir"

known_extensions=`echo $nonxs_extensions $xs_extensions  | tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | tr $trnl ' '`

 

: Now see which are supported on this system.

?X: avail_ext lists available XS extensions.

avail_ext=''

for xxx in $xs_extensions ; do

	case "$xxx" in

?X: Handle possible DOS 8.3 filename and case alterations

	Amiga*)
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		case "$osname" in

		amigaos) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	DB_File|db_file)

		case "$i_db" in

		$define)

 avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	GDBM_File|gdbm_fil)

		case "$i_gdbm" in

		$define) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	IPC/SysV|ipc/sysv)

		: XXX Do we need a useipcsysv variable here

		case "${d_msg}${d_sem}${d_shm}" in

		*"${define}"*) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	NDBM_File|ndbm_fil)

		case "$d_ndbm" in

		$define)

		    case "$osname-$use64bitint" in

		    hpux-define)

			case "$libs" in

			*-lndbm*) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

			esac

			;;

		    *) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		    esac

		    ;;

		esac

		;;

	ODBM_File|odbm_fil)

		case "${i_dbm}${i_rpcsvcdbm}" in

		*"${define}"*)

		    case "$d_cplusplus" in

		    define) ;; # delete as a function name will not work

		    *)  case "$osname-$use64bitint" in

			hpux-define)

			    case "$libs" in

			    *-ldbm*) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

			    esac

			    ;;

			*) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

			esac
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			;;

		    esac

		    ;;

		esac

		;;

	Opcode|opcode)

		case "$useopcode" in

		true|define|y)

 avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	POSIX|posix)

		case "$useposix" in

		true|define|y) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	Socket|socket)

		case "$d_socket" in

		true|$define|y) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	I18N/Langinfo|langinfo)

		case "$uselanginfo" in

		true|define|y) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	Sys/Syslog|sys/syslog)

		case $osname in

			amigaos) ;; # not really very useful on AmigaOS

			*)

			: XXX syslog requires socket

			case "$d_socket" in

			true|$define|y) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

			esac

			;;

		esac

		;;

	Thread|thread)

               case "$usethreads" in

               true|$define|y)

                       case "$use5005threads" in

                       $define|true|[yY]*) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

                       esac

		esac

		;;

	threads|threads/shared)

		# threads and threads::shared are special cases.

		# To stop people from asking "Perl 5.8.0 was supposed
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		# to have this new fancy threads

 implementation but my

		# perl doesn't have it" and from people trying to

		# (re)install the threads module using CPAN.pm and

		# CPAN.pm then offering to reinstall Perl 5.8.0,

		# the threads.pm and threads/shared.pm will always be

		# there, croaking informatively ("you need to rebuild

		# all of Perl with threads, sorry") when threads haven't

		# been compiled in.

		# --jhi

		avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx"

		;;

	VMS*)

		;;

	Win32*)

		case "$osname" in

		cygwin) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	XS/APItest|xs/apitest)

		# This is just for testing.  Skip it unless we have dynamic loading.

 

		case "$usedl" in

		$define) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	XS/Typemap|xs/typemap)

		# This is just for testing.  Skip it unless we have dynamic loading.

		case "$usedl" in

		$define) avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx" ;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	avail_ext="$avail_ext $xxx"

		;;

	esac

done

 

set X $avail_ext

shift

avail_ext="$*"

 

case "$onlyextensions" in

'') ;;

*)  keepextensions=''

   echo

 "You have requested that only certain extensions be included..." >&4

   for i in $onlyextensions; do

       case " $avail_ext " in
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       *" $i "*)

           echo "Keeping extension $i."

           keepextensions="$keepextensions $i"

           ;;

       *) echo "Ignoring extension $i." ;;

       esac

   done

   avail_ext="$keepextensions"

   ;;

esac

 

case "$noextensions" in

'') ;;

*)  keepextensions=''

   echo "You have requested that certain extensions be ignored..." >&4

   for i in $avail_ext; do

       case " $noextensions " in

       *" $i "*) echo "Ignoring extension $i." ;;

       *) echo "Keeping extension $i.";

          keepextensions="$keepextensions $i"

          ;;

       esac

   done

   avail_ext="$keepextensions"

   ;;

esac

 

: Now see which nonxs extensions are supported on this system.

: For now assume all are.

nonxs_ext=''

for xxx in $nonxs_extensions ; do

	case "$xxx" in

	VMS*)

		;;

	*)	nonxs_ext="$nonxs_ext $xxx"

		;;

	esac

done

 

set X $nonxs_ext

shift

nonxs_ext="$*"

 

case

 $usedl in

$define)

	$cat <<EOM

A number of extensions are supplied with $package.  You may choose to
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compile these extensions for dynamic loading (the default), compile

them into the $package executable (static loading), or not include

them at all.  Answer "none" to include no extensions.

Note that DynaLoader is always built and need not be mentioned here.

 

EOM

	case "$dynamic_ext" in

	'')

		: Exclude those listed in static_ext

		dflt=''

		for xxx in $avail_ext; do

			case " $static_ext " in

			*" $xxx "*) ;;

			*) dflt="$dflt $xxx" ;;

			esac

		done

		set X $dflt

		shift

		dflt="$*"

		;;

	*)	dflt="$dynamic_ext"

		# Perhaps we are reusing an old out-of-date config.sh.

		case "$hint" in

		previous)

			if test X"$dynamic_ext" != X"$avail_ext"; then

				$cat <<EOM

NOTICE:  Your previous config.sh list may be incorrect.

The extensions now available to you are

	${avail_ext}

but the default list from your previous config.sh is

	${dynamic_ext}

 

EOM

			fi

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	case

 "$dflt" in

	'')	dflt=none;;

	esac

	rp="What extensions do you wish to load dynamically?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

?X: Use ' ' so a subsequent Configure will preserve that value.

	none) dynamic_ext=' ' ;;

	*) dynamic_ext="$ans" ;;
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	esac

 

	case "$static_ext" in

	'')

		: Exclude those already listed in dynamic linking

		dflt=''

		for xxx in $avail_ext; do

			case " $dynamic_ext " in

			*" $xxx "*) ;;

			*) dflt="$dflt $xxx" ;;

			esac

		done

		set X $dflt

		shift

		dflt="$*"

		;;

	*)  dflt="$static_ext"

		;;

	esac

 

	case "$dflt" in

	'')	dflt=none;;

	esac

	rp="What extensions do you wish to load statically?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

?X: Use ' ' so a subsequent Configure will preserve that value.

	none) static_ext=' ' ;;

	*) static_ext="$ans" ;;

	esac

	;;

*)

	$cat <<EOM

A number of extensions are supplied with $package.  Answer "none"

to include no extensions.

Note that DynaLoader is always built and need not be mentioned here.

 

EOM

	case "$static_ext" in

	'')

 dflt="$avail_ext" ;;

	*)	dflt="$static_ext"

		# Perhaps we are reusing an old out-of-date config.sh.

		case "$hint" in

		previous)

			if test X"$static_ext" != X"$avail_ext"; then

				$cat <<EOM

NOTICE:  Your previous config.sh list may be incorrect.
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The extensions now available to you are

	${avail_ext}

but the default list from your previous config.sh is

	${static_ext}

 

EOM

			fi

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	: Exclude those that are not xs extensions

	case "$dflt" in

	'')	dflt=none;;

	esac

	rp="What extensions do you wish to include?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

?X: Use ' ' so a subsequent Configure will preserve that value.

	none) static_ext=' ' ;;

	*) static_ext="$ans" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

#

# Encode is a special case.  If we are building Encode as a static

# extension, we need to explicitly list its subextensions as well.

# For other nested extensions, this is handled automatically by

# the appropriate Makefile.PL.

case " $static_ext " in

	*" Encode "*) # Add the subextensions of Encode

	cd

 "$rsrc/cpan"

	for xxx in `ls Encode/*/Makefile.PL|awk -F/ '{print $2}'`; do

		static_ext="$static_ext Encode/$xxx"

		known_extensions="$known_extensions Encode/$xxx"

	done

	cd "$tdir"

	;;

esac

 

set X $dynamic_ext $static_ext $nonxs_ext

shift

extensions="$*"

 

# Sanity check:  We require an extension suitable for use with

# AnyDBM_File, as well as Fcntl and IO.  (Failure to have these

# should show up as failures in the test suite, but it's helpful to
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# catch them now.) The 'extensions' list is normally sorted

# alphabetically, so we need to accept either

#    DB_File ... Fcntl ... IO  ....

# or something like

#    Fcntl ... NDBM_File ... IO  ....

case " $extensions"  in

*"_File "*" Fcntl "*" IO "*) ;; # DB_File

*" Fcntl "*"_File "*" IO "*) ;; # GDBM_File

*" Fcntl "*" IO "*"_File "*) ;; # NDBM_File

*) echo "WARNING: Extensions DB_File or *DBM_File, Fcntl, and IO not configured." >&4

  echo "WARNING: The Perl you are building will be quite crippled." >& 4

  ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/Extensions.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lround: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lround:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LROUND symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the lround() routine is available

?S:	to return the integral value nearest to x.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LROUND:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lround routine is

?C:	available to return the nearest integral value.

?C:.

?H:#$d_lround HAS_LROUND		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lround

: see if lround exists

set lround d_lround

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_lround.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

#
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# Beyond this point lie functions we may never compile.

#

 

#

# DO NOT CHANGE A IOTA BEYOND THIS COMMENT!

# The following table lists offsets of functions within the data section.

# Should modifications be needed, change original code and rerun perload

# with the -o option to regenerate a proper offset table.

#

 

	         locate'dump_list       2938

	     locate'private_units       3071

	      locate'public_units       3858

	        locate'units_path       5351

	        main'build_extfun      16719

	        main'build_filext      16368

	          main'build_xref      25627

	       main'complete_line      22216

	       main'dump_obsolete      23859

	      main'end_extraction       7714

	main'extract_dependencies      19358

	   main'extract_filenames      15511

	              main'gensym      29705

	                main'init       1308

	         main'init_depend

      18208

	         main'init_except       1534

	     main'init_extraction       6862

	        main'locate_units       2321

	            main'manifake      29793

	              main'ofound      29321

	                 main'p_c      10283

	            main'p_config      11589

	             main'p_magic      13345

	              main'p_make       8066

	          main'p_obsolete       9676

	             main'p_shell       9830

	            main'p_wanted      14245

	             main'profile      30974

	                   main'q      17825

	     main'record_obsolete      22806

	        main'tilda_expand      30619

	               main'usage       1832

 

#

# End of offset table and beginning of dataloading section.

#
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# General initializations

sub main'load_init {

	package main;

	&init_except;			# Token which have upper-cased letters

	&init_depend;			# The %Depend array records control line handling

}

 

# Record the exceptions -- all symbols but these are lower case

sub main'load_init_except

 {

	package main;

	$Except{'Author'}++;

	$Except{'Date'}++;

	$Except{'Header'}++;

	$Except{'Id'}++;

	$Except{'Locker'}++;

	$Except{'Log'}++;

	$Except{'RCSfile'}++;

	$Except{'Revision'}++;

	$Except{'Source'}++;

	$Except{'State'}++;

}

 

# Print out metaxref's usage and exits

sub main'load_usage {

	package main;

	print STDERR <<EOM;

Usage: metaxref [-dhkmsV] [-f manifest] [-L dir]

 -d : debug mode.

 -f : use that file as manifest instead of MANIFEST.new.

 -h : print this help message and exits.

 -k : keep temporary directory.

 -m : assume lots of memory and swap space.

 -s : silent mode.

 -L : specify main units repository.

 -V : print version number and exits.

EOM

	exit 1;

}

 

# Locate the units and push their path in @ARGV (sorted alphabetically)

sub main'load_locate_units {

	package locate;

	print "Locating units...\n" unless $main'opt_s;

	local(*WD) = *main'WD;			# Current working directory

	local(*MC) = *main'MC;			# Public metaconfig library

	undef %myUlist;					#
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 Records private units paths

	undef %myUseen;					# Records private/public conflicts

	&private_units;					# Locate private units in @myUlist

	&public_units;					# Locate public units in @ARGV

	@ARGV = sort @ARGV;				# Sort it alphabetically

	push(@ARGV, sort @myUlist);		# Append user's units sorted

	&dump_list if $main'opt_v;		# Dump the list of units

}

 

# Dump the list of units on stdout

sub locate'load_dump_list {

	package locate;

	print "\t";

	$, = "\n\t";

	print @ARGV;

	$, = '';

	print "\n";

}

 

# Scan private units

sub locate'load_private_units {

	package locate;

	return unless -d 'U';			# Nothing to be done if no 'U' entry

	local(*ARGV) = *myUlist;		# Really fill in @myUlist

	local($MC) = $WD;				# We are really in the working directory

	&units_path("U");				# Locate units in the U directory

	local($unit_name);				# Unit's name (without .U)

	local(@kept);					# Array of kept units

	# Loop over the units and remove duplicates (the first one seen is the one

	# we keep). Also set the

 %myUseen H table to record private units seen.

	foreach (@ARGV) {

		($unit_name) = m|^.*/(.*)\.U$|;	# Get unit's name from path

		next if $myUseen{$unit_name};	# Already recorded

		$myUseen{$unit_name} = 1;		# Record pirvate unit

		push(@kept, $_);				# Keep this unit

	}

	@ARGV = @kept;

}

 

# Scan public units

sub locate'load_public_units {

	package locate;

	chdir($MC) || die "Can't find directory $MC.\n";

	&units_path("U");				# Locate units in public U directory

	chdir($WD) || die "Can't go back to directory $WD.\n";

	local($path);					# Relative path from $WD

	local($unit_name);				# Unit's name (without .U)
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	local(*Unit) = *main'Unit;		# Unit is a global from main package

	local(@kept);					# Units kept

	local(%warned);					# Units which have already issued a message

	# Loop over all the units and keep only the ones that were not found in

	# the user's U directory. As it is possible two or more units with the same

	# name be found in

	foreach (@ARGV) {

		($unit_name) = m|^.*/(.*)\.U$|;	#

 Get unit's name from path

		next if $warned{$unit_name};	# We have already seen this unit

		$warned{$unit_name} = 1;		# Remember we have warned the user

		if ($myUseen{$unit_name}) {		# User already has a private unit

			$path = $Unit{$unit_name};	# Extract user's unit path

			next if $path eq $_;		# Same path, we must be in mcon/

			$path =~ s|^$WD/||o;		# Weed out leading working dir path

			print "    Your private $path overrides the public one.\n"

				unless $main'opt_s;

		} else {

			push(@kept, $_);			# We may keep this one

		}

	}

	@ARGV = @kept;

}

 

# Recursively locate units in the directory. Each file ending with .U has to be

# a unit. Others are stat()'ed, and if they are a directory, they are also

# scanned through. The $MC and @ARGV variable are dynamically set by the caller.

sub locate'load_units_path {

	package locate;

	local($dir) = @_;					# Directory where units are to be found

	local(@contents);					# Contents of the directory

	local($unit_name);					# Unit's name,

 without final .U

	local($path);						# Full path of a unit

	local(*Unit) = *main'Unit;			# Unit is a global from main package

	unless (opendir(DIR, $dir)) {

		warn("Cannot open directory $dir.\n");

		return;

	}

	print "Locating in $MC/$dir...\n" if $main'opt_v;

	@contents = readdir DIR;			# Slurp the whole thing

	closedir DIR;						# And close dir, ready for recursion

	foreach (@contents) {

		next if $_ eq '.' || $_ eq '..';

		if (/\.U$/) {					# A unit, definitely

			($unit_name) = /^(.*)\.U$/;

			$path = "$MC/$dir/$_";				# Full path of unit

			push(@ARGV, $path);					# Record its path
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			if (defined $Unit{$unit_name}) {	# Already seen this unit

				if ($main'opt_v) {

					($path) = $Unit{$unit_name} =~ m|^(.*)/.*|;

					print "    We've already seen $unit_name.U in $path.\n";

				}

			} else {

				$Unit{$unit_name} = $path;		# Map name to path

			}

			next;

		}

		# We have found a file which does not look like a unit. If it is a

		# directory, then scan it. Otherwise skip the file.

		unless

 (-d "$dir/$_") {

			print "    Skipping file $_ in $dir.\n" if $main'opt_v;

			next;

		}

		&units_path("$dir/$_");

		print "Back to $MC/$dir...\n" if $main'opt_v;

	}

}

 

# Initialize the extraction process by setting some variables.

# We return a string to be eval to do more customized initializations.

sub main'load_init_extraction {

	package main;

	open(INIT, ">$WD/.MT/Init.U") ||

		die "Can't create .MT/Init.U\n";

	open(CONF_H, ">$WD/.MT/Config_h.U") ||

		die "Can't create .MT/Config_h.U\n";

	open(EXTERN, ">$WD/.MT/Extern.U") ||

		die "Can't create .MT/Extern.U\n";

	open(MAGIC_H, ">$WD/.MT/Magic_h.U") ||

		die "Can't create .MT/Magic_h.U\n";

 

	$c_symbol = '';				# Current symbol seen in ?C: lines

	$s_symbol = '';				# Current symbol seen in ?S: lines

	$m_symbol = '';				# Current symbol seen in ?M: lines

	$heredoc = '';				# Last "here" document symbol seen

	$heredoc_nosubst = 0;		# True for <<'EOM' here docs

	$condlist = '';				# List of conditional symbols

	$defined =

 '';				# List of defined symbols in the unit

	$body = '';					# No procedure to handle body

	$ending = '';				# No procedure to clean-up

}

 

# End the extraction process
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sub main'load_end_extraction {

	package main;

	close EXTERN;			# External dependencies (libraries, includes...)

	close CONF_H;			# C symbol definition template

	close INIT;				# Required initializations

	close MAGIC;			# Magic C symbol redefinition templates

 

	print $dependencies if $opt_v;	# Print extracted dependencies

}

 

# Process the ?MAKE: line

sub main'load_p_make {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	local(@ary);					# Locally defined symbols

	local(@dep);					# Dependencies

	if (/^[\w+ ]*:/) {				# Main dependency rule

		s|^\s*||;					# Remove leading spaces

		chop;

		s/:(.*)//;

		@dep = split(' ', $1);			# Dependencies

		@ary = split(' ');				# Locally defined symbols

		foreach $sym (@ary) {

			# Symbols starting with a '+' are meant for internal use only.

			next if $sym =~ s/^\+//;

			# Only sumbols starting with

 a lowercase letter are to

			# appear in config.sh, excepted the ones listed in Except.

			if ($sym =~ /^[_a-z]/ || $Except{$sym}) {

				$shmaster{"\$$sym"} = undef;

				push(@Master,"?$unit:$sym=''\n");	# Initializations

			}

		}

		$condlist = '';				# List of conditional symbols

		local($sym);				# Symbol copy, avoid @dep alteration

		foreach $dep (@dep) {

			if ($dep =~ /^\+[A-Za-z]/) {

				($sym = $dep) =~ s|^\+||;

				$condlist .= "$sym ";

				push(@Cond, $sym) unless $condseen{$sym};

				$condseen{$sym}++;		# Conditionally wanted

			}

		}

		# Append to already existing dependencies. The 'defined' variable

		# is set for &write_out, used to implement ?L: and ?I: canvas. It is

		# reset each time a new unit is parsed.

		# NB: leading '+' for defined symbols (internal use only) have been

		# removed at this point, but conditional dependencies still bear it.
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		$defined = join(' ', @ary);		# Symbols defined by this unit

		$dependencies .= $defined . ':' . join(' ', @dep) . "\n";

		$dependencies

 .= "	-cond $condlist\n" if $condlist;

	} else {

		$dependencies .= $_;		# Building rules

	}

}

 

# Process the ?O: line

sub main'load_p_obsolete {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	$Obsolete{"$unit.U"} .= $_;		# Message(s) to print if unit is used

}

 

# Process the ?S: lines

sub main'load_p_shell {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	unless ($s_symbol) {

		if (/^(\w+).*:/) {

			$s_symbol = $1;

			print "  ?S: $s_symbol\n" if $opt_d;

		} else {

			warn "\"$file\", line $.: syntax error in ?S: construct.\n";

			$s_symbol = $unit;

			return;

		}

		# Deal with obsolete symbol list (enclosed between parenthesis)

		&record_obsolete("\$$_") if /\(/;

	}

	m|^\.\s*$| && ($s_symbol = '');		# End of comment

}

 

# Process the ?C: lines

sub main'load_p_c {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	unless ($c_symbol) {

		if (s/^(\w+)\s*~\s*(\S+)\s*(.*):/$1 $3:/) {

			# The ~ operator aliases the main C symbol to another symbol which

			# is to be used instead for definition in config.h. That is to say,

			#

 the line '?C:SYM ~ other:' would look for symbol 'other' instead,

			# and the documentation for symbol SYM would only be included in

			# config.h if 'other' were actually wanted.

			$c_symbol = $2;			# Alias for definition in config.h
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			print "  ?C: $1 ~ $c_symbol\n" if $opt_d;

		} elsif (/^(\w+).*:/) {

			# Default behaviour. Include in config.h if symbol is needed.

			$c_symbol = $1;

			print "  ?C: $c_symbol\n" if $opt_d;

		} else {

			warn "\"$file\", line $.: syntax error in ?C: construct.\n";

			$c_symbol = $unit;

			return;

		}

		# Deal with obsolete symbol list (enclosed between parenthesis) and

		# make sure that list do not appear in config.h.SH by removing it.

		&record_obsolete("$_") if /\(/;

		s/\s*\(.*\)//;					# Get rid of obsolete symbol list

	}

	s|^(\w+)\s*|?$c_symbol:/* $1| ||						# Start of comment

	(s|^\.\s*$|?$c_symbol: */\n| && ($c_symbol = '', 1)) ||	# End of comment

	s|^(.*)|?$c_symbol: *$1|;								# Middle of comment

	&p_config("$_");					# Add comments

 to config.h.SH

}

 

# Process the ?H: lines

sub main'load_p_config {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	local($constraint);					# Constraint to be used for inclusion

	++$old_version if s/^\?%1://;		# Old version

	if (s/^\?(\w+)://) {				# Remove leading '?var:'

		$constraint = $1;				# Constraint is leading '?var'

	} else {

		$constraint = '';				# No constraint

	}

	if (/^#.*\$/) {						# Look only for cpp lines

		if (m|^#\$(\w+)\s+(\w+).*\$(\w+)|) {

			# Case: #$d_var VAR "$var"

			$constraint = $2 unless $constraint;

			print "  ?H: ($constraint) #\$$1 $2 \"\$$3\"\n" if $opt_d;

			$cmaster{$2} = undef;

			$cwanted{$2} = "$1\n$3";

		} elsif (m|^#define\s+(\w+)\((.*)\)\s+\$(\w+)|) {

			# Case: #define VAR(x) $var

			$constraint = $1 unless $constraint;

			print "  ?H: ($constraint) #define $1($2) \$$3\n" if $opt_d;

			$cmaster{$1} = undef;

			$cwanted{$1} = $3;

		} elsif (m|^#\$define\s+(\w+)|) {

			# Case: #$define VAR
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			$constraint = $1 unless $constraint;

			print "  ?H: ($constraint)

 #define $1\n" if $opt_d;

			$cmaster{$1} = undef;

			$cwanted{$1} = "define\n$unit";

		} elsif (m|^#\$(\w+)\s+(\w+)|) {

			# Case: #$d_var VAR

			$constraint = $2 unless $constraint;

			print "  ?H: ($constraint) #\$$1 $2\n" if $opt_d;

			$cmaster{$2} = undef;

			$cwanted{$2} = $1;

		} elsif (m|^#define\s+(\w+).*\$(\w+)|) {

			# Case: #define VAR "$var"

			$constraint = $1 unless $constraint;

			print "  ?H: ($constraint) #define $1 \"\$$2\"\n" if $opt_d;

			$cmaster{$1} = undef;

			$cwanted{$1} = $2;

		} else {

			$constraint = $unit unless $constraint;

			print "  ?H: ($constraint) $_" if $opt_d;

		}

	} else {

		print "  ?H: ($constraint) $_" if $opt_d;

	}

	# If not a single ?H:. line, add the leading constraint

	s/^\.// || s/^/?$constraint:/;

	print CONF_H;

}

 

# Process the ?M: lines

sub main'load_p_magic {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	unless ($m_symbol) {

		if (/^(\w+):\s*([\w\s]*)\n$/) {

			# A '?M:sym:' line implies a '?W:%<:sym' since we'll need to know

			# about the wantedness

 of sym later on when building confmagic.h.

			# Buf is sym is wanted, then the C symbol dependencies have to

			# be triggered. That is done by introducing sym in the mwanted

			# array, known by the Wanted file construction process...

			$m_symbol = $1;

			print "  ?M: $m_symbol\n" if $opt_d;

			$mwanted{$m_symbol} = $2;		# Record C dependencies

			&p_wanted("$unit:$m_symbol");	# Build fake ?W: line

		} else {

			warn "\"$file\", line $.: syntax error in ?M: construct.\n";

		}
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		return;

	}

	(s/^\.\s*$/?$m_symbol:\n/ && ($m_symbol = '', 1)) ||	# End of block

	s/^/?$m_symbol:/;

	print MAGIC_H;					# Definition goes to confmagic.h

	print "  ?M: $_" if $opt_d;

}

 

# Process the ?W: lines

sub main'load_p_wanted {

	package main;

	# Syntax is ?W:<shell symbols>:<C symbols>

	local($active) = $_[0] =~ /^([^:]*):/;		# Symbols to activate

	local($look_symbols) = $_[0] =~ /:(.*)/;	# When those are used

	local(@syms) = split(/ /, $look_symbols);	# Keep original spacing info

	$active =~ s/\s+/\n/g;						#

 One symbol per line

 

	# Concatenate quoted strings, so saying something like 'two words' will

	# be introduced as one single symbol "two words".

	local(@symbols);				# Concatenated symbols to look for

	local($concat) = '';			# Concatenation buffer

	foreach (@syms) {

		if (s/^\'//) {

			$concat = $_;

		} elsif (s/\'$//) {

			push(@symbols, $concat . ' ' . $_);

			$concat = '';

		} else {

			push(@symbols, $_) unless $concat;

			$concat .= ' ' . $_ if $concat;

		}

	}

 

	local($fake);		# Fake unique shell symbol to reparent C symbol

 

	# Now record symbols in master and wanted tables

	foreach (@symbols) {

		$cmaster{$_} = undef;					# Asks for look-up in C files

		# Make a fake C symbol and associate that with the wanted symbol

		# so that later we know were it comes from

		$fake = &gensym;

		$cwanted{$_} = "$fake";					# Attached to this symbol

		push(@Master, "?$unit:$fake=''");		# Fake initialization

	}

}

 

# Extract filenames from manifest
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sub main'load_extract_filenames {

	package

 main;

	&build_filext;			# Construct &is_cfile and &is_shfile

	print "Extracting filenames (C and SH files) from $NEWMANI...\n"

		unless $opt_s;

	open(NEWMANI,$NEWMANI) || die "Can't open $NEWMANI.\n";

	local($file);

	while (<NEWMANI>) {

		($file) = split(' ');

		next if $file eq 'config_h.SH';			# skip config_h.SH

		next if $file eq 'Configure';			# also skip Configure

		next if $file eq 'confmagic.h' && $opt_M;

		push(@SHlist, $file) if &is_shfile($file);

		push(@clist, $file) if &is_cfile($file);

	}

}

 

# Construct two file identifiers based on the file suffix: one for C files,

# and one for SH files (using the $cext and $shext variables) defined in

# the .package file.

# The &is_cfile and &is_shfile routine may then be called to known whether

# a given file is a candidate for holding C or SH symbols.

sub main'load_build_filext {

	package main;

	&build_extfun('is_cfile', $cext, '.c .h .y .l');

	&build_extfun('is_shfile', $shext, '.SH');

}

 

# Build routine $name to identify extensions

 listed in $exts, ensuring

# that $minimum is at least matched (both to be backward compatible with

# older .package and because it is really the minimum requirred).

sub main'load_build_extfun {

	package main;

	local($name, $exts, $minimum) = @_;

	local(@single);		# Single letter dot extensions (may be grouped)

	local(@others);		# Other extensions

	local(%seen);		# Avoid duplicate extensions

	foreach $ext (split(' ', "$exts $minimum")) {

		next if $seen{$ext}++;

		if ($ext =~ s/^\.(\w)$/$1/) {

			push(@single, $ext);

		} else {

			# Convert into perl's regexp

			$ext =~ s/\./\\./g;		# Escape .

			$ext =~ s/\?/./g;		# ? turns into .

			$ext =~ s/\*/.*/g;		# * turns into .*
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			push(@others, $ext);

		}

	}

	local($fn) = &q(<<EOF);		# Function being built

:sub $name {

:	local(\$_) = \@_;

EOF

	local($single);		# Single regexp: .c .h grouped into .[ch]

	$single = '\.[' . join('', @single) . ']' if @single;

	$fn .= &q(<<EOL) if @single;

:	return 1 if /$single\$/;

EOL

	foreach $ext (@others)

 {

		$fn .= &q(<<EOL);

:	return 1 if /$ext\$/;

EOL

	}

	$fn .= &q(<<EOF);

:	0;	# None of the extensions may be applied to file name

:}

EOF

	print $fn if $opt_d;

	eval $fn;

	chop($@) && die "Can't compile '$name':\n$fn\n$@.\n";

}

 

# Remove ':' quotations in front of the lines

sub main'load_q {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	local($*) = 1;

	s/^://g;

	$_;

}

 

# The %Depend array records the functions we use to process the configuration

# lines in the unit, with a special meaning. It is important that all the

# known control symbols be listed below, so that metalint does not complain.

# The %Lcmp array contains valid layouts and their comparaison value.

sub main'load_init_depend {

	package main;

	%Depend = (

		'MAKE', 'p_make',				# The ?MAKE: line records dependencies

		'INIT', 'p_init',				# Initializations printed verbatim

		'LINT', 'p_lint',				# Hints for metalint

		'RCS', 'p_ignore',				# RCS comments are ignored

		'C', 'p_c',						# C symbols
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		'D', 'p_default',				# Default value

 for conditional symbols

		'E', 'p_example',				# Example of usage

		'F', 'p_file',					# Produced files

		'H', 'p_config',				# Process the config.h lines

		'I', 'p_include',				# Added includes

		'L', 'p_library',				# Added libraries

		'M', 'p_magic',					# Process the confmagic.h lines

		'O', 'p_obsolete',				# Unit obsolescence

		'P', 'p_public',				# Location of PD implementation file

		'S', 'p_shell',					# Shell variables

		'T', 'p_temp',					# Shell temporaries used

		'V', 'p_visible',				# Visible symbols like 'rp', 'dflt'

		'W', 'p_wanted',				# Wanted value for interpreter

		'X', 'p_ignore',				# User comment is ignored

		'Y', 'p_layout',				# User-defined layout preference

	);

	%Lcmp = (

		'top',		-1,

		'default',	0,

		'bottom',	1,

	);

}

 

# Extract dependencies from units held in @ARGV

sub main'load_extract_dependencies {

	package main;

	local($proc);						# Procedure used to handle a ctrl line

	local($file);						# Current file scanned

	local($dir, $unit);					# Directory

 and unit's name

	local($old_version) = 0;			# True when old-version unit detected

	local($mc) = "$MC/U";				# Public metaconfig directory

	local($line);						# Last processed line for metalint

 

	printf "Extracting dependency lists from %d units...\n", $#ARGV+1

		unless $opt_s;

 

	chdir $WD;							# Back to working directory

	&init_extraction;					# Initialize extraction files

	$dependencies = ' ' x (50 * @ARGV);	# Pre-extend

	$dependencies = '';

 

	# We do not want to use the <> construct here, because we need the

	# name of the opened files (to get the unit's name) and we want to

	# reset the line number for each files, and do some pre-processing.

 

	file: while ($file = shift(@ARGV)) {
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		close FILE;						# Reset line number

		$old_version = 0;				# True if unit is an old version

		if (open(FILE, $file)) {

			($dir, $unit) = ('', $file)

				unless ($dir, $unit) = ($file =~ m|(.*)/(.*)|);

			$unit =~ s|\.U$||;			# Remove extension

		} else {

			warn("Can't open $file.\n");

		}

		# If

 unit is in the standard public directory, keep only the unit name

		$file = "$unit.U" if $dir eq $mc;

		print "$dir/$unit.U:\n" if $opt_d;

		line: while (<FILE>) {

			$line = $_;					# Save last processed unit line

			if (s/^\?([\w\-]+)://) { 	# We may have found a control line

				$proc = $Depend{$1};	# Look for a procedure to handle it

				unless ($proc) {		# Unknown control line

					$proc = $1;			# p_unknown expects symbol in '$proc'

					eval '&p_unknown';	# Signal error (metalint only)

					next line;			# And go on next line

				}

				# Long lines may be escaped with a final backslash

				$_ .= &complete_line(FILE) if s/\\\s*$//;

				# Run macros substitutions

				s/%</$unit/g;			# %< expands into the unit's name

				if (s/%\*/$unit/) {

					# %* expanded into the entire set of defined symbols

					# in the old version. Now it is only the unit's name.

					++$old_version;

				}

				eval { &$proc($_) };		# Process the line

			} else {

				next file unless $body;		# No procedure to

 handle body

				do {

					$line = $_;				# Save last processed unit line

					eval { &$body($_) } ;	# From now on, it's the unit body

				} while (defined ($_ = <FILE>));

				next file;

			}

		}

	} continue {

		warn("    Warning: $file is a pre-3.0 version.\n") if $old_version;

		&$ending($line) if $ending;			# Post-processing for metalint

	}

 

	&end_extraction;		# End the extraction process
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}

 

# The first line was escaped with a final \ character. Every following line

# is to be appended to it (until we found a real \n not escaped). Note that

# the leading spaces of the continuation line are removed, so any space should

# be added before the former \ if needed.

sub main'load_complete_line {

	package main;

	local($file) = @_;		# File where lines come from

	local($_);

	local($read) = '';		# Concatenation of all the continuation lines found

	while (<$file>) {

		s/^\s+//;				# Remove leading spaces

		if (s/\\\s*$//) {		# Still followed by a continuation line

			$read .= $_;	

		} else {				#

 We've reached the end of the continuation

			return $read . $_;

		}

	}

}

 

# Record obsolete symbols association (new versus old), that is to say for a

# given old symbol, $Obsolete{'old'} = new symbol to be used. A '$' is prepended

# for all shell variables

sub main'load_record_obsolete {

	package main;

	local($_) = @_;

	local(@obsoleted);					# List of obsolete symbols

	local($symbol);						# New symbol which must be used

	local($dollar) = s/^\$// ? '$':'';	# The '$' or a null string

	# Syntax for obsolete symbols specification is

	#    list of symbols (obsolete ones):

	if (/^(\w+)\s*\((.*)\)\s*:$/) {

		$symbol = "$dollar$1";

		@obsoleted = split(' ', $2);		# List of obsolete symbols

	} else {

		if (/^(\w+)\s*\((.*):$/) {

			warn "\"$file\", line $.: final ')' before ':' missing.\n";

			$symbol = "$dollar$1";

			@obsoleted = split(' ', $2);

		} else {

			warn "\"$file\", line $.: syntax error.\n";

			return;

		}

	}

	foreach $val (@obsoleted) {

		$_ = $dollar . $val;
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		if (defined $Obsolete{$_})

 {

		warn "\"$file\", line $.: '$_' already obsoleted by '$Obsolete{$_}'.\n";

		} else {

			$Obsolete{$_} = $symbol;	# Record (old, new) tuple

		}

	}

}

 

# Dump obsolete symbols used in file 'Obsolete'. Also write Obsol_h.U and

# Obsol_sh.U to record old versus new mappings if the -o option was used.

sub main'load_dump_obsolete {

	package main;

	unless (-f 'Obsolete') {

		open(OBSOLETE, ">Obsolete") || die "Can't create Obsolete.\n";

	}

	open(OBSOL_H, ">.MT/Obsol_h.U") || die "Can't create .MT/Obsol_h.U.\n";

	open(OBSOL_SH, ">.MT/Obsol_sh.U") || die "Can't create .MT/Obsol_sh.U.\n";

	local($file);						# File where obsolete symbol was found

	local($old);						# Name of this old symbol

	local($new);						# Value of the new symbol to be used

	# Leave a blank line at the top so that anny added ^L will stand on a line

	# by itself (the formatting process adds a ^L when a new page is needed).

	format OBSOLETE_TOP =

 

             File                 |      Old symbol      |   

   New symbol

-----------------------------------+----------------------+---------------------

.

	format OBSOLETE =

@<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< | @<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< | @<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

$file,                               $old,                  $new

.

	local(%seen);

	foreach $key (sort keys %ofound) {

		($file, $old, $new) = ($key =~ /^(\S+)\s+(\S+)\s+(\S+)/);

		write(OBSOLETE) unless $file eq 'XXX';

		next unless $opt_o;				# Obsolete mapping done only with -o

		next if $seen{$old}++;			# Already remapped, thank you

		if ($new =~ s/^\$//) {			# We found an obsolete shell symbol

			$old =~ s/^\$//;

			print OBSOL_SH "$old=\"\$$new\"\n";

		} else {						# We found an obsolete C symbol

			print OBSOL_H "#ifdef $new\n";

			print OBSOL_H "#define $old $new\n";

			print OBSOL_H "#endif\n\n";

		}

	}
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	close OBSOLETE;

	close OBSOL_H;

	close OBSOL_SH;

	if (-s 'Obsolete') {

		print "*** Obsolete symbols found -- see file 'Obsolete' for a list.\n";

	} else {

		unlink 'Obsolete';

	}

	undef

 %ofound;				# Not needed any more

}

 

# Parse files and build cross references

sub main'load_build_xref {

	package main;

	print "Building cross-reference files...\n" unless $opt_s;

	unless (-f $NEWMANI) {

		&manifake;

		die "No $NEWMANI--don't know who to scan.\n" unless -f $NEWMANI;

	}

 

	open(FUI, "|sort | uniq >I.fui") || die "Can't create I.fui.\n";

	open(UIF, "|sort | uniq >I.uif") || die "Can't create I.uif.\n";

 

	local($search);							# Where to-be-evaled script is held

	local($_) = ' ' x 50000 if $opt_m;		# Pre-extend pattern search space

	local(%visited);						# Records visited files

	local(%lastfound);						# Where last occurence of key was

 

	# Map shell symbol names to units by reverse engineering the @Master array

	# which records all the known shell symbols and the units where they

	# are defined.

	foreach $init (@Master) {

		$init =~ /^\?(.*):(.*)=''/ && ($shwanted{"\$$2"} = $1);

	}

 

	# Now we are a little clever, and build a loop to eval so that we don't

	# have to recompile

 our patterns on every file.  We also use "study" since

	# we are searching the same string for many different things.  Hauls!

 

	if (@clist) {

		print "    Scanning .[chyl] files for symbols...\n" unless $opt_s;

		$search = ' ' x (40 * (@cmaster + @ocmaster));	# Pre-extend

		$search = "while (<>) {study;\n";				# Init loop over ARGV

		foreach $key (keys(cmaster)) {

			$search .= "\$cmaster{'$key'} .= \"\$ARGV#\" if /\\b$key\\b/;\n";

		}
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		foreach $key (grep(!/^\$/, keys %Obsolete)) {

			$search .= "&ofound('$key') if /\\b$key\\b/;\n";

		}

		$search .= "}\n";			# terminate loop

		print $search if $opt_d;

		@ARGV = @clist;

		# Swallow each file as a whole, if memory is available

		undef $/ if $opt_m;

		eval $search;

		eval '';

		$/ = "\n";

		while (($key,$value) = each(cmaster)) {

			next if $value eq '';

			foreach $file (sort(split(/#/, $value))) {

				next if $file eq '';

				# %cwanted may contain value separated by \n -- take last one

				@sym = split(/\n/, $cwanted{$key});

				$sym

 = pop(@sym);

				$shell = "\$$sym";

				print FUI

					pack("A35", $file),

					pack("A20", "$shwanted{$shell}.U"),

					$key, "\n";

				print UIF

					pack("A20", "$shwanted{$shell}.U"),

					pack("A25", $key),

					$file, "\n";

			}

		}

	}

 

	undef @clist;

	undef %cwanted;

	undef %cmaster;		# We're not building Configure, we may delete this

	%visited = ();

	%lastfound = ();

 

	if (@SHlist) {

		print "    Scanning .SH files for symbols...\n" unless $opt_s;

		$search = ' ' x (40 * (@shmaster + @oshmaster));	# Pre-extend

		$search = "while (<>) {study;\n";

		# All the keys already have a leading '$'

		foreach $key (keys(shmaster)) {

			$search .= "\$shmaster{'$key'} .= \"\$ARGV#\" if /\\$key\\b/;\n";

		}

		foreach $key (grep (/^\$/, keys %Obsolete)) {

			$search .= "&ofound('$key') if /\\$key\\b/;\n";
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		}

		$search .= "}\n";

		print $search if $opt_d;

		@ARGV = @SHlist;

		# Swallow each file as a whole, if memory is available

		undef $/ if $opt_m;

		eval $search;

		eval '';

		$/ =

 "\n";

		while (($key,$value) = each(shmaster)) {

			next if $value eq '';

			foreach $file (sort(split(/#/, $value))) {

				next if $file eq '';

				print FUI

					pack("A35", $file),

					pack("A20", "$shwanted{$key}.U"),

					$key, "\n";

				print UIF

					pack("A20", "$shwanted{$key}.U"),

					pack("A25", $key),

					$file, "\n";

			}

		}

	}

 

	close FUI;

	close UIF;

 

	# If obsolete symbols where found, write an Obsolete file which lists where

	# each of them appear and the new symbol to be used. Also write Obsol_h.U

	# and Obsol_sh.U in .MT for later perusal.

 

	&dump_obsolete;						# Dump obsolete symbols if any

 

	# Clean-up memory by freeing useless data structures

	undef @SHlist;

	undef %shmaster;

}

 

# This routine records matches of obsolete keys (C or shell)

sub main'load_ofound {

	package main;

	local($key) = @_;

	local($_) = $Obsolete{$key};		# Value of new symbol

	$ofound{"$ARGV $key $_"}++;			# Record obsolete match

	$cmaster{$_} .= "$ARGV#" unless /^\$/;	# A C hit

	$shmaster{$_}
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 .= "$ARGV#" if /^\$/;		# Or a shell one

}

 

# Create a new symbol name each time it is invoked. That name is suitable for

# usage as a perl variable name.

sub main'load_gensym {

	package main;

	$Gensym = 'AAAAA' unless $Gensym;

	$Gensym++;

}

 

sub main'load_manifake {

	package main;

   # make MANIFEST and MANIFEST.new say the same thing

   if (! -f $NEWMANI) {

       if (-f $MANI) {

           open(IN,$MANI) || die "Can't open $MANI";

           open(OUT,">$NEWMANI") || die "Can't create $NEWMANI";

           while (<IN>) {

               if (/---/) {

					# Everything until now was a header...

					close OUT;

					open(OUT,">$NEWMANI") ||

						die "Can't recreate $NEWMANI";

					next;

				}

               s/^\s*(\S+\s+)[0-9]*\s*(.*)/$1$2/;

				print OUT;

				print OUT "\n" unless /\n$/;	# If no description

           }

           close IN;

			close OUT;

       }

       else {

die "You need to make a $NEWMANI file, with names and descriptions.\n";

       }

   }

}

 

#

 Perform ~name expansion ala ksh...

# (banish csh from your vocabulary ;-)

sub main'load_tilda_expand {

	package main;

	local($path) = @_;

	return $path unless $path =~ /^~/;

	$path =~ s:^~([^/]+):(getpwnam($1))[$[+7]:e;			# ~name

	$path =~ s:^~:$ENV{'HOME'} || (getpwuid($<))[$[+7]:e;	# ~
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	$path;

}

 

# Set up profile components into %Profile, add any profile-supplied options

# into @ARGV and return the command invocation name.

sub main'load_profile {

	package main;

	local($profile) = &tilda_expand($ENV{'DIST'} || '~/.dist_profile');

	local($me) = $0;		# Command name

	$me =~ s|.*/(.*)|$1|;	# Keep only base name

	return $me unless -s $profile;

	local(*PROFILE);		# Local file descriptor

	local($options) = '';	# Options we get back from profile

	unless (open(PROFILE, $profile)) {

		warn "$me: cannot open $profile: $!\n";

		return;

	}

	local($_);

	local($component);

	while (<PROFILE>) {

		next if /^\s*#/;	# Skip comments

		next unless /^$me/o;

		if (s/^$me://o) {	# progname: options

			chop;

			$options

 .= $_;	# Merge options if more than one line

		}

		elsif (s/^$me-([^:]+)://o) {	# progname-component: value

			$component = $1;

			chop;

			s/^\s+//;		# Trim leading and trailing spaces

			s/\s+$//;

			$Profile{$component} = $_;

		}

	}

	close PROFILE;

	return unless $options;

	require 'shellwords.pl';

	local(@opts);

	eval '@opts = &shellwords($options)';	# Protect against mismatched quotes

	unshift(@ARGV, @opts);

	return $me;				# Return our invocation name

}

 

#

# End of dataloading section.

#
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/bin/metaxref

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_PRId64 d_PRIi64 d_PRIu64 d_PRIo64 d_PRIx64 d_PRIXU64 \

	sPRId64 sPRIi64 sPRIu64 sPRIo64 sPRIx64 sPRIXU64: \

	quadtype i_inttypes test cat rm_try Setvar Compile run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_PRId64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRId64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print 64-bit decimal numbers.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIi64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIi64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print 64-bit decimal numbers.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIu64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIu64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print 64-bit unsigned decimal

?S:	numbers.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIo64:

?S:	This variable

 conditionally defines the PERL_PRIo64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print 64-bit octal numbers.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIx64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIx64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print 64-bit hexadecimal numbers.

?S:.

?S:d_PRIXU64:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PERL_PRIXU64 symbol, which

?S:	indicates that stdio has a symbol to print 64-bit hExADECimAl numbers.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from d_PRIx64 so that even

?S:	case-blind systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?S:sPRId64:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format 64-bit decimal numbers (format 'd') for output.

?S:.
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?S:sPRIi64:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format 64-bit decimal numbers (format 'i') for output.

?S:.

?S:sPRIu64:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format 64-bit unsigned decimal numbers (format 'u')

 for output.

?S:.

?S:sPRIo64:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format 64-bit octal numbers (format 'o') for output.

?S:.

?S:sPRIx64:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format 64-bit hexadecimal numbers (format 'x') for output.

?S:.

?S:sPRIXU64:

?S:	This variable, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?S:	format 64-bit hExADECimAl numbers (format 'X') for output.

?S:	The 'U' in the name is to separate this from sPRIx64 so that even

?S:	case-blind systems can see the difference.

?S:.

?C:PERL_PRId64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format 64-bit decimal numbers (format 'd') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIi64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format 64-bit decimal numbers (format 'i') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIu64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format 64-bit unsigned decimal numbers (format 'u')

 for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIo64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format 64-bit octal numbers (format 'o') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIx64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format 64-bit hexadecimal numbers (format 'x') for output.

?C:.

?C:PERL_PRIXU64:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the string used by stdio to

?C:	format 64-bit hExADECimAl numbers (format 'X') for output.

?C:.
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?H:#$d_PRId64 PERL_PRId64	$sPRId64	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIi64 PERL_PRIi64	$sPRIi64	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIu64 PERL_PRIu64	$sPRIu64	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIo64 PERL_PRIo64	$sPRIo64	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIx64 PERL_PRIx64	$sPRIx64	/**/

?H:#$d_PRIx64 PERL_PRIXU64	$sPRIXU64	/**/

?H:.

?T:yyy

?F:!try

: Check 64bit sizes

echo " "

 

if $test X"$quadtype" != X; then

 

echo "Checking how to print 64-bit integers..." >&4

 

if $test X"$sPRId64" = X -a X"$quadtype" = Xint; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 int q = 12345678901;

 

 printf("%ld\n", q);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		12345678901)

			sPRId64='"d"'; sPRIi64='"i"'; sPRIu64='"u"';

			sPRIo64='"o"'; sPRIx64='"x"'; sPRIXU64='"X"';

			echo "We will use %d."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRId64" = X -a X"$quadtype" = Xlong; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 long q = 12345678901;

 printf("%ld\n", q);

}

EOCP
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	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		12345678901)

			sPRId64='"ld"'; sPRIi64='"li"'; sPRIu64='"lu"';

			sPRIo64='"lo"'; sPRIx64='"lx"'; sPRIXU64='"lX"';

			echo "We will use %ld."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRId64" = X -a X"$i_inttypes" = X"$define" -a X"$quadtype" = Xint64_t; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <inttypes.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 int64_t q = 12345678901;

 printf("%" PRId64 "\n", q);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		12345678901)

			sPRId64=PRId64;

 sPRIi64=PRIi64; sPRIu64=PRIu64;

			sPRIo64=PRIo64; sPRIx64=PRIx64; sPRIXU64=PRIXU64;

			echo "We will use the C9X style."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRId64" = X -a X"$quadtype" != X; then

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 $quadtype q = 12345678901;

 printf("%Ld\n", q);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then
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		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		12345678901)

			sPRId64='"Ld"'; sPRIi64='"Li"'; sPRIu64='"Lu"';

			sPRIo64='"Lo"'; sPRIx64='"Lx"'; sPRIXU64='"LX"';

			echo "We will use %Ld."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRId64" = X -a X"$quadtype" = X"long long"; then

	$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 long long q = 12345678901LL; /* AIX cc requires the LL suffix. */

 printf("%lld\n", q);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		12345678901)

			sPRId64='"lld"'; sPRIi64='"lli"'; sPRIu64='"llu"';

			sPRIo64='"llo"'; sPRIx64='"llx"';

 sPRIXU64='"llX"';

			echo "We will use the %lld style."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRId64" = X -a X"$quadtype" != X; then

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

 $quadtype q = 12345678901;

 printf("%qd\n", q);

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile; then

		yyy=`$run ./try`

		case "$yyy" in

		12345678901)
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			sPRId64='"qd"'; sPRIi64='"qi"'; sPRIu64='"qu"';

			sPRIo64='"qo"'; sPRIx64='"qx"'; sPRIXU64='"qX"';

			echo "We will use %qd."

			;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

if $test X"$sPRId64" = X; then

	echo "Cannot figure out how to print 64-bit integers." >&4

fi

$rm_try

 

fi

 

case "$sPRId64" in

'')	d_PRId64="$undef"; d_PRIi64="$undef"; d_PRIu64="$undef";

	d_PRIo64="$undef"; d_PRIx64="$undef"; d_PRIXU64="$undef";

	;;

*)	d_PRId64="$define"; d_PRIi64="$define"; d_PRIu64="$define";

	d_PRIo64="$define"; d_PRIx64="$define"; d_PRIXU64="$define";

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/quadfio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: perlpath.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/09/25  09:17:04  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:33:53  ram

?RCS: patch45: can now use Loc variables since path stripping is deferred

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:32  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?X:

?X: The purpose of this unit is to locate perl good enough to construct a #!

?X:

?MAKE:perlpath: Getfile Oldconfig Loc perl

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:perlpath:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the PERLPATH symbol,

?S:	which contains the absolute location of the perl interpreter.

?S:.

?C:PERLPATH:

?C:	This symbol contains the absolute location of the perl interpreter.

?C:.

?H:#define PERLPATH "$perlpath"		/**/

?H:.

: determine perl absolute location

case "$perlpath" in

'')

	if test -f /usr/bin/perl; then

		dflt=/usr/bin/perl

	else

		case "$perl" in

		*/*) dflt="$perl";;

		*) dflt=/usr/bin/perl;;

		esac

	fi

	;;

*)  dflt="$perlpath"

	;;

esac

echo " "

fn=f~/

rp="Where is perl located on your system?"

. ./getfile

perlpath="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/perlpath.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: mallocsrc.U,v 3.0.1.2 1997/02/28 16:10:26 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: mallocsrc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  16:10:26  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for Free_t, the type of free()

?RCS: patch61: replaced .o with $_o all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:10:46  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for MYMALLOC, mainly  for perl5 (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:12  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:mallocsrc mallocobj usemallocwrap usemymalloc

 malloctype d_mymalloc \

	freetype: Myread \

	Oldconfig package Guess Setvar rm cat +cc +ccflags Findhdr \

	i_malloc i_stdlib sed libs _o ptrsize useithreads

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X: Put near top so that other tests don't erroneously include

?X: -lmalloc.  --AD  22 June 1998

?Y:TOP

?S:usemymalloc:

?S:	This variable contains y if the malloc that comes with this package

?S:	is desired over the system's version of malloc.  People often include

?S:	special versions of malloc for efficiency, but such versions are often

?S:	less portable.  See also mallocsrc and mallocobj.

?S:	If this is 'y', then -lmalloc is removed from $libs.

?S:.

?S:usemallocwrap:

?S:	This variable contains y if we are wrapping malloc to prevent

?S:	integer overflow during size calculations.

?S:.

?S:mallocsrc:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the malloc.c that comes with

?S:	the package, if that malloc.c is preferred over the system malloc.

?S:	Otherwise the value is null.  This variable is intended for generating

?S:	Makefiles.

?S:.

?S:d_mymalloc:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines MYMALLOC in case other parts

?S:	of the source want to take special action if MYMALLOC is used.

?S:	This may include different sorts of profiling or error detection.

?S:.
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?S:mallocobj:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the malloc.o that this package

?S:	generates, if that malloc.o is preferred over the system malloc.

?S:	Otherwise the value is null.  This variable is intended for generating

?S:	Makefiles.  See mallocsrc.

?S:.

?S:freetype:

?S:	This variable contains the return type of free().  It is usually

?S:	void, but occasionally int.

?S:.

?S:malloctype:

?S:	This variable contains the kind of ptr returned by malloc and realloc.

?S:.

?C:Free_t:

?C:	This variable contains the return type of free().  It is usually

?C:	void, but occasionally int.

?C:.

?C:Malloc_t (MALLOCPTRTYPE):

?C:	This symbol is the type of pointer returned by malloc and realloc.

?C:.

?H:#define Malloc_t $malloctype			/**/

?H:#define Free_t

 $freetype			/**/

?H:.

?C:PERL_MALLOC_WRAP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that we'd like malloc wrap checks.

?C:.

?H:#$usemallocwrap PERL_MALLOC_WRAP		/**/

?H:.

?C:MYMALLOC:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that we're using our own malloc.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mymalloc MYMALLOC			/**/

?H:.

?LINT:extern usedevel

?LINT:change libs

?X: Cannot test for mallocsrc; it is the unit's name and there is a bug in

?X: the interpreter which defines all the names, even though they are not used.

@if mallocobj

: determine whether to use malloc wrapping

echo " "

case "$usemallocwrap" in

[yY]*|true|$define)	dflt='y' ;;

[nN]*|false|$undef)	dflt='n' ;;

*)	case "$usedevel" in

	[yY]*|true|$define)	dflt='y' ;;

	*) dflt='n' ;;

	esac
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	;;

esac

rp="Do you wish to wrap malloc calls to protect against potential overflows?"

. ./myread

usemallocwrap="$ans"

case "$ans" in

y*|true)

	usemallocwrap="$define" ;;

*)

	usemallocwrap="$undef" ;;

esac

 

: determine which malloc to compile in

echo " "

case "$usemymalloc"

 in

[yY]*|true|$define)	dflt='y' ;;

[nN]*|false|$undef)	dflt='n' ;;

*)	case "$ptrsize" in

	4) dflt='y' ;;

	*) dflt='n' ;;

	esac

	if test "$useithreads" = "$define"; then dflt='n'; fi

	;;

esac

rp="Do you wish to attempt to use the malloc that comes with $package?"

. ./myread

usemymalloc="$ans"

case "$ans" in

y*|true)

	usemymalloc='y'

	mallocsrc='malloc.c'

	mallocobj="malloc$_o"

	d_mymalloc="$define"

?X:	Maybe libs.U should be dependent on mallocsrc.U, but then

?X:	most packages that use dist probably don't supply their own

?X:	malloc, so this is probably an o.k. compromise

	case "$libs" in

	*-lmalloc*)

		: Remove malloc from list of libraries to use

		echo "Removing unneeded -lmalloc from library list" >&4

		set `echo X $libs | $sed -e 's/-lmalloc / /' -e 's/-lmalloc$//'`

		shift

		libs="$*"

		echo "libs = $libs" >&4

		;;

	esac

	;;
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*)

	usemymalloc='n'

	mallocsrc=''

	mallocobj=''

	d_mymalloc="$undef"

	;;

esac

 

@end

@if MALLOCPTRTYPE || Malloc_t || Free_t

: compute the return types of

 malloc and free

echo " "

$cat >malloc.c <<END

#$i_malloc I_MALLOC

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#include <stdio.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef I_MALLOC

#include <malloc.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#ifdef TRY_MALLOC

void *malloc();

#endif

#ifdef TRY_FREE

void free();

#endif

END

@if MALLOCPTRTYPE || Malloc_t

case "$malloctype" in

'')

	if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY_MALLOC malloc.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		malloctype='void *'

	else

		malloctype='char *'

	fi

	;;

esac

echo "Your system wants malloc to return '$malloctype', it would seem." >&4

@end

 

@if Free_t

case "$freetype" in

'')

	if $cc $ccflags -c -DTRY_FREE malloc.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then
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		freetype='void'

	else

		freetype='int'

	fi

	;;

esac

echo "Your system uses $freetype free(), it would seem." >&4

@end

$rm -f malloc.[co]

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/mallocsrc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Tye McQueen <tye@metronet.com>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_stdstdio.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:46:32  ram

?RCS: patch61: merged with perl5's unit

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:06:54  ram

?RCS: patch56: typo fix on ?C: line for FILE_bufsiz

?RCS: patch56: fixed unbalanced parenthesis (ADO)

?RCS: patch56: check whether FILE_cnt and FILE_ptr can be assigned to (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/05/12  12:12:11  ram

?RCS: patch54: complete rewrite by Tye McQueen

 to fit modern systems

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:31  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_stdstdio d_stdiobase stdio_ptr stdio_cnt stdio_base \

	stdio_bufsiz d_stdio_cnt_lval d_stdio_ptr_lval stdio_filbuf: cat \

	+cc +ccflags contains +ldflags +libs rm_try \

	Setvar Findhdr Oldconfig
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_stdstdio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_STDIO_PTR if this system

?S:	has a FILE structure declaring usable _ptr and _cnt fields (or

?S:	equivalent) in stdio.h.

?S:.

?S:stdio_ptr:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to access the

?S:	_ptr field (or equivalent) of stdio.h's FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_ptr(fp).

?S:.

?S:d_stdio_ptr_lval:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines STDIO_PTR_LVALUE if the

?S:	FILE_ptr macro can be used as an lvalue.

?S:.

?S:stdio_cnt:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to access the

?S:	_cnt field (or equivalent) of

 stdio.h's FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_cnt(fp).

?S:.

?S:d_stdio_cnt_lval:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines STDIO_CNT_LVALUE if the

?S:	FILE_cnt macro can be used as an lvalue.

?S:.

?S:stdio_filbuf:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to tell

?S:	stdio to refill it's internal buffers (?).  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_filbuf(fp).

?S:.

?S:d_stdiobase:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_STDIO_BASE if this system

?S:	has a FILE structure declaring a usable _base field (or equivalent)

?S:	in stdio.h.

?S:.

?S:stdio_base:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to access the

?S:	_base field (or equivalent) of stdio.h's FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_base(fp).

?S:.

?S:stdio_bufsiz:

?S:	This variable defines how, given a FILE pointer, fp, to determine

?S:	the number of bytes store in the I/O buffer pointer to by the

?S:	_base field (or equivalent) of stdio.h's

 FILE structure.  This will

?S:	be used to define the macro FILE_bufsiz(fp).

?S:.

?C:USE_STDIO_PTR ~ d_stdstdio (USE_STD_STDIO STDSTDIO):
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?C:	This symbol is defined if the _ptr and _cnt fields (or similar)

?C:	of the stdio FILE structure can be used to access the stdio buffer

?C:	for a file handle.  If this is defined, then the FILE_ptr(fp)

?C:	and FILE_cnt(fp) macros will also be defined and should be used

?C:	to access these fields.

?C:.

?C:FILE_ptr:

?C:	This macro is used to access the _ptr field (or equivalent) of the

?C:	FILE structure pointed to by its argument. This macro will always be

?C:	defined if USE_STDIO_PTR is defined.

?C:.

?C:STDIO_PTR_LVALUE:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the FILE_ptr macro can be used as an

?C:	lvalue.

?C:.

?C:FILE_cnt:

?C:	This macro is used to access the _cnt field (or equivalent) of the

?C:	FILE structure pointed to by its argument. This macro will always be

?C:	defined if USE_STDIO_PTR is defined.

?C:.

?C:STDIO_CNT_LVALUE:

?C:	This symbol is defined

 if the FILE_cnt macro can be used as an

?C:	lvalue.

?C:.

?C:FILE_filbuf:

?C:	This macro is used to access the internal stdio _filbuf function

?C:	(or equivalent), if STDIO_CNT_LVALUE and STDIO_PTR_LVALUE

?C:	are defined.  It is typically either _filbuf or __filbuf.

?C:	This macro will only be defined if both STDIO_CNT_LVALUE and

?C:	STDIO_PTR_LVALUE are defined.

?C:.

?H:?d_stdstdio:#$d_stdstdio USE_STDIO_PTR 	/**/

?H:?d_stdstdio:#ifdef USE_STDIO_PTR

?H:#define FILE_ptr(fp)	$stdio_ptr

?H:#$d_stdio_ptr_lval STDIO_PTR_LVALUE 		/**/

?H:#define FILE_cnt(fp)	$stdio_cnt

?H:#$d_stdio_cnt_lval STDIO_CNT_LVALUE 		/**/

?H:?d_stdstdio:#if defined(STDIO_PTR_LVALUE) && defined(STDIO_CNT_LVALUE)

?H:#define FILE_filbuf(fp)	$stdio_filbuf 		/**/

?H:?d_stdstdio:#endif

?H:?d_stdstdio:#endif

?H:.

?W:d_stdstdio:FILE_ptr FILE_cnt FILE_filbuf

?C:USE_STDIO_BASE ~ d_stdiobase:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the _base field (or similar) of the

?C:	stdio FILE structure can be used to access the stdio buffer
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 for

?C:	a file handle.  If this is defined, then the FILE_base(fp) macro

?C:	will also be defined and should be used to access this field.

?C:	Also, the FILE_bufsiz(fp) macro will be defined and should be used

?C:	to determine the number of bytes in the buffer.  USE_STDIO_BASE

?C:	will never be defined unless USE_STDIO_PTR is.

?C:.

?C:FILE_base:

?C:	This macro is used to access the _base field (or equivalent) of the

?C:	FILE structure pointed to by its argument. This macro will always be

?C:	defined if USE_STDIO_BASE is defined.

?C:.

?C:FILE_bufsiz:

?C:	This macro is used to determine the number of bytes in the I/O

?C:	buffer pointed to by _base field (or equivalent) of the FILE

?C:	structure pointed to its argument. This macro will always be defined

?C:	if USE_STDIO_BASE is defined.

?C:.

?H:?d_stdiobase:#$d_stdiobase USE_STDIO_BASE 	/**/

?H:?d_stdiobase:#ifdef USE_STDIO_BASE

?H:#define FILE_base(fp)	$stdio_base

?H:#define FILE_bufsiz(fp)	$stdio_bufsiz

?H:?d_stdiobase:#endif

?H:.

?W:d_stdiobase:FILE_base

 FILE_bufsiz

?LINT:set d_stdstdio d_stdiobase

?T:ptr_lval cnt_lval filbuf xxx

?F:!try

: see if _ptr and _cnt from stdio act std

echo " "

if $contains '_IO_fpos_t' `./findhdr stdio.h` >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "(Looks like you have stdio.h from Linux.)"

	case "$stdio_ptr" in

	'') stdio_ptr='((fp)->_IO_read_ptr)'

		ptr_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	ptr_lval=$d_stdio_ptr_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_cnt" in

	'') stdio_cnt='((fp)->_IO_read_end - (fp)->_IO_read_ptr)'

		cnt_lval=$undef

		;;

	*)	cnt_lval=$d_stdio_cnt_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_base" in

	'') stdio_base='((fp)->_IO_read_base)';;

	esac
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	case "$stdio_bufsiz" in

	'') stdio_bufsiz='((fp)->_IO_read_end - (fp)->_IO_read_base)';;

	esac

else

	case "$stdio_ptr" in

	'') stdio_ptr='((fp)->_ptr)'

		ptr_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	ptr_lval=$d_stdio_ptr_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_cnt" in

	'') stdio_cnt='((fp)->_cnt)'

		cnt_lval=$define

		;;

	*)	cnt_lval=$d_stdio_cnt_lval;;

	esac

	case "$stdio_base" in

	'') stdio_base='((fp)->_base)';;

	esac

	case

 "$stdio_bufsiz" in

	'') stdio_bufsiz='((fp)->_cnt + (fp)->_ptr - (fp)->_base)';;

	esac

fi

: test whether _ptr and _cnt really work

echo "Checking how std your stdio is..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <stdio.h>

#define FILE_ptr(fp)	$stdio_ptr

#define FILE_cnt(fp)	$stdio_cnt

int main() {

	FILE *fp = fopen("try.c", "r");

	char c = getc(fp);

	if (

		18 <= FILE_cnt(fp) &&

		strncmp(FILE_ptr(fp), "include <stdio.h>\n", 18) == 0

	)

		exit(0);

	exit(1);

}

EOP

val="$undef"

if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o try try.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	if ./try; then

		echo "Your stdio acts pretty std."

		val="$define"

	else

		echo "Your stdio isn't very std."
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	fi

else

	echo "Your stdio doesn't appear very std."

fi

$rm_try

set d_stdstdio

eval $setvar

 

@if STDIO_PTR_LVALUE || d_stdio_ptr_lval

: Can _ptr be used as an lvalue?

?X: Only makes sense if we have a known stdio implementation.

case "$d_stdstdio$ptr_lval" in

$define$define) val=$define ;;

*) val=$undef ;;

esac

set d_stdio_ptr_lval

eval

 $setvar

 

@end

@if STDIO_CNT_LVALUE || d_stdio_cnt_lval

: Can _cnt be used as an lvalue?

?X: Only makes sense if we have a known stdio implementation.

case "$d_stdstdio$cnt_lval" in

$define$define) val=$define ;;

*) val=$undef ;;

esac

set d_stdio_cnt_lval

eval $setvar

 

@end

@if FILE_filbuf

: How to access the stdio _filbuf or __filbuf function.

: If this fails, check how the getc macro in stdio.h works.

case "${d_stdio_ptr_lval}${d_stdio_cnt_lval}" in

${define}${define})

	: Try hint value, if any, then _filbuf, __filbuf, _fill, then punt.

	: _fill is for OS/2.

	xxx='notok'

	for filbuf in $stdio_filbuf '_filbuf(fp)' '__filbuf(fp) ' '_fill(fp)' ; do

		$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <stdio.h>

#define FILE_ptr(fp)	$stdio_ptr

#define FILE_cnt(fp)	$stdio_cnt

#define FILE_filbuf(fp)	$filbuf

int main() {

	FILE *fp = fopen("try.c", "r");

	int c;
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	c = getc(fp);

	c = FILE_filbuf(fp);  /* Just looking for linker errors.*/

	exit(0);

}

EOP

		if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o try try.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 &&

 ./try; then

			echo "Your stdio appears to use $filbuf"

			stdio_filbuf="$filbuf"

			xxx='ok'

			break

		else

			echo "Hmm.  $filbuf doesn't seem to work."

		fi

		$rm_try

	done

	case "$xxx" in

	notok)	echo "I can't figure out how to access _filbuf"

			echo "I'll just have to work around it."

			d_stdio_ptr_lval="$undef"

			d_stdio_cnt_lval="$undef"

			;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

@if d_stdiobase || USE_STDIO_BASE || FILE_base || FILE_bufsiz

: see if _base is also standard

val="$undef"

case "$d_stdstdio" in

$define)

	$cat >try.c <<EOP

#include <stdio.h>

#define FILE_base(fp)	$stdio_base

#define FILE_bufsiz(fp)	$stdio_bufsiz

int main() {

	FILE *fp = fopen("try.c", "r");

	char c = getc(fp);

	if (

		19 <= FILE_bufsiz(fp) &&

		strncmp(FILE_base(fp), "#include <stdio.h>\n", 19) == 0

	)

		exit(0);

	exit(1);

}

EOP

	if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o try try.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1; then

		if ./try; then
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			echo "And its _base field acts std."

			val="$define"

		else

			echo "But its _base field isn't std."

		fi

	else

		echo

 "However, it seems to be lacking the _base field."

	fi

	$rm_try

	;;

esac

set d_stdiobase

eval $setvar

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_stdstdio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fdim: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fdim:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FDIM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fdim() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FDIM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fdim routine is

?C:	available to do the positive difference function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fdim HAS_FDIM		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fdim

: see if fdim exists

set fdim d_fdim

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fdim.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpwuid_r.U,v 0RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpwuid_r getpwuid_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_pwd extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpwuid_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPWUID_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getpwuid_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getpwuid_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getpwuid_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getpwuid_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getpwuid_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPWUID_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getpwuid_r routine

?C:	is available to

 getpwuid re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETPWUID_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getpwuid_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getpwuid_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getpwuid_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpwuid_r HAS_GETPWUID_R	/**/

?H:#define GETPWUID_R_PROTO $getpwuid_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getpwuid_r_proto

: see if getpwuid_r exists

set getpwuid_r d_getpwuid_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getpwuid_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_pwd pwd.h"

	case "$d_getpwuid_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getpwuid_r_proto=define

		set d_getpwuid_r_proto getpwuid_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac
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	case "$d_getpwuid_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getpwuid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwuid_r(uid_t, struct passwd*, char*, size_t, struct passwd**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwuid_r_proto=I_TSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwuid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwuid_r(uid_t, struct passwd*, char*, int,

 struct passwd**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwuid_r_proto=I_TSBIR ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwuid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwuid_r(uid_t, struct passwd*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwuid_r_proto=I_TSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwuid_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct passwd* getpwuid_r(uid_t, struct passwd*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwuid_r_proto=S_TSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwuid_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getpwuid_r=undef

		getpwuid_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getpwuid_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getpwuid_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getpwuid_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getpwuid_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getpwuid_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getpwuid_r=undef

		getpwuid_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getpwuid_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getpwuid_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethostbyname_r.U,v 0RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethostbyname_r gethostbyname_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethostbyname_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the gethostbyname_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:gethostbyname_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of gethostbyname_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_gethostbyname_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gethostbyname_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the gethostbyname_r routine

?C:	is available to gethostbyname re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETHOSTBYNAME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of gethostbyname_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_gethostbyname_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_gethostbyname_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_gethostbyname_r HAS_GETHOSTBYNAME_R	/**/

?H:#define GETHOSTBYNAME_R_PROTO $gethostbyname_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_gethostbyname_r_proto

: see if gethostbyname_r exists

set gethostbyname_r d_gethostbyname_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_gethostbyname_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_gethostbyname_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_gethostbyname_r_proto=define

		set d_gethostbyname_r_proto gethostbyname_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac
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	case "$d_gethostbyname_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$gethostbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostbyname_r(const char*, struct hostent*, char*, size_t, struct

 hostent**, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyname_r_proto=I_CSBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct hostent* gethostbyname_r(const char*, struct hostent*, char*, int, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyname_r_proto=S_CSBIE ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int gethostbyname_r(const char*, struct hostent*, struct hostent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && gethostbyname_r_proto=I_CSD ;;

	esac

	case "$gethostbyname_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_gethostbyname_r=undef

		gethostbyname_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling gethostbyname_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$gethostbyname_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) gethostbyname_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$gethostbyname_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "gethostbyname_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_gethostbyname_r=undef

		gethostbyname_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	gethostbyname_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_gethostbyname_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_aintl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_aintl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_AINTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the aintl() routine is available.

?S:	If copysignl is also present we can emulate modfl.

?S:.

?C:HAS_AINTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the aintl routine is

?C:	available.  If copysignl is also present we can emulate modfl.

?C:.

?H:#$d_aintl HAS_AINTL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_aintl

: see if aintl exists

set aintl d_aintl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_aintl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: archname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:24:32  ram

?RCS: patch61: changed the way the archname is mangled from uname

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:05:24  ram

?RCS: patch54: protect against spaces in "uname -m" output (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/02/15  14:14:21  ram

?RCS: patch51: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:archname myarchname: sed Loc Myread Oldconfig osname test rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:archname:

?S:	This variable is a short name to characterize the current

?S:	architecture.

  It is used mainly to construct the default archlib.

?S:.

?S:myarchname:

?S:	This variable holds the architecture name computed by Configure in

?S:	a previous run. It is not intended to be perused by any user and

?S:	should never be set in a hint file.

?S:.

?C:ARCHNAME:

?C:	This symbol holds a string representing the architecture name.

?C:	It may be used to construct an architecture-dependant pathname

?C:	where library files may be held under a private library, for

?C:	instance.

?C:.

?H:#define ARCHNAME "$archname"		/**/

?H:.

?T:xxx tarch

: determine the architecture name

echo " "

?X: We always recompute archname in case osname changes. However, we need

?X: to be careful since, as ADO rightfully pointed out, some systems pick

?X: silly architecture names (0001307135000-aix on AIX or 9000/715-ux under

?X: HP-UX). Therefore, we allow hint files to superseed our guess and ask

?X: the user for confirmation.

if xxx=`./loc arch blurfl $pth`; $test -f "$xxx"; then

	tarch=`arch`"-$osname"

elif

 xxx=`./loc uname blurfl $pth`; $test -f "$xxx" ; then

	if uname -m > tmparch 2>&1 ; then

		tarch=`$sed -e 's/ *$//' -e 's/ /_/g' \

			-e 's/$/'"-$osname/" tmparch`

	else

		tarch="$osname"

	fi

	$rm -f tmparch

else

	tarch="$osname"

fi

case "$myarchname" in

''|"$tarch") ;;

*)

	echo "(Your architecture name used to be $myarchname.)"

	archname=''

	;;

esac

case "$archname" in
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'') dflt="$tarch";;

*) dflt="$archname";;

esac

rp='What is your architecture name'

. ./myread

archname="$ans"

myarchname="$tarch"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/archname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_killpg.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_killpg.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:27  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_killpg: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_killpg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_KILLPG symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the killpg() routine is available

?S:	to kill process groups.

?S:.

?C:HAS_KILLPG (KILLPG):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the killpg routine is available

?C:	to kill

 process groups.  If unavailable, you probably should use kill

?C:	with a negative process number.

?C:.

?H:#$d_killpg HAS_KILLPG	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_killpg

: see if killpg exists

set killpg d_killpg

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_killpg.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: shm_for.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: shm_for.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:28:37  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./Cppsym explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:46  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:shm_for shm_att shm_lim: Cppsym Myread ipc uname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:shm_for:

?S:	This variable tells us the type of machine we're expecting the

?S:	shared memory code to run on.  The value is available to C

 programs

?S:	in the C_SHM_FOR manifest.

?S:.

?S:shm_att:

?S:	This variable tells us where a shared memory segment should be

?S:	attached.  Good values are HIGH, LOW, and ZERO.

?S:.

?S:shm_lim:

?S:	This variable tells us if shared memory attached HIGH should

?S:	have an upper limit.

?S:.

?X:	----------------------------------------------------------

?X: It's a potential lose to define anything beginning with SHM...

?X: At least we can think that S_ stands for "String version of ..." -- HMS

?X:	----------------------------------------------------------

?C:S_SHM_FOR ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol identifies what we chose for the target system's

?C:	default shared memory configuration parameters.

?C:.

?C:S_SHM_ATT ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol holds the default "place" to attach shared memory.

?C:	Values are "HIGH", "ZERO", and "LOW".
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?C:.

?C:S_SHM_LIM ~ %<:

?C:	This symbol holds the default upper bound address limit if shared

?C:	memory is attached HIGH.  If zero, there is no upper limit.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifdef

 SERVE_SHM

?H:?%<:#define S_SHM_FOR "$shm_for"

?H:?%<:#define S_SHM_ATT "$shm_att"

?H:?%<:#define S_SHM_LIM "$shm_lim"

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?W:%<:S_SHM_FOR S_SHM_ATT S_SHM_LIM

: see how to attach shared memory

echo " "

echo "Deciding how to attach shared memory..." >&4

 

case "$ipc" in

shm)

	shm_for='Default case'

	shm_att='HIGH'

	shm_lim='0x0'

	if ./Cppsym tower32 tower32_600; then

		echo "NCR Towers are usually normal..."

		: echo "Oh, an NCR Tower."

		: This works for the 600

		shm_for='NCR Tower 32'

		shm_att='LOW'

	else

		case "$uname" in

		*/uname)

			case "`uname -m`" in

			ACS??68*)

				echo "Oh, an Altos 3068."

				shm_for='Altos 3068:'

				shm_lim='0x800000'

				;;

				esac

				;;

		*)

			echo "Looks normal to me..."

			;;

		esac

	fi

 

	dflt="$shm_for"

	rp='Description of shared memory configuration?'

	. ./myread
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	shm_for="$ans"

 

	dflt="$shm_att"

	rp='Where should shared memory be attached?'

	. ./myread

	shm_att="$ans"

 

	case "$shm_att" in

	HIGH)

		dflt="$shm_lim"

		rp='What is

 the upper address limit for shared memory?'

		. ./myread

		shm_lim="$ans"

		;;

	*)

		shm_lim=''

		;;

	esac

	;;

 

*)

	echo "but you aren't using shared memory so I won't bother." >&4

	shm_for='NOT CONFIGURED'

	shm_att='NONE'

	shm_lim='-1'

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/shm_for.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysfile.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysfile.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:11:36  ram

?RCS: patch56: removed <> characters from comment, per metalint suggestion

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:01:23  ram

?RCS: patch6: added default for i_sysfile

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:31  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysfile: h_sysfile Inhdr Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysfile:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines

 the I_SYS_FILE symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sys/file.h> to get R_OK and friends.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_FILE (I_SYSFILE):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/file.h> to get definition of R_OK and friends.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysfile I_SYS_FILE		/**/

?H:.

?T:val

?D:i_sysfile=''

?LINT:change h_sysfile

?LINT:set i_sysfile

: see if this is a sys/file.h system

val=''

set sys/file.h val

eval $inhdr

 

: do we need to include sys/file.h ?

case "$val" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	if $h_sysfile; then

		val="$define"

		echo "We'll be including <sys/file.h>." >&4

	else

		val="$undef"

		echo "We won't be including <sys/file.h>." >&4

	fi

	;;

*)

	h_sysfile=false

	;;

esac

set i_sysfile

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysfile.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_msg.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:37  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_msg: test d_msgctl d_msgget d_msgsnd d_msgrcv Setvar Findhdr osname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_msg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSG symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the entire msg*(2) library is present.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MSG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the entire msg*(2) library is

?C:	supported (IPC mechanism based on message queues).

?C:.

?H:#$d_msg

 HAS_MSG		/**/

?H:.

?T:h_msg

?LINT:set d_msg

: see how much of the 'msg*(2)' library is present.

h_msg=true

echo " "

case "$d_msgctl$d_msgget$d_msgsnd$d_msgrcv" in

*"$undef"*) h_msg=false;;

esac

case "$osname" in

freebsd)

   case "`ipcs 2>&1`" in

   "SVID messages"*"not configured"*)

	echo "Your $osname does not have the msg*(2) configured." >&4

       h_msg=false

	val="$undef"

	set msgctl d_msgctl

	eval $setvar
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	set msgget d_msgget

	eval $setvar

	set msgsnd d_msgsnd

	eval $setvar

	set msgrcv d_msgrcv

	eval $setvar

	;;

   esac

   ;;

esac

: we could also check for sys/ipc.h ...

if $h_msg && $test `./findhdr sys/msg.h`; then

	echo "You have the full msg*(2) library." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "You don't have the full msg*(2) library." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_msg

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_msg.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2009 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_inetntop: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_inetntop:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_INETNTOP symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the inet_ntop() function

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_INETNTOP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the inet_ntop() function

?C:	is available to parse IPv4 and IPv6 strings.

?C:.

?H:#$d_inetntop HAS_INETNTOP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_inetntop

: see if inet_ntop exists
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set inet_ntop d_inetntop

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_inetntop.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_niin.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_niin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit looks wether <netinet/in.h> is available or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_niin i_sysin: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_niin:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_NETINET_IN, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <netinet/in.h>. Otherwise,

?S:	you may try <sys/in.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_sysin:

?S:	This variable conditionally

 defines I_SYS_IN, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <sys/in.h> instead of

?S:	<netinet/in.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_NETINET_IN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <netinet/in.h>. Otherwise, you may try <sys/in.h>.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_IN (I_SYSIN):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/in.h> instead of <netinet/in.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_niin I_NETINET_IN	/**/

?H:#$i_sysin I_SYS_IN		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set i_niin i_sysin

: see if this is a netinet/in.h or sys/in.h system

set netinet/in.h i_niin sys/in.h i_sysin

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_niin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: yacc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/13  15:28:48  ram

?RCS: patch27: added byacc as another alternative (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:10:03  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:yacc yaccflags: Guess Myread Loc Oldconfig byacc bison cat test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:yacc:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the compiler compiler we

?S:	want to use in the Makefile. It can be yacc, byacc, or bison -y.

?S:.

?S:yaccflags:

?S:	This variable contains any

 additional yacc flags desired by the

?S:	user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?T:comp

: determine compiler compiler

echo " "

comp='yacc'

if $test -f "$byacc$_exe"; then

	comp="byacc or $comp"

fi

if $test -f "$bison$_exe"; then

	comp="$comp or bison -y"
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fi

case "$yacc" in

'')

	yacc=`./loc yacc yacc $pth`

	if $test -f "$yacc$_exe"; then

		dflt='yacc'

	elif $test -f "$byacc$_exe"; then

		dflt='byacc'

	elif $test -f "$bison$_exe"; then

		dflt='bison'

	else

		dflt=''

	fi

	;;

*) dflt="$yacc";;

esac

rp="Which compiler compiler ($comp) shall I use?"

. ./myread

yacc="$ans"

case "$yacc" in

*bis*)

	case "$yacc" in

	*-y*) ;;

	*)

		yacc="$yacc -y"

		echo "(Adding -y option to bison to get yacc-compatible behaviour.)"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

@if yaccflags

: see if we need extra yacc flags

dflt="$yaccflags"

case "$dflt" in

'') dflt=none;;

esac

$cat <<EOH

 

Your yacc program may need extra flags to normally process the parser sources.

Do NOT specify any -d or -v flags here, since those are

 explicitly known

by the various Makefiles. However, if your machine has strange/undocumented

options (like -Sr# on SCO to specify the maximum number of grammar rules), then

please add them here.  To use no flags, specify the word "none".

 

EOH

rp="Any additional yacc flags?"
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. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) yaccflags='';;

*) yaccflags="$ans";;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/yacc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_sethent.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:06:09 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_sethent.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sethent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sethent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETHOSTENT if sethostent() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETHOSTENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sethostent() routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sethent HAS_SETHOSTENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sethent

: see if sethostent exists

set

 sethostent d_sethent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_sethent.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017-2018, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dup3: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_dup3:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_DUP3 if dup3() is

?S:	available to duplicate file descriptors.

?S:.

?C:HAS_DUP3:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the dup3 routine is

?C:	available to duplicate file descriptors.

?C:.

?H:#$d_dup3 HAS_DUP3	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_dup3

: see if dup3 exists

set dup3 d_dup3

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_dup3.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_shmget.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_shmget.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:20  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_shmget: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_shmget:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHMGET symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the shmget() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SHMGET:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the shmget() routine is

?C:	available to request a shared memory segment from

 the kernel.

?C:.

?H:#$d_shmget HAS_SHMGET		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_shmget

: see if shmget exists

set shmget d_shmget

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_shmget.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2016 Tony Cook

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:dtraceobject dtracexnolibs: usedtrace dtrace cc ccflags optimize \

		Compile cat rm_try

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:dtraceobject:

?S:	Whether we need to build an object file with the dtrace tool.

?S:.

?S:dtracexnolibs:

?S:	Whether dtrace accepts -xnolibs.  If available we call dtrace -h

?S:	and dtrace -G with -xnolibs to allow dtrace to run in a jail on

?S:	FreeBSD.

?S:.

?F: !perldtrace.h

?T:xnolibs

: Probe whether dtrace builds an object, as newer Illumos requires an input

: object file that uses at least one of the probes defined in the .d file

case "$usedtrace" in

$define)

   case "$dtracexnolibs" in

   $define|true|[yY]*)

       dtracexnolibs=$define

	$dtrace -h -xnolibs -s ../perldtrace.d -o perldtrace.h

	;;
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   ' '|'')

        if $dtrace -h -xnolibs -s ../perldtrace.d -o perldtrace.h 2>&1 ; then

	     dtracexnolibs=$define

	     echo "Your dtrace accepts -xnolibs"

	elif $dtrace -h -s ../perldtrace.d -o perldtrace.h 2>&1 ; then

	     dtracexnolibs=$undef

	     echo "Your dtrace doesn't accept -xnolibs"

	else

            echo "Your dtrace doesn't work at all, try building without dtrace support" >&4

	     exit 1

	fi

	;;

   *)

       dtracexnolibs=$undef

	$dtrace -h -s ../perldtrace.d -o perldtrace.h

	;;

   esac

   case $dtracexnolibs in

   $define) xnolibs=-xnolibs ;;

   *) xnolibs= ;;

   esac

 

   case "$dtraceobject" in

   $define|true|[yY]*)

       dtraceobject=$define

       ;;

   ' '|'')

       $cat >try.c <<EOM

#include "perldtrace.h"

int main(void) {

   PERL_LOADED_FILE("dummy");

   return 0;

}

EOM

       dtraceobject=$undef

       if $cc -c -o try.o $optimize $ccflags try.c \

                   && $dtrace -G $xnolibs -s ../perldtrace.d try.o >/dev/null 2>&1; then

      

         dtraceobject=$define

           echo "Your dtrace builds an object file"

       fi

       ;;

   *) dtraceobject=$undef ;;

   esac

   $rm_try perldtrace.o perldtrace.h

esac

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/dtraceobject.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2008 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_timegm: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_timegm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TIMEGM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the timegm () routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TIMEGM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the timegm routine is

?C:	available to do the opposite of gmtime ()

?C:.

?H:#$d_timegm HAS_TIMEGM		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_timegm

: see if timegm exists

set timegm d_timegm

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_timegm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_su_chown.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_su_chown.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:40  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_su_chown: Csym Setvar
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_su_chown (d_rootchown):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the SU_CHOWN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that only root can chown() the owner

?S:	of a file.

?S:.

?C:SU_CHOWN (ROOT_CHOWN):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system allows only root

?C:	can

 change the owner of a file with chown().

?C:.

?H:#$d_su_chown SU_CHOWN	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_su_chown

: see if 'chown()' is restricted.

: but not too hard, as it is late and I am tired. -- HMS

echo " "

if set setreuid val -f d_su_chown; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'It looks like only root can chown() the owner of a file.' >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo 'It looks like root or the owner can chown() a file away.' >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_su_chown

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_su_chown.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sitearch.U,v 3.1 1999/07/08 18:32:29 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sitearch.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/08 18:32:29  doughera

?RCS: Updated for perl5.005_5x

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:21:30  ram
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?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:sitearch sitearchexp installsitearch d_sitearch: cat sed Getfile \

	Oldconfig Setprefixvar Prefixit test archname sitelib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:sitearch=''

?S:sitearch:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual

 value of the SITEARCH symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the private library for this package.  It may

?S:	have a ~ on the front. It is up to the makefile to eventually create

?S:	this directory while performing installation (with ~ substitution).

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	After perl has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	architecture-dependent modules in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?D:sitearchexp=''

?S:sitearchexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of sitearch, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installsitearch=''

?S:installsitearch:

?S:	This variable is really the same as sitearchexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:d_sitearch=''

?S:d_sitearch:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines SITEARCH to hold the

 pathname

?S:	of architecture-dependent library files for $package.  If

?S:	$sitearch is the same as $archlib, then this is set to undef.

?S:.

?C:SITEARCH:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the private library for this package.

?C:	The library is private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.  The program

?C:	should be prepared to do ~ expansion.

?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?C:	After perl has been installed, users may install their own local

?C:	architecture-dependent modules in this directory with

?C:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?C:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?C:.
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?C:SITEARCH_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of SITEARCH, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sitearch SITEARCH "$sitearch"		/**/

?H:#$d_sitearch SITEARCH_EXP "$sitearchexp"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsitearch

?LINT:set

 sitearch

?LINT:set sitearchexp

: determine where site specific architecture-dependent libraries go.

: sitelib  default is /usr/local/lib/perl5/site_perl/$version

: sitearch default is /usr/local/lib/perl5/site_perl/$version/$archname

: sitelib may have an optional trailing /share.

case "$sitearch" in

'')	dflt=`echo $sitelib | $sed 's,/share$,,'`

	dflt="$dflt/$archname"

	;;

*)	dflt="$sitearch"

	;;

esac

set sitearch sitearch none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

The installation process will also create a directory for

architecture-dependent site-specific extensions and modules.

 

EOM

fn=d~+

rp='Pathname for the site-specific architecture-dependent library files?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=sitearch

. ./setprefixvar

if $test X"$sitearch" = X"$sitelib"; then

	d_sitearch="$undef"

else

	d_sitearch="$define"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/sitearch.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2018-2018, H.Merijn Brand
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pipe2: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pipe2:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PIPE2 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pipe2() routine is available

?S:	to create an inter-process channel.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PIPE2:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the pipe2 routine is

?C:	available to create an inter-process channel.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pipe2 HAS_PIPE2		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_pipe2

: see if pipe2 exists

set pipe2 d_pipe2

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_pipe2.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_wait3.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_wait3.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_wait3: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_wait3:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_WAIT3 symbol, which
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?S:	indicates to the C program that the wait3() subroutine exists.

?S:.

?C:HAS_WAIT3:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the wait3() subroutine

?C:	exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_wait3 HAS_WAIT3	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_wait3

:

 see if 'wait3()' exists

set wait3 d_wait3

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_wait3.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_static_inline.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2010 Andrew Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_static_inline perl_static_inline: Compile Setvar gccversion \

	cat echo run hint rm rm_try

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_static_inline:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STATIC_INLINE symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the C compiler supports C99-style static

?S:	inline.  That is, the function can't be called from another

?S:	translation unit.

?S:.

?S:perl_static_inline:

?S:	This variable defines the PERL_STATIC_INLINE

 symbol to

?S:	the best-guess incantation to use for static inline functions.

?S:	Possibilities include

?S:		static inline       (c99)

?S:		static __inline__   (gcc -ansi)

?S:		static __inline     (MSVC)
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?S:		static _inline      (older MSVC)

?S:		static              (c89 compilers)

?S:.

?C:HAS_STATIC_INLINE :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C compiler supports

?C:	C99-style static inline.  That is, the function can't be called

?C:	from another translation unit.

?C:.

?C:PERL_STATIC_INLINE:

?C:	This symbol gives the best-guess incantation to use for static

?C:	inline functions.  If HAS_STATIC_INLINE is defined, this will

?C:	give C99-style inline.  If HAS_STATIC_INLINE is not defined,

?C:	this will give a plain 'static'.  It will always be defined

?C:	to something that gives static linkage.

?C:	Possibilities include

?C:		static inline       (c99)

?C:		static __inline__   (gcc -ansi)

?C:		static __inline     (MSVC)

?C:		static _inline      (older MSVC)

?C:		static     

         (c89 compilers)

?C:.

?H:#$d_static_inline HAS_STATIC_INLINE				/**/

?H:#define PERL_STATIC_INLINE $perl_static_inline	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_static_inline

?T:inline xxx

?F:!try

: see what flavor, if any, of static inline is supported

echo " "

echo "Checking to see if your system supports static inline..."

?X:	Build two programs.  The first uses static inline in file a.c and

?X:	should work.  The second also includes b.c which tries to link against

?X:	the static function in a.c.  This should fail.

?X:.

$cat > try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdlib.h>

extern int f_via_a(int x);

extern int f_via_b(int x);

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

   int y;

 

   y = f_via_a(0);

#ifdef USE_B

   y = f_via_b(0);

#endif

   if (y == 42) {
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       return EXIT_SUCCESS;

   }

   else {

       return EXIT_FAILURE;

   }

}

EOCP

$cat > a.c <<'EOCP'

static INLINE int f(int x) {

   int y;

   y = x + 42;

   return y;

}

 

int f_via_a(int x)

{

   return f(x);

}

EOCP

$cat > b.c <<'EOCP'

extern int f(int x);

 

int

 f_via_b(int x)

{

   return f(x);

}

EOCP

 

# Respect a hint (or previous) value for perl_static_inline, if there is one.

case "$perl_static_inline" in

'')	# Check the various possibilities, and break out on success.

	# For gcc, prefer __inline__, which will still permit

	# cflags.SH to add in -ansi.

	case "$gccversion" in

		'') xxx="inline __inline__ __inline _inline";;

		*)  xxx="__inline__ inline __inline _inline";;

	esac

	for inline in $xxx; do

		set try -DINLINE=$inline a.c

		if eval $compile && $run ./try; then

			# Now make sure there is no external linkage of static

			# functions

			set try -DINLINE=$inline -DUSE_B a.c b.c

			if eval $compile && $run ./try; then

				$echo "Your compiler supports static $inline, " >&4

				$echo "but it also creates an external definition," >&4

				$echo "so I won't use it." >&4
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				val=$undef

			else

				$echo "Your compiler supports static $inline." >&4

				val=$define

				perl_static_inline="static $inline";

				break;

			fi

		else

			$echo

 "Your compiler does NOT support static $inline." >&4

			val="$undef"

		fi

	done

	;;

*inline*) # Some variant of inline exists.

	echo "Keeping your $hint value of $perl_static_inline."

	val=$define

	;;

static)  # No inline capabilities

	echo "Keeping your $hint value of $perl_static_inline."

	val=$undef

	;;

*)  # Unrecognized previous value -- blindly trust the supplied

	# value and hope it makes sense.  Use old value for

	# d_static_inline, if there is one.

	echo "Keeping your $hint value of $perl_static_inline."

	case "$d_static_inline" in

		'') val=$define ;;

		*)  val=$d_static_inline ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

# Fallback to plain 'static' if nothing worked.

case "$perl_static_inline" in

'')

	perl_static_inline="static"

	val=$undef

	;;

esac

set d_static_inline

eval $setvar

$rm -f a.[co] b.[co]

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_static_inline.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_whoami.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_whoami.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:02:21  ram

?RCS: patch6: added default for i_whoami

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_whoami: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_whoami (d_whoami):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_WHOAMI symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <whoami.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_WHOAMI (WHOAMI):

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates that the program may include

?C:	<whoami.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_whoami I_WHOAMI	/**/

?H:.

?D:i_whoami=''

?LINT:set i_whoami

: see if there is a whoami.h file

set whoami.h i_whoami

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_whoami.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_closedir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:31:26  ram

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:11:18  ram

?RCS: patch36: added 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:21  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_closedir d_void_closedir: Inlibc i_dirent i_sysdir i_sysndir \

	cc ccflags ldflags libs Setvar rm

?MAKE:	-pick

 add $@ %<

?S:d_closedir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_CLOSEDIR if closedir() is

?S:	available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CLOSEDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the closedir() routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_closedir HAS_CLOSEDIR		/**/

?H:.

?S:d_void_closedir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines VOID_CLOSEDIR if closedir()

?S:	does not return a value.

?S:.

?C:VOID_CLOSEDIR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the closedir() routine

?C:	does not return a value.

?C:.

?H:#$d_void_closedir VOID_CLOSEDIR		/**/

?H:.

?F:!closedir

?LINT:set d_closedir d_void_closedir

: see if closedir exists

set closedir d_closedir

eval $inlibc

 

@if VOID_CLOSEDIR || d_void_closedir
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?X: The following contortions are designed so we can call closedir()

?X: and check whether it returns a value.  The contortions are designed

?X:	to portably pick up the correct directory header, for those

?X:	systems that support various mutually incompatible directory functions.

?X:	This

 is from perl5's perl.h

case "$d_closedir" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Checking whether closedir() returns a status..." >&4

	cat > closedir.c <<EOM

#$i_dirent I_DIRENT		/**/

#$i_sysdir I_SYS_DIR		/**/

#$i_sysndir I_SYS_NDIR		/**/

 

#if defined(I_DIRENT)

#include <dirent.h>

#if defined(NeXT) && defined(I_SYS_DIR) /* NeXT needs dirent + sys/dir.h */

#include <sys/dir.h>

#endif

#else

#ifdef I_SYS_NDIR

#include <sys/ndir.h>

#else

#ifdef I_SYS_DIR

#ifdef hp9000s500

#include <ndir.h>	/* may be wrong in the future */

#else

#include <sys/dir.h>

#endif

#endif

#endif

#endif

int main() { return closedir(opendir(".")); }

EOM

	if $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o closedir closedir.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1; then

		if ./closedir > /dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			echo "Yes, it does."

			val="$undef"

		else

			echo "No, it doesn't."

			val="$define"

		fi

	else

		echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program--assuming it doesn't)"

		val="$define"

	fi

	;;
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*)

	val="$undef";

	;;

esac

set d_void_closedir

eval $setvar

$rm

 -f closedir*

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_closedir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_castneg.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:11:21  ram

?RCS: patch54: made sure cc and ccflags are conditional dependencies

?RCS: patch54: added improved test case for Interactive Unix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:10:50  ram

?RCS: patch36: don't forget to tell user about compilation failures (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: declare signal handler correctly using 'signal_t' (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:47  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	Can

 the compiler cast negative / odd floats to unsigned values.

?X:

?MAKE:d_castneg castflags: cat +cc +ccflags rm_try Setvar signal_t

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_castneg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines CASTNEG, which indicates

?S:	wether the C compiler can cast negative float to unsigned.

?S:.

?S:castflags:
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?S:	This variable contains a flag that precise difficulties the

?S:	compiler has casting odd floating values to unsigned long:

?S:		0 = ok

?S:		1 = couldn't cast < 0

?S:		2 = couldn't cast >= 0x80000000

?S:		4 = couldn't cast in argument expression list

?S:.

?C:CASTNEGFLOAT:

?C:	This symbol is defined if the C compiler can cast negative

?C:	numbers to unsigned longs, ints and shorts.

?C:.

?C:CASTFLAGS:

?C:	This symbol contains flags that say what difficulties the compiler

?C:	has casting odd floating values to unsigned long:

?C:		0 = ok

?C:		1 = couldn't cast < 0

?C:		2 = couldn't cast >= 0x80000000

?C:		4 = couldn't cast in argument expression list

?C:.

?H:#$d_castneg	CASTNEGFLOAT		/**/

?H:#define

 CASTFLAGS $castflags		/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

?LINT:set d_castneg

: check for ability to cast negative floats to unsigned

echo " "

echo 'Checking whether your C compiler can cast negative float to unsigned.' >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

$signal_t blech() { exit(7); }

$signal_t blech_in_list() { exit(4); }

unsigned long dummy_long(p) unsigned long p; { return p; }

unsigned int dummy_int(p) unsigned int p; { return p; }

unsigned short dummy_short(p) unsigned short p; { return p; }

int main()

{

	double f = -123.;

	unsigned long along;

	unsigned int aint;

	unsigned short ashort;

	int result = 0;

 

	signal(SIGFPE, blech);

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	aint = (unsigned int)f;

	ashort = (unsigned short)f;
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	if (along != (unsigned long)-123)

		result |= 1;

	if (aint != (unsigned int)-123)

		result |= 1;

	if (ashort != (unsigned short)-123)

		result |= 1;

	f = (double)0x40000000;

	f = f + f;

	along = 0;

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	if

 (along != 0x80000000)

		result |= 2;

	f -= 1.;

	along = 0;

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	if (along != 0x7fffffff)

		result |= 1;

	f += 2.;

	along = 0;

	along = (unsigned long)f;

	if (along != 0x80000001)

		result |= 2;

	if (result)

		exit(result);

?X:

?X: The following is a test for Interactive Unix Version 4.1, which

?X: has an 'improved' compiler which can correctly cast negative

?X: floats in expression lists, but apparently not in argument lists.

?X:	Contributed by Winfried Koenig <win@incom.rhein-main.de>

?X:

	signal(SIGFPE, blech_in_list);

	f = 123.;

	along = dummy_long((unsigned long)f);

	aint = dummy_int((unsigned int)f);

	ashort = dummy_short((unsigned short)f);

	if (along != (unsigned long)123)

		result |= 4;

	if (aint != (unsigned int)123)

		result |= 4;

	if (ashort != (unsigned short)123)

		result |= 4;

	exit(result);

 

}

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -o try try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	./try
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	castflags=$?

else

	echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program--assuming it can't)"

	castflags=7

fi

case

 "$castflags" in

0)	val="$define"

	echo "Yup, it can."

	;;

*)	val="$undef"

	echo "Nope, it can't."

	;;

esac

set d_castneg

eval $setvar

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_castneg.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:uselargefiles \

	ccflags_uselargefiles \

	ldflags_uselargefiles \

	libswanted_uselargefiles: \

	Myread Oldconfig Setvar test lseeksize fpossize \

	fpostype Compile echo n c cat lseektype rm_try run \

	use64bitint use64bitall i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:uselargefiles:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_LARGE_FILES symbol,

?S:	and indicates that large file interfaces should be used when

?S:	available.

?S:.

?S:ccflags_uselargefiles:

?S:	This variable contains the compiler flags needed by large file builds

?S:	and added to ccflags by hints files.

?S:.
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?S:ldflags_uselargefiles:

?S:	This variable contains the loader flags needed by large file builds

?S:	and added to ldflags by

 hints files.

?S:.

?S:libswanted_uselargefiles:

?S:	This variable contains the libraries needed by large file builds

?S:	and added to ldflags by hints files.  It is a space separated list

?S:	of the library names without the "lib" prefix or any suffix, just

?S:	like libswanted..

?S:.

?C:USE_LARGE_FILES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that large file support

?C:	should be used when available.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_LARGE_FILES

?H:?%<:#$uselargefiles	USE_LARGE_FILES		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?INIT:ccflags_uselargefiles=''

?INIT:ldflags_uselargefiles=''

?INIT:libswanted_uselargefiles=''

?T:yyy zzz

?F:!uselargefiles.cbu !try

?LINT:change lseeksize

?LINT:change fpossize

?LINT:extern uselfs

?LINT:use use64bitint

?LINT:use use64bitall

: Check for large file support

# Backward compatibility (uselfs is deprecated).

case "$uselfs" in

"$define"|true|[yY]*)

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** Configure -Duselfs is deprecated, using -Duselargefiles instead.

EOM

	uselargefiles="$define"

	;;

esac

 

case "$lseeksize:$fpossize"

 in

8:8) cat <<EOM

 

You can have files larger than 2 gigabytes.

EOM

  val="$define" ;;
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*)    case "$uselargefiles" in

  "$undef"|false|[nN]*) dflt='n' ;;

  *)	dflt='y' ;;

  esac

  cat <<EOM

 

Perl can be built to understand large files (files larger than 2 gigabytes)

on some systems.  To do so, Configure can be run with -Duselargefiles.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM

  rp='Try to understand large files, if available?'

  . ./myread

  case "$ans" in

  y|Y)	val="$define" ;;

  *)	val="$undef"  ;;

  esac

  ;;

esac

set uselargefiles

eval $setvar

: Look for a hint-file generated 'call-back-unit'.  If the

: user has specified that a large files perl is to be built,

: we may need to set or change some other defaults.

if $test -f uselargefiles.cbu; then

	echo "Your platform has some specific hints regarding large file builds, using them..."

	. ./uselargefiles.cbu

fi

case "$uselargefiles" in

"$define")

	if $test -f uselargefiles.cbu;

 then

		echo " "

		echo "Rechecking to see how big your file offsets are..." >&4

		$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main()

{

   printf("%d\n", (int)sizeof($lseektype));

   return(0);

}

EOCP

		set try

		if eval $compile_ok; then

			lseeksize=`$run ./try`

			$echo "Your file offsets are now $lseeksize bytes long."

		else
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			dflt="$lseeksize"

			echo " "

			echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program.  Guessing...)"

			rp="What is the size of your file offsets (in bytes)?"

			. ./myread

			lseeksize="$ans"

		fi

		case "$fpostype" in

		*_t) zzz="$fpostype"	;;

		*)   zzz="fpos_t"	;;

		esac

		$echo $n "Rechecking the size of $zzz...$c" >&4

		$cat > try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

int main() {

   printf("%d\n", (int)sizeof($fpostype));

   return(0);

}

EOCP

		set try

		if eval $compile_ok; then

			yyy=`$run ./try`

			dflt="$lseeksize"

			case "$yyy" in

			'')	echo

 " "

				echo "(I can't execute the test program--guessing $fpossize.)" >&4

				;;

			*)	fpossize=$yyy

				echo " $fpossize bytes." >&4

				;;

			esac

		else

			dflt="$fpossize"

			echo " "

			echo "(I can't compile the test program.  Guessing...)" >&4

			rp="What is the size of your file positions (in bytes)?"

			. ./myread

			fpossize="$ans"

		fi

		$rm_try

	fi

	;;
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esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/uselfs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getservent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getservent_r getservent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getservent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETSERVENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getservent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getservent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getservent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getservent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getservent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSERVENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getservent_r routine

?C:	is

 available to getservent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETSERVENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getservent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getservent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getservent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getservent_r HAS_GETSERVENT_R	/**/

?H:#define GETSERVENT_R_PROTO $getservent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getservent_r_proto

: see if getservent_r exists

set getservent_r d_getservent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getservent_r" in
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"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getservent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getservent_r_proto=define

		set d_getservent_r_proto getservent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getservent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getservent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getservent_r(struct servent*, char*, size_t, struct servent**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservent_r_proto=I_SBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getservent_r_proto"

 in

	''|0) try='int getservent_r(struct servent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservent_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getservent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct servent* getservent_r(struct servent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservent_r_proto=S_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getservent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getservent_r(struct servent*, struct servent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservent_r_proto=I_SD ;;

	esac

	case "$getservent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getservent_r=undef

		getservent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getservent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getservent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getservent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getservent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getservent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getservent_r=undef

		getservent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getservent_r_proto=0

	;;
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esac

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getservent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_select.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_select.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_select: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_select:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SELECT if select() is

?S:	available to select active file descriptors. A <sys/time.h>

?S:	inclusion may be necessary for the timeout field.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SELECT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the select routine is

?C:	available

 to select active file descriptors. If the timeout field

?C:	is used, <sys/time.h> may need to be included.

?C:.

?H:#$d_select HAS_SELECT	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_select

: see if select exists

set select d_select

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_select.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2019 Karl Williamson

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_towlower: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_towlower:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TOWLOWER symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the towlower() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TOWLOWER:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the towlower () routine is

?C:	available to do case conversion.

?C:.

?H:#$d_towlower HAS_TOWLOWER		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_towlower

: see if towlower exists

set towlower d_towlower

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_towlower.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Head.U 6 2006-08-25 22:21:46Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Head.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1997/02/28  15:02:09  ram

?RCS: patch61: make sure we unset CDPATH for shells that support this

?RCS: patch61: improved Korn shell detection and handling

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/07/25  13:40:02  ram

?RCS: patch56: added SVR4-ish /opt directories to path list (ADO)

?RCS: patch56: OS/2 platforms are using another path separator

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/03/21  08:46:15  ram
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?RCS: patch52: definition of

 paths wrongly added spurious ':' chars

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/10/29  15:54:19  ram

?RCS: patch36: make sure ENV is unset before calling /bin/ksh

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/08/29  16:03:44  ram

?RCS: patch32: now sets PATH only using existing directories

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/06/20  06:54:28  ram

?RCS: patch30: now computes its invocation name into 'me'

?RCS: patch30: symbol me is made visible to all units read-only

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/12/15  08:15:07  ram

?RCS: patch15: added /sbin:/usr/sbin:/usr/libexec in PATH for BSD/386

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/11/10  17:32:35  ram

?RCS: patch14: ensure PATH is reset to '.' before testing for alias

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/27  14:38:07  ram

?RCS: patch7: not all 'test' programs support the -x option

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:58  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This is the very first unit in the Configure script.  It is mostly just

?X:

 things to keep people from getting into a tizzy right off the bat.

?X:

?MAKE:Head:

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?V:PATH p_ _exe me newsh

?T:argv p paths OS2_SHELL DJGPP

?T:inksh needksh avoidksh newsh changesh reason

?F:!*

?LINT:extern ENV CDPATH SHELL MACHTYPE _exe is_os2

?LINT:change ENV CDPATH is_os2

?LINT:nocomment

#! /bin/sh

#

# If these # comments don't work, trim them. Don't worry about any other

# shell scripts, Configure will trim # comments from them for you.

#

# (If you are trying to port this package to a machine without sh,

# I would suggest you have a look at the prototypical config_h.SH file

# and edit it to reflect your system. Some packages may include samples

# of config.h for certain machines, so you might look for one of those.)
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#

?X:

?X: NOTE THAT A CONFIGURE SCRIPT IS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN (whether or not

?X: the software which uses it is in the public domain).

?X:

# Yes, you may rip this off to use in other distribution packages. This

# script belongs to the public

 domain and cannot be copyrighted.

#

?X:

?X: WE ASK YOU NOT TO REMOVE OR ALTER THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH, PLEASE:

?X:

# Note: this Configure script was generated automatically by the tool

# called "metaconfig". Rather than working with this copy of Configure,

# you should use metaconfig. Perl uses a modified version of this

# tool, and this, together with the metaconfig units, are available

# in the git repository:

#    $ git clone https://github.com/perl5-metaconfig/metaconfig metaconfig

# The original dist package (including metaconfig) is available on github:

#    $ git clone https://github.com/rmanfredi/dist.git dist-git

#

?X: OK, I'll not alter, but I'll add to it then ...

# Though this script was generated by metaconfig from metaunits, it is

# OK to send patches against Configure itself (but not to commit them

# to blead). It's up to

# the Configure maintainers to backport the patch to the metaunits if it

# is accepted. Exceptions to this rule, and more information, is in

# Porting/pumpkin.pod.

?X:

?X:

 NOTA BENE:

?X: If you develop you own version of metaconfig based on this work,

?X: you have to add some comments telling that the script was generated

?X: by your version, not mine: It credits your work.

?X:

 

# Generated using [metaconfig <VERSION> PL<PATCHLEVEL>]

# (with additional metaconfig patches by <MAINTLOC>)

 

cat >c1$$ <<EOF

ARGGGHHHH!!!!!

 

SCO csh still thinks true is false.  Write to SCO today and tell them that next

year Configure ought to "rm /bin/csh" unless they fix their blasted shell. :-)

 

(Actually, Configure ought to just patch csh in place.  Hmm.  Hmmmmm.  All

we'd have to do is go in and swap the && and || tokens, wherever they are.)
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[End of diatribe. We now return you to your regularly scheduled programming...]

EOF

cat >c2$$ <<EOF

 

OOPS!  You naughty creature!  You didn't run Configure with sh!

I will attempt to remedy the situation by running sh for you...

EOF

 

true || cat c1$$ c2$$

true || exec sh $0 $argv:q

 

(exit $?0) || cat c2$$

(exit

 $?0) || exec sh $0 $argv:q

rm -f c1$$ c2$$

 

if test -f /dev/cputype -a -f /dev/drivers -a -f /dev/osversion; then

	cat <<EOF

***

*** I'm sorry but this system looks like Plan 9 and Plan 9 doesn't do

*** Configure that well.  (Plan 9 is close to UNIX but not close enough.)

*** Please read the README.plan9 for further instructions.

*** Cannot continue, aborting.

***

EOF

	exit 1

fi

 

if test -f /sys/utilities/MultiView ; then

	# AmigaOS, test -c for /dev/null is not useful

	:

elif test ! -c /dev/null ; then

	cat <<EOF

***

*** I'm sorry, but /dev/null appears to be a file rather than a device.

*** Please consult your operating sytem's notes for making a device

*** in /dev.

*** Cannot continue, aborting.

***

EOF

	exit 1

fi

 

: compute my invocation name

me=$0

case "$0" in

*/*)

	me=`echo $0 | sed -e 's!.*/\(.*\)!\1!' 2>/dev/null`
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	test "$me" || me=$0

	;;

esac

 

?X:

?X: To be able to run under OS/2, we must detect that early enough to use

?X: the proper path separator, stored in $p_. It is : on

 UNIX and ; on

?X: DOS-ish systems such as OS/2.

?X:

: Proper separator for the PATH environment variable

p_=:

: On OS/2 this directory should exist if this is not floppy only system ":-]"

if test -d c:/. || ( uname -a | grep -i 'os\(/\|\)2' 2>&1 ) 2>&1 >/dev/null ; then

	if test -n "$OS2_SHELL"; then

		p_=\;

		PATH=`cmd /c "echo %PATH%" | tr '\\\\' / `

?X: That's a bug in ksh5.22

		OS2_SHELL=`cmd /c "echo %OS2_SHELL%" | tr '\\\\' / | tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]'`

		is_os2=yes

	elif test -n "$DJGPP"; then

		case "X${MACHTYPE:-nonesuchmach}" in

		*cygwin|*msys) ;;

		*) p_=\; ;;

		esac

	fi

fi

 

?X:

?X: There are two schools of thoughts here. Some people correctly argue that

?X: the user has a better chance than we do of setting a reasonable PATH and

?X: others argue that Configure is the best place there is to set up a suitable

?X: PATH. Well, here we try to compromise by keeping the user's PATH and

?X: appending some directories which are known to work on some machine or the

?X: other. The rationale

 behind this being that a novice user might not have a

?X: proper environment variable set, and some directories like /etc (where

?X: chown is located on some BSD systems) may be missing--RAM.

?X:

?X: SVR4 adds an /opt directory for optional packages.  Some sites use

?X: various permutations on /opt as opposed to /usr or /usr/local.-- ADO

?X:

?X: We only add directories that are not already in the PATH of the

?X: user and the directories must exist also.

?X:

?X: 20040627, Merijn, HP-UX's ANSI compiler is in /opt/ansic/bin if present

?X:  and should be before /usr/ccs/bin, where the braindead bundled compiler

?X:  can be found. The /usr/ccs/bin compiler cannot be used to build perl.
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?X:

: Proper PATH setting

paths='/bin /usr/bin /usr/local/bin /usr/ucb /usr/local /usr/lbin'

paths="$paths /opt/bin /opt/local/bin /opt/local /opt/lbin"

paths="$paths /usr/5bin /etc /usr/gnu/bin /usr/new /usr/new/bin /usr/nbin"

paths="$paths /opt/gnu/bin /opt/new /opt/new/bin /opt/nbin"

paths="$paths /sys5.3/bin

 /sys5.3/usr/bin /bsd4.3/bin /bsd4.3/usr/ucb"

paths="$paths /bsd4.3/usr/bin /usr/bsd /bsd43/bin /opt/ansic/bin /usr/ccs/bin"

paths="$paths /etc /usr/lib /usr/ucblib /lib /usr/ccs/lib"

paths="$paths /sbin /usr/sbin /usr/libexec"

paths="$paths /system/gnu_library/bin"

 

for p in $paths

do

	case "$p_$PATH$p_" in

	*$p_$p$p_*) ;;

	*) test -d $p && PATH=$PATH$p_$p ;;

	esac

done

 

PATH=.$p_$PATH

export PATH

 

: shall we be using ksh?

inksh=''

needksh=''

avoidksh=''

newsh=/bin/ksh

changesh=''

?X: Use (alias -x) and not (alias) since zsh and bash recognize the alias

?X: builtin but not the -x option which is typically ksh...

?X: We need to set up PATH before calling the "alias" built-in since some

?X: systems like HP-UX have a binary called /bin/alias.

if (PATH=.; alias -x) >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		inksh=true

fi

?X: On HP-UX, large Configure scripts may exercise a bug in /bin/sh, use ksh

if test -f /hp-ux -a -f /bin/ksh; then

	needksh='to avoid sh bug in "here document" expansion'

fi

?X: On

 AIX4, /bin/sh is really ksh and it causes problems, use sh

if test -d /usr/lpp -a -f /usr/bin/bsh -a -f /usr/bin/uname; then

	if test X`/usr/bin/uname -v` = X4; then

		avoidksh="to avoid AIX 4's /bin/sh"

		newsh=/usr/bin/bsh

	fi
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fi

?X: On Digital UNIX, /bin/sh may start up buggy /bin/ksh, use sh

if test -f /osf_boot -a -f /usr/sbin/setld; then

	if test X`/usr/bin/uname -s` = XOSF1; then

		avoidksh="to avoid Digital UNIX' ksh"

		newsh=/bin/sh

?X: if BIN_SH is set to 'xpg4', sh will start up ksh

		unset BIN_SH

	fi

fi

?X: If we are not in ksh and need it, then feed us back to it

case "$inksh/$needksh" in

/[a-z]*)

?X: Clear ENV to avoid any ~/.kshrc that could alias cd or whatever...

?X: Don't use "unset ENV", that is not portable enough

		ENV=''

		changesh=true

		reason="$needksh"

	;;

esac

?X: If we are in ksh and must avoid it, then feed us back to a new shell

case "$inksh/$avoidksh" in

true/[a-z]*)

	changesh=true

	reason="$avoidksh"

	;;

esac

?X: Warn them if they use ksh on other systems,

 which are those where

?X: we don't need ksh nor want to avoid it explicitly, yet are using it.

case "$inksh/$needksh-$avoidksh-" in

true/--)

		cat <<EOM

(I see you are using the Korn shell.  Some ksh's blow up on $me,

mainly on older exotic systems.  If yours does, try the Bourne shell instead.)

EOM

	;;

esac

case "$changesh" in

true)

	export newsh

	echo "(Feeding myself to $newsh $reason.)"

?X: Make sure they didn't say sh <Configure by checking whether $0 ends

?X: with Configure or not. If they did say sh <../../Configure, then too

?X: bad for them anyway, since we lost that path indication...

?X: Otherwise, execing $0 ensures we keep the full remote source dir

?X: indication for src.U.

	case "$0" in
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	Configure|*/Configure) exec $newsh $0 "$@";;

	*) exec $newsh Configure "$@";;

	esac

	;;

esac

?X: 2004.06.09 rac

?X: having $newsh persist as ksh here is bad news if ksh doesn't really

?X: exist. this causes us to toss away a perfectly good working test in

?X: bash in favor of more exotic

 external options. see bug 42665.

test -x "${newsh}" || unset newsh

 

?X: Unset CDPATH to avoid surprises when using cd under some shells

?X: Can't unset it because that's not portable to very old shells.

?X: Can't set it to '' because then bash 2.02 won't do "cd UU"  --AD  6/98.

?X: Don't want to set it to '.' because then ksh prints out the

?X: name of the directory every time you cd to it. --AD 6/98

?X: In order to inflict the least harm, change it only if it's set.

: if needed, set CDPATH to a harmless value that is not chatty

: avoid bash 2.02 problems with empty CDPATH.

case "$CDPATH" in

'')	;;

*)	case "$SHELL" in

	*bash*) CDPATH='.' ;;

	*) CDPATH='' ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

: Configure runs within the UU subdirectory

test -d UU || mkdir UU

?X: Use ./* to avoid any confirmation prompts from enhanced shells -- WED

cd UU && rm -f ./*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Head.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: mailer.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: mailer.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/11  15:32:11  ram

?RCS: patch45: can now use Loc variables since path stripping is deferred

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  15:10:04  ram

?RCS: patch23: ensure full path value is used for rmail also

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:14:18  ram

?RCS: patch16: now use _sendmail vars and friends for portability issues

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:10  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist

 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:mailer: test cat rmail mail smail sendmail Getfile Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:mailer:

?S:	This variable contains the full pathname of a reasonable mailer.

?S:	By reasonable, we mean some program which can understand internet

?S:	addresses or at least forward them to some internet router. This

?S:	mailer should be invoked as "mailer [options] recipients <mail".

?S:.

: determine the name of a reasonable mailer

case "$mailer" in

'')

	if $test -f "$sendmail"; then

		dflt="$sendmail"

	elif $test -f "$smail"; then

		dflt="$smail"

	elif $test -f "$rmail"; then

		dflt="$rmail"

	elif $test -f /bin/mail; then

		dflt=/bin/mail

	else

		dflt=$mail

	fi

	;;

*)  dflt="$mailer";;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

I need the full pathname of the program used to deliver mail on your system.

A typical answer would be /usr/lib/sendmail or /bin/rmail, but you may choose

any other program, as long as it can be fed from standard input and will

honour any user-supplied headers.

 

EOM
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fn=f

rp='Mail

 transport agent to be used?'

. ./getfile

mailer="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/mailer.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?MAKE:run to from targetarch usecrosscompile: src awk cat grep test rm \

	echo sed mkdir cp touch chmod

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usecrosscompile:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_CROSS_COMPILE symbol,

?S:	and indicates that our package has been cross-compiled.

?S:.

?S:run:

?S:	This variable contains the command used by Configure

?S:	to copy and execute a cross-compiled executable in the

?S:	target host.  Useful and available only during

 the build.

?S:	Empty string '' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:from:

?S:	This variable contains the command used by Configure

?S:	to copy files from the target host.  Useful and available

?S:	only during the build.

?S:	The string ':' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:to:

?S:	This variable contains the command used by Configure

?S:	to copy to from the target host.  Useful and available

?S:	only during the build.
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?S:	The string ':' if not cross-compiling.

?S:.

?S:targetarch:

?S:	If cross-compiling, this variable contains the target architecture.

?S:	If not, this will be empty.

?S:.

?C:USE_CROSS_COMPILE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the package is being

?C:	cross-compiled.

?C:.

?C:CROSS_TARGET_ARCH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the target architecture

?C:	the package has been cross-compiled to.

?C:	Undefined if not a cross-compile.

?C:.

?H:?usecrosscompile:#ifndef USE_CROSS_COMPILE

?H:?usecrosscompile:#$usecrosscompile	USE_CROSS_COMPILE	/**/

?H:?usecrosscompile:#define

 CROSS_TARGET_ARCH	"$targetarch"	/**/

?H:?usecrosscompile:#endif

?H:.

?T:croak pwd exe f q i j cwd

?LINT:extern usecrosscompile

?LINT:extern cc

?LINT:extern usrinc

?LINT:change usrinc

?LINT:change ar

?LINT:change nm

?LINT:change ranlib

?LINT:extern targethost

?LINT:extern targetdir

?LINT:change targetdir

?LINT:extern targetuser

?LINT:change targetuser

?LINT:extern targetrun

?LINT:extern targetfrom

?LINT:extern targetto

?LINT:extern targetmkdir

?LINT:change targetrun

?LINT:change targetfrom

?LINT:change targetto

?LINT:change targetmkdir

?LINT:extern incpth

?LINT:extern libpth

?LINT:change incpth

?LINT:change libpth

?LINT:extern locincpth

?LINT:extern loclibpth
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?LINT:change locincpth

?LINT:change loclibpth

?LINT:extern TMPDIR

: setup for possible cross-compilation

run=''

to=:

from=:

usecrosscompile='undef'

targetarch=''

case "$usecrosscompile" in

$define|true|[yY]*)

@if { test -d ../Cross }

?X:

?X: Cross-compilation is enabled when there is a 'Cross' directory found

?X: at the root

 of the package.  This directory must contain the following

?X:	entries for defining the cross-compilation process:

?X:

?X:	FIXME FIXME

?X: WE MUST DISTINGUISH BETWEEN LOCAL cross-compiling AND REMOTE ONE

?X: ACTUALLY, REMOTE COMPILATION SHOULD BE CONFIGURED INTERACTIVELY

?X:	IT WILL COPY ALL THE FILES FROM THE MANIFEST DOWN TO THE REMOTE DIR...

?X:	(and copy things like 'mkdep', etc...)

?X:

	$echo "Cross-compiling..."

	croak=''

	case "$cc" in

	*-*-gcc)

?X: A cross-compiling gcc, probably.

	    targetarch=`$echo $cc|$sed 's/-gcc$//'`

	    ar=$targetarch-ar

?X: leave out ld, choosing it is more complex

	    nm=$targetarch-nm

	    ranlib=$targetarch-ranlib

	    $echo 'extern int foo;' > try.c

	    set X `$cc -v -E try.c 2>&1 | \

			$awk '/^#include </,/^End of search /'|$grep '/include'`

	    shift

		if $test $# -gt 0; then

	        incpth="$incpth $*"

			incpth="`$echo $incpth|$sed 's/^ //'`"

			echo "Guessing incpth '$incpth'." >&4

			for i in $*; do

				j="`$echo $i|$sed 's,/include$,/lib,'`"

				if

 $test -d $j; then

					libpth="$libpth $j"

				fi
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			done

			libpth="`$echo $libpth|$sed 's/^ //'`"

			echo "Guessing libpth '$libpth'." >&4

	    fi

	    $rm -f try.c

	    ;;

	esac

	case "$targetarch" in

	'') echo "Targetarch not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

	*)  echo "Using targetarch $targetarch." >&4 ;;

	esac

	case "$incpth" in

	'') echo "Incpth not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

	*)  echo "Using incpth '$incpth'." >&4 ;;

	esac

	case "$libpth" in

	'') echo "Libpth not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

	*)  echo "Using libpth '$libpth'." >&4 ;;

	esac

	case "$usrinc" in

	'')

		for i in $incpth; do

			if $test -f $i/errno.h -a -f $i/stdio.h -a -f $i/time.h; then

				usrinc=$i

				echo "Guessing usrinc $usrinc." >&4

				break

			fi

	    done

	    case "$usrinc" in

	    '') echo "Usrinc not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

	    esac

		;;

	*)  echo "Using usrinc $usrinc." >&4 ;;

	esac

	case "$targethost" in

	'') echo "Targethost not defined." >&4; croak=y ;;

	*)  echo "Using targethost $targethost."

 >&4

	esac

	locincpth=' '

	loclibpth=' '

	case "$croak" in

	y) echo "Cannot continue, aborting." >&4; exit 1 ;;

	esac

	case "$src" in

	/*) run=$src/Cross/run

	    targetmkdir=$src/Cross/mkdir

	    to=$src/Cross/to
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	    from=$src/Cross/from

	    ;;

	*)  pwd=`$test -f ../Configure & cd ..; pwd`

	    run=$pwd/Cross/run

	    targetmkdir=$pwd/Cross/mkdir

	    to=$pwd/Cross/to

	    from=$pwd/Cross/from

	    ;;

	esac

	case "$targetrun" in

	'') targetrun=ssh ;;

	esac

	case "$targetto" in

	'') targetto=scp ;;

	esac

	case "$targetfrom" in

	'') targetfrom=scp ;;

	esac

	run=$run-$targetrun

	to=$to-$targetto

	from=$from-$targetfrom

	case "$targetdir" in

	'')

		targetdir="${TMPDIR:-/tmp}"

		echo "Guessing targetdir $targetdir." >&4

		;;

	esac

	case "$targetuser" in

	'')

		targetuser=root

		echo "Guessing targetuser $targetuser." >&4

		;;

	esac

	case "$targetfrom" in

	scp) q=-q ;;

	*)	q='' ;;

	esac

	case "$targetrun" in

	ssh|rsh)

		$cat >$run <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

case "\$1" in

-cwd)

 shift

 cwd=\$1

  shift

 ;;

esac
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case "\$cwd" in

'') cwd=$targetdir ;;

esac

exe=\$1

shift

if $test ! -f \$exe.xok; then

 $to \$exe

 $touch \$exe.xok

fi

$targetrun -l $targetuser $targethost "cd \$cwd && ./\$exe \$@"

EOF

		;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetrun '$targetrun'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;

	esac

	case "$targetmkdir" in

	*/Cross/mkdir)

		$cat >$targetmkdir <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

$targetrun -l $targetuser $targethost "mkdir -p \$@"

EOF

	    $chmod a+rx $targetmkdir

	    ;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetmkdir '$targetmkdir'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;

	esac

	case "$targetto" in

	scp|rcp)

	    $cat >$to <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for f in \$@

do

 case "\$f" in

 /*)

   $targetmkdir \`dirname \$f\`

   $targetto $q \$f $targetuser@$targethost:\$f            || exit 1

   ;;

 *)

   $targetmkdir $targetdir/\`dirname \$f\`

   $targetto $q \$f $targetuser@$targethost:$targetdir/\$f || exit 1

   ;;

 esac

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;
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	cp) $cat >$to <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for f in \$@

do

 case "\$f" in

 /*)

   $mkdir -p $targetdir/\`dirname

 \$f\`

   $cp \$f $targetdir/\$f || exit 1

   ;;

 *)

   $targetmkdir $targetdir/\`dirname \$f\`

   $cp \$f $targetdir/\$f || exit 1

   ;;

 esac

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetto '$targetto'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;

	esac

	case "$targetfrom" in

	scp|rcp)

	  $cat >$from <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for f in \$@

do

 $rm -f \$f

 $targetfrom $q $targetuser@$targethost:$targetdir/\$f . || exit 1

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;

	cp) $cat >$from <<EOF

#!/bin/sh

for f in \$@

do

 $rm -f \$f

 cp $targetdir/\$f . || exit 1

done

exit 0

EOF

	    ;;

	*)  echo "Unknown targetfrom '$targetfrom'" >&4

	    exit 1

	    ;;
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	esac

	if $test ! -f $run; then

	    echo "Target 'run' script '$run' not found." >&4

	else

	    $chmod a+rx $run

	fi

	if $test ! -f $to; then

	    echo "Target 'to' script '$to' not found." >&4

	else

	    $chmod a+rx $to

	fi

	if $test ! -f $from; then

	    echo "Target 'from' script '$from' not found." >&4

	else

	    $chmod a+rx $from

	fi

	if $test ! -f $run -o ! -f $to -o !

 -f $from; then

	    exit 1

	fi

	$cat >&4 <<EOF

Using '$run' for remote execution,

and '$from' and '$to'

for remote file transfer.

EOF

@else

	echo "Cross-compilation is not supported for this package." >&4

	exit 1

@end

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Cross.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2005 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_unsetenv: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_unsetenv:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_UNSETENV symbol, which
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?S:	indicates to the C program that the unsetenv () routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_UNSETENV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the unsetenv () routine is

?C:	available for use.

?C:.

?H:#$d_unsetenv HAS_UNSETENV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_unsetenv

: see if unsetenv exists

set unsetenv d_unsetenv

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_unsetenv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: html3dir.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: html3dir.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:html3dir html3direxp installhtml3dir: cat sed Loc Myread \

	spackage test Getfile Setprefixvar Prefixit Prefixup html1dir

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:html3dir=''

?S:html3dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which html

?S:	source pages are to be put.  This directory is for pages

?S:	that describe libraries or modules.  It is intended to

?S:	correspond roughly to section 3 of the Unix manuals.

?S:.

?D:html3direxp=''

?S:html3direxp:

?S:	This variable

 is the same as the html3dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installhtml3dir=''
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?S:installhtml3dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as html3direxp, unless you are

?S:	using a different installprefix.  For extra portability, you

?S:	should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set html3direxp

?LINT:set installhtml3dir

: determine where html pages for libraries and modules go

set html3dir html3dir none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

If you wish to install html files for modules associated with $spackage,

indicate the appropriate directory here.  To skip installing html files,

answer "none".

EOM

: There is no obvious default.  If they have specified html1dir, then

: try to key off that, possibly changing .../html1 into .../html3.

case "$html3dir" in

'') html3dir=`echo "$html1dir" | $sed 's/1$/3$/'` ;;

*) dflt=$html3dir ;;

esac

fn=dn+~

rp="Directory for the $spackage module

 html pages?"

. ./getfile

prefixvar=html3dir

. ./setprefixvar

: Use ' ' for none so value is preserved next time through Configure

$test X"$html3dir" = "X" && html3dir=' '

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/html3dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_dld.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_dld.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:20:07  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_dld: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_dld:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_DLD symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <dld.h> (GNU dynamic loading)

?S:	exists and should be included.

?S:.

?C:I_DLD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <dld.h>

 exists and should

?C:	be included before using GNU dynamic loading features.

?C:.

?H:#$i_dld I_DLD	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_dld

: see if dld is available

set dld.h i_dld

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_dld.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: perlxv.U,v 1.1 2000/08/31 17:53:56 jhi Exp jhi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:ivtype uvtype nvtype ivsize uvsize nvsize \

     i8type u8type i16type u16type i32type u32type i64type u64type \

     i8size u8size i16size u16size i32size u32size i64size u64size \

     d_nv_preserves_uv nv_preserves_uv_bits nv_overflows_integers_at \

     d_nv_zero_is_allbits_zero: \

	echo rm_try use64bitint d_quad quadtype uquadtype usequadmath \

	d_longdbl uselongdouble longdblsize doublesize i_quadmath \

	shortsize intsize longsize i_stdlib libs gccversion \

	cat Compile i_inttypes test signal_t run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:ivtype:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's IV.
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?S:.

?S:uvtype:

?S:	This variable contains the C type

 used for Perl's UV.

?S:.

?S:nvtype:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's NV.

?S:.

?S:i8type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's I8.

?S:.

?S:u8type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's U8.

?S:.

?S:i16type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's I16.

?S:.

?S:u16type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's U16.

?S:.

?S:i32type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's I32.

?S:.

?S:u32type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's U32.

?S:.

?S:i64type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's I64.

?S:.

?S:u64type:

?S:	This variable contains the C type used for Perl's U64.

?S:.

?S:ivsize:

?S:	This variable is the size of an IV in bytes.

?S:.

?S:uvsize:

?S:	This variable is the size of a UV in bytes.

?S:.

?S:i8size:

?S:	This variable is the size of an I8 in bytes.

?S:.

?S:u8size:

?S:	This variable is the size of an U8 in bytes.

?S:.

?S:i16size:

?S:	This variable is the

 size of an I16 in bytes.

?S:.
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?S:u16size:

?S:	This variable is the size of an U16 in bytes.

?S:.

?S:i32size:

?S:	This variable is the size of an I32 in bytes.

?S:.

?S:u32size:

?S:	This variable is the size of an U32 in bytes.

?S:.

?S:i64size:

?S:	This variable is the size of an I64 in bytes.

?S:.

?S:u64size:

?S:	This variable is the size of an U64 in bytes.

?S:.

?S:nvsize:

?S:	This variable is the size of a Perl NV in bytes.

?S:	Note that some floating point formats have unused bytes.

?S:.

?S:d_nv_preserves_uv:

?S:	This variable indicates whether a variable of type nvtype

?S:	can preserve all the bits a variable of type uvtype.

?S:.

?S:nv_preserves_uv_bits:

?S:	This variable indicates how many of bits type uvtype

?S:	a variable nvtype can preserve.

?S:.

?S:nv_overflows_integers_at:

?S:	This variable gives the largest integer value that NVs can hold

?S:	as a constant floating point expression.

?S:	If it could not be determined, it holds the value 0.

?S:.

?S:d_nv_zero_is_allbits_zero:

?S:	This

 variable indicates whether a variable of type nvtype

?S:	stores 0.0 in memory as all bits zero.

?S:.

?C:IVTYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's IV.

?C:.

?C:UVTYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's UV.

?C:.

?C:I8TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's I8.

?C:.

?C:U8TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's U8.
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?C:.

?C:I16TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's I16.

?C:.

?C:U16TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's U16.

?C:.

?C:I32TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's I32.

?C:.

?C:U32TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's U32.

?C:.

?C:I64TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's I64.

?C:.

?C:U64TYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's U64.

?C:.

?C:NVTYPE:

?C:	This symbol defines the C type used for Perl's NV.

?C:.

?C:IVSIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(IV).

?C:.

?C:UVSIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the

 sizeof(UV).

?C:.

?C:I8SIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(I8).

?C:.

?C:U8SIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(U8).

?C:.

?C:I16SIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(I16).

?C:.

?C:U16SIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(U16).

?C:.

?C:I32SIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(I32).

?C:.

?C:U32SIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(U32).

?C:.

?C:I64SIZE:
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?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(I64).

?C:.

?C:U64SIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(U64).

?C:.

?C:NVSIZE:

?C:	This symbol contains the sizeof(NV).

?C:	Note that some floating point formats have unused bytes.

?C:	The most notable example is the x86* 80-bit extended precision

?C:	which comes in byte sizes of 12 and 16 (for 32 and 64 bit

?C:	platforms, respectively), but which only uses 10 bytes.

?C:	Perl compiled with -Duselongdouble on x86* is like this.

?C:.

?C:NV_PRESERVES_UV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that a variable of type NVTYPE

?C:	can preserve all the bits of a variable of type UVTYPE.

?C:.

?C:NV_PRESERVES_UV_BITS:

?C:	This

 symbol contains the number of bits a variable of type NVTYPE

?C:	can preserve of a variable of type UVTYPE.

?C:.

?C:NV_OVERFLOWS_INTEGERS_AT:

?C:	This symbol gives the largest integer value that NVs can hold. This

?C:	value + 1.0 cannot be stored accurately. It is expressed as constant

?C:	floating point expression to reduce the chance of decimal/binary

?C:	conversion issues. If it can not be determined, the value 0 is given.

?C:.

?C:NV_ZERO_IS_ALLBITS_ZERO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that a variable of type NVTYPE

?C:	stores 0.0 in memory as all bits zero.

?C:.

?H:#define	IVTYPE		$ivtype		/**/

?H:#define	UVTYPE		$uvtype		/**/

?H:#define	I8TYPE		$i8type		/**/

?H:#define	U8TYPE		$u8type		/**/

?H:#define	I16TYPE		$i16type	/**/

?H:#define	U16TYPE		$u16type	/**/

?H:#define	I32TYPE		$i32type	/**/

?H:#define	U32TYPE		$u32type	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef HAS_QUAD

?H:?%<:#define	I64TYPE		$i64type	/**/

?H:?%<:#define	U64TYPE		$u64type	/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:#define	NVTYPE		$nvtype		/**/

?H:#define	IVSIZE		$ivsize		/**/

?H:#define	UVSIZE		$uvsize		/**/

?H:#define	I8SIZE		$i8size		/**/
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?H:#define	U8SIZE		$u8size		/**/

?H:#define	I16SIZE		$i16size	/**/

?H:#define	U16SIZE		$u16size	/**/

?H:#define	I32SIZE		$i32size	/**/

?H:#define	U32SIZE		$u32size	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef

 HAS_QUAD

?H:?%<:#define	I64SIZE		$i64size	/**/

?H:?%<:#define	U64SIZE		$u64size	/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:#define	NVSIZE		$nvsize		/**/

?H:#$d_nv_preserves_uv	NV_PRESERVES_UV

?H:#define	NV_PRESERVES_UV_BITS	$nv_preserves_uv_bits

?H:#define	NV_OVERFLOWS_INTEGERS_AT	($nv_overflows_integers_at)

?H:#$d_nv_zero_is_allbits_zero	NV_ZERO_IS_ALLBITS_ZERO

?H:?%<:#if UVSIZE == 8

?H:?%<:#   ifdef BYTEORDER

?H:?%<:#       if BYTEORDER == 0x1234

?H:?%<:#           undef BYTEORDER

?H:?%<:#           define BYTEORDER 0x12345678

?H:?%<:#       else

?H:?%<:#           if BYTEORDER == 0x4321

?H:?%<:#               undef BYTEORDER

?H:?%<:#               define BYTEORDER 0x87654321

?H:?%<:#      

     endif

?H:?%<:#       endif

?H:?%<:#   endif

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?T:xxx

?T:d

?F:!try

: Check basic sizes

echo " "

$echo "Choosing the C types to be used for Perl's internal types..." >&4

 

case "$use64bitint:$d_quad:$quadtype" in

define:define:?*)

	ivtype="$quadtype"

	uvtype="$uquadtype"

	ivsize=8

	uvsize=8

	;;

*)	ivtype="long"

	uvtype="unsigned long"

	ivsize=$longsize

	uvsize=$longsize
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	;;

esac

 

case "$uselongdouble:$d_longdbl" in

define:define)

	nvtype="long double"

	nvsize=$longdblsize

	;;

*)	nvtype=double

	nvsize=$doublesize

	;;

esac

 

case "$usequadmath:$i_quadmath" in

define:define)

 nvtype="__float128"

 nvsize=16

 case "$libs" in

 *quadmath*) ;;

 *) $cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** You requested the use of the quadmath library, but you

*** do not seem to have the quadmath library installed.

*** Cannot continue, aborting.

EOM

   exit 1

   ;;

 esac

 ;;

define:*) $cat <<EOM >&4

 

*** You requested the use of the quadmath library, but you

*** do not seem to have the required header, <quadmath.h>.

EOM

  case "$gccversion" in

 [23].*|4.[0-5]*)

  $cat <<EOM >&4

*** Your gcc looks a bit old:

*** $gccversion

EOM

   ;;

 '')

  $cat <<EOM >&4

*** You are not running a gcc.

EOM

   ;;

 esac

 $cat <<EOM >&4
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*** For the quadmath library you need at least gcc 4.6.

*** Cannot continue, aborting.

EOM

 exit 1

 ;;

esac

 

$echo "(IV will be "$ivtype", $ivsize bytes)"

$echo "(UV will be "$uvtype", $uvsize bytes)"

$echo "(NV will be "$nvtype", $nvsize bytes)"

 

$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#$i_inttypes I_INTTYPES

#ifdef I_INTTYPES

#include <inttypes.h>

#endif

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

#ifdef INT8

  int8_t i =  INT8_MAX;

 uint8_t u = UINT8_MAX;

 printf("int8_t\n");

#endif

#ifdef INT16

  int16_t i =  INT16_MAX;

 uint16_t u = UINT16_MAX;

 printf("int16_t\n");

#endif

#ifdef INT32

  int32_t i =  INT32_MAX;

 uint32_t u = UINT32_MAX;

 printf("int32_t\n");

#endif

}

EOCP

 

i8type="signed char"

u8type="unsigned char"

i8size=1

u8size=1

 

case "$i16type" in

'')	case "$shortsize" in

	2)	i16type=short

		u16type="unsigned

 short"

		i16size=$shortsize

		u16size=$shortsize
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		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$i16type" in

'')	set try -DINT16

	if eval $compile; then

		case "`$run ./try`" in

		int16_t)

			i16type=int16_t

			u16type=uint16_t

			i16size=2

			u16size=2

			;;

		esac

	fi

	;;

esac

case "$i16type" in

'')	if $test $shortsize -ge 2; then

		i16type=short

		u16type="unsigned short"

		i16size=$shortsize

		u16size=$shortsize

	fi

	;;

esac

 

case "$i32type" in

'')	case "$longsize" in

	4)	i32type=long

		u32type="unsigned long"

		i32size=$longsize

		u32size=$longsize

		;;

	*)	case "$intsize" in

		4)	i32type=int

			u32type="unsigned int"

			i32size=$intsize

			u32size=$intsize

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$i32type" in

'')	set try -DINT32
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	if eval $compile; then

		case "`$run ./try`" in

		int32_t)

			i32type=int32_t

			u32type=uint32_t

			i32size=4

			u32size=4

			;;

		esac

	fi

	;;

esac

case "$i32type" in

'')	if $test $intsize -ge 4; then

		i32type=int

		u32type="unsigned int"

		i32size=$intsize

		u32size=$intsize

	fi

	;;

esac

 

case

 "$i64type" in

'')	case "$d_quad:$quadtype" in

	define:?*)

		i64type="$quadtype"

		u64type="$uquadtype"

		i64size=8

		u64size=8

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

$echo "Checking how many bits of your UVs your NVs can preserve..." >&4

$cat <<EOP >try.c

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#ifdef SIGFPE

/* volatile so that the compiler has to store it out to memory */

volatile int bletched = 0;

$signal_t blech(int s) { bletched = 1; }
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#endif

int main() {

   $uvtype u = 0;

   $nvtype d;

   int     n = 8 * $uvsize;

   int     i;

#ifdef SIGFPE

   signal(SIGFPE, blech);

#endif

 

   for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {

     u = u << 1 | ($uvtype)1;

     d = ($nvtype)u;

     if (($uvtype)d != u)

       break;

     if (d <= 0)

	break;

     d = ($nvtype)(u - 1);

     if (($uvtype)d != (u - 1))

       break;

#ifdef SIGFPE

     if (bletched)

	break;

#endif

   }

   printf("%d\n",

 ((i == n) ? -n : i));

   exit(0);

}

EOP

set try

 

d_nv_preserves_uv="$undef"

if eval $compile; then

	nv_preserves_uv_bits="`$run ./try`"

fi

case "$nv_preserves_uv_bits" in

\-[1-9]*)

	nv_preserves_uv_bits=`expr 0 - $nv_preserves_uv_bits`

	$echo "Your NVs can preserve all $nv_preserves_uv_bits bits of your UVs."  2>&1

	d_nv_preserves_uv="$define"

	;;

[1-9]*)	$echo "Your NVs can preserve only $nv_preserves_uv_bits bits of your UVs."  2>&1

	d_nv_preserves_uv="$undef" ;;

*)	$echo "Can't figure out how many bits your NVs preserve." 2>&1

	nv_preserves_uv_bits="0" ;;

esac

$rm_try
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$echo "Checking to find the largest integer value your NVs can hold..." >&4

$cat <<EOP >try.c

#include <stdio.h>

 

typedef $nvtype NV;

 

int

main() {

 NV value = 2;

 int count = 1;

 

 while(count < 256) {

   /* volatile so that the compiler has to store it out to memory */

   volatile NV up = value + 1.0;

   volatile NV negated = -value;

   volatile NV down = negated - 1.0;

   volatile NV got_up = up

 - value;

   int up_good = got_up == 1.0;

   int got_down = down - negated;

   int down_good = got_down == -1.0;

 

   if (down_good != up_good) {

     fprintf(stderr,

	      "Inconsistency - up %d %f; down %d %f; for 2**%d (%.20f)\n",

	      up_good, (double) got_up, down_good, (double) got_down,

	      count, (double) value);

     return 1;

   }

   if (!up_good) {

     while (1) {

	if (count > 8) {

	  count -= 8;

	  fputs("256.0", stdout);

	} else {

	  count--;

	  fputs("2.0", stdout);

	}

	if (!count) {

	  puts("");

	  return 0;

	}

	fputs("*", stdout);

     }

   }

   value *= 2;

   ++count;
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 }

 fprintf(stderr, "Cannot overflow integer range, even at 2**%d (%.20f)\n",

	  count, (double) value);

 return 1;

}

EOP

set try

 

nv_overflows_integers_at='0'

if eval $compile; then

   xxx="`$run ./try`"

   case "$?" in

	0)

	    case "$xxx" in

		2*)  cat >&4 <<EOM

The largest integer your NVs can preserve is equal to $xxx

EOM

		    nv_overflows_integers_at="$xxx"

		    ;;

		*)  cat

 >&4 <<EOM

Cannot determine the largest integer value your NVs can hold, unexpected output

'$xxx'

EOM

		    ;;

	    esac

	    ;;

	*)  cat >&4 <<EOM

Cannot determine the largest integer value your NVs can hold

EOM

	    ;;

   esac

fi

$rm_try

 

$echo "Checking whether NV 0.0 is all bits zero in memory..." >&4

$cat <<EOP >try.c

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <string.h>

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <signal.h>

#ifdef SIGFPE

/* volatile so that the compiler has to store it out to memory */

volatile int bletched = 0;
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$signal_t blech(int s) { bletched = 1; }

#endif

 

int checkit($nvtype d, const char *where) {

   void *v = &d;

   unsigned char *p = (unsigned char *)v;

   unsigned char *end = p + sizeof(d);

   int fail = 0;

 

   while (p < end)

	fail += *p++;

 

   if (!fail)

	return 0;

 

   p = (unsigned char *)v;

   printf("No - %s: 0x", where);

   while (p < end)

	printf ("%02X", *p++);

   printf("\n");

   return 1;

}

 

int

 main(int argc, char **argv) {

   $nvtype d = 0.0;

   int fail = 0;

   fail += checkit(d, "0.0");

 

   /* The compiler shouldn't be assuming that bletched is 0  */

   d = bletched;

 

   fail += checkit(d, "bleched");

 

#ifdef SIGFPE

   signal(SIGFPE, blech);

#endif

 

   /* Paranoia - the compiler should have no way of knowing that ANSI says

      that argv[argc] will always be NULL.  Actually, if it did assume this it

      would be buggy, as this is C and main() can be called from elsewhere in

      the program.  */

   d = argv[argc] ? 1 : 0;

 

   if (d) {

	printf("Odd argv[argc]=%p, d=%g\n", argv[argc], d);

   }
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   fail += checkit(d, "ternary");

 

   memset(&d, sizeof(d), argv[argc] ? 1 : 0);

 

   if (d != 0.0) {

	printf("No - memset doesn't give 0.0\n");

	/* This might just blow up:  */

	printf("(gives %g)\n", d);

	return 1;

   }

 

#ifdef SIGFPE

   if (bletched) {

	printf("No - something bleched\n");

	return 1;

   }

#endif

   if (fail) {

     printf("No - %d fail(s)\n",

 fail);

     return 1;

   }

   printf("Yes\n");

   return 0;

}

EOP

set try

 

d_nv_zero_is_allbits_zero="$undef"

if eval $compile; then

   xxx="`$run ./try`"

   case "$?" in

	0)

	    case "$xxx" in

		Yes)  cat >&4 <<EOM

0.0 is represented as all bits zero in memory

EOM

		    d_nv_zero_is_allbits_zero="$define"

		    ;;

		*)  cat >&4 <<EOM

0.0 is not represented as all bits zero in memory

EOM

		    d_nv_zero_is_allbits_zero="$undef"

		    ;;

	    esac

	    ;;

	*)  cat >&4 <<EOM

0.0 is not represented as all bits zero in memory
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EOM

	    d_nv_zero_is_allbits_zero="$undef"

	    ;;

   esac

fi

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/perlxv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_msgctl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_msgctl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:38  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_msgctl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_msgctl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MSGCTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the msgctl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MSGCTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the msgctl() routine is

?C:	available to perform message control operations.

?C:.

?H:#$d_msgctl

 HAS_MSGCTL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_msgctl

: see if msgctl exists

set msgctl d_msgctl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_msgctl.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS:	Original author Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@iki.fi>

?RCS:	Merged into dist by Andy Dougherty  July 13, 1998

?RCS:

?MAKE:trnl: Nothing

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:trnl:

?S:	This variable contains the value to be passed to the tr(1)

?S:	command to transliterate a newline.  Typical values are

?S:	'\012' and '\n'.  This is needed for EBCDIC systems where

?S:	newline is not necessarily '\012'.

?S:.

?T: DJGPP

: Find the appropriate value for a newline for tr

?X: We can't

 use $tr since that would cause a circular dependency via Myread

?X: dos djgpp uses '\015\012', but reportedly is happy with '\012' in the

?X: tr command.  I don't know why it passes the '\n' test but later

?X: refuses to work correctly with it.  --AD  6/14/98

if test -n "$DJGPP"; then

      trnl='\012'

fi

if test X"$trnl" = X; then

	case "`echo foo | tr '\n' x 2>/dev/null`" in

	foox) trnl='\n' ;;

	esac

fi

if test X"$trnl" = X; then

	case "`echo foo | tr '\012' x 2>/dev/null`" in

	foox) trnl='\012' ;;

	esac

fi

if test X"$trnl" = X; then

      case "`echo foo | tr '\r\n' xy 2>/dev/null`" in

      fooxy) trnl='\n\r' ;;
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      esac

fi

if test X"$trnl" = X; then

	cat <<EOM >&2

 

$me: Fatal Error: cannot figure out how to translate newlines with 'tr'.

 

EOM

	exit 1

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/trnl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: installprefix.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: installprefix.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:installprefix installprefixexp: Getfile Loc \

	Oldconfig afs cat package prefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:installprefix:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory below which

?S:	"make install" will install the package.  For most users, this

?S:	is the same

 as prefix.  However, it is useful for

?S:	installing the software into a different (usually temporary)

?S:	location after which it can be bundled up and moved somehow

?S:	to the final location specified by prefix.

?S:.

?S:installprefixexp:

?S:	This variable holds the full absolute path of installprefix

?S:	with all ~-expansion done.
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?S:.

: determine installation prefix for where package is to be installed.

if $afs; then

$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

files will reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installprefix" in

	'') dflt=`echo $prefix | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installprefix";;

	esac

else

$cat <<EOM

 

In some special cases, particularly when building $package for distribution,

it is convenient to distinguish the directory in which files should be

installed from the directory ($prefix) in which they will

eventually

 reside.  For most users, these two directories are the same.

 

EOM

	case "$installprefix" in

	'') dflt=$prefix ;;

	*) dflt=$installprefix;;

	esac

fi

fn=d~

rp='What installation prefix should I use for installing files?'

. ./getfile

installprefix="$ans"

installprefixexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/installprefix.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strtok.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root
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?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strtok.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:38  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	The strtok routine now appears to be a standard one, but it was

?X:	missing in early BSD systems.

?X:

?MAKE:d_strtok: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtok:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRTOK if strtok() is

?S:	available to scan strings for tokens.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOK (STRTOK):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the strtok routine is

?C:	available to scan strings for tokens.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtok HAS_STRTOK	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtok

: see if strtok exists

set strtok d_strtok

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strtok.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Cppsym.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1995/05/12  11:59:11  ram

?RCS: patch54: split awk command onto two lines for older awks (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/01/11  14:55:57  ram
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?RCS: patch45: new cc vs. cpp symbol checking suggested by JHI

?RCS: patch45: added more cpp symbols (JHI)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/10/29  15:51:32  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS: patch36: new symbols ardent and titan (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20

  06:53:32  ram

?RCS: patch30: extended cpp symbol lookup list (JHI)

?RCS: patch30: renamed attrlist symbol into al for brevity

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:14:14  ram

?RCS: patch15: added new cpp symbols __bsdi__ and BSD_NET2

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script called Cppsym, which can be used to

?X: determine whether any in a list of symbols is defined by the C compilation

?X: chain (C preprocessor symbols plus C compiler native ones).

?X: It can determine the status of any symbol, though the symbols in $al

?X: are more easily determined.  If you want to add to $al you can do

?X: it in Myinit.U.

?X:

?MAKE:Cppsym ccsymbols cppsymbols cppccsymbols: run \

	eunicefix Guess awk cat tr sed sort rm startsh osname \

	+cc gccversion test comm uniq echo Options trnl \

	optimize ccflags ldflags libs

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:ccsymbols:

?S:	The variable contains the symbols

 defined by the C compiler alone.

?S:	The symbols defined by cpp or by cc when it calls cpp are not in

?S:	this list, see cppsymbols and cppccsymbols.

?S:	The list is a space-separated list of symbol=value tokens.

?S:.

?S:cppsymbols:

?S:	The variable contains the symbols defined by the C preprocessor

?S:	alone.  The symbols defined by cc or by cc when it calls cpp are

?S:	not in this list, see ccsymbols and cppccsymbols.

?S:	The list is a space-separated list of symbol=value tokens.

?S:.

?S:cppccsymbols:

?S:	The variable contains the symbols defined by the C compiler

?S:	when it calls cpp.  The symbols defined by the cc alone or cpp

?S:	alone are not in this list, see ccsymbols and cppsymbols.
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?S:	The list is a space-separated list of symbol=value tokens.

?S:.

?T:also symbols i postprocess_cc_v flags

?F:./Cppsym

?F:!Cppsym.true !Cppsym.know !ccsym.com !ccsym.cpp !ccsym.own

: determine known pre-processor and compiler symbols

echo " "

$echo "Guessing which symbols your C compiler and preprocessor

 define..." >&4

?X:

?X: The symbol list is in alpha order for ease of maintenance...

?X:

?X: Lots of new symbols (mostly rummaged from gcc), courtesy of

?X: Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@snakemail.hut.fi> -- RAM, 06/06/94

?X:

?X: If your symbol is mixed case, just add it as-is.

?X: All symbols will be transformed to both all-lower and all-upper.

?X: Also drop any leading/trailing underscores, the scan will try all those.

?X:

$cat <<'EOSH' > Cppsym.know

a29k ABI64 aegis AES_SOURCE AIX AIX32 AIX370

AIX41 AIX42 AIX43 AIX_SOURCE aixpc ALL_SOURCE

alliant alpha am29000 AM29000 AMD64 amiga AMIGAOS AMIX

ansi ANSI_C_SOURCE apollo ardent ARM32 atarist att386 att3b

BeOS BIG_ENDIAN BIT_MSF bsd BSD bsd43 bsd4_2 bsd4_3 BSD4_3 bsd4_4

BSD_4_3 BSD_4_4 BSD_NET2 BSD_TIME BSD_TYPES BSDCOMPAT bsdi

bull c cadmus clipper CMU COFF COMPILER_VERSION

concurrent convex cpu cray CRAY CRAYMPP ctix CX_UX

CYGWIN DGUX DGUX_SOURCE DJGPP dmert DOLPHIN DPX2 DSO

Dynix DynixPTX ELF encore EPI EXTENSIONS FAVOR_BSD

FILE_OFFSET_BITS

 FreeBSD GCC_NEW_VARARGS gcos gcx gimpel

GLIBC GLIBC_MINOR

GNU_SOURCE GNUC GNUC_MINOR GNU_LIBRARY GO32 gould GOULD_PN

H3050R H3050RX hbullx20 hcx host_mips

hp200 hp300 hp700 HP700 hp800 hp9000

hp9000s200 hp9000s300 hp9000s400 hp9000s500

hp9000s700 hp9000s800 hp9k8 hp_osf hppa hpux HPUX_SOURCE

i186 i286 i386 i486 i586 i686 i8086 i80960 i860 I960

IA64 iAPX286 ibm ibm032 ibmesa IBMR2 ibmrt ILP32 ILP64

INLINE_INTRINSICS INTRINSICS INT64 interdata is68k ksr1

LANGUAGE_C LARGE_FILE_API LARGEFILE64_SOURCE

LARGEFILE_SOURCE LFS64_LARGEFILE LFS_LARGEFILE

Linux LITTLE_ENDIAN LONG64 LONG_DOUBLE LONG_LONG

LONGDOUBLE LONGLONG LP64 luna luna88k Lynx

M68000 m68k m88100 m88k M88KBCS_TARGET M_COFF

M_I186 M_I286 M_I386 M_I8086 M_I86 M_I86SM M_SYS3

M_SYS5 M_SYSIII M_SYSV M_UNIX M_XENIX MACH machine MachTen
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MATH_HAS_NO_SIDE_EFFECTS

mc300 mc500 mc68000 mc68010 mc68020 mc68030 mc68040

mc68060 mc68k mc68k32 mc700 mc88000 mc88100 merlin

mert MiNT mips MIPS_FPSET MIPS_ISA MIPS_SIM MIPS_SZINT

MIPS_SZLONG

 MIPS_SZPTR MIPSEB MIPSEL MODERN_C motorola

mpeix MSDOS MTXINU MULTIMAX mvs MVS n16 ncl_el ncl_mr

NetBSD news1500 news1700 news1800 news1900 news3700

news700 news800 news900 NeXT NLS nonstopux ns16000 ns32000

ns32016 ns32332 ns32k nsc32000

OCS88 OEMVS OpenBSD os OS2 OS390 osf OSF1 OSF_SOURCE

pa_risc PA_RISC1_1 PA_RISC2_0 PARAGON parisc

pc532 pdp11 PGC PIC plexus PORTAR posix

POSIX1B_SOURCE POSIX2_SOURCE POSIX4_SOURCE

POSIX_C_SOURCE POSIX_SOURCE POWER

PROTOTYPES PWB pyr QNX R3000 REENTRANT RES Rhapsody RISC6000

riscix riscos RT S390 SA110 scs SCO sequent sgi SGI_SOURCE SH3 sinix

SIZE_INT SIZE_LONG SIZE_PTR SOCKET_SOURCE SOCKETS_SOURCE

sony sony_news sonyrisc sparc sparclite spectrum

stardent stdc STDC_EXT stratos sun sun3 sun386

Sun386i svr3 svr4 SVR4_2 SVR4_SOURCE svr5

SX system SYSTYPE_BSD SYSTYPE_BSD43 SYSTYPE_BSD44

SYSTYPE_SVR4 SYSTYPE_SVR5 SYSTYPE_SYSV SYSV SYSV3 SYSV4 SYSV5

sysV68 sysV88 Tek4132 Tek4300 titan

TM3200 TM5400 TM5600

tower tower32 tower32_200 tower32_600 tower32_700

tower32_800

 tower32_850 tss

u370 u3b u3b2 u3b20 u3b200 u3b20d u3b5

ultrix UMAXV UnicomPBB UnicomPBD UNICOS UNICOSMK

unix UNIX95 UNIX99 unixpc unos

USE_BSD USE_FILE_OFFSET64 USE_GNU USE_ISOC9X USE_LARGEFILE USE_LARGEFILE64

USE_MISC USE_POSIX USE_POSIX199309 USE_POSIX199506 USE_POSIX2

USE_REENTRANT USE_SVID USE_UNIX98 USE_XOPEN USE_XOPEN_EXTENDED

USGr4 USGr4_2

Utek UTek UTS UWIN uxpm uxps vax venix VMESA vms xenix Xenix286

XOPEN_SOURCE XOPEN_SOURCE_EXTENDED XPG2 XPG2_EXTENDED

XPG3 XPG3_EXTENDED XPG4 XPG4_EXTENDED

z8000

EOSH

?X: Maybe put other stuff here too.

cat <<EOSH >>Cppsym.know

$osname

EOSH

./tr '[a-z]' '[A-Z]' < Cppsym.know > Cppsym.a

./tr '[A-Z]' '[a-z]' < Cppsym.know > Cppsym.b

$cat Cppsym.know > Cppsym.c

$cat Cppsym.a Cppsym.b Cppsym.c | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq > Cppsym.know
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$rm -f Cppsym.a Cppsym.b Cppsym.c

cat <<EOSH > Cppsym

$startsh

if $test \$# -gt 0; then

   echo \$* | $tr " " "$trnl" | ./Cppsym.try > Cppsym.got

   if $test -s Cppsym.got; then

       $rm -f Cppsym.got

        exit 0

   fi

   $rm -f Cppsym.got

   exit 1

else

   $tr " " "$trnl" | ./Cppsym.try

   exit 0

fi

EOSH

chmod +x Cppsym

$eunicefix Cppsym

?X: The below awk script will die a horrible death if

?X: some of the tested symbols are not long ints.

?X: Also, we do not make difference between just defined and defined zero.

cat <<EOSH > Cppsym.try

$startsh

cat <<'EOCP' > try.c

#include <stdio.h>

int main() {

EOCP

?X: The length($1) command guards against possible empty entries.

?X: The awk snippet is know to give heartburn to UNICOS/mk awk.

$awk \\

EOSH

cat <<'EOSH' >> Cppsym.try

'length($1) > 0 {

   printf "#ifdef %s\n#if %s+0\nprintf(\"%s=%%ld\\n\", (long)%s);\n#else\nprintf(\"%s\\n\");\n#endif\n#endif\n", $1,

$1, $1, $1, $1

   printf "#ifdef _%s\n#if _%s+0\nprintf(\"_%s=%%ld\\n\",

(long)_%s);\n#else\nprintf(\"_%s\\n\");\n#endif\n#endif\n", $1, $1, $1, $1, $1

   printf "#ifdef __%s\n#if __%s+0\nprintf(\"__%s=%%ld\\n\",

(long)__%s);\n#else\nprintf(\"__%s\\n\");\n#endif\n#endif\n",

 $1, $1, $1, $1, $1

   printf "#ifdef __%s__\n#if __%s__+0\nprintf(\"__%s__=%%ld\\n\",

(long)__%s__);\n#else\nprintf(\"__%s__\\n\");\n#endif\n#endif\n", $1, $1, $1, $1, $1

}'	 >> try.c

echo 'return 0;}' >> try.c

EOSH

cat <<EOSH >> Cppsym.try

flags="$ccflags"

case "$osname-$gccversion" in
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irix-) flags="\$flags -woff 1178" ;;

os2-*) flags="\$flags -Zlinker /PM:VIO" ;;

esac

$cc -o try $optimize \$flags $ldflags try.c $libs && $run ./try

EOSH

chmod +x Cppsym.try

$eunicefix Cppsym.try

./Cppsym < Cppsym.know > Cppsym.true

: now check the C compiler for additional symbols

?X: suggested by Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@snakemail.hut.fi>, thanks!

postprocess_cc_v=''

case "$osname" in

aix) postprocess_cc_v="|$tr , ' '" ;;

esac

$cat >ccsym <<EOS

$startsh

$cat >tmp.c <<EOF

extern int foo;

EOF

for i in \`$cc -v -c tmp.c 2>&1 $postprocess_cc_v\`

do

	case "\$i" in

	-D*) echo "\$i" | $sed 's/^-D//';;

	-A*) $test "$gccversion" && echo "\$i" | $sed 's/^-A//' | $sed 's/\(.*\)(\(.*\))/\1=\2/';;

	esac

done

$rm

 -f try.c

EOS

postprocess_cc_v=''

chmod +x ccsym

$eunicefix ccsym

./ccsym > ccsym1.raw

?X: AIX complains if $uniq is passed an empty file.  ($sort apparently

?X: doesn't care.)  --AD  14 July 1998

if $test -s ccsym1.raw; then

      $sort ccsym1.raw | $uniq >ccsym.raw

else

      mv ccsym1.raw ccsym.raw

fi

 

?X: canonicalize symbols for easier sort/uniq/comm usage: append =1 if no = sign

?X: the awk script must be on two lines for older awk programs, sigh! -- ADO

$awk '/\=/ { print $0; next }

	{ print $0"=1" }' ccsym.raw >ccsym.list

$awk '/\=/ { print $0; next }

	{ print $0"=1" }' Cppsym.true >ccsym.true

$comm -13 ccsym.true ccsym.list >ccsym.own
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$comm -12 ccsym.true ccsym.list >ccsym.com

$comm -23 ccsym.true ccsym.list >ccsym.cpp

also=''

if $test -z ccsym.raw; then

	echo "Your C compiler doesn't seem to define any symbols!" >&4

	echo " "

	echo "However, your C preprocessor defines the following symbols:"

	$cat Cppsym.true

   	ccsymbols=''

	cppsymbols=`$cat Cppsym.true`

       cppsymbols=`echo

 $cppsymbols`

	cppccsymbols="$cppsymbols"

else

	if $test -s ccsym.com; then

		echo "Your C compiler and pre-processor define these symbols:"

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=.*/\1/' ccsym.com

		also='also '

		symbols='ones'

		cppccsymbols=`$cat ccsym.com`

		cppccsymbols=`echo $cppccsymbols`

		$test "$silent" || sleep 1

	fi

	if $test -s ccsym.cpp; then

		$test "$also" && echo " "

		echo "Your C pre-processor ${also}defines the following symbols:"

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=.*/\1/' ccsym.cpp

		also='further '

		cppsymbols=`$cat ccsym.cpp`

		cppsymbols=`echo $cppsymbols`

		$test "$silent" || sleep 1

	fi

	if $test -s ccsym.own; then

		$test "$also" && echo " "

		echo "Your C compiler ${also}defines the following cpp symbols:"

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=1/\1/' ccsym.own

		$sed -e 's/\(..*\)=.*/\1/' ccsym.own | $uniq >>Cppsym.true

	        ccsymbols=`$cat ccsym.own`

	        ccsymbols=`echo $ccsymbols`

		$test "$silent" || sleep 1

	fi

fi

$rm -f Cppsym.know Cppsym.true

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Cppsym.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strerror.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/05/13  15:20:27  ram

?RCS: patch27: now uses new macro support for cleaner Strerror def

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/06  14:58:26  ram

?RCS: patch23: renamed strerror into Strerror to protect name space (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:08:56  ram

?RCS: patch16: protected code looking for sys_errnolist[] with @if

?RCS: patch16: added default value for d_sysernlst

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:35  ram

?RCS: Baseline

 for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strerror d_syserrlst d_sysernlst d_strerrm: contains Csym Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strerror:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRERROR if strerror() is

?S:	available to translate error numbers to strings.

?S:.

?S:d_syserrlst:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SYS_ERRLIST if sys_errlist[] is

?S:	available to translate error numbers to strings.

?S:.

?S:d_sysernlst:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST if sys_errnolist[]

?S:	is available to translate error numbers to the symbolic name.

?S:.

?S:d_strerrm:

?S:	This variable holds what Strerrr is defined as to translate an error

?S:	code condition into an error message string. It could be 'strerror'

?S:	or a more complex macro emulating strrror with sys_errlist[], or the

?S:	"unknown" string when both strerror and sys_errlist are missing.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRERROR (STRERROR):
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strerror routine is

?C:	available

 to translate error numbers to strings. See the writeup

?C:	of Strerror() in this file before you try to define your own.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SYS_ERRLIST (SYSERRLIST):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sys_errlist array is

?C:	available to translate error numbers to strings. The extern int

?C:	sys_nerr gives the size of that table.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST (SYSERRNOLIST):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sys_errnolist array is

?C:	available to translate an errno code into its symbolic name (e.g.

?C: ENOENT). The extern int sys_nerrno gives the size of that table.

?C:.

?C:Strerror:

?C:	This preprocessor symbol is defined as a macro if strerror() is

?C:	not available to translate error numbers to strings but sys_errlist[]

?C:	array is there.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strerror HAS_STRERROR		/**/

?H:#$d_syserrlst HAS_SYS_ERRLIST	/**/

?H:#$d_sysernlst HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST	/**/

?H:#define Strerror(e) $d_strerrm

?H:.

?D:d_sysernlst=''

?T:xxx val

: see if strerror and/or sys_errlist[]

 exist

echo " "

if set strerror val -f d_strerror; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'strerror() found.' >&4

	d_strerror="$define"

	d_strerrm='strerror(e)'

	if set sys_errlist val -a d_syserrlst; eval $csym; $val; then	

		echo "(You also have sys_errlist[], so we could roll our own strerror.)"

		d_syserrlst="$define"

	else

	echo "(Since you don't have sys_errlist[], sterror() is welcome.)"

		d_syserrlst="$undef"

	fi

elif xxx=`./findhdr string.h`; test "$xxx" || xxx=`./findhdr strings.h`; \

	$contains '#[ 	]*define.*strerror' "$xxx" >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo 'strerror() found in string header.' >&4

	d_strerror="$define"

	d_strerrm='strerror(e)'

	if set sys_errlist val -a d_syserrlst; eval $csym; $val; then	

		echo "(Most probably, strerror() uses sys_errlist[] for descriptions.)"
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		d_syserrlst="$define"

	else

		echo "(You don't appear to have any sys_errlist[], how can this be?)"

		d_syserrlst="$undef"

	fi

elif set sys_errlist val -a d_syserrlst; eval $csym; $val; then

echo "strerror()

 not found, but you have sys_errlist[] so we'll use that." >&4

	d_strerror="$undef"

	d_syserrlst="$define"

	d_strerrm='((e)<0||(e)>=sys_nerr?"unknown":sys_errlist[e])'

else

	echo 'strerror() and sys_errlist[] NOT found.' >&4

	d_strerror="$undef"

	d_syserrlst="$undef"

	d_strerrm='"unknown"'

fi

@if d_sysernlst || HAS_SYS_ERRNOLIST

if set sys_errnolist val -a d_sysernlst; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo "(Symbolic error codes can be fetched via the sys_errnolist[] array.)"

	d_sysernlst="$define"

else

	echo "(However, I can't extract the symbolic error code out of errno.)"

	d_sysernlst="$undef"

fi

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strerror.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: usedtrace.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2008 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: usedtrace.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:usedtrace dtrace: Myread Oldconfig Setvar Getfile test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usedtrace:

?S:	This variable indicates whether we are compiling with dtrace

?S:	support. See also dtrace.

?S:.
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?S:dtrace:

?S:	This variable holds the location of the dtrace executable.

?S:.

?C:USE_DTRACE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should

?C:	be built with support for DTrace.

?C:.

?H:#$usedtrace USE_DTRACE		/**/

?H:.

?T:dflt_dtrace

?LINT:set usedtrace

?LINT:set dtrace

: DTrace support

dflt_dtrace='/usr/sbin/dtrace'

$test -x /usr/bin/dtrace && dflt_dtrace='/usr/bin/dtrace'

 

cat <<EOM

 

Perl can be built to support DTrace on platforms that support

 it.

DTrace is a diagnosis and performance analysis tool from Sun.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default.

EOM

 

while $test 1 ; do

	case "$usedtrace" in

	$define|true|[yY]*)

		dflt='y'

		;;

	?*)

		dflt='y'

		dflt_dtrace=$usedtrace

		;;

	*)

		dflt='n'

		;;

	esac

 

	rp='Support DTrace if available?'

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y|Y)	val="$define" ;;

	*)      val="$undef" ;;

	esac

	set usedtrace

	eval $setvar
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	test "X$usedtrace" != "X$define" && break

 

	echo " "

	rp='Where is the dtrace executable?'

	dflt=$dflt_dtrace

	. ./getfile

	val="$ans"

	set dtrace

	eval $setvar

 

	if $test -f $dtrace

	then

		if $dtrace -h -s ../perldtrace.d \

			-o perldtrace.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1 \

			&& rm -f perldtrace.tmp

		then

			echo " "

			echo "Good: your $dtrace knows about the -h flag."

		else

			cat >&2 <<EOM

 

*** $me:  Fatal Error:  $dtrace doesn't support -h flag

***

*** Your installed dtrace doesn't support the -h switch to compile a D

*** program into a C header. Can't continue.

 

EOM

			exit

 1

		fi

		break;

	fi

 

	case "$fastread" in

	yes)

		cat >&2 <<EOM

 

*** $me:  Fatal Error:  $dtrace not found.

*** Can't continue.

 

EOM

		exit 1

		;;

	*)

		echo "*** $dtrace was not found."

		echo " "

		;;

	esac
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done

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/usedtrace.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: h_fcntl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: h_fcntl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:12  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:h_fcntl: Nothing

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:h_fcntl:

?S:	This is variable gets set in various places to tell i_fcntl that

?S:	<fcntl.h> should be included.

?S:.

: Initialize h_fcntl

h_fcntl=false

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/h_fcntl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2004 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strlcat: Inlibc Hasproto d_gnulibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strlcat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRLCAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strlcat () routine is available.

?S:.
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?C:HAS_STRLCAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strlcat () routine is

?C:	available to do string concatenation.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strlcat HAS_STRLCAT		/**/

?H:.

?T:d_strlcat_proto xx1 xx2 xx3 xx4

?LINT:set d_strlcat

: see if strlcat exists

: We need both a prototype in string.h and the symbol in libc.

echo " "

d_strlcat_proto=''

xx1="#$d_gnulibc HAS_GNULIBC"

xx2='#if defined(HAS_GNULIBC) && !defined(_GNU_SOURCE)'

xx3='#   define _GNU_SOURCE'

xx4='#endif'

set d_strlcat_proto

 strlcat literal "$xx1" literal "$xx2" literal "$xx3" literal "$xx4" define string.h

eval $hasproto

case "$d_strlcat_proto" in

   define) # see if strlcat exists

	set strlcat d_strlcat

	eval $inlibc

	;;

   *)  val=$undef

	set d_strlcat

	eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strlcat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getservbyport_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getservbyport_r getservbyport_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getservbyport_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETSERVBYPORT_R symbol,
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?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getservbyport_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getservbyport_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getservbyport_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getservbyport_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getservbyport_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETSERVBYPORT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the getservbyport_r routine

?C:	is available to getservbyport re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETSERVBYPORT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getservbyport_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getservbyport_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getservbyport_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getservbyport_r HAS_GETSERVBYPORT_R	/**/

?H:#define GETSERVBYPORT_R_PROTO $getservbyport_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getservbyport_r_proto

: see if getservbyport_r exists

set getservbyport_r d_getservbyport_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getservbyport_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getservbyport_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getservbyport_r_proto=define

		set d_getservbyport_r_proto getservbyport_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getservbyport_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getservbyport_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getservbyport_r(int, const char*, struct servent*, char*, size_t,

 struct servent**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservbyport_r_proto=I_ICSBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getservbyport_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct servent* getservbyport_r(int, const char*, struct servent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservbyport_r_proto=S_ICSBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getservbyport_r_proto" in
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	''|0) try='int getservbyport_r(int, const char*, struct servent*, struct servent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getservbyport_r_proto=I_ICSD ;;

	esac

	case "$getservbyport_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getservbyport_r=undef

		getservbyport_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getservbyport_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getservbyport_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getservbyport_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getservbyport_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getservbyport_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getservbyport_r=undef

		getservbyport_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getservbyport_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getservbyport_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Thomas Neumann <tom@smart.bo.open.de>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Findhdr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  15:53:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:03:56  ram

?RCS: patch23: cppminus must be after other cppflags, not before

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:54  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a findhdr script which is used to locate the header

?X: files

 in $usrinc or other stranger places using cpp capabilities. The

?X: script is given an include file base name, like 'stdio.h' or 'sys/file.h'

?X: and it returns the full path of the include file and a zero status or an

?X: empty string with an error status if the file could not be located.

?X:

?MAKE:Findhdr: grep test tr rm +usrinc awk cat startsh \

	cppstdin cppminus +cppflags eunicefix osname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define fieldn

?S:fieldn:

?S:	This variable is used internally by Configure. It contains the position

?S:	of the included file name in cpp output. That is to say, when cpp

?S:	pre-processes a #include <file> line, it replaces it by a # line which

?S:	contains the original position in the input file and the full name of

?S:	included file, between "quotes".

?S:.

?V:fieldn

?F:./findhdr !fieldn

?T:cline pos wanted name awkprg cppfilter testaccess status usrincdir

: determine filename position in cpp output

echo " "

echo "Computing filename position in cpp output for #include

 directives..." >&4

echo '#include <stdio.h>' > foo.c

case "$osname" in

vos)

	testaccess=-e

?X: VOS: path component separator is >

	cppfilter="tr '\\\\>' '/' |"

	;;

*)

	testaccess=-r

	cppfilter=''

	;;

esac

$cat >fieldn <<EOF

$startsh

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus <foo.c 2>/dev/null | \

$grep '^[ 	]*#.*stdio\.h' | \
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while read cline; do

	pos=1

	set \$cline

	while $test \$# -gt 0; do

		if $test $testaccess \`echo \$1 | $tr -d '"'\`; then

			echo "\$pos"

			exit 0

		fi

		shift

		pos=\`expr \$pos + 1\`

	done

done

EOF

chmod +x fieldn

fieldn=`./fieldn`

$rm -f foo.c fieldn

case $fieldn in

'') pos='???';;

1) pos=first;;

2) pos=second;;

3) pos=third;;

*) pos="${fieldn}th";;

esac

echo "Your cpp writes the filename in the $pos field of the line."

 

?X: To locate a header file, we cannot simply check for $usrinc/file.h, since

?X: some machine have the headers in weird places and our only hope is that

?X: the C pre-processor will know how to find those headers. Thank you NexT!

: locate header file

$cat

 >findhdr <<EOF

$startsh

wanted=\$1

name=''

for usrincdir in $usrinc; do

	if test -f \$usrincdir/\$wanted; then

		echo "\$usrincdir/\$wanted"

		exit 0

	fi

done

awkprg='{ print \$$fieldn }'

echo "#include <\$wanted>" > foo\$\$.c

$cppstdin $cppminus $cppflags < foo\$\$.c 2>/dev/null | \

$cppfilter $grep "^[ 	]*#.*\$wanted" | \

while read cline; do

	name=\`echo \$cline | $awk "\$awkprg" | $tr -d '"'\`

	case "\$name" in

	*[/\\\\]\$wanted) echo "\$name"; exit 1;;
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	*[\\\\/]\$wanted) echo "\$name"; exit 1;;

	*) exit 2;;

	esac

done

?X: status = 0: grep returned 0 lines, case statement not executed

?X: status = 1: headerfile found

?X: status = 2: while loop executed, no headerfile found

status=\$?

$rm -f foo\$\$.c

if test \$status -eq 1; then

	exit 0

fi

exit 1

EOF

chmod +x findhdr

$eunicefix findhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Findhdr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: cc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/05/12  12:06:47  ram

?RCS: patch54: may now abort Configure when cc does not work

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/11  15:20:11  ram

?RCS: patch45: changed gcc checking message to a more explicit one (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:04:29  ram

?RCS: patch36: detect gcc even when not called as 'gcc' (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: simplified gcc version checking (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint

 file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:26:06  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for gcc version (ADO)

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:30  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:cc: Myread Oldconfig Checkcc test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cc:

?S:	This variable holds the name of a command to execute a C compiler which

?S:	can resolve multiple global references that happen to have the same

?S:	name.  Usual values are 'cc' and 'gcc'.

?S:	Fervent ANSI compilers may be called 'c89'.  AIX has xlc.

?S:.

?F:!cc.cbu

?D:cc='cc'

: Determine the C compiler to be used

echo " "

case "$cc" in

'') dflt=cc;;

*) dflt="$cc";;

esac

rp="Use which C compiler?"

. ./myread

cc="$ans"

 

: See whether they have no cc but they do have gcc

. ./trygcc

?X: Look for a hint-file generated 'call-back-unit'.  Now that the

?X: user has specified the compiler, we may need to set or change some

?X: other defaults.

if $test -f cc.cbu; then

   . ./cc.cbu

fi

. ./checkcc

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_fp.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_fp: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:i_fp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_FP symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <fp.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_FP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <fp.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_fp	I_FP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_fp

: see if this is a fp.h system

set fp.h i_fp

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_fp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_csh.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:32:18  ram

?RCS: patch61: added full_csh to preserve the full path even when portable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:53  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_csh full_csh: csh Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_csh:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the CSH symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the C-shell exists.

?S:.

?S:full_csh:

?S:	This variable contains the full pathname to 'csh', whether

 or

?S:	not the user has specified 'portability'.  This is only used

?S:	in the compiled C program, and we assume that all systems which
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?S:	can share this executable will have the same full pathname to

?S:	'csh.'

?S:.

?X:	Yes, I know about the C symbol PORTABLE, but I think csh

?X:	is unlikely to move, and I'm too lazy to add all the

?X:	#ifdef PORTABLE sections to the perl source.

?X:

?C:HAS_CSH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C-shell exists.

?C:.

?C:CSH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, contains the full pathname of csh.

?C:.

?X: Previously, I just did $d_csh CSH "$full_csh", but that caused

?X: problems on VMS where the config.sh extraction program changes

?X: $undef to a real cpp undef, and they then had  #undef CSH ""

?X: which the compiler didn't like.  It's easy to work around this,

?X: so I did.  --AD  3/1998.

?X: And we don't want to define CSH if !HAS_CSH, but we don't want

?X: those lines in config.h if they don't need CSH, so protect with ?CSH

?X: and not

 ?%<. --RAM, 15/02/2004

?H:?%<:#$d_csh HAS_CSH		/**/

?H:?CSH:#ifdef HAS_CSH

?H:?CSH:#define CSH "$full_csh"	/**/

?H:?CSH:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:set d_csh

: get csh whereabouts

case "$csh" in

'csh') val="$undef" ;;

*) val="$define" ;;

esac

set d_csh

eval $setvar

: Respect a hint or command line value for full_csh.

case "$full_csh" in

'') full_csh=$csh ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_csh.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_pwd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  14:10:57  ram

?RCS: patch56: use setvar so hint file values can override our guesses (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:03:27  ram

?RCS: patch23: had forgotten cppminus in cppstdin test (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:25  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks whether there is a pwd system or not

?X:

?MAKE:i_pwd d_pwquota d_pwage d_pwchange d_pwclass d_pwexpire d_pwcomment:

 \

	contains rm cppstdin cppflags cppminus Inhdr Findhdr Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_pwd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_PWD, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <pwd.h>.

?S:.

?S:d_pwquota:

?S:	This varaible conditionally defines PWQUOTA, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_quota.

?S:.

?S:d_pwage:

?S:	This varaible conditionally defines PWAGE, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_age.

?S:.

?S:d_pwchange:

?S:	This varaible conditionally defines PWCHANGE, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_change.

?S:.

?S:d_pwclass:

?S:	This varaible conditionally defines PWCLASS, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_class.

?S:.

?S:d_pwexpire:

?S:	This varaible conditionally defines PWEXPIRE, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_expire.

?S:.
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?S:d_pwcomment:

?S:	This varaible conditionally defines PWCOMMENT, which indicates

?S:	that struct passwd contains pw_comment.

?S:.

?C:I_PWD:

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <pwd.h>.

?C:.

?C:PWQUOTA:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_quota.

?C:.

?C:PWAGE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_age.

?C:.

?C:PWCHANGE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_change.

?C:.

?C:PWCLASS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_class.

?C:.

?C:PWEXPIRE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_expire.

?C:.

?C:PWCOMMENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that struct passwd

?C:	contains pw_comment.

?C:.

?H:#$i_pwd I_PWD		/**/

?H:#$d_pwquota PWQUOTA	/**/

?H:#$d_pwage PWAGE	/**/

?H:#$d_pwchange PWCHANGE	/**/

?H:#$d_pwclass PWCLASS	/**/

?H:#$d_pwexpire PWEXPIRE	/**/

?H:#$d_pwcomment PWCOMMENT	/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set i_pwd d_pwquota

 d_pwage d_pwchange d_pwclass d_pwexpire d_pwcomment

?T:xxx

: see if this is a pwd.h system

set pwd.h i_pwd

eval $inhdr
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case "$i_pwd" in

$define)

	xxx=`./findhdr pwd.h`

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < $xxx >$$.h

 

	if $contains 'pw_quota' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwquota

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_age' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwage

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_change' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwchange

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_class' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwclass

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_expire' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwexpire

	eval $setvar

 

	if $contains 'pw_comment' $$.h >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else
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		val="$undef"

	fi

	set d_pwcomment

	eval $setvar

 

	$rm -f $$.h

	;;

*)

	val="$undef";

	set

 d_pwquota; eval $setvar

	set d_pwage; eval $setvar

	set d_pwchange; eval $setvar

	set d_pwclass; eval $setvar

	set d_pwexpire; eval $setvar

	set d_pwcomment; eval $setvar

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_pwd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_locconv.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_locconv.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:14:11  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_locconv: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_locconv:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_LOCALECONV if localeconv() is

?S:	available for numeric and monetary formatting conventions.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LOCALECONV:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the localeconv
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 routine is

?C:	available for numeric and monetary formatting conventions.

?C:.

?H:#$d_locconv HAS_LOCALECONV	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_locconv

: see if localeconv exists

set localeconv d_locconv

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_locconv.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fd_set.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:33:16  ram

?RCS: patch61: added ?F: metalint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  06:57:23  ram

?RCS: patch30: extended scope for fd_set checks (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:06:27  ram

?RCS: patch16: comments for HAS_FD_* symbols were not consistent

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:02  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fd_set d_fd_macros d_fds_bits: cat +cc +ccflags rm Oldconfig

 \

	d_socket i_systime i_sysselct i_syssock

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fd_set:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the HAS_FD_SET symbol,

?S:	which indicates if your C compiler knows about the fd_set typedef.

?S:.

?S:d_fd_macros:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the HAS_FD_MACROS symbol,
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?S:	which indicates if your C compiler knows about the macros which

?S:	manipulate an fd_set.

?S:.

?S:d_fds_bits:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the HAS_FDS_BITS symbol,

?S:	which indicates if your fd_set typedef contains the fds_bits member.

?S:	If you have an fd_set typedef, but the dweebs who installed it did

?S:	a half-fast job and neglected to provide the macros to manipulate

?S:	an fd_set, HAS_FDS_BITS will let us know how to fix the gaffe.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FD_SET:

?C:	This symbol, when defined, indicates presence of the fd_set typedef

?C:	in <sys/types.h>

?C:.

?C:HAS_FD_MACROS:

?C:	This symbol, when defined,  indicates presence of the macros used

 to

?C:	manipulate an fd_set.

?C:.

?C:HAS_FDS_BITS:

?C:	This symbol, when defined, indicates presence of the fds_bits member in

?C:	fd_set.  This knowledge is useful if fd_set is available but the macros

?C:	aren't.

?C:.

?H:#$d_fd_set HAS_FD_SET	/**/

?H:#$d_fd_macros HAS_FD_MACROS	/**/

?H:#$d_fds_bits HAS_FDS_BITS	/**/

?H:.

?F:!fd_set

: check for fd_set items

$cat <<EOM

 

Checking to see how well your C compiler handles fd_set and friends ...

EOM

?X: The FD_SET macros can be in strange places.  On some SysV-based

?X: systems, they are in <sys/bsdtypes.h>, which is included (perhaps)

?X: by <sys/socket.h>.  We won't force people to include

?X: <sys/bsdtypes.h> because it might introduce other

?X: incompatibilities.

$cat >fd_set.c <<EOCP

#$i_systime I_SYS_TIME

#$i_sysselct I_SYS_SELECT

#$d_socket HAS_SOCKET

#$i_syssock I_SYS_SOCKET

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef HAS_SOCKET

#ifdef I_SYS_SOCKET

#include <sys/socket.h> /* Might include <sys/bsdtypes.h> */
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#endif

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_TIME

#include

 <sys/time.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYS_SELECT

#include <sys/select.h>

#endif

int main() {

	fd_set fds;

 

#ifdef TRYBITS

	if(fds.fds_bits);

#endif

 

#if defined(FD_SET) && defined(FD_CLR) && defined(FD_ISSET) && defined(FD_ZERO)

	exit(0);

#else

	exit(1);

#endif

}

EOCP

if $cc $ccflags -DTRYBITS -o fd_set fd_set.c >fd_set.out 2>&1 ; then

	d_fds_bits="$define"

	d_fd_set="$define"

	echo "Well, your system knows about the normal fd_set typedef..." >&4

	if ./fd_set; then

		echo "and you have the normal fd_set macros (just as I'd expect)." >&4

		d_fd_macros="$define"

	else

		$cat >&4 <<'EOM'

but not the normal fd_set macros!  Gaaack!  I'll have to cover for you.

EOM

		d_fd_macros="$undef"

	fi

else

	$cat <<'EOM'

Hmm, your compiler has some difficulty with fd_set.  Checking further...

EOM

	if $cc $ccflags -o fd_set fd_set.c >fd_set.out 2>&1 ; then

		d_fds_bits="$undef"

		d_fd_set="$define"

		echo "Well, your system has some sort of fd_set available..." >&4

		if ./fd_set; then

			echo "and you have the

 normal fd_set macros." >&4

			d_fd_macros="$define"
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		else

			$cat <<'EOM'

but not the normal fd_set macros!  Gross!  More work for me...

EOM

			d_fd_macros="$undef"

		fi

	else

	echo "Well, you got zip.  That's OK, I can roll my own fd_set stuff." >&4

		d_fd_set="$undef"

		d_fds_bits="$undef"

		d_fd_macros="$undef"

	fi

fi

$rm -f fd_set*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fd_set.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Perl5 Metaconfig Units

 

	     Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

	     Copyright (c) 1999-2011, H.Merijn Brand

			All rights reserved.

 

These units are the ones I used to build Configure and config_h.SH

in the Perl5 distribution.

 

The Configure script and config_h.SH file in the Perl distribution are

generated by a program called metaconfig.  To run metaconfig, you will

need the full dist 3.0 distribution, maintained by Raphael Manfredi.

As of this writing, the current version is dist3.0, patchlevel 70.

Dist version dist-3.0@70.tar.gz is available on CPAN (the Comprehensive

Perl Archive Network) as

<http://www.perl.com/perl/CPAN/authors/id/RAM/dist-3.0@70.tar.gz>.

 

Instructions:

 

1.  Unpack the full perl5 sources.  Execute the following command

 

	chmod +w Configure config_h.SH Porting/Glossary Porting/config*

 

2.  Unpack the archive containing this file in the perl5 source

   directory.  This will create a directory

 'U' under the perl5

   sources.  That directory will contain the metaconfig units for perl5.

   This will also create two files in the perl5 source tree:
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   MANIFEST.new and .package.

 

3.  Apply any patches to perl in the perl_patches/ directory.

   (This may well be empty.)

 

4.  Obtain and install dist-3.0pl70.

 

4.  Apply any patches to dist under the dist_patches subdirectory.

 

5.  From your main perl5 source directory, run packinit to

   regenerate the .package file.  IMPORTANT:  Change the name and

   address of the maintainer to your own name and address.  I don't

   want bug reports intended for you coming to me.

 

6.  From your main perl5 source directory, run

 

	metalint (or mlint)

 

   and repair every failure it reports.

 

7.  From your main perl5 source directory, run

 

	metaconfig -m (or mconfig -m)

 

8.  Edit U/mkglossary and/or U/mkgloss.pl to point to your dist-3.0pl70

   location.  (See comments at the top.)

 

9.  Run the Porting/mksample script to update the contents

 of the Porting/

   subdirectory, or run all parts by hand. (see README)

 

   NB: this script used to be U/mksample replaced by Porting/mksample;

   see Porting/pumpkin.pod instead for current documentation on its

   use.

 

10. Let me know about any changes, corrections, or enhancements.

 

Things to watch out for:

 

1.  The Configure in 5.005 is a hand-patched version of that supplied

   with perl5.004_74 or so.  Most of the patches had to do with

   supporting MPE/iX and EBCDIC systems.  I have re-integrated most

   of the changes back into metaconfig, but I don't really undertand

   why MPE/iX needed some of the patches, so I may have missed

   something important.  I did try to flag questionable changes in

   the individual units.

   The Configure as generated in the 5.9.x branch leading towards

   5.10, is also used exactly as is without changes in the 5.8.x
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   and 5.6.x branches, so do not remove support for features that

   are availabvle in those branches, but are

 removed from devel (e.g.

   perl5005threads).

 

2.  Future support of better random number generators should probably

   start with the randfunc.U unit included here.  It's currently

   broken, but well commented and probably a good place to start.

 

Descriptions:

 

The units and other related files have been broken up into the following

directories:

 

acl/

   This is an old patch to begin to detect and use ACL (access

   control list) file protection schemes.

 

compline/

   These are similar to the standard units, but I have modified them

   to have a more uniform compile command line, usually using the new

   Compile.U unit.  I have submitted these for inclusion into the

   regular dist distribution.  (The ccflags.U unit is actually

   perl-specific since it mentions -DDEBUGGING and -DPOSIX_SOURCE,

   but that's the only place it is perl-specific.)

 

dist_patches/

   These are patches to dist that must be applied before it is built

   and installed.  I have submitted these for

 inclusion in the

   regular dist distribution.

 

modified/

   These are modified versions of the standard units.  Also included in

   this directory are new units that are clearly derived from existing

   units.  I have submitted these for inclusion in the regular dist

   distribution.

 

perl/

   These are specific to perl.  Some are heavily derived from

   original dist units, and are marked as such.  Others are original.

 

perl_patches/

   These are patches to the perl source.  This directory

   should ordinarily be empty, but there may have been drift between

   the standard version of perl and the one associated with these

   units.
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protos/

   These are units modified to use the new Hasproto.U or Protochk.U

   units to check for prototypes.  I have submitted these for inclusion

   into the regular dist distribution.

 

target/

   This is the very, very beginning of cross-compiler support.

   It doesn't work yet, and many standard units will need

   modification.

 

typedefs/

    These are standard units modified to use the modified Typedef.U

   unit to check for typedefs.  (The modified Typdef.U includes a

   function to avoid unnecessary prompts if the typdef being searched

   for exists.)  I have submitted these for inclusion into the

   regular dist distribution.

 

threads/

   These are specific to threading perl.

 

Copyright Information:

 

Unless otherwise indicated, the files contained in this

distribution are:

 

   Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

 

The following licensing terms apply to all files contained in

this distribution:

 

You may distribute the files contained in this distribution

under the terms of either

 

   a) the "Artistic License" which comes with Perl, or

 

   b) the "Artistic License" which comes with dist, or

 

   c) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

   later version (see the file "Copying" that comes with the

   Perl distribution).

 

Which

 one to use is your choice.

 

The units in the "modified" directory have been derived from units

associated with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist"

distribution.  These units list Raphael Manfredi as the Copyright holder.
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dist is distributed under a modified version of the Perl Artistic License.

Clause 7 of this modified license as contained in dist-3.0-pl60 provides:

 

   7. You may reuse parts of this Package in your own programs, provided

   that you explicitly state where you got them from, in the source code

   (and, left to your courtesy, in the documentation), duplicating

   all the associated copyright notices and disclaimers. Besides

   your changes, if any, must be clearly marked as such. Parts reused

   that way will no longer fall under this license if, and only if,

   the name of your program(s) have no immediate connection with the

   name of the Package itself or its associated programs.  You may then

   apply whatever restrictions you

 wish on the reused parts or choose

   to place them in the Public Domain--this will apply only within the

   context of your package.

 

In accordance with this clause, the versions of these units

contained here are made available under the same terms as the

rest of the units.

 

If you have any questions about the use of these units or about

the differences between these units and the standard versions, please

feel free to ask.

 

   Andy Dougherty			doughera@lafayette.edu

   Dept. of Physics

   Lafayette College

   Easton, PA  18042-1782

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/README.dist

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strerror_l: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strerror_l:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRERROR_L symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strerror_l() routine is available

?S:	to return the error message for a given errno value in a particular

?S:	locale (identified by a locale_t object).

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRERROR_L:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strerror_l routine is

?C:	available to return the error message for a given errno value in
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?C:	a particular locale (identified by a locale_t object).

?C:.

?H:#$d_strerror_l HAS_STRERROR_L		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strerror_l

: see if strerror_l exists

set strerror_l d_strerror_l

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strerror_l.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_rusage.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_rusage.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:57  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:	We may need to include <sys/resource.h> and <sys/time.h> FIXME

?X:INC: i_sysresrc i_systime

?MAKE:d_rusage: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_rusage (d_getrusg):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETRUSAGE symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the getrusage() routine exists.  The getrusage() routine

?S:	supports sub-second accuracy

 for process cpu accounting. You may need

?S:	to include <sys/resource.h> and <sys/time.h>.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETRUSAGE (RUSAGE GETRUSAGE):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getrusage() routine is

?C:	available to get process statistics with a sub-second accuracy.

?C:	Inclusion of <sys/resource.h> and <sys/time.h> may be necessary.

?C:.

?H:#$d_rusage HAS_GETRUSAGE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_rusage

: see if getrusage exists
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set getrusage d_rusage

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_rusage.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usefaststdio: Myread Oldconfig Setvar rsrc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usefaststdio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_FAST_STDIO symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use 'fast stdio'.

?S:	Defaults to define in Perls 5.8 and earlier, to undef later.

?S:.

?C:USE_FAST_STDIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should

?C:	be built to use 'fast stdio'.

?C:	Defaults to define in Perls 5.8 and earlier, to undef later.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_FAST_STDIO

?H:?%<:#$usefaststdio	USE_FAST_STDIO		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?T:xversion

?LINT:set usefaststdio

: Check if faststdio is requested and available

case "$usefaststdio" in

$define|true|[yY]*|'')

	xversion=`awk

 '/define[ 	]+PERL_VERSION/ {print $3}' $rsrc/patchlevel.h`

	case "$xversion" in

	[68])	dflt='y' ;;

	*)	dflt='n' ;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt='n';;

esac

cat <<EOM
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Perl can be built to use 'fast stdio', which means using the stdio

library but also directly manipulating the stdio buffers to enable

faster I/O.  Using stdio is better for backward compatibility (especially

for Perl extensions), but on the other hand since Perl 5.8 the 'perlio'

interface has been preferred instead of stdio.

 

If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'.

EOM

rp='Use the "fast stdio" if available?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

y|Y)	val="$define" ;;

*)      val="$undef" ;;

esac

set usefaststdio

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/usefaststdio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setpgrp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:44:16  ram

?RCS: patch61: obsoleted USE_BSDGRP in favor of USE_BSD_SETPGRP

?RCS: patch61: another unit now also defines a USE_BSD_GETPGRP

?RCS: patch61: fallback for test program failure improved

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/07/25  13:59:30  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:15:37  ram

?RCS: patch36: added 'ldflags' to the test compile line (ADO)

?RCS:

 patch36: call ./usg explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:09  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setpgrp d_bsdsetpgrp: cat rm +cc +libs +ccflags \

	+ldflags Inlibc Guess Setvar i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setpgrp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETPGRP if setpgrp() is

?S:	available to set the current process group.

?S:.

?S:d_bsdsetpgrp (d_bsdpgrp):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines USE_BSD_SETPGRP if

?S:	setpgrp needs two arguments whereas USG one needs none.

?S:	See also d_setpgid for a POSIX interface.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETPGRP (SETPGRP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setpgrp routine is

?C:	available to set the current process group.

?C:.

?C:USE_BSD_SETPGRP (USE_BSDPGRP BSDPGRP):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that setpgrp needs two

?C:	arguments whereas USG one needs none.  See also HAS_SETPGID

?C:	for a POSIX interface.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setpgrp HAS_SETPGRP		/**/

?H:#$d_bsdsetpgrp

 USE_BSD_SETPGRP	/**/

?H:.

?F:!set.c !set

?T:xxx

?LINT:set d_setpgrp d_bsdsetpgrp

: see if setpgrp exists

set setpgrp d_setpgrp

eval $inlibc

 

@if USE_BSD_SETPGRP || d_bsdsetpgrp

case "$d_setpgrp" in

"$define")

	echo " "

	echo "Checking to see which flavor of setpgrp is in use..."

	$cat >set.c <<EOP

#$i_unistd I_UNISTD

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef I_UNISTD

#  include <unistd.h>

#endif

int main()

{

	if (getuid() == 0) {

		printf("(I see you are running Configure as super-user...)\n");
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		setuid(1);

	}

#ifdef TRY_BSD_PGRP

	if (-1 == setpgrp(1, 1))

		exit(0);

#else

	if (setpgrp() != -1)

		exit(0);

#endif

	exit(1);

}

EOP

	if $cc -DTRY_BSD_PGRP $ccflags $ldflags -o set set.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 && ./set; then

		echo 'You have to use setpgrp(pid,pgrp) instead of setpgrp().' >&4

		val="$define"

	elif $cc $ccflags $ldflags -o set set.c $libs >/dev/null 2>&1 && ./set; then

		echo 'You have to use setpgrp() instead of setpgrp(pid,pgrp).' >&4

		val="$undef"

	else

		echo "(I can't

 seem to compile and run the test program.)"

		if ./usg; then

			xxx="a USG one, i.e. you use setpgrp()."

		else

			# SVR4 systems can appear rather BSD-ish.

			case "$i_unistd" in

			$undef)

				xxx="a BSD one, i.e. you use setpgrp(pid,pgrp)."

				val="$define"

				;;

			$define)

				xxx="probably a USG one, i.e. you use setpgrp()."

				val="$undef"

				;;

			esac

		fi

		echo "Assuming your setpgrp is $xxx" >&4

	fi

	;;

*) val="$undef";;

esac

set d_bsdsetpgrp

eval $setvar

$rm -f set set.c

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/dist/U/d_setpgrp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Cygnus Support

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Tom Tromey <tromey@cygnus.com>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: src.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:23:54  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:src +rsrc: Options package contains

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:src (srcdir):

?S:	This variable holds the (possibly relative) path of the package source.

?S:	It is up to the Makefile to use this variable and set VPATH accordingly

?S:	to find the sources remotely.  Use $pkgsrc to have an absolute path.

?S:.

?S:rsrc

 (relsrcdir):

?S:	This variable holds a potentially relative path to the package

?S:	source.  The contents are correct for the configuration environment,

?S:	i.e. there might be an extra .. prepended to get out of the UU dir.

?S:	Configure units should use this, not the src variable.

?S:.

: Find the path to the source tree

case "$src" in

'') case "$0" in

   */*) src=`echo $0 | sed -e 's%/[^/][^/]*$%%'`

        case "$src" in

	 /*)	;;

	 .)	;;

        *)	src=`cd ../$src && pwd` ;;

	 esac

        ;;

   *)   src='.';;

   esac;;

esac
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case "$src" in

'')	src=/

	rsrc=/

	;;

/*)	rsrc="$src";;

*)	rsrc="../$src";;

esac

?X:

?X: Now check whether we have found the right source tree (i.e. the one for the

?X: package we're about to configure). The original unit from Tom Tromey forced

?X: the user to pick a unique file from his distribution, and we were merely

?X: checking the existence of that file. I prefer to rely on Configure (which

?X: we know *is* present since this unit is

 part of it!) and look for the

?X: definition of the package variable, making sure it's the same as ours.

?X: If it matches, we know we found the right source tree. -- RAM, 15/03/96

?X:

if test -f $rsrc/Configure && \

	$contains "^package='$package'\$" $rsrc/Configure >/dev/null 2>&1

then

  : found it, so we are ok.

else

?X: Otherwise try "." and up to 4 parent directories...

?X: Note that we prepend a ".." to get out of the configuration environment.

	rsrc=''

	for src in . .. ../.. ../../.. ../../../..; do

		if test -f ../$src/Configure && \

			$contains "^package=$package$" ../$src/Configure >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			rsrc=../$src

			break

		fi

	done

fi

case "$rsrc" in

'')

	cat <<EOM >&4

 

Sorry, I can't seem to locate the source dir for $package.  Please start

Configure with an explicit path -- i.e. /some/path/Configure.

 

EOM

	exit 1

	;;

?X: Don't echo anything if the sources are in . -- they should know already ;-)

?X: In that case, rsrc is ../. since we lookup from within UU

../.)	rsrc='..';;

*)
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	echo

 " "

	echo "Sources for $package found in \"$src\"." >&4

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/src.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_madvise: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_madvise:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_MADVISE if madvise() is

?S:	available to map a file into memory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MADVISE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the madvise system call is

?C:	available to map a file into memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_madvise HAS_MADVISE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_madvise

: see if madvise exists

set madvise d_madvise

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_madvise.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: bin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:15:32  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/30  14:32:40  ram

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/08/29  16:05:28  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses installation prefix

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  15:56:51  ram

?RCS: patch10: made prompting more explicit (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18

  12:05:26  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:bin binexp installbin: Prefixit Getfile Oldconfig afs cat test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:bin:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put publicly executable images for the package in question.  It

?S:	is most often a local directory such as /usr/local/bin. Programs using

?S:	this variable must be prepared to deal with ~name substitution.

?S:.

?S:binexp:

?S:	This is the same as the bin variable, but is filename expanded at

?S:	configuration time, for use in your makefiles.

?S:.

?S:installbin:

?S:	This variable is the same as binexp unless AFS is running in which case

?S:	the user is explicitly prompted for it. This variable should always

?S:	be used in your makefiles for maximum portability.

?S:.

?C:BIN:

?C:	This symbol holds the path of the bin directory where the package will

?C:	be installed. Program must be prepared to deal with ~name substitution.

?C:.

?C:BIN_EXP:

?C:	This

 symbol is the filename expanded version of the BIN symbol, for

?C:	programs that do not want to deal with that at run-time.
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?C:.

?H:#define BIN "$bin"	/**/

?H:#define BIN_EXP "$binexp"	/**/

?H:.

?D:bin='/usr/local/bin'

: determine where public executables go

echo " "

set dflt bin bin

eval $prefixit

fn=d~

rp='Pathname where the public executables will reside?'

. ./getfile

if $test "X$ansexp" != "X$binexp"; then

	installbin=''

fi

bin="$ans"

binexp="$ansexp"

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

executables reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installbin" in

	'') dflt=`echo $binexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installbin";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will public executables be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installbin="$ans"

else

	installbin="$binexp"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/bin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_lchown.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/08/29 16:07:14 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_lchown.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:14  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lchown: Compile Setvar cat echo

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lchown:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LCHOWN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the lchown() routine is available

?S:	to operate on a symbolic link (instead of following the link).

?S:.

?C:HAS_LCHOWN

 :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lchown routine is

?C:	available to operate on a symbolic link (instead of following the

?C:	link).

?C:.

?H:#$d_lchown HAS_LCHOWN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lchown

: see if lchown exists

echo " "

?X: Some functions (such as lchown()) are present in libc, but are

?X: unimplemented.  That is, they always fail and set errno=ENOSYS.

?X:

?X: Thomas Bushnell provided the following sample code and the explanation

?X: that follows.

?X:

?X: The choice of <assert.h> is essentially arbitrary.  The GNU libc

?X: macros are found in <gnu/stubs.h>.  You can include that file instead

?X: of <assert.h> (which itself includes <gnu/stubs.h>) if you test for

?X: its existence first.  <assert.h> is assumed to exist on every system,

?X: which is why it's used here.  Any GNU libc header file will include

?X: the stubs macros.  If either __stub_NAME or __stub___NAME is defined,

?X: then the function doesn't actually exist.  Tests using <assert.h>

 work

?X: on every system around.

?X:

?X: The declaration of FOO is there to override builtin prototypes for

?X: ANSI C functions.

?X:

?X:  I really ought to enhance the inlibc test to check for this, but
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?X:  I don't have time now.  --A.D.  5/1998

?X:

$cat > try.c <<'EOCP'

/* System header to define __stub macros and hopefully few prototypes,

   which can conflict with char lchown(); below.  */

#include <assert.h>

/* Override any gcc2 internal prototype to avoid an error.  */

/* We use char because int might match the return type of a gcc2

  builtin and then its argument prototype would still apply.  */

char lchown();

int main() {

   /*  The GNU C library defines this for functions which it implements

       to always fail with ENOSYS.  Some functions are actually named

	something starting with __ and the normal name is an alias.  */

#if defined (__stub_lchown) || defined (__stub___lchown)

choke me

#else

lchown();

#endif

; return 0; }

EOCP

set try

if eval $compile; then

   $echo

 "lchown() found." >&4

   val="$define"

else

   $echo "lchown() NOT found." >&4

   val="$undef"

fi

set d_lchown

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/d_lchown.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2014 Jarkko Hietaniemi & H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_copysign: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_copysign:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_COPYSIGN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the copysign() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_COPYSIGN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the copysign routine is

?C:	available to do the copysign function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_copysign HAS_COPYSIGN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_copysign

: see if copysign exists

set copysign d_copysign

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_copysign.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: archlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1997/02/28  15:23:38  ram

?RCS: patch61: skip existence checks for archlib

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1995/09/25  09:15:18  ram

?RCS: patch59: unit is now forced to the top of Configure, if possible

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/02/15  14:14:14  ram

?RCS: patch51: architecture name is now computed by a separate unit

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/30  14:32:22  ram

?RCS:

 patch49: archname is now systematically recomputed

?RCS: patch49: can now handle installation prefix changes (from WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:02:36  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_archlib archlib archlibexp installarchlib: archname afs spackage \

	cat Getfile Loc Oldconfig prefixexp privlib test Prefixit Prefixup

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:d_archlib:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines ARCHLIB to hold the pathname

?S:	of architecture-dependent library files for $package.  If

?S:	$archlib is the same as $privlib, then this is set to undef.

?S:.

?S:archlib:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put architecture-dependent public library files for $package.

?S:	It is most often a local directory such as /usr/local/lib.

?S:	Programs using this variable must be prepared to deal

?S:	with filename expansion.

?S:.

?S:archlibexp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the archlib variable, but is

?S:	filename

 expanded at configuration time, for convenient use.

?S:.

?S:installarchlib:

?S:	This variable is really the same as archlibexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?C:ARCHLIB:

?C:	This variable, if defined, holds the name of the directory in

?C:	which the user wants to put architecture-dependent public

?C:	library files for $package.  It is most often a local directory

?C:	such as /usr/local/lib.  Programs using this variable must be

?C:	prepared to deal with filename expansion.  If ARCHLIB is the

?C:	same as PRIVLIB, it is not defined, since presumably the

?C:	program already searches PRIVLIB.

?C:.

?C:ARCHLIB_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of ARCHLIB, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#$d_archlib ARCHLIB "$archlib"		/**/

?H:#$d_archlib ARCHLIB_EXP "$archlibexp"		/**/

?H:.

: determine where public architecture

 dependent libraries go

set archlib archlib

eval $prefixit

case "$archlib" in
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'')

	case "$privlib" in

	'')

		dflt=`./loc . "." $prefixexp/lib /usr/local/lib /usr/lib /lib`

		set dflt

		eval $prefixup

		;;

	*)  dflt="$privlib/$archname";;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$archlib";;

esac

cat <<EOM

 

$spackage contains architecture-dependent library files.  If you are

sharing libraries in a heterogeneous environment, you might store

these files in a separate location.  Otherwise, you can just include

them with the rest of the public library files.

 

EOM

fn=d+~

rp='Where do you want to put the public architecture-dependent libraries?'

. ./getfile

archlib="$ans"

archlibexp="$ansexp"

 

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

private files reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installarchlib" in

	'') dflt=`echo $archlibexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*)

 dflt="$installarchlib";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will architecture-dependent library files be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installarchlib="$ans"

else

	installarchlib="$archlibexp"

fi

if $test X"$archlib" = X"$privlib"; then

	d_archlib="$undef"
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else

	d_archlib="$define"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/archlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strtoul.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:46:43  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strtoul: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtoul:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRTOUL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strtoul() routine is available

?S:	to provide conversion of strings to unsigned long.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOUL (STRTOUL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strtoul routine is

?C:	available

 to provide conversion of strings to unsigned long.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtoul HAS_STRTOUL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtoul

: see if strtoul exists

set strtoul d_strtoul

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strtoul.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Instruct.U,v 3.0.1.3 1997/02/28 15:02:55 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Instruct.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:02:55  ram

?RCS: patch61: logname / whoami sequence rewritten to use case

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/02/15  14:11:34  ram

?RCS: patch51: author name now appears at the end of the paragraph (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:12:05  ram

?RCS: patch45: now documents the & escape to turn -d on at the read prompt

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:04  ram

?RCS: Baseline for

 dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit spew out the directions that we want everyone to read.  I try to

?X: keep the first "pagefull" much less than a page since they don't know it

?X: isn't going to go shooting off the top of the screen, and we don't want

?X: to panic them yet.

?X:

?MAKE:Instruct: Myread Configdir Devel contains

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?T:user needman firsttime

: general instructions

needman=true

firsttime=true

user=`(logname) 2>/dev/null`

case "$user" in

'') user=`whoami 2>&1`;;

esac

if $contains "^$user\$" ../.config/instruct >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	firsttime=false

	echo " "

	rp='Would you like to see the instructions?'

	dflt=n

	. ./myread
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	case "$ans" in

	[yY]*) ;;

	*) needman=false;;

	esac

fi

if $needman; then

	cat <<EOH

 

This installation shell script will examine your system and ask you questions

to determine how the <PACKAGENAME> package should be installed. If you get

stuck on a question, you may use a ! shell escape to start a subshell or

execute a

 command.  Many of the questions will have default answers in square

brackets; typing carriage return will give you the default.

 

On some of the questions which ask for file or directory names you are allowed

to use the ~name construct to specify the login directory belonging to "name",

even if you don't have a shell which knows about that.  Questions where this is

allowed will be marked "(~name ok)".

 

EOH

	rp=''

	dflt='Type carriage return to continue'

	. ./myread

	cat <<'EOH'

 

The prompter used in this script allows you to use shell variables and

backticks in your answers.  You may use $1, $2, etc...  to refer to the words

in the default answer, as if the default line was a set of arguments given to a

script shell.  This means you may also use $* to repeat the whole default line,

so you do not have to re-type everything to add something to the default.

 

Every time there is a substitution, you will have to confirm.  If there is an

error (e.g. an unmatched backtick), the default answer

 will remain unchanged

and you will be prompted again.

 

If you are in a hurry, you may run 'Configure -d'.  This will bypass nearly all

the questions and use the computed defaults (or the previous answers if there

was already a config.sh file). Type 'Configure -h' for a list of options.

You may also start interactively and then answer '& -d' at any prompt to turn

on the non-interactive behaviour for the remainder of the execution.

 

EOH

	. ./myread

	cat <<EOH

 

Much effort has been expended to ensure that this shell script will run on any
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Unix system.  If despite that it blows up on yours, your best bet is to edit

Configure and run it again.  If you can't run Configure for some reason,

you'll have to generate a config.sh file by hand.  Whatever problems you

have, let me (<MAINTLOC>) know how I blew it.

 

This installation script affects things in two ways:

 

1) it may do direct variable substitutions on some of the files included

  in this kit.

2) it builds a config.h file for inclusion in

 C programs.  You may edit

  any of these files as the need arises after running this script.

 

If you make a mistake on a question, there is no easy way to back up to it

currently.  The easiest thing to do is to edit config.sh and rerun all the SH

files.  Configure will offer to let you do this before it runs the SH files.

 

EOH

?X: In case they played with the prompter...

	dflt='Type carriage return to continue'

	. ./myread

	case "$firsttime" in

	true) echo $user >>../.config/instruct;;

	esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Instruct.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_syscallproto: Hasproto i_unistd

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_syscallproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SYSCALL_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the syscall() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.
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?S:.

?C:HAS_SYSCALL_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the syscall() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  Good guesses are

?C:		extern

 int syscall(int,  ...);

?C:		extern int syscall(long, ...);

?C:.

?H:#$d_syscallproto	HAS_SYSCALL_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_syscallproto

: see if prototype for syscall is available

echo " "

set d_syscallproto syscall $i_unistd unistd.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_syscallproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_quadmath: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_quadmath:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_QUADMATH, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <quadmath.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_QUADMATH:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <quadmath.h> exists and

?C:	should be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_quadmath	I_QUADMATH		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_quadmath

: see if this is a quadmath.h system

set quadmath.h i_quadmath

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_quadmath.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2017 Dagfinn Ilmari Mannsåker

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strnlen: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strnlen:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRNLEN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strnlen () routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRNLEN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strnlen () routine is

?C:	available to check the length of a string up to a maximum.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strnlen HAS_STRNLEN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strnlen

: see if strnlen exists

set strnlen d_strnlen

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_strnlen.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getfsstat : Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getfsstat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETFSSTAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getfsstat() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETFSSTAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getfsstat routine is

?C:	available to stat filesystems in bulk.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getfsstat HAS_GETFSSTAT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getfsstat
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: see if getfsstat exists

set getfsstat d_getfsstat

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getfsstat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: orderlib.U,v 3.0.1.4 1997/02/28 16:18:18 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: orderlib.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1997/02/28  16:18:18  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS: patch61: likewise for .o replaced by $_o

?RCS: patch61: now uses the ar located by Loc.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/01/11  15:33:04  ram

?RCS: patch45: allows hint files to specify their own value for 'ranlib'

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:26:48  ram

?RCS: patch36: now performs a real small compile for accurate

 checks (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:31:17  ram

?RCS: patch32: use cc variable instead of hardwired 'cc' in 1st compile

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:26  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:orderlib ranlib: Loc ar cat test rm +cc +ccflags +ldflags +libs i_stdlib _a _o run

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:orderlib:

?S:	This variable is "true" if the components of libraries must be ordered

?S:	(with `lorder $* | tsort`) before placing them in an archive.  Set to

?S:	"false" if ranlib or ar can generate random libraries.

?S:.

?S:ranlib:

?S:	This variable is set to the pathname of the ranlib program, if it is

?S:	needed to generate random libraries.  Set to ":" if ar can generate
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?S:	random libraries or if random libraries are not supported

?S:.

?F:!foobar

: see if ar generates random libraries by itself

echo " "

echo "Checking how to generate random libraries on your machine..." >&4

?X: Some systems (like MIPS) complain when running

 ar... Others like Ultrix

?X: need an explicit 'ar ts' to add the table of contents.

?X: Still others like Linux run ar ts successfully, but still need ranlib.

?X: This set of tests seems the minimum necessary to check out Linux.

?X: We need to explicitly put the entries in out-of-order so that Sun's ld

?X: will fail.  (Otherwise it complains, but gives an exit status of 0.)

echo 'int bar1() { return bar2(); }' > bar1.c

echo 'int bar2() { return 2; }' > bar2.c

$cat > foo.c <<EOP

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

int main() { printf("%d\n", bar1()); exit(0); }

EOP

$cc $ccflags -c bar1.c >/dev/null 2>&1

$cc $ccflags -c bar2.c >/dev/null 2>&1

$cc $ccflags -c foo.c >/dev/null 2>&1

$ar rc bar$_a bar2$_o bar1$_o >/dev/null 2>&1

if $cc -o foobar $ccflags $ldflags foo$_o bar$_a $libs > /dev/null 2>&1 &&

	$run ./foobar >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "$ar appears to generate random libraries itself."

	orderlib=false

	if [ "X$ranlib" = "X" ]; then

	    ranlib=":"

	fi

elif

 $ar s bar$_a >/dev/null 2>&1 &&

	$cc -o foobar $ccflags $ldflags foo$_o bar$_a $libs > /dev/null 2>&1 &&

	$run ./foobar >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "a table of contents needs to be added with '$ar s'."

		orderlib=false

		ranlib="$ar s"

elif $ar ts bar$_a >/dev/null 2>&1 &&

	$cc -o foobar $ccflags $ldflags foo$_o bar$_a $libs > /dev/null 2>&1 &&

	$run ./foobar >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		echo "a table of contents needs to be added with '$ar ts'."

		orderlib=false

		ranlib="$ar ts"

else

?X: Allow hints to specify their own ranlib "script". For instance, on
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?X: some NeXT machines, the timestamp put by ranlib is not correct, and this

?X: may raise tedious recompiles for nothing. Therefore, NeXT may add the

?X: ranlib='sleep 5; /bin/ranlib' line in their hints to "fix" that.

?X: (reported by Andreas Koenig <k@franz.ww.tu-berlin.de>)

	case "$ranlib" in

	:) ranlib='';;

	'')

		ranlib=`./loc ranlib X /usr/bin /bin /usr/local/bin`

		$test -f $ranlib || ranlib=''

		;;

	esac

	if $test -n "$ranlib";

 then

		echo "your system has '$ranlib'; we'll use that."

		orderlib=false

	else

		echo "your system doesn't seem to support random libraries"

		echo "so we'll use lorder and tsort to order the libraries."

		orderlib=true

		ranlib=":"

	fi

fi

$rm -f foo* bar*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/orderlib.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_ndbm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/05/12  12:16:53  ram

?RCS: patch54: made more robust by checking both header and lib (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:23  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_ndbm: Inhdr Inlibc Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:i_ndbm (d_ndbm):

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_NDBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <ndbm.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_NDBM (HAS_NDBM NDBM):

?C:	This

 symbol, if defined, indicates that <ndbm.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_ndbm I_NDBM	/**/

?H:.

?T:t_ndbm d_dbm_open

?LINT:set i_ndbm

: see if ndbm.h is available

?X: t_ndbm is a tentative check.  We might just have the .h, not the lib -- ADO

set ndbm.h t_ndbm

eval $inhdr

case "$t_ndbm" in

$define)

	: see if dbm_open exists

	set dbm_open d_dbm_open

	eval $inlibc

	case "$d_dbm_open" in

	$undef)

		t_ndbm="$undef"

		echo "We won't be including <ndbm.h>"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

val="$t_ndbm"

set i_ndbm

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_ndbm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: make.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of
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?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: make.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:09:40  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:make_set_make : Loc rm sed make

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:make_set_make:

?S:	Some versions of 'make' set the variable MAKE.  Others do not.

?S:	This variable contains the string to be included in Makefile.SH

?S:	so that MAKE is set if needed, and not if not needed.

?S:	Possible values are:

?S:

?S:	make_set_make='#'		#

 If your make program handles this for you,

?S:

?S:	make_set_make="MAKE=$make"	# if it doesn't.

?S:

?S:	This uses a comment character so that we can distinguish a

?S:	'set' value (from a previous config.sh or Configure -D option)

?S:	from an uncomputed value.

?S:.

?LINT: extern MAKE

?LINT: change MAKE

?X: This test is based on one from an autoconf-generated configure

?X: script. Autoconf stole a lot from Configure, but now it's our

?X: turn to do so... ;-) -- RAM, 21/02/97

: check whether make sets MAKE

echo " "

echo "Checking if your $make program sets \$(MAKE)..." >&4

case "$make_set_make" in

'')

?X: Use sed so we don't have a line begining with @echo.  Metaconfig

?X: will think that's a command like @if or @end.

	$sed 's/^X //' > testmake.mak << 'EOF'

Xall:

X 	@echo 'maketemp="$(MAKE)"'

EOF

?X: GNU make sometimes prints "make[1]: Entering...", which would confuse us

	case "`$make -f testmake.mak 2>/dev/null`" in

	*maketemp=*) make_set_make='#' ;;

	*)	make_set_make="MAKE=$make" ;;

	esac

	$rm

 -f testmake.mak

	;;
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esac

case "$make_set_make" in

'#') echo "Yup, it does.";;

*) echo "Nope, it doesn't.";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/make.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:full_ar: ar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:full_ar:

?S:	This variable contains the full pathname to 'ar', whether or

?S:	not the user has specified 'portability'.  This is only used

?S:	in the Makefile.SH.

?S:.

: Store the full pathname to the ar program for use in the C program

: Respect a hint or command line value for full_ar.

case "$full_ar" in

'') full_ar=$ar ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/Loc_ar.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Compile.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS:

?X:
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?X:	This unit is just a quick shorthand for the compile command

?X:	to be used in all the other metaconfig units.

?X:

?MAKE:Compile: +cc +optimize +ccflags +ldflags +libs test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:extern usedevel

?LINT:define compile compile_ok

?V:compile compile_ok mc_file

?S:compile:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to provide

?S:	a convenient shorthand for the typical compile command, namely

?S:	$cc $optimize $ccflags $ldflags -o $1 $1.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1

?S:	Note that the output filename does _not_ include the _exe

?S:	extension.  Instead we assume that the linker will be

?S:	"helpful" and automatically appending the correct suffix.

?S:	OS/2 users

 will apparently need to supply the -Zexe flag to

?S:	get this behavior.

?S:

?S:	To use this variable, say something like:

?S:		echo 'int main() { exit(0); }' > try.c

?S:		set try

?S:		if eval $compile; then

?S:			echo "success"   # and do whatever . . .

?S:		else

?S:			echo "failure"   # and do whatever . . .

?S:		fi

?S:	To add extra flags cc flags (e.g. -DWHATEVER) just put them

?S:	in $*, e.g.

?S:		set try -DTRY_THIS_FLAG

?S:.

?S:compile_ok:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to provide

?S:	a convenient shorthand for the typical compile command that you

?S:	expect to work ok.  It is the same as $compile, except we

?S:	deliberately let the user see any error messages.

?S:.

: define a shorthand compile call

compile='

mc_file=$1;

shift;

case "$usedevel" in $define|true|[yY]*) if $test ! -f "${mc_file}.c"; then

echo "Internal Configure script bug - compiler test file ${mc_file}.c is missing. Please report this to

perlbug@perl.org" >&4;

exit 1;

fi;

esac;

$cc -o ${mc_file}
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 $optimize $ccflags $ldflags $* ${mc_file}.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1;'

: define a shorthand compile call for compilations that should be ok.

compile_ok='

mc_file=$1;

shift;

$cc -o ${mc_file} $optimize $ccflags $ldflags $* ${mc_file}.c $libs > /dev/null 2>&1;'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/Compile.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2009 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnameinfo: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnameinfo:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETNAMEINFO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getnameinfo() function

?S:	is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNAMEINFO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getnameinfo() function

?C:	is available for use.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getnameinfo HAS_GETNAMEINFO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getnameinfo

: see if getnameinfo exists

set getnameinfo d_getnameinfo

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getnameinfo.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_chown.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_chown.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:14  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_chown: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_chown:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CHOWN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the chown() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CHOWN :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the chown routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_chown

 HAS_CHOWN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_chown

: see if chown exists

set chown d_chown

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_chown.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_truncate.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_truncate.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:48  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_truncate: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_truncate:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_TRUNCATE if truncate() is

?S:	available to truncate files.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TRUNCATE (TRUNCATE):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the truncate routine is

?C:	available to truncate files.

?C:.

?H:#$d_truncate HAS_TRUNCATE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_truncate

: see if truncate exists

set truncate d_truncate

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_truncate.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: gidtype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/08/29  16:21:44  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS: patch32: removed useless usage of Setvar (for now)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:21:07  ram

?RCS: patch27: added lint hint

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:01:51  ram

?RCS: patch23: protected gidtype setting via setvar (ADO)

?RCS: patch23: made Gid_t comment more explicit (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:11  ram

?RCS:

 Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:gidtype: Myread Typedef Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:gidtype:

?S:	This variable defines Gid_t to be something like gid_t, int,

?S:	ushort, or whatever type is used to declare the return type

?S:	of getgid().  Typically, it is the type of group ids in the kernel.

?S:.

?C:Gid_t (GIDTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the return type of getgid() and the type of

?C:	argument to setrgid() and related functions.  Typically,

?C:	it is the type of group ids in the kernel. It can be int, ushort,

?C:	uid_t, etc... It may be necessary to include <sys/types.h> to get

?C:	any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Gid_t $gidtype		/* Type for getgid(), etc... */

?H:.

?T:xxx

: see what type gids are declared as in the kernel

set gid_t gidtype xxx stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

case "$gidtype" in

xxx)

	xxx=`./findhdr sys/user.h`

	set `grep 'groups\[NGROUPS\];' "$xxx" 2>/dev/null` unsigned short

	case $1 in

	unsigned) dflt="$1 $2" ;;

	*) dflt="$1"

 ;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$gidtype";;

esac

echo " "

rp="What is the type for group ids returned by getgid()?"

. ./myread

gidtype="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/gidtype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: vendorscript.U,v 1.1 1999/07/08 18:32:57 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: vendorscript.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 1.1  1999/07/08 18:32:57  doughera

?RCS: Initial revision

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_vendorscript vendorscript vendorscriptexp installvendorscript: Getfile \

	vendorbin cat Setprefixvar Oldconfig Prefixit test vendorprefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:vendorscript:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the VENDORSCRIPT symbol.

?S:	It may have a ~ on the front.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this

 directory.

?S:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place additional

?S:	executable scripts in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?S:vendorscriptexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of vendorscript, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?D:installvendorscript=''

?S:installvendorscript:

?S:	This variable is really the same as vendorscriptexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:d_vendorscript:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines PERL_VENDORSCRIPT.

?S:.

?C:PERL_VENDORSCRIPT:

?C:	If defined, this symbol contains the name of a directory

?C:	for holding vendor-supplied executable scripts.

?C:	It may have a ~ on the front.

?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?C:	Vendors who distribute perl may wish to place additional

?C:	executable

 scripts in this directory with

?C:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor

?C:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?C:.

?C:PERL_VENDORSCRIPT_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of VENDORSCRIPT, to be used
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?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#$d_vendorscript PERL_VENDORSCRIPT "$vendorscript"		/**/

?H:#$d_vendorscript PERL_VENDORSCRIPT_EXP "$vendorscriptexp"		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installvendorscript

: Set the vendorscript variables

case "$vendorprefix" in

'')	d_vendorscript="$undef"

	vendorscript=''

	vendorscriptexp=''

	;;

*)	d_vendorscript="$define"

	: determine where vendor-supplied scripts go.

	case "$vendorscript" in

	'')	dflt=$vendorprefix/script

		$test -d $dflt || dflt=$vendorbin ;;

	*)  dflt="$vendorscript" ;;

	esac

	$cat <<EOM

 

The installation process will create a directory for

vendor-supplied scripts.

 

EOM

	fn=d~+

	rp='Pathname for the vendor-supplied scripts directory?'

	. ./getfile

	vendorscript="$ans"

	vendorscriptexp="$ansexp"

	;;

esac

prefixvar=vendorscript

.

 ./installprefix

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/vendorscript.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_seteuid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_seteuid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_seteuid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_seteuid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETEUID symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the seteuid() routine is available

?S:	to change the effective uid of the current program.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETEUID (SETEUID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the seteuid

 routine is available

?C:	to change the effective uid of the current program.

?C:.

?H:#$d_seteuid HAS_SETEUID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_seteuid

: see if seteuid exists

set seteuid d_seteuid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_seteuid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: package.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: package.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/10/29  16:27:21  ram

?RCS: patch36: beware of non-ascii character sets when translating case

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/11/10  17:37:02  ram

?RCS: patch14: skip definition of spackage if not otherwise used
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:11:10  ram

?RCS: patch10: added spackage, suitable for starting sentences

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:28  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0

 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:package spackage: Nothing

?MAKE:	-pick wipe $@ %<

?S:package:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the package being constructed.

?S:	It is primarily intended for the use of later Configure units.

?S:.

?S:spackage:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the package being constructed,

?S:	with the first letter uppercased, i.e. suitable for starting

?S:	sentences.

?S:.

?X: dist-4 has defined PACKAGE: here, which clashes with perly.h

?X:  as package is a reserved keyword in perl

?T:first last

: set package name

package='<PACKAGENAME>'

@if spackage

first=`echo $package | sed -e 's/^\(.\).*/\1/'`

last=`echo $package | sed -e 's/^.\(.*\)/\1/'`

?X:

?X: So early in the Configure script, we don't have ./tr set up and can't

?X: include Tr in our dependency or that would create a cycle. Therefore,

?X: we have to somehow duplicate the work done in Tr. That's life.

?X:

case "`echo AbyZ | tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]' 2>/dev/null`"-"`echo AbyZ | tr '[:upper:]' '[:lower:]'

 2>/dev/null`" in

ABYZ-abyz) spackage=`echo $first | tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]'`$last;;

*) spackage=`echo $first | tr '[a-z]' '[A-Z]'`$last;;

esac

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/package.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_perlio.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_perlio.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:useperlio: Myread Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:useperlio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the USE_PERLIO symbol,

?S:	and indicates that the PerlIO abstraction should be

?S:	used throughout.

?S:.

?C:USE_PERLIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the PerlIO abstraction should

?C:	be used throughout.  If not defined, stdio should be

?C:	used in a fully backward compatible manner.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef USE_PERLIO

?H:?%<:#$useperlio	USE_PERLIO		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

: Check if we want perlio

useperlio="$define"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/useperlio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: usecbacktrace.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2014 H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: usecbacktrace.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:usecbacktrace: Myread Oldconfig Setvar Getfile d_backtrace

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usecbacktrace:

?S:	This variable indicates whether we are compiling with backtrace

?S:	support.

?S:.

?C:USE_CBACKTRACE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should
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?C:	be built with support for backtrace.

?C:.

?H:#$usecbacktrace USE_CBACKTRACE		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:extern ccflags

?LINT:change ccflags

: add flags if using c backtrace

case "$usecbacktrace" in

 "") usecbacktrace=$undef ;;

 [yY]*|true|$define)

   case "$d_backtrace" in

     [yY]*|true|$define)

       case " $ccflags " in

	  *" -DUSE_C_BACKTRACE "*) ;; # Already there.

	  *) ccflags="$ccflags

 -DUSE_C_BACKTRACE -g" ;;

	  esac

       ;;

     *)

       echo "This system does not support backtrace" >&4

       usecbacktrace=$undef

       ;;

     esac

   ;;

 esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/usebacktrace.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Oldsym.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Oldsym.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:06:58  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:13  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?X:

?X: This unit follows the creation of the config.sh file. It adds some

?X: special symbols: defines from patchlevel.h file if any and PERL_CONFIG_SH,

?X: which is set to true. Then, we try to keep all the new symbols that

?X: may come from a hint

 file or a previous config.sh file.

?X:

?MAKE:Oldsym: Config_sh cat test hint src sed sort uniq perl_patchlevel

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?T:PERL_CONFIG_SH PERL_PATCHLEVEL sym tmp

?F:!UU

: add special variables

$test -f $src/patchlevel.h && \

awk '/^#define[ 	]+PERL_/ {printf "%s=%s\n",$2,$3}' $src/patchlevel.h >>config.sh

echo "PERL_PATCHLEVEL='$perl_patchlevel'" >>config.sh

echo "PERL_CONFIG_SH=true" >>config.sh

 

: propagate old symbols

if $test -f UU/config.sh; then

?X: Make sure each symbol is unique in oldconfig.sh

	<UU/config.sh $sort | $uniq >UU/oldconfig.sh

?X:

?X: All the symbols that appear twice come only from config.sh (hence the

?X: two config.sh in the command line). These symbols will be removed by

?X: the uniq -u command. The oldsyms file thus contains all the symbols

?X: that did not appear in the produced config.sh (Larry Wall).

?X:

?X: Do not touch the -u flag of uniq.  This means you too, Jarkko.

?X:

	$sed -n 's/^\([a-zA-Z_0-9]*\)=.*/\1/p' \

		config.sh config.sh UU/oldconfig.sh

 |\

		$sort | $uniq -u >UU/oldsyms

	set X `$cat UU/oldsyms`

	shift

	case $# in

	0) ;;

	*)

		$cat <<EOM

Hmm...You had some extra variables I don't know about...I'll try to keep 'em...

EOM

		echo ": Variables propagated from previous config.sh file." >>config.sh

		for sym in `$cat UU/oldsyms`; do

			echo "    Propagating $hint variable "'$'"$sym..."

			eval 'tmp="$'"${sym}"'"'

			echo "$tmp" | \

				sed -e "s/'/'\"'\"'/g" -e "s/^/$sym='/" -e "s/$/'/" >>config.sh

		done
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		;;

	esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Oldsym.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_semctl.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_semctl.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:04  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_semctl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_semctl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SEMCTL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the semctl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SEMCTL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the semctl() routine is

?C:	available to perform semaphore control operations.

?C:.

?H:#$d_semctl

 HAS_SEMCTL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_semctl

: see if semctl exists

set semctl d_semctl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_semctl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: man3dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:10:34  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This was originally specific to perl5.  Since perl5 has man pages that

?X:	go in both man1/ and man3/ directories, we need both man1dir

?X:	and man3dir.  This unit is basically dist's mansrc.U with

?X:	man3 used instead of man everywhere.

?X:	I then added various tests because perl5 has *lots* of man3

?X:	pages with long file names. -- ADO

?X:

?MAKE:man3dir

 man3direxp man3ext installman3dir: afs cat nroff Loc Oldconfig \

	sed man1dir spackage package Getfile prefix Prefixit Prefixup \

	d_flexfnam privlib Myread

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:man3dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which manual

?S:	source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:.

?S:man3direxp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the man3dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?S:installman3dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as man3direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	man3direxp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?S:man3ext:

?S:	This variable contains the extension that the manual

 page should

?S:	have: one of 'n', 'l', or '3'.  The Makefile must supply the '.'.

?S:	See man3dir.
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?S:.

: determine where library module manual pages go

set man3dir man3dir none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

$spackage has manual pages for many of the library modules.

EOM

 

case "$nroff" in

nroff)

	$cat <<'EOM'

However, you don't have nroff, so they're probably useless to you.

EOM

	case "$man3dir" in

	'') man3dir="none";;

	esac;;

esac

 

case "$d_flexfnam" in

undef)

	$cat <<'EOM'

However, your system can't handle the long file names like File::Basename.3.

EOM

	case "$man3dir" in

	'') man3dir="none";;

	esac;;

esac

 

echo "If you don't want the manual sources installed, answer 'none'."

?X: We dont use /usr/local/man/man3 because some man programs will

?X: only show the /usr/local/man/man3 contents, and not the system ones,

?X: thus man less will show the perl module less.pm, but not the system

?X: less command.  We might also conflict with TCL man pages.

?X: However, something like /opt/perl/man/man3

 is fine.

case "$man3dir" in

'')	case "$prefix" in

	*$package*) dflt=`echo $man1dir |

			$sed -e 's/man1/man3/g' -e 's/man\.1/man\.3/g'` ;;

	*)	dflt="$privlib/man/man3" ;;

	esac

	;;

' ') dflt=none;;

*)	dflt="$man3dir" ;;

esac

echo " "
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fn=dn+~

rp="Where do the $package library man pages (source) go?"

. ./getfile

if test "X$man3direxp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installman3dir=''

fi

 

man3dir="$ans"

man3direxp="$ansexp"

case "$man3dir" in

'') man3dir=' '

	installman3dir='';;

esac

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

manual pages reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case "$installman3dir" in

	'') dflt=`echo $man3direxp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installman3dir";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will man pages be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installman3dir="$ans"

else

	installman3dir="$man3direxp"

fi

 

: What suffix

 to use on installed man pages

 

case "$man3dir" in

' ')

	man3ext='0'

	;;

*)

	rp="What suffix should be used for the $package library man pages?"

	case "$man3ext" in

	'')	case "$man3dir" in

		*3)  dflt=3 ;;

		*3p) dflt=3p ;;

		*3pm) dflt=3pm ;;

		*l) dflt=l;;
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		*n) dflt=n;;

		*o) dflt=o;;

		*p) dflt=p;;

		*C) dflt=C;;

		*L) dflt=L;;

		*L3) dflt=L3;;

		*) dflt=3;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	dflt="$man3ext";;

	esac

	. ./myread

	man3ext="$ans"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/man3dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: contains.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: contains.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:35  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:contains: Nothing

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:contains:

?S:	This variable holds the command to do a grep with a proper return

?S:	status.  On most sane systems it is simply "grep".  On insane systems

?S:	it is a grep followed by a cat followed by a test.  This variable

?S:	is primarily for the use of other Configure units.

?S:.

: Some

 greps do not return status, grrr.

echo "grimblepritz" >grimble

if grep blurfldyick grimble >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	contains=contains
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elif grep grimblepritz grimble >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	contains=grep

else

	contains=contains

fi

rm -f grimble

: the following should work in any shell

case "$contains" in

contains*)

	echo " "

	echo "AGH!  Grep doesn't return a status.  Attempting remedial action."

	cat >contains <<'EOSS'

grep "$1" "$2" >.greptmp && cat .greptmp && test -s .greptmp

EOSS

chmod +x contains

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/contains.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: startperl.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:09:50 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:     You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:     License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: startperl.U,v $

?RCS: Perl5 version -- I always have d_portable=define.

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:50  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:startperl: cat Myread sharpbang initialinstalllocation test \

	versiononly version

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?X: This is different from dist's standard startperl.U unit because

?X: we can't directly test #!/usr/local/bin/perl (or

 whatever) because

?X: we haven't built and installed perl yet.

?S:startperl:
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?S:	This variable contains the string to put on the front of a perl

?S:	script to make sure (hopefully) that it runs with perl and not some

?S:	shell. Of course, that leading line must be followed by the classical

?S:	perl idiom:

?S:		eval 'exec perl -S $0 ${1+"$@"}'

?S:			if $running_under_some_shell;

?S:	to guarantee perl startup should the shell execute the script. Note

?S:	that this magic incantation is not understood by csh.

?S:.

?C:STARTPERL:

?C:	This variable contains the string to put in front of a perl

?C:	script to make sure (one hopes) that it runs with perl and not

?C:	some shell.

?C:.

?H:#define STARTPERL "$startperl"		/**/

?H:.

: figure out how to guarantee perl startup

: XXX Note that this currently takes advantage of the bug that binexp ignores

:     the Configure -Dinstallprefix setting, which in turn means that under

:     relocatable @INC, initialinstalllocation is what binexp started as.

case

 "$startperl" in

'')

	case "$sharpbang" in

	*!)

		$cat <<EOH

 

I can use the #! construct to start perl on your system. This will

make startup of perl scripts faster, but may cause problems if you

want to share those scripts and perl is not in a standard place

($initialinstalllocation/perl) on all your platforms. The alternative

is to force a shell by starting the script with a single ':' character.

 

EOH

		case "$versiononly" in

		"$define")      dflt="$initialinstalllocation/perl$version";;

		*)              dflt="$initialinstalllocation/perl";;

		esac

		rp='What shall I put after the #! to start up perl ("none" to not use #!)?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		none)	startperl=": # use perl";;

		*)	startperl="#!$ans"

			if $test 30 -lt `echo "$ans" | wc -c`; then

				$cat >&4 <<EOM

 

WARNING:  Some systems limit the #! command to 32 characters.

If you experience difficulty running Perl scripts with #!, try
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installing Perl in a directory with a shorter pathname.

 

EOM

			fi ;;

		esac

		;;

	*)

 startperl=": # use perl"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

echo "I'll use $startperl to start perl scripts."

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/startperl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2015 Jarkko Hietaniemi, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:longdblinfbytes longdblnanbytes doubleinfbytes doublenanbytes: Inlibc \

	cat Compile run rm_try Setvar echo d_longdbl \

	doublekind doublesize longdblkind longdblsize

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:longdblinfbytes:

?S:	This variable contains comma-separated list of hexadecimal bytes

?S:	for the long double precision infinity.

?S:.

?S:longdblnanbytes:

?S:	This variable contains comma-separated list of hexadecimal bytes

?S:	for the long double precision not-a-number.

?S:.

?S:doubleinfbytes:

?S:	This variable contains comma-separated list of hexadecimal bytes

?S:	for the double precision infinity.

?S:.

?S:doublenanbytes:

?S:	This variable contains comma-separated list of hexadecimal bytes

?S:	for

 the double precision not-a-number.

?S:.

?C:DOUBLEINFBYTES:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, is a comma-separated list of

?C:	hexadecimal bytes for the double precision infinity.

?C:.

?C:DOUBLENANBYTES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, is a comma-separated list of

?C:	hexadecimal bytes (0xHH) for the double precision not-a-number.

?C:.

?C:LONGDBLINFBYTES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, is a comma-separated list of

?C:	hexadecimal bytes for the long double precision infinity.

?C:.

?C:LONGDBLNANBYTES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, is a comma-separated list of

?C:	hexadecimal bytes (0xHH) for the long double precision not-a-number.

?C:.

?H:#define DOUBLEINFBYTES  $doubleinfbytes		/**/

?H:#define DOUBLENANBYTES  $doublenanbytes		/**/

?H:#define LONGDBLINFBYTES $longdblinfbytes		/**/

?H:#define LONGDBLNANBYTES $longdblnanbytes		/**/

?H:.

?F:!try

: Check what kind of inf/nan your system has

$echo "Checking the kind of infinities and nans you have..." >&4

$echo "(The following tests may crash.  That's

 okay.)" >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOP

#define DOUBLESIZE $doublesize

#$d_longdbl HAS_LONG_DOUBLE

#ifdef HAS_LONG_DOUBLE

#define LONG_DOUBLESIZE $longdblsize

#define LONG_DOUBLEKIND $longdblkind

#endif

#include <math.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <stdio.h>

/* Note that whether the sign bit is on or off

* for NaN depends on the CPU/FPU, and possibly

* can be affected by the build toolchain.

*

* For example for older MIPS and HP-PA 2.0 the quiet NaN is:

* 0x7f, 0xf7, 0xff, 0xff, 0xff, 0xff, 0xff, 0xff

* 0x7f, 0xf4, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00

* (respectively) as opposed to the more usual

* 0x7f, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00

*

* Pre-IEEE-754 floating point format do not even have inf/nan support

* at all.  They might have a "max" value (DBL_MAX), which may be deadly

* to even mention, causing immediate SIGFPE or equivalent: this is
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* the case with VAX floating point, for example.

*/

static void bytes(void *v, unsigned int n) {

 unsigned char *p = (unsigned

 char *)v;

 int i;

 for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {

   printf("0x%02x%s", p[i], i < n - 1 ? ", " : "\n");

 }

}

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

  /* We cannot use 1.0/0.0 and 0.0/0.0 (with L suffixes for long double)

   * because some compilers are 'smart' and not only warn but refuse to

   * compile such 'illegal' values. */

  double dinf = exp(1e9);

  double dnan = sqrt(-1.0);

#ifdef HAS_LONG_DOUBLE

  long double ldinf = (long double)exp(1e9);

  long double ldnan = (long double)sqrt(-1.0);

# if LONG_DOUBLEKIND == 3 || LONG_DOUBLEKIND == 4

/* the 80-bit long doubles might have garbage in their excess bytes */

   memset((char *)&ldinf + 10, '\0', LONG_DOUBLESIZE - 10);

   memset((char *)&ldnan + 10, '\0', LONG_DOUBLESIZE - 10);

# endif

 if (argc == 2) {

   switch (argv[1][0]) {

   case '1': bytes(&dinf, sizeof(dinf)); break;

   case '2': bytes(&dnan, sizeof(dnan)); break;

   case '3': bytes(&ldinf, sizeof(ldinf)); break;

   case '4': bytes(&ldnan, sizeof(ldnan)); break;

#endif

    }

 }

 return 0;

}

EOP

set try

if eval $compile; then

   doubleinfbytes=`$run ./try 1`

   doublenanbytes=`$run ./try 2`

   case "$d_longdbl" in

   $define)

     longdblinfbytes=`$run ./try 3`

     longdblnanbytes=`$run ./try 4`

     ;;

   esac

else

   # Defaults in case the above test program failed.
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   case "$doublekind" in

   1) # IEEE 754 32-bit LE

      doubleinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0xf0, 0x7f'

      doublenanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0xf8, 0x7f'

      ;;

   2) # IEEE 754 32-bit BE

      doubleinfbytes='0x7f, 0xf0, 0x00, 0x00'

      doublenanbytes='0x7f, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00'

      ;;

   3) # IEEE 754 64-bit LE

      doubleinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf0, 0x7f'

      doublenanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf8, 0x7f'

      ;;

   4) # IEEE 754 64-bit BE

      doubleinfbytes='0x7f, 0xf0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

      doublenanbytes='0x7f, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

      ;;

   5) # IEEE 754 128-bit LE

       doubleinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf0,

0x7f'

      doublenanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf8,

0x7f'

      ;;

   6) # IEEE 754 128-bit BE

      doubleinfbytes='0x7f, 0xf0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      doublenanbytes='0x7f, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      ;;

   7) # IEEE 754 64-bit mixed: 32-bit LEs in BE

      doubleinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0xf0, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

      doublenanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0xf8, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

      ;;

   8) # IEEE 754 64-bit mixed: 32-bit BEs in LE

      doubleinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x7f, 0xf0, 0x00, 0x00'

      doublenanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x7f, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00'

      ;;

   9|10|11|12|13|14) # VAX/Cray/IBM floating point formats, no inf/nan.

       doubleinfbytes=$undef

      doublenanbytes=$undef

      ;;

   *) # No idea.

      doubleinfbytes=$undef

      doublenanbytes=$undef

      ;;

   esac

   case "$longdblkind" in

   1) # IEEE 754 128-bit LE
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      longdblinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xff,

0x7f'

      longdblnanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x80, 0xff,

0x7f'

      ;;

   2) # IEEE 754 128-bit BE

      longdblinfbytes='0x7f, 0xff, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      longdblnanbytes='0x7f, 0xff, 0x80, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      ;;

   3) # IEEE 754 80-bit LE, 12 or 16 bytes (x86)

      case "$longdblsize" in

      12) # x86 32-bit (96 bits, or 4 x 32, or 12 x 8)

          longdblinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x80, 0xff, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00'

          longdblnanbytes='0x00,

 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xc0, 0xff, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00'

          ;;

      16) # x86_64

          longdblinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x80, 0xff, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

          longdblnanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xc0, 0xff, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

          ;;

      *)  # No idea.

          longdblinfbytes=$undef

          longdblnanbytes=$undef

      ;;

      esac

      ;;

   4) # IEEE 754 80-bit BE, 12 or 16 bytes

      case "$longdblsize" in

      12) # 32-bit system

          longdblinfbytes='0x7f, 0xff, 0x80, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

          longdblnanbytes='0x7f, 0xff, 0xc0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

          ;;

      16) # 64-bit system

          longdblinfbytes='0x7f, 0xff, 0x80, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

          longdblnanbytes='0x7f,

 0xff, 0xc0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

          ;;

      *)  # No idea.

          longdblinfbytes=$undef

          longdblnanbytes=$undef

      ;;

      esac

      ;;
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   5) # 128-bit LE-LE "double double"

      longdblinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf0,

0x7f'

      longdblnanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf8,

0x7f'

      ;;

   6) # 128-bit BE-BE "double double"

      longdblinfbytes='0x7f, 0xf0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      longdblnanbytes='0x7f, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      ;;

   7) # 128-bit LE-BE "double double"

      longdblinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf0, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      longdblnanbytes='0x00, 0x00,

 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf8, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00'

      ;;

   8) # 128-bit BE-LE "double double"

      longdblinfbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x7f, 0xf0, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      longdblnanbytes='0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x7f, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x00'

      ;;

   9|10|11|12|13|14) # VAX/Cray/IBM floating point formats, no inf/nan.

      longdblinfbytes=$undef

      longdblnanbytes=$undef

      ;;

   *) # No idea.

      longdblinfbytes=$undef

      longdblnanbytes=$undef

      ;;

   esac

fi

# In case the program crashed the values are empty, turn them undef.

case "$doubleinfbytes" in

'') doubleinfbytes=$undef ;;

esac

case "$doublenanbytes" in

'') doublenanbytes=$undef ;;

esac

case "$longdblinfbytes" in

'') longdblinfbytes=$undef ;;

esac

case "$longdblnanbytes" in

'') longdblnanbytes=$undef ;;

esac

$rm_try
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/infnan.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_values.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_values.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:48:34  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_values: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_values:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_VALUES symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program may include <values.h> to get symbols like MAXLONG

?S:	and friends.

?S:.

?C:I_VALUES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include

 <values.h> to get definition of symbols like MINFLOAT or

?C:	MAXLONG, i.e. machine dependant limitations.  Probably, you

?C:	should use <limits.h> instead, if it is available.

?C:.

?H:#$i_values I_VALUES		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_values

: see if this is a values.h system

set values.h i_values

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_values.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_faststdio: Setvar \

	d_stdstdio d_stdio_ptr_lval d_stdio_cnt_lval d_stdio_ptr_lval_sets_cnt

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_faststdio:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FAST_STDIO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the "fast stdio" is available

?S:	to manipulate the stdio buffers directly.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FAST_STDIO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the "fast stdio"

?C:	is available to manipulate the stdio buffers directly.

?C:.

?H:#$d_faststdio HAS_FAST_STDIO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_faststdio

: see if fast_stdio exists

val="$undef"

case "$d_stdstdio:$d_stdio_ptr_lval" in

"$define:$define")

	case "$d_stdio_cnt_lval$d_stdio_ptr_lval_sets_cnt" in

	*$define*)

		echo "You

 seem to have 'fast stdio' to directly manipulate the stdio buffers." >& 4

		val="$define"

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

set d_faststdio

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_faststdio.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_pwritev.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_pwritev.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_pwritev: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_pwritev:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PWRITEV symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the pwritev() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PWRITEV :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the pwritev routine is

?C:	available to perform vectored writes on a file descriptor at a

?C:	given offset.

?C:.

?H:#$d_pwritev HAS_PWRITEV		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_pwritev

: see if pwritev exists

set pwritev d_pwritev

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_pwritev.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

case $CONFIG in

'')

	if test -f config.sh; then TOP=.;

	elif test -f ../config.sh; then TOP=..;

	elif test -f ../../config.sh; then TOP=../..;

	elif test -f ../../../config.sh; then TOP=../../..;

	elif test -f ../../../../config.sh; then TOP=../../../..;

	else

		echo "Can't find config.sh."; exit 1

	fi

	. $TOP/config.sh

	;;

esac

case "$0" in

*/*) cd `expr X$0 : 'X\(.*\)/'` ;;

esac

echo "Extracting makedepend (with variable substitutions)"

$spitshell >makedepend <<!GROK!THIS!
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$startsh

# $Id: makedepend.sh,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 14:00:05 ram Exp ram $

#

#  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

# 

#  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

#  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

#  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

#  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

#  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

#

#

 Original Author: Larry Wall <lwall@netlabs.com>

#

# $Log: makedepend.sh,v $

# Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:00:05  ram

# patch16: changed top ln-style config.sh lookup into test-style one

#

# Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:37  ram

# Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

#

 

export PATH || (echo "OOPS, this isn't sh.  Desperation time.  I will feed myself to sh."; sh \$0; kill \$\$)

 

cat='$cat'

cppflags='$cppflags'

cp='$cp'

cpp='$cppstdin'

echo='$echo'

egrep='$egrep'

expr='$expr'

mv='$mv'

rm='$rm'

sed='$sed'

sort='$sort'

test='$test'

tr='$tr'

uniq='$uniq'

!GROK!THIS!

 

$spitshell >>makedepend <<'!NO!SUBS!'

 

$cat /dev/null >.deptmp

$rm -f *.c.c c/*.c.c

if test -f Makefile; then

   mf=Makefile

else

   mf=makefile
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fi

if test -f $mf; then

   defrule=`<$mf sed -n		\

	-e '/^\.c\.o:.*;/{'		\

	-e    's/\$\*\.c//'		\

	-e    's/^[^;]*;[	 ]*//p'	\

	-e    q				\

	-e '}'				\

	-e '/^\.c\.o: *$/{'		\

	-e    N				\

	-e    's/\$\*\.c//'		\

	-e    's/^.*\n[	 ]*//p'		\

	-e    q				\

	-e '}'`

fi

case

 "$defrule" in

'') defrule='$(CC) -c $(CFLAGS)' ;;

esac

 

make clist || ($echo "Searching for .c files..."; \

	$echo *.c | $tr ' ' '\012' | $egrep -v '\*' >.clist)

gotnone=true

for file in `$cat .clist`; do

# for file in `cat /dev/null`; do

   case "$file" in

   *.c) filebase=`basename $file .c` ;;

   *.y) filebase=`basename $file .c` ;;

   '')  continue ;;

   esac

   gotnone=false

   $echo "Finding dependencies for $filebase.o."

   $sed -n <$file >$file.c \

	-e "/^${filebase}_init(/q" \

	-e '/^#/{' \

	-e 's|/\*.*$||' \

	-e 's|\\$||' \

	-e p \

	-e '}'

   $cpp -I/usr/local/include -I. $cppflags $file.c | \

   $sed \

	-e '/^# *[0-9]/!d' \

	-e 's/^.*"\(.*\)".*$/'$filebase'.o: \1/' \

	-e 's|: \./|: |' \

	-e 's|\.c\.c|.c|' | \

   $uniq | $sort | $uniq >> .deptmp

done
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$sed <Makefile >Makefile.new -e '1,/^# AUTOMATICALLY/!d'

 

make shlist || ($echo "Searching for .SH files..."; \

	$echo *.SH | $tr ' ' '\012' | $egrep -v '\*' >.shlist)

if $gotnone || $test -s .deptmp; then

 

  for file in `cat .shlist`; do

	$echo `$expr X$file : 'X\(.*\).SH`: $file config.sh \; \

	    /bin/sh $file >> .deptmp

   done

   $echo "Updating Makefile..."

   $echo "# If this runs make out of memory, delete /usr/include lines." \

	>> Makefile.new

   $sed 's|^\(.*\.o:\) *\(.*/.*\.c\) *$|\1 \2; '"$defrule \2|" .deptmp \

      >>Makefile.new

else

   make hlist || ($echo "Searching for .h files..."; \

	$echo *.h | $tr ' ' '\012' | $egrep -v '\*' >.hlist)

   $echo "You don't seem to have a proper C preprocessor.  Using grep instead."

   $egrep '^#include ' `cat .clist` `cat .hlist`  >.deptmp

   $echo "Updating Makefile..."

   <.clist $sed -n							\

	-e '/\//{'							\

	-e   's|^\(.*\)/\(.*\)\.c|\2.o: \1/\2.c; '"$defrule \1/\2.c|p"	\

	-e   d								\

	-e '}'								\

	-e 's|^\(.*\)\.c|\1.o: \1.c|p' >> Makefile.new

   <.hlist $sed -n 's|\(.*/\)\(.*\)|s= \2= \1\2=|p' >.hsed

   <.deptmp $sed -n 's|c:#include "\(.*\)".*$|o: \1|p' | \

      $sed 's|^[^;]*/||' | \

      $sed -f

 .hsed >> Makefile.new

   <.deptmp $sed -n 's|c:#include <\(.*\)>.*$|o: /usr/include/\1|p' \

      >> Makefile.new

   <.deptmp $sed -n 's|h:#include "\(.*\)".*$|h: \1|p' | \

      $sed -f .hsed >> Makefile.new

   <.deptmp $sed -n 's|h:#include <\(.*\)>.*$|h: /usr/include/\1|p' \

      >> Makefile.new

   for file in `$cat .shlist`; do

	$echo `$expr X$file : 'X\(.*\).SH`: $file config.sh \; \

	    /bin/sh $file >> Makefile.new

   done

fi

$rm -f Makefile.old

$cp Makefile Makefile.old

$cp Makefile.new Makefile

$rm Makefile.new

$echo "# WARNING: Put nothing here or make depend will gobble it up!" >> Makefile
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$rm -f .deptmp `sed 's/\.c/.c.c/' .clist` .shlist .clist .hlist .hsed

 

!NO!SUBS!

$eunicefix makedepend

chmod +x makedepend

case `pwd` in

*SH)

   $rm -f ../makedepend

   ln makedepend ../makedepend

   ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/makedepend.SH

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_dosuid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Tye McQueen <tye@metronet.com> added safe setuid script checks.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_dosuid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:33:03  ram

?RCS: patch61: moved unit to TOP via a ?Y: layout directive

?RCS: patch61: tell them /dev/fd is not about floppy disks

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:12:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: added checks for secure setuid scripts (Tye McQueen)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for

 dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dosuid d_suidsafe: cat contains ls rm test Myread Setvar \

	Oldconfig Guess package hint patchlevel

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_suidsafe:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines SETUID_SCRIPTS_ARE_SECURE_NOW

?S:	if setuid scripts can be secure.  This test looks in /dev/fd/.

?S:.
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?S:d_dosuid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the symbol DOSUID, which

?S:	tells the C program that it should insert setuid emulation code

?S:	on hosts which have setuid #! scripts disabled.

?S:.

?C:SETUID_SCRIPTS_ARE_SECURE_NOW:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the bug that prevents

?C:	setuid scripts from being secure is not present in this kernel.

?C:.

?C:DOSUID:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C program should

?C:	check the script that it is executing for setuid/setgid bits, and

?C:	attempt to emulate setuid/setgid on systems that have disabled

?C:	setuid #! scripts because the kernel can't do it securely.

?C:	It is up to the package

 designer to make sure that this emulation

?C:	is done securely.  Among other things, it should do an fstat on

?C:	the script it just opened to make sure it really is a setuid/setgid

?C:	script, it should make sure the arguments passed correspond exactly

?C:	to the argument on the #! line, and it should not trust any

?C:	subprocesses to which it must pass the filename rather than the

?C:	file descriptor of the script to be executed.

?C:.

?H:#$d_suidsafe SETUID_SCRIPTS_ARE_SECURE_NOW	/**/

?H:#$d_dosuid DOSUID		/**/

?H:.

?Y:TOP

?F:!reflect

?LINT: set d_suidsafe

: see if setuid scripts can be secure

$cat <<EOM

 

Some kernels have a bug that prevents setuid #! scripts from being

secure.  Some sites have disabled setuid #! scripts because of this.

 

First let's decide if your kernel supports secure setuid #! scripts.

(If setuid #! scripts would be secure but have been disabled anyway,

don't say that they are secure if asked.)

 

EOM

 

val="$undef"

if $test -d /dev/fd; then

	echo "#!$ls" >reflect

	chmod

 +x,u+s reflect

	./reflect >flect 2>&1

	if $contains "/dev/fd" flect >/dev/null; then
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		echo "Congratulations, your kernel has secure setuid scripts!" >&4

		val="$define"

	else

		$cat <<EOM

If you are not sure if they are secure, I can check but I'll need a

username and password different from the one you are using right now.

If you don't have such a username or don't want me to test, simply

enter 'none'.

 

EOM

		rp='Other username to test security of setuid scripts with?'

		dflt='none'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n|none)

			case "$d_suidsafe" in

			'')	echo "I'll assume setuid scripts are *not* secure." >&4

				dflt=n;;

			"$undef")

				echo "Well, the $hint value is *not* secure." >&4

				dflt=n;;

			*)	echo "Well, the $hint value *is* secure." >&4

				dflt=y;;

			esac

			;;

		*)

			$rm -f reflect flect

			echo "#!$ls" >reflect

			chmod +x,u+s reflect

			echo >flect

			chmod a+w flect

			echo '"su" will (probably) prompt you for '"$ans's password."

			su $ans -c './reflect

 >flect'

			if $contains "/dev/fd" flect >/dev/null; then

				echo "Okay, it looks like setuid scripts are secure." >&4

				dflt=y

			else

				echo "I don't think setuid scripts are secure." >&4

				dflt=n

			fi

			;;

		esac

		rp='Does your kernel have *secure* setuid scripts?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		[yY]*)	val="$define";;

		*)	val="$undef";;
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		esac

	fi

else

	echo "I don't think setuid scripts are secure (no /dev/fd directory)." >&4

	echo "(That's for file descriptors, not floppy disks.)"

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_suidsafe

eval $setvar

 

$rm -f reflect flect

 

: now see if they want to do setuid emulation

if $test $patchlevel -lt 11; then

echo " "

val="$undef"

case "$d_suidsafe" in

"$define")

	val="$undef"

	echo "No need to emulate SUID scripts since they are secure here." >&4

	;;

*)

	$cat <<EOM

Some systems have disabled setuid scripts, especially systems where

setuid scripts cannot be secure.  On systems where setuid scripts have

been disabled, the setuid/setgid bits on scripts are

 currently

useless.  It is possible for $package to detect those bits and emulate

setuid/setgid in a secure fashion.  This emulation will only work if

setuid scripts have been disabled in your kernel.

 

EOM

	case "$d_dosuid" in

	"$define") dflt=y ;;

	*) dflt=n ;;

	esac

	rp="Do you want to do setuid/setgid emulation?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	[yY]*)	val="$define";;

	*)	val="$undef";;

	esac

	;;

esac

set d_dosuid

eval $setvar

else

   case "$d_dosuid" in
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	"$define")

	cat >&4 <<EOH

 

SUID emulation has been removed for 5.12

Please re-run Configure without -Dd_dosuid

 

EOH

	exit 1;

	;;

   esac

   d_dosuid=undef

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_dosuid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: usenm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:26:40  ram

?RCS: patch61: don't use nm with the GNU C library

?RCS: patch61: added support for Linux shared libs

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:57  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usenm runnm nm_opt nm_so_opt: cat test Myread Oldconfig grep \

	d_gnulibc nm egrep rsrc osname Guess

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:usenm:

?S:	This variable contains 'true' or 'false' depending whether the

?S:	nm extraction is wanted

 or not.

?S:.

?S:runnm:

?S:	This variable contains 'true' or 'false' depending whether the

?S:	nm extraction should be performed or not, according to the value

?S:	of usenm and the flags on the Configure command line.
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?S:.

?S:nm_opt:

?S:	This variable holds the options that may be necessary for nm.

?S:.

?S:nm_so_opt:

?S:	This variable holds the options that may be necessary for nm

?S:	to work on a shared library but that can not be used on an

?S:	archive library.  Currently, this is only used by Linux, where

?S:	nm --dynamic is *required* to get symbols from an ELF library which

?S:	has been stripped, but nm --dynamic is *fatal* on an archive library.

?S:	Maybe Linux should just always set usenm=false.

?S:.

: see if nm is to be used to determine whether a symbol is defined or not

?X: If there is enough inquiries, it might be worth to wait for the nm

?X: extraction. Otherwise, the C compilations might be a better deal.

?X:

?X: Don't bother if we're using GNU libc -- skimo

case "$usenm"

 in

'')

	dflt=''

	case "$d_gnulibc" in

	"$define")

		echo " "

		echo "$nm probably won't work on the GNU C Library." >&4

		dflt=n

		;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	'')

		if $test "$osname" = aix -a ! -f /lib/syscalls.exp; then

			echo " "

			echo "Whoops!  This is an AIX system without /lib/syscalls.exp!" >&4

			echo "'nm' won't be sufficient on this system." >&4

			dflt=n

		fi

		;;

	esac

	case "$dflt" in

	'')

		if ./gnu; then

			echo " "

			echo "Hmm...  A GNU system without a GNU C Library?  Weird..." >&4

			dflt=n

		else

			dflt=`$egrep 'inlibc|csym' $rsrc/Configure | wc -l 2>/dev/null`

			if $test $dflt -gt 20; then

				dflt=y
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			else

				dflt=n

			fi

		fi

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)

	case "$usenm" in

	true|$define) dflt=y;;

	*) dflt=n;;

	esac

	;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

I can use $nm to extract the symbols from your C libraries. This

is a time consuming task which may generate huge output on the disk (up

to 3 megabytes) but that should make the symbols extraction faster. The

alternative is to skip the

 'nm' extraction part and to compile a small

test program instead to determine whether each symbol is present. If

you have a fast C compiler and/or if your 'nm' output cannot be parsed,

this may be the best solution.

 

EOM

rp='Shall I use nm to extract C symbols from the libraries?'

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

[Nn]*) usenm=false;;

*) usenm=true;;

esac

 

?X: Name extraction is to be run if 'nm' usage is wanted and if no -r flag

?X: was provided to configure (in which case we simply re-use the previous

?X: values).

runnm=$usenm

case "$reuseval" in

true) runnm=false;;

esac

 

: nm options which may be necessary

case "$nm_opt" in

'') if $test -f /mach_boot; then

		nm_opt=''		# Mach

	elif $test -d /usr/ccs/lib; then

		nm_opt='-p'		# Solaris (and SunOS?)

	elif $test -f /dgux; then
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		nm_opt='-p'		# DG-UX

	elif $test -f /lib64/rld; then

		nm_opt='-p'		# 64-bit Irix

	else

		nm_opt=''

	fi;;

esac

 

?X: nm options which may be necessary for shared libraries but illegal

?X: for archive libraries.  Thank you,

 Linux.

case "$nm_so_opt" in

'')	case "$osname" in

	*linux*)

		if $nm --help | $grep 'dynamic' > /dev/null 2>&1; then

			nm_so_opt='--dynamic'

		fi

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/usenm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getespwnam: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getespwnam:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_GETESPWNAM if getespwnam() is

?S:	available to retrieve enhanced (shadow) password entries by name.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETESPWNAM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getespwnam system call is

?C:	available to retrieve enhanced (shadow) password entries by name.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getespwnam HAS_GETESPWNAM		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set d_getespwnam

: see if getespwnam exists

set getespwnam d_getespwnam

eval $inlibc

 

Found in

 path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_getespwnam.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Unix.U,v 3.0.1.1 1997/02/28 15:20:06 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Unix.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:20:06  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: The purpose of this unit is to define things that are common across all

?X: known UNIX platforms. If Configure is ported/used on a non-UNIX

?X: environment, then some of the following variables can be redefined in hint

?X: files.

?X:

?MAKE:Unix _exe _a _o exe_ext lib_ext obj_ext path_sep \

	firstmakefile archobjs rm_try: Oldconfig rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:_exe:

?S:	This

 variable defines the extension used for executable files.

?S:	DJGPP, Cygwin and OS/2 use '.exe'.  Stratus VOS uses '.pm'.

?S:	On operating systems which do not require a specific extension

?S:	for executable files, this variable is empty.

?S:.

?S:_a:

?S:	This variable defines the extension used for ordinary library files.

?S:	For unix, it is '.a'.  The '.' is included.  Other possible

?S:	values include '.lib'.

?S:.

?S:_o:
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?S:	This variable defines the extension used for object files.

?S:	For unix, it is '.o'.  The '.' is included.  Other possible

?S:	values include '.obj'.

?S:.

?S:firstmakefile:

?S:	This variable defines the first file searched by make.  On unix,

?S:	it is makefile (then Makefile).  On case-insensitive systems,

?S:	it might be something else.  This is only used to deal with

?S:	convoluted make depend tricks.

?S:.

?S:archobjs:

?S:	This variable defines any additional objects that must be linked

?S:	in with the program on this architecture.  On unix, it is usually

?S:	empty.

  It is typically used to include emulations of unix calls

?S:	or other facilities.  For perl on OS/2, for example, this would

?S:	include os2/os2.obj.

?S:.

?X: Metaconfig's Obsolete symbol stuff is too over-eager.  In the

?X: perl sources, it picks up things like "P" and "FLOCK" that are

?X: not used in the way Metaconfig thinks they are.  Thus I can't

?X: just declare these obsolete and then run metaconfig -o.

?X: Instead, I'll just handle them here.

?X:	Sadly, history has conspired to give us a web of definitions;

?X:	this could have been much simpler.

?S:lib_ext:

?S:	This is an old synonym for _a.

?S:.

?S:exe_ext:

?S:	This is an old synonym for _exe.

?S:.

?S:obj_ext:

?S:	This is an old synonym for _o.

?S:.

?S:path_sep:

?S:	This is an old synonym for p_ in Head.U, the character

?S:	used to separate elements in the command shell search PATH.

?S:.

?S:rm_try:

?S:	This is a cleanup variable for try test programs.

?S:	Internal Configure use only.

?S:.

?LINT: change p_

?INIT::

 Trailing extension.  Override this in a hint file, if needed.

?INIT:: Extra object files, if any, needed on this platform.

?INIT:archobjs=''

: Define several unixisms.
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: Hints files or command line option can be used to override them.

: The convoluted testing is in case hints files set either the old

: or the new name.

case "$_exe" in

'')	case "$exe_ext" in

	'')	;;

	*)	_exe="$exe_ext" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$_a" in

'')	case "$lib_ext" in

   '')	_a='.a';;

	*)	_a="$lib_ext" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$_o" in

'') case "$obj_ext" in

	'')	_o='.o';;

	*)	_o="$obj_ext";;

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$p_" in

'') case "$path_sep" in

	'')	p_=':';;

	*)	p_="$path_sep";;

	esac

	;;

esac

exe_ext=$_exe

lib_ext=$_a

obj_ext=$_o

path_sep=$p_

 

rm_try="$rm -f try try$_exe a.out .out try.[cho] try.$_o core core.try* try.core*"

 

@if firstmakefile

: Which makefile gets called first.  This is used by make depend.

case "$firstmakefile" in

'') firstmakefile='makefile';;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-
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5.30.0/U/modified/Unix.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_alarm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_alarm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:06:58  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_alarm: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_alarm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ALARM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the alarm() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ALARM :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the alarm routine is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_alarm

 HAS_ALARM		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_alarm

: see if alarm exists

set alarm d_alarm

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_alarm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getgrps.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getgrps.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getgrps: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getgrps:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETGROUPS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the getgroups() routine is available

?S:	to get the list of process groups.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETGROUPS (GETGROUPS):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getgroups()

 routine is

?C:	available to get the list of process groups.  If unavailable, multiple

?C:	groups are probably not supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getgrps HAS_GETGROUPS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getgrps

: see if getgroups exists

set getgroups d_getgrps

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getgrps.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_psignal.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_psignal.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:49  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_psignal: Inlibc
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_psignal:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PSIGNAL symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the psignal() routine exists.  The psignal() routine

?S:	prints a description of a signal on the standard error output.

?S:.

?C:HAS_PSIGNAL (PSIGNAL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that the psignal() routine exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_psignal HAS_PSIGNAL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_psignal

: see if psignal exists

set psignal d_psignal

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_psignal.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_machcthr: Inhdr usethreads

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_machcthr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_MACH_CTHREADS symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <mach/cthreads.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_MACH_CTHREADS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <mach/cthreads.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_machcthr   I_MACH_CTHREADS	/**/

?H:.

: see if mach cthreads are available

if test "X$usethreads" = "X$define"; then

	set mach/cthreads.h i_machcthr

	eval $inhdr
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else

	i_machcthr="$undef"

fi

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/i_machcthr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.10  1997/02/28  15:56:48  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS: patch61: added support for HPUX-10 nm output

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1995/07/25  14:11:56  ram

?RCS: patch56: now knows about OS/2 platforms

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/05/12  12:20:47  ram

?RCS: patch54: made sure only most recent version of shared lib is picked

?RCS: patch54: final "nm -p" check now uses xscan and xrun

 like everybody

?RCS: patch54: can now grok Linux nm output with lead __IO (ADO)

?RCS: patch54: added support for Linux ELF output, using 'W' for alias (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1994/10/29  16:23:40  ram

?RCS: patch36: now looks for shared libraries before anything else (ADO)

?RCS: patch36: added new nm output format (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/08/29  16:28:10  ram

?RCS: patch32: added I-type symbols for nm output parsing on Linux

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/06/20  07:03:24  ram

?RCS: patch30: checks are now presented by succession of if/elif

?RCS: patch30: uniformized checks for shared objects with new so symbol

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/06  15:06:33  ram

?RCS: patch23: added shared library knowledge (ADO and WED)
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/01/24  14:12:17  ram

?RCS: patch16: can now export nm_extract as an internal-use only variable

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/09/13  16:09:03  ram

?RCS: patch10: added special handling for Apollo

 systems (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/27  14:40:03  ram

?RCS: patch7: added entry for /usr/shlib/libc.so (OSF/1 machines)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:57  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libc +nm_extract: echo n c rm test grep Getfile Myread Oldconfig Loc \

	sed libs incpath libpth ar runnm nm nm_opt nm_so_opt contains xlibpth \

	so _a _o osname trnl tr sort uniq sysroot

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libc:

?S:	This variable contains the location of the C library.

?S:.

?S:nm_extract:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the extraction command used to process

?S:	the output of nm and yield the list of defined symbols. It is used

?S:	internally by Configure.

?S:.

?T:thislib try libnames xxx xscan xrun thisname com tans file

?F:!libnames !libc.tmp !tmp.imp

?LINT:extern PASE

?LINT:extern libnames

?LINT:change nm_opt

?INIT:libnames=''

: Figure out where the libc is located

case "$runnm" in

true)

?X: indentation is wrong on purpose--RAM

:

 get list of predefined functions in a handy place

echo " "

case "$libc" in

'') libc=unknown

	case "$libs" in

	*-lc_s*) libc=`./loc libc_s$_a $libc $libpth`

	esac

	;;

esac

case "$libs" in

'') ;;
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*)  for thislib in $libs; do

	case "$thislib" in

	-lc|-lc_s)

		: Handle C library specially below.

		;;

	-l*)

		thislib=`echo $thislib | $sed -e 's/^-l//'`

		if try=`./loc lib$thislib.$so.'*' X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc lib$thislib.$so X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc lib$thislib$_a X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc $thislib$_a X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc lib$thislib X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc $thislib X $libpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		elif try=`./loc Slib$thislib$_a X $xlibpth`; $test -f "$try"; then

			:

		else

			try=''

		fi

		libnames="$libnames $try"

		;;

	*) libnames="$libnames $thislib" ;;

	esac

	done

	;;

esac

?X:

?X: Some systems (e.g. DG/UX) use

 "environmental" links, which make the test

?X: -f fail. Ditto for symbolic links. So in order to reliably check the

?X: existence of a file, we use test -r. It will still fail with DG/UX links

?X: though, but at least it will detect symbolic links. At some strategic

?X: points, we make use of (test -h), using a sub-shell in case builtin test

?X: does not implement the -h check for symbolic links. This makes it

?X: possible to preset libc in a hint file for instance and have it show up

?X: as-is in the question.

?X:

xxx=normal

case "$libc" in

unknown)

?X:

?X: The sed below transforms .so.9 .so.12 into something like .so.0009 .so.0012,

?X: then sorts on it to allow keeping .so.12 instead of .so.9 as the latest
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?X: up-to-date library. The initial filename (before sed munging, saved in hold

?X: space via 'h') is appended via 'G' before sorting, then the leading munged

?X: part is removed after sorting. Nice efficient work from Tye McQueen.

?X: The initial blurfl is here to prevent the trailing

 pipe from producing an

?X: empty string, causing Configure to output all its set variables!

?X:

	set /lib/libc.$so

	for xxx in $libpth; do

		$test -r $1 || set $xxx/libc.$so

		: The messy sed command sorts on library version numbers.

		$test -r $1 || \

			set `echo blurfl; echo $xxx/libc.$so.[0-9]* | \

			tr ' ' $trnl | egrep -v '\.[A-Za-z]*$' | $sed -e '

				h

				s/[0-9][0-9]*/0000&/g

				s/0*\([0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]\)/\1/g

				G

				s/\n/ /' | \

			 $sort | $sed -e 's/^.* //'`

		eval set \$$#

	done

	$test -r $1 || set $sysroot/usr/ccs/lib/libc.$so

	$test -r $1 || set $sysroot/lib/libsys_s$_a

	;;

*)

?X: ensure the test below for the (shared) C library will fail

	set blurfl

	;;

esac

if $test -r "$1"; then

	echo "Your (shared) C library seems to be in $1."

	libc="$1"

elif $test -r /lib/libc && $test -r /lib/clib; then

?X:

?X: Apollo has its C library in /lib/clib AND /lib/libc

?X: not to mention its math library in /lib/syslib...

?X:

	echo "Your C library seems to be in both /lib/clib

 and /lib/libc."

	xxx=apollo

	libc='/lib/clib /lib/libc'

	if $test -r /lib/syslib; then

		echo "(Your math library is in /lib/syslib.)"

?X: Put syslib in libc -- not quite right, but won't hurt

		libc="$libc /lib/syslib"

	fi

elif $test -r "$libc" || (test -h "$libc") >/dev/null 2>&1; then
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	echo "Your C library seems to be in $libc, as you said before."

?X: For mips, and...

elif $test -r $incpath/usr/lib/libc$_a; then

	libc=$incpath/usr/lib/libc$_a;

	echo "Your C library seems to be in $libc.  That's fine."

elif $test -r /lib/libc$_a; then

	libc=/lib/libc$_a;

	echo "Your C library seems to be in $libc.  You're normal."

else

	if tans=`./loc libc$_a blurfl/dyick $libpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	elif tans=`./loc libc blurfl/dyick $libpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		libnames="$libnames "`./loc clib blurfl/dyick $libpth`

	elif tans=`./loc clib blurfl/dyick $libpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	elif tans=`./loc Slibc$_a blurfl/dyick $xlibpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	elif tans=`./loc

 Mlibc$_a blurfl/dyick $xlibpth`; $test -r "$tans"; then

		:

	else

		tans=`./loc Llibc$_a blurfl/dyick $xlibpth`

	fi

	if $test -r "$tans"; then

		echo "Your C library seems to be in $tans, of all places."

		libc=$tans

	else

		libc='blurfl'

	fi

fi

if $test $xxx = apollo -o -r "$libc" || (test -h "$libc") >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	dflt="$libc"

	cat <<EOM

 

If the guess above is wrong (which it might be if you're using a strange

compiler, or your machine supports multiple models), you can override it here.

 

EOM

else

	dflt=''

	echo $libpth | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq > libpath

	cat >&4 <<EOM

I can't seem to find your C library.  I've looked in the following places:

 

EOM

	$sed 's/^/	/' libpath

	cat <<EOM
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None of these seems to contain your C library. I need to get its name...

 

EOM

fi

fn=f

rp='Where is your C library?'

. ./getfile

libc="$ans"

 

echo " "

echo $libc $libnames | $tr ' ' $trnl | $sort | $uniq > libnames

set X `cat libnames`

shift

xxx=files

case $# in 1) xxx=file; esac

echo

 "Extracting names from the following $xxx for later perusal:" >&4

echo " "

$sed 's/^/	/' libnames >&4

echo " "

$echo $n "This may take a while...$c" >&4

 

?X:

?X: Linux may need the special Dynamic option to nm for shared libraries.

?X: In general, this is stored in the nm_so_opt variable.

?X: Unfortunately, that option may be fatal on non-shared libraries.

?X:

for file in $*; do

	case $file in

	*$so*) $nm $nm_so_opt $nm_opt $file 2>/dev/null;;

	*) $nm $nm_opt $file 2>/dev/null;;

	esac

done >libc.tmp

 

$echo $n ".$c"

?X:

?X: To accelerate processing, we look at the correct 'sed' command

?X:	by using a small subset of libc.tmp, i.e. fprintf function.

?X: When we know which sed command to use, do the name extraction

?X:

$grep fprintf libc.tmp > libc.ptf

?X:

?X: In order to enhance readability and save some space, we define

?X:	some variables that will be "eval"ed.

?X:

xscan='eval "<libc.ptf $com >libc.list"; $echo $n ".$c" >&4'

xrun='eval "<libc.tmp $com >libc.list"; echo "done." >&4'

?X:
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 BSD-like output, I and W types added for Linux

?X: Some versions of Linux include a leading __IO in the symbol name.

?X: HP-UX 10 reportedly has trailing spaces, though I'm surprised it has

?X: BSD-like output.  (AD).

?X: GNU extension: i is "indirect function"

xxx='[ADTSIWi]'

if com="$sed -n -e 's/__IO//' -e 's/^.* $xxx  *//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: SYSV-like output

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^__*//' -e 's/^\([a-zA-Z_0-9$]*\).*xtern.*/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e '/|UNDEF/d' -e '/FUNC..GL/s/^.*|__*//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.* D __*//p' -e 's/^.* D //p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^_//' -e 's/^\([a-zA-Z_0-9]*\).*xtern.*text.*/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$'

 libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.*|FUNC |GLOB .*|//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$grep '|' | $sed -n -e '/|COMMON/d' -e '/|DATA/d' \

				-e '/ file/d' -e 's/^\([^ 	]*\).*/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.*|FUNC |GLOB .*|//p' -e 's/^.*|FUNC |WEAK .*|//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: mips nm output (sysV)

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^__//' -e '/|Undef/d' -e '/|Proc/s/ .*//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^.*|Proc .*|Text *| *//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\
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	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e '/Def. Text/s/.* \([^ ]*\)\$/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: OS/2

 nm output

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/^[-0-9a-f ]*_\(.*\)=.*/\1/p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

elif com="$sed -n -e 's/.*\.text n\ \ \ \.//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

?X: AIX nm output

elif com="sed -n -e 's/^__.*//' -e 's/[       ]*D[    ]*[0-9]*.*//p'";\

	eval $xscan;\

	$contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		eval $xrun

else

	$nm -p $* 2>/dev/null >libc.tmp

	$grep fprintf libc.tmp > libc.ptf

	if com="$sed -n -e 's/^.* [ADTSIW]  *_[_.]*//p' -e 's/^.* [ADTSIW] //p'";\

		eval $xscan; $contains '^fprintf$' libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1

	then

		nm_opt='-p'

		eval $xrun

	else

		echo " "

		echo "$nm didn't seem to work right. Trying $ar instead..." >&4

		com=''

		if $ar t $libc > libc.tmp && \

			$contains '^fprintf$' libc.tmp >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			for thisname in $libnames $libc; do

				$ar t $thisname >>libc.tmp

			done

			$sed -e "s/\\$_o\$//" < libc.tmp > libc.list

			echo

 "Ok." >&4

		elif test "X$osname" = "Xos2" && $ar tv $libc > libc.tmp; then

?X: Repeat libc to extract forwarders to DLL entries too

			for thisname in $libnames $libc; do

				$ar tv $thisname >>libc.tmp

?X: Revision 50 of EMX has bug in ar: it will not extract forwarders

?X: to DLL entries.  Use emximp which will extract exactly them.
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				emximp -o tmp.imp $thisname \

				    2>/dev/null && \

				    $sed -e 's/^\([_a-zA-Z0-9]*\) .*$/\1/p' \

				    < tmp.imp >>libc.tmp

				$rm -f tmp.imp

			done

			$sed -e "s/\\$_o\$//" -e 's/^ \+//' < libc.tmp > libc.list

			echo "Ok." >&4

		else

			echo "$ar didn't seem to work right." >&4

			echo "Maybe this is a Cray...trying bld instead..." >&4

			if  bld t $libc | \

				$sed -e 's/.*\///' -e "s/\\$_o:.*\$//" > libc.list &&

				$test -s libc.list

			then

				for thisname in $libnames; do

					bld t $libnames | \

					$sed -e 's/.*\///' -e "s/\\$_o:.*\$//" >>libc.list

					$ar t $thisname >>libc.tmp

				done

				echo "Ok." >&4

			else

				echo

 "That didn't work either.  Giving up." >&4

				exit 1

			fi

		fi

	fi

fi

nm_extract="$com"

case "$PASE" in

define)

   echo " "

   echo "Since you are compiling for PASE, extracting more symbols from libc.a ...">&4

   dump -Tv /lib/libc.a | awk '$7 == "/unix" {print $5 " " $8}' | grep "^SV" | awk '{print $2}' >> libc.list

   ;;

*)  if $test -f /lib/syscalls.exp; then

	echo " "

	echo "Also extracting names from /lib/syscalls.exp for good ole AIX..." >&4

	$sed -n 's/^\([^ 	]*\)[ 	]*syscall[0-9]*[ 	]*$/\1/p' \

		/lib/syscalls.exp >>libc.list

   fi

   ;;

esac

;;

esac

$rm -f libnames libpath
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/libc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_rmdir.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_rmdir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:56  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_rmdir: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_rmdir:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_RMDIR if rmdir() is

?S:	available to remove directories.

?S:.

?C:HAS_RMDIR (RMDIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the rmdir routine is

?C:	available to remove directories. Otherwise you should fork off a

?C:	new process to exec

 /bin/rmdir.

?C:.

?H:#$d_rmdir HAS_RMDIR		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_rmdir

: see if rmdir exists

set rmdir d_rmdir

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_rmdir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: locdist.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: locdist.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  15:09:20  ram

?RCS: patch23: added support for multi-state regions (WED)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:06  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:locdist orgdist citydist statedist multistatedist cntrydist contdist: \

	test newslibexp cat Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:locdist:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the LOCDIST symbol,

?S:	which

 is the local organization's distribution name for news.

?S:.

?S:orgdist:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the ORGDIST symbol,

?S:	which is the organization's distribution name for news.

?S:.

?S:citydist:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the CITYDIST symbol,

?S:	which is the city's distribution name for news.

?S:.

?S:statedist:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the STATEDIST symbol,

?S:	which is the state's or province's distribution name for news.

?S:.

?S:multistatedist:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the MULTISTATEDIST symbol,

?S:	which is the news distribution code for multi-state region.

?S:.

?S:cntrydist:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the CNTRYDIST symbol,

?S:	which is the country's distribution name for news.

?S:.

?S:contdist:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the CONTDIST symbol,

?S:	which is the continent's distribution name for news.

?S:.

?C:LOCDIST:

?C:	This symbol contains the

 distribution name for the news system that

?C:	restricts article distribution to the local organization.
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?C:.

?C:ORGDIST:

?C:	This symbol contains the distribution name for the news system that

?C:	restricts article distribution to the organization.

?C:.

?C:CITYDIST:

?C:	This symbol contains the distribution name for the news system that

?C:	restricts article distribution to the city.

?C:.

?C:STATEDIST:

?C:	This symbol contains the distribution name for the news system that

?C:	restricts article distribution to the state or province.

?C:.

?C:MULTISTATEDIST:

?C:	This symbol contains the distribution name for the news system that

?C:	restricts article distribution to a multi-state region.

?C:.

?C:CNTRYDIST:

?C:	This symbol contains the distribution name for the news system that

?C:	restricts article distribution to the country.

?C:.

?C:CONTDIST:

?C:	This symbol contains the distribution name for the news system that

?C:	restricts article distribution to the continent.

?C:.

?H:#define LOCDIST

 "$locdist"		/**/

?H:#define ORGDIST "$orgdist"		/**/

?H:#define CITYDIST "$citydist"		/**/

?H:#define MULTISTATEDIST "$multistatedist"	/**/

?H:#define STATEDIST "$statedist"		/**/

?H:#define CNTRYDIST "$cntrydist"		/**/

?H:#define CONTDIST "$contdist"		/**/

?H:.

: get the local distributions

$cat <<'EOH'

 

Distribution groups are the things you use on the Distribution line to limit

where an article will go to.  You are likely to be a member of several

distribution groups, such as organization, city, state, province, country,

continent, etc.  For example, Los Angeles has the distribution code "la",

New Jersey has the code "nj", and Europe has the code "eunet".

 

The categories you will be asked are:

 

local organization	(Could be just one machine or a cluster or an office)

organization		att, dec, kgb, ...

city			la, ny, mosc, ...
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state/province		ca, nj, bc, ...

multi-state region	pnw, ne, ...

country			usa, can, rok, whatever

continent		na (North America), asia, etc.

 

EOH

if $test

 -f $newslibexp/distributions; then

	case "$silent" in

	true) ;;

	*)	dflt='Hit return to continue'

		rp=''

		. ./myread

		;;

	esac

	echo "Here is your distributions file:" >&4

	echo " " >&4

	$cat >&4 $newslibexp/distributions

	echo " " >&4

fi

echo "Use 'none' for any distributions you don't have."

echo " "

case "$locdist" in

'') dflt="none";;

*)  dflt="$locdist";;

esac

rp="What is the distribution code for your local organization?"

. ./myread

locdist="$ans"

case "$orgdist" in

'') dflt="none";;

*)  dflt="$orgdist";;

esac

rp="What is the distribution code for your organization?"

. ./myread

orgdist="$ans"

case "$citydist" in

'') dflt="none";;

*)  dflt="$citydist";;

esac

rp="What is the distribution code for your city?"

. ./myread

citydist="$ans"

case "$statedist" in

'') dflt="none";;

*)  dflt="$statedist";;

esac

rp="What is the distribution code for your state/province?"
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. ./myread

statedist="$ans"

case "$multistatedist" in

'') dflt="none";;

*) dflt="$multistatedist";;

esac

rp="What is the

 distribution code for your multi-state region?"

. ./myread

multistatedist="$ans"

case "$cntrydist" in

'') dflt="none";;

*)  dflt="$cntrydist";;

esac

rp="What is the distribution code for your country?"

. ./myread

cntrydist="$ans"

case "$contdist" in

'') dflt="none";;

*)  dflt="$contdist";;

esac

rp="What is the distribution code for your continent?"

. ./myread

contdist="$ans"

$cat <<'EOM'

 

If you have any other distribution groups you will need to edit Pnews

and newsetup to add them.

EOM

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/locdist.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Extract.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  14:58:52  ram

?RCS: patch61: added support for src.U
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:51:46  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:52  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a shell script which can be doted in order to extract

?X: .SH files with variable substitutions.

?X:

?X: When running Configure from a remote directory ($src

 is not '.'),

?X: then the files will be created in that directory, so beware!

?X:

?MAKE:Extract: Mkdirp src

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?F:./extract

?T:CONFIG SRC dir file

: script used to extract .SH files with variable substitutions

cat >extract <<EOS

CONFIG=true

SRC="$src"

EOS

cat >>extract <<'EOS'

echo "Doing variable substitutions on .SH files..."

if test -f "$SRC/MANIFEST"; then

	set x `awk '{print $1}' <$SRC/MANIFEST | grep '\.SH'`

else

	echo "(Looking for .SH files under the source directory.)"

	set x `(cd "$SRC"; find . -name "*.SH" -print)`

fi

shift

case $# in

0) set x `(cd "$SRC"; echo *.SH)`; shift;;

esac

if test ! -f "$SRC/$1"; then

	shift

fi

for file in $*; do

	case "$SRC" in

	".")

		case "$file" in

		*/*)

			dir=`expr X$file : 'X\(.*\)/'`

			file=`expr X$file : 'X.*/\(.*\)'`

			(cd $dir && . ./$file)

			;;
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		*)

			. ./$file

			;;

		esac

		;;

	*)

?X:

?X: When running Configure remotely ($src is not '.'), we cannot source

?X: the files directly, since that would wrongly cause

 the extraction

?X: where the source lie instead of withing the current directory. Therefore,

?X: we need to 'sh <file' then, which is okay since they will source the

?X: existing config.sh file. It's not possible to use:

?X:		../src/Configure -S -O -Dsomething

?X: unfortunately since no new config.sh with the -Dsomething override

?X: will be created before running the .SH files. A minor buglet.

?X:

?X: Note that we must create the directory hierarchy ourselves if it does

?X: not exist already, and that is done through a shell emulation of the

?X: 'mkdir -p' command. We don't want to use the $installdir metaconfig

?X: symbol here since that would require too much to be configured for

?X: this simple extraction task that may happen quickly with 'Configure -S'.

?X:		-- RAM, 18/03/96

?X:

		case "$file" in

		*/*)

			dir=`expr X$file : 'X\(.*\)/'`

			file=`expr X$file : 'X.*/\(.*\)'`

			./mkdirp $dir

			sh <"$SRC/$dir/$file"

			;;

		*)

			sh <"$SRC/$file"

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

done

if

 test -f "$SRC/config_h.SH"; then

	if test ! -f config.h; then

?X: oops, they left it out of MANIFEST, probably, so do it anyway.

		sh <"$SRC/config_h.SH"

	fi

fi

EOS

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Extract.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_statfs_f_flags: \

	Hasfield i_sysparam i_sysmount i_systypes \

	i_sysvfs i_sysstatfs Setvar d_statfs_s

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_statfs_f_flags:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRUCT_STATFS_F_FLAGS

?S:	symbol, which indicates to struct statfs from has f_flags member.

?S:	This kind of struct statfs is coming from sys/mount.h (BSD),

?S:	not from sys/statfs.h (SYSV).

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRUCT_STATFS_F_FLAGS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the struct statfs

?C:	does have the f_flags member containing the mount flags of

?C:	the filesystem containing the file.

?C:	This kind of struct statfs is coming from <sys/mount.h> (BSD 4.3),

?C:	not from <sys/statfs.h> (SYSV).  Older BSDs

 (like Ultrix) do not

?C:	have statfs() and struct statfs, they have ustat() and getmnt()

?C:	with struct ustat and struct fs_data.

?C:.

?H:#$d_statfs_f_flags HAS_STRUCT_STATFS_F_FLAGS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_statfs_f_flags

: see if struct statfs knows about f_flags

case "$d_statfs_s" in

define)

	echo " "

	echo "Checking to see if your struct statfs has f_flags field..." >&4

	set d_statfs_f_flags statfs f_flags $i_systypes sys/types.h $i_sysparam sys/param.h $i_sysmount sys/mount.h

$i_sysvfs sys/vfs.h $i_sysstatfs sys/statfs.h

	eval $hasfield

	;;

*)	val="$undef"

	set d_statfs_f_flags

	eval $setvar

	;;

esac
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case "$d_statfs_f_flags" in

"$define")      echo "Yes, it does."   ;;

*)              echo "No, it doesn't." ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_statfs_f_flags.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_link.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_link.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:01:13  ram

?RCS: patch6: created for completeness

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_link: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_link:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_LINK if link() is

?S:	available to create hard links.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LINK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the link routine is

?C:	available to create hard links.

?C:.

?H:#$d_link HAS_LINK	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_link

: see if link exists

set

 link d_link

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_link.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$
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?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sockatmark: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sockatmark:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SOCKATMARK symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the sockatmark() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SOCKATMARK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sockatmark routine is

?C:	available to test whether a socket is at the out-of-band mark.

?C:.

?H:#$d_sockatmark HAS_SOCKATMARK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sockatmark

: see if sockatmark exists

set sockatmark d_sockatmark

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sockatmark.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_ndbm.U,v 3.0.1.1 1995/05/12 12:16:53 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_ndbm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/05/12  12:16:53  ram

?RCS: patch54: made more robust by checking both header and lib (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:23  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_ndbm i_gdbmndbm i_gdbm_ndbm d_ndbm d_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes \

	d_gdbmndbm_h_uses_prototypes d_gdbm_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes: \

	    Inhdr Inlibc Setvar test d_cplusplus extern_C echo Protochk
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_ndbm:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines the I_NDBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <ndbm.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_NDBM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <ndbm.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?S:i_gdbmndbm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_GDBMNDBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <gdbm/ndbm.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.  This was the location of the ndbm.h compatibility file

?S:	in RedHat 7.1.

?S:.

?C:I_GDBMNDBM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <gdbm/ndbm.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.  This was the location of the ndbm.h compatibility file

?C:	in RedHat 7.1.

?C:.

?S:i_gdbm_ndbm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_GDBM_NDBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <gdbm-ndbm.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.  This is the location of the ndbm.h compatibility file

?S:	in Debian 4.0.

?S:.

?C:I_GDBM_NDBM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates

 that <gdbm-ndbm.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.  This is the location of the ndbm.h compatibility file

?C:	in Debian 4.0.

?C:.

?S:d_ndbm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_NDBM symbol, which

?S:	indicates that both the ndbm.h include file and an appropriate ndbm

?S:	library exist.  Consult the different i_*ndbm variables

?S:	to find out the actual include location.  Sometimes, a system has the

?S:	header file but not the library.  This variable will only be set if

?S:	the system has both.

?S:.

?C:HAS_NDBM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that some form of ndbm.h or compatibility

?C:	include exists, along with the appropriate library.

?C:.

?S:d_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the NDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES symbol,
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?S:	which indicates that the ndbm.h include file uses real ANSI C

?S:	prototypes instead of K&R style function declarations. K&R style

?S:	declarations are unsupported in C++, so the include file requires

?S:	special handling

 when using a C++ compiler and this variable is

?S:	undefined. Consult the different d_*ndbm_h_uses_prototypes variables

?S:	to get the same information for alternative ndbm.h include files.

?S:.

?C:NDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <ndbm.h> uses real ANSI C

?C:	prototypes instead of K&R style function declarations without any

?C:	parameter information. While ANSI C prototypes are supported in C++,

?C:	K&R style function declarations will yield errors.

?C:.

?S:d_gdbmndbm_h_uses_prototypes:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the NDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the gdbm/ndbm.h include file uses real ANSI C

?S:	prototypes instead of K&R style function declarations. K&R style

?S:	declarations are unsupported in C++, so the include file requires

?S:	special handling when using a C++ compiler and this variable is

?S:	undefined. Consult the different d_*ndbm_h_uses_prototypes variables

?S:	to get the same information for alternative

 ndbm.h include files.

?S:.

?C:GDBMNDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <gdbm/ndbm.h> uses real ANSI C

?C:	prototypes instead of K&R style function declarations without any

?C:	parameter information. While ANSI C prototypes are supported in C++,

?C:	K&R style function declarations will yield errors.

?C:.

?S:d_gdbm_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the NDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES symbol,

?S:	which indicates that the gdbm-ndbm.h include file uses real ANSI C

?S:	prototypes instead of K&R style function declarations. K&R style

?S:	declarations are unsupported in C++, so the include file requires

?S:	special handling when using a C++ compiler and this variable is

?S:	undefined. Consult the different d_*ndbm_h_uses_prototypes variables

?S:	to get the same information for alternative ndbm.h include files.

?S:.

?C:GDBM_NDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <gdbm-ndbm.h> uses real ANSI C

?C:	prototypes

 instead of K&R style function declarations without any

?C:	parameter information. While ANSI C prototypes are supported in C++,

?C:	K&R style function declarations will yield errors.

?C:.

?H:#$i_ndbm I_NDBM	/**/

?H:#$i_gdbmndbm I_GDBMNDBM	/**/
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?H:#$i_gdbm_ndbm I_GDBM_NDBM	/**/

?H:#$d_ndbm HAS_NDBM	/**/

?H:#$d_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes NDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES	/**/

?H:#$d_gdbmndbm_h_uses_prototypes GDBMNDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES	/**/

?H:#$d_gdbm_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes GDBM_NDBM_H_USES_PROTOTYPES	/**/

?H:.

?T:d_dbm_open name hdr ihdr ndbm_hdr_protochk

?LINT:set d_ndbm d_gdbmndbm_h_uses_prototypes d_gdbm_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes

d_ndbm_h_uses_prototypes

: see if ndbm.h is available

set ndbm.h i_ndbm

eval $inhdr

: Compatibility location for RedHat 7.1

set gdbm/ndbm.h i_gdbmndbm

eval $inhdr

: Compatibility location for Debian 4.0

set gdbm-ndbm.h i_gdbm_ndbm

eval $inhdr

 

val="$undef"

if $test "$i_ndbm" = "$define" -o "$i_gdbmndbm" = "$define" -o "$i_gdbm_ndbm" = "$define"; then

	: see if dbm_open exists

	set

 dbm_open d_dbm_open

	eval $inlibc

	case "$d_dbm_open" in

	$undef)

		i_ndbm="$undef"

		i_gdbmndbm="$undef"

		i_gdbm_ndbm="$undef"

		echo "We won't be including <ndbm.h>"

		val="$undef"

		;;

	*) val="$define"

	   ;;

	esac

fi

set d_ndbm

eval $setvar

 

ndbm_hdr_protochk='name=$1; hdr=$2;

eval "ihdr=\$""i_$name";

val="$undef";

if $test "$ihdr" = "$define"; then

	$echo "Checking if your <$hdr> uses prototypes..." >&4;

	case "$d_cplusplus" in

	$define) ./protochk "$extern_C void dbm_close(DBM *);" literal "extern \"C\" {" $ihdr $hdr literal "}" &&

val="$define" ;;
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	*) ./protochk "$extern_C void dbm_close(int, int);" $ihdr $hdr || val="$define" ;;

	esac;

	case "$val" in

	$define) $echo "Your <$hdr> seems to have prototypes";;

	*) $echo "Your <$hdr> does not seem to have prototypes";;

	esac;

fi;

set "d_${name}_h_uses_prototypes";

eval $setvar'

 

set ndbm ndbm.h

eval $ndbm_hdr_protochk

set gdbmndbm gdbm/ndbm.h

eval $ndbm_hdr_protochk

set gdbm_ndbm gdbm-ndbm.h

eval $ndbm_hdr_protochk

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/i_ndbm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lns.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/06/20  07:05:52  ram

?RCS: patch30: created by ADO

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks whether symbolic links are really supported.

?X: We can't rely on d_symlink because that may be listed in the

?X: C library but unimplemented.

?X:

?MAKE:lns: ln rm touch test

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:lns:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the command to make
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?S:	symbolic links (if they are supported).

  It can be used

?S:	in the Makefile. It is either 'ln -s' or 'ln'

?S:.

: determine whether symbolic links are supported

echo " "

$rm -f blurfl sym

$touch blurfl

if $ln -s blurfl sym > /dev/null 2>&1 && $test -f sym; then

	echo "Symbolic links are supported." >&4

	lns="$ln -s"

else

	echo "Symbolic links are NOT supported." >&4

	lns="$ln"

fi

$rm -f blurfl sym

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/lns.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_syspoll.U 15 2006-08-30 18:21:51Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_syspoll: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_syspoll:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_POLL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <sys/poll.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_POLL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the program may include

?C:	<sys/poll.h>.  When I_POLL is also defined, it's probably safest

?C:	to only include <poll.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_syspoll I_SYS_POLL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_syspoll

: see if there is
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 a sys/poll.h file

set sys/poll.h i_syspoll

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_syspoll.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getopt.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_getopt.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:13  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getopt: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getopt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETOPT symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the getopt() routine exists.  The getopt() routine

?S:	parses command line options in a standard fashion.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETOPT (GETOPT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getopt() routine

 exists.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getopt HAS_GETOPT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_getopt

: see if getopt exists

set getopt d_getopt

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_getopt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Setprefixvar.U,v 3.0 2006/04/01 17:25:29 hmbrand $

?RCS:
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?RCS: Copyright (c) 2006-2006, H.Merijn Brand & Nicholas Clark

?RCS:

?RCS: This file is included with or a derivative work of a file included

?RCS: with the metaconfig program of Raphael Manfredi's "dist" distribution.

?RCS: In accordance with clause 7 of dist's modified Artistic License:

?RCS:

?RCS:   You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS:   License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit sets up the scripts installprefix and setprefixvar, so code

?X: in other parts can be more simple and maintainable

?X:

?MAKE:Setprefixvar: Myread Getfile startsh eunicefix test \

	prefix prefixexp installprefix installprefixexp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:extern prefixvar

?X: metalint still sees "`\$${prefixvar}exp`" as variable :(

?T:prefixvarexp

?F:./setprefixvar

?F:./installprefix

: Perform

 the prefixexp/installprefixexp correction if necessary

cat <<EOS >installprefix

$startsh

EOS

cat <<'EOSC' >>installprefix

: Change installation prefix, if necessary.

if $test X"$prefix" != X"$installprefix"; then

   eval "install${prefixvar}=\`echo \$${prefixvar}exp | sed \"s#^\$prefixexp#\$installprefixexp#\"\`"

else

   eval "install${prefixvar}=\"\$${prefixvar}exp\""

fi

EOSC

chmod +x installprefix

$eunicefix installprefix

 

: Set variables such as privlib and privlibexp from the output of ./getfile

: performing the prefixexp/installprefixexp correction if necessary.

cat <<EOS >setprefixvar

$startsh

EOS

cat <<'EOSC' >>setprefixvar

eval "${prefixvar}=\"\$ans\""

eval "${prefixvar}exp=\"\$ansexp\""

. ./installprefix

EOSC

chmod +x setprefixvar
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$eunicefix setprefixvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/Setprefixvar.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysaccess: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysaccess:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_ACCESS symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/access.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_ACCESS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/access.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysaccess   I_SYS_ACCESS                /**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysaccess

: see if sys/access.h is available

set sys/access.h i_sysaccess

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/acl/i_sysaccess.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ffs.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_ffs.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:03  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ffs: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ffs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FFS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the ffs() routine is available

?S:	to find the first bit which is set in its integer argument.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ffs routine is available

?C:	to

 find the first bit set in its argument.  If it's not available,

?C:	roll your own.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ffs HAS_FFS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_ffs

: see if ffs exists

set ffs d_ffs

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_ffs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fp_class: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fp_class:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FP_CLASS symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fp_class() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FP_CLASS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fp_class routine is

?C:	available to classify doubles.  Available for example in Digital UNIX.

?C:	The returned values are defined in <math.h> and are:

?C:
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?C:	FP_SNAN           Signaling NaN (Not-a-Number)

?C:	FP_QNAN           Quiet NaN (Not-a-Number)

?C:	FP_POS_INF        +infinity

?C:	FP_NEG_INF        -infinity

?C:	FP_POS_NORM       Positive normalized

?C:	FP_NEG_NORM       Negative normalized

?C:	FP_POS_DENORM     Positive denormalized

?C:	FP_NEG_DENORM

     Negative denormalized

?C:	FP_POS_ZERO       +0.0 (positive zero)

?C:	FP_NEG_ZERO       -0.0 (negative zero)

?C:.

?H:#$d_fp_class HAS_FP_CLASS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fp_class

: see if fp_class exists

set fp_class d_fp_class

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fp_class.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: newsspool.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: newsspool.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:24  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:newsspool newsspoolexp: Getfile Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:newsspool:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the NEWSSPOOL symbol,

?S:	which is the directory name where news articles are spooled.  It

?S:	may have a ~ on the front of it.

?S:.

?S:newsspoolexp:

?S:	This is the same as the newsspool variable, but is
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 filename expanded

?S:	at configuration time, for programs not wanting to deal with it at

?S:	run-time.

?S:.

?C:NEWSSPOOL:

?C:	This symbol contains the directory name where news articles are

?C:	spooled.  The program must be prepared to do ~ expansion on it.

?C:.

?C:NEWSSPOOL_EXP:

?C:	This is the same as NEWSSPOOL, but is filename expanded at

?C:	configuration time, for use in programs not willing to do so

?C:	at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define NEWSSPOOL "$newsspool"	/**/

?H:#define NEWSSPOOL_EXP "$newsspoolexp"	/**/

?H:.

: locate news spool directory

case "$newsspool" in

'')

	dflt=/usr/spool/news

	;;

*) dflt="$newsspool";;

esac

echo " "

fn=d~

rp='Where are news spooled?'

. ./getfile

newsspool="$ans"

newsspoolexp="$ansexp"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/newsspool.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_time.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:45  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.
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?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit finds which "time" include to use. If 'timezone' is used by the

?X: program, we also try to find which header should be included. Eventually,

?X: we look for <sys/select.h> if I_SYSSELECT is used, to get struct timeval.

?X:

?MAKE:i_time i_systime i_systimek timeincl: cat cc ccflags contains rm_try \

	echo n c +i_sysselct Findhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_time:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines I_TIME, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <time.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_systime:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_TIME, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <sys/time.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_systimek:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_TIME_KERNEL, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should include <sys/time.h>

?S:	with KERNEL defined.

?S:.

?S:timeincl:

?S:	This variable holds the full path of the included time header(s).

?S:.

?C:I_TIME (USE_TIME_H):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <time.h>.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_TIME (I_SYSTIME USE_SYS_TIME_H NO_TIME_WITH_SYS_TIME):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/time.h>.

?C:.

?C:I_SYS_TIME_KERNEL (I_SYSTIMEKERNEL):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/time.h> with KERNEL defined.

?C:.

?H:#$i_time I_TIME		/**/

?H:#$i_systime

 I_SYS_TIME		/**/

?H:#$i_systimek I_SYS_TIME_KERNEL		/**/

?H:.

?W::timezone

?T:xselect flags sysselect s_timeval s_timezone

?LINT:change i_sysselct

: see if we should include time.h, sys/time.h, or both

echo " "
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echo "Testing to see if we should include <time.h>, <sys/time.h> or both." >&4

$echo $n "I'm now running the test program...$c"

$cat >try.c <<'EOCP'

#include <sys/types.h>

#ifdef I_TIME

#include <time.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYSTIME

#ifdef SYSTIMEKERNEL

#define KERNEL

#endif

#include <sys/time.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_SYSSELECT

#include <sys/select.h>

#endif

int main()

{

	struct tm foo;

#ifdef S_TIMEVAL

	struct timeval bar;

#endif

#ifdef S_TIMEZONE

	struct timezone tzp;

#endif

	if (foo.tm_sec == foo.tm_sec)

		exit(0);

#ifdef S_TIMEVAL

	if (bar.tv_sec == bar.tv_sec)

		exit(0);

#endif

	exit(1);

}

EOCP

flags=''

@if I_SYSSELECT

if $contains 'timeval.*{' `./findhdr sys/select.h` >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	xselect='-DI_SYSSELECT'

else

	xselect=''

fi

@end

@if timezone

for s_timezone

 in '-DS_TIMEZONE' ''; do

@else

s_timezone=''

@end
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?X: Every package is given a try with 'struct timeval'

@if I_SYSSELECT

for sysselect in $xselect ''; do

@else

sysselect=''

@end

for s_timeval in '-DS_TIMEVAL' ''; do

for i_systimek in '' '-DSYSTIMEKERNEL'; do

for i_time in '' '-DI_TIME'; do

for i_systime in '-DI_SYSTIME' ''; do

	case "$flags" in

	'') $echo $n ".$c"

		if $cc $ccflags \

		$i_time $i_systime $i_systimek $sysselect $s_timeval $s_timezone \

		-o try try.c >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			set X $i_time $i_systime $i_systimek $sysselect $s_timeval

			shift

			flags="$*"

			echo " "

			$echo $n "Succeeded with $flags$c"

		fi

		;;

	esac

done

done

done

done

@if I_SYSSELECT

done

@end

@if timezone

done

@end

timeincl=''

echo " "

case "$flags" in

*SYSTIMEKERNEL*) i_systimek="$define"

	timeincl=`./findhdr sys/time.h`

	echo "We'll include <sys/time.h> with KERNEL defined." >&4;;

*) i_systimek="$undef";;

esac

case "$flags" in

*I_TIME*) i_time="$define"

	timeincl=`./findhdr time.h`" $timeincl"

	echo

 "We'll include <time.h>." >&4;;

*) i_time="$undef";;

esac
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case "$flags" in

*I_SYSTIME*) i_systime="$define"

	timeincl=`./findhdr sys/time.h`" $timeincl"

	echo "We'll include <sys/time.h>." >&4;;

*) i_systime="$undef";;

esac

@if I_SYSSELECT

case "$flags" in

*I_SYSSELECT*) i_sysselct="$define"

	timeincl=`./findhdr sys/select.h`" $timeincl"

	echo "We'll also include <sys/select.h> to get struct timeval." >&4;;

*) case "$i_sysselct" in

	'') i_sysselct="$undef";;

	esac

esac

@end

$rm_try

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_time.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Inlibc.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Inlibc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  15:55:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./whoa explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:03  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit checks for the definition of a given function.

?X:

?X: To use it, say:

?X: set function d_func

?X: eval $inlibc

?X:

?MAKE:Inlibc: Csym Whoa Oldconfig
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define inlibc

?V:inlibc

?S:inlibc:

?S:	This

 shell variable is used internally by Configure to check

?S:	wether a given function is defined or not. A typical use is:

?S:		set function d_func

?S:		eval $inlibc

?S:	That will print a message, saying wether function was found or

?S:	not and set d_func accordingly.

?S:.

?T:was tx sym tres td tu var

: define an is-in-libc? function

inlibc='echo " "; td=$define; tu=$undef;

sym=$1; var=$2; eval "was=\$$2";

tx=yes;

case "$reuseval$was" in

true) ;;

true*) tx=no;;

esac;

case "$tx" in

yes)

	set $sym tres -f;

	eval $csym;

	case "$tres" in

	true)

		echo "$sym() found." >&4;

		case "$was" in $undef) . ./whoa; esac; eval "$var=\$td";;

	*)

		echo "$sym() NOT found." >&4;

		case "$was" in $define) . ./whoa; esac; eval "$var=\$tu";;

	esac;;

*)

	case "$was" in

	$define) echo "$sym() found." >&4;;

	*) echo "$sym() NOT found." >&4;;

	esac;;

esac'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Inlibc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: charorder.U,v 3.0.1.1 1994/10/29 16:07:08 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: charorder.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:07:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:33  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:chorder_int chorder_short chorder_long: Myread cat Compile rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:chorder_short (d_cos d_bos):

?S:	Holds the value describing the byte ordering of characters in a short.

?S:	On a Big-Endian machine, that

 would be "c0c1".

?S:.

?S:chorder_int (charoder):

?S:	Holds the value describing the byte ordering of characters in an int.

?S:	For instance, on a Big-Endian machine, this would be: "c0c1c2c3".

?S:.

?S:chorder_long (d_col d_bol):

?S:	Holds the value describing the byte ordering of characters in a long.

?S:	On a 64 bits Big-Endian machine, that would yield: "c0c1c2c3c4c5c6c7".

?S:.

?C:CHAR_ORDER_SHORT:

?C:	Holds the byte ordering of characters in a short. It's a string

?C:	value like "c0c1" on a Big-Endian machine.

?C:.

?C:CHAR_ORDER_INT:

?C:	Holds the byte ordering of characters in an int. It's a string

?C:	value like "c0c1c2c3" on a Big-Endian machine.

?C:.

?C:CHAR_ORDER_LONG:

?C:	Holds the byte ordering of characters in a long. It's a string

?C:	value like "c0c1c2c3c4c5c6c7" on a 64 bits Big-Endian machine.

?C:.

?H:#define CHAR_ORDER_SHORT	"$chorder_short" /* byte order in a short */

?H:#define CHAR_ORDER_INT "$chorder_int" /* byte order in an int */

?H:#define CHAR_ORDER_LONG "$chorder_long"

 /* byte order in a long */

?H:.

?F:!byteorder

: check for character ordering
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echo " "

echo "Checking out byte order..." >&4

$cat >byteorder.c <<'EOCP'

#include <stdio.h>

 

int main(argc, argv)

	int argc;

	char *argv[]; {

	int i;

	int max;

	union {

		short u_s;

		int u_i;

		long u_l;

		char u_c[sizeof(long)];

	} u;

	switch (argv[1][0]) {

	case 'l':

		u.u_l = 0L;

		/* HMS: ASSERT: sizeof(long) < 10. */

		for(i = 0; i < sizeof(long); ++i) {

			u.u_l *= 0x100L;

			u.u_l += (0xc0 + i);

		}

		max = sizeof(long);

		break;

	case 's':

		u.u_s = 0;

		/* HMS: ASSERT: sizeof(short) < 10. */

		for(i = 0; i < sizeof(short); ++i) {

			u.u_s *= 0x100L;

			u.u_s += (0xc0 + i);

		}

		max = sizeof(short);

		break;

	case 'i':

		u.u_i = 0;

		/* RAM: ASSERT: sizeof(int) < 10. */

		for(i = 0; i < sizeof(int); ++i) {

			u.u_l *= 0x100L;

			u.u_l += (0xc0 + i);

		}

		max = sizeof(int);

		break;

	default:

		max = 0;

		break;

	}
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	for(i = 0; i < max; i++) {

		printf("%x", u.u_c[i] & 0x00FF);

	}

	printf("\n");

	exit(0);

}

EOCP

set

 byteorder

if eval $compile_ok ; then

	: null statement

@if chorder_short

   chorder_short=`./byteorder s`

@end

@if chorder_int

   chorder_int=`./byteorder i`

@end

@if chorder_long

   chorder_long=`./byteorder l`

@end

else

	$cat <<EOM

(I can't seem to get my test program to work.  Guessing 32 bits big-endian.)

EOM

   chorder_short="c0c1"

   chorder_int="c0c1c2c3"

   chorder_long="c0c1c2c3"

fi

@if chorder_short

dflt=$chorder_short

rp='What is the order of characters in a short?'

. ./myread

chorder_short="$ans"

@end

@if chorder_int

dflt=$chorder_int

rp='What is the order of characters in an int?'

. ./myread

chorder_int="$ans"

@end

@if chorder_long

dflt=$chorder_long

rp='What is the order of characters in a long?'

. ./myread

chorder_long="$ans"

@end

$rm -f byteorder* core
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/charorder.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_chroot.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_chroot.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:07:17  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_chroot: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_chroot:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CHROOT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the chroot() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CHROOT :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the chroot routine

 is

?C:	available.

?C:.

?H:#$d_chroot HAS_CHROOT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_chroot

: see if chroot exists

set chroot d_chroot

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_chroot.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:sitehtml1dir sitehtml1direxp installsitehtml1dir: Getfile \

	Setprefixvar prefix siteprefix html1dir sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:sitehtml1dir=''

?S:sitehtml1dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which site-specific

?S:	html source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	After perl

 has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	html pages in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?D:sitehtml1direxp=''

?S:sitehtml1direxp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the sitehtml1dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installsitehtml1dir=''

?S:installsitehtml1dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as sitehtml1direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	html1direxp only points to the read-only access location. For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsitehtml1dir

?LINT:set sitehtml1dir

?LINT:set sitehtml1direxp

: determine where add-on html pages go

: There is no standard location, so try to copy the previously-selected

: directory structure for the core html pages.

case "$sitehtml1dir" in

'') 

   dflt=`echo "$html1dir" | $sed "s#^$prefix#$siteprefix#"` ;;

*)     dflt=$sitehtml1dir ;;

esac

case "$dflt" in
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''|' ') dflt=none ;;

esac

fn=dn+~

rp='Pathname where the site-specific html pages should be installed?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=sitehtml1dir

. ./setprefixvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/sitehtml1dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_socket.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1997/02/28  15:46:00  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  14:08:04  ram

?RCS: patch16: can now safely declare private nm_extract in dependencies

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:26  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_socket d_oldsock d_sockpair socketlib sockethdr: contains libc \

	echo n c nm_opt nm_extract Inlibc Csym _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_socket:

?S:	This

 variable conditionally defines HAS_SOCKET, which indicates

?S:	that the BSD socket interface is supported.

?S:.

?S:d_sockpair:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SOCKETPAIR symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the BSD socketpair() is supported.

?S:.

?S:d_oldsock:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the OLDSOCKET symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the BSD socket interface is based on 4.1c and not 4.2.
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?S:.

?S:socketlib:

?S:	This variable has the names of any libraries needed for socket support.

?S:.

?S:sockethdr:

?S:	This variable has any cpp -I flags needed for socket support.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SOCKET (SOCKET):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the BSD socket interface is

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SOCKETPAIR (SOCKETPAIR):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the BSD socketpair() call is

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?C:USE_OLDSOCKET (OLDSOCKET):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the 4.1c BSD socket interface

?C:	is supported instead of the 4.2/4.3 BSD

 socket interface. For instance,

?C:	there is no setsockopt() call.

?C:.

?H:#$d_socket HAS_SOCKET		/**/

?H:#$d_sockpair HAS_SOCKETPAIR	/**/

?H:#$d_oldsock USE_OLDSOCKET	/**/

?H:.

?T:val

?LINT:use libc

?LINT:set d_sockpair

: see whether socket exists

socketlib=''

sockethdr=''

echo " "

$echo $n "Hmm... $c" >&4

if set socket val -f d_socket; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo "Looks like you have Berkeley networking support." >&4

	d_socket="$define"

?X: now check for advanced features

	if set setsockopt val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

		d_oldsock="$undef"

	else

		echo "...but it uses the old 4.1c interface, rather than 4.2" >&4

		d_oldsock="$define"

	fi

else

?X: HP-UX, for one, puts all the socket stuff in socklib.o. Note that if we

?X:	come here on HP-UX, then we must have used nm to get symbols, or we really

?X: don't have sockets anyway...

	if $contains socklib libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then
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		echo "Looks like you have Berkeley networking support." >&4

		d_socket="$define"

		: we will have

 to assume that it supports the 4.2 BSD interface

		d_oldsock="$undef"

	else

		echo "You don't have Berkeley networking in libc$_a..." >&4

?X: look for an optional networking library

		if test -f /usr/lib/libnet$_a; then

?X: space between two  '(' needed for ksh

			( (nm $nm_opt /usr/lib/libnet$_a | eval $nm_extract) ||  \

			ar t /usr/lib/libnet$_a) 2>/dev/null >> libc.list

			if $contains socket libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

			echo "...but the Wollongong group seems to have hacked it in." >&4

				socketlib="-lnet"

				sockethdr="-I/usr/netinclude"

				d_socket="$define"

?X: now check for advanced features

				if $contains setsockopt libc.list >/dev/null 2>&1; then

					d_oldsock="$undef"

				else

					echo "...using the old 4.1c interface, rather than 4.2" >&4

					d_oldsock="$define"

				fi

			else

				echo "or even in libnet$_a, which is peculiar." >&4

				d_socket="$undef"

				d_oldsock="$undef"

			fi

		else

			echo "or anywhere else I see." >&4

			d_socket="$undef"

			d_oldsock="$undef"

		fi

	fi

fi

 

@if

 HAS_SOCKETPAIR || d_sockpair

: see if socketpair exists

set socketpair d_sockpair

eval $inlibc

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_socket.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_shm.U,v 3.0 1993/08/18 12:07:17 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_shm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:17  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_shm: test d_shmctl d_shmget d_shmat d_shmdt Setvar Findhdr osname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_shm:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHM symbol, which

?S:	indicates that the entire shm*(2) library is present.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SHM:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the entire shm*(2) library is

?C:	supported.

?C:.

?H:#$d_shm HAS_SHM		/**/

?H:.

?T:h_shm

?LINT:set

 d_shm

: see how much of the 'shm*(2)' library is present.

h_shm=true

echo " "

case "$d_shmctl$d_shmget$d_shmat$d_shmdt" in

*"$undef"*) h_shm=false;;

esac

case "$osname" in

freebsd)

   case "`ipcs 2>&1`" in

   "SVID shared memory"*"not configured"*)

	echo "Your $osname does not have the shm*(2) configured." >&4

       h_shm=false

	val="$undef"

	set shmctl d_shmctl

	eval $setvar

	set shmget d_shmget

	eval $setvar
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	set shmat d_shmat

	eval $setvar

	set shmdt d_shmdt

	eval $setvar

	;;

   esac

   ;;

esac

: we could also check for sys/ipc.h ...

if $h_shm && $test `./findhdr sys/shm.h`; then

	echo "You have the full shm*(2) library." >&4

	val="$define"

else

	echo "You don't have the full shm*(2) library." >&4

	val="$undef"

fi

set d_shm

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_shm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setgrent.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setgrent.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setgrent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setgrent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SETGRENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the setgrent() routine is available

?S:	for initializing sequential access to the group database.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETGRENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setgrent routine is

?C:	available for initializing sequential access of the group database.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setgrent HAS_SETGRENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_setgrent

: see if setgrent exists
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set setgrent d_setgrent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_setgrent.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Findhdr.U,v 3.0.1.2 1994/10/29 15:53:08 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Thomas Neumann <tom@smart.bo.open.de>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Findhdr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  15:53:08  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:03:56  ram

?RCS: patch23: cppminus must be after other cppflags, not before

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:04:54  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: This unit produces a findhdr script which

 is used to locate the header

?X: files in $usrinc or other stranger places using cpp capabilities. The

?X: script is given an include file base name, like 'stdio.h' or 'sys/file.h'

?X: and it returns the full path of the include file and a zero status or an

?X: empty string with an error status if the file could not be located.

?X:

?MAKE:Findhdr: grep test tr rm incpth awk cat startsh \

	cppstdin cppminus +cppflags osname

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:extern cppfilter

?LINT:define fieldn

?S:fieldn:

?S:	This variable is used internally by Configure. It contains the position

?S:	of the included file name in cpp output. That is to say, when cpp

?S:	pre-processes a #include <file> line, it replaces it by a # line which

?S:	contains the original position in the input file and the full name of
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?S:	included file, between "quotes".

?S:.

?V:fieldn

?F:./findhdr !fieldn

?T:cline pos wanted name awkprg usrincdir status testaccess

: determine filename position in cpp output

echo " "

echo "Computing

 filename position in cpp output for #include directives..." >&4

case "$osname" in

amigaos) fieldn=3 ;;  # Workaround for a bug in abc (pdksh).

esac

case "$fieldn" in

'')

case "$osname" in

vos) testaccess=-e ;;

*)   testaccess=-r ;;

esac

echo '#include <stdio.h>' > foo.c

$cat >fieldn <<EOF

$startsh

$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus <foo.c 2>/dev/null | \

$grep '^[ 	]*#.*stdio\.h' | \

while read cline; do

	pos=1

	set \$cline

	while $test \$# -gt 0; do

		if $test $testaccess \`echo \$1 | $tr -d '"'\`; then

			echo "\$pos"

			exit 0

		fi

		shift

		pos=\`expr \$pos + 1\`

	done

done

EOF

chmod +x fieldn

fieldn=`./fieldn`

$rm -f foo.c fieldn

;;

esac

case $fieldn in

'') pos='???';;

1) pos=first;;

2) pos=second;;

3) pos=third;;

*) pos="${fieldn}th";;

esac
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echo "Your cpp writes the filename in the $pos field of the line."

 

?X: To locate a header file, we cannot simply check for $usrinc/file.h, since

?X: some machine have the headers in weird places and our only hope is that

?X: the C pre-processor

 will know how to find those headers. Thank you NexT!

: locate header file

$cat >findhdr <<EOF

$startsh

wanted=\$1

name=''

for usrincdir in $incpth

do

	if test -f \$usrincdir/\$wanted; then

		echo "\$usrincdir/\$wanted"

		exit 0

	fi

done

awkprg='{ print \$$fieldn }'

echo "#include <\$wanted>" > foo\$\$.c

$cppstdin $cppminus $cppflags < foo\$\$.c 2>/dev/null | \

$cppfilter $grep "^[ 	]*#.*\$wanted" | \

while read cline; do

	name=\`echo \$cline | $awk "\$awkprg" | $tr -d '"'\`

	case "\$name" in

	*[/\\\\]\$wanted) echo "\$name"; exit 1;;

	*[\\\\/]\$wanted) echo "\$name"; exit 1;;

	*) exit 2;;

	esac;

done;

#

# status = 0: grep returned 0 lines, case statement not executed

# status = 1: headerfile found

# status = 2: while loop executed, no headerfile found

#

status=\$?

$rm -f foo\$\$.c;

if test \$status -eq 1; then

	exit 0;

fi

exit 1

EOF

chmod +x findhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/Findhdr.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_tcstpgrp.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_tcstpgrp.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:12:11  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_tcsetpgrp: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_tcsetpgrp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_TCSETPGRP symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the tcsetpgrp() routine is available

?S:	to set foreground process group ID.

?S:.

?C:HAS_TCSETPGRP

 :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the tcsetpgrp routine is

?C:	available to set foreground process group ID.

?C:.

?H:#$d_tcsetpgrp HAS_TCSETPGRP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_tcsetpgrp

: see if tcsetpgrp exists

set tcsetpgrp d_tcsetpgrp

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_tcstpgrp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysselct.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.
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?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_sysselct.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:01:33  ram

?RCS: patch6: added default for i_sysselct

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:35  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	Look wether <sys/select.h> exists

?X:

?MAKE:i_sysselct: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysselct:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_SYS_SELECT, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <sys/select.h> in

 order to

?S:	get the definition of struct timeval.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_SELECT (I_SYSSELECT):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <sys/select.h> in order to get definition of struct timeval.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysselct I_SYS_SELECT	/**/

?H:.

?D:i_sysselct=''

?LINT:set i_sysselct

: see if sys/select.h has to be included

set sys/select.h i_sysselct

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_sysselct.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2001 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.
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?RCS:

?MAKE:d_sockatmarkproto: Hasproto d_socket

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_sockatmarkproto:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SOCKATMARK_PROTO symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the system provides

?S:	a prototype for the sockatmark() function.  Otherwise, it is

?S:	up to the program to supply one.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SOCKATMARK_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the system provides

?C:	a prototype for the sockatmark() function.  Otherwise, it is up

?C:	to the program to supply one.  A good

 guess is

?C:		extern int sockatmark(int);

?C:.

?H:#$d_sockatmarkproto	HAS_SOCKATMARK_PROTO	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_sockatmarkproto

: see if prototype for sockatmark is available

echo " "

set d_sockatmarkproto sockatmark $d_socket sys/socket.h

eval $hasproto

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_sockatmarkproto.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strdup.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strdup.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:21:41  ram

?RCS: patch15: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strdup: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strdup:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRDUP if strdup() is

?S:	available to duplicate strings in memory.
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?S:.

?C:HAS_STRDUP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strdup routine is

?C:	available to duplicate strings in memory. Otherwise, roll up

?C:	your own...

?C:.

?H:#$d_strdup HAS_STRDUP		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_strdup

: see if strdup exists

set strdup d_strdup

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strdup.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: cpp_trad.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cpp_stuff.U,v $

?MAKE:cpp_trad: cpp cat contains rm

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cpp_trad:

?S:	This variable contains the program to run to get traditional C

?S:	preprocessor semantics and not ISO C semantics: we want something

?S:	that knows as little about C as possible to use as a more general

?S:	purpose preprocessor.

?S:.

?F:!foo.c !foo.cpp

: how do we get traditional cpp semantics?

echo " "

echo "Checking to see how to get traditional cpp semantics..."

 >&4

$cat >foo.c <<'EOF'

#define A(x) x

#define B(y) y

A(a)B(b)

EOF
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if $cpp foo.c >foo.cpp; $contains ab foo.cpp >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "Plain '$cpp' works just fine."

	cpp_trad="$cpp"

elif $cpp -traditional foo.c >foo.cpp; \

	$contains ab foo.cpp >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	echo "We'll use '$cpp -traditional' to get proper semantics."

	cpp_trad="$cpp -traditional"

else

	echo "I don't know how to get traditional semantics with '$cpp'." >&4

	cpp_trad="$cpp"

fi

$rm -f foo.c foo.cpp

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cpp_trad.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_endgrent.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_endgrent.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_endgrent: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_endgrent:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ENDGRENT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the endgrent() routine is available

?S:	for sequential access of the group database.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ENDGRENT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getgrent routine is

?C:	available for finalizing sequential access of the group database.

?C:.

?H:#$d_endgrent HAS_ENDGRENT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_endgrent

: see if endgrent exists

set endgrent d_endgrent

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_endgrent.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_db.U,v 3.0.1.3 1995/07/25 14:10:22 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_db.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  14:10:22  ram

?RCS: patch56: conditionally use const in test programs (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/05/12  12:14:42  ram

?RCS: patch54: extended for more intimate DB probing (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:21:50  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_db db_hashtype db_prefixtype \

	db_version_major

 db_version_minor db_version_patch : \

	Inhdr +cc +ccflags rm_try contains cat \

	Compile libs sed run i_stdlib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_db:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_DB symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program may include Berkeley's DB include file <db.h>.

?S:.

?S:db_hashtype:

?S:	This variable contains the type of the hash structure element

?S:	in the <db.h> header file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?S:	int, while in newer ones it is u_int32_t.

?S:.

?S:db_prefixtype:

?S:	This variable contains the type of the prefix structure element

?S:	in the <db.h> header file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?S:	int, while in newer ones it is size_t.

?S:.

?S:db_version_major:

?S:	This variable contains the major version number of

?S:	Berkeley DB found in the <db.h> header file.

?S:.
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?S:db_version_minor:

?S:	This variable contains the minor version number of

?S:	Berkeley DB found in the <db.h> header file.

?S:	For DB version 1 this is always 0.

?S:.

?S:db_version_patch:

?S:	This

 variable contains the patch version number of

?S:	Berkeley DB found in the <db.h> header file.

?S:	For DB version 1 this is always 0.

?S:.

?C:I_DB:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include Berkeley's DB include file <db.h>.

?C:.

?C:DB_Prefix_t:

?C:	This symbol contains the type of the prefix structure element

?C:	in the <db.h> header file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?C:	int, while in newer ones it is u_int32_t.

?C:.

?C:DB_Hash_t:

?C:	This symbol contains the type of the prefix structure element

?C:	in the <db.h> header file.  In older versions of DB, it was

?C:	int, while in newer ones it is size_t.

?C:.

?C:DB_VERSION_MAJOR_CFG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, defines the major version number of

?C:	Berkeley DB found in the <db.h> header when Perl was configured.

?C:.

?C:DB_VERSION_MINOR_CFG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, defines the minor version number of

?C:	Berkeley DB found in the <db.h> header when Perl was configured.

?C:	For

 DB version 1 this is always 0.

?C:.

?C:DB_VERSION_PATCH_CFG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, defines the patch version number of

?C:	Berkeley DB found in the <db.h> header when Perl was configured.

?C:	For DB version 1 this is always 0.

?C:.

?H:#$i_db I_DB		/**/

?H:#define DB_Hash_t	$db_hashtype		/**/

?H:#define DB_Prefix_t	$db_prefixtype		/**/

?H:#define DB_VERSION_MAJOR_CFG	$db_version_major	/**/

?H:#define DB_VERSION_MINOR_CFG	$db_version_minor	/**/

?H:#define DB_VERSION_PATCH_CFG	$db_version_patch	/**/

?H:.

?F:!try
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?LINT:change libs

: see if this is a db.h system

set db.h i_db

eval $inhdr

 

case "$i_db" in

$define)

	: Check db version.

	echo " "

	echo "Checking Berkeley DB version ..." >&4

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#$i_stdlib I_STDLIB

#ifdef I_STDLIB

#include <stdlib.h>

#endif

#include <db.h>

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

#ifdef DB_VERSION_MAJOR	/* DB version >= 2 */

   int Major, Minor, Patch ;

   unsigned long Version ;

   (void)db_version(&Major,

 &Minor, &Patch) ;

   if (argc == 2) {

       printf("%d %d %d %d %d %d\n",

              DB_VERSION_MAJOR, DB_VERSION_MINOR, DB_VERSION_PATCH,

              Major, Minor, Patch);

       exit(0);

   }

   printf("You have Berkeley DB Version 2 or greater.\n");

 

   printf("db.h is from Berkeley DB Version %d.%d.%d\n",

		DB_VERSION_MAJOR, DB_VERSION_MINOR, DB_VERSION_PATCH);

   printf("libdb is from Berkeley DB Version %d.%d.%d\n",

		Major, Minor, Patch) ;

 

   /* check that db.h & libdb are compatible */

   if (DB_VERSION_MAJOR != Major || DB_VERSION_MINOR != Minor || DB_VERSION_PATCH != Patch) {

	printf("db.h and libdb are incompatible.\n") ;

       exit(3);

   }

 

   printf("db.h and libdb are compatible.\n") ;

 

   Version = DB_VERSION_MAJOR * 1000000 + DB_VERSION_MINOR * 1000

		+ DB_VERSION_PATCH ;
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   /* needs to be >= 2.3.4 */

   if (Version < 2003004) {

   /* if (DB_VERSION_MAJOR == 2 && DB_VERSION_MINOR == 0 && DB_VERSION_PATCH < 5) { */

	printf("Perl needs

 Berkeley DB 2.3.4 or greater.\n") ;

       exit(2);

   }

 

   exit(0);

#else

#if defined(_DB_H_) && defined(BTREEMAGIC) && defined(HASHMAGIC)

   if (argc == 2) {

       printf("1 0 0\n");

       exit(0);

   }

   printf("You have Berkeley DB Version 1.\n");

   exit(0);	/* DB version < 2: the coast is clear. */

#else

   exit(1);	/* <db.h> not Berkeley DB? */

#endif

#endif

}

EOCP

	set try

	if eval $compile_ok && $run ./try; then

		echo 'Looks OK.' >&4

		set `$run ./try 1`

		db_version_major=$1

		db_version_minor=$2

		db_version_patch=$3

	else

		echo "I can't use Berkeley DB with your <db.h>.  I'll disable Berkeley DB." >&4

		i_db=$undef

		case " $libs " in

		*"-ldb "*)

			: Remove db from list of libraries to use

			echo "Removing unusable -ldb from library list" >&4

			set `echo X $libs | $sed -e 's/-ldb / /' -e 's/-ldb$//'`

			shift

			libs="$*"

			echo "libs = $libs" >&4

			;;

		esac

	fi

	$rm_try

	;;

esac
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@if DB_Hash_t

case "$i_db" in

define)

	: Check the return type needed

 for hash

	echo " "

	echo "Checking return type needed for hash for Berkeley DB ..." >&4

	$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <db.h>

 

#ifndef DB_VERSION_MAJOR

u_int32_t hash_cb (const void* ptr, size_t size)

{

	return 0;

}

HASHINFO info;

int main()

{

	info.hash = hash_cb;

}

#endif

EOCP

	if $cc $ccflags -c try.c >try.out 2>&1 ; then

		if $contains warning try.out >>/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			db_hashtype='int'

		else

			db_hashtype='u_int32_t'

		fi

	else

		: XXX Maybe we should just give up here.

		db_hashtype=u_int32_t

		$cat try.out >&4

		echo "Help:  I can't seem to compile the db test program." >&4

		echo "Something's wrong, but I'll assume you use $db_hashtype." >&4

	fi

	$rm_try

	echo "Your version of Berkeley DB uses $db_hashtype for hash."

	;;

*)	db_hashtype=u_int32_t

	;;

esac

@end

@if DB_Prefix_t

case "$i_db" in

define)

	: Check the return type needed for prefix
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	echo " "

	echo "Checking return type needed for prefix for Berkeley DB ..." >&4

	cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include

 <sys/types.h>

#include <db.h>

 

#ifndef DB_VERSION_MAJOR

size_t prefix_cb (const DBT *key1, const DBT *key2)

{

	return 0;

}

BTREEINFO info;

int main()

{

	info.prefix = prefix_cb;

}

#endif

EOCP

	if $cc $ccflags -c try.c  >try.out 2>&1 ; then

		if $contains warning try.out >>/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			db_prefixtype='int'

		else

			db_prefixtype='size_t'

		fi

	else

		db_prefixtype='size_t'

		: XXX Maybe we should just give up here.

		$cat try.out >&4

		echo "Help:  I can't seem to compile the db test program." >&4

		echo "Something's wrong, but I'll assume you use $db_prefixtype." >&4

	fi

	$rm_try

	echo "Your version of Berkeley DB uses $db_prefixtype for prefix."

	;;

*)	db_prefixtype='size_t'

	;;

esac

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_db.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getnetbyaddr_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getnetbyaddr_r getnetbyaddr_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto \

	i_systypes usethreads i_netdb extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getnetbyaddr_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETNETBYADDR_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getnetbyaddr_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getnetbyaddr_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getnetbyaddr_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getnetbyaddr_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getnetbyaddr_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETNETBYADDR_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that

 the getnetbyaddr_r routine

?C:	is available to getnetbyaddr re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETNETBYADDR_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getnetbyaddr_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getnetbyaddr_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getnetbyaddr_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getnetbyaddr_r HAS_GETNETBYADDR_R	/**/

?H:#define GETNETBYADDR_R_PROTO $getnetbyaddr_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getnetbyaddr_r_proto

: see if getnetbyaddr_r exists

set getnetbyaddr_r d_getnetbyaddr_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getnetbyaddr_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_netdb netdb.h"

	case "$d_getnetbyaddr_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getnetbyaddr_r_proto=define

		set d_getnetbyaddr_r_proto getnetbyaddr_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	define)
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	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyaddr_r(unsigned long, int, struct netent*, char*, size_t, struct netent**, int*);'

	./protochk

 "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=I_UISBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyaddr_r(long, int, struct netent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=I_LISBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct netent* getnetbyaddr_r(in_addr_t, int, struct netent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=S_TISBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct netent* getnetbyaddr_r(long, int, struct netent*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=S_LISBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyaddr_r(in_addr_t, int, struct netent*, struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=I_TISD ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyaddr_r(long, int, struct netent*, struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=I_LISD

 ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyaddr_r(int, int, struct netent*, struct netent_data*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=I_IISD ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getnetbyaddr_r(uint32_t, int, struct netent*, char*, size_t, struct netent**, int*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getnetbyaddr_r_proto=I_uISBWRE ;;

	esac

	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getnetbyaddr_r=undef

		getnetbyaddr_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getnetbyaddr_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) getnetbyaddr_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getnetbyaddr_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getnetbyaddr_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac
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		d_getnetbyaddr_r=undef

		getnetbyaddr_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getnetbyaddr_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getnetbyaddr_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_getpwent_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_getpwent_r getpwent_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_pwd extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_getpwent_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_GETPWENT_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the getpwent_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:getpwent_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of getpwent_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_getpwent_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getpwent_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETPWENT_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the getpwent_r routine

?C:	is available to

 getpwent re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:GETPWENT_R_PROTO:

?C:	This symbol encodes the prototype of getpwent_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_getpwent_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_getpwent_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_getpwent_r HAS_GETPWENT_R	/**/
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?H:#define GETPWENT_R_PROTO $getpwent_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_getpwent_r_proto

: see if getpwent_r exists

set getpwent_r d_getpwent_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_getpwent_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_pwd pwd.h"

	case "$d_getpwent_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_getpwent_r_proto=define

		set d_getpwent_r_proto getpwent_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_getpwent_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwent_r(struct passwd*, char*, size_t, struct passwd**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwent_r_proto=I_SBWR ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwent_r(struct passwd*, char*, int, struct passwd**);'

	./protochk

 "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwent_r_proto=I_SBIR ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct passwd* getpwent_r(struct passwd*, char*, size_t);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwent_r_proto=S_SBW ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='struct passwd* getpwent_r(struct passwd*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwent_r_proto=S_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwent_r(struct passwd*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwent_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int getpwent_r(struct passwd*, char*, int, FILE**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && getpwent_r_proto=I_SBIH ;;

	esac

	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_getpwent_r=undef

		getpwent_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling getpwent_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$getpwent_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;
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		*) getpwent_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$getpwent_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo

 "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "getpwent_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_getpwent_r=undef

		getpwent_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	getpwent_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_getpwent_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_munmap.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_munmap.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:19:22  ram

?RCS: patch15: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_munmap: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_munmap:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_MUNMAP if munmap() is

?S:	available to unmap a region mapped by mmap().

?S:.

?C:HAS_MUNMAP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the munmap system call is

?C:	available to unmap a region, usually mapped by mmap().

?C:.

?H:#$d_munmap HAS_MUNMAP		/**/
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?H:.

?LINT:set

 d_munmap

: see if munmap exists

set munmap d_munmap

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_munmap.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:usemultiplicity: useithreads Myread Oldconfig Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:usemultiplicity:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the MULTIPLICITY symbol,

?S:	and indicates that Perl should be built to use multiplicity.

?S:.

?C:MULTIPLICITY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that Perl should

?C:	be built to use multiplicity.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#ifndef MULTIPLICITY

?H:?%<:#$usemultiplicity	MULTIPLICITY		/**/

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?LINT:set usemultiplicity

?INIT:: set usemultiplicity on the Configure command line to enable multiplicity.

: Check if multiplicity is required

?X: We should really have some explanatory text here, and some

?X: automatic setting of sensible defaults.

cat <<EOM

 

Perl

 can be built so that multiple Perl interpreters can coexist

within the same Perl executable.

EOM

 

case "$useithreads" in

$define)
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	cat <<EOM

This multiple interpreter support is required for interpreter-based threads.

EOM

	val="$define"

	;;

*)	case "$usemultiplicity" in

	$define|true|[yY]*)	dflt='y';;

	*) dflt='n';;

	esac

	echo " "

	echo "If this doesn't make any sense to you, just accept the default '$dflt'."

	rp='Build Perl for multiplicity?'

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y|Y)	val="$define" ;;

	*)      val="$undef" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

set usemultiplicity

eval $setvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/usemultiplicity.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_shmdt.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_shmdt.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:19  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_shmdt: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_shmdt:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHMDT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the shmdt() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SHMDT:
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?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the shmdt() routine is

?C:	available to detach a shared memory segment from the process

 space.

?C:.

?H:#$d_shmdt HAS_SHMDT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_shmdt

: see if shmdt exists

set shmdt d_shmdt

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_shmdt.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_sysstatfs.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_sysstatfs: Inhdr Hasfield

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_sysstatfs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYSSTATFS symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <sys/statfs.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_STATFS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <sys/statfs.h> exists.

?C:.

?H:#$i_sysstatfs	I_SYS_STATFS		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_sysstatfs

: see if this is a sys/statfs.h system

set sys/statfs.h i_sysstatfs

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_sysstatfs.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_dlfcn.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_dlfcn.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:21:53  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_dlfcn: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_dlfcn:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_DLFCN symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <dlfcn.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?C:I_DLFCN:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <dlfcn.h> exists

 and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?H:#$i_dlfcn I_DLFCN		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_dlfcn

: see if dlfcn is available

set dlfcn.h i_dlfcn

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_dlfcn.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_ctime_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_ctime_r ctime_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_time i_systime extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_ctime_r:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_CTIME_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the ctime_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:ctime_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of ctime_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_ctime_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_ctime_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_CTIME_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the ctime_r routine

?C:	is available to ctime re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:CTIME_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of ctime_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_ctime_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_ctime_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_ctime_r HAS_CTIME_R	/**/

?H:#define CTIME_R_PROTO $ctime_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_ctime_r_proto

: see if ctime_r exists

set ctime_r d_ctime_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_ctime_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_time time.h $i_systime sys/time.h"

	case "$d_ctime_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_ctime_r_proto=define

		set d_ctime_r_proto ctime_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_ctime_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$ctime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* ctime_r(const time_t*, char*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ctime_r_proto=B_SB ;;

	esac

	case "$ctime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='char* ctime_r(const time_t*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ctime_r_proto=B_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$ctime_r_proto" in
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	''|0) try='int ctime_r(const

 time_t*, char*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ctime_r_proto=I_SB ;;

	esac

	case "$ctime_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int ctime_r(const time_t*, char*, int);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && ctime_r_proto=I_SBI ;;

	esac

	case "$ctime_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_ctime_r=undef

		ctime_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling ctime_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$ctime_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) ctime_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$ctime_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "ctime_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_ctime_r=undef

		ctime_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	ctime_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_ctime_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: ccflags.U,v 3.0.1.9 1997/02/28 15:27:07 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: ccflags.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.9  1997/02/28  15:27:07  ram
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?RCS: patch61: removed support for NO_PROTOTYPE detection on SCO

?RCS: patch61: new locincpth variable

?RCS: patch61: added info on the "additional ld flags" question

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.8  1995/07/25  13:48:54  ram

?RCS: patch56: re-arranged compile line to include ldflags before objects

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.7  1995/05/12  12:08:33  ram

?RCS: patch54: now checks for cc/ccflags/ldflags

 coherency

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.6  1994/10/29  16:07:02  ram

?RCS: patch36: gcc versioning no longer relies on the C compiler's name

?RCS: patch36: simplified check for gcc version checking (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.5  1994/08/29  16:06:35  ram

?RCS: patch32: propagate -posix flag from ccflags to ldflags

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/05/06  14:28:45  ram

?RCS: patch23: -fpcc-struct-return only needed in gcc 1.x (ADO)

?RCS: patch23: cppflags now computed on an option-by-option basis

?RCS: patch23: magically added cc flags now only done the first time

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1993/09/13  15:58:29  ram

?RCS: patch10: explicitly mention -DDEBUG just in case they need it (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: removed all the "tans" variable usage (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/08/27  14:39:38  ram

?RCS: patch7: added support for OSF/1 machines

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:00:24  ram

?RCS: patch6: added defaults for cppflags, ccflags and ldflags

?RCS:

?RCS:

 Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:31  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:ccflags ldflags lkflags cppflags optimize locincpth: test cat osname \

	Myread Guess Options Oldconfig +gccversion mips_type +usrinc \

	package contains rm +cc cppstdin cppminus cpprun cpplast libpth \

	libs loclibpth hint usesocks sh run rm_try sysroot

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:ccflags:

?S:	This variable contains any additional C compiler flags desired by

?S:	the user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:cppflags:

?S:	This variable holds the flags that will be passed to the C pre-
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?S:	processor. It is up to the Makefile to use it.

?S:.

?S:optimize:

?S:	This variable contains any optimizer/debugger flag that should be used.

?S:	It is up to the Makefile to use it.

?S:.

?S:ldflags:

?S:	This variable contains any additional C loader flags desired by

?S:	the user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:lkflags:

?S:	This variable contains any additional C partial linker flags

 desired by

?S:	the user.  It is up to the Makefile to use this.

?S:.

?S:locincpth:

?S:	This variable contains a list of additional directories to be

?S:	searched by the compiler.  The appropriate '-I' directives will

?S:	be added to ccflags.  This is intended to simplify setting

?S:	local directories from the Configure command line.

?S:	It's not much, but it parallels the loclibpth stuff in libpth.U.

?S:.

?T:inctest thisincl xxx inclwanted ftry previous thislibdir

?T:EBUGGING DEBUGGING

?T:check flag callback checkccflag

?F:!cpp.c !gcctest !try

?D:cppflags=''

?D:ccflags=''

?D:ldflags=''

?D:optimize=''

?LINT:extern _sysroot

?INIT:: Possible local include directories to search.

?INIT:: Set locincpth to "" in a hint file to defeat local include searches.

?INIT:locincpth="/usr/local/include /opt/local/include /usr/gnu/include"

?INIT:locincpth="$locincpth /opt/gnu/include /usr/GNU/include /opt/GNU/include"

?INIT::

?INIT:: no include file wanted by default

?INIT:inclwanted=''

?INIT:

?INIT::

 Enable -DEBUGGING and -DDEBUGGING from the command line

?INIT:EBUGGING=''

?INIT:DEBUGGING=''

?INIT:

: determine optimization, if desired, or use for debug flag also

?X: Allow for Configure -Uoptimize -- it's not strictly sensible, but

?X: it has happened and we know what they mean.   AD  2/16/98

case "$optimize" in
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' '|$undef) dflt='none';;

'') dflt='-O';;

*) dflt="$optimize";;

esac

$cat <<EOH

 

By default, $package compiles with the -O flag to use the optimizer.

Alternately, you might want to use the symbolic debugger, which uses

the -g flag (on traditional Unix systems).  Either flag can be

specified here.  To use neither flag, specify the word "none".

 

EOH

rp="What optimizer/debugger flag should be used?"

. ./myread

optimize="$ans"

case "$optimize" in

'none') optimize=" ";;

esac

 

: Check what DEBUGGING is required from the command line

: -DEBUGGING      or -DDEBUGGING or

: -DEBUGGING=both			= -g + -DDEBUGGING

: -DEBUGGING=-g   or -Doptimize=-g	= -g

: -DEBUGGING=none or -UDEBUGGING	=

:

 -DEBUGGING=old  or -DEBUGGING=default	= ? $optimize

case "$EBUGGING" in

'')	;;

*)	DEBUGGING=$EBUGGING ;;

esac

 

case "$DEBUGGING" in

-g|both|$define)

   case "$optimize" in

	*-g*) ;;

	*)    optimize="$optimize -g" ;;

   esac ;;

none|$undef)

   case "$optimize" in

	*-g*)	set `echo "X $optimize " | sed 's/ -g / /'`

		shift

		optimize="$*"

		;;

   esac ;;

esac

 

dflt=''

case "$DEBUGGING" in
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both|$define) dflt='-DDEBUGGING'

esac

 

: argument order is deliberate, as the flag will start with - which set could

: think is an option

checkccflag='check=$1; flag=$2; callback=$3;

echo " ";

echo "Checking if your compiler accepts $flag" 2>&1;

[ "X$sysroot" != "X" ] && echo "For sysroot = $sysroot";

echo "int main(void) { return 0; }" > gcctest.c;

if $cc $_sysroot -O2 $flag -o gcctest gcctest.c 2>gcctest.out && $run ./gcctest; then

   echo "Yes, it does." 2>&1;

   if $test -s gcctest.out ; then

       echo "But your platform does not like it:";

       cat gcctest.out;

   else

	case "$ccflags"

 in

	*$check*)

	    echo "Leaving current flags $ccflags alone." 2>&1

	    ;;

	*) dflt="$dflt $flag";

	    eval $callback

	    ;;

	esac

   fi

else

   echo "Nope, it does not, but that is ok." 2>&1;

fi

'

 

: We will not override a previous value, but we might want to

: augment a hint file

case "$hint" in

default|recommended)

	case "$gccversion" in

	1*) dflt="$dflt -fpcc-struct-return" ;;

	esac

	case "$optimize:$DEBUGGING" in

	*-g*:old) dflt="$dflt -DDEBUGGING";;

	esac

?X: check for POSIXized ISC

	case "$gccversion" in

	2*) if $test -d /etc/conf/kconfig.d &&

			$contains _POSIX_VERSION $usrinc/sys/unistd.h >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			# Interactive Systems (ISC) POSIX mode.

			dflt="$dflt -posix"
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		fi

		;;

	esac

?X: If the user has gcc-2.95 or greater, try adding -fno-strict-alias.

?X: Since the gcc "version" can be non-numeric, e.g.

?X: "2.95.1 19990809 (prerelease)" , we'll do the test on any version

?X: greater than 2.8.

?X:	--Andy Dougherty  27 Aug 1999

	case "$gccversion" in

	1*) ;;

	2.[0-8]*)

 ;;

	?*)	set strict-aliasing -fno-strict-aliasing

		eval $checkccflag

		;;

	esac

?X: HMB 200405

?X: -pipe has shown a compile time speedup of about 40% on Linux and HP-UX

?X: and also worked on cygwin-1.5.9

?X: If a system fails, disable it in the hints. 99% of gcc uses binutils

	# For gcc, adding -pipe speeds up compilations for some, but apparently

	# some assemblers can't read from stdin.  (It also slows down compilations

	# in other cases, but those are apparently rarer these days.)  AD 5/2004.

	case "$gccversion" in

	?*)	set pipe -pipe

		eval $checkccflag

		;;

	esac

 

?X: NWC 200712

	# on x86_64 (at least) we require an extra library (libssp) in the

	# link command line. This library is not named, so I infer that it is

	# an implementation detail that may change. Hence the safest approach

	# is to add the flag to the flags passed to the compiler at link time,

	# as that way the compiler can do the right implementation dependant

	# thing. (NWC)

	case "$osname" in

	amigaos)

 ;; # -fstack-protector builds but doesn't work

	*)	case "$gccversion" in

		?*)	set stack-protector-strong -fstack-protector-strong

			eval $checkccflag

			case "$dflt" in

			*-fstack-protector-strong*) ;; # It got added.

			*) # Try the plain/older -fstack-protector.

			   set stack-protector -fstack-protector

			   eval $checkccflag

			   ;;
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			esac

			;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

?X: In USG mode, a MIPS system may need some BSD includes

case "$mips_type" in

*BSD*|'') inclwanted="$locincpth $usrinc";;

*) inclwanted="$locincpth $inclwanted $usrinc/bsd";;

esac

for thisincl in $inclwanted; do

	if $test -d $thisincl; then

		if $test x$thisincl != x$usrinc; then

			case "$dflt" in

			*" -I$thisincl "*);;

			*) dflt="$dflt -I$thisincl ";;

			esac

		fi

	fi

done

 

?X: Include test function (header, symbol)

inctest='if $contains $2 $usrinc/$1 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	xxx=true;

elif $contains $2 $usrinc/sys/$1 >/dev/null 2>&1; then

	xxx=true;

else

	xxx=false;

fi;

if $xxx; then

	case "$dflt" in

	*$2*);;

	*)

 dflt="$dflt -D$2";;

	esac;

fi'

 

set signal.h LANGUAGE_C; eval $inctest

 

case "$usesocks" in

$define)

	ccflags="$ccflags -DSOCKS"

	;;

esac
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case "$hint" in

default|recommended) dflt="$ccflags $dflt" ;;

*) dflt="$ccflags";;

esac

 

case "$dflt" in

''|' ') dflt=none;;

esac

 

$cat <<EOH

 

Your C compiler may want other flags.  For this question you should include

-I/whatever and -DWHATEVER flags and any other flags used by the C compiler,

but you should NOT include libraries or ld flags like -lwhatever.  If you

want $package to honor its debug switch, you should include -DDEBUGGING here.

Your C compiler might also need additional flags, such as -D_POSIX_SOURCE.

 

To use no flags, specify the word "none".

 

EOH

?X: strip leading space

set X $dflt

shift

dflt=${1+"$@"}

rp="Any additional cc flags?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) ccflags='';;

*) ccflags="$ans";;

esac

 

: the following weeds options from ccflags that are of no interest to cpp

case "$cppflags" in

'') cppflags="$ccflags"

 ;;

*)  set X $ccflags; shift

   case " $cppflags " in

   *" $1 "*) ;;  # Try to avoid doubling the cppflags.

   *) cppflags="$cppflags $ccflags" ;;

   esac

   ;;

esac

case "$gccversion" in

1*) cppflags="$cppflags -D__GNUC__"

esac

case "$mips_type" in

'');;

*BSD*) cppflags="$cppflags -DSYSTYPE_BSD43";;
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esac

case "$cppflags" in

'');;

*)

	echo " "

	echo "Let me guess what the preprocessor flags are..." >&4

	set X $cppflags

	shift

	cppflags=''

	$cat >cpp.c <<'EOM'

#define BLURFL foo

 

BLURFL xx LFRULB

EOM

?X:

?X: For each cc flag, try it out with both cppstdin and cpprun, since the

?X: first is almost surely a cc wrapper. We have to try both in case

?X: of cc flags like '-Olimit 2900' that are actually two words...

?X:

	previous=''

	for flag in $*

	do

		case "$flag" in

		-*) ftry="$flag";;

		*) ftry="$previous $flag";;

		esac

		if $cppstdin -DLFRULB=bar $cppflags $ftry $cppminus <cpp.c \

			>cpp1.out 2>/dev/null && \

			$cpprun -DLFRULB=bar $cppflags $ftry $cpplast <cpp.c \

			>cpp2.out

 2>/dev/null && \

			$contains 'foo.*xx.*bar' cpp1.out >/dev/null 2>&1 && \

			$contains 'foo.*xx.*bar' cpp2.out >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			cppflags="$cppflags $ftry"

			previous=''

		else

			previous="$flag"

		fi

	done

	set X $cppflags

	shift

	cppflags=${1+"$@"}

	case "$cppflags" in

	*-*)  echo "They appear to be: $cppflags";;

	esac

	$rm -f cpp.c cpp?.out

	;;
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esac

 

: flags used in final linking phase

case "$ldflags" in

'') if ./venix; then

		dflt='-i -z'

	else

		dflt=''

	fi

	case "$ccflags" in

	*-posix*) dflt="$dflt -posix" ;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$ldflags";;

esac

# See note above about -fstack-protector

case "$ccflags" in

*-fstack-protector-strong*)

	case "$dflt" in

	*-fstack-protector-strong*) ;; # Don't add it again

	*) dflt="$dflt -fstack-protector-strong" ;;

	esac

	;;

*-fstack-protector*)

	case "$dflt" in

	*-fstack-protector*) ;; # Don't add it again

	*) dflt="$dflt -fstack-protector" ;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

: Try to guess additional flags to pick up local libraries.

for thislibdir in $libpth;

 do

	case " $loclibpth " in

	*" $thislibdir "*)

		case "$dflt " in

		*"-L$thislibdir "*) ;;

		*)  dflt="$dflt -L$thislibdir" ;;

		esac

		;;

	esac

done

 

case "$dflt" in

'') dflt='none' ;;

esac
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$cat <<EOH

 

Your C linker may need flags.  For this question you should

include -L/whatever and any other flags used by the C linker, but you

should NOT include libraries like -lwhatever.

 

Make sure you include the appropriate -L/path flags if your C linker

does not normally search all of the directories you specified above,

namely

	$libpth

To use no flags, specify the word "none".

 

EOH

 

rp="Any additional ld flags (NOT including libraries)?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none) ldflags='';;

*) ldflags="$ans";;

esac

rmlist="$rmlist pdp11"

 

@if lkflags

: partial linking may need other flags

case "$lkflags" in

'') case "$ldflags" in

	'') dflt='none';;

	*) dflt="$ldflags";;

	esac;;

*) dflt="$lkflags";;

esac

echo " "

rp="Partial linking flags to be used (NOT including -r)?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

none)

 lkflags='';;

*) lkflags="$ans";;

esac

 

@end

?X:

?X: If the user changes compilers after selecting a hint file, it's

?X: possible that the suggested ccflags/ldflags will be wrong.  Try to

?X: compile and run a simple test program.  Let the user see all the

?X: error messages. -- ADO and RAM

?X: Sometimes, particularly on Linux systems, there is a bad library

?X: (e.g. a dangling symlink or incompatible library or a "run-time"
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?X: version but not a "development" version of a library).  This test

?X: will catch those sorts of problems too, though how to fix them

?X: may not be obvious.

?X:

: coherency check

echo " "

echo "Checking your choice of C compiler and flags for coherency..." >&4

$cat > try.c <<'EOF'

#include <stdio.h>

int main() { printf("Ok\n"); return(0); }

EOF

?X: Strip extra blanks in case some of the following variables are empty

set X $cc -o try $optimize $ccflags $ldflags try.c $libs

shift

$cat >try.msg <<'EOM'

I've tried to compile and run the following simple program:

 

EOM

$cat

 try.c >> try.msg

 

$cat >> try.msg <<EOM

 

I used the command:

 

	$*

	$run ./try

 

and I got the following output:

 

EOM

dflt=y

?X: Use "sh -c" to avoid error messages tagged with leading "Configure:".

?X: We need to try the resulting executable, because cc might yield a 0 status

?X: even when ld failed, in which case the executable will not run properly,

?X: if its x bit is set at all...

if $sh -c "$cc -o try $optimize $ccflags $ldflags try.c $libs" >>try.msg 2>&1; then

	if $sh -c "$run ./try " >>try.msg 2>&1; then

		xxx=`$run ./try`

		case "$xxx" in

		"Ok") dflt=n ;;

		*)    echo 'The program compiled OK, but produced no output.' >> try.msg ;;

		esac

	else

		echo "The program compiled OK, but exited with status $?." >>try.msg

		rp="You have a problem.  Shall I abort Configure"

		dflt=y

	fi
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else

	echo "I can't compile the test program." >>try.msg

	rp="You have a BIG problem.  Shall I abort Configure"

	dflt=y

fi

case "$dflt" in

y)

	$cat try.msg >&4

?X: using -K will prevent

 default aborting--maybe they're cross compiling?

	case "$knowitall" in

	'')

		echo "(The supplied flags or libraries might be incorrect.)"

		;;

	*) dflt=n;;

	esac

	echo " "

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	n*|N*) ;;

	*)	echo "Ok.  Stopping Configure." >&4

		exit 1

		;;

	esac

	;;

n) echo "OK, that should do.";;

esac

$rm_try gcctest gcctest.out

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/compline/ccflags.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d__fwalk: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d__fwalk:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS__FWALK if _fwalk() is
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?S:	available to apply a function to all the file handles.

?S:.

?C:HAS__FWALK:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the _fwalk system call is

?C:	available to apply a function to all the file handles.

?C:.

?H:#$d__fwalk HAS__FWALK		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d__fwalk

: see if _fwalk exists

set fwalk d__fwalk

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d__fwalk.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: rootid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: rootid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/30  14:45:36  ram

?RCS: patch49: now only prints a single empty line when outputting something

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:42  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:rootid: sed

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:rootid:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the ROOTID symbol,

?S:	which is the uid of root.

?S:.

?C:ROOTID:

?C:	This symbol contains the uid of root, normally

 0.

?C:.

?H:#define ROOTID $rootid		/**/

?H:.

: determine root id
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rootid=`$sed -e "/^root:/{s/^[^:]*:[^:]*:\([^:]*\).*"'$'"/\1/" -e "q" -e "}" -e "d" </etc/passwd`

case "$rootid" in

'') rootid=0 ;;

*) echo " "; echo "Root uid = $rootid" >&4 ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/rootid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: scandir.C,v 3.0.1.1 1994/01/24 13:58:45 ram Exp ram $

*

*  Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

* 

*  You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

*  as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

*  You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

*  that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

*  of the source tree for dist 4.0.

*

* $Log: scandir.C,v $

* Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/01/24  13:58:45  ram

* patch16: created

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/lib/C/fake/scandir.C

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_unistd.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_unistd.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:46  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_unistd: Inhdr
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?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_unistd:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_UNISTD symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <unistd.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_UNISTD:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <unistd.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_unistd I_UNISTD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set

 i_unistd

: see if this is a unistd.h system

set unistd.h i_unistd

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_unistd.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_mkfifo.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_mkfifo.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:14:17  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_mkfifo: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_mkfifo:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MKFIFO symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the mkfifo() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MKFIFO :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the mkfifo
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 routine is

?C:	available to create FIFOs. Otherwise, mknod should be able to

?C:	do it for you. However, if mkfifo is there, mknod might require

?C:	super-user privileges which mkfifo will not.

?C:.

?H:#$d_mkfifo HAS_MKFIFO		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_mkfifo

: see if mkfifo exists

set mkfifo d_mkfifo

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_mkfifo.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sitescript.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999	Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sitescript.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:sitescript sitescriptexp installsitescript : Getfile Oldconfig test \

	Setprefixvar sitebin siteprefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:sitescript=''

?S:sitescript:

?S:	This variable holds the name of the directory in which the user wants

?S:	to put add-on publicly executable files for the package in question.  It

?S:	is most often a local directory such as /usr/local/bin. Programs using

?S:	this variable must be prepared to deal with ~name substitution.

?S:	The standard

 distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?S:	After perl has been installed, users may install their own local

?S:	scripts in this directory with

?S:		MakeMaker Makefile.PL

?S:	or equivalent.  See INSTALL for details.

?S:.

?D:sitescriptexp=''

?S:sitescriptexp:
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?S:	This is the same as the sitescript variable, but is filename expanded at

?S:	configuration time, for use in your makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installsitescript=''

?S:installsitescript:

?S:	This variable is usually the same as sitescriptexp, unless you are on

?S:	a system running AFS, in which case they may differ slightly. You

?S:	should always use this variable within your makefiles for portability.

?S:.

?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set installsitescript

?LINT:set sitescript

?LINT:set sitescriptexp

: determine where add-on public executable scripts go

case "$sitescript" in

'')	dflt=$siteprefix/script

	$test -d $dflt || dflt=$sitebin ;;

*)  dflt="$sitescript" ;;

esac

fn=d~+

rp='Pathname where add-on public executable scripts

 should be installed?'

. ./getfile

prefixvar=sitescript

. ./setprefixvar

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/sitescript.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: lseektype.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:30:10  ram

?RCS: patch32: now uses new Typedef unit to compute type information

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:08  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:
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?MAKE:lseektype: Myread Typedef

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:lseektype:

?S:	This variable defines lseektype to be something like off_t, long,

?S:	or whatever type is used to declare lseek offset's type in the

?S:	kernel (which also appears to be lseek's return type).

?S:.

?C:Off_t

 (LSEEKTYPE):

?C:	This symbol holds the type used to declare offsets in the kernel.

?C:	It can be int, long, off_t, etc... It may be necessary to include

?C:	<sys/types.h> to get any typedef'ed information.

?C:.

?H:#define Off_t $lseektype		/* <offset> type */

?H:.

: see what type lseek is declared as in the kernel

set off_t lseektype long stdio.h sys/types.h

eval $typedef

echo " "

dflt="$lseektype"

rp="What type is lseek's offset on this system declared as?"

. ./myread

lseektype="$ans"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/lseektype.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: sysman.U,v 3.0.1.2 1994/06/20 07:08:43 ram Exp $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sysman.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  07:08:43  ram

?RCS: patch30: now explicitly states that /usr/man/man1 is the default

?RCS: patch30: added /usr/local/man/man1 to the search list

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:13:50  ram

?RCS: patch10: added support for /local/man/man1 (WAD)

?RCS: patch10: added temporary syspath variable to cut down on line length

?RCS:
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?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide

 release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:sysman: test Loc Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sysman:

?S:	This variable holds the place where the manual is located on this

?S:	system. It is not the place where the user wants to put his manual

?S:	pages. Rather it is the place where Configure may look to find manual

?S:	for unix commands (section 1 of the manual usually). See mansrc.

?S:.

?T:syspath

: determine where manual pages are on this system

echo " "

case "$sysman" in

'')

	syspath='/usr/share/man/man1 /usr/man/man1'

	syspath="$syspath /usr/man/mann /usr/man/manl /usr/man/local/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/man/u_man/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/catman/u_man/man1 /usr/man/l_man/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/local/man/u_man/man1 /usr/local/man/l_man/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/man/man.L /local/man/man1 /usr/local/man/man1"

	sysman=`./loc . /usr/man/man1 $syspath`

	;;

esac

if $test -d "$sysman"; then

	echo "System manual is in $sysman." >&4

else

	echo "Could not find manual pages in source form."

 >&4

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/sysman.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_memcpy.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: d_memcpy.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:02:58  ram

?RCS: patch10: removed text recommending bcopy over memcpy (WAD)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:34  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memcpy: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memcpy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMCPY symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memcpy() routine is available

?S:	to copy blocks of

 memory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMCPY (MEMCPY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memcpy routine is available

?C:	to copy blocks of memory.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memcpy HAS_MEMCPY	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_memcpy

: see if memcpy exists

set memcpy d_memcpy

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_memcpy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sysman.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/06/20  07:08:43  ram

?RCS: patch30: now explicitly states that /usr/man/man1 is the default

?RCS: patch30: added /usr/local/man/man1 to the search list

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/09/13  16:13:50  ram

?RCS: patch10: added support for /local/man/man1 (WAD)
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?RCS: patch10: added temporary syspath variable to cut down on line length

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:55  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:sysman: test

 Loc Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:sysman:

?S:	This variable holds the place where the manual is located on this

?S:	system. It is not the place where the user wants to put his manual

?S:	pages. Rather it is the place where Configure may look to find manual

?S:	for unix commands (section 1 of the manual usually). See mansrc.

?S:.

?T:syspath

: determine where manual pages are on this system

echo " "

case "$sysman" in

'')

	syspath='/usr/share/man/man1 /usr/man/man1'

	syspath="$syspath /usr/man/mann /usr/man/manl /usr/man/local/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/man/u_man/man1 /usr/share/man/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/catman/u_man/man1 /usr/man/l_man/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/local/man/u_man/man1 /usr/local/man/l_man/man1"

	syspath="$syspath /usr/man/man.L /local/man/man1 /usr/local/man/man1"

	sysman=`./loc . /usr/man/man1 $syspath`

	;;

esac

if $test -d "$sysman"; then

	echo "System manual is in $sysman." >&4

else

	echo "Could not find manual pages in source form." >&4

fi

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sysman.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_lroundl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_lroundl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LROUNDL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the lroundl() routine is available
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?S:	to return the integral value nearest to x away from zero.

?S:.

?C:HAS_LROUNDL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the lroundl routine is

?C:	available to return the nearest integral value away from zero of

?C:	the long double argument value.

?C:.

?H:#$d_lroundl HAS_LROUNDL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_lroundl

: see if lroundl exists

set lroundl d_lroundl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_lroundl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_arpainet.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_arpainet.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:15  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_arpainet: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_arpainet:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_ARPA_INET symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <arpa/inet.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_ARPA_INET:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <arpa/inet.h> to get inet_addr and friends

 declarations.

?C:.

?H:#$i_arpainet	I_ARPA_INET		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_arpainet

: see if arpa/inet.h has to be included
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set arpa/inet.h i_arpainet

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_arpainet.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_isinfl: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_isinfl:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_ISINFL symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the isinfl() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_ISINFL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the isinfl routine is

?C:	available to check whether a long double is an infinity.

?C:.

?H:#$d_isinfl HAS_ISINFL		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_isinfl

: see if isinfl exists

set isinfl d_isinfl

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_isinfl.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_readdir_r.U,v 0RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2002,2003 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: Generated by the reentr.pl from the Perl 5.8 distribution.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_readdir_r readdir_r_proto: Inlibc Protochk Hasproto i_systypes \

	usethreads i_dirent extern_C

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:d_readdir_r:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_READDIR_R symbol,

?S:	which indicates to the C program that the readdir_r()

?S:	routine is available.

?S:.

?S:readdir_r_proto:

?S:	This variable encodes the prototype of readdir_r.

?S:	It is zero if d_readdir_r is undef, and one of the

?S:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_readdir_r

?S:	is defined.

?S:.

?C:HAS_READDIR_R:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the readdir_r routine

?C:	is available to readdir re-entrantly.

?C:.

?C:READDIR_R_PROTO:

?C:	This

 symbol encodes the prototype of readdir_r.

?C:	It is zero if d_readdir_r is undef, and one of the

?C:	REENTRANT_PROTO_T_ABC macros of reentr.h if d_readdir_r

?C:	is defined.

?C:.

?H:#$d_readdir_r HAS_READDIR_R	/**/

?H:#define READDIR_R_PROTO $readdir_r_proto	/**/

?H:.

?T:try hdrs d_readdir_r_proto

: see if readdir_r exists

set readdir_r d_readdir_r

eval $inlibc

case "$d_readdir_r" in

"$define")

	hdrs="$i_systypes sys/types.h define stdio.h $i_dirent dirent.h"

	case "$d_readdir_r_proto:$usethreads" in

	":define")	d_readdir_r_proto=define

		set d_readdir_r_proto readdir_r $hdrs

		eval $hasproto ;;

	*)	;;

	esac

	case "$d_readdir_r_proto" in

	define)

	case "$readdir_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int readdir_r(DIR*, struct dirent*, struct dirent**);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && readdir_r_proto=I_TSR ;;

	esac

	case "$readdir_r_proto" in

	''|0) try='int readdir_r(DIR*, struct dirent*);'

	./protochk "$extern_C $try" $hdrs && readdir_r_proto=I_TS
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 ;;

	esac

	case "$readdir_r_proto" in

	''|0)	d_readdir_r=undef

		readdir_r_proto=0

		echo "Disabling readdir_r, cannot determine prototype." >&4 ;;

	* )	case "$readdir_r_proto" in

		REENTRANT_PROTO*) ;;

		*) readdir_r_proto="REENTRANT_PROTO_$readdir_r_proto" ;;

		esac

		echo "Prototype: $try" ;;

	esac

	;;

	*)	case "$usethreads" in

		define) echo "readdir_r has no prototype, not using it." >&4 ;;

		esac

		d_readdir_r=undef

		readdir_r_proto=0

		;;

	esac

	;;

*)	readdir_r_proto=0

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_readdir_r.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_shmat.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1995/07/25  14:04:23  ram

?RCS: patch56: use findhdr to find <sys/shm.h>, to get the right one (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/05/13  15:18:56  ram

?RCS: patch27: added new symbol HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/06  14:54:18  ram
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?RCS: patch23: new Shmat_t symbol to declare return type of shmat()

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:18  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_shmat shmattype

 d_shmatprototype: Inlibc cat +cc +ccflags \

	rm cppstdin cppflags cppminus Findhdr Setvar contains

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_shmat:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHMAT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the shmat() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:shmattype:

?S:	This symbol contains the type of pointer returned by shmat().

?S:	It can be 'void *' or 'char *'.

?S:.

?S:d_shmatprototype:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE

?S:	symbol, which indicates that sys/shm.h has a prototype for

?S:	shmat.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SHMAT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the shmat() routine is

?C:	available to attach a shared memory segment to the process space.

?C:.

?C:Shmat_t:

?C:	This symbol holds the return type of the shmat() system call.

?C:	Usually set to 'void *' or 'char *'.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the sys/shm.h includes

?C:	a prototype for shmat().  Otherwise, it is up to the program

 to

?C:	guess one.  Shmat_t shmat _((int, Shmat_t, int)) is a good guess,

?C:	but not always right so it should be emitted by the program only

?C:	when HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE is not defined to avoid conflicting defs.

?C:.

?H:#$d_shmat HAS_SHMAT		/**/

?H:#define Shmat_t $shmattype	/**/

?H:#$d_shmatprototype HAS_SHMAT_PROTOTYPE	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_shmat d_shmatprototype

?T:xxx

: see if shmat exists

set shmat d_shmat

eval $inlibc

: see what shmat returns
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case "$d_shmat" in

"$define")

	$cat >shmat.c <<'END'

#include <sys/shm.h>

void *shmat();

END

	if $cc $ccflags -c shmat.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		shmattype='void *'

	else

		shmattype='char *'

	fi

	echo "and it returns ($shmattype)." >&4

	: see if a prototype for shmat is available

	xxx=`./findhdr sys/shm.h`

	$cppstdin $cppflags $cppminus < $xxx > shmat.c 2>/dev/null

	if $contains 'shmat.*(' shmat.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		val="$define"

	else

		val="$undef"

	fi

	$rm -f shmat.[co]

	;;

*)

	val="$undef"

	;;

esac

set d_shmatprototype

eval $setvar

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_shmat.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: libnm.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: libnm.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:08:26  ram

?RCS: patch61: replaced .a with $_a all over the place
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?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:01  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:libnm: test Loc libpth _a

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:libnm:

?S:	This variable contains the argument to pass to the loader in order

?S:	to get the new math library routines.  If there is no new math

?S:	library, it is null.

?S:.

?T:ans

?O:

 use libswanted='-lnm' instead (see libs.U).

: see if we should include -lnm

echo " "

if $test -r /usr/lib/libnm$_a || $test -r /usr/local/lib/libnm$_a ; then

	echo "New math library found." >&4

	libnm='-lnm'

else

	ans=`./loc libnm$_a x $libpth`

	case "$ans" in

	x)

		echo "No nm library found--the normal math library will have to do." >&4

		libnm=''

		;;

	*)

		echo "New math library found in $ans." >&4

		libnm="$ans"

		;;

	esac

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/libnm.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: i_syssock.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:
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?RCS: $Log: i_syssock.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:36  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_syssock: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_syssock:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_SYS_SOCKET symbol, and indicates

?S:	whether a C program should include <sys/socket.h> before performing socket

?S:	operations.

?S:.

?C:I_SYS_SOCKET:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include

 <sys/socket.h> before performing socket calls.

?C:.

?H:#$i_syssock I_SYS_SOCKET		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_syssock

: see if this is a sys/socket.h system

set sys/socket.h i_syssock

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_syssock.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: randfunc.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:09:39  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X:	This is the new unit that should be used when random

?X:	functions are to be used. It thus makes randbits.U obsolete.

?X:

?MAKE:randfunc mrand seedfunc nrandbits: cat +cc rm test Myread Csym

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<
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?S:randfunc:

?S:	Indicates the name of the random number function to use.

?S:	Values include drand48, random, and rand. In C programs,

?S:	the 'nrand' macro is defined

 to generate uniformly distributed

?S:	random numbers over the range [0., 1.] (see mrand and nrand).

?S:.

?S:mrand:

?S:	Indicates the macro to be used to generate normalized

?S:	random numbers.  Uses randfunc, often divided by

?S:	(double) ((1 << nrandbits) -1) in order to normalize the result.

?S:	In C programs, the macro 'nrand' is maped on mrand.

?S:.

?S:seedfunc:

?S:	Indicates the random number generating seed function.

?S:	Values include srand48, srandom, and srand.

?S:.

?S:nrandbits:

?S:	Indicates how many bits are produced by the function used to

?S:	generate normalized random numbers.

?S:.

?C:nrand:

?C:	This macro is to be used to generate uniformly distributed

?C:	random numbers over the range [0., 1.].

?C:.

?C:seednrand:

?C:	This symbol defines the macro to be used in seeding the

?C:	random number generator (see nrand).

?C:.

?H:#define nrand()		$mrand		/**/

?H:#define seednrand(x)	$seedfunc(x)	/**/

?H:.

?T:cont val

?LINT:nothere $nrandbits)

: How can we generate normalized

 random numbers ?

echo " "

case "$randfunc" in

'')

	if set drand48 val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

		dflt="drand48"

		echo "Good, found drand48()." >&4

	elif set random val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

		dflt="random"

		echo "OK, found random()." >&4

	else

		dflt="rand"

		echo "Yick, looks like I have to use rand()." >&4
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	fi

	echo " "

	;;

*)

	dflt="$randfunc"

	;;

esac

cont=true

while $test "$cont"; do

	rp="Use which function to generate random numbers?"

	. ./myread

?X: Invalidates nrandbits if the answer is not the default so

?X:	that the value stored in config.sh will not be used when

?X:	we change our random function.

	if $test "$ans" = "$dflt"; then

		: null

	else

		nrandbits=''

	fi

	randfunc="$ans"

	if set $ans val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

		cont=''

	else

		dflt=n

		rp="Function $ans does not exists. Use that name anyway?"

		. ./myread

		dflt=rand

		case "$ans" in

			[yY]*) cont='';;

		esac

	fi

	case "$cont" in

	'')

		case "$randfunc" in

		drand48)

			mrand="drand48()"

			seedfunc="srand48"

			;;

		rand*)

			case

 "$nrandbits" in

			'')

echo "Checking to see how many bits your $randfunc() function produces..." >&4

			$cat >try.c <<EOCP

#include <stdio.h>

int main()

{

	register int i;
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	register unsigned long tmp;

	register unsigned long max = 0L;

	extern long random();

 

	for (i = 1000; i; i--) {

		tmp = (unsigned long)$randfunc();

		if (tmp > max) max = tmp;

	}

	for (i = 0; max; i++)

		max /= 2;

	printf("%d\n",i);

}

EOCP

			if $cc -o try try.c >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

			dflt=`try`

			else

			dflt='?'

			echo "(I can't seem to compile the test program...)"

			fi

			;;

			*)

				dflt="$nrandbits"

				;;

			esac

			rp="How many bits does your $randfunc() function produce?"

			. ./myread

			nrandbits="$ans"

			$rm -f try.c try

			mrand="($randfunc() / (double) ((1 << $nrandbits) -1))"

			seedfunc="srand"

			;;

?X:	The following is provided just in case...

		*)

			dflt="31"

			rp="How many bits does your $randfunc() function produce?"

			. ./myread

			nrandbits="$ans"

			seedfunc="s$randfunc"

			mrand="($randfunc()

 / (double) ((1 << $nrandbits) -1))"

			if set $seedfunc val -f; eval $csym; $val; then

				echo "(Using $seedfunc() to seed random generator)"

			else

				echo "(Warning: no $seedfunc() to seed random generator)"

				seedfunc=rand

			fi

			;;

		esac
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		;;

	esac

done

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/randfunc.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?X:	This unit generates a $hasfield string that is used internally

?X:	by Configure to check if this system has a field for a

?X:	particular struct (of if this system has a particular struct!)

?X:

?X:	To use it, say something like:

?X:		set d_statblocks stat st_blocks i_sysstat sys/stat.h

?X:		eval $hasfield

?X:	Or, for more complicated sets of headers, do something like

?X:	hdrs="$define sys/foo.h

?X:		$i_sysbar sys/bar.h

?X:		$i_syszot sys/zot.h

?X:		$i_zappa zappa.h"

?X:	set d_statblocks stat st_blocks $hdrs

?X:	eval $hasfield

?X:

?MAKE:Hasfield: Setvar rm_try test Compile

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?T:varname struct field

?V:hasfield

: Define hasfield macro for Configure internal use

hasfield='varname=$1;

 struct=$2; field=$3; shift; shift; shift;

while $test $# -ge 2; do

	case "$1" in

	$define) echo "#include <$2>";;

	esac ;

   shift 2;

done > try.c;

echo "int main () { struct $struct foo; char* bar; bar = (char*)foo.$field; }" >> try.c;

set try;

if eval $compile; then

	val="$define";
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else

	val="$undef";

fi;

set $varname;

eval $setvar;

$rm_try'

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/protos/Hasfield.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: html1dir.U,v $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: html1dir.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:html1dir html1direxp installhtml1dir: cat Loc Myread \

	spackage test Getfile Setprefixvar Prefixit Prefixup

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:html1dir=''

?S:html1dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which html

?S:	source pages are to be put.  This directory is for pages

?S:	that describe whole programs, not libraries or modules.  It

?S:	is intended to correspond roughly to section 1 of the Unix

?S:	manuals.

?S:.

?D:html1direxp=''

?S:html1direxp:

?S:	This

 variable is the same as the html1dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installhtml1dir=''

?S:installhtml1dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as html1direxp, unless you are

?S:	using a different installprefix.  For extra portability, you

?S:	should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.
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?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set html1direxp

?LINT:set installhtml1dir

: determine where html pages for programs go

set html1dir html1dir none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

If you wish to install html files for programs in $spackage, indicate

the appropriate directory here.  To skip installing html files,

answer "none".

EOM

case "$html1dir" in

''|none|$undef|' ') dflt=none ;;

*) dflt=$html1dir ;;

esac

fn=dn+~

rp="Directory for the main $spackage html pages?"

. ./getfile

prefixvar=html1dir

. ./setprefixvar

: Use ' ' for none so value is preserved next time through Configure

$test X"$html1dir" = "X" && html1dir=' '

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/html1dir.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2014, H.Merijn Brand

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_dladdr.U,v $

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_dladdr: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_dladdr:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_DLADDR symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the dladdr() routine is available

?S:	to get a stack trace.
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?S:.

?C:HAS_DLADDR:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the dladdr() routine is

?C:	available to query dynamic linker information for an address.

?C:	The <dlfcn.h> header must be included to use this routine.

?C:.

?H:#$d_dladdr HAS_DLADDR	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_dladdr

:

 see if dladdr exists

set dladdr d_dladdr

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_dladdr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Unix.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  15:20:06  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: The purpose of this unit is to define things that are common across all

?X: known UNIX platforms. If Configure is ported/used on a non-UNIX

?X: environment, then some of the following variables can be redefined in hint

?X: files.

?X:

?MAKE:Unix _a _o firstmakefile archobjs: Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:_a (lib_ext):

?S:	This variable defines the extension

 used for ordinary libraries.

?S:	For unix, it is '.a'.  The '.' is included.  Other possible

?S:	values include '.lib'.

?S:.
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?S:_o (obj_ext):

?S:	This variable defines the extension used for object files.

?S:	For unix, it is '.o'.  The '.' is included.  Other possible

?S:	values include '.obj'.

?S:.

?S:firstmakefile:

?S:	This variable defines the first file searched by make.  On unix,

?S:	it is makefile (then Makefile).  On case-insensitive systems,

?S:	it might be something else.  This is only used to deal with

?S:	convoluted make depend tricks.

?S:.

?S:archobjs:

?S:	This variable defines any additional objects that must be linked

?S:	in with the program on this architecture.  On unix, it is usually

?S:	empty.  It is typically used to include emulations of unix calls

?S:	or other facilities.  For perl on OS/2, for example, this would

?S:	include os2/os2.obj.

?S:.

?INIT:: Extra object files, if any, needed on this platform.

?INIT:archobjs=''

: Define several unixisms.

: Hints files

 or command line option can be used to override them.

case "$_a" in

'') _a='.a';;

esac

case "$_o" in

'') _o='.o';;

esac

 

@if firstmakefile

: Which makefile gets called first.  This is used by make depend.

case "$firstmakefile" in

'') firstmakefile='makefile';;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Unix.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_setregid.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,
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?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_setregid.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:07:12  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_setregid d_setresgid: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_setregid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETREGID if setregid() is

?S:	available to change the real and effective gid of the current

?S:	process.

?S:.

?S:d_setresgid:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_SETRESGID if setresgid() is

?S:	available to change

 the real, effective and saved gid of the current

?S:	process.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SETREGID (SETREGID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setregid routine is

?C:	available to change the real and effective gid of the current

?C:	process.

?C:.

?C:HAS_SETRESGID (SETRESGID):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the setresgid routine is

?C:	available to change the real, effective and saved gid of the current

?C:	process.

?C:.

?H:#$d_setregid HAS_SETREGID		/**/

?H:#$d_setresgid HAS_SETRESGID		/**/

?H:.

?LINT: set d_setregid d_setresgid

: see if setregid exists

set setregid d_setregid

eval $inlibc

set setresgid d_setresgid

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_setregid.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public
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?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_llrint: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_llrint:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_LLRINT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the llrint() routine is available

?S:	to return the long long value closest to a double (according

?S:	to the current rounding mode).

?S:.

?C:HAS_LLRINT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the llrint routine is

?C:	available to return the long long value closest to a double

?C:	(according to the current rounding mode).

?C:.

?H:#$d_llrint HAS_LLRINT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_llrint

: see if llrint exists

set llrint d_llrint

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_llrint.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: Prefixit.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: Prefixit.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/30  14:29:22  ram

?RCS: patch49: created

?RCS:

?X:

?X: Used as: "set dflt var dir; eval $prefixit" to set $dflt to be

?X: $prefix/dir by default, or the previous $var depending on certain

?X: conditions:

?X: - If the $oldprefix variable is empty, then $prefix holds the same

?X:   value as on previous runs. Therefore, reuse $var if set, otherwise

?X:   set $dflt to $prefix/dir.
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?X: - If $oldprefix is not

 empty, then set $dflt to $prefix/dir if $var

?X:   is empty (first run). Otherwise, if $var is $oldprefix/dir, then

?X:   change it to $prefix/dir. If none of the above, reuse the old $var.

?X:

?X: When dir is omitted, the dflt variable is set to $var if prefix did not

?X: change, to an empty value otherwise. If dir=none, then a single space

?X: in var is kept as-is, even if the prefix changes.

?X:

?MAKE:Prefixit: prefix oldprefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?LINT:define prefixit

?S:prefixit:

?S:	This shell variable is used internally by Configure to reset

?S:	the leading installation prefix correctly when it is changed.

?S:		set dflt var [dir]

?S:		eval $prefixit

?S:	That will set $dflt to $var or $prefix/dir depending on the

?S:	value of $var and $oldprefix.

?S:.

?V:prefixit

?T:tp

: set the prefixit variable, to compute a suitable default value

prefixit='case "$3" in

""|none)

	case "$oldprefix" in

	"") eval "$1=\"\$$2\"";;

	*)

		case "$3" in

		"") eval "$1=";;

		none)

			eval "tp=\"\$$2\"";

			case

 "$tp" in

			""|" ") eval "$1=\"\$$2\"";;

			*) eval "$1=";;

			esac;;

		esac;;

	esac;;

*)

	eval "tp=\"$oldprefix-\$$2-\""; eval "tp=\"$tp\"";

	case "$tp" in

	--|/*--|\~*--) eval "$1=\"$prefix/$3\"";;

	/*-$oldprefix/*|\~*-$oldprefix/*)

		eval "$1=\`echo \$$2 | sed \"s,^$oldprefix,$prefix,\"\`";;

	*) eval "$1=\"\$$2\"";;

	esac;;

esac'
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/Prefixit.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_strtold_l: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strtold_l:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_STRTOLD_L symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the strtold_l() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRTOLD_L:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strtold_l routine is

?C:	available to convert strings to long doubles.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strtold_l HAS_STRTOLD_L		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strtold_l

: see if strtold_l exists

set strtold_l d_strtold_l

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/threads/d_strtold_l.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000,2014 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fpclassify d_fp_classify: Inlibc cat Compile rm_try Setvar

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?X:the short story is that C99 says use fpclassify.  But the story is confused

?X:by systems "partially C99" (or fully "pre C99") which either user fpclassify

?X:but with different return values, or they use fp_classify (with the expected)

?X:return values, or they use some other spelling of *fp*class* (sometimes even

?X:without the *fp* part), with yet another set(s) of return values ...

?S:d_fpclassify:
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?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FPCLASSIFY symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fpclassify() routine is available.

?S:.

?S:d_fp_classify:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FP_CLASSIFY

 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fp_classify() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FPCLASSIFY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fpclassify routine is

?C:	available to classify doubles.  Available for example in HP-UX.

?C:	The returned values are defined in <math.h> and are

?C:

?C:	  FP_NORMAL     Normalized

?C:	  FP_ZERO       Zero

?C:	  FP_INFINITE   Infinity

?C:	  FP_SUBNORMAL  Denormalized

?C:	  FP_NAN        NaN

?C:

?C:.

?C:HAS_FP_CLASSIFY:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fp_classify routine is

?C:	available to classify doubles. The values are defined in <math.h>

?C:

?C:	  FP_NORMAL     Normalized

?C:	  FP_ZERO       Zero

?C:	  FP_INFINITE   Infinity

?C:	  FP_SUBNORMAL  Denormalized

?C:	  FP_NAN        NaN

?C:

?C:.

?H:#$d_fpclassify	HAS_FPCLASSIFY		/**/

?H:#$d_fp_classify	HAS_FP_CLASSIFY		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fpclassify

?LINT:set d_fp_classify

: check for fpclassify

?X:classified (Comment by jhi)

?X:fpclassify	i_math

?X:fp_classify	i_math

?X:fpclass	i_math

 i_ieeefp i_fp

?X:fp_class	i_math i_fp_class

?X:		No i_fp_class yet. But the systems that have

?X:		this (Tru64 and IRIX) both had <fp_class.h>

?X:class	i_math

echo "Checking to see if you have fpclassify..." >&4

$cat >try.c <<EOCP
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#include <math.h>

int main() { return fpclassify(1.0) == FP_NORMAL ? 0 : 1; }

EOCP

set try

if eval $compile; then

	val="$define"

	echo "You have fpclassify."

else

	val="$undef"

	echo "You do not have fpclassify."

fi

$rm_try

set d_fpclassify

eval $setvar

 

: see if fp_classify exists

set fp_classify d_fp_classify

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_fpclassify.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_exp2: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_exp2:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_EXP2 symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the exp2() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_EXP2:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the exp2 routine is

?C:	available to do the 2**x function.

?C:.

?H:#$d_exp2 HAS_EXP2		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_exp2

: see if exp2 exists

set exp2 d_exp2

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_exp2.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: install.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: install.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/09/25  09:16:37  ram

?RCS: patch59: all possible install programs are now looked for

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1995/01/11  15:30:41  ram

?RCS: patch45: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:install installdir: Loc Oldconfig Getfile cat test startsh rm +cc \

	eunicefix package contains mkdir echo n c

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:install:

?S:	This variable contains the name of an install program that can accept

?S:	BSD-style arguments.

 It must correctly support -c, -s, and -m at least.

?S:	It is a fully qualified pathname when found. If you have a local

?S:	install.SH file at the root directory of your package, it is assumed to

?S:	be the default script emulating a BSD install and the variable will be

?S:	set to ./install. Otherwise, it is set to plain 'install', relying on

?S:	the user's PATH to perform miracles.

?S:.

?S:installdir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of a program that can install nested

?S:	directories. Often set to 'mkdir -p', it can also be 'install -d' if

?S:	you have such a beast and lack the former. If you have an install.SH

?S:	file at the root directory of your package, it will be used in last

?S:	resort, setting the variable to './install -d'. Otherwise, it is set to

?S:	plain 'mkdir', and cross your fingers!

?S:.

?T:dir file tryit prog creatdir either

?F:!tryinst

: locate a BSD compatible install program

echo " "

echo "Looking for a BSD-compatible install program..." >&4

@if installdir

creatdir=''

@end
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case

 "$install" in

'')

	tryit=''

	for dir in $pth; do

		for file in ginstall installbsd scoinst install; do

			if $test -f $dir/$file; then

				tryit="$tryit $dir/$file"

			fi

		done

	done

	$cat >try.c <<EOC

int main()

{

	printf("OK\n");

	exit(0);

}

EOC

	if $cc -o try try.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then

		cp try try.ns

		strip try >/dev/null 2>&1

	else

		echo "(I can't seem to compile a trivial C program -- bypassing.)"

		echo "try" >try

		cp try try.ns

	fi

	$cat >tryinst <<EOS

$startsh

$rm -rf foo d

@if installdir

\$1 -d foo/bar

@end

$mkdir d

\$1 -c -m 764 try.ns d

\$1 -c -s -m 642 try.ns d/try

EOS

	chmod +x tryinst

	$eunicefix tryinst

	dflt=''

	either=''

	for prog in $tryit; do

		$echo $n "Checking $prog... $c"

		./tryinst $prog >/dev/null 2>&1

@if installdir

		if $test -d foo/bar; then

			creatdir="$prog -d"

		fi

@end
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		(ls -l d/try >try.ls; ls -l d/try.ns >tryno.ls) 2>/dev/null

		if (cmp -s d/try try && cmp -s d/try.ns try.ns && \

			$contains 'rwxrw-r--' tryno.ls &&

 \

			$contains 'rw-r---w-' try.ls) >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			dflt="$prog"

			echo "ok, that will do."

			break

		fi

		echo "not good$either."

		either=' either'

		$rm -f try*.ls

	done

	$rm -rf foo d tryinst try try*.ls try.*

	case "$dflt" in

	'')

@if {test -f ../install.SH}

		echo "Hopefully, $package comes with its own install script!"

		dflt='./install'

@else

		dflt='install'

@end

		;;

	esac

	;;

*) dflt="$install";;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

I will be requiring a BSD-compatible install program (one that allows

options like -s to strip executables or -m to specify a file mode) to

install $package.

 

If the question below contains a fully qualified default path, then it

is probably ok. If it is an unqualified name such as 'install', then it

means I was unable to find out a good install program I could use. If

@if {test -f ../install.SH}

you know of one, please tell me about it. If the default is './install',

then I shall be using the install script supplied with $package.

@else

you know of one,

 please tell me about it.

@end

 

EOM

@if {test -f ../install.SH}

fn='/fe~(install,./install)'
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@else

fn='/fe~(install)'

@end

rp='Which install program shall I use?'

. ./getfile

install="$ans"

 

@if installdir

: how can we create nested directories?

echo " "

echo "Ok, let's see how we can create nested directories..." >&4

case "$installdir" in

'')

?X: First time, maybe we already found out a working one in $creatdir above...

?X: Prefer "mkdir -p" because of bugs in GNU install when not running as root

	$mkdir -p foo/bar >/dev/null 2>&1

	if $test -d foo/bar; then

		echo "Great, we can build them using 'mkdir -p'."

		creatdir='mkdir -p'

	else

		case "$creatdir" in

		'')

			if eval "$install -d foo/bar"; $test -d foo/bar; then

				creatdir="install -d"

				echo "It looks like '$creatdir' will do it for us."

			fi

			;;

		*)

			eval "$creatdir foo/bar" >/dev/null 2>&1

			if $test -d foo/bar; then

				echo "Ah! We can use '$creatdir' to do just that."

			else

				creatdir=''

			fi

			;;

		esac

	fi

	$rm

 -rf foo

	case "$creatdir" in

	'')

		echo "Heck! Another ancient system lacking the comfort of modern ones!"

@if {test -f ../install.SH}

		echo "You can thank $package for bringing you its own install script!"

		installdir='./install -d'

@else

		echo "We have no choice but to use plain old 'mkdir' -- wish me luck!"

		installdir=mkdir
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@end

		;;

	*) installdir="$creatdir";;

	esac

	;;

*) echo "As you already told me, '$installdir' should work.";;

esac

 

@end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/install.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 2000 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_socks5_init: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_socks5_init:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_SOCKS5_INIT symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the socks5_init() routine is available.

?S:.

?C:HAS_SOCKS5_INIT:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the socks5_init routine is

?C:	available to initialize SOCKS 5.

?C:.

?H:#$d_socks5_init HAS_SOCKS5_INIT		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_socks5_init

: see if socks5_init exists

set socks5_init d_socks5_init

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/d_socks5_init.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi
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?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: sitearch.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:21:30  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?MAKE:sitearch sitearchexp installsitearch: afs cat Getfile \

	Oldconfig Prefixit prefix test archname sitelib

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?S:sitearch:

?S:	This variable contains the eventual value of the SITEARCH symbol,

?S:	which is the name of the private library for this package.  It may

?S:	have a ~ on the front. It is up to the makefile to eventually create

?S:	this

 directory while performing installation (with ~ substitution).

?S:.

?S:sitearchexp:

?S:	This variable is the ~name expanded version of sitearch, so that you

?S:	may use it directly in Makefiles or shell scripts.

?S:.

?S:installsitearch:

?S:	This variable is really the same as sitearchexp but may differ on

?S:	those systems using AFS. For extra portability, only this variable

?S:	should be used in makefiles.

?S:.

?C:SITEARCH:

?C:	This symbol contains the name of the private library for this package.

?C:	The library is private in the sense that it needn't be in anyone's

?C:	execution path, but it should be accessible by the world.  The program

?C:	should be prepared to do ~ expansion.

?C:	The standard distribution will put nothing in this directory.

?C:	Individual sites may place their own extensions and modules in

?C:	this directory.

?C:.

?C:SITEARCH_EXP:

?C:	This symbol contains the ~name expanded version of SITEARCH, to be used

?C:	in programs that are not prepared to deal

 with ~ expansion at run-time.

?C:.

?H:#define SITEARCH "$sitearch"		/**/

?H:#define SITEARCH_EXP "$sitearchexp"		/**/

?H:.
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?T:xxx

: determine where site specific architecture-dependent libraries go.

xxx=`echo $sitelib/$archname | sed 's!^$prefix!!'`

: xxx is usually lib/site_perl/archname.

set sitearch sitearch none

eval $prefixit

case "$sitearch" in

'')	dflt="$sitelib/$archname" ;;

*)	dflt="$sitearch" ;;

esac

$cat <<EOM

 

The installation process will also create a directory for

architecture-dependent site-specific extensions and modules.

 

EOM

fn=nd~+

rp='Pathname for the site-specific architecture-dependent library files?'

. ./getfile

if $test "X$sitearchexp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installsitearch=''

fi

sitearch="$ans"

sitearchexp="$ansexp"

if $afs; then

	$cat <<EOM

 

Since you are running AFS, I need to distinguish the directory in which

private files reside from the directory in which they are installed (and from

which they are presumably copied to the former directory by occult means).

 

EOM

	case

 "$installsitearch" in

	'') dflt=`echo $sitearchexp | sed 's#^/afs/#/afs/.#'`;;

	*) dflt="$installsitearch";;

	esac

	fn=de~

	rp='Where will private files be installed?'

	. ./getfile

	installsitearch="$ans"

else

	installsitearch="$sitearchexp"

fi

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/sitearch.U
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_portable.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1995/01/11  15:28:52  ram

?RCS: patch45: executable path stripping moved to the end in Config_sh.U

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/12/15  08:21:17  ram

?RCS: patch15: did not strip variables properly when needed

?RCS: patch15: now also strips down variables from trylist

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:48  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?X:

?X: The Loc unit is wanted to get the definition of all the locating variables.

?X:

?MAKE:d_portable:

 cat Loc Myread Oldconfig

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_portable:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the PORTABLE symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that it should not assume that it is

?S:	running on the machine it was compiled on.

?S:.

?C:PORTABLE:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	not assume that it is running on the machine it was compiled on.

?C:	The program should be prepared to look up the host name, translate

?C:	generic filenames, use PATH, etc.

?C:.

?H:#$d_portable PORTABLE	/**/

?H:.

?D:d_portable=''

: decide how portable to be

case "$d_portable" in

"$define") dflt=y;;

*)	dflt=n;;

esac
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$cat <<'EOH'

 

I can set things up so that your shell scripts and binaries are more portable,

at what may be a noticable cost in performance.  In particular, if you

ask to be portable, the following happens:

 

    1) Shell scripts will rely on the PATH variable rather than using

	the paths derived above.

    2) ~username

 interpretations will be done at run time rather than

	by Configure.

@if PHOSTNAME

    3) The system name will be determined at run time, if at all possible.

@end

 

EOH

rp="Do you expect to run these scripts and binaries on multiple machines?"

. ./myread

case "$ans" in

	y*) d_portable="$define"

?X:

?X: Paths will be stripped down (/usr/bin/vi -> vi) in Config_sh.U if needed.

?X:

	;;

	*)  d_portable="$undef" ;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_portable.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_strcoll.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_strcoll.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/08/29  16:12:01  ram

?RCS: patch32: created by ADO

?RCS:
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?MAKE:d_strcoll: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_strcoll:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines HAS_STRCOLL if strcoll() is

?S:	available to compare strings using collating information.

?S:.

?C:HAS_STRCOLL:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the strcoll routine

 is

?C:	available to compare strings using collating information.

?C:.

?H:#$d_strcoll HAS_STRCOLL	/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_strcoll

: see if strcoll exists

set strcoll d_strcoll

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_strcoll.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_gethname.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_gethname.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:13:00  ram

?RCS: patch36: call ./xenix explicitly instead of relying on PATH

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:11  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_gethname d_uname d_phostname aphostname: phostname cat \

	myhostname package d_portable Loc echo n c +i_whoami +usrinc \

	Myread Guess Oldconfig Csym

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_gethname:

?S:	This variable conditionally

 defines the HAS_GETHOSTNAME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the gethostname() routine may be
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?S:	used to derive the host name.

?S:.

?S:d_uname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_UNAME symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the uname() routine may be

?S:	used to derive the host name.

?S:.

?S:d_phostname:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_PHOSTNAME symbol, which

?S:	contains the shell command which, when fed to popen(), may be

?S:	used to derive the host name.

?S:.

?S:aphostname:

?S:	This variable contains the command which can be used to compute the

?S:	host name. The command is fully qualified by its absolute path, to make

?S:	it safe when used by a process with super-user privileges.

?S:.

?C:HAS_GETHOSTNAME (GETHOSTNAME):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C program may use the

?C:	gethostname() routine to derive the host name.  See also HAS_UNAME

?C:	and PHOSTNAME.

?C:.

?C:HAS_UNAME (UNAME):

?C:	This symbol,

 if defined, indicates that the C program may use the

?C:	uname() routine to derive the host name.  See also HAS_GETHOSTNAME

?C:	and PHOSTNAME.

?C:.

?C:PHOSTNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates the command to feed to the

?C:	popen() routine to derive the host name.  See also HAS_GETHOSTNAME

?C:	and HAS_UNAME.	Note that the command uses a fully qualified path,

?C:	so that it is safe even if used by a process with super-user

?C:	privileges.

?C:.

?C:HAS_PHOSTNAME:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the C program may use the

?C:	contents of PHOSTNAME as a command to feed to the popen() routine

?C:	to derive the host name.

?C:.

?H:?%<:#$d_gethname HAS_GETHOSTNAME	/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_uname HAS_UNAME		/**/

?H:?%<:#$d_phostname HAS_PHOSTNAME	/**/

?H:?%<:#ifdef HAS_PHOSTNAME

?H:?%<:#define PHOSTNAME "$aphostname"	/* How to get the host name */

?H:?%<:#endif

?H:.

?T:file val call
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?LINT:change i_whoami

: see how we will look up host name

echo " "

call=''

@if HAS_GETHOSTNAME

if

 set gethostname val -f d_gethname; eval $csym; $val; then

	echo 'gethostname() found.' >&4

	d_gethname="$define"

	call=gethostname

fi

@end

@if HAS_UNAME

if set uname val -f d_uname; eval $csym; $val; then

	if ./xenix; then

		$cat <<'EOM'

uname() was found, but you're running xenix, and older versions of xenix

have a broken uname(). If you don't really know whether your xenix is old

enough to have a broken system call, use the default answer.

 

EOM

		dflt=y

		case "$d_uname" in

		"$define") dflt=n;;

		esac

		rp='Is your uname() broken?'

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n*) d_uname="$define"; call=uname;;

		esac

	else

		echo 'uname() found.' >&4

		d_uname="$define"

		case "$call" in

		'') call=uname ;;

		esac

	fi

fi

@end

case "$d_gethname" in

'') d_gethname="$undef";;

esac

case "$d_uname" in

'') d_uname="$undef";;

esac

@if PHOSTNAME || MYHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in

*define*)
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	dflt=n

	cat <<EOM

 

Every now and then someone has a $call() that lies about the hostname

but can't be fixed

 for political or economic reasons.  If you wish, I can

@if MYHOSTNAME && PHOSTNAME

pretend $call() isn't there and maybe compile in the hostname or

compute it from the '$phostname' command at run-time.

@elsif MYHOSTNAME

pretend $call() isn't there and maybe compile in the hostname.

@elsif PHOSTNAME

pretend $call() isn't there and maybe compute hostname at run-time

thanks to the '$phostname' command.

@elsif WHOAMI

get the hostname from whomai.h (provided you have one).

@else

simply ignore your host name and use someting like "noname" instead.

@end

 

EOM

	rp="Shall I ignore $call() from now on?"

	. ./myread

	case "$ans" in

	y*) d_uname="$undef" d_gethname="$undef"; $echo $n "Okay...$c";;

	esac;;

esac

@end

@if PHOSTNAME || aphostname

?X: Compute the full path name for the command

case "$phostname" in

'') aphostname='';;

*) case "$aphostname" in

	/*) ;;

	*) set X $phostname

		shift

		file=$1

		shift

		file=`./loc $file $file $pth`

		aphostname=`echo $file $*`

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

@end

@if

 PHOSTNAME && MYHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in
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*define*) ;;

*)

	case "$phostname" in

	'') ;;

	*)

		$cat <<EOT

 

There is no gethostname() or uname() on this system.  You have two

possibilities at this point:

 

1)  You can have your host name ($myhostname) compiled into $package, which

   lets $package start up faster, but makes your binaries non-portable, or

2)  you can have $package use a

 

	popen("$aphostname","r")

 

   which will start slower but be more portable.

 

@	if WHOAMI

Option 1 will give you the option of using whoami.h if you have one.

@	end

If you want option 2 but with a different command, you can edit config.sh at

the end of this shell script.

 

EOT

		case "$d_phostname" in

		"$define") dflt=n;;

		"$undef")  dflt=y;;

		'')

			case "$d_portable" in

			"$define") dflt=n ;;

			*) dflt=y ;;

			esac;;

		esac

		rp="Do you want your host name compiled in?"

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n*) d_phostname="$define" ;;

		*) aphostname=''; d_phostname="$undef";;

		esac;;

	esac

	case

 "$aphostname" in

	'')

@	if WHOAMI

		case "$i_whoami" in

		"$define")

			dflt=y
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			$cat <<EOM

 

No hostname function--you can either use the whoami.h file, which has this line:

 

	`grep sysname $usrinc/whoami.h`

 

or you can have the name we came up with earlier ($myhostname) hardwired in.

EOM

			rp="Use whoami.h to get hostname?"

			. ./myread

			case "$ans" in

			n*) i_whoami="$undef";;

			esac

			;;

		"$undef")

			$cat <<EOM

No hostname function and no whoami.h -- hardwiring "$myhostname".

EOM

			;;

		esac;;

@	else

		echo 'No hostname function -- hardwiring "'$myhostname'".' >&4;;

@	end

	esac;;

esac

@elsif PHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in

*define*) ;;

*)

	case "$phostname" in

	'')

@	if WHOAMI

		case "$i_whoami" in

		"$define")

			$cat <<EOM

 

No hostname function--we'll use the whoami.h file, which has this line:

 

	`grep sysname $usrinc/whoami.h`

 

EOM

			;;

		*) echo "There will be no way for $package to get your hostname." >&4;;

		esac;;

@	else

		echo "There will be no way

 for $package to get your hostname." >&4;;

@	end
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	*)

	echo "I'll use 'popen("'"'$aphostname'", "r")'"' to get your hostname." >&4

		;;

	esac;;

esac

@elsif MYHOSTNAME

case "$d_uname$d_gethname" in

*define*) ;;

*)

@	if WHOAMI

	case "$i_whoami" in

	"$define")

		dflt=y

		$cat <<EOM

 

No hostname function--you can either use the whoami.h file, which has this line:

 

	`grep sysname $usrinc/whoami.h`

 

or you can have the name we came up with earlier ($myhostname) hardwired in.

EOM

		rp="Use whoami.h to get hostname?"

		. ./myread

		case "$ans" in

		n*) i_whoami="$undef";;

		esac

		;;

	"$undef")

		echo 'No whoami.h--hardwiring "'$myhostname'".' >&4;;

	esac;;

@	else

	echo 'Hardwiring "'$myhostname'".' >&4;;

@	end

esac

@end

case "$d_phostname" in

'') d_phostname="$undef";;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/modified/d_gethname.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_fmod.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:
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?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: Original Author: Andy Dougherty <doughera@lafcol.lafayette.edu>

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_fmod.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/10/29  16:12:46  ram

?RCS: patch36: created by ADO

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_fmod: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_fmod:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_FMOD symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the fmod() routine is available.

?S:	See also d_drem for the drem() routine which does roughly the same.

?S:.

?C:HAS_FMOD

 :

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the fmod routine is

?C:	available to compute the remainder r=x-n*y where n=trunc(x/y).

?C:.

?H:#$d_fmod HAS_FMOD		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_fmod

: see if fmod exists

set fmod d_fmod

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_fmod.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: cppstdin.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.4  1994/10/29  16:08:34  ram
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?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1994/01/24  14:05:38  ram

?RCS: patch16: comment for CPPLAST was missing

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1993/12/15  08:18:58  ram

?RCS: patch15: new variables cpprun and cpplast, guaranteed wrapper-free

?RCS: patch15: cppstdin now tries to use cc, even at the cost of a wrapper

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1993/08/25  14:00:53  ram

?RCS: patch6:

 remove wrapper when not actually used

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:05:38  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:cppstdin cppminus cpprun cpplast: contains test Myread Oldconfig Loc \

	cpp +cc rm hint osname gccversion startsh eunicefix

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:cppstdin:

?S:	This variable contains the command which will invoke the C

?S:	preprocessor on standard input and put the output to stdout.

?S:	It is primarily used by other Configure units that ask about

?S:	preprocessor symbols.

?S:.

?S:cppminus:

?S:	This variable contains the second part of the string which will invoke

?S:	the C preprocessor on the standard input and produce to standard

?S:	output.  This variable will have the value "-" if cppstdin needs

?S:	a minus to specify standard input, otherwise the value is "".

?S:.

?S:cpprun:

?S:	This variable contains the command which will invoke a C preprocessor

?S:	on standard input and put the output to stdout. It is guaranteed not

?S:	to be a wrapper

 and may be a null string if no preprocessor can be

?S:	made directly available. This preprocessor might be different from the

?S:	one used by the C compiler. Don't forget to append cpplast after the

?S:	preprocessor options.

?S:.

?S:cpplast:

?S:	This variable has the same functionality as cppminus, only it applies to

?S:	cpprun and not cppstdin.

?S:.

?C:CPPSTDIN:

?C:	This symbol contains the first part of the string which will invoke

?C:	the C preprocessor on the standard input and produce to standard

?C:	output.	 Typical value of "cc -E" or "/lib/cpp", but it can also
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?C:	call a wrapper. See CPPRUN.

?C:.

?C:CPPMINUS:

?C:	This symbol contains the second part of the string which will invoke

?C:	the C preprocessor on the standard input and produce to standard

?C:	output.  This symbol will have the value "-" if CPPSTDIN needs a minus

?C:	to specify standard input, otherwise the value is "".

?C:.

?C:CPPRUN:

?C:	This symbol contains the string which will invoke a C preprocessor on

?C:	the

 standard input and produce to standard output. It needs to end

?C:	with CPPLAST, after all other preprocessor flags have been specified.

?C:	The main difference with CPPSTDIN is that this program will never be a

?C:	pointer to a shell wrapper, i.e. it will be empty if no preprocessor is

?C:	available directly to the user. Note that it may well be different from

?C:	the preprocessor used to compile the C program.

?C:.

?C:CPPLAST:

?C:	This symbol is intended to be used along with CPPRUN in the same manner

?C:	symbol CPPMINUS is used with CPPSTDIN. It contains either "-" or "".

?C:.

?H:#define CPPSTDIN "$cppstdin"

?H:#define CPPMINUS "$cppminus"

?H:#define CPPRUN "$cpprun"

?H:#define CPPLAST "$cpplast"

?H:.

?F:cppstdin !testcpp.out !testcpp.c

?T:wrapper x_cpp x_minus ok

: see how we invoke the C preprocessor

echo " "

echo "Now, how can we feed standard input to your C preprocessor..." >&4

cat <<'EOT' >testcpp.c

#define ABC abc

#define XYZ xyz

ABC.XYZ

EOT

cd ..

if $test ! -f cppstdin;

 then

	echo "$startsh" >cppstdin

if $test "X$osname" = "Xaix" -a "X$gccversion" = X; then

?X: AIX cc -E doesn't show the absolute headerfile

?X: locations but we'll cheat by using the -M flag.

	echo 'cat >.$$.c; rm -f .$$.u; '"$cc"' ${1+"$@"} -M -c .$$.c 2>/dev/null; \

	test -s .$$.u && \

	awk '"'"'$2 ~ /\.h$/ { print "# 0 \""$2"\"" }'"'"' .$$.u; \

	rm -f .$$.o .$$.u; '"$cc"' -E ${1+"$@"} .$$.c; rm .$$.c' >> cppstdin
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else

	echo 'cat >.$$.c; '"$cc"' -E ${1+"$@"} .$$.c; rm .$$.c' >>cppstdin

fi; else

	echo "Keeping your $hint cppstdin wrapper."

fi

chmod 755 cppstdin

$eunicefix cppstdin

wrapper=`pwd`/cppstdin

ok='false'

cd UU

 

?X:

?X: We'll run the cpp tests again if we don't have any valid C preprocessor

?X: yet or don't know how to proceed without a wrapper (in which case cpprun

?X: is empty and that's really annoying...)

?X:

if $test "X$cppstdin" != "X" && \

	$cppstdin $cppminus <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1 && \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

then

	echo "You used to use

 $cppstdin $cppminus so we'll use that again."

	case "$cpprun" in

	'') echo "But let's see if we can live without a wrapper..." ;;

	*)

		if $cpprun $cpplast <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1 && \

			$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			echo "(And we'll use $cpprun $cpplast to preprocess directly.)"

			ok='true'

		else

			echo "(However, $cpprun $cpplast does not work, let's see...)"

		fi

		;;

	esac

else

	case "$cppstdin" in

	'') ;;

	*)

		echo "Good old $cppstdin $cppminus does not seem to be of any help..."

		;;

	esac

fi

 

if $ok; then

	: nothing

elif echo 'Maybe "'"$cc"' -E" will work...'; \

	$cc -E <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \
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	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Yup, it does."

	x_cpp="$cc -E"

	x_minus='';

elif echo 'Nope...maybe "'"$cc"' -E -" will work...'; \

	$cc -E - <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Yup, it does."

	x_cpp="$cc -E"

	x_minus='-';

elif echo 'Nope...maybe "'"$cc"'

 -P" will work...'; \

	$cc -P <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Yipee, that works!"

	x_cpp="$cc -P"

	x_minus='';

elif echo 'Nope...maybe "'"$cc"' -P -" will work...'; \

	$cc -P - <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "At long last!"

	x_cpp="$cc -P"

	x_minus='-';

elif echo 'No such luck, maybe "'$cpp'" will work...'; \

	$cpp <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "It works!"

	x_cpp="$cpp"

	x_minus='';

elif echo 'Nixed again...maybe "'$cpp' -" will work...'; \

	$cpp - <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	echo "Hooray, it works!  I was beginning to wonder."

	x_cpp="$cpp"

	x_minus='-';

elif echo 'Uh-uh.  Time to get fancy.  Trying a wrapper...'; \

	$wrapper <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

	$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

	x_cpp="$wrapper"

	x_minus=''

	echo

 "Eureka!"

else

	dflt=''

	rp="No dice.  I can't find a C preprocessor.  Name one:"

	. ./myread

	x_cpp="$ans"

	x_minus=''
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	$x_cpp <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1

	if $contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1 ; then

		echo "OK, that will do." >&4

	else

echo "Sorry, I can't get that to work.  Go find one and rerun Configure." >&4

		exit 1

	fi

fi

 

case "$ok" in

false)

	cppstdin="$x_cpp"

	cppminus="$x_minus"

	cpprun="$x_cpp"

	cpplast="$x_minus"

?X:

?X: If /lib/cpp is used, try using a wrapper to increase our chances to have

?X: the C compiler and our $cppstdin agree on the same symbols... However,

?X: since cpprun is guaranteed not to be a wrapper, we must clear it if the

?X: only preprocessor we found was a wrapper, with all our luck...

?X:

	set X $x_cpp

	shift

	case "$1" in

	"$cpp")

		echo "Perhaps can we force $cc -E using a wrapper..."

		if $wrapper <testcpp.c >testcpp.out 2>&1; \

			$contains 'abc.*xyz' testcpp.out >/dev/null 2>&1

		then

			echo "Yup, we can."

			cppstdin="$wrapper"

			cppminus='';

		else

			echo

 "Nope, we'll have to live without it..."

		fi

		;;

	esac

	case "$cpprun" in

	"$wrapper")

		cpprun=''

		cpplast=''

		;;

	esac

	;;

esac

 

case "$cppstdin" in
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"$wrapper"|'cppstdin') ;;

*) $rm -f $wrapper;;

esac

$rm -f testcpp.c testcpp.out

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/cppstdin.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: dlsrc.U,v$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996-1998, Andy Dougherty

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: dlext.U,v $

?RCS:

?X:  hpux support thanks to Jeff Okamoto <okamoto@hpcc101.corp.hp.com>

?X:

?X:  To create a shared library, you must compile ALL source files in the

?X:  library with +z (or possibly +Z if the library is whopping huge),

?X:  then link the library with -b.  Example:

?X:	  cc -c +z module_a.c

?X:	  cc -c +z module_b.c

?X:	  ld -b module_a.o module_b.o -o module.sl

?X:

?MAKE:dlext: \

	Getfile Myread cat usedl so

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:BOTTOM

?S:dlext:

?S:	This variable contains the extension that is to be used for the

?S:	dynamically loaded modules that perl generates.

?S:.

: Check what extension to use for shared libs

case "$usedl" in

$define|y|true)

	$cat <<

 EOM

 

On a few systems, the dynamically loaded modules that perl generates and uses

will need a different extension than shared libs. The default will probably

be appropriate.

 

EOM

	case "$dlext" in
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	'')	dflt="$so" ;;

	*)	dflt="$dlext" ;;

	esac

	rp='What is the extension of dynamically loaded modules'

	. ./myread

	dlext="$ans"

	;;

*)

	dlext="none"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/dlext.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: d_memccpy.U 1 2006-08-24 12:32:52Z rmanfredi $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic Licence,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic Licence; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: d_memccpy.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:06:31  ram

?RCS: Baseline for dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:d_memccpy: Inlibc

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:d_memccpy:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the HAS_MEMCCPY symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that the memccpy() routine is available

?S:	to copy a character into a block of memory.

?S:.

?C:HAS_MEMCCPY (MEMCCPY):

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that the memccpy routine

 is available

?C:	to copy a character into a block of memory.  Otherwise you should

?C:	roll your own.

?C:.

?H:#$d_memccpy HAS_MEMCCPY		/**/

?H:.

?LINT:set d_memccpy

: see if memccpy exists
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set memccpy d_memccpy

eval $inlibc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/d_memccpy.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1999 Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

?RCS: License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.

?RCS:

?MAKE:gidformat: gidsize gidsign ivsize uvsize longsize intsize shortsize \

	ivdformat uvuformat test echo

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:gidformat:

?S:	This variable contains the format string used for printing a Gid_t.

?S:.

?C:Gid_t_f:

?C:	This symbol defines the format string used for printing a Gid_t.

?C:.

?H:#define	Gid_t_f		$gidformat		/**/

?H:.

: Check format string for GID

 

echo " "

$echo "Checking the format string to be used for gids..." >&4

 

case "$gidsign" in

-1)	if $test X"$gidsize" = X"$ivsize"; then

		gidformat="$ivdformat"

	else

		if $test X"$gidsize" = X"$longsize"; then

			gidformat='"ld"'

		else

			if $test X"$gidsize" = X"$intsize"; then

				gidformat='"d"'

			else

				if $test X"$gidsize"

 = X"$shortsize"; then

					gidformat='"hd"'

				fi

			fi

		fi

	fi
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	;;

*)	if $test X"$gidsize" = X"$uvsize"; then

		gidformat="$uvuformat"

	else

		if $test X"$gidsize" = X"$longsize"; then

			gidformat='"lu"'

		else

			if $test X"$gidsize" = X"$intsize"; then

				gidformat='"u"'

			else

				if $test X"$gidsize" = X"$shortsize"; then

					gidformat='"hu"'

				fi

			fi

		fi

	fi

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/typedefs/gidf.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1997, 2004-2006, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 4.0.

?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: i_varhdr.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.3  1997/02/28  15:54:42  ram

?RCS: patch61: varargs script now starts with leading "startsh"

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.2  1994/10/29  16:21:02  ram

?RCS: patch36: added ?F: line for metalint file checking

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1994/05/13  15:26:05  ram

?RCS: patch27: this unit now supersedes old i_stdarg.U and i_varargs.U

?RCS: patch27: modified to avoid spurious Whoa warnings (ADO)

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0  1993/08/18  12:08:49  ram

?RCS: Baseline for
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 dist 3.0 netwide release.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_stdarg i_varargs i_varhdr: cat +cc +ccflags rm test Setvar \

	Findhdr Warn startsh _o

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_stdarg:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_STDARG symbol, which

?S:	indicates to the C program that <stdarg.h> exists and should

?S:	be included.

?S:.

?S:i_varargs:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines I_VARARGS, which indicates

?S:	to the C program that it should include <varargs.h>.

?S:.

?S:i_varhdr:

?S:	Contains the name of the header to be included to get va_dcl definition.

?S:	Typically one of varargs.h or stdarg.h.

?S:.

?C:I_STDARG:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates that <stdarg.h> exists and should

?C:	be included.

?C:.

?C:I_VARARGS:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <varargs.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_stdarg I_STDARG		/**/

?H:#$i_varargs I_VARARGS	/**/

?H:.

?W:%<:va_dcl

?F:!varargs

?T:valstd

?LINT:set i_stdarg i_varargs

?X:

?X: Don't use setvar because the varags test

 below might override these.

?X: Actually, the messages here are just informative. We don't wish to set

?X: i_varargs or i_stdarg to their final value before knowing which of the

?X: two we'll include.

?X:

: see if stdarg is available

echo " "

if $test `./findhdr stdarg.h`; then

	echo "<stdarg.h> found." >&4

	valstd="$define"

else

	echo "<stdarg.h> NOT found." >&4

	valstd="$undef"
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fi

 

: see if varags is available

echo " "

if $test `./findhdr varargs.h`; then

	echo "<varargs.h> found." >&4

else

	echo "<varargs.h> NOT found, but that's ok (I hope)." >&4

fi

 

?X:

?X: if you have stdarg.h, you need to support prototypes to actually use it;

?X: but if stdarg.h exists and the compiler doesn't support prototypes (for some

?X: bizarre reason), we'll fall back to varargs.h anyway so it's not so bad.

?X:

: set up the varargs testing programs

$cat > varargs.c <<EOP

#ifdef I_STDARG

#include <stdarg.h>

#endif

#ifdef I_VARARGS

#include <varargs.h>

#endif

 

#ifdef I_STDARG

int f(char *p, ...)

#else

int

 f(va_alist)

va_dcl

#endif

{

	va_list ap;

#ifndef I_STDARG

	char *p;

#endif

#ifdef I_STDARG

	va_start(ap,p);

#else

	va_start(ap);

	p = va_arg(ap, char *);

#endif

	va_end(ap);

}

EOP

$cat > varargs <<EOP

$startsh

if $cc -c $ccflags -D\$1 varargs.c >/dev/null 2>&1; then
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	echo "true"

else

	echo "false"

fi

$rm -f varargs$_o

EOP

chmod +x varargs

 

: now check which varargs header should be included

echo " "

i_varhdr=''

case "$valstd" in

"$define")

	if `./varargs I_STDARG`; then

		val='stdarg.h'

	elif `./varargs I_VARARGS`; then

		val='varargs.h'

	fi

	;;

*)

	if `./varargs I_VARARGS`; then

		val='varargs.h'

	fi

	;;

esac

case "$val" in

'')

	./warn "I could not find the definition for va_dcl... You have problems..."

	val="$undef"; set i_stdarg; eval $setvar

	val="$undef"; set i_varargs; eval $setvar

	;;

*)

	set i_varhdr

	eval $setvar

	case "$i_varhdr" in

	stdarg.h)

		val="$define"; set i_stdarg; eval $setvar

		val="$undef"; set i_varargs; eval $setvar

		;;

	varargs.h)

		val="$undef"; set i_stdarg;

 eval $setvar

		val="$define"; set i_varargs; eval $setvar

		;;

	esac

	echo "We'll include <$i_varhdr> to get va_dcl definition." >&4;;

esac

$rm -f varargs*
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/dist/U/i_varhdr.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id$

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1998, Jarkko Hietaniemi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.

?RCS:

?MAKE:i_netinettcp: Inhdr

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?S:i_netinettcp:

?S:	This variable conditionally defines the I_NETINET_TCP symbol,

?S:	and indicates whether a C program should include <netinet/tcp.h>.

?S:.

?C:I_NETINET_TCP:

?C:	This symbol, if defined, indicates to the C program that it should

?C:	include <netinet/tcp.h>.

?C:.

?H:#$i_netinettcp   I_NETINET_TCP                /**/

?H:.

?LINT:set i_netinettcp

: see if netinet/tcp.h is available

set netinet/tcp.h i_netinettcp

eval $inhdr

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/perl/i_netinettcp.U

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

?RCS: $Id: man1dir.U,v 3.2 1999/07/08 20:57:21 doughera Exp doughera $

?RCS:

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1996, 1999 Andy Dougherty

?RCS: Copyright (c) 1991-1993, Raphael Manfredi

?RCS:

?RCS: You may redistribute only under the terms of the Artistic License,

?RCS: as specified in the README file that comes with the distribution.

?RCS: You may reuse parts of this distribution only within the terms of

?RCS: that same Artistic License; a copy of which may be found at the root

?RCS: of the source tree for dist 3.0.
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?RCS:

?RCS: $Log: man1dir.U,v $

?RCS: Revision 3.2  1999/07/08 20:57:21  doughera

?RCS: Used installprefix.

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.1  1999/07/08 20:52:19  doughera

?RCS: Updated for perl5.005_5x

?RCS:

?RCS: Revision 3.0.1.1  1997/02/28  16:10:29  ram

?RCS: patch61: created

?RCS:

?X:	This was originally specific to perl5.  Since perl5 has man pages that

?X:	go in both man1/ and man3/ directories, we need both man1dir

?X:	and

 man3dir.  This unit is basically dist's mansrc.U with

?X:	man1 used instead of man everywhere.

?X:

?MAKE:man1dir man1direxp man1ext installman1dir: cat nroff Loc Oldconfig \

	spackage test Getfile Setprefixvar Prefixit Prefixup sysman Myread \

	prefixexp

?MAKE:	-pick add $@ %<

?Y:TOP

?D:man1dir=''

?S:man1dir:

?S:	This variable contains the name of the directory in which manual

?S:	source pages are to be put.  It is the responsibility of the

?S:	Makefile.SH to get the value of this into the proper command.

?S:	You must be prepared to do the ~name expansion yourself.

?S:.

?D:man1direxp=''

?S:man1direxp:

?S:	This variable is the same as the man1dir variable, but is filename

?S:	expanded at configuration time, for convenient use in makefiles.

?S:.

?D:installman1dir=''

?S:installman1dir:

?S:	This variable is really the same as man1direxp, unless you are using

?S:	AFS in which case it points to the read/write location whereas

?S:	man1direxp only points to the read-only access location.

 For extra

?S:	portability, you should only use this variable within your makefiles.

?S:.

?S:man1ext:

?S:	This variable contains the extension that the manual page should

?S:	have: one of 'n', 'l', or '1'.  The Makefile must supply the '.'.

?S:	See man1dir.

?S:.

?T:lookpath
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?LINT:change prefixvar

?LINT:set man1direxp

: determine where manual pages go

set man1dir man1dir none

eval $prefixit

$cat <<EOM

 

$spackage has manual pages available in source form.

EOM

case "$nroff" in

nroff)

	echo "However, you don't have nroff, so they're probably useless to you."

	case "$man1dir" in

	'') man1dir="none";;

	esac;;

esac

echo "If you don't want the manual sources installed, answer 'none'."

case "$man1dir" in

' ') dflt=none

	;;

'')

	lookpath="$prefixexp/share/man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/man1 $prefixexp/man/l_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/p_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/u_man/man1"

	lookpath="$lookpath $prefixexp/man/man.1"

?X: Experience has shown people

 expect man1dir to be under prefix,

?X: so we now always put it there.  Users who want other behavior

?X: can answer interactively or use a command line option.

?X: Does user have System V-style man paths.

	case "$sysman" in

	*/?_man*)	dflt=`./loc . $prefixexp/l_man/man1 $lookpath` ;;

	*)	dflt=`./loc . $prefixexp/man/man1 $lookpath` ;;

	esac

	set dflt

	eval $prefixup

	;;

*)  dflt="$man1dir"

	;;

esac

echo " "

fn=dn+~

rp="Where do the main $spackage manual pages (source) go?"

. ./getfile

if $test "X$man1direxp" != "X$ansexp"; then

	installman1dir=''

fi
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prefixvar=man1dir

. ./setprefixvar

 

case "$man1dir" in

'')	man1dir=' '

	installman1dir='';;

esac

 

: What suffix to use on installed man pages

 

case "$man1dir" in

' ')

	man1ext='0'

	;;

*)

	rp="What suffix should be used for the main $spackage man pages?"

	case "$man1ext" in

	'')	case "$man1dir" in

		*1)  dflt=1 ;;

		*1p) dflt=1p ;;

		*1pm) dflt=1pm ;;

		*l) dflt=l;;

		*n) dflt=n;;

		*o) dflt=o;;

		*p) dflt=p;;

		*C) dflt=C;;

		*L) dflt=L;;

		*L1)

 dflt=L1;;

		*) dflt=1;;

		esac

		;;

	*)	dflt="$man1ext";;

	esac

	. ./myread

	man1ext="$ans"

	;;

esac

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1854928199_1701225705.9160655/0/perl-5-30-0-orig-regen-configure-1-tar-gz/metaconfig-

5.30.0/U/installdirs/man1dir.U

 

1.233 tomcat 10.1.16 
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1.233.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler (ecj-x.x.x.jar) component and the

following Jakarta EE Schemas:

- jakartaee_9.xsd

- jakartaee_10.xsd

- jakarta_web-services_2_0.xsd

- jakarta_web-services_client_2_0.xsd

- jsp_3_0.xsd

- jsp_3_1.xsd

- web-app_5_0.xsd

- web-app_6_0.xsd

- web-commonn_5_0.xsd

- web-commonn_6_0.xsd

- web-fragment_5_0.xsd

- web-fragment_6_0.xsd

- web-jsptaglibrary_3_0.xsd

- web-jsptaglibrary_3_1.xsd

 

Eclipse
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 Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean

 patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces,
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 types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and

 such Derivative Works.

 

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other intellectual property rights of any other

 entity.

 Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party
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 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary

 License

 (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

 used for software exchange; and

 

 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors

 all

    liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

    of this section 3.

 

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:
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 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark,

 attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party

 against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

claims and warranties
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 are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable

 laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed

 to the

minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such
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litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone

 is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

 above, Recipient

receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

 file, then You may include
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 the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

 

For the Windows Installer component:

 

   * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and

      graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

      otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

   * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng

      license.

   * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

   * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

      License version 1.0.

 

zlib/libpng license

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of

this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software

 for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 

  1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

bzip2 license

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

    

  that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
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      appreciated but is not required.

  3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

 

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions

 do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.
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"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in

 source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each

 Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS
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A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors

 all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within

 the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
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every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor

 to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's

 responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or

 interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against

 a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and

 distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is

 published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
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intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

Special exception for LZMA compression module

 

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA

 compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

        to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,
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       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether

 at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.
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  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above,

 no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
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           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed

 by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications

 of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through

 a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient
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     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients.

 rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms

 of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of

 the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.
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     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise,

 You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE

 ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the
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          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer

 or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with

 Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

 SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial
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  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that

 addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

   International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

   The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the ecj-x.x.x.jar component and the EnclosingMethod and

LocalVariableTypeTable classes in the org.apache.tomcat.util.bcel.classfile

package:

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution"

 means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
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i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program"

 means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

 Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
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intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

 acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that

 Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if
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any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the

 Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control,

 and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS

 OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,
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programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF

 THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not

 cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

 be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was
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received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

For the Windows

 Installer component:

 

   * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and

      graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

      otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

   * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng

      license.

   * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

   * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

      License version 1.0.

 

zlib/libpng license

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of

this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 

  1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

 

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

bzip2 license
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  3. Altered source versions must be

 plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

 

jseward@acm.org

Common

 Public License version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;
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where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor"

 means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell,

 offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder,

 each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
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For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii)

 effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL
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 DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any

 claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor

 to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
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EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall

 terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is

 permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement
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is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

 the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

Special exception for LZMA compression module

 

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject

 to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions

 thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 

         previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled
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        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes

 of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

 using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants

 You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such
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           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor

 Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.
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     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

      You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the

 Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify

 the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to
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     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

   

  name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License

 and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory
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          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer

 (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

 DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial

 computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered
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  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent

 applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY

 FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2023 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code derived from netty-native

developed by the Netty project

(https://netty.io, https://github.com/netty/netty-tcnative/)

and from finagle-native developed at Twitter

(https://github.com/twitter/finagle).

 

This software contains code derived from jgroups-kubernetes

developed by the JGroups project (http://www.jgroups.org/).

 

The Windows Installer is built with the Nullsoft

Scriptable Install System (NSIS), which is

open source software.  The original software and

related information is available at

http://nsis.sourceforge.net.

 

Java compilation software for JSP pages is provided by the Eclipse

JDT Core Batch Compiler component, which is open source software.

The original software and related information is available at

https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/core/.

 

org.apache.tomcat.util.json.JSONParser.jj is

 a public domain javacc grammar

for JSON written by Robert Fischer.

https://github.com/RobertFischer/json-parser

 

For portions of the Tomcat JNI OpenSSL API and the OpenSSL JSSE integration

The org.apache.tomcat.jni and the org.apache.tomcat.net.openssl packages

are derivative work originating from the Netty project and the finagle-native

project developed at Twitter

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

* Copyright 2014 Twitter

 

For portions of the Tomcat cloud support

The org.apache.catalina.tribes.membership.cloud package contains derivative

work originating from the jgroups project.

https://github.com/jgroups-extras/jgroups-kubernetes

Copyright 2002-2018 Red Hat Inc.

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd
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- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

 - javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Standard Taglib Implementation

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Apache Standard Taglib Specification API

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
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- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

Apache Tomcat JDBC Pool

Copyright 2008-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

 - web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.
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  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available

 under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable

 form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more

 than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

        (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

            perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or
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           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

            Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License

 with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive

 text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License
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     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5.

 Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You

 may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version
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     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER

 OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 

         Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2
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          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

         

 prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
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  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

 in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License

 and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

For the following Jakarta EE Schemas:

- jakartaee_9.xsd

- jakartaee_10.xsd

- jakarta_web-services_2_0.xsd

- jakarta_web-services_client_2_0.xsd

- jsp_3_0.xsd

- jsp_3_1.xsd

- web-app_5_0.xsd

- web-app_6_0.xsd
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- web-commonn_5_0.xsd

- web-commonn_6_0.xsd

- web-fragment_5_0.xsd

- web-fragment_6_0.xsd

-

 web-jsptaglibrary_3_0.xsd

- web-jsptaglibrary_3_1.xsd

 

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that

 Distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.
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"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include

 works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the

 Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other
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 intellectual property rights of any other entity.

 Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt

 of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

 (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

 used for software exchange; and

 

 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively

 excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

    liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and
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    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

    of this section 3.

 

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may

 not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and

 other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.
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For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product

 X, those performance

claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs

 of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the

 parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
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If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient

 relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except

 as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."
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 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice

 in a particular

 file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

1.234 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.10.4 
1.234.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.235 spring-expression 6.1.1 
1.235.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SimpleEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CodeFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FloatLiteral.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ValueRef.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509821_1701449369.879739/0/spring-expression-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

 

1.236 spring-framework 6.1.1 
1.236.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResizableByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalGenericConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/FallbackObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/JdkIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AlternativeJdkIdGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/CallbackInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/MethodInfoTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/AddInitTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/CallbackHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MixinEverythingEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/AbstractInterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/AbstractClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/InterfaceMaker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/RejectModifierPredicate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Context.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/RecordComponentVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Attribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypeReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/RecordComponentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SimpleRouteMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteBufferEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AnnotationTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertiesPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizingMethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/DataBufferEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ResourceEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationSelectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MissingMergedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationSelector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/RouteMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/PackagesAnnotationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/IntrospectionFailureLogger.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Ordered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassLoaderAwareGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IntegerToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/unit/DataUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ReactiveAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteArrayDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/RegexPatternTypeFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationsScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/TypeMappedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ReflectionUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/UrlResource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/EncodedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/NullSafeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/support/FilePatternResourceHintsRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/MethodName.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleAnnotationMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/support/ClassHintUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringValueResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/CollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationTypeMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/LimitedDataBufferList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SerializableTypeWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogFormatUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/util/Assert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassPathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SystemPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NativeDetector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrencyThrottleSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedCaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/VirtualThreadTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/Netty5DataBufferFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/SpringFactoriesLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ObjectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ExecutorServiceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/BooleanComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/ExponentialBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/support/SpringPropertiesRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ProxyHintsExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractFileResolvingResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileSystemUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ByteArrayResource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ResourceHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotatedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ContextPropagatingTaskDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ReactiveTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertySourceDescriptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/ComparableComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ByteBufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMethodMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/JOptCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/Profiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardMethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/Base64Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ProfilesParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodClassKey.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/PriorityOrdered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/TypeHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrentLruCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/CharSequenceEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DefaultParameterNameDiscoverer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/feature/PreComputeFieldFeature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AutoPopulatingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/InstanceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/PathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMapAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/support/KotlinDetectorRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/TypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/AppendableConsumerInputStreamSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogMessage.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/GenericConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/JavaSerializationHint.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/MemberCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractDataBufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/ThrowingSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/JdkProxyHintExtensions.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractTypeHierarchyTraversingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/BasicJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ReflectionHintsExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/Environment.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractCharSequenceDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/SingletonSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/TransformerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAwareOrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleNamespaceContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/DefaultConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/BridgeMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ResourcePatternHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolverExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/CompositeTaskDecorator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToRegexConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ReactiveAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToPatternConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/GeneratedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertySourceProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/DefaultGenerationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToOptionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/TypeHintExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/DeserializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MergedAnnotationReadingVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StopWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedCheckedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLinePropertySource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ReflectionTypeReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DefaultDataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/Netty5DataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotatedTypeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/GeneratedClasses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/CoroutinesUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/NonNullFields.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/InMemoryGeneratedFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/unit/DataSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SimpleAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PatternMatchUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeTypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/GeneratedFiles.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/support/SpringFactoriesLoaderRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/OrderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/support/ObjectToObjectConverterRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/io/DescriptiveResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/NettyDataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ReflectionHints.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/VirtualThreadDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/OrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/AccessControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PathMatchingResourcePatternResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/SimpleTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizedMergedAnnotationInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/CharBufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ModuleResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/OutputStreamPublisher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AttributeMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleAnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ResourceHintsExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AbstractMergedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AntPathMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/RepeatableContainers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CompositePropertySource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/JdkProxyHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/AbstractTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/predicate/ReflectionHintsPredicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ResourceBundleHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/KotlinReflectionParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/ResourceHintsWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterizedTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationTypeMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/SpringNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ResourceDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamXMLReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/SerializationHintsExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/UnmodifiableMultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/BindingReflectionHintsRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/support/PathMatchingResourcePatternResolverRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToArrayConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ResourcePatternHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/NettyDataBufferFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/AotDetector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReaderFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassRelativeResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/StylerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleTransformErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/InfrastructureProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleSaxErrorHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/LocalizedResourceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CompositeIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/ListBasedXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ExceptionDepthComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/DelegatingCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReaderFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/SupplierUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/FixedBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/util/UpdateMessageDigestInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/OverridingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedInheritableThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterNameDiscoverer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StreamConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MissingRequiredPropertiesException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/WritableResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/ClassMetadata.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/AbstractConditionalEnumConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnvironmentCapable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConvertingPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/DecodingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableTypeProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/EncodingException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/InvalidMimeTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConverterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IdToEntityConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/VfsPatternUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/GenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/DefaultPropertySourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/Order.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AspectJTypeFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/NamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/FastConstructor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/NoOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/BulkBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/BeanGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/LazyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/FastMember.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassNameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Callback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/CodeGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/AnnotationVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/MethodFilterTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/TransformingClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassReaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/AddPropertyTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/util/ParallelSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/util/StringSwitcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/FixedKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/FieldVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassEmitterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/MethodVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProviderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ObjectSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MixinBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassesKey.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/ConstructorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/TransformingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ProcessSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/TinyBitSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/DuplicatesPredicate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/DefaultGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/GeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/Local.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/AbstractClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/AddDelegateTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/AccessFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ProcessArrayCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/util/SorterTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/ProxyRefDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/util/ParallelSorterEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/BulkBeanException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/jfr/FlightRecorderStartupStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#
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# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

org.springframework.core.ReactiveAdapterRegistry$SpringCoreBlockHoundIntegration

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CommonsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskDecorator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLineArgsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MutablePropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/ResourceRegionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/StartupStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/env/MapPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToNumberConverterFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/PrioritizedParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/MapToMapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SimpleIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/jfr/FlightRecorderStartupEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToNumberConverterFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractPropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SortedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CustomizableThreadCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedMultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InstanceComparator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Deserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToUUIDConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileUrlResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertySourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/ApplicationStartup.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnumerablePropertySource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZoneIdToTimeZoneConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOffExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToIntegerConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZonedDateTimeToCalendarConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ProtocolResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AssignableTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLineArgs.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToPropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurablePropertyResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/ClassName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Factory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/UndeclaredThrowableException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/BridgeMethodResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/LineWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToStringConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractClassTestingTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ExceptionTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToStringConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/SpringCglibInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/PropertiesToStringConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/LocalVariablesSorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/NoOpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/CallbackFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Mixin.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/MulticastDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/impl/AddStaticInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/BeanMapEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/AsmApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/MethodDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/AbstractClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/DebuggingClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/FastClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/EmitUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/ImmutableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/LazyLoaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Proxy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/DefaultNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/CallbackGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MixinEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/BeanMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/transform/ClassFilterTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/FastMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/CodeEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/reflect/FastClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/FixedValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/DispatcherGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/MethodWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/VisibilityPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandlerGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/BeanCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/beans/BulkBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptorGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/AnnotationSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/CodeBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/NameAllocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/TypeSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/WildcardTypeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/ParameterSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/ParameterizedTypeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/TypeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/TypeVariableName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/JavaFile.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/CodeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/MethodSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/FieldSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/javapoet/ArrayTypeName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConfigurableConversionService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferLimitException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SmartClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SystemEnvironmentPropertySource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConfigurableObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ByteBufferConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationsCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/SpringObjenesis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/LogDelegateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/DefaultApplicationStartup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/SpringAsmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/StandardEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/ValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/MethodMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertyPlaceholderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardAnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMethodMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/strategy/BaseInstantiatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/ObjenesisSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/AccessibleInstantiator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/sun/UnsafeFactoryInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/ObjectStreamClassInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/ConstructorInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/ObjenesisHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/ObjectInputStreamInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/sun/SunReflectionFactoryInstantiator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/strategy/SerializingInstantiatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/strategy/SingleInstantiatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/SerializationInstantiatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/strategy/PlatformDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/util/UnsafeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/android/Android10Instantiator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/DelegatingToExoticInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/ObjenesisStd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/annotations/Typology.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/sun/MagicInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/gcj/GCJSerializationInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/android/Android18Instantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/util/ClassUtils.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/FailingInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/NewInstanceInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/ObjenesisException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/android/AndroidSerializationInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/strategy/InstantiatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/sun/SunReflectionFactoryHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/annotations/Instantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/ObjectInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/sun/SunReflectionFactorySerializationInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/Objenesis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/gcj/GCJInstantiatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/ObjenesisBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/perc/PercInstantiator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/gcj/GCJInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/ProxyingInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/android/Android17Instantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/strategy/StdInstantiatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/perc/PercSerializationInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/instantiator/basic/NullInstantiator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/NativeConfigurationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SuccessCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/NettyByteBufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Netty5BufferEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/FileSystemGeneratedFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/GenerationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FailureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurableEnvironment.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/predicate/ProxyHintsPredicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConvertingComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/PooledDataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SimpleAliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SerializationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/StandardReflectionParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/SimpleValueStyler.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/ThrowingBiFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/SerializationHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/RuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/GeneratedTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToLocaleConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/ThrowingConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StreamUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotationPredicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/annotation/ReflectiveProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/log/CompositeLog.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/metrics/jfr/FlightRecorderApplicationStartup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/annotation/RegisterReflectionForBindingProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ProxyHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/annotation/SimpleReflectiveProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Netty5BufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharsetConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DefaultResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/FileNativeConfigurationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/RuntimeHintsRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/annotation/ReflectiveRuntimeHintsRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/predicate/ResourceHintsPredicates.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/GeneratedMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/MethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/MonoToListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Hints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/KotlinDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToArrayConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySourcesPropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/CachingMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/DefaultPropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/ReflectionHintsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/ProxyHintsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FastByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertiesPersister.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/MemberHint.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/NettyByteBufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/CloseableDataBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/CompletableToListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/function/ThrowingFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/substitution/Target_Introspector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FutureUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ConditionalHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XmlValidationModeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/feature/ThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractSingleValueEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallbackRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AliasFor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SettableListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ExecutableHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/ExecutableMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MergedAnnotation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/annotation/Reflective.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/TypeMappedAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DefaultDataBufferFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/codec/DataBufferDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/SerializationHintsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncListenableTaskExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/GeneratedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCurrencyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/FieldHint.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/DefaultMethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotatedElementUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/predicate/RuntimeHintsPredicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/generate/ClassNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/TouchableDataBuffer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/annotation/RegisterReflectionForBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/nativex/substitution/Target_ClassFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aot/hint/predicate/SerializationHintsPredicates.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/DataBufferFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509677_1701449271.660546/0/spring-core-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderSupport.java

 

1.237 micrometer-observation 1.12.0 
1.237.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 VMware, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/NoopObservationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/docs/ObservationDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/ResponseContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/ObservationPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/ObservationTextPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/aop/ObservedAspect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/Propagator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/RequestReplyReceiverContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/NoopObservationConvention.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/ObservationView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/SimpleObservation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/docs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/GlobalObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/KeyValuesConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/ObservationHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/SimpleObservationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/SenderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/annotation/Observed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/ObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/NoopObservationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/ObservationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/aop/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/Observation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/aop/ObservedAspectObservationDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/ReceiverContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/RequestReplySenderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/contextpropagation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/NoopObservation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/ObservationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-
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jar/io/micrometer/observation/annotation/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 VMware, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/transport/Kind.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023 VMware, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/SimpleEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/NullObservation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509724_1701449327.2962854/0/micrometer-observation-1-12-0-sources-1-

jar/io/micrometer/observation/contextpropagation/ObservationThreadLocalAccessor.java

 

1.238 spring-beans 6.1.1 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Lookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ScopeNotActiveException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/Aware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/NamedBeanHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/EmbeddedValueResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationAotContribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ZoneIdEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/ResolvableTypeCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/BeanFactoryAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationsCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredArgumentsCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredArguments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PathEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionMethodGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AotServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionOverrideException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartInitializingSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ReaderEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ImplicitlyAppearedSingletonException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/ParameterResolutionDelegate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimpleConstructorNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredFieldValueResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCodeFragments.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractNestablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationsAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredElementResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCodeFragmentsDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionPropertiesCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/DefaultBeanRegistrationCodeFragments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/JakartaAnnotationsRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InjectionPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/InstanceSupplierCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanInstanceSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RegisteredBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationsAotContribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/NullBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionPropertyValueCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanDefinitionMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlPropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowiredPropertyMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/StandardBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationAotContribution.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/AutowiredMethodArgumentsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtilsRuntimeHints.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstanceSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/CodeWarnings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PlaceholderConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Process the given {@link ConfigurableListableBeanFactory} instance

	 * ahead-of-time and return a contribution or {@code null}.

	 * <p>Processors are free to use any techniques they like to analyze the given

	 * bean factory. Most typically use reflection to find fields or methods to

	 * use in the
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 contribution. Contributions typically generate source code or

	 * resource files that can be used when the AOT optimized application runs.

	 * <p>If the given bean factory does not contain anything that is relevant to

	 * the processor, this method should return a {@code null} contribution.

	 * @param beanFactory the bean factory to process

	 * @return a {@link BeanFactoryInitializationAotContribution} or {@code null}

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Process the given {@link RegisteredBean} instance ahead-of-time and

	 * return a contribution or {@code null}.

	 * <p>

	 * Processors are free to use any techniques they like to analyze the given

	 * instance. Most typically use reflection to find fields or methods to use

	 * in the contribution. Contributions

 typically generate source code or

	 * resource files that can be used when the AOT optimized application runs.

	 * <p>

	 * If the given instance isn't relevant to the processor, it should return a

	 * {@code null} contribution.

	 * @param registeredBean the registered bean to process

	 * @return a {@link BeanRegistrationAotContribution} or {@code null}

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aot/BeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509631_1701449420.721223/0/spring-beans-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

 

1.239 spring-web 6.1.1 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

org.springframework.web.server.adapter.WebHttpHandlerBuilder$SpringWebBlockHoundIntegration

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingPhaseListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebEnvironment.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/IntrospectorCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ValueConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SimpleSessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResourceAccessException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DefaultRequestPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/UrlBasedCorsConfigurationSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpRequestDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/DefaultWebSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHeadResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/AbstractJsonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ServletContextPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardServletPartUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ServletPathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CorsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DelegatingServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ResourceHttpMessageReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/PathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/DefaultUriBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MappingMediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletContextRequestLoggingFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Return the web session for the current request. Always guaranteed  to

	 * return an instance either matching to the session id requested by the

	 * client, or with a new session id either because the client did not

	 * specify one or because the underlying session had expired. Use of this

	 * method

 does not automatically create a session. See {@link WebSession}

	 * for more details.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebExchange.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourceLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEventHttpMessageWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/observation/ServerHttpObservationDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/KotlinSerializationJsonEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/RequestParamArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/HttpExchangeReflectiveProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMimeTypesRuntimeHints.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/CookieValueArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/RequestPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/cbor/KotlinSerializationCborHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/MissingRequestValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GenericWebApplicationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/observation/ClientRequestObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/KotlinSerializationStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpResponseDecorator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/JacksonModulesRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/MethodNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandlerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/DefaultClientCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestBindingException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/PostExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/KotlinSerializationJsonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/JavaScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtilRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationContextUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/TomcatHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MissingServletRequestPartException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/PatchExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/KotlinSerializationJsonDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractXmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AbstractRefreshableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/AbstractNamedValueArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingRequestHeaderException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/KotlinSerializationBinaryHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/GetExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/UrlArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/BaseCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/PathVariableArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/AbstractRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/CodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/observation/ServerRequestObservationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/ResponseStatusExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/RegexPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JdkClientHttpResponse.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/observation/ServerRequestObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MapMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/InternalPathPatternParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPatternRouteMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncRequestTimeoutException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEventHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/RequestAttributeArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/PartHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingMatrixVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ResponseStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/KotlinSerializationProtobufHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/IntrospectingClientHttpResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/UnsatisfiedRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebInputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorNetty2HttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FilePartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributesScope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/UnsatisfiedServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufCodecSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/cbor/MappingJackson2CborHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FormPartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/ServerDefaultCodecsImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/KotlinSerializationProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2SmileDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StandardServletEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/DefaultSslInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/OncePerRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/DecoderHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ExtractingResponseErrorHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/FacesContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/SeparatorPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServerHttpObservationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/NotAcceptableStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelMethodProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestGatewaySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/EncoderHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/CookieGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/AbstractReactiveWebInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/smile/MappingJackson2SmileHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingRequestValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ModelAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ChannelSendOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/KotlinSerializationBinaryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/InitBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/PutExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingNavigationHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/HandlerTypePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpRequestDecorator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/GenericFilterBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/KotlinSerializationStringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/cbor/KotlinSerializationCborDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/DeleteExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/KotlinSerializationProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardServletMultipartResolver.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/CodecConfigurerRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/PartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/cbor/KotlinSerializationCborEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/PartEventHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ExceptionHandlerReflectiveProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotAcceptableException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/UrlBasedCorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/observation/ServerRequestObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/KotlinSerializationBinaryDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2SmileEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/CaptureVariablePathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ClientCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/ClientDefaultCodecsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/CaptureTheRestPathElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/support/AllEncompassingFormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/RequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JdkHttpClientResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingRequestCookieException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2CollectionHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerCodecConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/observation/ServerHttpObservationDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerWriteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartWriterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/KotlinSerializationStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/ErrorResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/ModelAndViewContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/RequestHeaderArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/BaseDefaultCodecs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpServiceArgumentResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This file maps Internet media types to unique file extension(s).

# Although created for httpd, this file is used by many software systems

# and has been placed in the public domain for unlimited redistribution.

#

# The table below contains both registered and (common) unregistered types.

# A type that has no unique extension can be ignored -- they are listed

# here to guide configurations toward known types and to make it easier to

# identify "new" types.  File extensions are also commonly used to indicate

# content languages and encodings, so choose them carefully.

#

# Internet media types should be registered as described in RFC 4288.

# The registry is at <https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/>.

#
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# This file was retrieved from

https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/httpd/httpd/trunk/docs/conf/mime.types?revision=1752884&view=co

#

# MIME type (lowercased)			Extensions

# ============================================	==========

#

 application/1d-interleaved-parityfec

# application/3gpdash-qoe-report+xml

# application/3gpp-ims+xml

# application/a2l

# application/activemessage

# application/alto-costmap+json

# application/alto-costmapfilter+json

# application/alto-directory+json

# application/alto-endpointcost+json

# application/alto-endpointcostparams+json

# application/alto-endpointprop+json

# application/alto-endpointpropparams+json

# application/alto-error+json

# application/alto-networkmap+json

# application/alto-networkmapfilter+json

# application/aml

application/andrew-inset			ez

# application/applefile

application/applixware				aw

# application/atf

# application/atfx

application/atom+xml				atom

application/atomcat+xml				atomcat

# application/atomdeleted+xml

# application/atomicmail

application/atomsvc+xml				atomsvc

# application/atxml

# application/auth-policy+xml

# application/bacnet-xdd+zip

# application/batch-smtp

# application/beep+xml

# application/calendar+json

# application/calendar+xml

#

 application/call-completion

# application/cals-1840

# application/cbor

# application/ccmp+xml

application/ccxml+xml				ccxml

# application/cdfx+xml

application/cdmi-capability			cdmia

application/cdmi-container			cdmic
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application/cdmi-domain				cdmid

application/cdmi-object				cdmio

application/cdmi-queue				cdmiq

# application/cdni

# application/cea

# application/cea-2018+xml

# application/cellml+xml

# application/cfw

# application/cms

# application/cnrp+xml

# application/coap-group+json

# application/commonground

# application/conference-info+xml

# application/cpl+xml

# application/csrattrs

# application/csta+xml

# application/cstadata+xml

# application/csvm+json

application/cu-seeme				cu

# application/cybercash

# application/dash+xml

# application/dashdelta

application/davmount+xml			davmount

# application/dca-rft

# application/dcd

# application/dec-dx

# application/dialog-info+xml

# application/dicom

# application/dii

# application/dit

# application/dns

application/docbook+xml				dbk

#

 application/dskpp+xml

application/dssc+der				dssc

application/dssc+xml				xdssc

# application/dvcs

application/ecmascript				ecma

# application/edi-consent

# application/edi-x12

# application/edifact

# application/efi

# application/emergencycalldata.comment+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.deviceinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.providerinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.serviceinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.subscriberinfo+xml

application/emma+xml				emma
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# application/emotionml+xml

# application/encaprtp

# application/epp+xml

application/epub+zip				epub

# application/eshop

# application/example

application/exi					exi

# application/fastinfoset

# application/fastsoap

# application/fdt+xml

# application/fits

# application/font-sfnt

application/font-tdpfr				pfr

application/font-woff				woff

# application/framework-attributes+xml

# application/geo+json

application/gml+xml				gml

application/gpx+xml				gpx

application/gxf					gxf

# application/gzip

#

 application/h224

# application/held+xml

# application/http

application/hyperstudio				stk

# application/ibe-key-request+xml

# application/ibe-pkg-reply+xml

# application/ibe-pp-data

# application/iges

# application/im-iscomposing+xml

# application/index

# application/index.cmd

# application/index.obj

# application/index.response

# application/index.vnd

application/inkml+xml				ink inkml

# application/iotp

application/ipfix				ipfix

# application/ipp

# application/isup

# application/its+xml

application/java-archive			jar

application/java-serialized-object		ser

application/java-vm				class

application/javascript				js

# application/jose

# application/jose+json

# application/jrd+json
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application/json				json

# application/json-patch+json

# application/json-seq

application/jsonml+json				jsonml

# application/jwk+json

# application/jwk-set+json

# application/jwt

# application/kpml-request+xml

# application/kpml-response+xml

# application/ld+json

# application/lgr+xml

# application/link-format

#

 application/load-control+xml

application/lost+xml				lostxml

# application/lostsync+xml

# application/lxf

application/mac-binhex40			hqx

application/mac-compactpro			cpt

# application/macwriteii

application/mads+xml				mads

application/marc				mrc

application/marcxml+xml				mrcx

application/mathematica				ma nb mb

application/mathml+xml				mathml

# application/mathml-content+xml

# application/mathml-presentation+xml

# application/mbms-associated-procedure-description+xml

# application/mbms-deregister+xml

# application/mbms-envelope+xml

# application/mbms-msk+xml

# application/mbms-msk-response+xml

# application/mbms-protection-description+xml

# application/mbms-reception-report+xml

# application/mbms-register+xml

# application/mbms-register-response+xml

# application/mbms-schedule+xml

# application/mbms-user-service-description+xml

application/mbox				mbox

# application/media-policy-dataset+xml

# application/media_control+xml

application/mediaservercontrol+xml		mscml

# application/merge-patch+json

application/metalink+xml			metalink

application/metalink4+xml			meta4

application/mets+xml				mets

#
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 application/mf4

# application/mikey

application/mods+xml				mods

# application/moss-keys

# application/moss-signature

# application/mosskey-data

# application/mosskey-request

application/mp21				m21 mp21

application/mp4					mp4s

# application/mpeg4-generic

# application/mpeg4-iod

# application/mpeg4-iod-xmt

# application/mrb-consumer+xml

# application/mrb-publish+xml

# application/msc-ivr+xml

# application/msc-mixer+xml

application/msword				doc dot

application/mxf					mxf

# application/nasdata

# application/news-checkgroups

# application/news-groupinfo

# application/news-transmission

# application/nlsml+xml

# application/nss

# application/ocsp-request

# application/ocsp-response

application/octet-stream	bin dms lrf mar so dist distz pkg bpk dump elc deploy

application/oda					oda

# application/odx

application/oebps-package+xml			opf

application/ogg					ogx

application/omdoc+xml				omdoc

application/onenote				onetoc

 onetoc2 onetmp onepkg

application/oxps				oxps

# application/p2p-overlay+xml

# application/parityfec

application/patch-ops-error+xml			xer

application/pdf					pdf

# application/pdx

application/pgp-encrypted			pgp

# application/pgp-keys

application/pgp-signature			asc sig

application/pics-rules				prf

# application/pidf+xml

# application/pidf-diff+xml

application/pkcs10				p10

# application/pkcs12
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application/pkcs7-mime				p7m p7c

application/pkcs7-signature			p7s

application/pkcs8				p8

application/pkix-attr-cert			ac

application/pkix-cert				cer

application/pkix-crl				crl

application/pkix-pkipath			pkipath

application/pkixcmp				pki

application/pls+xml				pls

# application/poc-settings+xml

application/postscript				ai eps ps

# application/ppsp-tracker+json

# application/problem+json

# application/problem+xml

# application/provenance+xml

# application/prs.alvestrand.titrax-sheet

application/prs.cww				cww

# application/prs.hpub+zip

#

 application/prs.nprend

# application/prs.plucker

# application/prs.rdf-xml-crypt

# application/prs.xsf+xml

application/pskc+xml				pskcxml

# application/qsig

# application/raptorfec

# application/rdap+json

application/rdf+xml				rdf

application/reginfo+xml				rif

application/relax-ng-compact-syntax		rnc

# application/remote-printing

# application/reputon+json

application/resource-lists+xml			rl

application/resource-lists-diff+xml		rld

# application/rfc+xml

# application/riscos

# application/rlmi+xml

application/rls-services+xml			rs

application/rpki-ghostbusters			gbr

application/rpki-manifest			mft

application/rpki-roa				roa

# application/rpki-updown

application/rsd+xml				rsd

application/rss+xml				rss

application/rtf					rtf

# application/rtploopback

# application/rtx

# application/samlassertion+xml
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# application/samlmetadata+xml

application/sbml+xml				sbml

# application/scaip+xml

# application/scim+json

application/scvp-cv-request			scq

application/scvp-cv-response			scs

application/scvp-vp-request			spq

application/scvp-vp-response			spp

application/sdp					sdp

#

 application/sep+xml

# application/sep-exi

# application/session-info

# application/set-payment

application/set-payment-initiation		setpay

# application/set-registration

application/set-registration-initiation		setreg

# application/sgml

# application/sgml-open-catalog

application/shf+xml				shf

# application/sieve

# application/simple-filter+xml

# application/simple-message-summary

# application/simplesymbolcontainer

# application/slate

# application/smil

application/smil+xml				smi smil

# application/smpte336m

# application/soap+fastinfoset

# application/soap+xml

application/sparql-query			rq

application/sparql-results+xml			srx

# application/spirits-event+xml

# application/sql

application/srgs				gram

application/srgs+xml				grxml

application/sru+xml				sru

application/ssdl+xml				ssdl

application/ssml+xml				ssml

# application/tamp-apex-update

# application/tamp-apex-update-confirm

# application/tamp-community-update

#

 application/tamp-community-update-confirm

# application/tamp-error

# application/tamp-sequence-adjust

# application/tamp-sequence-adjust-confirm

# application/tamp-status-query
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# application/tamp-status-response

# application/tamp-update

# application/tamp-update-confirm

application/tei+xml				tei teicorpus

application/thraud+xml				tfi

# application/timestamp-query

# application/timestamp-reply

application/timestamped-data			tsd

# application/ttml+xml

# application/tve-trigger

# application/ulpfec

# application/urc-grpsheet+xml

# application/urc-ressheet+xml

# application/urc-targetdesc+xml

# application/urc-uisocketdesc+xml

# application/vcard+json

# application/vcard+xml

# application/vemmi

# application/vividence.scriptfile

# application/vnd.3gpp-prose+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp-prose-pc3ch+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.access-transfer-events+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.bsf+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.mid-call+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-large		plb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-small		psb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-var			pvb

#

 application/vnd.3gpp.sms

# application/vnd.3gpp.sms+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-ext+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-info+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.state-and-event-info+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.ussd+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp2.bcmcsinfo+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp2.sms

application/vnd.3gpp2.tcap			tcap

# application/vnd.3lightssoftware.imagescal

application/vnd.3m.post-it-notes		pwn

application/vnd.accpac.simply.aso		aso

application/vnd.accpac.simply.imp		imp

application/vnd.acucobol			acu

application/vnd.acucorp				atc acutc

application/vnd.adobe.air-application-installer-package+zip	air

# application/vnd.adobe.flash.movie

application/vnd.adobe.formscentral.fcdt		fcdt

application/vnd.adobe.fxp			fxp fxpl

# application/vnd.adobe.partial-upload
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application/vnd.adobe.xdp+xml			xdp

application/vnd.adobe.xfdf			xfdf

# application/vnd.aether.imp

# application/vnd.ah-barcode

application/vnd.ahead.space			ahead

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azf		azf

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azs		azs

application/vnd.amazon.ebook			azw

#

 application/vnd.amazon.mobi8-ebook

application/vnd.americandynamics.acc		acc

application/vnd.amiga.ami			ami

# application/vnd.amundsen.maze+xml

application/vnd.android.package-archive		apk

# application/vnd.anki

application/vnd.anser-web-certificate-issue-initiation	cii

application/vnd.anser-web-funds-transfer-initiation	fti

application/vnd.antix.game-component		atx

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.binary

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.compact

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.json

# application/vnd.api+json

application/vnd.apple.installer+xml		mpkg

application/vnd.apple.mpegurl			m3u8

# application/vnd.arastra.swi

application/vnd.aristanetworks.swi		swi

# application/vnd.artsquare

application/vnd.astraea-software.iota		iota

application/vnd.audiograph			aep

# application/vnd.autopackage

# application/vnd.avistar+xml

# application/vnd.balsamiq.bmml+xml

# application/vnd.balsamiq.bmpr

#

 application/vnd.bekitzur-stech+json

# application/vnd.biopax.rdf+xml

application/vnd.blueice.multipass		mpm

# application/vnd.bluetooth.ep.oob

# application/vnd.bluetooth.le.oob

application/vnd.bmi				bmi

application/vnd.businessobjects			rep

# application/vnd.cab-jscript

# application/vnd.canon-cpdl

# application/vnd.canon-lips

# application/vnd.cendio.thinlinc.clientconf

# application/vnd.century-systems.tcp_stream

application/vnd.chemdraw+xml			cdxml

# application/vnd.chess-pgn
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application/vnd.chipnuts.karaoke-mmd		mmd

application/vnd.cinderella			cdy

# application/vnd.cirpack.isdn-ext

# application/vnd.citationstyles.style+xml

application/vnd.claymore			cla

application/vnd.cloanto.rp9			rp9

application/vnd.clonk.c4group			c4g c4d c4f c4p c4u

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config		c11amc

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config-pkg	c11amz

# application/vnd.coffeescript

# application/vnd.collection+json

# application/vnd.collection.doc+json

# application/vnd.collection.next+json

#

 application/vnd.comicbook+zip

# application/vnd.commerce-battelle

application/vnd.commonspace			csp

application/vnd.contact.cmsg			cdbcmsg

# application/vnd.coreos.ignition+json

application/vnd.cosmocaller			cmc

application/vnd.crick.clicker			clkx

application/vnd.crick.clicker.keyboard		clkk

application/vnd.crick.clicker.palette		clkp

application/vnd.crick.clicker.template		clkt

application/vnd.crick.clicker.wordbank		clkw

application/vnd.criticaltools.wbs+xml		wbs

application/vnd.ctc-posml			pml

# application/vnd.ctct.ws+xml

# application/vnd.cups-pdf

# application/vnd.cups-postscript

application/vnd.cups-ppd			ppd

# application/vnd.cups-raster

# application/vnd.cups-raw

# application/vnd.curl

application/vnd.curl.car			car

application/vnd.curl.pcurl			pcurl

# application/vnd.cyan.dean.root+xml

# application/vnd.cybank

application/vnd.dart				dart

application/vnd.data-vision.rdz			rdz

# application/vnd.debian.binary-package

application/vnd.dece.data			uvf uvvf

 uvd uvvd

application/vnd.dece.ttml+xml			uvt uvvt

application/vnd.dece.unspecified		uvx uvvx

application/vnd.dece.zip			uvz uvvz

application/vnd.denovo.fcselayout-link		fe_launch

# application/vnd.desmume.movie
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# application/vnd.dir-bi.plate-dl-nosuffix

# application/vnd.dm.delegation+xml

application/vnd.dna				dna

# application/vnd.document+json

application/vnd.dolby.mlp			mlp

# application/vnd.dolby.mobile.1

# application/vnd.dolby.mobile.2

# application/vnd.doremir.scorecloud-binary-document

application/vnd.dpgraph				dpg

application/vnd.dreamfactory			dfac

# application/vnd.drive+json

application/vnd.ds-keypoint			kpxx

# application/vnd.dtg.local

# application/vnd.dtg.local.flash

# application/vnd.dtg.local.html

application/vnd.dvb.ait				ait

# application/vnd.dvb.dvbj

# application/vnd.dvb.esgcontainer

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcdftnotifaccess

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess2

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgpdd

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcroaming

#

 application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-base

# application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-enhancement

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-aggregate-root+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-container+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-generic+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-msglist+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-request+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-response+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-init+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.pfr

application/vnd.dvb.service			svc

# application/vnd.dxr

application/vnd.dynageo				geo

# application/vnd.dzr

# application/vnd.easykaraoke.cdgdownload

# application/vnd.ecdis-update

application/vnd.ecowin.chart			mag

# application/vnd.ecowin.filerequest

# application/vnd.ecowin.fileupdate

# application/vnd.ecowin.series

# application/vnd.ecowin.seriesrequest

# application/vnd.ecowin.seriesupdate

# application/vnd.emclient.accessrequest+xml

application/vnd.enliven				nml
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# application/vnd.enphase.envoy

# application/vnd.eprints.data+xml

application/vnd.epson.esf			esf

application/vnd.epson.msf			msf

application/vnd.epson.quickanime		qam

application/vnd.epson.salt			slt

application/vnd.epson.ssf			ssf

#

 application/vnd.ericsson.quickcall

application/vnd.eszigno3+xml			es3 et3

# application/vnd.etsi.aoc+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.asic-e+zip

# application/vnd.etsi.asic-s+zip

# application/vnd.etsi.cug+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvcommand+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvdiscovery+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvprofile+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-bc+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-cod+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-npvr+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvservice+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsync+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvueprofile+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.mcid+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.mheg5

# application/vnd.etsi.overload-control-policy-dataset+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.pstn+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.sci+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.simservs+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.timestamp-token

# application/vnd.etsi.tsl+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.tsl.der

#

 application/vnd.eudora.data

application/vnd.ezpix-album			ez2

application/vnd.ezpix-package			ez3

# application/vnd.f-secure.mobile

# application/vnd.fastcopy-disk-image

application/vnd.fdf				fdf

application/vnd.fdsn.mseed			mseed

application/vnd.fdsn.seed			seed dataless

# application/vnd.ffsns

# application/vnd.filmit.zfc

# application/vnd.fints

# application/vnd.firemonkeys.cloudcell

application/vnd.flographit			gph

application/vnd.fluxtime.clip			ftc

# application/vnd.font-fontforge-sfd
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application/vnd.framemaker			fm frame maker book

application/vnd.frogans.fnc			fnc

application/vnd.frogans.ltf			ltf

application/vnd.fsc.weblaunch			fsc

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys			oas

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys2			oa2

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys3			oa3

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysgp			fg5

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysprs		bh2

# application/vnd.fujixerox.art-ex

# application/vnd.fujixerox.art4

application/vnd.fujixerox.ddd			ddd

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks		xdw

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.binder	xbd

#

 application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.container

# application/vnd.fujixerox.hbpl

# application/vnd.fut-misnet

application/vnd.fuzzysheet			fzs

application/vnd.genomatix.tuxedo		txd

# application/vnd.geo+json

# application/vnd.geocube+xml

application/vnd.geogebra.file			ggb

application/vnd.geogebra.tool			ggt

application/vnd.geometry-explorer		gex gre

application/vnd.geonext				gxt

application/vnd.geoplan				g2w

application/vnd.geospace			g3w

# application/vnd.gerber

# application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt

# application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt-response

application/vnd.gmx				gmx

application/vnd.google-earth.kml+xml		kml

application/vnd.google-earth.kmz		kmz

# application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+xml

# application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+zip

# application/vnd.gov.sk.xmldatacontainer+xml

application/vnd.grafeq				gqf gqs

# application/vnd.gridmp

application/vnd.groove-account			gac

application/vnd.groove-help			ghf

application/vnd.groove-identity-message		gim

application/vnd.groove-injector			grv

application/vnd.groove-tool-message		gtm

application/vnd.groove-tool-template		tpl

application/vnd.groove-vcard			vcg

#
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 application/vnd.hal+json

application/vnd.hal+xml				hal

application/vnd.handheld-entertainment+xml	zmm

application/vnd.hbci				hbci

# application/vnd.hcl-bireports

# application/vnd.hdt

# application/vnd.heroku+json

application/vnd.hhe.lesson-player		les

application/vnd.hp-hpgl				hpgl

application/vnd.hp-hpid				hpid

application/vnd.hp-hps				hps

application/vnd.hp-jlyt				jlt

application/vnd.hp-pcl				pcl

application/vnd.hp-pclxl			pclxl

# application/vnd.httphone

application/vnd.hydrostatix.sof-data		sfd-hdstx

# application/vnd.hyperdrive+json

# application/vnd.hzn-3d-crossword

# application/vnd.ibm.afplinedata

# application/vnd.ibm.electronic-media

application/vnd.ibm.minipay			mpy

application/vnd.ibm.modcap			afp listafp list3820

application/vnd.ibm.rights-management		irm

application/vnd.ibm.secure-container		sc

application/vnd.iccprofile			icc

 icm

# application/vnd.ieee.1905

application/vnd.igloader			igl

application/vnd.immervision-ivp			ivp

application/vnd.immervision-ivu			ivu

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p1

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p2

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p3

# application/vnd.ims.lis.v2.result+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolconsumerprofile+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy.id+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings.simple+json

# application/vnd.informedcontrol.rms+xml

# application/vnd.informix-visionary

# application/vnd.infotech.project

# application/vnd.infotech.project+xml

# application/vnd.innopath.wamp.notification

application/vnd.insors.igm			igm

application/vnd.intercon.formnet		xpw xpx

application/vnd.intergeo			i2g

# application/vnd.intertrust.digibox
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# application/vnd.intertrust.nncp

application/vnd.intu.qbo			qbo

application/vnd.intu.qfx			qfx

#

 application/vnd.iptc.g2.catalogitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.conceptitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.knowledgeitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsmessage+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.packageitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.planningitem+xml

application/vnd.ipunplugged.rcprofile		rcprofile

application/vnd.irepository.package+xml		irp

application/vnd.is-xpr				xpr

application/vnd.isac.fcs			fcs

application/vnd.jam				jam

# application/vnd.japannet-directory-service

# application/vnd.japannet-jpnstore-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-payment-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-registration

# application/vnd.japannet-registration-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-setstore-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-verification

# application/vnd.japannet-verification-wakeup

application/vnd.jcp.javame.midlet-rms		rms

application/vnd.jisp				jisp

application/vnd.joost.joda-archive		joda

# application/vnd.jsk.isdn-ngn

application/vnd.kahootz				ktz

 ktr

application/vnd.kde.karbon			karbon

application/vnd.kde.kchart			chrt

application/vnd.kde.kformula			kfo

application/vnd.kde.kivio			flw

application/vnd.kde.kontour			kon

application/vnd.kde.kpresenter			kpr kpt

application/vnd.kde.kspread			ksp

application/vnd.kde.kword			kwd kwt

application/vnd.kenameaapp			htke

application/vnd.kidspiration			kia

application/vnd.kinar				kne knp

application/vnd.koan				skp skd skt skm

application/vnd.kodak-descriptor		sse

application/vnd.las.las+xml			lasxml

# application/vnd.liberty-request+xml

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.desktop	lbd

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.exchange+xml	lbe

application/vnd.lotus-1-2-3			123
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application/vnd.lotus-approach			apr

application/vnd.lotus-freelance			pre

application/vnd.lotus-notes			nsf

application/vnd.lotus-organizer			org

application/vnd.lotus-screencam			scm

application/vnd.lotus-wordpro			lwp

application/vnd.macports.portpkg		portpkg

# application/vnd.mapbox-vector-tile

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.actiontoken+xml

#

 application/vnd.marlin.drm.conftoken+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.license+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.mdcf

# application/vnd.mason+json

# application/vnd.maxmind.maxmind-db

application/vnd.mcd				mcd

application/vnd.medcalcdata			mc1

application/vnd.mediastation.cdkey		cdkey

# application/vnd.meridian-slingshot

application/vnd.mfer				mwf

application/vnd.mfmp				mfm

# application/vnd.micro+json

application/vnd.micrografx.flo			flo

application/vnd.micrografx.igx			igx

# application/vnd.microsoft.portable-executable

# application/vnd.miele+json

application/vnd.mif				mif

# application/vnd.minisoft-hp3000-save

# application/vnd.mitsubishi.misty-guard.trustweb

application/vnd.mobius.daf			daf

application/vnd.mobius.dis			dis

application/vnd.mobius.mbk			mbk

application/vnd.mobius.mqy			mqy

application/vnd.mobius.msl			msl

application/vnd.mobius.plc			plc

application/vnd.mobius.txf			txf

application/vnd.mophun.application		mpn

application/vnd.mophun.certificate		mpc

#

 application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.adsi

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.fis

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.gotap

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.kmr

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.ttc

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.wem

# application/vnd.motorola.iprm

application/vnd.mozilla.xul+xml			xul
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# application/vnd.ms-3mfdocument

application/vnd.ms-artgalry			cil

# application/vnd.ms-asf

application/vnd.ms-cab-compressed		cab

# application/vnd.ms-color.iccprofile

application/vnd.ms-excel			xls xlm xla xlc xlt xlw

application/vnd.ms-excel.addin.macroenabled.12		xlam

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.binary.macroenabled.12	xlsb

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.macroenabled.12		xlsm

application/vnd.ms-excel.template.macroenabled.12	xltm

application/vnd.ms-fontobject			eot

application/vnd.ms-htmlhelp			chm

application/vnd.ms-ims				ims

application/vnd.ms-lrm				lrm

# application/vnd.ms-office.activex+xml

application/vnd.ms-officetheme			thmx

#

 application/vnd.ms-opentype

# application/vnd.ms-package.obfuscated-opentype

application/vnd.ms-pki.seccat			cat

application/vnd.ms-pki.stl			stl

# application/vnd.ms-playready.initiator+xml

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint			ppt pps pot

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.addin.macroenabled.12		ppam

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.presentation.macroenabled.12	pptm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slide.macroenabled.12		sldm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slideshow.macroenabled.12		ppsm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.template.macroenabled.12		potm

# application/vnd.ms-printdevicecapabilities+xml

# application/vnd.ms-printing.printticket+xml

# application/vnd.ms-printschematicket+xml

application/vnd.ms-project			mpp mpt

# application/vnd.ms-tnef

# application/vnd.ms-windows.devicepairing

# application/vnd.ms-windows.nwprinting.oob

# application/vnd.ms-windows.printerpairing

# application/vnd.ms-windows.wsd.oob

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-chlg-req

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-resp

#

 application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-chlg-req

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-resp

application/vnd.ms-word.document.macroenabled.12	docm

application/vnd.ms-word.template.macroenabled.12	dotm

application/vnd.ms-works			wps wks wcm wdb

application/vnd.ms-wpl				wpl

application/vnd.ms-xpsdocument			xps

# application/vnd.msa-disk-image
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application/vnd.mseq				mseq

# application/vnd.msign

# application/vnd.multiad.creator

# application/vnd.multiad.creator.cif

# application/vnd.music-niff

application/vnd.musician			mus

application/vnd.muvee.style			msty

application/vnd.mynfc				taglet

# application/vnd.ncd.control

# application/vnd.ncd.reference

# application/vnd.nervana

# application/vnd.netfpx

application/vnd.neurolanguage.nlu		nlu

# application/vnd.nintendo.nitro.rom

# application/vnd.nintendo.snes.rom

application/vnd.nitf				ntf nitf

application/vnd.noblenet-directory		nnd

application/vnd.noblenet-sealer			nns

application/vnd.noblenet-web			nnw

# application/vnd.nokia.catalogs

#

 application/vnd.nokia.conml+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.conml+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.iptv.config+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.isds-radio-presets

# application/vnd.nokia.landmark+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.landmark+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.landmarkcollection+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.ac+xml

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.data		ngdat

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.symbian.install	n-gage

# application/vnd.nokia.ncd

# application/vnd.nokia.pcd+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.pcd+xml

application/vnd.nokia.radio-preset		rpst

application/vnd.nokia.radio-presets		rpss

application/vnd.novadigm.edm			edm

application/vnd.novadigm.edx			edx

application/vnd.novadigm.ext			ext

# application/vnd.ntt-local.content-share

# application/vnd.ntt-local.file-transfer

# application/vnd.ntt-local.ogw_remote-access

# application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_remote

# application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_tcp_stream

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart		odc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart-template	otc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.database		odb

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula		odf
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application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula-template	odft

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics		odg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics-template	otg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image		odi

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image-template	oti

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation		odp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation-template	otp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet		ods

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet-template	ots

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text			odt

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-master		odm

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-template	ott

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-web		oth

#

 application/vnd.obn

# application/vnd.oftn.l10n+json

# application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessdownload+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessstreaming+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.cspg-hexbinary

# application/vnd.oipf.dae.svg+xml

#

 application/vnd.oipf.dae.xhtml+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.mippvcontrolmessage+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.pae.gem

# application/vnd.oipf.spdiscovery+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.spdlist+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.ueprofile+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.userprofile+xml

application/vnd.olpc-sugar			xo

# application/vnd.oma-scws-config

# application/vnd.oma-scws-http-request

# application/vnd.oma-scws-http-response

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.associated-procedure-parameter+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.drm-trigger+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.imd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.ltkm

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.notification+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.provisioningtrigger

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgboot

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdu

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.simple-symbol-container

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.smartcard-trigger+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sprov+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.stkm

# application/vnd.oma.cab-address-book+xml

#
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 application/vnd.oma.cab-feature-handler+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-pcc+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-subs-invite+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-user-prefs+xml

# application/vnd.oma.dcd

# application/vnd.oma.dcdc

application/vnd.oma.dd2+xml			dd2

# application/vnd.oma.drm.risd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.group-usage-list+xml

# application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+json

# application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+tlv

# application/vnd.oma.pal+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.detailed-progress-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.final-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.groups+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.invocation-descriptor+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.optimized-progress-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.push

# application/vnd.oma.scidm.messages+xml

# application/vnd.oma.xcap-directory+xml

# application/vnd.omads-email+xml

# application/vnd.omads-file+xml

# application/vnd.omads-folder+xml

# application/vnd.omaloc-supl-init

# application/vnd.onepager

# application/vnd.openblox.game+xml

#

 application/vnd.openblox.game-binary

# application/vnd.openeye.oeb

application/vnd.openofficeorg.extension		oxt

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.custom-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.customxmlproperties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawing+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chart+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chartshapes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramcolors+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramdata+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramlayout+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramstyle+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.extended-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.commentauthors+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.comments+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.handoutmaster+xml

#

 application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesmaster+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesslide+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation	pptx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation.main+xml
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# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presprops+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide	sldx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidelayout+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidemaster+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow	ppsx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideupdateinfo+xml

#

 application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tablestyles+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tags+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template	potx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.viewprops+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.calcchain+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.chartsheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.comments+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.connections+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.dialogsheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.externallink+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcachedefinition+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcacherecords+xml

#

 application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivottable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.querytable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionheaders+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionlog+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sharedstrings+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet	xlsx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheetmetadata+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.styles+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.table+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.tablesinglecells+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template	xltx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template.main+xml

#

 application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.usernames+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.volatiledependencies+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.worksheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.theme+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.themeoverride+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.vmldrawing

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.comments+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document	docx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.glossary+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.endnotes+xml
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# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.fonttable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footer+xml

#

 application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footnotes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.numbering+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.settings+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.styles+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template	dotx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.websettings+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.core-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.digital-signature-xmlsignature+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.relationships+xml

# application/vnd.oracle.resource+json

# application/vnd.orange.indata

# application/vnd.osa.netdeploy

application/vnd.osgeo.mapguide.package		mgp

# application/vnd.osgi.bundle

application/vnd.osgi.dp				dp

application/vnd.osgi.subsystem			esa

#

 application/vnd.otps.ct-kip+xml

# application/vnd.oxli.countgraph

# application/vnd.pagerduty+json

application/vnd.palm				pdb pqa oprc

# application/vnd.panoply

# application/vnd.paos.xml

application/vnd.pawaafile			paw

# application/vnd.pcos

application/vnd.pg.format			str

application/vnd.pg.osasli			ei6

# application/vnd.piaccess.application-licence

application/vnd.picsel				efif

application/vnd.pmi.widget			wg

# application/vnd.poc.group-advertisement+xml

application/vnd.pocketlearn			plf

application/vnd.powerbuilder6			pbd

# application/vnd.powerbuilder6-s

# application/vnd.powerbuilder7

# application/vnd.powerbuilder7-s

# application/vnd.powerbuilder75

# application/vnd.powerbuilder75-s

# application/vnd.preminet

application/vnd.previewsystems.box		box

application/vnd.proteus.magazine		mgz

application/vnd.publishare-delta-tree		qps

application/vnd.pvi.ptid1			ptid

# application/vnd.pwg-multiplexed
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# application/vnd.pwg-xhtml-print+xml

# application/vnd.qualcomm.brew-app-res

#

 application/vnd.quarantainenet

application/vnd.quark.quarkxpress		qxd qxt qwd qwt qxl qxb

# application/vnd.quobject-quoxdocument

# application/vnd.radisys.moml+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conf+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conn+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-dialog+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-stream+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-conf+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-base+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-detect+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-sendrecv+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-group+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-speech+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-transform+xml

# application/vnd.rainstor.data

# application/vnd.rapid

# application/vnd.rar

application/vnd.realvnc.bed			bed

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml		mxl

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml+xml		musicxml

#

 application/vnd.renlearn.rlprint

application/vnd.rig.cryptonote			cryptonote

application/vnd.rim.cod				cod

application/vnd.rn-realmedia			rm

application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr		rmvb

application/vnd.route66.link66+xml		link66

# application/vnd.rs-274x

# application/vnd.ruckus.download

# application/vnd.s3sms

application/vnd.sailingtracker.track		st

# application/vnd.sbm.cid

# application/vnd.sbm.mid2

# application/vnd.scribus

# application/vnd.sealed.3df

# application/vnd.sealed.csf

# application/vnd.sealed.doc

# application/vnd.sealed.eml

# application/vnd.sealed.mht

# application/vnd.sealed.net

# application/vnd.sealed.ppt
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# application/vnd.sealed.tiff

# application/vnd.sealed.xls

# application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.html

# application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.pdf

application/vnd.seemail				see

application/vnd.sema				sema

application/vnd.semd				semd

application/vnd.semf				semf

application/vnd.shana.informed.formdata		ifm

application/vnd.shana.informed.formtemplate	itp

application/vnd.shana.informed.interchange	iif

application/vnd.shana.informed.package		ipk

application/vnd.simtech-mindmapper		twd

 twds

# application/vnd.siren+json

application/vnd.smaf				mmf

# application/vnd.smart.notebook

application/vnd.smart.teacher			teacher

# application/vnd.software602.filler.form+xml

# application/vnd.software602.filler.form-xml-zip

application/vnd.solent.sdkm+xml			sdkm sdkd

application/vnd.spotfire.dxp			dxp

application/vnd.spotfire.sfs			sfs

# application/vnd.sss-cod

# application/vnd.sss-dtf

# application/vnd.sss-ntf

application/vnd.stardivision.calc		sdc

application/vnd.stardivision.draw		sda

application/vnd.stardivision.impress		sdd

application/vnd.stardivision.math		smf

application/vnd.stardivision.writer		sdw vor

application/vnd.stardivision.writer-global	sgl

application/vnd.stepmania.package		smzip

application/vnd.stepmania.stepchart		sm

# application/vnd.street-stream

# application/vnd.sun.wadl+xml

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc			sxc

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc.template		stc

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw			sxd

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw.template		std

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress			sxi

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress.template	sti

application/vnd.sun.xml.math			sxm

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer			sxw

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.global		sxg

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.template		stw

application/vnd.sus-calendar			sus
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 susp

application/vnd.svd				svd

# application/vnd.swiftview-ics

application/vnd.symbian.install			sis sisx

application/vnd.syncml+xml			xsm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+wbxml			bdm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+xml			xdm

# application/vnd.syncml.dm.notification

# application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+wbxml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+xml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+wbxml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+xml

# application/vnd.syncml.ds.notification

application/vnd.tao.intent-module-archive	tao

application/vnd.tcpdump.pcap			pcap cap dmp

# application/vnd.tmd.mediaflex.api+xml

# application/vnd.tml

application/vnd.tmobile-livetv			tmo

application/vnd.trid.tpt			tpt

application/vnd.triscape.mxs			mxs

application/vnd.trueapp				tra

#

 application/vnd.truedoc

# application/vnd.ubisoft.webplayer

application/vnd.ufdl				ufd ufdl

application/vnd.uiq.theme			utz

application/vnd.umajin				umj

application/vnd.unity				unityweb

application/vnd.uoml+xml			uoml

# application/vnd.uplanet.alert

# application/vnd.uplanet.alert-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice

# application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop

# application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.channel

# application/vnd.uplanet.channel-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.list

# application/vnd.uplanet.list-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd

# application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.signal

# application/vnd.uri-map

# application/vnd.valve.source.material

application/vnd.vcx				vcx

# application/vnd.vd-study

# application/vnd.vectorworks

# application/vnd.vel+json
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#

 application/vnd.verimatrix.vcas

# application/vnd.vidsoft.vidconference

application/vnd.visio				vsd vst vss vsw

application/vnd.visionary			vis

# application/vnd.vividence.scriptfile

application/vnd.vsf				vsf

# application/vnd.wap.sic

# application/vnd.wap.slc

application/vnd.wap.wbxml			wbxml

application/vnd.wap.wmlc			wmlc

application/vnd.wap.wmlscriptc			wmlsc

application/vnd.webturbo			wtb

# application/vnd.wfa.p2p

# application/vnd.wfa.wsc

# application/vnd.windows.devicepairing

# application/vnd.wmc

# application/vnd.wmf.bootstrap

# application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica

# application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica.package

application/vnd.wolfram.player			nbp

application/vnd.wordperfect			wpd

application/vnd.wqd				wqd

# application/vnd.wrq-hp3000-labelled

application/vnd.wt.stf				stf

# application/vnd.wv.csp+wbxml

# application/vnd.wv.csp+xml

# application/vnd.wv.ssp+xml

# application/vnd.xacml+json

application/vnd.xara				xar

application/vnd.xfdl				xfdl

# application/vnd.xfdl.webform

#

 application/vnd.xmi+xml

# application/vnd.xmpie.cpkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.dpkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.plan

# application/vnd.xmpie.ppkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.xlim

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-dic			hvd

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-script		hvs

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-voice			hvp

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat			osf

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat.osfpvg+xml	osfpvg

# application/vnd.yamaha.remote-setup

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-audio		saf

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-phrase		spf

# application/vnd.yamaha.through-ngn
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# application/vnd.yamaha.tunnel-udpencap

# application/vnd.yaoweme

application/vnd.yellowriver-custom-menu		cmp

application/vnd.zul				zir zirz

application/vnd.zzazz.deck+xml			zaz

application/voicexml+xml			vxml

# application/vq-rtcpxr

# application/watcherinfo+xml

# application/whoispp-query

# application/whoispp-response

application/widget				wgt

application/winhlp				hlp

# application/wita

# application/wordperfect5.1

application/wsdl+xml				wsdl

application/wspolicy+xml			wspolicy

application/x-7z-compressed			7z

application/x-abiword				abw

application/x-ace-compressed			ace

#

 application/x-amf

application/x-apple-diskimage			dmg

application/x-authorware-bin			aab x32 u32 vox

application/x-authorware-map			aam

application/x-authorware-seg			aas

application/x-bcpio				bcpio

application/x-bittorrent			torrent

application/x-blorb				blb blorb

application/x-bzip				bz

application/x-bzip2				bz2 boz

application/x-cbr				cbr cba cbt cbz cb7

application/x-cdlink				vcd

application/x-cfs-compressed			cfs

application/x-chat				chat

application/x-chess-pgn				pgn

# application/x-compress

application/x-conference			nsc

application/x-cpio				cpio

application/x-csh				csh

application/x-debian-package			deb udeb

application/x-dgc-compressed			dgc

application/x-director			dir dcr dxr cst cct cxt w3d fgd swa

application/x-doom				wad

application/x-dtbncx+xml			ncx

application/x-dtbook+xml			dtb

application/x-dtbresource+xml			res

application/x-dvi				dvi

application/x-envoy				evy
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application/x-eva				eva

application/x-font-bdf				bdf

#

 application/x-font-dos

# application/x-font-framemaker

application/x-font-ghostscript			gsf

# application/x-font-libgrx

application/x-font-linux-psf			psf

application/x-font-otf				otf

application/x-font-pcf				pcf

application/x-font-snf				snf

# application/x-font-speedo

# application/x-font-sunos-news

application/x-font-ttf				ttf ttc

application/x-font-type1			pfa pfb pfm afm

# application/x-font-vfont

application/x-freearc				arc

application/x-futuresplash			spl

application/x-gca-compressed			gca

application/x-glulx				ulx

application/x-gnumeric				gnumeric

application/x-gramps-xml			gramps

application/x-gtar				gtar

# application/x-gzip

application/x-hdf				hdf

application/x-install-instructions		install

application/x-iso9660-image			iso

application/x-java-jnlp-file			jnlp

application/x-latex				latex

application/x-lzh-compressed			lzh lha

application/x-mie				mie

application/x-mobipocket-ebook			prc

 mobi

application/x-ms-application			application

application/x-ms-shortcut			lnk

application/x-ms-wmd				wmd

application/x-ms-wmz				wmz

application/x-ms-xbap				xbap

application/x-msaccess				mdb

application/x-msbinder				obd

application/x-mscardfile			crd

application/x-msclip				clp

application/x-msdownload			exe dll com bat msi

application/x-msmediaview			mvb m13 m14

application/x-msmetafile			wmf wmz emf emz

application/x-msmoney				mny

application/x-mspublisher			pub

application/x-msschedule			scd
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application/x-msterminal			trm

application/x-mswrite				wri

application/x-netcdf				nc cdf

application/x-nzb				nzb

application/x-pkcs12				p12 pfx

application/x-pkcs7-certificates		p7b spc

application/x-pkcs7-certreqresp			p7r

application/x-rar-compressed			rar

application/x-research-info-systems		ris

application/x-sh				sh

application/x-shar				shar

application/x-shockwave-flash			swf

application/x-silverlight-app			xap

application/x-sql				sql

application/x-stuffit				sit

application/x-stuffitx				sitx

application/x-subrip				srt

application/x-sv4cpio				sv4cpio

application/x-sv4crc				sv4crc

application/x-t3vm-image			t3

application/x-tads				gam

application/x-tar				tar

application/x-tcl				tcl

application/x-tex				tex

application/x-tex-tfm				tfm

application/x-texinfo				texinfo

 texi

application/x-tgif				obj

application/x-ustar				ustar

application/x-wais-source			src

# application/x-www-form-urlencoded

application/x-x509-ca-cert			der crt

application/x-xfig				fig

application/x-xliff+xml				xlf

application/x-xpinstall				xpi

application/x-xz				xz

application/x-zmachine				z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8

# application/x400-bp

# application/xacml+xml

application/xaml+xml				xaml

# application/xcap-att+xml

# application/xcap-caps+xml

application/xcap-diff+xml			xdf

# application/xcap-el+xml

# application/xcap-error+xml

# application/xcap-ns+xml

# application/xcon-conference-info+xml

# application/xcon-conference-info-diff+xml
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application/xenc+xml				xenc

application/xhtml+xml				xhtml

 xht

# application/xhtml-voice+xml

application/xml					xml xsl

application/xml-dtd				dtd

# application/xml-external-parsed-entity

# application/xml-patch+xml

# application/xmpp+xml

application/xop+xml				xop

application/xproc+xml				xpl

application/xslt+xml				xslt

application/xspf+xml				xspf

application/xv+xml				mxml xhvml xvml xvm

application/yang				yang

application/yin+xml				yin

application/zip					zip

# application/zlib

# audio/1d-interleaved-parityfec

# audio/32kadpcm

# audio/3gpp

# audio/3gpp2

# audio/ac3

audio/adpcm					adp

# audio/amr

# audio/amr-wb

# audio/amr-wb+

# audio/aptx

# audio/asc

# audio/atrac-advanced-lossless

# audio/atrac-x

# audio/atrac3

audio/basic					au snd

# audio/bv16

# audio/bv32

# audio/clearmode

# audio/cn

# audio/dat12

# audio/dls

# audio/dsr-es201108

# audio/dsr-es202050

# audio/dsr-es202211

# audio/dsr-es202212

# audio/dv

# audio/dvi4

# audio/eac3

# audio/encaprtp

# audio/evrc
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# audio/evrc-qcp

# audio/evrc0

# audio/evrc1

#

 audio/evrcb

# audio/evrcb0

# audio/evrcb1

# audio/evrcnw

# audio/evrcnw0

# audio/evrcnw1

# audio/evrcwb

# audio/evrcwb0

# audio/evrcwb1

# audio/evs

# audio/example

# audio/fwdred

# audio/g711-0

# audio/g719

# audio/g722

# audio/g7221

# audio/g723

# audio/g726-16

# audio/g726-24

# audio/g726-32

# audio/g726-40

# audio/g728

# audio/g729

# audio/g7291

# audio/g729d

# audio/g729e

# audio/gsm

# audio/gsm-efr

# audio/gsm-hr-08

# audio/ilbc

# audio/ip-mr_v2.5

# audio/isac

# audio/l16

# audio/l20

# audio/l24

# audio/l8

# audio/lpc

audio/midi					mid midi kar rmi

# audio/mobile-xmf

audio/mp4					m4a mp4a

# audio/mp4a-latm

# audio/mpa

# audio/mpa-robust

audio/mpeg					mpga mp2 mp2a mp3 m2a m3a
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# audio/mpeg4-generic

# audio/musepack

audio/ogg					oga ogg spx

# audio/opus

# audio/parityfec

# audio/pcma

# audio/pcma-wb

# audio/pcmu

# audio/pcmu-wb

# audio/prs.sid

# audio/qcelp

# audio/raptorfec

# audio/red

# audio/rtp-enc-aescm128

# audio/rtp-midi

# audio/rtploopback

# audio/rtx

audio/s3m					s3m

audio/silk					sil

#

 audio/smv

# audio/smv-qcp

# audio/smv0

# audio/sp-midi

# audio/speex

# audio/t140c

# audio/t38

# audio/telephone-event

# audio/tone

# audio/uemclip

# audio/ulpfec

# audio/vdvi

# audio/vmr-wb

# audio/vnd.3gpp.iufp

# audio/vnd.4sb

# audio/vnd.audiokoz

# audio/vnd.celp

# audio/vnd.cisco.nse

# audio/vnd.cmles.radio-events

# audio/vnd.cns.anp1

# audio/vnd.cns.inf1

audio/vnd.dece.audio				uva uvva

audio/vnd.digital-winds				eol

# audio/vnd.dlna.adts

# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.1

# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.2

# audio/vnd.dolby.mlp

# audio/vnd.dolby.mps
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# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2x

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2z

# audio/vnd.dolby.pulse.1

audio/vnd.dra					dra

audio/vnd.dts					dts

audio/vnd.dts.hd				dtshd

# audio/vnd.dvb.file

# audio/vnd.everad.plj

# audio/vnd.hns.audio

audio/vnd.lucent.voice				lvp

audio/vnd.ms-playready.media.pya		pya

# audio/vnd.nokia.mobile-xmf

# audio/vnd.nortel.vbk

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp4800			ecelp4800

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp7470			ecelp7470

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp9600			ecelp9600

#

 audio/vnd.octel.sbc

# audio/vnd.qcelp

# audio/vnd.rhetorex.32kadpcm

audio/vnd.rip					rip

# audio/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mpeg

# audio/vnd.vmx.cvsd

# audio/vorbis

# audio/vorbis-config

audio/webm					weba

audio/x-aac					aac

audio/x-aiff					aif aiff aifc

audio/x-caf					caf

audio/x-flac					flac

audio/x-matroska				mka

audio/x-mpegurl					m3u

audio/x-ms-wax					wax

audio/x-ms-wma					wma

audio/x-pn-realaudio				ram ra

audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin			rmp

# audio/x-tta

audio/x-wav					wav

audio/xm					xm

chemical/x-cdx					cdx

chemical/x-cif					cif

chemical/x-cmdf					cmdf

chemical/x-cml					cml

chemical/x-csml					csml

# chemical/x-pdb

chemical/x-xyz					xyz

image/bmp					bmp
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image/cgm					cgm

# image/dicom-rle

# image/emf

# image/example

# image/fits

image/g3fax					g3

image/gif					gif

image/ief					ief

# image/jls

# image/jp2

image/jpeg					jpeg jpg jpe

# image/jpm

# image/jpx

image/ktx					ktx

# image/naplps

image/png					png

image/prs.btif					btif

#

 image/prs.pti

# image/pwg-raster

image/sgi					sgi

image/svg+xml					svg svgz

# image/t38

image/tiff					tiff tif

# image/tiff-fx

image/vnd.adobe.photoshop			psd

# image/vnd.airzip.accelerator.azv

# image/vnd.cns.inf2

image/vnd.dece.graphic				uvi uvvi uvg uvvg

image/vnd.djvu					djvu djv

image/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

image/vnd.dwg					dwg

image/vnd.dxf					dxf

image/vnd.fastbidsheet				fbs

image/vnd.fpx					fpx

image/vnd.fst					fst

image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-mmr			mmr

image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-rlc			rlc

# image/vnd.globalgraphics.pgb

# image/vnd.microsoft.icon

# image/vnd.mix

# image/vnd.mozilla.apng

image/vnd.ms-modi				mdi

image/vnd.ms-photo				wdp

image/vnd.net-fpx				npx

# image/vnd.radiance

# image/vnd.sealed.png

# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.gif
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# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.jpg

# image/vnd.svf

# image/vnd.tencent.tap

# image/vnd.valve.source.texture

image/vnd.wap.wbmp				wbmp

image/vnd.xiff					xif

# image/vnd.zbrush.pcx

image/webp					webp

# image/wmf

image/x-3ds					3ds

image/x-cmu-raster				ras

image/x-cmx					cmx

image/x-freehand				fh

 fhc fh4 fh5 fh7

image/x-icon					ico

image/x-mrsid-image				sid

image/x-pcx					pcx

image/x-pict					pic pct

image/x-portable-anymap				pnm

image/x-portable-bitmap				pbm

image/x-portable-graymap			pgm

image/x-portable-pixmap				ppm

image/x-rgb					rgb

image/x-tga					tga

image/x-xbitmap					xbm

image/x-xpixmap					xpm

image/x-xwindowdump				xwd

# message/cpim

# message/delivery-status

# message/disposition-notification

# message/example

# message/external-body

# message/feedback-report

# message/global

# message/global-delivery-status

# message/global-disposition-notification

# message/global-headers

# message/http

# message/imdn+xml

# message/news

# message/partial

message/rfc822					eml mime

# message/s-http

# message/sip

# message/sipfrag

# message/tracking-status

# message/vnd.si.simp

# message/vnd.wfa.wsc
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# model/example

# model/gltf+json

model/iges					igs iges

model/mesh					msh mesh silo

model/vnd.collada+xml				dae

model/vnd.dwf					dwf

#

 model/vnd.flatland.3dml

model/vnd.gdl					gdl

# model/vnd.gs-gdl

# model/vnd.gs.gdl

model/vnd.gtw					gtw

# model/vnd.moml+xml

model/vnd.mts					mts

# model/vnd.opengex

# model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.binary

# model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.text

# model/vnd.rosette.annotated-data-model

# model/vnd.valve.source.compiled-map

model/vnd.vtu					vtu

model/vrml					wrl vrml

model/x3d+binary				x3db x3dbz

# model/x3d+fastinfoset

model/x3d+vrml					x3dv x3dvz

model/x3d+xml					x3d x3dz

# model/x3d-vrml

# multipart/alternative

# multipart/appledouble

# multipart/byteranges

# multipart/digest

# multipart/encrypted

# multipart/example

# multipart/form-data

# multipart/header-set

# multipart/mixed

# multipart/parallel

# multipart/related

# multipart/report

# multipart/signed

# multipart/voice-message

# multipart/x-mixed-replace

# text/1d-interleaved-parityfec

text/cache-manifest				appcache

text/calendar					ics ifb

text/css					css

text/csv					csv

# text/csv-schema

#
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 text/directory

# text/dns

# text/ecmascript

# text/encaprtp

# text/enriched

# text/example

# text/fwdred

# text/grammar-ref-list

text/html					html htm

# text/javascript

# text/jcr-cnd

# text/markdown

# text/mizar

text/n3						n3

# text/parameters

# text/parityfec

text/plain					txt text conf def list log in

# text/provenance-notation

# text/prs.fallenstein.rst

text/prs.lines.tag				dsc

# text/prs.prop.logic

# text/raptorfec

# text/red

# text/rfc822-headers

text/richtext					rtx

# text/rtf

# text/rtp-enc-aescm128

# text/rtploopback

# text/rtx

text/sgml					sgml sgm

# text/t140

text/tab-separated-values			tsv

text/troff					t tr roff man me ms

text/turtle					ttl

# text/ulpfec

text/uri-list					uri uris urls

text/vcard					vcard

# text/vnd.a

# text/vnd.abc

text/vnd.curl					curl

text/vnd.curl.dcurl				dcurl

text/vnd.curl.mcurl				mcurl

text/vnd.curl.scurl				scurl

# text/vnd.debian.copyright

# text/vnd.dmclientscript

text/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

# text/vnd.esmertec.theme-descriptor

text/vnd.fly					fly
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text/vnd.fmi.flexstor				flx

text/vnd.graphviz				gv

text/vnd.in3d.3dml				3dml

text/vnd.in3d.spot				spot

#

 text/vnd.iptc.newsml

# text/vnd.iptc.nitf

# text/vnd.latex-z

# text/vnd.motorola.reflex

# text/vnd.ms-mediapackage

# text/vnd.net2phone.commcenter.command

# text/vnd.radisys.msml-basic-layout

# text/vnd.si.uricatalogue

text/vnd.sun.j2me.app-descriptor		jad

# text/vnd.trolltech.linguist

# text/vnd.wap.si

# text/vnd.wap.sl

text/vnd.wap.wml				wml

text/vnd.wap.wmlscript				wmls

text/x-asm					s asm

text/x-c					c cc cxx cpp h hh dic

text/x-fortran					f for f77 f90

text/x-java-source				java

text/x-nfo					nfo

text/x-opml					opml

text/x-pascal					p pas

text/x-setext					etx

text/x-sfv					sfv

text/x-uuencode					uu

text/x-vcalendar				vcs

text/x-vcard					vcf

# text/xml

# text/xml-external-parsed-entity

# video/1d-interleaved-parityfec

video/3gpp					3gp

# video/3gpp-tt

video/3gpp2					3g2

# video/bmpeg

# video/bt656

# video/celb

# video/dv

# video/encaprtp

#

 video/example

video/h261					h261

video/h263					h263

# video/h263-1998

# video/h263-2000
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video/h264					h264

# video/h264-rcdo

# video/h264-svc

# video/h265

# video/iso.segment

video/jpeg					jpgv

# video/jpeg2000

video/jpm					jpm jpgm

video/mj2					mj2 mjp2

# video/mp1s

# video/mp2p

# video/mp2t

video/mp4					mp4 mp4v mpg4

# video/mp4v-es

video/mpeg					mpeg mpg mpe m1v m2v

# video/mpeg4-generic

# video/mpv

# video/nv

video/ogg					ogv

# video/parityfec

# video/pointer

video/quicktime					qt mov

# video/raptorfec

# video/raw

# video/rtp-enc-aescm128

# video/rtploopback

# video/rtx

# video/smpte292m

# video/ulpfec

# video/vc1

# video/vnd.cctv

video/vnd.dece.hd				uvh uvvh

video/vnd.dece.mobile				uvm uvvm

# video/vnd.dece.mp4

video/vnd.dece.pd				uvp uvvp

video/vnd.dece.sd				uvs uvvs

video/vnd.dece.video				uvv uvvv

# video/vnd.directv.mpeg

# video/vnd.directv.mpeg-tts

# video/vnd.dlna.mpeg-tts

video/vnd.dvb.file				dvb

video/vnd.fvt					fvt

# video/vnd.hns.video

# video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-1010

#

 video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-2005

# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-1010

# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-2005
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# video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsavc

# video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsmpeg2

# video/vnd.motorola.video

# video/vnd.motorola.videop

video/vnd.mpegurl				mxu m4u

video/vnd.ms-playready.media.pyv		pyv

# video/vnd.nokia.interleaved-multimedia

# video/vnd.nokia.videovoip

# video/vnd.objectvideo

# video/vnd.radgamettools.bink

# video/vnd.radgamettools.smacker

# video/vnd.sealed.mpeg1

# video/vnd.sealed.mpeg4

# video/vnd.sealed.swf

# video/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mov

video/vnd.uvvu.mp4				uvu uvvu

video/vnd.vivo					viv

# video/vp8

video/webm					webm

video/x-f4v					f4v

video/x-fli					fli

video/x-flv					flv

video/x-m4v					m4v

video/x-matroska				mkv mk3d mks

video/x-mng					mng

video/x-ms-asf					asf asx

video/x-ms-vob					vob

video/x-ms-wm					wm

video/x-ms-wmv					wmv

video/x-ms-wmx					wmx

video/x-ms-wvx					wvx

video/x-msvideo					avi

video/x-sgi-movie				movie

video/x-smv					smv

x-conference/x-cooltalk				ice

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/mime.types

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/MatrixVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PathVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/XmlWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/TagUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpSessionRequiredException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ContextPathCompositeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/CodecConfigurerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/InitBinderDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionAttributesHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/FilteringWebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/FixedLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestParameterPropertyValues.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpLogging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/AbstractContextLoaderInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/SslInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ZeroCopyHttpOutputMessage.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GroovyWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExpressionValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/DefaultServerWebExchangeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/AbstractMappingContentNegotiationStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ParameterContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/GenericHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ErrorsMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/HeaderContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/LoggingCodecSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/InvalidMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseErrorHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletConfigAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletConfigPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebApplicationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AtomFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2023-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/JdkClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/JdkClientHttpResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/Part.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/NativeWebRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/SpringBeanFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultSessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FormFieldPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/UriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestAttributes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionStatusMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutCallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/RssChannelHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AsyncWebRequestInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/LocaleContextResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ReactorNettyClientResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/StatusHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/StreamingHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AbstractWireFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingClientHttpRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/DefaultPartEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/RequestPartArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ContentDisposition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/BindErrorUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultDataBinderFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentTypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/PartEventHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRange.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/observation/ClientHttpObservationDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/ReactorHttpExchangeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestMethodNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractServerHttpRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorNetty2ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/XmlEventDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestControllerAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UrlPathHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/observation/ClientRequestObservationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerReadPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/StringHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/support/Netty5HeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MaxUploadSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/WebHttpHandlerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/RequestBodyArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/SingleCharWildcardedPathElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/FormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/DefaultErrorResponseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/ControllerAdviceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ReactorNettyClientRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ForwardedHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/WildcardPathElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractStreamingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/HttpExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletRequestPathFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelAttributeMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MethodArgumentNotValidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/Jaxb2XmlDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/AbstractJackson2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OutputStreamPublisher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebExchangeExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestClientAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/StandardServletAsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpServiceProxyFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/BufferedImageHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/AbstractReactorHttpExchangeAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/DefaultParts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/PartGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/JettyHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/AbstractJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityReferences.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/NestedServletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultInterceptorChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorNetty2ClientHttpConnector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/HeaderWebSessionIdResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/CookieWebSessionIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ProblemDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/DefaultServerHttpRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CrossOrigin.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/ConfigurableWebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPatternParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextParameterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DefaultPathContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/InMemoryWebSessionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/PathContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/JsonbHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpServiceMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractNamedValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/HandlerMethodValidationException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ShallowEtagHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MappingJackson2XmlHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/ServerWebExchangeContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/UnknownContentTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/BindParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebExchangeBindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/ProblemDetailJacksonMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractKotlinSerializationHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/ForwardedHeaderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2JsonEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableInterceptorChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/support/HttpComponentsHeadersAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpExchangeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/CacheControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/JettyClientHttpRequestFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/ReactiveHttpRequestValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpMessageConverterExtractor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/Jaxb2XmlEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/JdkClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoaderListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ResourceHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/EscapedErrors.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/JettyClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartResolutionDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentConversionNotSupportedException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/observation/ServerRequestObservationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/HandlerMethodValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/ProblemDetailRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/AcceptHeaderLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClient.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2CodecSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebExchangeDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/HandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/JettyClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/UriBuilderFactoryArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultRestClient.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebExchangeDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingPathVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/observation/DefaultClientRequestObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/CoWebFilter.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ReactorNettyClientRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorNetty2ClientHttpRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/MultipartBodyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/observation/DefaultServerRequestObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ServletRequestPathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MarshallingHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/Jaxb2Helper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFileResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpClientAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/HttpComponentsClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequestFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/InvocableHandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/HttpComponentsClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorNetty2ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/ErrorResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ByteArrayHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2RootElementHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2JsonDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorNetty2ResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ControllerAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ProtobufHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ClientHttpResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HierarchicalUriComponents.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/BindParamNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorNetty2ServerHttpRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JdkClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ForwardedHeaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/support/JettyHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/FormHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ObjectToStringHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/SourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/TomcatHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/DelegatingFilterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2Tokenizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/DefaultPartHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/WebDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorUriHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ControllerMappingReflectiveProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/DisconnectedClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpRequestValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/UnsupportedMediaTypeStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/annotation/HttpExchangeBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/LiteralPathElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultRestClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/OpaqueUriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceRegionHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/ServerHttpObservationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/ProblemDetailJacksonXmlMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/DefaultServerWebExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestTemplate.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/HttpWebHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/DefaultHttpStatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/support/Netty4HeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpEntity.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonBuilderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractGenericHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/KotlinSerializationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/observation/DefaultServerRequestObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpHeaders.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestTemplateAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/AbstractJackson2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AnnotationConfigWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ReactorResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/ExceptionHandlingWebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/service/invoker/HttpServiceProxyFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequestFactoryWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HttpSessionMutexListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SpringWebConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/DestructionCallbackBindingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CommonsRequestLoggingFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RequestContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotWritableException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/AsyncHandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/JaxbContextContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperationsExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/cbor/Jackson2CborEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/WebHandlerDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/BasicAuthenticationInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpClientErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/UnknownHttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/cbor/Jackson2CborDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/DefaultServerCodecConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/FixedContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractJaxb2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/SpringHandlerInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutDeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebAppRootListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/ApplicationScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/DeleteMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CompositeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/SessionScope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/WebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReactiveHttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PostMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PatchMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReactiveHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractCookieValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHandlerDecoratorFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/WildcardTheRestPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/CompositeUriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ProtobufJsonFormatHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StringMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/RequestPartServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerWriteFlushProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/PreFlightRequestWebFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/RequestHandledEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DecoratingNavigationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JdkClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/DefaultMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FilePart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/WebApplicationInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/SpringBeanAutowiringSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/WebApplicationContextFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/DefaultWebFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/FormContentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/AbstractMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/HttpRequestHandlerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FileStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/WriteResultPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/FormHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/SpringServletContainerInitializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PatternParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/PreFlightRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509701_1701449251.5436008/0/spring-web-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CookieValue.java

 

1.240 spring-aop 6.1.1 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PoolingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/JdkRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcut.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AopInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SimpleBeanTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSourceStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/DefaultScopedObject.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/PointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/UnknownAdviceTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/Refreshable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutComponentDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/SpringProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopInfrastructureBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/BeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupportListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/RawTargetAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Interceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ThrowsAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatePerTargetObjectIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectInstanceFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/BeanFactoryRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ObjenesisCglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SimpleBeanFactoryAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractBeanFactoryAwareAdvisingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistrationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/DefaultAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractSingletonProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatingIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/LazyInitTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/RuntimeTestWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJAwareAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPrototypeBasedTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SingletonAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AbstractInterceptorDrivenBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PrototypeTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetClassAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/PrototypeAspectInstanceFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJMethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ProxyMethodInvocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SingletonTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanFactoryAdvisorRetrievalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/InterceptorAndDynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/MetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/JdkDynamicAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultIntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/ReflectiveAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Advisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPool2TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyUtils.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AbstractAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/CglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractLazyCreationTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/DeclareParentsAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ComposablePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AbstractAspectJAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RootClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/EmptyTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/MethodMatchers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyCreatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ClassFilters.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/LazyInitTargetSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractAdvisingBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAdviceParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/Pointcuts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJBeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/CustomizableTraceInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/CoroutinesUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMatchingPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/MethodInvocationProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ControlFlowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/TypePatternClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAopProxyFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/target/HotSwappableTargetSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJWeaverMessageHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ConcurrencyThrottleInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractMonitoringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanNameAutoProxyCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectJAdvisorsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/DebugInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterThrowingAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJPrecedenceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdviceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Advised.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SingletonMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Invocation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/TargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SimpleMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPrecedenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/AbstractRefreshableTargetSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyProcessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TruePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/DefaultAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/GlobalAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAwareMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/QuickTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/NotAnAtAspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AutoProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SimpleAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleAsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RegexpMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/AspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopConfigUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/support/IntroductionInfoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/ProxyCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ScopedProxyBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPoolingTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAroundAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectJAutoProxyBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeBeanNameAdvisors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Joinpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/DynamicIntroductionAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/PerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractGenericPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultPointcutAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/MethodLocatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AnnotationAwareAspectJAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/InfrastructureAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/LazySingletonAspectInstanceFactoryDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509799_1701449363.4261985/0/spring-aop-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectComponentDefinition.java
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1.241 spring-web-mvc 6.1.1 
1.241.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JspAwareRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectedValueComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/EnableWebMvc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ViewResolversBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/RequestPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/MvcNamespaceHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/LocaleChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/DefaultRequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractDetectingUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewControllerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestResponseBodyAdviceChain.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceHandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/LastModified.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MatrixVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleMappingExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/MatchableHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/WebRequestHandlerInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/HeadersRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ChangePathPatternParserVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExecutionChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/FreeMarkerConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewResolverRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestBodyAdviceAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* XSLT-driven View that allows for response context to be rendered as the

* result of an XSLT transformation.

*

* <p>The XSLT Source object is supplied as a parameter in the model and then

* {@link #locateSource detected} during response rendering. Users can either specify

* a specific entry in the

 model via the {@link #setSourceKey sourceKey} property or

* have Spring locate the Source object. This class also provides basic conversion

* of objects into Source implementations. See {@link #getSourceTypes() here}

* for more details.

*

* <p>All model parameters are passed to the XSLT Transformer as parameters.

* In addition the user can configure {@link #setOutputProperties output properties}

* to be passed to the Transformer.

*

* @author Rob Harrop

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @since 2.0

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/support/RouterFunctionMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/LocaleResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/ThemeChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AbstractLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/SessionLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/StreamingResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/FixedThemeResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/PathMatchConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMethodMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/AbstractJackson2View.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ViewControllerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/RequestMatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ConsumesRequestCondition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/CookieThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/SessionThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/BeanNameUrlHandlerMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/BindStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/CompositeRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ThemeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/DefaultRenderingResponseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/NoHandlerFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractDispatcherServletInitializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AbstractLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/AbstractThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/DeferredResultMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/CookieLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ViewResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/LocaleContextResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/HttpEntityMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xml/MappingJackson2XmlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/RedirectViewControllerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/PathVariableMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ThemeResolver.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/SseEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/MvcNamespaceUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestPartMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultServletHttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ResourceHandlerFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/RequestPredicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ParamsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ErrorsTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/UrlTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMethodExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestMappingHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/WebJarsResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ReactiveTypeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/AbstractServerResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxesTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/DefaultEntityResponseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/PathResourceLookupFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/InputTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/NoResourceFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/RouterFunctionDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/AbstractHandlerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestAttributeMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/MessageTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/support/HandlerFunctionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ContentNegotiatingViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/AsyncSupportConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletRequestDataBinderFactory.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FrameworkServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ServerResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/DefaultAsyncServerResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/HiddenInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TextareaTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/InterceptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerMappingIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/SimpleControllerHandlerAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletModelAttributeMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ErrorHandlingServerResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xml/MarshallingView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/FormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/RedirectView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfoHandlerMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RedirectAttributesMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CssLinkResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceHandlerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ServerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/DispatcherServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/EncodedResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestResponseBodyMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AcceptHeaderLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ProducesRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/DefaultHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestMappingHandlerAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/DefaultServletHandlerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/LabelTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/DefaultServerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseEntityExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletInvocableHandlerMethod.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ButtonTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MatrixVariableMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MvcUriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ParameterizableViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ViewMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceHttpRequestHandler.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/HandlerFilterFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractCachingViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ModelAndViewMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/DefaultServerRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractMultiCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/SseServerResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMappingJacksonResponseBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/MappedInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/PathPatternsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JstlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/RouterFunctionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/PathResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/PathVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractDataBoundFormElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/PasswordInputTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ResponseStatusExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMessageConverterMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/HttpRequestHandlerAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ExtendedServletRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestMethodsRequestCondition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/UrlBasedViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/PatternsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractMediaTypeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/DefaultServerResponseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyEmitterReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/WebContentInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/PathPatternMatchableHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/MappingJackson2JsonView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CachingResourceResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/CorsRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FlashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ExceptionHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMessageConverterMethodArgumentResolver.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/RouterFunctions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/InterceptorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestCondition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractUrlViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/RedirectAttributes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/MediaTypeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/SmartView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ToStringVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ServerResponseExtensions.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/ServerRequestExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/DelegatingWebMvcConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/SessionAttributeMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/RenderingResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/RouterFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CachingResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateConfigurer.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/StreamingResponseBodyReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/HandlerFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerExceptionResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ViewNameMethodReturnValueHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/DefaultServletHandlerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfoHandlerMethodMappingNamingStrategy.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/EntityResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletWrappingController.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlInputElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceResolverChain.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractSingleCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/View.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ContentVersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindErrorsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/FixedVersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractAtomFeedView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ArgumentTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EvalTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractAnnotationConfigDispatcherServletInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EditorAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/RequestContextAwareTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/TransformTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultResourceResolverChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/NameValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractNameValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ScriptTemplateConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HttpServletBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultResourceTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/TransformedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AbstractVersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndViewDefiningException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ValueFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EscapeBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletResponseMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/RenderingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfStamperView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/NestedPathTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractFormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerMethodMappingNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/GroovyMarkupConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractRssFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/RequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/HttpHeadersReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AbstractResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/JsonViewResponseBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewControllerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/JsonViewRequestBodyAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractUrlBasedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/FixedLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/JstlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/AsyncHandlerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestConditionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/HttpResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceChainRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/UriComponentsBuilderMethodArgumentResolver.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletForwardingController.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AsyncTaskMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/RedirectAttributesModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/CallableMethodReturnValueHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/DispatcherServletWebRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/UrlBasedViewResolverRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/SessionFlashMapManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FlashMapManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsxView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapingAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsxStreamingView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionPathStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ModelAndViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ArgumentAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A contract for inspecting and potentially modifying request data values such

* as URL query parameters or form field values before they are rendered by a

* view or before a redirect.

*

* <p>Implementations may use this contract for example as part of a solution

* to provide data integrity, confidentiality,

 protection against cross-site

* request forgery (CSRF), and others or for other tasks such as automatically

* adding a hidden field to all forms and URLs.

*

* <p>View technologies that support this contract can obtain an instance to

* delegate to via {@link RequestContext#getRequestDataValueProcessor()}.

*

* @author Rossen Stoyanchev

* @since 3.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestDataValueProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlProviderExposingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/CorsRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletCookieValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletRequestMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/PrincipalMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ResourcesBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/XmlViewResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/function/AsyncServerResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/UserRoleAuthorizationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateViewResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractFlashMapManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/ConversionServiceExposingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ModelAndViewResolverMethodReturnValueHandler.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ContentNegotiationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ResourceBundleViewResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ContinuationHandlerMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/InterceptorRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/BeanNameViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/UrlFilenameViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/ServletUriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509763_1701449388.533102/0/spring-webmvc-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/WebContentGenerator.java

 

1.242 spring-context 6.1.1 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInvoker.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/KotlinReflectionBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/TypedValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationListenerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledTaskObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/ModelMBeanNotificationPublisher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/method/MethodValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/DelayedTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/LocalStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAwareAotBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/DefaultFormattingConversionService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/index/CandidateComponentsIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/method/ParameterErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationReactiveSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/ResourceBundleThemeSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NullValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/SpringCacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Cacheable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Bean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/SimpleAsyncTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingAwareRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/AnnotatedElementKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationListenerDetector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvaluationContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/method/ParameterValidationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/InstantFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/NotificationListenerHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CompositeCronField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronExpression.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AnnotationAsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/FixedRateTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathBeanDefinitionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/RemoteStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleValueWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/PeriodicTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/IntervalTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ReschedulingRunnable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskSchedulerRouter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/BitsCronField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NameMatchCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorLifecycleDelegate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/CachedExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ApplicationContextInitializationCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/EnableCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleTimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyPlaceholderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ApplicationContextAotGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/BeanDefinitionDsl.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/index/CandidateComponentsIndexLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/SimpleTriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Lazy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PostProcessorRegistrationDelegate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/method/EmptyMethodValidationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationEventMulticaster.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledTaskObservationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/UiApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionEvaluator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AnnotationCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ConcurrentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledMethodRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/FieldError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationExpressionEvaluator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySourceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ProfileCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationMBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledTaskObservationDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ObjectError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/SimpleErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DefaultScheduledTaskObservationConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringValidatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/method/MethodValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ContextTypeMatchClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptEvaluator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/method/MethodValidationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/SmartValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BeanFactoryCacheOperationSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResultUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationBeanRegistrationAotProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskScheduler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/OneTimeTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/DefaultContextLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SourceFilteringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BeanPropertyBindingResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/method/DefaultMethodValidationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MethodBasedEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Scheduled.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/PayloadApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAwareProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/ValidationAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/QuartzCronField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ScriptFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationJmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathScanningCandidateComponentProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationObjectSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Indicates that a component is only eligible for registration when all

* {@linkplain #value specified conditions} match.

*

* <p>A <em>condition</em> is any state that can be determined programmatically

* before the bean definition is due to be registered (see {@link Condition} for details).

*

*

 <p>The {@code @Conditional} annotation may be used in any of the following ways:

* <ul>

* <li>as a type-level annotation on any class directly or indirectly annotated with

* {@code @Component}, including {@link Configuration @Configuration} classes</li>

* <li>as a meta-annotation, for the purpose of composing custom stereotype

* annotations</li>

* <li>as a method-level annotation on any {@link Bean @Bean} method</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>If a {@code @Configuration} class is marked with {@code @Conditional},

* all of the {@code @Bean} methods, {@link Import @Import} annotations, and

* {@link ComponentScan @ComponentScan} annotations associated with that

* class will be subject to the conditions.

*

* <p><strong>NOTE</strong>: Inheritance of {@code @Conditional} annotations

* is not supported; any conditions from superclasses or from overridden

* methods will not be considered. In order to enforce these semantics,

* {@code @Conditional} itself is not declared as

* {@link java.lang.annotation.Inherited

 @Inherited}; furthermore, any

* custom <em>composed annotation</em> that is meta-annotated with

* {@code @Conditional} must not be declared as {@code @Inherited}.

*

* @author Phillip Webb

* @author Sam Brannen

* @since 4.0

* @see Condition

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Conditional.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/EmbeddedValueResolverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ReflectiveLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/KeyNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceMode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DependsOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/VariableNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultBindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ForkJoinPoolFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanAnnotationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/IdentityNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptingDefaultsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportOperations.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/WeavingTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableLoadTimeWeaving.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MetadataMBeanInfoAssembler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/AspectJWeavingEnabler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/NumberFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceAccessor.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/SimpleReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanRegistrationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceModeImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstract the invocation of a cache operation.

*

* <p>Does not provide a way to transmit checked exceptions but

* provide a special exception that should be used to wrap any
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* exception that was thrown by the underlying invocation.

* Callers are expected to handle this issue type specifically.

*

 * @author Stephane Nicoll

* @since 4.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableScheduling.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/DateTimeFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareConcurrentModel.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractFallbackCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheableOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Jsr330ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractCacheManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/ProxyCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/StandardBeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManagerExtensions.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ConnectorServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronField.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvictOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/MBeanExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanExportBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SmartApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableAspectJAutoProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatterRegistrar.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/AnnotationDrivenCacheBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/CronTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheAdviceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FullyQualifiedAnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ShadowingClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventPublicationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractValueAdaptingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/AbstractJndiLocatingBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/InterfaceBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DeferredImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationStartupAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/RegistrationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationCondition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractResourceBasedMessageSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/Jsr354NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/DefaultEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScannedGenericBeanDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContextExtensions.kt

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/InstrumentationLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContextExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CompositeCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2023 the original author or authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* 	https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelExtensions.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AspectJAutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Indexed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/MethodInvokingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/EnvironmentAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/CustomValidatorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanProxyFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/tomcat/TomcatLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/EnvironmentAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultMessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/NotificationListenerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/MonetaryAmountFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/Task.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/EmbeddedValueResolutionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxMetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceResolvable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TriggerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/TypeMismatchNamingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MetricType.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/LoadTimeWeaverBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StaticScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleLoadTimeWeaver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/ObjectNamingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* 	https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMapExtensions.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/SpringModelMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperationParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FilterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/OptionalValidatorFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Description.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/TimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/CurrencyUnitFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScans.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachePut.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/JmxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NamedCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodNameBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/CglibClassHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericGroovyApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/Theme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassEnhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AbstractCachingConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Caching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheEvict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRuntimeHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/AotApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/BeanFactoryInitializationAotContributions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ParserStrategyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/MetadataNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/Jsr310DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodExclusionMBeanInfoAssembler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AbstractAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/SimpleTheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ProxyAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/Model.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ReflectiveProcessorBeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/ThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ContextAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Async.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/ContextAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanExpressionContextAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/FixedDelayTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurerSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/LoggingCacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/RuntimeHintsBeanFactoryInitializationAotProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/TypeFilterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/aot/AbstractAotProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/DelegatingThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyOverrideBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormatterPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/KeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadataResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Schedules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/AbstractPropertyLoadingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/CompositeCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiPropertySource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearMonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ExecutorBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyObjectCustomizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/LifecycleProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/Validated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MessageSourceResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ContextLifecycleScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BasicOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/UnableToRegisterMBeanException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/SelfNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/MBeanServerNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/Formatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStoppedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvalidInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocaleContextMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/LoadTimeWeaver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanInfoRetrievalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/UnableToSendNotificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/JmxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStartedEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/RefreshableScriptTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JndiLookupBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/AbstractNumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/HierarchicalMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationContextEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/Phased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/InvalidMetadataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableMBeanExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DelegatingErrorHandlingRunnable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/ContextNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JeeNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AutodetectCapableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1858509777_1701449298.301795/0/spring-context-6-1-1-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextException.java

 

1.243 curl 7.68.0-1ubuntu2.21 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

 dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

License Mixing

==============

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed

using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause

problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all

can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

 

One common dilemma is that [GPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the

[Original BSD license](https://spdx.org/licenses/BSD-4-Clause.html) (with the

announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all,

but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless

you accompany your license with an
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[exception](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs). This

particular problem

 was addressed when the [Modified BSD

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause) was created, which does

not have the announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

## libcurl

 

Uses an [MIT style license](https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html) that is

very liberal.

 

## OpenSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an

announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You are not

allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code

(unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit

that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's licensing is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## GnuTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the

[LGPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html) license. If this is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library. Also note that GnuTLS itself

depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too

 are

LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

## WolfSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL license or a proprietary

license. If this is a problem for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## NSS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the

[MPL](https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/) license, the GPL license and the LGPL

license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or

LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose

different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your

needs.

 

## mbedTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the [Apache 2.0

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0) or the GPL license.

You may choose to license the code under Apache 2.0 terms or GPL terms.
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These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different

obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

## BoringSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

 license as that.

 

## libressl

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## BearSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an MIT license that is very liberal

and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link with.

 

## c-ares

 

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link

with.

 

## zlib

 

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license

that shouldn't collide with any other library.

 

## MIT Kerberos

 

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any

other parts.

 

## Heimdal

 

(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the

announcement clause.

 

## GNU GSS

 

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not

distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link

and use any Original

 BSD licensed libraries!

 

## libidn
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(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL

is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license

requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the

license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes

this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please

properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license

addresses.

 

## OpenLDAP

 

(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses

OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships

OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

## libssh2

 

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

 

1.244 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.26.2 
1.244.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,
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c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]
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   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings
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current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",
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                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",
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                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]
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                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],
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    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]
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                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                           

    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }
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                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }
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                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n
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<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

           

        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n
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 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",

                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100
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               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",

                    

   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)
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// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.
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	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata
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 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType
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	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//
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	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string
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	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string
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	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based
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subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },
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 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",
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                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",
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                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],
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                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [
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                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [
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                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                         

                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {
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                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

          

                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },
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                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

      

                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },
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           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",
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                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"
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    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },
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               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID

 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",
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               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]
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                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },
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                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }
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                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}
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                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",
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                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },
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       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },
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               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"
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                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region

 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n
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            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the
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idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

               

    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":

 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

   

                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"
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                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,
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without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":
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 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },
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    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"

                 

  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"
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                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in

ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",
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               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }
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    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

     

                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }

               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n
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the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical
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operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license
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configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

    

           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are
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supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

  

                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {
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       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for
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<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform

Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },
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               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {
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           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":
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 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }
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}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}
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func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}

 

1.245 glibc 2.31-0ubuntu9.14 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who

 decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library,

 whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
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code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software

 patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits

 such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting

 the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order

 to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into
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 another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium,

 provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the

 terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be

 reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary

 GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that

 uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the

 object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany

 the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate

 properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally

 distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any

 other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if
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 you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse

 you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system

 which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish

 revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey

 the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode,

 Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software

 that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN
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THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:
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Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that

 both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the

 above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

 BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse

 or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License,

 Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.
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3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s)

 of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c

 is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with

 the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
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  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright

 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests

 are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:
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1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests

 is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online

 help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).
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3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems,

 Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.246 tar 1.30+dfsg-7ubuntu0.20.04.4 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
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use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through
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a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
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users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
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in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
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   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in
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 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
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   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights
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 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.247 bcpkix-fips 1.0.7 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

    * Base constructor.

    * <p>

    * The authorizer attempts to perform matching (including the use of the wildcard) in accordance with RFC 6125.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Known suffixes is a list of public domain suffixes that can't be used as wild cards for

    * example *.com, or c*c.com, as a dns wildcard could match every/most .com domains if a registrar were issue it.

    * If *.com is in the known suffixes list will not be allowed to match.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param knownSuffixes a set of suffixes that cannot be wild-carded, e.g. { ".com", ".net", ".org" }
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    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1866420555_1702420805.8968983/0/bcpkix-fips-1-0-7-sources-2-

jar/org/bouncycastle/est/jcajce/JsseDefaultHostnameAuthorizer.java

 

1.248 aws-smithy-go 1.19.0 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.249 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-internal-ini 1.7.2 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)
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// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}
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AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt
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     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{
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	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The
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settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }
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         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"
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               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",
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                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"
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                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {
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                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },
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                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }
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                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                           

    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],
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                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"
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                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

           

        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {
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                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",

                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",

                    

   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }
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   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.
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	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.
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	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {
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		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {
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	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil
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 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)
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	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.
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	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}
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	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)
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	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)
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// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}
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type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},
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 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {
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                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,
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                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",
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                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {
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                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"
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                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                         

                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [
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                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

          

                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {
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                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

      

                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},
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                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"
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               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,
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                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID

 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }
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   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {
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                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",
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                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"
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                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":
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 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,
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                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",
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                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}
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                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"
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                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region

 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }
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                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant
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 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },
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               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":
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 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account
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as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

               

    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":

 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

   

                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {
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           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"
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                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":
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 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },
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               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"
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                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }
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               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"
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                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"

                 

  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }
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          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {
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 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }
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               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in

ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }
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               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

     

                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }

               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":
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 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

    

           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token
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 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

  

                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a
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grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform

Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }
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               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {
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           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },
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               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }
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      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}

 

1.250 x-crypto 0.17.0 
1.250.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER
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 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.251 google-uuid 1.5.0 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

Paul Borman <borman@google.com>

bmatsuo

shawnps

theory

jboverfelt

dsymonds

cd1

wallclockbuilder

dansouza

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.252 sqlite 3.31.1-4ubuntu0.6 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: sqlite3

Source: https://www.sqlite.org/cgi/src/dir?ci=trunk

 

Files: *

Copyright: D. Richard Hipp <drh@hwaci.com>

License: public-domain

The files listed have been put on the public domain by the sqlite3

contributors.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2006-     Laszlo Boszormenyi (GCS) <gcs@debian.org>,

2005-2006 Tomas Fasth <tomfa@debian.org>,

2001-2005 Andreas Rottmann <rotty@debian.org>

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as published

by the Free Software Foundation.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this

 package; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

.

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in the file `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

1.253 x-net 0.20.0 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.254 golang 1.21.6 
1.254.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

1.254.2 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

The Go source code and supporting files in this directory

are covered by the usual Go license (see ../../../../LICENSE).

 

When building with GOEXPERIMENT=boringcrypto, the following applies.

 

The goboringcrypto_linux_amd64.syso object file is built

from BoringSSL source code by build/build.sh and is covered

by the BoringSSL license reproduced below and also at

https://boringssl.googlesource.com/boringssl/+/fips-20220613/LICENSE.

 

BoringSSL is a fork of OpenSSL. As such, large parts of it fall under OpenSSL

licensing. Files that are completely new have a Google copyright and an ISC

license. This license is reproduced at the bottom of this file.

 

Contributors to BoringSSL are required to follow the CLA rules for Chromium:

https://cla.developers.google.com/clas

 

Some files from Intel are under yet another license, which is also included

underneath.

 

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the

OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below

for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source

licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact

openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

The following are Google-internal bug numbers where explicit permission from

some authors is recorded for use of their work. (This is purely for our own

record keeping.)

 27287199

 27287880

 27287883

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

 (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product

 includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License
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-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of

 the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are

 not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

ISC license used for completely new code in BoringSSL:

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

 

Some files from Intel carry the following license:

 

# Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

#

# All rights reserved.

#

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

# met:

#

# *  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#

# *  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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#    documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#    distribution.

#

# *  Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

#    this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION

 ""AS IS"" AND ANY

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

# IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

# PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

# CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

# EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

# PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

# PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License 2.0

Copyright 2010-2021 Mike Bostock

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>
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Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

 

1.255 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.16.14 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,
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 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target
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       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"
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                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",
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  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },
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                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",
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                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }
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                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",
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                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"
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                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                           

    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [
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                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {
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                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"
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                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",
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              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },
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           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          
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     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

           

        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n
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<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",

                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",

                    

   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))
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(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,
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		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.
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	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string
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	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata
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{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string
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	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string
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	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region
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 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide
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 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity
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 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata
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	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.
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	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related
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costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",
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                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",
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                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],
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                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {
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                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                         

                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [
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                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

          

                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true
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                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

      

                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {
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                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name
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 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",
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                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {
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                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID

 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",
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               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"
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               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",
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                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {
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                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [
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                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }
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                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [
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                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {
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                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region

 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":
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 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }
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               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,
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                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":
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 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or
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 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |
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<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

               

    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for
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workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":

 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT
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token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

   

                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },
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      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access
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 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license
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configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"

                 

  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in

ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license
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agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

     

                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }

               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |
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<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your
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 account.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

    

           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while
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specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":
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 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },
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             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

  

                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical
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operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform

Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",
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             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }
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               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":
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 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "period": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report
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generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC
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 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to
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update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.
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package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {
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	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}

 

1.256 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.10.10 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {
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	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0
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     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}
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	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}
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	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },
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               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",
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           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"
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                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }
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                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },
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                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {
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                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },
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                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }
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                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"
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                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                           

    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-
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subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {
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                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

           

        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {
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                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",

                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",
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                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated
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from.</p>",

                    

   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}
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	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.
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func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {
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	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);
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 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.
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package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//
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	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.
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package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//
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	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.
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	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}
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func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.
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	Version

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"
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	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.
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	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,
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		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {
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           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [
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                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [
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                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}
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                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [
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                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,
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                                                               {

      

                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }
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                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },
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                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":
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 {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }
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                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",
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                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "IdentityProviderSummary":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.257 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.14.11 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType
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	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt
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     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err
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	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",
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                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"
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                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]
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                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]
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    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",
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                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",
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                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",
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   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense
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	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",
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	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based
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subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"
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                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",
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                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },
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                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {
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                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.258 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-internal-

configsources 1.2.10 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//
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	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt
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     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)
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	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial
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Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],
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                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },
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                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true
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                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }
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                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [
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                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]
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    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",
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                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",
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                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",
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   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense
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	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",
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	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based
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subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"
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                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",
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                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },
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                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {
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                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.259 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.26.7 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType
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	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt
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     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err
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	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",
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                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"
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                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]
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                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]
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    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",
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                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",
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                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",
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   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense
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	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",
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	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based
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subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"
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                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",
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                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },
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                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {
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                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.260 aws-aws-lambda-go 1.44.0 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

Lambda functions are made available under a modified MIT license.

See LICENSE-LAMBDACODE for details.

 

The remainder of the project is made available under the terms of the

Apache License, version 2.0. See LICENSE for details.

MIT No Attribution

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this

software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.261 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-service-ssooidc

1.21.6 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files
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       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {
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		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",
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                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"
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                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]
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                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]
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    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",
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                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",
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                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",
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   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense
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	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",
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	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based
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subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"
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                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",
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                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },
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                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {
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                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.262 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-internal-endpoints

2.5.10 
1.262.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//
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	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt
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     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)
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	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial
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Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],
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                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },
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                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true
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                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }
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                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [
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                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]
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    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",
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                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",
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                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",
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   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense
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	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",
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	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based
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subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"
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                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",
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                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },
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                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {
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                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.263 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2 1.26.3 
1.263.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType
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	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt
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     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err
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	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",
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                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"
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                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]
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                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]
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    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",
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                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",
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                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",
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   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense
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	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",
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	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based
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subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"
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                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",
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                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },
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                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {
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                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.264 aws-aws-sdk-go 1.24.1 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType
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	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt
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     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err
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	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",
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               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",
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                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"
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                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]
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                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]
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    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}
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                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",
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                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",
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                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },
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                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",
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   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)
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	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return
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 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager
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import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string
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	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil
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}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense
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	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",
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	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based
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subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"
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                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",
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                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },
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                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {
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                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"
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                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {
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                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":
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 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID
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 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },
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           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },
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                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {
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                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },
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                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },
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                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region
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 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"
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                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048
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               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for
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<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in
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the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },
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               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":
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 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },
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               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {
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                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }
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               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"
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  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in
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ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {
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    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }
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               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }
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               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412
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               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n
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   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are
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<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",
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                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n
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          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {
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                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform
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Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"
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           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"
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	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}
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1.265 datadog-datadog-api-client-go 2.21.0 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

Component,Origin,License,Copyright

go.sum,cloud.google.com/go,Apache-2.0,Google LLC

go.sum,cloud.google.com/go/compute/metadata,Apache-2.0,Google LLC

go.sum,github.com/aslakhellesoy/gox,MPL-2.0,The gox authors

go.sum,github.com/creack/pty,MIT,2011 Keith Rarick

go.sum,github.com/cucumber/gherkin-go/v13,MIT,Cucumber Ltd + Gaspar Nagy + Bjrn Rasmusson + Peter

Sergeant

go.sum,github.com/cucumber/messages-go/v12,MIT,Cucumber Ltd

go.sum,github.com/DataDog/datadog-go,Apache-2.0,"2016-Present Datadog, Inc."

go.sum,github.com/davecgh/go-spew,ISC,2012-2016 Dave Collins <dave@davec.name>

go.sum,github.com/dnaeon/go-vcr,BSD-2-Clause,2015-2016 Marin Atanasov Nikolov <dnaeon@gmail.com>

go.sum,github.com/go-bdd/assert,MIT, 2020 GoBDD

go.sum,github.com/go-bdd/gobdd,MIT,2019 Bartomiej Klimczak

go.sum,github.com/gofrs/uuid,MIT,2013-2018 Maxim Bublis

go.sum,github.com/gogo/protobuf,BSD-3-Clause,2013 The GoGo Authors + 2010 The Go Authors

go.sum,github.com/golang/protobuf,BSD-3-Clause,2017 The Go Authors

go.sum,github.com/google/go-cmp,BSD-3-Clause,2017

 The Go Authors

go.sum,github.com/h2non/parth,MIT,2018 codemodus

go.sum,github.com/hashicorp/go-version,MPL-2.0,

go.sum,github.com/jonboulle/clockwork,Apache-2.0,

go.sum,github.com/kisielk/errcheck,MIT,2013 Kamil Kisiel

go.sum,github.com/kisielk/gotool,MIT,2013 Kamil Kisiel

go.sum,github.com/kr/pty,MIT,2019 Keith Rarick

go.sum,github.com/kr/text,MIT,2012 Keith Rarick

go.sum,github.com/mitchellh/iochan,MIT,2015 Mitchell Hashimoto

go.sum,github.com/nbio/st,Apache-2.0,2014 nb.io LLC

go.sum,github.com/niemeyer/pretty,MIT,2012 Keith Rarick

go.sum,github.com/opentracing/opentracing-go,Apache-2.0,Copyright 2016-2017 The OpenTracing Authors

go.sum,github.com/philhofer/fwd,MIT,2014-2015 Philip Hofer

go.sum,github.com/pkg/errors,BSD-2-Clause,2015 Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

go.sum,github.com/pmezard/go-difflib,BSD-3-Clause,2013 Patrick Mezard

go.sum,github.com/stretchr/objx,MIT,2014 Stretchr Inc. + 2017-2018 objx contributors

go.sum,github.com/stretchr/testify,MIT,2012-2018

 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

go.sum,github.com/tinylib/msgp,MIT,2014 Philip Hofer

go.sum,golang.org/x/net,BSD-3-Clause,2009 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/oauth2,BSD-3-Clause,2009 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/sync,BSD-3-Clause,2009 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/sys,BSD-3-Clause,2019 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/text,BSD-3-Clause,2009 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/time,BSD-3-Clause,2019 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/tools,BSD-3-Clause,2019 The Go Authors
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go.sum,golang.org/x/xerrors,BSD-3-Clause,2019 The Go Authors

go.sum,google.golang.org/appengine,Apache-2.0,Google Inc.

go.sum,gopkg.in/check.v1,BSD-2-Clause,2010-2013 Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

go.sum,gopkg.in/DataDog/dd-trace-go.v1,Apache-2.0,"2016-Present Datadog, Inc."

go.sum,github.com/DataDog/dd-trace-go,Apache-2.0,"2016-Present Datadog, Inc."

go.sum,gopkg.in/h2non/gock.v1,MIT,2016-2019 Tomas Aparicio

go.sum,gopkg.in/yaml.v2,Apache-2.0,2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

go.sum,gotest.tools,Apache-2.0,2018

 gotest.tools authors

go.sum,github.com/google/uuid,BSD-3-Clause,Google LLC

go.sum,github.com/mitchellh/go-homedir,MIT,Mitchell Hashimoto

go.sum,gopkg.in/yaml.v3,MIT/Apache,Kirill Simonov/Canonical Ltd

go.sum,github.com/chzyer/logex,MIT,2015 Chzyer

go.sum,github.com/chzyer/readline,MIT,2015 Chzyer

go.sum,github.com/chzyer/test,MIT,2016 Chzyer

go.sum,github.com/google/pprof,Apache-2.0,Google Inc.

go.sum,github.com/ianlancetaylor/demangle,BSD-3-Clause,2015 The Go Authors

go.sum,github.com/Microsoft/go-winio,MIT,2015 Microsoft

go.sum,github.com/konsorten/go-windows-terminal-sequences,MIT,2017 marvin + konsorten GmbH

go.sum,github.com/sirupsen/logrus,MIT,2014 Simon Eskildsen

go.sum,github.com/DataDog/gostackparse,Apache-2.0 OR BSD-3-Clause,"2021 Datadog, Inc."

go.sum,golang.org/x/term,BSD-3-Clause,2009 The Go Authors

go.sum,github.com/yuin/goldmark,MIT,2019 Yusuke Inuzuka

go.sum,golang.org/x/crypto,BSD-3-Clause,2009 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/mod,BSD-3-Clause,2009

 The Go Authors

go.sum,github.com/BurntSushi/toml,MIT,2013 TOML authors

go.sum,github.com/DataDog/dd-sdk-go-testing,Apache-2.0 OR BSD-3-Clause,"2016-Present Datadog, Inc."

go.sum,github.com/DataDog/sketches-go,Apache-2.0,2021 DataDog Inc

go.sum,github.com/census-instrumentation/opencensus-proto,Apache-2.0,"2019, OpenCensus Authors"

go.sum,github.com/client9/misspell,MIT,2015-2017 Nick Galbreath

go.sum,github.com/envoyproxy/go-control-plane,Apache-2.0,2018 Envoyproxy Authors

go.sum,github.com/envoyproxy/protoc-gen-validate,Apache-2.0,2019 Envoy Project Authors

go.sum,github.com/golang/glog,Apache-2.0,2013 Google Inc.

go.sum,github.com/golang/mock,Apache-2.0,2020 Google Inc.

go.sum,github.com/google/gofuzz,Apache-2.0,

go.sum,github.com/prometheus/client_model,Apache-2.0,2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/exp,BSD-3-Clause,2009 The Go Authors

go.sum,golang.org/x/lint,BSD-3-Clause,2013 The Go Authors

go.sum,google.golang.org/genproto,Apache-2.0,2018 Google

 Inc.

go.sum,google.golang.org/grpc,Apache-2.0,2016 gRPC authors.

go.sum,google.golang.org/protobuf,BSD-3-Clause,2018 The Go Authors.

go.sum,honnef.co/go/tools,MIT,2016 Dominik Honnef

go.sum,github.com/DataDog/zstd,BSD-3-Clause,"2016-Present Datadog, Inc."

go.sum,github.com/goccy/go-json,MIT,2020 Masaaki Goshima

go.sum,github.com/modocache/gover,Apache-2.0,2017 Gover Team

run-tests.sh,honnef.co/go/tools/cmd/staticcheck,MIT,2016 Dominik Honnef
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                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall

 mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original

 work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the

 Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to

 make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:
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  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along

 with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

   any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility

 of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright 2019-Present Datadog, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

This product includes software developed by OpenAPI-Generator Contributors (https://openapi-generator.tech).

 

1.266 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-service-cloudwatch

1.32.2 
1.266.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil
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}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2
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       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {
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	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}
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	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,
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                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For
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 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],
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                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",
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                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],
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                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [
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                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

         

                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [
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                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {
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                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]
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                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                           

    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

       

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [
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                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }
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                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"
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                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n
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           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

           

        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n
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                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [
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                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",

                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",
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           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",

                    

   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}
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	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}
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func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);
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 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"
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	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.

	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata
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	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}
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// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string
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	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string
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	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil

 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,
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		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//
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	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.
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	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,
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		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string
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	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde
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}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.
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	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (
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	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde
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}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},

 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}
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func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,
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                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",
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                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {
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                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {
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                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]
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                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }
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                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                         

                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [
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                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

          

                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [
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                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

      

                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },
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                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"
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                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {
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                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":
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 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"
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            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {
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           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID

 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }

   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"
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           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

  

                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {
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                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {
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                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"
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                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":

 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",
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                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],
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                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                            

                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},
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                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",
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                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":
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 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

   

                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }
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                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region

 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

              

                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {
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                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"
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     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant

 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },

               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":

 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

          

 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account

as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",
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                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

         

  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of
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license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n
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           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },
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           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be
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generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

               

    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

              

 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":

 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

   

                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {

           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }
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               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"
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                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },
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               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }
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               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"
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           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,
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discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"

                 

  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }

     

          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {
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  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"
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                    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }
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               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in

ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage
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 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Entitlements": {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n
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Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }

               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {
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           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {
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       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"
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                   }

               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",
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                   "httpResponseCode": 412

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n
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        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        
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    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your
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 account.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

    

           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token

 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while
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specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":
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 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },
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             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

  

                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",
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                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a

grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical
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operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform

Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",
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             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }
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               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":
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 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

            

           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "period": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },

               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report
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generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC
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 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {
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               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to
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update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"
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           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.
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package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {
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	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{
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		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}

 

1.267 lestrrat-go-jwx 2.0.19 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 lestrrat

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.268 aws-aws-sdk-go-v2-service-iam 1.28.7 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"
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	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Assigns a Grafana Enterprise license to a workspace. Upgrading to Grafana

// Enterprise incurs additional fees. For more information, see Upgrade a

// workspace to Grafana Enterprise (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/grafana/latest/userguide/upgrade-to-Grafana-

Enterprise.html)

// .

func (c *Client) AssociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *AssociateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*AssociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &AssociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "AssociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil,

 err

	}

 

	out := result.(*AssociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type AssociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to associate with the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to associate the license with.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type AssociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing data about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription
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	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationAssociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err !=

 nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpAssociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "AssociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);
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 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpAssociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opAssociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "AssociateLicense",

	}
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}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

name: License Scan

 

on: [pull_request]

 

jobs:

 licensescan:

   name: License Scan

   runs-on: ubuntu-latest

   strategy:

     matrix:

       python-version: [3.9]

 

   steps:

     - name: Checkout target

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: sdkbase

         ref: ${{ github.base_ref }}

     - name: Checkout this ref

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         path: new-ref

         fetch-depth: 0

     - name: Get Diff

       run: git --git-dir ./new-ref/.git diff --name-only --diff-filter=ACMRT ${{ github.event.pull_request.base.sha }}

${{ github.sha }} > refDiffFiles.txt

     - name: Get Target Files

       run: git --git-dir ./sdkbase/.git ls-files | grep -xf refDiffFiles.txt - > targetFiles.txt

     - name: Checkout scancode

       uses: actions/checkout@v2

       with:

         repository: nexB/scancode-toolkit

         path: scancode-toolkit

         fetch-depth: 1

     - name: Set up Python ${{ matrix.python-version }}

        uses: actions/setup-python@v2

       with:

         python-version: ${{ matrix.python-version }}

     # ScanCode

     - name: Self-configure scancode

       working-directory: ./scancode-toolkit

       run: ./scancode --help

     - name: Run Scan code on target

       run: cat targetFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./sdkbase/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-
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toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> old-licenses.txt

     - name: Run Scan code on pr ref

       run: cat refDiffFiles.txt | while read filename; do echo ./new-ref/$filename; done | xargs ./scancode-

toolkit/scancode -l -n 30 --json-pp - | grep short_name | sort | uniq >> new-licenses.txt

     # compare

     - name: License test

       run: if ! cmp old-licenses.txt new-licenses.txt; then echo "Licenses differ! Failing."; exit -1; else echo "Licenses

are the same. Success."; exit 0; fi

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.

func (c *Client) CheckInLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckInLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckInLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckInLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckInLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckInLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckInLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License consumption token.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary
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 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckInLicenseOutput struct {

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckInLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckInLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckInLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckInLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckInLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{
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	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckInLicense",

	}

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation.\n      Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

  

             "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/GetServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {}

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The
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settings include if\n      Organizations integration has been enabled, and

 which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings

current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays

 the aggregated data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AmiId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "InstanceType": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>"

                   }
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         },

               "AccountID": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Region": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For

 more information, see\n        <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-

subscriptions-usage-operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User

Guide</i>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage\n        operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastUpdatedTime": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time in which the last discovery

 updated the instance details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionName": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Instance"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

                }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LicenseManagerLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],

    

       "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                   "sdkId": "License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"
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               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-linux-subscriptions"

               },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                     

  "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial

Linux subscriptions on running\n      Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The

 AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",
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                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

       

                    "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

     

                              "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },
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                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

          

                                 "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                  

                         "endpoint": {

                                               "url": {

                                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                                               },

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "isSet",

                               

            "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"
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                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "Region"

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                               

    "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                  

                                     {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {
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                                                          "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                              

         }

                                                                   ]

                                                               },

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

           

                                                                    "supportsDualStack"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                        

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },
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                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                 

                                      },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support

one or both",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                    

                               "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                              

         {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                                           ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }
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                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

             

                                              "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

 

                                                                          },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                           

    },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                               },

                                                               true

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {
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                                                    "conditions": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       true,

                                                                       {

                                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                           "argv": [

                                                                               {

                                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                               },

                                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                                            ]

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ],

                                                           "type": "tree",

                                                           "rules": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                                   "rules": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "conditions": [],

          

                                                                 "endpoint": {

                                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                                               "properties": {},

                                                                               "headers": {}

                                                                           },

                                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                                       }

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                           

            {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                           "type": "error"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],
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                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                                   "type": "error"

                               }

                           ]

                        }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                    

           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"
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                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

        

                           "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                                "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

      

                         "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                   

            "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

             

              "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

               

                "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

          

             }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "SourceRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationIntegration": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource discovery across your

accounts in Organizations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

           "type":

 "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

          

         "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Instances"

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by

 the name of\n        <code>AmiID</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially\n

match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter

are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AmiID</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>InstanceID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>AccountID</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Region</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>UsageOperation</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n          

     <p>\n                  <code>ProductCode</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>InstanceType</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The valid Operators for this

filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

           <p>\n                  <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

           

        }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Instances": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InstanceList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have

linked your\n      organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in\n

Organizations.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {},

               "smithy.api#paginated": {
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                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "Subscriptions"

               }

 

          }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of\n

 <code>Subscription</code> with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match,\n      partially match, or don't

match a certain subscription's name.</p>\n         <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p>\n         <ul>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Subscription</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>contains</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>equals</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

                <code>Notequal</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

   

                        "min": 1,

                           "max": 16384

                       }

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit.\nIncrease this limit if

parameters in request increases."

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subscriptions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Operator": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "EQUAL",

                       "value": "Equal",

                       "documentation": "Equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "NOT_EQUAL",

                       "value": "NotEqual",

                       "documentation": "Not equal operator"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "CONTAINS",

                       "value": "Contains",

                       "documentation": "Contains operator"

                   }

               ],

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 20

               }

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#OrganizationIntegration": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#enum": [

                   {

                       "name": "Enabled",

                       "value": "Enabled",

                       "documentation": "Enabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Disabled",

                       "value": "Disabled",

                       "documentation": "Disabled OrganizationIntegration"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ProductCodeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#enum": [

             

      {

                       "name": "InProgress",

                       "value": "InProgress",

                       "documentation": "InProgress status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Completed",

                       "value": "Completed",

                       "documentation": "Completed status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Successful",

                       "value": "Successful",

                       "documentation": "Successful status"

                   },

                   {

                       "name": "Failed",

                       "value": "Failed",

                       "documentation": "Failed status"

                   }

               ]

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String",

               "traits":

 {

                   "smithy.api#length": {

                       "min": 1,

                       "max": 100

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               },

               "smithy.api#uniqueItems": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap": {

           "type": "map",

           "key": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           },

           "value": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>"

        

           }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included

with Amazon EC2, Bring Your Own\n      Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services

Marketplace. Certain subscriptions may use licensing from the\n      Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as

OS licensing from Amazon EC2 or BYOS.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "InstanceCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux

 subscription.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#SubscriptionList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Subscription"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

    

       "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>",

                    

   "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowUpdate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for Linux

subscriptions. If you\n      allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in more than one home

Region.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               },

   

            "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The settings defined for Linux subscriptions discovery. The

settings include if Organizations\n      integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated

from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#Status",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringMap",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service settings current status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegions": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the aggregated

data for Linux\n      subscriptions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerlinuxsubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }
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   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists the licenses for your account.

func (c *Client) ListLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListLicensesInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*ListLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type ListLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//   - Beneficiary

	//   - ProductSKU

	//   - Fingerprint

	//

   - Status

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.
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	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	Licenses []types.License

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListLicenses(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:

     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListLicenses",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package grafana

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/grafana/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Removes the Grafana Enterprise license from a workspace.

func (c *Client) DisassociateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DisassociateLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*DisassociateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DisassociateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DisassociateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DisassociateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// The type of license to remove from the workspace.
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	//

	//

 This member is required.

	LicenseType types.LicenseType

 

	// The ID of the workspace to remove the Grafana Enterprise license from.

	//

	// This member is required.

	WorkspaceId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DisassociateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// A structure containing information about the workspace.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Workspace *types.WorkspaceDescription

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDisassociateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_serializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsRestjson1_deserializeOpDisassociateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack,

 options, "DisassociateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDisassociateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDisassociateLicense(region string)

*awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

 {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DisassociateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license. If the account that created the license is

// the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the

// beneficiary.

func (c *Client) CheckoutLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CheckoutLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {
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		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type

 CheckoutLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Checkout type.

	//

	// This member is required.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Key fingerprint identifying the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	KeyFingerprint *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// License beneficiary.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutLicenseOutput struct {
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	// Checkout type.

	CheckoutType types.CheckoutType

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource

 Name (ARN) of the checkout license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil
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 {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata

{

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Checks out the specified license for offline use.

func (c *Client) CheckoutBorrowLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CheckoutBorrowLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares)
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	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier

 that you provide to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Digital signature method. The possible value is JSON Web Signature (JWS)

	// algorithm PS384. For more information, see RFC 7518 Digital Signature with

	// RSASSA-PSS (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5) .

	//

	// This member is required.

	DigitalSignatureMethod types.DigitalSignatureMethod

 

	// License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must use the borrow

	// consumption configuration.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Information about constraints.

	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CheckoutBorrowLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Information about constraints.
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	CheckoutMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	// Allowed license entitlements.

	EntitlementsAllowed

 []types.EntitlementData

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout expires.

	Expiration *string

 

	// Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.

	IssuedAt *string

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License consumption token.

	LicenseConsumptionToken *string

 

	// Node ID.

	NodeId *string

 

	// Signed token.

	SignedToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCheckoutBorrowLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCheckoutBorrowLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CheckoutBorrowLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}
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	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCheckoutBorrowLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCheckoutBorrowLicense(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Creates a license.

func (c *Client) CreateLicense(ctx context.Context, params *CreateLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*CreateLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &CreateLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "CreateLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares)
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	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*CreateLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type CreateLicenseInput struct {

 

	// License beneficiary.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Beneficiary *string

 

	// Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide

 to ensure the idempotency of

	// the request.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ClientToken *string

 

	// Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

	// configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a

	// borrow configuration for workloads with offline usage.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ConsumptionConfiguration *types.ConsumptionConfiguration

 

	// License entitlements.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Entitlements []types.Entitlement

 

	// Home Region for the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	HomeRegion *string

 

	// License issuer.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Issuer *types.Issuer

 

	// License name.

	//

	// This member is required.
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	LicenseName *string

 

	// Product name.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductName *string

 

	// Product SKU.

	//

	// This member is required.

	ProductSKU *string

 

	// Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.

	//

	// This member is required.

	Validity

 *types.DatetimeRange

 

	// Information about the license.

	LicenseMetadata []types.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type CreateLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseStatus

 

	// License version.

	Version *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationCreateLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpCreateLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "CreateLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add

 protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	if err = addOpCreateLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opCreateLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName:

 "CreateLicense",

	}

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)
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// Gets detailed information about the specified license.

func (c *Client) GetLicense(ctx context.Context, params *GetLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*GetLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &GetLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "GetLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*GetLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type GetLicenseInput struct {

 

	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// License version.

	Version

 *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type GetLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// License details.

	License *types.License

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationGetLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpGetLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "GetLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return

 err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpGetLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(options.Region), middleware.Before);

err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opGetLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "GetLicense",

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Lists received licenses.

func (c *Client) ListReceivedLicenses(ctx context.Context, params *ListReceivedLicensesInput, optFns

...func(*Options)) (*ListReceivedLicensesOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &ListReceivedLicensesInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "ListReceivedLicenses", params, optFns,

c.addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*ListReceivedLicensesOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}
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type ListReceivedLicensesInput struct {

 

	// Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

	//

   - ProductSKU

	//   - Status

	//   - Fingerprint

	//   - IssuerName

	//   - Beneficiary

	Filters []types.Filter

 

	// Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.

	LicenseArns []string

 

	// Maximum number of results to return in a single call.

	MaxResults *int32

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type ListReceivedLicensesOutput struct {

 

	// Received license details.

	Licenses []types.GrantedLicense

 

	// Token for the next set of results.

	NextToken *string

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationListReceivedLicensesMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err

error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpListReceivedLicenses{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpListReceivedLicenses{},
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 middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "ListReceivedLicenses"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack);

 err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opListReceivedLicenses(region

 string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "ListReceivedLicenses",

	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "DirectoryId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based

subscriptions.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related

costs will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing

status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n

          monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/AssociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the

 EC2 instance, which provides user-based subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current

state of the\n      resource.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"

           },

           "output": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/DisassociateUser"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

      

 },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUserResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

      

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Attribute": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Operation": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used

 to return more specific results from a describe\n      operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by

specific criteria, such as tags,\n      attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Filter"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider": {

           "type": "union",

           "members": {

               "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration\n      settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "FailureMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity provider.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status

 of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Products": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LastStatusCheckDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

         

      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was associated with an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociationDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2 instance.</p>"

                   }

               }

        

   },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#LicenseManagerUserSubscriptions": {

           "type": "service",

   

        "version": "2018-05-10",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AssociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DeregisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#DisassociateUser"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations"

            

   },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {
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                   "sdkId": "License Manager User Subscriptions",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager-user-subscriptions",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "license-manager-user-subscriptions.amazonaws.com"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager-user-subscriptions"

                },

               "aws.protocols#restJson1": {},

               "smithy.api#cors": {

                   "additionalAllowedHeaders": [

                       "*",

                       "content-type",

                       "x-amz-content-sha256",

                       "x-amz-user-agent",

                       "x-amzn-platform-id",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id",

                       "content-length",

                       "x-api-key",

                       "authorization",

                       "x-amz-date",

                       "x-amz-security-token",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Headers",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Methods",

                       "Access-Control-Allow-Origin"

                   ],

                   "additionalExposedHeaders": [

                       "x-amzn-errortype",

                       "x-amzn-requestid",

                       "x-amzn-trace-id"

                  

 ]

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to

utilize licensed software with\n      a per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                       "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,
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                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack

 endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the

configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

                           "type": "String"

                       }

          

         },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

    

                                           true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",
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                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                   

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                       

                {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {
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                                           "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                        

           "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

 

                                                      },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                 

  "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"
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                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                              

                     "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                         

                  "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                    "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [
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                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                              

             "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

          

                                                         ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                       

                    },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {
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                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

      

                                                             "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

 

                                                          "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},
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                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does

 not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                               "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions":

 [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,
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                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

       

                    "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with

 FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-

1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

            

               "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                 

          "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {
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                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect":

 {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack":

 true

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but

 this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                

       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                    

       "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                                "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProviders": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListIdentityProvidersResponse":
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 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity providers operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstances": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/instance/ListInstances"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListInstancesResponse": {

           "type":

 "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListProductSubscriptions"
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               },

               "smithy.api#paginated": {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "ProductUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name

 of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                     

  "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that match

one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product subscriptions

operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/ListUserAssociations"

               },

               "smithy.api#paginated":

 {

                   "inputToken": "NextToken",

                   "outputToken": "NextToken",

                   "pageSize": "MaxResults",

                   "items": "InstanceUserSummaries"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceId": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#FilterList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or\n      more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "InstanceUserSummaries": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InstanceUserSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

    

           "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

          

     },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for a product for a user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionStartDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The

 start date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SubscriptionEndDate": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {
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               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProvider": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

 provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Settings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an identity provider

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 404
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup": {

           "type": "string",

       

    "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 5,

                   "max": 200

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Settings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Subnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#length": {

                           "min": 1

                       },

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings

such as the\n      subnets to provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that

 is associated with the VPC\n      endpoints. The security group should permit inbound TCP port 1688

communication from resources\n      in the VPC.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs

will take 48\n        hours to appear for billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status)

in Amazon Web Services Billing.

 For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your\n          monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p>\n         </note>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,
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                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StartProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

            "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription

operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscription": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

           

    },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ServiceQuotaExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity

provider.</p>",

                "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/user/StopProductSubscription"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Username": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Domain": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductUserSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ProductUserSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Metadata that describes the start product subscription operation.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "smithy.api#String"

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#pattern": "subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnet"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

   

                "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the

request.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#InternalServerException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ThrottlingException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity\n      provider.</p>",

               "smithy.api#http": {

                   "code": 200,

                   "method": "POST",

                   "uri": "/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings"

               },

               "smithy.api#idempotent": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProvider": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProvider",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Product": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "UpdateSettings": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related

configuration settings. You can\n      update any combination of settings in a single operation such as the:</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n

            <li>\n               <p>Subnets which you want to remove the VPC endpoints from.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "IdentityProviderSummary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#IdentityProviderSummary",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#UpdateSettings": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AddSubnets": {

       

            "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will

create a VPC endpoint for products that\n      require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RemoveSubnets": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#Subnets",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SecurityGroupId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#SecurityGroup",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A security group ID

 that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication between resources in\n      your VPC and the VPC endpoints for

activation servers.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration

settings such as\n      the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanagerusersubscriptions#ValidationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "message": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client"

           }

       }
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   }

}

{

   "smithy": "2.0",

   "metadata": {

       "suppressions": [

           {

               "id": "HttpMethodSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpResponseCodeSemantics",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "PaginatedTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpHeaderTrait",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "HttpUriConflict",

               "namespace": "*"

           },

           {

               "id": "Service",

               "namespace": "*"

           }

       ]

   },

   "shapes": {

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AWSLicenseManager": {

           "type": "service",

           "version": "2018-08-01",

           "operations": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant"

               },

           

    {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {
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                 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings"

               }

           ],
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           "traits": {

               "aws.api#service": {

                    "sdkId": "License Manager",

                   "arnNamespace": "license-manager",

                   "cloudFormationName": "LicenseManager",

                   "cloudTrailEventSource": "licensemanager.amazonaws.com",

                   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.auth#sigv4": {

                   "name": "license-manager"

               },

               "aws.protocols#awsJson1_1": {},

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software

vendors across multiple \n         Amazon Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

               "smithy.api#title": "AWS License Manager",

               "smithy.api#xmlNamespace": {

                   "uri": "https://license-manager.amazonaws.com/doc/2018_08_01"

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointRuleSet": {

                   "version": "1.0",

                   "parameters": {

                        "Region": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

                           "type": "String"

                       },

                       "UseDualStack": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not

support dual-stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "UseFIPS": {

                           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

                           "required": true,

                           "default": false,

                           "documentation": "When true, send

 this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant

endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

                           "type": "Boolean"

                       },

                       "Endpoint": {

                           "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

                           "required": false,

                           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",
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                           "type": "String"

                       }

                   },

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

    

                           }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                      

             "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"
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                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                        },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "isSet",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                            "fn": "aws.partition",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "Region"

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "assign": "PartitionResult"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref":
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 "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                    "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

             

                                                  }

                                                           ]

                                                       },

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                  

     "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]
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                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

             

                                              },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

          

                                         "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,
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                                   {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                       "supportsFIPS"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                    

                                   {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "FIPS is enabled but this

 partition does not support FIPS",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       {

                                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                                       },

                                                       true

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",
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                                            "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               true,

                                                               {

                                                                   "fn": "getAttr",

                                                                   "argv": [

                                                                       {

                                                                           "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                                       },

                                                                

       "supportsDualStack"

                                                                   ]

                                                               }

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                

                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                                   "type": "error"

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}
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                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               "smithy.rules#endpointTests": {

                   "testCases": [

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint":

 {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "af-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                            }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"
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                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

             

          },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                    

           }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "ap-southeast-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                        "params": {

                               "Region": "ca-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-central-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS

 disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region":

 "eu-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },
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                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

    

                           "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "eu-west-3",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                  

             "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },
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                           "params": {

                               "Region": "me-south-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "sa-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                    

   },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

   

                        },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region

 us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                 "Region": "us-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                          

 "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-west-2",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

 

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url":

 "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-northwest-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                    

       }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",
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                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

                                }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "cn-north-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

        

               {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {
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                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                            },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation":

 "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-west-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                    

       "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true
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                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack

 disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                                "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {
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                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled

 but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

   

                    {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

                               }
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                           },

               

            "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

                      

     "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack

disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "endpoint": {

                                   "url": "https://example.com"

                               }

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                      

         "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }
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                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": true,

                               "UseDualStack": false,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

                           "expect": {

                               "error":

 "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

                           },

                           "params": {

                               "Region": "us-east-1",

                               "UseFIPS": false,

                               "UseDualStack": true,

                               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

                           }

                       },

                       {

                           "documentation": "Missing region",

                           "expect": {

                               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

                           }

                       }

                   ],

                   "version": "1.0"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest"

          

 },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

          

     }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AcceptGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant
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 ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                

   "code": "ServiceAccessDenied",

                   "httpResponseCode": 401

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 401

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY"

                   }

               },

               "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation": {

     

      "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "CREATE_GRANT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateGrant"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECKOUT_BORROW_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckoutBorrowLicense"

                   }

               },

               "CHECK_IN_LICENSE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CheckInLicense"

                   }

               },

               "EXTEND_CONSUMPTION_LICENSE":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ExtendConsumptionLicense"

                   }

               },

               "LIST_PURCHASED_LICENSES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ListPurchasedLicenses"

                   }

               },
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               "CREATE_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "CreateToken"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperation"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max":

 7

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-

z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError":
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 {

                   "code": "AuthorizationFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 403

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to

perform the action. Check the IAM\n         policy associated with this account.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 403

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LastRunTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

           }

       },

    

   "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#default": false

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "AllowEarlyCheckIn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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 },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean": {

           "type": "boolean"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger": {

           "type": "integer"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer

in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckInLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicense":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The license must

use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not supported.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible

 value is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384.\n         For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

 is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p>\n         <note>\n            <p>If the

account that created the license is the same that is performing the check out, you must\n            specify the account
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as the beneficiary.</p>\n         </note>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "CheckoutType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EntitlementsAllowed": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

                "SignedToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NodeId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Node ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "IssuedAt": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and

 time at which the license checkout expires.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CheckoutType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PROVISIONAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PROVISIONAL"

                   }

               },

               "PERPETUAL": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PERPETUAL"

                   }

                }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 36

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 2048

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ConflictException",

                   "httpResponseCode":

 409

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 409

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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  "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "RenewType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "BorrowConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BorrowConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of

license\n         entitlements with a specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an\n

organizational unit (OU). For more

 information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

             

      }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Principals": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name\n         (ARN):</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>An Amazon Web Services

account, which includes only the account specified.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

     <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the OU.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<ul>\n

            <li>\n               <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>\n

</li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersion":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }
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           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information,

see\n         <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-

licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                   

    "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

            "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicense": {

           "type": "operation",
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           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p>\n         <p>A license configuration

is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager.

Components include specifications for the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU),

allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n         Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or

 all of these), license affinity  to host (how long a \n         license must be associated with a host), and the number of

licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used.

Exceeding a hard limit\n         blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example,

#allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The available rules \n         vary by dimension, as follows.</p>\n

<ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Cores</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> |\n

            <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Instances</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n               <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> |\n

           <code>maximumVcpus</code> | <code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n             

  <p>\n                  <code>Sockets</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> |\n               <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>vCPUs</code> dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | \n

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | \n               <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <p>The unit for

<code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible \n         values for

<code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and \n

<code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are \n

<code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

 

                  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource you are converting

the license type for.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting

from. \n\n         For the structure of the source license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information that identifies the license type you are converting to.

For the structure of the destination license, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in

the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

         

          "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types an be

generated:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and

details of consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource

report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Defines the type of license configuration the report generator

tracks.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.  Reports can be

generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique,

 case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product

 name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

               

    }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

                },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n          running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n          usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Version": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersion": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license. Choose a provisional

configuration for workloads\n         running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow configuration for

workloads with offline\n         usage.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

            

   "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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 "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New version of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output":

 {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

       

        {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p>\n         <p>A refresh token is a JWT

token used to get an access token. With an access token,\n          you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get

role credentials that you can use to \n          call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is

mapped to the aud claim of the\n          JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. \n         License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationInDays": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped\n          to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#CreateTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

   

                "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime": {
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           "type": "timestamp"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Begin": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "End": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>End of the time range.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes

 the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the

 grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConflictException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

              

 },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

     

      "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>You cannot

delete a license configuration that is in use.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members":

 {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

            },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"
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                }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p>\n         <p>This action

deletes the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports.\n         The action cannot be reversed. It

has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be

deleted.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

             

  "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SourceVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":
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 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DeletionDate": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteToken": {

           "type": "operation",

            "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

        

       {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home

Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DeleteTokenResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

  

         }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DigitalSignatureMethod": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "JWT_PS384": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "JWT_PS384"

                   }
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               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only

 if the unit is None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Overage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether overages are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AllowCheckIn": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement

 data value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },
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               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },
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               "TERABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

            

       }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"
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                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Entitlement"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementNotAllowedException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUnit": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "COUNT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count"

                   }

               },

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "SECONDS":

 {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Seconds"

                   }

               },

               "MICROSECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Microseconds"

                   }

               },

               "MILLISECONDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Milliseconds"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes"

                    }

               },

               "MEGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes"

                   }

               },

               "BITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

   

                    "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits"

                   }

               },

               "TERABITS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits"

                   }

               },

               "PERCENT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Percent"

                   }

               },

               "BYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target":

 "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bytes/Second"

                   }
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               },

               "KILOBYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "TERABYTES_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabytes/Second"

                   }

               },

               "BITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Bits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "KILOBITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Kilobits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "MEGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Megabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "GIGABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Gigabits/Second"
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                   }

               },

      

         "TERABITS_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Terabits/Second"

                   }

               },

               "COUNT_PER_SECOND": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Count/Second"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

     

              "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Unit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementDataUnit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsage"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumption": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

          

         }

               },

               "DryRun": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the action,

without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConsumptionToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License consumption token.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

               "Expiration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption expires.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               },

               "ErrorCode": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FailedDependency",

                   "httpResponseCode": 424

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 424

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Values": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only

specify one value for the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A filter

 name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a\n         describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria,\n         such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "FilterLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList": {

           "type": "list",

            "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterName": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValues": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterValue",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filter",

               "traits": {

                   "smithy.api#xmlName": "item"

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessToken": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

                "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse"

           },

           "errors": [
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with

AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access

 tokens\n          are valid for one hour.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Token": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetAccessTokenResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "AccessToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

     

          },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantRequest": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grant": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

        

       "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicense": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

       

        },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license

configuration.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are counted.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

                   }

      

         },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When

 true, disassociates a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to retrieve information

on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources the license

conversion task is associated with.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the license type converted from.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type converted to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

            

   "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was started .</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license type conversion.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

   

            },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required":

 {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                      

 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "License": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

   

    "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsage": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseUsage": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"
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                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data,

discovery data,\n         and so on.</p>"

                 

  }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated with License

Manager for\n         cross-account discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery is enabled.</p>"

                   }
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          },

               "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource share. The License

Manager management account \n         provides member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantName": {

                 

  "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ParentArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GranteePrincipalArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {
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 "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "StatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "GrantedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Options": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation":
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 "<p>Describes a grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Grant"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

    

               }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }
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               },

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

            

   },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>"

   

                }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in

ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>"

               

    }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicense"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime":

 {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-

1][0-9]):([0-5][0-9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer": {

           "type": "integer"
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidParameterValueProvided",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResourceState",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its

state. </p>\n         <p>For example, you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting\n

down.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }
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               },

               "Condition": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

                   }

               }

       

    },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterCondition": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "NOT_EQUALS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "NOT_EQUALS"

                   }

               },

               "BEGINS_WITH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "BEGINS_WITH"

                   }

               },

               "CONTAINS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "CONTAINS"

                   }

               }

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Issuer": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage

 of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SignKey": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS

key must have a key usage of sign and verify, \n         and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing

algorithm.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "KeyFingerprint": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

         

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product name.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductSKU": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product SKU.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Issuer": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#IssuerDetails",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "HomeRegion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Validity": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DatetimeRange",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Beneficiary": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Entitlements": {

               

    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumptionConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseMetadata": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License metadata.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountingType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

                    }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OwnerAccountId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

     

              }

               },

               "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license

agreement that can be\n         consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for

the license\n         type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, \n

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity (how long a VM\n         must be associated with a

host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource

consuming licenses.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members":

 {

               "AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with

the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsage"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfiguration"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext": {

        

   "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "UsageOperation": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Usage operation value that corresponds to the license type you

are converting your resource from.  For more information about which platforms correspond to which usage

operation values see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-

fields.html#billing-info\">Sample data: usage operation by platform\n      </a>\n         </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

           

        "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type\n         conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SourceLicenseContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

from.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "DestinationLicenseContext": {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task converted

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StatusMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "StartTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseConversionTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource was

changed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EndTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskId": {
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           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

     

          "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "IN_PROGRESS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "IN_PROGRESS"

                   }

               },

               "SUCCEEDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUCCEEDED"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks":

 {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTask"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseCountingType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "VCPU": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "vCPU"

                   }
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               },

               "INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Instance"

                   }

               },

               "CORE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Core"

                   }

               },

               "SOCKET": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Socket"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseDeletionStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#License"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure": {

 

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ErrorMessage": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "FailureTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                

       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwnerId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OperationRequestedBy": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MetadataList": {

 

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailure"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

     

                  "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AmiAssociationScope": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is <code>cross-

account</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecification"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "AVAILABLE": {
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                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

    

               "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_AVAILABLE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_AVAILABLE"

                   }

               },

               "DEACTIVATED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DEACTIVATED"

                   }

               },

               "SUSPENDED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "SUSPENDED"

                   }

               },

               "EXPIRED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EXPIRED"

                   }

               },

   

            "PENDING_DELETE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_DELETE"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsage": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "EntitlementUsages": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#EntitlementUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>"

 

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "LicenseUsageFailure",

                   "httpResponseCode": 412

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource

launch.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 412

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

         

      "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the

 specified license configuration.</p>\n         <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license

configuration. \n         For example, an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on \n

the license rules).</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results

 to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

        

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

   <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n    

           </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListDistributedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

            

       "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                  

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseOperationFailureList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurations": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

           },

      

     "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations

 for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next

 set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which licenses are counted.\n               Possible values are

<code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license

enforcement is used. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n        

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that

indicates whether the available licenses have been exceeded. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurations",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasks": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                 

      "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>\n         Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>.\n      </p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConversionTasks": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConversionTasks",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configuration tasks for your

 account.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target":
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 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:

</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code>\n

</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"
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                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGenerators": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license

configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

    

           }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an

associated license configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

             

          "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "NextToken": {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersions": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}
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                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

              

 "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

       

        "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

    <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token
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 for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                   

    "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrants": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while

specifying the\n         recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit\n

      (OU) to which this member account belongs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"

            },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the received license.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n  

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ParentArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseIssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArn</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>GrantStatus</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n        

          <code>GranterAccountId</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Grants": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicenses": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

            

       "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the organization.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n

               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has received.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

  

             "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>ProductSKU</code>\n               </p>\n

          </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Status</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Fingerprint</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>IssuerName</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Beneficiary</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

           "type": "structure",
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           "members": {

               "Licenses": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantedLicenseList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received license details.</p>"

                   }

               },

 

              "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventory": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                    "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FailedDependencyException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"
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               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InventoryFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>account_id</code>

- The ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. \n               Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n

    </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. \n

            Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values

are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-

server-web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

    <p>\n                  <code>platform</code> - The platform of the resource.\n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n         

         <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>tag:<key></code> - The key/value combination of a tag assigned \n               to the resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or\n               <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },
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       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceInventoryList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information

 about the resources.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"
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           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                

       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokens": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse"

           },

           "errors":

 [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenIds": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

  

                     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token IDs.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p>\n

       <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>LicenseArns</code>\n               </p>\n            </li>\n

</ul>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {
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               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListTokensResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Tokens": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#FilterLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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                {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying

license\n         consumption details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the\n         current

license consumption for any license inventory and configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

                "MaxResults": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Filters": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Filters",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators\n        are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource.\n  

             Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

 <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type

(<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> | <code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). \n               Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

      <code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. \n               Logical operators

are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

              

 "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "NextToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Long": {

           "type": "long"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AssociationCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

                   }

               }
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           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ManagedResourceSummary"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize100": {

    

       "type": "integer",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#range": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 3

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The key name.</p>"

                   }

               },

        

       "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MetadataList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Metadata"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement

maximum count is reached.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Options": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ActivationOverrideBehavior",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior of

activating a grant.\n         Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code> for the\n

<code>Status</code> parameter.</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a license administrator, you can

optionally specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p>\n         

   </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantor, you can optionally specify an\n

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee\n               account in your

organization.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed

grant doesnt specify an\n                  <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one

when you\n               are activating the grant.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n         <dl>\n

<dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a grant

without replacing any member accounts\n                  active grants for the same product.</p>\n            </dd>\n

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt>\n            <dd>\n               <p>Use this value to activate a
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grant and disable other active grants in any\n                  member accounts

 for the same product. This action will also replace their\n                  previously activated grants with this activated

grant.</p>\n            </dd>\n         </dl>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant,

such as activation\n         override behavior. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "EnableIntegration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Boolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#default": false,

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#PrincipalArnList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn"

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 1

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Resource type. The

 possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p>\n         <p>Accepted values

for <code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p>\n         <p>The following filters and are supported when

the resource type \n         is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p>\n

         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Application Name</code> - The name of the

application.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n

<p>\n                  <code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application.\n               Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application.\n               Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform

Name</code> - The name of the platform.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n

</li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.\n

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>\n    

        </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag attached to an

Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.  The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key.\n               </p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n

<code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon Web Services account you wish to exclude from

automated discovery.\n               Logical operator is <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n

<li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Included</code> - The type of license included.\n               Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are:

 <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-standard</code> | \n               <code>sql-server-

web</code> |  \n               <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>\n

<p>The following filters and logical operators are supported when the resource type\n         is

<code>RDS</code>:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>Engine Edition</code> -

The edition of the database engine.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible

values are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-

se2</code>.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>\n                  <code>License Pack</code> - The license

pack.\n               Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.\n               Possible values are: <code>data

guard</code> | \n               <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | \n

               <code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | \n               <code>ols</code> | \n               <code>olap</code>.</p>\n

     </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ProductInformationFilterName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

      

             "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilterList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationFilter"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformation"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProvisionalConfiguration": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxInteger",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration, in minutes.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

                "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "RateLimitExceeded",

                   "httpResponseCode": 429

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief

wait.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 429

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedMetadata": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReceivedStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReceivedStatusReason": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Received

 status reason.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "AllowedOperations": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AllowedOperationList",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReceivedStatus": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "PENDING_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "PENDING_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "PENDING_ACCEPT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue":

 "PENDING_ACCEPT"

                   }

               },

               "REJECTED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REJECTED"

                   }

               },

               "ACTIVE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "ACTIVE"

                   }

               },

               "FAILED_WORKFLOW": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "FAILED_WORKFLOW"

                   }

               },

               "DELETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DELETED"

                   }
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               },

               "DISABLED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DISABLED"

                   }

               },

               "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RedirectException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#httpHeader": "Location"

                   }

               },

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

                "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 308

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrant": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"
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               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

        

   }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RejectGrantResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "GrantArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Arn",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#GrantStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Version": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Grant version.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RenewType":

 {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "NONE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "None"

                   }

               },

               "WEEKLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Weekly"

                   }

               },

               "MONTHLY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "Monthly"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "licenseConfigurationArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {
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           "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration that this

generator reports on.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Integer",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is

generated.  \n         The only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "period": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType",

 

                  "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly,

or monthly.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequencyType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "DAY": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "DAY"

                   }

               },

               "WEEK": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "WEEK"

                   }

               },
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               "MONTH": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "MONTH"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>License

 configuration type for this generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastRunStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }
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               },

               "LastRunFailureReason":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Failure message for the last report generation attempt.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LastReportGenerationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ReportCreatorAccount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the report

generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

          

         "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "S3Location": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "CreateTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>"

                   }
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      }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGenerator"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 1,

                   "max": 100

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_SUMMARY_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport"

                   }

        

       },

               "LICENSE_CONFIGURATION_USAGE_REPORT": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportType"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {
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               "ResourceId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Platform": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "PlatformVersion": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ResourceOwningAccountId":

 {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventoryList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceInventory"

           }
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       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "ResourceLimitExceeded",

   

                "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InvalidResource.NotFound",

                   "httpResponseCode": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceType": {

           "type": "enum",

            "members": {

               "EC2_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_INSTANCE"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_HOST": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_HOST"

                   }

               },

               "EC2_AMI": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "EC2_AMI"

                   }

               },

               "RDS": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "RDS"

                   }

               },

               "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                        "smithy.api#enumValue": "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#S3Location": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "bucket": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "keyPrefix": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

           }

        },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {
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                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "aws.protocols#awsQueryError": {

                   "code": "InternalError",

                   "httpResponseCode": 500

               },

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "server",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 500

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#SignedToken": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 4096

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StatusReasonMessage": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 400

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^[\\s\\S]+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String": {

           "type": "string"

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Key": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"
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                   }

               },

               "Value": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Tag value.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList": {

           "type": "list",

           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Tag"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target":

 "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Tags": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "TokenId": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                    "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token ID.</p>"

                   }

               },
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               "TokenType": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ExpirationTime": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ISO8601DateTime",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC

 format.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "TokenProperties": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#MaxSize3StringList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RoleArns": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ArnList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the

token.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Status": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Token status. The possible values are

<code>AVAILABLE</code> and <code>DELETED</code>.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

 

              "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Describes a token.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenList": {

           "type": "list",
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           "member": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenData"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenString": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 4096

               },

               "smithy.api#pattern": "^\\S+$"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TokenType": {

           "type": "enum",

           "members": {

               "REFRESH_TOKEN": {

                   "target": "smithy.api#Unit",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#enumValue": "REFRESH_TOKEN"

                   }

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request

again.</p>",

               "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse"

           },
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           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license

configuration.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                        "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "TagKeys": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#TagKeyList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UntagResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},
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           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

           },

           "output": {

              

 "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

            }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },
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               "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseConfigurationStatus",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseRules": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#StringList",

                   "traits": {

                  

     "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license\n

    configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCount": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxLong",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Name": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New name

 of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "ProductInformationList": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ProductInformationList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "DisassociateWhenNotFound": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",
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                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software is

uninstalled.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits":

 {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ResourceNotFoundException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p>\n         <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to

update.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportGeneratorName": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportGeneratorName",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Type": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportTypeList",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report types are supported:</p>\n         <ul>\n            <li>\n

<p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed licenses for a license

configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n            <li>\n               <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p>\n            </li>\n         </ul>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportContext": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportContext",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The report context.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ReportFrequency": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ReportFrequency",
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                   "traits":

 {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Frequency by which reports are generated.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "ClientToken": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ClientRequestToken",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "Description": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>"

                   }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":

 {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

               },
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               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

 

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidResourceStateException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseUsageException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>\n         <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and

hosts.\n         You cannot update the license specifications for launch templates and CloudFormation templates, \n

  as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

           }

       },

 

      "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "ResourceArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon Web Services

resource.</p>",

                       "smithy.api#required": {}

                   }

               },

               "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#LicenseSpecifications",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation":

 "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

                   }
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               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettings": {

           "type": "operation",

           "input": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

           },

           "output": {

               "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

           },

           "errors": [

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AccessDeniedException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#AuthorizationException"

                },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#InvalidParameterValueException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#RateLimitExceededException"

               },

               {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ServerInternalException"

               }

           ],

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "S3BucketArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {
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                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where

the License

 Manager information is stored.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "SnsTopicArn": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#String",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used

for License Manager alerts.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "OrganizationConfiguration": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#OrganizationConfiguration",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account

discovery.</p>"

                   }

               },

               "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#BoxBoolean",

                   "traits": {

                       "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

          

         }

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#input": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

           "type": "structure",

           "members": {},

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#output": {}

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#UsageOperation": {

           "type": "string",

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#length": {

                   "min": 0,

                   "max": 50

               }

           }

       },

       "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#ValidationException": {
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           "type": "structure",

           "members": {

               "Message": {

                   "target": "com.amazonaws.licensemanager#Message"

               }

           },

           "traits": {

               "smithy.api#documentation": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

       

        "smithy.api#error": "client",

               "smithy.api#httpError": 400

           }

       }

   }

}

// Code generated by smithy-go-codegen DO NOT EDIT.

 

package licensemanager

 

import (

	"context"

	"fmt"

	awsmiddleware "github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/middleware"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/aws/signer/v4"

	"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go-v2/service/licensemanager/types"

	"github.com/aws/smithy-go/middleware"

	smithyhttp "github.com/aws/smithy-go/transport/http"

)

 

// Deletes the specified license.

func (c *Client) DeleteLicense(ctx context.Context, params *DeleteLicenseInput, optFns ...func(*Options))

(*DeleteLicenseOutput, error) {

	if params == nil {

		params = &DeleteLicenseInput{}

	}

 

	result, metadata, err := c.invokeOperation(ctx, "DeleteLicense", params, optFns,

c.addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	out := result.(*DeleteLicenseOutput)

	out.ResultMetadata = metadata

	return out, nil

}

 

type DeleteLicenseInput struct {
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	// Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	LicenseArn *string

 

	// Current version

 of the license.

	//

	// This member is required.

	SourceVersion *string

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

type DeleteLicenseOutput struct {

 

	// Date when the license is deleted.

	DeletionDate *string

 

	// License status.

	Status types.LicenseDeletionStatus

 

	// Metadata pertaining to the operation's result.

	ResultMetadata middleware.Metadata

 

	noSmithyDocumentSerde

}

 

func (c *Client) addOperationDeleteLicenseMiddlewares(stack *middleware.Stack, options Options) (err error) {

	if err := stack.Serialize.Add(&setOperationInputMiddleware{}, middleware.After); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Serialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_serializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	err = stack.Deserialize.Add(&awsAwsjson11_deserializeOpDeleteLicense{}, middleware.After)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := addProtocolFinalizerMiddlewares(stack, options, "DeleteLicense"); err != nil {

		return fmt.Errorf("add protocol finalizers: %v", err)

	}

 

	if err = addlegacyEndpointContextSetter(stack,

 options); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	if err = addSetLoggerMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddClientRequestIDMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddComputeContentLengthMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResolveEndpointMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = v4.AddComputePayloadSHA256Middleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRetryMiddlewares(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRawResponseToMetadata(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecordResponseTiming(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addClientUserAgent(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddErrorCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = smithyhttp.AddCloseResponseBodyMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if

 err = addSetLegacyContextSigningOptionsMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addOpDeleteLicenseValidationMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = stack.Initialize.Add(newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(options.Region),

middleware.Before); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = awsmiddleware.AddRecursionDetection(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}
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	if err = addRequestIDRetrieverMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addResponseErrorMiddleware(stack); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addRequestResponseLogging(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err = addDisableHTTPSMiddleware(stack, options); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func newServiceMetadataMiddleware_opDeleteLicense(region string) *awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata {

	return &awsmiddleware.RegisterServiceMetadata{

		Region:        region,

		ServiceID:     ServiceID,

		OperationName: "DeleteLicense",

	}

}

 

1.269 aws-sdk-go 1.49.21 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

{

 "version": "2.0",

 "service": "<p>With License Manager, you can create user-based subscriptions to utilize licensed software with a

per user subscription fee on Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

 "operations": {

   "AssociateUser": "<p>Associates the user to an EC2 instance to utilize user-based subscriptions.</p> <note>

<p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs will take 48 hours to appear for billing

periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For more

information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing

your monthly charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p> </note>",

   "DeregisterIdentityProvider": "<p>Deregisters the identity provider from providing user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

   "DisassociateUser": "<p>Disassociates the user from an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

   "ListIdentityProviders":

 "<p>Lists the identity providers for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

   "ListInstances": "<p>Lists the EC2 instances providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

   "ListProductSubscriptions": "<p>Lists the user-based subscription products available from an identity

provider.</p>",

   "ListUserAssociations": "<p>Lists user associations for an identity provider.</p>",

   "RegisterIdentityProvider": "<p>Registers an identity provider for user-based subscriptions.</p>",

   "StartProductSubscription": "<p>Starts a product subscription for a user with the specified identity provider.</p>
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<note> <p>Your estimated bill for charges on the number of users and related costs will take 48 hours to appear for

billing periods that haven't closed (marked as <b>Pending</b> billing status) in Amazon Web Services Billing. For

more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/invoice.html\">Viewing your monthly

charges</a> in the <i>Amazon Web

 Services Billing User Guide</i>.</p> </note>",

   "StopProductSubscription": "<p>Stops a product subscription for a user with the specified identity provider.</p>",

   "UpdateIdentityProviderSettings": "<p>Updates additional product configuration settings for the registered

identity provider.</p>"

 },

 "shapes": {

   "AccessDeniedException": {

     "base": "<p>You don't have sufficient access to perform this action.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": {

     "base": "<p>Details about an Active Directory identity provider.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "IdentityProvider$ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider": "<p>An object that details an Active Directory identity

provider.</p>"

     }

   },

   "AssociateUserRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "AssociateUserResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "BoxInteger": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListIdentityProvidersRequest$MaxResults":

 "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListInstancesRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListProductSubscriptionsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single

call.</p>",

       "ListUserAssociationsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ConflictException": {

     "base": "<p>The request couldn't be completed because it conflicted with the current state of the resource.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }
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   },

   "DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DisassociateUserRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DisassociateUserResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Filter": {

     "base": "<p>A

 filter name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a describe operation. Filters can be used

to match a set of resources by specific criteria, such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "FilterList$member": null

     }

   },

   "FilterList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListInstancesRequest$Filters": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those that

match one or more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>",

       "ListProductSubscriptionsRequest$Filters": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to

those that match one or more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>",

       "ListUserAssociationsRequest$Filters": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to those

that match one or more sets of key-value pairs that you specify.</p>"

     }

   },

   "IdentityProvider": {

     "base": "<p>Details about an identity provider.</p>",

      "refs": {

       "AssociateUserRequest$IdentityProvider": "<p>The identity provider of the user.</p>",

       "DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

provider.</p>",

       "DisassociateUserRequest$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

provider.</p>",
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       "IdentityProviderSummary$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

provider.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

       "ListProductSubscriptionsRequest$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

provider.</p>",

       "ListUserAssociationsRequest$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

provider.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

       "RegisterIdentityProviderRequest$IdentityProvider":

 "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity provider.</p>",

       "StartProductSubscriptionRequest$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

provider.</p>",

       "StopProductSubscriptionRequest$IdentityProvider": "<p>An object that specifies details for the identity

provider.</p>",

       "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest$IdentityProvider": null

     }

   },

   "IdentityProviderSummary": {

     "base": "<p>Describes an identity provider.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse$IdentityProviderSummary": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an

identity provider operation.</p>",

       "IdentityProviderSummaryList$member": null,

       "RegisterIdentityProviderResponse$IdentityProviderSummary": "<p>Metadata that describes the results of an

identity provider operation.</p>",

       "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse$IdentityProviderSummary": null

 

    }

   },

   "IdentityProviderSummaryList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListIdentityProvidersResponse$IdentityProviderSummaries": "<p>Metadata that describes the list identity

providers operation.</p>"

     }

   },

   "InstanceSummary": {

     "base": "<p>Describes an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "InstanceSummaryList$member": null

     }

   },

   "InstanceSummaryList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListInstancesResponse$InstanceSummaries": "<p>Metadata that describes the list instances operation.</p>"

     }

   },
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   "InstanceUserSummary": {

     "base": "<p>Describes users of an EC2 instance providing user-based subscriptions.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "AssociateUserResponse$InstanceUserSummary": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user

operation.</p>",

       "DisassociateUserResponse$InstanceUserSummary": "<p>Metadata that describes the associate user

operation.</p>",

   

    "InstanceUserSummaryList$member": null

     }

   },

   "InstanceUserSummaryList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListUserAssociationsResponse$InstanceUserSummaries": "<p>Metadata that describes the list user association

operation.</p>"

     }

   },

   "InternalServerException": {

     "base": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListIdentityProvidersRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListIdentityProvidersResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListInstancesRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListInstancesResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListProductSubscriptionsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },
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   "ListProductSubscriptionsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListUserAssociationsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

      }

   },

   "ListUserAssociationsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ProductUserSummary": {

     "base": "<p>The summary of the user-based subscription products for a user.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ProductUserSummaryList$member": null,

       "StartProductSubscriptionResponse$ProductUserSummary": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product

subscription operation.</p>",

       "StopProductSubscriptionResponse$ProductUserSummary": "<p>Metadata that describes the start product

subscription operation.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ProductUserSummaryList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListProductSubscriptionsResponse$ProductUserSummaries": "<p>Metadata that describes the list product

subscriptions operation.</p>"

     }

   },

   "RegisterIdentityProviderRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "RegisterIdentityProviderResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ResourceNotFoundException":

 {

     "base": "<p>The resource couldn't be found.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },
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   "SecurityGroup": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Settings$SecurityGroupId": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688 communication

between resources in your VPC and the VPC endpoint for activation servers.</p>",

       "UpdateSettings$SecurityGroupId": "<p>A security group ID that allows inbound TCP port 1688

communication between resources in your VPC and the VPC endpoints for activation servers.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ServiceQuotaExceededException": {

     "base": "<p>The request failed because a service quota is exceeded.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Settings": {

     "base": "<p>The registered identity providers product related configuration settings such as the subnets to

provision VPC endpoints, and the security group ID that is associated with the VPC endpoints. The security group

should permit inbound TCP port 1688 communication

 from resources in the VPC.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "IdentityProviderSummary$Settings": "<p>An object that details the registered identity providers product

related configuration settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

       "RegisterIdentityProviderRequest$Settings": "<p>The registered identity providers product related

configuration settings such as the subnets to provision VPC endpoints.</p>"

     }

   },

   "SettingsSubnetsList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Settings$Subnets": "<p>The subnets defined for the registered identity provider.</p>"

     }

   },

   "StartProductSubscriptionRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "StartProductSubscriptionResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "StopProductSubscriptionRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "StopProductSubscriptionResponse": {
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     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "String":

 {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "AccessDeniedException$message": null,

       "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider$DirectoryId": "<p>The directory ID for an Active Directory identity

provider.</p>",

       "AssociateUserRequest$Domain": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>",

       "AssociateUserRequest$InstanceId": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

       "AssociateUserRequest$Username": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

       "ConflictException$message": null,

       "DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest$Product": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

       "DisassociateUserRequest$Domain": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>",

       "DisassociateUserRequest$InstanceId": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

       "DisassociateUserRequest$Username": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

   

    "Filter$Attribute": "<p>The name of an attribute to use as a filter.</p>",

       "Filter$Operation": "<p>The type of search (For example, eq, geq, leq)</p>",

       "Filter$Value": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>",

       "IdentityProviderSummary$FailureMessage": "<p>The failure message associated with an identity

provider.</p>",

       "IdentityProviderSummary$Product": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

       "IdentityProviderSummary$Status": "<p>The status of an identity provider.</p>",

       "InstanceSummary$InstanceId": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

       "InstanceSummary$LastStatusCheckDate": "<p>The date of the last status check.</p>",

       "InstanceSummary$Status": "<p>The status of an EC2 instance resource.</p>",

       "InstanceSummary$StatusMessage": "<p>The status message for an EC2 instance.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$AssociationDate": "<p>The date a user was associated with an

 EC2 instance.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$DisassociationDate": "<p>The date a user was disassociated from an EC2

instance.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$Domain": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$InstanceId": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$Status": "<p>The status of a user associated with an EC2 instance.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$StatusMessage": "<p>The status message for users of an EC2 instance.</p>",

       "InstanceUserSummary$Username": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the user.</p>",

       "InternalServerException$message": null,

       "ListIdentityProvidersRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListIdentityProvidersResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListInstancesRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",
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       "ListInstancesResponse$NextToken":

 "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListProductSubscriptionsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListProductSubscriptionsRequest$Product": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

       "ListProductSubscriptionsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListUserAssociationsRequest$InstanceId": "<p>The ID of the EC2 instance, which provides user-based

subscriptions.</p>",

       "ListUserAssociationsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListUserAssociationsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$Domain": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$Product": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$Status": "<p>The status of a product for a user.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$StatusMessage": "<p>The status

 message for a product for a user.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$SubscriptionEndDate": "<p>The end date of a subscription.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$SubscriptionStartDate": "<p>The start date of a subscription.</p>",

       "ProductUserSummary$Username": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

       "RegisterIdentityProviderRequest$Product": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

       "ResourceNotFoundException$message": null,

       "ServiceQuotaExceededException$message": null,

       "StartProductSubscriptionRequest$Domain": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>",

       "StartProductSubscriptionRequest$Product": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

       "StartProductSubscriptionRequest$Username": "<p>The user name from the identity provider of the user.</p>",

       "StopProductSubscriptionRequest$Domain": "<p>The domain name of the user.</p>",

       "StopProductSubscriptionRequest$Product":

 "<p>The name of the user-based subscription product.</p>",

       "StopProductSubscriptionRequest$Username": "<p>The user name from the identity provider for the

user.</p>",

       "StringList$member": null,

       "ThrottlingException$message": null,

       "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest$Product": "<p>The name of the user-based subscription

product.</p>",

       "ValidationException$message": null

     }

   },

   "StringList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "InstanceSummary$Products": "<p>A list of provided user-based subscription products.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Subnet": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "SettingsSubnetsList$member": null,

       "Subnets$member": null

     }

   },
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   "Subnets": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "UpdateSettings$AddSubnets": "<p>The ID of one or more subnets in which License Manager will create a

VPC endpoint for products that require connectivity to activation servers.</p>",

       "UpdateSettings$RemoveSubnets":

 "<p>The ID of one or more subnets to remove.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ThrottlingException": {

     "base": "<p>The request was denied because of request throttling. Retry the request.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateSettings": {

     "base": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers product related configuration settings such as the subnets

to provision VPC endpoints.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest$UpdateSettings": "<p>Updates the registered identity providers

product related configuration settings. You can update any combination of settings in a single operation such as

the:</p> <ul> <li> <p>Subnets which you want to add to provision VPC endpoints.</p> </li> <li> <p>Subnets

which you want to remove the VPC endpoints

 from.</p> </li> <li> <p>Security group ID which permits traffic to the VPC endpoints.</p> </li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "ValidationException": {

     "base": "<p>A parameter is not valid.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   }

 }

}

{

   "version": "1.0",

   "parameters": {

       "Region": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

           "required": false,
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           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

           "type": "String"

       },

       "UseDualStack": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

           "required": true,

           "default": false,

           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-

stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

           "type": "Boolean"

       },

       "UseFIPS": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

           "required": true,

           "default": false,

           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured

endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

           "type": "Boolean"

       },

       "Endpoint": {

      

     "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

           "required": false,

           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

           "type": "String"

       }

   },

   "rules": [

       {

           "conditions": [

               {

                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                   "argv": [

                       {

                           "ref": "Region"

                       }

                   ],

                   "assign": "PartitionResult"

               }

           ],

           "type": "tree",

           "rules": [

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "isSet",

                           "argv": [

                               {
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                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "fn": "parseURL",

  

                         "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                               }

                           ],

                           "assign": "url"

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                       },

                                       true

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",

                           "type": "error"

                        },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],
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                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

      

                         {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                               },

                               true

                           ]

                   

    },

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                               },

                               true

                           ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [
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                                       true,

                                       {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                            

                   },

                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       true,

                                       {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                               },

                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

     

                      ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both",

                           "type": "error"
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                       }

                   ]

               },

         

      {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                               },

                               true

                           ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       true,

                                       {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                },

                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }
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                           ]

                       },

                       {

            

               "conditions": [],

                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                               },

                               true

                           ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       true,

                        

               {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                               },

                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {
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                                       "url": "https://license-manager-user-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                       "properties": {},

            

                           "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [],

                   "endpoint": {

                       "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                       "properties": {},

                       "headers": {}

                   },

                   "type": "endpoint"

               }

           ]

       }

   ]

}

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

{

 "pagination": {

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": {

     "input_token": "NextToken",

     "output_token": "NextToken",

     "limit_key": "MaxResults",

     "result_key": "Instances"

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptions": {

     "input_token": "NextToken",

     "output_token": "NextToken",

     "limit_key": "MaxResults",

     "result_key": "Subscriptions"

   }

 }
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}

{

   "testCases": [

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-south-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-south-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"
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               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-south-1.api.aws"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-south-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

 

          "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },
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       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ca-central-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ca-central-1",

 

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ca-central-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ca-central-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {
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               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ca-central-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation":

 "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ca-central-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-central-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-central-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect":

 {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-central-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-central-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-central-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-central-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-west-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-west-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params":

 {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-west-1",
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               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-west-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-west-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-west-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

            }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-west-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-west-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

               }
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           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-west-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-west-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-west-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-west-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.af-south-1.api.aws"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "af-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {
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           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "af-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.af-south-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

       

    "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "af-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "af-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-north-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,
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               "Region": "eu-north-1",

            

   "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-north-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-north-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-north-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-north-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {
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               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-west-3.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-west-3",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

 

                  "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-west-3",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-west-3.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-3",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

             

  }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-3",
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               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-west-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-west-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-west-2",

                "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-west-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

               }
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           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For

 region eu-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-west-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-west-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "eu-west-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint":

 {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-west-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },
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       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-northeast-3.api.aws"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-northeast-3.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS":
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 false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-3",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-northeast-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

               "UseDualStack":

 true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {
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               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-northeast-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation":

 "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-northeast-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

     

      "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",
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               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-northeast-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.me-south-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "me-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }
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      },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "me-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.me-south-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "me-south-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "me-south-1",

                "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.sa-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "sa-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {
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           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "sa-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For

 region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.sa-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "sa-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "sa-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                    "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,
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               "Region": "ap-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-east-1.api.aws"

            

   }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {
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                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-southeast-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region":

 "ap-southeast-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-southeast-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

    

   },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-1",

               "UseDualStack": false
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           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-southeast-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS

 enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-southeast-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint":

 {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"
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               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {
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           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

        

       "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-east-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-east-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

  

         "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-2.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {
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               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-east-2",

               "UseDualStack": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-user-subscriptions.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-east-2",

               "UseDualStack": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

           "expect":

 {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://example.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

           "expect": {
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               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

   

        },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       }

   ],

   "version": "1.0"

}

{

 "version":"2.0",

 "metadata":{

   "apiVersion":"2018-08-01",

   "endpointPrefix":"license-manager",

   "jsonVersion":"1.1",

   "protocol":"json",

   "serviceFullName":"AWS License Manager",

   "serviceId":"License Manager",

   "signatureVersion":"v4",

   "targetPrefix":"AWSLicenseManager",

   "uid":"license-manager-2018-08-01"

 },

 "operations":{

   "AcceptGrant":{

     "name":"AcceptGrant",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"AcceptGrantRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"AcceptGrantResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "CheckInLicense":{

     "name":"CheckInLicense",

     "http":{
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        "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CheckInLicenseRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CheckInLicenseResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "CheckoutBorrowLicense":{

     "name":"CheckoutBorrowLicense",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"NoEntitlementsAllowedException"},

        {"shape":"EntitlementNotAllowedException"},

       {"shape":"UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"},

       {"shape":"RedirectException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "CheckoutLicense":{

     "name":"CheckoutLicense",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CheckoutLicenseRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CheckoutLicenseResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},
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       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"NoEntitlementsAllowedException"},

       {"shape":"UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException"},

       {"shape":"RedirectException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

        {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateGrant":{

     "name":"CreateGrant",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CreateGrantRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateGrantResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateGrantVersion":{

     "name":"CreateGrantVersion",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CreateGrantVersionRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateGrantVersionResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

        {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateLicense":{
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     "name":"CreateLicense",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CreateLicenseRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateLicenseResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"RedirectException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfiguration":{

     "name":"CreateLicenseConfiguration",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

 

    "input":{"shape":"CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource":{

     "name":"CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},
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       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

        {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator":{

     "name":"CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateLicenseVersion":{

     "name":"CreateLicenseVersion",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"CreateLicenseVersionRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateLicenseVersionResponse"},

      "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"RedirectException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "CreateToken":{

     "name":"CreateToken",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },
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     "input":{"shape":"CreateTokenRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"CreateTokenResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"RedirectException"}

      ]

   },

   "DeleteGrant":{

     "name":"DeleteGrant",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"DeleteGrantRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"DeleteGrantResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "DeleteLicense":{

     "name":"DeleteLicense",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"DeleteLicenseRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"DeleteLicenseResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"RedirectException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

 

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},
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       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfiguration":{

     "name":"DeleteLicenseConfiguration",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator":{

     "name":"DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"},

      "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"}

     ]

   },

   "DeleteToken":{

     "name":"DeleteToken",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"DeleteTokenRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"DeleteTokenResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},
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       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"RedirectException"}

     ]

   },

    "ExtendLicenseConsumption":{

     "name":"ExtendLicenseConsumption",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"}

     ]

   },

   "GetAccessToken":{

     "name":"GetAccessToken",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetAccessTokenRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetAccessTokenResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

      

 {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "GetGrant":{

     "name":"GetGrant",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"
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     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetGrantRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetGrantResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "GetLicense":{

     "name":"GetLicense",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetLicenseRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetLicenseResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

        {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "GetLicenseConfiguration":{

     "name":"GetLicenseConfiguration",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "GetLicenseConversionTask":{

     "name":"GetLicenseConversionTask",
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     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

        {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator":{

     "name":"GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"}

     ]

   },

   "GetLicenseUsage":{

     "name":"GetLicenseUsage",

     "http":{

        "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetLicenseUsageRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetLicenseUsageResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}
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     ]

   },

   "GetServiceSettings":{

     "name":"GetServiceSettings",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetServiceSettingsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetServiceSettingsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration":{

     "name":"ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration",

      "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"FilterLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListDistributedGrants":{

     "name":"ListDistributedGrants",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListDistributedGrantsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListDistributedGrantsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},
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        {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations":{

     "name":"ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurations":{

     "name":"ListLicenseConfigurations",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"},

      "output":{"shape":"ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"FilterLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListLicenseConversionTasks":{

     "name":"ListLicenseConversionTasks",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},
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       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators":{

     "name":"ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators",

      "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource":{

     "name":"ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

        {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListLicenseVersions":{

     "name":"ListLicenseVersions",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLicenseVersionsRequest"},
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     "output":{"shape":"ListLicenseVersionsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListLicenses":{

     "name":"ListLicenses",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLicensesRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListLicensesResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

 

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListReceivedGrants":{

     "name":"ListReceivedGrants",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListReceivedGrantsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListReceivedGrantsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization":{

     "name":"ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization",

     "http":{
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       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

      },

     "input":{"shape":"ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListReceivedLicenses":{

     "name":"ListReceivedLicenses",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListReceivedLicensesRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListReceivedLicensesResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

        {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization":{

     "name":"ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},
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       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListResourceInventory":{

     "name":"ListResourceInventory",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListResourceInventoryRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListResourceInventoryResponse"},

      "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"FilterLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"FailedDependencyException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListTagsForResource":{

     "name":"ListTagsForResource",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListTagsForResourceRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListTagsForResourceResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListTokens":{

     "name":"ListTokens",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

     

  "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListTokensRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListTokensResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},
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       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":{

     "name":"ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"FilterLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "RejectGrant":{

      "name":"RejectGrant",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"RejectGrantRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"RejectGrantResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"}

     ]

   },

   "TagResource":{

     "name":"TagResource",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"TagResourceRequest"},
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     "output":{"shape":"TagResourceResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

      ]

   },

   "UntagResource":{

     "name":"UntagResource",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"UntagResourceRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"UntagResourceResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfiguration":{

     "name":"UpdateLicenseConfiguration",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

        {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator":{

     "name":"UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },
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     "input":{"shape":"UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource":{

     "name":"UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

   

  },

     "input":{"shape":"UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"InvalidResourceStateException"},

       {"shape":"LicenseUsageException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

     ]

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettings":{

     "name":"UpdateServiceSettings",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/"

     },

     "input":{"shape":"UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InvalidParameterValueException"},

       {"shape":"ServerInternalException"},

       {"shape":"AuthorizationException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"},

       {"shape":"RateLimitExceededException"}

      ]

   }
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 },

 "shapes":{

   "AcceptGrantRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["GrantArn"],

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"}

     }

   },

   "AcceptGrantResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Status":{"shape":"GrantStatus"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "AccessDeniedException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "ActivationOverrideBehavior":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY",

       "ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER"

     ]

   },

   "AllowedOperation":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "CreateGrant",

       "CheckoutLicense",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicense",

       "CheckInLicense",

       "ExtendConsumptionLicense",

       "ListPurchasedLicenses",

       "CreateToken"

     ]

   },

   "AllowedOperationList":{

      "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"AllowedOperation"},

     "max":7,

     "min":1
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   },

   "Arn":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":2048,

     "pattern":"^arn:aws(-(cn|us-gov|iso-b|iso-c|iso-d))?:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,62}:[A-Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-

Za-z0-9_/.-]{0,63}:[A-Za-z0-9][A-Za-z0-9:_/+=,@.-]{0,1023}$"

   },

   "ArnList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Arn"}

   },

   "AuthorizationException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LastRunTime":{"shape":"DateTime"}

     }

   },

   "Boolean":{"type":"boolean"},

   "BorrowConfiguration":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "AllowEarlyCheckIn",

       "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes"

     ],

     "members":{

       "AllowEarlyCheckIn":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes":{"shape":"BoxInteger"}

      }

   },

   "BoxBoolean":{"type":"boolean"},

   "BoxInteger":{"type":"integer"},

   "BoxLong":{"type":"long"},

   "CheckInLicenseRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConsumptionToken"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConsumptionToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "Beneficiary":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CheckInLicenseResponse":{
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     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "LicenseArn",

       "Entitlements",

       "DigitalSignatureMethod",

       "ClientToken"

     ],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Entitlements":{"shape":"EntitlementDataList"},

       "DigitalSignatureMethod":{"shape":"DigitalSignatureMethod"},

       "NodeId":{"shape":"String"},

       "CheckoutMetadata":{"shape":"MetadataList"},

       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientToken"}

     }

   },

 

  "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "LicenseConsumptionToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "EntitlementsAllowed":{"shape":"EntitlementDataList"},

       "NodeId":{"shape":"String"},

       "SignedToken":{"shape":"SignedToken"},

       "IssuedAt":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "Expiration":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "CheckoutMetadata":{"shape":"MetadataList"}

     }

   },

   "CheckoutLicenseRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ProductSKU",

       "CheckoutType",

       "KeyFingerprint",

       "Entitlements",

       "ClientToken"

     ],

     "members":{

       "ProductSKU":{"shape":"String"},

       "CheckoutType":{"shape":"CheckoutType"},

       "KeyFingerprint":{"shape":"String"},
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       "Entitlements":{"shape":"EntitlementDataList"},

       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientToken"},

       "Beneficiary":{"shape":"String"},

       "NodeId":{"shape":"String"}

      }

   },

   "CheckoutLicenseResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "CheckoutType":{"shape":"CheckoutType"},

       "LicenseConsumptionToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "EntitlementsAllowed":{"shape":"EntitlementDataList"},

       "SignedToken":{"shape":"SignedToken"},

       "NodeId":{"shape":"String"},

       "IssuedAt":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "Expiration":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CheckoutType":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "PROVISIONAL",

       "PERPETUAL"

     ]

   },

   "ClientRequestToken":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":36,

     "min":1

   },

   "ClientToken":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":2048,

     "pattern":"\\S+"

   },

   "ConflictException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummary":{

     "type":"structure",

      "members":{

       "ResourceType":{"shape":"ResourceType"},

       "ConsumedLicenses":{"shape":"BoxLong"}
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     }

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"ConsumedLicenseSummary"}

   },

   "ConsumptionConfiguration":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "RenewType":{"shape":"RenewType"},

       "ProvisionalConfiguration":{"shape":"ProvisionalConfiguration"},

       "BorrowConfiguration":{"shape":"BorrowConfiguration"}

     }

   },

   "CreateGrantRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ClientToken",

       "GrantName",

       "LicenseArn",

       "Principals",

       "HomeRegion",

       "AllowedOperations"

     ],

     "members":{

       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientToken"},

       "GrantName":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Principals":{"shape":"PrincipalArnList"},

       "HomeRegion":{"shape":"String"},

       "AllowedOperations":{"shape":"AllowedOperationList"}

      }

   },

   "CreateGrantResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Status":{"shape":"GrantStatus"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CreateGrantVersionRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ClientToken",

       "GrantArn"

     ],

     "members":{
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       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientToken"},

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "GrantName":{"shape":"String"},

       "AllowedOperations":{"shape":"AllowedOperationList"},

       "Status":{"shape":"GrantStatus"},

       "StatusReason":{"shape":"StatusReasonMessage"},

       "SourceVersion":{"shape":"String"},

       "Options":{"shape":"Options"}

     }

   },

   "CreateGrantVersionResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Status":{"shape":"GrantStatus"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest":{

      "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "Name",

       "LicenseCountingType"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Description":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseCountingType":{"shape":"LicenseCountingType"},

       "LicenseCount":{"shape":"BoxLong"},

       "LicenseCountHardLimit":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "LicenseRules":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "Tags":{"shape":"TagList"},

       "DisassociateWhenNotFound":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "ProductInformationList":{"shape":"ProductInformationList"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ResourceArn",

       "SourceLicenseContext",

       "DestinationLicenseContext"
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     ],

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

        "SourceLicenseContext":{"shape":"LicenseConversionContext"},

       "DestinationLicenseContext":{"shape":"LicenseConversionContext"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConversionTaskId":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTaskId"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ReportGeneratorName",

       "Type",

       "ReportContext",

       "ReportFrequency",

       "ClientToken"

     ],

     "members":{

       "ReportGeneratorName":{"shape":"ReportGeneratorName"},

       "Type":{"shape":"ReportTypeList"},

       "ReportContext":{"shape":"ReportContext"},

       "ReportFrequency":{"shape":"ReportFrequency"},

       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientRequestToken"},

       "Description":{"shape":"String"},

       "Tags":{"shape":"TagList"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":{

      "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "LicenseName",

       "ProductName",

       "ProductSKU",

       "Issuer",

       "HomeRegion",

       "Validity",

       "Entitlements",
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       "Beneficiary",

       "ConsumptionConfiguration",

       "ClientToken"

     ],

     "members":{

       "LicenseName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductSKU":{"shape":"String"},

       "Issuer":{"shape":"Issuer"},

       "HomeRegion":{"shape":"String"},

       "Validity":{"shape":"DatetimeRange"},

       "Entitlements":{"shape":"EntitlementList"},

       "Beneficiary":{"shape":"String"},

       "ConsumptionConfiguration":{"shape":"ConsumptionConfiguration"},

       "LicenseMetadata":{"shape":"MetadataList"},

       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientToken"}

    

 }

   },

   "CreateLicenseResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseStatus"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseVersionRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "LicenseArn",

       "LicenseName",

       "ProductName",

       "Issuer",

       "HomeRegion",

       "Validity",

       "Entitlements",

       "ConsumptionConfiguration",

       "Status",

       "ClientToken"

     ],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "LicenseName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductName":{"shape":"String"},

       "Issuer":{"shape":"Issuer"},

       "HomeRegion":{"shape":"String"},

       "Validity":{"shape":"DatetimeRange"},
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       "LicenseMetadata":{"shape":"MetadataList"},

       "Entitlements":{"shape":"EntitlementList"},

       "ConsumptionConfiguration":{"shape":"ConsumptionConfiguration"},

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseStatus"},

        "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientToken"},

       "SourceVersion":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseVersionResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"},

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseStatus"}

     }

   },

   "CreateTokenRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "LicenseArn",

       "ClientToken"

     ],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "RoleArns":{"shape":"ArnList"},

       "ExpirationInDays":{"shape":"Integer"},

       "TokenProperties":{"shape":"MaxSize3StringList"},

       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientToken"}

     }

   },

   "CreateTokenResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "TokenId":{"shape":"String"},

       "TokenType":{"shape":"TokenType"},

       "Token":{"shape":"TokenString"}

     }

   },

   "DateTime":{"type":"timestamp"},

   "DatetimeRange":{

   

  "type":"structure",

     "required":["Begin"],

     "members":{

       "Begin":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "End":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"}

     }

   },
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   "DeleteGrantRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "GrantArn",

       "Version"

     ],

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "StatusReason":{"shape":"StatusReasonMessage"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "DeleteGrantResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Status":{"shape":"GrantStatus"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConfigurationArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":{

      "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "LicenseArn",
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       "SourceVersion"

     ],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "SourceVersion":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseDeletionStatus"},

       "DeletionDate":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"}

     }

   },

   "DeleteTokenRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["TokenId"],

     "members":{

       "TokenId":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "DeleteTokenResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "DigitalSignatureMethod":{

 

     "type":"string",

     "enum":["JWT_PS384"]

   },

   "Entitlement":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "Name",

       "Unit"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Value":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxCount":{"shape":"Long"},

       "Overage":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "Unit":{"shape":"EntitlementUnit"},

       "AllowCheckIn":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"}

     }

   },

   "EntitlementData":{

     "type":"structure",
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     "required":[

       "Name",

       "Unit"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Value":{"shape":"String"},

       "Unit":{"shape":"EntitlementDataUnit"}

     }

   },

   "EntitlementDataList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"EntitlementData"}

   },

   "EntitlementDataUnit":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "Count",

       "None",

       "Seconds",

       "Microseconds",

       "Milliseconds",

       "Bytes",

       "Kilobytes",

  

     "Megabytes",

       "Gigabytes",

       "Terabytes",

       "Bits",

       "Kilobits",

       "Megabits",

       "Gigabits",

       "Terabits",

       "Percent",

       "Bytes/Second",

       "Kilobytes/Second",

       "Megabytes/Second",

       "Gigabytes/Second",

       "Terabytes/Second",

       "Bits/Second",

       "Kilobits/Second",

       "Megabits/Second",

       "Gigabits/Second",

       "Terabits/Second",

       "Count/Second"

     ]

   },

   "EntitlementList":{
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     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Entitlement"}

   },

   "EntitlementNotAllowedException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "EntitlementUnit":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "Count",

       "None",

       "Seconds",

       "Microseconds",

       "Milliseconds",

       "Bytes",

       "Kilobytes",

       "Megabytes",

       "Gigabytes",

       "Terabytes",

     

  "Bits",

       "Kilobits",

       "Megabits",

       "Gigabits",

       "Terabits",

       "Percent",

       "Bytes/Second",

       "Kilobytes/Second",

       "Megabytes/Second",

       "Gigabytes/Second",

       "Terabytes/Second",

       "Bits/Second",

       "Kilobits/Second",

       "Megabits/Second",

       "Gigabits/Second",

       "Terabits/Second",

       "Count/Second"

     ]

   },

   "EntitlementUsage":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "Name",

       "ConsumedValue",
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       "Unit"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "ConsumedValue":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxCount":{"shape":"String"},

       "Unit":{"shape":"EntitlementDataUnit"}

     }

   },

   "EntitlementUsageList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"EntitlementUsage"}

   },

   "ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConsumptionToken"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConsumptionToken":{"shape":"String"},

        "DryRun":{"shape":"Boolean"}

     }

   },

   "ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConsumptionToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "Expiration":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"}

     }

   },

   "FailedDependencyException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"},

       "ErrorCode":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "Filter":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"FilterName"},

       "Values":{"shape":"FilterValues"}

     }

   },

   "FilterLimitExceededException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },
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     "exception":true

   },

   "FilterList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Filter"}

   },

   "FilterName":{"type":"string"},

   "FilterValue":{"type":"string"},

   "FilterValues":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"FilterValue"}

    },

   "Filters":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Filter"}

   },

   "GetAccessTokenRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["Token"],

     "members":{

       "Token":{"shape":"TokenString"},

       "TokenProperties":{"shape":"MaxSize3StringList"}

     }

   },

   "GetAccessTokenResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "AccessToken":{"shape":"TokenString"}

     }

   },

   "GetGrantRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["GrantArn"],

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "GetGrantResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Grant":{"shape":"Grant"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConfigurationArn"],

     "members":{
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       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse":{

      "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationId":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Description":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseCountingType":{"shape":"LicenseCountingType"},

       "LicenseRules":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "LicenseCount":{"shape":"BoxLong"},

       "LicenseCountHardLimit":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "ConsumedLicenses":{"shape":"BoxLong"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"},

       "OwnerAccountId":{"shape":"String"},

       "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList":{"shape":"ConsumedLicenseSummaryList"},

       "ManagedResourceSummaryList":{"shape":"ManagedResourceSummaryList"},

       "Tags":{"shape":"TagList"},

       "ProductInformationList":{"shape":"ProductInformationList"},

       "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation":{"shape":"AutomatedDiscoveryInformation"},

       "DisassociateWhenNotFound":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest":{

      "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConversionTaskId"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConversionTaskId":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTaskId"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConversionTaskId":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTaskId"},

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "SourceLicenseContext":{"shape":"LicenseConversionContext"},

       "DestinationLicenseContext":{"shape":"LicenseConversionContext"},

       "StatusMessage":{"shape":"String"},

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTaskStatus"},

       "StartTime":{"shape":"DateTime"},

       "LicenseConversionTime":{"shape":"DateTime"},

       "EndTime":{"shape":"DateTime"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":{

     "type":"structure",
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     "required":["LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":{"shape":"String"}

      }

   },

   "GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ReportGenerator":{"shape":"ReportGenerator"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "License":{"shape":"License"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseUsageRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"}

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseUsageResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseUsage":{"shape":"LicenseUsage"}

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "S3BucketArn":{"shape":"String"},
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        "SnsTopicArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "OrganizationConfiguration":{"shape":"OrganizationConfiguration"},

       "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "Grant":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "GrantArn",

       "GrantName",

       "ParentArn",

       "LicenseArn",

       "GranteePrincipalArn",

       "HomeRegion",

       "GrantStatus",

       "Version",

       "GrantedOperations"

     ],

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "GrantName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ParentArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "GranteePrincipalArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "HomeRegion":{"shape":"String"},

       "GrantStatus":{"shape":"GrantStatus"},

       "StatusReason":{"shape":"StatusReasonMessage"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"},

       "GrantedOperations":{"shape":"AllowedOperationList"},

        "Options":{"shape":"Options"}

     }

   },

   "GrantList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Grant"}

   },

   "GrantStatus":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "PENDING_WORKFLOW",

       "PENDING_ACCEPT",

       "REJECTED",

       "ACTIVE",

       "FAILED_WORKFLOW",

       "DELETED",

       "PENDING_DELETE",

       "DISABLED",
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       "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

     ]

   },

   "GrantedLicense":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "LicenseName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductSKU":{"shape":"String"},

       "Issuer":{"shape":"IssuerDetails"},

       "HomeRegion":{"shape":"String"},

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseStatus"},

       "Validity":{"shape":"DatetimeRange"},

       "Beneficiary":{"shape":"String"},

       "Entitlements":{"shape":"EntitlementList"},

       "ConsumptionConfiguration":{"shape":"ConsumptionConfiguration"},

    

   "LicenseMetadata":{"shape":"MetadataList"},

       "CreateTime":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"},

       "ReceivedMetadata":{"shape":"ReceivedMetadata"}

     }

   },

   "GrantedLicenseList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"GrantedLicense"}

   },

   "ISO8601DateTime":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":50,

     "pattern":"^(-?(?:[1-9][0-9]*)?[0-9]{4})-(1[0-2]|0[1-9])-(3[0-1]|0[1-9]|[1-2][0-9])T(2[0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):([0-5][0-

9]):([0-5][0-9])(\\.[0-9]+)?(Z|[+-](?:2[ 0-3]|[0-1][0-9]):[0-5][0-9])+$"

   },

   "Integer":{"type":"integer"},

   "InvalidParameterValueException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true,

     "synthetic":true

   },

   "InvalidResourceStateException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },
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     "exception":true

   },

   "InventoryFilter":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

        "Name",

       "Condition"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Condition":{"shape":"InventoryFilterCondition"},

       "Value":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "InventoryFilterCondition":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "EQUALS",

       "NOT_EQUALS",

       "BEGINS_WITH",

       "CONTAINS"

     ]

   },

   "InventoryFilterList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"InventoryFilter"}

   },

   "Issuer":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["Name"],

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "SignKey":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "IssuerDetails":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "SignKey":{"shape":"String"},

       "KeyFingerprint":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "License":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "LicenseName":{"shape":"String"},
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   "ProductName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductSKU":{"shape":"String"},

       "Issuer":{"shape":"IssuerDetails"},

       "HomeRegion":{"shape":"String"},

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseStatus"},

       "Validity":{"shape":"DatetimeRange"},

       "Beneficiary":{"shape":"String"},

       "Entitlements":{"shape":"EntitlementList"},

       "ConsumptionConfiguration":{"shape":"ConsumptionConfiguration"},

       "LicenseMetadata":{"shape":"MetadataList"},

       "CreateTime":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfiguration":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationId":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Description":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseCountingType":{"shape":"LicenseCountingType"},

       "LicenseRules":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "LicenseCount":{"shape":"BoxLong"},

       "LicenseCountHardLimit":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

        "DisassociateWhenNotFound":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "ConsumedLicenses":{"shape":"BoxLong"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"},

       "OwnerAccountId":{"shape":"String"},

       "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList":{"shape":"ConsumedLicenseSummaryList"},

       "ManagedResourceSummaryList":{"shape":"ManagedResourceSummaryList"},

       "ProductInformationList":{"shape":"ProductInformationList"},

       "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation":{"shape":"AutomatedDiscoveryInformation"}

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociation":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "ResourceType":{"shape":"ResourceType"},

       "ResourceOwnerId":{"shape":"String"},

       "AssociationTime":{"shape":"DateTime"},

       "AmiAssociationScope":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociations":{

     "type":"list",
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     "member":{"shape":"LicenseConfigurationAssociation"}

    },

   "LicenseConfigurationStatus":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "AVAILABLE",

       "DISABLED"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsage":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "ResourceType":{"shape":"ResourceType"},

       "ResourceStatus":{"shape":"String"},

       "ResourceOwnerId":{"shape":"String"},

       "AssociationTime":{"shape":"DateTime"},

       "ConsumedLicenses":{"shape":"BoxLong"}

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsageList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"LicenseConfigurationUsage"}

   },

   "LicenseConfigurations":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"LicenseConfiguration"}

   },

   "LicenseConversionContext":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "UsageOperation":{"shape":"UsageOperation"}

     }

   },

   "LicenseConversionTask":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConversionTaskId":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTaskId"},

        "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "SourceLicenseContext":{"shape":"LicenseConversionContext"},

       "DestinationLicenseContext":{"shape":"LicenseConversionContext"},

       "Status":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTaskStatus"},

       "StatusMessage":{"shape":"String"},

       "StartTime":{"shape":"DateTime"},

       "LicenseConversionTime":{"shape":"DateTime"},

       "EndTime":{"shape":"DateTime"}

     }

   },
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   "LicenseConversionTaskId":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":50,

     "pattern":"^lct-[a-zA-Z0-9]*"

   },

   "LicenseConversionTaskStatus":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "IN_PROGRESS",

       "SUCCEEDED",

       "FAILED"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseConversionTasks":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTask"}

   },

   "LicenseCountingType":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "vCPU",

       "Instance",

       "Core",

       "Socket"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseDeletionStatus":{

      "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "PENDING_DELETE",

       "DELETED"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"License"}

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailure":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "ResourceType":{"shape":"ResourceType"},

       "ErrorMessage":{"shape":"String"},

       "FailureTime":{"shape":"DateTime"},

       "OperationName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ResourceOwnerId":{"shape":"String"},

       "OperationRequestedBy":{"shape":"String"},

       "MetadataList":{"shape":"MetadataList"}
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     }

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailureList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"LicenseOperationFailure"}

   },

   "LicenseSpecification":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConfigurationArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "AmiAssociationScope":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

    "LicenseSpecifications":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"LicenseSpecification"}

   },

   "LicenseStatus":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "AVAILABLE",

       "PENDING_AVAILABLE",

       "DEACTIVATED",

       "SUSPENDED",

       "EXPIRED",

       "PENDING_DELETE",

       "DELETED"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseUsage":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "EntitlementUsages":{"shape":"EntitlementUsageList"}

     }

   },

   "LicenseUsageException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConfigurationArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"},
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       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

      "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociations":{"shape":"LicenseConfigurationAssociations"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListDistributedGrantsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "GrantArns":{"shape":"ArnList"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },

   "ListDistributedGrantsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Grants":{"shape":"GrantList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConfigurationArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

      "members":{

       "LicenseOperationFailureList":{"shape":"LicenseOperationFailureList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArns":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},
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       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"Filters"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurations":{"shape":"LicenseConfigurations"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"Filters"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConversionTasks":{"shape":"LicenseConversionTasks"},

        "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ReportGenerators":{"shape":"ReportGeneratorList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["ResourceArn"],

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}
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     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseSpecifications":{"shape":"LicenseSpecifications"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

   

  }

   },

   "ListLicenseVersionsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseVersionsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Licenses":{"shape":"LicenseList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicensesRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseArns":{"shape":"ArnList"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },

   "ListLicensesResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Licenses":{"shape":"LicenseList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"Arn"},
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        "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Grants":{"shape":"GrantList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "GrantArns":{"shape":"ArnList"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Grants":{"shape":"GrantList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

      }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Licenses":{"shape":"GrantedLicenseList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseArns":{"shape":"ArnList"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},
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       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Licenses":{"shape":"GrantedLicenseList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"InventoryFilterList"}

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ResourceInventoryList":{"shape":"ResourceInventoryList"},

        "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["ResourceArn"],

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Tags":{"shape":"TagList"}

     }

   },

   "ListTokensRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "TokenIds":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"MaxSize100"}

     }

   },
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   "ListTokensResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Tokens":{"shape":"TokenList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConfigurationArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"},

        "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "Filters":{"shape":"Filters"}

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationUsageList":{"shape":"LicenseConfigurationUsageList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "Location":{"type":"string"},

   "Long":{"type":"long"},

   "ManagedResourceSummary":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ResourceType":{"shape":"ResourceType"},

       "AssociationCount":{"shape":"BoxLong"}

     }

   },

   "ManagedResourceSummaryList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"ManagedResourceSummary"}

   },

   "MaxSize100":{

     "type":"integer",

     "max":100,

     "min":1

   },

   "MaxSize3StringList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"String"},

     "max":3

   },

   "Message":{"type":"string"},
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   "Metadata":{

     "type":"structure",

      "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Value":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "MetadataList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Metadata"}

   },

   "NoEntitlementsAllowedException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "Options":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ActivationOverrideBehavior":{"shape":"ActivationOverrideBehavior"}

     }

   },

   "OrganizationConfiguration":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["EnableIntegration"],

     "members":{

       "EnableIntegration":{"shape":"Boolean"}

     }

   },

   "PrincipalArnList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Arn"},

     "max":1,

     "min":1

   },

   "ProductInformation":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ResourceType",

       "ProductInformationFilterList"

     ],

     "members":{

       "ResourceType":{"shape":"String"},

        "ProductInformationFilterList":{"shape":"ProductInformationFilterList"}

     }

   },
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   "ProductInformationFilter":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ProductInformationFilterName",

       "ProductInformationFilterComparator"

     ],

     "members":{

       "ProductInformationFilterName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductInformationFilterValue":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "ProductInformationFilterComparator":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ProductInformationFilterList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"ProductInformationFilter"}

   },

   "ProductInformationList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"ProductInformation"}

   },

   "ProvisionalConfiguration":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes"],

     "members":{

       "MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes":{"shape":"BoxInteger"}

     }

   },

   "RateLimitExceededException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

      },

     "exception":true

   },

   "ReceivedMetadata":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ReceivedStatus":{"shape":"ReceivedStatus"},

       "ReceivedStatusReason":{"shape":"StatusReasonMessage"},

       "AllowedOperations":{"shape":"AllowedOperationList"}

     }

   },

   "ReceivedStatus":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "PENDING_WORKFLOW",

       "PENDING_ACCEPT",

       "REJECTED",
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       "ACTIVE",

       "FAILED_WORKFLOW",

       "DELETED",

       "DISABLED",

       "WORKFLOW_COMPLETED"

     ]

   },

   "RedirectException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Location":{"shape":"Location"},

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "RejectGrantRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["GrantArn"],

     "members":{

       "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"}

     }

   },

   "RejectGrantResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

        "GrantArn":{"shape":"Arn"},

       "Status":{"shape":"GrantStatus"},

       "Version":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "RenewType":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "None",

       "Weekly",

       "Monthly"

     ]

   },

   "ReportContext":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["licenseConfigurationArns"],

     "members":{

       "licenseConfigurationArns":{"shape":"ArnList"}

     }

   },

   "ReportFrequency":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{
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       "value":{"shape":"Integer"},

       "period":{"shape":"ReportFrequencyType"}

     }

   },

   "ReportFrequencyType":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "DAY",

       "WEEK",

       "MONTH"

     ]

   },

   "ReportGenerator":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ReportGeneratorName":{"shape":"String"},

       "ReportType":{"shape":"ReportTypeList"},

       "ReportContext":{"shape":"ReportContext"},

       "ReportFrequency":{"shape":"ReportFrequency"},

        "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "LastRunStatus":{"shape":"String"},

       "LastRunFailureReason":{"shape":"String"},

       "LastReportGenerationTime":{"shape":"String"},

       "ReportCreatorAccount":{"shape":"String"},

       "Description":{"shape":"String"},

       "S3Location":{"shape":"S3Location"},

       "CreateTime":{"shape":"String"},

       "Tags":{"shape":"TagList"}

     }

   },

   "ReportGeneratorList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"ReportGenerator"}

   },

   "ReportGeneratorName":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":100,

     "min":1

   },

   "ReportType":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "LicenseConfigurationSummaryReport",

       "LicenseConfigurationUsageReport"

     ]

   },

   "ReportTypeList":{

     "type":"list",
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     "member":{"shape":"ReportType"}

   },

   "ResourceInventory":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ResourceId":{"shape":"String"},

        "ResourceType":{"shape":"ResourceType"},

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "Platform":{"shape":"String"},

       "PlatformVersion":{"shape":"String"},

       "ResourceOwningAccountId":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ResourceInventoryList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"ResourceInventory"}

   },

   "ResourceLimitExceededException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "ResourceNotFoundException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "ResourceType":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "EC2_INSTANCE",

       "EC2_HOST",

       "EC2_AMI",

       "RDS",

       "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

     ]

   },

   "S3Location":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "bucket":{"shape":"String"},

       "keyPrefix":{"shape":"String"}
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   }

   },

   "ServerInternalException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true,

     "fault":true

   },

   "SignedToken":{

     "type":"string",

     "min":4096

   },

   "StatusReasonMessage":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":400,

     "pattern":"[\\s\\S]+"

   },

   "String":{"type":"string"},

   "StringList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"String"}

   },

   "Tag":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Key":{"shape":"String"},

       "Value":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "TagKeyList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"String"}

   },

   "TagList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Tag"}

   },

   "TagResourceRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ResourceArn",

       "Tags"

     ],

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "Tags":{"shape":"TagList"}
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     }

   },

   "TagResourceResponse":{

      "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "TokenData":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "TokenId":{"shape":"String"},

       "TokenType":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "ExpirationTime":{"shape":"ISO8601DateTime"},

       "TokenProperties":{"shape":"MaxSize3StringList"},

       "RoleArns":{"shape":"ArnList"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "TokenList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"TokenData"}

   },

   "TokenString":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":4096,

     "pattern":"\\S+"

   },

   "TokenType":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":["REFRESH_TOKEN"]

   },

   "UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "UntagResourceRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "ResourceArn",

       "TagKeys"

      ],

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "TagKeys":{"shape":"TagKeyList"}
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     }

   },

   "UntagResourceResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["LicenseConfigurationArn"],

     "members":{

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "LicenseConfigurationStatus":{"shape":"LicenseConfigurationStatus"},

       "LicenseRules":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "LicenseCount":{"shape":"BoxLong"},

       "LicenseCountHardLimit":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"},

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Description":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductInformationList":{"shape":"ProductInformationList"},

       "DisassociateWhenNotFound":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"}

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest":{

      "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn",

       "ReportGeneratorName",

       "Type",

       "ReportContext",

       "ReportFrequency",

       "ClientToken"

     ],

     "members":{

       "LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "ReportGeneratorName":{"shape":"ReportGeneratorName"},

       "Type":{"shape":"ReportTypeList"},

       "ReportContext":{"shape":"ReportContext"},

       "ReportFrequency":{"shape":"ReportFrequency"},

       "ClientToken":{"shape":"ClientRequestToken"},

       "Description":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse":{
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     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["ResourceArn"],

     "members":{

       "ResourceArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "AddLicenseSpecifications":{"shape":"LicenseSpecifications"},

       "RemoveLicenseSpecifications":{"shape":"LicenseSpecifications"}

      }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "S3BucketArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "SnsTopicArn":{"shape":"String"},

       "OrganizationConfiguration":{"shape":"OrganizationConfiguration"},

       "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery":{"shape":"BoxBoolean"}

     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "UsageOperation":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":50

   },

   "ValidationException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Message":{"shape":"Message"}

     },

     "exception":true

   }

 }

}

{

 "version":"2.0",

 "metadata":{
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   "apiVersion":"2018-05-10",

   "endpointPrefix":"license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

   "jsonVersion":"1.1",

   "protocol":"rest-json",

   "serviceFullName":"AWS License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

   "serviceId":"License Manager Linux Subscriptions",

   "signatureVersion":"v4",

   "signingName":"license-manager-linux-subscriptions",

   "uid":"license-manager-linux-subscriptions-2018-05-10"

 },

 "operations":{

   "GetServiceSettings":{

     "name":"GetServiceSettings",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/subscription/GetServiceSettings",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"GetServiceSettingsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"GetServiceSettingsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances":{

     "name":"ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances",

      "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptions":{

     "name":"ListLinuxSubscriptions",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/subscription/ListLinuxSubscriptions",
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       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

 

  },

   "UpdateServiceSettings":{

     "name":"UpdateServiceSettings",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/subscription/UpdateServiceSettings",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   }

 },

 "shapes":{

   "Boolean":{

     "type":"boolean",

     "box":true

   },

   "BoxInteger":{

     "type":"integer",

     "box":true

   },

   "BoxLong":{

     "type":"long",

     "box":true

   },

   "Filter":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Operator":{"shape":"Operator"},

       "Values":{"shape":"StringList"}
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     }

   },

   "FilterList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Filter"}

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsRequest":{

      "type":"structure",

     "members":{

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "HomeRegions":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery":{"shape":"LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"},

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings":{"shape":"LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings"},

       "Status":{"shape":"Status"},

       "StatusMessage":{"shape":"StringMap"}

     }

   },

   "Instance":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "AccountID":{"shape":"String"},

       "AmiId":{"shape":"String"},

       "InstanceID":{"shape":"String"},

       "InstanceType":{"shape":"String"},

       "LastUpdatedTime":{"shape":"String"},

       "ProductCode":{"shape":"ProductCodeList"},

       "Region":{"shape":"String"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"},

       "SubscriptionName":{"shape":"String"},

       "UsageOperation":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "InstanceList":{

    

 "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Instance"}

   },

   "InternalServerException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true,

     "fault":true
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   },

   "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "Enabled",

       "Disabled"

     ]

   },

   "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "OrganizationIntegration",

       "SourceRegions"

     ],

     "members":{

       "OrganizationIntegration":{"shape":"OrganizationIntegration"},

       "SourceRegions":{"shape":"StringList"}

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequestNextTokenString"}

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequestNextTokenString":{

      "type":"string",

     "max":16384,

     "min":1

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Instances":{"shape":"InstanceList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequestNextTokenString"}

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequestNextTokenString":{
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     "type":"string",

     "max":16384,

     "min":1

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "Subscriptions":{"shape":"SubscriptionList"}

     }

   },

   "Operator":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "Equal",

       "NotEqual",

       "Contains"

     ],

     "max":20,

     "min":1

   },

   "OrganizationIntegration":{

      "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "Enabled",

       "Disabled"

     ]

   },

   "ProductCodeList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"String"}

   },

   "Status":{

     "type":"string",

     "enum":[

       "InProgress",

       "Completed",

       "Successful",

       "Failed"

     ]

   },

   "String":{"type":"string"},

   "StringList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"StringListMemberString"},

     "max":100,

     "min":1

   },
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   "StringListMemberString":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":100,

     "min":1

   },

   "StringMap":{

     "type":"map",

     "key":{"shape":"String"},

     "value":{"shape":"String"}

   },

   "Subscription":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "InstanceCount":{"shape":"BoxLong"},

       "Name":{"shape":"String"},

       "Type":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "SubscriptionList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Subscription"}

   },

   "ThrottlingException":{

      "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery",

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings"

     ],

     "members":{

       "AllowUpdate":{"shape":"Boolean"},

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery":{"shape":"LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"},

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings":{"shape":"LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings"}

     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "HomeRegions":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery":{"shape":"LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery"},

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings":{"shape":"LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings"},

       "Status":{"shape":"Status"},
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       "StatusMessage":{"shape":"StringMap"}

     }

   },

   "ValidationException":{

     "type":"structure",

      "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true

   }

 }

}

{

 "version": "2.0",

 "service": "<p>License Manager makes it easier to manage licenses from software vendors across multiple Amazon

Web Services accounts and on-premises servers.</p>",

 "operations": {

   "AcceptGrant": "<p>Accepts the specified grant.</p>",

   "CheckInLicense": "<p>Checks in the specified license. Check in a license when it is no longer in use.</p>",

   "CheckoutBorrowLicense": "<p>Checks out the specified license for offline use.</p>",

   "CheckoutLicense": "<p>Checks out the specified license.</p> <note> <p>If the account that created the license

is the same that is performing the check out, you must specify the account as the beneficiary.</p> </note>",

   "CreateGrant": "<p>Creates a grant for the specified license. A grant shares the use of license entitlements with a

specific Amazon Web Services account, an organization, or an organizational unit (OU). For more information, see

<a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted

 licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

   "CreateGrantVersion": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified grant. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in

License Manager</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

   "CreateLicense": "<p>Creates a license.</p>",

   "CreateLicenseConfiguration": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p> <p>A license configuration is an

abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components

include specifications for the license type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared

tenancy, Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), license affinity to host (how long a license must be

associated with a host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>",

   "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResource":

 "<p>Creates a new license conversion task.</p>",

   "CreateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": "<p>Creates a report generator.</p>",

   "CreateLicenseVersion": "<p>Creates a new version of the specified license.</p>",

   "CreateToken": "<p>Creates a long-lived token.</p> <p>A refresh token is a JWT token used to get an access

token. With an access token, you can call AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity to get role credentials that you can use to

call License Manager to manage the specified license.</p>",

   "DeleteGrant": "<p>Deletes the specified grant.</p>",

   "DeleteLicense": "<p>Deletes the specified license.</p>",

   "DeleteLicenseConfiguration": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p> <p>You cannot delete a

license configuration that is in use.</p>",

   "DeleteLicenseManagerReportGenerator": "<p>Deletes the specified report generator.</p> <p>This action deletes

the report generator, which stops it from generating future reports. The action cannot be reversed. It
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 has no effect on the previous reports from this generator.</p>",

   "DeleteToken": "<p>Deletes the specified token. Must be called in the license home Region.</p>",

   "ExtendLicenseConsumption": "<p>Extends the expiration date for license consumption.</p>",

   "GetAccessToken": "<p>Gets a temporary access token to use with AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity. Access tokens

are valid for one hour.</p>",

   "GetGrant": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified grant.</p>",

   "GetLicense": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license.</p>",

   "GetLicenseConfiguration": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license configuration.</p>",

   "GetLicenseConversionTask": "<p>Gets information about the specified license type conversion task.</p>",

   "GetLicenseManagerReportGenerator": "<p>Gets information about the specified report generator.</p>",

   "GetLicenseUsage": "<p>Gets detailed information about the usage of the specified license.</p>",

   "GetServiceSettings":

 "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>",

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the specified license

configuration.</p> <p>Resource associations need not consume licenses from a license configuration. For example,

an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on the license rules).</p>",

   "ListDistributedGrants": "<p>Lists the grants distributed for the specified license.</p>",

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that

failed.</p>",

   "ListLicenseConfigurations": "<p>Lists the license configurations for your account.</p>",

   "ListLicenseConversionTasks": "<p>Lists the license type conversion tasks for your account.</p>",

   "ListLicenseManagerReportGenerators": "<p>Lists the report generators for your account.</p>",

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the

 specified resource.</p>",

   "ListLicenseVersions": "<p>Lists all versions of the specified license.</p>",

   "ListLicenses": "<p>Lists the licenses for your account.</p>",

   "ListReceivedGrants": "<p>Lists grants that are received. Received grants are grants created while specifying the

recipient as this Amazon Web Services account, your organization, or an organizational unit (OU) to which this

member account belongs.</p>",

   "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganization": "<p>Lists the grants received for all accounts in the organization.</p>",

   "ListReceivedLicenses": "<p>Lists received licenses.</p>",

   "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganization": "<p>Lists the licenses received for all accounts in the

organization.</p>",

   "ListResourceInventory": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>",

   "ListTagsForResource": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>",

   "ListTokens": "<p>Lists your tokens.</p>",

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration":

 "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying license consumption details by resource

at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the current license consumption for any license inventory and

configuration.</p>",

   "RejectGrant": "<p>Rejects the specified grant.</p>",

   "TagResource": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified license configuration.</p>",

   "UntagResource": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license configuration.</p>",

   "UpdateLicenseConfiguration": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>",

   "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGenerator": "<p>Updates a report generator.</p> <p>After you make changes to a

report generator, it starts generating new reports within 60 minutes of being updated.</p>",

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the

specified Amazon Web Services resource.</p> <p>You can update the
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 license specifications of AMIs, instances, and hosts. You cannot update the license specifications for launch

templates and CloudFormation templates, as they send license configurations to the operation that creates the

resource.</p>",

   "UpdateServiceSettings": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

 },

 "shapes": {

   "AcceptGrantRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "AcceptGrantResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "AccessDeniedException": {

     "base": "<p>Access to resource denied.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ActivationOverrideBehavior": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Options$ActivationOverrideBehavior": "<p>An activation option for your grant that determines the behavior

of activating a grant. Activation options can only be used with granted licenses sourced from the Amazon Web

Services Marketplace. Additionally, the operation must specify the value of <code>ACTIVE</code>

 for the <code>Status</code> parameter.</p> <ul> <li> <p>As a license administrator, you can optionally specify

an <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when activating a grant.</p> </li> <li> <p>As a grantor, you can

optionally specify an <code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code> when you activate a grant for a grantee account in

your organization.</p> </li> <li> <p>As a grantee, if the grantor creating the distributed grant doesnt specify an

<code>ActivationOverrideBehavior</code>, you can optionally specify one when you are activating the grant.</p>

</li> </ul> <dl> <dt>DISTRIBUTED_GRANTS_ONLY</dt> <dd> <p>Use this value to activate a grant without

replacing any member accounts active grants for the same product.</p> </dd>

<dt>ALL_GRANTS_PERMITTED_BY_ISSUER</dt> <dd> <p>Use this value to activate a grant and disable

other active grants in any member accounts for the same product. This action will also replace their previously

activated grants with this activated grant.</p>

 </dd> </dl>"

     }

   },

   "AllowedOperation": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "AllowedOperationList$member": null

     }

   },

   "AllowedOperationList": {

     "base": null,
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     "refs": {

       "CreateGrantRequest$AllowedOperations": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$AllowedOperations": "<p>Allowed operations for the grant.</p>",

       "Grant$GrantedOperations": "<p>Granted operations.</p>",

       "ReceivedMetadata$AllowedOperations": "<p>Allowed operations.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Arn": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "AcceptGrantRequest$GrantArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

       "AcceptGrantResponse$GrantArn": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>",

       "ArnList$member": null,

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The

license must use the borrow consumption configuration.</p>",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$LicenseArn":

 "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "CreateGrantRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "CreateGrantResponse$GrantArn": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$GrantArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionResponse$GrantArn": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of

the resource you are converting the license type for.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseResponse$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionResponse$LicenseArn": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

       "CreateTokenRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license. The ARN is mapped

to the aud claim of the JWT token.</p>",

       "DeleteGrantRequest$GrantArn":

 "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

       "DeleteGrantResponse$GrantArn": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>",

       "DeleteLicenseRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "GetGrantRequest$GrantArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

       "GetLicenseRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "GetLicenseUsageRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "Grant$GrantArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

       "Grant$ParentArn": "<p>Parent ARN.</p>",

       "Grant$LicenseArn": "<p>License ARN.</p>",

       "Grant$GranteePrincipalArn": "<p>The grantee principal ARN.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "License$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "ListLicenseVersionsRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of

 the license.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest$LicenseArn": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the

received license.</p>",

       "PrincipalArnList$member": null,

       "RejectGrantRequest$GrantArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the grant.</p>",

       "RejectGrantResponse$GrantArn": "<p>Grant ARN.</p>"
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     }

   },

   "ArnList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateTokenRequest$RoleArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the IAM roles to embed in the

token. License Manager does not check whether the roles are in use.</p>",

       "ListDistributedGrantsRequest$GrantArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>",

       "ListLicensesRequest$LicenseArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsRequest$GrantArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the grants.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesRequest$LicenseArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) of the licenses.</p>",

  

     "ReportContext$licenseConfigurationArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration

that this generator reports on.</p>",

       "TokenData$RoleArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the roles included in the token.</p>"

     }

   },

   "AuthorizationException": {

     "base": "<p>The Amazon Web Services user account does not have permission to perform the action. Check the

IAM policy associated with this account.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

     "base": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": "<p>Automated discovery

information.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Boolean": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest$DryRun": "<p>Checks whether you have the required permissions for the

action,

 without actually making the request. Provides an error response if you do not have the required permissions.</p>",

       "OrganizationConfiguration$EnableIntegration": "<p>Enables Organizations integration.</p>"

     }

   },

   "BorrowConfiguration": {

     "base": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ConsumptionConfiguration$BorrowConfiguration": "<p>Details about a borrow configuration.</p>"

     }

   },

   "BoxBoolean": {

     "base": null,
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     "refs": {

       "BorrowConfiguration$AllowEarlyCheckIn": "<p>Indicates whether early check-ins are allowed.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseCountHardLimit": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license

enforcement is used. Exceeding a hard limit blocks the launch of new instances.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$DisassociateWhenNotFound": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource

when software is uninstalled.</p>",

       "Entitlement$Overage": "<p>Indicates

 whether overages are allowed.</p>",

       "Entitlement$AllowCheckIn": "<p>Indicates whether check-ins are allowed.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseCountHardLimit": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a

hard limit.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$DisassociateWhenNotFound": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource

when software is uninstalled.</p>",

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account

discovery is enabled.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$LicenseCountHardLimit": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$DisassociateWhenNotFound": "<p>When true, disassociates a resource when software

is uninstalled.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseCountHardLimit": "<p>New hard limit of the number of

available licenses.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$DisassociateWhenNotFound": "<p>When true, disassociates

 a resource when software is uninstalled.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest$EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": "<p>Activates cross-account

discovery.</p>"

     }

   },

   "BoxInteger": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "BorrowConfiguration$MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": "<p>Maximum time for the borrow configuration, in

minutes.</p>",

       "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in

a single call.</p>",

       "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to

return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single

call.</p>",

       "ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single

call.</p>",

       "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a

single call.</p>",

   

    "ListResourceInventoryRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a

single call.</p>",

       "ProvisionalConfiguration$MaxTimeToLiveInMinutes": "<p>Maximum time for the provisional configuration,

in minutes.</p>"

     }
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   },

   "BoxLong": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ConsumedLicenseSummary$ConsumedLicenses": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseCount": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseCount": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$ConsumedLicenses": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$LicenseCount": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$ConsumedLicenses":

 "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationUsage$ConsumedLicenses": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>",

       "ManagedResourceSummary$AssociationCount": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseCount": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license

configuration.</p>"

     }

   },

   "CheckInLicenseRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CheckInLicenseResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CheckoutLicenseRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CheckoutLicenseResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },
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   "CheckoutType": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

        "CheckoutLicenseRequest$CheckoutType": "<p>Checkout type.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$CheckoutType": "<p>Checkout type.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ClientRequestToken": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you

provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you

provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ClientToken": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to

ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

       "CreateGrantRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive

 identifier that you provide to ensure the idempotency of the request.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure

the idempotency of the request.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure the

idempotency of the request.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Unique, case-sensitive identifier that you provide to ensure

the idempotency of the request.</p>",

       "CreateTokenRequest$ClientToken": "<p>Idempotency token, valid for 10 minutes.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ConflictException": {

     "base": "<p>There was a conflict processing the request. Try your request again.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

     "base": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList$member": null

     }

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

      "base": null,

     "refs": {
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       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": "<p>Summaries of the licenses

consumed by resources.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various

resources.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ConsumptionConfiguration": {

     "base": "<p>Details about a consumption configuration.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseRequest$ConsumptionConfiguration": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.

Choose a provisional configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow

configuration for workloads with offline usage.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$ConsumptionConfiguration": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the

license. Choose a provisional configuration for workloads running with continuous connectivity. Choose a borrow

configuration for workloads with offline usage.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$ConsumptionConfiguration":

 "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>",

       "License$ConsumptionConfiguration": "<p>Configuration for consumption of the license.</p>"

     }

   },

   "CreateGrantRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateGrantResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateGrantVersionRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateGrantVersionResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

 

    }

   },

   "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseVersionRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseVersionResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "CreateTokenRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },
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   "CreateTokenResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DateTime": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation$LastRunTime": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$StartTime": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

started .</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$LicenseConversionTime": "<p>Amount of time to complete the license

 type conversion.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$EndTime": "<p>Time at which the license type conversion task was

completed.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociation$AssociationTime": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated

with the resource.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationUsage$AssociationTime": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially

associated with the resource.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$StartTime": "<p>The time the conversion task was started at.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$LicenseConversionTime": "<p>The time the usage operation value of the resource

was changed.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$EndTime": "<p>The time the conversion task was completed.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$FailureTime": "<p>Failure time.</p>"

     }

   },

   "DatetimeRange": {

     "base": "<p>Describes a time range, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseRequest$Validity": "<p>Date

 and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$Validity": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in

ISO8601-UTC format.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$Validity": "<p>Date and time range during which the granted license is valid, in ISO8601-

UTC format.</p>",

       "License$Validity": "<p>Date and time range during which the license is valid, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

     }

   },

   "DeleteGrantRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteGrantResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },
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   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

     "base": null,

      "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteLicenseResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteTokenRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DeleteTokenResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "DigitalSignatureMethod": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest$DigitalSignatureMethod": "<p>Digital signature method. The possible value

is JSON Web Signature (JWS) algorithm PS384. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7518#section-3.5\">RFC 7518 Digital Signature with RSASSA-PSS</a>.</p>"

     }

   },
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   "Entitlement": {

     "base": "<p>Describes a resource entitled for use with a license.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "EntitlementList$member": null

     }

   },

   "EntitlementData": {

     "base": "<p>Data associated with an entitlement resource.</p>",

 

     "refs": {

       "EntitlementDataList$member": null

     }

   },

   "EntitlementDataList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest$Entitlements": "<p>License entitlements. Partial checkouts are not

supported.</p>",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$EntitlementsAllowed": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseRequest$Entitlements": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$EntitlementsAllowed": "<p>Allowed license entitlements.</p>"

     }

   },

   "EntitlementDataUnit": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "EntitlementData$Unit": "<p>Entitlement data unit.</p>",

       "EntitlementUsage$Unit": "<p>Entitlement usage unit.</p>"

     }

   },

   "EntitlementList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseRequest$Entitlements": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$Entitlements": "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$Entitlements":

 "<p>License entitlements.</p>",

       "License$Entitlements": "<p>License entitlements.</p>"

     }

   },

   "EntitlementNotAllowedException": {

     "base": "<p>The entitlement is not allowed.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "EntitlementUnit": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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       "Entitlement$Unit": "<p>Entitlement unit.</p>"

     }

   },

   "EntitlementUsage": {

     "base": "<p>Usage associated with an entitlement resource.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "EntitlementUsageList$member": null

     }

   },

   "EntitlementUsageList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "LicenseUsage$EntitlementUsages": "<p>License entitlement usages.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "FailedDependencyException": {

     "base": "<p>A dependency required to run the API is missing.</p>",

      "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Filter": {

     "base": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a describe operation.

Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria, such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "FilterList$member": null,

       "Filters$member": null

     }

   },

   "FilterLimitExceededException": {

     "base": "<p>The request uses too many filters or too many filter values.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "FilterList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListDistributedGrantsRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>LicenseArn</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>GrantStatus</code> </p>
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</li> <li> <p> <code>GranteePrincipalARN</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>ProductSKU</code> </p> </li>

<li> <p> <code>LicenseIssuerName</code> </p> </li> </ul>",

       "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest$Filters":

 "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported: </p> <ul> <li> <p>

<code>LicenseConfigurationArn</code> </p> </li> </ul>",

       "ListLicensesRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:</p> <ul>

<li> <p> <code>Beneficiary</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>ProductSKU</code> </p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>Fingerprint</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Status</code> </p> </li> </ul>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>ParentArn</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>GranteePrincipalArn</code>

</p> </li> </ul>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are supported:</p>

<ul> <li> <p> <code>ProductSKU</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>LicenseIssuerName</code> </p> </li> <li>

<p> <code>LicenseArn</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>GrantStatus</code>

 </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>GranterAccountId</code> </p> </li> </ul>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters

are supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Beneficiary</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>ProductSKU</code> </p>

</li> </ul>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters are

supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>ProductSKU</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Status</code> </p> </li>

<li> <p> <code>Fingerprint</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>IssuerName</code> </p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>Beneficiary</code> </p> </li> </ul>",

       "ListTokensRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filter is supported:</p> <ul> <li>

<p> <code>LicenseArns</code> </p> </li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "FilterName": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Filter$Name": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

      }

   },

   "FilterValue": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "FilterValues$member": null

     }

   },

   "FilterValues": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Filter$Values": "<p>The value of the filter, which is case-sensitive. You can only specify one value for the

filter.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Filters": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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       "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators are supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension for which

licenses are counted. Possible values are <code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> |

<code>Socket</code>. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li>

<li> <p> <code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license enforcement is

used. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p>

 </li> <li> <p> <code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether the available licenses

have been exceeded. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li>

</ul>",

       "ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest$Filters": "<p> Filters to scope the results. Valid filters are

<code>ResourceArns</code> and <code>Status</code>. </p>",

       "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and

logical operators are supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license

configuration resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li>

<li> <p> <code>resourceType</code> - The resource type (<code>EC2_INSTANCE</code> |

<code>EC2_HOST</code> | <code>EC2_AMI</code> |

<code>SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE</code>). Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>resourceAccount</code>

 - The ID of the account that owns the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "GetAccessTokenRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetAccessTokenResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetGrantRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetGrantResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {
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     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

     "base":

 null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseUsageRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseUsageResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Grant": {

     "base": "<p>Describes a grant.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GetGrantResponse$Grant": "<p>Grant details.</p>",

       "GrantList$member": null

     }

   },

   "GrantList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListDistributedGrantsResponse$Grants": "<p>Distributed grant details.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse$Grants": "<p>Lists the grants the organization has

received.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsResponse$Grants":

 "<p>Received grant details.</p>"

     }

   },

   "GrantStatus": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "AcceptGrantResponse$Status": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

       "CreateGrantResponse$Status": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$Status": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionResponse$Status": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

       "DeleteGrantResponse$Status": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

       "Grant$GrantStatus": "<p>Grant status.</p>",

       "RejectGrantResponse$Status": "<p>Grant status.</p>"

     }

   },

   "GrantedLicense": {

     "base": "<p>Describes a license that is granted to a grantee.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GrantedLicenseList$member": null

     }

   },

   "GrantedLicenseList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse$Licenses": "<p>Lists the licenses the organization has

received.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesResponse$Licenses": "<p>Received license
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 details.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ISO8601DateTime": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$IssuedAt": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is

issued.</p>",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$Expiration": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout

expires.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$IssuedAt": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout is issued.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$Expiration": "<p>Date and time at which the license checkout expires.</p>",

       "DatetimeRange$Begin": "<p>Start of the time range.</p>",

       "DatetimeRange$End": "<p>End of the time range.</p>",

       "DeleteLicenseResponse$DeletionDate": "<p>Date when the license is deleted.</p>",

       "ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse$Expiration": "<p>Date and time at which the license consumption

expires.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$CreateTime": "<p>Creation time of the granted license.</p>",

       "License$CreateTime": "<p>License

 creation time.</p>",

       "TokenData$ExpirationTime": "<p>Token expiration time, in ISO8601-UTC format.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Integer": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateTokenRequest$ExpirationInDays": "<p>Token expiration, in days, counted from token creation. The

default is 365 days.</p>",

       "ReportFrequency$value": "<p>Number of times within the frequency period that a report is generated. The

only supported value is <code>1</code>.</p>"

     }

   },

   "InvalidParameterValueException": {

     "base": "<p>One or more parameter values are not valid.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "InvalidResourceStateException": {

     "base": "<p>License Manager cannot allocate a license to a resource because of its state. </p> <p>For example,

you cannot allocate a license to an instance in the process of shutting down.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "InventoryFilter": {

     "base": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>",

     "refs": {
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     "InventoryFilterList$member": null

     }

   },

   "InventoryFilterCondition": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "InventoryFilter$Condition": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>"

     }

   },

   "InventoryFilterList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListResourceInventoryRequest$Filters": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical

operators are supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>account_id</code> - The ID of the Amazon Web Services

account that owns the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>application_name</code> - The name of the

application. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>license_included</code> - The type of license included. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>. Possible values are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | <code>sql-server-

standard</code> | <code>sql-server-web</code>

 | <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>platform</code> - The platform of the

resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> |

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>tag:&lt;key&gt;</code> - The key/value combination of

a tag assigned to the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> (single account) or

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code> (cross account).</p> </li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "Issuer": {

     "base": "<p>Details about the issuer of a license.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseRequest$Issuer": "<p>License issuer.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$Issuer": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

     }

   },

   "IssuerDetails": {

     "base": "<p>Details associated with the issuer of a license.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GrantedLicense$Issuer": "<p>Granted

 license issuer.</p>",

       "License$Issuer": "<p>License issuer.</p>"

     }

   },

   "License": {

     "base": "<p>Software license that is managed in License Manager.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GetLicenseResponse$License": "<p>License details.</p>",

       "LicenseList$member": null
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     }

   },

   "LicenseConfiguration": {

     "base": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be consumed and

enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for the license type (licensing by instance, socket,

CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), host affinity

(how long a VM must be associated with a host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "LicenseConfigurations$member": null

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

     "base": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>",

      "refs": {

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociations$member": null

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseConfigurationAssociations": "<p>Information

about the associations for the license configuration.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseConfigurationStatus": "<p>New status of the license

configuration.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

     "base": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with a license configuration.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "LicenseConfigurationUsageList$member": null

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseConfigurationUsageList": "<p>Information about the

license configurations.</p>"

     }

 

  },

   "LicenseConfigurations": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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       "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse$LicenseConfigurations": "<p>Information about the license

configurations.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConversionContext": {

     "base": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest$SourceLicenseContext": "<p>Information that identifies

the license type you are converting from. For the structure of the source license, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-

cli\">Convert a license type using the CLI </a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceRequest$DestinationLicenseContext": "<p>Information that

identifies the license type you are converting to. For the structure of the destination license, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/conversion-procedures.html#conversion-

cli\">Convert

 a license type using the CLI </a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$SourceLicenseContext": "<p>Information about the license type

converted from.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$DestinationLicenseContext": "<p>Information about the license type

converted to.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$SourceLicenseContext": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion task

converted from.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$DestinationLicenseContext": "<p>Information about the license type this conversion

task converted to.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConversionTask": {

     "base": "<p>Information about a license type conversion task.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "LicenseConversionTasks$member": null

     }

   },

   "LicenseConversionTaskId": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseConversionTaskForResourceResponse$LicenseConversionTaskId":

 "<p>The ID of the created license type conversion task.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskRequest$LicenseConversionTaskId": "<p>ID of the license type conversion task to

retrieve information on.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$LicenseConversionTaskId": "<p>ID of the license type conversion

task.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$LicenseConversionTaskId": "<p>The ID of the license type conversion task.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConversionTaskStatus": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$Status": "<p>Status of the license type conversion task.</p>",
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       "LicenseConversionTask$Status": "<p>The status of the conversion task.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConversionTasks": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse$LicenseConversionTasks": "<p>Information about the license

configuration tasks for your account.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseCountingType":

 {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseCountingType": "<p>Dimension used to track the license

inventory.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseCountingType": "<p>Dimension for which the licenses are

counted.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$LicenseCountingType": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseDeletionStatus": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "DeleteLicenseResponse$Status": "<p>License status.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListLicenseVersionsResponse$Licenses": "<p>License details.</p>",

       "ListLicensesResponse$Licenses": "<p>License details.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailure": {

     "base": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "LicenseOperationFailureList$member": null

     }

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

     "base":

 null,

     "refs": {

       "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse$LicenseOperationFailureList": "<p>License

configuration operations that failed.</p>"

     }

   },
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   "LicenseSpecification": {

     "base": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "LicenseSpecifications$member": null

     }

   },

   "LicenseSpecifications": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse$LicenseSpecifications": "<p>License configurations

associated with a resource.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest$AddLicenseSpecifications": "<p>ARNs of the license

configurations to add.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest$RemoveLicenseSpecifications": "<p>ARNs of the license

configurations to remove.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseStatus": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseResponse$Status": "<p>License status.</p>",

        "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$Status": "<p>License status.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionResponse$Status": "<p>License status.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$Status": "<p>Granted license status.</p>",

       "License$Status": "<p>License status.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseUsage": {

     "base": "<p>Describes the entitlement usage associated with a license.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GetLicenseUsageResponse$LicenseUsage": "<p>License usage details.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LicenseUsageException": {

     "base": "<p>You do not have enough licenses available to support a new resource launch.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },
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   "ListDistributedGrantsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListDistributedGrantsResponse":

 {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse": {

     "base": null,
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     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse":

 {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseVersionsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseVersionsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicensesRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLicensesResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }
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   },

   "ListReceivedGrantsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesRequest":

 {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListReceivedLicensesResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListTokensRequest": {
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     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListTokensResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Location": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "RedirectException$Location": null

     }

   },

   "Long":

 {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Entitlement$MaxCount": "<p>Maximum entitlement count. Use if the unit is not None.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ManagedResourceSummary": {

     "base": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ManagedResourceSummaryList$member": null

     }

   },

   "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$ManagedResourceSummaryList": "<p>Summaries of the managed

resources.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$ManagedResourceSummaryList": "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

     }

   },

   "MaxSize100": {

     "base": null,
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     "refs": {

       "ListDistributedGrantsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a

single call.</p>",

       "ListLicenseVersionsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum

 number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListLicensesRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a

single call.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a

single call.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>",

       "ListTokensRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

     }

   },

   "MaxSize3StringList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateTokenRequest$TokenProperties": "<p>Data specified by the caller to be included in the JWT token. The

data is mapped to the amr claim of the JWT token.</p>",

   

    "GetAccessTokenRequest$TokenProperties": "<p>Token properties to validate against those present in the JWT

token.</p>",

       "TokenData$TokenProperties": "<p>Data specified by the caller.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Message": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "AccessDeniedException$Message": null,

       "AuthorizationException$Message": null,

       "ConflictException$Message": null,

       "EntitlementNotAllowedException$Message": null,

       "FailedDependencyException$Message": null,

       "FilterLimitExceededException$Message": null,

       "InvalidParameterValueException$Message": null,

       "InvalidResourceStateException$Message": null,

       "LicenseUsageException$Message": null,

       "NoEntitlementsAllowedException$Message": null,

       "RateLimitExceededException$Message": null,

       "RedirectException$Message": null,

       "ResourceLimitExceededException$Message": null,

       "ResourceNotFoundException$Message": null,

       "ServerInternalException$Message":

 null,

       "UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException$Message": null,

       "ValidationException$Message": null
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     }

   },

   "Metadata": {

     "base": "<p>Describes key/value pairs.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "MetadataList$member": null

     }

   },

   "MetadataList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest$CheckoutMetadata": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$CheckoutMetadata": "<p>Information about constraints.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseRequest$LicenseMetadata": "<p>Information about the license.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$LicenseMetadata": "<p>Information about the license.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$LicenseMetadata": "<p>Granted license metadata.</p>",

       "License$LicenseMetadata": "<p>License metadata.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$MetadataList": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

     }

   },

   "NoEntitlementsAllowedException": {

 

    "base": "<p>There are no entitlements found for this license, or the entitlement maximum count is reached.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Options": {

     "base": "<p>The options you can specify when you create a new version of a grant, such as activation override

behavior. For more information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-

manager/latest/userguide/granted-licenses.html\">Granted licenses in License Manager</a> in the <i>License

Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$Options": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>",

       "Grant$Options": "<p>The options specified for the grant.</p>"

     }

   },

   "OrganizationConfiguration": {

     "base": "<p>Configuration information for Organizations.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$OrganizationConfiguration": "<p>Indicates whether Organizations is integrated

with License Manager for cross-account discovery.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest$OrganizationConfiguration":

 "<p>Enables integration with Organizations for cross-account discovery.</p>"

     }

   },

   "PrincipalArnList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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       "CreateGrantRequest$Principals": "<p>The grant principals. You can specify one of the following as an

Amazon Resource Name (ARN):</p> <ul> <li> <p>An Amazon Web Services account, which includes only the

account specified.</p> </li> </ul> <ul> <li> <p>An organizational unit (OU), which includes all accounts in the

OU.</p> </li> </ul> <ul> <li> <p>An organization, which will include all accounts across your organization.</p>

</li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "ProductInformation": {

     "base": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ProductInformationList$member": null

     }

   },

   "ProductInformationFilter": {

     "base": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ProductInformationFilterList$member":

 null

     }

   },

   "ProductInformationFilterList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ProductInformation$ProductInformationFilterList": "<p>A Product information filter consists of a

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code> which is a logical operator, a

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> which specifies the type of filter being declared, and a

<code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> that specifies the value to filter on. </p> <p>Accepted values for

<code>ProductInformationFilterName</code> are listed here along with descriptions and valid options for

<code>ProductInformationFilterComparator</code>. </p> <p>The following filters and are supported when the

resource type is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Application Name</code> - The

name of the application. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Application

Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p>

 </li> <li> <p> <code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application. Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Platform Name</code> - The name of the platform. Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Tag:key</code> - The key of a tag

attached to an Amazon Web Services resource you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>. The key for your tag must be appended to <code>Tag:</code> following the

example: <code>Tag:name-of-your-key</code>. <code>ProductInformationFilterValue</code> is optional if you

are not using values for the key. </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>AccountId</code> - The 12-digit ID of an Amazon

Web Services account you wish to exclude from automated discovery. Logical operator is

<code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>License Included</code> -

 The type of license included. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.

Possible values are: <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | <code>sql-server-standard</code> | <code>sql-server-

web</code> | <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p> </li> </ul> <p>The following filters and logical

operators are supported when the resource type is <code>RDS</code>:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Engine

Edition</code> - The edition of the database engine. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>. Possible values

are: <code>oracle-ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code> | <code>oracle-se2</code>.</p>
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</li> <li> <p> <code>License Pack</code> - The license pack. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.

Possible values are: <code>data guard</code> | <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> | <code>tuning pack

sqlt</code> | <code>ols</code> | <code>olap</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "ProductInformationList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$ProductInformationList":

 "<p>Product information.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$ProductInformationList": "<p>Product information.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$ProductInformationList": "<p>Product information.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$ProductInformationList": "<p>New product information.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ProvisionalConfiguration": {

     "base": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ConsumptionConfiguration$ProvisionalConfiguration": "<p>Details about a provisional configuration.</p>"

     }

   },

   "RateLimitExceededException": {

     "base": "<p>Too many requests have been submitted. Try again after a brief wait.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ReceivedMetadata": {

     "base": "<p>Metadata associated with received licenses and grants.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GrantedLicense$ReceivedMetadata": "<p>Granted license received metadata.</p>"

      }

   },

   "ReceivedStatus": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ReceivedMetadata$ReceivedStatus": "<p>Received status.</p>"

     }

   },

   "RedirectException": {

     "base": "<p>This is not the correct Region for the resource. Try again.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "RejectGrantRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },
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   "RejectGrantResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "RenewType": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ConsumptionConfiguration$RenewType": "<p>Renewal frequency.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ReportContext": {

     "base": "<p>Details of the license configuration that this generator reports on.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ReportContext": "<p>Defines the type of license

configuration the report generator tracks.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$ReportContext": "<p>License configuration type for this generator.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ReportContext":

 "<p>The report context.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ReportFrequency": {

     "base": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ReportFrequency": "<p>Frequency by which reports are

generated. Reports can be generated daily, monthly, or weekly.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$ReportFrequency": "<p>Details about how frequently reports are generated.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ReportFrequency": "<p>Frequency by which reports are

generated.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ReportFrequencyType": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ReportFrequency$period": "<p>Time period between each report. The period can be daily, weekly, or

monthly.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ReportGenerator": {

     "base": "<p>Describe the details of a report generator.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse$ReportGenerator":

 "<p>A report generator that creates periodic reports about your license configurations.</p>",

       "ReportGeneratorList$member": null

     }

   },

   "ReportGeneratorList": {

     "base": null,
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     "refs": {

       "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse$ReportGenerators": "<p>A report generator that creates

periodic reports about your license configurations.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ReportGeneratorName": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ReportGeneratorName": "<p>Name of the report

generator.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$ReportGeneratorName": "<p>Name of the report

generator.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ReportType": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ReportTypeList$member": null

     }

   },

   "ReportTypeList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$Type": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following report

types an

 be generated:</p> <ul> <li> <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of consumed

licenses for a license configuration.</p> </li> <li> <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and resource

consumption for a license configuration.</p> </li> </ul>",

       "ReportGenerator$ReportType": "<p>Type of reports that are generated.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$Type": "<p>Type of reports to generate. The following

report types are supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p>License configuration report - Reports the number and details of

consumed licenses for a license configuration.</p> </li> <li> <p>Resource report - Reports the tracked licenses and

resource consumption for a license configuration.</p> </li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "ResourceInventory": {

     "base": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ResourceInventoryList$member": null

     }

   },

   "ResourceInventoryList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

        "ListResourceInventoryResponse$ResourceInventoryList": "<p>Information about the resources.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ResourceLimitExceededException": {
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     "base": "<p>Your resource limits have been exceeded.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ResourceNotFoundException": {

     "base": "<p>The resource cannot be found.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ResourceType": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ConsumedLicenseSummary$ResourceType": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociation$ResourceType": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationUsage$ResourceType": "<p>Type of resource.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$ResourceType": "<p>Resource type.</p>",

       "ManagedResourceSummary$ResourceType": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>",

       "ResourceInventory$ResourceType": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

     }

   },

   "S3Location": {

     "base":

 "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published to.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "ReportGenerator$S3Location": "<p>Details of the S3 bucket that report generator reports are published

to.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ServerInternalException": {

     "base": "<p>The server experienced an internal error. Try again.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "SignedToken": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$SignedToken": "<p>Signed token.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$SignedToken": "<p>Signed token.</p>"

     }

   },

   "StatusReasonMessage": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$StatusReason": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>",

       "DeleteGrantRequest$StatusReason": "<p>The Status reason for the delete request.</p>",

       "Grant$StatusReason": "<p>Grant status reason.</p>",

       "ReceivedMetadata$ReceivedStatusReason": "<p>Received status reason.</p>"

     }
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   },

  

 "String": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "AcceptGrantResponse$Version": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

       "CheckInLicenseRequest$LicenseConsumptionToken": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

       "CheckInLicenseRequest$Beneficiary": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseRequest$NodeId": "<p>Node ID.</p>",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$LicenseConsumptionToken": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

       "CheckoutBorrowLicenseResponse$NodeId": "<p>Node ID.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseRequest$ProductSKU": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseRequest$KeyFingerprint": "<p>Key fingerprint identifying the license.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseRequest$Beneficiary": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseRequest$NodeId": "<p>Node ID.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$LicenseConsumptionToken": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$NodeId": "<p>Node ID.</p>",

       "CheckoutLicenseResponse$LicenseArn":

 "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the checkout license.</p>",

       "CreateGrantRequest$GrantName": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

       "CreateGrantRequest$HomeRegion": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

       "CreateGrantResponse$Version": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$GrantName": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionRequest$SourceVersion": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>",

       "CreateGrantVersionResponse$Version": "<p>New version of the grant.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$Name": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$Description": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the

license configuration.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$Description": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse$LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn":

 "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the new report generator.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseRequest$LicenseName": "<p>License name.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseRequest$ProductName": "<p>Product name.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseRequest$ProductSKU": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseRequest$HomeRegion": "<p>Home Region for the license.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseRequest$Beneficiary": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseResponse$Version": "<p>License version.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$LicenseName": "<p>License name.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$ProductName": "<p>Product name.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$HomeRegion": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionRequest$SourceVersion": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseVersionResponse$Version": "<p>New version of the license.</p>",

       "CreateTokenResponse$TokenId":

 "<p>Token ID.</p>",

       "DeleteGrantRequest$Version": "<p>Current version of the grant.</p>",

       "DeleteGrantResponse$Version": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

       "DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>",
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       "DeleteLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": "<p>Amazon

Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to be deleted.</p>",

       "DeleteLicenseRequest$SourceVersion": "<p>Current version of the license.</p>",

       "DeleteTokenRequest$TokenId": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

       "Entitlement$Name": "<p>Entitlement name.</p>",

       "Entitlement$Value": "<p>Entitlement resource. Use only if the unit is None.</p>",

       "EntitlementData$Name": "<p>Entitlement data name.</p>",

       "EntitlementData$Value": "<p>Entitlement data value.</p>",

       "EntitlementUsage$Name": "<p>Entitlement usage name.</p>",

       "EntitlementUsage$ConsumedValue":

 "<p>Resource usage consumed.</p>",

       "EntitlementUsage$MaxCount": "<p>Maximum entitlement usage count.</p>",

       "ExtendLicenseConsumptionRequest$LicenseConsumptionToken": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

       "ExtendLicenseConsumptionResponse$LicenseConsumptionToken": "<p>License consumption token.</p>",

       "FailedDependencyException$ErrorCode": null,

       "GetGrantRequest$Version": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the

license configuration.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseConfigurationId": "<p>Unique ID for the license

configuration.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the

license configuration.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$Name": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$Description": "<p>Description of the license

 configuration.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$Status": "<p>License configuration status.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$OwnerAccountId": "<p>Account ID of the owner of the license

configuration.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the resources

the license conversion task is associated with.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConversionTaskResponse$StatusMessage": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>",

       "GetLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": "<p>Amazon Resource

Name (ARN) of the report generator.</p>",

       "GetLicenseRequest$Version": "<p>License version.</p>",

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$S3BucketArn": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail

event data, discovery data, and so on.</p>",

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$SnsTopicArn": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License

Manager.</p>",

        "GetServiceSettingsResponse$LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of

the resource share. The License Manager management account provides member accounts with access to this

share.</p>",

       "Grant$GrantName": "<p>Grant name.</p>",

       "Grant$HomeRegion": "<p>Home Region of the grant.</p>",

       "Grant$Version": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$LicenseName": "<p>License name.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$ProductName": "<p>Product name.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$ProductSKU": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$HomeRegion": "<p>Home Region of the granted license.</p>",
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       "GrantedLicense$Beneficiary": "<p>Granted license beneficiary.</p>",

       "GrantedLicense$Version": "<p>Version of the granted license.</p>",

       "InventoryFilter$Name": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>",

       "InventoryFilter$Value": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>",

       "Issuer$Name": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

       "Issuer$SignKey":

 "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS key must have a key usage of sign and

verify, and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>",

       "IssuerDetails$Name": "<p>Issuer name.</p>",

       "IssuerDetails$SignKey": "<p>Asymmetric KMS key from Key Management Service. The KMS key must have

a key usage of sign and verify, and support the RSASSA-PSS SHA-256 signing algorithm.</p>",

       "IssuerDetails$KeyFingerprint": "<p>Issuer key fingerprint.</p>",

       "License$LicenseName": "<p>License name.</p>",

       "License$ProductName": "<p>Product name.</p>",

       "License$ProductSKU": "<p>Product SKU.</p>",

       "License$HomeRegion": "<p>Home Region of the license.</p>",

       "License$Beneficiary": "<p>License beneficiary.</p>",

       "License$Version": "<p>License version.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$LicenseConfigurationId": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$LicenseConfigurationArn":

 "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$Name": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$Description": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$Status": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$OwnerAccountId": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociation$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociation$ResourceOwnerId": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that

owns the resource consuming licenses.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociation$AmiAssociationScope": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible

value is <code>cross-account</code>.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationUsage$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationUsage$ResourceStatus":

 "<p>Status of the resource.</p>",

       "LicenseConfigurationUsage$ResourceOwnerId": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$ResourceArn": "<p>The Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource associated

with the license type conversion task.</p>",

       "LicenseConversionTask$StatusMessage": "<p>The status message for the conversion task.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$ErrorMessage": "<p>Error message.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$OperationName": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$ResourceOwnerId": "<p>ID of the Amazon Web Services account that owns the

resource.</p>",

       "LicenseOperationFailure$OperationRequestedBy": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated

Discovery\".</p>",

       "LicenseSpecification$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

        "LicenseSpecification$AmiAssociationScope": "<p>Scope of AMI associations. The possible value is

<code>cross-account</code>.</p>",
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       "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name

(ARN) of a license configuration.</p>",

       "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListDistributedGrantsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListDistributedGrantsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource

Name of the license configuration.</p>",

       "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of

results.</p>",

      

 "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of

results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseConversionTasksRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseConversionTasksResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseManagerReportGeneratorsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a

resource that has an associated license configuration.</p>",

       "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

        "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseVersionsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicenseVersionsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicensesRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLicensesResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsForOrganizationResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedGrantsResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesForOrganizationResponse$NextToken":

 "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListReceivedLicensesResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListResourceInventoryRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListResourceInventoryResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListTagsForResourceRequest$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

       "ListTokensRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListTokensResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN)

of the license configuration.</p>",

       "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

        "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "MaxSize3StringList$member": null,

       "Metadata$Name": "<p>The key name.</p>",
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       "Metadata$Value": "<p>The value.</p>",

       "ProductInformation$ResourceType": "<p>Resource type. The possible values are

<code>SSM_MANAGED</code> | <code>RDS</code>.</p>",

       "ProductInformationFilter$ProductInformationFilterName": "<p>Filter name.</p>",

       "ProductInformationFilter$ProductInformationFilterComparator": "<p>Logical operator.</p>",

       "RejectGrantResponse$Version": "<p>Grant version.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$ReportGeneratorName": "<p>Name of the report generator.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the report

generator.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$LastRunStatus": "<p>Status of the last report generation attempt.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$LastRunFailureReason": "<p>Failure

 message for the last report generation attempt.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$LastReportGenerationTime": "<p>Time the last report was generated at.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$ReportCreatorAccount": "<p>The Amazon Web Services account ID used to create the

report generator.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$Description": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$CreateTime": "<p>Time the report was created.</p>",

       "ResourceInventory$ResourceId": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>",

       "ResourceInventory$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>",

       "ResourceInventory$Platform": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>",

       "ResourceInventory$PlatformVersion": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>",

       "ResourceInventory$ResourceOwningAccountId": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>",

       "S3Location$bucket": "<p>Name of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>",

      

 "S3Location$keyPrefix": "<p>Prefix of the S3 bucket reports are published to.</p>",

       "StringList$member": null,

       "Tag$Key": "<p>Tag key.</p>",

       "Tag$Value": "<p>Tag value.</p>",

       "TagKeyList$member": null,

       "TagResourceRequest$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>",

       "TokenData$TokenId": "<p>Token ID.</p>",

       "TokenData$TokenType": "<p>Type of token generated. The supported value is

<code>REFRESH_TOKEN</code>.</p>",

       "TokenData$LicenseArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license.</p>",

       "TokenData$Status": "<p>Token status. The possible values are <code>AVAILABLE</code> and

<code>DELETED</code>.</p>",

       "UntagResourceRequest$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license

configuration.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseConfigurationArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the

license configuration.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$Name":

 "<p>New name of the license configuration.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$Description": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$LicenseManagerReportGeneratorArn": "<p>Amazon

Resource Name (ARN) of the report generator to update.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$Description": "<p>Description of the report generator.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest$ResourceArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the

Amazon Web Services resource.</p>",
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       "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest$S3BucketArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3

bucket where the License Manager information is stored.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest$SnsTopicArn": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS

topic used for License Manager alerts.</p>"

     }

   },

   "StringList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseRules":

 "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example, #allowedTenancy=EC2-DedicatedHost). The

available rules vary by dimension, as follows.</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Cores</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> | <code>maximumCores</code> |

<code>minimumCores</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Instances</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>maximumCores</code> | <code>minimumCores</code> |

<code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> | <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Sockets</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> | <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>vCPUs</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code> </p> </li> </ul> <p>The unit for <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code>

 is days and the range is 1 to 180. The possible values for <code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-

Default</code>, <code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and <code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible

values for <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are <code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$LicenseRules": "<p>License rules.</p>",

       "LicenseConfiguration$LicenseRules": "<p>License rules.</p>",

       "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest$LicenseConfigurationArns": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the

license configurations.</p>",

       "ListTokensRequest$TokenIds": "<p>Token IDs.</p>",

       "ProductInformationFilter$ProductInformationFilterValue": "<p>Filter value.</p>",

       "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest$LicenseRules": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add

after you create a license configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Tag": {

     "base": "<p>Details about a tag

 for a license configuration.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "TagList$member": null

     }

   },

   "TagKeyList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "UntagResourceRequest$TagKeys": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>"

     }

   },

   "TagList": {
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     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest$Tags": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>",

       "CreateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest$Tags": "<p>Tags to add to the report generator.</p>",

       "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse$Tags": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>",

       "ListTagsForResourceResponse$Tags": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>",

       "ReportGenerator$Tags": "<p>Tags associated with the report generator.</p>",

       "TagResourceRequest$Tags": "<p>One or more tags.</p>"

     }

   },

   "TagResourceRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "TagResourceResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

 

     }

   },

   "TokenData": {

     "base": "<p>Describes a token.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "TokenList$member": null

     }

   },

   "TokenList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListTokensResponse$Tokens": "<p>Received token details.</p>"

     }

   },

   "TokenString": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateTokenResponse$Token": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

       "GetAccessTokenRequest$Token": "<p>Refresh token, encoded as a JWT token.</p>",

       "GetAccessTokenResponse$AccessToken": "<p>Temporary access token.</p>"

     }

   },

   "TokenType": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "CreateTokenResponse$TokenType": "<p>Token type.</p>"

     }

   },

   "UnsupportedDigitalSignatureMethodException": {
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     "base": "<p>The digital signature method is unsupported. Try your request again.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UntagResourceRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UntagResourceResponse":

 {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseManagerReportGeneratorResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UsageOperation": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "LicenseConversionContext$UsageOperation": "<p>The Usage operation value

 that corresponds to the license type you are converting your resource from. For more information about which

platforms correspond to which usage operation values see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/billing-info-fields.html#billing-info\">Sample

data: usage operation by platform </a> </p>"

     }

   },

   "ValidationException": {

     "base": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   }

 }

}

{

 "version": "2.0",

 "service": "<p>With License Manager, you can discover and track your commercial Linux subscriptions on running

Amazon EC2 instances.</p>",

 "operations": {

   "GetServiceSettings": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions service settings.</p>",

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstances": "<p>Lists the running Amazon EC2 instances that were discovered with

commercial Linux subscriptions.</p>",

   "ListLinuxSubscriptions": "<p>Lists the Linux subscriptions that have been discovered. If you have linked your

organization, the returned results will include data aggregated across your accounts in Organizations.</p>",

   "UpdateServiceSettings": "<p>Updates the service settings for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

 },

 "shapes": {

   "Boolean": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest$AllowUpdate": "<p>Describes if updates are allowed to the service settings for

Linux subscriptions. If you allow updates, you can aggregate Linux subscription data in

 more than one home Region.</p>"

     }

   },

   "BoxInteger": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {
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       "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single

call.</p>",

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest$MaxResults": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

     }

   },

   "BoxLong": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Subscription$InstanceCount": "<p>The total amount of running instances using this subscription.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Filter": {

     "base": "<p>A filter object that is used to return more specific results from a describe operation. Filters can be

used to match a set of resources by specific criteria.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "FilterList$member": null

     }

   },

   "FilterList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest$Filters": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the

results to those that match one

 or more sets of key-value pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of <code>AmiID</code>

with an optional operator to see subscriptions that match, partially match, or don't match a certain Amazon Machine

Image (AMI) ID.</p> <p>The valid names for this filter are:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>AmiID</code> </p> </li>

<li> <p> <code>InstanceID</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>AccountID</code> </p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>Status</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Region</code> </p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>UsageOperation</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>ProductCode</code> </p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>InstanceType</code> </p> </li> </ul> <p>The valid Operators for this filter are:</p> <ul> <li> <p>

<code>contains</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>equals</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Notequal</code>

</p> </li> </ul>",

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest$Filters": "<p>An array of structures that you can use to filter the results to

those that match one or more sets of key-value

 pairs that you specify. For example, you can filter by the name of <code>Subscription</code> with an optional

operator to see subscriptions that match, partially match, or don't match a certain subscription's name.</p> <p>The

valid names for this filter are:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Subscription</code> </p> </li> </ul> <p>The valid

Operators for this filter are:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>contains</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>equals</code>

</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Notequal</code> </p> </li> </ul>"

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsResponse": {

     "base": null,
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     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Instance": {

     "base": "<p>Details discovered information about a running instance using Linux subscriptions.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "InstanceList$member": null

     }

   },

   "InstanceList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse$Instances":

 "<p>An array that contains instance objects.</p>"

     }

   },

   "InternalServerException": {

     "base": "<p>An exception occurred with the service.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for

Linux subscriptions.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest$LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": "<p>Describes if the discovery of Linux

subscriptions is enabled.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse$LinuxSubscriptionsDiscovery": "<p>Lists if discovery has been enabled for

Linux subscriptions.</p>"

     }

   },

   "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": {

     "base": "<p>Lists the settings defined for discovering Linux subscriptions.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": "<p>Lists the settings defined for Linux

subscriptions discovery. The settings

 include if Organizations integration has been enabled, and which Regions data will be aggregated from.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest$LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": "<p>The settings defined for Linux

subscriptions discovery. The settings include if Organizations integration has been enabled, and which Regions data

will be aggregated from.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse$LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings": "<p>The settings defined for Linux

subscriptions discovery. The settings include if Organizations integration has been enabled, and which Regions data

will be aggregated from.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest": {

     "base": "<p>NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit. Increase this limit if parameters in request
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increases.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequestNextTokenString": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesRequest$NextToken":

 "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest": {

     "base": "<p>NextToken length limit is half of ddb accepted limit. Increase this limit if parameters in request

increases.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequestNextTokenString": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionsRequest$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "Operator": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Filter$Operator": "<p>An operator for filtering results.</p>"

     }

   },

   "OrganizationIntegration": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings$OrganizationIntegration": "<p>Details if you have enabled resource

discovery across

 your accounts in Organizations.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ProductCodeList": {
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     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Instance$ProductCode": "<p>The product code for the instance. For more information, see <a

href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-usage-

operation.html\">Usage operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i> .</p>"

     }

   },

   "Status": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$Status": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse$Status": "<p>Indicates the status of Linux subscriptions settings being

applied.</p>"

     }

   },

   "String": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Filter$Name": "<p>The type of name to filter by.</p>",

       "Instance$AccountID": "<p>The account ID which owns the instance.</p>",

       "Instance$AmiId": "<p>The AMI ID used to launch the instance.</p>",

        "Instance$InstanceID": "<p>The instance ID of the resource.</p>",

       "Instance$InstanceType": "<p>The instance type of the resource.</p>",

       "Instance$LastUpdatedTime": "<p>The time in which the last discovery updated the instance details.</p>",

       "Instance$Region": "<p>The Region the instance is running in.</p>",

       "Instance$Status": "<p>The status of the instance.</p>",

       "Instance$SubscriptionName": "<p>The name of the subscription being used by the instance.</p>",

       "Instance$UsageOperation": "<p>The usage operation of the instance. For more information, see For more

information, see <a href=\"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/license-manager/latest/userguide/linux-subscriptions-

usage-operation.html\">Usage operation values</a> in the <i>License Manager User Guide</i>.</p>",

       "InternalServerException$message": null,

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionInstancesResponse$NextToken": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse$NextToken":

 "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>",

       "ProductCodeList$member": null,

       "StringMap$key": null,

       "StringMap$value": null,

       "Subscription$Name": "<p>The name of the subscription.</p>",

       "Subscription$Type": "<p>The type of subscription. The type can be subscription-included with Amazon EC2,

Bring Your Own Subscription model (BYOS), or from the Amazon Web Services Marketplace. Certain

subscriptions may use licensing from the Amazon Web Services Marketplace as well as OS licensing from Amazon

EC2 or BYOS.</p>",

       "ThrottlingException$message": null,

       "ValidationException$message": null

     }

   },

   "StringList": {
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     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "Filter$Values": "<p>One or more values for the name to filter by.</p>",

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$HomeRegions": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the

aggregated data for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

       "LinuxSubscriptionsDiscoverySettings$SourceRegions":

 "<p>The Regions in which to discover data for Linux subscriptions.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse$HomeRegions": "<p>The Region in which License Manager displays the

aggregated data for Linux subscriptions.</p>"

     }

   },

   "StringListMemberString": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "StringList$member": null

     }

   },

   "StringMap": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

       "GetServiceSettingsResponse$StatusMessage": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions service

settings current status.</p>",

       "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse$StatusMessage": "<p>A message which details the Linux subscriptions

service settings current status.</p>"

     }

   },

   "Subscription": {

     "base": "<p>An object which details a discovered Linux subscription.</p>",

     "refs": {

       "SubscriptionList$member": null

     }

   },

   "SubscriptionList": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

    

   "ListLinuxSubscriptionsResponse$Subscriptions": "<p>An array that contains subscription objects.</p>"

     }

   },

   "ThrottlingException": {

     "base": "<p>The request was denied due to request throttling.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }
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   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

     "base": null,

     "refs": {

     }

   },

   "ValidationException": {

     "base": "<p>The provided input is not valid. Try your request again.</p>",

     "refs": {

     }

   }

 }

}

{

   "testCases": [

       {

           "documentation": "For region af-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.af-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "af-south-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ap-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

       

    "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com"

               }
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           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-2"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-northeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-northeast-3.amazonaws.com"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ap-northeast-3"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ap-south-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",
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           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack":

 false,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-2"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region ap-southeast-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ap-southeast-3.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ap-southeast-3"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation":

 "For region ca-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,
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               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "ca-central-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-central-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "eu-central-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint":

 {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "eu-north-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "eu-south-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {
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                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params":

 {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-2"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region eu-west-3 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.eu-west-3.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "eu-west-3"

           }

     

  },

       {

           "documentation": "For region me-south-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.me-south-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "me-south-1"
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           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region sa-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.sa-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "sa-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

    

           "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

               }
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           },

   

        "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-east-2"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-east-2"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-west-1"

       

    }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-west-1"

           }

       },
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       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-west-2"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-west-2 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect":

 {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-west-2"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },
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        "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "cn-north-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-northwest-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-northwest-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "cn-northwest-1"

            }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "cn-north-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {
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               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "cn-north-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled

 and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "cn-north-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"
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           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-gov-west-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-west-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-west-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

 

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-gov-west-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

               }
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           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1"

           }

   

    },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

       

        "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",
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           "expect": {

               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-iso-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

               }

           },

           "params":

 {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

           }

        },

       {
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           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://example.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with region not set and fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

            "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://example.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

           },

           "params": {

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }
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       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

           },

            "params": {

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "Missing region",

           "expect": {

               "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region"

           }

       }

   ],

   "version": "1.0"

}

{

   "testCases": [

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": true
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           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1

 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-gov-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-gov-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-gov-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint":

 {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "cn-north-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"
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               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "cn-north-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.api.amazonwebservices.com.cn"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "cn-north-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region cn-north-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "cn-north-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

           },

           "params": {

               "Region":

 "us-iso-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",
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           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

        

   "documentation": "For region us-iso-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-iso-east-1.c2s.ic.gov"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-iso-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }
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       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect":

 {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.api.aws"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"

                }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both"

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",
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               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS enabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-fips.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

                "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": true

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack enabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack"

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For region us-isob-east-1 with FIPS disabled and DualStack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.us-isob-east-1.sc2s.sgov.gov"

               }

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-isob-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": false

           }

       },

       {

          

 "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "endpoint": {

                   "url": "https://example.com"

               }
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           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips enabled and dualstack disabled",

           "expect": {

               "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported"

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": false,

               "UseFIPS": true,

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       },

       {

           "documentation": "For custom endpoint with fips disabled and dualstack enabled",

           "expect": {

                "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported"

           },

           "params": {

               "Region": "us-east-1",

               "UseDualStack": true,

               "UseFIPS": false,

               "Endpoint": "https://example.com"

           }

       }

   ],

   "version": "1.0"

}

{

 "version": "1.0",

 "examples": {

 }

}

{

 "pagination": {

   "ListIdentityProviders": {

     "input_token": "NextToken",

     "output_token": "NextToken",

     "limit_key": "MaxResults",

     "result_key": "IdentityProviderSummaries"

   },
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   "ListInstances": {

     "input_token": "NextToken",

     "output_token": "NextToken",

     "limit_key": "MaxResults",

     "result_key": "InstanceSummaries"

   },

   "ListProductSubscriptions": {

     "input_token": "NextToken",

     "output_token": "NextToken",

     "limit_key": "MaxResults",

     "result_key": "ProductUserSummaries"

   },

   "ListUserAssociations": {

     "input_token": "NextToken",

     "output_token": "NextToken",

     "limit_key": "MaxResults",

     "result_key": "InstanceUserSummaries"

   }

 }

}

{

   "version": "1.0",

   "parameters": {

       "Region": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

           "required": true,

           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",

           "type": "String"

       },

       "UseDualStack": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

           "required": true,

           "default": false,

           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-

stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

           "type": "Boolean"

       },

       "UseFIPS": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

           "required": true,

           "default": false,

           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured

endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

           "type": "Boolean"

       },

       "Endpoint": {
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    "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

           "required": false,

           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

           "type": "String"

       }

   },

   "rules": [

       {

           "conditions": [

               {

                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                   "argv": [

                       {

                           "ref": "Region"

                       }

                   ],

                   "assign": "PartitionResult"

               }

           ],

           "type": "tree",

           "rules": [

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "isSet",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                 

  "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                       },

                                       true

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom endpoint are not supported",
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                           "type": "error"

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                       

                    "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                                   "type": "error"

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": {

                                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                                       },

                                       "properties":

 {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                               },

                               true

                           ]
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                       },

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                               },

                               true

                           ]

                  

     }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       true,

                                       {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                               },

                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                    "argv": [

                                       true,

                                       {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                               },

                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",
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                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                        "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or both",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                               },

                               true

               

            ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       true,

                                       {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                               },

                                               "supportsFIPS"
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                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                         

  "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

           

                "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                               },

                               true

                           ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       true,
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                                       {

                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                               },

                      

                         "supportsDualStack"

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],

                                   "endpoint": {

                                       "url": "https://license-manager-linux-

subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                       "properties": {},

                                       "headers": {}

                                   },

                                   "type": "endpoint"

                               }

                           ]

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                           "error":

 "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                           "type": "error"

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [],

                   "endpoint": {

                       "url": "https://license-manager-linux-subscriptions.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                       "properties": {},

                       "headers": {}

                   },

                   "type": "endpoint"

               }

           ]

       }

   ]

}
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Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

{

 "version":"2.0",

 "metadata":{

   "apiVersion":"2018-05-10",

   "endpointPrefix":"license-manager-user-subscriptions",

   "jsonVersion":"1.1",

   "protocol":"rest-json",

   "serviceFullName":"AWS License Manager User Subscriptions",

   "serviceId":"License Manager User Subscriptions",

   "signatureVersion":"v4",

   "signingName":"license-manager-user-subscriptions",

   "uid":"license-manager-user-subscriptions-2018-05-10"

 },

 "operations":{

   "AssociateUser":{

     "name":"AssociateUser",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/user/AssociateUser",

       "responseCode":200
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     },

     "input":{"shape":"AssociateUserRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"AssociateUserResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

        {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   },

   "DeregisterIdentityProvider":{

     "name":"DeregisterIdentityProvider",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/identity-provider/DeregisterIdentityProvider",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   },

   "DisassociateUser":{

     "name":"DisassociateUser",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/user/DisassociateUser",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"DisassociateUserRequest"},

      "output":{"shape":"DisassociateUserResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},
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       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   },

   "ListIdentityProviders":{

     "name":"ListIdentityProviders",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/identity-provider/ListIdentityProviders",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListIdentityProvidersRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListIdentityProvidersResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

        {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListInstances":{

     "name":"ListInstances",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/instance/ListInstances",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListInstancesRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListInstancesResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListProductSubscriptions":{

     "name":"ListProductSubscriptions",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",
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       "requestUri":"/user/ListProductSubscriptions",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListProductSubscriptionsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListProductSubscriptionsResponse"},

      "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ]

   },

   "ListUserAssociations":{

     "name":"ListUserAssociations",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/user/ListUserAssociations",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"ListUserAssociationsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"ListUserAssociationsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

      ]

   },

   "RegisterIdentityProvider":{

     "name":"RegisterIdentityProvider",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/identity-provider/RegisterIdentityProvider",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"RegisterIdentityProviderRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"RegisterIdentityProviderResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},
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       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   },

   "StartProductSubscription":{

     "name":"StartProductSubscription",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/user/StartProductSubscription",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"StartProductSubscriptionRequest"},

 

    "output":{"shape":"StartProductSubscriptionResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ]

   },

   "StopProductSubscription":{

     "name":"StopProductSubscription",

     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/user/StopProductSubscription",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"StopProductSubscriptionRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"StopProductSubscriptionResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ServiceQuotaExceededException"},

       {"shape":"ConflictException"},

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"ResourceNotFoundException"},

 

      {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ]

   },

   "UpdateIdentityProviderSettings":{

     "name":"UpdateIdentityProviderSettings",
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     "http":{

       "method":"POST",

       "requestUri":"/identity-provider/UpdateIdentityProviderSettings",

       "responseCode":200

     },

     "input":{"shape":"UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest"},

     "output":{"shape":"UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse"},

     "errors":[

       {"shape":"ValidationException"},

       {"shape":"ThrottlingException"},

       {"shape":"InternalServerException"},

       {"shape":"AccessDeniedException"}

     ],

     "idempotent":true

   }

 },

 "shapes":{

   "AccessDeniedException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "DirectoryId":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "AssociateUserRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

      "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "InstanceId",

       "Username"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Domain":{"shape":"String"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "InstanceId":{"shape":"String"},

       "Username":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "AssociateUserResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["InstanceUserSummary"],

     "members":{
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       "InstanceUserSummary":{"shape":"InstanceUserSummary"}

     }

   },

   "BoxInteger":{

     "type":"integer",

     "box":true

   },

   "ConflictException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true,

     "fault":true

   },

   "DeregisterIdentityProviderRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product"

     ],

     "members":{

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "Product":{"shape":"String"}

     }

    },

   "DeregisterIdentityProviderResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["IdentityProviderSummary"],

     "members":{

       "IdentityProviderSummary":{"shape":"IdentityProviderSummary"}

     }

   },

   "DisassociateUserRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "InstanceId",

       "Username"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Domain":{"shape":"String"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "InstanceId":{"shape":"String"},

       "Username":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "DisassociateUserResponse":{
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     "type":"structure",

     "required":["InstanceUserSummary"],

     "members":{

       "InstanceUserSummary":{"shape":"InstanceUserSummary"}

     }

   },

   "Filter":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Attribute":{"shape":"String"},

       "Operation":{"shape":"String"},

       "Value":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "FilterList":{

     "type":"list",

      "member":{"shape":"Filter"}

   },

   "IdentityProvider":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider":{"shape":"ActiveDirectoryIdentityProvider"}

     },

     "union":true

   },

   "IdentityProviderSummary":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product",

       "Settings",

       "Status"

     ],

     "members":{

       "FailureMessage":{"shape":"String"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "Product":{"shape":"String"},

       "Settings":{"shape":"Settings"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "IdentityProviderSummaryList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"IdentityProviderSummary"}

   },

   "InstanceSummary":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[
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       "InstanceId",

       "Products",

       "Status"

     ],

     "members":{

       "InstanceId":{"shape":"String"},

       "LastStatusCheckDate":{"shape":"String"},

        "Products":{"shape":"StringList"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"},

       "StatusMessage":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "InstanceSummaryList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"InstanceSummary"}

   },

   "InstanceUserSummary":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "InstanceId",

       "Status",

       "Username"

     ],

     "members":{

       "AssociationDate":{"shape":"String"},

       "DisassociationDate":{"shape":"String"},

       "Domain":{"shape":"String"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "InstanceId":{"shape":"String"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"},

       "StatusMessage":{"shape":"String"},

       "Username":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "InstanceUserSummaryList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"InstanceUserSummary"}

   },

   "InternalServerException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

   

    "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true,

     "fault":true

   },
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   "ListIdentityProvidersRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListIdentityProvidersResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["IdentityProviderSummaries"],

     "members":{

       "IdentityProviderSummaries":{"shape":"IdentityProviderSummaryList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListInstancesRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListInstancesResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "InstanceSummaries":{"shape":"InstanceSummaryList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListProductSubscriptionsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

      "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},

       "Product":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListProductSubscriptionsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"},
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       "ProductUserSummaries":{"shape":"ProductUserSummaryList"}

     }

   },

   "ListUserAssociationsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "InstanceId"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Filters":{"shape":"FilterList"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "InstanceId":{"shape":"String"},

       "MaxResults":{"shape":"BoxInteger"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ListUserAssociationsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

    

 "members":{

       "InstanceUserSummaries":{"shape":"InstanceUserSummaryList"},

       "NextToken":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ProductUserSummary":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product",

       "Status",

       "Username"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Domain":{"shape":"String"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "Product":{"shape":"String"},

       "Status":{"shape":"String"},

       "StatusMessage":{"shape":"String"},

       "SubscriptionEndDate":{"shape":"String"},

       "SubscriptionStartDate":{"shape":"String"},

       "Username":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "ProductUserSummaryList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"ProductUserSummary"}

   },
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   "RegisterIdentityProviderRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product"

     ],

     "members":{

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

        "Product":{"shape":"String"},

       "Settings":{"shape":"Settings"}

     }

   },

   "RegisterIdentityProviderResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["IdentityProviderSummary"],

     "members":{

       "IdentityProviderSummary":{"shape":"IdentityProviderSummary"}

     }

   },

   "ResourceNotFoundException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "error":{

       "httpStatusCode":404,

       "senderFault":true

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "SecurityGroup":{

     "type":"string",

     "max":200,

     "min":5,

     "pattern":"^sg-(([0-9a-z]{8})|([0-9a-z]{17}))$"

   },

   "ServiceQuotaExceededException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "Settings":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "SecurityGroupId",

       "Subnets"
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     ],

     "members":{

       "SecurityGroupId":{"shape":"SecurityGroup"},

        "Subnets":{"shape":"SettingsSubnetsList"}

     }

   },

   "SettingsSubnetsList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Subnet"},

     "min":1

   },

   "StartProductSubscriptionRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product",

       "Username"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Domain":{"shape":"String"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

       "Product":{"shape":"String"},

       "Username":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "StartProductSubscriptionResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["ProductUserSummary"],

     "members":{

       "ProductUserSummary":{"shape":"ProductUserSummary"}

     }

   },

   "StopProductSubscriptionRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product",

       "Username"

     ],

     "members":{

       "Domain":{"shape":"String"},

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

        "Product":{"shape":"String"},

       "Username":{"shape":"String"}

     }

   },

   "StopProductSubscriptionResponse":{

     "type":"structure",
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     "required":["ProductUserSummary"],

     "members":{

       "ProductUserSummary":{"shape":"ProductUserSummary"}

     }

   },

   "String":{"type":"string"},

   "StringList":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"String"}

   },

   "Subnet":{

     "type":"string",

     "pattern":"subnet-[a-z0-9]{8,17}"

   },

   "Subnets":{

     "type":"list",

     "member":{"shape":"Subnet"}

   },

   "ThrottlingException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true

   },

   "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsRequest":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[

       "IdentityProvider",

       "Product",

       "UpdateSettings"

     ],

     "members":{

       "IdentityProvider":{"shape":"IdentityProvider"},

        "Product":{"shape":"String"},

       "UpdateSettings":{"shape":"UpdateSettings"}

     }

   },

   "UpdateIdentityProviderSettingsResponse":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":["IdentityProviderSummary"],

     "members":{

       "IdentityProviderSummary":{"shape":"IdentityProviderSummary"}

     }

   },

   "UpdateSettings":{

     "type":"structure",

     "required":[
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       "AddSubnets",

       "RemoveSubnets"

     ],

     "members":{

       "AddSubnets":{"shape":"Subnets"},

       "RemoveSubnets":{"shape":"Subnets"},

       "SecurityGroupId":{"shape":"SecurityGroup"}

     }

   },

   "ValidationException":{

     "type":"structure",

     "members":{

       "message":{"shape":"String"}

     },

     "exception":true

   }

 }

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{

 "pagination": {

 }

}

{

   "version": "1.0",

   "parameters": {

       "Region": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::Region",

           "required": false,

           "documentation": "The AWS region used to dispatch the request.",
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           "type": "String"

       },

       "UseDualStack": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::UseDualStack",

           "required": true,

           "default": false,

           "documentation": "When true, use the dual-stack endpoint. If the configured endpoint does not support dual-

stack, dispatching the request MAY return an error.",

           "type": "Boolean"

       },

       "UseFIPS": {

           "builtIn": "AWS::UseFIPS",

           "required": true,

           "default": false,

           "documentation": "When true, send this request to the FIPS-compliant regional endpoint. If the configured

endpoint does not have a FIPS compliant endpoint, dispatching the request will return an error.",

           "type": "Boolean"

       },

       "Endpoint": {

      

     "builtIn": "SDK::Endpoint",

           "required": false,

           "documentation": "Override the endpoint used to send this request",

           "type": "String"

       }

   },

   "rules": [

       {

           "conditions": [

               {

                   "fn": "isSet",

                   "argv": [

                       {

                           "ref": "Endpoint"

                       }

                   ]

               }

           ],

           "type": "tree",

           "rules": [

               {

                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                               },
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                               true

                           ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: FIPS and custom

 endpoint are not supported",

                   "type": "error"

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                               {

                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                       },

                                       true

                                   ]

                               }

                           ],

                           "error": "Invalid Configuration: Dualstack and custom endpoint are not supported",

                           "type": "error"

                       },

                       {

                           "conditions": [],

                        

   "endpoint": {

                               "url": {

                                   "ref": "Endpoint"

                               },

                               "properties": {},

                               "headers": {}

                           },

                           "type": "endpoint"

                       }

                   ]

               }

           ]

       },

       {

           "conditions": [],

           "type": "tree",

           "rules": [

               {
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                   "conditions": [

                       {

                           "fn": "isSet",

                           "argv": [

                               {

                                   "ref": "Region"

                               }

                           ]

                       }

                   ],

                   "type": "tree",

                   "rules": [

                       {

                           "conditions": [

                                {

                                   "fn": "aws.partition",

                                   "argv": [

                                       {

                                           "ref": "Region"

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "assign": "PartitionResult"

                               }

                           ],

                           "type": "tree",

                           "rules": [

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                              

 true

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],
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                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                        true,

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                               },

                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               },

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

              

                                         true,

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                               },

                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

 

                                                  "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-manager-

fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",
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                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                           

                    }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "error": "FIPS and DualStack are enabled, but this partition does not support one or

both",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseFIPS"

                                               },

                                               true

 

                                          ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [

                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv": [

                                                       true,

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                            

   },

                                                               "supportsFIPS"

                                                           ]
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                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                                               {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url":

 "https://license-manager-fips.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "error": "FIPS is enabled but this partition does not support FIPS",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       }

                                   ]

                 

              },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [

                                       {

                                           "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                           "argv": [

                                               {

                                                   "ref": "UseDualStack"

                                               },

                                               true

                                           ]

                                       }

                                   ],

                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [
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                                               {

                                                   "fn": "booleanEquals",

                                                   "argv":

 [

                                                       true,

                                                       {

                                                           "fn": "getAttr",

                                                           "argv": [

                                                               {

                                                                   "ref": "PartitionResult"

                                                               },

                                                               "supportsDualStack"

                                                           ]

                                                       }

                                                   ]

                                               }

                                           ],

                                           "type": "tree",

                                           "rules": [

                           

                    {

                                                   "conditions": [],

                                                   "type": "tree",

                                                   "rules": [

                                                       {

                                                           "conditions": [],

                                                           "endpoint": {

                                                               "url": "https://license-

manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dualStackDnsSuffix}",

                                                               "properties": {},

                                                               "headers": {}

                                                           },

                                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                                       }

                                                   ]

        

                                       }

                                           ]

                                       },

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "error": "DualStack is enabled but this partition does not support DualStack",

                                           "type": "error"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               },

                               {

                                   "conditions": [],
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                                   "type": "tree",

                                   "rules": [

                                       {

                                           "conditions": [],

                                           "endpoint": {

                                               "url": "https://license-manager.{Region}.{PartitionResult#dnsSuffix}",

                                                "properties": {},

                                               "headers": {}

                                           },

                                           "type": "endpoint"

                                       }

                                   ]

                               }

                           ]

                       }

                   ]

               },

               {

                   "conditions": [],

                   "error": "Invalid Configuration: Missing Region",

                   "type": "error"

               }

           ]

       }

   ]

}

 

1.270 tzdata 2023d-0ubuntu0.20.04 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

Unless specified below, all files in the tz code and data (including

this LICENSE file) are in the public domain.

 

If the files date.c, newstrftime.3, and strftime.c are present, they

contain material derived from BSD and use the BSD 3-clause license.

 

1.271 openssl 3.1.4-r4 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself
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a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                            Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender

 the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions

 for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the

 Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all
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   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

 use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that
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 accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution

 conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

 SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so,

 attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free

 Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter

 the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Mark Jason Dominus <mjd@cpan.org>.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License
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Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection

 of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of

 the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.
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 b) use the modified

 Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names,

 and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package

 shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.272 pam 1.3.1-5ubuntu4.7 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed

 under the terms of the

GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU

GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the

restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release

may be distributed:
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under

 the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the

provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.273 base-files 11ubuntu5.8 
1.273.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by
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 the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

  2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters,

 data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that

 displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise
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  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined

 library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option

 of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall
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apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When

 we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they

 can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we

 have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary

 General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards
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changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

                 GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below,

 refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if

 its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
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and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you

 also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires

 that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution

 of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

  This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that

 uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small

 inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library

 and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

    to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable

 runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
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   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined

 library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance

 of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other

 pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through

 that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but

 may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software

 generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY

 (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer)

 or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
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either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
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special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For
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 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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The programs included with the Ubuntu system are free software;

the exact distribution terms for each program are described in the

individual files in /usr/share/doc/*/copyright.

 

Ubuntu comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by

applicable law.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to

 give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that

 everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed

 at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium

 does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.
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Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain

 in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms

 and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE

 THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed

 in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. 

 Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
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copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
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keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
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of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
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from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
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documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
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   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.
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 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.
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 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to

 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.
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	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis

 of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent

 notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable

 form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where
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   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided

 that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines

 (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be
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construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.274 zstd 1.5.2 
1.274.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the
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 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source
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 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to

 decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR

 THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU

 General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this

 is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.275 systemd 245.4-4ubuntu3.23 
1.275.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based
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 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.276 libssh 0.9.3-2ubuntu2.5 
1.276.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Jan-Lukas Wynen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library

 refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
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excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License

 from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
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SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

			    Linking with OpenSSL

 

 17. In addition, as a special exception, we give permission to link the code

of its release of libssh with the OpenSSL project's "OpenSSL" library (or with

modified versions of it that use the same license as the "OpenSSL" library),

and distribute the linked executables. You must obey the GNU Lesser General

Public License in all respects for all of the code used other than "OpenSSL".

If you modify this file, you may extend this exception to your version of the

file, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete

this exception statement from your version.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Some parts are under the BSDv2 License :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2000 Markus Friedl.  All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.277 libxml2 2.11.5 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.278 gnutls 3.6.13-2ubuntu1.10 
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1.278.1 Available under license : 
		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest

 you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients

 all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence

 of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits

 its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use

 the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without

 limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish

 on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified

 Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves,

 then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to

 a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed

 under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this

 License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables

 containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
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modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable

 source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user

 installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

 major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under

 the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute

 so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people

 have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public

 License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of

 all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line

 and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should

 also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights

(defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons

of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of

infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form

whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute

to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the

person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or

neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,

the following:

 

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;

   moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

   publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;

   rights

 protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

   rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;

   database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of

11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any

amended or successor version of such directive); and

   other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly,

fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing

as well as future claims

 and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by

applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation,

rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the

Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.
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3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective

under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's

 express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each

affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional

license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or

future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the

date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally

invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the

remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will

 not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated

claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of

Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

   No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

by this document.

   Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work,

express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for

a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence

of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

   Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use

thereof, including without

 limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for

obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work.

   Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or

obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

The "inih" library is distributed under the New BSD license:

 

Copyright (c) 2009, Ben Hoyt

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Ben Hoyt nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY BEN HOYT ''AS IS'' AND ANY
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL BEN HOYT BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

LICENSING

=========

 

Since GnuTLS version 3.1.10, the core library is released under

the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later

(see doc/COPYING.LESSER for the license terms).

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main GnuTLS library, while the

included applications as well as gnutls-openssl

library are under the GNU GPL version 3.  The gnutls library is

located in the lib/ and libdane/ directories, while the applications

in src/ and, the gnutls-openssl library is at extra/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

 

Note, however, that the nettle and the gmp libraries which are

GnuTLS dependencies, they are distributed under a LGPLv3+ or GPLv2+ dual

license. As such binaries linking to them need to adhere to either LGPLv3+

or the GPLv2+ license.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed

 a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified

 Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.
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 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts

 and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices

 during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.
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      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with

 the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms

 of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
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applies to it, you have the option of following the

 terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

====================================================================

Written by Andy Polyakov <appro@fy.chalmers.se> for the OpenSSL

project. The module is, however, dual licensed under OpenSSL and

CRYPTOGAMS licenses depending on where you obtain it. For further

details see https://www.openssl.org/~appro/cryptogams/.

====================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2012, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor

 the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

######################################################################

## Constant-time SSSE3 AES core implementation.

## version 0.1

##

## By Mike Hamburg (Stanford University), 2009

## Public domain.

##

## For details see https://shiftleft.org/papers/vector_aes/ and

## https://crypto.stanford.edu/vpaes/.

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

      products derived from this software without specific prior

      written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Wrymouth Innovation Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,

 not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert

 copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready

 to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients"

 may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

  An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.
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 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System

 Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available

 free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by

 this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section

 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish

 on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

    "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium,

 is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid

 for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same

 way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System

 Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
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doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

  The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program
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 shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting

 liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors

 and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains
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a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements

 apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder,

 and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
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occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic

 Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted

 or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
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patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License,

 through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work,

 then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
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patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option

 of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT

 WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation

 of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

 notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C)  by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
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(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
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exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy,

 is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
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produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is

 covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;
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 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
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a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
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for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty

 or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

 

  those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
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the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
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for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or

 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

 License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where
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 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want

 to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.279 nginx 1.21.4.1 
1.279.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

1.279.2 Available under license : 
/*

* Copyright (C) 2002-2021 Igor Sysoev

* Copyright (C) 2011-2021 Nginx, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.280 luajit 2.1.0 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

===============================================================================

LuaJIT -- a Just-In-Time Compiler for Lua. http://luajit.org/

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2017 Mike Pall. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

[ MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php ]

 

===============================================================================

[ LuaJIT includes code from Lua 5.1/5.2, which has this license statement: ]

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

[ LuaJIT includes code from dlmalloc, which has this license statement: ]

 

This is a version (aka dlmalloc) of malloc/free/realloc written by

Doug Lea and released to the public domain, as explained at

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain
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===============================================================================

 

1.281 pam 1.3.1-5ubuntu4.6 
1.281.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed

 under the terms of the

GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU

GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the

restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under

 the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the

provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.282 datadog-zstd 1.5.2 
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1.282.1 Available under license : 
BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Simplified BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Datadog <info@datadoghq.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.283 kong-enterprise-edition-fips 3.4.1.1 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Daurnimator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013, James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2009-2015, by Yichun "agentzh" Zhang, OpenResty Inc.

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2014, by Xiaozhe Wang (chaoslawful) <chaoslawful@gmail.

com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2010-2014, by FRiCKLE Piotr Sikora <info@frickle.com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2015, by Shuxin Yang.

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Jiale "calio" Zhi <vipcalio@gmail.com>.

 

Copyright (C) Guanlan Dai

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Marcus Clyne, Simpl (simpl.it)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must

 reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the organization (Simpl) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MARCUS CLYNE OR SIMPL BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2015 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 Nginx, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NGINX License

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2009 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2009-2013 Sergey A. Osokin

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in

 binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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LuaJIT

 -- a Just-In-Time Compiler for Lua. http://luajit.org/

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2015 Mike Pall. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

[ MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php ]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lua License

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lua-cjson License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2012  Mark Pulford <mark@kyne.com.au>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this

 permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

SHA-1 implementation in NDK

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
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All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.

  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

  the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version

or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply

be

copied and put under another distribution licence

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

OpenSSL

 

Copyright (c) 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

  software must display the following acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

  openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

  nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

   acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
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  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

(eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product

 includes software written by Tim

Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation

 (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

 

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

  the apps directory (application code) you must

 include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under

 another distribution licence

[including the GNU Public Licence.]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.
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The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email

 local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2017 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.
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Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must

 retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

zlib

 

(C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
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 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product,

 an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

If you use the zlib library in a product, we would appreciate *not* receiving

lengthy legal documents to sign.  The sources are provided for free but without

warranty of any kind.  The library has been entirely written by Jean-loup

Gailly and Mark Adler; it does not include third-party code.

 

If you redistribute modified sources, we would appreciate that you include in

the file ChangeLog history information documenting your changes.  Please read

the FAQ for more information on the distribution of modified source versions.

Copyright (c) 2009 Rob Hoelz <rob@hoelzro.net>

Copyright (c) 2011 Enrique Garca Cota <enrique.garcia.cota@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

local decode = require("cjson").new().decode

return assert(decode([===[

{

 "version": "2.0",

 "metadata": {
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   "apiVersion": "2018-08-01",

   "endpointPrefix": "license-manager",

   "jsonVersion": "1.1",

   "protocol": "json",

   "serviceFullName": "AWS License Manager",

   "serviceId": "License Manager",

   "signatureVersion": "v4",

   "targetPrefix": "AWSLicenseManager",

   "uid": "license-manager-2018-08-01"

 },

 "operations": {

   "CreateLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "CreateLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ResourceLimitExceededException"

       },

   

    {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Creates a license configuration.</p> <p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a

customer license agreement that can be consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include

specifications for the license type (licensing by instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy,

Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of these), license affinity to host (how long a license must be associated
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with a host), and the number of licenses purchased and used.</p>"

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "DeleteLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse"

      },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Deletes the specified license configuration.</p> <p>You cannot delete a license

configuration that is in use.</p>"

   },

   "GetLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "GetLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "GetLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {
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         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

        },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Gets detailed information about the specified license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "GetServiceSettings": {

     "name": "GetServiceSettings",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "GetServiceSettingsRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "GetServiceSettingsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Gets the License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

   },

    "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {
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       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the resource associations for the specified license configuration.</p> <p>Resource

associations need not consume licenses from a license configuration. For example,

 an AMI or a stopped instance might not consume a license (depending on the license rules).</p>"

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations": {

     "name": "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperations",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"
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       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the license configuration operations that failed.</p>"

   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurations": {

     "name":

 "ListLicenseConfigurations",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }
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     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the license configurations for your account.</p>"

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

     "name": "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape":

 "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Describes the license configurations for the specified resource.</p>"

   },

   "ListResourceInventory": {

     "name": "ListResourceInventory",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListResourceInventoryRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListResourceInventoryResponse"

     },

     "errors": [
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       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

      

 },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FailedDependencyException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists resources managed using Systems Manager inventory.</p>"

   },

   "ListTagsForResource": {

     "name": "ListTagsForResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListTagsForResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListTagsForResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

        },

       {
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         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists the tags for the specified license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "ListUsageForLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "FilterLimitExceededException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

        }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Lists all license usage records for a license configuration, displaying license consumption

details by resource at a selected point in time. Use this action to audit the current license consumption for any

license inventory and configuration.</p>"

   },

   "TagResource": {

     "name": "TagResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",
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       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "TagResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "TagResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Adds the specified tags to the specified

 license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "UntagResource": {

     "name": "UntagResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "UntagResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UntagResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {
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         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Removes the specified tags from the specified license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfiguration": {

     "name": "UpdateLicenseConfiguration",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest"

      },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Modifies the attributes of an existing license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource": {

     "name": "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResource",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },
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     "input": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest"

     },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {

         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

        },

       {

         "shape": "InvalidResourceStateException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "LicenseUsageException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Adds or removes the specified license configurations for the specified AWS

resource.</p> <p>You can update the license specifications of AMIs, instances, and hosts. You cannot update the

license specifications for launch templates and AWS CloudFormation templates, as they send license configurations

to the operation that creates the resource.</p>"

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettings": {

     "name": "UpdateServiceSettings",

     "http": {

       "method": "POST",

       "requestUri": "/"

     },

     "input": {

       "shape": "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest"

      },

     "output": {

       "shape": "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse"

     },

     "errors": [

       {
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         "shape": "InvalidParameterValueException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "ServerInternalException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AuthorizationException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "AccessDeniedException"

       },

       {

         "shape": "RateLimitExceededException"

       }

     ],

     "documentation": "<p>Updates License Manager settings for the current Region.</p>"

   }

 },

 "shapes": {

   "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LastRunTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation": "<p>Time that automated discovery last ran.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes automated discovery.</p>"

   },

   "Boolean": {

     "type": "boolean"

   },

   "BoxBoolean": {

     "type": "boolean"

   },

   "BoxInteger": {

      "type": "integer"

   },

   "BoxLong": {

     "type": "long"

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummary": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Resource type of the resource consuming a license.</p>"

       },
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       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about license consumption.</p>"

   },

   "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ConsumedLicenseSummary"

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "Name",

       "LicenseCountingType"

     ],

     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Description": {

          "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountingType": {

         "shape": "LicenseCountingType",

         "documentation": "<p>Dimension used to track the license inventory.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Indicates whether hard or soft license enforcement is used. Exceeding a hard limit

blocks the launch of new instances.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>License rules. The syntax is #name=value (for example, #allowedTenancy=EC2-

DedicatedHost). The available rules vary by dimension, as follows.</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Cores</code>

dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code>

 | <code>maximumCores</code> | <code>minimumCores</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Instances</code>

dimension: <code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>maximumCores</code> | <code>minimumCores</code> |
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<code>maximumSockets</code> | <code>minimumSockets</code> | <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Sockets</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> | <code>maximumSockets</code> |

<code>minimumSockets</code> </p> </li> <li> <p> <code>vCPUs</code> dimension:

<code>allowedTenancy</code> | <code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> | <code>maximumVcpus</code> |

<code>minimumVcpus</code> </p> </li> </ul> <p>The unit for <code>licenseAffinityToHost</code> is days and

the range is 1 to 180. The possible values for <code>allowedTenancy</code> are <code>EC2-Default</code>,

<code>EC2-DedicatedHost</code>, and <code>EC2-DedicatedInstance</code>. The possible values for

<code>honorVcpuOptimization</code> are

 <code>True</code> and <code>False</code>.</p>"

       },

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",

         "documentation": "<p>Tags to add to the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "CreateLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "DateTime": {

     "type": "timestamp"

   },

   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

 

   "DeleteLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",
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     "members": {}

   },

   "Filter": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "FilterName",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the filter. Filter names are case-sensitive.</p>"

       },

       "Values": {

         "shape": "FilterValues",

         "documentation": "<p>Filter values. Filter values are case-sensitive.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>A filter name and value pair that is used to return more specific results from a describe

operation. Filters can be used to match a set of resources by specific criteria, such as tags, attributes, or IDs.</p>"

   },

   "FilterName": {

     "type": "string"

   },

   "FilterValue": {

     "type": "string"

   },

   "FilterValues": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "FilterValue"

     }

   },

   "Filters": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "Filter"

      }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "GetLicenseConfigurationResponse": {
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     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Unique ID for the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Description": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Description of the license

 configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountingType": {

         "shape": "LicenseCountingType",

         "documentation": "<p>Dimension on which the licenses are counted.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Sets the number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses assigned to resources.</p>"

       },

       "Status": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>License configuration status.</p>"

       },

       "OwnerAccountId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Account ID of

 the owner of the license configuration.</p>"

       },
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       "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Summaries of the licenses consumed by resources.</p>"

       },

       "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ManagedResourceSummaryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Summaries of the managed resources.</p>"

       },

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",

         "documentation": "<p>Tags for the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

       },

       "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

         "shape": "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

         "documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "GetServiceSettingsResponse":

 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "S3BucketArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Regional S3 bucket path for storing reports, license trail event data, discovery data, and

so on.</p>"

       },

       "SnsTopicArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>SNS topic configured to receive notifications from License Manager.</p>"

       },

       "OrganizationConfiguration": {

         "shape": "OrganizationConfiguration",

         "documentation": "<p>Indicates whether AWS Organizations has been integrated with License Manager for

cross-account discovery.</p>"

       },

       "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Indicates whether cross-account discovery has been enabled.</p>"

       },
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       "LicenseManagerResourceShareArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the AWS resource share.

 The License Manager master account will provide member accounts with access to this share.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "InventoryFilter": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "Name",

       "Condition"

     ],

     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the filter.</p>"

       },

       "Condition": {

         "shape": "InventoryFilterCondition",

         "documentation": "<p>Condition of the filter.</p>"

       },

       "Value": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Value of the filter.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>An inventory filter.</p>"

   },

   "InventoryFilterCondition": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

       "EQUALS",

       "NOT_EQUALS",

       "BEGINS_WITH",

       "CONTAINS"

     ]

   },

   "InventoryFilterList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "InventoryFilter"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfiguration":

 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {
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       "LicenseConfigurationId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Unique ID of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Description": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Description of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountingType": {

         "shape": "LicenseCountingType",

         "documentation": "<p>Dimension to use to track the license inventory.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>License rules.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

          "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of available licenses as a hard limit.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed. </p>"

       },

       "Status": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Status of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "OwnerAccountId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Account ID of the license configuration's owner.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ConsumedLicenseSummaryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Summaries for licenses consumed by various resources.</p>"

       },
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       "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

         "shape": "ManagedResourceSummaryList",

         "documentation":

 "<p>Summaries for managed resources.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>Product information.</p>"

       },

       "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation": {

         "shape": "AutomatedDiscoveryInformation",

         "documentation": "<p>Automated discovery information.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>A license configuration is an abstraction of a customer license agreement that can be

consumed and enforced by License Manager. Components include specifications for the license type (licensing by

instance, socket, CPU, or vCPU), allowed tenancy (shared tenancy, Dedicated Instance, Dedicated Host, or all of

these), host affinity (how long a VM must be associated with a host), and the number of licenses purchased and

used.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociation": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

     

    "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of server resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwnerId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the AWS account that owns the resource consuming licenses.</p>"

       },

       "AssociationTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was associated with the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes an association with a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseConfigurationAssociation"

     }
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   },

   "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

       "AVAILABLE",

       "DISABLED"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsage": {

     "type": "structure",

      "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceStatus": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Status of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwnerId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

       },

       "AssociationTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation": "<p>Time when the license configuration was initially associated with the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ConsumedLicenses": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>Number of licenses consumed by the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about the usage of a resource associated with

 a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseConfigurationUsage"

     }

   },

   "LicenseConfigurations": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {
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       "shape": "LicenseConfiguration"

     }

   },

   "LicenseCountingType": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

       "vCPU",

       "Instance",

       "Core",

       "Socket"

     ]

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailure": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Resource type.</p>"

       },

       "ErrorMessage": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Error message.</p>"

       },

       "FailureTime": {

         "shape": "DateTime",

         "documentation":

 "<p>Failure time.</p>"

       },

       "OperationName": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Name of the operation.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwnerId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the AWS account that owns the resource.</p>"

       },

       "OperationRequestedBy": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>The requester is \"License Manager Automated Discovery\".</p>"

       },

       "MetadataList": {

         "shape": "MetadataList",

         "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

       }
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     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes the failure of a license operation.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseOperationFailure"

     }

   },

   "LicenseSpecification": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn":

 {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details for associating a license configuration with a resource.</p>"

   },

   "LicenseSpecifications": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "LicenseSpecification"

     }

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }
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     }

   },

   "ListAssociationsForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationAssociations": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurationAssociations",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the associations for the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

    

     "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListFailuresForLicenseConfigurationOperationsResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseOperationFailureList": {

         "shape": "LicenseOperationFailureList",

         "documentation": "<p>License configuration operations that failed.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }
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   },

   "ListLicenseConfigurationsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArns": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Names (ARN) of the license configurations.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken":

 {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       },

       "Filters": {

         "shape": "Filters",

         "documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical operators are

supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>licenseCountingType</code> - The dimension on which licenses are counted.

Possible values are <code>vCPU</code> | <code>Instance</code> | <code>Core</code> | <code>Socket</code>.

Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>enforceLicenseCount</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether hard license enforcement is used.

Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>usagelimitExceeded</code> - A Boolean value that indicates whether the available licenses have been

exceeded. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     }

   },

    "ListLicenseConfigurationsResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurations": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurations",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn"

     ],
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     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of a resource that has an associated license

configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for

 the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseSpecifications": {

         "shape": "LicenseSpecifications",

         "documentation": "<p>License configurations associated with a resource.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       },

       "Filters": {

         "shape": "InventoryFilterList",

         "documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters

 and logical operators are supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>account_id</code> - The ID of the AWS account

that owns the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li>

<li> <p> <code>application_name</code> - The name of the application. Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>license_included</code> -
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The type of license included. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.

Possible values are <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | <code>sql-server-standard</code> | <code>sql-server-

web</code> | <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>platform</code> - The

platform of the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>BEGINS_WITH</code>.</p>

</li> <li> <p> <code>resource_id</code> - The ID of the resource. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code>

| <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListResourceInventoryResponse":

 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceInventoryList": {

         "shape": "ResourceInventoryList",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the resources.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListTagsForResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the tags.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [
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        "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "MaxResults": {

         "shape": "BoxInteger",

         "documentation": "<p>Maximum number of results to return in a single call.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       },

       "Filters": {

         "shape": "Filters",

         "documentation": "<p>Filters to scope the results. The following filters and logical operators are

supported:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>resourceArn</code> - The ARN of the license configuration resource. Logical

operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>resourceType</code> - The resource type (EC2_INSTANCE | EC2_HOST | EC2_AMI |

SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE). Logical

 operators are <code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>resourceAccount</code> - The ID of the account that owns the resource. Logical operators are

<code>EQUALS</code> | <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ListUsageForLicenseConfigurationResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationUsageList": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurationUsageList",

         "documentation": "<p>Information about the license configurations.</p>"

       },

       "NextToken": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Token for the next set of results.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "ManagedResourceSummary": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of resource associated with a license.</p>"

       },
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       "AssociationCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

      

   "documentation": "<p>Number of resources associated with licenses.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Summary information about a managed resource.</p>"

   },

   "ManagedResourceSummaryList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ManagedResourceSummary"

     }

   },

   "Metadata": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

       },

       "Value": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Reserved.</p>"

   },

   "MetadataList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "Metadata"

     }

   },

   "OrganizationConfiguration": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "EnableIntegration"

     ],

     "members": {

       "EnableIntegration": {

         "shape": "Boolean",

         "documentation": "<p>Enables AWS Organization

 integration.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Configuration information for AWS Organizations.</p>"

   },
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   "ProductInformation": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceType",

       "ProductInformationFilterList"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Resource type. The possible values are <code>SSM_MANAGED</code> |

<code>RDS</code>.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationFilterList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationFilterList",

         "documentation": "<p>Product information filters.</p> <p>The following filters and logical operators are

supported when the resource type is <code>SSM_MANAGED</code>:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Application

Name</code> - The name of the application. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p>

<code>Application Publisher</code> - The publisher of the application. Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p>

 </li> <li> <p> <code>Application Version</code> - The version of the application. Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Platform Name</code> - The name of the platform. Logical

operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>Platform Type</code> - The platform type.

Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>License Included</code> - The type of

license included. Logical operators are <code>EQUALS</code> and <code>NOT_EQUALS</code>. Possible

values are: <code>sql-server-enterprise</code> | <code>sql-server-standard</code> | <code>sql-server-web</code>

| <code>windows-server-datacenter</code>.</p> </li> </ul> <p>The following filters and logical operators are

supported when the resource type is <code>RDS</code>:</p> <ul> <li> <p> <code>Engine Edition</code> - The

edition of the database engine. Logical operator is <code>EQUALS</code>. Possible values are: <code>oracle-

ee</code> | <code>oracle-se</code> | <code>oracle-se1</code>

 | <code>oracle-se2</code>.</p> </li> <li> <p> <code>License Pack</code> - The license pack. Logical operator is

<code>EQUALS</code>. Possible values are: <code>data guard</code> | <code>diagnostic pack sqlt</code> |

<code>tuning pack sqlt</code> | <code>ols</code> | <code>olap</code>.</p> </li> </ul>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes product information for a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "ProductInformationFilter": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ProductInformationFilterName",

       "ProductInformationFilterValue",

       "ProductInformationFilterComparator"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ProductInformationFilterName": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Filter name.</p>"

       },
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       "ProductInformationFilterValue": {

         "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>Filter value.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationFilterComparator": {

         "shape": "String",

          "documentation": "<p>Logical operator.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Describes product information filters.</p>"

   },

   "ProductInformationFilterList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ProductInformationFilter"

     }

   },

   "ProductInformationList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ProductInformation"

     }

   },

   "ResourceInventory": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "ResourceId": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceType": {

         "shape": "ResourceType",

         "documentation": "<p>Type of resource.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the resource.</p>"

       },

       "Platform": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Platform of the resource.</p>"

   

    },

       "PlatformVersion": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Platform version of the resource in the inventory.</p>"

       },

       "ResourceOwningAccountId": {
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         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>ID of the account that owns the resource.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about a resource.</p>"

   },

   "ResourceInventoryList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "ResourceInventory"

     }

   },

   "ResourceType": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

       "EC2_INSTANCE",

       "EC2_HOST",

       "EC2_AMI",

       "RDS",

       "SYSTEMS_MANAGER_MANAGED_INSTANCE"

     ]

   },

   "String": {

     "type": "string"

   },

   "StringList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "String"

     }

   },

   "Tag": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "Key": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Tag key.</p>"

        },

       "Value": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Tag value.</p>"

       }

     },

     "documentation": "<p>Details about a tag for a license configuration.</p>"

   },

   "TagKeyList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {
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       "shape": "String"

     }

   },

   "TagList": {

     "type": "list",

     "member": {

       "shape": "Tag"

     }

   },

   "TagResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn",

       "Tags"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Tags": {

         "shape": "TagList",

         "documentation": "<p>One or more tags.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "TagResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UntagResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required":

 [

       "ResourceArn",

       "TagKeys"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "TagKeys": {

         "shape": "TagKeyList",

         "documentation": "<p>Keys identifying the tags to remove.</p>"

       }

     }

   },
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   "UntagResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "LicenseConfigurationArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "LicenseConfigurationArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseConfigurationStatus": {

         "shape": "LicenseConfigurationStatus",

         "documentation": "<p>New status of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseRules": {

      

   "shape": "StringList",

         "documentation": "<p>New license rule. The only rule that you can add after you create a license

configuration is licenseAffinityToHost.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCount": {

         "shape": "BoxLong",

         "documentation": "<p>New number of licenses managed by the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "LicenseCountHardLimit": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",

         "documentation": "<p>New hard limit of the number of available licenses.</p>"

       },

       "Name": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>New name of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "Description": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>New description of the license configuration.</p>"

       },

       "ProductInformationList": {

         "shape": "ProductInformationList",

         "documentation": "<p>New product information.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseConfigurationResponse":
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 {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "required": [

       "ResourceArn"

     ],

     "members": {

       "ResourceArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the AWS resource.</p>"

       },

       "AddLicenseSpecifications": {

         "shape": "LicenseSpecifications",

         "documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to add.</p>"

       },

       "RemoveLicenseSpecifications": {

         "shape": "LicenseSpecifications",

         "documentation": "<p>ARNs of the license configurations to remove.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "UpdateLicenseSpecificationsForResourceResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsRequest": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {

       "S3BucketArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation":

 "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon S3 bucket where the License Manager information is

stored.</p>"

       },

       "SnsTopicArn": {

         "shape": "String",

         "documentation": "<p>Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Amazon SNS topic used for License Manager

alerts.</p>"

       },

       "OrganizationConfiguration": {

         "shape": "OrganizationConfiguration",

         "documentation": "<p>Enables integration with AWS Organizations for cross-account discovery.</p>"

       },

       "EnableCrossAccountsDiscovery": {

         "shape": "BoxBoolean",
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         "documentation": "<p>Activates cross-account discovery.</p>"

       }

     }

   },

   "UpdateServiceSettingsResponse": {

     "type": "structure",

     "members": {}

   }

 },

 "documentation": "<fullname> AWS License Manager </fullname> <p>AWS License Manager makes it easier to

manage licenses from software vendors across multiple AWS accounts and on-premises servers.</p>"

}

]===]))

-- This software is copyright Kong Inc. and its licensors.

-- Use of the software is subject to the agreement between your organization

-- and Kong Inc. If there is no such agreement, use is governed by and

-- subject to the terms of the Kong Master Software License Agreement found

-- at https://konghq.com/enterprisesoftwarelicense/.

-- [ END OF LICENSE 0867164ffc95e54f04670b5169c09574bdbd9bba ]

 

local typedefs = require "kong.db.schema.typedefs"

 

local license_helpers = require "kong.enterprise_edition.license_helpers"

 

return {

 name = "licenses",

 primary_key = { "id" },

 workspaceable = false,

 db_export = true,   -- maybe play with this if we don't want it passed along?

 fields = {

   { id             = typedefs.uuid },

   { payload        = { description = "The license payload.",

                        type = "string",

                        required = true,

                        unique = true,

                        custom_validator = license_helpers.is_valid_license

 }

   },

   { created_at     = typedefs.auto_timestamp_s },

   { updated_at     = typedefs.auto_timestamp_s },

 },

}

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Hamish Forbes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

-- This software is copyright Kong Inc. and its licensors.

-- Use of the software is subject to the agreement between your organization

-- and Kong Inc. If there is no such agreement, use is governed by and

-- subject to the terms of the Kong Master Software License Agreement found

-- at https://konghq.com/enterprisesoftwarelicense/.

-- [ END OF LICENSE 0867164ffc95e54f04670b5169c09574bdbd9bba ]

 

local kong = kong

 

return {

 ["/license/report"] = {

   GET = function()

     return kong.response.exit(200, kong.sales_counters:get_license_report())

   end

 }

}

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

    

 for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

 

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

License: Proprietary

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Hisham Muhammad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014  2023 Aapo Talvensaari, 2022  2023 Samuele Illuminati

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2007-2011, Kepler Project.

Copyright 2011-2022, the LuaRocks project authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2017 Nick Muerdter

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

%%%%%%%%%

 

Library

 

Repo URL

License URL

 

License text

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

LPeg
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http://www.inf.puc-rio.br/~roberto/lpeg/lpeg.html

http://www.inf.puc-rio.br/~roberto/lpeg/lpeg.html

 

Copyright  2007-2019 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

LuaRocks

https://github.com/luarocks/luarocks

https://github.com/luarocks/luarocks/raw/master/COPYING

 

Copyright 2007-2011, Kepler Project.

Copyright 2011-2022, the LuaRocks project authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

OpenResty

https://github.com/openresty/openresty

https://github.com/openresty/openresty/raw/master/COPYRIGHT

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2015, by Yichun "agentzh" Zhang, OpenResty Inc.

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2014, by Xiaozhe Wang (chaoslawful) <chaoslawful@gmail.

com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2010-2014, by FRiCKLE Piotr Sikora <info@frickle.com>.

 

Copyright (C) 2015, by Shuxin Yang.

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Jiale "calio" Zhi <vipcalio@gmail.com>.

 

Copyright (C) Guanlan Dai

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary

 forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 2010, Marcus Clyne, Simpl (simpl.it)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the organization (Simpl) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MARCUS CLYNE OR SIMPL BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2015 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 Nginx, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided

 that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NGINX License

 

Copyright (C) 2002-2009 Igor Sysoev

Copyright (C) 2009-2013 Sergey A. Osokin

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

  IN NO EVENT SHALL AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

LuaJIT -- a Just-In-Time Compiler for Lua. http://luajit.org/

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2015 Mike Pall. All rights reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

 and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

[ MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php ]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lua License

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

 obtaining a

copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Lua-cjson

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2012  Mark Pulford <mark@kyne.com.au>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

SHA-1 implementation in NDK

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
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The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package

 is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from

 the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

  the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
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 OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version

or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply

be

copied and put under another distribution licence

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

OpenSSL

 

Copyright (c) 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

  software must display the following acknowledgment:

  "This product

 includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

  openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

  nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

  acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL

 PROJECT OR

ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

(eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an SSL implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following

 conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of the parts of the library used.

This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list
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 of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  "This product includes cryptographic software written by

   Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

  The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

  being used are not cryptographic related :-).

 

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

  the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

  "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distribution licence

[including the GNU Public Licence.]

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below.

 The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a
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just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2017 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS

 JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2017 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.
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THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor

 the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

zlib

 

 (C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
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    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

If you use the zlib

 library in a product, we would appreciate *not* receiving

lengthy legal documents to sign.  The sources are provided for free but without

warranty of any kind.  The library has been entirely written by Jean-loup

Gailly and Mark Adler; it does not include third-party code.

 

If you redistribute modified sources, we would appreciate that you include in

the file ChangeLog history information documenting your changes.  Please read

the FAQ for more information on the distribution of modified source versions.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ajv

https://github.com/ajv-validator/ajv

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ajv-validator/ajv/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2021 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

align-text

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/align-text

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/align-text/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

amdefine

https://github.com/jrburke/amdefine

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jrburke/amdefine/master/LICENSE

 

amdefine

 is released under two licenses: new BSD, and MIT. You may pick the

license that best suits your development needs. The text of both licenses are

provided below.
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The "New" BSD License:

----------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, The Dojo Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the Dojo Foundation nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

MIT License

-----------

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, The Dojo Foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ansi-regex

https://github.com/chalk/ansi-regex

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/ansi-regex/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ansi-styles

https://github.com/chalk/ansi-styles

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/ansi-styles/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ansicolors

https://github.com/kikito/ansicolors.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kikito/ansicolors.lua/master/COPYING

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Rob Hoelz <rob@hoelzro.net>

Copyright (c) 2011 Enrique Garca Cota <enrique.garcia.cota@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

argparse

https://github.com/nodeca/argparse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nodeca/argparse/master/LICENSE

 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as

 a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below

 summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes
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   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified

 version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2.

 Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.
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4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee

 on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or

 any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software,

 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.
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3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement

 shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2.

 Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)
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1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained

 from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE

 THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.
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  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or

 publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

asap

https://github.com/kriskowal/asap

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kriskowal/asap/master/LICENSE.md

 

 

Copyright 20092014 Contributors. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy,

 modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

asn1js

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/asn1.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/ASN1.js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014, GMO GlobalSign

Copyright (c) 2015-2022, Peculiar Ventures

All

 rights reserved.

 

Author 2014-2019, Yury Strozhevsky

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

asynckit

https://github.com/alexindigo/asynckit

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alexindigo/asynckit/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Indigo

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the

 Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

autolinker
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https://github.com/gregjacobs/Autolinker.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/gregjacobs/Autolinker.js/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Gregory Jacobs (http://greg-jacobs.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

axios-mock-adapter

https://github.com/ctimmerm/axios-mock-adapter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ctimmerm/axios-mock-adapter/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Colin Timmermans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

babel/parser

https://github.com/babel/babel

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/babel/babel/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

babylon

https://github.com/babel/babylon
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/babel/babylon/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2014 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

balanced-match

https://github.com/juliangruber/balanced-match

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/juliangruber/balanced-match/master/LICENSE.md

 

(MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the

 Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

base64-js

https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/beatgammit/base64-js/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jameson Little

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

bcrypt

https://github.com/mikejsavage/lua-bcrypt

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mikejsavage/lua-bcrypt/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2021, Michael Savage <mike@mikejsavage.co.uk>
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Ted

 Unangst <tedu@openbsd.org>

Copyright (c) 1997 Niels Provos <provos@umich.edu>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

All rights reserved.

 

Implementation advice by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

binaryheap

https://github.com/Tieske/binaryheap.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Tieske/binaryheap.lua/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright  2015-2019 Thijs Schreijer.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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brace-expansion

https://github.com/juliangruber/brace-expansion

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/juliangruber/brace-expansion/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

braintree/sanitize-url

https://github.com/braintree/sanitize-url

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/braintree/sanitize-url/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Braintree

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and

 associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

btoa

https://github.com/node-browser-compat/btoa

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-browser-compat/btoa/master/LICENSE

 

Apache

 License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions

 granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include

 works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor"

 shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where
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such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that

 are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative

 Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside

 or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted
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for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant

 permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and

 grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and

 hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your
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accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

call-me-maybe

https://github.com/limulus/call-me-maybe

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/limulus/call-me-maybe/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Eric McCarthy

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and
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 this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

camelcase

https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/camelcase/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

center-align

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/center-align

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/center-align/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c)

 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

chalk

https://github.com/chalk/chalk

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/chalk/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
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OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

chartjs-adapter-dayjs

https://github.com/ducksoupdev/chartjs-adapter-dayjs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chartjs/Chart.js/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2022 Chart.js Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

 be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

chartjs-color-string

https://github.com/chartjs/chartjs-color-string

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chartjs/chartjs-color-string/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

 merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ckpack/vue-color

https://github.com/ckpack/vue-color

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ckpack/vue-color/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 chenkai0520

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to

 any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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classnames

https://github.com/JedWatson/classnames

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/JedWatson/classnames/main/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Jed Watson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

clipboard

https://github.com/zenorocha/clipboard.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zenorocha/clipboard.js/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Zeno Rocha

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

cliui

https://github.com/yargs/cliui

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yargs/cliui/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software

for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

clone

https://github.com/pvorb/clone

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/pvorb/clone/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright  2011-2015 Paul Vorbach <paul@vorba.ch>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
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use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror

https://github.com/codemirror/basic-setup

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/basic-setup/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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codemirror/autocomplete

https://github.com/codemirror/autocomplete

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/autocomplete/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/commands

https://github.com/codemirror/commands

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/commands/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/lang-css

https://github.com/codemirror/lang-css

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lang-css/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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codemirror/lang-html

https://github.com/codemirror/lang-html

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lang-html/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/lang-javascript

https://github.com/codemirror/lang-javascript

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lang-javascript/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/language

https://github.com/codemirror/language

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/language/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/legacy-modes

https://github.com/codemirror/legacy-modes
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/legacy-modes/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the

 Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/lint

https://github.com/codemirror/lint

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/lint/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/search

https://github.com/codemirror/search

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/search/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/state

https://github.com/codemirror/state

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/state/main/LICENSE

 

MIT
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 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

codemirror/view

https://github.com/codemirror/view

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/codemirror/view/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018-2021 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS

 PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

color-convert

https://github.com/Qix-/color-convert

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Qix-/color-convert/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>.

Copyright (c) 2016-2021 Josh Junon <josh@junon.me>.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

color-name

https://github.com/colorjs/color-name

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/colorjs/color-name/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 Dmitry Ivanov
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

combined-stream

https://github.com/felixge/node-combined-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/felixge/node-combined-stream/master/License

 

Copyright

 (c) 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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commander

https://github.com/tj/commander.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tj/commander.js/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

commonmark-react-renderer

https://github.com/rexxars/commonmark-react-renderer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/rexxars/commonmark-react-renderer/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Espen Hovlandsdal

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

concat-map

https://github.com/ljharb/concat-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ljharb/concat-map/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 James Halliday and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

convert-source-map
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https://github.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2013 Thorsten Lorenz.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

 ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

core-js

https://github.com/zloirock/core-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zloirock/core-js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2022 Denis Pushkarev

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

crelt

https://github.com/marijnh/crelt

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marijnh/crelt/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2020 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

cross-fetch

https://github.com/lquixada/cross-fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lquixada/cross-fetch/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2017 Leonardo Quixad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

css.escape

https://github.com/mathiasbynens/CSS.escape

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/CSS.escape/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of

 this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

csstype

https://github.com/frenic/csstype

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/frenic/csstype/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2017-2018 Fredrik Nicol

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ctrl/tinycolor

https://github.com/scttcper/tinycolor

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/scttcper/tinycolor/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) Scott Cooper <scttcper@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

curl-to-har

https://github.com/yosriady/curl-to-har

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yosriady/curl-to-har/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Yos Riady (yosriady@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice

 and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%
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d

https://github.com/medikoo/d

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/d/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR

 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

datafile

https://github.com/hishamhm/datafile

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hishamhm/datafile/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Hisham Muhammad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

date

https://github.com/Tieske/date

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Tieske/date/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT) http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021 Thijs Schreijer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

date-fns-tz

https://github.com/marnusw/date-fns-tz

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marnusw/date-fns-tz/master/LICENSE.md

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2018 Marnus Weststrate
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

debug

https://github.com/debug-js/debug

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/debug-js/debug/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

Copyright (c) 2018-2021 Josh Junon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED

 TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
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WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

decamelize

https://github.com/sindresorhus/decamelize

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/decamelize/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

deep-extend

https://github.com/unclechu/node-deep-extend

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unclechu/node-deep-extend/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2018, Viacheslav Lotsmanov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software
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 without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

delayed-stream

https://github.com/felixge/node-delayed-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/felixge/node-delayed-stream/master/License

 

Copyright

 (c) 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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delegate

https://github.com/zenorocha/delegate

b''

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2023 Zeno Rocha <hi@zenorocha.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

detect-indent

https://github.com/sindresorhus/detect-indent

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/detect-indent/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

 copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
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INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

dompurify

https://github.com/cure53/DOMPurify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/cure53/DOMPurify/main/LICENSE

 

DOMPurify

Copyright 2023 Dr.-Ing. Mario Heiderich, Cure53

 

DOMPurify is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the

terms of either:

 

a) the Apache License Version 2.0, or

b) the Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.
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1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular

 Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

 whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications
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    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

    

 License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,
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 modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered

 Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s)
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 or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

     a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

 Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits
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    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own

 behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this

 License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some
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    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance

 with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without

 limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage,

 computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
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  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning

 the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If

 you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With
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     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

 then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

duplexer

https://github.com/Raynos/duplexer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Raynos/duplexer/master/LICENCE

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

emitter-component

https://github.com/component/emitter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/component/emitter/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Component contributors <dev@component.io>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

encode-3986

https://github.com/m59peacemaker/js-encode-3986

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/m59peacemaker/js-encode-3986/master/LICENSE
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CC0 1.0 Universal

 

Statement

 of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and

subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the

purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific

works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later

claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse

and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any

purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may

contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the

further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain

reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and

efforts of others.

 

For these and/or

 other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation

of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a

Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright

and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work

and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal

effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited

to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,

 and translate a Work;

 

 ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

 

 iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness

 depicted in a

 Work;

 

 iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

 subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in
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 a Work;

 

 vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

 European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

 protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof,

 including any amended or successor version of such directive); and

 

 vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world

 based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of,

applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and

unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now

known or unknown (including

 existing as well as future claims and causes of

action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time

extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of

copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes

the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the

detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver

shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or

any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work

by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver

shall be preserved to the maximum

 extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver

is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free,

non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in

the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration

provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii)

in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any

purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or

promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as

of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the

License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under

applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not

invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer

 hereby

affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims

and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to
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Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

 a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

 surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

 

 b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties

 of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise,

 including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness

 for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or

 other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not

 discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

 

 c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

 that

 may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation

 any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

 disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions

 or other rights required for any use of the Work.

 

 d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

 party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this

 CC0 or use of the Work.

 

For more information, please see

<http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

encoding

https://github.com/andris9/encoding

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/andris9/encoding/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Andris Reinman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

entities

https://github.com/fb55/entities

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/fb55/entities/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) Felix Bhm

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions

 and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

es5-ext

https://github.com/medikoo/es5-ext

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es5-ext/main/LICENSE

 

ISC

 License
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Copyright (c) 2011-2022, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

es6-iterator

https://github.com/medikoo/es6-iterator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es6-iterator/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2013-2017 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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es6-symbol

https://github.com/medikoo/es6-symbol

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es6-symbol/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

es6-weak-map

https://github.com/medikoo/es6-weak-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/es6-weak-map/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2019, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

escape-string-regexp

https://github.com/sindresorhus/escape-string-regexp

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/escape-string-regexp/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

esprima

https://github.com/jquery/esprima

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jquery/esprima/main/LICENSE.BSD

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

estree-walker

https://github.com/Rich-Harris/estree-walker

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Rich-Harris/estree-walker/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015-20 [these people](https://github.com/Rich-Harris/estree-walker/graphs/contributors)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

esutils

https://github.com/estools/esutils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/estools/esutils/master/LICENSE.BSD

 

Redistribution

 and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

etlua

https://github.com/leafo/etlua

b''

 

MIT, Copyright (C) 2014 by Leaf Corcoran

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

event-emitter

https://github.com/medikoo/event-emitter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/event-emitter/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2015 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

event-stream

https://github.com/dominictarr/event-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/event-stream/master/LICENCE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without

 limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fast-deep-equal

https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-deep-equal

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/epoberezkin/fast-deep-equal/master/LICENSE
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MIT License

 

Copyright

 (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fast-json-patch

https://github.com/Starcounter-Jack/JSON-Patch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Starcounter-Jack/JSON-Patch/master/LICENSE.txt

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013, 2014, 2020 Joachim Wester

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fast-json-stable-stringify

https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-json-stable-stringify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/epoberezkin/fast-json-stable-stringify/master/LICENSE

 

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

Copyright (c) 2013 James Halliday

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

 to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fbjs

https://github.com/facebook/fbjs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/fbjs/main/LICENSE
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fecha

https://github.com/taylorhakes/fecha

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/taylorhakes/fecha/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015

 Taylor Hakes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

flat

https://github.com/hughsk/flat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hughsk/flat/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Hugh Kennedy

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the  nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

focus-trap-vue

https://github.com/posva/focus-trap-vue
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/posva/focus-trap-vue/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019-present Eduardo San Martin Morote

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

follow-redirects

https://github.com/follow-redirects/follow-redirects

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/follow-redirects/follow-redirects/main/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2014present Olivier Lalonde <olalonde@gmail.com>, James Talmage <james@talmage.io>, Ruben Verborgh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

form-data

https://github.com/form-data/form-data

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/form-data/form-data/master/License

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

format-util

https://github.com/tmpfs/format-util

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tmpfs/format-util/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2015 Freeform Systems and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the

 following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

NO WARRANTY OR LIABILITY

 

YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT DOWNLOADING THE SOFTWARE AND ANY USE OF THE

SOFTWARE IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. NO WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION, CONDITION,

UNDERTAKING OR TERM - EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE -

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE CONDITION, QUALITY, DURABILITY,

PERFORMANCE, ACCURACY, STABILITY, RELIABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, OR

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE OF THE

SOFTWARE IS GIVEN OR ASSUMED BY FREEFORM SYSTEMS LTD. ALL SUCH

WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, CONDITIONS, UNDERTAKINGS AND TERMS ARE

HEREBY EXCLUDED. FREEFORM SYSTEMS LTD MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT THE

SOFTWARE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, OR THAT IT WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED,

TIMELY, SECURE, OR ERROR FREE; IN NO EVENT SHALL FREEFORM SYSTEMS LTD

BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS

PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF PROGRAMS OR INFORMATION, LOSS

OF PROFITS AND SAVINGS AND THE LIKE), OR ANY OTHER DAMAGES ARISING -

IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM - OUT OF THE AVAILABILITY, USE, RELIANCE ON,

INABILITY TO UTILIZE OR IMPROPER USE OF THE SOFTWARE EVEN IF FREEFORM

SYSTEMS LTD SHALL HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES,

AND REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, TORT, OR

OTHERWISE. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE EXCLUSIONS

OF INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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formatjs/ecma402-abstract

https://github.com/formatjs/formatjs

b''

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 FormatJS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

from

https://github.com/dominictarr/from

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/from/master/LICENSE.APACHE2

 

Apache License, Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the

 License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fs-readfile-promise

https://github.com/shinnn/fs-readfile-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shinnn/fs-readfile-promise/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License (ISC)

Copyright 2017 Shinnosuke Watanabe

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

fs-writefile-promise

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/node-fs-writefile-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/node-fs-writefile-promise/master/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

get-own-enumerable-property-symbols

https://github.com/mightyiam/get-own-enumerable-property-symbols

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mightyiam/get-own-enumerable-property-symbols/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2019, Shahar Or

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY

 DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

globals

https://github.com/sindresorhus/globals

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/globals/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE
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 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

good-listener

https://github.com/zenorocha/good-listener

b''

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  2023 Zeno Rocha <hi@zenorocha.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so,

 subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

graceful-fs

https://github.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs/main/LICENSE

 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2022 Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright

 notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

handlebars-utils

https://github.com/helpers/handlebars-utils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/helpers/handlebars-utils/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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har-schema

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/har-schema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/har-schema/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission to

 use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

har-validator

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/node-har-validator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/node-har-validator/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

has-ansi

https://github.com/chalk/has-ansi

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/has-ansi/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

helper-markdown

https://github.com/helpers/helper-markdown

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/helpers/helper-markdown/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

highlight.js

https://github.com/highlightjs/highlight.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/highlightjs/highlight.js/main/LICENSE

 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions

 and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

hoist-non-react-statics

https://github.com/mridgway/hoist-non-react-statics

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mridgway/hoist-non-react-statics/master/LICENSE.md

 

Software License Agreement (BSD License)

========================================

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved.

----------------------------------------------------

 

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of YUI's contributors

 may be

   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

home-or-tmp

https://github.com/sindresorhus/home-or-tmp
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/home-or-tmp/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

httpsnippet

https://github.com/Kong/httpsnippet

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/httpsnippet/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Kong (https://www.konghq.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

iconv-lite

https://github.com/ashtuchkin/iconv-lite

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ashtuchkin/iconv-lite/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ieee754

https://github.com/feross/ieee754

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/feross/ieee754/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

immutable

https://github.com/immutable-js/immutable-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/immutable-js/immutable-js/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present, Lee Byron and other contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

inspect

https://github.com/kikito/inspect.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kikito/inspect.lua/master/MIT-LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Enrique Garca Cota

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the

 following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

invariant

https://github.com/zertosh/invariant

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zertosh/invariant/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ipaddr.js

https://github.com/whitequark/ipaddr.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/whitequark/ipaddr.js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2017 whitequark <whitequark@whitequark.org>

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-buffer

https://github.com/feross/is-buffer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/feross/is-buffer/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-dom

https://github.com/npm-dom/is-dom

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/npm-dom/is-dom/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-finite

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-finite

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-finite/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-obj

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-obj

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-obj/main/license
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-promise

https://github.com/then/is-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/then/is-promise/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-regexp

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-regexp

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-regexp/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

is-stream

https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/is-stream/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

 to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

isomorphic-fetch

https://github.com/matthew-andrews/isomorphic-fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/matthew-andrews/isomorphic-fetch/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Matt Andrews

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in

 the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

isomorphic-form-data

https://github.com/form-data/isomorphic-form-data

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/form-data/isomorphic-form-data/master/License

 

Copyright
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 (c) 2012 Felix Geisendrfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jquery

https://github.com/jquery/jquery

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jquery/jquery/main/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

js-file-download

https://github.com/kennethjiang/js-file-download

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kennethjiang/js-file-download/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2017 Kenneth Jiang

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

js-tokens

https://github.com/lydell/js-tokens

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lydell/js-tokens/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 Simon Lydell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

js-yaml

https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nodeca/js-yaml/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 by

 Vitaly Puzrin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

 OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jsesc
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https://github.com/mathiasbynens/jsesc

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/jsesc/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json-schema-instantiator

https://github.com/tomarad/JSON-Schema-Instantiator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tomarad/JSON-Schema-Instantiator/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Tom Arad

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json-schema-ref-parser

https://github.com/APIDevTools/json-schema-ref-parser

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/APIDevTools/json-schema-ref-parser/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json-schema-traverse

https://github.com/epoberezkin/json-schema-traverse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/epoberezkin/json-schema-traverse/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License
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Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

 

Permission is hereby

 granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

json5

https://github.com/json5/json5

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/json5/json5/main/LICENSE.md

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Aseem Kishore, and [others].

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

[others]: https://github.com/json5/json5/contributors

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jsonschema

https://github.com/tdegrunt/jsonschema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tdegrunt/jsonschema/master/LICENSE

 

jsonschema is licensed under MIT license.

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2015 Tom de Grunt <tom@degrunt.nl>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

jsonschema-draft4

https://github.com/kogosoftwarellc/jsonschema-draft4

b''

 

``````
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Kogo Software LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

``````

 

[downloads-image]: http://img.shields.io/npm/dm/jsonschema-draft4.svg

[npm-url]: https://npmjs.org/package/jsonschema-draft4

[npm-image]: http://img.shields.io/npm/v/jsonschema-draft4.svg

 

[travis-url]: https://travis-ci.org/kogosoftwarellc/jsonschema-draft4

[travis-image]: http://img.shields.io/travis/kogosoftwarellc/jsonschema-draft4.svg

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

katex

https://github.com/KaTeX/KaTeX

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/KaTeX/KaTeX/main/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2020 Khan Academy and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kind-of

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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kong

https://github.com/Kong/kong

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-ee/master/LICENSE

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-developer-portal

https://github.com/Kong/kong-portal

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-portal/main/LICENSE

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-lapis

https://github.com/LuaDist-testing/kong-lapis

b''

 

(MIT)

 

Copyright

 (C) 2017 by Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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[1]: http://moonscript.org

[2]: http://olivinelabs.com/busted/

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-lua-resty-kafka

https://github.com/kong/lua-resty-kafka

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-kafka/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014, doujiang

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of lua-resty-kafka nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-luasec

https://github.com/brunoos/luasec

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/brunoos/luasec/master/LICENSE
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LuaSec 1.2.0 license

Copyright (C) 2006-2022 Bruno Silvestre, UFG

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a

  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-openid-connect

https://github.com/Kong/kong-openid-connect

b''

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-pgmoon

https://github.com/Kong/pgmoon

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/pgmoon/kong-dev/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong-redis-cluster

https://github.com/Kong/resty-redis-cluster

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/resty-redis-cluster/master/LICENSE

 

                               Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright

 owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to

 compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

 

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated

 within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form

 of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE

 file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely

 responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed

 in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong/kongponents
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https://github.com/Kong/kongponents

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kongponents/main/LICENSE

 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control

 systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

    

 this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and
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 distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file,

 excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing

 the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any

 direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kong/manager

 

b''

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kyleshockey/js-yaml

https://github.com/shockey/js-yaml-browser

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shockey/js-yaml-browser/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software,
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 and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

kyleshockey/xml

https://github.com/shockey/node-xml

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shockey/node-xml/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Dylan Greene <dylang@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software

 and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lazy-cache

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/lazy-cache

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/lazy-cache/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/common

https://github.com/lezer-parser/common

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/common/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/css

https://github.com/lezer-parser/css

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/css/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to

 do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lezer/highlight

https://github.com/lezer-parser/highlight

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/highlight/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

 to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/html

https://github.com/lezer-parser/html

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/html/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/javascript

https://github.com/lezer-parser/javascript

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/javascript/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lezer/lr

https://github.com/lezer-parser/lr
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lezer-parser/lr/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

linkify-it

https://github.com/markdown-it/linkify-it

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/linkify-it/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Vitaly Puzrin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

loadkit

https://github.com/leafo/loadkit

b''

 

MIT, Copyright (C) 2014 by Leaf Corcoran

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lodash.camelcase

https://github.com/lodash/lodash

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lodash/lodash/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission

 notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

longest

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/longest

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/longest/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

loose-envify

https://github.com/zertosh/loose-envify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zertosh/loose-envify/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Andres Suarez <zertosh@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lpeg_patterns

https://github.com/daurnimator/lpeg_patterns

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/daurnimator/lpeg_patterns/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Daurnimator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and

 to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lru-queue

https://github.com/medikoo/lru-queue

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/lru-queue/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby

 granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,
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INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-cassandra

https://github.com/thibaultcha/lua-cassandra

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thibaultcha/lua-cassandra/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Original work Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Thibault Charbonnier

Based on the work of Juarez Bochi Copyright 2014

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files

 (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-ffi-zlib

https://github.com/hamishforbes/lua-ffi-zlib

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hamishforbes/lua-ffi-zlib/master/LICENSE.txt

 

MIT

 License
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Copyright (c) 2016 Hamish Forbes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-messagepack

https://framagit.org/fperrad/lua-MessagePack

https://framagit.org/fperrad/lua-MessagePack/-/raw/master/README.md

 

Use of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-protobuf

https://github.com/starwing/lua-protobuf

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/starwing/lua-protobuf/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Xavier Wang

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this

 permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-acme

https://github.com/fffonion/lua-resty-acme

b''

 

This module is licensed under the BSD license.

 

Copyright (C) 2019, by fffonion <fffonion@gmail.com>.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

 the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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[Back to

 TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

See Also

========

* [Automatic Certificate Management Environment (ACME)](https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8555)

* [haproxytech/haproxy-lua-acme](https://github.com/haproxytech/haproxy-lua-acme) The ACME Lua

implementation used in HAProxy.

* [GUI/lua-resty-auto-ssl](https://github.com/GUI/lua-resty-auto-ssl)

* [lua-resty-openssl](https://github.com/fffonion/lua-resty-openssl)

* [Let's Encrypt API rate limits](https://letsencrypt.org/docs/rate-limits/)

 

[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-aws

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-aws

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-aws/main/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined

 by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall

 mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution"

 shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any

 individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified

 files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated

 by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally

 submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties

 or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses),
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 even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed

 by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020-2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-cookie

https://github.com/cloudflare/lua-resty-cookie
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b''

 

This

 module is licensed under the BSD license.

 

Copyright (C) 2013, by Jiale Zhi <vipcalio@gmail.com>, CloudFlare Inc.

 

Copyright (C) 2013, by Yichun Zhang <agentzh@gmail.com>, CloudFlare Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-counter

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-counter

b''

 

This module is licensed under the Apache 2.0 license.

 

Copyright (C) 2019, Kong Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)
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See Also

========

* [lua-nginx-module](https://github.com/openresty/lua-nginx-module)

 

[Back to TOC](#table-of-contents)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-gcp

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-ee/master/LICENSE

 

Use of

 this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-healthcheck

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-healthcheck

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-healthcheck/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i)

 the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or

 attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

 "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

 direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the

 Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such

 additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License

 does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such

 obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lua-resty-http

https://github.com/ledgetech/lua-resty-http

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ledgetech/lua-resty-http/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2013, James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-ipmatcher

https://github.com/api7/lua-resty-ipmatcher

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/api7/lua-resty-ipmatcher/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

 

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided

 in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic,
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 verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly

 perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of

 its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

          as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

 

    names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

 

    unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own

 behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed
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 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-jit-uuid

https://github.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-jit-uuid

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-jit-uuid/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Thibault Charbonnier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-jq
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https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-jq

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-jq/main/LICENSE

 

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020  2021, Aapo Talvensaari,

 James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF

 USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-jwt

https://github.com/cdbattags/lua-resty-jwt

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/cdbattags/lua-resty-jwt/master/LICENSE

 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other

 entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work

 of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by

 the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor

 hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity

 (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices

 from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

    

     notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated

 with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance

 of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description

 of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-ljsonschema

https://github.com/Tieske/lua-resty-ljsonschema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Tieske/lua-resty-ljsonschema/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Julien Desgats

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of

 charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-mail
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https://github.com/GUI/lua-resty-mail

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/GUI/lua-resty-mail/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright

 (c) 2017 Nick Muerdter

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR

 ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-mlcache

https://github.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-mlcache

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/thibaultcha/lua-resty-mlcache/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2022 Thibault Charbonnier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS

 PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-nettle

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-nettle

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-nettle/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 - 2021, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lua-resty-openapi3-deserializer

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-openapi3-deserializer

b''

 

Use

 of this software is subject to the terms of your license agreement with Kong Inc.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-openssl

https://github.com/fffonion/lua-resty-openssl

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/fffonion/lua-resty-openssl/master/LICENSE

 

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020, Wangchong Zhou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-passwdqc

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-passwdqc
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https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-passwdqc/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-redis-connector

https://github.com/ledgetech/lua-resty-redis-connector

b''

 

This module is licensed under the 2-clause BSD license.

 

Copyright (c) James Hurst <james@pintsized.co.uk>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
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 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-session

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-session

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-session/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014  2022, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-template

https://github.com/bungle/lua-resty-template

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/bungle/lua-resty-template/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014 - 2022 Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the {organization} nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-timer-ng

https://github.com/kong/lua-resty-timer-ng

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-timer-ng/main/LICENSE

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

    

 "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited

 to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing

 by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

 otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the

 Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

   

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES

 OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work

 stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply

 the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the

 License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua-resty-websocket-proxy

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-websocket-proxy

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-websocket-proxy/main/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice

 that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the

 purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license

 to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within

 the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works;

 and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 

 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License.

 However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within

 third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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lua-resty-worker-events

https://github.com/Kong/lua-resty-worker-events

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-resty-worker-events/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked

 or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use,

 offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You

 must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works;

 within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the

 conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an

 "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages

 for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License

 to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

 ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua_pack

https://github.com/Kong/lua-pack

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-pack/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lua_system_constants

https://github.com/kong/lua-system-constants

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-system-constants/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2019 Kong, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luacs

https://github.com/clear-code/luacs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/clear-code/luacs/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License
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Copyright (c) 2018 Kouhei Sutou <kou@clear-code.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luaexpat

https://github.com/lunarmodules/luaexpat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/luaexpat/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2003-2007 The Kepler Project, 2013-2022 Matthew Wild

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
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ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luafilesystem

https://github.com/spacewander/luafilesystem

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/spacewander/luafilesystem/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lualogging

https://github.com/lunarmodules/lualogging

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/lualogging/master/COPYRIGHT

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 Kepler Project.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luasocket

https://github.com/lunarmodules/luasocket

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/luasocket/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 Diego Nehab

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to

 do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luasyslog

https://github.com/lunarmodules/luasyslog

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/luasyslog/main/COPYING

 

Copyright  1994-2021 Nicolas Casalini (DarkGod).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without

 restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luatz

https://github.com/daurnimator/luatz

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/daurnimator/luatz/master/COPYING

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright

 (c) 2013-2017 Daurnimator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luautf8

https://github.com/starwing/luautf8

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/starwing/luautf8/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Xavier Wang

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

luaxxhash
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https://github.com/szensk/luaxxhash

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/szensk/luaxxhash/master/LICENSE

 

luaxxhash License

--------------------------

 

luaxxhash is licensed under the terms of the MIT/X11 license reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2014 szensk.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do

 so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

 

(end of COPYRIGHT)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

lyaml

https://github.com/gvvaughan/lyaml

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/gvvaughan/lyaml/master/LICENSE

 

This software comprises files that are copyright their respective

authors (see the AUTHORS file for details), and distributed under

the terms of the

 MIT license (the same license as Lua itself),

unless noted otherwise in the body of that file.
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====================================================================

Copyright (C) 2013-2023 Gary V. Vaughan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in  all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGE-

MENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

====================================================================

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

magic-string

https://github.com/rich-harris/magic-string

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Rich-Harris/magic-string/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright 2018 Rich Harris

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

map-stream

https://github.com/dominictarr/map-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/map-stream/master/LICENCE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a
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 copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-abbr

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-abbr

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-abbr/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
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 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-deflist

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-deflist

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-deflist/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

 IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-emoji

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-emoji

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-emoji/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Vitaly Puzrin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
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obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software

 is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-footnote

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-footnote

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-footnote/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files

 (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-ins

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-ins

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-ins/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-katex

https://github.com/waylonflinn/markdown-it-katex

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/waylonflinn/markdown-it-katex/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2016 Waylon Flinn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-mark

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-mark

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-mark/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-sub

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sub

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sub/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-sup

https://github.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sup

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/markdown-it-sup/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2014-2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

markdown-it-task-lists

https://github.com/revin/markdown-it-task-lists

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/revin/markdown-it-task-lists/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Revin Guillen

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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markdown-it-toc-and-anchor

https://github.com/medfreeman/markdown-it-toc-and-anchor

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medfreeman/markdown-it-toc-and-anchor/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Maxime Thirouin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

marked

https://github.com/markedjs/marked

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markedjs/marked/master/LICENSE.md

 

# License information

 

## Contribution License Agreement

 

If you contribute code to this project, you are implicitly allowing your code

to be distributed under the MIT license. You are also implicitly verifying that

all code is your original work. `</legalese>`

 

## Marked

 

Copyright (c) 2018+, MarkedJS (https://github.com/markedjs/)

Copyright (c) 2011-2018, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

## Markdown

 

Copyright  2004, John Gruber

http://daringfireball.net/

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following

 conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name Markdown nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors as is and any express or implied warranties,

including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are

disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,

exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services;

 loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in

contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software,

even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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match-at

https://github.com/sophiebits/match-at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sophiebits/match-at/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Sophie Alpert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

material-colors

https://github.com/shuhei/material-colors

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shuhei/material-colors/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright 2014 Shuhei Kagawa

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE

 INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mdurl

https://github.com/markdown-it/mdurl

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/mdurl/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

.parse() is based on Joyent's node.js `url` code:

 

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

memoizee

https://github.com/medikoo/memoizee

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/memoizee/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo,

 medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mime-db

https://github.com/jshttp/mime-db

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jshttp/mime-db/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015-2022 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
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Permission is hereby

 granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mime-types

https://github.com/jshttp/mime-types

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jshttp/mime-types/master/LICENSE

 

(The

 MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
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 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

minimatch

https://github.com/isaacs/minimatch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/isaacs/minimatch/main/LICENSE

 

The ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2023 Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER

 RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

mkdirp-promise

https://github.com/ahmadnassri/mkdirp-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ahmadnassri/mkdirp-promise/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

moment

https://github.com/moment/moment

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/moment/moment/develop/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) JS Foundation and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

monaco-editor

https://github.com/Microsoft/monaco-editor

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/monaco-editor/main/LICENSE.txt

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2016 - present Microsoft Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission

 notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ms

https://github.com/vercel/ms

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vercel/ms/master/license.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2022 Vercel, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

 and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

multipart

https://github.com/Kong/lua-multipart

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/lua-multipart/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape (https://www.mashape.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

 person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

nanoid

https://github.com/ai/nanoid

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ai/nanoid/main/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2017 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

net-url

https://github.com/golgote/neturl

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/golgote/neturl/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Bertrand Mansion

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

next-tick

https://github.com/medikoo/next-tick

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/next-tick/master/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2020, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

 DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

node-fetch

https://github.com/node-fetch/node-fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-fetch/node-fetch/main/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 - 2020 Node Fetch Team

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial

 portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

number-is-nan

https://github.com/sindresorhus/number-is-nan

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/number-is-nan/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

object-assign

https://github.com/sindresorhus/object-assign

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/object-assign/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
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Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ono

https://github.com/JS-DevTools/ono

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/JS-DevTools/ono/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
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 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

openapi-schema-validation

https://github.com/kogosoftwarellc/open-api

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kogosoftwarellc/open-api/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Kogo Softare LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

os-homedir

https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-homedir

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/os-homedir/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

os-tmpdir

https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-tmpdir

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/os-tmpdir/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

 to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pascalcase

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/pascalcase

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/pascalcase/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Jon Schlinkert <jon.schlinkert@gmail.com> (https://jonschlinkert.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

path-is-absolute

https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-is-absolute

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/path-is-absolute/main/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

 be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pause-stream

https://github.com/dominictarr/pause-stream

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/pause-stream/master/LICENSE

 

Dual Licensed MIT and Apache 2

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Dominic Tarr

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to

 use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                   

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted

 by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing

 and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source

 or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following

 places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided

 Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing,

 Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License

 or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional
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 liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright (c) 2013 Dominic Tarr

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License

 is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

peculiar/asn1-cms

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/asn1-schema

b''

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

peculiar/asn1-schema

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/x509

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/x509/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Peculiar Ventures. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

penlight
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https://github.com/lunarmodules/penlight

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lunarmodules/Penlight/master/LICENSE.md

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2016 Steve Donovan, David Manura.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

performance-now

https://github.com/myrne/performance-now

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/myrne/performance-now/master/license.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Braveg1rl

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

picocolors

https://github.com/alexeyraspopov/picocolors

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alexeyraspopov/picocolors/main/LICENSE

 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Alexey Raspopov, Kostiantyn Denysov, Anton Verinov

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pinia

https://github.com/vuejs/pinia

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/pinia/v2/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019-present Eduardo San Martin Morote

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pinkie-promise

https://github.com/floatdrop/pinkie-promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/floatdrop/pinkie-promise/master/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

popperjs/core
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https://github.com/floating-ui/floating-ui

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/floating-ui/floating-ui/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Floating UI contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

 is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

postcss

https://github.com/postcss/postcss

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/postcss/postcss/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

prismjs

https://github.com/PrismJS/prism

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PrismJS/prism/master/LICENSE

 

MIT LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2012 Lea Verou

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

 SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

private

https://github.com/benjamn/private

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/benjamn/private/master/LICENSE
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Copyright (c) 2014 Ben Newman <bn@cs.stanford.edu>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

promise

https://github.com/then/promise

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/then/promise/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

prop-types

https://github.com/facebook/prop-types

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/prop-types/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished

 to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ps-tree

https://github.com/indexzero/ps-tree

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/indexzero/ps-tree/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Domenic Tarr, Charlie Robbins & the Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
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 to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

punycode

https://github.com/mathiasbynens/punycode.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/punycode.js/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright

 Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pvtsutils

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/pvtsutils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/pvtsutils/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2022 Peculiar Ventures, LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

pvutils

https://github.com/PeculiarVentures/pvutils

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/PeculiarVentures/pvutils/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019, Peculiar Ventures

All rights reserved.

 

Author 2016-2019, Yury Strozhevsky

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject

 to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

qs

https://github.com/ljharb/qs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ljharb/qs/main/LICENSE.md

 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Nathan LaFreniere and other [contributors](https://github.com/ljharb/qs/graphs/contributors)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the

 following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

querystring-browser

https://github.com/mathiasvr/querystring

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasvr/querystring/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mathias Rasmussen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and

 this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

querystringify

https://github.com/unshiftio/querystringify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unshiftio/querystringify/master/LICENSE
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react

https://github.com/facebook/react

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/react/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Meta Platforms, Inc. and affiliates.

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

 DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-apiembed

https://github.com/kong/react-apiembed

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/react-apiembed/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management

 of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

 communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution,

 then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying

 the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks,

 service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by

 applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version

 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-collapse

https://github.com/nkbt/react-collapse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nkbt/react-collapse/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Nik Butenko
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-debounce-input

https://github.com/nkbt/react-debounce-input

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nkbt/react-debounce-input/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Nik Butenko

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-immutable-proptypes

https://github.com/HurricaneJames/react-immutable-proptypes

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/HurricaneJames/react-immutable-proptypes/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 James Burnett

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-immutable-pure-component

https://github.com/Monar/react-immutable-pure-component

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Monar/react-immutable-pure-component/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Piotr Tomasz Monarski
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies

 or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-inspector

https://github.com/storybookjs/react-inspector

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/storybookjs/react-inspector/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Xiaoyi Chen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

 sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-lifecycles-compat

https://github.com/reactjs/react-lifecycles-compat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reactjs/react-lifecycles-compat/master/LICENSE.md

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted,

 free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-markdown

https://github.com/remarkjs/react-markdown

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/remarkjs/react-markdown/main/license

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Espen Hovlandsdal

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-motion

https://github.com/chenglou/react-motion

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chenglou/react-motion/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 React Motion authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-redux

https://github.com/reduxjs/react-redux

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reduxjs/react-redux/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present Dan Abramov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons

 to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-split-pane

https://github.com/tomkp/react-split-pane

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tomkp/react-split-pane/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 tomkp

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

react-style-proptype

https://github.com/brigand/react-style-proptype

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/brigand/react-style-proptype/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2016 Frankie Bagnardi <f.bagnardi@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

redux
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https://github.com/reduxjs/redux

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reduxjs/redux/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present Dan Abramov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

redux-immutable

https://github.com/gajus/redux-immutable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/gajus/redux-immutable/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/) nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ANUARY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

reflect-metadata

https://github.com/rbuckton/reflect-metadata

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/rbuckton/reflect-metadata/master/LICENSE

 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,
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including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

 an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

 that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer

 the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such

Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or

counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall

terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent

 notices stating that You changed the files; and
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

 License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise

complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may

 have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in

 tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility,

 not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor

harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any
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such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

regenerator-runtime

https://github.com/facebook/regenerator

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/facebook/regenerator/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present, Facebook, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

remarkable

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/remarkable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/remarkable/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert

Copyright (c) 2014 Jon Schlinkert, Vitaly Puzrin.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

 the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

repeat-string

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-string

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-string/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015,

 Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
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WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

repeating

https://github.com/sindresorhus/repeating

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/repeating/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

requires-port

https://github.com/unshiftio/requires-port

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unshiftio/requires-port/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice

 and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

reselect

https://github.com/reduxjs/reselect

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/reduxjs/reselect/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Reselect Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

right-align

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/right-align

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/right-align/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Jon Schlinkert.

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

rollup-plugin-babel

https://github.com/rollup/rollup-plugin-babel

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/rollup/rollup-plugin-babel/master/LICENSE.md

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 [these people](https://github.com/rollup/rollup-plugin-babel/graphs/contributors)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

rollup-pluginutils

https://github.com/rollup/rollup-pluginutils

b''

 

MIT

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

safe-buffer

https://github.com/feross/safe-buffer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/feross/safe-buffer/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadijeh

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject

 to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

safer-buffer

https://github.com/ChALkeR/safer-buffer

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ChALkeR/safer-buffer/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Nikita Skovoroda <chalkerx@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

serialize-error

https://github.com/sindresorhus/serialize-error

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/serialize-error/main/license

 

MIT

 License
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Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

setimmediate

https://github.com/YuzuJS/setImmediate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/YuzuJS/setImmediate/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Barnesandnoble.com, llc, Donavon West, and Domenic Denicola

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

slash

https://github.com/sindresorhus/slash

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/slash/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

sortablejs

https://github.com/SortableJS/Sortable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/SortableJS/Sortable/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 All contributors to Sortable

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

source-map

https://github.com/mozilla/source-map

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mozilla/source-map/master/LICENSE

 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Mozilla Foundation

 and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the Mozilla Foundation nor the names of project

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

source-map-js

https://github.com/7rulnik/source-map-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/7rulnik/source-map-js/patch-0.6.1/LICENSE

 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Mozilla Foundation and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of the Mozilla Foundation nor the names of project

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

source-map-support

https://github.com/evanw/node-source-map-support

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/evanw/node-source-map-support/master/LICENSE.md
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Evan Wallace

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

sourcemap-codec

https://github.com/Rich-Harris/sourcemap-codec

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Rich-Harris/sourcemap-codec/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Rich Harris

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so,

 subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

sprintf-js

https://github.com/alexei/sprintf.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alexei/sprintf.js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2007-present, Alexandru Mrteanu <hello@alexei.ro>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of this software nor the names of its contributors may be

 used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

stream

https://github.com/juliangruber/stream
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b''

 

(MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

stream-combiner

https://github.com/dominictarr/stream-combiner

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/stream-combiner/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2012 'Dominic Tarr'

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished

 to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

string.prototype.repeat

https://github.com/mathiasbynens/String.prototype.repeat

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mathiasbynens/String.prototype.repeat/master/LICENSE-MIT.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

stringify-object

https://github.com/yeoman/stringify-object

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yeoman/stringify-object/main/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2015, Yeoman team

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

strip-ansi

https://github.com/chalk/strip-ansi

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/strip-ansi/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

style-mod

https://github.com/marijnh/style-mod

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marijnh/style-mod/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2018 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

supports-color

https://github.com/chalk/supports-color

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/chalk/supports-color/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus

 <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
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Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-client

https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/swagger-api/swagger-js/master/LICENSE

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power,

 direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to

 the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works

 of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

    

 or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes

 a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional
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 attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant

 permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence),

 contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations,

 You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy]

 [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-methods

https://github.com/APIDevTools/swagger-methods

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/APIDevTools/swagger-methods/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-parser

https://github.com/APIDevTools/swagger-parser

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/APIDevTools/swagger-parser/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright

 (c) 2015 James Messinger

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

 OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-schema-official

https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped/tree/master/types/swagger-schema-official

https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped/raw/master/LICENSE

 

This project is licensed under the MIT license.

Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-ui

https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-ui

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/swagger-api/swagger-ui/master/LICENSE

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner

 or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source

 form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the

 Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by

 Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s)

 alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally

 appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be

 under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR

 A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger-ui-kong-theme

https://github.com/Kong/kong-portal-cli

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/kong-portal-cli/master/LICENSE

 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)

 or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based

 on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

   

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of
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 Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation

 is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution

 notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may

 provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary

 use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any

 Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may

 obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swagger2har

https://github.com/Kong/swagger2har

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/swagger2har/master/LICENSE
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

 

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications

 or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently

 incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

 Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in

 the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

   

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions

 of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional

 Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The
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 text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2019 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

swrv

https://github.com/Kong/swrv

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/swrv/master/LICENSE

 

                  

              Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations,

 elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue

 tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor

 hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that

 do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction,

 or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or

 claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

symbol-observable

https://github.com/benlesh/symbol-observable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/benlesh/symbol-observable/master/license

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

Copyright (c) 2021 Ben Lesh <ben@benlesh.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished

 to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tabbable

https://github.com/focus-trap/tabbable

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/focus-trap/tabbable/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 David Clark

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

terminate

https://github.com/dwyl/terminate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dwyl/terminate/main/LICENSE

 

                   GNU GENERAL

 PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public

 Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission

 to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies

 to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You

 may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute

 or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the
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 Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute

 the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received

 the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third

 parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program

 or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license
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 would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is

 willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If

 the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR

 THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE

 OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

through

https://github.com/dominictarr/through

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dominictarr/through/master/LICENSE.APACHE2

 

Apache License, Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

timers-ext

https://github.com/medikoo/timers-ext

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/medikoo/timers-ext/master/LICENSE

 

ISC

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2018, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tiny-emitter

https://github.com/scottcorgan/tiny-emitter

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/scottcorgan/tiny-emitter/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Scott Corgan

 

Permission is hereby granted,

 free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

to-fast-properties

https://github.com/sindresorhus/to-fast-properties

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/to-fast-properties/main/license

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) Petka Antonov

Copyright (c) Benjamin Gruenbaum

Copyright (c) John-David Dalton

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

trim-right

https://github.com/sindresorhus/trim-right

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sindresorhus/trim-right/main/license

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tslib

https://github.com/Microsoft/tslib

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/tslib/main/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

tsyringe

https://github.com/Microsoft/tsyringe

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/tsyringe/master/LICENSE

 

   MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

typeof-article

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/typeof-article

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/typeof-article/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

typescript

https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/microsoft/TypeScript/main/LICENSE.txt

 

Apache

 License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source"

 form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link

 (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor

 and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s)

 alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If

You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then

any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

 trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the

 Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add

Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and

conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this

License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

 service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in

 writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,
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and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred

 by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional

liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

ua-parser-js

https://github.com/faisalman/ua-parser-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/faisalman/ua-parser-js/master/license.md

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Faisal Salman <<f@faisalman.com>>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uc.micro

https://github.com/markdown-it/uc.micro

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/markdown-it/uc.micro/master/LICENSE.txt

 

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uglify-js

https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/mishoo/UglifyJS/master/LICENSE

 

UglifyJS is released under the BSD license:

 

Copyright 2012-2019 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions

 of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AS IS AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE

 USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uglify-to-browserify

https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/uglify-to-browserify

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ForbesLindesay/uglify-to-browserify/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Forbes Lindesay

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

underscore.string

https://github.com/esamattis/underscore.string

b''

 

##
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The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Esa-Matti Suuronen esa-matti@suuronen.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or

 substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

[d]: http://www.diveintojavascript.com/core-javascript-reference/the-string-object

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

unorm

https://github.com/walling/unorm

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/walling/unorm/master/LICENSE.md

 

The software dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses. MIT license:

 

   Copyright (c) 2008-2013 Matsuza <matsuza@gmail.com>, Bjarke Walling <bwp@bwp.dk>

  

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files

 (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

  

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

   IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

GPL notice (please read the [full GPL license]

 online):

 

   Copyright (C) 2008-2013 Matsuza <matsuza@gmail.com>, Bjarke Walling <bwp@bwp.dk>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License

   as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

   of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA.

 

 

[full GPL license]: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0-standalone.html

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uri-js

https://github.com/garycourt/uri-js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/garycourt/uri-js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 2011 Gary Court. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1.	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.
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2.	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GARY COURT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL GARY COURT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be

interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of Gary Court.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

url

https://github.com/defunctzombie/node-url

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/defunctzombie/node-url/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright 2014 Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

url-parse

https://github.com/unshiftio/url-parse

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/unshiftio/url-parse/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier,  the Contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

 obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

uslug

https://github.com/jeremys/uslug

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jeremys/uslug/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright

 (c) 2012 Jeremy Selier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

utfstring

https://github.com/camertron/utfstring

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/camertron/utfstring/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Cameron Dutro

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

 THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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util-deprecate

https://github.com/TooTallNate/util-deprecate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/TooTallNate/util-deprecate/master/LICENSE

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

v-calendar

https://github.com/nathanreyes/v-calendar

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/nathanreyes/v-calendar/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Nathan Reyes

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

 limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
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Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

validator

https://github.com/validatorjs/validator.js

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/validatorjs/validator.js/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Chris O'Hara <cohara87@gmail.com>

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

 OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

version

https://github.com/Kong/version.lua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kong/version.lua/master/LICENSE

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such

 entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication

 sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute

 the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted

 to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then

 any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks,
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 or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable

 law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility,

 not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License,

 Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue

https://github.com/vuejs/vue

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/vue/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-present, Yuxi (Evan) You

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies

 of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-chartjs

https://github.com/apertureless/vue-chartjs

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/apertureless/vue-chartjs/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jakub Juszczak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated

 documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-codemirror

https://github.com/surmon-china/vue-codemirror

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/surmon-china/vue-codemirror/main/LICENSE

 

MIT

 License

 

Copyright (c) 2020 Surmon

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-demi

https://github.com/vueuse/vue-demi

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vueuse/vue-demi/main/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2020-present, Anthony Fu

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-draggable-next

https://github.com/anish2690/vue-draggable-next

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/anish2690/vue-draggable-next/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Anish George

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above

 copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-markdown

https://github.com/miaolz123/vue-markdown

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/miaolz123/vue-markdown/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Chao Lee

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to

 use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue-router

https://github.com/vuejs/router

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/router/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019-present Eduardo San Martin Morote

 

Permission

 is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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vue/compiler-core

https://github.com/vuejs/core

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/core/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018-present, Yuxi (Evan) You

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

vue/devtools-api

https://github.com/vuejs/devtools

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vuejs/devtools/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-present Evan You

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

w3c-keyname

https://github.com/marijnh/w3c-keyname

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/marijnh/w3c-keyname/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (C) 2016 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

 the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

whatwg-fetch

https://github.com/github/fetch

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/github/fetch/master/LICENSE
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Copyright (c) 2014-2016 GitHub, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without

 restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

window-size

https://github.com/jonschlinkert/window-size

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/jonschlinkert/window-size/master/LICENSE

 

The

 MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xml-but-prettier

https://github.com/shockey/xml-but-prettier

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/shockey/xml-but-prettier/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Jonathan Persson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xmlua

https://github.com/clear-code/xmlua

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/clear-code/xmlua/master/LICENSE

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2018 Horimoto Yasuhiro <horimoto@clear-code.com>
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Copyright (c) 2017-2018 Kouhei Sutou <kou@clear-code.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following

 conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xss-filters

https://github.com/YahooArchive/xss-filters

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/YahooArchive/xss-filters/master/LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Yahoo! Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must

 retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior
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 written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Authors: Adonis Fung <adon@yahoo-inc.com>

        Nera Liu <neraliu@gmail.com>

        Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

xstate

https://github.com/statelyai/xstate

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/statelyai/xstate/main/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 David Khourshid

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

yaml-js

https://github.com/connec/yaml-js

b''

 

[WTFPL](http://sam.zoy.org/wtfpl/)

 

%%%%%%%%%

 

 

z-schema

https://github.com/zaggino/z-schema

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zaggino/z-schema/master/LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Martin Zagora and other contributors

https://github.com/zaggino/z-schema/graphs/contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

 person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

%%%%%%%%%
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zenscroll

https://github.com/zengabor/zenscroll

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/zengabor/zenscroll/dist/LICENSE

 

This

 is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

 

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or

distribute this software, either in source code form or as a compiled

binary, for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and by any

means.

 

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors

of this software dedicate any and all copyright interest in the

software to the public domain. We make this dedication for the benefit

of the public at large and to the detriment of our heirs and

successors. We intend this dedication to be an overt act of

relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights to this

software under copyright law.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

For more information, please refer to <http://unlicense.org>

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%

/asserts/fonts/font-awesome/: SIL OFL 1.1

/asserts/stylesheets/font-awesome/: MIT License

Copyright (c) 2014, doujiang

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name of lua-resty-kafka nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020-2023 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020, Wangchong Zhou

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Mashape (https://www.mashape.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Xavier Wang

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Julien Desgats, 2019-2023 Thijs Schreijer
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2021, Michael Savage <mike@mikejsavage.co.uk>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Ted Unangst <tedu@openbsd.org>

Copyright (c) 1997 Niels Provos <provos@umich.edu>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

 above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
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OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

---

 

Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

All rights reserved.

 

Implementation advice by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in

 binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2020  2021, Aapo Talvensaari, James Hurst

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2023 Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2018 by Leaf Corcoran

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

 THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 - 2016 Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the {organization} nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Twitter, Inc

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR

 IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Thibault Charbonnier

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2022 Kong Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015-2019 Kong, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

LJ@./license_helpers.luaD+6'BK#The 'EMPTY' table is read-only

error=1	6BX-BX-BX+'JX+'JK)base64 decoding failed: not a string*base64 decoding failed: invalid inputstring	type

decode_base64decode_base64urlstr	4<

+,XX99XERX+Lupdated_at				lic_iterlicense

 

 

l4HXX+L-9BX

6969'&B+LL6[license-helpers] could not decode license JSON: ERRlogngxdecodecjsonstrlicense

err

 

wV/69'B-BXX6969'BL+-9-BX6969'B-X/69'	BX(6

X6

9X6

99X-9

6

999BAX	6969'9B9L6969'B+L69'BX6969'B+L9'BX6969'B+L9B6969'BL<[license-helpers] loaded license from

KONG_LICENSE_PATH

close;[license-helpers] could not read license file contents*a	read2[license-helpers] could not open license

fileNOTICEr	openio3[license-helpers] KONG_LICENSE_PATH is not setpayloadidG[license-helpers] loaded

license from database; using license id: 	INFO	eachfilter_latest_license

licensesdb	kongKONG_LICENSE_PATHD[license-helpers] loaded license from default Kong license

pathexists<[license-helpers] loaded license from KONG_LICENSE_DATA

DEBUGlogngxKONG_LICENSE_DATAgetenvos	
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  !!!!!!""%%%%&&''''''((+++------

.decode_base64_strpl_pathDEFAULT_KONG_LICENSE_PATH_Mlicense_data_envslicense_pathdlicense*license

_file"license_data

 

/n

X

9X99X999X-'BXK-'B6695	6:	B=

6:	B=6:	B=BXL+Lday

month	year

tonumber	timeos

pcall-^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}$license_expiration_datepayloadlicense

 

 

 

re_findsplitlicense0expiration_date

#date_t

okresC-BXX6969'B+L6X69X"9BX9BXXX6969	'

'	

'BX6969	'

B+L-9

BX+L-9Ddecode_licenseis_valid_license) (3[license-helpers] unable to resolve reference ERRgetis_reference

vault	kongF[license-helpers] could not decode license JSON: No license foundNOTICElogngx					

 

 

get_license_string_Mlicense_dataAvault0deref

errK-B+X'X69BX'X'L	fullfull_expired	timengx	free		license_expiration_timelicexpiration_timel_type

<

+6X69X-9BX69X-9B-98Lfeatureset

get_typeread_license_infolicense	kong

 

 

 

 

 

 

_Mdist_constantsl_typelic	<-9+BXX-69'BL	)could not get lock from 'kong' shm: 	WARNngxexists

safe_addkong_dictlogkeyexptimeokerr	a--" X696969'-&69'

BAAK

 

%Y-%m-%d	dateos4The

 Kong Enterprise license will expire on %s.

formatstringERRlogngxERROR_NOTICE_DAYS_KONNECTDAYPLEASE_CONTACT_STRexpiration_timeno

w

GX696969'-	&	6	9		'B	AAKX-D--" X6969	69'

-	&	6	9		'B	AAX--" X696969'

-	&	6	9		'B	AAK

	WARN4The Kong Enterprise license will expire on %s. ERR

%Y-%m-%d	dateos0The Kong Enterprise license expired on %s. formatstring	CRITlogngx
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PLEASE_CONTACT_STRlog_license_state_konnectERROR_NOTICE_DAYSDAYWARNING_NOTICE_DAY

Sexpiration_timeHnowHkonnect_modeH	XK---B---BXK-69BBK	timengx		

	

 

timer_atLICENSE_NOTIFICATION_INTERVALlicense_notification_handlerget_lockLICENSE_NOTIFICATIO

N_LOCK_KEYlog_license_stateprematureexpiration_timekonnect_mode

m-69BX-)-BKlicense

konglicense_expiration_timetimer_atlicense_notification_handlerkonnect_modeexpiration_time	

g%699B9699X-699X-XK8X88X89	X8X88X

89	X69

9)5D699

'BXXXXX8X88X

89	X69

9)5D-9BXX'6969	B69

9)5	=	DKmessageERRlog%license library cannot be loadedGET#license_validation_can_proceedmessage*Enterprise

license missing or expiredDELETE

PATCHPUT	POSTwrite_admin_apicanmessage*Enterprise

 license missing or expired	exit

response*default_routedeny_admin_apiallow_admin_apilicensing	kongroute_nameget_methodreqngx		

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

!""""""#######%EMPTYlicense_utilsselfhmethodcrouteballow\denyVmsgH

P-9Dvalidate_kong_licenselicense_utilslicense%m-BXXXX'X'&6969B+-9BI+'	-9

B&Jvalidation_error_to_string!Unable to validate license: decode	WARNlogngx.; some functionality may not be

available'The license being added is

expiredERROR_LICENSE_EXPIREDERROR_GRACE_PERIODERROR_VALIDATION_PASS

 

 

 

 

 

validate_kong_licensecjsonlicense_utilslicense&result"message	 3M6'B6'B6'B6'B6'B6'B699	6'	

B9699

6	9		9		*
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')Z)

)

'6996453=B4'33=3=333!= 3#="3%=$3&3'3(=)3*3+=,3.=-

3/30=1=22Lis_valid_licensevalidate_kong_licenselicense_can_proceedreport_expired_licenselog_license_stateget_

featureset

get_typeread_license_infodecode_licensefilter_latest_license/etc/kong/license.json__newindexsetmetatabledecode_

base64urldecode_base64events:license?Please contact

 <support@konghq.com> to renew your license.	kongshared	findre

splitkong.tools.utilsat

timerngxngx.base64*kong.enterprise_edition.license_utils4kong.enterprise_edition.distributions_constantskong.cmd

.utils.logpl.pathcjson.saferequire

!"#$%&''(***++*-

.:F<TH"+,T/XjlmoocjsonJpl_pathGlogDdist_constantsAlicense_utils>base64;timer_at8split4re_find1kong_dict.DA

Y-

PLEASE_CONTACT_STR,WARNING_NOTICE_DAYS+ERROR_NOTICE_DAYS*ERROR_NOTICE_DAYS_

KONNECT)LICENSE_NOTIFICATION_INTERVAL(LICENSE_NOTIFICATION_LOCK_KEY'decode_base64

%decode_base64url$EMPTY_MDEFAULT_KONG_LICENSE_PATHdecode_base64_strget_license_stringlicense

_expiration_timeget_locklog_license_state_konnect

log_license_statelicense_notification_handler

report_expired_license	validate_kong_licenseis_valid_license

#!/usr/bin/env bash

# MIT licenses will each have a unique MD5 sum since they contain a unique copyright.

# This script will read the license file into memory, strip out the copyright, and then

# generate an MD5 that is not unique and can be matched against a known MIT MD5 sum.

set -e

 

calculate_md5_sum() {

 local FILE="$1"

 

 # Read the contents of the file into a variable

 local raw_license_text=$(<"$FILE")

 

 # Convert to lowercase

 local lowercase_license_text="${raw_license_text,,}"

 

 # Remove anything before the beginning of the license

 local stripped_license_text=$(awk '/permission is hereby granted,/{p=1} p' <<< "$lowercase_license_text")

 

 # Replace line breaks (Windows or Linux) with a single space

 local replaced_linebreaks=$(tr '\r\n' ' ' <<< "$stripped_license_text")

 

 # Replace multiple spaces with a single space

 local normalized_license_text=$(tr -s ' ' <<< "$replaced_linebreaks")

 

 # Strip away any non-printable, non-whitespace characters

 local clean_unprintable_license_text=$(tr

 -cd '[:print:][:space:]' <<< "$normalized_license_text")
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 # Remove punctuation and special characters

 local clean_license_text=$(echo "$clean_unprintable_license_text" | sed 's/[^a-zA-Z ]//g')

 

 # Calculate the MD5 sum of the cleaned license text

 local MD5SUM=$(echo -n "$clean_license_text" | md5sum | awk '{print $1}')

 

 # Output the MD5 sum

 echo "$MD5SUM"

}

 

# Check if the FILE argument is provided

if [ -z "$1" ]; then

 echo "Please provide a FILE as an argument."

 exit 1

fi

 

# Invoke the function with the provided FILE argument

calculate_md5_sum "$1"

Copyright  1994-2021 Nicolas Casalini (DarkGod).

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

ELF>$@@8@%$00   @@@M]]M]]  $$Std  PtdCCCQtdRtdM]]00GNUGNUm|T-rAP,mqA"3 	#$%'),^l-

Q7byW%#zN>H"52 2K@46j>cVJ Dv> , VF"P(]/7{!p7n`a8@+BP6 +/B ,fd`0- 4<~ +`4`*5 -

XU%,j*:P5___gmon_start___ITM_deregisterTMCloneTable_ITM_registerTMCloneTable__cxa_finalizejsmn_pars

ejsmn_initstr_comparestrncmpkey_value_pair_comparatorjsmn_str_eqstrlenjsmn_get_keyinsert_key_value_paircon

tains_keyhas_expected_payload_fieldscreate_payloadqsortstrncatgather_license_datagetenvstrncpyaccessfopenfsee

kftellfreadferrorfcloseprepare_license_valuesmemcpygenerate_secrethmac_sha512EVP_sha512HMACsprintf__stac

k_chk_failstr_const_cmpvalidate_license_expiration_datestrptimemktimevalidate_kong_license_datavalidate_kong

_licenselibcrypto.so.3libpthread.so.0libc.so.6OPENSSL_3.0.0GLIBC_2.14GLIBC_2.4GLIBC_2.2.5/usr/local/kong/

lib7  +p`Vnii

yui	]%]P%@a@a`aBhaBpaBxaBaBaBaC_$__	__
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LJ@./license_utils.lua

7"6'B9X-X+L+Lrelease4kong.enterprise_edition.distributions_constantsrequire						

 

 

 

liblicense_utils_loadeddist_constants

=F2X'LX6X'LX1X'LX,X'LX'X'	LX"

X'LXX'

LXX'LXX'LXX'LX	X'LXX'L'LUNKNOWN ERROR8license in grace period; contact

support@konghq.comERROR_GRACE_PERIOD$invalid license expiration

date"ERROR_INVALID_EXPIRATION_DATElicense expiredERROR_LICENSE_EXPIREDvalidation

failedERROR_VALIDATION_FAILvalidation passedERROR_VALIDATION_PASSinvalid license

format!ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_FORMAT"could not decode license

jsonERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_JSONerror reading license fileERROR_READ_LICENSE_FILEerror opening

license fileERROR_OPEN_LICENSE_FILEinternal errorERROR_INTERNAL_ERROR.license path environment

variable not setERROR_LICENSE_PATH_NOT_SET

no errorERROR_NO_ERROR		

 

 

 

 

error>

+P)-X-9B-9-9'-BALX-BX'L569))B8X'-9-9	'

	BLK@Using development (e.g. not a release) license validation: 	WARNERROR_VALIDATION_PASS

getlocal

debuglicense_expiredERROR_LICENSE_EXPIREDvalidation_failERROR_VALIDATION_FAILinvalid_license_

format!ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_FORMATinvalid_license_jsonERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_JSONread_li

cense_fileERROR_READ_LICENSE_FILEopen_license_fileERROR_OPEN_LICENSE_FILEinternal_errorERRO

R_INTERNAL_ERRORlicense_path_not_setERROR_LICENSE_PATH_NOT_SET

no_errorERROR_NO_ERRORgrace_periodERROR_GRACE_PERIODinvalid_expiration_date"ERROR_INVALI

D_EXPIRATION_DATEERROR_INTERNAL_ERROR,Using

 liblicense_utils shared library:

DEBUGlogvalidate_kong_license_data		

 

"""""###$&&&&&&&')liblicense_utils_loadedliblicense_utilsngxvalidation_error_to_stringlicense_validation_can

_proceedlicense,error

validation_can_proceed

invalid_errorspassed_in_variable_nameerror6'B69'B69'B433	3

===

2Lvalidate_kong_licensevalidation_error_to_string#license_validation_can_proceedlicense_utils	load

pcall  typedef enum {

   ERROR_NO_ERROR = 0,

   ERROR_LICENSE_PATH_NOT_SET,

   ERROR_INTERNAL_ERROR,

   ERROR_OPEN_LICENSE_FILE,

   ERROR_READ_LICENSE_FILE,
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   ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_JSON,

   ERROR_INVALID_LICENSE_FORMAT,

    ERROR_VALIDATION_PASS,

   ERROR_VALIDATION_FAIL,

   ERROR_LICENSE_EXPIRED,

   ERROR_INVALID_EXPIRATION_DATE,

   ERROR_GRACE_PERIOD,

 } validation_error_t;

 

 validation_error_t validate_kong_license_data(const char* license);

	cdefngxffirequire	 0Ny{|}ffingxliblicense_utils_loaded	liblicense_utils

_Mlicense_validation_can_proceedvalidation_error_to_stringvalidate_kong_license

luaxxhash License

--------------------------

 

luaxxhash is licensed under the terms of the MIT/X11 license reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2014 szensk.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

 

(end of COPYRIGHT)

Copyright (c) 2016, Aapo Talvensaari

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Bertrand Mansion

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.284 systemd 245.4-4ubuntu3.23 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute

 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
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and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution
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 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License,

 or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w'

 and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.285 lua 2.1.0 
1.285.1 Available under license : 

===============================================================================

LuaJIT -- a Just-In-Time Compiler for Lua. http://luajit.org/

 

Copyright (C) 2005-2017 Mike Pall. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

[ MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php ]

 

===============================================================================

[ LuaJIT includes code from Lua 5.1/5.2, which has this license statement: ]

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

[ LuaJIT includes code from dlmalloc, which has this license statement: ]

 

This is a version (aka dlmalloc) of malloc/free/realloc written by

Doug Lea and released to the public domain, as explained at

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

 

===============================================================================
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